.4, 4

r'"
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Look! He Has Ticketg For The Be0.0e..ShOW,
A
I

'"'

for both afternoon and evening performances of the'
.Beatle Show will be available to-1134atle Maniacs" in
Mount Prospect on Saturday, July 9. Byl and his wife
Joyce will set up a stand at 15 E. Busse St. in downtown.
Mount Prospect to sell 'the $10 tickets. The "Byl Stat-

..,.The Batts' axe.' coming to Chicago on Aug. 12 --and
'a Mount Prospect man has plenty of .choice tickets for
the one-night performance at International Amphitheatre
available. Neil Byl, 802 Can-Dota, is the man to sec for
Beatle Tickets. For those who find it impossible to believe, the reason Byl has the tickets is that they were
turned over to him to sell for the benefit of the Children's Memorial Hospital in Chicago Byl 'is chief engineer at the institution. Tickets for choice center seats

Stand" will be at 'the southeast entrance to the
Mount Prospect State-Bank. Of the t10 ticket cost,

ic

sairl_that-S4'.25 is a tax deductible deduction to the
bed hospital

hospital. Children's Memorial is a 231

in Chicago andgickets for this session' are expected to
be in great demand. The four `English long hairs have
parlayed a set of Musical sounds' into a multi -million
Last- year, free patient care amounted to $1,300,000: dollar fortune, a mass hysteria and a decoration from
Queen.This is an excellent opportunity 'for parents'
This money comes from' activities such as Byl's Beall&
Ticket Sale. More than 8,000 youngsters were hospitali,-*: Ourchast tickets for. their youngsters, contribute to a
zed at Children's Memorial last year. Oyer 65,000 pat- 'good cause and help Make a Mount Prospect man ,better
Tents a year visit the hospital's out -patient clinic. The able to 'serve the institution. that he knows and loves' iio
Beatles have always proven to be:a sell-out attraction
serving the - medical needs of children from the' greater
Chicago metropolitan area. It carries the largest free
care program of any Illinois . private, .voluntary hospital.

ropect

WEATHER
Tonight; Fair; Low about
70. Saturday; Mostly sunny;

Continued hot; High is the lower 90s.

'
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etition Seeks to Block
Million Apt. Proj e.et
Buildings
To' Be Near
BY JACK A VANDERMYN

News Editor

A group of

150

residents

Happy
Holiday

A Mystery Tenant
Living in Tally Ho?

There will be no issue
of The Day oo Monday,

from the three subdivisions in Judy 4.
Prospect Heights have filed
petitions with, the Cook County

Zoning Board of. Appeals protesting an 58 million apartment

development on the Rob Roy
Golf Driving range property.

Petitions were circulated in
McDonald Acres, Bonnie Brook

Inspection
Of Basin
Ordered

Is there a mystery resident
in the abandoned Tally Ito a partments in Mount Prospect?

Mayor 'Daniel Congreve has
initrticted, Village Manager
John Mongan to inspect a large

checks the empty buildings at

and Camelot subdivisions by
Warren Friberg and' Vivant
Hoffman.
The petitions,

which were

in just one evening, according to Fribcrg and Hofffilled

man, protest- that the proposed

The July 4 beauty queen from Prospect Heights will' be selected tomorrow' aight from
three chic -minded teenagers pictured here. The- queen and her two attendants will
ride is a special car during the July 4 motorcade. Here are Linda NeWman (standing left),
the

Pamela Anne Zedd and Marilyn Raedel (seated).

-BY GEORGE HAMILTON

There could be.
Every Friday
Prospect
Fire

Busse and Rt. 83. When the
firemen leave, the doors are

retention basin at' St. John's

closed and locked.

Apartments, located on Busse

A Day reporter who passes

Rd. on the village's south side.

has noticed that
the doors arc open again every
there daily

Congreve said that the reten604 - apartment del:clop/pent tiOh; basin: ,whichZis' used to
projected by Kenroy pevelop- store storm water arid prevent
art woidd change the single flooding of the Sanitary sewer
family residential character of system, could constitute a -health
the area.

The Rob Roy driving range
is

divided

into

two

I9 -acre

Monday.

Upon exploring the inside of
the apartment, the reporter has
noticed that three rooms in one
apartment have always'been
locked. The doors were equipped with a secret latch by the
builders so that parents could'

and safety hazard.

"This pool, or retention basin
could be an attractive nuisance,"

the community in a motorcade

tracts and is located on Eu- Congreve said.
clid a quarter mile west of.
One of the main objections to
Wolf Rd. in Prospect Heights. the pool, which is about 30
Pat McDonald is the present: yards long and 30 wide, is that
owner of the property. If the' it is not . fenced in. Congreve
zoning variation from single-.." pointed out that a swimming
drew, the motorcade will be' family residential to multiple - pool at St. John's was fenced
composed of cars represent- family is granted, McDonald' and that it would be just as
ing all the service organizations plans to sell the 38 -acre driv- easy for a child to drown in

Monday morning.

in the area.

get into

ueen To Reign On 4th
For the first time this year, Heights Improvement Assn.
Prospect Heights will have a will ride in a special car through
July 4 beauty queen

Three finalists in the contest
conducted

by

the

Prospect

Led by Fire Chief Bill An -

Little League

Congreve instructed Mongan
to_utke any necessary action ho
felt necessary if it was deter-

The development has been

car of the Prospect that the residents of the area
are not making their protest
Heights Improvement Assn.

official

pect Prospect Heights area.

Saturday, July 2
7 p.m. Miss Prospect

complex.

just to maintain the open space

For the best decorated car recreational area.
-- and almost all the cars are
"We would not protest if the
scheduled 'to be prepared for
land were going to be develop- P

Heights Crowned at Lions

the patriotic holiday festivities
ed in single=family residential
7.30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. Teen Age Dance on tennis - the' Lions Club is offering a . tradition," Friberg said: Fri trophy.
courts at Lions Park in Mount Prospect.
and Hoffman are residents
The cars will form at the berg
McDonald Acres, a subJewel Tea at the corner of of
of some 50 homes in
Sunday, July 3
McDonald 'and Elmhurst Rds. division
the 520,000 to 535,000 class
7.30 p.m. to 10:30 L p .m.. Teen Age Dance on Lions at 8 a.m.
Park tennis courts in MountProspect.
Chief Andrews will lead off adjacent to Rob Roy.
"The 'apartment complex
-tbe motorcade about 9 a.m.
Monday, July 4
After an hour of gliding a(Continued on Page 2)
9 a.m. Prospect Heights Motorcade begins at Elm- round the community the mot. orcade will end up at the Lions
hurst and McDonald Rds.
11
a.m. Prospect Heights Little League baseball pool on McDonald Rd. west of
pool.

_

Schoenbeck Rd.

lima begin near Lions pool.

At II a.m. the Boy Scout
Troop 36 Color Guard will

2 p.m. Mount Prospect Parade begins at Gregory
and Emerson Sts.
3 p.m. MountiProspect Carnival in Lions Park.

raise the American Jlag.

'In the, guard are George St.

9 p.m. Prospect Heights Fireworks begin near Lions

John, and Eagle Scout, Stephen
1 Beltran and James kellogg,

pool.
9

p.m. Mount Prospect Fireworks begin

in

both Life Scouts, and Mark
Reynolds, a First Class Scout.

Lions

Park.

Following the raising -of the
(Continued on Page 2)

e 10 p.m. Mount Prospect Lions Club Raffle of 1966
Impala Chevrolet Convertible in Lions Park.

la Weekend. Starts
EDITOR'S NOTE: Have fun! on the Fourth! Here is the
final article in a four part series on Mount' Prospect's plans

1

lage board.

6 Club Thefts
At. Old Orchard

was inside those three rooms.
Unlike the rest of the building,
they have clean, unbroken win-

dows and the floors appear to
have been swept clean recently.

Sliding open a door of a clo-

porter made a surset,re
the
prising discovery.
There in the closet was a
step -stool, two brooms, a bottle
of windOw cleaner
nearly
been hung ori the clothes -hanger
rod, obviously to dry.

Lodted every Friday, this door to a Tally Ho apartment build -

In contrast to the rest of the

Tag Is open again every Monday. Is there a mystery resident

building,- the cleanliness of the

three rooms makes it appear.

at Tally Ho? Is that his card table inside the door?

that someone goes there frequently
cently.

the. responsibility from
volunteer fire department.

And curiously, at the bottom

More than half a dozen sets
of golf clubs have been taken
from cars parked in Old Orchard Country Club lot since

of the stairs, just

inside, the
door, there is a card table.
On July 7 'the village --of.
.

Mount Prospect will appear in
.Cook County Circuit Court to

the golf season began.

T: L. Jacobsen, 918 S. Emerson, told police Wednesday his
a set of woods and irons valued

Does Tally Ho have a human
tenant in addition to the -birds
that inhabit, the place? Could
he be a bird watcher? Will be

at 5215, a 545 golf bag and a

Case

had been More than six similar
theftsthia year.

come forth to protest the village's plan? Maybe we'll find

Dropped

Guilty

out next week.

A charge of shoplifting was

a shirt worth 77 ants
from the. G.C. Murphy Co. in
Mount Prospect Plaza.

.

S125 wrist watch were stolen.

Lt. John' Homola said there

,

Heat yesterday afternoon
caused the westbound two lanes:

'

of Central Rd.'to, bucklein

Mount Prospect- just east, of

Gripe
Of The

Busse Rd.
-Public.....works crews

t-

under

the direction of David
er, were called out immediate:-

Cleaning equipment, toed to keep three rooms In a Tally Ho ly and repaired the break in
the pavement with ' hot mix

aPartmeqt clean. At least the mystery tenant is neat!

black top.

.

Launch a' Balloon, Win a Bike

Court Date Set

'

'

Heat Causes
Road to Buckle'

John Italia, 74, of Lake Zurich, was found guilty of public
indecency Thursday in Mount
Prospect court and placed op a
year's adult probation.

Day.

.

'

ask for permission to tear
down the buildings, which everyone thinks are uninhabited.

car trunk was broken into and '

.Toda.taken

the

and has been there re-

Shoplifting

dropped in. Mount. Prospect
court Thursday Against Michael
T. Tindall, 17, 'of 223 George,

'

empty --and a cloth that had

.Police charged Tindall and

-

the Day reporter

unlatched the locks to see what

ings of his investigation to a'
standing committee of the vil-

The charge was dropped' for
On Monday, the full time fire
departinent, along with volun- lack' of proseCution. The corn4/rT
BY BRUCE C1511.ER
,
rated from atop the toboggan tars,. will join in the parade. plaining witness was in court'Y.
Taking part' will be two' en- and was, ordered to pay $10
Safety and fun will keynote hill in the park.
July 4 celebrations in Mount
During the 45 minutes of. gines, the emergency car, a court .4,sts.
My, gripe is newspaper
Prospect this weekend.
fireworks many ' aerial and snorkel and the black and white
boys that deliver The Day
Village officials stress the ground displays will sparkle. Dalmatian, Smoky, riding in a
by throwing it Lt the back
importance of keeping all holiThe Park. District spends prominent Position.
tolothe
door without tyl
The "'tirade is to start at
day observances safe and sane.' about $1,000 ..for the display,
Curtis James Wilder, 19, of l* a rubber band
that
For the fourth year in'a row, provided by the Carpenters= Gregory and Emerson at 2 Chicago, is due in Mount. Proswind can scatt
through
the park district will display ' ville Fireworks Co. The com-' 'p.m., travel south; on Emerson pect court,July 20 following .his
the neighborhoftd.
dare
to' Shabonee Trail and then arrest Monday for soliciting
fireworks at about 9 p.m. Mon- pany Is fully insured.
you to print this.
The Park District has been , proceed east to Lions. Park. magazine subscriptions with- i'2(''
day in Lions Park
R. Malt en
'
'
FlOats, seven "bands,. two out a village permit. He was
Starting with a roll of aerial providing the spectacular for
bombs, the display will be ope- four years since taking over, - (Continued on Pagel)
released on $25 bond. -

for Fourth of July activities.

inside.
Thursday

The Lions Club will have an protested by Mount Prospect,
auto, as will the Woman's Club Arlington Heights and School . mined that a health and safety
and all the church groups in the - Dist. 2. well as by property hazard did indeed exist. As an alternative 'measure,
area.
owners.
The beauty queen and her
Congreve said that Mongan
Friberg and Hoffman said might wish to refer the -findladies-in-waiting will be in the,

Here is a' list of July 4 activities in the Mount Pros_

the basin as in the formal swim-

a room if a child

should lock the door from _the

Five or six cars -will carry who will build the apartment ming pool.

players of 19
baseball teams.

Here's Weekend
In Prospect

ing range to Kenroy Developers

Mount
Department

the

at

Hey kids! Come win a bicycle
the Prospect Dates fair

'booth'.

'

We'll be at the carnival on greatest distance by July 18,
I
pm.' with 1,000 you will win a spanking new

July ,4 at

ballootis. Just sign

polo bicycle.

A boy's and girl's bike, will your name on a post card and
Free balloons' will be given
be awarded to Mount Pros- launch your balloon.
to the first 1,000 boys and 'girls
pact's champion balloon launchIf your card, attached to the at our fair booth. Only one to
r.
i balloon, is' returned from t4 acustomer.
,

S

'

or

-

THE PROSPECT DAY

Apartment
Project
Protested

Friday, July 1, 1966

(Continued from Page I)

would be at our back door,"
Friberg said "We have invested a lot of money to maintain this area as single-family

-;....-140

\\Ir,

peals on June 10. As of yester-

`-\1

410,3.---%:....,... \

by the county board.

--?....0e5-?;,-;"---..-..;>."" --.'!....--..,-"Illesit

,,.---..re:eal,or-,

-:-..,..rww..._

:.

day, no decision was reached

- =.......-.

3.4"kbo.

h"-- ,-;'-',.....,_-4'i-*.,-,Z- \Oki.

_...rsipe

residential "
Hearings on the proposed
development were conducted by
the County Zoning Board of Ap-

.14

r

Mayor Daniel Congreve of
Mount Prospect re -iterated the
village's opposition to the apartments find the zoning

"'" - -?-----,......--

-7-----

-

..?
\\
\
......"*""inikN..'
v

4......4k.,.

4.00

change last night

"This one will go all the way
through the courts if the zoning
board grants the change,"

-

err

Congreve said

A.

The mayor indicated that the
of Mount Prospect
would aid residents of the area
in conducting litigation against'
village

property owners if
zoning change is granted.
the

the

Queen

Concentrating on a perfect landing is Theresa Schmidt, 10, 1415 arde Dvive
Mount Prospect. A St. Zachary student, she's one of over 100 parochial children
enrolled in School Dist. 59's physkal skills program. Her summa school teacher

To Reign
On 4th

is Miss Elease Harris, a graduate of North Central College, Naperville.

(Continued .F1-om Page I)

the BrOnco League will

flag,

Who said fireworks were illegal In Mount Prospect? Mrs,
Lorraine Berg, a production employe at Charles Bruning
local manufacturers of copy equipment, is pictured
working on what appear to be giant fire crackers, needing only

Co.,

edioare Plan
Starts Today
Today is the first day of the
Medicare program.

Persons 65 or over who are
hospitalized in the Arlington
Heights -Mount Prospect area

can be assured- that Northwest

Communit y, in Arlington

Heights, Holy Family in Des
"WE ARE ready to go with
Plaines and St. Alexius Hospital in Elk Grove Village arc the program but the first step
participating in the program. is to become certified. It is
For Arlington Heights resi- hard to anticipate how many
dents who require home visits calls we will get until the pro'the outlook is _ not so bright. gram gets- underway," she
said.

"NO-ONE"has been able to
Mrs. Coburn said that about tell us 'how we would recover
the cost involved if, the_yillage 65 to 70 per cent of her home
were to become' an authorized, nursing patients are 65 or
agency," said Village .Manager over.
L. A. Hanson.

"Right now*e village is at

..sate that they could handle it sanitarian. The village has
been trying to hire a sanitarfor us," Hanson said.
ian who would help to check the

be

responsible for service to

the Mount Prospett residents
since,. ,the village does
have a public health nurse.

not

Arlington

Builders,

gress

enrichment courses in readHe is survived by his wife, 'have challenged the dads of the ing and mathematics.
Margaret; three daughters, Mrs. minor league teams to a game
More than 1/5 of the chilEstelle Lahey of Fort Pierce, of softball, it is hoped the large dren come from parochial
Mrs. Irene Stoll of Peoria 16 inch sphere will assist their schools, where physical edand Mrs. Edyth Kiebs of Dear- batting capabilities.
ucation is not part of the curDuring the day the Lions
born, Mich.; a son, Gardner,
riculum.
of Prospect Heights; four Club will provide a refreshTypical class is that run by

of

grandchildren.

Services will be at 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday at the Friedrichs Funeral Home in MOunt Prospect
with the Rev. David Quill of-

fully.

The checks are made payable to Margaret Choronzy
(1124 Tyrell, Park

ficiating.

in Schifler Park.

a

Arlington Portrait -

Elmhurst.

the Elmhurst Methodist Church
where a memorial service will
be conducted, Sunday at 3 p.m.
Funeral arrangements are
being handled by the Peders4iRyberg Mortuary, 435 N. York
St., Elmhurst. Final arrange-

She will be selected Saturday
at 7 p.m. at the Lions pool.

finding it

lost or mislaid and
not attempting to notify the

ments arc incomplete.

lawful owner."

B. G. Eckes

church, worked in the guidance
offices
at Wheeling High
School and Forest View School

'Police said Bajzek took the
bike from a house under construction

mer Arlington Heights resident, died yesterday in his
home in Waterford, Wis.
He is survived by three

at 213 S. Elmhurst

where he worked as a carpenter and put it in his panel truck

World's finest Prime Rib'

Heights;

0

grandson,

Alex

and seven great-grandchildren.
Visitors may call 'at the

NOW APPEARING
THE CONLEYS'

Tommy & Mary Kay
FOR RESERVATIONS

"BILL"
May 21, 1,966

Dear Mr. Griffith;

- I want to thank you and`Travelers Insurance for
your very fine service.
Bob's expenses were staggering, but with Traveler's
Insurance and hospitalization, I will be ablito handle
the remaining expenses.
Thank you Mr. Griffith for your
Sincerely yours,
;
Mrs. V. C. *

eats letter is In our Mes'
-

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights. A
funeral Mass will be offered
in St. James Church at 10 a.m.
Saturday, Burial will be in St.
Michael the Archangel Ceme-

"If your firm has Cor more
employees you, too, can purchase
'this fine plan..

*CALL TODAY FOR FACTS AND FIGURES

Griffith -Insurance Agenty
15 North Arlington Heights Road
Phone 253-5971

tery in Palatine.

PHONE CL, 9-3400

For The Finest In Food

GUNNELL'S

.

"Most of them haven't used
the trampoline or parallel
bars before," Miss Harris
said, "because- these are traditionally junior , high equipment."

VOLLEY ball, too, was a
new game for many. S8ffie of
the children still don't have
enough arm strength to get the'
ball over the net consistently
- but they enjoy the sport.

Soccer and square dancing
are
In

good for leg muscles.
fact, Miss Harris expects

Weekend -Gala Opens

Plans for Forest View's
physical skills program had
to be abruptly changed after
the June 9 tornado, which

peeled off about 50' of gymnasium

roof.
Miss Harris
and Miss Nancy Norberg, who

assists her this summer, had

to shift classes to the old multi -purpose
unable to

Mrs. William M. Newman, 303
S. Parkway.

She has been active 'in her

her senior class at Wheeling.

Marilyn Raedel, 14, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond

Raedel, 16 N. Wildwood Dr.,

were
the

Next week, they're hoping

eekend Wedding

rectors will make the parade Carolyn Cordle, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Cordle and
Dennis P. Bullard of Evansville, Wis., will be wed in a. late
one of the state's biggest.
The 'parade is sponsored by afternoon ceremony July 2, at The South Church.

Tuesday Dennis, wh teaches
A special seat at the wedding
'-the Chamber of Commerce and
music in the Catlin (Ill.) high will be reserved for Sandra's
other
schools will return to his sum- grandmother, Mrs. Marjorie
asunPdix)rd
fraternalte'bY
niszaocitiot
mer job, and Carolyn, who will Endicott of Chicago.
Mount Prospect businessmen.
A carnival, operated by the be teaching in Ridge Farm, Ill.,
FLYING high these' days is
. Lions Club in Lions Park, in September where the couple
live, will go to Champaign Judy Kaczmarek who two
opens tonight at 7 p.m. and is will
scheduled to operate through to make arrangements for weeks ago completed her
courses she will take there training and is now a hostess
Monday.
remainder of the summer.
for National Air Lines.
Teen dances will be held on theAfter
the wedding the couple
the tennis courts at Lions Park
and their attendants will reBased in Miami, Judy parSaturday and Sunday at 7 p.m. ceive wedding
guests in the ticipated in the school's graduThe regular Park District
sponsored Saturday night dance garden of the church. Mr. and ation with her father and moth at the community center has Mrs. Robert' Bullard will host er, Mr. and Mrs: Eugene
civicvanidc

a rehearsal dinner at Brandts' Kaczmarek and her. ' sister
Restaurant tonight, Friday, and Debbie in the audience.- The

been canceled.

Postponed

an evening buffet supper at the trio flew south.

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry' Zedd, 20 W. Stonegate Dr.,

ster,

Prospect

Height's,

Wheeling

High School and MacArthur

Cordles' home will be given
Now living in Cincinnati
for out of town guests, most are Mr. and Mrs. David Kaczof them from.Evansville. - - - ---rnarek since he went into per ANOTHER $aturday wed- sonnel work for the Mica Comding will unite ttvo Mount
Prospect families,' and will

find the Rev., John Di Gangi
of the South Church where
Sandra Lee and her family
Cathie Leider, 1025 Demp-. the Jack McLeans arc mem-

New Teacher

has worked in the libraries of

By Grace Mott

The long weekend will give at least one couple a -brief honeyof horses ridden by
Chamber of 'Commerce di- moon before they have to return to business 'and school.

dancing, ballet and athletics.
. Pamela Anne Zedd, 13,

,

1.

a graduate of Illinois
State University, Normal,' has
signed a contract to teach the
first grade at River- Trails

Junior High School.

School, Mount Prospect.

A piano player, she has been
a reporter and social editor on
the school newspaper and main-

Soft Job Pulled

.bers, assisting with the cern-

mony in- St. Raymond Church
where Robert Timothy Welch
attends with his family, the
Robert Welchs.

pany, tile manufacturers.
ELEVEN

year

old

Pat

Schummer, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Schummer
had done it again.

At the recent annual commencement

program at the
Berning School of Music and
Dancing, Pat received
proficiency
certificate,

her
an

A reception in the 'McLean accomplishment rare for one home will follow the marriage so young. The program took
Mrs. Henry Stanis, 1000 W. which comes only_ a few weeks place in Hanson Hall of North
tained her place in the accel- Gregory, told police Thursday after Sandra's graduation from Park College.
erated classes in MacArthur someone stole three cushions Prospect High School.
Junior High School from which from her chaise lounge.
Pat has been studying with
Evans restaurant in Mount
she graduated last month.
Prospect is the setting for Harry Berning since she was
_
the bridal diniter Mr. and Mrs. five, and when only eight placed

Trumpets Star
Bensenville

Municipal

Welch arc giving tonight.

Two dozen women, includ-

Band 'Will present a free con- ing Mrs. McLean and Mrs.
cert,Wmednesday, July 13 \ at Welch were guests at a party
given for Sandra by Mrs.
The concert, featuring mem- Orin Wellborn in May, and
bers of the trumpet section, early in. June the bride-to-be
will be held in Lynn C. Huff- was feted at a personal eveman Park, Church' and Irving ning shower given -by Mrs.

BUSINESSMEN'S
LUNCHEONS

FROM 11:30 TO 2:30
'PRIVATE ROOMS,
WEDDING PARTIES,
AND BANQUETS

Park Rds.,

Leslie Griffith.

HERMAN F.

ICIDENEMAN

Join Us In Some Fun
And Sing -Along

tot'

With Big Hal

DEMOCRATIC
COUNTY COMMISSIONER

RESTAURANT:1;i N, -exoskor;."14
COCKTAIL LOUNGE ,P;Pdata:3;8171f,

and

use much of

band

has been a cheerleader at Maciflic trial of Norman S. JahnArthur Junior High School, ke, 53, of Glenview, for pdblic

.

Rt. 81

room,

specialized, equipment they had
planned to work with.

(Continued From Page I)
clowns, an elephant, a large

The

'
GU NEILS

Object

- better coordination

July 4th

daughters, Mrs. Else Kimball
of Waterford, and Mrs. Wally which she has just left.
.indecency was continued in
She was editor of the news- Mount Prospect court ThursSchenk and Gretchen of Germany; a granddaughter,- Mrs. paper there, in accelerated day until August 4.
Hilda Bakalar of Arlington classes and active in toe

where police found it.

Northwest)

WE REWVED:

The finalists are Linda Newman, 16, daughter of Mr. and

and was elected treasurer of

Benedict G. F.clies,' 82, for-

Rand Road, (U.S. 12)
& Euclid, Arlington Heights
Luncheon
Dinaer
Private Rooms

LETTER

Fire Chief Andrews is work-

met.

Henrick of Rolling Meadows;

4

will be turned so families can
sit together to watch the ais-

to 1965. He now is pastor of for the new queen.

Studio

THE FOLLOWING

Thegrandstands neat the pool

The Rev. Morris was pasfor
Among the aerial clusters
in Arlington Heights from 1956 will be one star -shaped burst

PORTRAIT SPECIALIST

PLEASE READ

:

pastor of the Firit Methodist ing with the Lions Club to inChurch of Arlington Heights, sure all state and county safety
died yesterday in her home in regulations and precautions are

trial of Karl Bajzek,

ers jump in and out.

play.

the Rev. Hugh Morris, former

home -health 'visits by nurses
Bajzekwas charged by police
or other health workers.
with "concealing a bicycle after

Call CL 5-7456

' "-.

Most of the fireworks will
be aerial ones with a few ground
Mrs. Ruth Morris, wife' of displays.
(

public places of business but 32, of Shiller Park, accused
of stealing a bicycle, was conhas not been successful.
An additional health worker tinued until Aug. 4 in Mount
would have to be employed if Prospect 'court Thursday.

Candid
Wedding
Photos

play on the vacant School Dist..

call

Hrs. Ruth Morris

Continue
Theft
Charge
The

may

Sunday from 2 to 5p.n. Bur- 23 property west of the Lions
"
ial will be in Eden Cemetery

and "signed by various people.
Seemingly the passer of, the
present

Visitors

muscles through daily calisthenics and other planned
activities
-

to borrow the balance beam
ment stand with hamburgers, Miss Elease Harris, gym most of the children to be con- from the junior high school,
hot dogs and cold drinks (no teacher at Robert Frost and - siderably stronger by July 15, and start a new set of cobeer is allowed).
ordination exercises. Forest V i e w Elementary when summer school ends.
After the last baseball game,
about 9 p.m. the Lions Club
Grace's Daze
will conduct a fireworks dis-

grandchildren and eight great-

National -Bank of Skokie,
should be scrutinized care-

will

School Director
Alan M. Lawson told The
Day that enrollment for the
Dist. 59 gymnastics course

of the --major - league teams

in Fort Pierce, Fla.

'Heights, drawn on the First

checks

7 p.m.

85, died June 29 'in his home holiday festivities: the fathers - topped that for remedial and

Waterman, Arlington

S.

,420

composed of eight teams, will gram.
begin play, slated to last until
Summer

For the strong at heart, 7
A former Prospect Heights
resident, Bernard H. Brohm, p.m. starts the frolic of the

Heights

formerly

parallel bars as part of a uAt 3 p m. the minor leagues nique physical skills pro-

B. H. Brohm

Checks

One game she's anxious to
She's been concentrating on try has children clapping long strengthening arm and leg bamboo poles together as othSchools in Mount Prospect

last one

Obituaries

driver's license and social sccur'ity card of Mrs.' Choronzy,
In order to administer the who recently, lost both
of
program as a certified agency these identification cards.

rio plans. the village would have to hire
a standstill. We
We have been informed about additional personnel.
the program but no one could
Mrs. Coburn is the only pubgive us satisfactory answers
about reimbursement. A ques- lic health nurse for the -village
tionnaire we received . from and currently is working withCook County seemed to bull - out the aid of a secretary or

The Cook County. Department of Public Health would

be no "big bang" at Bruning, after all.

The

all play three innings or

will

harmless constructions of wire and condensers which she assembles as component parts of Bruning equipment. There will

-Watch Out
Fol' Bogus

Bou ing Along In School

BY JAN BONE
Life is fall of ups and
an hour (whichever is shorter) downs for 579 summer
from 11 a m to 3 p m, w,th school students!
the winning team in the first
They're trampolining, tumgame playing the winner of the bling, and working out on the

a match to set them off. Actually, the =luaus objects are

The 1960 village census in- Chamber of Commerce has
dicated that five per cent of issued a warning to its memthe total population was 65 or bers regarding bogus checks.
over. Arlington Heights -Public
The chamber has been adHealth Nurse, Mrs. Maria Co- vised by the police departburn indicates that some pro- ment that checks of , ConIdems might arise.

take to the field
Seven major league teams

Janet Jacob

BRUNS
RURAL INSTATE

CL Is-easto

Integrity,
Honesty
'
Capability

CITIZENS FOR HERMAN. KOENEMAN
'Ruth Mnrawski, chm.
(Paid Politi6I Advertiseivrt)

first among 30 in a Chicago
Tribune Music contest.
In

the audience with the

Schummers were friends, Mr,

and Mrs, Charles Nitz and
daughter. Sandra of
Prospect.

Mount

STILL in Northwest Hospital

whirt. she is recovering

slowly from a heart attack is
Mrs. Harry Dodds.
Surgery at Wesley Memorial
Hospital has eonfined Mrs.
John Downs, while in Lutheran
General recently has been Mrs.
Lillian Monroe, in Holy Family
Mrs. Robisotni, mother of
Mr's.

Garden Davis, Peggy

Hennemuth, and, also at Northwest Fern Miller..
Seriously ill in a Wisconain

hospital is the mother of Mrs.
Peter Cazzoto:

t.

-

raz

To Make the Fourth Mean Something
BY DOLORES HAUGH

Women's Editor

They have been busily prepar-

ing,

collecting,

buying,

and

making itcmg to send to the
What does the 4th or Ju- men in the platoons they have
ly mean to you?
it

Does

.

mean

picnic?

a

adopted. They have been 'encouraging others' to adopt

Does it mean a parade?, -Or fighting platoons and they are
does it bring to. mind, the mil- succeeding.
lions of Americans who died
To us where life goes on as
Does usual, interrupted briefly by
to give you freedom?
it bring to mind the men who a tiny flutter of consciousare

still fighting to

preserve

that freedom?
'

The women of the Prospect
Womeh's

Heights

'ness of the war caused by a
of newpaper .item;
the 4th is just another holiday.
newscast

Club are To the men still dying to pre-

remembering the boys in Viet serve freedom it is- being , aNam, not just on the Fourth of ' way from home. It is mud and
'

July,

but all through the year:

loneliness.

DO., YOU

fighting

'remember

the

meat,

worth more than money.

daily

Have you done any- School expressed their feelthing for anyone in the Armed ings toward the men who are`
religion?

fighting for freedom today by
If the answer is "no", forget writing letters to servicemen.
to salute the flag and don't Some of their letters are
complain when someone, starts printed here not for your en."
Forces recently?

tertaininent but -for your unto tell you what to do.
What may seem to be a very derstanding of the way a child
small project to some, though feels toward the soldier.

According 'to a .man at the
the packaging and assembling
of the items carefully ,selected Glenview Naval Air Base what
by the women of this organi- the men overseas need most
The letters
zation takds many hours, to is 'entertainment.
the fighting men the thought- from -these sincere children'
fulness,

care

time

and

is

may

the

provide

but, more

that,

than

they will get a feeling of be-

Children of the 3rd, 4th and
prayers no matter what your 5th grades of the Ann Sullivan
men, in, your

. .

ing appreciated in a cause
which needs appreciation.

THE BOXES prepared .by
the', women though cleverly
portraying a picnic with beans,
bottles and even bugs are fun,

but they arc more than that.
They are more than clever
tablecloths, sayings. and mottos. They are home.

You can help in this endeav-

If you care to help call
Mrs. R: DeMussey at CL 5or.

6863 or Mrs. L. Koelle at 2593380. They can tell you how.

entertain -

What Do Children Write to Soldiers?
Here are the' letters the I sleep on the top when I heard
students from Ann Sullivan the thunder I fell out of my.
School,

Heights, bed.
wrote to servicemen -in Viet
Sometimes you .should hear
my dog he is a pointer he
Nam:
sounds loke a Foyote and a
Dear Friends:
Prospect

Well, not

much

has

hap-

pened -I'm a third grader and
I'm 9 years old.
I
hope your

S

feeling

mouse put together.
I hope I cheered you up.

I

have plants in my garden.

Soon

they

grow.

There

are

green leaves un the trees. The
birds have come back. Now we
have a new baby in our family.
My father ---had just finished

was about to cry TOr you.
Our school is over, next
year I an going in (he four

painting

Thiessen.

our

garage,

pipes

and poles green.

Your friend,

sincerely,

Steve

Jay.

good

sees

men in Viet Nam.
.114,'

a

smile on my face.

I

think you would like some
cheering up last week we had
a toniadow. I have a bunkbed

Mrs. Alfred Roth, (left) and Mrs. Charles Calwell pack gifts for service-

card. It has been hot and rainy.

trying to help you very much,

names

have two
are

On the Forth of July we go

had Mrs.

fell off of the truck and crack-

I

pretty and nice..

ed his skull.

He had to stay in the hospi-

-

For our racon
o we our going

for two days. He had to

tal

stay in bed for six weeks. Two
Yours truly, years ago I fell and broke my
Janet arm. I had to siay in the hos.:

Dear Soldier:
I

I

brothers
there
Scott and Steve.

Sometimes she was
little' mixed up. She was

to rome. write me.

Dear Fighting Men,
Dear Solder
Today is the last day of
We appreciate you fighting
school. I will get , my report ' for us very much. Our -state is

for our Country.

to Parads. Last year my brother Steve was in a parad he

grade. This year
a

when I think about you nobody

a

by praying for you: I wish we
had freedom but we don't. I

pitul for two days. I hive a
girl friend, .her nameis Julie..

appreciate you fur fighting

Your friend
Mark

s`TIW,1.1,

Dear Soldier:

We appreciate your fighting
for our country. I'm sorry' we

ap:AT.-HoinE

don't

have

freedom

we

will

cause You are strong and we
could do anythit4 we want to
but we can't. Someone ii -In are
way. You have to stop them and

of they try it again' you stop
them and don't forget your man-

Friday, July 1, 1966

ners.

David

Dear Soldier:.

Party Honors Five Nuns

hope you win the war.

I

I

would like to know something.
My brother wants to be in the
Green Beret. Could he be one
1 would like to know?

Addition to the sanctuary and educational
area of the Grace Evangelical Lutheran Church

in

Now .our school year is over
and We rest from that dirty old
school. I hope you get, a time
to rest too. I hope you get a

Prospect Heights, which will accommodate

260 worshippers.

pass
so. I

July with the fireworks.
P.S. - What - is the smallest
room In the world. (Upside

Grace Lutheran's New Addition
Rev. Albert Weidlich, church

June 26 for an addition to the

will be enlarged and paved.

pastor.

sanctuary and educational arca
of the Grace Evangelical Lutheran Church in Prospect Hts.

The new sanctuary will seat
approximately 260 worshipers.
Also included in the addition

Pastor Wiedlich officiated at
the ceremony, and Dr. 'Henry

Ground was broken Sunday,

arc

The

.5160.000

structure

.

should be completed by about

ette

June,

driveway

1967,

according

to the

classrooms,

three

a

crib

room and a parlor with kitchenand

fireplace. Present
and parking areas

Horcnson,

a

Mission

down the answer is carefully -

and Lavern Kron of Des Plaines,
building fund chairman, also
participated.

picting the time' of Christ. A prize will be given to the class
Sister Richard, Sister Celestinr, Sister Victoria, Sister Bernardb and Sister
Fredina are shown at an open house farewell party given in their honor at St. Alphonsus Catholic Church of Prospect Heights. Sister Victoria has served as principal of the school for nine years. The party was sponsored by the women of the
church and the gdests included members of the 'faculty, parents of students and
friends.

The Holy Name society of
St Raymond's Catholic Church

will hold its annual Golf TourJuly 27th
Grove Country Club
nament

at

Long

The ReV. Donald Beitswen-

director of the Cicero surrounding industrialIndustrial Ministry, will lead ized community. The group
the worship at the. John Cal- holds seminars on business -invin United Presbyterian dustrial life, youth employment service, study groups,
Church on July 3rd.
ger,

The work of the C.LM. is

The tournament is open to both
all members of the parish.
New
parishioners- are especially invited to this event
to get acquainted,

For information and reservations
contact
William
Burns,
25'9-5397, Ted
Jos
weak, 253-0882; Larry Ostling, 439-8587, or the rcctory, 253-2444
Seventy - five tickets fOr
the football game between No-

tre Dame and Pittsburgh, at
South Bcnd, Ind , on November 5th will be on sale until
July 10th Reservations should
be made at once by contact-.
ing Jack Kuhn, Ph 259-0420;

research

and

-

will continue through the sum-

Strawberry
Festival
July 9th

is

mer.

Nursery will- be provided
for pre-school children.

the day set for

the Strawberry
each year
ati

Festival held
rthc Prospect

Community -Church.
Mr. and Mrs. David Reden-

Heights

bough and Mr. and Mrs. A.
G. Krier arc chairmen. Strawberries, ice cream and cake
as well as hot dogs and hamburgers will be sold.
The "Stitchers"

will

have,

a booth with hand sewn gifts
for sale. Booths of games and
entertainment also

the rectory.

ned.

are

plan-

-

ing at the ceiling with a string

the

and Card attached. The children
with arms full of balloons

MarkA by the finder. A gift

marched across the street and
balloons with . released the barrage of bright
sand and built houses of hard- helium to release in the park- color and watched it float away.
ening clay, bean plants' were ing lot across the street. BalOn each card is the name
used as 'trees and rye grass
loons of all colors were float- of a student and a request that
was grown in the sand. The

-CHOP SUET, -

416 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT PROSPECT, ILL
PHONE

259-3902

Best -Off Broadway Players
PRESENTS:

Rodgers and Hammersteln's

"SOUTH PA(F1C"

Barringtprt High School'
July1-2
8:30 PM
Tickets $2.50

Call CL 5-8018

card

returned to St.

be

will Wgiven to the card bearer and the student whose name
is on the card. September I
is the deadline for returning
the

cards. The prizes will be

'teacher you would wish she
Are
you
wasn't
married.
Are freinds, 'well
Danish?
when ever there son doesn't
want to wash his hands he
lather says "there is a grer.men on your hand"
washes his hands..

so

he

We sure appreciate you inen

fighting for the United States.
freedom.'

Your frend,
Julie

given out then.

people were made of clothes

COMMUNITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

I

407 North Main Street, M.P.
Gilbert W. Bowen,.Pastor

Downstairs in the kindergarten the children were coloring
pictures. They had seen a puppet show earlier, were visited
by the story lath,. and had
group singing. The kindergarten is under the supervision of
Mrs. John Post and her helper
Miss Roberta Miller.

Announcing New Summer Houis

July 3rd July 3rd. thru Sept 4th
Family Worship . . 9.15

with nursery t Kinderg
Worship

IN ANOTHER room boys
and girls .of the Junior Dept.

10.3

No Church School During July &

ugust!

Dianne Suckow, Phyllis
Koch,
Barbara
Herlel,
Barbara Bloomquist, Mrs.
Curt Dithistreni, teacher,

a2l-

and Karen Brauchle
...W.-4. 4. 4. .4.
41,7"403"-.10. ss;""irimWrir-0
4.-4s 4.747:11.---1.7":43-"04/3"qms-sro-

a;

'

N T ONE' BUT 2,
To Serve The Mt. -Prospect
Community, Better. We Now
Have' 2 Pharmacies Conveniently
Located -North & South.

Efficiently, Quietly,
We Handle All Details
Quietly and efficiently, we handle all the details of the

funeral service, anticipating 'every need Transpor-

lotion for family and friends is taken care of by

The New

Country Club

Comedy Hit

TO TAKE OUT

MT. PROSPECT

and counseling services.
The regular schedule for
worship at 10:00 a.m. and
Church school at 10:00 a.m.

dc.-velop-

ment in extending the Ministry

Gene Thompson, 253-3'118, or

Okra fog

of a local congregation to its

SincRearelply,

1

that builds the most authentic and original village.
The students used a. base of were blowing

of the day.

Guest Speaker
at Calvin United

--

Dear Soldier:

Board

pins and dressed in the fashion

St. Raymond
Holy Name
Tournament

printed) "Mushroom".

.Cooley and Borre and Asr am Julie just going to bring
member of the American Lutheran Church, gave an address. sociates of Palk Ridge, are - joy into your life.
like writing to people like
Edward L. Maclennan of 202 architects for the project. GenBerkshire,
Mount
Prospect eral contractor 'is Eric Berg- you. My cousin 'John is in Viet
building' committee chairman. strom and Son, Northbrook.
Nam,
I was born in Illinois where
were you born? If you saw my

Building, Balloons Fill. Summer
Vacation church school students at St. Mark Lutheran -Church
have been busy little. beavers building' miniature villages de-

for add lest a week or
hope you have a 4th of

PA /SALL

HI 5151 /RESTAURANT

mig-nrm

(Nightly Except MOnday :
Curtain at 8:30 ... Sunday 7:30)

Dining available ...

ot o nor timo, col

Reservations; C1,9-5400

Children's Theatre Starting Saturday, June 18

Call for information'

"

thoughtful,- courteous .chauffeurs, driving only late model limousines.

DORETTI PHARMACIES
'NORTH

SOUTH

2 NQ, MAIN ST.

FORMERLY KATiL8EN'8

MT. PROSPECT

143 W. PROSPECT AVE.

PHONE 259-3880

FREE

EMERGENCY PHONE

358-9242

1ELIVERY

4. 4.
-

eMHTelINPER.c:97.3ECIL

OPEN TILL 11 P.M.

FRE-DRICHS Funeral Home
"HENRY W. fRIEDRICHV
.

1

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR,

sacked by 40 Years Experience

320 W. Central Road

hilf. Prospect, Ill.

. . . 'at NOrthWest Hiway

Ph. 255-7800'

.10. 41/. 4.1 41101.

.

/1

f -I

-

. .

J.

i

r

- -4 .4 .: -. . -

Sections three, nine and 10
are straight -forward and noncontroversial and are deisgned to update the old sections

1848 and aEDITOR'S NOTE This is the tide, written in
in the state's constitufifth and final article in a ser- scloptielin 1870, up for revision
tion

which will be submitted to the
voters on a "Blue Ballot"
Nov. 8.

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN

It is' unfortunate that
something as vital as revisions of .the state's ar-

chaic revenue article has
run into such controversy.
proponents and opof the amendments

Both
ponents

by the voters.

Section one permits tangible and intangible personal
classifications .. and
property
legisAuthorizes the state
lature to abolish' taxation on
any or all of the classifications. Section one also authorizes the legislature to levy
'a use, privilege or 'franchise
tax on boats, aircraft, autos,
etc.
Section two authorizes

the

legislature to levy occupation,
priv-

agree that something must be

sales,

done -- and be done soon to streamline the state's rev-

ilege and franchise taxes.

enue system.

be unifofm and treats persons
It
and corporations equally.

the proposed
Should
mendments be defeated
November, a new series

inheritance,

use,

It

provides that the taxes shall

a-

in

of
amendments can not be presented until 1970

In summary, there are seven sections of the revenue ar-

. .

\

provides for a three per cent
or less graduated income tax

if personal property taxes are
abolished and calls for a one
per cent refund of the income
tax to the municipalities.

uities

language.

in

it
seems that column writers are
prone, to state, "...this year,
the

progress,

years

observances of the Fourth of
signifiare
especially
cant because "
Then, in 2,500 words or
July

merican

soldiers

the. amendment deals with
what opponents label ambig-

why

this

particular

year presents more and more

their

shed

day-by-day
war zone.

mendments.

for section one are:

On Monday,

in

Arlington

Heights, in Prospect Heights
arid in Mount . Prospect, the
bells of freedom that first

Perhaps, it 'is significant that
President Lyndon B. Johnson
decision

the

reports

from

the

to bomb

area of North Viet Nam so
close to the Fourth of July.

Perhaps some of the spirit

instilled in this
nation by revolutionary sol- ideals we cherish.
diers in 1776 has prevailed
We 'celebrate the Fourth of
the White House today.
July by parading, and pic-

VIET NAM

has

very close

America's determination to
remain the land of the free

suburban area. We have our' lions remain in slavery beheroes - our Ross Petersons hind the iron and bamboo cur-

and home of the brave.
Despite the encroachments

...

of the federal government on
our system of individual lib-

in the fight.

America

is

the

only

truly free nation in the world.
That it is the home of the
brave is vividly demonstrated

every day in Viet Nam as AMVA401.17"""'

;

6

"7,4'
4

,4

-

I

our

to the Northwest

Rick

Harbours

tains.

and

countless others who arc still

BUT CELEBRATE, we will
and rightly so.

We go about - our daily
chores secure in the knowl-

Prospect,

In M ount

thousands

will line

edge that the war is far away' the streets of the village for
and not disturbing our staid, the 2 p:m. parade.
In Prospect Heights a beausuburban way of life, yet concerned enough to react to the' ty queen will be crowned and

45=13112X=MISMIrt,

-The proposed one per
arguments presented in fa- tax burden on income rather
than personal and real prop- cent rebate to' local governvor of its adoption:
ments could not be legislated.
--Enables the state to at .erty.
Provides
constitutional
CONCESOiNG section 12;
least levy a true sales tax
the most often heard arument
rather than an unfair occupa- limits to income tax rates.
THOSE opposing
section in its' favor is that the new
tion tax.
bonding power' will . encourage
--Allows for the adoption by two do so because:
--The uniform clause pro-. vertical consolidation of
the legislature of a state inhibits sales tax exemptions of school districts.
come tax.
Proponents believe that the
--Wruld provide sufficient necessity items such as food
bond limits should be raised
funds for the state's modern and drugs.
--Is too restrictive on the higher than the 10 per cent
day needs.
called for in the amendment.
--Compensates
local
mu- legislature.
--Treats persons and corpThose favoring - section 13
nicipalities through a one per
orations
alike.
do so because they feel, it
cent rebate of income taxes
non -graduated,
in- will allow the - present Cook
--The
for funds lost from personal
come tax provisions are not County system of tax asproperty tax collections.
just.
sessment to continue.
--Puts more of the state's
They
-

fear that the 'courts arc going
to make the county bring resi-

It's 'Loaded!

dential' assessments up to the
levels 'of., commercial and in
dustrial assessments.

Opponents of the present ar-

ticle state that the wording in
section 13 is 'unclear and could
cause just the opposite effect':
with the courts invalidatingthe section.
It is a difficult thing. in II -

Artois to pass a constitutional
Two-thirds of
amendment.
the voters participating in the
blue ballot must vote in the
affirmative for it to become

the Fourth of July,

It

is a

_

ened guide lines and authorization to levy new taxes and to cancel unpopular old

time to

ones:
1'

Zbe Pro4pert Dap
"IfOnor the original dream by always jealously keeping
7 the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

year, just as they
were last year and just as they

cant this

special in AmeriIt is a day., to go to baseball games, eat popcorn, drink
cold beer, take a holiday from
work, be with the family, work

will be next year.
They are especially significant because for 190 years
Page 4
we have been a free nation.
are
especially sigThey
John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher
nificant because we will and
our dedica- again reaffirm

in the garden ...

of our soldiers

in Viet Nam, it will be a day

support of the

,theinselves. They are giving
the state legislature broad-

thank God for _those men who
made our 'freedom possible
and a day to re -affirm our
dedication to cherish that freedom for future generations.
Trite? Already said? Perhaps...but this year the observances of the Fourth of

through-

Constitutional amendment. are
not levying any new .taxes on

BASICALLY, the Fourth of

ca.

-.Marshall Field III
Friday, July I, 1966
K. S. Johnson, General Manager

-

to die.

We hope that during Mon- tion and determination to re-

day's

ers,

July has two meanings to most

something

For some

One thing that must be made
perfectly clear is that the vot:

great nation.

Americans.

festivities, each

Amer- main free.

it====:=M=232300=2.1.7
le

0

4..

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

,tgartairtannateirMiMMISM
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Calendar of Events for Week

Named Advisor'

For Princeton
Rep. Donald Rumsfeld (R.

partment 'of Politics by-,., the
university's board of trustees.

"I am delighted to accept
this appointment and eagerly
look forward to assisting in
this effort to see that the educad-oil-in government and pol-

This calendar
lic

service

by

presented as a pub-

Is

Mount

the

WEDNESDAY, JULY 6

Prospect

Prbspect 'Moose Lodge 660 at VFW.

Chamber of Commerce. Any organization wishing to have its program listed should call Mrs. 'Helen Becker, 119

Hall at 8 p.m.

Rumsfeld said

Career
Booklet
A 54 -page annotated biblioCis

Television Careers,
has been published by the
Television Information Office
for national distribution.
graphy,

Designed

primarily

as

a

guide for those interested in
technical
creative,
entering
and business areas of television, the booklet lists and
evaluates 182 separate publications

The booklet is available from

TIO, 666 Fifth Av., New York,
N. Y 10019 The price is 25'

Appeal,

-

ing is noon Wednesday.

THURSDAY, JULY'?

itics of some of our nation's

young people is in time with
the realities of this decade."

Combined

Mount Prospect
Village Hall at 8 p.m.

N.
Emerson Street. Mount Prospect
(CL 3-7469). The deadline for the list-

Twirlin' Teens Square Dance at Com-

SUNDAY, JULY 3
Lion's Carnival, from
at Lions Park.

munity Center from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
-

3

to 10 p.m.

FRIDAY, JULY 8

VFW Prospect Post 1337,
Meeting, VFW Hall at 8 p.m.

MONDAY, JULY 4
Parade, 2 p.m.
Lion's Carnival from 3 to II p.m.
Fireworks at dusk.

Mount Prospect Chess
mtinity Center at 8 p.m.

Business,

Com-

Club,

SATURDAY, JULY 9

TUESDAY, JULY 5

Fifth Wheelers, All Day Family Picat Powers Lake. For information
call Mrs. Deckrow 824-2393.

Prospective Waist Away TOPS, Frederick's Funeral .Home, Ridge entrance at

nic

7:30 p.m.

Mount Prospect Village Board, Village
NAIM Conference (for Catholic widows
and widowers), Steak Fry, at Deer Grove
Area 5-A, 7 p.m. For information call

Haft at 8 p.m.

Country Chord Chapter of Sweet Ade-

lines International at Mount
Country Club at 8:30 p.m.

Prospect

259-3633.

cents
7.101177..%7.-7

1:6

Far East

17

Slide 'Tour'
A capsule slide tour of two
world Chinese settlements, Hong Kong and TaiWan,
free

3 or 4

Bedroom

In Arlington! 4th bedroom on
first floor could be a separate
dining room, natural fireplace,
1 1/2 ceramic, baths and full
,hasement.
$28,900

Plaines last week:
Dr. Belem, a Congregational minister who recently
celebrated his 125th anniversary as a clergyman, told

the league members about a
1960 tour he and his wife made
of the Far East. The study
tour was organized by the
Council of Christian Social.
'

BUSSE
Realtors

"Could you come over and baby-sit? We' want to go out

for dinner and a demonstration!"

Computerized Traffic

was presented for the League
Motorists in Toronto, Canada, are
of Women Voters by Dr. and
Mrs. W.E. Behni of Des,. enjoying a preview of a system which

Colonial

situated on a 100 ft. frotaige

will eventually come to all big cities.

'

how long it has been red or green.

Computes the correct length of time

the signal should remain green in a cerConscious that the economic loss from tain direction.
traffic tie-ups 'and accider0 was costing
* Compares this computed time with
the metropolitan area *some SW million the time the signal 'has already been
realizing that there was
one vehicle for every 20 feet of paved

Annually, and

green.

If the

two items

are equal, it

sends a signal to change the light. If the
road in the city, with the ratio shrinking, actual "green". time -is less thaii the
Toronto decided to do something about it. computed "green" time, it goes on to exIt brought in a Univac 1107 electronic amine the next intersection, returning to

Action of the Congregational computer to control traffic. This fast Church.
acting brain has the capacity to examine
Dr. Behm's talk was the and analyze as many as 1,000 interfirst of a . series planned by sections in one second. In the one -thouthe league for a two-year sandth, of a second which it devotes to
study of -U.S. relations with,
each intersection, the computer:
Red China. Mrs. John Muller
Reads the volume and speed of trafof 642 W. Central is study
fic as reported by 2,000 detection dechairman.
Members of the Palatine and
Des Plaines tieague of -Women
Voters, who are participating
in the _national study, attended
themeeting.

-

-

ican will set aside a few Moments to be thankful for our

the community will take part

'107

Rep. Rumsfeld

Ill), a 1954 graduate of Princeton, has been appointed to the
advisory council of the De-

I

'

Here are typical

REGARDLESS of how we
nicking and ringing bells and celebrate or wherewe cele- July are especially significant.
making speeches ... and mil- brate, the Fourth of July is They are especially signifi-

become

sounded in 1776 will peal out

erty,

r-

by Jack Vanderiqn

in a parade and other general
America's
of
Perhaps at no time in Ilia observances
nation's history have we dealt. greatest holiday.
In Arlington Heights, obwith so many inconsistencies.
Our economy is booming ... servances will be limited to
tolling of church bells and inour soldiers aredying.
fre&lom of dividual family celebrations.
We
preach
expression. at Traditionally, the big parade
speech
and
home...90 miles off our shore in Arlington Heights is on
Communist Cuba and Fidel Memorial Day and . Mount
Castro make a mockery out of Prospect steals the thunder on

of survival

ing the nation

t1`,"

6.6

law.

life in an, as yet undeclared
but deadly war.

in the way of crisis confront-

, :.

MOST COMMON arguments most controversial of the a-

. . .

blood to .preserve our way of

made

--Personal
property items'
that are impossible to assess

They

.

less the columnist goes on to military targets in the Hanoi
report

741

doubt the legality of the present graduated inheritance tax would be excluded from taxaif section two is passed. Most tion..--Taxation of stock's . and
observers feel that the presto correspond with the language of the proposed changes. ent method of taxing inheri- bonds along with other income
producing property would be
Section 12 equalizes bond. tance is equitable and believe
limits for areas with single the courts would not approve possible.
--Proper collections of perschool districts, allowing them any changes.
There is also criticism in sonal' property taxes, could net
to sell bonds_ to 10 per, cent
Of their assessed valuation wording of the required 'one the state $100,000,000 in adper cent rebate from any in- ditional revenue.
compared to the previous ceil
ing of five per cent. The five come tax to municipalities.
COMMON aruments against
per cent limit would continue Opponents feel that it should section one are:
to apply to each' district with- be clearly defined that the leg--Personal
property
taxes
in an area where multi -dis- islature must return one per
arc. difficult to collect and the
cent to the municipalities.
tricts exist.
new classifications would only
Proponents- of the article
Section 13 legalizes Cook
compound
collection .
County's, present de facto (in state that it is 'impossible lems.
reality) system of classifica- to imagine the legislature be--It -is unfair to exempt intion of real property which as- ing stingy - with returns of tangible
personal
property
commercial and in- money to their home districts. held in
sesses
trust or used by Ildustrial property on a 'higher in light of the fact that they linois -based firms out of the
must run from those districts state.
prop scale _than residential
to retain their seats in the
en).
SECTION two is called the
ONE SERIOUS criticism of house.

Vantage Point
As

.00,s13-

In Summary; Pros and Cons of Revenue Article

t in a Series
ies discussing the proposed
revenue article
amendments

.

vtces scattered along the streets.

this one a second later.
Finally, when the computer orders
a signal change, it checks to see if the
change actually takes place. If. not, it
repeats the ordRr. If the light still

doesn't 'change, the computer notifies a
hifiban operator and turns the problem
over'to him.
Because 'of

the

computer, says

one

Calculates the density 'of traffic flow' writer, it is as if. Toronto had added an
by ' dividing the number of vehicles by -extra lane- to each of . the cityi four the time to detect them.
lane streets-without turning a -shovelful '
'1( Reak, the traffic signal and notes of dirt.

.
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Coritie join us at the: -- :fair andWiti

Well be. sending aloft 1,000
balicians The boy or girlriiirhose-b011oon--

tra*eh the farthest wins thil bike. Look
for .THE PROSPECT. DAY- entry at the
.

Prospect, III.
Join die fun at the Lions Village. Fair, Mt. Prospect. Clowns, ferris
re reshments, merry-go-round, games of chance, games of skill
fwheel,

... a rollicking good lime for all. The fair opens Friday evening, July
5

We'll be there only on July 4th. at 1:00 pm until' our 1,000 balloons
are. launched.

It's free. Just come to The Prospect Day booth on the

fair grounds.

If your postcard, attached .to your balloon, is returned

ComeLon;0,.44,.'celebrate,

from the furthest distance by July 18th,yOu'll win a Spanking new pold.

bicycle. See you at the fair!

rj

Your' Home Newspaper
,117 SOUTH MAIN'STRET - MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS
TELEPHONE (312). 255-4400
1-11.

--
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SIDfGLINCES

SHORT RIBS.
LAST
-111Xt
OF 'OUR APPOIN'IMW15, 0 ICING.

Friday, July I, 1966

Page. 6

IT'S A DEAD
GIVEAWAY!
I THINK HE
' IS TH' NATURALNESS
GOT HIS FIRST
AN'GRACEFUL
'
PROMOTION TO.
LAZINESS WITH
WHICH HE CAN STILL TI4'OFFICE CIJZ
THEY DON'T DRAPE HIMSELF
WANT THAT '
AROUND A MACHINE!
WHAT FASCINATES

Ai:, I bR ALL
THESE YEARS,

DICK --AND ME,700-

CHIPS PEELING
OFF A PIECE OF
STEEL TURNING
ALL SHADES OF
BLUE STILL
FASCINATE, ME!

SEEN AROUND

TI4'SHOP!

'Well. you're all wrong about Jimmy doing everything
halfway! You should see the job he does on my
allowance!"

"Well, there WERE a few minor details 1 didn't

care for!"

BEN CASEY

SEEMED BRANCH OUT TO
SAY, MAWR,WILL SHUTOUT RIGHT INA
OTHER FOR
THAT NEW ORGANIZATION THEY NADI
TEN 61='0 S
GUST WORK FOR
OF YOURS
14 ROE -LIKE
/_ CARRY

THUNDERS (IS APPLAUSE FOR COMPOSER.

CONDUCTOR, STUART GAYNOR!

IVE REIGNED

LATER YOU COULD

IT NEVER

IHE AUDIENCE AT TAhIGLEFIELD

VERY HARP 10PAY.

FEWER APPEARANCES BY (1141ER OWN PO
AYERS!
RELIEF PITCHERS OR WILL
ACKETS. IN THE Y OLIGHTA
IT STRIKE FOR 'EXTRA
FROM THE GET MILEAGE
DOUGH FOR EXTRA WORS V13ULLPEN 1
PAYMENTS.!
M LIKE COVERING FIRST

,

Are

1:41

r

0

\

.2-1.0-1

ON MATS!

04,1

BUGS BUNNY.

(-HEN
WAIT, ELME

I'M NOT

WELL...I'LL

TI -11 CAR:

ON 'THE
BEACI-11

Z/NOER

PAYIN/ THAT PRICE

JUST 7' CHANGE

VEWV

CHANGE

INTA MY SWIM

MEET YOU

SUIT L

This is an MG midget. It rolls forward...fast

Plenty of pow in this baby scats from 0-60 in. less than 16

seconds, turns in 33 feet and

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

Breast Removal
W.G. BRANDSTADT.M.D.

AND IM ALREADY UP TOTH&

WRITING

DAY BEROV2E YE3511E32.1::14Y;

11-1F6TENZY

WHATARG

miles to
you 35
gives
the gallon.
In addition to roll -up windows,

OF

JOLJ

the

MY LIFE

DOING,
WINTHROP?

Q-1 had my left breast removed because of suspicious
cells The surgeon said there
was no evidence of cancer.

Of what disease am

I

As

a, vic-

KOSKE IMPORT MOTORS

A--If the

suspicious tissues
of the removed breast were
examined microscopically by
a competent pathologist and
no evidence of cancer was

found you are a victim of a
policy
sorry,

of

better safe than
but not of cancer.

Q-1 am 14 and my breasts
are very. large. Is there anything I c a n do to reduce
them?

A-Some people are never
satisfied An operation to °remove some of the breast tissue _could be done but is not
advisable

Taking

male

Q--1 am 16. Last month I
started to have a slight yellow
my

_

358-6750
450 N. HICKS RD., PALATINE
Across From Palatine Shopping Plaza)

-,-.., -------3---

THE BORN LOSER
cLADYS,

WARE'S MY,..1

ei

BOWL11,14, 8AM

tri,

4

IJEVER titl9f), -1 F00119 IT!

WHY Wart,P i LEAVE ITT/IFIZEZ

C.Ohke 00- VJHAT'D YOU

ACROSS

LCOKI)36
UAPER IRE

CAPTAIN EASY
OF TO PREVENT HIS TRAP %Y.POSule
THAT INDUSTRIAL SPY'S IDENTITYT

RiOHTI AND
PERHAPS TO
GET AWAY WITH
THE PLANS FOR
A NEW PRODUCT
Matte -REALM TO
USE FOR MITI

IMAGO AND "ROPICIescrigmeo TO PIN
HIS. DISAPPEARANCE ON Intl SO DID

ONE McKEE EMPLOYEE... i
OR.ZOLArt
DR. 7.C4 -A

IN CAHOOTS
WITH THEM;

MAYBE So...OUT L WANT HIM
Sur POLICE
QUESTIONED HIM. WATcRePt RESTARTS HIS MVP
OP
AO5ERCE TOMORROW-H1114!
DECIDED HE -WAS
ONLY A CRACKPOT.
NQ ANSWER.
OnSITOS. HE HAP
IW.0110T AT
A9-ALIOII
HOMBI

Ei

El

per-

0, NIA, 1.0

ed at this gland provide the'
surest cure.

ALLEY OOP

A --This is

a form of bur-

elbow
which hurts when I lift , anything. How can 1 get rid of it?
tennis

sitis and judging by the letters I get there must be an
epidemic of this diSease. Moderate movement is necessityto prevent stiffening of the
joint. Hot applications, diathermy or ultrasound treat;

ments and a short course of
cortisone should help you if
the condition has not become

1, chronic.

11

DR
.......1_1ALAS
700oA

2W I
o LIE

at

1 101, OH.

G

E N 0 TEA N

A PA Et

POETRY
SF
i ER
HATER
HER
R

'

17
ARA
a is.5,61 0wk,

hi '14' Li 1#

TARE
5coRP
i ON EWER
rill
.PEW
PANT

12

13

4tJapanese coin

1'S

16

44 Footllke part

17

-

42 Raillery

the

LEA

appellation
(2 words)
19 Cooking utensil 22 Egyptian
dancing girls 33 Woody plants 47 Bed for a why
20 Filches
48 Family
22 Deed
23 Resting place 35 Springy
members
39 Steps over
25 Insane
24 Peevish
49 Cook's utensil
28 Shield bearing 25 Female' equines fences (pl.)
50 Actress Gardner
42 Twisted
29 Blackthorn
26 White poplar
51 Legal pcia
30 Stand fast
43 Demolisher
27 Large couch
52 Medical group
32 Strip of land
44 Prink
29 Pronoun
'
tab.)
Air
(comb,
form)
Amends
48
34
31 Noise
36 Respond to
9
1110
7
6
6
3.
'2
1
4
a stimulus
LIB
37 Enthusiasm
38 Mislay
40 Timid

sists for 2 or 3 months it may
be an indication of a tumor of
pituitary. If this is the
case, X-ray, treatments direct-

F

KS
ORAL
EAR,_ a R
OHS
RAGE
D
ED
N a a 11

8 New England
state (ab.)
9 Ancient
1 0 Cravat
1 1 Melancholy
13 Part of Turkey 1 4 Afternoon
social events
15 Go away!
18 Siouan Indians
16 Relied
21 Feminine
17 Wiener

krjet

YOU THINK MR-I/tele& WAS DISPOSED

Answer to Previous Puzzle

7 Makes spotted

Upholstered
couch
5 Sleeping place
8 Narrow beds
12 At the summit

A-ThIs maydlsappear

a

sports car.

1

,00,,,VIIJI14416

what should 1 do?

Q-I have

spin. She's all

WAS

Restful

Now? TRY

breasts.

if it

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DO -

WITH IT?

HOW
SHOULD 1

What would cause this and

spontaneously but

go out for a.

.

hor-

mones might prevent any further development of your
breasts but they would probably also stiffen your. beard.
Better let 'well enough alone.

discharge ' from

,

'

new Midget has locking

doors, center = horn steering
wheel, improved rear suspension and new manifolding and
exhaust systenis.
C 'mon in and see the MG
midget today.
Hop in the
cockpit. rev up,

10.

14

19

45 M(pasculine name
l.)

23

24

47

48

49 Kind of

authority

25

temperature '

30

53 Cold

54 Extension of
working hours
55 Ireland
56 Work assigned
57 Casimir (ab.)
58 Chest bones

26
1

34

It°

37
41

DOWN

1 Ornamental
ribbon
2 Boy's, name
S Measure of

length.
4 Footless animals,
5 Burrowing
animal .
6 Adjective suffix.

44

49

50

45
53

58
1*

.....

Roundup
Foi The Day

Besponatbre tor-

bills mitclett

myself only;; As of this tbdria
(oven. Orville W. Haywood,
'

, Expert Taper and Painter
30 years experience
824-8892

By United Press International

STORM DAMAGED

N. Viet Oil Supplies Hit Again

ANTENNA'S

SAIGON -- American warplanes hit the industrial
heartland of North Viet Nam for the third straight day,
today. They blasted a mak)! petroleum dump just 15

Repaired or

miles 'northwest of the port city of Haiphong. U.S. Navy

'

3 a.m. to 6 a.m.

Monday thru Satuday
MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

MT. PROSPECT

Radio & T.V. Repair
17 So. Evergreen, Arl.Hgts.
CL 5-5692
Mechanical Design
Special Equipment
Auto. Electronic Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered

missiles at the attacking American planes. The pilots saw

one missile explode, but all missed their marks. Officials said the raid was highly successful, with a big

Assemblys Co.
Chleago,111.
Prospect Hts.

oil storage area 44 miles northwest of Hanoi destroyed.

392-0782

-

KI 5-6650

use the

Bomb Accident Kills. 5, Hurts 43

WANT
ADS

SAIGON - In the air war against the Viet Cong,

tragedy. U.S. officials disclosed that three Air Force
jet fighters accidentally dumped their bomb loads on a
South Vietnamese village while returning from a combat mission today. The mishap killed five civilians and
wounded 43 others. The three F -100's were attempting
to jettison their unused bombs over a designated jettison area about 15 miles north of the big Bien Hoa air
base outside Saigon. The live bombs failed to release
properly as the pilots pulled out of their runs, and the
deadly cannisters fell on the unsuspecting South Vietnamese villagers below. Trucks and helicopters were

man or Boy

BOYS WANTED
12 to 17. Part time. To work
afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus
commission. Can earn over.
$20 pen week.

Call 673-6760

College Student or High School

office. Hours flexible. N.E.
Arlington Hts. area. 392-4118

for Sunday morning work, 4:30

to 8:90. Call
-

MT. PROSPECT

2. Include the; price

3. Include your address or
phone number.

Write your ad here. One
word on each line. It's easy.

It's fun, and it's prbtitable.

Union of the attacks before they were made.

Man or Boy

Most Jobs require you to meet
their schedule.. Nationally

can groyr, into a more respon-

future in the business end of a
newspaper visit the personnel
department between 9:00 A.M.

and 4:00 P.M. weekdays
room 235, 401 N. Wabash
Pharmaceutical mfr. needs
man for animal care and
varied duties in Scientific
Dept. Interest in animals,
handiwork or
mechinical

farming background helpful
but not necessary. 37 1/2

Comprehensive

week.

benefit program. ' Call Mr.
Browne at 255-0300 for ap-

pointment.
ARNAR-STONE LABS., INC.
601.-E. Kenitsington Road
Mount Prospect

WASHINGTON - Chairman Mendel Rivers and top
ranking members of his House Armed 'Services Committee are convinced that some changes should be made
in the draft. The South Carolina Democrat says that the
hearings the committee has held on the Selective Service System make it clear that changes are in order.
But Rivers says he would rather not say what they will
be until the committee has completed its -review -of -the ---

to work at O'Hare Airport
on schedules that they will

help determine. In addition,
free bus service proVided to,
and from the Job. Work. in-

PLANT

HAS OPENINGS FOR:

*Experienced Mill Hands

Experienced Batch Weighers
*Delivery and General Helper
*Graduates of PrintingTrades
Courses
Excellent working conditions,
fringe benefits.
'

volved is office housekeeping
for which you would be train

Apply

with 'the days and hours you
would like -to work. If I am
not available, leave a mes--v-sage for me to call.

Roberts and Porter,
Inc.

ed with pay. Call me today

Mr.

to

Benedict,

General Mgr.

'1001 Morse Ave.,

827-4272

MR. STANLEY

Elk Grove Village

OPPORTUNITY

ORGAN &
PIANO SALES

Learn the restaurant busi-

ness. We need an ambitious
young man who is willing to

work learning a trade. We will

train as a grill man6 nights
per week. $85. to start --pay

-goes up as you learn.

A smart lad can be night
manager in three months.

INTERNATIONAL
HOUSE OF PANCAKE
GOLF MILL

(1 bik. east of Randhurst)

CALL 824-1933

An equal opportunity employer

EXcellent opportunity for an
experienced saiebliefson who'
is interested in and eager
to have above average earnings. Cap necessary. Guaranteed salary while in training.

LYON-HEALY
Rte 83 & Rand Rd.

Mt. Prospect, III.
392 -2600 Mr. W. Wais

BUSINESS
Service Directory

ACCOUNTANTEXP EftlENC ED

MUNTZ TV

Let us help make your...DAY!

To work for manufacturing
Co. Air conditioned office.

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Free Life & Hosp. Ins.

Wheeling

1020 Noel Ave.

1

known company is seeking men

Ave. - Chicago.

hr.

NEW PRINTING INK
MANUFACTURING

(Name your own hours)'

2:30 AM - 5:30 AM
Monday Britt Saturday

CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE
SP 5-4300
LE 7-5700

Rivers Says Draft ChaUges Needed
_

PART & FULL TIME

PART TI ME

COST-

1. You name the item

LONDON -- Red China says the American air raids.
on the North Vietnamese cities of Hanoi and Haiphong
have brought the so-called U.S. aggressors one step
nearer to their graves. The official New China News
agency cites purported American press reports to back
up a charge that the United States informed the Soviet

774-5353

ANIMAL CARE TECHNICIAN

PART OR FULL TIME

255-1650

papers to homes Sunday A.M.
only. Good pay for few hours'
work.

'

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY.
499-0286
199 King St.

CASH

Red Ch;na: U.S. Nearer to Grave'.

'

sible position. If you are between 23 & 40 and have at
least 3 years college accounting, and looking for a bright

NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

used to rush medical aid to the victims.

ment. For Enformation phone
Mr. Howard

a ACCOUNTANT
Here is a place where you

MEN WANTED

QUICK

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
'
199 King Street
439-0286

Phone weekdays except Wed.

,

12:30,PM to 3:30 pM
Monday thru Friday
Sat. 7:30 AM to 1:30 PM

graduate. Some experience in
drafting, typing for engineers

FOR

necessary. No age require-

orders in local area. Car

ELK GROVE NEWS AGENCY
439-0286
199 King St.

PART TIME

car to deliver news-

With

Delivering country route

'NEWS AGENCY
992-1890

MANOR BOY

Man to work in hobby shop
Saturdays. InterEarn $3-$5 hourly answering . Nights and
est in hobbies preferable.
taking
and
appointments

. MAN WITH CAR
to deliver in Prospect Heights.
Sunday only. Call

RAY'S

PART TIME

Full and Part Time

Men warded for relay driver

Replaced
Call

jets attacked the oil dump which it was said contained
about eight per cent of the Communist north's oil storage capacity.' Pilots reported all bombs on target, and
they streaked away leaving thick black smoke streaming .from the oil depot. In a post-mortem. on yesterday's raid in the Hanoi area, U.S. authorities disclosed
that Communist defenders launched five surface-to-air

SIMMER WORK

24 -Help Wanted Men

.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Woman seeks baby sitting Day or night. Hasbrook Greenbrier Area - 392-2728'
1

11 -Business Services

Friday, July I, 1966

THE DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

-22-lobs Wanted -Women

)4 -Personals

-

2

POUL'S

For

15 -Business Personals

WALL WASHING
ADVERTISING

HE 7-4556

4

LANDSCAPING

259-0141

Call 255-1200

testimony.

Hog Spurns LBJ's Corn
PresidentAohnson tried his'
hand at hog -calling in Iowa yesterday, and he didn't
do very well. While visiting a farm near Des Moines,
the President tried to lure a porker with a handful of
_ DES -MOINES, Iowa

corn and the old cry of "sooeyl" The hog turned around

®EM

8

9

and walked the other way.

Rusk Says Reds 'Keep Hanging Up'

255-7200

.

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

10

the United States made peace appeals to Peking and

BEFORE

DO YOU
NEED

12

Moscow and other Communist nations in May. He told
newsmen in Canberra, the
appeals -- or - as he put

Communists rejected the

it - "They kept hanging

$2000
$3000
$4000

13

4 P.M.

up the phone."

14

Royal Coaches May Go Modern
LONDON - Queen Elizabeth is considering the installation of rubber tires on her ancient coaches. The
metal wheels currently being used cut up the turf when
the Queen is being driven to the annual Ascot Race.

TO DAYS
BEST

15
16

BUY

17
18

STATE HOUSES AT STAKE

19

20

'21

tva'9
HAWAII

Governorships are at stake in the majority of states
this year's elections. Newsmap shows states with
gubernatorial contests and patty of present governor.
in

Seek Bids

,

For Repairs

of

General

ing

installing

venetian

blinds, a new flagpole and new
vinyl asbestos tile.

sion of the Pure Oil Co. has
received the National

Safety

MONTHLY PAYMENT

Building a strong America

until 2 00 p m:, July 27.

Bond Sale
Northern Illinois Gas Co. has
announced that it plans to sell
$20 million of 25 -year first

write, putting food on the
table of the poor, will help
build the national strength.

-Rep. Carl Albert, DOkla.
In the. Indian Constitution

all' el t liens are equal, regardless of sex, r ell gion,

mortgage bonds by competitive language, state or any other
Given satisfactory division. I am just an Indian
bidding.

market conditicins and neces- citizen and the first servant
sary regulatory approvals, the of my country.
bids are scheduled to be open- -India's Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi.
k.ed on Aug. 16.

CALL TODAY,

,255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.

Plus One Day

City

12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

In "Market Day"

State

'VC ggr

Phone

Edition If Your
Ad Appears In

LOAN CO.

MAIL TO:
' THE ARLINGTON DAY
217 So. Arl . Hgts. Rd.
.

The Regular
Tuesday Paper.

HENRIKSEN

Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:3d a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after(5:30 p.m. by

Arlington, Illinois

Hours:

PHONE.:

appointment only:
We are licensed and regulated
by the State of Illinois.

255-7200

Exp. QuaL Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us 'and corrip.are:37.8228

24

.

'

358.2581

lawnmowers

358.0845

SYSTEM
Offer experienced and understanding tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject. Special help with
Muth. Language, Science
.

Quality work at reasonable
8c..

OUTBOARD
Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.
Free pickup & delivery

OUR TUTORING

Aristocrat , Carpet
& Upholstery Cleanera
prices. Insured

1.&ti Motor Safes
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

Miscellaneous Service

562.2991

all.. work

guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People

and College Board Exams.
724-7120

259506p.

Painting -Decorating

Cement Work

2 ritx 16

25c

Nor% available in red. green.
black. -brown, yellow. huff.

See arid Buy theM at

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'p. Tiling: Free estimate.

IN BUSINESS

Stan 'orglas Co.
Serving the entire N.W.
Driveways., patios,
area.
etc.- Protective curbing for
All
asphalt
driveways.
work guaranteed, Free estimates. 529-6587.

CLEANING HOMES by
couple -- floors, scrubbed
and !lashed, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned \and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.

Call 373-6880

'Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
- furniture - anything
You- name it - We haul it
Residential & Commeicial
824-2865
Tree Service -lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
Toppihe

824-9530

Screens & storms painted.

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
-1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015
'OUR- I 6TH YEAR

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales

Complete Trel Service
State Licensed = Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect

_

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

PATIO BLOCKS

C1"34384

'14. REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529.6587

Interior. Exterior Painting
InduStrial
Commercial

KELLY'S

Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Painters.

3160 Dundee Rd.
Northbrook
CR 2-5753
Suburban
Decorators

Inc.
.

'

painting.,
mates.

Wall Washing

.

Free

TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Removal
-FREE ESTIMATES
392-7430

Interior and exterior 'quality

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING "

529.7774

Professional

1 rucks'

100 .to Choose I-roni

259-0141

.r

894-3115
Transporation

,erl Cars

Poul's Landscaping
Complete landscaping
Maint. Call for free Est.

low

Sewing Machine Repairs

24 hr. phone sere.

: LAWN MOWER

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692

Free est: in sour home.
Clean, oil - & adjust. 53.

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)

CarpetsRug Cleaners

RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

Guar.- sere. on all brands.

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

PHONE 439;1794

ti

Sea. Mach. Repairs

landscaping

coating.

General Cleaning

OFFICE HOURS:

358-1838'

old blacktop, repair & seal

Each -Plain .20c -Colors

Address

TIMELY QUOTES
at home can't hurt the military posture of the country.

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.

This Includes one FREE insertion In.."Market Day" if
your ad appears in the rag- ,
ular Tuesdaredition.

Name

Blacktop. Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30(.5 off on all blacktopping.
driveways;
parking
lots.
business areas, resurfacing

ING. Expert work.
cost, free estimate.

PAY ONLY ONE

Enclosed is $

Council's. Certificate of Commendation for safety. The Certificate is issued for 200,000
to 1,000,000 safe manhours of

Stanity's

Storm Damaged
Antena's
Repaired or Replaced
Call

Roselle Builders
Garages -Room additions
Dormers -All types of
Remodeling
Fully Guaranteed
7 Year Financing -5%
No Money Down

or. Call collect & now save.
392-1388
24 hr. service

free estimate. Open
hours',"7 days a week.

COST

$3.15 for 3 days

ONLY

Safety Award

Sealed bids will be accepted Teaching children to read and

-

average words equal a 3 line
ad.

operation,

The work includes exterior
and interior painting, furnishandb

Count words and figure, 5
average words per line. 15

DAYS

Homes Built To Order

er than any other contract-

REASON?

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

24

The Palatine Midwest divi-

Bids for painting and miscellaneous repairs to the U.S.
Post Office in Gary, Ind., arc
being solicited by the Chicago
Regional Office
Services Admin.

3

Will do any job 20% cheap-

FOR ANY

SPECIALIZE

22

29

= No Lsci

259-0487

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until y ou call us for

WE

.

-

lots.

parking

OR.MORE

IN
JOS rourricoi
Ef2 ormocua

is having Spring special on
driveways,

DON'S BI.A('KTOP
Driseways and parking lots.

Take cf.\ .Months
Up To uu -To Pay

2 '4::

3 LINES

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

SPRING -SPECIAL

11

CANBERRA, Australia -- Secretary of State Rusk says

Atton*s Quality

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

CALL
TODAY

RarinTY Repair

General Cleaning

Blacktop Work

6

esti-

358-4882

BY Machine. No mess., no
streaking. Free estimate.
Stele Mueller
HE 7-4556
MODERN E WAIN.
', CLEANING

Y01/21 FIND

IN ME

Ai!

'

Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine alnew
so
method. carpet
cleaning.

..456-5404

^- " 4

4

.1

Y

AI

4 .4"'"

.

'""

"

4

11

Friday, July 1,1966

THE DAY

15

CALL TODAY

255-7200
BEFORE 4 P. M.
24-Help Wanted.Alen

Wanted: Handyman for -odd
jobs. Arlington Theatre. Call

MAN

NOTI CE
Designations

Our growing company now has

"

as' to sex in

our Help Wanted and Em-.
ployment

Agency columns

are made only (1) to

in-

dicate bona fide occupation. al qualifications for employ-

ment which an employer regards as reasonably nec-

essary to .the normal opefhis business.
of

ation

or 'enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers
let

to

them

an immediate need for an intake

to

dividual

complete

charge of maintenance in a
modern light manufacturing
plant. Should haVe Igiowledge

of electricity, carpentry, general equipment --repair and overall fixit ability. Good
starting rate and frequent
wage reviews.
Apply in person of call:

know which

392-3500

QUALITY CONTROL.
INSPECTOR
Have immediate opening for a
man to take complete charge of

inspection procedures during
our second shift. Excellent

chance for advancement In fast

growing electronic company.

Will train man with' related
background

in

Inspection

METHODE

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

439-7310
Thurs. & Fri.June 30,July 1st
ketWeen 8 and 5:30
Saturday July 2nd

MANUFACTUR I NG

FULL OR PART TIME

CORP.

_Phone for appointment
255-7130

between 8 and 12

Age 25 to 55

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

/

Would you like to sell realeatate? Modern, attractive
and reputable office need

High school graduate -experienced in general accounting
duties desirable. Excellent
opportunity -to learn and ad-

Outstanding career opportunity for candidate with minimum

DETAI LE RS,
DESIGNERS

neering or equivalent.

MARTIN MAT 7ficl

SC

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
WHEELING
537-2180

250 N. 12th ST.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

(CHEMICAL PROCESS ING)

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for -a confidential interview.

Charles Bruning Company

GENERAL OFF ICE
with assorted duties, steno,

101N.

Arlington Hts. Rd,
Arlington Heights

259-1500

Excellent pay, working conditions and benefits.

"We Handle Everything"
Cover All Suburbs"
(Age 17-55)
($300 to $650 mo.)

"We

PAYROLL CLERK
manager for,

women in a firm employing
approximately 12,500 seeks

an aggressive experienced
woman as an assistant. To
qualify, an individual must
be thoroly versed in recruiting factory applicants
.tor electrical manufacturing. Position also includes
recruiting clerical applicants and related phases of
personnel work. Some col-

Compute salary, handle all

of payroll deduction.
Must be familiar with tax
deductions (Federal and local)
Experience with comptometer
helpful. 37 1/2 hr. week with

types

excellent company benefits.
For app't. call Personnel
775-2300
SQUARE D COMPANY

Executive Plaza
Park Ridge

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE. CL 5.1900

An equal opportunity employer

THE FOLLOW INC

Light duties.

MONEY.

HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR
1616 W. Northwest Hwy

to:

Clks., Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs.,

EARN $40

Write Box 1027,
Day Publications
217 6. Arlington Heights Rd.

Arlington Heights, Illinois

All the above jobs offer excellent working conditions, fine staff fringe benefits in'air condition sueroundings. Interested applicants please call Din
Sundt.

PREFERRED
Business Service

Arl. Hgts.

CL 9-3700

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Male & Female

No limit to persons sponsored.
Use coupon below. $40 paid to

anyone referring those listed

Join A Profit Sharing Company

above, who have not worked for

us for two yea rs,and are hired

' An equal
opportunity employer

and

work 40 hrs. prior to

" Join

9/30/66. Offer does not app,; to nite, student, teacher

temporaries.

SALES

CLIP COUPON TODAY

ful ladies store?? Don't ans-

I

time all year Ina small color-

Address

ful sportswear shop?? Come in

Tuesday, Thursday or Saturday afternoon for interview.
TEDD'S Tepee
Randhurst

City
She

is a

Ph.

INJERV IEW

My name

D.P.

Address
Ph.
City
Mail to address below. You are

IMPORTANT
To qualify tell us by letter,

We will train capable person
in all details. Wonderful opportunity for steady work and
salary growth. Call 3921476 for further details and
interview.

coupon - name, address, phone

position in small graphic arts

Modern office and equipment.

MID

sponsor

plant located in Rolling
Meadows Industrial Park.

post card, phone or attached

of person you sponsor before
that person comes tn.She may

bring your letter, card or
coupon in hand.

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm
- --Saturday-9--a..m; to 1- p.m.. ....

following positions are now available for men and
women in bur'new plants

The

ANALYZERS
Any exposure to electronics. in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS
In -plan servicing of recording equipment.

MECHAN ICAL INSPECTOR

Franklin Park

Some experience. in performing mechanical inspection operation.

Lifesavers, Inc.

SERVICE MAN

TEMPORARY WORK
392-1920

Randhurst Center

Prof. Level

EXPERIENCED IN ELECTRICAL AND
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT, SUCH AS, APPLIANCES, LAUNDRY MACHINES, AIR CONDITIONERS, ETC.

Old Orchard
Prof. Bldg.
Evanston
1609 Sherman

Work On Our Equipment

Room 63'
677-5130
Room 512
475-3500
Room 308.

Unusually good opportunity for a draft exempt young man to
learn the rewarding Cost Accounting profession.

Gdod figure aptitude and desire to advance necessary.

Salary Will Total

TOP HAT CAR WASH, INC.
Des Plaines, Ill.

1319 Ashland Ave.

PURCHAS ING EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS
Ability to read blue prints, micrometers. and indicators is
a must.

24-Help Wanted Men

COST ACCOUNTING .TRAINEE

. Some College helpful.
CONTACT PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT.

NUCLEAR -CH ICAGO CORP.
Des ?tattles, Illinois

333, E. Howard

827-4456

-

(Just ,East of Mt. Prospect Rd. Near N.W. Tollway)
An Equal Opportunity Employer
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

ASSEMBLERS
No experience necessary as we will train.

ELECTRICIAN
Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

BU I LD ING MA INTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines.

DESIGN ENGINEER

METHODE MFG. CORP.
OFFERS

(ELECTR ICAL)
.

*AUTOMATIC'PAY INCREASES
*FREQUENT WAGE REVIEWS *PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS
*EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS

Applicaiit should have 2 to 5 years experience plus 2 years
minimum electrical engineering education.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a.
good.pension program and insurance plans.

If you think this is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential inter-'

TOOL MAKERS
This position entails the construction of fixtures, drill
gigs and gages.

*CONVENIENT WORKING HOURS

The person we need should be familiar with designing of
machinery , C electrical circuits including operator control
station and instillment hookups. Also, industrial plant wiring would be very helpful.

machine tool' designer. Such a manwould work with
more qualified designers ip_,defipoping on tharboard
jigs, fixtures, tools and special assembly machines
-in production needs.

and days of your choice at

Sponsor Typists,Stenos,Swtbd.
Clks., K.P., Comp., File Spec.

We have need for a college graduate who is ready for a
responsible position in cost accounting. This young man
must have several years of experience In industrial ac-

.-MANUFACTURING ENGINEER

Individual. with some experience 1 to 2 years as a

workers to serve the

cluding salary requirements

Send complete resume in-

COST ACCOUNTANT

.....

*J R. TOOL DESIGNER

fice

finest companies in the loop
and suburbs. Work the hours

and let her show you how you
can turn your spare -time into

$9, 000 to $11, 000

Qualified map with mechanical education and experience in design or process of tools, automatic high volume machinery to. produce'small electro mechanical
parts. 5 years experience doing this type of work
with small coinponent manufacturer as required.

392-6100

Must be able to talk to people

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.

LITTELFUSE

-

FREE position.
SHEETS

PROFIT SHARING
company. We need skilled of-

on phone and in showroom.

years experience in

TYPIST-BILLER

Small Organization

Grade Engineer EE or ME with electrical engineef-,
ing background and knowledge of circuit theorii, Job
would be project development work In small tlectro.
mechanical devices. 5 years of similar industry
experience as requested. Job also involves modification for current product designs, instructing drafting, lab, tool design and model .making personnel in
project requirements.

PAID VACATION
fora

DOCTOR'S ASSIST
Someone who likes people a
trainee with light typing who
is willing to. start for $80.
207 N. Evergreen A rl. Hgts.

Mature dependable woman
needed for important invoicing

ARE NEEDED AT

*PROJECT ENGINEER

and earn

ANYONE!

3

24-Help Wanted Men

ENGINEERS

Schaumburg

894-5100

An equal opportunity employer

Division or Addressograph Multigraph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

J.C.HARRIS & SON
INC.

recruiting and interviewing.

of

wer this ad. Wept to work full

9470 King Street

PART. TIME

827-5557

207 N. Evergreen Art. Hts,

THOMPSON WIRE COMPANY

work

General Office Work

Want to work in a big beauti-

counting. He must also be prepared to grow with a rapidly
growing company.
678-0400
For appointment call Mr. Burgett

tionist Phone: very pleasant
2 girl office 8:30 to 5. $100

TOP HOURLY RATES. Call
Ethel Doebber at

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

recep-

bookkeeping,

light

PART TIME

(24 HOUR PHONE)
DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

259-2094

Delicatessen - evenings and
week ends. Over 21. Experience helpful. 255-7078.

lege desired, but_a degree is
not necessary. Consideration will be given to applicants who have a minimum

"SHEETS" 392-6100

W. County Line Rd. Barrington
DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

Unusual Earning Opportunity
mature and ambitious
woman. Flexible hours. Call
for

weekly

.

28-Employment Agencies-Women

OFFICE

Detailers and Designers with
medium machinery background in printing, papei converting or packaging field
preferred.

CO.1825(

t. Prospect, Ill.

WOMEN 100% FREE

Position requires a person with experience in layout design
of liquid pumps and transfer systems similar to that used
by paint and chemical manufacturers.

A college graduate is preferred however a non -grad with
good solid experience in this field could be acceptable.

REALTORS

SENIOR FILE CLERK Experienced file clerk needed.

during

PETERS & CO.

assignment.

UARCO Incorporated

PROJECT ENGINEER

making opportunity
this active market.

ACCOUNTING CLERK

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER
3 years experience In Time study, methods analysis
and work simplification. B. S., degree in industrial engi-

full time- sales personnel.
Please call _.for a money

OPENINGS AT UARCO

vance to more responsible

of

PERMANENT TYPING

ENGRAVING

30-Help Wanted-Women

253-6100, extension 27.

IMPERIAL STAMP
S. Busse Road

Employment

General office. Experienced.
Good typing required. Year
round employment. 3d hours
per week. Vacation and sick
Call the Arlington
leave.
Heights Public Schools, at

Apply in person only

I NTERV IEWER

a

An equal opportunity employer

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer

- TYPIST
Full Time
Experienced and_ accurate
New modern _air-conditioned
office in Mount Prospect.
RECEPTIONIST

392-9255

PERSONNEL

you want a Job with
future call Mr. Marquard.

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

1700 Hicks Rd.

'

sharing.'

METHODE

!Aces.

GENERAL OFFICE

ing 'wage, merit and length
of service raises, profit -

work._

positions the' advertiser
believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

that any advertiser intends
or practices any -unlawful
preference, limitation,.
specification or discrimination in employment prac-

Office and Warehouse
National Company moving to
Elk Grove in one week. Openings, for general office, biller
typist, bookkeeping machine
operator, receptionist, general warehouse, order fillers,
order packers, warehouse
foreman trainees. Good start-

Part Time
Arlington Heights area
College student or housewife
living in area adceptable.Permanent. Must excel in typing.

FL.A,

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wantd-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

GENERAL OFFICE

MAINTENANCE-

253-5200.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

24-Help Wanted -Men

24-Help Wanted Men

Both

1st & 2nd Shifts

ASSEMBLERS

.;MACHINE OPERATORS
INSPECTORS
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS.
MOLD PRESS OPERATORS

view.

As an employee of AMPEX youmill qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage

increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.
*Company paid
insurance

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotionaltoppor-

tunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

,Apply in person or call, Jack Rhind
Monday thru Saturday

LITTELFUSE

Charles Bruning Company
0111$1011 or

Athessogreph Multigriish Carp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

824-1188

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

Ah

equal opportun4 'employer
....... .

392,3300

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

Des ,PlaineS

IVIETHO6E MEG.CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadowd
An, equal opportunity employer

2201 Landmeir Road

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Phone 437-5800
Located between, Higgins and Route #83
An Equal- Opport_unity Employer

-

DrllTWanted-Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women.

-

ARE YOU LOOKING

For a pleasant way to earn

HOUSEWIVES

Work at home during your

extra $$$ without leaving your
home. Call Maxine Polley for

PART & FULL TIME

free time telephoning for us.
For information phone

appointment. 259-l1t5.

L

Mr. Howard

(Name your own hours)

774-5363

port on schedules that they

tion, free bus service provided to and from the job.
Work involved is office house-

you would like to work. If
I am not "available leave a

255-4300

message for me to call.

827-4272

MR. STANLEY

WA ITRESS

CREDIT OFFERS
TOP CAREERS FOR
GIRLS,WOMEN

WANTED
Days and Nights

SPIEGEL CATALOG CENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY

-. BELLA PIZZA

An above average job for girls
or women with background of

15 E. Campbell
259-0222

Local cleaning lady for Fridays. Own transportation.
Top pay. Write Day Pub/.

'

253-2340

.

WAITRESSES
WENEED YOU!
extremely

charge purchases and help

possesses intelligence and has
some construction exper-

ing field for women -and the
chance for advancement Is
best with a nation-wide company such as Speigel-Credit
headquarters for America.

Credit is the fastest grow-

You'll enjoy good pay and
many big company benefits

such as discount on merchandise, vacations with pay,
hospitalization, many others.
CALL 255-7500
For interview appointment
Miss Green

work-in our 1 -girl construc-

tion office in A rlington Heights

Airy Trace, Arlington Heighti

Rd., (1/2 mile n. of Golf
Rd.). /4 W. Emerson St. Ar-

SPIEGEL

lington Heights.
FOR INTERVIEW CALL

Serving America since 1865

775-5299

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

interesting

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

WE NEED HELP
THE ARLINGTON MOTEL

APPLY IN PERSON
948 E. Northwest Hwy.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 5-2900

12 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

GO KART.

Excellent Condition. $65. CL
9-0289.

For Sale

Fedders Air Coaditioner

.

392-2600

Mr. W. Wais

-

HOSTESS

For the do it yourselfer.Free
estimates & layout help.
vanity cabinets,
Kitchen,
stock

Bargain prices.
615 St. Mary's Pkwy.

- custom or special.

824-6115

PUPPIES
CH. SIRED

AKC

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

2187 Terms.
Garden Tiller used 3 1/2 H.P.
Clinton eng. $40. UNITED
RENT-ALLS. 259-3350.

'23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

30 -Help Wanted -Women

delivery arranged. 773-0252

4070-70% Savings
piece or room. Terms and
after 12 noon.
48-Hciusebold Appliances

Pvt. party has 2 window air conditioners 18,500 & 10,500
BTU, 299-4119 atter 5 p.m.
GE -30" Electric Range like
new. Used 5 months. $90.00
259-4950.
_ .

55 -Musical Instruments

For Sale
Country Western Guitar
Good Condition. 835.255-0175

FOR SALE. A mpeg Guitar.
Amplifier. CL 3-9546.

Expeed

CLERK

56 -Office Furniture-Berices

BUNN AUTOMATIC TYING
MACHINE, PITNEY BOWES
POSTAGE METER, PITNEY

Best Offer

-

Good starting salaries and excellent employee benefits including profit sharing.

APPLY IN PERSON

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.
Des Plaines
824-1155 Ext.236

Jobs are open at this time for summer

girls (18 or over), temporary women, (summer months only) and permanent women.

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life in-

MAI A' 77 IV

234 N. Northwest Highwaj, .
358-7788

Palatine

1 bedrm. unfurnished apt.
3 short blocks from
N. W. station, bus shopping
Available July 1

WHEELING

537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE AM.)

PARTAKE

Dept, A - I

ARLINGTON' HEIGHTS

METALS

250 N. 12th

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
'this area

!74 -To Rent Apartments..

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

MACHINE ASSEMBLERS

ers. Call CL 5-2347 after

'3:00.

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

as

TRADE WIND CAMPER

Excellent condition, sleeps 6
off ground. All equipment required for immediate camp-

66 -Business Opportunities

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ASSEMBLERS

5:00 P.M. -.1:00 A.M.

Don Wheelek

86 -Real Estate -Houses

churches. Home is complete

dn.; $42 mo. starts you on your
way,' to sunshine and happiness.

LIT TELFUSE
824-1188

800 E. Northwest Hwy..

,Des. PlaineS

RAINSOFT CO.
1950 E. ESTES

'

6 cyl. standard trans. It w/w
back tip Its. signal flashers.
Used little. Private party.

PALATINE - Wooded 1/2 acre

3 bedrms. home, 1 1/2 baths
with open stair .to 2nd floor.
1 bedrm. down, 2 car garage
(single door) _$21,500 FOLZ
REALTY - CL 5-3535, eve.
299-5731.
1810 E. N/W Hwy

-$1995.269-1607.

"56 Pontiac Starchief cony.
Full Power. $120..253-3552.
'62 VW.

A rl. Hts.

EXCELLENT CONDITION.

Mt. Prospect - Ideal location.
3 bdrm. ranch, bsmt., dining

CALL CL 3-9275.

carpet. 1 1/2 car garage.
2 1/2 bike. to shop train. St.

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Wanted; Good, clean, reason-

Raymond's Parish. Low 20's.

ably priced Volvo. 62 or 63.

255-8964

253-2226

Mundelein - Attractive 3 bed
room ranch. Nice area, basement, fenced back yard. Owner must sell. $19,000.

WANTED- USED CARS,

ythur title -cash
Bring your

ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

COUNTY SIDE REALTY
259-4353

'

III -Motorcycles And Scooters

;Art. Hts.-Brit. ranch. 3 bed-.
lge lot, central vacuum
system. Close ' to schls,

'Financing & Insurance
Sales - KAWASAKI service
SOUTH SIDE CYCLE

shops; $22,650. By,. app4.
CL 9-7237

Wauconda countryside ... 7
year old 1.1/2 story. 3 bed-

1/2 baths, frame
1
home on 1/2 acre located
room,

in an area of well cared for
homes on dead-end street.
Stove, washer, living room
and stairs carpeting included. Walk to shopping - bus to
Wauconda High. Owner transferred. $15,000.00

Fox River priVilege. Frame
cape cod, 5 rms., full basement, porch, stairway to
floored upstairs for expan-

sion. Certainly you want a

home, see this one and make
an offer. $13,500.00

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

99 -Automobiles For Sale

SUMMERTIME

high land; on black top road..'
$4,950.00 Easy terms.

Listings Wanted

HOME REALTY

FINE
SUBURBAN CARS

Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
- 358-4555
.Palatine

65 OLDS

99 -Automobiles For Sale

'63 VW red sedan, R/H,W/W,

seat belts, good cond. $900.
392-4080

'53 Chevy 6 cyl. stick shift
Gdol second ear $75.
439-7244 after 5 PM

4 cyl.

'61 Willy's Wagon.

overdrive. $450

$1795
63 BUICK
Wildcat Convertible, white
with black interior. Bucket
seats, full price

'$1495
62 TEMPEST
Convertible, V-8, stick
shift, full price

1960 Mercury. Low mileage.

automatic, with power.
$100 DOWN

dr. Auto. Trans. Radio,

heater. Like new tires. $350.
.CL 3-1006.
'66 Mustang, fast back.Black.
$2300.

4 months
Only2-4746

old.

39

'63 VW Sedan, sun roof, one
owner. 49,000 miles, $750.
LE 7-2188

Pontiac 317 Ca. 4 sp.

Cutlass Convertible. V-8

61 CONTINENTAL
Full price
.

$1195

61 CADILLAC'
Coupe, new premium tires,
full price

$995

little work. $250 or best offer.

61 FALCON
Deluxe 4 dr. auto. transmission,

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

NO MONEY DOWN

frame, 5 bdrms., 2 baths, 2
car garage - 6 mos. old.
Owner transferred. Priced

For Rent
COMMERCIAL

Hts-By owner,. 8
room home, centrallylocated.

Prime location - pleat.), of
parking - 3200 Sq. Ft. Air
conditioned - will remodel

3 twin sz. bdrms., family rm.
brick & frame tri-level. fireplace,.2 car gar. Lot 132x298
$26,500. Low dwn. pymt. or
will rent to responsible party.
369-1450, Eves. CI. 3-0297

very clean, full price ....

4

Phone 381-0760

PALATINE, by Owner

Convertible, med.

blue. 7 tone, blue interior,

$995

824-5875.

brick garage with autom.
doors, alum. storms &
screens, tile basement, 9 closets & lots of storage space',
gas heat. Near schools.
:$33,000. Shown by apppint,ment, CL 3-8090.

Impala

62 F-85 OLDS

08 So. Hough St. Barrington

5 bedrms, 1 1/2 baths, all
face brick, slate roof, 2 car

$2350
65 CHEV.

259-1246

auto. 2 Mag. wheels. Needs

Arlington

Starfire Coupe, dark blue,
bucket seats,- white interior, full price

Condition. 253-8926.

WHITNEY 117 Real Estate

'to sell $25,900.
CL 5-8391

DRIVING FUN

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS

96 -Real Estate Wanted

'56

CRYSTAL LAKE -all electric
split level home. Brick/

2695 Mannheim, Des Plaines
824-4261
'65 Honda 305 Super Hawk,
exc. cond., .low mileage,
extras. $650. 255-9583 after
5 PM.
,

A rlington ligts. 3 bdrm., 11/2
baths, part% basement. 2 1/2
car garage. $23,500.437-1559

1965 Ford Galaxie 500. 4
door sedan. 8 cyl. cruiseo-matic. Air conditioning,
parr steering radio, heater,
w/w. Many extras. Good

$79,500.00

259-0286

.

.

'66 Mustang Candy apple red.

FL 11-1800

Horses & children, plenty of
room for tioth sat this partly
wooded 5 acres haven located in close in section of Barrington Hills. 9 rooms, 3 1/2
baths, 30' x 30' living room,
Also stable & garage.

Available September 1st
Dial CL 5-2020

Open All Day Sundays
10 - 5 p.m.
. And Monday,July 4th

'

IROMICEK
8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect
86 -Real Estate -Houses

ELLINWOOD
MOTOR
SALES
1565 Ellinwood Ave.
In Downtown

Des Plaines.

299-4235

299-3395

66 -Real Estate -Houses

$24,900

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

THUR-FRI-SAT

Phone or See MRS. COLE

Palatine

$200

1964 Falcon. 4 door sedan.
w/w, excellent condition.
Very low mileage. 253-8926.

Interesting, varied work checking credit ap--plications and preparing orders for delivery..
Light typing. Convenient, air - conditioned
office between Route 83 & Elmhurst Road,

ployment feel free in stopping by or calling.

'56 Mercury Montclair. Hard
top. Runs good. Very clean.

'

Many Job opportunities are available to you. Fl 6-8252.
Color pictures available.

Above Jobs have additional JO% nits ,shiff
premium.

If you are a summer girl, a woman who*
would only like to work these hours during
the summer or are seeking permanent em-

.

with 2 bdrms., livi.rm., dinette with lge. plate glass

picture window. Expensive
terrazzo firs. thruout, pastel
car, tile bath, formica custom
kitchen. Total price while it
lasts, 'which includes decorator furniture, $8,995, $350

power brakes, good condition,
$475. Call CL 9-0906.

Pg BROS. REALTY
434 E.NOrthirest Hwy.

FL 4-2186

proved community. Excell.
schools, hospital,
shops,

HOOVER SALE

of Landmeier Road. Congenial coHolidays, Vacations, etc. Age no barrier.

ppeeoople to help you.

scpd. corner lot in an im-

ORDER CLERK
workers. Top salaries.. Hospitalization. Paid

your home come in and talk
it . over with us. We're here
9 to 9. Six active qualified

5 acres of unusually good

FLOOR INSPECTORS

South

If ,,yoU are 'thinking of selling

of our builder models ranch
style masonry brick homes

,situated on a beautifully land-

59 Buick convertible, auto matte drive, power steering,;

"

NO briLiakriog

NORTHWEST

For appt. Call 259-4901
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

99 -Automobiles For Sale

86 -Real Estate -Houses

less than your present Chi-

392-4106

Will train to operate microfilm camera.

300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

t L. 3-2978

Friday, July 1, 1966

, THE DAY

cegoland rent you can ownone

ton $99.95 Skeikop T.V. CI, 3-

358-7322

30 Algonquin Rd.

gioetc.

Formica tops, frames, sash,
doors, trim, wood & aluminum screens & storm sash.

60 -Sporting Goods

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

Weddings
Graduations,AMERICAN

BOWES INSERTER.

'

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

Parties

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER

TELETYPE pP,ERATOR

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance program.

815-385-4419

Dunthy

pet, drapes,- tools, c rib, strol-

Palatine

CASH1ER-HOSTESS

-

15 East Miner
Arlington Heights - $170

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Good starting_salary, excellent opportttnity for advancement.
Usual company benefits including profit sharing. paid holidays and vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee

NIGHTS $1.85 - $2.00
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

"AUTHORIZED DEALER" Donzi
Sea Ray

GARAGE SALE

FULL TIME NIGHTS
We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of:

STORE OR OFFICE

Saturday and Sunday

ACCTS. RECEIVABLE

306 E. Hellen Rd.

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

ON DISPLAY

FLORIDA
One of Florida's largest buildElectric clothes dryer,buggy, MAJOR MILLWORK CO. ers offers a new Florida model
home near the $1,000,000,000
jumper chair and rotisserie. 279 River Rd... Des Plaines
Disneyland project. Now for,
CL 9-2062
.392-5579

ler and misc. baby items.

Mt. Prospect, III.

Immediate occupancy. Call 392-6616.
Meadows.

43 -Do It Yourself

A. C. DAVENPORT & SON -CO.

CASHIER

NEW AND USED

2 'bdrm. house in Rolling

Low summer rates for

Reliable girl needed, must be good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.

3 to 11 P.M. SHIFT

100 BOATS

Weekdays 9-9, Sat. & Sun.9-5

,Call 392-9344

MAIDS AND LAUNDRY HELP
SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR AND CLERK

16 -To ReiR Houses

Fl 8-2099
537-8447
German Shepard male.
Excellent opportunity for an Buffalo Grove
6 months
experienced salesperson who
Simmons full sized bed, comAll Shots $75.
is interested in and eager to plete with box spring. Good
have above average earnings. condition. $15. 358-1851.
Guaranteed salary while in
' 3 pc. modern sectional, beige Wanted Good eme for 3 littraining.
$75. Playpen, vanity & misc. tle kittens. Call 253-2921
items. Reasonable. 299-8388
FREE KITTENS
LYON-HEALY
439-0057
AIR COND. Emerson 5.000'
B.T.U's quick mount in carRte 83 & Rand Rd.

all -Help Wanted -Women

FULL OR PART TIMEy

OVER

windows, Union custodian on
Available 8/1/66._
To inspect 'see Peter Byer,:
Trop!
502 W. Miner, Apt. 1-B. 259-'
3209 or call Mr. Carlson 392'1800. Baird & Warner

HALL RENTALS

Sofa, chairs, attic fan, car-

PIANO SALES

SMITH
MARINE

baths. 7 blks from RA and
D.R. carshopping. L.R.
peted; also draw drapes all'

OPEN SUNDAYS

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

ORGAN &

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Hampton Court Apartments
205-215 N. Ridge
'
,Choice 2 bdrms..1st fir. 11/2:

COUNTRY SIDE INN

$40."'

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Emersoo. 'Air Conditioner.
5000 BTU's. $75. Boy's 26"

bike415. 253-0478. '
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
CL 6-1108

14 -To Rent Apartments

WANTED

job,

Apply

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Mercruiser
Mercury
9-2260
7108 W. Cermak

If you are interested In an

but a pleasant telephone voice
and personality are really the
most essential qualifldations.

keep shopping convenient for
Spiegel catalog customers.

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights,

ence, small....pleasant office,

usual company t enefits . Ross
& White Company, 60 W.Dundee Road, Wheeling, 537=0060

As a Spiegel credit clerk

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

ience. We are looking for
a gal who can move with a
fast - moving, young, largescale building operation to

F.H.BONN COMPANY

STENO TYPIST FOR ORDER
writing & general correspond-

bookkeeping, credit or sales
experience desirable.

will keep customer
accounts up-to-date, approve

It you would like a Job that
is more than just typing, we
offer an interesting and varied position for the girl who

Friendly group of people
'would like to have you come
work with them In a pleasaht
see' us. '
Come
place.

please come in for an interview. Classified advertising
experience would be helpful,

you

Box 1029.

8 to 4:30.

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington. Hts.

keeping for which you Would be

trained with pay. Call me today . vittli the days and hours

vacation. FM: day week -

PART TIME
HEALTH DEPT.
Village of Arlington Hts.
Salary open Apply Financial Director
Village of Arlington Hts,

will help determine. In addi-

ARLINGTON PARK
JOCKEY CLUB

Our people will help you

weight nylon goods. Good
rate. Fine insurance pro grain. Paid Holidays and

SHORTHAND NECESSARY

known company; is seeking

Must be Experienced.

You bring your sewing skill.

adapt it to industrial ma-

SECRETARY

ladies to work at O'Hare Air.;

Sundays.

CAN YOU SEW?

chines. You will sew medium

Most jobs require you to meet
their schedule. Nationally

PBX
. RELIEF OPERATOR
Nights, Days,

Valt-Vanted-Women'

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Stearn Iron $ 9.99 Hand Pixie
$14.44 Spray Iron
Blender
Mod. 454
Cleaner $26.66

'Fry Pan

$27.77
13.33
38.88

HOOVER BAGS 5"PKGS. $4.00
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS
DIAL 824-9239 or 299-1259;

3 Bedroom, Split - level home in choice
Mt. Prospect area. Paneled Rec. Room;
1 1/2 baths, transferred owner, can' give
immed. possession.

DICK EIRICH OWNER

AUTHORIZED HOOVER

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

SERVICE CENTER

437-9400

_1011 EAST McDONALD ROAD
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

1 EaSt Campbell

6

CL 372111

Arlington His.
Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

BY DALE HOFMANN

You might say Mt. Prospect's Amercan Legion baseball
team rallied for -two runs in the bottom of the. seventh inning
last night to trip Dundee 5-4 in an exhibition contest at
pect High School. You might say that.

BECAUSE THE Prospect- allowing one run and two hits.
ors did meet Dundee and they He gave way to Tom Mandel-did outscore the visitors 5-4. scheid who pitched two score But the Dundee nine was really less frames before being re only a Dundee seven, and the lieved by in -fielder Paul Peter -

local squad had to provide a son.
Peterson was nicked for three
right fielder and a catcher for
their antagonists.
runs on one -hit, two walks and
Manager Mark Thorne used two hit batsmen.
Dundee starter Bill Watrous
four pitchers in the contest and
cleared his bench staffing both seemed to take the proceedings
teams.
seriously even if no one else

Dundee dented Prospect pitch- did. The southpaw held Mt.
ing for four hits, one of them Prospect to two hits until the
coming off the bat of Prospect sixth when the Big Blue repitcher -turned Dundee right membered how to hit change '

fielder Mike Salata, and another
from Prospect Coach Nick
Tuttle.

ups and soft curves.

THEY COT THREE of their

frame and two

runs in that

THOUGH TUTTLE appears more in the seventh to pull out

Take Easy Swing
To Escape Rough
-

aie't

Midlane Farms C.0
If you watched the National Open on television you say how
-

I

many times the pros had tb shoot out of a high rough.

WHEN YOU GET into the slow backswing, and be sure to
rough you are more likely to follow all the way through. You
make a successful recovery if will be surprised ' how easily
. you 'take an easy swing. The you can pop the ball out of

to score Kingman and
make the score 4-3 Mt. Pros- .
single

Net.
ROB ROBINSON launched
the final uprising in the seventh

tendency of the average golfer
i's to overpower the ball, resulting in a swing that is too hard
7 and too fast. He is likely to
take the club head' back on the
inside ,with a fast backswing,

when he raced all the way to
-third' on a fumbled fly ball to
Phillips then
rapped_ a single to knot the
score, and Thorne followed with
left field. John

a

walk. Kingman pulled'the

left.

The game gets serious again
when Thorne's. crew
meets Morton Grove at 6 p.m.
in a league match at Prospect
High School. J. D. Thorne will

to Palatine for another conference game at 6:15 p.m. King-

Mt. Prospect's Jim Gam gets the throw too late to pick off a. Dundee

contest and wound op the winning pitcher.

assignment.

Tankers Triumph

kept

Prospect

things alive with a lame popup
that went for a single when no
one got near it. Kingman, who

launched

e..1.1"

&L_

Page 10.

backstroke, and butterfly.

yesterday by drubbing Rolling

winner in the 8 -and -under di-

Pat Salerno and Bob Angstadt
dominated the 15 - and - over
competition, while Pat's brother Mike triumphed four times
in the 9-10 category. Jan Lesniak was the big winner in the

in action at Glenview at 7 p.m.

girls' 9-10 class, and David

Jim Esser
Bocckmann

Takata swam away from the
11-12 boys' competition.

Kelly Stays on Top
With 14-5 Triumph

PAT SALEFINO'S 15. - and
over victories came in the
freestyle, individual medley,
butterfly, and freestyle relay

team. Angstedt won the 200 and 100 -yard freestyle, the in-

Kelly Oldsmobile continued get credit for the win, Kelits league- leading pace in the-ly's cighth_in nine . conference __
Waycinden Area Boys' Base- outings. Augustine struck out
Senior

ball

League

dividual -medley.- and swam on
the winning freestyle relay
team.
Other boys' winners were

three and walked two, while

yester-

day by drubbing Pete's Stan- losing pitcher Duke Brenan

fanned one and walked no one.

dard 14-5.

Pat Augustine 'came on in Brennan also came on in
lief.

relief in the third inning to

Baker, Cards
Top Sox 17-7

re -

'

_ STEVE ANTHONY and Al
Czarnecki paced the winners'

Maury Gallagher of Arlington Heights gets some
help with his mask from Prospect teammate Tom
Manderscheid. Gallagher caught for both teams in
the Prospectors' 5-4 triumph.

IS - hit attack, as both went
three - for - four at the plate.
Joe Baker fanned 14 batters Gary Pkickhardt was' a one
yesterday to lead the Cardinals man gang for Pete's Standard,
to a 17-7 conquest of the Sox getting a home run and two

Lade ndorf Nine Trips
Rolling Meadows 6-3

in

Rory McDole recovered from
a shaky first inning yesterday to
pitch the, Ladepdorf Oldsmobile mid -teen nine to a 6-3 conquest of RollingMeadaws num-

the 'Mt. Prospect. Boys' - singles in three trips. Pete's
Baseball Pony A League.
is now 2 - 7 in conferencE
Baker surrendered II hits competition.

in the seven -inning contest and

Des Plaines Plymouth went
ahead of the league with a 3triumph -over Golf - ProsI
pect Mobil in another senior
league tilt. Plymouth is now
5 - 4, while Mobil's record

walked no one. Losing pitcher
Tom Kidd whiffed three. Only
two of the Cards' 15 hits went
for extra bases, as Mike Gaffney rapped a triple, and Mike
Berdell added a double.

dipped to 5-5.

The Sox' Korf contributed a
triple to the losing cause, and

ber one.

McDole was touched for a
run in the bottom .of the first
frame, but shut out thihosts in
five

of the

next six frames.

The stingy righthander gave up

Mt. Prospect,9
Gets 2nd Win

WASHINGTON (UPI) Pitcher Bennie Daniels of the
Washington Senators appeared
in the last game played at
Ebbets Field in Brooklyn while

The Mt. Prospect Sox col-

with

Fagrelius.

went on to shut out Elk Grove
I

triumph. The curve -

to

!

find

Recreation Park, 6 p.m.

the scoring column

FAIRLANE

7.00
7.00

MUSTANG

STATION WAGON

Venlos for six hits. Ted Pas-

SENIOR LEAGUE
Indians vs. Mustangs
Pioneer # One, 6: IS p.m.

sarell's double was the only
extra -base knock.

lington High School, 6:15 p.m.

Manager' Dick Urban's crew
losing

pitcher

Dave

at

STATION

BULKO gives you moregallons for yourdollar.

Free Sunday,papers 8 P.M. Sat. till noon Sun. with.
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous,
service at all 'times. Come in and see Jim O'Byrne;
810 E. RAND RD.

.

h

MT. PROSPECT ILL

E

'

SPECIALS!!
1959 OLDS SUPER 88

1961 FORD WAGON

nis Association.
The two Arlington

High

1962 CORVAIR SEDAN

School net stars were to try
out for the team this morning
Alan Carvell and Grant Golden
arc the team coaches.

Esser and Von Bocckmann
have. been invited to tryout on
the basis of their fine records
in high school and summer -

1962 CHEVROLET'
Sedan

GOOD BUY

1963 F9,1!11p0V2 CONVERTIBLE

, PLAN YOUR VACATION

1963 FAIRLANE WAGON

$

1093

$

1293

>!MURANO!

1964 C!lefr
Powergildelt

GOOD GUY

1964 FORD SEDAN

1093
$1493

Very Sharp!!

1964 CHEVROLET IMPALA
sport Coupe - Power Steering"

1964 RAMBLER WAGON

$993

Six Cylinder!!

CARL ENDORF

the

MIKE SALERNO was practically the whole show for the
local team in the boys' 9-10

$793

Hurryi,

1409 Hickory Dr.
Mt. Prospect
499-1007
,

1964 FALCON BUS

$

3 Seats!!

1493

p.1,0111

STATE FARM
Insurance Campmates

1965 VWE.111,iHrhi.,,

BILL KELLY" SAYS:

$1293

Can't

Nom Offices, alowntisitan.tranota

1965. MUSTANG 'CONVERTIBLE S1193
1965 LE MANS SPORT COUPE
Full Tiger l'oweril

SEDAN

S.93

TODAY'S SPECIAL!!

PRICE

CONVERTIBLE
Red with a White Top - Fully Powered with Power
-

1966 "98"

Windows & Power Seats. Will stand any Inspectionll
My Reasonable Offer Will Buy This Beauty!!

.

RENT A STATION WAGON

di low .ratos from.
.GEORGE,POOLE C4)400

---CI, 9-3141

LUXURIOUS SEDAN
* Hydromatle Drive Back Up 'Lights Power Steering.
Day/Night Tilt Mirror *Power Brakes *Tinted Windshield White Wall Tires' DeLuxe Seat Belts Fr. &
Full Wheel Disc's Outside Rear View Mirror Foam
Cushion Courtesy & Map Lamp Y 60 Light Group'
Trunk Ltd Release 2 -Speed Wiper & Washers.

W. NORTHWEST HWY. ustrr."."
ARLINGTON HOTS.,

ArOSurkili

.$1293

1963 FORD GALAXIE SEDAN

V -B, 4itomatic Trtuts.it

tively.

%Pt

893

AIR

Nice

exhibition competition.

freestyle and butterfly, respec-

ONLY

$593

Powerglidel!

Lincoln Park in Chicago.

`at

effort and won the breaststroke
and backstroke in that division.
Janice Takarta and Carol Geisin

$593

Vacation Transportation!!

by the Chicago District Ten-

Jan Lesniak chipped in on
the 9-10 girls' freestyle relay

kr contributed firsts

$593

Holiday Coupe - Full Power!!

1961 THUNDERBIRD -

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE,

,

FIRECRACKER

FOR PA 9202 FULL

".:9PECL0411, RATES

JIM'S

sponsored

A
Y

9.00
PLUS MILEAGE

Warriors vs. Bengals at Ar-

SERVICE

team

STATE MN

OU

5.00'
7.00

'

GALA XIE

put the contest out of reach.

GEO. POOLE

'IgnOPPLUXURIOUS
4.00

three more in the sixth to

School, 6 p.m.

tennis

Plymouth

Plaines

Arlington

YOU CAN BUY A NEW

Morton Grove vs. Mount
until the third when it picked
up two runs. The Sox added Prospect' at Prospect High

-rapped

TODAY

Marmitt's triple did the rest

FALCON

Northbrook 'vs. Arlington it

The local nine was Unable

.

Sports on T.V.

CORTINA

FRIDAY'S SPORTS
'EVENTS
Legion Baseball

Cup

Mary Ellen Geisler also captured the 11-12 freestyle and
flied out to end the uprising.
backstroke events, while Molly
THE VISITORS came up Mitchell won the !individual
with two more runs in the sixth medley, Lindy, Sue Luster the
with the help of. a Rolling butterfly, and Jan Lesniak, the
Meadows two -base error. With backstroke.
'the
PACED
two down, Baumstark' walked'
TAKARTA
and Bob Williams was safe on 11-12 boys with wins in the
another Vrror. Conklin then individual medley. butterfly,
rapped a single which eluded backstroke, and freestyle rethe Rolling Meadows outfielder lay. He was joined in the winand brought both markers home. ner's circle' by Tom Harrison.

rent .a new '66

Coming. Up

rest of the way and post

righthander
fanned
balling
eight Elk Grove batters and
walked only one.
.

Pirates

the first inning, but

in

-

Pittsburgh

member of the Senators.

Fagrelius was nicked for a

a5

the

Des

5-91399

MARTIN J. KELLY
)OLDS MOBILE, INC.,
1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

3,

THE GRASS, will remove Golf -Prospect Mobil
Mt. Plaines_ # Two 6, Roll the spin from the shot, so aim
slightly to the left. Then use a ing Meadows # One 3.

Von

Heights have been invited to
try out for the Junior Davis

terfly.

and 32.
9 p:m. Wrestling, ch. 26.

McDole,

Bill

individual medley and the but-

Jim Devito then fouled out
5:55 p.m.' Football, filmed
and Tom Klemans struck out
to stall the rally, but John highlights of NFL action,' ch.
Knopf followed with a single, 32.
8 p.m. Stock car racing, ch.
driving Conklin'across. Another
scored

places, taking the

Local Netmen.
Get Invitations

Senior League
Browns 8, Hawks 4.

Wayckden Traveling League

of the damage. Bob Baumstark

vanced to second when McDolc
was safe on an error.

error

13-14 COMPETITION
winners were Mary Ellen
IN

two first

and was in the last game played at Griffith Stadium as a

the five - hit pitching of Kim

the

runs.

three

In On The Kills

lected their second Mid Teen League, victory against
seven losses 'yesterday behind

run

Plymouth's

in

and Jim Cashmorc in diving.

Geiskr, Marty Wendell, Louis
Hibbs, Steve Salerno, and Jay
Lesnialc:-Hibbs brought home

and
STEVE RAYMOND
three hits, striking out six
John Forsberg came up with Scbtt Dorsey combined to only
and walking three in his seven a double.
inning
two
six
pitch a
Ladcndorf will resume its
In a BroncoMajor League hitter for the winners. Gary inning route job.
LADENDORF GAVE him all league schedule Sunday when it
game, the Cardinals improved McCombs took the loss.
help he needed in a four -run hosts the Waycinden Area's
their record to 4-5 at the exRaymond contributed a doupense of the Cubs who are now ble to his own -cause, while fourth inning highlighicd by Suburban Heating entry.
triple. Tom
3-6. Greg Swanbeig pitched also doubled. Caviezel, B. Mike Marmitt's
the birds to a 7-4 triumph, J. Luke, and Ed Sobon drove Conklin got things going when
he was hit by a pitch. He adallowing six safeties while
fanning two and walking two.

Mike Aiman in the backstroke

Wednesday.

wrapping

grass

quickly.

Cheryl Takarta was a triple

and
of

.

around the club, and it will
help the ball gain height more

action, capturing the freestyle,

vision. She won the 25 -yard,
Meadows 315-159.
and
Five of the local tankers'. freestyle, . backstroke,
'
brought home four blue ribbons breaststroke.
Prospect Heights will be back
apiece in the meet's 59 events.

July I,

SP RTS

Heights

its

i966 park district swimming season on, a happy note

Friday,

of

chances

heights:
Prospecti

1966

THURSDAY'S SPORTS

square at the point of impact.
This will cut down on, the

runner in 'last night's exhibition tilt. Gumz played three positions in the wild

man is slated for the starting

I

EVENTS
Legion Baseball
sible.
Deerfield vs. Mt. Prospect,
REMEMBER TO OPEN the forfeited to Prospect, lack of
club face so that it is almost players,

start on the hill.
Sunday the Prospectors travel

striking out five and was the hitting hero of last

innings,

Score Board

to strike the ball with the shaft
of the club as vertical as pos-

lined into a double play.

DAVE KINGMAN started
for Mt. Prospect and went three

have more success with a -short-

inches of grass is to take the
club back in a far more upright position than usual. Try

tonight

after facing five batters in the
LUNDSTEDT

Remember that you will have
to' sacrifice some distance with
a shot from the rough. You will

iest ways to handle a shot when fairway.
your ball is laying in two to six

curtain with a solid shot to

Jim Gumz, making his first lowed with a walk. The rally
appearance on the mound this was almost nipped in the bud
summer and perhaps in his ca- though when Manderschcid
BUT

rough.

er iron than you would use if
you were the same number of
causing the shot logo astray.
You will find one -of the eas- yards from the green in the

ors, as did Salata, who chipper'
Peterson got things started in
in with two walks in his. other the sixth by reaching on an
trips to the plate.
error, and J. D. Thorne 101:

seventh inning.

BY CHUCK PEDERSEN
Goff Pro'

alo,

night's act if comedies have
heroes, then drove both runners .
in with a triple.
Gallagher _followed with a

to be well past his prime, he the victory that was theirs by
also stole a base for the visit- forfeit anyway.

reer, got credit for the win

ts

,

Prospect Legion 9..
Nips Exhibition Foes
.

Pedersen's Pointers

1,11114111'1,34W '

Locals Staff Both Teams

Ask Charlie, Phil or John.about our 24 month,
50,000 mile factory used car guaranteel W&re
*the good guys with NO hats!! -1
'

GEORGE POOLE
:1

I

II,. !"
$0.

)

CL 3-5000

Telephone
2554400

WEATHER
Tonight; Partly doldy; ThunLpw in the

derstorms

.

lorier-1011. Wednesday; Warm
and humid; Chance of thunder-'
showers; Turning cooler in
afternoon or night; Highsin the

Your Home Newspaper

)

80s.

,,,,

325 W. Prospect. Av.
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CO7riiival Ride .-F411.8.; 12 Hurt
Mount
Prospect's
gala
. Fourth Of July celebration was
marred last night when a car-

eltirer...s..4,7.:,

e7:.71;:ar41177.-r:

-

.

r""rit7

Newsstand Price IRCents

60056

1

'

nival ride in Lions Park colinjuring

lapsed,

12

children

''and adults, none of them seriously.

There were from 20 to 25
persons on the Round Up, a
twirling device, when it drop-

7;
7,gif...11eXiC0,1"

ped with a crash onto its wooden platform.
The Round Up is a doughnut shaped machine around the circumference of which are steel meshed cages in which pass-

t

3-

Ise

.

engers ride; their backs to the
outside rim. As the ride
spins it tilts, with centrifugal
force keeping' the riders in
place.

According to Fire Chief
Edwin- Haberkamp, the 3 -1/2 -

bitch thick shaft ori:_which the-,
ride tilts snapped causing the
Ken Peterson, 23, of Mount Prospect, waits in the
device to drop several feet to
its platform. Haberkamp said x-ray department in Holy. Family Hospital after last
it apparently was metal failure Mikes acddent at Lion Park.

.

Nab of wood oil top of a stairway dam ap part
Billed as "The itorld's most _exdting, ride," the Round -Up gave passengers an
unexpected jolt last night when it collapsed at lions Park.

of the Round Up after its collapse last night. Police
said the ride' fell about two feet when a drive shift
broke.

that caused the break.

"It was a weird sight: all of

Utility Pump_ Fails

,1'".

a sudden the bottom seemed
to drop out," said Russell- McAleer, of 2808 S. Kostner,
Chicago, a Good -Humor man

Water Piped
To 'Dry' Homes

who witnessed the accident.

Cindy Miller, 14, of 414 S.
Lincoln La., Arlington Heights,
and her sister Patti, II, were
among those on the ride who
escaped -injury.
a
.

"All of a sudden there was
whole lot of booms and

crashes," Cindy said.

POSSIBLY
more
serious
injuries were averted by the

construction of the ride and by
-luck. The failure occurred just
as

the

ride was ending, and

the passengers were chained in
place.

3

"1; =rtainly '...culd have
been worse, if it had happened
while the ride was up higher,"
Chief Haberkamp said.
Passengers on the dide sus-

tained minor injuries and were
treated and released from- Holy
Family and Northwest Community Hospitals.
"I wasn't really scared,"
said Marie DeLuisi, 13, daugh-

e

Fmk McDermott, owner of McDermott Ammo -

bouncing and we went down.

Then I jumped off and a policeman helped me until my
mother came," she said.

_ACCORDING to some of
the riders several men held
up the apparatus until they were

"We had been on the ride for
about a minute when it started
to slow down," said Ken Peterson,

23, of 609 S. Emerson,

Mount Prospect.

"We thought the ride was
over. We were on the high side
and were about 20 feet in the
air. It happened so fast that
we didn't realize what was going on. For a moment it seemed
as though the fluorescent lights

on the ride were falling faster
than we were. That's when I

-

filtering all day Saturday, causing the water crisis.
Citizens serves about. 2,100

homes in the north section of
Mount Prospect and in a large
unincorporated area on the vil-

Treated and released -from
Holy Family Hospital, Des

lage's north outskirts.
All but about 350 homes ser-

Plaines were:

Mount Prospect:

Kenneth Peterson, 23'of 609
S. Emerson.

Theresa Loos, 10 of 223 S.
Pine:

Paul Huening,
Woodland Dr.

18

Mayor Dodd Cartgrare

of 270

looks on as Brooke Manning
(center) and Sue McQuillan
draw emergency water from

.

Gloria Kozlowski. 13 of 220
S. Pine.

Marie DeLusi, 13 of Wheeling.
Robert Schillo, 21 of Skokie.
Vicki Siwek, 18 of Skokie.
Karen Brown, 22 of Des
Plaines.

side

Mount Prospect;

Jim Campana, 14 of 16 N.

of 920

foot
t'.

Also:

There was no outburst
'

residents

night.

Frank McDermott, 53 of Ev-

alines Utility, Co.

well on Euclid west of
Wheeling to ' reach motor
that burned out, causing
weekend water crisis %. in
'Nolte 1,800 homes.

homes

in

newly -completed

Mount Shire subdivision.

Cook County Circuit Court,
however.,

gave

Salvatore

(Continued on Page 2)

,Thief Set

Fora Big

Di -

ergreen Park.

Judge Herbert Stoffels issu-

time.
Mount Prospect provided wa-

ter to the utility from its sys-

Ridge Sundayy eveningated at 6p.m.
affected

The wellthe

emergency was the largest of --at Wilshire Dr. and Kensing- three serving the area. It has
a capacity of 1,000 gallons a
ton.
The village is providing a- minute.
Two other wells, pumping
bout 350 gallons a minute, maktem by hooking to a fire hydrant

ing at least an emergency sup-

200 gallons a minute each, were

lage water.

ed from the village at the reg-

ply of water available to the kept in operation; but could not
provide water to much of the
residents of the effected areas.
All of the homes served by area.
Citizens Utility within the corCITIZENS Utility has agreed
porate limits of Mount Prospect were switched over to vil-, to pay for all of the water us-

ular rate and to pay for the

TO CONSERVE what Mayor labor necessary in effecting
Daniel Congreve called emer- theooktpangeover and emergency

Lee Terry, manager for cit-

(Continued on Page 2) '

Village Board
To Get Budget
Tonight

Cookout

Peterson said.

oarcl Braces for Pillar Protest
RGA Decidei Not to

Gripe
Of The

Present Petitions Tonight

-

that the court order was
directed only towards residents outside the village lira.:
its. `-"We arc not confronted
with- a water shortage in the
village," he said.

Mount Prospect village trustees will be presented
with the proposed 1966-67 budget at tonight's meeting.
The finance committee has been working on the budget for
The theft of 40 individually some 10 weeks and its recommendations -are submitted with
FIREMEN and policemen
wrapped steaks was reported the budget.
were nearby when the ride colSunday to police.
- Following adoption of the
lapsed. Chief Haberkamp was
Mrs. N. J. Napoli, 15 N. budget, Finance Director Dick to either reduce or adjust the
less than 100 feet away and
library budget.
re -landscaping board meeting are residents Wille, told police she and Jesse will prepare an approRemoval of the Shabonee removal" and
A group 'of residents from
immediately took charge of the
in favor of the pillar removal. Richard Moler of Moler's priation ordinance.
the Country Club area are ex- Trail pillars caused so much project.
crash scene.
TRUSTEE Joseph Grittani,
Barber Shop bought steaks
It is from this ordinance,
The pillars were first labled
Congreve
Daniel
Mayor
The injured said that ride pected to present then- case protest in, the neighborhood
from Hillard J. Kobi of. the which must be adopted prior chairman of the finance comofficials from' the McDermott for preservation of the deco- that the project was . delayed! a menace by a citizen safety commented, '. . .we will Jewel Tea store.
and
Trustee Frank
to July 31, that Midget ex- mittee
Amusement Co.. Inc., in Ever- rative pillars at Council, Man- until landscaping could be ac- committee, who recommended probably get knocked from
Bergen, committee member,
' She said the steaks were penditures are made.
awa and Hiawatha Trails at the complished, showing the neigh- their removal to the village. pillar to post, tonight."
green Pk., and members of
placed in an ice cooler SatAt the time the appropri- expressed displeasure at the
Also expected at tonight s the Lions took down the names village board meeting tonight. bors the effect of the pillar
urday at Nick's. Enco Station, ation ordinance' is , prepared, library's ramming . 8136,500
of all who were on /the ride.
the village will also estimate "down our throats" without
Busse Rd and U.S. 14.
Organization in the area is
They later alternately denied
Eight ,porterhouse and 32 its 1966 tax rate -- to be lev- giving the finance committee
having a list or refused to underway to insure a large
any part in the budget prerib -eye steaks were taken, she ied in 1967.
crowd at the board meeting,
release it to the press: One
paration.
said, from the cooler.
policeman. suggested the, rea- scheduled for 8 p.m. in the
Should Mount Prospect fail
No explaination vial- availTHERE HAS been some
ROA seeks to change
There will be no petition
son for the refusal might be a village hall.
able last night on why the question as to whether the to approve the budget and apthe village form of govern At least one group has cirpresenting by RGA at the
fear of personal injury suits.
steaks were stored in the gas trustees will approve the bud- propriation ordinance, none of
mayor -alder ment - to
village board meeting toPolice Chief Newell Esmond culated petitions in the area
station or if they were intend- get in light of increased . de- the municipal bodies - includmanic, providing for 14
night.
posted a one-man guard at the and those petitions are exing the library - would have
ed for any special purpose.
mands from the library board,
seven
from
pected to be given to the board
aldermen
Members of the Repreride during the night.
Police discovered the ice
While other village depart- money :with which to operate
presentative
Government
wards.
My.gripe is when a
Saturday night a light brack- tonight.
cooler was locked with a de- ments have been told to .hold after the current 'taxing period
S
Assn., circulating petitions
'driver swings far to the
et fell on the ferris wheel at
fective lock, the key to which the financial line, the librnry. ends.
PILLARS
at
Shabonee
If they are successful
right to make a left turn
for a change in Mount
The ride was
the 'park
Trusteis- fear -that this would
hung "in plain view" in the has come in with a 20 per cent
in their petition drive,
Prospect's form .of govor vice versa, and then
stopped and the riders trapped Trail were r e m o v e d on
gas station office.
a referendum on the govincrease.
- open the door to court action,
Wednesday, June 22 following
ernment, said that their
takes his time turning like
briefly.
Several bags of ice also were
At a special' meeting last leaving the village to face
ernment. change would be
a Tuesday,. June 21, decision
petitions, bearing more
he's alone In the world.
"We've never had the - acci
taken, she reported, burd ham week between the finance com- court order from the library in
'scheduled by the villageby the board that the pillars
Mrs. M.
than 2,000 names, will
dents we've. had this year,"
tioard within 60 days of
and some other meats were mittee and the library, board, . the form of a suit to force the
constituted a safety hazard' to
probably not be submitted
Chief Haberkamp said.. He
the time 51he petitions arc
left in the ice coolert
attorneys for the library told board to approve' the budget
motorists turning out of the
.until the July 19 meeting expressed relief the' celebraPolice arc investigating.
the village that it had no right. and appropriation Ordinance:
presented.
"Trails" onto Route 83.
of the board of trusteestoo fast for people to realize,"

-

Mayor Congreve emphasized

ed the injunction against sprink-

were

Layne Western Well Co.,
Aurora, pull pipe from 750

Emerson.

we dropped. We were all stunof hysteria because it happened."

Mount Prospect
limits. Hundreds

LEFT -- Workers from

thought something was wrong. -- Pam Hetzel, 13 of 904 Green"Then the ride broke 'and field Ct.
ned.

A long awaited report from
Utility Sewer & Water Co. on
alternatives to a lift station to
solve the flooding problem in

residents
restricting
from watering their lawns.

Sunday

ved by citizens were without ling after an emergency seswater for various periods of
sion of circuit court in Park

Utility has requested time to
present what it calls, "a re- gency water rations in the
forced to use the emergency port concerning the study of our area served by Citizens, a
court order was
obtained
facility Saturday and Sunday. complete system."
The sewer ,and water company has been refused permission to expand through the with,
holding of occupancy permits to

tal, Arlington Heights, were:

14

the

village
of area

Treated and released from
Northwest Community Hospi-

Marilyn Hunt,
Gredifield Ct.

Board to
'Get Flood
Curb Plan

their apartment, located at
1058 Boxwood in an unin- Elk Ridge Villa will be precorporated area just out- sented to _the village board to-

Also:

sure all passengers were safely off the ride.

day.
A motor in the Citizens Utility Co. pumping station at Euclid
just west of Wheeling Rd. burned up early Sunday morning, after

List Of
Injured

ter of Mr. and Mrs.. Dominic
DeLuisi of Wheeling.
"Suddenly everything started

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor
Some 1,800 area homes - including 315 in the village
were without water from periods
of Mount Prospect
ranging from three to 12 hours over Saturday and Sun-

meat Co. of Chicago, walls
in a smoad car to' be taker
to the hospital. He 'suffered
injuries to 'his shoulder and

Day

.

.

tion was over.

-

-

Village Pipesin Water
As Utility Purnp Fails
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Kirkeby Decision Reversed
An -appeals_ board decision
denying owners of the/ Doris

and Robert Colfer concurring

Kirkeby Shop the right to ex-

At the brief meeting whore
McAuliff presented his case,

pand their' burned -out building
to three stores was reversed

by the village board judiciary
committee Friday night.

The matter, with both

the

judiciary committee's recommendation and appeals board
decision

goes

to

the

village

..

with Teichert.

he was unable' to 'say just what
types of business would, be included in the new -building when
remodeling is completed.

McAuliff did say that he be-

pr

business
lieved the types
entering into the area would

board tonight for final action. provide less of a parking probEd McAuliff presented the lem than if the entire building
judiciary committee.. He said that it was the
desire of, the property owners
to make three stores out of the
case

to

the

was

rented

to

tennant,

one

perhaps to hauie a large office
facility.

one Doris Kirkeby Store, lo-

IN OTHER

business Frithe judiciary committee
voted to concur with the plan
committee, commission in denying special

cated on the northwest corner

day,

of Main and Busse.
The judiciary
under its chairman Trustee
Robert- Teichert, questioned
whether the village had the

zoning for a service station
on the southwest corner of Wapella and Central.

right to tell the owners how to

The plan commission again

utilize the property.

denied

the

oil

company's

The building is now in legal petition on May 20 after healnon-conformance with the vil- ing the case originally on Nov.
lage ordinances in that there
is not the required 25 foot
parking utilization of the lot.

"In order to conform now,

20, 1965.

The circuit court

sent

the

case for re -hearing.

By unanimous vote, the trus-

the building would have to be tees voted to eliminate the RA
torn down," McAuliff said.
zoning from the single family
Vote to recommend that the residence section of the zoning
village board reverse the ap- ordinance.
peals board decision was 3 to
They also concurred with the
0 with Trustees Frank Bergen public work's committee in

6,go. Poole
Cream- Of The

Crop Sale!!

.

.

(Continued From Page 1)

that , village
recommending
water not be supplied to a

izens in the Northwest subur2
ban area, said' that a spare
motor has been ordered and
was expected to arrive by air

portion of Arlington Heights at
Central and Busse Rds. for
shopping center development.

freight from California
terday afternoon.

Fire
Films
Available

All of the pipe in the 750 foot well has been removed by
a construction company brought
in during the emergency and
the service is expected to be
restored to normal by late this

"Roll, don't run."
That's

the

afternoon.
Congreve said that sprinkling

firemen

lesson

have given school children in
case their clothes catch on fire.
In a series of lectures and
demonstrations in Mount Prospect 'schools, firemen from all

shifts took part
children lessons
prevention.

Fireman Joseph 1Pannhausen shows youngsters some

of the equipment that protects fire-fighters. Pictured
here at Fairview School, one of several visited by
members of the fire department, are (left to right)

teaching
fire
about

in

-Patricia Green, Patricia Bowden and Virginia Moats.

For the first time, the fire
department has its own filMs
children.

Sedan - Powerglide!!

1962 FORD V-8 SEDAN

$793

Nice Car!!

1962 CORVAIR' 100 SEDAN
Powerglidell

1963 FORD V-8 SEDAN
Automatic Trans.!!

$893

4$593

$793

1963. PONTIACANNEVILLE $1393
Coupe - Full Power!!

neighborhood effected.
While the water was

off,

during the changeover to the
village system, many residents
were forced to- walk several
blocks to a hydrant made ava-

They carried water back to
their homes in containers rang-

ing from. peanut butter jars to

proper care and cleaning of
clothes.
Another, an animated comedy
imported from France, lets
lively characters demonstrate
possible fire hazards among
common household items.

Both films, says Lt. Gerald
Fox of the Fire Prevention

Bureau,
are
available
for, Cottonwood near Busse to
showing to adult groups. Lt. provide relief when the saniFox, who can be reached at tary' distrjct.. interceptor at
437-3930, plans on a year- Busse Rd. is overloaded.
Utility Sewer & Water Co.
round fire prevention camdoes not believe the lift stapaign.

The Motint Prospect Rural
Fire Leagtle has purchased a
movie projector- for the fire
department, which has begun
to collect' a permanent library

tion is the answer to the problem. What they propose is expected to be presented at tonight's board meeting.

Village Manager John Mongan said that in light of the

iliaa antt

mat

approved Palm Drive apartment
project. And there are still
many units to develop in Mount

Wholesale!!

Shire.

* MONEY

MEMO* ONE COAT

Seats 2 Families!!

1964 RAMBLER WAGON
Real Economy!!

$1293

All Vinyl interior!!

1965 VW SEDAN
TheD N:lock

.

.

Bring in this ad
and get this $1.98

HOUSE
HOUSE PAINT
coot corers, Stays

whiter

&

bioghterl

Smooth flowing out,'. $

BRUSH absolutely FREE

5A

side point that is easy

with the purchase of 2 -gallons

in just one coat Stays
and brighter years longer..TGL,AL
type that is selfcleaning. Use brush

of Diamond Outside Paint at
SALE price. Limit - One per customer

or spicy.

.

Milan

TODAY'S SPECIAL
1965 Ford Wuxi() 500

YOUR ..-595
a

$ 18 911

00

5 ft. STEP LADDER

Ask Charlie, Phi! or John about our 24 month,
50,000 mile factory used car guarantee! We're.
the good guys with NO hats!!

whom the young ..couple,

Others from out of town included Doris Petersen Rankin
and Robert from Dayton, Ohio;

in town; the Thomas Fenster makers here from Sycamore,
the Kenneth Rietzes in from
Deerfield, the William Satz -

John and Linda Spratt Kudla
now of Memphis, Tenn., Mr. mans attending from Long
and Mrs. Dennis Striegel who Grove, and the Arthur R.

Harris and Michael from

er

Chesterton,- lnd., and the Rich:

reunion was declined by

with a lead role in a satirical
record of the John F. Kennedys.

ANOTHER reunion brought
several out of towm-couples to

79

Wh".
$ 125
Sleek
Lasts

Mount Prospect June 27.

GAL.

"Wedding Bells" Sunday at
The South, Church, found the

TURPENTINE

Charles` Wolffs who.. moved to
Oilc Park from Chicago June 1

STEAM DISTILLED

IN EACH

TURPENTINE

Door Buster SPECIAL

Selling your home?

Call our

ki0
el

mama urn

SPECIAL

Misny Colors

- 4000 PROPISSIONAL
Easy Rolling & Brushing
Water
Wash
up
a:hup

$1.49.Value

SPRAY PAINTS

Largo 59 t
Size

Co

298

Get 'Em While

Mori of the IDaP

Sixteen

couples

who

have

Marvin Lowry are now living
in Rochester, N.Y., where

is attending the ColgateRochester Divinity School.
he

OFF TO Omaha, Neb..; for
the weekend were Mr. and Mrs.
and
their
Charles Barrow

daughter and family, the Jon
Liljequists.

The five flew out Thursday
to attend a family reunion at
the home of the Henry Barrows. The five brothers and
their families gather biannually for the event which also

brought the William Barrows
from St. Louis, the John Barrows from Washington, D.C.,
and Mr. and Mrs. David Barrow from Highland Park.

Another recent trip, this' by
car, took the Mount Prospect
Barrows. to Trout Lake, Wis.,
where they were guest of

mer dome were the Allen Larsens who lived in Mount Prospect and now make Minnesota
their home.

DIAMOND PAINT COMPANY
1795 Oakton Blvd., Des Plaines, Illinois
OPEN DAILY, 8:30 to 6

Mattoon,

from

and close friends
from here, Mr. and Mrs.
George Edgcurabe. Joining the
group at the Edgcumbes' 'sum-

Telephone VAnderbilt 4-8084

GEORGE POOLE

here

111.

neighbors

For Fast, Clean Wall
Painting. NO MESS.

They Last

Gallon

ROLL -ON -PAINT
ROLLER A TRAY

994

tAoi

Steeles

and Siechs from Rock Island.. been married in the South
NOW A pilot for North-- Church' since its start in 1937
west Orient Airlines, Donald either attended or were repre-

Niomi Brossart who several-

GALLON

SOLID WOOD
CONSTRUCTION

$495

HA" T OO

theM."
Congreve said

live here are the grandparents
spent the holiday weekend.

years ago made local headlines

2 ft. STEP STOOL

DUI1110119

water - and adequate emergency provisions. - to serve

the area within the village was

the

HOUSE PAINT

CHOICE

Interior, Tinted Glass, Side Mirror, White Wall Tires,
Etc.8 Original List $3366.65.

sys-

tem ' where we have sufficient

band, Arne. An invitation to

RUT ouAiITY

LONG THEY WEAR.

& Visor, 2 Spd. Wiper, Washers. All Vinyl Pleated

the village

shortage on

a citizen of Denmark
where she lives with her hlis-

-lex>

THESE PRODUCTS WERE MADE WITH YOU IN MIND.
YOU'LL MARVEL AT HOW EASY THEY APPLY AND HOW

4 Door Sedan - Executive!! 289 WS Engine, Cruise0-Matic, Radio, Heater, Power Steering. Padded Dash

.

"I hope that- we will be able
to get the Mount Prospect residents affected by the water

come

HOUSE PAINT

1 29 3

inadequacy of

Citizen's system.

Gage attended the reunion. He sented.
now lives in town with his
FROM THE reunion came
mother, Mrs. Edgar Gage.
news that the former Linda
From- Denmark came word that
Ann Carlson Anderson has be- Lockwood and her husband

Products Built With Pride

$2193

ample of the

came from Denver; Sue Oldak-

to apply and covenwhiter

FLAT FINISH or LEAD BASE

Full Power

said. "The weekend water emergency is an ex-

Congreve

Knoblochs and senior Eugene Martins all of whoirrconfiniietd '''''''''

Brick, Shakes or Shingles

Regular $8.10 Valts.

"We have long been at odds

with Citizens Utility Co. over
rates and scope, of service,"

Prospect who were noted for the largest family. The former
Bonnie Martin and Earl have seven children. The .Bernard

Fume resistant

'GAL

cor-

its

ergency.

'

ANOTHER area in the village served by the private ut-

outside

areas

porate limits in such an em-

High School's 1956 class, and it was a couple of high school
sweethearts, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Knobloch both also from Mount

WHITE

r

those

From San Diego, Mr. and Mrs. James Steffen were honored
for coming the farthest to attend the dinner dance for -Arlington

ONE -COAT

1965 FORD V-.8 2 DOOR
Hardtop

north; Kensington on the south
Wheeling Rd. on the west and
Crabtree Li. on the east.

10th high school class reunion. Chosen queen of the reunion was
beauteous Ann Coffman.

100% ACRYUC FINISH

$993

proximately by Euclid on the

Mayor Congreve 'said that
he felt it was the village's obligation to provide water to

SATURDAY night the Coffmans were among dozens of young

For Siding, Slump, Cement,

Easy

1964 VW MICRO -BUS

One area served by Citizens
in the village is bounded ap-

marrieds who gathered at Nordic Hills Country Club for their

DIAMOND - Grade I

'S 6

connections.

Manager

BACK GUARANTEE

SATIN LATEX

Excellent durability
Resists blistering
Dries in one hour

on its own water system.

with

along

hopes that the village will be John Mongan, were out most of
able to retain the 315 homes Saturday night and Sunday
now being served by Citizens making . the emergency water

Sunday night the senior Robinsons, were among those at a
picnic Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sandeen and the William Motts gave
at the Sandeens'. Out-of-towners included James. Mott and Miss
Betty Shelton here from Lexington, Ky., and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Coffman and theirDavid and Gregory from Columbus, Ohio.

4" BRUSH'

1964C,HEV110,I,.ET SEDAN V-8$1293

VILLAGE public works
crews,

from the same corner.

R
Low shoe....D.

repre-

sentatives of Citizens Sunday
morning. He said that he has

Clarke's mother and father, Mr. and Mrs. Philip Robinson.
They watched the Mount Prospect Fourth of July parade in
front of the Stevens' home, and remained for a picnic supper
before the fireworks display which could also be plainly- seen

$1.98 vajue

Wall To Wall Kids??

with

met

At the home of the Rev., and Mrs. Edwin Stevens were his
daughter and husband and children, the Clarke Robinsons, and

#

Can't Miss!!

1964 FALCON 3 SEAT BUS $1493

the homes.

customers.
Congreve

The sun shone, if a bit hotly, on picnics and family gatherings

IF YOU ARE DISSATISFIED FOR ANY REASON RETURN
HE UNUSED PORTION OR THE EMPTY CONTAINER
FOR FULC REFUND.

1963 ECONOLINE WINDOW VAN $893

1964. TID111995DAN $ 1093

In certain areas, there was
no water on second levels of

panding and adding new water

Water pressure . however, was
much lower than normal.

around town over the weekend.

PAINT AND DECORATE THEIR HOMES. MANY WILL SELECT DIAMOND'S GUARANTEED

---...denti.

minute to an area rapidly ex-

a

rpulLANDILPima 16'431 VIOL WAN Anna -oast -12vintr- limas

MANY HOME OWNERS WILL TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE UPCOMING HOLIDAY TO

$493

only provide 1,400 gallons

stated that the pharmacy would
be open until I p.m. This should
Italie read II p.m. We regret
this error.

PAINTS TO HELP THEM - WHY DON'T YOU?

1963 CORVAN PANEL

ition of Mount Prospect water
into the Citizens system made
water available to every home.

he will seek
an injunction today to prevent
the first to feel the brunt of:- the Citizens Utility Company
the water shortage
because' from adding .any more water
tion.
it is in the lowest area of the and sewer operations until it
Currently, DiMucci has about Correction
territory served by Citizens can prove it has adequate e140 permits for homes in Mount
In a story regarding opening Utility Co.
guipment to handle emergenShire. He does not, however, of Doretti's new pharmacy at
Sortie of the higher areas
des.
have permits for a recently 143 W. Prospect Ave., it was

ers until a lift station is handle the emergency. Citizens
pledged and escrow' money officiais said that the long, dry
placed to insure its construc- spell has added to their prob-

HOUSE PAIN/RS

Sharp!!

By Sunday afternoon, the add-

Mayor Congreve said. Sunday that he felt the utility does
not have sufficiant facilities to
serve its customers. He said
the three wells together could

a garbage can.

LI
ARE FOR

1963 FALCON DELUXE WAGON $893

were never effected, except for
a loss of watcuressure.

'demands.

ility company is a triangle
shaped section south of KenTrustee Robert Coffer, him- sington, cast of Rand running
circuit court order that granted self a resident of the area hit to Wheeling Rd. extended on
(Continued From Page 1)
DiMucci another approach must by the water crisis, spent most
Mucci Jr. a court order forc- be considered to keep Utility of Saturday night and Sunday the west.
Areas outside the village
ing the village to issue occu- from expanding its sewer facil- at the pumping station, keeping
pancy permits on three of the ities until the flooding situation in close contact with the work include large apartment projects in Brickman manor and
homes in question.
is alleviated.
going on to restore service.
extend as far north along KenThe village maintains that
The Day has learned that
APPARENTLY, a 'reservoir sington as Palatine, Willow and
the answer to the flooding sit- such a solution could come
Camp McDonald Rds. in ceruation in Elk Ridge Villa is from withholding. building per- behind the pumping station was
construction of a lift station in - mits to DiMucci Home Build- at. a low level and unable to tain areas.
Congreve, pointed out that

ONE FILM, "Your Clothing Can Burn," tells of the

jam,. e

bins would remain in effect as
long as Mount Prospect is providing emergency water to the

ilable by the village.

New Flood Curb Plan
Before Board Tonight.

which it showed to the school

of fire prevention films.

1962 CHEVROLET BEL AIR

yes-

lems,in keeping a water supply
ahead of increased hot weather

FRIDAY, 8:30 to 8

JULY 8 will be moving day

for Mr.
'Roy Lemke

131 R U NS

REAL-ESTATE
CLE1.0352191

and Mrs. Warren
Broadbent and their children
whose

new

address

js

419

Canterbury Drive, Ramsay, N.
J. Going -away affairs for the
Broadbents one given by the
Edwin Thaus; a dinner party -for 15 conples at their -home. '

r

. THE PROSPECT DAY
Tuesday, July 5, 1966.
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loons; Pthes Aucl.Pif4y.Girl

dosing Prospect Day balloons, wick could an them a bicycle, are (ems
Christine Oabgae, Orb Nebo., Ellis Etackdd, Tam Nee*, laws
Deem, Pam Roman and Lids Meta. Attached to the llama wen peat are.
left)

The post card returned from the farthest distaste will win a bicycle for Its seeder.

Frank Tenney dip into the down's bag as Michael

Miss Prospect Heights, lift Newmee (tenter), 16, of 303 S. Parkway b
hated by her -court Pam Zedd, (left) 13, of 20 W. Stonegate and Marilyn Rae el,

Snyder looks on. Toto the down was one of the feature

14, of 16 N. Wlldwood Dr. as they were to spectators during the parade.

attractions at the Lions Club Carnival.

glop-

PINT CARTON

lJgiE

FANCY

ICE

tam,

California

CREAM
OR

VALENCIA

SHERBET

Peas Flaws

Oranges

TluittyPat Braid

CHOICE
eA

C

(.646417700:q//...1(7ev aslialville

.Jr

SPECIALS THRU SAT. JULY 9th

1

Dona

sPECIAL!

'

CHICKEN

SLICED

BACON
i KN.

IKEESPINKE if

Rap were waved by Jane 10, (left). Joan, 7 ad Ed Fergus, 9 as they rode in
the Prospect Heights, Otradry,esler4ay., Pity, airi tile' children of

9C

S.

Mr.: ma'am.-

POT

Edward Fawn; 306 W. Willow ltd.

qff
.

F

WAIF- ii

imey.

'POUND'

-`0,44.../"

ye -

Peter lames, sea of Mr. and Mn. Sap imam,

108 W. Palatine Rd., can't stand tall enough to meth
the famous Little Leaver on top of the Giant's float
in the Prospect Heights parade.

9
FREE HELP ON

How to

improve your
investing skill

A.441
-01

t

AN INFORMATIVE 4 WEEK COURSE
Northwest Suburban YMCA Indian Guides of the Arapaho Tribe (from left to right)

Julie Stretch's, 10, of 202 S. Parkway, Karen Andrews, 8, of 413 W. Olive and
Audrey Andrews, 9, rode in an Indian canoe in the Prospect Heights parade.

-You will be helped to a better understanding of
building a firm financial foundation in an age of
;

changing money values. You'll learn the mechanics
of investing in stocks, bonds, mutual funds. Realize
how to use the newspaper financial pages as more

effective. investment aids. You'll become better
equipped to set your investment goals and build
your portfolio. Women are cordially invited.
In Chicago

In Highland Park

at the Belmont Hotel
3172 N. Sheridan Rd.

at the Moraine -on -the -Lake Hotel
2501 N. Sheridan Rd.

on-Wednesdays-July 20, 27,

on-Thundays-July 21, 28

Aug. 3, 10

Aug. 4, 11

time --2.30 to 403 P.M.
7.30 to 900 P.M.

time -7:30 to 900 P.M.

In

99

Mt. Prospect

at ToWn Meeting Room

ing Center

9Elmhurst

on-Tuesdays-July 19, 26
Aug. 2, 9

time -2:30 to 400 P.M.
7:30 to 900 P.M.

In Niles
at the Elbow Boom
Weller's Motor Lodge
6450 W. Touhy Ave.

on-Wednesdays-July 20, 27,
Aug. 3,10

time -2:30 to 400 P.M.
7:30 to 900 P.M.

QUART. CHILLED

FOR FREE REGISTRATION MAIL THIS COUPON... OR
TELEPHONE JOHN O'NEILL, FINANCIAL

GLORE FORGAN, WM. R. STAATS INC.
135 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60603
'
Please register me in your free Investment course. I prefer
IN CHICAGO-BELMONT HOTEL

WED. 0 2:30 PM

17 7:30 PM

IN HIGHLAND PARK -MORAINE.ONTHELAKE HOTEL

THUR. 0 7:30 PM

FIRM, GOLDEN
FRUIT.

RANG
FRYERS.E JUICE
Fresh Dressed
Delivered daily to
Fancy Grade 'A'

High -Low Stores

C

C

C

IN MT. PROSPECT-MEETING ROOM RANDHURST SHOPPING CENTER

TUES. 0 2:30 PM

C7 730 PM

01.

Lb.

IN NILES-ELBOW ROOM WELLER'S MOTOR LODGE

WED, 2:30 PM 0 7:30 PM

AGAR'S CANNED HAMS

Name

Address

lions Club entered this float` In the Moat Prospect Fourth of lily Parade.
Parade got off at 2 p.m. and was labeled one of the biggest and best ever held in
the village.

City
Telephone

State

Arlitiiton Mark.? Plaza
900 lKensington
:Arlington Heights

I

The grove Shopping Center
Arl. lints. Rd. and Bisiterfiold
elk ;troy.* Villana1

......

-

".

Vantage Point

.
say as Mount Prospect has indicated it will take

erty owners have the constitutional right to make

this case all the way to the state's highest tri-

the beat use of their property._

County Zoning Board of Appeals in handing

bunal to block the apartments.

down approvals ' ror variations to allow huge apartment developments on the periphery of Arlington Heights and Mount Prospect.
Arlington Heights officials were shocked at the

recent county board ruling re -zoning the controversial Joanna Gosch property, just west of the
village limits in the Centi-al and Kirchhoff Roads
area

There is little question that this matter will
go to court. Arlington Heights officials believe the
$12,000,000 project will completely change the
single family residential character of the area.
In Prospect Heights, the Rob Roy property, on
Euclid near Wolf Rd., is another sore spot. Here,
developers plan an 58,000,000 apartment project.
Both Mount Prospect and Arlington Heights have
protested. So has River Trails School Dist. 26.

Latest protestors to the Rob Roy re -zoning
include residents of three neighboring subdivisions who .maintain that the development will

Regardless of how an apartment development
might hurt the single family character of an area,
it takes more than just that argument to fOrce a

THERE ARE many other zoning cases now
pending on fringe areas in the vicinity of Mount

court decision against such apartments.
In the Reese case, which went in favor of Mount

Prospect and Arlington Heights.
Most of these re -zoning requests ask that the

Prospect after a long 'court battle, the owners.
wanted to build a drive-in in an essentially resi-

land use density of the property involved be increased. Simply stated, this means that the developers of land do not believe that it is financially Teasible to continue developing their land with

dential area of Mount -Prospect. Despite the ve-

to .of the project by the local zoning board and
village administration, the Circuit court ruled in
favor of the property owners.

single family homes.

One story behind the scenes is the present
difficulty of securing home mortgages. The

It 'cost Mount Prospect several thousand dollars to pursue the matter to the appellate court,

money market, upon which land developers live
and die, is tight. Many savings and loan associations are not making single family residential
loans. Those that are, are doing so at interest

The matter will probably end there and 'the
Reese family will, have to find another use for
their 2 1/4 acres. It is quite difficult and costly
costly

where they were finally successful.

to get a zoning case beyond the appelate court
the state supreme court.

rates approaching seven per cent.
Bust savings and loan associations do not have

a lack of money. While our prosperity contin-

WE sympathize with property owners in singk family neighborhoods who are going to suf-

ues to boom, savings and loan deposits continue

cost them heavily in property values.

to increase.

Based on the Gosch property decision, we
doubt that Kenroy Developers, potential purchasers of Pat McDonald's golf driving range, '
will be refused by the zoning board of appeals

Because of their need to keep their deposits
circulating, and because of the soft new home

fer because 'of adjacent'apartment developments.
We advise them, however, to determine other

market, the savings and loans are anxious to get
into apartment financing.

partments if they plan to be successful in future

and subsequently, the County Board of Commissioners.

There is little question in our minds that the
best use of the property is not a golf driving
range.

Again, the county-board will not have the final

4: 4 4a,

`,Z

f.

(by Jack Vandermiyn

the key to many recent decisions by -the Cook '

"Highest and best use of properly." That is '

4r4

4

J

grounds than personal dissatisfaction with acourt battles.
The precedent 'on this is clear and easy to

Add to this incentive a beneficial tax shelter
and it is easy to see why apartintitudevelopment
Continues to boom, despite thi low .occupancy
rates lit many units in this area.

interpret, even for a layman. "...Highest and
'best use of property." This is the key to the recent county board and court decisions that are
causing such a stir in the suburbs.

THE COURTS have long contended that prop-

A Day Profile

Elk Grove Committeemaii Carl Hansen
BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
There is
has not experienced.

, As a precinct captain in Chicago - as campaign manager
for a state candidate - as Elk Grove Township's two -term
Republican Committeeman, Hansen has been around the world
in the give and take political arena.
Hansen,

makes '

40,

his

more years in office as Elk
home in Mount Prospect at Grove Township's Republican
110 S. Edward St. He is a leader, Carl Hansen labels
Chicago native and has lived the responsibility of comin Elk Grove Township for mitteeman as simply to win
the last eight years.
Like so many of today's
leadprominent Republican

Hansen began his career

ers,

in the Young Republican organization. He started in the

35th Ward of Chicago.
His first big political job

elections for Republicans.

To accomplish these wins,
Hansen believes three ingreHis
dients are necessary.
first ingredient is dedicated
people. He adds to that hard

work and winds up his success

recipe with money.
"Dedicated volunteers are
35th. the key," Hansen said in his
a
Slowik,
105
S.
organization office,
Republican Main St., Mount Prospect
Tuesday afternoon.

came when he was appointed
precinct captain

in

ward by Matthew
of the
veteran
wars in Chicago.

the

Carl gained a great deal of

"We have no patronage to

first hand experience working

offer and -indeed, I wouldn't
in ward politics in Chicago. want to have an organization
One important lesson that he beholden
patronage,"
upon
will never forget as his ca- Hansen said.
, reer progresses is that it
"Republicans have to be
takes dedication to be a Re- dedicated to work," Hansen
publican, especially
City of Chicago.

.

in

the

SINCE coming to Elk Grove
Hansen's political

Township,

fortunes - and those of the
Republican Party -- have been
on the upswing.

said pointing to a chart covering his office wall_ that listed 40 precinct captains, a solid organization of deputy -committeemen and literally hundreds of block captains working in the precincts.

He became active in Young
"We have nothing to offer
Republicans and in the reg- a political worker," Hansen
ular organization under for- said, "Nothing except the satmer committeeman Sherman isfaction of knowing that he is
When -Canty retired doing a job for the principles
Canty.
from the committeeman's post he upholds."
in 1962, Carl ran for the job.
IN JULY, 1963, Hansen was
He was opposed 'at that time named state campaign manager
by former justice of the peace for Charles H. Percy's bid'
Richard Georgen. Hansen won for the governor's mansion.
the seat by a two -and -a -half
Hansen took over
When
to one margin and on June 14 Percy's campaign the so-calwas unopposed for a second led "boy wonder" of Bell and
term
Howell had just announced his
Looking forward to 'four gubernatorial candidacy and

This

Curl

is

Hansen's

cas

Frye Prooett Dap

as he watched figures add
up to a Dave Regner victory.

'Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field 111

was solidly opposed by CharCarpentier,

an

odds-on

favorite to cop the GOP nom
ination in April, 1964.

'

Hansen did not let the odds
against Percy scare him. He
rolled up his sleeves and began to _work.

.

R

himself pulling ahead of State

No Water, No Joke

Treasurer William Scott.

The campaign looked good
for Chuck Percy in April and
organizational

V

abil-

the campaign end- early 1965 with making a liv"Dave will make a great
ed for Carl Hansen. He was ing and regrouping his polit- legislator," Hansen said. "I,
driving home to Mount Pros- ical fortunes. He is a mar- am so thankful that the people
pect on the Kennedy Express- ket 'research director in Chi- of Elk Grove Township ral-

election,

cago.

ter putting in a 20 -hour day.
Seriously injured, Hansen
was taken
to Resurrection

he recovered his health com-

Hospital in Chicago where he
spent five months, most of the

tience when you can't move for

five months," Hansen said.
His township deputy committeemen held the organization together for Hansen but

He chose to remain active lied their supriiiii behind him
in' Elk Grove Township while and made his win possible. --- a decision he does

pletely

not- regret today as he looks
back

on a

highly

nois
tives.

House

of

successful

November.
Hansen

was

Representa-

etters

the Percy campaign victory in
April , went on to defeat in

pages from three to 12 hours.

The water shortage hit homes served
linois.

people of the township and for
the Republican Party."

and Water Co. operate.
Citizens Utility Co.

o the Editor

tory of litigation. It serves many of the
unincorporated areas of suburban Cook
County, including that portion of Mount
Prospect hit by the weekend water cri-

These

private

titled to it?

Letter: May 21, 1962 - Sub-,
3. Why didn't you take a
divider Herman Greisdorf says minute away from the big things
he will give the lots to the vil- to inform the park distriCt?
lage for a playground,
If you can help me with this,
I

Letter:

Aug.

24,

have several other problems

1963 - "to bring up that perhaps you

Letter from you, Mr. Schlaver, can solve for the village, of
to the park district states you Mount Prospect.

will be glad to accept the deeds
to the lots for playgrounds.

Our present-day symbol, the trade-

mark of the Des Plaines Funeral
Home .

Letter. Sept, 17; 1963 - To
you, Mr. Schlaver from plan

loved ones at all times. 24 hour

commission stating that sub-

. . representing thoughtfulness and consideration for your

division plats should not be approved until you have deeds to

ambulance service.

the lots.

Final letter from plan commission saying that the plat
should be approved. Your board

approved the plat. No deeds.
No lots. No playground.

-

Trustee Parker Ekren says
that some other consideration
must have been given the village ill place of the promised
lots. Trustee Harry Bruhl said

Daniel Congreve
Village President

All

letters

rtames will be withheld 'upon request. L

t ers

should be as brief as pos-

if possible, and should contain
sible, typewritten,

.an address or phohe num.,ber so their authenticity
can be checked..

apartment

or

outside

projects

corporate limits of villages, put in their
own water and sewer systems, then sell
out to'a private utility.
private

small

ly

utilities

companies,

are basicalserving relatively

small areas, they do not have the built
in

factors

emergency

For

found in

munici-

example,

if Mount Prospect

With the increased demands on the utility because of the heat wave, ._ there
was not sufficient reserve power to build
a water surplus in the company's
resevoir adjacent to its pumping site.
Mount Prospect Mayor Daniel Con-

up

greve and Trustee Robert Colfer worked almost all night Sunday and all day
Monday to bring, Mount Prospect water
to the area involved.
Both Mayor Congreve

Trustee

and

Colfer were appalled at the lack of emfacilities- or resources
ed by Citizens Utility Co.

display-

Mayor Congreve is on record as wantthe areas inside Mount Prospect
served by Citizens disconnected from
the private utility and brought into the

ing

village water system.
This will provide a solution for these
residents in. Mount Prospect's corporate

limits. But 'what about the thousands of
citizens living outside the municipality

Or

izen's services?

Will this one experience, in the long
Arlington Heights lost one of its pumps
at a well site, the other wells would pro-, history of difficulties with private utilvide enough operating capacity to handle ity companies -- cause a review of polthe system and provide service to res- icy in the Illinois Commerce Commisidents.

sion?

One pump knocked out at the Citizens
Utility Co. facility caused a near panic

some

and

tions

brought about emergency condithat were relieved only through

Mount Prospect supplying water to the
effected area.
These__ small

We hope so.

We hope that at

It is, no joke when an area
the jurisdiction of the Illinois Commerce water ... even for a few hours.

.

least

for emergency service
will be provided. by Citizens Utility Co.
and if it is going to take ICC action
to secure this, then let that action take
measures

place and let it take place immediately.

utilities

operate

under

is

out of

Contamination

It's not only monkeys whci are "the

,time out of doors breathing city air.

kwaziest people," as the man' used' to say.

Many other 'domestic and zoo animals
are beginning to, fall victim to the mod-

Officials at Tokyo's Ueno Zoo, reports
Rodale's Health Bulletin, also blame air
pollution for .the early deaths of an in-

ern-day diseases that plague mankjnd.

creasing number of animals.

Recent studies here and abroad indicate that the increase in heart' disease

. and cancer among humans in the past 20
TIMELY QUOTES years corresponds to similar increasThe c u r r'e n t practice of es in those diseases among animals. Dr.
he does not know. why the plat. vesting the power to elect a H. Stunzi of Switzerland for 'one has
was accepted without dedication

water from three wells. One of the wells
has, a capacity of 1,000 gallons a min-

who will have to continue to receive Cit-

pal utilities.

to the edi-

tor must be signed, but

service areas without expanding
and enlarging their service facilities?

ergency

divisions

What happened to the lots area. Would you search your
memory and maybe come up
Subdivision? The park district with the answers to these quessays that if the 'village has title, tions.
to the lots, it will put in a park.
I. What ' consideration was
The residents of the area say given in place of lots?
the builders promised theni a - 2. Who has that consideration
park. Let's look in the records and why isn't it benefiting the
and maybe you would like to people of the area who are en-

rejuvenation.

long his-

utility companies operate in
a void left by developers who build sub-

Because

help us out.

a

Private

week.

Other Greek writers thought its life span
was as long as 97,200 years. At the end
of its cycle . . . the phoenix- burned itself
on a funeral pyre. Another phoenix then
rose from the ashes with renewed youth
and beauty. The long life of the phoenix,
and its dramatic rebirth, made it a common symbol of immortality and spiritual

has

sis.

for' the park in Green Acres

their

by one of the many private utility com- ute, the other two each only provide
panies that flourish in the state of Il- 200 gallons a minute to the system.
utility companies are
an outcrop of the tremendous growth de-

Since you are so concerned about how much time the little
things are taking this administration to solve, perhaps you
might like to help one of the little problems' that came up last

We wonder just how far

they, are allowed to develop and expand

The 2,100 homes served in the north
Some 315 homes within the village itself were effected as a pump failure at section of Mount Prospect and the adjaCitizens Utility Co. caused water stop- cent unincorporated area receive their

Concerning his own political future, Hansen said,
"1 have four years to serve

'Playground Lots

confronted in

Likened in size to the eagle, this

824-016i

an

t,i m e strapped to traction campaign in which his candi- as Elk Grove Township's com- velopment experienced in the state, esboards., date, Dave Regner, was nom- mitteeman. I want to do the pecially in the northwest suburbs where
"You learn a lot 'about pa- inated for a scat in the Illi- best job possible .., for the Citizens Utility Co. and Utility Sewer

bird was believed to live exactly 500 years.

(

2,500 resiunincorporated area just

north of Mount Prospect.

ably took their idea from the Egyptians)
the phoenix was a bird representing the

ommunity Room Available for Civic Gromii

of

dents
before

way when he was involved in a
car accident at 3 a.m. -- af-

-

I

of July weekend for nearly

tier forces behind Percy.
weeks

a

A water crisis,- spoiled the: long 1,Fourth ',Commission.

-v y M 1

ity at the state leyel was great
to watch as he welded CarpenJUST seven

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

Willthm J. Kiedalsch
Managing Editor

the state campaign changed se
that during the last two months
of the primary, Percy found

Hansen's

K. S. Johnson, Ceneral Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

What happened

According to Greek mythology, (they prob-

1717 RAND ROAD
DES PLAINES, ILL.
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to Charles Carpentier is now
history and the complexion of

enix

-

was a little girl I always helped MY
mommy with the dishes!"

Township Rept:Miwas
Committeeman

photographed election night

les

I

The Elk.

"Regner Smile."
Grove

Open Letter to C. 0. Schlaver
Dear Mr. Schlaver.

t
sun

"Well, when

!.:^,

very little politically that Carl R. Hansen .

president in electors whom found a 'striking increase in lung cancer

of the park lots. The minutes of few persons know and whose.
in dogs and eats.
the plan,commission have dis- whims could subordinate the
Dr. Herbert L. Ratcliffe of the Philappeared.
Will of the people is an anachr
Just a little thing for you, ronism that no longer has ,a adelphia Zoological Gardens says he has

Mr. Schlaver, but a big -thing place in the American system., seen a definite increase in, lung cancer
among birds who spend most" of their
among
to the peoplerwho live in this -Sen. Birch 'Bayh, D -Ind.

As for heart disease, environmental
stresses can harden the arteries in animals as well as in men, says Dr." Rat-.
cliffe.
'for example, you put an depliant in a cage where he can look out at
any time and see his traditional enemy,
the tiger, he is going to worry and maybe
develop heart trouble. The tiger, on the

other hand, may keel .over from a, -ticker
weakened by frustration.
-Civilization is tough bn everybody.

>

The' Day's Prospects'

Boxes the Answer to What Can I Do Now?'
day let the children. make the
window box flowers indoors.
THE DIXIE spoons are used
for the bases of the :flower and
be. taped to the inside of

easy to clean off of your young-

BY DOLORES HAUGH

sters. In fact, 'the cleaning up

Women's Editor

The rush of the holiday is over and the "What can I
do now's" are popping up again.
Planning entertainment for children of pre-school and kin.
dergarten age is a mother's job.

can be 'fun if you use the hose,
If it can be connected to the
basement faucet water temperbe' controlled.
atures
may

.

with the youngsters.

ficiently measure the openings

In the -summer a mom's best and score them with a knife
friend is a Cardboard box. A. on the outside of the box, This
huge one from an appliance allows for easier cutting.
dealer provides hours of fun in
Score only one side of the
the backyard. It can be trans- "hinge" to allow-easy moveformed
rubber -based ment of the door. To make
with
paint, construction paper, shoe canopy windows, hinge across
boxes, Dixie cup spoons and
the top and place dowels under
lots of time, into a playhouse, them as props. For shutters

enjoy. Boys enjoy turning their
boxes

Janet Sternberg
Weds Oldinski

into garages, fire sta-

tions and the like. Girls like

Joan Lemke of Wheeling, who

Prospect Heights by the Rev.

empire gown and carried cascades of yellow daisies. The
bridesmaid's gowns were of
the same material but were
designed in pink, yellow and
blue. They carried white dai-

the Rev J. R. Sternberg.

cle,

Janet wore a white sheath
gown of organza and Swiss
The

lace

fingertip organza

veil was held by a headpiece
of crystal flowers. She carried a white prayer book and
white orchid

wore

swiss

greeri-dotted

a'

Make excellent Christmas ard
photos, or just ones that GrandUSING THE same materials,
smaller cardboard, boxes may'
be turned into trains, boats with sheet sails, pirate ships,
airplanes and just about any-
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pect.
The

a

sage

The reception for 130 guests

in Decatur.

Day Camp was held last week
The bride is a graduate of
Prospect High School and a at Busse Woods for 192 Mount

Frank

J.

In the haadcraft session at Busse Woods day camp.

The

Bank.

younger

pect fireman spoke to the girls trained mothers. Tenting, fire
on first aid-the identification use and making, knot tying, the
naturalist, took the girls on of poisonous plants and snakes; use of rope in camping, songs,
insect bites, their symptoms games and care and use of the
bikes through the forest prein
plastic
encased
terflies
molds, Over 200 Blue Birds safety rules of outdoor living serve pointing out various and treatments; burns and axe, jacknifc and saw were
and their leaders attended the and crafts. The high school types of trees in their natural . fractures and how to care for among those skills taught.
them. Mrs. William Michela Nurses were on hand,, as is resession. ' The older Camp Fire girls were program aides as- surroundings.
was in charge of the camp pro- quired, ready to assist in case
Trail - signed to assist the mothers- in
ranging from
girls,
Ken Koeppen, a Mount Pros gram. She was assisted by of injury or burns.
seeker through Horizon 'Girl charge by escorting groups to
made ranged from totem poles

of wooden sewing spools to
paper weights made from but-

rank, spent four days learning
how to mark and follow trails,
how' to lay and use various
types of fires for cooking,

the varied activity and helping
wherever needed. Ron Brandt,

Seamstress On TV

Mason City - 1916

Mrs.MarieMotsch
At Class Reunion

the

in

Prospect Camp Fire Girls. The

Blue
Birds,
girls,
spent two days learning songs,
playing games, hiking and
University.
The bride's sister Mary is working with handicrafts. Mrs.
married to the groom's broth- Paul Spiewak was in charge of
the craft program and items
er, Robert.

State

groom is attending Valparaiso

con-

organization
subjects
dealInteresting
ing with table decor, philosophy and ethics of judging,

arts and decorative stems are

few of the subject encomsub-'

Jects will be made by experts

and

included

as

"Alexander's

The following babiestave been added -to our community:

Band" and "Keep the Home

James Alan Kraus, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kraus, 343

Fires Burning I.

Marion Court, Wheeling, was born June 11.

The proud grandparents are the Walter Krambeers of Ar-

Nancy Lee Warden was a
June 10th arrival at the home
of Mr and Mrs Tom Warden.

May 27. Two of- his grand- ence O'Leary and Mr Timparents, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. othy Phalen.
Alexander, live in Christopher,
Mrs. Marie Corbet Motsch
and Mrs. T. Seagraves, of Mount Prospect won a prize

Her grandparents are the R.W.
Andersons of Joliet and the Don
Wardens of Newton, Iowa.

grandmother, lives in Benton,

Elizabeth Kelsey Dobbs ar-

She has 7, 3 boys
children.
and 4 girls.
born April 22 to Edward and
Dr. F. L. Weston of MadRose
Gorecki of Prospect ison, Wis., won the prize for
Heights. The grandparents are having the ' most grandchilthe Ben Goreckis of Chicago dren. He has seventeen.

rived on June I. Her parents

are Mr and Mrs. Donald

Mathew Edward Gorecki was

Dobbs The grandparents are
Mr and Mrs. Dobbs of Larchmont, N Y and Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Allen of Syracuse, Ind.

and the William Woods of Chi-

Kelly Jo Nordendale, daugh-

ter of Mr. and Mis. Glenn R.

cago.

Michael Jon Stella, first laby

Nordendale was born June 13.
Her grandparents, are Mrs.
J. Coffos of San Antonio, Tex.,
and Mrs. E. Nordendale 'of

of Mr. and Mrs. L. Stella of
Mount
June

Prospect,
19th.

His

born
grandparents
was

are the L. Stellas and the J.

Glenview

Sillers of Chicago.
Kathleen Susan Gregory was
the June I baby of the W. Leon -

Joan Cawley was born June

Mr. and Mrs. Jack

of Mount Prospect.
Her grandmother is Mrs. Joan t and Gregorys of Mount Pros Cawley

Cawley, Maywood, N.J.

'

Robert David Porter is the
new baby in the Thomas D.
Porter home in Me: Prospect.
The Frank Leavitts of Danville, Ind , and Mrs. Alexander'
Porter of Harvey, Ill. are
1

as the 'mother with the most

pect.

Grandparents

are

the

of Aurora,
Mo. and the William C. Jen-

Walter Gregorys

sens of Bensenville.

Jeffrey Alan Weber, second
son of the. Willard L. Webers,
Was born June 5th.' He is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.

Alexander -Sea-" Peter Weinerts of Chicago, and.
William
graves, baby boy of the Wil- Mrs. Leslie, Weber of Bensenliam H. Seigraves was born ville.

Mrs.

Griffin Tomof Sacramento, Calif:
prize

for having

greatest
',She _traveled 2,000

distance.
miles to

attend the reunion.
The Northwest
Suburbs Only
PrOfessional Theatre
Now Playing,
the hit comedy

first

ON HER
quipment

armholes,

set-in

and

and

"Stitch with Style"
duced

sleeves,

tributed on the Eastern
ticational Network.

layout

for

e-

KITCHENS

a

Other
topics
such as determining -proper
fit,
selecting
the
correct
altering patpattern,
size
terns, hand sewing, prepar-

VISIT OUR
SHOWROOMS

AT:
1620 West

Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

ing fabrics for sewing, cutting
out,

sewing

and

Ed-

PLUMBING

program,
discuss

is pro-

Pittsburgh and dis-

in

home sewing center.
programs. will feature

pressing

seams, applying zipper s,

Phone 269-3205

LEFT TO RIGHT - Mrs. A. J. Motsch of Mount Prospect, Dr. F. L. Weston
of Madison, Wis., and Mrs. J. M. Tomlinson.

Snack -Packs
New "snack -pack" packages

of cheddar and blue

cheese

sandwiches arc being introduced nationally by the Korn Kurl

Division of the Adami Corp.,
Beloit, Wis., at a suggested retail price of 29 cents. There
are 20 cheese and waffle crack-

A Service Of Dignity,
Beauty'... In Our Chapel

er sandwiches in each package.

Opal

linson
received a
come the

ishing hems.

Mri. Cohen will

Al Carstens acted as master of ceremonies and 'introduced three teachers who were
among the guests. They were
R. E. Nyquist,- Miss Flor-

lington Heights and the Joseph Krauses of Glenview.

Tuesdays beginning July 5.
The seamstress, Mrs. Lowill demonstrate
is' Cohen,
tips on fabric selection and
help viewers choose flattering styles.

favorites
Ragtime

such

making and finishing collars,

the mechanics of sewing, give

The public is invited to atThe Mason City High School class of 1916 held its
tend these lectures. For fur- reunion banquet at the Hotel Hanford Skyroom with 21
ther information area resi- classmates in attendance.
The original graduating
dents may contact Mrs. Eu- ,class had 74 members.
gene J Tamil() at 824-1383
companied by
Hazel GrifThe invocation was given
Brooks Fuller of
or Mrs
by Sidney Stott. He and his fith Erwin of Davenport, la.
610 S Catherine, La Grange.
Sidney Jr., led the group
A solo was sung by Mrs. J.
Mrs Tamillo, a Des Plaines son,
in a community sing later in
P. Mahle, daughter of Mrs.
resident is
publicity chair the program. They were ac Roger Kirk a class member.
man for the symposium.
Songs popular during the class
high school days were sung

New Arrivals

Pittsburgh ." seamstress
A
will show WTTW-TV view-

ers how to "Stitch with Style' and final touches such as sewin a series of 13 programs ing waistline seams, applying
on basic sewing at 5:30 p.m. skirt waistbands, . and fin-

in the field

grandparents.

play-

Songs, Games and Handicrafts Make a Day Camp

The wetting trip will be to

St. Louis. The couple will live

of Skokie. who was
appointed by the council. and
Mrs
Chester Evans of La
Grange, president of the state

16th to

read

Blue Birth Cheryl Stewart and Chris Rasmus making butterfly paper weights

Mrs. Muriel Schultz and ber group of Jr. High Camp Fire Girls starting a fire

was held at the church.

Prospect

I

'objects.

cannot
help find

4.

of pink carnations and with small twigs and fuzz sticks as part of their training program.

former employee of the Mount

passed by the symposium.
Presentation of these

attractive, bright colors.
Boxes make excellent game

Pre-schoolers
and pictures
things.

white stephanotis.

of Mount

freedom

dolls and other play

and

Toddlers have been known to
drown in only a few inches of
water. This is true 'especially
if the soft plastic pool is on
cement for the child may bump
its head and not be able to pull
one day a week each mother himself out of the shallow
water. Place the pools on the
may hive a free day for a
swim or boat ride with father. grass and stay with the childSet a cleaning up time and ren while they' arc in the water.
supervise it. Children will save Then empty the pool at once.
Provide your child with soft
you lots of time and engergy
in this process. Tiny hands can plastic. A food supply house
pick up toys, saving your back. is now offering potato salad in
Provide large cartons. Let the plastic sand buckets complete
youngsters cut pictures from with handle and spade. Plastic
old toy' catalogs to identify the toys are cleaner, less apt to
boxes holding the blocks, guns, hurt when thrown and come in

a

crosage

The groom's
Stephanotis.
mother wore a light pink jacketed dress with a cor-

participate i n c-1 u d e Mrs.
Ralph Sandeen and Mrs. Don-

Mrs.

unguarded.

stand

r

brother

bridegroom's

chiffon dress with

Show

was

filled

are
drinks
Serve them lavishly but make definite rules so
that your home is not the only
one actively planning for the
children. Set up a schedule
among your neighbors so that
Pm -sweetened

inexpensive.

t

THE MOTHER of the bride
a deep blue lace and

Judges, will be held July 20,
21 and 22
Area residents who will

THE MEETING

if

poisonous

are also

catur, and John Sternberg.

Forest _The 3rd Annual Symposium presented by the Garden Club of Illinois, Inc. and
the Ill Council of Nationally

ald Gardner, both
Prospect

bushes

cellent cages too. In fact, they taken in quantity.
Do not let swimming pools
can hold a circus or zoo full.

Robert was best man. Ushers were Jeff Neimann of
Gary, and Gary Hahn of De-

of yellow carnations and white

Flower

Pet 'stores may include the

fun too. Pitching a beach ball
or large rubber ball into a box
SAFETY should be upper- helps a child develop coordistacking items. Turned on one most in a mother's mind in the nation. Using boxes can help
Make you contain yourself this sumespecially.
side they become display cases summer
or closets by adding a dowel. room to room safety check to mer, and enjoy your "What
rod high up so doll clothes may make sure all poisonous items can I do now's".
thing imagination can create.
Cartons overturned make
excellent counters, tables and

The junior bridesmaid
was Jill Rice of Mount Pros-

at the 27 acre estate of Mrs.
Owen Barten Jones of Lake

a

rate so it can be removed.
Pictures taken of children
in the house they built will

Leaves of the rhubarb and
castor bean plants, toad stools
and morning nightshade . also
are poisonous. Berries of some

The bridesmaids were Mary
Carol Oldin-

wore

assemblage,

paint will preserve the
cardboard and the roof is sepa-

from edge to top of roof.
Shoeboxes may be cut in half

trees and bushes.

Sternberg'. and

A Pre -Symposium Planning
Luncheon was held last week

by

flat and itored in the garage.
The

Warn children not to eat any-

thing from the ground or from

sies.

Symposium

ducted
Packet

paste these to. the spoon stem.
The nice thing about this
house is that it may be folded

ski.

Plans Set
For Garden

Accredited

therefore,

more fun. Kids love the feel of
the paste and it may be spread
on'the "roof' with small hands.
A few drops of winiergren will
give it a nice odor too. Apply

THE MAW of honor was

conducted at 'Our Redeemer Lutheran Church in

H C Noll and the bride's un-

expensive

gietp AT HOME

June 11th

The double ring ceremony

petals to stay

ma will enjoy.

Miss Janet Ruth Sternberg, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
A Sternberg of Prospect Heights, became the bride of Harold
Oldinski son of Mr. and Mrs. August Oldinski of Decatur, on
was

less

and,

messier

family collection of stuffed
animals for boxes make ex-

within the circle. Leaves may.
be cut of green construction
piper which is stiff enough to
make long droopy- leaves or
short, perky" ones. Glue' or

cut through /the center of the
window area, across the top and taped under the windows
and bottom, and score the as flower boxes. They may be
sidcs. Fold back the shutters. painted to match the shutters
RUBBER -BASED paint is and roof. On an extremely hot

store or any other
building that your child will

grocery

MR. AND MRS. HAROLD OLDSINKI

and

Children may design their
own flower 'heads: Use the top
of a 4 oz glass to draw a circle
and,., allow the

shingles using library paste or
homemade flour and water
paste which is

best.

wider and fields the wood

is

Many think this a job to be houses, hospitals and hat from clothing so allow 'for this.
put up with but not enjoyed. shops.
Bright primary colors tit-.
Children are little for such a
Cut' the windows and the door tract ,the younger set so stick
short time that mothers miss with a knife,' . For the door al- to blue, red and yelloW.
a lot when they do not detiote low one side to act as the
Use construction paper .on
part of their day to having fun hinges. To do this most ef- the roof. Apply the sheets in

Let the youngsters tote canned goods mitside and have a
grocery store. Play money is
inexpensive and a toy cash
register will teach them to
count. Shopping lists teach
them to hold a crayon.

e wincleWboXes. Masking tape

Latex paint is hard to remov

as cleaning agents, insecticides, perfumes, etc. are
placed out of reach.

such

be ilk ,tly:hung away.

Shift in Right Direction
Be

sure

you

shift, in the

That funnel type dress is still IN, but now
the bodice is smocked like
little sister's.

right direction.

Country Club
1111 AIRk

SIAllftMt I

:Z1;e0

isaircr .(

%Oily (Except Morntity)1
at 8:80 ... Sunday 7:90

Box office t pen daily 10:00 16 9 p.m.
Reservations by Mall or Phone CL 9-6400
Opening Wednesday, ./tily 20'
"CRITICS CHOICE!"

CHARMING INTERIOR
Inspect and then purchase this lovely 2 bedroom ranch with
Gullstan beige wool carpeting In living room, hall & master
bedroom - lovely kitchen wit:lining area - 14 ft. utility room mature landicaping. Attached gardge. Immediate occupancy.
$19,900
ASKING

The atmosphere of deep reverence prevailing in our,
chapel aids to making the funeral service -a time .to

'be rememberecLand cherisd ... lasting memorial
to loved ones.

r

1

Pl

FRIEDRICHS Funerar Home

FRANCE"(
MT, PROSPECT ,8 E. NW HWY.
CL 5-2020
DIAL
Sole
'

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing

HENRY. W. FRIEDRICHS'

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS. JR,

Backed by 40 Years Experience

320 W. Central Road .
MC. ProsOect;111.

:.at Northwest Hiwa

Ph. 255-7800

.4

a

-,11

4.

-

.4

1

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS -

CARNIVAL

ap

S NAVE A DATE
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WITH WIDOW WIES'IONICAT.

OUT OUR WAY
WELL, SHE STARTED IT AN' I'M
JUST EQUALIZIN' THINGS, 15 ALL!
Ir) cit-rmE RATTLED
SHE'S
50 I'LL DO A LOT OF WILD PITCH- .
AND I'Ml*RYINJ' TO GET HER

RATTLED 50 SHE'LL 00 A LOT

'

OF WILD SWINGING! YOU GOT
.TO FIGHT FIRE WITH FIRE!

BEFORE 30NES. WASN'T
SUE 11-IE WIDOW SMITH?

"

11/.1

61

ill

111,11

.1

9

`Ng AND BEFORE THAT,
THE WIDOW BROWN. 'THE

WIDOW PERKINS:1HE-

7-5

p

"That's Harry for you! Back from the salt mines and
off to the sand traps!"

0 MI tor kiA. hc.

U

peo Ott

"I wish he'd look at me like that!"

C
BEN CASEY
THE WORRY WART

1614 1, MAW. TY I. Ia. TO. ON.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

c

r

DOWN ON THE 1-io-r WATER
LOOK ME UP IF YOu'E5E IN FLORIDA SOON,
-t-RuSTITHE LAST PITCHER
BOYS! I'M 6011\1' DOWN TO INSPECT THE

N A DOUBLEHEADER '
GETS .A SHOWER "(NAT'S
COLD
"fl-A-6NN AN

GROUNDS! SOME 'OF THE
PITCHERS CLAIM THERE AIN'T ENOUGH

SHADE IN THE BULLPEN! -LATER -ON
ILL MOVE TO 'DETROIT! / WANT "CO
SEE ABOUT PLITTINI DEEPER
CUSHIONS ON THOSE CARTS THEY
RIDE TO THE MOUND IN .1

VECCI-ESIA5TES Ertl

BUGS BUNNY
WAKE UP,
SYLVESTER!
TIDE IS COMIN'

(GLOO CELLAR'

(ALL TI -115

MOVING IS
PLAYING HAVOC

WITH MY NAP!
HARM.,,

WE. GOTTA MOVE:

mNrr:

AGAIA/P

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

Measles

EEK & MEEK

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

I

A mother writes that her
son has rubeola She requests
a listing of all the kinds of
measles and would like to
know how serious

they

LISTEN! WOMEN CARRY
ROD, DaTES, LAUNDRY
ALFD GARBAGE ALL DLY
TONG! WE CARRY RAGS,

(

MOPS. BRcoMS, eoxEs.
CA
AND JARS I

Rubeola is measles (garden
variety)
The only other kind

is German measles or rubella.

THE BORN LOSER

in

German

I.116T FIRE!?

-AMP

NICKLENOSe

THE

DEDUCT

RETAIL

PRICE OF OWE

1 Arbors
7 Well-being
13 Biblical
' mountain

7 Possess

14 Awaken

15 Unruffled
16 College in

CAPTAIN EASY' TUESS! WHY
DO

you HECKLE ZE GOOD

SAIMRITAN WHO DRIVE. ME
HOME?

OMIT

YOU PHONY

FINANCIER.POSED GO OFF

AS A BUYER FOR awn TI/E
MaCEE':, LAND AN'

LURID HIM TO

GOT 50445

malt

MOUT THAT UFO
WERE
SNATCHING MeJONILLIF
1107'
-YOAKRA04
RineAsED-II
AND ZOLA WILL BURN FOR THI51

ADVICE:

HIS DOOM!

play in a full bath tub for 30
Is there
minutes at a time
any health hazard in such a .
,

practice.
stay with
drown

is careful to
him so he won't

She

AISSEECE,"TO ROWE RI9.FATE.
IS HERSEY CANCELLED!

23 Unit of
'electricity

25 Larget,
28 Make resolute
32 Auricle

40 Edge
41 Renovate
43 High -wrought

45 Ambary

ous campaign of measles vaccination was instituted the expected epidemic did not materialize
child

WERE AFTER lAdCE61 50 YOUR LEAVE OF

tissue

35 Story of
heroic deeds
36 Dismounted
38 Ship's berth

in those cities where a vigor-

her

AND iT I DR. ZOLA. TRUMPED UP TH.
EVIDENCE THAT sops HEAPS rtax Jvmat

33 In a line

There la good evidence that
1966 was starting to be a year.
of high measles incidence but

lets

18 High cards
20 Town 'Cornish

21 Anatomical

ed

Q --A friend

Poughkeepsie
017 Turf

prefix)

CAPTAIN EASY

11141; NIA. 4. T./.1. 14. U

46 Kind of tide
"nts tab.)

Fut OK

NEXT TIME YOU

SEND THEM A

SPEAKER ...SLIP

'EM A MICKEY,
SO T'SPEAK

57 Bring into

harmony
60 Heavy
61 Freebooter
62 Leather
leggings
(dial. Eng.)

used, such

'63 Bestowed

approval.

drying of the skin and cause
generalized Tacking,

Prolong-

ed exposura to water that is
warmer than the body temperature

is

enervating.

I

know...of no other disadvantafes.

.....

A

A

a

0

0

a

aaV

a LA N
aN

ruler

12 At this place

A

19 Feminine

appellation

21 Symbol for
tantalum
22 Greek letter

a

N A -r O
N

a a
P
aAL

O O

8 Expunges
9 Tribesmen
of Assam
10 Intense desire
11 Former Russian

L

6
L0
N

39 School -I tome

25 Toothed wheel
group
42 Wept
26 Chest rattle
44 Epistle iab.)
27.1reland
29 Merit
47 Boon
companions
30 Shield 'var.)
31 Rich f a Inic
411..Allowance34 Winter apples
for waste
1

2

3

4

aa

a
6

TE

49 Gunlock cat .It
51 Containers
52 Twofold .
53 Poker stake
54 Require
56 Harem room
58 Boy's nickname
59 Three tintes,

formf

k

9

13

14

15

16

8

17

-r

N

37 Sca ter. as hay

24 Saints tab.)

,sts, as a cake
52 Masculine
25
nickname
55 -Small space

ALLEY 00P

a

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Tr
4

50 ,

bathing may lead to excessive

A -- If soap Is

.

,

Things o All. Sorts

HIS PAY

be

is

,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

6 Thieves

7-6

not known but it

'

.

11' Mr

ACROSS

0 1146 1, MIA I.,. TA. I. 1.11,M. W.

probably -Permanent in most
This vaccine will
children
not protect against German
measles but a German measles vaccine is being develop-

'FIATS Ham!

COLE

nancy.

not had the disease How long
the resultant immunity will

,

SEW, HIM

formity in the fetus when it is
present in the mother during
the first three months of pregvaccine should

TEAMSTERS,

Roue!

Zik

/
/

II' k\

measles is not so severe when
it affects a child but is a
source of deafness and de-

last is

THE

Off, 4E44,

4.17P,

DOWN IN
SPORO 6001761.

given to all children who have

TO JOIN The

A BETTER DEAL AT

I-10LU ?

each year from rubeola.

Measles

WERE GOING TV GET

CHILDREN...

ik:"..1...''

Such complications as pneumonia and brain fever Fare
responsible for many deaths

seen

/ WERE smug

SO FROM AXTUJ ON

arc

whether measles vaccine
will protect against all the
different kinds
and

These are usually
preschool children

WE CARRY MEIDICISTE;`1

MOWS. BOOTS, sma-rv.
BLANKETS, TOYS MID

28

28

27

32
38

r

11

12

30

31

53

54

37

44

42

41

DOWN
1 Singing voice
2 Mountain
Icomb. form)
3 Hospital section 82
4 Before
_
5 Operated

10

48

49

tp

2

50

81

83

,...

JI

.p -Personals

Responsible for hills inade bj
myself only. As. of this date,

WHICH

yawoo, Orville W. Ilaywooi4,

DAY
IS
BEST?

PART. TIME

Min to work in hobby shop - QUALITY CONTROL.
Nights and Saturdays. InterINSPECTOR
est in hobbles preferable:
.

1960 Old's Serial #608M04197
2 dr. Hdtop. 1956 Dodge, 2Dr.

Phone weekdays except Wed.

claimed at Arlington Park Dodge,Inc.

chance. for advancement in fast

1400 Et Northwest Hwy.

Palatine, Ill.

PART & FULL TIME

"

(Name, your own hours)

:11 -Business Services

MONDAY.

Most lobs require you to meet

Expert.Taper and Paiute
30 years experiince

0 TUESDAY

824-8892

(]WEDNESDAY

their schedule.. Nationally

__known company is seeking men
.

STORM DAMAGED

THUR-SDAY

.ANTENNA'S

nately there is no best day
to advertise. Each day new
wants arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy
their wants. We recommend
you start your ad tomorrow
and cancel when you get re-

sults. From experience we
know tomorrow is the best
day to start and every day is

the best day to advertise.

Call me today-.
with the days and hours you
would like to work. If I am
not available, leave a message for me to call.

RAY'S
Radio & T.V. Repair
17 So. Evergreen, Arl. Hgts.
.

C1,5-5692
Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

Auto. Electronic Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblys

Prospect Hts.
392-0782

.

KI 5-6650

Tools, Rug & Floor MachineS

Roll -a -way & Hospital Beds
Dishes & Silver Service
Lawn th Garden Equip.
UNITED' RENT - ALLS

CLASSIFIED
REPRESENTATIVE

708 .E. N/W Hwy.
Arl. lights.
259-3350

BARBER SHOP

255-7200

Ir.Service by appointment

Ray, Tom, Jessie, Jake,
Carmen

DUNTON SHOPPING

--CENTER

38 S. Dunton

train as a grill man 6 nights
,per week. $85. to start --pay
g

Woman seeks baby sitting Day or night. Hasbrook Greenbriar Area - 392-2728'
Pensioned lady wanted to keep
house for elderly lady or man.
Call: 392-0865
23 -Instruction

Reading could be the Key(

Learn to read' and spell in
the privacy of your home.

per. week. ,Mr. Horn.
'676-3058:" '
' :"

TWAY

BEFORE

4 P. M.

TO DAYS_

BEST

BUY

Wanted Men_

Men wanted for relay driver
3 a.m. to 6 .a.m.

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

DO YOU
NEED

$2000
$3000
$4000

-

e_up as you learn.

A smart lad can be night
manager In three months.

Take an Months

IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS,

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE
MONTH -L -Y PAYMENT

$

15

Plus One Day

In "Market Day"

taking

orders in local area. Car
necessary. No age require.

ment. For information phone'
Mr. Howard

Insurance Inspectors
Full time and Part time.

SPECIALIZE

ONLY

Earn $3-$5 hourly answering
and

Excellent benefits including
Sears Roebuck profit sharing.

255-5060,
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

Edition If Your

College Student or High School

STORE- -CAL:L-392=6282- COST
EXPE

keeping for which you would be

ing field for women -and the
chance for advancement is
best with, a nation-wide company such as Speigel--Creditheadquarters for America.

Miss Paige

Tuesday Paper.

DOCTOR'S ASSIST
is willing to start for $80.
FREE position.

I

am not available leave a

.

REALTORS

101N.

Free Life & Hosp. Ins.

SP "5-4300
Wheeling
ANIMAL CARE TECHNICIAN'

LE 7-5700
1020 Noel Ave.

spharmaceutical mfr. needs
man for animal care and
varied duties in Scientific
Dept. Interest In animals;
handiwork or
rnechinical
farming background helpful

but not necessary. 37 1/2
hr. week. Comprehensive
benefit program. Call Mr.
Browne at 255-0300 for appointment.
ARNAR-STONE LABS., INC.
601. E. KenbsIngton Road
Mount Prospect

(1 blk. east of Randhurst)
An equal opportunityemployer

207 N. Evergreen A 1. Hgts.

-.DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS'

259-1500
Driver -

such as discount on merchan-

use the

'WANT
ADS

Serving America since 1865

CALL ;58-7500
For interview appoi tment
Miss Green

SPIEGEL

To drive company station wagon, pick up and .deliver mes
sages and packages. Must have

accident free driving record,
be reliable and 'dependable.
Will operate multilith machine part time.
Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity for advancement.
UARCO Incorporated
W. County Line Rd Barrington
DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

BUILDERS

ADVERTISING

:'".

'

lots.

259-0487

Will do any job 20% cheaper, than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.
392-1388
24 hr. service
SPRING SPECIAL

Homes Built To Order

parking

Stanley

Ep. Qual.

PROGRAMMER
Minimum of 2 years experience desired. Prefer background

PURE OIL COMPANY
A Division of Union 011 Company of California_

200 E. Golf Rd.

LA 9-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Palatine, Ill.

work,

& Upholstery. Cleaners

Free Estimates

tutoring exderstanding
perts. for any level in any
subject.. Special help with
Math, Language. Science

-

72i-7120

minimum electrical engineering education.

-

Bruning offers excellent Job security, good advarMernent
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans..

The DAY classified
If you think this is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential. interview.

25c

529-7774

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at

Rick's, Decorating
Painting; Wallpaperg, Tit-.

Alifington- Heights
Phone Cl. 5-1015

3160 'Dundee Rd.
Northbrook

patios.
area.
Driveways,
etc. Protective ;curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All

Oirtoron.of Addrostogroph Multigroph Corp

: 1800. WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CLS.1900._

' IAn equal opportunity einploYer

CLEANING

'

painting.,
mates.
ity
.

'

esti-

BY machine. No mess. no
streaking. Free estimate.
Steve Mueller
HE 714556
MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
.

,

your( MD ir IN NE
!

1.,

KELLY'S
TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Removal
.FREE ESTIMATES
39244'30

Free

358-4882

Free Estimates
529-6587

Wall Washing

Interior and exterio, ,qual-

'

HOMES by

'

CR 2-5753

Suburban
, Decorators

es-

couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: ,floors cleaned and
polished: . Kitchen & bath
cleaned,
All
thorgugbly
Sib(' r bs.
Call -)73-6880

.

Interior. Exterior Painting
CoMmercial
Industrial
Fully Insured & Guaranteed
Inc:
Painiers,
Professional

OUR I 6TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias C:o.
Serving the. entire N.W.

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING-& REMOVAL

BARON TREE SERVICE

Cl. 3-7384

timates. 529-6587.

Charles Bruning eamilany

,

ing. Free estimale.

1414 ki. Davis 'St.

-

Mt: Prospect
824-2865
824.9530

Screens & storms. painted.

Now available in red, green,

work guaranteed.. Free

Trimming -Cutting
Topping

119 Brookfield

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

Applicant should have 2 to 5 years experience plus 2 pais

ROV'S TREE SERVICE

QuinpleteTree Service
State Licensed - Insured

PaintingOecorating

PATIO BLOCKS

ing would be very helpful.

824.2865
Tree Service -lawns Mowed

'

.

I6
20c -Colors

.

furniture --a-n) thing
YOu name it
We haul it
Residential & Commercial

and College Board Exams.

Cement Work

The person we need should be familiar with designing of
machinery electrical circuits including operator control
station and instrument hookups. Also industrial plant wir-

,

Offers experienced' and un-

guaranteed.

2

Trash Hauling

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches

SYSTEM

Full Time Prolessiothil-

(ELECTRICAL)

.rstoe Mtr. Safes
Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166

--

OUR TUTORING

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work

DESIGN' ENGINEER

-TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service

Miscellaneous Service

Aristocrat Carpet

People
259.5066

1.&S Motor SalesRt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

358-0845

cost, free estimate.
562-2991

rucks

.

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD.
Repaired & sharperised.'
Small -engine repairs.
Free pickup '& delivers

low

I

100 To Choose I.rom

&

lawnmowers

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

Used Cars -

-

259-0141

CarpetsRug Cleaners

Expert

Transporation

Pouf's Landscaping.
Complete landscaping
Maint. Call for free est.

PHONE 439.1794

ING.

894-3115

358-2581
'

on

24 hr. phone sere.

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)

'24

estimate. Open
free
-hours, 7 days avveek.

Repairs
all brands.
Free est. in your home.
adjust,
oil
&
53.
Clean;

Sew. Mach

Guar. serv.

Ray's Lands'c'pg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates

:37.8228

Hgts.

Sewing Machine Repairs

landscaping

orkmanship

DON'S BLACKTOP
briewa) s and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Diin't
decide until you call us for

In IBM 1401, SPS, IOCS, or Autocoder.

(Color. or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl.
CL . -5692

358-1838

7 day s a week service
Mork Guar. Free Estimates
Call usi and compare prices
.

RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

No Money Down

lots.

resurfacing.

areas.

Repaired or Replaced
Call

7 Year. Financing -59 -

Biggest Discount. Ever
parking

Stoism Damaged
Antena's

Roselle Builders
Garages -Room additions
Dormers -All types of
Remodeling
Fully Guaranteed

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

ACCOUNTANTS
Previous experience desirable but not -necessary. Some
college' preferred with emphasis on accounting courses.

RadioTV Repair

.11ton's Quaint
N DOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

is having Spring special on

business

358-4882

General Cleaning

Roiling Meador/a
Blacktop Service

driveways,

DECORATORS

Call 255-1200

Blacktop Work

driveways;

tive military obligation should be satisfied.

.

SUBURBAN

For

Each -Plain

appointrrient only.
We are licensed and regulated

many big company benefits

dise, vacations with pay,
hospitalization, Many others

ROSELLE

358-1838

Multi lith Operator

Handle variety of functions in sales office. Would prefer
man interested in eventual transfer to sales position. Ac-

NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

8:30 A.M.
until 5:00 P. M.

Credit Is the fastest grow-

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one. NOW! '

Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights

SALES CLERK

MT. PROSPECT

for business.

purchases and help

keep shopping convenient for
Spiegel, catalog customers.

Let us help make your...DAY!

.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

to 8:30. Call

NOTICE

charge'

Service Directory

Blacktop Plating

for Sunday morning work,4:30

Call 673-6760

827-4272

MR. STANLEY.

accounts up-to-date, approve

You'll enjoy good pay and

message for me to call.

2-6100

SHEETS

PETERS & CO,

To work for manufacturing
Co. Air conditioned office.

MEN WANTED

OFFICE HOURS:

by the State of Illinois.

trained with pay. Call me today with the days and hours
you would like to w6rk. If

Someone who likes people a
trainee with light typing who

this active market.

NCED

Arlington Hts. area. 392-4118

Hours:

Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by

774-9893

full time sales 'phrsonnel.
Please call, for a money
making opportunity purIng

office. Hours flexible. N.E.

$20 per week.

bookkeeping credit or ..ales
experience desirable.

As a Spiegel credit clerk
you will
keep customer'

255-7130

is now, open
OFFICE HOURS:

Most lobs require you to meet
their:. schedule. Nationally

known company is seeking
sonality ae his receptionist: - ladies to work at O'Hare Airhelp
You'll greet patients,
port on schedules that they
them feel at ease, schedule will help determine. In addiappointments and keep simple
tion, free bus service prorecords. No Sat's. or eves.
vided to and from the lob.
$90 wk. Free.
Work involved is office house-

General Cleaning

The Regular

(Name your own hours)

light typing and pleasing per-

.WoulrLyou like to sell real'
estate? Modern,' attractive
and reputable office need

Z TV

graduate. Some experience in
drafting, typing for engineers

12 to 17. Part time. To work
afternoons, 'Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus
commission. Can earn aver

SPIEGEL CATALOGCEF 'ER
-HAS JOB CPPORTUN Y
An above average job lot al::
or women with backgro d of

PART& FULL TIME

Age 25 to 55
PACKAGE LIQUOR -- ---Phone-for-appointment-

(All State Enterprises)

PART OR FULL TI ME

253-2340

'

FULL OR PART TIME

Service Review, Inc.

departhient

Ad Appears In

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

CALL 383-5950

BOYS WANTED

CALL TODAY

774-9393

[neighborhood

young

ington Day,

ights, Ill.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

FOR ANY

Up To vu To Pay

Arlin

CREDIT OFFERS
TOP CAREERS FOR GIRLS,WOMEP

30', off on all- blacktopping.

SUMMER WORK Full and Part Time
appointments

aterlal control,

In&

Delicatessen - evenings and
week ends. Over 21. Experience helpful. 255-7078.

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

7205 N. Meade

production

Village of Arlington Hts.
'
-Salary open
Apply Financial Director
Village of Arlington Hts.
33 S. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Hts.

directions. To $80 wk. Free.
Mies Paige

doctor will train a girl with

Box 1029/c o A

PART TI ME

N. W. Suburban medical clinic.
You'll page doctor's, give
visitors information and

This

ofIcirentory,

PART TIME
HEALTH DEPT.

General office. Experienced.
Good typing required. Year
round employment. 30 hours
per week. Vacation and sick
leave. Call the Arlington
Heights Public Schools, at
253-6100, extension -27.

receptionist for this modern

applicants. Many
company benefits. Report' to

sibilities in keeping records

SHORTHAND NECESSARY

392-9255

You'll be trained to take over.
small, not to busy switchboard. You'll also be the

qualified

Challenging position for ambitious man to assume respon-

SECRETARY

manent. Must excel in typing.

SWITCHBOARD

No medical experience req'd.

and expenditi g.
INTERNATIONAL
Write del lied resume,
HOUSE OF PANCAKES Uncluding so ary requirement

GOLF MILL

official greeter for this excel.
manufacturing firm. Reg's.
ire light typing, neat appearance and personality for
public contact. To $85 wk.
Free.
Miss Paige
774-9393
7205 N. Meade

Prefer exp'd. but will train

production Inven rry

Baby sitter- needed Saturday
only, all day. Vic. of Arl.
Hts. Rd. & Central. 439-5426.

Part Time
Arlington Heights area
College student or housewife
living in area acceptable.Per-

sit at front desk and be the

Must be high school graduates.

1810 Estes Blvd.
Elk Grove Villa e

30 -Help Wanted -Women

GENERAL OFFICE -

N. W. Suburban office, you'll

7205 N. Meade

WAREHOUSEMEN'

:

30 -Help Wanted-Wanien

RECEPTIONISTS

TRAINEE

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity erhployer

a

NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

774-5353

WE

DAYS

MAN WITH CAR
to deliver in Prospect Heights.
Sunday only. Call
MT. PROSPECT

OR MORE

REASON?

L. LINES

Monday thru Satuday
MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

inspection

CORP.

CALL PL RSONNEL OFFICE

POOR GRADES?

in

METHODE
MANUFACTOR I NG

urant busin ambitious
young man. who is willing to
work lecrning a trade. We will

ACCOUNTANT.

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

CALL

background
werk._

Learn th
ness. We ne

Phone CL 5-3199
Heights
Arlington

15 -Business Personals

Will train man with related

827-4272

STANLEY

CALL 824-1933

COLLIN'S

TODAY

growing electronic compithy.

OPPORTUNITY

One Call Rents It All -

CAr.l. YOUR

free bus service provided to
and from the job. Work inell- with

Replaced
Call

Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortu-

to Work at O'Hare Airport
on schedules that they will
help determine. In addition,
volved is office housekeeping
you would be train
for

Repaired' Or

DFRIDAY

255-7200

inspection procedures during
our- second shift. Excellent'

255-1550

Hdtop. These cars may be

Have imniladiate opening for a
man to take complete charge Of '

Tuesday;July, 51966

THE DAY

8 -Employment Agencies -Women

24 -Help Wanted- Men

24 -Help Wanted- Men

WeithLS

Immaculate work inexpensively done .by machine also, new
cleaning.

'

method
.

456;5404

carpet

;
'
1

)44

Tuestlay,July 5, 1966

THE DAY'

15

CALL TODAY

255-7200
0-Help Wanted-Women

TYPISTBILLER
Mature dependable woman
needed for important invoicing

position in small graphic arts
plant located in Rolling
Meirlovis Industrial Parks
Mod irn office and equipment.
We rill train capable person
in e details. Wonderful op port lity for steady work and
sale a growth. Call 392;

1478 for further details and

interview.

30-Help Wanted-Women

PERMANENT TYPING

Unusual Earning Opportunity
for mature and ambitious

GENERAL OFF ICE
with assorted duties, steno,

.259-2094 .
STENO TYPIST FOR ORDER

receptionist Phone: very pleasant
2 girl office 8:30 to 5. 5100
light

bookkeeping,

weekly

J.C.HARRIS & SON
INC.
Schaumburg

894-5100

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Waited Men

30 -Help wanted-Woaee'^

30-Help Wanted-Women

COST ACCOUNTANT
We have need for a college graduate who Is ready for a
responsible position in cost accounting. This young man
must have several years of experience in industrial ac-

counting. He must also be prepared to grow with a rapidly
growing company.
872-0400
For appointment call Mr. Burgett

WE NEED YOU!

ence, small pleasant office,

It you are interested in an

& White Company, 50 W.Dundee Road, Wheeling, 537-0080

please come la for an inter,

extremely

usual company benefits. Ross

interesting job,

Classified advertising
experience would be helpful,.
but a pleasant telephone voice
and personality are really the
most essential qualifications.
view.

PART TIME
General Office Work

Franklin.Park

9470 King Street

fice work, we can give you
as few or as many days as

Light duties.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR
1818 W. Northwest Hwy

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

Arl. Hgts.

24-Help. Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

of 3 years experience in Time study. methods analysis

and work simplification. B. S., degree in industrial engineering or equivalent.

MAMMA/ METALS
1=MIIIIM=1111111I
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th Sr.

WHEELING
537-2180,

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Doebber VA 7-5557.

COST ACCOUNTING TRAINEE__

Some College helpful.

PREFERRED

Bruning, offers excellent Job security, good advancement
potential, good 'starting pay and regular merit reviews, a

ha

weight nylon goods. Good
rate. Fine insurance pro-

NOTICE
Designations as to sex in.

gram. Paid Holidays and

8 to 4:90. '

helpful. 37 1/2 hr. week with
excellent company benefits.
For app't. call Personnel

Arlington Heights

meet the public. Must be a-

gards as *reasonably. necessary to the normal opefof

business

his

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

Ill N. Hickory

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

WAITRESSES

775-2900
SQUARE D COMPANY'

anon

convenience to our readers

Apply Finance Director
Village of Arlington Heights
33 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.

Executive Plaza
Park Ridge

WANTED

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

An equal opportunity employer.

COUNTRY SIDE INN'

specification or discrimin-

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women;

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

.

METHODE MFG. CORP.

limitation,

emplpyment prac-

ation

Ufes.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

26-HeltIllented Men Or Wawa!

Male & Female

*CONVENIENT WORKING HOURS
*AUTOMATIC AY INCREASES
*FREQUENT AGE REVIEWS
RKING CONDITIONS
*PLEASANT
INGE BENEFITS
*EXCELLENT

ELECTRICAL AND
IN
EXPERIENCED
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT, SUCH AS, APPLIANCES, LAUNDRY MACHINES, AIR7
CONDITIONERS, ETC.

preference,

Call 992-9944

OFFERS

SERVICE MAN

-a

Join A Profit Sharing Company

Join

IMMEDIATE PEN INGS
Shifts

Both 1st &

ASSEMBLERS to( CHINE OPERATORS
INSPECTORS

Work On Our Equipment

,

PUNCH PRE S OPERATORS.
MOLD PRE 'S OPERATORS

Small Organization

Apply in pers

Salary Will Total

Monda

or call, Jack Rhind
thru Saturday

AIM

INTERVIEW ING:
Tuesday & Thursday Eveningsb 7:30pm

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants
a

$9, 000 to $11, 000

MFG. CORP.

TOP HAT CAR WASH, INC.

392-3500
1700 Hicks Rd.

Des Plaines, Ill'
26-Help Wanted Men -Or Women

are made only (1) to in-

to let them know which
positions the advertiser

deductions (Federal and Isical)
Experience with comptometer

827-4456

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

our Help Wanted and Huiployment Agency columns

vacation. Five day week -

(One block east of
Recreation Park)

Compute salary, handle all
types of payroll deduction.

(Just East of Mt. Prospect Rd. Neir N.W. Tollway)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1319 Ashland Ave.

774-5959

Muat be familiar with tax

Deputy Village Clerk of Arlington Heights. Experienced

Des Plaines, Illinois

Rolling Meadowi
An equal opportunity employer

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women.

ANALYZERS
.;2r7 -6;:i

Any exposure. to electronids In the military. service,correspondence.schookTV radio repair etc. may qualify, you.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR

WESTERN ELECTRIC
OPENS

Charles Bruning Company
arts= of Ark/1-'5503mph Mulfigraph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

Mr. Howard

chines. You will sew medium

or 'enterprise, or (2) as a

PAYROLL CLERK

good pension program end insurance plans:

If you think you have Visit it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential interview.

Our people will help you
'idapt it to industrial ma-

F H.BONN COMPANY

SECRETARIAL

Salary commensurate with experience and background.

For information phone

*Ott bring your sewing

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re-

Business Service Corp.

Legal, real estate or governmental background helpful.

gOOSEWIVES

at Nome during your
free time telephoning for us.
Work

CAN YOU SEW?

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
see us.
place. Come

1825 S. Busse Road
-Mt. Prospect, Ill.

-

secretary to take responsibility and must be able to

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

CONTACT PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

(CHEMICAL PROCESSING)

A college graduate is preferred however a non -grad with
good solid giperience In this field could be acceptable.

& ENGRAVING CO.

vailable for evening meetings.

Unusually good opportunity for a draft exempt young man to
learn the rewarding Cost Accounting profession.

PROJECT ENGINEER
Position requires a person with experience in layout design
of liquid pumps and transfer systems similar to that used
by paint and chemical manufacturers.

IMPERIAL STAMP

more information call Ethel

NUCLEAR -CH ICAGO CORP.

Outstanding career opportunity for candidate with minimum

Apply in person only

you wish in this area. For

on phone and in showroom.

933 E. Howard

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER

Full Time
Experienced and accurate
New modern air-conditioned
office in Mount Prospect.

PART TIME

Apply

Must be able to talk to people

Good figure aptitude and desire to advance necessary.

THOMPSON WIRE COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICE
RECEPTIONIST - Twin

If you can do ANY kind of of-

writing & general correstond-

CL 9-9700

30-Help Wanted-Yemen

30-He!p Wanted-Women

Interesting
Office Work

woman. Flexible hours. Call

DAYS

LINcS

.BEFORE 4 P. M.

ONLY

Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS
Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is
a

MT. PROSPECT

must.

EMPLOYMENT

PHONE CL 5.1900

An equal opportunity employer

ASSEMBLERS'
No experience necessary as we will train.

THE FOLLOW I NO

ENGINEERS

TRAINING CENTER

ARE NEEDED AT

LITTELFUSE

4902 Tollview. Drive.
Rolling Meadows

*PROJECT ENGINEER
Grade Engineer EE or ME with electrical engineer-)
lag background and knowledge of circuit theory. Job
would be project development work in small electro.
mechanical devices. 5 years of similar industry,
experience as requested. Job also involves modification for current product designs, instructing drafting, lab, tool design and model making personnel in
project requirements.

*MANUFACTURING ENGINEER'
Qualified man with mechanical education and experience in design or process'of tools, automatic high vol.
ume machinery to produce small electro mechanical
parts. 9 years experience doing this type of work

with small componint manufacturer as required.

*JR. TOOL DESIGNER
Individual with some experience 1 to-i'Yearn as a
machlee tool designer. Such a man would work with

All the above jobs offer excellent working conditions, fine staff fringe benefits 4n air condition surroundings. Interested applicants please call Dan
Sundt.

Key -Punch_. Trainees

Key -Punch Operators

Clerk-TypistS..

Maintaining building machines.

INSPECTOR
Experience in mecinmical electrical & layout will qualify
any ambition individual.

*.*** ** * **

'As an employee.of AMPEX youtwill qualify

for many' compan0 nefits such as.........

To arrange an interview, call 392-8705. Or, visit our Rolling Meadows office
'11: *se * * * *
You will work at Tollview Drive untirthe Spring of 1967, when our new Regional Center (riglit
across' the road) will open at Routes 53 and 58.
,* * * * * * * *

*

Positions also available for engineering associates with
minimum 2 years college leyel work. Apply room 1030
Merchandise Mart..

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases-.
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.
*Company paid;
insurance
.

To reach Tollview Drive: Take Route 53 to Algonquin Road - H.oute 62 - then east to Tollview*
Drive. Or, take Arlington Heights Road tp Algonquin Road, then west to Tollview Drive.

WesteM Electric

Des Plaines

A. Equal Opportunity Employer,'

*Early eniority in
new.plan s.
*Tuition paid ,
*Employee'discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C. M. Smith.

-

AMPEX
Phone 437-5800

MANUFACTURING. AND:SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

82471188

'

Attractive starting salaries, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid holidays, low-Posf
hospitalization, -liberal sickness benefits and group insurance.

1

111111B1111

BUILDING MA INTENANCEMAN

:Applicants will be interviewed for work in Rolling Meadows as:.

more qualified designers in fteveloping on the board
jigs, fixtures, tools and special assembly machines
in production needs.

BODE NorthWest Hwy,.

ELECTRICIAN'
Work invblves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

"

.

Ldicated between Higglauil"and Route N83
"An Equal Opportunity) Employer

Tuesday, July 5, 1966

THE DAY
30 -Help Wanted -Women

t0 -Help Wanted -Women

TEMPORARY

ANYONE!

PART TIME

EARN $40'

Typisti
Stenos

Clerks'

Pull or part time

Choose your own hours
Pleasant working conditions
High salary
patil Vacation
Llbetia benellis
Call for appointment
Mr. May, 296-7711

No Nmit to persons aponsOred;
Else coupon below. $40 paid To:

Work the Days, Weeks
anyone referring those listed,
or Months You.Want
above, who have not worked for
us for two years, and are hired
Work Close To HoMe
and work 40 hrs. within 30

days from the time they go on'

our payroll. Offer does not

apply to nite, student, teacher .

$10 BONUS.

tut?

PLUS

3PORSOr

Address
City

Ph.

is a

Top Rates

My name
Address
City

Mall to address bel ow. You are

IMPORTANT
To qualify tell us by letter,

coupon - name, address, phone

of person you sponsor before
that person comes in.She may

bring ypur letter, card or
coupon

.

TEMPORARY WORK
392-1920
Room 63
Prof. Level
677-5130
Old Orchard
Room 512
Prof. Bldg.
475-3500
Evanston
Room 308
1609 Sherman

Randhurst Center

24

hr. ans. sere. 332-52101
YOUTI FIND IT IN THE

W AS

SALES

Want to work in a big beautil-

bed sleeps 2, floor space for
253-9122
$295..
4 more.

wer this ad. Want to work full

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

Tent trailer in exc. cond.,

1 W.Campbell ArlingtonHgts.

NEW AND USED

ON DISPLAY

If you would like a -job that
is more than ..lust typing, we
offer an interesting and varfed position .for the girl who

UN IVAC

"AUTHORIZED DEALER"
Donzi
Sea Ray

AIRLINES SYSTEMS BRANCH
is looking for a CLERK

, Mercruiser
Mercury
TI 9-2260
7108 W. Cermak

Dunthy

TYPIST. Good starting,salary, regular increases, xcel-

possesses intelligence and has
some construction exper-

lent company benefits, iced -lent working conditions. 36
hour week.

ience. We are looking --for
a gal who can move with a
fast - moving, young, largescale building operation to

Contact MR. DI NUNZIO
824-8144

.work in our 1 -girl construc-

for interview

tion office in Arlington Heights

OPEN SUNDAYS

FOR INTERVIEW CALL
775-5233

"\Exp'd or Beginner

ACCTS. RECEIVABLE
Reliable girl needed, must be good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.

stock - custom' or special.
Forniica tops, frames, sash,

doors, trim, vro.sd & alumi-

needs one Clerk - Typist.

,824-718I for App't.

'Palatine
358-7322

INSURANCE COMPANY

OF NORTH AMERICA
Des Plaines
84 Broadway,

SECRETARY

Fl 8-2699
German Shepard male.
6 months
All Shots $75.
259-9903
Wanted Good Home for 3 lit -1

tie kittens. Call 253-2921
FREE KITTENS
439-0057

TELETYPE OPERATOR

CLERK

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.
Dee Plaines

30 .Algonquin Rd.

Rolling Meadows
1200 Hicks Rd.
CL 9-0740

st:10-o- ctirtcyou

homfoergasareitttale

lisit.; 00' down.. These are :sr

plot

Gulbranson Spinet, mahogany,
exc. cond't. Best offer, no
_
dealers. 259-3608.

'it over with us.

392-4106

CRYSTAL LAKE -all electric
split level home. Brick/

frame, 5 bdrms., 2 baths. 2
car garage - 6 mos. old.
Owner transferred. Priced
to sell $25,900.
CL 5-8391

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Most desirable residential

60 -Sporting Goods

area on 80' x 134' lot 3 bed-

TRADE WIND CAMPER

room brick di frame 61 -level,

Excellent condition, sleeps 6
'family, room patio, dishoff ground. All equipment re-,, washer, stove, disposal low
quired for immediate camp -1 30,s 259-3906.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

MACHINE ASSEMBLERS

Aril
537-2180o

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

FLOOR INSPECTORS

ORDER CLERK

Above jobs have ailditional 10% nite shift

Interesting,. vEl.ried work checking credit applications and preparing orders for delivery.
Light typing. Convenient, air- - conditioned
office between Route 83 & Elmhurst. Road,

premium.

.

South of Landmeier Road. Congenial coworkers. Top salaries. Hospitalization. Paid
Holidays, Vacations, = etc. Age no barrier.
Phone or See MRS. COLE

CALL CL 3-9275.

100 -Foreign And Sports -Cars

Looking for a challenge that

will get you into your own

JUST LISTED
"LANDS LOTS OF LAND"

Profitable business?

100x557'

Fran-

1

good condition.$900.Call 4371317.

nice landscaping. 161 ft. frontage opportunity is,now knocking. $20,000.

101 -Automobiles Wanted

wANTED-uSED CARS

Bring your title -cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

WHITNEY 117 Real Estate
Phone 381-0760
PALATINE - Wooded 1/2 acre

in

299-5731.
1810 E. N/w Hwy

Arl. Hts.
Mt. Prospect - Ideal location.
3 , bdrm. ranch, bsmt., dining

see today. Real istically priced
at only $22,900.

14 -To Rent Apartments

Go -Kart 6 HP engine, racing
steering wheel, drum brakes.

392-2571

Best offer.

'65 Honda 305 Super Hawk,
exc. cond., low mileage,

extras. $650. 255-9583 after
5 PM.
99 -Automobiles For Sale

°46iNESTIVAL

1,, carpet. 1 1/2 car garage.
2 1/2 blks. to shop train. St.

DRIVING FUN

Raymond's Parish. Low 20's.
255-8964

ELLINWOOD
MOTORS

ment, fenced back yard. OwnCOUNTY SIDE REALTY
259-4353

FINE
-SUBURBAN CARS

Art. Hts.-Brk. ranch, 3 bed-

rm, Ige Jot, central vacuum%
system. Close to schls,

65 OLDS

Starflre Coupe, dark blue,
bucket- seats, white inter-

shops. $22,650. By, app't.
CL 3-7237

Ltv. rm. huge 28 x 28

heated garage for workshop.
Future extra lot by dividing
property in half -fronting on
two streets. Close in 1 1/2
Mlles to Arl. Station. Call to

-

3 bedrms. home, 1 1/2 baths
with open stair to 2nd floor.
1 bedrm. down, 2 car garage
(single door) $21,500 FOLZ
REALTY - CL 5-3535, eve.

1/4 Acres with

ior, full price .

$2350

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

65 CHEV..

NORTHWEST

Impala Convertible,

1 bedrm. unfurnished apt.

$1795

Open 9 to 9

For appt. Call 259-490l

this immaculate 2 bdrm. bilevel home nestled under
beautiful shade trees.Interior
has been redecorated and the

Rolling

In

Immediate occupancy. Call 392-8618.
-

this a truely wonderful buy at

4

C. M. BEHRENS & CO.

A rl. Hts.
2 W. N/W Hwy.
255-1500

815-385-4419

30 -Help Wanted -Women

$995

62 F-85 OLDS

Cutlass Convertible. V-8

1960 Mercury. Low mileage.

automatic, with power.
$100 DOWN

dr. Auto. Trans. Radio,

heater, Like new tires. $350.

CL 3-1006.
'66 Mustang, fast back. Black.

61 CONTINENTAL
Full price

Only 4 months old.

$2300.

392-4746

'56

$1195

a

'63 VW Sedan, sun roof, one
owner. 49,000 miles, $750.
LE 7-2188

61 CADILLAC

Pontiac 317 C.I. 4 sp.

$995

little work. $250 or best offer.

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR AND CLERK

3 to 11 P.M. SHIFT
,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

824-5875.

61 FALCON

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

mission,

Deluxe 4 dr. antra -trans --

NO MONEY DOWN
Open All Day Sundays
10 - 5 p.m.
And Monday,July4th

For Rent
COMMERCIAL

ELLI NWOOD

Prime location - plenty of
3200 Sq. Ft. Air
parking
conditioned - will remodel
Available September 1st
Dial CL 5-2020

MOTOR
SALES

(

CLERK TYPIST

Position calls for women with good typing and clerical skills.
Interesting work in new, air-conditioned plant and congenial
atmosphere. Good starting pay, regular merit reviews and profit sharing.

-

Coupe, new premium' tires,
full price

auto. 2 Mag. wheels. Needs

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
MAIDS AND LAUNDRY HELP
FULL OR PART TIME

,

358-4555

_palatine

99 -Automobiles For Sale

only $20,700.

15 East Miner
Arlington Heights - $170

62 TEMPEST
Convertible, V-8, stick
shift,, full price ,

Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

carpeting is hew. All this plus

an over sized garage makes

STORE OR OFFICE

,$1495

HO ME REALTY

confusion but near shopping is

Meadows.

Wildcat Convertible, white
with black interior. Bucket
seats, full price

Listings Wanted

Away from all the noise &

16 -To Rent Houses

63 BUICK

96 -Real Estate Wanted

Ar. Hts.
CL 5-6320
BEST BUY IN TOWN

-Available immediately

2 bdrm. house

FL 4-2186

1714 E.N.W. Hwy.

3 short blocks from
N. W. station, bus shopping

med.

blue. 2 tone, blue interior,

,very clean, full price ....

acres ' of unusually good
high land, on black top road.,
$4,950.00 Easy terms.
5

-

BRUNS

ARLINGTON 'HEIGHTS

alRANCEK

1565 Ellinwood Ave.
In Downtown

Des Plaines, Ill.

8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

299-4235.

Please phone Mrs. Strand at

299-3395

86 -Real Estate-Housti

86 -Real Estate -Houses

AMPEX
CASHIER

RAINSOFT CO.

$24,900

Elk Grove Village; Ill.

2200 Arthur Ave.

-

HOSTESS

FULL TIME NIGHTS
We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladiesbetween
the ages 20 - 95 for the position of:

CASHIER -HOSTESS

3 Bedroom, Split - level home in choice
Mt. Prospect area. Paneled Rec. Room;
1 1/2 baths, transferred owner, can give
'named. possession.

NIGHTS $1.85 - $2.00
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
APPLY IN PERSON

'

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

TOPS -COFFEE SHOP

437-9400

300'N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS: 5 & 14)
PALATINE

'

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

i08 So. Hough St. Barrington

Brick & frame Contemporary
Ranch -3 bedrooms, fireplace

business

used- Karrnanm Ghia,

1962

cial. 6 room home with full
basement, 3 1/2 car wage

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

benefits, including. paid vacations, free insurance program.

824-1188

EXCELLENT CONDITION.

session of one available" 425
ft. frontage. Price $60,000.
ON ROUTE 59
In Wauconda zoned commer-

er must sell. $19,000.

We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee

1950 E. ESTES

'62 VW

buildings now rental. "Pos-

family room. 1 1/2 baths, 2

car garage. 6 years old. Must
sell. $25,500. Call CL 5-4716.

259-0286

$200

for appointment

WHEELING

250 N. 12th ST.

259-1246

ZONED PROPERTY

Narnielein - Attractive 3 bed
room ranch. Nice area, base-

437-5900

MAI AP 77 III METALS

as

'56 Mercury Montclair: Hard
top. Runs good. Very clean.

A rl . Hts. south side 3 bedroom

spill level.' Dining L, large
kitchen. Partially finished

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

new

COMMERCIAL ,

teakwood & oak floors. 5 stall
horse barn, riding ring. Swimming pool, exceptional opportunity $150,000.

1

3:00.

is

w/w. Many extras. Good
Condition. 253-8926.
'61 Willy's Wagon. 4 cyl.
overdrive. $450

'

434 E..Nortliwest Hwy. Palatine
Irt .8-1800
_-Open 9.to 21

BOWES INSERTER.

chising

4 bedrooms, walnut kitchen,

.

BUNN AUTOMATIC TYING
MACHINE, PITNEY BOWES
POSTAGE METER, PITNEY

-

'

PHILIPPE BROS
REALTY

FOR SALE. Ampeg Guitar.

Amplifier. CL 3-9546.

gd'Ay VA, and offered

Ito anyone.' orne in ali1 talk

CL 5-2900

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

es_

TYak -itaie ' i' gooderiiaii

APPLY IN PERSON

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays,' sick pay, hospitalization and life in-

girls (18 or over), temporary women, (summer months only) and permanent women.

1.800 E. ,Northwest Hwy.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

259-4350.
55 -Musical Instruments

824-1155 Ext.236

Immediate openings for permanent full Hine
jobs on any shift.

Jobs are open at this time for summer

would only Jike to work these hours during
the summer or are seeking permanent employment feel free in stopping by or calling.

Don whenifti

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

1:00 A.M.

If you are a summer girl, a woman who.

AMERICAN LEGION HALL

41....1.49/8

pwr steering radio, heater,

view. 3 fireplaces, 3 1/2 baths

On Route 14 in Village of
Barrington. Improved with 2

Graduations, etc.

48 -Household Appliances

An. Equal Opportunity Employer

ASSEMBLERS
-

Weddings

Parties

Pvt. party has 2 window air conditioners 18,500 & 10,500
BTU, 299-4119 after 5 p.m.
GE -30" Electric Range like
new. Used 5 months. $90.00

10 Room Contemporary ranch
home on 40 Acres, magnificent

'Lew summer rates foe

'delivery arranged. 773-0252 ,
,after 12 noon.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

5:00 P.M.

BALL RENi

piece or room. Terms and

WE NEED HELP

Good starting salaries and excellent employee benefits including profit sharing.

Division of General Time Corp.

X29 rooms of builder's model
'home furniture being sold by

61 -To Rent Miscellaneous

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

Will train to operatemicrofIlm camera.

AEROSPACE

weekly. CL 3-5329 after 6:30

ill -Help Wanted -Women

Experienced

ACRON ETICS

3 bdrm. cottage, ht'd, on
Lauderdale Lake, Wis. $100

4W70% Savings'

1965 Ford Galaxle 500. 4
door sedan. 8 cyl. cruiseAir conditioning,
o- matte.

BARRINGTON HILLS

19 -To Rent Resort Properties

11 -Home Furnishings -furniture

Best Offer

1 1/2 baths, fenced yard, family room. $27,500: By owner.
Convenient. 392-3786.

FR 2-0370

4R6t3.6176. Libertyville. EM 2-

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

30 -Help Wanted -Women'

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Interesting position available for experienced secretary who
likes the responsibility and variety _involved in an Aerospace oriented Research Laboratory. Must have good typing
and shorthand skills and the ability to work well with people.
We offer many progressive benefits including 2 weeks paid
vacation, free life insurance and hospitalization, 8 paid holtdaye, etc. Pleasant engineering environment in air - conditioned facility. Salary commensurate with ability. Please come in
or call for appointment.

PUPPIES
CH. SIRED

AKC

Call Mr. Detman

A. C. DAVENPORT & SON CO.

GEORGE & LURIE CO;

234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788.
Palatine

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

This is an interesting variety
job. Must be a good typist.

1964 Falcon. 4- door sedan.
w/w, excellent condition.
Very low mileage. 253-8926.

frontier. Write for Free list
num screens & storm sash. of' exclusive opportunities in
MAJOR MILLWORK CO. this area
PARTAKE
Des Plaines
279 River Rd.
Dept. A - 1

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER

Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement.
Usual company benefits including profit sharing, paid holidays and vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

'99 -Automobiles For Sale

Aritngton Heights. 3 bdrm.,

tropical fish1

66 -Business Opportunities

824-8115

NEW OFFICE IN
DES PLAINES

and

14' aluminum Jon boat with
accessories, $85. Call 53743 -Do It Yourself

136-Rell Estate -Houses

Station. Call Wm. Stellvi:ifgen.

town section near C NW R.R.

Birds of the World exhibit.

ere. Call CL 5-2347 after

5244.

PARK RIDGE: Stores in down-

Children's Tame Pet Pasture TO - State Tollway at

Weekdays 9-9, Sat. & Sun.9-5

For, the do it yourselfer.Free
estitnates- & layout help.
vanity cabinets,
Kitchen,

Airy Trace, Arlington Ifeighti
Rd., (1/2 mile n. of Golf
Rd.). 14 W. Emerson St. Arlington Heights.

monkeys.

56 -Office Furniture -Devices

100 BOATS

CLERK - TYPIST

306 E. Hellen Rd.

OVER

COUNTRY SIDE INN

30 -Help. Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

SMITH
MARINE

992-9944

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

Lifesavers, Inc.

Magnavox 24" $48.50 guaranteed Shelkop T.V. CL 3-2187.

Box 1029.

hand.

3 pc: modern sectional, beige
$75: Playpen, vanity & misc.
llama. Reasonable. 299-8388
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
CL 5-1108

Experienced for Nights

Housekeeper to live- in. Owl,
room, TV, salary. 2 good
children. 439-7015
Local cleaning lady for Fridays. Own transportation.
*Top pay. Write Day Publ.

post card, phone or attached

condition. $15. 358-1851.

WAITRESSES WANTED

PHONE 827-1108

-

plete with -box spring. Good

Tuesday, Thursday or Saturday afternoon for interview.
Randhurst
TEDD'S Tepee

Call Jane Nelson

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.

537-8447
Buffalo Grove
Simmons full sized bed, com-

ful sportswear shop?? Come in

Temporary Service

Ph.

Reptiles

time all year ins small color-

RIGHT GIRL

D.P.

ler and misc. baby items.
Bargain prices.
615 St. Mary's Pkwy.

retarded.

mentally

Puppies, kittens,

GOLF MILL
SHOPPING CENTER
Niles, Ill.

ful ladies store?? Don't ans-

Paid Vacations.

Helping

Sofa, chairs, attic fan, car-

TV Admiral port. 17" $55.

$75BONUS

.

She

Margie Bridal Salon

With First 5 Days Pay

temporaries.
COUPON TODAY;

N

pet, drapes, tools, crib, strol-

Children grown?
Return to Business World

IMMEDIATE WORK

Secretaries

Saturday and Sunday

Alterations -Fitters

AND

e,Otenoa,73wtbd,1

K.P.,Comp., File Spec
Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs.',

LAMBS',PET FARM

GARAGE BALE

Saleswomen

18 -To Rent. Business Property

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipmnt

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

30 -Help Wanted -Women

-

1 East Campbell

61,0,1AS6

CL 3-2111,
Arlington Hts,

Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service.

Buckpasser Eyes
Chicagoan text

Mt. Prospect Bows 1-0

enview Derails
e ion itle Trait!.

'

top three -year -olds entered in the S100,000 added
Chicagoan to be run over st, mile and one -eighth Saturday at
Arlington Park.
THE SON OF Tom Fool- May winning an allowance test
Susanda will try to add the and the Richlirds Stakes at Delsecond leg of the. Mid -America aware Park. Braulio Baeza will
triple to his credit, after win- pilot him in the Chicagoan...
ning the Arlington Classic last
ILLINOIS - BRED Abe's
week on a mile -record time of
1:32.6. Buckpasser has become Hope will provide some of
the leading money winner -in Buckpasser's roughest competraining with $772,964 in earn- tition. The proud son of Better

A two -hit pitching job by
Glenview's Greg Croft put a
sharp crimp in the title hopes
of the Mount Prospect American Legion Junior baseball
team yesterday.

THE 1-0 defeat was Mount
Prospect's third in league play,

ings.

team with a 9-3 season record.
Northbrook leads the loop with
a 9-I card, but has several
games to make up due to rain

Last year's juvenile champion won nine of I starts -in
1

1965, and collected the Ever-

hitting

him for the triple crown events.
He was back in action in mid -

Park D ist.

in

singles

both cases. Croft fanned nine
of the Prospect batters and
walked only one in seven inn-

Tom Laadatedt (right) Maas a hat over the fence to teammate Dave Kingman before taking his place in the batter's box in last Friday's 9-3 Mount

ings.
the loss, giving up seven hits
)and fanning four while walking

SUNDAY IT was Mount
ProspeCt's turn to have a two -

hitter. Kingman fanned 10 but
walked five as he checked PalProspect

runs

1

have
reLeagues
up - dated standings

Wille Hardware
7
Tony's Finer Foods 6
Allen's Men's Shop 4

2

BY CHUCK PEDERSENGolf Pro.
Midlane Farms C.C.
One of the things you'll

Burchard Cleaners

3

4

notice about a golf pro is the
beautiful

scored in the sixth inning, when Baseball

a two -run homer by Kingman leased
and a triple by Ken Traver- through- Sunday, July -3, for its
sone sparked the winners.
Senior, Junior, and Minor div-

(Norman Quinn photos)

Morton Grove was victimized
isions.
by the Prospectors Friday night

9-3 with J. D. Thorne holding

SENIOR LEAGUE
8
Kelly Olds
Gil's Bulko
6
5
Art's Shell
5
D.P. Plymouth
5
Golf Prospect

the losers to three hits.

Tuesday,

HE FANNED four and walked two in his four -inning workout, and let Lundstedt finish

July 5,
-1966

up for him in

the

final two

frames.
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Tom Manderscheid homered

and Kingman and Dave Mus-zynski double ri the winners'

1

Losing Streak
Ends for Legion
The end finally came yesterday to the longest losing streak

span of Lloyd Meyer's leadership of the

School on Shermer Rd., two
Northbrook played a 7-' tie
with Evanston last night and
both teams are idle tonight.

5

'0

5

WHEN A GOLFER consciously hits "through" the ball,
the

4

Ellinwood Motors

2
2

5
7

EVENTS
Legion Baseball
Prospect 9, Morton Grove 3.

7'

Prospect 4, Palatine 0.

2

Glenview I, Proipect 0.
Northbrook 5, Arlington 2.
Bloomington 7, Arlington I.
Bloomington 6, Arlington 2.

2

Park. Ridge Red 14, Arling-

1

Arlington 7, Park Ridge Blue

3

3.
3

4

2

3

2

4

Hawks 5, Warriors I.

0

6

Bengals 8, Warriors 5.
Browns 6, Indians 5.

Senior League Baseball
Indians 9, Mustangs 4.

THE WIN left
nine with

a

the
9-4

Arlingrecord,

which is not good enough to
make the Big Blue a title contender, barring a miracle

Northbrook and Mt Prospect both stand ahead ofthe
defending state

champs,

and

while Arlington appears to be
out of it, the local crew can
help select the winner, as it
plays Mount Prospect in the
season -ender July 15

The Arlington losing streak
began June 28 with a loss to
Northbrook. Then came a loss

on June 29 to Glenview, followed by four straight losses
between Friday and Sunday

A point to remember is that

for all shots - except the pitch
and run -stop shots.

FOR CONSISTENTLY good
golf, it's wise to play all
shots fully - with full back swing and follow-through
avoid those half shots.

Elk Grove
Tops Nine

Donahue, who pitched a crisp
game except for a three -run
fifth inning that broke a 2-2
deadlock

Tom LeStarge's home run
in the fourth had tied the score,

and was the high-water mark
in the week for the Blue Sox

SATURDAY THE

Arling-

with

Park

A SIGI1 I

Red was reduced to a single
game as a result, with Park
Ridge winning handily, 14-3.

0

3

1

Jakes' Pizza
Carl's Pizza
Mt. Pros. Car

2
2

Wash

Barbers

Tower Cleaners
Goodyear Tire
Novak -Parker TV
Jake's Pizza

0

3

2

Performance Award by the
Golf Course Superintendent
Association of America last

1

I

week.

1

2

1

3

0

4

,

1

I

A plaque was presented to
Deafie for his work in prenumber
paring
Medinah's

three course for, the Western
I
1

Open. The award is given annually to Association members
for the U.S. Open, Canadian

0.
0

0

I

0

1

Open, Canadian Amateur, U.S.
Amateur, ,United States P.G.A.
Tournament, Canadian P.G.A.
National, and Western Open.
I

TODAY
p.m. Football, filmed

highlights of NFL action, ch.
32.

8 p.m. Golf, Monti vs. De
Vicenze, ch. 32
9 p.m. Auto racing, ch. 32
9:10 p.m. Speedway Inter-

national, how to build and test
race cars, ch. 32.

Creme

Medinah Country Club Su-.
perintendent Gerald F. Marie.
was presented the Citation of

0

Sports on T.V.
5-:55

Dela

Medinah. Supt.
Receives Award

TEEN LEAGUE
Hengel's Heroes
Louie's Barbers
Town & Country
Barbers
Mt. Pros. Comm.
Pres. Church-

Creme

finished second by 13/4 lengths
in the Arlington Classic.

1

2
2

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Friedrich's Funeral 3
J & B Meat
3
United Air Lines
3
Weber Marking
2.

Bwamason Farm's Creme Dela
Creme.

1

0

I

'Ada L. Rice's Advocater, and

Coming Up
TUESDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS
Waycinden Traveling
League Baseball

Suburban Heating at Laden dorf Olds, 6 p.m.
Senior League Baseball
Warriors vs.
Browns
Pioneer # One, 0:15 p.m.

.

Friedl

was

the

Baseball Conference action.

A full schedule of games is
expected to resume this week
after the July 4 holiday lay-off.
Standings, through July 3,
follow.

losing

twirler as Park Ridge socked

man, and Donahue sparked the
rally.
ARLINGTON IS idle tonight, and resumes play Wednesday against Des Plaines at

Maine West High School. Friday the Big Blue will be home
to Palatine at Recreation Park.

Members of the Astros little Leape team Ken Meyer, 10 (left) of 1401
Ironwood Dr. and Bob Mouser, 8. of 15 N. Schoenbeck, ad

A six -run rally in the top of left the Indians with
the

sixth

inning sparked

Tigers to a 9-7 triumph Friday

over

the

Indiansin

a

4-7

card.

the,

I

the

MARK KEANE and Doug

Tabar teamed up to pitch a no -

Mount Prospect Bronco Ma- fritter for the Orioles over the
Yankees in the Bronco B Di:
vision Friday.

TOM SCHREIBER claimed
Keane worked four innings of
the win for the Tigers, pitching the 3-I victory, 'and Tabar
in relief only the fifth and sixth pitched the last frame.
innings.
THE WINNERS were sparkTriples by Gerry Smith and ed by the batting of Rick Hall,
Tom Laundel were the big blows who rapped a triple and a
for the Tigers while Anderson double and scored two of the
bagged a triple for the losers.
The win lifted the Tigers to an

Orioles"three runs.

John Baker was pinned with

8-2 record for the season and the loss.

ONLY $33,900
Imagine all this for the price -4 large bedrooms, ,huge family
roonif2 1/2 baths! Carpeted thruout--

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

150-S, MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT

CL 5-8000

3924150

Member of Multiple Listing Service

SERVICE
STATION

JIM'S.

BULKO gives you more gallons for your dollar.
Free Sunday,papers 8 P.M. Sat., till noon.Sun. with...
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete &, courteous

service at all,times. Come in and tee JIM O'Byrndt'

.s"

..""

RIO E. RAND RD.

.

7

'2L

6

3

Rolling Meadows #1 5
Ladendorf Olds
5
5
Elk Grove
Mt. Prospect Cubs 3
Rolling Meadows #2 3
Mt. Prospect Sox
2

4
4
4
6
6
7

Ed .Reulbach of the Chicago
Cubs pitched a double shinout
against the Brooklyn Dodgers
on Sept. 26, 1908.

jors baseball program.

3000 Sq. Ft. MT. PROSPECT BEAUTY!
MOVE RIGHT IN

their prise

winning float at the Prospect Heights parade.

Games both days start at 6 p.m.

REALTORS

W

Team
Suburban Heating
Hoffman Estates

Hits by Thad Woodard, New-

I OF THE TIMIS

125 5. ARLINGTON EITEL RD.

4

game reported over the weekend in ' Northwest Suburban

Ridge

.3)

.

WL

Willc's Tavern
Elk Grove Inn

- Buckpasser's
Impressive, Mrs.

pect #1 3-I Ffiday in the only

SUNDAY'S DOUBLE-

Tigers Rally to Win 9-7
501.1))

Also entered

Elk Grove beat Mount Pros-

to

18 hits including a home run.
Yesterday's clash with the
Park Ridge Blue team was

of batting strength hurt

Fires will be up on Abe's Hope

stablemate

Team

L & S Standard
Town & Country

MT PROSPECT. ILL

rent a new 66
MUSTANG
GALAXIE

4.00
5,00
7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

CORTINA
FALCON
FAIRLANE.

E

'

R
D

'

A

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES OAS & INSURANCE.

PLAN YOUR VACAflal

CUT,ORSTLY
Proper

T1

elionmerett=

.

RENT A STATION WAGON

tro 'miles:Of, tiro Mel lot

SPECIAL RATES.

Words experts correct caster,
camber and toe -in problems

-

fit low rat's from.

at this low pricel

.GEORGE POOLE

40641. NORTHWEST HWy:! ""systirc
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

ck,::9431411,,

0-9889
AND SUNDAY

'

-

as

Saturday.

-

NORTHBROOK inflicted the
Friday night defeat, 5-2, as - more satisfying, though, as the
Jerry Donahue ran into hard Artirki ton nine broke things open
luck on the hill. Errors and a with a four -run first inning.
lack

rather than from

his arms, wrists, or hands. He
says he learned as a child to
swing with a full body turn
and a long backswing that developed his left leg, plus a full
pivot on thejdownswing with a
full follow - through pushing

the club should swing as far into the follow - through as it
did in the backswing. This goes

rescue them.

John

Jack Nicklaus believes that
the distance his shots are famous for comes from good
follow-through and the -strength

the shot is over.

series of bus breakdowns that
included three flat tires on the
bus, plus the collapse of three

HEADER

composed.

club - head should be pointing
directly at the pin or cup when

relief from Newman.
The team didn't get back from
the field trip until 4:30 a.m.
Sunday due to an almost comic

trucks sent

tee shot,
the golfer
should look well - balanced and

EVEN WHEN putting, the

Steve Allen was tagged with
the second defeat, again with

separate' tow

the

off with his right leg.

Arlington Heights American Legion junior baseball team.
The Big Blue snapped its ton crew traveled downstate to
six -game loss skein at the ex- Bloomington and absorbed 7-1
pense of Park Ridge Blue, win- and 6-2 losses in exhibition.
Young was pinned with the
ning a 7-3 decision behind Bob
first loss though he got some
Young.
help from Mark Newman.
ton

carries

good

in his legs,

ton 3.

2

momentum

arms and hands high. After a

5

Sportsman Barber
Shop
Chas. Klehm
Nursery

blocks north of Palatine Rd.

I

Town & Country

follow-through with
which he completes each shot.

4

Gds.
Homeowners

6 p.m. at Glenbrook North High

5

THE WEEKEND'S SPORTS

5

John on Sporting

The game will be played at

3

I

Score Board

4
4

JUNIOR LEAGUE
5
City Barber Shop
D.P. Chiropractors 5
4
Tobin's Mobil
3
Suburbin Heating
3
Optimist Club

expects to start Kingman.

2

Cumberland Plaza
Svoboda Mens

Bravos Olds.
Dodge in D.P.
Pete's Standard

NORTHBROOK AND Mount
Prospect tangle tomorrow at
Northbrook in the key game in
Mount Prospect's drive for a.
championship. -Coach Thorne

I

3.

nine -hit attac

At Last -A Win!

the 11 -season

- Tiffany Coiffures

I

He has been second in the
Illinois Derby, third in the
Everglades and Fountain of
Youth, and fifth in the Kentucky
Derby.

Orange and Blue Stakes and has
now earned 5105,725. Earlie

.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

" MINOR LEAGUE

28.

A FIVE -TIME winner

District has released standings
in three men's softball leagues
through Friday, July I.

The Waycinden Area Boys!

the

a juvenile, the colt won the

The Mount Prospect Park

'Your Ball'
Says Pro

atine 4-0.

ion team keeps a Morton Grove runner dose to the
bag daring last Friday's 9.3 Mount Prospect victory.

in

Hit Thru

Waycinden Baseball
Standings Reported

none. He, too, went the route.

the

Softball
Standings

Prospect Legion -team win over Morton Grove.

J. D. Thorne was pinned with

All of

Graustark in

Blue Grass
glades and Flamingo this season
Stakes at Keeneland on April
before a quarter crack sidelined

LUNDSTEDT and
TOM
Dave Kingman accounted for
the only Mount Prospect hits
yesterday,

lost
y inches to
Buckpasser in th Flamingo and
is best known for his come from -behind
triumph
over
Bee -Paula

and left Coach Mark Thoine's

postponements.

Dave Kingman of Mount Prospect's American Leg-

World mile record holder Buckpasscr leads It list of the
nation's

at

a' 1)

a

-

Village Budget Hits Record $2 Million
Mount. Prospect became a $2 million operation
for the first time in .its history last night 'as the
.

village board approved a 1966-67 operating budget

The budget, while $288,503 higher than last year's
total of $1,835,396, is not expected to raise, the village tax rate, according to finance committee chairman Joseph Grittani who made the formal presentation to the board last night.

Grittani said that the finance committee, compos-

ed of himself, Trustees Frank Dergen and Harry

Grittani called on all department heads to exer-

attended each session while Trustee Bruhl was pre-

sent for only the first and last meeting.

has been provided for in the budget,"

"It was the purpose of the finance committee to
keep the budget as low- as possible and yet provide

the purpose of bookkeeping and control.

.

increases

in

public works

the

department

were

granted on a sliding scale, based on what Grittani

service,

$142,000;

Tonight;

Village Attorney Robert Moore has not been released as yet.
Trustees expressed

satisfaction

60s.

Thursday; Mostly sunny; Less
humid and a little cooler; High
in the lower 80s.

the

village.

haps 'in higher returns from Illinois retail occupation tax, 'currently returning an estimated $525,000

its tax levy this year.

to village coffers.

'amount that must be included in the appropriation

ed to be prepared by Jesse and made available in

The levy and appropriation -ordinance

is expect-

the very near future for public inspection.

ordinance is $136,500.

Telephone
2554400

ropert

Fair;' Cooler and

in

They hope that the increase will be compensated
for by an increase in assessed valuation and per-

The library board budget for next year - the

and

bridge fund; $213,097; public benefit fund, $25,846;
general obligation bond and interest fund, $70,604

WEATHER
lesi humid; Low in the

street

as an administrator for library finances.
An expected legal answer to that position by

board failed to materialize last night as the amount
included in the village's budget is based on the amount requested by the library for operation from

they are budgeted: general corporate fund, $942,467,
collection

It is the library's position, backed by a consulting
attorney, Peter Pappas, that the village has no right
to tamper with the library budget, but merely acts

appropriation ordinance is passed.
An anticipated ditaggreement with the library

Here are the articles and the amount for which

garbage

spect and perhaps pare the library budget.

Nothing in the budget may be expended before the
julY3i

The budget is broken down into 12 articles for

'

Library and village board memberi, had a dispute last 'week over the finance committee's right to in-

fund,

budget' is merely a guideline to spending. Legally,
the Village must prepare and adopt an appropriation ordinance and this must be accomplished by

.

"We have no contingencies in our budget," Ekren
explained. "Everything we are planning to spend

pension

firemen's

Finance Directoi Dick Jesse pointed out that a

Bergen said that he would have preferred to have

or around $21,000.

' payment foe land acquisition.

$32,000, waterworks and sewerage fund, $498,684
and library fund, $107,143.

Trustee Bergen pointed out that the budget in-

cludes only a surplus of $14,531. "This surplus was
higher," Bergen said, "but we had to budget some

heads of village departments and the library.
Of the 11 meetings, Grittani said that Bergen

Wages in the police department increased 5 per
cent as did those in the fire department. Other wage

tirement Fund, $25,000;

ing.

a surplus of about one percent of the budget total

gales and thaf another $3,500 is due the village on

tem revenue fund, $22,508; Illinois Municipal Re-

cise' extreme caution' and not indulge in over -spend-

$13,000 from our small surplus fol. storm cleanup."

will raise $10,000 of this figure from fines and book

111-

inois municipal retirement fund, $22,508,
Also, police pension fund, $33,200; 'parking sys-

.

a frugal one."

Bruhl, held 11 meetings to discuss the budgets with

raises for all village employes," Grittani said.

Also, parking system revenue fund, $32,300,

"This is a realistic budget,". Grittani said, "and

calling for expenditures of $2,123,899.'

Library officials point out, however, that they

and civil defense fund, $11,350.

called merit.

Your Home Newspaper

Ask County

Curb Water
Utility 'Co.
BY BRUCE CUTLER
While the water shortage
continues for 315 homes in _

Mount Prospect, Mayor Daniel Congreve has asked Cook

County for assistance.
Some 1,800 homes north-

Pillars etaG Reprieve
'nage To Talk It Over

west of the village have been
using village water since the
Weekend when a pump oper-

Meeting Set

ated by the Citizens Utility
Co. of Ill. failed.
Congreve sent a telegram
to County Board President
yesterday
Simon
Seymour

For Saturday

morning pointing to the "in-

adequacy of the Citizens
distribution
water
Utility
system."

BY JACK :A. VANDERMYN

News Editor

"I urge that you take im-

Lucidly the Round Up Ride was almost over when it crashed
late Monday during July 4 eelebradons in Lions Park. Pictured
here earlier, the Round Up was one of the thrill rides provided
by the Lions Club during the Carnival.

Safety Check
Whose Job Is It?
Officials in Mount Prospect operated the rides during the
denied Tuesday knowing who Carnival.
McDermott could not be
.was responsible for making a
safety check on carnival equip- reached for comment.
Wingfield said that. McDer;
ment similar to the Round Up
mott asked that all bills from
that Crashed Monday night.
Twelve persons were injured, those injured be sent to him so
treated and released from Holy he can take care of them imFamily and Northwest Corn - mediately.
"McDermott has a good rep=unity hospitals after the acutation, although there are occident in Lions Park.
The Round Up, a twirling casional problems," Wingfield
device, dropped several' feet said.
Edwin W. Boddy, a park disonto its wooden platform as
the ride was ending. The cause trict commissioner, said he was
of the crash, according to Fire interested in just who is responChief Edwin Haberkamp, was sible for safety, checks of
a metal. failure of a 4 -inch amusement ride machinery.
shaft which snapped.
"I don't know who inspects
Haberkamp said that no one or how
how often but the question
in the fire department is quali- will frequently arise because
in
such
fied to check metals
of the accident," Roddy said.
devices. Such . a safety check:
said, is the
of the state.
he

responsibility

Village manager John Mongan said the fire department
inspected, all the. rides' in Lions Park "within the scope
of its capacity.
Police Chief Newell Esmond
commented that "there isn't

any safety check as far as

1

know of, except for an outward,

cursory one by the fire department.

"The accident," he contin-

ued, "was due

to a

hidden

fault, one that would not expose
itself until there was 'an ac-

cident..

"In" order to check the me-

chanics of all those rides you'd
have to disassemble the ma-

periodically, like they
do with aircraft."
chines

Lethal Arrow

Found in Yard
Police are investigating a
-report that a 30 inch, steel -

Gripe
Of The

-

are state

controlled, but after this accident the club will find out be-fore next year."
He said the

Li -tins

Club

"heavily" insured all rides, as
did Frank McDermott -of McDermott Amusement Co. which

of the pillars presented their views.

Tr us t e e Frank Bergen
ended the hour debate by
scheduling a meeting of the

%/tibia Davies
Mrs.
makes her point in favor-

"WE THOUGHT this wu
emergency,"

providing water to

the

area."
Perry, manager for
the utility company in the
area,
suburban
Northwest
Lee

said last night that the company would be providing
water "as soon as we can
find the -cause of failure,
plus 12 hours of labor to
get back into operation."

A motor in the company's
pump station on Euclid Rd.
just cast Of Wheeling Rd.
burned out early, Sunday
morning after faltering all
day Saturday.
The Motor wag sent to
manufacturer for "di the
section and analysis", according to Perry. The manufacturer sent a replacement
motor by air freight Mon-

lage board last night.

Two sides of the story are being discussed as Mrs.
Harold

Sonnen, opposed

to removal *of the pillars,

makes a point to Bennett Trepanni, chairman of the
safety committee that labeled the pillars a hazard.

Kennedy Easy
Driving -- But .
BY TOM STANTON
Only briefly did homebound

traffic come to a halt. Speeds
on the Kennedy averaged 40
m.p.h. During yesterday evening's rush hour -- for those
it was soon home on the J.F.K.

It took a Day reporter - outfitted

for a traffic snarlup to

LLz-

Why should old people,

Ark people, deaf people,
blind people or working
mothers pay for such'
jokes as college golf
courses, swimming pools

and 'other recreational
things for which they have
no use whatsoever.

Oscar PlateawinunisseitunvuouvuulesinisUmwev;

have been furnished to the
homes normally serviced by

Citizens Utility.

Creamer .has expanded the
facilities used by the village
to pump water into the area.

A three-inch hose

hag' re-

placed a 24/2 inch one connecting two fire hydrants.

The Mount Prospect Fire
Department hOoked its hoses

Police described traffic on

yesterday rode the Wisconsin
from a hydrant, supplied with division (serving Arlington
village

water,

on

Kensing-

ton Rd. to a Citizens Utility
(continued on Page 2)

Heights and. Mount Prospect). -'doesn't have just the opposite

Even more -*1,300 fled the
Edens and rode the Milwaukee

effect and defeat all that good
work.

- --

of four residents who spoke

in favor of the
SPEAKING in favor of sial landmarks.
maintaining the pillars were
Virginia

Davies,

504

Hi-Lusi; Mrs. William H.
Co., Giadfelter, 304 W. Hiawatha

000.

Barrington Trucking
handles the village's
garbage disposal, informed
increase.

story

matter.

S.

officials last week of the price

today's

lage public works crew dePetitions favoring the
molished the pillars at She- bonee Trail, sparking protest pillars were presented to
by residents that led to last the village board by Mrs.
night's public airing of the William H. Gladfelter, one

bage collection cost was 51 29,- Mrs.

be until after a week," he de-

nedy -Edens.
Let's hope

were

is estimated at 5142,000
in the budget. Last year's gar- David Teppen, 409 S. Hi-Lusi:

you can't judge how bad it will

all expressways as normal, poster."
ing the question -- "Where
Frank Koval, vice-president of
did all those people go who usually fill those two homeward -the public relations for the
North Western praised the
bound lanes?"
The 'answer clearly seemed news media and the County
to be they went by train. The Highway Department for their
Chicago & North Western re- tremendous job in warning motported that 700 more persons orists to. stay -clear of the. Ken-

chine

a

Just 12 hours latei, the vil-

which

have a hot supper served to
you in your car -- by helicop-

from

and police, committee
considered.

vice

"One day is not enough -

were

safety committee and the fire

Total cost of garbage ser-

.

Trails,

Council

mendations

board last night.

State Police dispatcher Cpl.
Walter Kurpiewski warned against making too early a judgment of the lightness of the
traffic flow.

Garbage
Collection
Cost Up
Meal year according to -budget
figures submitted to -the village

division.

Shabonee, Manawa, Hiawatha

labeled safety hazards by the
' board on June 21 after recom-.

The cost of garbage collec-

. .

board's fire and police committee for 9 a.m. Saturday
morning to meet with a citizen
safety committee from the
Country Club area.
The
pillars, located at
and

tion in Mount Prospect will
rise $13,000 in the 1966-67

r

(f.'74--

before

pillars

crowded meeting of the vil-

said, "and would be over in
a matter of hours. It's now
a matter of days and we're
still

the

ing

Congreve

'

in conjunction with July 4 celebrations over the holiday weekof this machinery

A crowd of about 100 residents jammed the board room and

alternately cheered and jeered as opponents and proponents

Sprinkler Thief

1_)ay,

"I understand safety checks

but a motion to rescind their demolition failed to pass
with Mayor Daniel Congreve casting the deciding vote.

day night. It was not working end all traffic snarlups - little clared. "Then you will see a
tipped arrow was found Tuesday Tuesday and workmen: were more than 55 minutes to drive pattern emerging -- a pattern
in the back yard of a home in searching for the difficulty at from. State and Madison in the that will remain about the same
the 300 block of N. School St.
the pump station site,
Loop to the Arlington Heights - during the construction."
Police said the arrow was a
A' traffic expert also warned
Mount Prospect boundry on
THE CAUSES for the fail- No-ithwest Hwy.
deadly weapon.
of trouble. When people hear of
ures of both motors was unHe left the Loop at 5:05 the light traffic on the Kennedy
determined, Perry said.
p.m. - and, including brief and the Edens, he said, they may
Meanwhile, the village is
stops for pictures, arrived figure: "Looks like it might be
Mrs. Eugene F. Koziol told continuing to supply. res- here just after 6 p.m.
all right, I'll give it a try."
police Tuesday someone stole idents with water.
"And human nature being
The reporter found traffic
Director of Public Works unbelievably light -- -sort of what it is they will have to
a sprinkler 'from her home at
David Creamer said about like rush hour on Saturday. learn from experience what
705 N. Fairview.
260 gallons of water a mill - Chicago and State police how- they have been warned against."
um is being pumped into the ever described traffic as "nor- he said.
area.
And to those drivers who
mal." Considering that two
As of 5 p.m. Tuesday, lanes had, been closed this it- decide to take a chance he ofmore than 500,000 gallons self was saying a lot.
fered this advice: "Arrange to

tray Wingfield of the Lions
Club, sponsor of the carnival.
end, commented:

in the Country Club area were
granted a reprieve by the village board last "night -

The doomed pillars

action," Congreve
mediate
wired, "to prevent the conof any additional
nection
Utility
to Citizens
users
mains until Citizens Utility
adequate
can provide an
supply of water."
Congreve added Tuesday
night that the village would
ask Citizens Utility Wednesday to provide a cash deposit for the water it pro vides during the crisis.
an

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Mount Prospect, Il'. 60056

Wednesday, July 6, 1,966

325 W. Prospect Av.

Volume 1, No. 56

Trail, and Mrs. Harold G.
Sonnen, 610 Elmhurst Rd.
Representing the opposite

of view

point

controver-

Mongan's

Pay RaisedTo $13,200

was

Bennett
John
Manager
Village
the Mongan will receive 513,209
increased pay scales for drivers citizens safety committee that as his annual salary, effec1966-67
the
during
and helpers. The village is presented the recommendations tive
now in the third year of a for demolition of the pillars fiscal year budget period.
In addition to Mongan's
five-year contract with the to the village board.
Teppen said that while he salary, it will cost the vilBarrington company.
All but $19,958 of the $142,- had' been a resident °or the lage another S15,000 for
000 garbage collection money village for only nine months, personnel to operate' the

Reason for the increase

in

Trappani,

chairman

of

comes from the village's gen- he. felt that the pillars were a
eral fund. The $19,958 is' col- village landmark. He said he
lected through a garbage tax did not believe they presented
a safety hazard and asked that
_
levy.
the pillars be retained as a
landmark of the village and its
'

Police,
Firemen
Get
Raise
Story, on

Page 2

suburban setting.

Teppen asked that the demolished pillar at Shabonee
Trail be restored and that
funds
earmarked for destruction of the other three
pillars .be used for the restoration.

MRS. DAVIES said that the
pillars

were

built

by

Axel

Lonquist and dedicated to the
village with the understanding
that they were to remain standing.

She said that there was no
indication from the state high-

.

way department that the pit--

(Continued -on Page 2)

manager's office and to provide clerical help.
In

the budget, approved by

the village board last night,

Mongan's office will be staffed with a secretary, clerk
typist, full, time typist
three parttime typists.
'

There was no provision

and
'

in

the 1966-67 budget for ad--_
assistant
for
mi nistrative
Mongan. Previously, $6,405
was budgeted for such a
position.
A budget item of $2,200
to provide the tillage manager with a staff car was
deleted from the 1966-67
budget.
Contractural services, commodities and other
items
such as office supplies bring
_the total operating cost .of
office
to
the
manager's
- $333-384:-

_

- r

Page 2
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Replaces Ethel Kolerus

Ask County

THE PROSPECT DAY
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Curb Water
Utility Co.
(Continued From Page 1)

hydrant at Wilshire Dr. and.

,

Stone Pillars
June Hunter GOP Get A Reprievf
Committeewoman

Kensington Rd.
State Rep. Eugene F.
While
thevillage'
is Schlickman, has announced ,the
searching
for
a - formal appointment of Mrs. Leo Hunagreement with .Citizens-. U ter, 940 N. Chestnut, Arlington
tility to pay. for the water, Heights, as committeewoman
Congreve indicated he hopes of the Wheeling Township
to be able to include "the Republican Organization.
Mount
Prospect
residents
Mrs. Hunter succeeds Mrs.
affected by the water shortage on the village system, -Frank Kolerus, 9 N. Pine,
Mount Prospect, who retired
where
we
have
sufficient
water and adequate emerlast week.
gency
provisions to serve
"My disappointment by Ethel
them."
Kolerus' retirement has been
offset substantially by June
Hunter's acceptance to work

Homemakers

with me in providing the lead-

Plan Tour
_Of Bakery
The Mount Prospect Homemakers will meet at the Mount

ership for the Republican
Party locally in the Years
Schlickmak, said.
ahead,"
worked
e a ncdi sEetlhye I
togetherJun

ovheary thee

t

Cominunity Center two years, and I know that
on July 20th at 9 a.m. to tour they wilt- continue to cooper-

very

said.

fortunate to hailer assume
this responsibility -and follow
in the footsteps of Ethel,
Virginia Macdonald, and Florence Hendrickson,. the lmmediate past committeewomen.

'

Mrs:Hunter is a longtime
resident of Arlington Heights.
She is the first -known . prein rWheeling
cinct captain
Township land is currently
president of the Women's

Republican Club of the

13th

Congressional Dist. of Illinois.

Sara

Lee -Bakeries

in

Deerfield. and return for the
entitled
After 40."

"Before

and

ate."

"June will be involved in a

BRUSHING UP on baseball, Sox left -Odder' Richard' CWT, 308 N. Main St., heads
for the Mount Prospect' Public Library. The baseball record album he's enjoyhig

lesson

was created from famous sports broadcasts, and features Lou Gebrig, Babe Ruth,

Anyone wishing to join the detail as well as participating
group may contact Mrs. H. with me and many others in

and Connie Mack. New at the library-the phonograph with ear phones.

Kolzow at Cl 3-0619.

great

party

deal

of administrative

matters,"

Schlickman

.

"We moved here because Trustee Harry Bruhl then
we like local landmarks and made a motion that the board
the pillars have a real esthetic vote to rescind its June 21
value to our neighborhood," action and allow' the pillars to
Mrs. Davies said.

remain.

'

on that motion was dal
Mrs. Davies presented peti- at Vote
3 td 3, setting the stage. for
dons to Village Clerk Richtie -breaking vote.
ard H. Monroe asking that the Congreve's
Voting for the Bruhl motion
pillars be retained.

were Trustees Bruhl, Parker
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter are the
MRS. GLADFELTER also
parents of two children, Tim, presented several 'pages of Ekren and Robert Coffer. A22, a medical sttident at North- petitions which she said ex-,. gainst the motion were Truswestern University, and Tina, pressed_ the feelings of her tees Bergen, Joseph Grittani
18, ,a. sophomore at
western.

North-

Prospect
the

(Continued From Page 1)
THE MAYOR agreed with
Tars, which front on Route 83
(Elmhurst Rd.) were a safety referring the matter back to
the the Saturday meeting sughazaid.
Mrs, Davies asked that the gested by Trustee Bergen.
He ordered Village Manager
residents of the area be pro :aided with a full report on John Mongan to take no further
the actual safety factors in- action about tearing the pillars
volved the board's decision down until' that committee reports back to the entire board.
to remove'the pillars.

Tile Damaged
Firecrackers -exploded in the
of Forest View

and Robert Teichert.
pillars
neighbors that the
should remain.
IN
CASTING
his.
tie She questioned the fast . breaking vote, Mayor Congreve
action that caused the public said, "I have to believe that
works department -to begin my administrative order to
demolition of the pillars only Manager Mongan constitutes

12 hours after_ the board isSchool damaged tile there, it sued the order.
Mrs. Gladfelter said that
was reported to police Tueslavatories
day.

enough authority to insure no
further demolition of the pillars until this board hears the

1

the speed of drivers using committee report."
Route 83, posted at 35 -miles Ed Boddy, a member of the
an -hour, was the cause of park board and a resident of
any safety hazard that might the Country Club area, thanked
exist in the area rather than the board of trustees for

listening to the residents. He
Trappani, who makes his expressed his support for the
home at 222 S. Pine and has pillars and is expected to serve
been a resident of the village on the safety committee from
the pillars.

for 13 years, said that his the subdivision that will meet
committee has done its job in with the village committee
--making =the-recommendation -Saturday:
for- the demolition of the pib-

Gustus -

lars to the village.
TRAPPANI

agreed

that

while the pilldrs were beautiful

and made an acetic contribution, they were, "a definite

On Board
Of Hospital

safety hazard."
Trappani said that the pillars.
Oscar Gustus, 633 S. Albert,
constitute a hazard because Mount. Prospect, has- been
motorists have to_ pull beyond named a two-year director of

them to negotiate a turn from the Men's Association of Luthe Trails onto Route .83. He theran General Hospital, Park
also said they were a hazard Ridge.
to young children who were
using the area for walking.

"I -may be the center of your
criticism tonight," Trappani
said, "but we accomplished
our objectives as a safety, committee. We also recommended

that a crossing guard be employed during- the 'summer
Shabonee and:Route 83 and. that.
guard is now on duty. My Child-

YR

ren walk in that area and I am
concerned."
Mayor
Daniel
Congreve
said that .he coUld see both

sides of the arguement, adding
however, "If a child is struck

by a car and injured in that
area, you will be up here de-

manding the removal of- the
pillars, not asking that they be
retained."

Waldemar A. Link, Park
Ridge, was elected to a second

term as president of the

as-

sociation at the group's regular
annual.meeting.

Link announced that during
the preceding fiscal year, the
association has paid $5,000
toward its $20,000 pledge to
the hospital's expansion fund.

To

date,

the

association,

which numbers many Mount
Prospect members, has; paid a
total of S11,000 toward

its

pledge.

The Men's Association is an
organization of over -200 business and professional men from
the area who- help promote un-t - derstanding and support of the
hospital.

Police, Firemen
Get 5 Pct. Raise'
Mount Prospect firemen and

contractural

Starting rate for rookie firemen and patrolmen has' been
raised from S535 a month to

THE . POLICE- department
budget is up $41;508 over the
1965-66
operating cost of

$565. After six. months, recruits receive SIO raises to

$272,028. It is $10,000 below

S575, and additional SIO raises

Esmond and the finance committee approved about $25,000

thereafter for three years.

After voting to approve the

the $303,901 requested by Chief

more than was recommended,
by its chairman, Joseph Grit-

1966-67 budget, the board voted
and, police department raise retroactive to
May I.
Top salary for patrolmen

tani.

and firemen is increased from
$595 a month to S625. The top
scale is paid to those police

most of this amount, accounting

the 3-1/2
quired.

at Shabonee Trail and Route

In an item related to police

to make the fire

year in banking.
It's been a distinct pleasure to serve you
since 1911 and now, we'd like to show our
appreciation by serving you cake, coffee'
and a personal thanks for making our
growth' and success possible.

$17,505

for capital expenditures including $9,500 for two new
squad cars.

are granted every six months

Help us Celebrate our.55th progressive

services;

for commodities and $12,670

policemen' received a 5 per
cent raise in their base salaries in, the 1966-67 budget
adopted -last night by the village
board.

department operations, $24,750 was blidgeted for 18 school

crossing guards.' Salaries take

for 524,600 including a $2,500 '
expenditure new this year for a
and firemen who have completed special summer ,crossing guard

Our banking will be going on as usual
but you'll notice a prideful smile
on all our faces ...

years

service

re-

Total budget for the police
department is $313,526 of which
$272,041 is budgeted for per- sonnet services. An increase

it's our way of saying "Thanks".

of $300 was granted to the police chief bringing his annual

83.

Fire Chief Edward Haber:

kamp's Salary was increased

from $10,500 to $10,800
recommendation of the finance
committee.
Other personnel budgeted for

salary to $10,800.
in the fire department -include
Included in the budget are one lieutenant inspector, at
salaries of $8,820 each for $8,424; three lieutenants at
three police lieutenants and $8,014 each; one fireman,
$8,014 for four"- sergeants. mechanic at $7,800 and' 21
Budget figure's call for 19 pa- firemen at a base of $625 each,
trolmen. A request for four based on 3-1/2 years service.
.

additional patrolmen was not
included, despite a request for
the -additional men from Chief
Newell Esmond..

-for

- Other. police department sal-

ves included

in the

1966-67

budget were $5,532_for a policewoman; 526,067- for four
desk clerks; $4,410 for a department secretary and $10,000

HOURS 5:30 e.m. until 2

for a youth officer.

mice pt Wednaday.
overarms 5:30 until S. Use

r7 Anticipated holiday pay and
ottertime expenditures for the
department have been budgeted

p.m. daily through Saturday,

our FREE perking lots.

clearbrook 9-40:0

DIPOSIT INSUIANCt CORPOIATION

at $15,826.

TOTAL operations of

the.

fire department are budgeted:

S249,866, an increase of

S21,916 over
the amount
budgeted for in 1965-66.
Of the fire department's
total expenditures, $223,201
goes for personnel services;
$8,320 for contractural ser-,

.

vices; $5,650 for commodities ;
and $12,695 for capital expen-.
ditures including $9,000

geted for purchase of a new.
ambulance -emergency

Other police department exThe bureau' of fire prevenpenditures include $11,310 for.. tion will spend $2.1.75,

.

The Day's Prospects

Let Hint Help When' You Cook Out

Young Women
On The Move

A Tasty and Quick Barbecue Menu

BY DOLORES. HAUGH
Woman's Editor

Our

area

be

summer meal we look for-

ward to all winter as it

is well repa variety of

is

5 pounds spareribs

while he sits out.
A jointed chicken, sizzling

I cup cointreau
I cup honey t
4 cloves garlic, finely chop-

resented in
bright young
places by
women.
Linda Foster, daughter of

a husband than to cook in

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Foster of

with fat flaming the coals, or a

Mount Prospect, is in Europe
under the sponsorship. of the
American Student InformaThis is a sertion Service.

vice which has been in exis-

ber and celery may be placed
in

-rack

ute preparations.

of this area.

4 teaspoons ginger
1 cup white wine rinegar
Combine sauce ingredients.

.

-

.

If -you set up a work table
the grill, with all the
supplies you need to prepare

Marinate ribs in the mixture
for about 1/2 hour.

live and study in

the meat, the man of the house

Linda will spend five days

may step in and take over.
sparerib
barbecued
This

Broil until throughly cooked,
or brown over the coals if the

touring France, Belgium, and
Holland. She will then go to

recipe is tasty enough to serve
the most- discriminating ap-

Helsinki, Finland, where she
will live with Mr. and Mrs.

petites.

Pertti Porenne and their two
Linda Foster checks the
She will teach the
children.
family how to speak English. itinerary before her trip to
One son, who is 4 years old, Finland.

ribs in water
hour as they

students to
Europe.

of the

already knows some
language.

'

for about one

should always
be served well done. This also

Let stand over a low heat

corn,

for about 12 minutes. Strain
to serve.

FOR desert serve 1/2 cant
elope with a scoop of vanilla

running cold water over it. Use

a large pan. Fill it with water

ice cream in the center.

and add 2 tablespoons -of salt.
Place the husks back over the

Roque -

Cut the cantalope ahead of
time.

corn and soak for about one
hour in the salted water. Barbecud (with husks) on the hot

for about 1/2 hour or

coals

until tender. Serve with salted

quefort dressing.

CORN ON the cob

served

Clean

inside

the

re-

moving all seeds and rinse In
cold water. Cover each piece
with a plastic wrap and place
in the refrigerator to cool un-

butter.

til served.

INDIVIDUAL cold drinks can
be set out in serve -yourself

in the cup of the melon
garnish with a cherry.

'Pint a scoop of ice cream
and

lent and quickly prepared Ro-

Cut the core of a head of
lettuce and place it in a pan
with cold water running over

cuts the barbecuing time so
the pre-cooked spareribs can

heat just to boiliiig.
the

away and wash the corn by

fort Cream dressing
One pint tour cream, I
tablespoon vinegar, I tablespoon mayonaise and a wedge
of Roquefort cheese, broken in,
small pieces makes an , excel-

crisp in a large wooden bowl.

egg, and 3 tablespoon cold
water. Pour the boiling water
over the coffee in the pot and
I

place

each

pull
bacW the husks but do not remove them. Trim any bad, corn
prepare

Serve the dressing for the
, salad in separate bowls. Try
a
combination of French,

A TOSSED salad is best for
outdoor dining. Serve cold and

.

setting.

some flavor.

Island and

place card 'at

as

Do not cut the tomato until
serving time as it may loose

ribs have been pre-cooked,
marinate
basting with the
sauce frequently.

You can pre cook the spare-

-

a covered plastic bowl ahead of time to cut last min -

2 cups canned crushed pine" apple
"-

near

tence for ten years. and offers
an opportunity to outstanding

lettuce,

The

pieces.

over an open fire, a- thick steak

of spareribs with tangy
sauce dripping in the fire are
some of the favorite recipes

Staple brightly colored ribbons
to two corners for ties and
print the names of the guests
on each napkin, roll and use

Cut the celery into half inch

For the, coffee lovers -prepare a picnic coffee; heat 2
quarts freshly drawn cold'
water to boiling. Combine
cup regular grind coffee
I

large paper bibs using
paper dinner napkins.

some
large

1

stalks of
cucumber.

cucumber and 3
celery. Dice the

cup soy sauce

ated beverages.

cial covering so why not, make

Wash 2 large tomatoes,

more fun to cook out .with

kin is fun for outdoor eating."
The ribs also require a spe-

,'

bite size pieces.

GOURMET SPARERIBS

fashion in a tub of ice. Use
lemonade as' well as carbon-

with a large paper bib or nap-

it for about ten minutes. Sep7
arate leaves and break into

served as a last minute'
meal to unexpected guests.

BY BETTY-BIEG
Barbecue is the magic

Linda is a junior at the' Uof Wisconsin at
niversity
She belongs to
Whitewater.
the Sigma, Sigma, Sigma Sor-

Together Five Years

ority and has acted as councilor tit Goodhue

Dormitory

for 28 girls.
She

is

elementary
will return

majoring in
education.

ap AT HOM

upper
She

to New York on

September 5th ancl then to the

university to finish her
schooling.

GAIL ELGH,

of Prospect Heights,

is

Elgh

$-",,e,:

tour-

ing Europe with members of

GAIL ELGH

the Carthage College A -Cap-

'1" July 14 Next Mail Day
For Viet Nam Packages

pella Choir.
with
the
appeared
Gail
choir on television in Germany and will tour Denmark, Sweden and Switzerland.
She will return to the U-

Members of the Prospect
Heights Women's Club. 'who

nited States at the end of July,
In fall she will be vice
president of the Alpha Mu
Gamma Sorority and become
a member of Sigma Lambda.

at Forest View, wilt be --a senior this fall.

MARGUERITE de Huszar,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William de Huszar I, of Mount
Prospect,
ior year

will spend her jun-

JEANNE LA BANDT
this fall

for

with

a

"B"

average and have shown outstanding scholarship and leadership abilities.

-

The group will leave early

set for sending boxes.

girls

age on the packages:

July 14th is the next date

gether

If you wish to help call Mrs.
Rodriguez at 537-5983.

for

five
progressed

in

standing

her class

ation course in French language and customs to prepare

at

for

ceived still another award.

left
-

was

his teaching staff.

their

her husband Timothy, a science

'74:4/88*(ti$.

obtained

of Wheeling High School and

for

"Water won't be served to
yod ' unless you ask for it,
says Mrs. Miriam Wood, one
of the instructors. Mrs. Wood
who - will be teaching French
at Elk Grove High School and
at

j

to

through the efforts of assistant principal Roland Goins

French Abroad Program

high school credit
foreign study.

Jeanne will receive -a certificate from the editors "in
recognition of past accomplishment and in anticipation

award

today.Frc

lTe
h

is sponsored in part by Dist.
214 and the students receive

their school work and

achievement

four -week summer scs- '

a

sion at a French school in
Brittany. They
southwestern

give promise of attaining lead-

The

Renae

Linhart,

Jane

the "girls- recently Lucarz, Linda Bantz, Janice
held a party for the leaders. Ibbotson, Srisan Lundin, MarMembers of the group are lene Lortie, Ellen Schoenberg
preciation

Carole

Engibours,

Susan

and Susan Bejed.

The students practiced peeling and eating the fruit with a

Wheeling High School, has re-

in

Kirchhoff. As a token of ap- hoff,

Apples, oranges and folk songs were an important

-"The 26 Dist. 214 students
were taking a two-week orient-

ful

from

Linhart and Mrs. Charles Macghia, Mary Ellen Kirch-

26 Students All Set For France

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
LaBandt of Prospect Heights,
who had the highest scholastic

The
the

years.

rank of Blue Birds to the rank
of Fire Makers, under the
leadership of Mrs. Charles

knife and fork. Thdfolk songs were in French.

of unusual
had at least two years of col- come.German

er Jack, gum and hard candy

The Camp Fire Group E Ha

Wee Wa Ki Ya, has been to-

ANOTHER outstanding student, Jeanne LaBandt, daugh-

the program in Germany have
lege

a

part of a summer school class at Prospect High School.

ership in the community.

accepted

men so far away from home."

courses at the university.

iors have attended the Univerof Aix Marseille in
sity
France and three universities
students

adopted

for Germany and in

Jeanne received the annual
award of The Reader's Digest
Assn. which is given to' students who have been success-

All

84 dozen home baked cookies,
nuts, 'Life Savers, tuna fish.
banana nut bread, soap, Crack-

October begin an intensive five
week orientation course in
con
composition,
German
versation and reading. Upon
passing a language proficiency
will _begin their
test- they

at Albert-Ludwigs
GerFreiburg,
University
many.
This is the third year for
Germany.
in
program
the
University of Wisconsin Jun-

in India, far several years:

has

1st Cavalry Division, who fly
She said, "It was quite a the helicopters in and bring out
thrill
taking these packages
in their endeavors.
the wounded.
to the post office, and .it also
The AMC/ET Auxiliary Post
Mrs. Edward Rodriguez of gives one a feeling of pride
66 and the Wheeling VFW
Wheeling reports that three just knowing that you
large- boxes containing over done something for these fine Auxiliary- are paying the post-

in July.

nical Society on the Urbana
campus, is to acquaint the
students with engineering as
a prOfcssion. They will learn
about the fields pf engineering, requirementi of practicing engineers and the prerequisites required in college
Urban, a student
education.

club

The

medical platoon, part of the

men in Viet Nam.

Viet Nam have obtained help

mong the. 39 high school boiI'
and 3 girls attending a special two week program at the
The program, sponsored by
the Junior Engineering Tech-

have been shipped to fighting

adopted two platoons of men in

KAREN L Anderson, ' of
Itasca and Robert E. Urban be a-,
of Mouni 'Prosket,

University of Illinois
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of

daughter

Mr. and Mrs. George

Elk Grove Junior
High School, are, two of the
teacher at

A practical examination, on the French customs they
are learning Includes peeling and eating fruit with a
knife and fork. Marlene Williams' (left) 1503 Barberry
and 'Elinor Jackson, 214 S. Albert, practice daring the
orientation class.

chaperones for the trip and are
conducting" the orientation
course.
The

first assignment for
the .pre -departure course was

to look up the names of 50

is assumed by the student or
his family,
The second

phase of the
trip will begin, tomorrow when
the group departs from O'Hare
international Airport. -They
will spend four days in London
and five in Paris. The direc-

tors of the program feel that
students get to know more
People, learn more French and
develop a better understanding
of life in a foreign country
when they spend as much time
as possible in one place.

"Finger foods are rare
France," says -Timothy
Wood- as he demonstrates
in

.

how to manipulate a knife
and fork, the French way.
nity to meet students their Wood and his wife Miriam
Mrs. Miriam Wood of
own age. At the request of the are chaperoning the trip and 1450 S. Busse Rd, Mount
American group a special film teach the orientation ses- Prospect, joins the class
festival will be held to intro - sions for the Dist. 214 stu- in a folk song. Mrs. Wood
AT THE. SCHOOL in Quint per they will have an opportu-

duce

them , to

the

dents.

will teach French at Elk
Grove High School in the
fall and is conducting the
the...Thbeettyerailielmsselecfotrin'tgis ironn.irle
theof Safarik, 912 N. Ridge; Paula
town is looking forward to the Schomburg, 305 S. Evergreen; orientation program with
festival as much as we are,'- Carole Schwake, 2124 S. Ar- her husband.
.

Frenchcinema.

.

Margaret

Raymond

and

lington Heights Rd.; Margaret
said Mrs. Wood.
- "plastic
such ' as
Sidor, 1504 S. Belmont; Jeanne
In France the gioup will
Other students from Dist.
bags" and "bathing suit' they . join
students
from
Maine' Windsor Dr.; Betsy Criswell, 214 taking the trip are: Gary
will be using in French con - Township
N.
Fernandez;
Paul
and Crown Point 1602
Hedberg, 505 Hillcrest, Prosversation.
(Ind.) high schools who have Swanson, 901 S. Highland; Kri- pect Heights; Evelyn Davidhad
a
similar
orientation
pro
S.
Yale;
Swarson,
316
stin
son of Des Pilaines and- Jill
THE CLASS meets for
Janet Sygnator, 22 S. Ridge, Thomey of Elk Grove Village.
three hours at Prospect High gramZehner,
ZO..
S.
and
Charles
lifntethnesivteimecoinsvedrse.ARLINGTON Heights'
*Salem.
Ela,
vt theocio i * to
dents participating in the proarticles

"

'

ationalstu-

practice. When the gram are:
students arrive in France the
be entirely
classes' will
in,
Janet Wo-od, 2335 N. 'Verde
French conducted by profits- . Dr.; Linda Christian, 112 S.
sors from 'the Universite de Douglas,
407
S.
Beverly;

Mount

L.

trt.

IA

Selling your home?

students

Rd.;
Linda Crain, 1007 Greenfield
Ln.; Linda
3ausman, 1403
Cedar Ln.; Elinor Jackson,
Cope,

'Rennes. Their orientation also Linda Doyle, .501 N. Harvard;
of Patricia Gales, 707 W. *George;
a
background
includes

e

Prospect

taking the tour are Cathleen

.

1410

S.

Call our

Busse

---

Mon of the

Dap.

214 S. Albert; Judith Rozhon,
207 N. Elmhurst, and Marlene

history, architecture, ..Annette Haney, 1006 E. Marion;
French
art, customs and manners.
Rae Jandl, 610 W. Maple.

Williams, 1503 Barberry.

9'

Mr. and Mrs. Wood of
Mount Prospect, who studied
France, put the students
paces
each
through
their
morning.

POPULAR MT. PROSPECT MODEL.
IDEALLY LOCATED:

in

ONLY $36,900
Transferred owner has priced this immaculate home to sell
fast - 3 massive bedrooms -21/2 baths - large family room family sin kitchen - built-ins - carpeting,, draperies.

128 8. ARLINGTON HTS, RD:
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 8-8000

150 S. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT;
392-7150

Menther.of.Multiple Listing Service

The Northwest
Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre
Now Playing,'
the hiteoniedy

To qualify for the program
the

Gary Hedberg (left), 505 Hillereit, Prospect Heights;
Chuck Zekner, 20 S. Salem, Arlingtod Heights and Linda
Gassman, 1403 Cedar La., Mount ,Prospect, -practice
French Folk Songs' dadrig an orientation clots at Pros.:
pect High School.

students

must

have

Nightly (Except Monday)

French. They had to write a
letter

explaining

they

wanted to make 'the trip and
what benefits they would expect to receive from the experience. The cost of the trip

1111A1h1

,..

/111.141WEE;;;-

at

least one year of high school
why

Cotintryvttitnnsant
Club

,

.4.',171?ge:::;°.`,°:::=?°

'at 8f:30 ... Sunday 7:30

un office. open dilly 10:00 to 9 p.m.
' Reservation by Mailer Phone CL 9.5400
°peril' ng Wednesday, July 20

"CRITICS CHOICE"

,

Ralph Mollnelli

BRUNS

RIlEAL ESTATE

'CL -5.6E20

.

ft

Vantage Point
It is not news at this point,
to report that a tornado raged'

Frank Von Ant
vacation.

through the area on Thursday, June 9.
What is news, at least, to
Arlington Heights residents,
is

column

damage and cleanup operations through a- utility tax of five

ton, dated July I, we received

storm and traveled to O'Hare
Field (at his own expense) to
make a tour of the storm area.

way

for the

federal govern-

ment to act would be for the
governor of the state to declare the damaged territory a

at

9 p.m. the night of the storm
and toured the area with a
Cook County deputy sheriff

othy

government

The state of Illinois, how- ,
ever, does have such funds.
Rep. Eugene Schlickman told
us that there are funds labeled
by the' legislature
emergency relief.

if

such

for

We would think that before
seekirig new means of taxation, the. village, would thor-

report went on to say, would

oughly explore ways of secur-

damage resulting from
loss of trees be reimbursed.

ing such funds from the state.
The alternative -- a five
per cent utility tax, is not
pleasant to contemplate.
In
our experience ina other, municipalities, we have never

the
"ap-

pears that the responsibility
for seeking federal disaster
relief rests with the state -of
Illinois. ' Aad it is obvious

seen such a tax imposed without a lot of controversy, bit-

that such relief can be given

terness and hard feeling.

only if the state does not have
the funds available to pay for

If the utility tax is the only
alternative, then the funds col-

the storm damage.

lected from
be
clearly

Certainly, Arlington Heights
does not have a contingency

storm
tration

fund of 5150,000 available to

disaster area.
If this were accomplished,

set

er the loss.
In no case, the Rumsfeld

FROM. ALL of this, it

gency planning that the only

The 13th District Congress-

uninsured
from the

.

have to be initiated by the
state goVernment.
Rumsfeld was told by the
Washington office of emer-

Congressman Rumsfeld left
Washington the evening of the

to the vest and does 'not

aside funds for emergencies
in this great amount.

.the state were not able to cov-

inspect a copy of a report he
prepared about the storm situation and from that report, it
appears that the first step for
federal aid to the area would

the answer to that question.

Chicago

federal

RUMSFELD allowed us to

Congressman Donald Rums-"
feld when the storm hit?"
In a letter from Washing-

whatever
resulted

lington Heights operates _close

It .was pointed out that this
measure would be taken by'the

ing federal aid for the area.

storm and its high cost to the
area, we asked, "Where was

in

storing
damage
storm.

turned to Washington and began a lengthy process of seeking ways and means of acquir-

eer cent on their gas, elm4ric and telephone service.
When commenting on the

arrived

be resumed

will

to make a perstinal assessment of the damage..
Then, the congressman re-

that ,they are going to .be

man

Someday

on his return.

asked to pay for the storm

'

His

ihen the machinery- of the fed;
era' government could, be put
into action to assist in re-

Is on

levy should
earmarked for
damage and refores-

the

and when sufficient
funds are collected, the tax
should be withdrawn.

the storm damage.

pay for

c4 -a .a

'by' Jack Vandermyn

. . .

4

4

.

Like most municipalities, Ar-

First of Two Parts

Zoning Problems in The County
(This is
problems.)

the first in a two-part series on county zoning

"We are against apartments because they look like a
' bunch of army barracks."
"We are against apartments because they will diminish the

Municipal officials recognize that Illinois courts have

long held that developers have
the right to make the highest

0 1966 by NEA, Inc,

"If,1 could only go on a' hunger strike like that Buddhist
and lose about 15 pounds!"

which provided the growth' im- commission

to rule on re petus to the northwest sub- zonings and planned develop-,
urbs has slackened,
matt applications.
There - are many contrib.
Fulle and his four suburban

uting faCtors to this. One is partners on, the Cook County
'that the cost of land is so high Board had little actual hope
that it is impractical for a that their amendment would
apart;
mental of zoning.
meats because we moved to is especially true of ArlingThey also recognize' that if young family to pa) the price pass.
County
Board
President
the suburbs where there was ton Heights and Mount Pros- the proposed apartment pro- demanded for lots.
Another is the present tight
Simon, however, recplenty of open space."
pect, have stated that they will ject is in fact going to be a money market,. making it al- Seymour
ognized the importance of zonThese are just a few of the oppose apartment projects on reality, they are in a better
arguments used by suburban- their outskirts.
position to control it -- both most impossible to find !ntie ing to the growth and con;
ites in the face of what has
from an aesthetic and practi- financing at acceptable in- tinued prosperity of the al'
"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
well -established- mubecome an invasion of apartDespite this oppo'sition to cal point of view -if the proj- terest rates - below si,x per ready
Me paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
cent.
nicipalities
in
suburbia.
ment
developers,
directed projects outside the village ect is within their corporate
Perhaps still another facTwo years ago, Simon beMarshall Field III
mainly toward the northwest limites, these municipalities, limites.
tor is that people are ,ac- came concerned about the types
suburbs of Chicago.
time after time, approve such
Wednesday, July 6, 1966
Page
4
developof
cepting
the
planned
apartment
developments
Most municipalities in the developments
within
their
IT APPEARS that the sinthat enables that were dotting the county.
Northwest suburbs, 'and. this corporate limits.
gle family residential boom ment concept
He asked that the County
them to move into an apartK. S. Johnson, General Manager
John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher
ment or condominium devel- Zoning Board study amendopment and shed the respon- ments that would give the muJack A. Vandermyn
William J. Kiedalsch
sibilities of home owner- nicipalities a say in the charNews Editor
Managing Editor
acter of developments on' their
ship.
value of our homes::
"We are against

-

and best use of their property. 'This is the basic funda-

Prospect ;Dap

rye

_

-

Grace's Daze

Regardless of the reason, outskirts.,
must experts agree that the
WILLARD
next years of development in

Reunions,Reunions

the suburbs will
buildings.

ment

-By Grace Mott

Pedrick, chairapart- man of the zoning board, took

be in

They

look

high

rise - developments

le%

be-

even sought after by munici- rick said, "is not needed. The
county does not need -another
palities.
While municipal planners layman's' body. It needs qual-

"Fabulous", "fantastic", "wonderful"! AU these and more
are the adjectives applied to the two Arlington High School reunions Saturday night which highlighted the summer to date for

Treantafeles in St. John Greek

many couples from Mount Prospect and Prospect Heights.

BATTERED but not shatter- look, they are quick to point We (the zoning board of aped, the William Motts moved out that in the past, subur- peals) already do the things
into their new house at 1450 ban apartment development that Fulle'S' 'land
planning

While, those who graduated

The young couple have sold

1956 held forth a Nordic their house at 3 Leon Lane,

in

Hills Country

Club, another

class greeted -and was greeted

at Salt Creek Country Club:

Prospect Heights,
less than a year ago.
Two

the class of 1946.

purchased

parties marked

their

ations and until 1957 there was door dinner which included the
only one high- school serving Edwin Danisches of Inverness.

district 214, few students had former Mount Prospect resicars, travel was more limited, dents, and Monday Mr. and
and many romances represent- Mrs. Harry Golus gasle a party
the parties got their
start in school.

The affair at Salt Creek
brought back a number of

couples frOm out of town with
the

Bowman

Evans

coming

the farthest from Palos Verdes
Estates, Calif.':

Gloria's rel-

Enroute to the west coast
the Blocksoms who are drivvacation

ing will
weeks.

Rudy were in from Sheboygan,

while from DeKalb came ArWhittenberg

Osenberg

and Warren. The Wolck broth-

two

for

Jack squiring his wife, the
former Barbara Mors. The
live

in

June

29.

the

mind

could

concould

Lake

Mills,

excursions which were prompted by a holiday visit ,from
Mrs. Marshall's sisters were
also a "first for the Marshalls.

from Long
Wille, now
William
president of Wille, Inc., and
Mrs. Wille; from Oak Park
where they moved June I
came the Charles Wolffs,
were

has

been

the character
control" (to quote Thomas
Edison) the 'family, fortified
by
a
general
contractor,
family brawn and plenty of
ceive,

areas

in

this

future

helter-skelter,

out- ified

es-

the unincorporated

where

county

density

requirements have been much
more liberal.

The Cook County Board has
recognized

the

problem

and

has taken measures to revise,
nerve ventured into a house - update and amend its zoning

building project which is not
quite complete. Only with a

ordinance to put teeth into
planned development requirelot of living and considerable ments, especially
those in
settling will the new dwelling the neighborhood of municibecome a home to anywhere palities that have prospered
equal the activity which took because of their single famplace for 15 years at 401 S. ily residential character.
Pine and 14 years in the 133
Certainly, Arlington Hgts.,

year old house at 15 S. George
1

Mount Prospect and Prospect
Heights are in this- category.
And these communities have a

IN SPITE of the weekend
tremendous interest in future
heat, sightseeing in the Rev., T.N.T (This 'n That)
School's 'out now, and family zoning developments.
Donald Marshall family was
more than just showing Chi- togetherness is the thing! So
COUNTY
Commissioner
cago to out of town company. intent on the habit of having
Fulle,
representing
New corners themselves are her children doss by' was one Floyd

Grove

Here

Drive

with

With the firm conviction that pecially

St.

ers, Jack and Frank were on Pastor and Mrs. Marshall and
their David, 10, Stephen eight,
the scene with Frank's wife,
Florence &sander Wolck and - and. Brenda four, and so the
couple
Wis.

Blackhawk

.

Betty KuleMinster and her
lene

which included
atives.

agree

"what

going. Sunday Mr. and Mrs.
At the time of both gradu- Blocksom hosted a family out-

ed at

Orthodox Church, Des Plaines.

mother, that at a recent party Main Township and the North-

she- thoughtfully. ,(or unthink- west suburbs in general on the
ingly!) and deterthinedly placed county board, introduced a set
two
generous servings of of amendments that would give
masked potatoes on the plate the incorporated municipalof the person next to her.
ities a, voice in county zoning
It happened to be a man, matters.

her dinner partner for the evening!

Fulle called for the creation
of, a

citizens

land

planning

From Indanapolis came Mr.

assistance.

professional

.commission would do."

wives. 'So small
was' Mount Prospect 20 years ago, that twins made the headlines.

Others at the party which
included cocktails and dinner
were

the

Clarke

Robinsons

with Lucis Beth a member of
the class; the James Scotts,
and Mr's. George R.
and . Bernice Wille
Busse,
Driscoll and her husband,
Mr.

James.

HIS 10th high school reunion was particularly , important to James Blocksom and his wife, Gloria,

for Tuesday the young couple
and their sons, James, Jr.,
nearly

10,

and

Bradley, 4,

left this, area where both have

health of the

mits be issued not only in the
interest of the property own-

er but also in the interest of
neighbors.
--Define specifically
ned developments."
planned
--Require

These strains,

Pedrick has outlined a set

of requirements -of his own
that are now in the process of
being

considered

amend-

in

ment form to the county zoning ordinance.
What

these

ideas are arid

how they will effect area municipalities

one

CONN. 395

'

5. She is

"collective

The real, long-term success of the
program rests in the hands of Ameri-

"receptive to new ideas and become
the leaders in experimentation in the
mechanisms of medical practice."

it work.

tors" do not lead, they will be led.

ca's 300,000 doctors. They did not want
it for the most part; they fought it, ,but
now they have it and only they can make

For the simple truth

that if doc-

is

Was Here

lice

once. Be assured he was

I

accident on June 24 at pioneer Park.

most concerned.

just had to set the record

straight.

Editor:

Also, I would like to say a
special thank you to Mr. Bill
Alexander McArthur. Appleby for notifying the Ar-

dermyn is- fully aware now
that Rep. Rumsfeld did
visit - the area immediate.iy after the tornado,- See

of its occurrence.

D.C.

It'

Congressman

Donald

Rumsfeld for not touring the
storm area of the tornado of
June 9 and reporting on the
matter to Washington. Mr.

his column at the top of

Just hours after

Donna M. Naujokas

Editor.
Publicly, I would like, to
thank Misses Toni Marsala

toured the path of the strom
from Hoffman Estates to the land Joyce Alford for being so
lake. Our tour went far into alert in rotting down the lithe night.
When I met the cense number,of the young girl
congressman he had already
talked to the White 'House

twice and the governor's of -

I, for

one, appreciate them.

Thanks
the store '711Wtirls

approached, I met Congressman Rumsfeld at O'Hare
airport with up-to-the-minute damage reports and we

Highway Accidents

You, as editors, may be interested in knowing of the fine
group of personnel working

for our park district,

this page.

Vandermyn committed a cruel
iojustice ,to the congressman
and to the readers of Vant-age Point. Here arc tbe facts.,,

-.

June

their

waste

cized

DIANE- Lynn Metropulos
who lived in Mount Prospect
were married,

than

MD. 6%

nuolo who moved there from

Wis.,

Rather

lington Heights Police Department even before I was aware

from Inverness and included
Dr. and .Mrs. William Bag-

Racine,

wkhave a better idea."

Editor's Note: Jack Van-

Lytle, gave Saturday night.
Guests at dinner were all

of

medical community that says, "No, no,
a thousand times no," rather than, "Wait

will

Recently Mr. Jack Vandermyn in Vantage Point criti-

E.

Kurten

effective lobby for socialized medicine,
as it was for Medicare, is a hidebound

DEL Ili
on

for many years and Donald

If this is so, and if it is something

that should not be allowed to happen,
then let them be reminded that the most

Letters- to the Editor

of the party Mr. and Mrs. A.

Mount Prospect..

the first long step on a short road to
the nemesis called "socialized medicine."

will be discussed
article .in this

NJ. 1.095

of the summer's hottest

For many .physicians, that bottomless

professional energy to belabor the past,"
said Dr. Hudson,. doctors must become

R.I. 98

evenings to date was the theme

meet-

edied even if there were no Medicare.

in the seCond
two part series.

142

TO MAKE their guests as

of Delegates,

pit holds the fear that Medicare is but

"plan-

18 months of their approval.

Christian - Church.

possible

if they develop,

require time, money and effort to overcome.
But they will also serve to-redevel- veal weaknesses and deficiencies in our
opments to be started within medical resources that ought to be rem-

He is the new minister of the

affairs in Holton.

icy -making. House
ing in Chicago.

mands upon them.

Rep. Rumsfeld

Also a minister, Rev. Tucker.
was kept at home by church

to a bottomless

nation's elderly and

have accomplished:
make them a burden on their children.
--Create a land plan commission.
It is more than a hope. It is the be--Require
zoning
reports lief of millions of Americans, who ex of all proposals for planned 'press their wishes through their repredevelopment be submitted to sentatives in Congress.
school. and fire districts involved.
Medicare will inevitably cause some
--Establish precise height strains and dislocations within the naregulations.
tion's medical facilities, which are not
--Require special use per- geared for any great upsurge -of de-

pect Heights three weeks. ago.

as

merican Medical Association:

"We are not stepping off the brink inpit of professional desgrant them a new freedom - or at least truction and despair," he' said in his ina measure of freedom - from the sm- augural 'address before the AMA's polthe

youngsters were in town from

comfortable

les L.

The hope, of course, is that it will be
for the better, that it will both improve

and Mrs. Charles Vest and
Mrs
their daughter, . while
Clarence Tucker and her

Prospect

Let them. heed the words of Dr. CharHudson, new president of the A-

is of-

BASICALLY, here is what ter of disablihg injury or illness that
Fulle amendments would - could wipe out their life's savings and

the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Newsmap shows the number of highway accidents on record for each state darEl Segundo, near Los Angeles John 'Metropulos of p a r k
will find them house hunting Ridge. The ceremony was pet- ing 1965. Illinois Is fifth highest, with 2,244.
for 'the next .31clays or less. ff-med by Rev., Demetrius
grown up, to- live in California.

For better or worse, Medicare
ficially in operation.

the

Kas. Rev., Marshall
and twin brothers Arvid and Holton,
and his family moved to, Prosreturned
Carlson
Charles

with, their

1VedicareSuccess

issue with Commissioner Ful-

proposal for- a land, de;
veloprncnt commission.
"Such a commission, Pedcome common, accepted and

toward the 1970's as -the time

who backed into my 'new 1966
Chesielle

and

then

quickly

drove from the scene of the

All letters to the editor must be signed, but
tomes will be withheld upon request.

L

ters

should be as brief as postypewritten, if possible, and should contain

%Tittle,

an address or phone number so their authenticity
can be checked.

e ion Nine to Batty
o brook For Lead
BY DALE HOFMANN

rospecting
WITH DALE HOFMANN

nent will be either Frank Battaglia or Ken KO II. Battaglia
hooked.up in a duel with J. D.
Thorne the 'first t me the two
clubs met. Thor re went the
whole six innings for Mt. Pros-

The chips will all be on the table tonight when Mt. Prospect's
American Legion baseball hopefuls clash with league -leading
Northbrook at Glenbrook North High School at 6 p.m..

The wide open conference scramble that used to be has
dwindled into a two -team race, as only Northbrook and the
local nine seem to have a clear shot at the title. Pre -season
co -favorite Park Ridge Red has dropped four league battles -pect, but -Battaglia needed help
so far, and Arlington's disastrous four -game tailspin has all from Komi after five. Still
the rival hurler was touched
but eliminated the Big Blue from the picture.

for only t*o hits in

club in its first encounter, but
it bowed to Arlington and Glen-

KOZIL IS

familiar face
io the Prospectors. During the
high school season, he blanked
Prospect High School 4-0 while
pitching for state champion
shut out Mt. Prospect Monday.
Glenbrook North.
And again in the first round
THORNE WILL GO with
his best tonight. Towering Dave of the district tournament he
Kingman will get his sixth closed the door on a Prospect
league start against the Brook- rally in the seventh inning. "" "' '
Thorne said his charges were
ers. Kingman has a 6-0 overall
completely healthy for tonight's
record and a 5-0 league card.
The fireballing righthander showdown. Only Kingman and,
has never been reached for an catcher Tom Lundstedt have
earned run in his five complete suffered injuries this season,
league games.,He has given up and both are totally recovered.
only nine hits this year; seven
WILL .be
LUNDSTEDT
of thgm in conference matches.
The local strikeout king has Kingman's battery mate tonow fanned 58 batters while night, while Jim Gumz will play

view. While Glenview is not a
9-2 card The two teams played front runner it is a rugged opeach other once before, but ponent when righthander Greg
that one ended in a I -I tie that Croft takes the mound. Croft

while Mt

Prospect

sports a

was called because of darkness
after six innings.
Prospect Coach Mark Thorne
regards a victory tonight as
a must ."There arc other teams
in this league that can beat

you any night," Thorne said,
"but we will see a lot mord of
them than Northbrook will the
rest of the way "

INCLUDED ON

Thorne's

of dangerous clubs are
Arlington, Park Ridge Red;
and Glenview, all of which the
list

Prospectors

must

face

once

more this season Northbrook,
on the other hand, is through
with them

eral outlook on things.

Anyone who has ever un-

his five -

the craziest things go through

'your. mind just

was thinking before the lights
went out and the doctors began

repairing his cheekbone -- the
one Mets' pitcher Jack Fischer
rearranged with a high hard
one.

The Cubbies' third baseman probably stared at the
Felling and said to himself
over and over, "Brush back pitches are part of the
Brushback pitches

candidates.

They

July 6,
1966

and Robbie Robinson.

One of that trio will start at
third.

,

I

Cubs Keep Lead
In Softball Loop
tained their position of leader-

ship in the River Trails Park
District Mens' Softball League
last week with a 26-19 win over
Littlefuse and a 16-7 triumph
over Grove Dodge.

fessional sports are so fussy
about protecting the partici-

Mark Hartley blasted two up three hits, whiffed 10 and
home runs -and hurled a four - walked three while posting a
inning one -hitter yesterday to 9-4 triumph.
In Pony A games played over
lead the Dodgers to a 13-I
romp over the Cardinals in the weekend, the Cubs blanked
the Mt. Prospect Boys' Base- the Braves 6-0, the Yankees
walloped the Braves 13-5, and
ball Bronco Major League.
Jim Miller also contributed the Cardinals downed the Ori-

Sox.

L

Am Gnu km swans

Dave
drawn

bat for the
Prospectors at times
this season. The slim
High
Dame
Notre
School junior figures
to start at first base
tonight.
heavy

Kingman has
starting
the

Rainbow Ridge

pitching assignment for
Mt. Prospect in its
struggle _ with Northbrook tonight. Kbrpaan

has yet. to be defeated
in league play.

Cubs
Lakers

3

0

2

0

Littclfuse
Grove Dodge
Woodview
Hilltoppers
Rainbow Ridge

2

Sox

I

1

I

2

0

2--

0

3

victory against a single loss.
The Yankees fell to a 4-5 mark.
John Sallens got credit for
the win after fanning six. Scott
Szala homered for the Birds,
while Sullens contributed a

7

Berry O'Donnel also doubled.

S

tenth straight set-

the weekend. Jim Teichert pitched a trim three -hitter a-

Keeping Score

Braves improved their record
to 10-1. Teichert fanned three'
and walked none.
Don Grasse homered for the
winners and Chuck Quanstrum
doubled.

It's down to the nitty-gritty

largest

and
opponent to the
the

most

vocal

bill. The or-

ved 'with the recently announcUnited States ,Football
ed
League. v.

now in the battle to save the ganization, whose primary purGrand Canyon from mutilation pose is to preserve natural
by the Department of the In- resources and prevent the deterior
secration of wild areas, has
House Resolution, 4671
been told it might lose its taxis the item in question. Its
exempt status because of the
passage will allow the denewspaper ads it has purchaspartment to build two dams
on the Colorado River. The
dams 'VIII- cause flooding
of large portions of the
Grand Canyon, stripping
the nation of another chunk

ed exposing the project.

of its dwindling supply of

essary, and that other. means
could be found to supply water

This fine man, Whose character and moral fibre is beyond
reproach, appears to have been
duped by a group of angry rich
men who were foiled in their

attempts to land franchises in
the American Football League
before it 'Was absorbed by the
National Football League.

THE SADDEST part of the
whole debate is that the Bur-

Just shout the time this
group squawks loud enough
to be tossed a bone by the
N.F.L. - A.F.L., poor Frank
will get dumped again.

eau of Reclamation agrees that
the project isn't entirely nec-

natural beauty.

The dams are supposed to
supply hydroelectric power to
pump irrigation water to Tuc-

ed as a front man to dignify

This government make -

work project, ought to be

the desires of some red -necks.

stopped dead right now, before it maims one of the
great scenic wonders of the
world. The Interior department's
You can help accomplish this
Bureau of Reclamation has purpose by writing to Don
been accused of playing dirty Rumsfeld, our 13th District
pool in the hearings on the two - -representative. His address is:
dam proposal, with government House Office Building, Washofficials only being called to ington, D.C. Just tell him t'no"
subcommittee hearings on the to H.R. 4671.
bill
ME,
NOBODY
ASKED

BUT....

The bill passed the subcommittee last week. Isn't
that keen?

Now the internal Revenue
Service has started to grum-

'

Apparently he doesn't realize that he's merely being us-

to the two Arizona cities.

son and Pheonix Whatever surplus power there is will be
sold commercially.

Yesterday the Giants advanced to an 8-2 mark at the Cubs'
expense. Tom liermanson gave

BUT.. .

ASKED'

ME,

Friday

in

the

Old Orchard

pulled
shot cost him the bogey.
a

8-0.
up

,Busse

Flowers

THE

COUNTRY CLUB
THEATRE
-

"HANSEL .AND GRETEL',"
Children
Adult'
Country
Club
*2,00
$1.00
1111A:k1 /MIAIMMel
'

t

In the Old Orchard Country Club, Rand & Euclid, ML Prospect

in the area.

(Ill.)

'

to the National Model
Airplane Championships.
host

ASKED

ME,

is the sports deprtment's duty to begin campaigning for a

special nIcknamd for the school'
teams. I like: "The Willow High
School Slichenmyers."

7

L -Nor Cleaners

Miles & Miles
Pitzen Movers
Nelson Realty

47 1/2
47

Blue

'Angels;

Knights; and the Flying ProCapt.
Dick
Schram, who put -a his Piper
fessor ----Navy

38 1/2
38
36
34

33 1/2
20

dash,

100 -yard

ford University.
Kowal, a sophomore, is a 6181 - pound halfback.

1,

Sports on T.V.

and

the puters should be aiming to-

Today
5:55

p.rft.

Football,

filmed

ward the track. Ground glass highlights of. NFL action, ch.
pole vault pits would have class

Back on finish lines, the

thin ribbon of tape they
string across the track

isn't much of a challenge
no matter how pooped the

32.

8 p.m. Bowling, ch. 32.
9 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26

QUICK QUIZ,

runner is. We would like
to suggest a thin strand

Q-Who uses
wilderness areas?

of tightly stretched piano

A-They are open to the
public without restriction,

wire.

the

U.S.

There's not much you could except for fire regulations.
do with tennis to give the un- Hunting and fishing are perderdog an even break. It would mitted in accordance with
be a good deal, though if you state laws.

In other

matches Kersting

65 1/2

rm.
Busse-Biermann

53 1/2
48 1/2
47 1/2

62

61 1/6
54

Wille Lumber
Kirchhoff Insurance 45 3/4
Kersting Garden
45
45

Shop

I

WEDNESDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS
Park District Swimming Arlington at Skokie, 7 p.m.
Legion Baseball

Arlington at Des Plaines, 6
p.m.

Mt. Prospect at Northbrook,
6 p.m.

'Ctr.
Moeler's Barber

Coming Up

42

30 1/2

Senior League

Mustangs vs. Hawks at Pi oneer # One, 6:15 p.m.
Indians vs. Bengals

at An-

lington H.S., 6:15 p.m.

are impossible.

There will be several ground
including a British.

displays,

Vulcan jet bomber and a fullscale

model

Gemini

space

capsule and many World War
THE

STATION'S

gates

will be open to the public all
Week and there will

be

free

parking and refreshment stands

will be located throughout the
station.

rent a new '66
CORTINA

II Navy airplanes.

-

Best In HAIR STYLING
COMPLETE BARBER SERVICE

TOUPEE FITTING 8..CCEANING

awn & Country Earlier -Shop.
135 WEST PROSPECT AVE.
PROSPECT, ILLINOIS

4.00

FALCON

PoinME:392.3950

P-

FAIRLANE

7.00

E
R

MUSTANR
OALAXIE

7.00'
7.00

A

STATION WAGON

9.00

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

PLAN YOUR VACATION

RENT A STATION WAGON
'._SPECIAL RATES

at low ti dos from...'
GEORGE POOLE,C6xet

---

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. RaMitcrARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

CL 9-31411
NITES AND SUNDAY

AIR-CONDITIONED
APPIPPOIMINTIO

Thunderbird Bowl
Licht's Paints
Kruse's Tavern
Mt. Prospect
Electric

Carter Music
Cub plane through stunts that- - IIhino8is Range
the plane's manufacturer says

43 1/2
42
42

Greg Kowal of Mount Pros;
is ,a candidate for the
varsity football team at Stanpect

tie.

Golden

the

Let Us Show You The

through
53 1/2.

Grid Prospect,
.

LEAGUEeanISIANDINGS
Points

THE AIR SHOW will feature
the Navy's famous precision
flight demonstration team, the

Come In; Relax, And

wrapped

the ream scores with a
1/2 - 1/2 win over Nelson

Our Frank Von Arx went on Realty.
vacation just in time for the
Dist. 214 Board of Education
standings
Team
to name the newest of its high Friday follow:
schools "Willow High School."
Peters & Co.
The decision, of course
Haire Funeral
deprived Frank of his thursGraft Builders
lay column subject for
Skokie Valley
"Some pay ...", which was
Arlington Realty
to name the school "StichBusse Flowers
enmyer High School."
Baird & Warner
In -Frank's absence, I feel it
Burrow Chev.

.

will fly July

the Glenview,

THE WORLD -WAR II F8F
front nine.
Bearcat, flown by "Wild Bill"
ARNOLD POSTED a one - Fornof, will be featured in the
show, which will climax a
under par 34 after playing the week-long open house at the
first eight holes in two -under. base, starting July 25. 'During
A missed green on the ninth that week, the .station will be
nine -iron

when he was Notre
Dame's football coach, invol-

'TALE TELLERS.

prop -

Haire Funeral Home edged
Burrow Cheviolet 4 1/2-3 1/2
I really want- to see an Untvicidel aviators from all over
and Graft Builders beat Ar- the U.S. and several foreign
identified.Flying Object.
the
same
Realty
by
see
lington
gets
to
Everybody else
countries will ,compete for
them, and they're not usually score. .
prizes with radio - controlled,
look
and
look,
and
. trying. I
DRY- wire -controlled, and free - flySKOKIE VALLEY
never see any. How come? Is
ing aircraft.
this some form of discrimin- WALL trimmed L - Nor
ation that I can march around Cleaners 5-3 and Baird and
Warner beat Miles and Miles
about, or what?

heroes

OPENING SATURDAY, JULY 9TH

at

fastest

Scratch League on the club's

NOBODY
BUT . . .

Low Musill's

30-31

world's
aircraft

Len Arnold
Naval Air Station in the bigPeters & Co. to a seven -point
gest air show ever presented
last
win over Pitzen Movers

hole: with
NOBODY

first -place

it's all part of the game.

Finishing one stroke behind Garden Center_ nipped KirchAdams in the low net derby hoff Insurance 5-1/2 - 4-1/2,
were Walt Peterson and Walt and Keefer's Pharmacy and
Illinois Range battled to a 5-5

"Wild Bill" Forof mad bis FSF Dearest, the
world's fastest prop -driven.. plane, will appear ;
at the air show at Glenview Naval Air Station
July 30-31.

The
driven

led

the

holes.

Len Arnold Air Show Slated For
Glenview Naval Base
Cards 34
For Peters

I'm sorry to see Frank
Leahy, one. of my childhood

PROUDLY PRESENTS

14

gainst them Saturday, as the

WITH BOB CASTESHINE

Of course your Blue Cross
rates might go up a little, but

or so away from the finish line
for

a

laugh a minute.

Glenn Adams rammed home Lyman. Both fired scores of
three birdies yesterday to cap- 37-8-29.
ture both low gross and low net
THUNDERBIRD BOWL inhonors in the Mt. Prospect
Twilight Golf League's Tues- creased its league leading margin to 2-1/2 points by drubbing
day Division.
Wille Lumber 9-1 in a night
ADAMS CARDED a 33-5-28 marked by very few surprises.
over the ML Prospect Coun- Second place Licht's Paint
try Club back nine, while lead- Store topped Carter's Music
ing Kruse's Tavern to a 7-3 Shop 7-3, although fourth romp over Moeler's Barber place Mt. Prospect Electric
Shop. He shattered par on the tumbled 8-2 to Busse-Biereleventh, twelfth, and fifteenth mann.

10=-*

double to his own cause: and

and

and the fans would enjoy

Adams' 33 Dominates
Twilight Golf League

It was the Cards' eighth

9-6.

backs in Bronco B play over

ME, ble at the Sierra Club, which is

tee -off time?

league by clipping the Yankees

THE CUBS absorbed their

ASKED

Golf, for instance, is a pretsedate game. Why not give
the underdog a chance by giving every participant in a P.
G.A. tournament a land mine
which he can place somewhere
on the course the day before
ty

IN PONY B action, the Cardinali stayed on top of the

ninth

NOBODY
BUT . . .

other

10 outings.

STANDINGS

Only ._sissies run track these
days, but that's because of the
way they lay tracks out. The
shot-put ring should be 40 feet

pants. We can think of a lot of
delicate refinements which en- . too.

Woodview civic Association' a home run, and Brian Bakk oles 14-1.
posted its first win with a 15-7 rapped a double, as the Dodgers
conquest of the Rainbow Ridge collected their seventh win in

a

die.

terprising players in
sports could employ;

There's a lot more you could

to bring the little man back into petition would be much keener,

reasoning a guy who likes to
win can understand. What we
don't understand is why the
officials in all the other pro;

Hartley gom,ers
Spark Dodger 9

paper mache.

because

everything is stacked in favor do, but we think you get the
of the big guys. How about drift. If only baseball's philsome refinements in equipment osophy would spread the com-

NOW THAT'S the kind of

The Rainbow Ridge Cubs 're-

out of the way of the mines:Autatnobile racing needs help
GYMNASTICS on the .6ther
too. Everyone has expert mech- hand offers all kinds of ',posanics working on his car, but sibilities. They shoidd have
wouldn't it be better if your casters on the trampoline, and
pit crew was given 15 minutes your 'team spots while th'e
to work on the other guy's other team's man is up.
How about spraying wamachine? The man who servicter on the tumbling mats
ed Dominick Abata's sedan
and replacing the iron cross
would be one of the biggest
piece on the horizontal
names in racing.

ROUGH? We don't

one way or another.

Page 5

arc

Maury Gallagher, J.D. Thorne,

that tightens the net just as the

winner jumps over to shake
mine, but it will give him hands with him. You wouldn't
something to think about
win that tournament, but your
every time he addresses his chances would look a lot betball. After all he can stay
ter for the next one.

bar with authentic looking

."

.

let the loser control the crank

The thing was, Santo said, the game.
Things like non -slip grips
that Fischer wasn't really aiming at him. No major league on linemen's face masks, and
pitcher ever aims at. a batter. cast-iron pads to discourage
bruising tackles. You could do
He just pitches some guys
great things with the field, too.
tighter than others.
Oh, once in awhile, he might Try quicksand in front of the
knock a good hitter down if visitors' goal posts and colorhe's having a hot night. But ed concrete in the endzone to
this is the big leagues, and you make the fullback think twice
have to win in the big leagues, before he dives over the mid -

Wednesday,

Ken Traversone and Tom
Manderscheid will, start in
right and center respectively,
but the starting slot in left
could be handled by any one of

-

It's not that you would
want the leader in the tournament to .step on, your

YOU THINK FOOTBALL IS

game. Brushback pitches
are part of the game.

Tom Lamdstedt will be available for Mier duty
whin the Mt. Prospect Ailierican Legion baseball
team meets Northbrook tonight in a showdown
'
battle for first place.

what up for grabs.

three

the
We

think we know what Ron Santo

tion at second, and Clyde Whitcomb will be at shortstop. Third
base and the outfield are some-

KINGMANS MOUND oppo-

before
effect.

takes

anethetic

a

first, Paul Peterson will func-

walking 23.

that

knows

surgery

dergone

inning stint, and he whiffed
eight.

Prospect beat the Park Ridge

NORTHBROOK WILL enter
the fray with a slight advantage The Brookers are 9-1,

IF YOU ' DON'T
EVEN
happen to like, bloodshed very
much, you have to admire
major league baseball's lib-

CL 15-9809

--

' -`"
11

SHORT- RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

HAVE YOU
HEARD ABOUT -111E EXPENSIVE

Wednesday, Jul), 6, 1966

Page 6

NEW APARTMENT WS RENTED?

OUT OUR WAY
FOR HEAVEN'S SAKE, DIDN'T I TELL I KNOW- THAT'S WHY
I PURPOSELY LEFT IT
YOU TO KEEP GRAAAP'S BIRTHDAY
OUT THERE: THIS YEAR,
CAKE OUT OF SIGHT: ARE YOU
JUST FOR FUN, I LEFT
SURE YOU PUT THE RIGHT NUM-

t

44.2

ANIN

-var

-

JL it.

OFF TWO CANDLES;

BER OF CANDLES' ON IT? HE'S
COUNTING THEM, AND YOU KNOW
HOW INDIGNANT HE GOT LAST
YEAR 'ANEW WE ACCI DEM- '

11111111111111111111gthwammo

WATCH WHAT HAPPENS --I'LL BET WE

TALLY POT ON 01.1E.

WON'T HEAR A PEEP
OUT OF HIM ABOUT

THAT:

TOO MAK1Y.

7-6

"You don't suppose Eddy Jimson is foolish enough to be
monkeying with those hallucinatory drugs? He actually

"Did you put in plenty of spare parts?"

imagined I'd trust him with a fiver:"

BEN CASEY
PLENTY OF TIME FOR THE PAT
ON THE BACK.I'LL KEEP THE
BOY GUESSING FOR A WHILE.
t1,..

11-IE APARTMENT'S
LOCATED OVER 11(E RIAGEON

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
WELL, 'CVE SEEN EASIER 30BS,
BUT HE HAS A cHANck.,6cone
TWiGGS, WHAT DO YOU THINK WILL OF THOSE MANAGERS ARE
BECOME OF THE MA &DR'S LABOR SO DESPERATE To WIN.
UNION FOR OVERWORKED PITCHERS
NOW THAT FIREMAN IS OUT ORGAN--

SHOULD WE_ FILE
IZIN` THEM
IT UNDER HISTORY'S LOST
CAUSES, ALONG WITH TIAREE-

BUGS BUNNY

00E5 TI4E PAY

4

MOVIES AND DIRIGIBLES
DID YA GIVE

THEY'D PITCH A GUY THE
DAY AFTER SURGERY
ON HIS ELBOW! BUT WHEN
THE VICTORIES 4ToP, 60

WELL

YERSELF A GOOD

DON'T FERGET
T ti'VASH YER

SCRUBBIN'?

HEAD:

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

IF t 14Amet-Pacmrser,

Fibrositis
W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

60LEWsi LCITW
JUST 71-415

Is

me

not

have

OH, WELL- ILL GIVE
IT ANOTHE2 WHIRL

cALMLL4

I

KNOW.

TOAAORROW."

MORNING THAT

NE ER

Q-1 have fibrositis and have
been told that an emotional
factor is part of the cause.
Treatments

ylar.

BUT I MAMA

MYSELF ID TORN OVER
A NEW LEAF IT, BELT
Mai ONE t7JOHT NOW/

EEK & MEEK
YOU MEN HAVE

1 -U7 -ANYBODY

/ 'MATS NOT TRUE! \

CLEANING,
DUSTING.
SAJEEPING,
WASHING,
iRcAAMG

KEPT US LAADMEA)
pRi SOMERS IA1
THE HOHE FOR

AGAIN/

yFf.2 !

ABOUT ITI

this a form of arth-

....P.

classed

as one of the' rheumatic dis-

(

but unlike arthritis it
involves the muscles or tendons rather than the joints.
It
is
characterized
by
aching and stiffness without
any redness or swelling in
eases

...

on.,"

PO NOT

-6E1- OWE THING

100 wag.' DISHES

VI AM
PEADWINER.4q
YCI1
At(
1HEgommAgEg

-THAT'S

WHAT I
SHOULD HAVE SAID!

1364,114111.16,-

so FOR6ET rr!-

ACROSS

pirin and cortisone arc not as

have made a _study of fibro-

CAPTAIN (EASY
ME OPIOLVED IM AMIGO'S
DI5APPEARANcEi ABSURD:

to be dizzy?

A --Constipation would -not
diziness but a violent
diarrhea following a laxative
might Dizziness is sometimes
associated with high blood pres-

rvs?

NEVER WARD Or KODY30-

Q --Would high blood pressure or constipation cause me

R.

SEARCH

HOI THIS 19 EV
CAR KRASO WA*

THE

WASH:

WHEN HE

PR
N'
CLAIMED

KEEP HIM

A U FO
CHASED HIM IN
Tlf DITCH: SAME
LICENSE...

I

OCCUPIED:

HEY, A BLOWTORCH..

A HEAVY LEAD BOX..
AND THIS STRANGE
SMELUN' 5TUITI

THE "SRVASTOND"
ODOR DESCRIBED IN
KRAGOS UFO REPORT'

AND WHERE MeKEE
WBE5HED1 AND RADIO
AcTWB MATERIAL TO
UP THE RADIATION

cout4r1-

cause

.

by a sudden drop in blood pres-

related causes of dizziness that

anyone who has such attacks

O I*

5, MI. lac

TM. h. 1.11. PM OH

that appropriate treatment

can be given

from lightIt makes you feel

distinguished

'

31 ncarnation of
Vishnu
32 Aped

44 Solution
strength (chem.)
45 Each, without

exception
21 Freedom front 33 Boy's nickname
46 Tight
34 Mire
constraint
49 Transmitted
25 Kind of cheese 37 Aerifying

26 Sleeping'
23 Sodium
28 Boat paddle
(symbol)
24 Brazilian' dance 30 Fist stroke,
27 Fish eggs
29 Yugoslavian

1-1777"

2

4

15

17

8

19

22

48 Inactive,
50 Powerful
explosive '

57 Bitter vetch

without treatment but, if the
cause

7.6

58 Strange
59 Begin
60 Grain
DOWN
1 Language an.

India

7

r,

50 -- -s ep
device
51 Bow sightly
41 Wanders
42 Musical_drama 53 Decay

47 Fuss

mountain crest
54 Number
55 Sorrow
56 Fool

per day. Idiopathic means "of
, unknown cause" ,and, self -limited means it will clear up .

will clear up?

form)

11 Obtain
19 Plastered

52 Craggy

that the world is making several revolutions a minute in A stead of, the customary' one

has not 'T liven determined, who can tell when it

8 Low tides

9 Court decree
10 Equal (comb.
"

17 Speck
18 Separate

20 Wooden pin
22 Notion

7 Noah's boat
(Bib.)

43 Let it remain
..ONLY 'HE MESMERIZES
'THEM BACK INTO THEIR
ORIGINAL STATE OF
WIDE-EYED IGNORANCE!

A-Vertigd is true dizziness

i

6 Italian physicist

42 Either's
correlative

ALLEY OOP

How long does it last?

headedness

for "father"

substance

Q --What is meant by self
vertigo?
idiopathic
limited

as

5 Decorated

40 Liquid

should have a thorough checkup
so

dance

36 Dismayed
38 Leave out
39 Dutch commune

There are so many un-

sentence

4 Child's word

30 Army group
34 Type of conical
bullet
35 More Infirm

sure but is more often caused
sure

7-G

3 Analyze a

dance

12 Yellow bugle
plant
13 Idolize
14 Utilize
15 Correlative of
neither
16 Gay Bohemian
dance

helpful for this condition as they
arc for arthritis Those who

in help-

4?

2 Egg -shaped

9 Lively Irish

ing others

i

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Dances
1 Informal dance
4 Ceremonial old

vate an attack
Local heat relieves some
victims and others prefer a
tranquilizer or a cocktail. As-

life and get involved

.1.

NOT Me-YOU!

STRAIGHT FROM

trigger or aggra-

sitis -and - the closely related
myosins believe that the best
treatment is to adopt a more
philosophical attitude toward

.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
vita miles!

Auer i SAY NO,

GLADYS'. LET'S
'

ft

.....,. .

7-6 °nut, pw..1..

THE BORN LOSER.

the affected area. The pains
are usually worse on' getting
up in the morning and abate
as the day goes on. Changes
in the weather and emotional
stress often

'

Cr4,4

.,

is

......\

TAKE AWAY
YouR KITCBEIJ
PRIVILEGES!

HEAR INMY MORE

helped

ritis,
A --Fibrositis

OR I'LL

AND I MINT WANT

45

N42
62- 63
7

HOME GARDENER'S Zledicio,

WANTED

Community improvements.

24-Help Wanted Men

LOST small white female pixi-

QUALITY CONTROL:
INSPECTOR

dle. Vic.RecreationPk.6/30.
392-7688

14-Personals

Responidble for bills made br,
myself only. As of this dabOxp

6/lp/66, Orville. W. Ilaywooq
NMI

HAVE YOU -

4 It

4elepg,

Iti

g

414(.I

Ike

(..tteto

,

1960 Old's Serial #608M04197
2 dr. Hdtolf 1956 Dodge, 2 Dr.

Hdtop. Th se cars may be

ANY OF THES,E:

"`I and newly developed
unattractive areas. areas.

Screen off

Brighten Your Corner

chance for advancement in fast

MAN WITH CAR
to deliver in Prospect Heights:
Sunday only. Call
MT. PROSPECT

growing electionic company.

Will train man with related

ive. Elimination of eye -sores,
which have seen better days. automobile graveyards and.

Today we would like to sug- other unattractive entrances
gest some community im- to a town can be screened off.
provement ideas, planting and Trees can be planted in newly
general beautification to help developed areas and small
correct these conditions. parks. Recreation areas can
. beautify be established. All of these,
Clean the town
street frontages, use tubbed of course, require effort.
evergreens downtown . . all
this lends an aesthetic effect .An attractive community
encourages business. Every
to a community
Often you have heard citizen can lend his support to
someone say "I'd hate td live the job of making the comhere " This is a challenge to munity a more beautiful place
a community. What can be in which to live. Each homeshould be able to say
done about it? Shade tree maker
commissions, garden clubs, truthfully, "I love to live
here."
This
is the spirit of the
civic associations, Chambers
of Co mmerc e, in fact, all future.
groups interested in the com- ' All in all, this can help to
munity, can provide a con- promote the "More Beautiful
certed effort toward making' America" movement.

The Midway Hat Bows

Excellent benefits including
Sears Roebuck profit sharing.

And

Radio & T.V. Repair
17 So. Evergreen, Arl. Hgts.

Satisfy An Eager Buyer

CL 5-5692
Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

Guns
Tools
Boats
Tents
Books
Plants
Pianos

Jewelry
Bicycles

TV Sets
Clothing
Cameras

Antiques
Furniture
Livestock
Diamonds

MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

One Call Rents It All

Dishes & Silver Service
Lawn & Garden Equip.

ALLS

UNITED RENT

708 E. N/W Hwy. '

Arl. Hghts.

23-Instruction

Prefer exp'd. but will train

'qualified applicants. Many
company benefits. Report ,to

1810 Estes Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

Golf Clubs
Typewriters
Motorcycles
Used Trucks
Newest summer look is the midway hat, either small
nor big and droopy. Jan Leslie of Dallas interprets the
look in this turquoise ballibunti skimmer with garlands
of white Romer petals encircling the crown.

Right Start Makes a
Difference in Sewing
by Mary Brooks Picken
Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
When you have your fabric.
pattern, thread, fasteners and

are ready to begin your sewing venture, there are a few
preliminary steps to take before you begin.

Straighten

To straighten, stretch diagonally.

your fabric by

pulling diagonally, first one

way and then
i,

the other.'
Then pull a
crosswise
thread, stretching it diago-

nally Press

the fabric, if necessary, before

laying it out to cut.

Place the fabric on your

cutting surface Then press
your pattern, pieces flat.

Pin basting is an experts' trick.

Read the

instructions:
Check the width of your fab-

ric with the pattern layout.

Place the pattern pieces on
the fabric, following layout
instructions for the grain of
the -fabric. Cut with care.

Cut away the selvage or

clip it so it cannot tighten or
bulk your seam.
Allow extra seam width if
you are larger in hips Or bust
than your pattern.
Before removing your pattern, mark all darts, notches,
and construction lines. Use
chalk on- crayon paper and
the edge of a table 'knife or
dull tracing wheel to go over

garment. Fine fabrics need a

short stitch, thicker fabrics

a longer stitch..
Many custom shops are
usingy the shortest, zigzag
stitch: I recommend this for:
all body seams when jersey. Is
the fabriq used. This gets

Refrigerators
Baby Buggies
Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines
Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material
Outboard Motors
Sports Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment
Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Groutth Company has excellent opportunity for electronic
Work involves
technician.

INTERNATIONAL
HOUSE OF PANCAKES

' CALL PERSONNEL OFFICE
SP 5-4300
LE 7-5700
1020 Noel Ave: - ,Wheelifig.

GOLF MILL

For

-Nothing will sell it faster
than the

=UM

surfaces are best marked
Keep your iron rea4Y. Press
with tailor tacks.
each seam before it joins another.
Press .as you sew so
Pin -baste before stitching if
7

you are sure of correct fit. that smooth seams are

as-

Otherwise baste by hand, sured..
using %-inch basting stitches.
Use -a loW temperatu're iron

business

Test your stitch on two for man-made falitic, a moist
ns
thicknesses of the fabric be- cloth over w. o o
fore you begin to stitch the and cheesecloth over silks.

DON'S B I AC K TO P

Driveway: and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

FOR ANY

decide until you call us for
estimate,- Open
free
hours, 7 daps a week.

REASON?

ING.

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS' INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

Expert

work,

pekes. Insured & all work
-

Full Time Professional
People
259-5066

2 xlix 16

25c

Now available in red, green,

Weekdays 9, a.m. to

5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to I
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
We -are licensed and regulated
'vy the State of Illinois.

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM

Offers experienced and undefstanding tutoring experts, for any level in any
subject.

Math.

IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.
the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways.
patios.
etc. Protective curbing for
'asphalt.
drivewitys.
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates: 529-6587.

Serving

couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumcd: floors cleaned and

Kitchen. & bath

Call 373-6880

Trimming -Cutting
Topping

119 Brookfield
"

All

'BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates

Painting

529-6587

Commercial
Industrial
Fully. Insured & Guaranteed
Professional Painters, Inc.
3160 Dundee _ Rd.
_Northbrook
CR 2-5753

Suburban
Decorators

KELLY'S

TREE SERVICE
Trimming

& Tree Removal
FREE ESTIMATES
392-7430
Wall Washing

Interior and exterior qualFree

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

CL 3-7384

painting.

Mt. Prospect

824-9530

529-7774

esti-

mates.

CLEANING HOMES by.

Suburbs.

Free estimates.
Screens & storms painted.

ity

-

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

-

Exterior

-

824-2865

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE

Interior.

OUR .16TH YEAR

cleaned.

RUBBISH REMOVAL
' Old lumber - branches
l.urniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

and College Board Exams.

.

Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

polished.

Special help with
Language,
Science

LE 7-1166
Trash Hauling

Rick's Decorating

1414 E. -Davis St.

thoroughly

Wheeling, Ill.

Painting:. Wallpaper'g, 'Tiling. Free'csiimate.

General Cleaning

Hours:

358-0845

I'ATIO BLOCKS .

See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
_tPreducts

OFFICE -HOURS:

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales

Small engine repairs.
Free pickup & deliver'.

PaintingDecorating

Cement Work

,255-5060

Mt. Prospect

'100 To Choose From
I.&S \lotor Sales
Rt. 12 &22
Lake Zurich

724.7120

black, brown. yellow. buff.

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

259-0141

Miscellaneous Service

CALL TODAY

Henriksen

L sed Cars &

lawnmowers

low

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery. Cleaners
Quality work at reasonable

20c -Colors

Transporation

Repaired -&. sharpened.

562-2991

Each -Plain

24 hr'. phone serv.

LAWNMOWER
OUTBOARD

cost. free estimate.

guaranteed.
Free Estimates

Free est. in %our home.I
Clean, oil & adjust. '53.

358-2581

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. scrv. on all brands._:_..

Poul's Landscaping
Complete
landscaping
Maint. Call for tree est.

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

Up To uv To Pay

Sewing Machine Repairs

Ray's Lands'epg.
Planting & Design
Free Estimates
No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)

PHONE 439-1794

Months

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

24

'

Landscaping

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us ,and compare prices.
:37-8228

(Cofor or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen. Arl. Hgts..
CL 5-5692

358-1838

coating.
-

Radio and T.V. Repair

No Money Down

old blacktop. repair & seal

WANT ADS

255-7200

parking
lots.
areas. resurfacing

RAY'S

Roselle Builders
Garages -Room additions
Dormers -All types of
Remodeling
Fully Guaranteed
7 Year Financing -5%

off on all blacktopping,

driveways.

OR MORE

30qp.

CALL

259-0487
Homes Built To Order

AN

more 'thread length in the

seams and helps prevent the
dart lines for example. Rough Ihrend from breaking. '

lots.

parking

Storm Damaged
Antena's
Repaired or Replaced
Call

*CLEANING'

Will do any job '20% cheap-

or. Call collect & now save.
24 hr. service
392-1388
SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Pining
Biggest Discount Ever

_DO YOU.

Ratio -TV Repair

%% I NDOW & FLOOR

er than any other contract-

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

358-4882

Alton's Quality

is having Spring special on
driveways,

DECORATORS

General Cleaning

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

.

824-1933-

SUBURBAN

-

Call 255-1200

Blacktop Work

IN

,CALL

ADVERTISING

358-1838

SPECIALIZE

manager In three months.

Free Life & Hosp. Ins.

BUILDERS

WE

A smart lad can be night

To work for manufacturing
Co. Air conditioned office.

ROSELLE

15-Business Personals

NEED

goes up as you learn.

reliable serv1ces offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

NUCLEAR DATA
INCORPORATIONS
529-4600

cn

train as a grill man 6 nights
per week. $85. to start --pay

work learning a trade. We will

Consult this daily guide of

and

fringe benefits. Contact Ron
Zirk.

Take

.ACCOUNTANT

Let us help make your...DAY!

final test of special purpose
digital computers. Excellent

$2000
$3000
$4000

ness. We need an ambitious
young man who is willing to

MUNTZTV

Fish Poles

Used Cars
Auto Tires
Aquariums
Row Boats

Learn the restaurant busi-

BUSINESS
Serivice Directory

676-3050.
24-Help Wanted Men

environment

827-4272

OPPORTUNITY

EXPERIENCED

Must be high school graduates.

POOR GRADES?

NM-STANLEY

COST

WAREHOUSEMEN

Reading could be the Keyl
Learn . to read and spell in
the privacy of your home.
$2.50 per week. Mr. Horn.

sage for me to call.

CALL 392-6282

Monday thru Friday
10:00 a.m.to 1:30 p.m.
Saturday

.1.

ed- with pay.. Call me id -y
with the days and hou you
would like to work. If I am

not available, leave a mes-

PACKAGE LIQUOR
STORE

RELAY DRIVER
1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Tools, Rug & Floor Machines
Roll -a -way & Hospital Beds

working

volved is office housekc
for which you would be

Call 673-6760

(All State Enterprises)

KI 5-6650

259-3350

help determine. In add. ton,
free bus service provid 1 to
and from the job. Wor - in-

BOYS WANTED

PART TIME

Service Review, Inc.

'

Assemblys Co.
Chicago,111.
Prospect Hts.
392-0782

to work at O'Hare Airport
on schedules that they will

12 to 17. Part time. To work'
afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guaranteed salary plus
commission: Can earn over.

CALL 383-5950

Pilot Models Built
American Engineered

Rugs.

(Name yiaur own hpurs)
Most jobs .require you to meet
their Schedule. Nationally
known company is seeking men

$20 per week.

Auto. Electronic Controls

Stoves
Radios
Skates
Trunks

In For Summer Days

Insurance Inspectors,
Full time and Part time.

RAY'S

PART'&

NEWS AGENCY
.
392-1630

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
.i%n equal opportunity employer

They'll Bring You Extra Cash

255-1550

m
for Sundaymorning
work,4:30
to 8:30. 'Call
MT. PROSPECT

G

CORP...

Repaired or

Phone weekdays except Wed.
'

NEWS AGENCY
392-1830
MEN, WANTED

MANME'u-

11-Business Service$

Man to work in hobby shop
Nights and Saturdays. Interest In hobbies preferable.

.

NEWS. AGENCY
392-1830 _

FTAHcOTDuER

Replaced
Call

.

inspection,

in

y
backgroundor

PART TI ME

3 a.m. to 6 a.m.

r

our second shift. Excellent'

Palatine, Ill.

In every part of America their community more attract-

there are rundown areas

Men wanted for rejay driver

claimed at Arlington Park Dodge,Inc.

ANTENNA'S

24-14 Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Mondarthru Satuday,
MT.PROSPECT

STORM DAMAGED

THINGS TO SELL?

Wednesday, )uiy 6, 1966

Have immbdiate opening for a
man to take complete charge of
'Inspection procedures during

1400 E. Northwest Hwy.

Plant trees in parks

THE DAY

13-lost And Found

358-4882

BY machine. No mess, nct
streaking. Free estimate.
Steve Mueller _HE 7-4556

MODERNE WALL
YOI/il FIND IF I, trig"

CLEANING
/
Immaculate work inexpen-

sively done by, machine al-

'''Nif

. so

new

method L carpet'

cleaning.,

_

456.5404

r,

Wednesday, July 6, 1966

THE DAY

'

$

CALL TODAY

255-7200
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

-

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANTS
We have a need for three
men with a desire to learn

the technique of manufacturing a new type of electronic
car ponent. This is a relative-.
ly ew department within a
we established firm and capabl men will advance into
res mstble positions. Our
wot requires precision and

a man must

Would you like to sell real
estate? Modern, attractive

full time. sales personnel.

Please call for a money
making opportunity during
this active market.

_

No medical experience req'd.
This
young neighborhood

doctor will train a girl with

Arlington Hts . Rd.
Arlington Heights

light typing and pleasing per-

sonality as- his receptionist.
You'll greet patients, help
them feel at ease, schedule

259-1500
Driver Multi lith Operator

accident free driving record,
reliable and dependable.
Will operate multilith machine part time.
''
"
Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity for advancement.
UARCO Incorporated
W. County Line Rd Barrington

1700 Hicks Road
Rol ling Meadows
26 -Help Wanted Men Or -Women

Office and Warehouse National Company moving to

Grove. openings for
general office, biller typist,
bobickeeping machine operator, receptionist, general
warehouse, order fillers,
order packers, warehouse
foreman trainees. Good starting wage, merit and length of
service
raises, profit sharing.

An equal Opportunity employer

future call Mr. Marquard.

High salary

Liberal benefits
Call for appointment

RECEPTIONISTS
official greeter for thisexcel.
manufacturing firm. Req's.
are -light typing, neat appear-ance and personality for
public contact. To $85 wk.
Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

774-9393

Margie Bridal Salon
GOLF MILL
SHOPPING CENTER
Niles, Ill.
Legal Seery. Arlington Ht
Office. Experience prefer-

TRAINEE

You'll be trained to take over
small, not to busy switchboard.
also be the
receptionist for this modern
N. W. Suburban medical clinic.
You'll page doctor's, give
visitors
information and

-

wePli'etida-. -Ove-r--21. Experience helpful. 255-7070.

4563.
WAITRESSES needed to serve

(Name your own hours)

our growing public,. Fantastic
working conditions.

Insurance company in Cumberland area has permanent

positions available. No experience required. If you can

type 30 wpm, energetic and
active, phone
296-6661

i

An equal opportunity employer
24 -Help Wanted Men

Outstanding career opportunity for candidate with minimum

3 years experience in Time study, methods analysis

am not available leave a

message for me to call.
MR. STANLEY

.

827-4272

24 -Help Wanted Men

PROJECT ENGINEER

and work simplification. B.' S., degree in industrial engineering or equivalent.

(CHEMICAL PROCESSING)

AMEM=M
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

A college graduate is preferred however a non -grad with
good solid experience in this field could be acceptable.

537-2180

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

THE FOLLOWING

vailable for evening meetings.

Legal, real estate or governmental background helpful.
Salary commensurate with experience and background.

Apply Finance Director
Village of Arlington Heights

best with a nation-wide company such as Speigel--Credit
headquarters for America.

1 W.Campbell ArlingtonHgta.
392-9344

If PROJECT ENGINEER
Grade Engineer EE or ME with electrical engineer-'
ing background and knowledge ofncircult theory. Job
would be project development work in small electra
mechanical devices. 5 years of similar industry
experience as requested. Job also involves modification for current product designs, instructing drafting, lab, tool design and model making personnel in
project requirements.

MT. PROSPECT

An equal opportunity employer

with small component manufacturer as required.

*JR. TOOL DESIGNER
Individual with some experience 1 to 2 years as a

-machine tool designer. Such aman would work with
more qualified 'designers in developing on the board
jigs, fixtures, tools and special assembly machines
in production needs.

that any advertiser intends

824-7181 for App't.

or practices any unlawful
preference, limitation,

INSURANCE COMPANY

OF NORTH AMERICA
84 Broadway, Des Plaines
26 -Help Wanted Men Or -Women

specification or discrimination in employment prac-

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Male & Female

UN IVAC

Join A Profit Sharing Company

:AIRLINES SYSTEMSBRANCH
is looking for a CLERK

Join

CAN YOU SEW?
You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you

TYPIST. Good starting salary, regular increases, excellent company benefits, excellent working conditions. 36
hour week.

\A

Contact MR. DI NUNZIO.
824-8144

for. interview

INTERVIEWING:

adapt' it to industrial ma-

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings t117:30 pm

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

weight nylon goods. Good

gram. Paid Holidays end

8 to 4:30.

PAYROLL CLERK

The following positions are now available 'tor men and
women in our new plants

Compute salary, handle all

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
place.
Come
see us.

F.H.BONN COMPANY

types of payroll deduction.
Must be familiar with tax
deductions (Federal and local)
Experience with comptometer

helpful. 37 1/2 hr. week with
excelldrit company", benefits.

For apOt.'call Personnel

775-2300
SQUARE D COMPANY

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

An equal opportunity employer

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

ANALYZERS
, electronton-In /the military service,' corAny Siposyre
respondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

Executive Plaza
Park Ridge

PURCHA,S I NG EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

of Plastic Products

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND slurs -->"Pleasant working cond't's
Paid. vacations
Free Life Insurance
Paid rest periods

Steady employment
Paid Holidays
Bonus for night work
Free Hospitalization:
Apply 9-5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS
Abi

ust.

o read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is

General Molded PrOducts Inc.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

Des Plaines, Illinois

1365 Lee Street
024-6135

An Equal aPpcirtunity Employer

774-5155

WE NEED HELP

ASSEMBLERS'
No experience necessary as we will train.

ELECTRICIAN
Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
PART & FULL TI ME
MAIDS

'

HOUSEKEEPER

LAUNDRY HELP

BU ILD ING MA INTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines.

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time

PRODUCT

COST ACCOUNTANT

CL 5-2900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

METHOIDE MFG. CORP.

this might be for you.
We are in need of a cost accountant for our Mount Prospect
office.
Applicant should have at least 2 years of.college and some
experience in mathematical accounting.
Several years in the accounting field would also be most
helpfte..Should also have completed his military obligition.
If this position sounds Interesting to you please feel free
to call for a personal and confidential interview.

*CONVENIENT WORKING HOURS
*AUTOMATIC PAY INCREASES
* FREQUENT WAGE REVIEWS
*PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancemeht Potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a

Both 1st & 2nd Shifts

good pension program and Insurance plans.

If you think this Is your opportunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential interview.

.-

Interviewing Hours: Mon thru Fri, 8 am to 4:15,p.m. Sat.

*EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

-

ASSEMBLERS cMACHINE OPERATORS,
-INSPECTORS
*PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS,
AI MOLD PRESS OPERATQRS

INSPECTOR
Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify.
any ambition individual.

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.
*Company paid

insurance

*Early seniority in
new.plants.
*Tuiiion paid
*Employee discouats
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
C. AA .

Smith

9 am to 12 noon or by special appointment.

A

Apply in person or call, Jack Rhind
Monday thru Saturday

Charles Drunmy Company
-givroion of Addrissagroph Multsgroph Corp

31300 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

IND

METHODE MFG.-CORP.'
'392-3500

PHONE CL 5.1900'

Des Pia ine$

involved. Such- designations
shall not be taken to indicate

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

If you like to work with figures and feel you are in a rut

Qualified man with mechanical education and experience in design or process of tools, automatic high volume machinery to produce small electro mechanical
parts. 5 years experience doing this type of work

BOO E. Northwest HO.

Call Mr. Detman

OFFERS

*MANUFACTURING ENGINEER

824-118g

know which

hospitalization, many others.
- CALL 255-7500
For interview appointment
Miss Green

PHONE -CL 5.1900

LIT TELFUSE

them

This is an interesting variety
job. Must be a good typist.

'

-

'

let

positions

such as discount on merchan-

SPIEGEL

business

the advertiser
believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the- work

enjoy good pay and
many big company benefits

&sown of Addrrssograph Multigriph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

I

his

convenience to our readers
to

You'll

Charles Bruning Company

LITT'ELFUSE

Sundt.

of

or enterprise, or (2) as a

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING
Interviewing Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8 am to 4 pni.Sit;'9 am to
12 noon, or by special appointment.

ARE NEEDED AT

All the above jobs offer excellent working -conditions, fine staff fringe benefits in' air condition surrotmclings. Interested applicants please. call

ail:3n

33 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.

COUNTRY SIDE INN

If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential interview.

ENGINEERS

-

gards as -reasonably nee.
essary to the normal opet-

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

by paint and chemical .manufacturers.

WHEELING

dicate bona fide occupation.
al qualifications for employment which an employer re-

CLERK - TYPIST

needs one Clerk- Typist.

ing field for women -and the

.

Position requires a person with experience fn layct design
of liquid pumps and transfer systems similar. to at used

MAIM TI IV METALS

are Made only (1) to in-

meet the public. Must be a-

secretary to take responsibility and must be able to

NOTICE
Designations as to sex in

our Help Wanted' and Employ-inent Agency columns

NEW OFFICE IN
DES PLAINES

Experienced for Nights

vacation. Five day week -

I

& White Company, 50 W.Dundee Road, Wheeling, 537-0060

.

,Housekeeper to live in. Own
room, TV, salary. 2 good
children. 439-7015
Dependable local woman, for .
general cleaning. Thursdayor,
Friday. 392-3961.

usual company benefits. Ross

Clerk of Arlington Heights. Experienced
Deputy Village

Credit is the fastest grow-

tion, free bus service provided to and from the job.
trained with pay. Call me today with the days and hours
you would like to work. If

SECRETARIAL

keep shopping convenient for
Spiegel catalog customers.

'port on schedules that they
Work involved is office housekeeping for which you would be

Business Service Corp.

charge purchases and help WAITRESSES WANTED

rate. Fine insurance pro-

will help determine. In addi-

24 -Help Wanted Men

accounts up-to-date, approve

chines. You will sew medium

company

.

As a Spiegel credit clerk
you will
keep customer

is seeking

known

ladies to work at O'Hare Air -

Phone 255-5266

GENERAL OFFICE

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER

Most jobs require you to meet
their schedule. Nationally

ence, small pleasant office,

Exp'd or Beginner

PREFERRED

experience desirable.

-

Own trans. preferred CL 5-

writing & general correspond-

Doebber VA 7-5557.

bookkeeping credit or sales

Serving America since 1865

PART & FULL TIME

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Delicatessen - evenings and

Dependable cleaning woman
2 days a week, in Arl. Hgts.

directions. To $80 wk.- Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade
774-9393

250 N. 12th ST.

253-6100, extension 27.

red. CL 5-6500

SWITCHBOARD

439-7310

of

392-9255

sit at front desk and be the

more information call Ethel

An above average job for girls
or women with background of

chance for advancerrient is

General office. Experienced.
Good typing required. Year
round employment. 30 hours
per week. .Vacation and sick
leave. Call the Arlington
Heights--Public-SchooLs -at -

Mr. May,- 296-7711

N. W. Suburban office, you'll

Elk

If you want a job with a

Part Time
Arlington Heights area
College student or housewife
living in area acceptable.Permanent. Must excel in typing.

or pert time

Paid Vacation

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

Mr.Styne

GENERAL OFFICE

Choose your own hours
Pleasant wooking conditions

DUnkirk 1-4030

METHODE
MANUFACTURING

24 -Help Warded Men

Full

Village of Arlington Hts.
Salary open
Apply Financial Director
Village of Arlington Hts.
33'S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts.

GENERAL OFFICE

Phone 439-1100

Children grown?
Return to Business World

you wish in this area. For

HEALTH DEPT.

SPIEGEL CATALOG CENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY

fice and clerical work. Light
typing. Modern new building
and many company benefits.

Alterations -Fitters

'

APART TIME

217 S. Arlington' Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

Young lady for general of-

PART. TIME

259-2094
STENO TYPIST FOR ORDER

fice work, we can give you
as few or as many days as

SHORTHAND NECESSARY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Work
If you can do ANY kind of of-

CREDIT OFFERS
TOP CAREERS FOR
GIRLS,WOMEN

I

Saleswomen

SECRETARY

259-2340

DAY PUBLICATIONS

records. No Sats. or eves.
$90 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

be

JACK RIND
392-3500

Apply

appointments and keep simple

individual willing to learn this

person to

interesting job,
please come in for an interview. Clasified advertising
experience would be helpful,
but a pleasant telephone voice
and personality are really the
most essential qualifications.
extremely

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

To drive company station wa774-9393
gon, pick up and deliver mes--- 7205 N. Meade
sages and packages. Must have
30 -Help Wanted-Woiden

interesting procedure. Good
starting rate, quarterly wage
reviews, profit sharing and
insurance program are part
of excellent fringe benefits
available. Call or apply in

If you are interested in an

392-6100

ing would encompass general
duties. Related experience

helpful, but we will train an

.

DAYS

Unusual Earning Opportunity
for mature and ambitious
woman. Flexible hours. Call

Olnteicre
Interesting

only, all day. Vic. of Arl.
Hts. Rd. & Central. 439-5426.

WE NEED YOU!

3

ONLY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted Women

.

Baby sitter needed Saturday

207 N. Evergreen All. Hgts.

101N.

mind. Mechanical ability, process development, trouble
shooting, layout and model

work, and some print read-

SHEETS-

PETERS & CO.
REALTORS

with his hands and as alert

30 -Help Wanted -Women

DOCTOR'S ASSIST
Soriteone who likes people a
trainee with light typing 'who
is willing to start for $80.
FREE position.

and reputable office need

like to work

30 -Help Wanted -Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women.

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

.

15

An equal Opportunity employer

1700 Hicks Rd.

Phone 437-5800
Rolling Meadows'

An equal opportunity employer

Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

.

SO -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

RESPONSIBLE

ANYONE!

WO MAN
Evenings for counter work in

SponsorTypists,Stenos'Awtbd,
Clks., K.P., Comp., File Spec.

hamburger and ice cream
store. We furnish uniforms.'
Call or see

Clk:s., Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs.,

AND

PART TIME
IMMEDIATE WORK

Mrs. Pecoraro
CL 9-4315

No limit to persons Sponsored.
Use coupon below. $40 paid to

COCK ROBIN
920 W. Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights -

anyone referring those listed
above, who have not worked for

us for two years, and are hired

and work 40 hrs. within 90

'Household Help

days front the time they go on

Woman to clean 5 builder's
models, corner Orchard and
Dryden Sts., Arlington Hgts.

our payroll. Offer does not
apply to nite, student, teacher

temporaries.

or call
'

Will train personable married

Ph.

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-

My name

cludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet"
people. Call collect 453-9510,

D.P.

Address

Ph.
City
Mail to address below. You are
'paid 40 two weeks after reed

ORCHID CLEANERS
24 N. Main, Mt, Prospect .

Golf Rd. Des Plaines

8606

s are worked.

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

IMPORTANT
To qual fy tell us by letter,

post ca d, phone or attached
- name, address, phone

ou

253-9573

COUNTER CLERK

is a.

She

Secretaries
Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

$10 BONUS
With

Apply in person about 11 A.M..

CLIP COUPON TODAY
I sponsor
Address
City

Typists

MACHINE

f person you sponsor before
that person comes in.She may

OPERATORS

bring your letter, card or
coupon in hand.

Our fast growing company has

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

in above positions.
Frequent wage reviews & excellent fringe benefits.

women

Lifesavers, Inc.

APPLY IN PERSON ORCALL
392-3500

TEMPORARY WORK
Randhurst Center 392-1920
Room 63
Prof. Level
677-5130
Old Orchard
Room 512
Prof. Bldg.
475-3500
Evanston
Room 308
1609 Sherman
'24 hr. ens. serv. 332-5210

METHODE MFG. CO.
1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling.Meadows
30 -Help. Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

First 5 Days Pay

"AUTHORIZED DEALER"

Donzi,

Dunthy

Mercruiser

Mercury
7108 W. Cermak

-PI 9-2260

$75 BONUS
Top Rates

Paid Vacations

RIGH'T.GIRL
- Temporary Service
Call Jane Nelson

43 -Do It Yourself

For the do it yourselfer.Free
estimates & -layout help.
Kitchen,
vanity _cabinets,

Formica tops, frames, sash,
doors, trim, wood & aluminum screens & storm sash.
279 River Rd.

PHONE -827-13.08

824-6115

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Used power mower for sale.
Toro power handle with 26"
reel mower attachment. 439-

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER

Fl 8-2699

German Shepard male.
6 months
All Shots $75.

Murray Rider Ball_ Bearing

$400 Rocking Horse Like New
$4.00, Chain Drive 3 Wheeler
$5.00 253-1788
Simmons -full sized bed, com-

plete with box spring. Good

condition. $15. 958-1851.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

CL 5-1108

TV Admiral port. 17" $55.
Magnavox 24" $48.50 guaranteed Shelkop T.V. CL 3-2187.

Tent trailer in exc. cond.,

253-3122

$295.

Alum, runabout 25 HP
Evinrude elec. with trailer
skis, inc. $275. 255-3753.
14' aluminum .11,n boat with

PUPPIES
CH. SIRED

AKC

0078.
Boys 20" Bike new tires $8.00

more.

Des Plaines

259-3903
FREE KITTENS
439-0057

Free Kittens to good homes.
Call after 6

Housebroken.
P.M. 439-6140

Siamese seal Pt. female, 1
Yr., declewed, all shots.,
registered, loves
C.F.A.
children. 358-3122 after 6:00.

LAMBS' PET FARM
Helping

5238 after 5.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Reliable girl needed, must be good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

WHEELING
537-2180.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

gun $10. CL - 3-1810.
Harmony Double Pickup Guitar and. Band Amplifier
$150.00. CL 9-3766'

Elec. Guitar. National's best.
2 pickups.
Airline reverb
tremolo amp. & speakers.
Foot switches. 3 mos. old,
unused.

Good, starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement.
Usual company benefits including profit sharing, paid holtdays and vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

306 E. Hellen Rd.

BUNN AUTOMATIC TYING
MACHINE, PITNEY , BOWES
POSTAGE METER, PITNEY

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

Best Offer

We will train you to operate IBM Key punch machines.
Knowledge of touch typing required. Evening hours 5:30 to
10 p.m. Outstanding company benefits including profit sharing.

PURE OIL COMPANY

WE NEED HELP
THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
MAIDS AND LAUNDRY HELP
FULL OR PART TI ME
SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR AND CLERK

3 to 11 P.M. SHIFT
A Division of Union Oil Company of California
East Golf Road
Palatine, Illinois

APPLY IN PERSON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

200

LA 9-7700

CL 5-2900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

town section near C NW R.E.
Station. Call Wm. Stellwagen.
GEORGE & LURIE CO.

19 -To Rent Resort Properties

3 bdrm. cottage, ht'd, on
Lauderdale Lake, Wis. $100
weekly. CL 3-5329 after 6:30
81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

Excellent condition, sleeps 6 off ground. All equipment required for immediate campers. Call CL. 5-2347 after
3:00.

66 -Business Opportunities

as $100 down. These are repossessed by. VA; and offered

to anyone. Come in and talk
it over with us.

434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
Open9 to 9
FL 8-1800

AMERICAN LEGION HALL

CL. 9-2978

Don Wheeler

82 -Wanted To Rent

HOUSE WANTED. 3 bedroom.

Need by August 1. 259-5329.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

Arl. Hts.-Brk. ranch, 3 bedrm, lge Jot, central vacuum
system. Close to adds,
shops. $22,650. By, app't.
CL 3-7297
Charming 3 bdrm. bi level, 5
years old, in beautiful Scarsdale area, on 80' by 134' lot.
place. 2 car attached' garage,
patio, dishwasher, stove, disposal. Low 30's.
OWNER. 259-3906

-

10 Room Contemporary ranch
home on 40 Acres, magnificent

view. 3 fireplaces, 3 1/2baths
4 bedrooms, walnut kitchen,
teakwood & oak floors. 5 stall
horse barn, riding ring. Swim
ming pool, exceptional opportunity $150,000.
COMMERCIAL

ZONED PROPERTY

On Route 14 in Village of
Barrington. Improved with 2

PARTAKE
1

234 N. Northwest Highway
.358-7788
Palatine

bdrms., 2 baths, garage,

Arlington Heights, Call 3923659 after 7 p.m.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

JUST LISTED
"LANDS LOTS OF LAND"
1

1/4 Acres with

Brick & frame Contemporary
Ranch -3 bedrooms, fireplace
in

Liv. rm. huge 28 x 28

heated garage for workshop.
Future extra lot by dividing
property in half -fronting on
two streets. Close In 1 1/2
Miles to Arl. Station. Call to
see today.Realistically priced

cial. 6 room home with full
basement, 3 1/2 car garage

nice landscaping. 181 ft. frontage opportunity is now knocking. $20,000.

1:00 A.M,

1714 E.N.W. Hwy.
Open

9 to 9

Ar. Ms.
CL 5-6320
BEST BUY IN TOWN

Away from all the noise &

108 So. Hough St. Barrington
Phone 381-0760
PALATINE - Wooded 1/2 acre

3 bedrms. home, 1 1/2 baths
with open stair to 2nd floor.
1 bedrm. down, 2 car garage
(single door) $21,500 FOLZ
REALTY - CL 5-3535, eve.
299-5731.
1810 E. N/W Hwy

Arl. Hts.

acres of unusually good

5

high land, -on bltick top road..
$4,950.00 Easy terms.
FL 4-2186
96 -Real Estate Wanted

Jobs are open at this time for summer
girls (18 or over), temporary women, (sum-

mer months only) and permanent women..

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars
1962 used Karmanm Ghia,

good condition.$900.Call 4371317.

'59 -MGA. new: engine, top,
tonneau, paint. Very clean.
W/wheels $985. CL 3-2226
101-tutomobiles Wanted

WANTED -USED CARS

Bring your title -cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707.
111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Go -Kart 6 HP engine, racing
steering wheel, drum brakes.

Best offer.

HOME REALTY'
Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

carpeting is new. All this plus

this a truely wonderful buy at

.palatine

only $20,700.

.99 -Automobiles For Sale

C. M. BEHRENS & CO.

Arl. Hts.
2 W. N/W Hwy.
255-1500

358-4555

99 -Automobiles For Sale

FESTIVAL
DRIVING FUN

ELLI NWOOD
MOTORS

4

dr. Auto. Trans. Radio,

heater. Like new tires. $350.

CL 3-1006.
'65 Ford Celeste air-cond.

824-1155 Ext.236

Des Plaines

car.

Priced to sell $1995.
CL 3-8926

WAITRESS

Impala Convertible,

med.

blue. 2 tone, blue interior,

very clean, full price ....

$1795
Wildcat Convertible, white
with black interior. Bucket
seats, full price

-$1495
62 TEMPEST
Convertible,

stick

V-8,

shift, full, price

$995

62 F-85 OLDS

Cutlass Convertible. V. -I3
automatic, with power.
$100 DOWN

61 CONTINENTAL
Full price

$1195
61 CADILLAC
Coupe, new premium tires,
full price

$995
61 FALCON
Deluxe 4 dr. auto. transmission,
-

For Rent
COMMERCIAL
Prime location - plenty of
parking - 3200 Sq. Ft. Air
conditioned - will remodel
CL 54020

CLERK TYPIST
Position calls for women with good typing and clerical skills.
Interesting work in new, air-conditioned plant and congenial
atmosphere. Good starting pay, regular merit reviews and profit sharing.

$2350'
65 CHEV.

fully equip. Getting company

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.

65 OLDS
Starfire Coupe, dark blue,
bucket seats, white interior, full price

1960 Mercury. Low mileage.

Experienced

Good starting salaries and excellent employee benefits including profit sharing.

392-2571

Listings Wanted

Dial

We are -now interviewing neat, attractive young ladies between the ages of 18-95 for the position of

259-1246
'62 VW
EXCELLENT CONDITION.
CALL CL 3-9275.

63 BUICK

this immaculate 2 bdrm. bilevel home nestled tinder
beautiful shade trees.Interior
has been redecorated and the

en over sized garage makes

4 cyl.

overdrive. $450

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

confusion but near shopping is

WA ITRESSES

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

824-5875.
'61 Willy's Wagon.

FINE
SUBURBAN CARS

Available September 1st

-

'

Real Estate

WHITNEY

NORTHWEST

An Equal Opportunity Employer

5:00 P.M.

little work, $250 or best offer.

session of one available" 425
ft. frontage. Price $60,000.
ON ROUTE 59
In Wauconda zoned commer-

Partially finished
family room. 1 1/2 baths, 2

TELETYPE OPERATOR

30 Algonquin Rd.

auto. 2 Mag. wheels. Needs

kitchen.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

50 -Help Wanted -Women

_

buildings now rental. "Pos-

BRUNS

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Franchising is new .business
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area

dan. Good running cond. $375.
CL 3-0194
'56 Pontiac 317 C.I. 4 so:.

BARRINGTON HILLS

at only $22,900.

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

3

you have a good credit
rating - VA homes are available to you for as little
If

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY

Parties

100x557'

Dept. A -

carpets built-in oven & range
disposal. Fireplace. Attached
Ideal
1 1/2 car -garage..
cation. Price $24,900. CL -

HALL RENTALS
Graduations, etc.

'61 Buick Special 4 Dr. Se-

Family rm. 2 baths separate dining rm. wall to wall

0960.

.FR 2-0370

car garage. 6 years old. Must
sell. $25,500. Call CL 5-4716.

16 -To RerTt Houses

BUILDING

PARK RIDGE: Stores in down-

Only 4 months old.
392-4746

By owner. $27,500. 392-3788.
Arl. Hts. By owner lovely
6 yr. old ranch 3 bdrms.

split level. Dining L, large
392-4106

-

For sale 21" Philco table
TV with table $25. 392-0616.

Palatine

OPENING OUR

18 -To Rent Business Property

$2300.

car garage, fenced yard.

2

A rl. Hts. south side 3 bedroom

BOWES INSERTER.

358-7322

Grab this OPPORTUNITY to be trained on the Job.

'66 Mustang, fast back.Black.

must sellr3 bdrm 1 1/2bath.,

2 baths, family room with fire.

56-Ottice furniture -Devices

A. C. DAVENPORT & SON CO.
GET PA ID FOR TRAINING!

824-2340.

$300.

TRADE WEND CAMPER

ACCTS. RECEIVABLE

MAI Ar TIN

case $85. Crossman pellet

60 -Sporting Goods

5244.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Amplifier. CL 3-9546.
Guitar, 3 pickups Nat'l. lined

4636

accessories, $85. Call 537-

L.R. D. R. ;am., rm. in
knotty pine. New w/w carpet.,

Weddings

FOR SALE. Ampeg Guitar.

Rt. '176. Libertyville. EM 2-

mahog. bed (complete) $35.
Drum table $5.00. DU 1 -

1960 Chevy Station Wagon
$350. Call 823-1214 or 8256462:

Low summer rates for

Gulbranson Spinet, mahogany,
exc. cond't. Best offer, no
dealers. 259-3608.

58 -Radio -Television

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture
occas. chair., Solid
Gold

Arlington/ figts. Transferred

55 -Musical Instruments

Puppies, kittens, monkeys.
Birds _of. the World exhibit.
Reptiles and tropical fish

Children's Tame Pet Pas
ture Trl - State Tollway ut

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

'

retarded.

mentally

99 -Automobiles for. Sale

*Arlington Heights
$110
815-385-4419

Almost new yellow 2 Dr. GE
refrigerator $125. Matching
washer/electric
Durocrest
dryer' $125. 438-1679 after 5.
Going overseas, must sell GE
electric 30". stove. Aqua.
Excellent cond. 253-5813
Maytag washer/Dryer - $185
Admiral upright freezer $ 75
25
Admiral refrigerator
Ping-pong table
25
253-1887 after 5
G.E. refrig/freezer, copper tone. Deluxe Elec. washer and
Gas dryer. All 1966 models.
10 mos. old. Perfect cond.
Excellent buy.
392-7639

86 -Real Estate -Houses

15 East Miner

48 -Household Appliances

Wednesday, July 6, 1966

-

Rolling
Meadows. Immediate occu7.
pancy. Call 392-6618.
in

STORE OR OFFICE

'delivery 'arranged. 773-0252
after 12 noon.

stock - custom or special.

VIAJOR MILLWORK CO.

12'

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

ON DISPLAY

OPEN SUNDAYS

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12.P.M.:
"12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalizatimi and life in-

NEW AND USED

Weekdays 9-9, Sat. & Sun.9-5

4

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

piece, or room. Terms and

PLUS

bed sleeps 2, floor space for

ASSEMBLERS

23 rooms of builder's model
'Mine furniture being sold by'

100 BOATS

THE DAY

16 -To Relit Houses

-.40%-70% Savings'

OVER

Sea Ray

41 -Home Fucnishings-furniture

2 bdrm. house

SMITH
MARINE

TEMPORARY

-

EARN $40

37 -Boats And Marine Supplies

30 -Help Wanted -Women

NO MONEY DOWN
Open All Day Sundays
10 - 5 p.m.
And Monday,July 4th

ELLI NWOOD

MOTOR
SALES.

FRANCEK
8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

1565 Ellinwood Ave.
In Downtown

Des Plaines, Ill.

299-4235

299-3395

Please phone Mrs. Strand at
We can offer permanent employment with excellent employee

as

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance programs.
$1.00 pr. hr. plus full Gratuities.
Apply in Person

MACHINE ASSEMBLERS

Palatine, Ill.

FLOOR INSPECTORS
Above jobs have additional 10% nite shift

premium.

SECRETARY
Interesting position available for experienced secretary, who

likes the responsibility and variety involved in an Aero-

If you are a summer girl, a woman who

would only like to work these hours during
the summer or are seeking.permanent employment feel free in stopping by or calling.

LITTELFUSE

space oriented Research Laboratory. Must have good typing
and shorthand skills and the ability to work well with people.
We offer many progressive benefits including 2 weeks paid
vacation, free life insurance and hospitalization, 8 paid holidays, etc. Pleasant engineering environment in air - conditioned facility. Salary commensurate with ability..Please come in
or call for appointment.

ACRONETICS

Elk Grove Village, III.

2200 Arthur Ave.

CASHIER

-

HOSTESS

FULL TIME NIGHTS
We are now interidewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of:

CASHIER -HOSTESS
We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance program.
NIGHTS $1.85 - $2.00
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE.

,800 E.,Northwest Hwy.

immed. possession.

1 East Campbell

CL 3-2111

Division of Genera -1-T! a Corp.
1200 Hicks Rd.'
Rollin Meadows

Des_ Plaines

3 Bedroom, 'Split - level home in choice
Mt. Prospect area. Paneled Rec., Room;
1 1/2 baths, transferred owner, can give

APPLY'IN PERSON

AEROSPACE'
824-1188,

86 -Real Estate -Houses

$24,900

INN

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwest Hwy.'(Rts, 53 & 14).

86 -Real Estate -Houses

437-5900
for appointment

CI, 94740
. An Equal OpportunityEmployer
I

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 4 14)
PALATINE

*"..s'

Arlington Hts.

Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listirig Service

Low Prices Everyday! Shop and Compare!

Low Prices Everyday! Shop and Compare!

orE?

VMjJPaY

SUNNYACRE

I

LARGE GRADE -A

t

EGGS
I

RILL SLICE emoeiiime

2 $100

6-PAK BRESSLER'S

ICE _CREAM BARS for
6 PAK

for
2

ESKIMO BARS

STEAK

H

._

39c

doz.

49t

111,

Bon
CINNAMON-

1

$100

BREAD

MEADOWMOOR QT.

174

BUTTERMILK,

1
1

1/2 -GAL

BRESSLER'S

ICE CREAM

Boneless

79c

& Rolled

32 -OZ. ANTISEPTIC

$1"

LISTERINE

HOME.- GROWN

Sweet California

GREEN ONIONS
CALIFORNIA

SETTING GEL

PEPPERS

SUAVE SET

CELLO

lb.
0

RADISHES.

CALIF. SUNKIST

CALIF. PASCAL

ORANGES

CELERY

9

Ige. stalk

doz.

Your Choice - Mix or Match!

2

for

19t

A

I

REFOOD'AR

IA

PRICES

EFFECTIVE
JULY 8TH TO 9TH

i300 Northwest Highway, Palatine

100 Giant

RINSO

Giant

*

,

63c

1-

DOVE '

75c

75c

ALL

i

''"

.

'

,

22 -Oz.

ALL

LUX

1

150 Off Giant

Quart

-A 100,0ff Giar.
s

.

I.

73c
VIM-

55c

'

::-

3,Regt.41c'
Giant

.

'

,

.

75c.

..C.

Giant

-

:

.

.

.

-

.

.TIDE.

..

,.-.

-

.

4 Fo'Lr 29c

DASH

'69c

.SALVO

..

...: :

.

75c1

-

,--

65c

;

''.

Reg.

..

'.--IyoRys.:. -,..,,,,..../4 ,a,:tkEAN
,,..,.

.

-:-.73c

.1

'DOWNY.

'

:r '.'

:.

..

..

75t :,.

'

.

.

9c

.

..:

.THRILL

'

...

.

..

..

.,.

33c...

Giant' .:..'

'

SPIC:111.'.S?AN

i.... 33 : -.' LIQUID 22-0z.

..

'.

'

.. JQY.'

'.

..

-73".....
- 75c.

-

LIQUID 22 -Oz'.

-

. :Giant

....OXY.DOL...
..

1.

.

'--

Giant

.CHEER:.

. 33c

.

-,

.

TOP. -JOB

-

LIQUID 22-0z..

i'.

':: :$17.9.

Giant

Giant

,..

IVORY scAp

Giant

.

.

'

.

.

100 Off Giant

300 Off Jumbo -

.

... Rolm:.

-..

_

.

.

-

SILVER DUST
..

55c

.-.

SOAP ..

_I,L,..,.,fRAISE

.'

SWAN
SOAP

.

'ALL'

43c,

.

.11c
'

LIQUID 22-0z,
'

...

.

:

ALL....:.

_

55'

'

-

'.....

Giant

-

PERSONAL

DISHWASHER ---::.----

.

3Reg:33

2/19'

COLD WATER
,

$115

COMET

,

LUX

'

Cleanser 20 Off Reg.

-

3 Lb.11c

120 Off 1/2 Gal.

59c

FINAL. TOUCH

Hours 10-10 Daily 10-6 Sunday

SOAP

,

BREEZE

FLUFFY-.

LIQUID49c

WISK

33-0z.

-

.

80 Off 22-0z.

SURF.

MT

II

.

.

.

'

:

:83c

1::

...

::

-.

..''...

. Giant'

' DUI.

-. 75c

1

'Telephone

WEATHER

255-4400

Tonight; Fair and a little
cooler; Low In the lower 60s.
Friday; Mostly sunny with little temperature cliange; High
in the middle 80a.

Your Home Newspaper
\

Golfers Clash,
Law Called In

1.

At ContrOversial Corner

rge 44Towns
To Combine
Water Supply

Schoenbeck and Palatine Rds.
about noon Wednesday. -

Carl

Builder Salvatore DiMucu Jr won a court decision for occupancy permits against the %silage of Mount Prospect - but
may have lost a planned apartment development in the process.
At Tuesday's village board court decision granting occu-

Stevens

suffered

cuts

on his forehead and arm and
Paul Stevens had a cut on his
lip and on the side of his
head.

Newman

was

hospitalized

with a fractured arm, knee in-

Teichert first in favor of grant- three homes in Mount

jury and facial cuts.

the

on

Shire

village's

was

asked that the development be

village did not intend to issue

based

granting the building permits.
The court maintained that if the
permits, it should
not have granted building peroccupancy

At its meeting two weeks mits
ago, the board voted to table
"IT APPEARS that the court
approval of the planned apart- has held that the village's first
ment development over Teich- line of defense is in not issuert's protest
ing any approval action. If we
The village is demanding that

for the apartments.

issue the planned development
approval, then- refuse to issue

building permits, we have fail-

to take action at the first

ed

point,"

possible
said

Teichert

DiMucci Jr , president of
Mucci Home Builders, mainMayor Daniel Congreve said
tains that the title is not his that the board was willing to
that
of
another
to pass, but
grant the planned development,

company, owned by Salvatore

Mucci Sr
THE VILLAGE holds a let-

ter from DiMucci Sr stating
that the retention basin will be
given to the village Action on
any development in the area,
however, will have to wait until the deed is passed
This policy was

set

with

other builders and the board
refused two weeks ago to make
an exception of DiMucci

At the last meeting, Teichert said he felt the village
should approve the planned

which has been approved by the
planning commission, provided

the owner of the property (Di Mucci Sr.) and the builder, (Di Mucci Jr-) deed title to the retention basin and drainage system to the village.

Acceptance of the retention
basin, which was recently completed, hinges on its inspection

and approval by the Chicago
Metropolitan Sanitary District.

The accident occurred about
the -time school children were
being released from Dist. 26
summer school at an intersection which has become involved in a controversy over
safety measures.

Beach Attire
Stolen in
Park

apartment

or

Gripe
Of The
Day

After
by

Umpiret are c h e a p.
They called a strike at my

I'm on
Tell them to

shoelaces once.'

the Cubs.
shape up.

J.H.

a

the

Drive

apartment

project

whizzed by us in golf carts.

"We had stopped after playing the front nine to cat lunch.
We were on the tee when the foursome attempted to cut us

icipality are interested in ex-

off. I drove a ball and it went about 75 yards into the trees.

ploring DAMP's proposal fur-

ally, after hitting six balls, I got one over the water.

Manager L. A. Hanson also

"My two buddies made their shot the first time. We conthree holes later," Oldham said.

of trustees.

to the Mount Prospect village
board - the first group to hear

Oldham said that a park ranger came up while the policeman was talking to the two groups. "He labeled the whole

"We are certainly in favor
MOTT SAID that Des Plaines
of investigating anything for
enthusiastic
/awas
especially
officially of DAMP'S plans the future water conservation
was to determine if they were at bout the consolidation since it and use of this village," Hanappears
they
are
going
to
hive
all interested in pursuing the
son said.
matter and participating in the more than adequate water when
Hanson said that it appears
they
receive
supplies
from
Chicost of comprehensive studies.
(Continued on Page 2)

municipalities a fair, appraised

value for their water systems
and would then operate the en-

tire utility as one system, selling water to all four commun-

matter 'ridiculous'," Oldham said.

The four Mount Prospect women apparently thought the
matter was indeed serious. They contacted Maykr Daniel
Congreve who called park officials into a special meeting last
night at the village hall.

Bardwell has
superintendent
as
would enable a community that resigned
is short on water for a period of School District 59, to ac -

Mott said that such a plan

Dr.

Roger

meeting.

pres-

Bardwell,"

proved to
able
mendously

duct charges against the three insurance men.

said,

he

ik

Judge Zimmerman set bond at $300 on the reckless con-

Dr.
was

Deal on Water
Offered Utility

treeducator
who has
a

and administrator
the district selflessserved
ly.
Although we shall - all

miss him, we wish him the

very best in his new venture
and know, that it will mean
bigger and better things for
him personally."

Mount Prospect has submitted an agreement to Citizens

Utility Co. of Illinois for payment of water -the

Meeting

to

accept

a'

Shire, denying Utility the right

school front door finished with

to expand what the village labels
an inadequate service.

a

occupancy --_permits in
homes already occupied by the
new owners.

engineering

re-,

material which could be
painted. The board also agreed

to' accept a type of pressure
tank for' the school's water
system which had been specificied in .the original draft
plans.

The company is ccintinuing-Company's system is back in
its efforts to repair a defective proper working order."
motor shipped by air freight
Also, the agreement stipu-

to about 150 parents of

port was supposed to present

sent,

station. Pranka said he would
notify Village Manager. John
Mongan when, .the report is
ready. No date was set . for its

The questionnaire surveyed
the parents' attitude toward
the district providing trans

Utility'i alternatives . to a lift

children due 'to attend
Muir School this fall.

the

portation and cold lunch facilities.

Monday to replace a motor that .-' fates that the "company will
burned out early Sunday.
curtail all its users from
the,
Since. Sunday the village has sprinkling lawns during this
ly stronger than it ever has been/ Supplying some 1,800 period of emergency."
"All key home normally serviced by
been," he said.
The village has pumped its
jobs are filled by competent Citize s in I Northwestern sub- storage tank on Highland Ave.
and able personnel who are urban areas. Some 315 of these -full to its 1,000,000 gallon
well trained- and- are more homes are within Mount Pros- capacity, and has furnished
then able to carry on during pect's village limits.
i
water to the. company to 'fill its
the transition period." '
The village has asked, the storage tank near the pimp
No replacement --has-heen- "company to' "place in deposit
site on Euclid Rd. 'east Of
selected for the retiring su- with. the village treisurer . . . Wheeling Rd.
'
4
perintendent, 'but' Burns said $1,500 to be applied to 'the cost
Once the company's tank is
a search for. a successor to. of labor material and water full, water pressure to the homes
Dr. Bardwell will begin at supplied."'it services will become normal.'
once.
The agreement also asked During the height_ of the water
Dr. Bardwell advised the the company to purchase water crisis water pressure was ex -board that he would like to at the rate °fill a thousand tremely low.
Bardwell is leaving
district '.organizational-

.

,

'

The board delayed until -July
11 a report from Panzino on a
questionnaire ?which had been

village is

supplying the company chiring a water shortage.

"Dr.

The board voted at .Tues-

'

three

-

re-

site,

Cook County Circuit Court,
however, granted an order to
DiMucci Home Builders for

'

Burns,

walk and curbing are now beBurns said that Dr. Bard ing drafted for the northern well's resignation should have
walkways at the new school . no ill effect on the district!

permits to homes in Mount day's

Tuesday's

Chief Esmond said the warrants would be served by village
police tomorrow. He said that if the village is successful in
nerving the warrants tomorrow the entire matter will be
hashed out in Judge Simon Porter's Mount Prospect Court

ported that plans for a side-

He said that the project will
remain in committee until the
village has received deed and in the last year.
TO back their order, the vil= presentation to the .board of
sanitary district approval of
the Busse Rd. retention basin. Inge refused to grant occupancy trustees.
.

"Dr.
"has

told the board the school's new one accepted. At Tuesday's
principal will be announced, he meeting all the bids had not
architect

school -District
Douglas S.

said
Education,
resignation
Bardwell's
accepted with regret.

At that time, the bids on
The new Dist. 23 John Muir
School continued to hold the flooring for the school's mulicenter stage at the board of purpose room, stage, PTA
education's meeting Tuesday. kitchen and nurse's and cot
Dist. Supt. Louis Panzino rooms- will be examined, and
been submitted.
' The district

men:

cept the position of, superintendent of the Ithaca (N.Y.)

of

To Be Named July 11

II

IT WAS at this meeting, attended by Park Commissioners Ed Boddy and Robert Jackson, along with Tom Cooper,
superintendent of parks and recreation, Mayor Congreve,
Police Chief Newell Esmond, Lt. John Homola and , Officer
Lischalk that it was decided to swear out warrants against the

ident of the Dist, 59 Board on Thursday, July 21.

Muir School- Principal.

hopes, at the board's July

ii

Bardwell Resigns
As Dist. 59 Supt.

ities.

ing construction of a lift station
at Cottonwood near the Busse
Rd. interceptor sewer as an alternative to the floods that have
innundated, the area five times

Committee.

plus for the other villages par-

pose in making the presentation igan water to the suburbs.

to be submitted,
The village has demanded
that guarantees be posted assur-

referred back to the judiciary

"Not so," countered Oldham, an insurance executive, when
contacted by a Day reported at his home late last night. "We
were all 'on the 101h tee, ready to tee off when these women

ter for our village needs."

tinued to play. The women and a policeman stopped us about

that the reports were not ready

be

to drive them off the tee.

have more than adequate wa-

of the Supreme Court lake diticipating municipalities.
said that the idea has not been
Mott said that his main pur- version case, bring Lake Mich- formally presented to his board

Tom Pranka, general manager of Utility, told the board

Teichert moved that the Palm

Des

sure a more than adequate sur-

split up between the four par-

village board Tuesday night.

general ,discuBsion
trustees,
Trustee

.from

"WE DID NOT y to hit the women.. We yelled fore twice
ing to get a ball across the water hazard. Finand I

Mott, DAMP would pay the

An anticipated report from

feels that they 'must be fehced
-in to protect children.

came

Mrs. Rowe contended that one of the trio, who later turned
out to be Oldham, drove six balls at the women in an attempt

lower rate, and 'more efficiently, than you could through
We
a consolidated system.
a

that the present wells in Des
PALATINE DAMP member
Plaines' would not be needed Howard Olsen said that the
by that village and would in- board of trustees of that mun-

The cost of such a study,
Mott said, would have to be

Report Delayed
On Flood Plan

feet of water and the village

Lf'z

operation

feasibility.

tickets were taken from the
ticket window at the North
Western Railway depot Tuesday
morning.
someone
learned
Police
reached inside the window about
9:40 a.m. and grabbed the
tickets.

several

Motivation to put the plan in

the village limits.

Congreve said. "We can provide water, for our people at

cago.

Citizens Utility. Co. concerning
engineering alternatives to the
flooding situation in Elk Ridge
Villa .failed to be heard by the

store

Actually, all Mount Prospect policemen are deputized to
act in full police capacity on all park district property within

ticipating in the project.
ther. He said that no formal
Water mains in the new sys- presentation has been made
tem, Mott stressed, would be to the village board as yet.
sized so that DAMP could in
Arlington Heights Village
the future, pending the outcome

UNDER the plan outlined by

be -a -safety

the basins.
Some basins

course.

Teichert.

tees.

Mott emphasized that the
present proposals were strictly exploratory and would require a comprehensive engineering study as to costs and

An undetermined number of

ed to it so that they can control

Mrs. Rowe wanted to file formal charges. Officer Lischalk said she would have to go to the police station. He said
he did not have authority to eject the three men from the golf

--

Membership includes Trustees Robert Colter and Robert

Mott told Mount Prospect trus-

meetings

ies.

Tickets Stolen
At Rail Station

has demanded that title be deed-

sides of the complaint.

-

and health hazard, the village

to

OFFICER LISCHALK is not a golfer. He listened to both

board Tuesday by William Mott, chairman of

ibility of purchasing ' the water Plaints, which plans to obtain
its major water supply from the
company resources from the,
four participating communit- City of Chicago soon. Mott said

caps, she said.

cision against the village last
week," Teichert said, "it ap- itary Districts sewers.
pears that I was mistaken."
In order to maintain control
Teichert pointed out that the of the retention ponds, which

Mrs. Rowe returned a few minutes later after calling the
police. The. dispatcher sent Officer Roland Lischalk, a rookie
patrolman who is s611 in Chicago police school and working,

Trustee Parker Ekren is chairman of the committee.

Associates, concerning the feas-

The suitcase contained four
children's swim suits, a man's
bathing suit, four white terry
cloth jackets and three bath -

de-

ball at us."

scheduled for 8 p.m. in the village hall.

DURING the last six weeks,
Mott said that DAMP has held
exploratory

"The man kept hitting balls at us," said Mrs. Coleman.
He hit six, altogether. Then the other two men each hit, a

DAMP.
:EN committee meeting, which is open to the public, is

Court decision in the near fu-

told police Wednesday.

and retain that water,
keeping it from flooding San-

prove

"Nothing has happened recently," Mott said, "to convince
us that we will have a Supreme

Mrs. Carl W. Johnson, 623 S.
Evergreen, Arlington Heights,

"In light of the court's de- rain

could

village

A suitcase full of beach at-

velopments in suburban ,Cook
development and, if title to the County
retention basin was not forthThe basins arc actually holdcoming, withhold issuance of ing ponds that collect storm
building permits.
water during periods of heavy

JAVA=M2036404000M6SOMPIZSCOMESIMViali

before the U. S. Supreme Court.

tire was taken from Lions Park,

RETENTION basins are now
a
Sanitary District requirement for either single family
residential

a beat as part of his training, to the scene.

igan water diversion litigation

,The public works committee of the Mount Prospect village board will meet Wednesday, July 13. to discuss pro,
posals for water system consolidation presented to the

several

meeting, Trustee Robert pancy permits to DiMucci on
ing board approval to Di Mucci s Palm Drive apartments, reversed himself and

Board To Meet
On Plan July 13

Palatine; Sam Curry,

Arlington Heights, Wheeling with their engineering consuland Cook County police were tants, Consoer, Townsend &
called to the _Scene, as was
Heights Fire
the Prospect
Department.

"When we refused to leave one of the men "drove a golf
It hit a tree near us. He drove two other balls
at us and I left the three other women on the tea and went

system,"

water

ball at us.

ture."

of

of our own

operated for your joint benefit,"

cause of the pending Lake Mich-

They were involved in an ac-

ahead of us.

"We want to keep control

"Such a system would be

Mott said that constructive
action by DAMP in studying
and solving area water problems has been held back be-

65, of Evanston.

"We were on the women's tee about 75 yards ahead of the
men's at the 10th hole, waiting to tee off. These men came
to the men's tee and yelled at us to leave, stating they were

"It is not so intended," Mott

to call the police," Mrs. Rowe said.

Plaines.

Admitted to Northwest Comfor observation were Carl, 17, and Paul,
of Arlington
Stevens,
15.
Heights, and Philip Newman,

title to the retention basin on
Busse Rd. be given to the village before it grants approval

responded.

Hospital
munity Hospital

Judiciary

with a surplus.

Arlington Heights, and Robert
Warnicke and Art Marow, Des

Heights yesterday were
reported in good condition.

to

and would be able to sell re-

Olsen,

pect

Congreve

politan government.

Puts 3 in
hospitalized

Mount Prospect Mayor Dan-

iel

of time to receive its supply
from one of the communities

venue bonds to finance the pur-

after an auto accident in Pros-

Plans Hit S g

men were also approaching the tee.

strued as a step toward metro-

Accident

Di ucci Building

The foursome of women completed the ninth hole and head-

ed their motorized golf carts to the 10th where the trio' of

were adequate for local needs.

DAMP is a legally appointed
commission of the four suburbs

In additioh to Mott, members
of the commission are Howard

the intersection

1448 W. Belmont, both of Chicago.

and operate them as one company.

chase of the water facilities.

cident 'at

Joseph Armella, 5439 N. Artesian, and Samuel C. Lovely,

MRS. ROWE, who signed reckless charges warrants
expressed con- against the three in Judge George Zimmerman's court at
this
might
be
concern that
midnight last night, gave her account:

Photo by Dan Batas

One of two ears involved In an accident in Prospect Heights
was badly mangled. Three persons were hospitalized following
Photo by Dan Balms
the collision at noon Wednesday.

Mrs. Neil Rowe, 102 W. Berkshire; Mrs. Herman Winkel,
416 We -Go; Mrs. John Remsen, 700 Edgewood and Mrs.
Thomas Coleman, 710 Dempster, completed their nine holes
of regular Wednesday morning round.
Finishing nine holes earlier and stopping for a sandwich in
the club house were Keith Oldham, 2417 Leyden, River Grove;

Mount Prospect village Board Tuesday night and outlined a
proposal that DAMP purchase all of the water wells, pumping
stations and facilities of the four municipal water companies

Philip Newman, 65, of Evanston, is assisted by two unidentified men at the scene of an

persons

The incident began to unfold on the 10th tee on the park
district course shortly after noon yesterday.

ed to have a serious problem
now and that their supplies

William Mott, chairman of DAMP, appeared before the

Three

women to file reckless conduct charges against three men.

water situation in Arlington
Heights and Palatine, Mott said
that neither community appear-

Palatine, is exploring the possibility of going into the
water utility business.

accident at Palatine and Schoenbeck Rds.

Tempers flared on the Mount Prospect Country Club Golf
course yesterday and it will -be up to a circuit judge to unravel conflicting stories of an' incident . Mat has led three

When questioned about the

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
DAMP Water Commission, serving the municipalities
of Des Plaines, Arlington Heights, Mount Prospect and

referred back
committee

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Mount Prospect, 11t, 60056
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117 S. Main St.
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'

,

.

take up his new respensibi-

, Mount Prospect is supplying
do return, the village prom- the company with water by way
lities by Sept. 15 ,or sooner,
depending on the, district'S iced to continue -""to furnish . tif_tt three-inch' hose from a
his
'with
water to the company through, village liArant to the \ company
rep ace - an emergency hookup until the
Msurent7
system.
I
,gallons.
1

.

-

-

.

Here's Final Tally Sam Levenson
Roundup
On June Primary Coming to Gala
For The Day
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Unified Water
Sitpply Proposed

By United Press International

(Continued From Page 1)

such a project as DAMP advocates is a long way in the
future "But it shows they are
thinking and trying to come up
with solutions
Hanson said

to

problems,"

IN DES PLAINES, the city
council has not been officially

informed of the DAMP proposal. Robert Warnicke, who
is the Des Plaines director of
public works in addition to a
member of DAMP said that the
first Chicago water tie in will
be made in Des Plaines next
week to provide emergency service over the summer
Warnicke said that

Des

Plaines expects to have a big
water surplus next sear when

2d Trial Delay
For

the

second

time,

its system is completely inte-

grated with Chicago

DAMP is expected to make
informal presentations soon to

more
comprehensive
eering studies

engin-

The four villages involved in

DAMP will be asked to

pay

proportionate shares of the engineering work

Judge Forfeits
Motorist's Bond
Judge Simon S Porter forfeited the bond of Petet Orosz,
yesterday

The

of the

cameras

stations.

Dodges Dog, Killed By Car
ROCKFORD, Illinois - A 13 -year -old

last night while she tried to race her bicycle away from

crats Eugenia Chapman, also
an Arlington Heights incum-

along Alpine Road near Rockford. The driver of the car

bent,

was 23 -year -old Jack Walker, also of Rockford.

in the Nov. 8 election.

of the small

in the wrong lane on Rand Rd
and was released after 14

arrested
driving and driving
was

About

half of the

hours in jail on a $200 bond
His next scheduled court
date is August 3

Bernard

Peskin,

Northbrook veteran legislator,

THREE of the four candidates will be elected. The 3d
Representative
district
includes Barrington, Elk Grove,

Wrong Spray Endangers Town
ARGYLE, Minnesota

and

resi-

town

Hanover, Palatine, Schaumburg

chemical was sprayed on the area. Authorities said a
plane that was spraying the town to kill mosquitos
mistakenly used the wrong chemical. There were no
reports of injunes, but an antidote to the chemical

and Wheeling Townships and
parts of Northfield and Maine
Townships in its limits.

Returns in the closely conrace,

tested

least,/ for the

at

second spot on the ballot, re -

was flown in to the community of some 800 persons.

Draft Brewed

DREWRY'S BEER

1:1AILIMA
0
II

MOORE carried only one Ar-

LEVENSON, an ex - school

lington Heights precinct out of
the 203 in the district and
total vote of
garnered a
4,498 1/2.. Means failed to
carry a single precinct and his

teacher turned comedian, com-

bines a high quality of humor
with a message. A frequent
star on television, he has made
guest appearances 'at colleges
and universities throughout the
country. He is a frequent guest

vote total was 952 1/2.
Schlickman's official

tally,
based on a phenomonal showing in Wheeling Township
where he chalked up a 7 to

star for benefits.

ed with a total vote of 14,728

Needy patients in communities served by Lutheran General
Hospital, including patients
from Mount Prospect, will

Hesse's
total was 13,180.

benefit.

plurality over Regner,
was 24,616 1/2. Regner finishone

and

dill!

1010 ELMHURST ROAD

Mount

Prospect's

firecracker that exploded near students
The firecracker burned a hole

committee

ed and released from Holy Fam-

ily Hospital, Des Plaines. She
would have been injured more

409 N. Dale.

Sunday night Mrs. Lester W.

Ayres told police the mail box
on the front of her home was
ripped apart by the explosion

TOOTHPASTE

N. Fairview found a monkey
Saturday morning.

With the co - operation of
the police they discovered that
the monkey belonged to Dr. H.
Sunday.

Hubcap Theft
Stanley F.

Anderson,

Mary Koch

Nonette Dodds

Mrs. Mary H. Koch, 61 of
117 N. Fairview Av., Mount

an

1215

Holy Family Hospital. She
was a resident of the village

Mrs. Nonette M. Dodds, 67,
18 year resident of Mount
Prospect, ' died July
5
at
Northwest CoMmunity Hospital. She lived at 17 S. Al-

for 45 years.

bert St.

.died

yesterday

in

She is survived by her husShe is survived by two sons
Richard F. Jr. of Chicago and band Harry E.; a son Harry
Robert J. of Mount' Pros-, A. of Rolling Meadows; a
pect;

one

grandchild;

three

brothers Joseph Janoskey and

daughter

Mrs.

Kolderup

of

of a firecracker.

Sandra
L.
Palatine; two

William Janus of Cicero and grandchildren; a brother
John Janus of LaGrange and Vernon Short of Chicago and
a sister Mrs. Edna Wasson of
a sister Mrs. Nancy Freund
of Des Plaines. She was pre- Somonauk, Ill.
Services will
ceded in death by her husband

have blown apart a mail box at

Macleans

Members of the Great Lakes
Falconry Club hunting rabbits
behind the medical center near

Tom McNamara, 19, of 214
S. Wa-Pella, admitted to police
he, shot two birds in a tree in

Prospect,

For the second time in less
than a month teenage vandals

bd.

Turns Up Monkey

OBITUARIES

Firecracker
Wrecks Mailbox

16 -oz.

a

Rabbit Hunt

ished by police Thursday.

meeting which lacked a quorum
Wednesday night.

they support.

RUBBING ALCOHOL

is

W. Sigwalt, Arlington Heights,
Officer Harold Smith told told police Monday someone
The Mount Prospect Combined Appeal has been notified of its McNamara if he shot any more took two wire wheel hubcaps
birds again the police would from his 1966 Ford Mustang
allocation of $53,370 for 1967.
parked at Shabonee and Maple
Mrs. H. A. Hanson, Appeal confiscate his BB gun.
McNamara left for the U.S. Sts. in Mount Prospect Sunday
president, read a letter from
J. Ron McLeod, executive di- Army in North Carolina Friday. night.
rector of the Suburban Community Chest Council, at a

Mount Prospect is joining
other suburbs in a joint appeal
campaign this fall. Under the
new plan individuals and businesses may contribute where
they work or in the village, with
both receiving a proportionate
share for the welfare agencies

For Summer Soreness

sources.. Miss Nordi
student at Prospect High.

a neighbor's back yard.

The letter said "$53,370 has
been approved by your regional
Finance Committee, the finance
committee and the council board
of directors."

MEI

tice of conserving natural re-

A soldier who did not know
it was illegal to shoot weapons M. Chakoian, 300 N. Dale,
within the village was admon- who reported his pet missing

$53,370 From
Appeal Funds

fifth

she

Soldier Warned
On BB Gun

Village To Get

DRUGS

if

severely

available for public use.

GIN or VODKA

at Northern Illinois University.

in her leg.
The purpose of the workshop
The girl, 15 -year -old Julie was to acquaint the students
Stipp, 1317 W. Grove, was treat- -with the philosophy and prac-

to print and make the book

GIN or VOD

certificates

awarded

her in Lions Park in Mount after completing a one -week
board will not 'formally adopt
Youth Conservation Workshop
a newly printed zoning ordi- Prospect Monday.

He said that the legal requirements were for the board

Canada Dry

-

tion after being injured by a one of 46 Illinois high school

village

cipal codes.

AMERICAN BRANDY

Schenley's

Student Earns
Certificate

hadn't been
pulled away from the explosion
book.
by a companion.
Village
Attorney
Robert
Police
are
investigating
Moore said that it was. not
youths detained by Sgt. Gerald
necessary fcir the board to
adopt the book since all of the Glascock at the scene of the incident.
provisions in it exist in muni-

5 Star

financial aid for people who can-

,A young Arlington Heights
Karen Nordli of 317 We -Go
girl 'was in satisfactory condi- Trail, Mount Prospect, was

reported Tuesday that if the
book were adopted legally by
the board, it would have to
live with any printer mistakes
that were incorporated in the

No
Deposit

"Despite Medicare and other
legislation, there is a pressing
need for funds to help provide

said.

Girl Injured
By Firecracker,

No Official
Stamp On
Zone Book
village zoning.
judiciary
The

12 -oz.

SAM LEVENSON'

not pay all of their medical
bills," Mrs. Erwin Hurt, genthird place vote benefit from proceeds of the eral chairman of the benefit

nance and map book outlining

'

:A

ical Staff and Men's Assn.

Heights incumbent, and Regner seeking- his first term in
the Illinois House, face Demo-

Rockford

of' Argyle in northwestern
for Minnesota fled their homes last night after a dangerous

driving was continued in Mount

on the charge of hitting an Illinois 83 sign near Lincoln Ave

--

and more than a week of wake up calls from earth

dents

Orosz
drunken

He is due in court July 27

California

a dog which was chasing her. The accident occurred

trial of Patrick M. Taylor, 18,
of Bensenville for reckless
Prospect court Wednesday

PASADENA,

girl, Janet Saporito, was struck and killed by a car

due in Mount Prospect court
the

Surveyor 'Go' Again On Moon

Surveyor mooncraft are due to grind away once again
today in their lunar environment on the moon's arid
the other three boards invol- Sea of Storms. The successful re -awakening of Amerved. The present course will
be to seek out community in- ica's lonely sentinel on the moon came 'yesterday after
terest in the project and begin two weeks of frigid hibernation during the lunar night

55, of 7514 Maple Dr , who was

Given Motorist

Humorist Sam Levenson will
It's official. Eugene Schlick- fleet the large margin of
be the featured entertainer, et
man and David Regner are the Schlickman's victory.
the July 23 benefit for Lutheran
While "Regner carried four
Republican candidates for the
Illinois House of Representa- townships
to
Schlickman's General Hospital, Park Ridge.
Mount Prospect and Arlingtives in the Nov. 8 general three, Schlickman was strong
where the votes were heavy. " ton Heights send 'many patients
election.
There was never any ques- Regner carried Elk Grove, to the Park Ridge medical faction about Schlickman's de- Maine, Northfield and Schaum- ility and interest in the benefit
cisive victory for the nomina- burg townships, while Schlick- has been high in the communities.
man ran first in Wheeling,
tion at the June 14 primary.
The Gala will be held in the
Regner and Robert Hesse, Barrington and Hanover. Hesse
Palatine, were in a close race ' won .his home township, Pala- grand ballroom of O'Hare Inn.
Tickets for the benefit, now on
right down to the wire and tine.
official returns certified by
There were two other can- sale at the hospital service
the Cook County Clerk show didates in the race. They were league office, are prided at
that Mount Prospect's Regner William L.. Moore of Arlington $25.
The Gala is being sponsored
won by a 1,548 vote margin.
Heights and Bill Means, Bufby, the Service League, MedSchlickman, an Arlington falo Grove.

Richard F.
Visitors may

call

at

the

Friday at

be

p.m.

in the Lauterburg
chapel, with the
Irwin Stevens offici-

1:30

& Oehler

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral Rev.
Home in Arlington Heights af- ating. Burial will be in Memter 7 p.m. tonight. A funeral ory Gardens Cemetery,
mass will be offered Saturday
Gertrude Swanson
at 10 a.m. in St. Raymbrid's
Mrs. Gertrude W. Swanson,
Church. Burial will be in All
Saints Cemetery in Des 61, of 701 E. Haven St., died
yesterday at the Day Break
Plaines.
Nursing Home in Elgin. She
a resident of
Heights for 18 years.

Arlington

was

:tssie

She is survived by her husband Swen G.; three daugh-

REALT,ORS
A SION

OF THE TIMIS

Mrs. Charlotte Ross,
Mrs. Gwendolyn Orth and Mrs.
ters

Margaret Holmes, all of Arlington Heights; nine grandchildren; a brother Garrett
Wycoff of Chicago and two sis--.4

Stick

tors Mrs. Mae Scull of West
Chicago and Rtith Wycoff of

FRESH Deodorant

Hazelhurst, Wis.
Visitors may

call

at

the,

Lauterburg' & Oehler Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights af-

79c

ter

size

7

services

p.m. tonight.

Private

will be held Friday.

Frank Chyrchel

"Virexrare:0 tow
"`"
200 GREEN STAMPS

vi8=Gra'
°- Bawl`

low

..KAINC-reimmaire
SO GREEN STAMPS

.200 GREEN STAMPS ---

with Ala coupon onorporthoso of

parch... of ..y brood

with 11,1. 000000 and perch... of

ANY NEW
PRESCR PTION

E

ELECTRIC SHAVER

CoupatirilV
PID

Coupon lapin,
111111U(gIE

PHOTO PROCESSING
I. ORDER

,

most cooloM

July

eAtirrirrgAlliks',11111;;Ii.

Coupon tapirs.

MOS

DAMS

jeiVion-al

good prints

.'

July 30

Stkl

.T0.11 --ARLINGTON HEIGHTS LOCATION
CLOSE TO EVERYTHING

$34,500
fireplace with built-in rotisserie - air conditioned den or home
office - center traffic plan - a real family home!
.

* 150 8. MAIN'
MOUNT PROSPECT
-' 392-7150

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000
Member of Multiple Listing Strvice
.

Funeral services 'for Frank
Chyrchel, 85, of 103 W.

Willow Rd., Prospect _Heights,
were held this afternoon at

'Friedrichs

4 large bedrooms - 12x25 family room with raised hearth

'133 S. AitLiNtioNHTs: RD.

V.

Funeral

Home,____

Mount Prospect, with, the Rev.
Ronald Ramsay officiating.

Mr. Chyrchel died July 5 in
Mangus Farm Nursing HoMe.
He was a resident of Prospect
Heights for 15 years:
He is survived by a son
'Robert of Prospect Heights
and one grandson.
Burial was private.

'
'

.

The Day's Prospect

Party Time in Our Town
t;

BY -POLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor
Friendliness is a way
life in Mount Prospect.

Over 47 children participated
in relay games and an obstacle
of course with Debbie Leptich,
and Tommy and Ginny HollemTwelve residents of the 900 baek as winners.' The referee
bloCk of Emerson Ct. in Mount, Was Dick Hollembaek dressed
Prospect hosted a party to for the part, complete with cap
and whistle.

welcome new neighbors. The
host homes were those of

FESTIVITIES started at

Mr. and Mrs. John McNer-

2

Mr. and Mrs. Wayne p.m. and lasted well into the
Hamilton, Mr. and Mrs. Lee night. Each lady 'received a

ney,

carnation

Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Walter

which

had

been

sprayed with brightly colored

Greabe, Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs.

paint to carry out the idea of

Mrs.

tropical flowers. The.. men receivedcolorful Hawiian leis.

Culotto's mother aided in the

A huge 80 pound round beef

Culotta and Mr. and
Richard Hollembaek.
Mrs. Lillian Felice,

cooked

was

party plans.

over

glowing

The street was blocked off charcoals by Jim Supeter.
and lights were strung in the Mrs. Felice prepared more

Ray Schmal, Jim Robb, Chuck and Mike Felice and Bobby Schmal enjoy king size
,

sandwiches at the Emerson Court Party.

up,

than 15 pounds of baked beans.

transforming the entire block

The rest of the luau was pro-

into a Hawaiian Luau scene.

vided

trees,

Palms

were

set

by

the

guest

families

in 'the form of a variety of
salads,
serts.

des-.

and

casseroles

Guests danced in the street
the meal to Hawaiian

after

Music provided by Jim Johnson, guest guitarist. Hula in-

structions were given by Mrs.
Felice, Dick Hollembaek, and
Wayne Hamilton.
The guests dressed in native costume which included
colorful, flowered Mu Mus.
Some wore hula skirts. The
men dressed as beachcombers
and natives of the islands.

ANOTHER gala affair was

given by Mr. and Mrs. Richard

DeMuesy

Prospect

in

Heights over the last weekend.

It was the first time that the
hostess did not attend her dwn
party. She was with Ricky,

the

8 -year -old 'Batman' and Robin were to

DeMucsy's

son, who is in Holy Family
Hospital because of a broken

made

have

an

appearance,"

Mrs. .DeMuesy laid," but be -tween

leg.

visit

the hospital

were

70

guests

in

'

ter relay, a ' mother and son
relay, water balloon pitch,
MRS. DEIVIUESY is the'
croquet, and badminton.
chairman for the Prospect

The guests provided a por- HeightWomen's Club. She
tion 'of the dinner with many supervises the boxes to 'Service
,men' camps. She was happily
telling all the, women who
came to help pack the boxes
that the White Sox had contributed six baseballs to be' sent

appetite appealing casseroles,
an assortment of fruit, fish,
and
vegetable salads,
and
numerous desserts.
The
chefs,
assisting the

host were Robert McClennan to Viet Nam. The theme for
Heintz Hertel and 'John Psiff- the summer mailing is "Take
Me Out to the Ball Game."

ner.

Gammon W. Payne
Weds Kentucky Girl
Miss Jean Marie Gish, of
Robards Ken., daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Gish, became

was

with a cascade of ribbons.

also of white carnations.

Charles Payne of Mount Prospect, in a double ring ceremony
held at the Belfield Baptist
Church in Anthoston, Kentucky.

enhanced

by a la rge flat bow with

ficiated.
The bride's gown was of
white net with a bodice of

streamers that dropped grace-

The reception was held at
the church following the cereTHE MOTHER of the bride mony and 60 guests were in
wore a pink crepe suit with attendance. The couple will
white knit trim. Her hat was a take up residence in Henderpink pillbox with pink veiling. son after their wedding trip.
The bride attended HenderHer corsage was of white

of net was bordered with the
'lace. The bodice had a scooped neckline and full length
pointed

sleeves.

The

.

short

son County. High School and is

carnations.

The mother of the groom employed by the CBS Dress

veil of nylon net was held close

to the bride's head by a tiny

wore

an

oyster

white

linen

attended Whittenberg University in Springfield, Ohio, and

By Grace Mott

Thursday, July 7, 1966

For a number of Mount Prospect families social life over
the holiday revolved around 34 stokilis,fm,i0,,f;:749-,E9PZ.,
Thallansi ancli Sizoth AperIca, toi
tries, includingSoath
p*uggij rew,, who ,sperit the weekend in Imincl.all ,ovet,

k

made-to-orderi

grass-

entertain-

ment in town was augmented
by several impromptu parties
in homes where the young men
and women stayed. Among
these were the William Tobins
who hosted an open house

couple's plans include a' visit
in Mount Prospect in September.

A TWO WEEK holiday tour
Mrs. Nick Napoli and her
daughters. Martha and Marlene to the west coast. On
from
The
Tree
vacation

Monday night," and the Harry
Ages and the Richard Hauts Beauty Salon was Martha who
who gave a
Sunday night.

party

together

Also on the fun list, for the

special

a

program

Sunday

styling. The trip was Marty's
first by plane, and far more
A" TWO day trip took Mrs.
Milton Hedstrom and her
daughters Marjorie and Mary
to Champaign. There Mary

afternoon at the Mount Prospect Country Club, and of
for.
became duly registered
course, the village parade and fall entry as a freshman at the
fireworks display.

Chaperones for the tourists,
all of whom completed a year

of study in high, schools in
Iowa in June and who are now
seeing parts of this country,
including New York and Washington D.C., before returning
home, were two students in

University Or -Illinois. and met
the requirements for enroll.
ment

advanced

;n

French

courses.

"DELIGHTFUL," said Mrs.
Douglas

F.

Patterson

asked about the party they attended Saturday evening at the

home of Mt. and Mrs. Edward
brock of Nebraska and Harold' Besalke.
Hyams from New York. Both
Two other couples from
were overnight guests of Mr. Mount Prospect attended the

and Mrs. G. R. McNeil who pot
bus

Chairmen

for

the

group.

derson of Mount Prospect.

Page 3
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Sirvidas,

luck picnic --the Howard
Rovers and Mr. and Mrs.
Macolm Young, --and all re -

afterward

for

a

of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest

and

University with a degree in
elementary
education,
will
teach ,in Wichita, Kan., next
fall.

The maid of honor was the

was a member of the Student's
Education
Association,
a

M. Newcomb, son of Mount
Prospect

Mr.

residents

ing

one.

Recently

returned

from a trip of their own' are
the

Beaselys

who

drove

to

in town.
Holiday
the
were

out-of-towners

at

Patterson home Monday
her mother, Mrs, W,i1-

Little Rock, Ark., to spend a liam. Parsons recently moved
week" with their son and his to Oak Park from New York,
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas and the' Walter Parsons.
Beasley. Young Mr. Beasley Spending his summer in Saugis in the air force.
atuck, Mich., is 19 year old
A WEDpING took Mr; and Douglas Patterson serving as
Mrs. Walter J. Schiller to a counselor at a Presbyterian
Church camp.

Missoula, Mbnt., June 21...,_

Married June 25 in the First
Lutheran Church. in Missoula -A PARTY at the hoMe of
was their son, Richard whose 'Mr. and Mrs. Carl Malone'
bride fs Janelle Edean, dausgh- July .4 found a number of
ter of 'Mr. and Mrs. Palmer" "Carl's" business friends among
Entertained
E.. Johnson. ,A reception, buf- their guests.
fet in the church followed the Were those -with whom Carl
ceremony, and the same eve- worked at the William Gough
ping the Schillers were among Dry : Wall Company before
those at a reception dinner the going 'with another similar
concern recently.. Also at the
palmers gave in their home.
Although the bridegroom is party were cousins, the Frank orders lin .1Malonei and children of
awaiting
currently
from the Air Force, the young Motint Prospect.
'

Club.
Elected to serve for the
consecutive year
are
Mr. and Mrs. Evan Jones.

third

They will be assisted by Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Beckeneier,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Strader
and Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Walker.
The dance schedule announce& by Publicity Chairman;

sorority,

Orchesis

Mrs. Howard Houdek lists the
first dance for October 22 at

dance club, and the university
woman's chorus.

The groom's attendants were
Loveless
of Arlington
T.

MARILYN A. RUUD

the Salt Creek Country Club.
Membership in the Mount

Mary Balding Becomes
Bride of Herbert Beck

Heights, best man; F. Tulley
of Libertyville; Richard Newgard, and Allen Webb of Mount
Prospect.

Prospect Dance Club is open
to

Miss Mary Michael Balding, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rus-

Joseph's Catholic Church
Waukegan.

bride of Herbert. H. Beck in an evening ceremony June 7 at the
Village Church in Prairie Village, Kan.
The bridegroom is the son Mo. served as best man. Ushof Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Beck of ers were Gary Cormode of

in

The couple toured Mexico

Dwight, Kar.'

on the wedding trip and will
take up residence
Prospect.

in Mount

MR. AND MRS. GORDON M. NEWCOMB

Julianne

babies have

Falkenhayn,

G.

of Prospect

Falkenhayn

Mrs. Herman Gruener,
live in Chicago.
Thomas Corbyn 'Blakeslee

and

baby

girl of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
,

was born June 12 to Mr. and
,second daughter of the Falk- Mrs. Harold C. Blakeslee of
Hills of Mount Prospect. enhayns grandparents are Mr. Mouht Prospect. Grandparents
Christopher has two brothers, and Mrs. Edward Falkenhayn are Mr. and Mrs. John J.
Douglas and Brian. Their of. Edgebrook, and Mr. and Murphy of Park Ridge ancfMr.
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. William Day in West and Mrs. Harold C. Blakeslee of South Bend, Ind. GreatGeorge Trendel of Chicago and Chicago.
grandmother it Mrs. George
the William Hills of Kaleva,
George Daryl Triunfol was L. Murphy of Evanston, Ill.
Mich.
Laura
Lie Sell, second
Karen Sue Kosty was born born June II to Mr. and Mrs.
to Mr. and Mrs. Earnest W. George D. Triunfol of Mount daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Kosty of Mount Prospect on Prospect. The baby has two H. Sell of Mount Prospect, was
June 3. Grandparents, Mr. sisters, Dorothy, and Denise. born June 20. Her grandmother
and Mrs. G.C. Heath of Det- The grandparents, Mr. and Is Mrs. 'Christine Sell of
roit, Mich.., spent 3 weeks Mrs. George Triunfbl and Mr. Hazelton, Pa.
'Heights, was born June 9. The

with them. recently.
Mrs.
Joseph Kosty, grandmother, is
from Detroit also.

THE

COUNTRY

Kan.

and

shoulder -length.
She carried
a bouquet of white roses.

Becky Balding of Arlington
Heights was maid of honor.
She wore a street -length em-

pire dress of blue and green
organza and carried a Hue '
and white carnation nosegay.

Ronald Bedk of Kansas City,

Selling your home?

Call our
Mon of the

PROUDLY PRESENTS

The Prospect Heights. Little
League Auxiliary will meet

`TALE TELLERS!

teria.

Meetings which will continue

The MT TOPS will hold its
three months party and luncheon on Monday, at 1:00 p.m.
at the Sweden House Restau-

Evan

Watkins of Wichita, Kan.
'

the Mount Prospect Community

The bride attended the U - Center prior to the luncheon.
niversity of Kansas, and the Anyone interested in further
bridegroom was graduated in information

June from

the

through the summer, ale held
on the 2nd Thursday of each
month.

Mrs.

Kansas.

5016.

for The. Finest In Plod:

L'S

SUN

BUSINESSMEN'S
LUNCHEONS.

FROM '11:30 TO 2:30
PRIVATE ROOMS,

WEDDING PARTIES,
AND BANQUETS
Join Us In Some Fun

And SivAlong

OPENING SATURDAY, JULY 9TH

"HANSEL. AND GRETEL'"
Country Chilli
.

call

may

University of Harry Ewalt, leader at CI 5-

"Lew Musiirs

Children
$1.00

the

MT TOPS

Dap

cm

Little League
14th at 8 p.m. in the
MacArthur Jonior High cafe-

in

Jones at 255-0109.

THEATRE

July

residing

Dr. Robert Meneilly offici- rant in Arlington Heights.
silk linen covered with a lace ated at the double -ring cereMembers may weigh in at
Her illusion veil was mony.
coat.

New Arrivals
been added to the list of new-

The bride, given in marriage by her father, wore a
street -length sheath dress of

Lancaster,

couples

Mount Prospect area. New
applications will be considered
in the order received. Interested persons may call Mrs.

sell E. Balding, 26 N. Salem,. Arlington Heights, became the

The wedding was held in St.

At the bus Monday morning ward Besalke's mother and comers:
Christopher Martin Hill was
to see their guest Luerdes father, Mr. and Mrs. B.W.
Aguero from Costa Rica leave Besalke and the H. Lyle Hales born June 2 to the William
whole experience an enchant-

Alpha

tesy Mr. Patterson who works

were members of the Arthtir and daughter, all from - De Beasley family who found' the' catur who spent the weekend

Election of officers was held '
for the Mount Prospect Dance

Si

member of the Alpha Sigma

Rita. Other
bride's sister,
attendants were Laura Bens
of Waukegan and Madeline
Webb of Mount Prospect.

following

Dance
Club
Elects

While attending college she

Mrs. Louis A, Newcomb.

The

Viea;.:

Marilyn Ruud, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Ruud
of Mount Prospect, a recent
graduate of Northern Illinois

Miss Hester Sirvidas, daugh-

full-length

Also in the group were Ed -

MR. AND MRS. GAMMON PAYNE
1,36VO:VANO:'

In Kansas

Nuptials

film, "Our Man Flint", cour7
for Films, Inc.

pect.

Marilyn
To Teach

p

Newcomb
ter

es Payne who is now in his
10th year as president of the
Park District of Mount Pros.1cAtiM.:i<STM

ii,:%

.;.19,'4V0

The trip was sponsored by turned to the Patterson home
Prospect High School's Foreign Exchange Student Council, a group of interested
adults, headed by Frank Hen-

Gammon is the son of Charl-

when

graduate work; Sandra Hey-

were

Naval Reserve.

recently made headlines in Sirvidas of Waukegan, recently became the bride of Gordon
beauty circles with her hair

most part planned by their
hosts for the travelers, were. enjoyable than anticipated.

trips to the Museum of Science
and Industry, miniature golf,

graduated from the Ray -Vogue
school of fashion design. He is
a
third class petty officer
parachute rigger in the US

ap AT HOME

Host Students

American

Corporation as is her husband. -

suit trimmed with heavy lace Gammon graduated from Arried pink carnations and Lilies- at the cuffs. Her matching hat lington Heights High School,
crown of baby pearls. She car-

Grace's Daze

towi).
The
roots

of Henderson, Ken.

fully to the hem of the gcvn.

Chantilly lace. The full skirt

Joe Fletcher, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Johnson, Richard Hollenbaek and Mrs. Fletcher.

neckline

square

a

The Rev. Marvin Freeman of-

brown

THE GROOMS attendants included Ronald Christ of Arlington Heights, best man; George
Kopp of Springfield, Ohio;
James Gish, and Melvin Gish

Fiances Rigdon of Henderson
Kentucky. She wore a pink
taffeta gown with a silk organza over dress. The gown had

Payne, son of Mr. and Mrs.

with

feathers and her corsage was

Her matron of honor was

the bride of Gammon William

..1,11

4=;

of the Valley in her nosegay
bouquet. which' was trimmed

trimmed

and

trying to get the right per attendance. Dick and the family soot to fit the costumes it- had
with the assistance of neigh- to -be postponed. Oh, well,' the
born: and friends, conducted kids believed that Batman was
the many events and gaMes off 'on some other more im-_
for the 35 children. Some of portant adventure anyway."
them were a. father and daughThere

Adults

,,f

1111AIRI /k1',1 AilkAN I 4

in the Old Orchard Country Club, Rand & Euclid, Mt. Prospect

11

'

John Gelling

GUNNELL1

itt. ea

BRUNS
BA,!1,.. AitirrApc

CIL 5-632o'

With 131k HO.

mr.:nrositoi 4.4
.COUTAIL LOUNGE
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What Pedrick's Amendments Would Do

Last of Two ,Pcirts
(This is the second article in a two part series. discussing

ning approach more workable
of the county zoning

effect on area communities)

code."

County Board President Seymour Simon has gained
a reputation iri the' area of zoning as being a 'fair, impartial official who has taken seriously criticisms lev-

.

THERE ARE seven basic
parts to the Pedrick amend-

eled against county zoning practices in the past.
The .'county

a. zoning

has

can

appeals,' a county, board 'to ap-

Floyd Fulle and his four sub -

prove or override the appeals
board decisions . and still, in
'the eyes of critics; haphazdid apartment zoning has created suburbs of barracks rath-

urban

individualized devel-

than

er

opmenti.
The assignment to draft the
amendments to the zoning laws

was given to Willard Peril -la,
.chairman of the county zon-

ments. They are:
--Reduction -of

County

Commissioner

isdiction over factors of
sign, height, site planning,

the

velopments from 40 to 15 in
were the R-3 (single family) clasrepresentatives
drafting .their own amend- sification; from 40 acres to 10
acres in R-4 (single faMily)
ments,

--Specify that only one build-

ing could be built for each lot
in the planned developments.

--Require that 70 per cent
of all land in planned developments

be set

aside as open

1

times poorly drafted and mys- fications/i

-Alio* developers a wide
teriously vague."
Pedrick said his series of flexibiliti in site planning, al"design - lowing them to cluster build amendments were,
ed to make the planned unit jags, if they wish,, to open up
large areas of open space.

posed

planned

development

with full copies of developers'

plans at least 30 days before
the hearing.

-Municipalities would continue to have the right to force a

Vantage Point
Death took no holiday over
the long Fourth of July week-

motor vehicles

In 1965, 2,256 people lost
their lives on Illinois high-

registered to
operate in the state has increased
from 3,440,000 to

In addition, there were
The count is still not com- 145,544 people injured.
The
plete - people will still die - state reported a total of 324,received
traffic accidents

injuries

from

weekend
but it is

in
--

apparent that a record number of fatalities took
place.

072 traffic accidents. The Lorenz report

majority vote
on the county board to approve
planned developments if they
file protests ,and is within
three-quarters

the 1 1/2 mile radius
planned development.

of the

and more apartments.
"A planned' development
could consist of all singlefamily homes, all commercial, all multi -family -- or
preferably a pleasant, con-

at

cent.

The one encouraging thing in
shows'

the Lorenz report is that the
number. of fatalities .per one

that of the people injured and
killed the majority were young hundred million vehicle miles
people,, in the age brackets of traveled has decreased from

night.

The

per cent
others hap-

pened either at dusk or dawn.
In
were

zoning and planning.

"It is our hope -. and I be-

imaginative, well planned dePedriCk said that the new
velopments which will pre - measures are designed
to
'serve, the amenities of sub- discourage development falurban life while meeting the lowing' the arbitrary and traincreasing pressures of popu- ditional "grid
pattern" of
lation growth.
streets and rectangular house
Stating th'at there is no such lots.
thing as a rigid formula for
THE SCOPE of the problem
planned
development,
Ped- confronting the county comrick denies that such ,a ser- missioners. is easy to underies of liberalized features for stand when Pedrick points out
planned
developments
will that there are still some 320

.

000

heads

this professional staff of land

of our topography be utilized

Pedrick
proposed
acceptable
palities.

their fullest extent,"
rick said.
He also cautioned -develop.,

Ped-

ers

that- they will be expected

to make use --of professional .
land planners in' 'designing future complexes.

Pedrick said that the. zoning board seeks top professional advice in the area of

use experts.
believes that his
amendments +._.are
to most munici-

"Nine out of 10 'of

those contacted have approved
Our
amendments."
The entire ordinance; including the Pedrick. amendments, is being studied by" the
county's
zoning committee,

made up of county commis-

land planning and will expect sioners.
no less from the developers.
Their final adoption will
CURRENTLY, the zoning depend on action of the entire
board gets its advice from a county board.
,

Tbe Pro5pect riap
"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
thepaper's freedom and inlelleclual integrily."

-- Marshall Field HI
Thursday, July 7, 1966.

counted for 14.1 per cent.

The report spells out driver error as responsible for

A $12,-

planners

year

a

lieve President Simons'hope
-- that the pleasant features
to

board, will open the doors to said.

96 per cent of traffic, deaths
Mount Prospect, there and says that in 10 per cent
two fatalities in 1965 of all fatalities, the driver had

and .359 people injured. in the

of unincorpor- recently established planning
county juris- staff 'that is part. of the counleft to develop ty department of building,

in Cook County.

PEDRICK says that the new venient mixture of residential
amendments, if adopted by the -commercial
use,"
Pedrick

tics snow that of the fatal, ac- sponsible for 24.8 per cent of
cidents on Illinois' roads last the state's -fatalities arid drivyear, 44 per cent took 13Iace ing left of the center line ac- Page 4

4,490,000 - a hike of 31 per during daylights. 51

square miles
ated - under
diCtion -- land

open the flood 'gate to more

by Jack Vandermyn

ways.

end.

de-

Pedrick was critical -of the and from 40 acres to no min- space in apartment units.
-P r e s e n t municipalities
Falk amendments, laheling imum size in R-5 and R-6
1/2 miles of a prothem, "unnecessarily rigid, at multiple family zoning classi- within

development or total - site .plan -

Mg board.

,

minimum acreage, for planned de-

At the same time,. Republi-

ordinance, a zoning board of

zoning
the
-Authorize
board of appeals to approve,
the entire concept of the plan
rather than just the zoning.
This would give the board jur-

par t

proposed amendments to the county's zoning ordinance and its

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher
William J. Ktedalsch

Managing Editor

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

;

been proven to be drinking.

village's 675 reported accito 44 years of age. 6.5 in 1956 to 5.1 in 1965.
WHY THIS sudden 'concern
The total economic cost of dents.
tor of public works and buildclassification accounted
A lington Heights register- over traffic accidents and the
for 56.3 per cent of all those the traffic accident and death
ings in Illinois-. has -just retoll in Illinois, as estimated ed a total of three fatalities; - state's death rate? This colleased a fact -filled brochure
killed.
by the National Safety Council, 381 injuries and 642 accidents. umn is our way of. answering
dissecting the number of auto
In Cook County, 555 citi- a reader who criticized us
accidents and fatalities on
MOR E MEN (1,602) than is $410,000,000.
zens lost their lives in 1965. the other day for printing too
state highways.
women (654) lost their lives
THERE IS no particular There were 72,175 people in- much news about traffic acThe
Lorenz report indi- in traffic accidents in 1965.
-- sates -that while the number of
Friday and Saturday -were season for traffic accidents, jured in the county's 197,000 cidents.
__vehicles-__ on__ state_ _ _highways
the most, popular days to die although- the statistics point reported traffic accidents.
The reader's point was that
and vehicle miles traveled are last year.
Thirty-five per out that it is a little more danPEDESTRIAN
deaths
in it was no one's business that
rapidly:- Increasing, --the num- cent of the fatal -accidents-gerous-in-the summer time.
This is probably so because 1965 totaled 342 and surpris- he was involved in a minor
ber of. fatal accidents is in
look place on those days.
(to him) traffic accident and
reality decreasing.
Twenty per cent of the there are more people on the ingly, 26.3 of these deaths
That's what his statistics drivers in f a t a I accidents highways in nice weather. The took place on rural rather received a ticket - for speeding.
point out, anyway. But it must were between 25 and 35 years statistics decrease during the than city roads.
We think that the tragic staSpeed was listed as the
be noted that the number of of age. Seventeen per cent winter, haprdous driving sea number one cause of traffic tistics of the dedth rate in the
individuals killed in traffic were between 20 and 24 years son.
accidents continues to rise -- old and another 17, per cent,, Some people may believe deaths, accounting for 25.5 per state of Illinois, are justificathat it is much more danger - cent of the total. Failure to tion enough to make news of
despite the machinations of --)..between 35 and 44.
yield
right-of-way was re- speeders everyone's business.
statistics.
Since 1956, the number of ous to drive at night. Statisgmmtanommt=====mi..--mms
Francis

direc-

Lorenz,

S.

from
This

15

Bible School Summer Success'
Vacation Bible School at
Christian
Church
Prospect
ended with graduating «re -

monies 'at which students-ofthe- school tonic 'part in a program
centered around a Bible skit.

Bible school director Marge
Taylor labeled' the courses a
big success.

The program June 24, was
opened by Don Marshall who
offered the prayer song. The
offering prayer was presented
by Mark Huston, Mike Miles,
Marshall

David

and

Greg

classes

pre-

.11 11....

111'qiitrituf

Bates.

primary

The

sented two songs. They were

sung by Janet Nelson, Gerri
Garry Dyer, David
Marshall, Mike Engelskirchen,

Ostick,
Jenny

Drewes

and

"Things could be worse-if you were a pensioner, you'd
be the REAL victim of inflation!"

Leslie

Miles.

Junior choral readings were
presented by 'Joy Huston Mark
Huston, Kathy Black, Dinah
Drewes,

Marshall and

David

Pam Miller.

Mike Miles and Greg Bates
presented the closing song on

the program, "Make Today a
Bible

School

Students who were on hand for
the
program
were
Darin
Elder,
Kimberly
Muench,
Byron Long, Stacy Cedarholm,
David King, Kathy Kindred,
Vicki Engelskirchen,' Sherrie
Blow,' Kelly Fisher,
Vicki
Schiller,
Karen
Hopkins,
Betty 'Dean, Karen Dean, Shane

Berry, Scot Berry, John Hoe flinger, Steven Jacbbs, Brenda
Marshall,
-Robert
Black,
Laurie Hill and Gloria Hill.
Beginners

were

Linda An-

derson, Timmy Bates, Shannan

Berry,

Conrad

Berube,

Monica Berube, Paula Black,
Julie Bright, Linda Cedarholm,
Cindy

Charlier,

Letters to the Editor

'1

Helping Mrs. Taylor direct dents who took part in the

Wonderful Day."
Pre-schoOl

Nelson, Bill Wheeler,
Above -- A Bible story
Johnny Schiller and David
play highlighted the closing
Wheeler.
Junior high students were ceremonies of the ProsBarbara Dean, Julie Tacchi, pect Christian Church Vacation Bible School. StuMike'Miles and Greg Bates.
Peggy

Mike Char-

lier, Donald Dean, 'David Engelskirchen,
Timmy Engelskirchen,
Tammie' Fisher,
Paul Jacobs, Carol Huston,
Kathy Long,' Danny Mucnch,

by Barbara Charlier,
Etha Miles, and Sandy Fisher.
sisted

Editor.

Mount Prospect; Mike En-

Ostick.

junior high classes.

Infant care and baby sitting
was

provided

by

Marlene

Right

trkvc

- "Slinky"

'

was

one of the favorite toys of
this group of boys. From
the left are John Hoeflin-

LEFT ---Prod indents
of the Vacation Bible School
is John Hoellinger, Prospect
Heights (right) showing
diploma to Vickie Engels kitchen, Palatine.

onto

Perhaps

-

implemented

Apparently this was a vilattack because the
local police force was not available either that night or
lage -wide

because

i'',

Having lived through- many
I

was

not sur-

prised to see your handiwork
with a, can of Dupli-Color
Fluorescent red spray paint
liberally distributed through-

Long, Mount ,Prospect (left)
-with-Carol Huston, ' Des
Carol's.
brother
Plaines:

is .a Diy carrier in the Des
Plaines area forthe Prospect Day.,

.

Herman S. Deisenroth

Credits Day
For Success
Editor:
In behalf

of the Dorcas
of St. Peter Lutheran
Church, I would like to thank
The Day for the excellent publicity yob gave our recent SalAid

ad Bar Luncheon.

Mrs. Watson and Mrs. Heifers were so accommodating,

and it was no nice to have a

safe and sane.

with a more courteous and co-

photograph accompanying the
article.
As publicity chairman, I have never associated
operative staff.

We realize that the success
of our luncheon, as well

as
.ours for giving you a world so past
money -raising
events,
out the one -hundred block of fraught with terrible problems. was -due in a great part to your
parents
very
likely fine publicity.
N. Kenilworth Avenue. You are Your
apparently adept at using this believe you are average young
We wish you continued sucsort of spray because it shows people who couldn't possibly cess with the nicest addition
-

do a thing like this.

artistic ability.

They

Please ring my door bell beI don't leave things
like this laying around outside.

cause

didn't

undcrestlind

*them.

usually reedf lb these
-

things

You're.
Wekorne-

Thank you for the, coverPerhaps' I judge you too age given our church (Grace
and - it's true that Evangelical Lutheran) in
its

harshly

I was rather 4noycil,by the
the people on N.. Kenilworth

our community, The Ar-

wouldn't consider '4hat
you would be involved in van.dalism since, after all, you
have everything you 'need and
want, except maybe' fear of
- Editor
God.
..

up the full can 'yoV left behind
stop over tome evening (or
midnight) and pick' it up:

d r a w.i n g s and expressions
painted around isince most 'of

to

Don't they know where you lington Day.
Mrs. Calvin J. .Maurer
spent your time that evening?
,,.

to waste a whole can of this
paint so if you'd like to pick

ing book .iwoject- Is Kathy

worth Avenue.

the next day to even look at
your little display. They were probably too busy seeing that
those at the village fair were
Your defenders would have
us believe that the blame is

BY the way, it is a shame

Right --Sharing her, Vacation Bible ,School color-

is

provide you with yours.

well executed.

Halloweens,

education,

we who work so very hard to

seconds later you disappeared
into the night. Believe me
when I say your get -away was

D ESTI NATION
'CHILDREN'S
HOME
0 GA,

your

somewhat more liberal than

the way up. This showed good
well

Mount. Prospect.

Kolts provided refreshments.

firecracker

our front porch in such a way
as to blow a one inch hole in
our screen door two-thirds of

timing and your plans were

ger, 'Prospect Heights and
and Shane Berry,
Scot

Patton and Joyce Hoeflinger.
Debbie 'Drews, Shirley Marshall, Millie Kolts and Fay
-SST

Cat

Black

Primary students were un-

Directing juniors were Shirley Nelson and Evelyn Ostick.
Shirley Bates, Peg Cedarholm
and Sandy Berry directed the

as products of the gutter, but
I wonder if even a gutter resi-

This is an open letter to the
vandals of N. Kenilworth Ave- dent would not turn away in
nue:
disgust from this display. Your
Shortly after- midnight of expression
"The
Universal
July 3 you startled my wife, Sign" maybe is not as univermy teen-age daughter and my- sal as you imagine. Better do
self by throwing a two-inch a little more research on that.

Beginners were directed by gelskirchen, Palatine, and _
Arlington
Drews,
Marge Jacobs. Pam Miles, Jenny
Melanie I Edwards and Randy Heights.
der the direction of Francine
Elder,
Bonnie
Blow,
Lois
Black and Betty DreWes.

you have perpetrated on the
residents of 100 N. Kenil-

An Open Letter To Vandals

the school were Suzie Rudin, plan included, from the left
music and program director; Garry Dyer, Mount ProsE s t h e r Huston, pianist; pect; Leslie Miles, Buffalo
Carolyn Wolfe, pre-school as- Croy e; David Marshall,

'

"there's a little bit of good in wonderful ex pe r ie n c'e of
the worst of us." In that case ground breaking last 'Sunday.
maybe you'll be men enough Your photographer, was very
to rettim to the scene *of the cooperative

crinin-ind right

the wrongs.

A

and

appreciated.

Albert W. Wiedlich

.

SHORT RIBS

_SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL:

.

lotiat WOK COMRAP09
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5UREI WE
WOULDN'T

FORGET IT
IS FINE/

LISTEN-JUST 'CAUSE I'M
DIETIN'AaAuJ AND ONLY,

ORDEREDA PRETZEL AND WE'D FEL THINK OF TEMPT NO YOU-WE
BAD IF YOU
A DIET DRINK, 15 MO
WON'T GET OUR
REASON YOU FELLA9
HAP 70 SIT
BANANA SPLITS
HAD TO ORDER:TH' SAME! THERE AND
TILL AFTER
WATCH US
60 AHEAD' ANIP 6ET
EAT SOMEWHAT YOU WANT -YOU'VE
601.4E!
YOU'RE MAKI ME
THING GOOD

1-1

FOR VS 1A61

FEEL BAD!

thie-Youwa wawa!

"He said something about a boat, but he hasn't yet
mentioned the sea of matrimony!"

'Your mother object' to me honking the horn? What
does she think horns are made for .. . women only?"
'

//.

BEN CASEY

iiii
'Mil

-."--'' -

THE CALORIE .COUNTER...*2.

7-7

OUR BOAR DING HOUSE
AND STOP cALLING

Me GOMRAPO:

-1/144- KAFF ! TRUE, IT IS A SIT LIVED IN,

MARTHA ! BUT LOOK ON IT AS AN
INVESTMENT! EVERY SCIENTIFIC
ADVANCE REQUIRES RESEARCIA !
ADVANCE
DON'T FOR ONE MOMENT.
THINK THE FIRST LIGHT BULB
&OLSON EVER BUILT ACTUALLY

SOMETIMES I TRINK I -SHOULD
SE SWINGING FROM TREES

4

ZUST LIKE -114E OTHER

CHIMPS AROUND HERE.' IR itS
WAS A BEAUTIFUL ROOM
-BEFORE YOU TALKED ME
INTO LETTING YOU USE IT!

Itriasalair
(: anaS11121111111111111111110111'

AST A GL W, Do YOU ?

BUGS BUNNY
/PIT'S AGAINST TN'

LAW T' SOCK A GUY
WEARIN' GLASSES,

5

NOOPLE- AND
EDISON AGAINST ME WORLD =

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

EEK & MEEK,

Peptic Ulcers
W. G. BRANDSTADT, MD.

.

I'VE OAOSE/J
A CAREER FOR
MYSELF, EEKI
NO
KIODOJG!

Q -- Within an hour or two
after I eat 1 get gnawing hunger
pains Eating stops them. Is

'

this a sign of an ulcer''

A -- Very likely. Typically
the ulcer pain can be localized

tfa

rrs A CAREER THATY \

GUARAUTEED 70 GAM

after a full meal Because
there are other possible causes

for your pain, you should have
a gastric acidity and stomach

WHAT IS IT... '
NEEDLEPOINT?

BIG -MOUTH MALE WHO

TWINS A tuosvw r

RACE IS 11.1 THE HOME!

..

4k:
,,

ter has had a peptic ulcer for

ACROSS

1- Martin

S

a

this disease?

A - Your daughter should
avoid bran, whole wheat bread,

fried foods and rough fibrous
7-7

CAPTAIN EASY

tension
have

bad a noise like escaping steam

in my left ear. I was told that
12 months, would help. What
do you think?

O

A -- Head noises, described
as hissing,- ringing or roaring
are a common accompaniment

of advancing years. They are
caused by hardening of the arteries in the inner ear and, they
vary in intensity. Lipoflavonoid

is a combination of vitamins
that helps some but not all
victims of this annoying condition.

.

Please send youi questions
and comments to Wayne G..
Brandstadt.

in cdre of

, \ this paper. While Dr. Brand-

stadt cannot answer' indivi..; dual letters he will answer
letters of general interest -in
'
future columns.

50 YOts COULD GIFT HOLD

OF VALUABLE 56CRET
T
,

underlying
cause, which is often nervous

Lipoflavonoid,--if taken, for 6 to -

Atellg WAS KIPMAPEP

THEY MUSTY* SEEM
1.51.7* BY 0141E5 WHO
5TOLB MY CAR: IT WA5
155ING T1YO PAY5I

the

Q -- For 10 months I

'

*AA.'
..fr

'

II1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

HO HISUT

CAUGHT 114

SUING
TRAPI

HMV Vot1 WERe TOO SMART
TO PPP MURDER TO YOUR
CRIME.,IF YOU COULD AVOID
ITl NOW WHERE IS McKEE5

- Gardner

t

TZPIS

POW
ME.Og I CALL.
ZE POLICE'

NO

15 Meager
18 Permit
17 Rivers (Sp.)
18 Bitter vetch
19 Opposed to lee
(geol.
21-Drun)kard

DOWN
1 Men
2 Makes vigilant
3 Motive

O

5, P

5T ART

0D0

11 TSariielisng

19 Occurring at
certain times
20 Synopsis of a

28 Ceramic piece

33 Slayer
34 Creeks
36 Lamprey
fishermen

play
23 Cuddle
25 Lately formed 37 -Smudges
22 Rocklike matter 27 Lock openers 38 Vex
24 Trims, as hair
2
3
5
4
26 Move furtively
28 Adolescent
3
12
.

years
29 Mariner's
direction
30 Incorporated
lab.)

1

J1G
u 5E
O0

43 Lubricants
44 Horse's gait
45 Rip

48 Peer Gynt's
mother
9

17

14
17
21

19

18

RY

40 Intelligence

50 Observe

16 II

15

31 Plaything
32 New Guinea

1

35

42

47

51 Coteries
52'African worm
51
53 Makes mistakes
.54 Gaelic.
55 Steamer (ab.)

56 Essential being

ft"

29

38 Ringworm
39 Newspaper

paragraphs
41 Measure for
cloth
'42 Kind of
gambling game
48 Robert E.
47 Athena
49 Anger
50 Mr. Connery

28

27

33 Large ovens
35 Sea eagles'

43

44

'e

(1,,

,..,..,,.....

HOP
PAVAN
Do a a
I VA A

port

ALLEY 00P

-.

..

P OL. K
A RT
a A N A 5 A M BA
5 Abel to Adam
st 0
8 Landlord, for
G
a A M N RI EB
a
4 Longing Islangi L A
instance
0
N T D
5 Seasoning
O M -r
12 Toward the
6
Bread
spread
sheltered side
w -r a a O a 6. ET
13 Beverage made 7
A0O P A
8
Pronoun
with malt
-r
T A
E
EN
14 Mystery writer, 9 Prayer
0RON
RS
101
vessels woe

T

about a year. What foods would
irritate if' Can ulcer patients
have foods that contain fat?
Is there a complete cure for

remove

'

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

Q -- Our I7 -year -old daugh-

ment most ulcers heal in about
3 weeks but the r currence
rate is high unless you can find

::s..,,

.

.4%.'

.,

Personalities

be allowed. With pro er treat-

KARATE!

'Slc,9-.-.x2.-

X rays

vegetables and fruits, especially raw Fat in the form of
butter, cream and margarine
is easily digested aqd..should

/IC:

OR. YEAH.

llt;.REVECT OF EVERY

with the tip of one finger just
above the navel and doesn't
come on until 2 to 3 hours

and

US Po elf

4" lg. In NIA. lot

36

45

49

50

52

53.

55

66

37

7-7

1 11

"- 4444444

J

4

4- 4

j

k

t

4-

.

We none I% rIeht
e Valt eve qmemliMes.

PrIfes OM**
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Red, Lean and Fresh

FOOD STORES

pkg. or more

3.1b.

°::npKnfoP WRENS

Less than 3-lbs
loci,

Top

Sole960. c$1,-..
Pimento

Dutch loot

6.et.

Colorado Brand Corn-Fedi:ief

3De

orTickle and

lb. 53W

4

Coloiado Brand Corn-Ficl Beef

7

111c. . $Q

.I.UNCHEOVEM
r

KP G.

PAlt

SMORGAS

1.1h.

!opt+ ht 90C1100
coca, Mayor
t Hand

SiltitiSS

WOOS

PKG.

591

Best Blade Cut

A steak that's the choice of folks
who know and love good beef.

39,
.112 69,
.

SAND

mots .

.

Colorado Brand
Corn -Fed Beef

FRYING
CHICKENS

U. S. Govt.
Inspected

Grade "A"

39?

Cut -Up ... lb.
Whole Kernel-In Butter

UBBY CORN . . .
Cut Rite

WAX PAPER

The Light Refreshment

Pert

NAPKINS .
- Rival

DOG FOOD .
Top Taste

CORN OIL .

.

Pink or Requiem Pineapplo.Grapef rub or

DOLE JUICE

12
OL
Rich Tomota Flavor

Priced Low at National

btls.

with 5c coupon below

tunoNAO
I IIII Ills 11111111111111111111 Illtl 1.1 .'
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'TOP TASTE TEA BAGS

81:"gil.is***IL"

TOP, TREAT BEVERAGES

Caupna Unpin!

'0111111111111 NATIONAL

cupept expires

MI111111111 NATIONAL

iv. le in.

91. 1 /I fol. 101...,

EASY LIFE FABRIC SOFTENER

,,111111iimi111 NATIONAL

3

July r'

GARDEN FRESH. KETCHUP
piope,oxliirti

:

NATIONAL

-7.

:-Sat.. Jut). P.,
IIIIII II

-.0001\

ea

ous for ine

ions_ mum_ a

,s; Ati

Hygrade West Virginia

Can Country Center _Cot

SEMI -BONELESS

____

'

I

AST vistausuk
eletlkleD

.n.he
;

.;

We reserve the right to
limit our quantities.

1.4'

Prices effective

-willogpo-

'

thru July 9th

44.119.144... IlklitIlla;,
of 00

whole
or half

re

,, I,

Oo

e

lb.

lb.'

Center Cut Loin Chops
lb. 9 8?

Fe
"42.191!AL

Charcoal

ioneless Rolled

Bro I

00k011t

BONELESS

SIRLOIN
.Boneless

e

specie

' '

'ark Cut

STEAKS
.Boneless

RIB EYE
STEAKS

lb.

. .

ROTISSERIE
OAST . .

Mickelberry ... Hillside or Cudahy

Colorado hood ConrFod flirof

BCHTla ROAST

. . . . lb

''''

SLICED BACON

69?

.

Country Style

1 -lb.

ortria;--

4.

I

pkg.

Thompsoi-Seag.
Hygrade-Old Fashioned

Upton -30e off

.-

6i.o,z. 99?

Shag! $1.19

CANADIAN BACON

By the piece ... lb. 99?

INSTANT TEA
Stacie Whip

1.1b.

Ott

MARGARINE

,Hume Sliced-Freestone

Homo grand Frozen

12c;anz

LEMONADE

19¢

Hcorthom Mellody
gallonll

PEACH ICE CREAM
Top Taste Sandwich or

pkg.

of I

HOT DOG BUNS

237¢

61/4.og 25
pkg

The Digestible Shortening

,

Your Choice

Sungrand

NECTARINES lb.
-

California Vine Ripe

TOMATOES
Home GroWn

Dole

3 t: $

PINEAPPLE JUICE . .

-lb.
can

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

Easy Life

CHEESE PIZZA

BLEACH

DANISH CINNAMON
81/1 -oz.
pkg.

box
AAAAAAAAA,4, AAA,'

1

1
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I

1

1

1
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1
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&kelt One Ceepon Per Cennuner

421

I

It

h

a

Coupon explree

Sat, July 9

I

Coupe.. ',Loch,. 0

r.

,-,

Ona 14 Clones lloffle of

ON CORN BEEF. OR TURKEY

PD

CouPon expires

"I') ''' ''' ''''''''' NATIONAL

11

STAMPS

STAMPS
Crop, 9r.,,

one 2.111 pkg. liked .. in 914199

my rondomwelght pkg. of
TOP TASTE SWISS CHEESE

GREEN

REEN

Sat., holy e

z

L1STERINE
Ex fres

-

lb.

Sara Lee Coffee Cake

12 -ox.

III 1,1

Leaf Lettuce:

Sat., lute 9t

,, NATIONAL 1111111111mi%.

15,5

,::

for,.. 1.0(11,1

of

Vb. pkg. of'
BOOTH'S BREADED SHRIMP
Coupon

9"Flo:

io:111 II 11111 t` NATIONAL

Sat.,

July;

50 S&H
GREEN STAMPS
with ci41.50or more
Purchaie from our

Limit One Coupon Per Customer
Coupon Expires Sat., Jul); 9.

'

Take Rear Yard
Reduction Under
Advisement

THE PROSPECT DAY
Page 8

Reaching for
Achieve ent

-`
.
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.

10 feet to enable them to expand the office building.

Anderson and summer learning
said they will keep a close
watch on these courses.
The summer school's prekindergarten class, Sahlberg

on the
request
ground that no hardship in
conforming to the 20 foot
rear yard requirement was
placed against the building
owners.
building owners . in
The
.raliatiori',
for
the
return

missed

said, could lead to a restructuring of classes for gifted
children in regular kindergarten.

of remedial
courses, Gatto said that new
field

materials are being used "bematerials

could prove to the district that
different workbooks should be
used.

also

Administrators
watching the summer school's

primary creative art and priwell

In another development, Gat -

to disclosed he had appointed
four teachers to draft a final
progress report of the summer
school program which the administration might use for the
fall curriculum.

Joseph Trebat (above) and

Randy Smith (below) jump
with answers in an "around
the world" drill of math
fractions

Named to the committee
were Mrs. Joanne Bibergall,

during Mrs. Mil-

ton F. MacBride's summer
school class.

who is teaching science, as is
Robert Ferguson; Mrs. James
teaching

remedial

math; and Mrs. MaybeIle Kincaid. teaching remedial reading.
At Lincoln Junior High
School Mrs. Matilda Painter

The judiciary committee did Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.

Hobbs, speech.

next meeting.

Chairman J. C. Holmes.
Several of the scouts who
completed the camping course

Assistant
Clarence Good.

to

Scoutmaster

who

lives

at

320

reservation
Wisc.

'their

theory

Also Mrs. Nancy Campise,
language, and Mrs.
prekinder-

Mrs. Henrietta A. Phillips,
113 N. Eastwood, Mount Prospect, is helping educate an im-

participate in the Foster Parents plan reads like a who's

poverished Ecuadorian youth
through Foster Parents Plan,

and entertainment worlds.

a person -to -person aid to de-

MRS. PHILLIPS has re- U.S. Government.
ceived two letters and a picMany high ranking governture from Julio. Foster Par- ment officials: including Aments say that the money from bassador Henry Cabot Lodge,'
the Mount Prospect Grand- ' have adopted children through'

who of the American political

is having Spring special on
driveways,

parking
lots.
Will do any job 20% cheap--

er than any other contractor. Call collect & now save.

pressed countries program.

The $15 a month that Mrs.
grandmother who
has been a long time resident
of Mount Prospect, contributes
a

mother

is

for Julio to go to school for the

easier

for 9 -year -old Julio MontdIvo,

first time.

of the teeming slums of Gua-

Until

Mrs.'

Phillips

came
able to

along. Julio, was not
attend school because he lacked

yaquil, Ecuador.
For the small investment
which Mrs. Phillips calls the
most
satisfying
expenditure
she has ever made, Foster

Inc.

Julio has two brothers and
five

sisters.

with

His

mother

is

chronic -

crippled

contributing to Julio's support
is that every nickel I send is
used for 'the child. They have

suffering

no collection expenses."
Foster Parents relies on
word of mouth, newspaper

overwhelm the slum because of
its lack of sanitation facilities.
The little shack the family

publicity and personal contact
to make its cause known to

occupies is
sugar cqpc

Americans.

three beds, a hammock, a cab-

severe

asthma. His older brother

is

from anemia. Thc
family -is constantly plagued

by fever from mosquitoes that'

make of native
sticks, contains

inet, a table, a large box and

only

a stove. A little ragged bedding

people working in direct contact with the children who are
adopted, financially not legally,

and a few battered cooking
utensils completes the inventory of family possessions.
Parents,
Foster
Through

and

employs

Julio .Montairo, "adopt-

by their American "parents."
have . adopted
Americans
foster children. in Greece,,

Hugo's family receive a cash

ables residents to have a free,

Shooting Spree

once -a -year check and also is
a convenience to those needing
chest X-rays for pre -marital,
pre -natal, pre -employment or
state licensing requirements.:
X-rays are also available
in larger than the standard
70 milimeter size for those requiring a follow-up examination.

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
Quality work at reasonable.
prices. Insured
guaranteed.

& all work

PUT ALL YOUR

Free Estimates
Full Time ProfesSional
People ,

BILLS INTO ONE.

259-5066

`t'4

MINIM

it AtUTUIr
,

2x8x

t

16

25c

20c -Colors

Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5.1015

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS ___
Stan' Vorgias Co.
the entire.' N.W.
Driveways, __patios,
area.
etc. Protective curbing for.

Serving

k

.asphalt

N'.,;..t..,
OFFICE HOURS:

We are licensed and regulated
,), the State of Illinois.

'

All

Free es-

General Cleaning

CLEANING HOMES by
1

Hours: Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30, p.m. Sat, -9:35) a.m. to 1
P.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.

driveways.

work 'guaranteed.
timates. 529-658.

HENRIKSEN

LOAN CO

'

,

QUALITY CONTROL

CALL 392-6282

INSPECTOR
Have immediate opening for a
man to take complete charge of
inspection procedures during

PART & FULL TIME

chance for advancement In fast

(Name your -own hours)

our second shift. Excellent

growing electronic company.

Will train man with related

inspection

in

background
work._

Most Jobs require you to meet

i

Nationally

their schedule.

'mown company Is seeking men

to work at O'Hare Airport

METHODE

MANUFACTURING;
CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd.
-Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer
YOWL FIND II Hi THE

ADS

on schedules that they will
help determine. In addition,
free bus service provided to

and from the job. Work in-

volved is office housekeeping
for which you would be train-

ed with pay. Call me today
with the days and hours you
would like to work. If I am
not available, leave a message for me to call.

'-

827-4272

Mi. STANLEY

.SUBURBAN
DECORATORS

358-4882
Ratio -TV Repair

Storm Damaged.
Antena's
Repaired or Replaced
Call

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
259-007
.Homes Built To Order

RAY'S
Radio and T.V. Repair

Roselle Builders
Garages -Room additions

Dormers -All types of

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692

Fully Guaranteed
7 Year Financing -5%
No Money Down

couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed; floors _cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
All
thoroughly
cleaned.

'Sdburbs.
Call 373.6880

-

Sewing Machine Repairs

358-1838

TyhichAepairs
Guar. sere. on all brands.
Sew.

landscaping

Planting & Design

Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, S3.

Free Estimates

24 hr. phone sere.'

Ray's Lands'c'pg.

No Job Too Small
Power Raking (U or I)

894-3115
Transporation

358-2581

Cars'.

Used

Foul's Landscaping
landscaping
Complete
Maim. Call for free est.

Trucks

IOU To Choose Irom

&

Ntotor Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

259-0141

TRIUMPH & FIAT

lawnmowers

Foreign Car Sales - Service
. Cantos Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166

Free pickup & delivery

Trash Hauling

358.0845

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - any thing
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

OUR TUTORING
SYSTEM
Offers experienced and unextutoring
derstanding
perts, for any level in any
subject. Special help 'with
Muth, Language, Science
and College Board Exams.

.824-2865

Tree Service -lawns Mowed

ROV'S TREE 'SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
'
Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed 119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
8242865
824.9530
-

QUALITY PAINTING

PATIO BLOCKS

Mt. Prospect

--

PACKAGE LIQUOR ,
STORE

Call 673-6760

Pamtinglecorating

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

applicants. =Many

benefits. Report to

PART.TIME

$20 per week.

724-7120

Cement Work

CALL TODAY

--t.

urday. Guarantied salary plus
'commission. Can earn over.

Miscellaneous Service

562-2991

255-5060
Henriksen

The mobile X-ray unit protwo services. It en-

Three boys driving on N..
grant of $8 a month, plus
Cannibalism is still prac-Hong Kong, Korea, Viet Nam, clothing, supplies and special ' Elmhurst irr a white convertible
were shooting out street lights. ticed in the interior of New
the Philippines, Ecuador and medical care.
Julio corresponds frequently Sunday, it was reported to Guinea, according to the EnPeru.
police.
cyclopaediarBritanoica.
The list of "parents" who, with his American "parent."
'

cost, free estimate.

Each -Plain
0

12 to 17. Part time. To work afternoons, Monday thru Sat-'

Repaired & sharpened.
Small engine repairs.

RUG & CARPET CLEANING. Expert work, low

MONTHLY PAYMENT

be open from 12 noon until,6

pect residents on Monday, July 14 at the Des Plaines mun-

Institute of
Chicago and Cook County, will

PHONE 439.1794

'

company

LAWN MOWER
OUTBOARD

Carpets -Rug Clianers

PAY ONLY ONE

world."

vides

Tuberculosis

24

.

be .available- to Mount Pros-

the

Open
estimate.
free
hours, 7 days a week.

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

p.m.

of charge in cooperation with.

decide until you call us for

IN

Suburban Cook County
Tuberculosis Sanitarium, will

unit,
The mobile X-ray
which offers its service- free

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

SPECIALIZE

the

icipal building.

:37.8228

Up To vu To Pay

Set Date For X Rays'
Chest X-rays, sponsored by

Esp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

Take crl Months

.

'

South in New York City.
"What I like most about

It hires no professional fund

organizations.

resurfacing

coaling.

REASON?

Children for adoption may

areas,

old blacktop, repair & seal

FOR ANY

organization's Ncw York of 'ed" by a Mount Prospect
shoes and clothes. The Mon-'
Foster Plan, Inc., 352
pictured
talvo family live in a cane hut Park Ave.. South, New York grandmother, is
by his. slum home on the
just outside Guayaquil in what City, N.Y.
of Guayagull,
Parents are able to send Julio Foster Parents calls, "abject
Many times, children 'are out -skirts
Parents
Foster
poverty."
to school, provide medical
adopted as a- project of a group Ecuador.
the-' slum,
labels
for him and his family and give
Julio's father is an itinerant such as Boy Scout or Girl Plan
the family a cash subsidy to musician. He brings home Scout Troop or other social `...one of the. worst in the
about $25 a month --when things
are good.

business

$2000
$3000
$4000

WE

1810 Estes Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

qualified

Remodeling

'

Blacktop Pining
Biggest Discount Ever
30'i off on all black topping.
driveways,
parking
lots.

NEED

the plan.

be selected according to age,
sex and nationality. Information may be obtained from the

392-1388

Stanley's

OR MORE

ganda organization which operates with the blessing of the

making it possible

24 hr. service

SPRING SPECIAL

FOSTER Parents Plan is
- sectarian. not -for-profit
considered a non -propa-

BOYS WANTED

Prefer exp'd. but will train

Alion's Quality

ticing more scout lore.

non
and

Must be high school graduates.

General Cleaning

and camped out in tents, prac-

Julio Montalvo,
"Adopted" Resident

Drivers fox' ice cream truck.
Must be over 18. Excellent
income for right .man. Call
CL 3-1903.
after 5 p.m.

Call 255-1200

Rolling Meadows
Blacktop Service

were
Scoutmaster
Newsom,
explorer
leader 'William Balaz, Advancements Chairman Frank
Reid and Troop Committee

WAREHOUSEMEN'

-

529-4600

ADVERTISING

Blacktop. Work

William

NUCLEAR DATA.
INCORPORATIONS

392-1830

For

358-1838

DO YOU

Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

fringe benefits. Contact. Ron
Zirk.

ROSELLE
BUILDERS

struction

garten.

raisers

Spooner,

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.M.

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable busineis people in
your community. Call one NOW!

OPPY-1,1

into

RELAY pRIVER
1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

Let us help make your...DAY!

Suburban

near

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
Growth Company has excellent opportunity for electronic
'Work Involves
technician.
final test of special purpose
digital computers. Excellent
working environment and

BUS'
ESS
Service Directory

676-3050.

:5 -Business Personals

Assisting Good in the in-

remedial

is a New York based, private
firm located at 532 Park Ave.

Northwest

the

Reading could be the Keys
Learn to read and spell in
the privacy of your home.
$2.50 per week. Mr. Horn.

Council's Camp Namekagon

er, all of Mount Prospect.

Winchell, art and writing.

meet living expenses.
Foster Parents Plan,

baby -

\war!

will put their skills into action
when 17 members of Troop
155 make a two week trip up

COMPLETING the course
were Scouts Allen Balaz, Ken
Holmes, Steve Johnson, Kris
Knudsen, Bruce Lyman, Richard Mottweiler and Tom Peel-

At Fairview School Mrs. Carol Peterion is teaching remedial math; Mrs. Joan Engelhardt, math and science; Howard Holmglen, physical education and math; and Miss Mary

lot

will do

Exp. mother

action. the scouts took a five
mile hike to Camp Baden Powell on the Des Plaines River

And Mrs. Robert Ferguson,
remedial language: Miss Carol
Weintraub, science and primary art; and Mrs. Lana

a

ICI 5-6650

22-lobs Wanted-Women

tonight.

Eight junior Boy Scout leadof Lincoln School PTA
Troop 155, participated in
classes, demonstrations, hiking and camping tests in a
training program sponsored

Putting

Mrs. Marguite
James, remedial math.

life

392-0782

not vote on the re uest Friday and it will not be submitted to the village board

program.

math; Miss Sybil Wyle,

making

American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

merica instruction routines at
two, three hour evening sessions then planned a hike and
camp -out as the windup of the

'writing; and

is

Pilot Models Built

for expansion.

the official Buy Scouts of A-

cation; Miss Joy Lutsch, math;
- Mrs. Emily MacBride, reme-

Phillips,

five

least

new 'offices on a second story.
They requested the variation and pledged the lot for
parking to secure more space

ers

Good,

Also Miss Sally Siddens, art;
Robert Fasick, physical edu-

Ziebell,

ing and provide at

Crestwood in. Mount Prospect
took the junior leaders through

dial reading; and Miss Carol
Hyson, remedial reading.

Maralyn

Roll -a -way & Hospital Beds
Dishes & Silver Service
Lawn & Garden Equip.
UNITED RENT - ALLS
708 E. N/W Hwy.
Arl. Hghts.
259-3350
Mechanical Design
Special Equipment
Auto. Elec. Controls

Scouts Put Theory
Into Action
by

is -teaching upper grade math;
Mrs. Melba Wilkins, typing;
Mrs.' Marrianne Reid, reme-

dial

requirements

REAR YARD

as a typing course.

LaSasso,

One Call Rents It All
Tools, Rug & Floor Machines

Teichert, sitting In my home.
Robert
Trustee
827-8657
tain an adjoining 83 foot by. 64 chairman of the committee,
foot lot, now zoned P-1 (park- asked that it be placed over I will do ironing in my home.
CL 3-7652.
ing) for parking:
to the July 19 agenda. Vote
Attorney
Robert. from tne committee, including
Village
23-Instruction
Moore agreed that such a Trustees Frank Bergen and
covenant could be given to the Robert Colfer, is expected at
POOR GRADES?
village by the property owners. the
picliciary
committee's'

dial reading classes and several- remedial math courses

as

the

which will allow them to expand the building some five
to seven- offices on a second
story, have agreed to main-

haven't worked with the kids."
He said intermediate reme-

mary science classes,

11-Business Services

,

matter was referred to the development be retained for
judiciary committee for re- parking.
The owners said, that they
commendation to the village
board.
could, without the rear yard
The board of appeals dis- variation, expand their build-

director Anthony John Gatto

are

Orville

1960 Old's Serial 4608M04197
2 dr. Hdtop. 1956 Dodge, 2 Dr.'

.

On June 3, the board of ap- are set to make certain that
peals denied the request. The: some of the property under

ent for instruction Robert E.

older

%myself Dilly. As of this dater,

Architect James Ray and building owner Darwin Koets have
requested that the' requirements be reduced from 20 feet to

Dist. Supt. Eric A. Sahlberg,
his new assistant superintend-

the

Rail:addible for bills midi

-

the regular school year.

cause

14-Person $77688

.

valuable lessons for use during

the

dle. Yic.RecreationPk.6/30.

The judiciary committee of the village board took un- Hdtop. These cars may be.
der advisement Friday night a board of appeali ruling ,claimed at Arlington Park Dodge,Inc.
disalkiWirtg rear yard requirement reductions on an 'of' 1400 E. Northwest Hwy.
fice building at 1024 E. Northwest Hwy.,
Palatine, Ill.

Three Dist. 57 administrators have concluded several
courses that- might teach 'some'

In

LOST small white female poo-

16/1Q/66 .

24-Help Waited Men

24-Help. Wanted Men

13-Lost And Found

SERVICE
Free estimates.

Screens & storms painted.

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING.

529-7774

Rick's Decorating

Painting; Wallpaperg, Til-

& REMOVAL

ing. Free estimate.

BARON TREE SERVICE

CL 3-7384
_

KELLY'S
TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Removal

Painters,
3160 Dundee Rd.

Professional

Northbrook
CR 2:6753

.FREE ESTIMATES

'-'

392-7430

Suburban...
Decorators

Wall Washing

Interior and exterior quality
painting. Free
mates.
358-4882

Frei, Estimates
529-6587

Interior, 'Exterior Painting
Commercial
Industrial
Fully Insured & Guaranteed

esti-

- BY- machine. No mess, no'
streaking.
,

estimate.

Free

Stele Mueller

HE 7-4556

MODERNE WALL

yowl

CLEANING
FIND

IN

W NT AS

Immaculate wdrk inexpensively done by machine also

new

method

cleaning.
456-5404

carpel

THE DAY

Thursday, July 7, 1966

CALL TODAY

255-7200

LINES

BEFORE 4 P.M.

PART TIME

Men wanted for relay driver

Man to work in hobby shop
Nights and Saturdays. Interest in hobbies preferable.
Phone weekdays except Wed.

Monday thru Satuday
MT. PROSPECT

255-1550

PROGRAMMER -1401
We are an expanding and
growing company in the electronic and automotive Indus-

need' of a qualified
programmer with experience in 1401 operations for

try

at' least I to 2 years. Seeking an individual with programming experience with a
manufacturing concern.

NEWS AGENCY
392:4830 .

able men will advance into

Job offers excellent and pro-

110 S. Dryden Pl.
Arlington Heights

and fine modern new working
conditions.

Insurance Inspectors
Full time and Part time.

this type of experience and
background please feel free
in calling Dan Sundt.

LITTELFUSE
824-1188

800 East Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines

Excellent benefits including
Sears Roebuck profit sharing.

Service Review, Inc.
(All State Enterprises)
24 -Help Wanted Men

Finish College?

DATA PROCESSING

were unable to complete the
academic requirements needed for a degree. These open-

ings are, for the most part,

tested training programs

which have successfully developed after many years of trial

and error.

Full or Part Time. Mt.Prospact Liquors. 16 N. Main,
Mt. Prospect.
High School District 214. Full
time. Substantial starting

rate. Night bonus, paid vacations, medical benefits and
job security. Call
259-5300, Ext. 42

shooting, layout and model
work, and some print reading would encompass general
duties. Related experience
helpful, but we will train an
individual willing to learnthis
interesting procedure. Good
starting rate, quarterly wage
reviews, profit sharing and

future call Mr. Marquard.
Excellent opportunity for experienced maintenance man.
Will be assigned 2nd shift
after orientation.

392-3600

26-6elp Wanted 'Men. Or Women

1700 Hicks Road

OTHERS

PER WEEK

sored program approved by
PARENTS MAG., teachers,
and clergy. You will love ill

be

For interView ph. Mr. Wagner.
381-0563

accident free driving record,
reliable and dependable.
Will operate multilith machine part time.

Experienced men able to make own setups.
Openings for trainees as well. Excellent
fringe benefits, steady work with overtime,

LEARN PROGRAMMING

Call 2536600

'7-Advertisg. Ted. FREE -MS!
4 Off. M.
gr 'rms.' FREE $575'
2 Personnel Trns. FREE $600'
2 Undrwrtr. Trn.s. FREE $550
5 Pub. Rel. This. FREE $590
4 Tab Room Trns. FREE $600

You can move.easily into this
high paying caked field. They

will not only train you, but

-

pay you while you go to school.
ed. Call 253-6600.

Beginner Accountant

5 QuaL Ctrl. Trris. FREE $575

6 to 9 hrs. of college study in

6 IBM Sys. Trns. FREE $650
3 Fire Claim Trns. FREE $585
4 Paper Sales Trs. /FREE $550

7 Account. This. FREE $625'
5 Editorial Trns. FREE $585
8 Field Eng. This. FREE $675
3 Lad. Credit Trns. FREE $550
FREE $600
4 Traffic This.
6 Inside Sales Trs. FREE $575
5 Wbse. Mgr. Trs. FREE $650

4 Mkt. Rsch. Trs. FREE $585
6 Indus. Sales Trs. FREE $600

5 Food Sales Trim. FREE $585
2 Chem. Sales Trs. FREE $625
9 Payroll This. FREE $533
6 Sales Prom. Trs. FREE $575
8 Cust. Relat. Trs. FREE $600

4 Retail Mgt Trs. FREE $533
7 Cost Acctg. Trs. FREE $590
4 Jr. Exec. This. FREE $5752 Expediter Trns. FREE $550
S Communi. This. FREE $625

4 College Graduates'

$650-$675

- Free

Every once in a while a truly
extraordinary job comes
along. For the oung man bent
on a career
management
a job. Our client,
one of America's best known,
companies, will train you in

$600-FREE

PROJECT ENGINEER
Position requires a person with experience in layout design
of liquid pumps and transfer systems similar to that used
by paint and chemical manufacturers.

A college graduate is preferred however a non -grad with
good solid experience in this field could be acceptable.

Customer Relations
Liaison Trainee

Bruning offers excellent lob security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a

$120 WK.-FREE

If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential interview.

good pension program and insurance plans.

Interviewing Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8 am to 4 pm.Sat. 9 am to
12 noon, or by special appointment.

wardinginterview.

Chemical Trainee

$475-$525 Mo.
Rare opportunity for young
man to receive solid training
in the chemical industry. This
major Co. will train a young

man to work with chemists
engaged in research and development.

An

inqiusitive

mind. coupled with ambition
and the determination to complete, your education at their
expense. Starts you Mime&
ately. No fee.

774-9393

SWITCHBOARD

You'll be trained to take, over
small, not to busy switchboard. You'll also be the
receptionist for this modern
N. W. Suburban medical clinic.
You'll page doctor's, give
visitors information and

directions. To $80 wk. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

774-9393

Charles Bruning. Company
1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT..PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

You' will be trained in sden
talc programming by the
leading Co. in the field. No
previous experience. This .is.
one of the most exciting ca-

WHEELING

537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

We are in need of a man 25 - 40 with experience in supervision, machine set - up, and
handling women in production who will take

over the direct responsibility and duties as
outlined for a department.

Applicant should have experience doing this
type of work. Fine starting salary accompanies progressive employee benefits. If you feel
you are qualified please. call Dan Sundt for

policies. You will never be

bored. No previous experience

required forthis job of a
time..
-

117 S. Enierson
'Mount Prospect
Call 253-6600
(OPEN, EVES. MON. THRU THURS. 711.' 71

Experienced for Nighti

tion, free bus service pro-

to. and from the Job.

- %tided'

Work involved is office housekeeping for which you would be

trained with pay. Call me today with the days and hours

you would like to work. If

am not available leave a

I

message for me to call.

827-4272

MR. STANLEY

NOTICE_
designations 'as to sex in
our Help Wanted and EmAgency columns

ployment

are made only (1) to in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nec.

essary to the normal.opef-

ation

Choose your own hours
Pleasant working conditions
High salary
Paid Vacation

Liberal benefits
Call for appointment
Mr. May, 296-7711

of

business

his

or enterprise, or (2) as a

or part time

,

Margie Bridal Salon
GOLF MILL
SHOPPING CENTER

convenience to our readers
to

let

positions

them know Which
the advertiser

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

preference,

limitation,

specification or discrtmination in empfpyrnent prac!Aces.

Niles, Ill.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Free Life Insurance

Paid rest periods
Steady employment
Paid Holidays
Bonus for night work
Free Hospitalization"
A pply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

General Molded Products Inc.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

Des Plaines; Illinois

1365 Lee Street
824-6135

774-5155

An Equal Opportunity Employer

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

WE NEED HELP
PART & FULL TI ME
MAIDS

HOUSEKEEPER

LAUNDRY HELP

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time
948 E. Northwest. Hwy.

..
this might be for you.
We are in need of a cost accountant for our Mount Prospect

CALL HOWARD KOtVAT"'"'
.299 -7766 -DAILY

good pension program and insurance plans.

If you think this is your opportunity to move up into a no*
challenge then write -or phone us for a confidential ititifyiew.
m to 4:15 p.m. Sat.
9 am to .12 noon or by special appointmi t.

Damon of Addrossogr,l,h Mulifgraph Corp

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900'

An equal opportunity employer

OPPORTUNITIES
Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of 'aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.
Openings on 1st & ,2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

MACHINE DESIGNER

Young man with, knowledge of gears, cams, lifecages and

MA I NTENANCE MECHANIC
Prefer experience in machineirepair & welding.

COST ACCOUNTING
SUPERVISOR

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
Full or part time. Day or night shift. Prefer experience

Mature judgment and ability to supervise 6 to 8 in department

To assume position In cost accounting. Prefer 1 to 3 yeard"

will qualify you for this rewarding position with a well established expanding electronici manufacturer. Above average
salary and benefits program. Call now and ask for Don Munk,
daily or evenings till 8:30. CL 9-3050 or 299-7766.

Charles Bruning Company
1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

mechanisms.

'

Bruning offers" excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a

fl

CL - 5-2900

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

office..

Applicant should have at least 2 years of college and some
experience in mathematical accounting.
Several years in the accounting field would also be most
helpfif..Should also have completed his military obligition.
If th;s position sounds interesting to you please feel free
to call for a personal and confidential Interview.

Interviewing Hours: Mon thru Fri, 8

PARKER

WAITRESSES WANTED

port on schedules that they

will help determine. In addi-

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL.

If you like to work with figures and feel you are in a rut

of Human Relations from employee counseling to training
'of new employees to administration of corporate personnel,

Mr.Styne

Most jobs require you to meet
their schedule. Nationally
known company is seeking
ladies to work at O'Hare Air-

of Plastic Products

Human Relations

where. Our client will train
you from scratch in all areas

Phone 439-1100

(Name your own,hours)

OPENINGS ON 1ST & END SHIFTS
Pleasant working cond't's
Paid vacations

Suburban manufacturer needs an individual proficient in the
test and evaluation of electronic and electro-mechanical
components. Will also devise production test equipment. He
will be Al man in small department. Attractive five figure
salary and outstanding fringe benefits.
-

amount of personal initisfac-,
tion, you can't do better any-

PART & FULL TIME

FINISHERS &.BUFFERS

COST ACCOUNTANT

that offers professional growth,
coupled with an immense

typing. Modern new building
and many company benefits.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

JOB OF THE WEEK

If you're searching for a job;

Young lady for general office and clerical work. Light

Full

TEST ENGINEER

- Free

GENERAL OFFICE '-

Children grown?
Return to Business World

PRODUCT

$625

Full time for High School
,District 4214. Work close to
home; pleasant surroundings,
fringe benefits. Call
259-5300, Ext. 37

Alterations -Fitters

Des Plaines, Ill.
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
824-1188

An equal opportunity employer

men anywhere in the,U.S.A.
You will also get 4 raises 1st
year. Call for further info: t

TRAINEE

CLERICAL

.

LITTELFUSE

Avalon of Addrassagraph Mu/11mph Corp

for, interview

296-6661
An equal opportunity employer

Saleswomen

250 N. 12th ST.

Contiat MR. DI NUNZIO
824-8144

active, phone

COUNTRY SIDE INN

24 -Help Wanted Men

TYPIST. Good startiru salary, regular increases. cellent company benefitS,
lent working conditict
36

positions available. No exper-

1 W.Campbell A rlington Hgts.
392-9344

appointment.

Call 253-6600..

Math Major
$600-$675 Free

7205 N. Meade

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

No previous exp. neederisIt.

You will learn to discuss bids
and how to quote on materials.
No previous experience needed. Many benefits. NO FEE.

sit at front desk and be the
official greeter for this excel.
manufacturing firm. Req's.
are light typing, neat appearance and personality for
public contact. To $85 wk.
Free.
Miss Paige

AIRLINES SYSTEMS BR NCH
is looking for a C ERK

ience required.' If you can
type 30 wpm, energetic and

MA 7117 77 /V METALS
411111=MMIIIMIMI

management accounting. They

Want a peat career. In customer relations? Train to be
the liaison man between your
company and their clients.

.N. W. Suburban office, you'll

neering or equivalent.

(CHEMICAL PROCESSING)

FEE. Call 253-6600.

RECEPTIONISTS

Outstanding career opportunity for candidate with minimum

accounting training program

will alsoyou paywill you full salary
and
addition
schooling at compgetany

774-9393

3 years experience in Time study, methods analysis
and work simplification. B. S., degree in industrial engi-

accounting starts you in an

that will cover all areas of

Miss Paige

Insurance company in Cumberland area has permanent

7205 N. Meade

UN IVAC.

hour week.

.

Phone -255-5266

GENERAL OFFICE

of

various depts. - such as in- --1 reer fields available to young

dustrial relations, advertising,
marketing production, e t c.;
the -'.training program Ls far
above average. Its purposeto groom young men for future
executive positions, and it's
been very successful in doing
just that. No previous experi.
ence required. For a truly re-

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.
HOFFMAN ESTATES

No previous experience need-,

4 Auto Claim Trns. FREE $575,
3 Prchasing. Trns. FREE $575'

7 Program. This. FREE $600
2 Foreman This. FREE $650,

_

working conditions,
-

appointments and keep simple

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER

Telephone Mr. McGrath at 358-5800.

Housekeeper to live in. Own
room, TV, salary. 2 good
children. 439-7015

our 'growing public. Fantastic

.light typing and pleasing per-

A n equal opportunity employer
24 -Help Wanted Men

30-Help Wanted-Women

Dependable local woman for
general cleaning. Thursdayor
Friday. 392-3961.
Legal Sect'y. Arlington tits.
Office. Experience preferred. -CL 5-6500
Dependable cleaning woman
2 days a week, in Arl. Hgts.
4563.
WAITRESSES needed to serve

doctor will train a girl with

sonality as his receptionist.
You'll greet patients, help
them feel at ease, schedule

30-Help Wanted-Women

Own trans. preferred CL 5-

No medical experience req'd.
This
young neighborhood

Excellent pay, working con-

DUnkirk 1-4030

Machinists -Grinders
Lathe Operators

better anywhere! They will
not only pay and train you at
the same time, but will pay
for your further schooling in
I.B.M. No previous experience needed. NO FEE. Call

$110 WK.-FREE

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

UARCO Incorporated
W. County Line Rd Barrington

Learn I.B.M. Men move into
programming.- You can't do

IBM Trainee

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hgts:

ditions, benefits and opportunity for advancement.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Trainee - $95 Week

253-6600.

Driver Multilith Operator
To drive company station wagon, pick up and deliver messages and packages. Must have

pleasant and rewarding interview type work in local area
of your choosing:Highlyspon-

392-6100-

SHEETS

TRAINEE

In your own sweet time, for

5446.

24-Help Wanted Men

REALTORS
1 N.
Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights

259-1500

MEN IM4TED
for Sunday mriiiing work,4:30

Steady

PETERS & CO.

STUDENTS

EARN UP TO $100

Heights.

Please call for a money
making opportunity during
this active market.

TEACHERS -COLLEGE

Rol ling Meadows

358-1311 or 259-

'

.

METHODE
MANUFACTURING.
.

reputable office need

full time' sales personnel.

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

Project.

439-7310

APPLY PERSONNEL

Someone who likes people a
trainee -with light typing who
is willing to start for $80.
FREE position.

records. No Sats. or eves.
$90 wk. Free.

Would you like to sell realeatate?. Modern, attractive
and

JACK RHINE/.

Arlington

Grove. openings for
general office, biller typist,
bobldeeiping machinb opera 'tor, receptionist, general
warehouse, order fillers,
order packers, warehouse
foreman trainees. Good starting wage.; merit "and length of
service
raises, profit If you want a Job with a

Northwest
Community Hospital

Painters wanted to work in

National Company moving to

MAN

insurance program are part
of excellent fringe benefits
available. Call or apply in
person to

.

sharing.

MAINTENANCE

mind. Mechanical ability, process development, trouble

Office and Warehouse
-Elk

CUSTODIANS

a man must like to work
with his hands and as alert

NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

Boy -17 to 20

for one reason or another,

responsible positions. Our
work requires precision and

MT. PROSPECT

Didn't

We have numerous openings
available for young men who,

well established firm and cap-

to 8:30. Call

Chicagoland's Finest Career Center

$533-$675

ly new department within a

CALL 383-5950

PARKER
You Still Qualify
for Mgmt Training

men with a desire to learn

NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

Buckeridge
Door Company

If you are an individual with

We have a. need Air three

the technique of manufacturing a new type of electronic
"component. This is a relative-

WANTED -- Experienced inside carpenter -- or will train
man familiar with woodworking tools. Steady. ALSO welder or welder's helper part
time. Please apply in person:

DOCTOR'S ASSIST

LIQUOR STORE CLERK

MAN WITH CAR
to deliver in Prospect Heights.
Sunday only. Call
MT. PROSPECT

Random access knowledge
is a prerequisite.

gressive employee benefits
advancement opportunities,

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANTS

3 a.m. to 6 a.m.

DAYS

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

ONLY

E. A. Hoover

am/ ...suliociarei

Personnel Service

with alfa numerical keypunch.

ACCOUNTANT

.

experience in public accounting or manufacturing.

pgsitions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cateteria & large

convenient parking lot. investigate the future with a dynamic
company in the challenging field of packaging. Contact
Personnel Dept. for further information.

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.
WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-11G.,

WHEELING, ILL.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Thursday, July 7, 1966

THE DAY

10 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

woman. flexible hours. Call

Interesting
Office Work

WE NEED YOU!

259-2094
STENO TYPIST FOR VIIDER

but a pleasant telephone voice
and personality are really the
most essential qualifications.

PREFERRED

Apply in person about 11 A.M.

217

Woman to clean 5 builder's
models, corner Orchard and
Dryden Sts., Arlington Hgts.
253-9573

SECRETARIAL

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Deputy Village Clerk of Arlington Heights. Experienced
secretary to . taker responsi-.

Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

batty and must be able to
meet the public. Must be a-

S 'ENOGRAPHER
Interesting position. Work
close to home. Fringe benefits. Call
259-5300, Ext. 37

Apply Finance Director
Village of Arlington Heights
3a S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.

GENERAL 0E.:TiCE

Part Time
Arlington Heights area
College student or housewife

-

SHORTHAND NECESSARY

living:in area acceptable. Permanent. Must excel in typing.

PART TIME
HEALTH DEPT.
Village of Arlington Hts.
Salary open
Apply Financial Director
Village of Arlington Hts.

392-9255

WAITRESS over 18.Will train.
Hours 2:30 to 7:30.

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts.

Breda's Luncheonette
218 E. Northwest Hwy. A.H.

253-2340

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

anyone referring those listed

Join A Profit Sharing Company

Join

AMPEX

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
place. Come
see us.

COCK ROBIN
929 W. Northwest Highway

Exp'd or Beginner

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

NEW OFFICE IN
DESPLAINES

5 PM steady. Schaumburg
location.. Call for appoint.

Citizens Utilities Co.

our payroll. Offer does not
apply to nice, student, teacher

temporaries.

COUNTER CLERK
Will train personable married
cludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.,

sponsor

ORCHID CLEANERS

She

24 N. Main, Mt. Prospect

Ph.

is a

81308

Golf Rd. Des Plaines

My name

D.P.

Address
Ph.
City
Mail to address below. You are

paid $40 two weeks after required hours are worked.

IMPORTANT
To_qoallfy tell us by letter,

To quality control manager.
Excellent opportunity for a

personable young lady to work
for the manager of the quality

control department. Position
offers interesting:4nd- varied_

-post card,. phone:or:attached_ _work -An -pleasant surroundcoupon - name, address, phone ings. Applicants with aboite
of person you sponsor before average typing and shorthand
that person comes in.She may preferred

bring your letter, card or

VARO'

OPTICAL,- INC.
Lifesavers, lqc.

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tit 7:30 pm

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

TEMPORARY WORK
Randhurst Center 392-1920
Prof. Level
Room 83
Room 512

Evanston
1809 Sherman

475-3500
Room 308

24

5577 Northwest Hwy.
CHICAGO, ILL.

hr. ans. serv. 332-5210

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women:

Magnavox 24" $48.50 guaranteed Shelkop T.V. CL 3-2187.

Tent trailer in exc. cond.,

bed sleeps 2, floor space for

Paid Vacations

INSURANCE COMPANY

OF NORTH. AMERICA

84 Broadway,

Des Plaines,

ON DISPLAy'
"AUTKORIZED DEALER"

Sea Ray
Dunthy

Mercroiser :
Mercury
7108 W. Cermak

OPEN SUNDAYS
Weekdays 9-9, Sat. & Sun.9-5
14" Runabout for sale. 35 HP

Mercury motor with trailer.
Cony. top,- ski equipment, &

full accesssories. 537-9132.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

ACCTS. RECEIVABLE

11

Reliable girl needed, must be good typist and have ability
to assume responsibilities.
'Good starting salary, excellent opportunity for advancement.
Usual company benefits Including profit sharing; paid holi-

ier, 5, 6, or 7 afternoons per
week. Pleasant working conditions. Good starting salary.

days and vacation, hospitalization.
Hours 8:30-4:30

Apply Manager. 392-9393.

A. C. DAVENPORT & SON CO..

ASSEMBLERS

Palatine

308 E. Hellen Rd.

INSPECTORS

358-7322

MACHINE
OPERATORS

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

bookkeeping credit or sales

Oui: fast growing companyhas

WE NEED HELP

As a Spiegel credit clerk
you will keep customer

women in above positions.
Frequent wage reviews & excellent fringe benefits.

An above average Job for girls
or women with background of

experience desirable.

accounts up-to-date, approve

charge purchases and help

keep shopping convenient for.
Spiegel catalog customers.

Credit is the fastest grow-

such as discount on merchandise, vacations with pay,
hospitalization, many other3'7.-?
CALL 255-7500
For interview appointment
Miss Green

Serving America since 1885

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

SPIEGEL

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
MAIDS AND LAUNDRY HELP.
FULL OR PART TIME

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR AND CLERK

3 to 11 P.M. SHIFT.

METHODE MFG. CO.

APPLY IN PERSON
948 E. Northwest Hwy.

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

CL 5-2900

-

LADIES' SAMPLE CLOTHES
10%. off Wholesale
Dl. 8-8800
GARAGE SALE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NORTWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

801 N. Princeton Arl. Hgts.
July 12 & 13. 10:30 to 5 pm
A mans Upright freezer. 24"
boy's bike. Best offer.

CLERICAL
FULL AND PART TIME

CL 5-0472

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Variety of. positions offering good salary, patient, 'public'
at(
ess n contact,, old
ift and hours..fte

RN tYLEakit'-'

t.

Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

.NEW AND USED

Temporary Service

CREDIT OFFERS
TOP CAREERS FOR
GIRLS,WOMEN

CALL JIM CARO
763-6700

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR

253-3122

30 -Help Wanted -Women

ANALYZERS
n

$295.

4-- more.

RIGHTGIRL
Call Jane Nelson

You'll enjoy good pay and

6/7-5130

Old Orchard
Prof. Bldg.

Top Rates

PHONE 827-1108

many big company benefits

INTERVIEWING:

TV Admiral port. 17" 355.

.$75 BONUS'

Call Mr. Detman

ing field for women -and the
chance for advancement le
best with a nation-wide company such as Speigel-Credit
headquarters for America.

coupon In hand.

Johnson Water Softener
CL 5-1108

,PLUS

SPIEGEL CATALOG CENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY

SECRETARY

100 BOATS

.

First 5 Days Pay

824-7181 for App't.

people. Call collect 453-9510,

Address
City

OVER.

Twin beds complete $30. Pool
table reg. sz. $50. Good cond.
255-0850 after 5.

Young lady over 18 for Cash-

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-

CLIP COUPON TODAY to earn extra income & meet
I

This is an interesting variety
job. Must be a good typist.

of Illinois
LA 9-1709

us for two years,and are hired
days from the time they go On

needs one Clerk - Typist.

In excellent cond. 259-4901.

Used wooden fence. 5 x 7 ft,
sections. Over 200 ft. length
with posts. $100. 259-2925.
Simons full sized bed, complete' with box spring. Good
condition. $15.358-1851.
Soft Water $5.00 a month

$10 BONUS

CLERK - TYPIST

general clerical work. Figure
aptitude. Full time. 8 to
ment.

Secretaries
Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

With

GENERAL OFFICE

above, who have not worked for

26 -Help Wanted Men 01 Women

Male & Fema[e

Stenos '

Young woman 25 to 35 for

and work 40 hrs. within 30

SECRETARY

Typists .

Arlington Heights

Davenport 'green down cushion
damask also blaek reed rocker

IMMEDIATE WORK

.

SMITH
MARINE

1

0078

PART TIME

CL 9-4315

elks., Bkprs., Mach. Bkprs.,

No limit to persons sponsored.
Use coupon below. $40 paid to

TEMPORARY

Used power mower for sale.
Toro power handle with 28"
reel mower ,attachment. 439:-

Mrs. Pecoraro

8 to 4:30.

F . H . BO NN COMPANY

EARN $40

3241iscellaneous Merchandise

vacation. Five day week -

oponsorTypists,Stenoi,Swtbd:
Clks., K.P., ComP., File Spec.

Legal, real estate or governmental background helpful.
Salary commensurate with experience and background.

Call or see

gram. Paid Holidays and

ANYONE!

vailable for evening meetings.

For 1. gh School Districf#214.

weight nylon goods. Good

-

or call

Business 9ervice Corp.

a hamburger and ice cream
store. We furnish uniforms.

31 -Boots ' And 'daft Supp6

30 -Help Wanted -Women

AND

Evenings for counter work in

adapt it to industrial ma-

-rate. Fine insurance pro-

& White Company, 20 W.Dundee Road, Wheeling, 537-0080
Household Help .

Apply

WOMAN

usual company benefits. Ross

fice work, we can give you
as few or as many days as
you wish in -this area. For
more information call Ethel.
Doebber VA 7-5557.

RESPONSIBLE

chines. You will sew medium

interesting job,
please come in, for an interview. Classified advertising
experience would be helpful,
extremely

CAN YOU SEW?
tou bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help .you

writing & general correspond-

ence, small pleasant office,

PART TIME
If you can do ANY kind of of-

If you 'are interested in an

10 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Unusual Earning Opportunity
for mature and ambitious

OP4T, RERs(:),I.Afit. ..,.;,
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSP ITAL

EMPLOYMENT CENTER

800 W. Central Rd.

CL .9-1000

Arlington Heights..

GET PAID FOR TRAINING!
PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS

AT

-

Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

Grab this OPPORTUNITY to be trained on the job.

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

4902 Tollview Drive
Rolling Meadows

ASSEMBLERS'
No experience necessary as we will train.

We will train you to operate IBM Key punch machines.
Knowledge of touch typing required. Evening hours 5:30 to

10 p.m. Outstanding company benefits including profit sharing.

PURE nIL COMPANY

will interview applicants for positions as:
'ELECTR IC IAN
Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines,

A Division of Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road
Palatine, Illinois

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES

LA 9-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ASSEMBLERS

-Minimum of two years college level work-

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

*********

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life in-

INSPECTOR
Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify
any ambition individual.

Attractive starting salaries,- tuition refund, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid'
holidays, low-cost hospitalization, liberal sick benefits and group insurance.

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

1,111/27" I AI METAL'S

** At 446 ** *
As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Early seniority in
*Good starting rates new plants.
*Regular wage
'15.11Hon paid
increases
*Employee'discounts
*Paid 2 week vaca- on purchase of comtions after one year pany products.
service.
*Promotional oppor*Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

To arrange an interview, call 392-8705. Or, visit oar Rolling Meadows office ... Open. Monday
thru Friday.

150- N. 1201 ST.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

WHEELING.
597-218Q

.

WAITRESSES
FULL ,TIME:DAYS OR NIGHTS

To reach. Tollview Drive: Take Route 53 to Algonquin Road - Route 62. -. then east to Tollviewi
Drive. Or, ' take Arlington Heights.. Road to Algonquin Road, then west ,to Tollview Drive.'
.

Write ,. Call, or Visit

We are now Interviewing neat, attractive young ladies be,tweedthe ages of 18-95 for the position of

fiI

'VVA)TRESS

C.M. Smith

.

AMPEX
.

Phone 437,5800 -

,Located between -Higgins and Route #83
--

An Equal Opportunity Employer

._..... . . . . . . . _

__
_

..

.

..,-i ,

Western. Ele. ctric

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY i UNIT OF THE BELL"SYSTE4 '

I

'

.

We can offer permanent employment withbxcellent employee
benefits, including Aid #ecatiolui, free insurancePrVirams.!
.

$1.00 pr. hr. plus full Gratuities.
Apply in Person

TOP$H.Q.Q.FFE

An Equal Opportunity Employer`'
:300 14. Northwest Hwy. (Rts:

& 14)

Palatine;111.
.

.

31 -Boats Aid Marine Supplies

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

12' Alum. runabout 25 IIP
Evinrude elec. with trailer!
skis. inc. $275. 255-3753.

14' alumbind Jon, bat with,
accessories, $85. Call 587-

4.0%71C6.:SaVitig5'
'93' idome of Builder's model
Dame- furniture being sold ky

piece or room. Terms . end'
delivery arranged. 773-0252

,1244..

Ilfter .12 noon.

.

Mahagony dining room set, 6
$35. Call: CL 3piece.
2545.'
occas. chair., Solid
Gold

43-11e It Yourself

For the do it yourselfer. Free
estimates & . layout help.
Kitchen, vanity cabinets,

mahog. bed (complete) $35.
Drum table $5.00. DU 1 -

stock - custom or special.
Formica tops, frames, sash,

5238 after 5.

doors,' trim, ,ivOod & alumi-

num screens & storm sash.

new yellow 2 Dr. GE
MAJOR MILLWORK CO. Almost
refrigerator $125. Matching
Des Plaines
279 River Rd.
Durocrest washer/electric
dryer $125. 438-1679 after 5.
824-6115
Going overseas, must sell GE

electric 30" stove.

'Aqua.

Excellent cond. 259-5813

MINIATURE SCHNAUZER

Maytag washer/dryer
Admiral refrigerator

PUPPIES
CH. 'SIRED

AKC

Work bench
24:68, vt/vice

Fl 8-2699
Four Furry, Frolicking
Felines - Need a good home
furnished with affection. To

$185

$ 25
$ 17

259-1887 after 5
DeLuxe Crown Gas Stove,
1

obtain one of these Black
Persian - Siamese Kittens

1/2 yr. old.

Excellent
Coppertone 299-

Condition.
8695.

Call CI -3-5041.

Fair Condition Universal Gas
Stove - $15.00 CL 9-7652.

Free Kittens to good homes.
Housebroken. Call after 6
P.M. 439-6140

G.E. refrig/freezer, copper -

tone. Deluxe Elec. washer and

Siamese seal Pt. female, 1
Yr., declawed, all shots.,

registered, loves
C.F.A.
children. 358-3122 after 6:00.

Gas dryer. All 1966 models.
10 mos. old. Perfect cond.
Excellent buy.

392-7639
30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Gulbraason spinet, mahogany,
exc. cond't. Best - .offer, no
dealers!. 259 -3608 -

FOR SALE. Ampeg Guitar.

GEORGE & LURIE CO.

gun $10. CL - 341810.
Harmony Double Pickup Guitar ant) Band Amplifier
$150.00. CL 9-3768

Elec. Guitar. National's best.
Airline reverb
2 pickups.

eluding profit sharing.

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.
30 Algonquin Rd.

Des Plaines
824-1155 Ext.236

An Equal Opportunity Employer

only $20,700.
C. M.BEHRENS &CO.
Arl. Hts.
2 W. N/W Hwy.
255-1500

Parties
Graduations, etc.

HOUSE WANTED. 9 bedroom.

392-4106

81 -Wanted To Rent

Need by August 1. 259-5929.

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
Profitable business? Franis

business

new

frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opporamities in
this area
234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788,

Palatine

ARLINGTON

water skiing from July 24
to Aug. 2. Generous offer.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

chising

Arlington Hgts. Transferred
must cell 3 bdrm,1 1/2 bath.,
L.R. D. R. Fm. rm. in

knot:), pine. New w/w carpet.,

deluxe 2 bdrm. apt. 2 or 3
adults. Exc. location. Lease
required. 255-5122.

16 -To Redt Houses

bdrms., 2 baths, garage,

Arlington Heights, Call 3923659 after 7 p.m.

NURSING
ASSISTANTS
No experience necessary, excellent paid training program.
Year round permanent employment plus merit increases.
Many employee benefits.
The above important positions offer the satisfaction of working with people. Only those seeking year round secure permanent employment need apply. Choice of shifts after train-

If you have a' good credit
rating - VA homes are available to you for as little'

HOME REALTY -

to anyone. Come in and talk
it over with us.

Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-4555
palatine

possessed by VA, and offered

PHILIPPE BROS\.
REALTY

sell. $25,500. Call CL 5-4716.

JUST LISTED
"LANDS LOTS OF LAND"
1004557' 1 1/4 Acres with.
Brick & frame Contemporary
Ranch -3 bedrooms, fireplace
in

Liv. rm. huge. 28 x 28

heated garage for workshop.
Future extra lot by dividing
property in, half -fronting on

two streets. Close in 1 1/2
Miles to Arl. Station. Call to
see today.Realistically priced

BRUNS

815-385-4419

Open 9 to 9

CL 5-6320

-

$128 Per Month

Priced to sell $1995.

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

1.04.1°t

On Route 14 in Village of
Barrington. Imprcived with 2

For Rent
COMMERCIAL

buildings now rental. "Pos-

session of one available" 425
ft. frontage. Price $60,000.
ON ROUTE 59
In Wauconda zoned commer-

Prime location - plenty of
parking - 3200 Sq. Ft. Air
conditioned - will remodel

cial. 6 room home with full
basement, 3 1/2 car garage

Available September 1st
Dial CL 5-2020

nice landscaping. 181 ft. frontage.opportunity is now knocking. $20,000.

Arlington Heights

HOSTESS

FULL TIME NIGHTS
We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladles between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of:

CASH IER-HOSTESS
We can offer permanent employmed;with excellent employee

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance program.
NIGHTS. $1.85 - $2.00
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE.
APPLY IN PERSON

fully landscaped paradise, washer and dryer included; expanded kitchen entrance. Convenient location.

Variety of attractive homes at such low prices.
Come in and see for yourself.

(Rolling chteaclocul di'ealty eo., rte.
3423 Nitizoll cRoad

Real Eskite

108 So. Hough St. Barrington

8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

cgoiling Altaziowa., gilinoit

300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

Interesting position available for experienced secretary who

likes the responsibility and variety involved in an Aero-

space oriented Research Laboratory. Must have good typing
and shorthand skills and the ability to work well with people.
We offer many progressive benefits including , 2 weeks paid
vacation; free life insurance and hospitalization, 8 paid holidays, etc. Pleasant engineering environment in air - conditioned facility. Salary commensurate with ability. Please come in
or call for appointment..

',CHEVROLET

FOR THE' BEST BUYS IN NEW, OR USED AUTOS
VISIT THE ROSELLE DEALERS LISTED BELOW!

Earth Movers

CLOSE OUT SALE

DICK WICKSTROM

ONLY 4 LEFT IN STOCK
BRAND NEW

- THIS VACATION TIME

Have Pushed

Prices Down

'66 POLARA

"WE SAY YES!"

Dom FULL SIZE 4 DOOR SEDAN

EU=

At
Roselle Ford

Disc

Trans. Radio.
Standard
Heater. White Walls

VinylTop

2 Dr.,H.T. Full Power,.Air
Cond. Bucket Seats (Real

Sharp)

$1895.00

1963 FORD
4 Dr. Sedan Custom 900,
Automatic Trans.' Radio,

1966 MONACO
Yellow Black Vinyl Toi).

$895.00

Med. Blue

1966 CORNET 440

1963 CHIV IMPALA

2 Dr. H.T., Dark Green Vinyl Top.

Tran. V-8, Extra Clean,Low

1966 CHARGER

1960.-tHEV 4DR

$895
,BELAIR WAGON
Radio.
6 cyl. Overdrive.
Heater.

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

Stick on

1966 MUSTANG
the floor. Radio,

$1295.00

1964 PONTIAC CONVT.

4 Speed - 421 - Radio, Power Steering Power Brakes, Wire
Wheel Covers. Only

$2195

1963 PONTIAC BONNIE CONVT.

Automatic Trans. - Radio, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
White Walls, Wheel Covers, Blue. Only

$1795

Red Tires.

1962 BUICK 225 CONVT.
Automatic - V/8 - Radio, Power. Steering, Power Brakes,
White Walls, Bucket Seat/3;1.1r Conditioning, Blue. Only....

Heater,

$2095

$1495

1962 FORD GALAX IE CONVT.,

Fordomatic - Radio, W Wails, Red Int. White. Only

50 MORE SELECT USED CARS
TO CHOOSE FROM

4 Dr. H.T. P.S. Automatic
Miles

$2195

$595

$1495

1964 OLDS CUTLAS

2 Dr. FLT., Green Black

4 Dr:l Auto/Trans. Radio.
Heater. Power Steering w/w

1961 CHEVROLET

1964 CHEVROLET
V-8 WAGON

.

XL Convt. 4 -speed - .390 - Radio, P Steering whitewalls
wheel covers, Dark Blue. Only

Tires ,

WHY SIMMER -ENJOY SUMMER WITH

Winner
Dealer

1965 GALAX IE 500

1962 OLDS
SUPER 88

$1795

INCL. FREIGHT

CHEVROLET

We make deals!

-$995.

--- -

1961 MERC CONVT.

Automatic V/8, Radio - White Walls, Power`Steerina, Power
Brakes, Bronze. Only

$795

V-8 Automatic, W/W Tiree,

Redk1100. 00 DOWN

AEROSPACE'

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

DODGE

Division of General Time Corp.
Equal, Opportunity Employer:.,

BISCAYNE'
2 Dr. White Walls Wheel

$27630°

ROSELLE

Rolling Meadows,
CL.9-0740
'

1966 CHEVROLET

5 'year 50,000 mile Warranty

1966 MONACO

out.ot.this_worid cars

DEALS IN JUNE

Remote mirror
Pad Sun Visor
Side View Mirror
Padded Dash
Backup lights
4 seat belts retract'
Variable washers
Choice of 21 colors
Power Brakes

t.s The Award

PO's'

ON ALL NEW AND USED CAR

Includes - V8 engine: automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25 x
14; Radio; Heater, wheel covers; Undercoat,

TOTAL
PRICI,

-

"WE SAY YES!"

This is not a stripped down model.

ACRONETICS
,____1200 Hicks Rd.

19 -Automobiles For Sale

99 -Automobiles For Sale

99 -Automobiles For Sale

FORD

DODGE

----

SECRETARY

255-4200

Phone 381-0760

SAVE IN ROSELLE

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING!

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

t,

:i211;;t2

15,000 will buy this economy -size 2 bedroom ranch, 2 car
garage located in area of well maintained homes. Ideally
suited for the newly married couple just startingout. Beauti-

200 NEW & USED WILL BE SOLD

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

CASHIER

$500 Down

fully equip. Getting company

COMMERCIAL

APPLY PERSONNEL

CL 9-1000

86 -Real Estate -Houses

392-2571

392-4746

car.

Only 10 Minutes Southwest 'of Arlington

25 So. Park,' Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale"

ROSELLE AUTO LEASING
DAILY -YEARLY LEASE'S

DICK W1CKSTROM
Service Dept.

Open 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.
Sales Dept.

Open 8 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Saturday '8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
,555 E. Irving Park Roselle, Ill. 'LA 9-7070
Open Sunday 12 - 5 P.M.

,

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Best offer.

Only 4 months old.

$2300.

99 -Automobiles For Sal:

99 -Automobiles For Sale

99 -Automobiles Far Sale

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Imm. Delivery. 1959 2 dr.
Ford 6 cyl. Auto trans. Radio
Htr. $150. 299-3403.

ZONED PROPERTY

WHITNEY

Ar. Hts.

.

Go-Kart ,6 HP engine; racing
steering wheel, drum brakes.

itrFRANCEK

1714 E.N.W. Hwy.

WAITItliUSEb OAHE'
Bring 3iour title -cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

auto. 2 Meg. wheels. Needs

'66 Mustang, fast back. Black.

BARRINGTON HILLS

10 Room Contemporary ranch

at only $22,900.

15 East Miner
Arlington Heights - $170

101 -Automobiles Wanted

1960 Chevy Station Wagon
$350. Call 823-1214 or 8256462.

434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
Open? to 9
FL 8-1800

CL 3-8926

Partially finished
family room. 1 1/2 baths, 2
car garage. 6 years old. Must

dan. Good running cond. $375.
CL 3-0194
'56 Pontiac 317 C.I. 4 sp.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

horse ba rn, riding ring.Swi mming pool, exceptional opportunity $150,000.

kitchen.

'61 Buick Special 4 Dr. Se-

Listings' Wanted

as $100 down. These are re-

ing.

800 W. Central Rd.

96 -Real Estate Wanted

.

spill level. Dining L, large

437-5900

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

0960.

'59 MGA. new: engine, top,
tonneau, paint. Very clan.
W/wheels $985. CL 3-2225I

CL 3-1006.

FL 4-2188

'65 Ford Galaxte air-cond.

for appointment

2200 Arthur Ave.

acres of unusually good
high land, on black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms.
'5

view. 3 fireplaces, 31/2 baths
4 bedrooms, walnut kitchen,
teakwood & oak floors. 5 stall

Please phone Mrs. Strand at

AMPEX

NORTHWEST

home on 40 A cress magnificent

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

- FURNISHED

.

1960 Meriury. Low mileage.

good .coodition.$900. Call 4$74 dr. Auto. Trans.' Radio, 0134
heater. Like new tires. $350.

82445875.
transportation 1958
Cheap
Ford 6. 41,000 mi. 9100.
.299-8509

2 car garage, fenced yard.

By owner. $25,500.392-3788.
A rl. Hts. south side 3 bedroom

STORE OR OFFICE

Position calls for women with good typing andclerical skills.
Interesting work_in new, air-conditioned plant and congenial
atmosphere. Good starting pay, regular merit reviews and profit sharing.

ft. Speedboat for

499-4290.

66 -Business Opportunities

17 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

CLERK TYP I ST.

Don Wheeler

BUNN AUTOMATIC TYING
MACHINE, PITNEY. BOWES
POSTAGE METER, -PITNEY

-

.

100 -foreign And Sports Cars
1962 used 1Carmanm Ghia,

O9 -Automobiles For Sale

little work. 5250 orbest offer.

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

cation. Price $24,900. CL - 9-

AMERICAN LEGION HALL

CL. 3-2978

18

OWNER. 259-3906

1 1/2 car garage, Ideal lo-

56 -Office Furniture -Devices

to

.

carpets. built-in oven & range
disposal. Fireplace. Attached

Weddings

18

place. 2 car attached garage,
patio, dishwasher, stove;disposal. Low 90's.

Arl: Hts. ',By owner lovely
6 yr. .old ranch 3 bdrms.
Family rm. 2 baths separate dining rm. wall to wall

HALL RENTALS'

255-8959

2 baths, family room with fire-

this a truely wonderful buy at

11 -To lent Miscellaneous

Low summer rates for

Best.,Offer, ,

confusion but near. shopping Ls

this immaculate 2 bdrm. bilevel home nestled under
beautiful shade trees.Interior
has been redecorated and the

bdrm. cottage, ht'd, on
Lauderdale 'Lake, Wis. $100
weekly. CL 3-5329 after 6:30

For Sale.

BOWES INSERTER.

system. Close to sell*
Mega: $22.650. By., 'poet.
:
CL $r7237:,
Charming 3 bdrm. bi level, 5
years old, in beautiful Scarsdale area, on 80' by 134' lot.

carpeting is new. All this plus

a

Compact Combo Organ.
Exc. Cond. Almost New.

loo, 10 lot, central yam=

TOWN,

BEST Boy_

en over sized garage makes

824-2340.

$300.

unused.

Htl.-Brk. rush, 3 bed -

Away from all the noise &

Thursday, July 7, 1966

THE DAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

19 -To Rent Resort Properties

.Foot switches. 9 mos. old,

73 -To Rent -Furnished Apart.

Good starting salaries and excellent employee benefits d-

FR 2-0370 -

case $85. Crossman pellet

Dept. A - 1
Experienced

town section near C NW R.R.
Station.- Call Wm. Stellwagen.

Guitar, 3 pickups Nat'l. lined

PARTAKE

TELETYPE OPERATOR

PARK RIDGE: Stores in doWn-

Amplifier. CL 3-9546.

tremolo amp. & -speakers.'

48 -Household Appliances

44 -Bogs, Pets And Equipment

18 -To. Rent Business Property.

55 -Musical Instrumeets

-

7, ROSELLE FORD

IrP-/

ROSELLE, ILL.

Irving Pk. ,& Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill.
' Phone LA 9-5551

Cardinals Crush
Yankees 12-4
In Boys' Action

Kingman Gets' 3-2 Triumph

e ion 9 Grabs 1st

ver Northbrook

BY BOB CASTERLINE
Mount Prospect's fire -up American

'

Legion junior

baseball team put the whole thing together last night --

pitching, defense, and batting - to clamor into 'sole
possession of first place in the First Division with a

A homer by Ken Preski, triples by Joe Baker and Don

Proipect sixth, but couldn't get
home. Northbrook also rallied
in the sixth, but left two men

tion.

Mike Benign got the win,' dalis, plus single homers ,by.
pitching a five -hitter. He whif- Randy Jesperson, Allen Schan-

on base after a Pair of singles.
Friday Coach Mark Titiorne's

Blue at Maine East High School.
Game time is 6 p.m.

Kingman, a lanky undefeated fire -bailer who boosted his

Tomorrow's 6 p.m. game at
Morton Grove will be played
at Harrar Park in that village.
The park is located on Demp-

The Prospectors scrambled past Northbrook 3-2 on a
seventh -inning rally and the strong right arm of Dave
record to 7-0 for the season and 6-0 in the league.
Northbrook's loss was only Mark Thorne expects to throw

(Salami)
Mike
Southern Illinois
half -a -game back of Mount University sophomore.
Last night Kingman got some
Prospect The winners' 10-2

the second of the season for left-hander

ster between Waukegan
and Edens Expressway.

STEVE ORRELL hit a two -

Rd.

Score Board
WEDNESDAY'S SPORTS

Senior League

Park District Swimming

Moody, ,a Washington University (St. Louis) sophomore,

Arlington 262, Skokie 228

had worked the
frames, giving up

first

Cubs 11-8 in the Bronco Majors,, Fox hit two homers for the
losers, but couldn't offset the
National Division.
Two home runs by John Ku - hitting of Mike Petran, who
went four -for -five, including a
triple, and doubles by Tom
McHugh and McDonald.

six

three hits, and one walk while

Kunde elected to pitch Frank
Battaglia

the

in

seventh,

'though, hoping the University
of Illinois at Chicago Circle
soph right-hander would have
the edge on the predominantly

Traversone

as

battle -at White Sox Park at 8

into deep center, though, and

p.m. July 25.

outfielder Don Piggott of North-

in a row over their
crosstown rivals, as Manager

ing up to the rolling apple.
The Colts moved into first His throw came too late to
place in the Prospect Heights prevent Whitcomb
from a
Senior Baseball League last stand-up triple.

it three

Eddie- Stanky clashes head-on
with their old teammate Cubs'

the inning but the game had

The Colts are now 3-I, while been won. A lead-off single

the winless Falcons have lost in the Northbrook half of the
four straight

seventh

balanced by a

was

Stan Rempala earned the win strike -out and two infield
last night:pitching a four - hit- grounders.
ter and fanning four while walkKINGMAN ALLOWED seven
ing two Bob Fortmann was pin-

hits en route to the win, but

ned with the loss

scattered them well except for

Mark Lindstrom rapped a a three -hit, one -run fifth innhome run for the winners, and ing. He struck out six and
Gary Kawell homered for the walked two.
Falcons

Northbrook

.

inning

first

STANDINGS

tallied in the
on a single by

Bob Brietzman, a stolen base,

Colts
Chargers

3

I

2

t

Vikings

2

I

Falcons

0

4

an error on the theft, and a
.

squeeze bunt by Battaglia, who

three -down

in

the

urban Board of Realtors, will third on a fielder's choice, a
be held on Thursday, July 21 whiff, and a grounder.
Mount Prospect fun
Golf tee-ff time is 9 00 a.m. began in the filth when TraDinner will be served at 7:00 versone walked to open the
inning. Kingman drove him
pm
Elmhurst

Country

The

Club.

home with a -center-field home

run that gave the Prospectors
a 2-1 lead.

Northbrook knotted things
in the same inning with a one -

run rally that included a walk
and Wren hits. Piggott singled
of* to open the inning but was out
on a fielder's choice by Moody.

:".`"

this fall.

The Hoosiers have lost

30

gent of sophomores of any con-

up,

The "Beachcombers' Ball", ble at Moody in the fourth when
annual golf outing and dinner Dave Muszynski rifled a double
dance of the Northwest Sub- to right center. He died at
at

by graduation when the Big Ten
football season is launched

first

Mount Prospect went three -

Golf Outing

Indiana will be hardest hit

three frames, but began to nib-

time.

BESPECTACLED
THE
pitcher stole second and -eventually scored the tying run, but
not before a walk and two sin-

'

gles livened the inning.

After Moody reached second,
catcher Bob Youngberg walked,

but was out when
grounder

by

Burk

hit by a
,K robe.

Kipper is really the proper name for a male salmon
when he is approaching the

Krohc's grounder was ruled a
single by the rule -book, and

develops a sharp, hard beak

Prospy,eL,120Pcs

Moody was restricted to second.
Larry Mynars spoiled. the

breeding season. He then

for, a rally killer by singling to right field
and bringing Moody in with the

known as the "kip." The

word kipper is derived
from this from the practice

'
tying tally.
A grounder ended the inning.

of curing the kip for food
by splitting, cleaning, salting and smoking it. The
term is now used for other

year's visiting team.

lettermen

ference squad, as 42 second year men have emerged from
spring

NEWLY APPOINTED Coach

Ray Nagel will also have his
troubles rebuilding Iowa's disappointing Hawkeyes after an
0-7 season in 1965 and a tenth place finish. The Hawks have
lost 28 monogram winners, although only nine of them were
starters.
Northwestern will have the
most veteran -studded lineup of
1966 with 14 regulars returning

single stole second in the Mount

most careful consideration.
The all-Americans among

Sophomores

gifted student -athletes for
the 1965-66 school year.

nois', Jim Grabowski and Michigan State's Steve Juday in
football and Purdue's Dave
Schellhase in basketball.

the newest recipients 'are Illi-

Honor --has been awarded to

27 per

will

10

cent of the

Western
will

of

be

last

year's lettermen will be back
in 1966, and 61 percent of the
1965 travelling squads will don
the pads this season.

INCLUDED IN the list are
all-Americans .and six
OTHER WINNERS were
team captains or co -captains.
The mdeal is awarded an-, Rich Abrahams, Northwestern,
titutions swimming; Wayne Witmer,
nually to member
Mickey
baseball;
dem nstrating Indiana,
student -athlete
three

.

a

the

greatest

proficiency

in

Iaward

Moses, Iowa, football and base-

ball; Karl Hedrick, Michigan,
is made only after the ,,iennis; Paul Faust, Minnesota,

'scholarship and athletics. The

climbing. to 445.285 in the 16
games.
Attendance

has

averaged

27,830 per game, with the one -

game high being hit at 52,712

I

TODAY

5:55 p.m. Filmed highlights

8 p.ni. Golf, Wall vs. Rosburg, ch. 32.

get out of the cellar.

Corning Up

I

THURSDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS"
Waycinden Traveling League
Suburban Heating at Mt.
Prospect # One, 6 p.m.

Mount Prospect # Two at

I

fail

to see anything

cute about the kids in teloision commercials with
food all over their faces.
The ones who talk with

their mouths full don't in-

spire me to purchase the
product either.

The big difference between
the Cubs and the White Sox is
not just a few places in the
Have you noticed
at standings.

Senior League
Mustangs vs. Browns
Pioneer # One, 6:15 p.m.

many

as

won

their sabscriptions.

But .

I

season.

, Anti one of the

big

thought they went too far last factOrs seems to be the' help
week when the people who of legion manager Mark ThorSports

mail

Illustrated sent ne.

me one of those "Time

is

running out" special renewal offers.
My year's subscription has roughly ten
months to go.

Kingman pitched when the
North-

battled

Prospectors

brook fo-r the league lead last
The

night.

most

noticeable

difference between those clubs
Speaking of magazines, my is in the fans that follow them.

mailman

is

a master at jam- Mt. Prospect brings

a

die-

ming them into my apartment hard following of 'parents, but
Wonder how mail box no matter what size Northbrook alwayS has a renew stadium?
Those beautiful cord turnout of high school
many sports fans could give they arc.
the date and place of this Life covers come out looking girls.
Why are people always
)car's game off the top of like bad pop art by the time I
wrestle them from the cubisurprised when they put
their heads?
are caught cle.
their fingers in a baby's
Ladies who

stamps.
I

twice

ready

I UNDERSTAND that mag- games for the Mt. Prospect
azine publishers depend on -American Legion team as he
their customers
to
renew did during' the high school

in 1964 when the Hose whipped
the North Siders 11.1.
leaving

Ladendorf, 6 p.m.

Sports on T.V.

that the highest earned run
average among Sox starters
is lower than "the lowest E.

Legion Baseball
Mt. Prospect at Morton R. A. among Cub starters?
By the way, the Chisox will
Grove, 6 p.m.

face, and the kid doesn't

It's not too early to
start worrying about the
Bears'

National

Football

laugh? Getting his nose
tweaked Is no funnier to

a baby than it is to any-

League title chances. The
Halasmen had better take
it all this year, because
they'll probably be looking for a quarterback in

a grocery store, or anywhere

1967.

force

If

you

are

saving

bingo

coupons in that big chain store
giveaway, forget

it. My wife

one else.
Whether it is at a bank,
else,

I

would

like just

to,

once see the management enthe limits at the "express counter."

DO YOU THINK Sandy

'told me last week that we Koufak and Don Drysdale will
are 'a shoo-in for the $2,000 negotiate their contracts toprize.

I have always found it hard
to forgive someone who cuts
me off in hot and heavy summer traffic. I find it impos.

-

-

--

-

gether again next year if Koufax wins 30? Maybe Koufax
will list his teammate as a
dependent on his 1966 income
tax return.

-

-

-

BILL KELLY SAYS:
YOU CAN BUY A NEW

9 p.m. Pocket Billards, ch.
32.

Tops

NEW YORK (UPI) -- Joe
Bauman of the Roswell Club

of 13 starters. Only
Minnesota with 14 graduated
regulars_ has lost more front
line troops. Minnesota will
kick off its campaign with only
vices

in

than any

Juday also played baseball.

way.

Chicago. The series has
WONDER if the game will
raised well over one' million ever 'come back to Chicago,
dollars thus far with attendance unless the mayor builds a

dominate

Conference gridders
seniors.
Thirty per cent

their hopes around a nucleus
of 24 returning lettermen and
nine starters from last year's
Rose Bowl squad. The Spartans will be without the ser-

sin, football; and Don Unverferth, Ohio State, ' football.

so long now that an Ameri-

in

men. The juniors are a distant
second with 30 per cent, and

MICHIGAN STATE'S defending champions will build

football; Dave Fronek, Wiscon-

that the National League

shopping carts
Tom Maloney, White Sox in supertheir market parking
ticket
manager,
announced
that
most Big Ten squads, as 43 good seats are still available places should be required to
turn in their driver's liper cent of the league's rosters for the annual benefit struggle.
their
trading
and
censes
arc made up of second -year
37.

.

the 'Class , C

Longhorn

CORTINA
FALCON

for organized baseball.

FAIRLANE

Ace Fuller, a 300 -Pound defensive tackle, is the heaviest

MUSTANG
GALAXIE

ball League.

medal was endowed, 501 of the

Big 10's best athletes have received the bronze award.
Inscribed on the medal is
the Lation quotation, "Mens

The 1966 winners represent Fervida Incorpore Lacertose,"
top scholars and campus lead- which means "A Fervid Mind
ers in addition to outstanding in a Vigorous Body."

At least one area resident
athletes. Five sports are represented, including football, has received the medal. Lawrbasketball, baseball, tennis, - ence Kurka of Mount Prospect
was voted the honor after
and swimming.
starring as a Northwestern
University basketball player
. SINCE 1915, when the in 1954.

TORONADO'
FOR ONLY $46409

rent a new '66

League hit 72 home runs during the 1954 season, a record

Big 10 Awards Honor Medal
The Big 10's highest honor
--the Conference Medal of

Part of the problem might
be

has dominated the event for

game will go to boys baseball

of NFL action, ch. 32.

number only Indiana can equal:

exploding

famous

League victory would be
PROCEEDSFROM the can
written off as a fluke any-

Michigan Coach Bump Elliott, on the other hand, will rookie signed by the Houston
JACK MANDERSCHEID'S have 28 returning lettermen, a.: callers of the American- Foot-

fish, especially herring.

the

scoreboard will go off for home
runs hit by either team.

ILLINOIS WILL get 25 of
last year's 40 lettermen back,
while Ohio State has 23 of 37
returning. Purdue lost half of
last year's 44 letter winners,
and Wisconsin held onto 20 of

more this season.

lettermen, less
other Big Ten team.

and

trail only
The Wolverines
returning
in
Northwestern
regulars with 12.

for the Wildcats. Coach Alex
Agase's outfit lost only 14 lettermen, while 26 will be wearing the Purple and White once

17

Bruins'

announcer Pat Piper will handle the public address system.

Hoosiers Hurt Most
By Big 10 Graduation
from last year's
ninth -place squad, including
II starters. Coach John Pout
will have the largest contin-

was playing third base au

While the game is slated for
White Sox Park, the Sox will
don the travelling blues as this

Ken Traversone (20) stomps on home plate with the
game -winning run in last night's Mount Prospect -Northbrook legion tilt. He scored on Clyde Whitcomb's triple.

All,:

The
anymore?
seemclassic
mid -summer
ed to lose its class the year
the elay ers insisted on two
games, and the prestige has
never come back.

Star game

the 16 -year -old series 10-6.

make it into first divi- sible if he does it with an air
sion this season, but it will be conditioned car.
a struggle,. for the Cobbles to
DAVE KINGMAN has alstill

THOUGHTS BETWEEN

Manager Leo Durocher. The INNINGS...
Who cares about the
Cubs hold the overall edge in

Dave Robinson's whiff ended

Falcons

WITH DALE HOFMANN

THE SOX will seek to make

brook injured his back catch-

night with a 10-2 win over the

Prospecting

The Chicago Cubs and Chicago White Sox will renew their
annual boys' baseball benefit

of

out.
Whitcomb slammed his triple

Falcons for 1st

day, as it usually appears.

July .25

led

lifted a long fly to left for the 'second
)

will be announced in Friday's
newspaper rather than Thurs-

Benefit Tilt

man whiffed and Jim Gumz

Colts Clips

Athlete of the Week feature
Page 12

Cubs Sox

off with a sharp single. KingCLYDE WHITCOMB

Because of the July 4 holiday
this week, the Day Publications'

1966

first place.

The strategy back -fired immediately

Athlete of Week

Thursday,
July 7,

Jack Mandascheld (right) leads off third base under the watchful eye of Mark
Thorne, the Mount Prospect Legion coach. Though Manderscheid failed to score,
the winning run eventually did tally- for Mount Prospect, boosting winners into

batting

right-handed Prospect
order in the inning.

five -hitter. He fanned 10.

THE GIANTS whipped the

two runs,

fanning nine. ,
NORTHBROOK COACH Art

Shea homered for the Tigers

Engibous went two -for -four and

both doubled.'
Mt. Prospect 3, Northbrook runs.
Dick Selley double doubled
The Yankees crushed the Sox
for the Cubs and Steve Collins 19-9 in Bronco A action, giving
Des Plainesi 4, Arlington 2
, tripled for the losers.
Todd McDonald the win on a

Bob

mound.

Tom

Schreiber.

drove home the thr&-winning and Schreiber and Jerry Smith

Bengals 2, Indians 2
Hawks 6, Mustangs I

a new Northbrook

of

pitching

three -hit

THE LOSERS' runs all scor6-3.. Jerry Busse was credited ed on homers by Rehush, Car- with the win, as teammate Tom. son, and Vanderfort. Kevin

EVENTS
Legion Baseball

2

In the Majors' American Division, the Tigers knocked off
the Senators 10-5 behind the

Mike .Hurd tripled as well', but
couldn't save Jay Lesniak from
defeat.
In Pony "B" action, the Cubs
trimmed the Braves 7-5 to
boost their season record to

Mount Prospect -Northbrook American Legion clash for first -place in the
standings at Northbrook. Mount Prospect won 3-2. From left, the umpire,
Coach Mort Leve, catcher Bob Youngberg, and Coach Art Kunde.

record is that much better than help from an unexpected quarter as baby -faced shortstop
Northbrook's 9-2 card
Clyde Whitcomb belted a last NORTHBROOK IS idle to- inning triple to drive 'home
night, while Mount Prospect Ken Traversone with the tie makes up a rained -out test at breaking run.
The seventh inning began
Morton Grove at 6 p m. Coach
with the score knotted at 2 -all,
the

run homer for the losers, and

Angry Northbrook coaches argue' in vain with the umpire during last night's

a

but with
hurler on

ke, and winning pitcher Vic
Incinelli, sparked the win.
Bill Bergen suffered the loss.

fed 11 and walked only two.

charges will meet Park Ridge

10-2 record.

the Brookers, but It left them Salata,

Brock, and a double by Doug Marshall sparked the Cardinals
to a 12-4 triumph last night ' over the Yankees in the Pony
A Division of the Mount Prospect Boys' Baseball Associa-

.

STATION WAGON

4.00
5,00
7.00
7.00
7.00

E
R

A.

9.00

TORNADO

,PLUS MILEAGE

INCLUDES GAS & INSJ1RAWE

'PLAN YOUR VACAtION

Only full-size car
with front wheel drive!

RENT A STATION WAGON
., SPECIAL RATES

at low rates from...

Flat: floors Full -view side windoWs 385 -hp Toronado.
Rocketir4ErigIneTororutdo's own brand of Turbo Hydra -

GEORGE POOLE = Cm:El)
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

CIL 9-3141
CL15-9999

Matte Drive Concealed headlatrtps Unique draft -free
ventilation systepx Plus the newest, sleekest look in town!

1/131W1111.

MARTIN J. KELLY
iLtsitlIOLDS MOBILE, INC.

,_,ARLINGTON_HGTS., ILL

Lts/ ITES AND SUNDAY

-44r-- 1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
V

WEATHER

rolpect

Tonight; Partly cloudy and

a little warmer; Low In ' the
upper 60s. Saturday; Partly

sunny and warmer; atance of
thundershowers; High near 90.

Telephone
2.554400

ap

'Your Home Newspaper
117 S: Main St.
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Sewer Fight
Taken to ICC

Mount. Prospect, iii,

Friday, July.8, 1966

Curb on Juvenile
ews Protested

Mount Prospect has taken its battle to force Utility
Sewer & Water Co. to build a lift station in Elk Ridge
Villa to the Illinois Commerce Commission.
In a lengthy complaint filed lage in filing the ICC comwith the ICC. today, the village plaint were Attorneys Robert
charges that Utility is operat- Moore and Paul J. Galanti.
ing againtt the public good by
allowing its sewer lines to
overflow into b'asements and
onto streets.

of public

operation

utilities and in addition to the
village, which granted Utility a
franchise to operate, is the
controlling factor of the utility's operation.

BY BRUCE CUTLER

resident's

Police Chief Newell Esmond.

Esmond said it is the policy
of the police department not to
release to the press the names
-of juveniles entered on police

cast

I'

records.

Circuit Court issued an order

"Actually," he said, "it's
better that these juveniles don't

allowing DiMucci Home Builders, owned by Salvatore Di Mucci Jr., to occupy three

get into

pranks.
,Esmond

ft

Homes in Mount Shire are
served by the Utility system,
owned by Salvatore DiMucci

psychologist."

The department has hired
Ronald L. Dockers, chief psyEdward Banach, 227 N. William, Mount Prospect, sits dischologist for School Dist 214,
as a part-time psychologist to consolately on his damaged motorcycle shortly after a 17 -year,
assist the police's juvenile bur- old girl rode it into a fence at a drive-in parking lot, Wilkie
and Northwest Hwy. The girl, Gayle M. Grom, 1311 E. Euclid,
eau.
was treated for abrasions and released from Northwest ComDUCKERS will screen re- munity Hospital. Banach said he let Miss Grom ride the cycle
in the lot. Police said she hit i wet spot in the pavement, lost
cords on juveniles, Esmond

village did not intend to

issue occupancy certificates to
the builder, it should have not
issued building permits.

Glenn Kahl= of River Grove is laid onto a stretcher to be
taken to Holy Faidly Hospital, Des Plaines, for treatment of
iajarfes Kablois and his partner Robert Miller were injured

In its complaint to the ICC
the village conteddi that it It
the responsibility of Utility to

when a Wall collapsed on them while they were laying a water

provide for the adequacy,
safety, sufficiency and efficiency of its sanitary sewer
disposal system.
" COLLECTOR
sewers
Elk Ridge Villa, ranging

main at Rindhoist Shopping Center.

in
in

Two workmen were injured and Glenn Katsion of River
yesterday when a subterranean Grove sustained multiple inwall fell on them while they juries in the accident. They were
were laying a water main along taken to Holy Family Hospital
the west side of Wieboldt's in Des Plaines by the Mount
Store in Randhurst Shopping Prospect Fire Department. They
Center. Robert Miller of Chi- are reported in satisfactory
cago suffered a fractured arm condition. They are employed

Busse Rd. and Cottonwood.
When the sanitary district

sewer is overloaded by storm
Utility

the

system

backs up and causes flooding.

Problem
Posed In
Probation

The village charges that
flooding occurred
Feb. 9,

April 16 and May 12, causing

sanitary sewage to back into
basements, out of manholes on
Public streets.

and apartments, and onto pubElk

Ridge

Villa caused by the overflow

Robert Miller of Chicago enters the Mount Prospect Fire media.
Department's emergency vehicle to be taken to Holy Family
Esn1ond's new policy is in
Hospital after the accident which occurred underneath the accord with the juvenile act
sidewalk at Wieboldt's.
passed by the last General Assembly, according to Bernard

by a subcontractor on the site.
Wieboldt's is having a water
main installed underneath the
sidewalk. A trench 6 feet wide
and 8 feet deep -was being dug
and the workmen .were injured
when the western wall of the
trench collapsed on them. They

Beatle Tickets!

Junior

of citizens who

complaint alleges.
LABELED

as

tained

that reliable
engineering reports indicate a

lift station to serve the area
Villa west

Officer

At a meeting of the village
board Tuesday night, Tom
Pranka, general manager of

called it
to drive

Utility, said an alternate engineering report on an alternative

solution

prepared by

man said.

Villa, particularly in the City

ENGINEERS from the Chicago Metropolitan Sanitary
District, however, agreed with
Consoer, Townsen & Associ-

lem.

Acting on behalf of the vil-

Neil Byl, chlef engineer at Children's Memorial Hospital in
Chicago shows coveted Beatles tickets to Regina Ryder, a 14-

Attention, Beatle Fans!

Funds raised by Byl will be
used by the hospital to provide
free medical care for patients
who need financial assistance.

this infraction of Redet's dents purchase tickets to the
Aug. 12 ,Beatle Concert in Chi -

Trial Delayed

the village's consulting

engineers, that the lift problem
would solve the flooding prob-

R. F. Whiting Sr., 205 N.
Emerson, Mount Prospect was
the winner of a 1966 Chevrolet
Impala Convertible awarded by
the Lions Club's Carnival over

Byl, who makes his home at
802 Can-Dota in" Mount Pros' pect, will be joined by his wife
"They will decide what to cago,
Joyce at Saturday's ticket sale.
do."
Neil is chief, engineer at
He expects to be swamped.
Children's Memorial Hospital.
After all, you ciin't. get BeatTickets for the Beatles have.
been made available to the hos- les concert tickets just anywhere.
The trial of Pamela W. Fid- patallot fund raising.
Joyce and Neil will setup a
dl'er, 19, of Northbrook, chargTickets arc $10. Byl said
ed with shoplifting, was con- that $4.25 of the purchase price stand at the Mount Prospect
tinued uatil. July 28 in Mount is' tax deductible as a donhtion State Bank to conduct their
ing

probation.

of Des Plaines.

ates,

Auto Prize

Police Chief Newell Esmond
Neil Byl has tickets. He and
said: "We *ill contact the Cook his wife will be in Mount Pros County probation officer regard- pect Saturday to, let area resi-

compound the problem for
residents east of Elk Ridge

.

saw

Garasha said "This is the

court order," Judge Zimtller:%2
,

boys

fourth time this year this has
happened. We'd sure like to

low any other deviation fiom the

lity engineers denied a lift
station was the answer and

esti-

knocking the wall down," he

"1 am not. constrained to al," ' year -old patient in the hospital.

'At an earlier meeting, Uti-

an

said.

services

deemed -a necessity.

Utility engineers was delayed.

insisted such a station would

to church

and during an emergedcy or
hardship or errand his father

Prospect court Thursday.

to the hospital.

ticket sale Saturday morning.;

-!:,

invest-

or criminal proceed-

Court proceedings are not
available to the general public, he said, while they are

stop, but the three threw
water at _them and kept on

Reder was allowed

pre -sentencing

ings.

Lions Award.

order.
Contacted by The Day, Judge
Zimmerman said as he re-

construct the facility.

during
igation

His parents told police offiars Judge George Zimmerman
had allowed Reder to drive to

Utility to

the ICC to order

caused

the vil-

emergency supply of 1,330,140
gallons of water.

nected from Citizens and included in the village water system.

We can certainly accommo-

Citizens said their wells arc

"
date these homes," Mayor ConCon ed, except by court order or operating at full capacity, but greve said. "We have an out some residents of the area still

get our hands on them."

Police ,were unable to rand
this stipulation in the judge's

During the crisis,

lage provided Citizen with an section of the village discon-

to inspection by anyone, he add-

was brought to the police station
and released to his parents.

Busse Rd. is. the solution to
the problem the village asked

18 must be kept

girls under

These records are not open

them doing it and told them to

Raymond

authors of the juvenile act.

criminal offenders.

sion:

pleted brick wall.
"Some smaller

and from work.

of

firemen

assisted

said that three boys were seen
tearing down a partially -com-

Lessner Wednesday night. He

age backup.
Maintaining

of Elk Ridge

by

police

the Robert Frost School,
Cypress Dr. Mount
Prospect.
Principal Leonard Garasha

Reder was spotted and de-

"urgent"

The water emergency on the village's north limits
served by Citizens Utility Co. has ended.
Repairs were completed on Citizen's well on Euclid west of
He explained that police re-

chief sponsor and one of the

in digging out Miller and' Kat- separate from those of adult

1308 S.

pended.

was the village's request that
measures be taken to alleviate
the hazard caused by the sew-

pect

'aft

High

Well Repaired,
Crisis Is Over

wall by the force of the failing
dirt and Were buried under sevWheeling Rd. All three Citizen wells are in service.
eral feet of fill. Mount Pros- cords for boys under 17 and

Vandals

in the Mount Prospect jail and
that his driving license be sus-

Elk Ridge Villa," the

were hurled against the east

mated SI00 damage Wednesday night to new construction

A stipulation in his probation
was that he spend five weekends

to safety, health, comfort and

Peskin, a 3d Representative
District incumbent, served as

School

was placed on a year's probation after he was convicted of
theft of electronics equipment
from Lincoln
School.

Peskin.

Vandals
Damage

ing on a suspended license.
Reder 308 S. Waverly,

of Utility's sanitary sewage
disposal system is a failure
to render safe, proper, adequate, sufficient and efficient
disposal and constitutes a
grave and continuing hazard

control and hit the fence.

of information for public news

Mount Prospect police intend to consult the county probation officer on its detention
of John A. Redcr, 17, for driv-

"The backup of raw sewage
into basements of residences

streets within

said, and serve as the source

2 Workmen Hurt in Cave -In

size from 8 to 12 inches, remove waste from homes and
pour it into a Chicago Sanitary District 36 inch sewer at

live in

depart-

the

"We want to help these kids
by sending them to our police

EMERGENCY

-

convenience

said

attempt to "mollify" parents.

ti

The village contended that
expansion of Utility's service
would contribute to the flooding problems in the area. The
court disagreed, stating that if

lic

because

ment's new policy was not an

Busse Rd.

water,

the papers

they like the notoriety of their

homes in the Mount Shire section of Elk Ridge Villa west of

the

out

spoke

strongly against a new policy
limiting press coverage of juvenile offenders announced by

LAST WEEK, Cook County

Sr.

leaders

business

vil-

lage to comply with engineering recommendations that a lift
station at Cottonwood' and
Busse would solve the flooding
problem for
of Busse Rd.

'She Told Me She
Knew How, To Rifle'

Mount Prospect civic and

The appeal to the ICC is the

second step taken by the

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Publicity
Urged For
Offenders

The Commerce Commission
controls

60056

open to the press by a general court order.

complained of low water press - standing water system and
plenty of emergency facilities
ure.
Village Attorney Bob Moore to handle any crisis."

The mayor has appealed to
circuit court this morning
asked that a court order forbid- the County Board to restrain
ding sprinkling in the area be citizens from expanding until
they provide evidence of emrescinded.
in

"As long as we are not pro- ergency facilities.
Congreve and Trustees Roviding emergency water to the
area, it is not our business bert Colfer and Frank Bergen
met with representatives of
involving juveniles who violate how they use the supply provid- Citizens Utility last night.
the law, including shoplifting ed by Citizens Utility Co.,"
The village officials said
and vandalism_ or personal pro- Moore said.
The sprinkling curb was ob- that !slier. Jacobson, a vice perty damage.
president of the firm. located
Chamber of Commerce Pre- tained in an emergency session in Stanford, Conn. said that he
sident George R. Busse com- of circuit court in Park Ridge believes the utility's
facilities
mented that "kith over 1'7 during the height of the week- arc adecplate.
should be responsible for. their end crisis.
Jacobson, according to Mayor
Citizens have agreed to pay
acts so printing the names of
offenders may deter them from the village SI for each 1,000 Congreve, refused either to
purchase 'a well from the vilgallons of water provided.
committing offenses.
Mayor Daniel Congreve said lage or sell the village rights
"The publicizing. of shoplift.
ing and vandalism by kids un- that he would proceed with all to the 315 homes in the corporate limits using Citizen water.
der 17," he. continued, "may legal meant-at his disposal to
Congreve and Colfer said
bring people the knowledge of have the 315 homes in the north they
were appalled at Citizen's
these events.
lack of any emergency, facilit"I don't think it would hurt
THERE IS no law prescribing press coverage of incidents

if the people of Mount Prospect knew the things that were
going

Perhaps then

on.

the,

parents would take better care
of their children.r

Walter Griffith, former president of the Rcitary Club,

said.

"anything the newspapers can
get on these youthful offenders
is great."

the July 4 holidays.
- The second place prize, a

GRIFFITH, manager of BasHonda motorcycle, was award- kins in Randhurst, added,
Henry
Warga,
636
N.
ed to
"Practically all the merchants
Chicago, Arlington Heights.
here agree that we have put up
with enough from these hoods

State Tells
Of Planned
Center Here

while the third bne - - shut down

by a burned out motor Monday morning -- has about a
Capac-

"Citizens keeps adding customers, but fails to add sufficBenjamin Marx, director of ient facilities to serve them,"
the state's office 'in Chicago, Congreve
disclOsed today' a sublease has
been signed for space in the
located in Mount Frrbspect.

Mount
Plazd.

Prospect

Shopping

At Country Club

"If I find a shopliftei,
- occupancy within 60days.
throw him out or have him arThe office will. house

is

The old state bank, 'he said,
now being remodeled for

Gripe
Of yThe

ten Da

rested if he steals a dollar .profeisional rehabilitation counThe "Tale Tellers" 'will hankerchief.
selors, ten secretaries, a psy-t
piesent the children's classic
"These kids have got to learn 'chologist, a part time psychia"Hansel and Gretel," during we're tough," Griffith said.
trist and a part time medical
the next three weekends at -the'
Paul G. Dasso, president Of
Country Club Theatre in Mount the Randhurst Merchants Assn. J. consultant.
Prospect.
The Mount Prospect office
said that the association did not

There will be performances want to' rhin a' young person's
Saturday at I I a.m. and 2 p.m. life by publicizing the' offenses
and performances Sunday at 2' of juveniles.
Pftl
But he added: "The problem
The theatre is lOcated in the
(Continued on Page 2)
Old Orchard CoiTtry Club.

gallon-a-nainute

ity:

ment of Rehabilitation will be

who supposedly come from good
homes.
.

Two of Citizen's three wells
pump 250 gallons a minute,

The first of five decentralized 1,000
offices of the State Depart-

'Tale lrelleri'

,

ies.

:Women
who
demand
' recognition'
of their ribta
In

everything;

service the area bounded
by Chicago and 39th St. in Du .
vote.
Page County on the south, Lake
Michigan on the east, Lake - Bea
County on the north and Kane
will

.

County on the west.

then

will

not make the effort to ex ercise their most important right: the right ..to

Amundson

.

THE PROSPECT DAY

Obituaries
Mrs. Minnie Conley
Mrs. Minnie Conley died
Thursday morning at the Masonic Widows Home in Louisville, Ky., after a long illness
Funeral arrangements are inis

survived

by

four

Mount Prospect began presenting evidence yesterday in its
lawsuit to obtain permission to tear down the unfinished Tally

"I think it's disgusting what
some of these kids do and I
of crime yr- the suburbs is ris- certainly think publicizing their
ing and the children must be acts serves as a deterrent
punished and must be shown the
"I sometimes wonder if their

Chicago.

error of their ways

daughters, Mrs Eloise Baker
of Mount Prospect, Mrs
Gladys Willett, Mrs Leona
Shuck and Mrs Okie Jones,
all of Louisville, and two sons

Ho apartments, located at Algonquin Rd. and Route 83
The hearing was hold in," -the

office of Master in Chancery
N. LaSalle,
Howard Arvey,
1

Kendal Crooks, former vil-

Rotary Club president, com-

Beach, Fla.

case

In lieu of flowers, contributions may be made to the
American Cancer Society

1

ATTORNEY Marlin Smith,

der 18) unless the offense is of
such magnitude as to justify it.

Girl Hurt
In Crash

bill to obtain the files or proceed without them.

Arlington
Heights girl was seriously injured last evening when the
car .in which she was riding

collided with another in front

Shopping

Center.

The girl, Darlene Socha, of

Stranger
Gets Court
Welcome

notice of him.

After the court call was comcar driven by Thomas Kach- pleted, Judge Simon S. Porter
man, 19, also of the same ad- noticed a small boy remaining
dress. He was also treated at in the court room, and he callHoly Family ' for minor face ed out:

She was a passenger in the

"Any Boy

cuts and released.

hit $1,240 fee for

The meeting will be held in
the office of attorney Robert

Scouts in this
step forward to

them =Etintil

Updated Code
Clears 1st Hurdle
Proposed amendments and updating of the village building
code were approved on first reading by the board of trustees
Tuesday night.
The new code, which contains

40 pages, and is to replace the
building
2 -1/2 -page
present

of the builders constructing
homes in Mount Prospect con-

the

formed to high standards.
Mongan said that the new

board by Trustee Robert Col-

code was not intended to work

ter, chairman of the building

builders, but
hardships on
rather to provide a standard

code,

was

to

presented

committee.

Colter said that the code re- of excellence for those people
Kachman's car collied with court room
visions arc being presented in who will purchase homes in the
an auto driven by Charles the bench!"
A somewhat - bewildered 12 - three parts. He labeled the village in the future.
Madilung, 49, of 715 Lake
Enforcement of provisions
Shore Dr.. Barrington, at the year -old Jeff Krasnesky walked first -part, which deals with
intersection of Rand and Foun- up to the judge, who interrogat- single family construction, as in the code, which must pass
ed him this way:
the most vital but not the most a second reading in order to
SYBIL -- the six -month -old Indian elephant who led dry Rds. Madilung was apQ. Are you a Boy Scout?
complicated of the code re- become law, will rest with a
parently
uninjured.
will
act
the Mount Prospect Fourth of July parade -A. Yes. In Troop 157.
director of building and zoning.
visions to change.
Mount
Prospect
Patrolman
as stand-in for Dumbo the flying elephant at the 35th Harold Smith said he had not
Q. What class?
Colter asked that the single
Ekren
Parker
National Model Airplane Championships at the .Glen- interviewed all the parties inA. Star Scout.
TRUSTEE
family residential code, patQ. What are you doing here? terned
view Naval Air Station July 25 thru July 31. Sybil's volved before he went home
after the suburban asked if this was going to be
A. I'm working on my citiz- building code in operation in a new post created in the vilappearance will be sponsored by the General Fire Ex- ` last night. Smith refused to
some 75 suburban communities lage administration.
tinguisher Corporation. She will be on display in han- tell what he learned in an ex- enship in the community badge,
make including Arlington Heights,
Mongan said that the post
tensive ' interview -with Madi- my last badge before
gar one.
would be new and that it should
be incorporated into the villung at the Mount Prospect Life rank.
At 200 pounds she is one of ,the world's largest bottle
Jeff then showed the notes lage's ordinances.
either be created by the, board
She will grow from her present 38 -Inches station house.
fed babies.

July

hit Workkthe case is paid.
'Attordirik tit Crooks, Master Arvey agreed with him

having the records, but maintained_he has a right to hold

Williarri J. Busse, president of the Mount Prospect State Bank, offers a piece of 55th anniversary cake to Gary Tosch, 9, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Tosch, 707 Edgewood Ln. at the
bank's celebration held Thursday, Friday and Saturday. A special serving table with cake
and coffee is available to patrons during banking hours this weekend. Persons also may
register for free tickets to the musical "Hello Dolly."

1533 N. Arlington Heights Rd.,
underwent surgery last night
at Holy Family Hospital to
A stranger in Mount Prosclose extensive facial cuts she
received when her head went pect court yesterday was surthrough the windshield of the prised when the judge took
car.

of yesterday's
hearing, a meeting will be held

hoped that a settlement can be
made to salvage the apartments before they are beyond
repair and before Mount Prospect obtains permission to tear

pertinent to the lawsuit.
admitted
Crooks
readily

Er

I6 -year -old

Randhurst

ARVEY reportedly told the
that '
village
representatives
they can either pay Crooks'

13
between all parties
concerned, to see if a comthat Crooks has some of the promise can be reached to
original building permits for_ settle the contractor's lima
the property. It is
the project, plus other items - against

now representing Mount Prospect in the Tally Ho case, said

(boys under 17 and girls un-

the

until I am paid," Crooks said.

hazardous.
As a result

been paid.

policy of The Day not to publish
the names of juvenile offenders

of

to withhold the Tally Ho files

contention
ney's right of lieu, which en- to proveHo its is uncompleted,
Tally
titles him to retain the files
and
of a case until his fees have abandoned, dangerous

EDITOR'S NOTE: It is the

A

be paid, and am legally entitled

Counsel for Mount Prospect
Crooks refused to produce
then began submitting evidence
the records, citing an attorthat

"But regardless of who the

"I

'

his bill, "I am still waiting to

at

over records in his possession regarding the Tally Ho

think publicizing kids are," he said, "their acts
these events is fine except I should be publicized to make
would like to see the kids' the people in this village aware
names
of what they do:"
mented,

appeared

the hearing in response to a
subpena ordering him to turn

parents know that they do "

prevent crime "
fenses depending on the people
Stanley C. Amren, former and families involved.

and W E. Conley of West Palm

prosecutor,

lage

Ray Wingfield, Lions Club
"WE DONT object the pub- president, declared that "natlicizing of events involving juv- urally some people will try to
eniles because we want to help kill publication of juvenile of-

Clifford Conley of Louisville,

ay

Is .Un.,de

Curb on Juvenile
News Protested
(Continued From Page 1)

complete.
She

Tally Ho Suit

July 8, 1966,

and refused to issue an order
requiring that the records be
produced.

them down.

Downing 105 S. LaSalle, Chicago.
Sheryl

Downing
Anderson,

pointed rece

represents
court -ap-

for M

Crooks told The Day that Savings andiver
Loan, holder of
he was hired to work on the the mortgage on Tally Ho.
case by former Mount ProsSmith said that Mount Pros village attorney Edward
pect will go ahead with its
C. Hofert.
pect

"When (mayor) Dan Con- plans to tear down Tally Ho,

greve came into office he fired "but if the others can work
Hofert," said Crooks, "but something out, fine." But he
he apparently didn't know that, emphasized that "safety to

I was working on the Tally Ho human life is more important
and we can't w a, i t much
condemnation suit."
Crooks said that when he in- longer."

Further hearings on the vilformed Congreve of the situation he was told to close his lagc suit will be held in Arbooks on the case and submit vey's office on July 27.

Roundup
For The Day

Stand -In

By United Press International

1

to a height of eight feet and weigh an unladylike 4,000

pounds.

Randwood Nickel
Picnic Sunday

or administratively established

VILLAGE Manager John
Mongan said that adoption of
the code is vital. "since there

during the show -- will be a sight to remember.

THE

COUNTRY CLUB

held at Feehanville
Sunday at 2:00 p.m.

THEATRE
PROUDLY PRESENTS

Jeff 'scribbled

School

few more

a

notes as he left the court room.

however,

of builders,

names

he did say that the majority

There twill be

cost a nickel.

OPENING SATURDAY, JULY 9TH

music, games and prizes with
fun for all ages. Hot dogs,

"HANSEL AND GRETEL"

potato chips and liquid refreshments will be available.

State Denies Safety
Role in Carnival Rides

John De Carlo and Warren
Buirge are two of the association members working on the

An official in the state government has denied the state

'TALE TELLERS'

Adults
t
t
Children
$2.00
$1.00
in the Old Orchard Country Club, Rand & Euclid, ML Prospect

picnic.

WITH QUALITY

MEATS
GET THESE COUPON VALUES AND SAVE
5 Lb. Box
Boneless
HAMBURGER
ittlrEYE $ 95
Box

20 or 15 In Box 4 or 3 to Lb.

STRIP

STEAKS

$

95
Per Box

10 In Box

$319

MEAT MARKET
MT. PROSPECT
105 W. PROSPE3C92T

responsible

crashed

Monday during

the

July 4 celebration in Lions
Park.
Edmund E. Kornowicz, superintendent of Safety Insaid his office only inspects
equipment used by employers and employes.
-According to law," he

Box

30 In Bc

1 Lb, Box

for inspecting
car n i v a l ride equipment
similar to the Round Up which
is

spection and Education in the
state's department of labor,

PEOPLE'S CHOICE
Nerlit,

CAIRO -

Indira Gandhi, the lady Prime

Minister

said,
check

"we're

to
supposed
machinery in factories

The Round Up, a twirling
dropped

several

feet

onto its wooden platform as a
ride was ending in Lions Park.
Twelve persons were injured.

Teac
Institute

measurement of elements of the orbit.

Two area music , teachers
attending an eight -week

summer institute on advanced
study in music literature at
the University of Iowa.

kamp said the cause of the
crash was apparently a failure
of a 4 -inch metal shaft which

Linda Holbrook, a vocal teacher at Miner Junior High School.

Edwin

Prospect

High_

School;

and

Sidney R. Olsen, Recorder of Deeds for Cook County, re-

ported 23 real estate transfers in Wheeling Township last
Prices indicate $1.10 in federal revenue stamps for
week.
each $1,000 in market value.
I1
There
were
transfers IS; 901 E. Marion, Thomas F.
reported in Arlington Heights. Dailey to Albert .1. Thomp-'

The institute, supported by

snapped.

Village

Wheeling Twp.
Deed Transfers

are

They are Gordon Palmer, a
band and vocal instructor at

Chief

MOSCOW - Russia has launched another in its
Cosmos series of satellites, number 123. The TASS
News Agency reported that the unmanned satellite
made its first orbit of the earth in slightly more than

92 minutes. TASS also said the craft carries scientific instruments and a radio system for a precise

Haber-

Fire

officials

have

ex-

pressed ignorance on who is
and so forth but in practice accountable for safety inwe do this only at 'the request spections of the equipment
of Municipalities, due to our provided during the carni-

as grant from the National
Foundation on the Arts and
Humanities, will provide the
teachers with information on'
'literature
music
developing

They were: 1502 E. Jane, D. son, $35.20; 424 E. Orchard,
S.P. Bldg. Corp. to Wendell Anna J. Sobol to Henry M. Ye-

courses for their students.

val.

manpower shortage.

sceit"S

rides.

Russia Launches Satellite No: 123

u)sic

At

inery and equipment."
He explained that apparently no one is responsible
for checking equipment used
by
patrons of amusement

device,

Mayor Congreve said that vene a conference to end the war.
copies of the ordinance would

be prepared and would be made
available to any interested
citizen.

All food and beverages will

Lew Musill's

STEAK

by the manager's office.
Approval of the ordinance

Indira Ghandi- on Peace Mission

of India, is making the rounds of the capitals of neucame by stipulation since Col- tralist Egypt and Yugoslavia prior to her Viet Nam
ies of good citizenship.
Judge Porter also introduced is some sub -standard building ter said that it was too lengthy peace visit to Moscow. In Cairo today, Mrs. Gandhi
to read. Approval on first begins two days of talks with President Nasser exThe Randwood Civic As- Jeff to Ronald E. Magnus, an going on in Mount Prospect."
pected to result in his support for her proposal to conMongan did not mention reading was unanimous.
sociation Nickel Picnic will be assistant state's attorney.

Her feedings -- every four and a half hours

.0411C..-

he had taken on several court
cases to the judge who spoke
briefly, on the rights and dut-

"A lot of old equipment,"
building inspectors who do the K o r no w i c z commented, "Usually villages have their

safety

on

inspections

mach -

"seems to be moving from
one location to another and

some of it doesn't work."

He said he didn't know if
his department had inspected
the machines of the McDermott Amusement Co. used at
the carnival.

Attractive 4 bedroom Colonial
on 1/2 acre in lovely Golfview

2 fireplaces, 2 1/2

Estates.
ceramic baths, enclosed screened , porch, attached garage.

Invented Mechanism

Historians of a watch manufacturing firm are of the
that the gear train
that is the basic mechanism in
practically all clocks was invented by Archimedes in the
opinion

3rd century B.C.
.

For. The Finest In Food

GUNNELL'S

Spacious kitchen' with custom
Cabinets a.nd many built -inconveniences. Choice location.

S. Dobbs, $26.95; 8 S., Prince- dor, $46.20; 13 S. Ridge, Richton Ct., P. Gilbert Peterson ard A. Peeke to Herbert L.
to Frank A. Mleko, $42.90; Cohan, 'S12.65; and 306 S.
1003 W. Palatine Rd., Earl A. Phelps, Roger A. Larkin to
Koehler to John S. Truxell, John S. Weber, $29.15.
$25.30; 621 N. Cjiestnut, Paul
L. McMicun ,to 'John Steerup;!, The six transfers reported
14
t were:
525,30; 723 N. Haddow, Ai," in Mount Pr
Lin Homes, Inc. to James 04_1,45 Marcella d., Russell F.
Tylor to Ra and W. Golemo,
Baird, "$'413:40';--521/1"S.
Robert E. Jacks to John C. $24.75; 1307 Ironwood Dr.,
McCallum, S33.55; 310 S. Robert L.. May to Fred 0.

Gibbons, August W. Dunsing, Moore, $11.55; 712 N. Elm,
to Ronald C. Schleser, $29.- hurst Rd.,. Corinne Clark to
Barbara Bovenmyer, '$26.40;
Westgate, Joseph W.
1201
O'Leary to Roman A. Skoczek, 542.90; 310 N. Carlyl

Selling your home?

Call our

BUSINESSMEN'S
LUNCHEONS

$38,500

Pl., John V. O'Brien to EdB. Elinski, $33.00; and
404 N. Main, Cyrus V. Brun -

Mon of the 111)ap

ward

berg to
$19.80.

FROM 11:30 TO 2:30

Richard

R.

Welter,

And six more were reported in Prospect Heights:

PRIVATE ROOMS,

WEDDING PARTIES,
AND BANQUETS

NNE

Join Us In Some Fun

Arlington Heights

in Downtown
Montag Prospect

28 E. Northwest Hwy:

104 E. Northwest Hwy.

In Downtown

Call CL3-1800 '

Realtors
Member M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

Call CL 5.9111

And Sing -Along

wills Big Hal

GUNNELL'S
RESTAURANT -8i.
COCKTAIL LOUNGE

Tree La., Joseph R. Obrzut,
Sr. to Raymond Barber, $20.' 90; 1713 Walnut, James L.

,

Snediker to Stanley

PHONE CL 3-8179

La.,

BRUNS

REAL ESTATE
CL

J.

Sto-

miany, $29.70; 6 S. Lee, John
F. McCarthy to Thomas J.
Strobehn; $28.05; 922. Garden

Howard Kogay

RT..12 A. RT. 83
Mt PROSPECT, ILL

11l

Clarendon, Edward M.
Schindeldecker to Theodore
T. Levine, '$32.45; 1701 Oak
E.

Orchard

Lake

Homes,

Inc. to Anhui J. Paulus, 437..

95; and 155 Glendale, ifierizice
Kattisic to Thomas E....Ste
Muyt, 522.00,

t'V

Foreign Students Entertain Hosts
t

*

41

Put on
Camera stops swift kicking action of Jaruk Kansas

Sandra Heybrock, chaperone of Fremont, Nebraska

(Day Photos by Dan Balas)

',84i1A.V.Ma4viry

from
oRepresentatives
ver
twenty-seven
European
countries visited Mount Pros-

.1.` '7175 -TWA

'

ap. AT HOME

pect under the American Field
International ' proService

"v

presented with a surprise

from 27 countries look on.

Lively
Show

and Watana Kaseng of Thailand.

is

birthday cake by Valorie C. Bayley of South Africa while other students visiting

ti

gram
`w.

The

4-

from

bus bearing students
all over the world ar-

Friday. July 8, 1966

way doing a Greek Dance.

Post 1337 of Mount
Prospect presented each visi-

tor with a desk -size American
Flag

The students were welcomed into the homes of many area
residents
While here, they
attired ChiLago, the Museum

ipated

in

other

holiday

ac-

ly

Joan Park of New Zealand and Valorie Bayley from
South
hosts.

Africa perform

a

stick dance

for

their area

Patricia Kudla
On Study Tour
Miss Patricia Kudla, daugh-

ter of Mr and Mrs John J
Kudla of Mount Prospect, is
one of 14 Carroll College students
study

on

a

53

day

seminar

tour of European geo-

graphy

After arriving by Jet in Lon-

don the group will travel by

Community Center
their outstanding
musical abilities
dancing,
singing and playing musical
instruments for their host
Prospect

exhibiting

-

families

Northwest Covenant Church

school will be held from 9:30
a m to 12 noon with no fee.

Mrs Harold DeValk will be
director

Superintendent

of

the junior department will be
Agard;
Mrs
mary department, Mrs.
Clarence

priPaul
de-

Swanson.

and

beginner

partmsin,

Mrs.

Wayne' Ras--

it.:

40444._,
,k010.5

-

with a special program
will be on Friday, .22nd at 7:30
ents

pm

Strawberry
Festival

lands

Miss Kudla was "Hinky
Honey Girl" for the year
book, was elected "Sweetheart of Sigma Phi Epsilon"
Cht
and belonged to the

Omega. SNEA, ACE Alpha

The worlds of man and nature will be studied particular-,

Shc is a graduate of District

J

District 214 schools

and will return to the United
States to teach in District 57

PATRICIA KUDLA

this fall

Their Floats Won
"".0.41.'"`

'"

will be sold at the festi750 for adults and 35c

made cookies.

the lucky child to be chosen as
king and queen.

The Womcns Guild will be
in charge of ice cream and
Pioneer

Adopt New Habit
The

of Mercy who are

Sisters

St. Raymond's

at

former habits hate been replaced
by black, calf -length long sleeted dresses with a simThe veils ate held in place,
ple white rolled collar.
new

Fry Sunday

Their

dress.

A steak fry on Sunday will allowing the hair to show at the forehead, with a plain
take the place of the regular white band. Their cuban -heeled oxfords have been rewalking shoes with a comfortable
monthly meeting of St. Greg- placed
Skster Athanasium, the principal
ory Chapter. of NAIM, a medium type heel.
Catholic organization for the of _St. Rayniond's Parochial School, is shown wearing
widowed

The teen-agers of St. Raymond's Church have been invited to become members of
newly

Application

formed
blanks

class

for

older youth

meets

each Sunday at 11:00 a.m. All
college

and

working

young

people are welcome to attend
these
sions.

lively

discussion

Hi -Club,
may bc

will

entertain

and

ments will be served.

Q111:-

be: answered on the
future 'Golf - tournament and
football trip to South 'Bend,

tions will

Guest Minister
At Calvin Pres.
The Rev. James Shiflett will
conduct worship July, 10th, at
John Calvin United Preebyter-

Ian Church of Prospect
Heights, while Mr.,Ring is qn

vacation
Rev Shiflett is director of
the Broken Jar Corporation

and the Community A rts

out -re-

given

Prospect High Schools.

Nancy Hulslander, organist
of The South Church received
her Bachelor of Music degree
in

ceremonies

at

the

80th

commencement of the American Conservatory of Music in
Chicago.

-keitiesefia
TO TAKE OUT

MT. PROSPECT

as discussion leader.

THE SOUTH Church softball team lost three games
and won one in the first round

CHOP SUB
416 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.
PHONE

259-3902

REALTORS

July 29 in the church social hall.
.Children aged 4 and over are
Transportation
is
eligible.
'available.

The Social Committee meet-

.

held at a hew place :idly 10th.
The Knight's Pub will be the
place for all to meet at 1:3(1
The Northwest
Suburbs Only
Professional Theatre
Now Playing,
hit comedy

Wayne
Mrs.
537-5117.

Zimmerman,
r

111111111

Cogintry
Mai;
MEATREMSTAURAM
i-.'
A

ALLJ

Nightly (Except Monday)l
at 8:30 ... Sunday 7:30

-

Further information or- reg,
isiration- is available by calling

will be a smoker
.Jack Griffin p.m.

the rectory.

were

Lutheran
Redeemer
Our
Church in Prospect Heights will
hold vacation Bible school from
9 a.m. through 11:30 a.m. Monday, July 18 through Friday,

refresh-

ing of St. Raymond's will, be

Thursday, July J4th at 8:30

THE CHAPEL choii senior
awards

ses-

Alan Blomquist serves

July 18

to the church rectory.

Foundation

menko, 437-9050.

be-

Selmo; Opens

Ind.

in

NORTHWEST Church Coun-

Our Redeemer

picked up in the faculty room
and returned to the club's officers in the faculty room or

p m , there

This class has
come a family project.
teachers.

the new garb.

'

Form Teen Club
At St. Raymond's
the

the church was provided by the
parents of the class and its

THE COLLEGE and Career

group of senior members will

Catholic Church in Mount Prospect have adopted the

ager.

in

Transportation to the shutins and a picnic lunch later at

NAIM Steak

The Orospect Heights Woman's Club and the Astros Little League team were awarded trophies for the winning floats In the July 4 parade sponsored by the Don's
Club. Joe Lesniak (left) of,412 W. McDonald,,R0. presents atrophy to Mrs. Robert
president /of the Woman's Club and Anthony Gaddini
Wroble, 14 Wildwood
(center) of 405 Na Wa Ta, parade chairman presents a trophy to Astros' representatives Mrs. Pat Blosser, 15 N. Schoenbeck and Ken Hahn, 301 ,W. Circle, team man-

experience

a drawing will take place for
king and queen of the festival, A prize will be given to

also have a booth.

I

an

Karen Plagge, Cathy Rush and
Patty Webb made the baskets
in class. The treats were home

The

morale.

backgrounds and various parts for volunteer, drivers to gV
of the city will participate in people to Out -Patient Clinic
care at St. Francis Hospital,
this program.
This summer vacation pro- Evanston. Volunteers are askgram was started in 1945 to ed to phone Mrs. Gene Arte-

for children On the ice cream
ticket for children, the names
will be written of the child and

strawberries.

The team plays each Tuesday evening at 7:00. A cheering section is invited to help

THE CHURCH School lab cently to Linda J. Meyers and
class
delivered
baskets
to James M. Dempsey. This was
their. 4th certificate of reshut-ins in the area.
Valerie Hutch, Becky. Sarah cognition for annual participaand Philip Robinson, Kim and tion in the chapel choir. Linda
Lisa Webb, Linda and Allison and James were outstanding
Welles under the direction of students in their graduating
their teachers, Sue Kuklinski, class at Forest View and

Strawberries, ice cream, and
val,

league.

Children from 'many racial cil for migrant aid. is asking.

dren could not otherwise enjoy.

cake will be served. The tickets

on the grounds of the Algonquin Junior High School, Des
Plaines. in the YMCA church'

host family.

provide

4 30 to 8 30.

Pt

.

church school program several children from the Chicago
area will be guests at the
homes of host families of the
church. The children will be
invited to stay for one week to
attend vacation church school
in the morning and participate
in activities -provided- by the

Christian living which the chil-

The 23rd Annual strawberry
festival
of
the
Prospect'
Heights Community Church
will be held tomorrow from

Kappa Delta and Kappa Delta

and

summer vacations for children from the inner city.
During the 1966 vacation

An open house for the par-

Alps, Apennine Mountains, Po
Basin, Rhine Graben, English
Lowlands and Scottish High-

57

The South Church board of Christian education will sponsor

The school is for all children entering kindergarten to
Bible
6th grade this. fall.

enquist

rail through France, Italy.
Switzerland.
Austria,
Germany, the Netherlands and
Scotland
ly in the Baltic Plain, Paris
Basin, Rhone Lowland, Central Massive of France, the

The students put on a livetalent show at the Mount

gtvzzowpv:

S. Church Hosts
Chicago Children

Vacation
School

vacation Bible school will beof Science and Industry and gin Monday and continue
viewed the parade and partic- through the 22nd.
tivities

.

-

-gitttf:t..?.:....nttqatibt

vrw
1.

Elsa Dafni of Greece and Kristine Karisen of Nor-

Page 3

rived at Prospect High School
on July 2nd Members of the

.f44iVA'

MT. PROSPECT - WE -GO PARK

--

A well 'designed plan, center entrance direct to kitchen with
Beautiful paneled -12x25 R. family room, 2 large
bedrooms,
65x150 R. lot - Vacant, lmmediat occupancy

$28,1400

'

T

:,...',::,'.T.',',:'':`,.:::,VQ,!::::,7,:',`,."
-

Box office open daily 10:00 113,9 p.m.
Reservations by Mall or Phone CL 9,5400
Opening Wednesday, July 20

"CRITICS CHOICE"

123 S. ARLINGTON HT& RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000

1508. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7150

Member of MuIrtle Listing -Service ,v

...

-,

Vantage Point

'by Jack Vandermyn
.

Who said, -"Nice guys finish

marked by Thomas, for use in
the hospital's maintenance fund

last?"

nice guy and a stronger' front

-- a vital part of the institution's
operation as it delves -into the

runner you will never find.

cause of leukemia.

Danny Thomas is certainly a

Thomas, who mixes entertaining with his favorite project,

St. Jude's Hospital, is fond of
Chicago and the Chicago subtubs.

"Every good thing that has
ever happened to me, has happened here in Chicago," Thom,

as said in a local appearance
recently.

The latest "good thing" to

WE VISITED

St.

Jude's

Hospital a few years ago and'
were impressed by the quality
of research and treatment underway at the Memphis institution,.

Leukemia research is close
to the heart of George Bond. He
lost a loved one to the disease
and his way of doing something

a little extra is reflected in his

ity was a contribution of more

now traditional contributions.

Chicago automobile dealers.
George Bond and Al Feinerman.

They operate Bond Rambler
at 2223 N. Cicero Ave. and as

a special tribute to their cus-

What was that about automobile dealers? How often do
the good works of the Latoffs
and the Marks and the Jacobs
and the Webbs and the Morans
hit print?

tomers - and to St. Jude -they set aside a certain amount

of profit from every

sale to

donate to St Jude's Hospital
in Memphis, Tenn
Their contributions, including this year's 'check for
total
$10,000,
more
than

S30.000. The money

is ear -

who wants to work, can find

job."

that only .2.4 per

tics show

Too often, the image of the

As the Chicago Association

stand how anyone can not want

49.,(Sommerce and Industry puts
it, if you can walk, you can
work.

to -work. But there are people
who are perfectly able to find
good jobs who just refuse to
exercise their responsibility as

During April, the total Chi-

Actions such as the leukemia contributions by George Bond
and Al Feinermareseldom make
news, yet they arc commonplace
in this industry.

'

cago labor force was 3,267,800,

citizens.

per cent increase over
last year. Total employment

cases,

was 3,188,700, up 2.1 per cent

rolls.

a

1.6

They are the ones, in many
who swell the relief

from 1965.

We have our citizens in sub-

Anyone who really wants to
work can find employment in
Chicago. There's an old saw,

"if you can't make a living in
this area, forget it ... .you
won't make it anywhere."

Yet in the midst of all this
prosperity, we find that public
relief costs and the relief rolls
tbemselvei are rising.

This is

a

paradox

urbia who refuse to exercise
their responsibilities though not

as dramatically as those who
refuse to work.

Equally as destructive to our

society and dangerous to our
freedom,

however, are

those

who refuse to vote ... to participate in their community until they themselves are effected.

auto sales industry is not a good
one.

a

It is hard for us who make
our living in suburbia to under-

cent of the Chicago labor mar.1cetil unemployed.

happen to the popular personal-

than 510,000 from a pair of

NEED A JOB? Shouldn't be
a big problem. Latest 'statis-

that is

hard to explain and impossible

label as parasites those who are

to justify.

capable who refuse to work.

The key must be in the association of commerce and indastry's statement, "... anyone

M11116.,

As long as there is society,
will be parasites. We

there

And we label equally as parasitic those who fail to exercise
their civic responsibilities.

"Gentlemen, I'm delighted to see that 'we are winning
the war on poverty-at least, ON OUR LEVEL!"

Tbe Prooett map
"Honor the Original dream by always jealously keeping
the. paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

- Marshall Field III
Page 4
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John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kkdatseh
Managing Editor

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

Hardly Co petition- erc

In last week's Arlington Herald, the
Paddock Publishing Co.'s local weekly
newspaper, was, a Page
editorial point1

ing with justifiable 'pride to the economic
strength of the Herald.

- The- editorial said Paddock's first fears
that the Herald's position was in danger

after The Arlington Day was launched
were groundless. "We expected, frankly,
to be hurt," said the Herald.

We are pleased, indeed, that this
the case.

is

It was never our aim to hurt

the Herald. It has always been our belief
that there is room in' this community for
a good' weekly and a good daily. in fact,
we were a little dismayed by some of the
hand' wringing of the Paddock management and the appeals to other suburban
publishers to help head off The Day at

A good case in point is the reporting
by The Day and the Herald on the devastating tornado that struck our area on

June 9. On that day, even while emer-

r

gency crews were still clearing blocked
streets, the Day carried a full report of

the storm including a page of photos; It

---*Idn't until the same day a wvk later
that the Herald was able to
coverage of the story.
This is hardly competition.

ffer any

a splendid new life in the suburbs fore the "liberated generation':
Finally. Freedom to begin enjoying life ... without surren-

lineage -- and nice gains they -are. But
the allusion to - The Day's record as

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENTS feature automatic eleva-

tor service to all levels including the lower leVel private
garage, 2 and 3 bedrooms, individual air conditioning,,
carpeting, General Electric appliances,. "patio" balconies.
Priced from $26,900. Complete monthly cost, for 2 -bedroom unit, after low, minimum down payment, is $216.95:

ilLtyfiekty&e,
To see Regent Park's Model townhouses and condominiums,
take Rand Road (Rt. 12) or Elmhurst Rd. (Rt. 83) to Kensington

UNITED DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Phone 259-4949

(Foundry Rd.) at Rendhurst Shopping center, then west 1/2 -mile
on Kensington. Model homes are opeMfrom 10 A.M. 411 dark.
.
.

.

reflect a more accurate picture. We look
forward to seeing it.

Now, joining in the spirit of review,
let's take a look at The Day -- an objective

We began publishing on Jan. 31 of this

ored and recommended procedure for any
new publication.)

On Feb. 28 The Day went to paid circulation with more than 6,000 daily subscribers. This acceptance is regarded in
the newspaper community as phenomenal.

Today,- in the height of -the summer
doldrums with more than 300 subscriptions suspended for vacations, our paid
circulation stands at 6,840.
We are not offering

this

figure for

"bandying about" but as the sworn statement of our circulation manager. Until
ABC
ABC takes over we will continue to provide such notarized statements to interested persons.

,

The ,Herald editorial told of the paper's
increase in circulation and -advertising

places, General Electric appliances, attached garages.
Priced from $26,2Q0. Complete monthly coat for 2-bedrOotn unit, after low, minimum down payment, is $210.00.

and advertising could have been only negligible.
The ABC figures next March 31 will

free to give the people here a chance to
evaluate it. (We are sure the 'Paddock
editorial didn't really mean to imply that
this was reprehensible. It is a time-hon-

it.

Leisure .time, for entertaining. Leisure time for travel.
- Leisure time for simply relaxing. All yours, now-in Regent
Park, the magnificent new residential, setting built around
its own private lake!
For less than you'd expect to pay for a comparable
rental unit you can be an owner of ony_of Regent Park's
spacious Town & Garden Homes 7 Condominium Apartments-and enjoy completely care -free living. You never
have to worry about shoveling snow or cutting grass-a
maintenance staff provides all of these services, including,
care of the grounds and recreational facilities (private
swimming pool, tennis courts, and lake). All this luxury
and leisure-plus growing equity and savings on your
income tax, instead of 'worthless rent receipts!

stiffest competion" it ever faced, the effect of those 44 issues on its circulation

first four weeks we distributed The Day,

the happenings in Arlington Heights within hours after they occur. Paddock must
wait sometimes as much as eight days
after a fact before they are able to report

dering the luxuries and comforts of a fine, suburban home.

existence- during only two months of -that
period and had published only 44 issues.
Although the Herald called this "the

The editorial spoke of The Day as comthat it is unwise for Paddock to do so.
Ours is a daily newspaper, reporting

TOWN & GARDEN HOMES feature 2 and 3 bedrooms,
individual air conditioning, basements, wood -burning fire-

The ABC figures the Herald presented
cover circulation and advertising for the
year ending. March 31. The Day was in

petition. We do not regard ourselves as
competitors of the Herald, and we suggest

s

live with than The Day.

year - just six months ago. During the

the pass.

iscover

find a yardstick it will be better able to

"circulation and advertising . figures band-

ied about" was hardly in keeping with
the editorial's tone of confident strength.
We make no secret of our circulation
figures,

and our advertising 'lineage is
available to anyone who cares to measure

Our advertising volume has shown a
steady and healthy increase. We are still
too Young to have ,a background for comparison. We cah only say, that in each
.month of our short existence 'our lineage
has been greater than the month before

How are we doing? We think very well.
And so, apriarently,, do the people of Arlington Heights who have indicated their
judgment in many gratifying and encour-

it. And we are sure Paddock has been -

ways.

If in this editorial we have been more

doing this. We urge them to continue.

' It is true, as the editorial said, that the "temperate - than circumstances might, jusHerald' is' the only local medium whose
please believe it has been intention-

circulation figures are verified by ABC

al.

(Audit Bureau of Circulation). But this is
not a legitimate point of comparison with
The Day. Perhaps the editorial wfiter

Since -coming to -Arlington Heights we
have made a conscientious effort to steer

was not aware that our newspaper has not
been qualified for membership in ABC

because of the short time it has been in
publication. As soon as we are eligible,
we, too, will be able to certify Four circulation.

,

We are happy to learn that the Herald
is . doing well, but we yenture the suggestion that in measuring its success it.

clear of controversy with our "competition". We believe that contention in the
newspaper business can profit no one.

'

Apparently, though, our posture of non belligerence

is

being .

misinterpreted.

Should we be forced to change it we will
4o so, as we do everything else; enthisiasdeafly.

We have reached the point where NC
are running out of cheeks to turn.

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT. RIBS

CARNIVAL

TI -1' BULL'S LUNCH
THAT'S INEXPERIENCE,
. HAS MADE HIM LOGY,
TFI' BULL SAW n; ALL
WHILE HIS VERY ALERT RIGHT, BUT IT WILL BE
ASSISTANT IS QUITE
QUIETLY CLEANED UP
EXCITED OVER SOME
-HE KNOWS IF A GUYS
HOT-TEMPERED GUY
THAT HOT-TEMPERED
DESECRATIKT OUR
HE'LL EITHER QUIT
HALLS WITH SOGGY
OR GET FIRED IN AN
PIE!
ARGUMENT, AND HE
DON'T WANT ID LOSE

ATOP
HAND!

r..--

JUST A BOX

OF STONES

FULL.

WHATow

7-8

, i BUILD, WITH IHEM ?

-

0 ION iv NIA. W. TM..4

"Sea doesn't think much of the sun tan she gets
hanging out the laundry. She says It doesn't
look expensive!"

0

.

"Mother writes that she has decided to, give up her
house and come and live-keep your shirt on-with
a friend of hers in town!"

BEN CASEY

JRWILLIAM5

THE "SKIPPER"
Tit 4. US NI OH.

7. 9 .66

"--N,

GIVE MY BEST TO YOUR COUSIN, MY

A ROGIC!

g

I'VE GOT TO GIVE MY
COUSIN A HAND FOR A
FEW DAYS !I REALIZE
I'M HOWLING AGAINST
THE TIDE, BUT TRY NOT
TO MAKE THINGS ANY
WORSE IN THIS

S

'

j

9

e
THE REAL. MIRAN p
IS DEEP INSIDE )0U...

743

YOUR HOPE, )61JR COURAGE, YOUR

Lova! AND WHO KNOWS? I MAY HAVE
A LITTLE SURPRISE FOR YoLs! RENOVATING THIS RooM WILL BE A MINOR TASK

AH-:- PROCESS TM

WHEN THIS

WORKING ON SUCCEEDS! OUR FORTUNES

COULD CHANGE SUDDENLY! UM 'VAS,
`IOU MAY NOT RECOGNIZE THINGS WHEN

YOU RETURN!

ROON1

GENIUS. ALL I GAVE )OU NASA FEW
PROFS OF SUGAR AND WATER.

BUGS BUNNY

SI-IE
NEVER

DOES=

II. 1, MIA lot f...., u t M OM

This is an MG midget. It rolls forward...fast.

Plenty of pow In this baby scats from 0-60 in less than 16

seconds, turns in 33 feet and
gives
you 35
miles to

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

the gallon.
In addition to roll -up windows,

i f.

MY TEETH ARE
GeTT1NO TIQED.

Diarrhea in
Travelers

the

W. G. BRANDSTADT. M.D.

Kam.

wheel, improved rear suspension and new manifolding and

J'

'441144-0

Et

exhaust systems.
C 'mon in and
midget today.
Hop in the
cockpit. rev up,

Tunsta is the diarrhea of
travelers It is also called the
Aztec two-step, Delhi belly,

Montezuma's revenge. Gyppy

has

many

most

causes,

\\I

them obscure
Since it is often due to some difference be-

tween the composition of the
water you are used to and the
local supply, you can get it
when you travel to a resort
less than 100 miles from your

368-5760
Across From Palatine Shopping Plaza)

ACROSS

the introduc-

population, into the intestinal

14 War god of

tract
This assumption is
supported by the fact that most
victims adjust to it after a

Greece
15 Sleeplessness

THEORY le:MtN6 TO eONPIR1A

YOUR BIZARRE! THEORY! WELL

GRILL 50TH MEN ASAINISUT-

SAW

paregoric may help you. Take
a teaspoonful in half a glass

TILTHL5145

of water, not at regular intervals ,but after every watery'

POMO.

EORY

TO THE

stool. A new drug, diphenoxy.late, is also effective.
It is
available in liquid or tablet
form

with

atropine

Mel= MAY

Nov gerec.T THAT. AND MAHE
SURE MotoPY roLLowep VAL 01/11-

OD AMYX
HE MUST OP
POUND/

CAN'TtJ

iti, IP WIRY DO HAVE MIMI
DONT
TORN TM

TAIL

YO

THOSE GUYS

TO W HIMS
Ha's m

LOOSE TCKILL

om/

nA SA
.400N1

NAN' Heim

i

sician's prescription.

-

If you are going to a country, especially- the tropics, amebic dysentery is
prevalent It is wise to start
where

taking diiodohydroxyquin (Di:
odoquin) a day or two before
your \ arrival at your destinatioh. It also helps to stick
to a bland diet and .avoid
strange' native dishes- no mat-

ter how highly they are recommended.

pieces

27 For exadipie

30 Italian coin

lab.)
29 Ingress

42 Whale
(comb.. form)
44 Was victorious

For milder diarrhea, Kao-

to ward off an attack.

22 Vegetable
24 Magpie genus
25 Love god
26 Clan (Roman)
28 Joyful
31 A ways

3

47 "Worldly
51 W6rk a loom

ALLEY OOP
...TODAY WE ARE T'SE

ENTERTAINED BY A
MAN vm n4
WILL RE ALLY CARRY
US AWAY...

4

12

39 property Item
40 Perform
41 Craft

added

persons who know themselves
to be susceptible to turista

20 Christian of
Eastern rite

33 Anger
34 Loquacious
36 Consistent
38 Legal point

SY SRASO

(Lomotil) and requires a phy-

magma usually gives relief.
Sulfathabdine or phthalyIsulfathiazole may be taken by

linden

21 Relatives
23 Compass point
24 Wooden pin

E

to

N

A I- E AN

5

0P

N

E5

R

E

6 Rs

ea

32 Trial
48 Image
34 Primitive family 49 Forefather
symbol .
35 Recognize

50 Goddess of

victory (Greek)
52 Downwind
53 Outlet
54 Old Norse poem
57 Cotton -cleaning
machine

37 Withdrew
43 Armor splint
45 Possess

46 Approaches 47 Methods
6

6

7

8

14'

9

9

10..11

-

AI

V'

,

23

21

31

33

5
__

37

43
9

52

1
_

55
68

3 Present month
61

T

N5

17

36

5

TE
LEEO
E A N

0A

ETS

ER5E

E

AE

T

3

59 Runner, on snow 19.
60 Tear asunder
61 Lop (Scot.)

(fib.)

0

R L

R

It

signs

4 Underground
plant parts

T

K

KI L N
NE A

18

58 Time long past

._ Japanese

A

S

15

55 Tart
56 Notified by

62 Even (contr.)
63 Bristle
DOWN
Dart
2 Primitive..

5

ALE
L
-r O 6

N

L

11 Anglo-Saxon
servant
16 1,002 (Roman)

effect (music)
19 Break into

CAPTAIN EASY

Y SON HOOT

E

0
N
N

10 European

17 Downpour
18 Total tonal

ting.
severe,

(dial.)
6 Famous
Norseman

13 Before

teria, harmless to the native

diarrhea is

AL
E

Promise"
8 "Celestial
" 7 Long for
12 Line
8 Item of dress
(comb. form)
9 Breed of horse

tion of foreign strains of bac-

the

MAR

5 Cognizance

1 "Vanity -"
5 "- called

In some cases the cause is

If

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Pilgrim's Progress

foreign soil.

few days without any specific
treatment. While it lasts, however, it may be incapacita-

sports car.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

home as well as when you visit

thought to be

the MG

spin. She's all

460 N. HICKS RD., PALATINE

IL\\NI

of

see

go out for a

KOSKE-IMPORT MOTORS

tummy and the GI trots.

Like the common cold, it

new Midget has locking

doors, center - horn steering

s2

53

02

Friday, July 8, 1966

LOST small whlta female poo-

,dle. Vic.RecreationPk.6/30.

List Honor Students At Prospect High
worth, Steven Benoche, Rich- David Corona, Ronald CreamStudents who have attained hardt; Robert Link, Owen son, Eileen l-linze,
the Senior and Junipv-Honor MacBride, C. Jeffrey Mar- Houk,, Charles Hunter, Donna ard Bertoglio, James Bever, er, Richard Doyle, Allen Ed Rolls at Prospect High School tens, Mark Matthews, Gail Hutchings, Mary Hutchings, Margaret Brown, Wiley Carr, wall, Maurice Gallagher, LinConstance Clifton, Puul Coli- da Gillock, Janet' Goodwin,
for the second semester have McClellan, Barbara McGrath, Marilyn Irwin.
Mark Johnson, Mary John- unni, Carol Connerty, Duane Nancy Graham, Karen Gray,
Linda Miles, Janice Miner,
been announced.
ston, David Kaltman, Gary Davis, Cheryl Dornquust, Jan- Susan Haug, Jeffrey Hansen,
Seniors who merited the Geoffrey Morris.
Kopesky, ice Dornquast, William Ens- Karen Hansen, John Hardt,
Patricia
Daniel. O'Keefe, Nicholas Klinger,
Senior Honor Roll are: BarGary zer, - Richard Furst, Marine Janet Haugen, Paul Hoffman,
Kozunecki,
Mary Beck, Peneff, Ronald Perley, Bon- Kathleen
bara Bartley,
Margaret Borg, James Brasic, nie Pomrenke, Steven Rohr - Krueger, Carolyn Kubik, Mar- Geerts, Sal I y Godenrath, Nancy Irwin, Sydney Karl,
Leslie Grif
Kathy King, Martin Krause,
Dennis Breen, Martin Cha- back, Ross Rumore, Michael cia Kaiak, Nancy Lipinsel, Stephen Gran,
LawKrumtinger,
koian, James Cramer, Howard Ryan. Michael Sander, Marc Jacquelyn Luke, Laurie Mar- fah, Ruthalice Hall, Robert Pamela
Hedstrom, rence Kutt.
Mary
Haskell,
Skafte, tin.
Dawson,
Dennis
Decherd,' Schillinger,' Diane
Thomas
Gloria
Lucarz,
Daryl McGee, Elinore Mey- Raymond Heitzman, James
Dempsey,
Charlene Marsha Tajima, James White.
James
Mattson,
Joan
Doran, James Grady, Claudia James Williams, Marguerite er, Thomas Neitzke, Catherine Helm, Deidre Hirsch, John Lundstedt,
Nicholas, Judy Noland, Linda Jantac, Carol Johnson, Kay 'Kathleen' McGovern, Roger
Grafton, Christine Gundersen, Woolley, Keith Zeleski.
Meyer, Mary Mitchell, John
Park, Laura Parkhurst, Phil- John'son.
Kathleen
Hacklin,
Kaurina
FRESHMEN on the Senior ip Rhodes, Carol Segal, Ellen
Kathy Moore, Carolyn Morris, PaJohnson,
Thomas
Hagan, Lynn Hagerup, Nancy
Joan Ack- Schroeder,
Honor .Roll are:
Muller, Steven NieLinda
Schwarz- Kumrath, Bryan Kiehl, Nancy tricia
Hantiford, Charles Hengels,
Anderson, kopf, Ronald Sellke, Drew Kolerus, Bette '.Kolpin, Mi- buhr, Cathy Nolan, Linda 01Gail Neumann, Norman Hor- erman, Virginia
ler, Lynn Hughson, John Ja- Robert Bachhtiber, Barbara Smith. Michael Smith. David chael Korcek, Robert Krysiak, son, Linda Phipps, Candy
Cynthia Berg, Gary Stein, Suzanne Sweet, Lanis Roberta
Douglas Pohlenz, Nancy Pontoni, Faith
Longwell,
cobsen, Dana Johnson, Linnea Beck,
Birginal, Becky Blaine, Val- Thorsen, Craig Van Kampen, Lytle. Linda Massow, Barbara Pukszta, Toni Reimers, Ann
Johnson, Brett Lambeity.
Bodenstub,
JoyceBootz,
Mayes, Janet Moose, Patricia ' Robbins, Barbara Rohan, JanRebecca Wallies, F. Pamela
Madeline, Matys, David Mc- eria
Mahon, Layne Moore, Carol Robert Bruhl, Pamela Carl- Weir, Krisline West, Laur- Morrison, Kathryn Murphy, et Rohner, Judith Rozhon,
son.
Debra
Cook,
John
CosKatharConstance
Rudder,
ence Wonders, Jackie Zalei- Thomas Nudin, Frances NoMoulton, Daniel Nixon, Peg
t ell o, Roslyn Dahlstrom, ski, Carol Zwissler.
mellini, Dewey Oberlin. Bar- ina Rudy, Alan Schmitt, DeNoland, Carole Otto, Sonja
James
Dowiat,
Nancy
Enszer,
bara Oliver, Virginia Owen, unna Sealock, Roger Stow, PaPetkovic, David Pritz, JusDaniel Faith, Alice Feeney,
SENIORS on the Junior Hon- Patricia Paine, Carol Peeler. tricia Strada, Barbara Surtine Robbins, Kim Schier,
Janet Finer, Nancy Gislaspn, or Roll are:
Bonnie Baarts, Jed Peeler, Karen Petersen. dan. Cathleen Swanson, Sheryl
Heidi Schnyder, Ronald Spry,
Barbara Glichsir, Holly Han- Linda Barber, Donna Beds - Charlotte Quill, Sue Reed, Thuerk, Paul Van Dyk, Clyde
Tielsch, Alice Tully.
John
Neil Rowe. Barbara Rucker, Whitcomb, Donald Whitlock.
Debbie
Urbanus,
Kathleen
Frederick

Vonlangworth,

wiegand, Harold Voss, Donna

on

the

Senior

Honor Roll are: Bruce Allison, Sofia Andoniudis, Jeffrey

Prospect Chantber of Commerce.
listing is Noon each Wednesday.

Einhorn, Penny Erhardt, JanEwert, Doreen

et

Faith, Jer-

Grimm, Mary

5th

EvHansen,

man, Barbara Becker, David
Bcckstrom, Gail Bever, Polly Brothers, Leslie Chisholm,
Gregory Chrstenson, Terese
Christenson, Carol Cochrane,

(for widowed and

di-

For information call 824-2393

NAI M Conference (for Catholic widows and widowers) Steak Fry at- Deer
Grove, Area 5, 7:00 p.m.
For infor-

David Hunter.

Cathy Hutton, Rodney Jean,
Johns,
Charlotte
Marcia

Drum and Bugle Corpi
Show at Maine West High School, 2:00
p.m.

this area , attended an important gathering:. in Tucson, . Ariz.,

"

the last weekend.

MT Tops at Community Center, 1:00
Mount Prospect Library Board, Staff

Vermilion, Karen White, Michael Wille. Roger Willis, JoSOPHOMORES on the Sen-

ior Honor Roll

are:
Daniel
Dawn Altenbern,

Rebecca Anderson, David Baker. Pamela Baker, Kenneth
Barr, Robert Bartley, Susan

Becton, Sheral Beiser, Nancy
Bornhoeft,
Richard
Brady,
Joanne
Brunberg,
Michael
Chakoian,
Linda
Christian,
Lynne Crosby, Patricia Doran, Gerald
Finer, Rowland
Firth.
Kenneth
Fisher,
Dorothy
Glicksir, Kathleen Graham.
Krii Granzin, James Gumz,

all the way from days ago from Pasadena where
Connecticut to Tucson was the she teaches third grade and is
wedding

50th

anniversary

family reunion of Mr. and Mrs.
R. E. Salzman Sr., long-time
residents of Mount Prospect
until two years ago..
Mr.
-Before
retirement

niversary date was May 21,
was
the
holiday, weekend
selected as most convenient
for the celebration.
,

James Johnson. Lynne Julien,
Robert Kolpin, Barbara Lehn-

Thursday, July 14

marked the official celebration

BUD'S

Also toasted at the anniver-

PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts

Square

Outdoor. Summer Band Concert by
the Prospect High School Summer Band,

were.' Mrs. Salzman Sr., and RiAert who have
the ,same birthday, July 4,
and Mr. and Mrs. William
Salzman who this year celebrate their 25th wedding an-

West Side of Prospect High, 7:15

niversary.

sary event

Mt. Prospect Chess Club, Community

Price & Compare
THEN CALL
CL 5-4799

Center, 8:00 p.m.

THE MAIL must go through,

rain or shine, and so it goes,
but

party,

bicycle to

11,t
the

with the best name for his new
series on the educationald ,station.

He will give details of the
11

Funeral Home

special Channel

program to be telecast at

6:00 p.m., Tuesday, July 12.

. . .
V.

weather

staged

One Call Rents It All
Tools, Rug &Floor Machines
Roll -a -way & Hospital Beds
'

Kurt

Schabinger,
Deborah
Schoernberg,

Warren

Trudie

Seegers,

259-3350

toria Swern,
Glenna Wagoner, Craig Web -

Auto. Elec. Controls

Pilot Models Built

American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

Elizabeth

Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.

FRESHMEN on the Junior
Honor Roll are: Paul Almy,
Craig Anderson, Susan And -

ICI 5-6650

392-0782

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

Gregory

Bach.

E. N/W Hwy.
Arl. Hghts.

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

er, Janice Wegner, Mary Ann
Wellbank, William Wichmann,

Gary

Dishes & Silver Service
Lawn & Garden Equip.
UNITED RENT - ALLS
708

Smith, Vic Bruce Tenuta,

Mary
Willwerth,
Witt, Leslie Wolters.

Exp. mother will do babysitting in my home.
827-8657

I will do ironing in my home.
CL 3-7652
24 -Help Wanted Men

WANTED -- Experienced inside carpenter -- or will train
man familiar with woodworking tools. Steady. ALSO weld-

er or welder's helper part

time. Please apply in person.

Buckeridge
Door Company
no S. Dryden Pl.

Insurance Inspectors
Full time and Part time.
Excellent benefits including
Sears Roebuck profit sharing.

CALL 383 -5950 -

Karen M e s s e r, Christine
Michela, Joan Mitrius, Mike

Service Review, Inc.

Moran, Nancy Mossman, Mar Bruce
Nauianne Mutert.
mann. William Newsom, Anne
Nieland, Roberta Novy, Susan
Nunamaker, Connie Orlowski,
John' Page, Laurence Pankau,
Nancy Peterson. Gail Plagge,
Glenn Plagge; Karen Pritz,
Privratsky,
Daniel
William

Kuri Straub. Eric
Swanson, Mark Tajima, LarStites,

ry

Tanaka.

-

'

$20 per week.

Call 673-6760

QUALITY CONTROL
INSPECTOR
Have immediate opening for a
man to take complete charge of

inspection procedures during
our second shift. Excellent
chance for advancement in fast

growing electronic company.

Will train man with related
background

.METHODE

MANUFACTURING
CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer
15 -Business Personals

DO YOU
NEED
_$2000

until 5:00 P. M.

Wilhelm, John Wilkinson,
INecaknic.y W i t

Deer Grove
Preserve.

$3000
$4000

I. Mary LOU ZO-

Roy DeMarrais
Takes Ohio Job

OR MORE

FOR ANY

I

REASON?

Ericksons recently sold at

SPECIALIZE
MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

3

N. Elm.

New owners there are, Mr.

and Mrs. William Bahn and
Point, Ind.

YOUR

Planning to con-

tinue making her home with

Only unwelcome guests. will be health and the fact the couple's
mii§qpimes. 'which, if present sons are away at college.
in the past have failed to spoil A junior at. the University

FAMILY

ROY deMARRAlS

A former aide- to Harper
College President Dr. Robert
Lahti, Roy deMarrais, has

Ohio post by

Mahoning

the

Community College Board recently at a salary of ,S17,000

the fun to which the mail de- of Iowa is Charles,- while a year.
partment always looks 'forWalter Jr., attends the RodeMarrais received
ward.
chester Institute of Technology.

--A- &tighter Joy will be a freshat Forest View High
School in September.
Charles is currently atman

WANT AD?

Riley, Kas.

one-

association

with Harper__ Col-

lege.

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE

-_

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those

still valuable

CALL TODAY

longer use..

255-5060
Henriksen

Why not call

Loan Ltd.
-12 E. Rand Rd.

items around
your home
that you no
-

MONTHLY PAYMENT

me today?'

Dial 255-7200 i

Mt. Prosplect

are Dr. and Mrs. E. Suchow

at'Northwest Hiway'

6 WALLETS With Every Portrait Order

Ph. 255-7800'

5 x 7 -5.50
8 x 10 - 6.60
11 x 14 - 10.95
LOCAL HOME PORTRAIT SPECIALIST

Prospect.
pathologist

Hospital.

Dr. Suchow is a
at

Holy

Family

The deer family

is

diversified in size,
from
the.
massive

greatly
ranging
moose,

which may grow seven feet tall
at the shoulders and- weigh up
to 1,400 pounds, to the pudu of
the Chilean Andes, which weighs
up to 24 pounds and stands only
13.1/2 inches at the shoulders.

Tair"---k--

, mc

,-.,

Diversified Family

who have five daughters and
who already live in Mount

..11111.. .00E. Ifilh.

a

In his duties
year contract.
at Mahoning, he will utilize
his
experience gained with

IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

tending R.O.T.C., camp at Ft.
NEW OWNERS of the Erick sofa' house at 617 Glendale

-

Months

WE

The move from Mount Prosis .only temporary, however, pending the selection of a
larger house than the one the
pect

.

FREE.

arl

5.

ANOTHER Erickson family been named Dean of the Colis also moving to an apart- lege of Mahoning Junior Colment. July 15 and Old Ivy lege at Youngstown, Ohio.
For weeks an employee apartments will become home
DeMarrais, who was accommittee made up of rep- to the Walter Ericksons.
tive in the succaiful Harper
resentatives of 'various de.,
Although Mr. Erickson is Referendum and served the
partments in the post office
making good progress, after a district as a special consulhas been making lists of re- long and
serious illness, the tant during the referendum
freshments, games and prizes. move has been prompted by his period, was appointed to the

_ FOR MENTIONING THIS AD

inspection

In

work.

OFFICE HOURS:

Carol

Weegc,

commission. Can earn over

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

Thomas Vikander, Kevin WarDarlene

afternoons, Monday thru Saturday. Guarantitid salary plus

for business.
8:30 A. M.

Bruce Timko, Howard Todd,
Joan Ulrich, Donn Valentine,
dell,

BOYS WANTED
12 to 17. Part time. To work

is now open

Thuerk,

Kathie

Drivers for ice cream truck.
Must be over 18. Excellent
income for right man. Call
after 5 p.m.
CL 3-1903.

department

wert,
isc

NUCLEAR DATA
INCORPORATIONS
529-4600

The DAY classified

e

Mary Skafte, William
Skibbe, Karen Sorensen, 'Den-

Zirk.

NOTICE

Rose, Patricia
Schavitz,
Edward
Schaefer,
Connie ' Schultz, Lee Shaler,
Rebecca Shelley, Kent Siec

working environment and
fringe benefits: Contact Ron

'

Rogers

Br u

digital computers. Excellent

(All State Enterprises)

Adele

Robinson,

J die

CALL 392-6282
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
Growth Company \has excellent opj3oittmity for electronic
technician.
Work involves
final test of special' purpose

Arlington Heights

son, Karen McLennan, Rebecca McNabb, James Merritt.

,

PACKAGE LIQUOR
STORE

11 -Business Services

Donna
Rabchuk,
Ronald Richardson,
Miles
Robertson,

Rodgers, Linda Rogers, David
Sauter,

-

-

1810, Estes Blvd.
Elk Grove Village
PART TIME

Take

this year in
No. 4 Forest

Arlington Portrait
Studio
CL 5.7456
,

Backed by 90 Yeakc Experience

picnic

upp..111111p." `.11119111,

:HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR.

Reindl,
Richard

Prefer exp'd. but will train

Up To vt-i To Pay

Office. That will be the day her mother and father, is Lois

young viewer who comes up

a

John

I Love Youl

Signad, Florence.

Murtha Paterson, Frank Psota,

Must be high school graduates.

Ericksons,
their
daughter,
Mrs. Martin Michonski and
her 20 month old baby.

of the annual local post office Michonski.

contest in

derful years.

WAREHOUSEMEN

ing Meadows are the LeRoy

A Bicycle

a

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY, Lowell. Thank you for 25 won-

Novack,

Thomas

,Norcross,

NOW LIVING in the Rambling Rose apartments in Roll-

at the Mount Prospect Post

offering

_

Susan Larson, Steve Larson, Leonard Malstrom, LinMarwedel, Colleen Mcda
Gee, Paula Moose, Richard

Tuesday.

To Win

lore on WTTW, Channel

TRIEDRICHS

perfect

employees and their families

blooded Iroquois who delighted
boys and girls a few years ago
with his program of Indian

The atmosphere of deep reverence prevailing in our
chapel aids In making the funeral service a time to
be remembered -and 'cheriifild ... lasting memorial
to loved ones.

teaching duties in school

Here's Chance

Chief White Eagle, the full-

A Service Of Dignity,
Beauty ... in Our Chapel

Relaxing this summer from

on Sunday is the plea of. 90 their small sons from Crown

is

Rumor:01e for bills made by
myself ably. As of this dst4i,
6/19/66. Orville W.,FItywoal

Larson.

.

--u dinner at Cliff Marto.

Friday, July 15

Do .11 Yourself Or. We Install

Mrs. H. G. Gemnill, Mrs.
Daryl Oldaker, Mrs. Ross
Batts, and Mrs. L.K. Laird.
her

Dance, Com-

Teens

ornia.

The families went at dif- district 21, Mrs. Boyland and
ferent times and by different another daughter, Mrs. Ted
means of transportation, but Reed of Park Forest were
all were on hand by Friday guests of Mrs. Gemill and her
for a dinner at the Salzmans' daughter, Mrs. Peter Tsolihome, and Saturday night nas at lunch in their home

munity Center, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Junior College District 512 Board
Meeting,
District 214 Administration
Building, 8:30 p.m.

Twirlin'

studying for an advanced degree in speech therapy at the
University of Southern Calif-

June 30 found Mrs. Boyland
among those who went to the
Salzman Sr., headed Milburn Harrington home of Mrs. Fred
Brothers. Both William and Welsh for an afternoon of
Robert are now part of that bridge. Others from here infirm. Although the actual an- cluded Mrs. Kermit LeMay,

blatt's), 8:00 p.m.
-

HERE TO spend the sum-

Salzmans

Club, Plaza Civic Center (West of Gold-

Michael Handwerker. Forrest
Haney, Michael Herod. Barbara Hjclm, Elinor Jackson,

320 W. Central Road
Prospect,' III.

the

R Linen Salzmans from here, mer- with Mrs. Alice Boyland
the William Salzmans from is her daughter, Alise. The
Long Grove and the Joseph young woman flew in several

Tuesday, July 12
Prospect Waist - Aways Friedrich's
Funeral Home (Ridge Ave. entrance),
7:30 p.m.
Guardsmen
Drum'
Corps
Booster

Wednesday, July 13
Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Ad clines, Int., Mount Prospect Country
Club, 8:30 p.m.

:HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS'

,

The event which took

Room of the Library, 7:30 p.m.
Township High School District 214
Board Meeting, Administration Building, 7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Park District Board,
Community Center, 8:00 p.m.
Riverhurst Home and Garden Club,
Euclid School, 8:00 p.m.

anne Woodcock, Valerie Youle.

Janet Haase, Christine Hahn,

One Mount Prospect family and two others well known in

Mt. Prospect Rotary Club at Old Orchard Country Club, 12:15 p.m.

Richard Johnson, Gary
Kantner, Roger Kelly, Nor mini 'Klein, Carol Kneclitel,
Irene
Kwiecinski,
Richard

Madl, Kathleen Mann, Chris topher Manacle. James Matt-

By Grace Mott

Monday, July 11

tine. Thorpe. ,Robert Tobin,
Joann Tomcko, Debbie Tray °sett,' Bonnie Van Riet, Janice

14 -Personals

son,

Arlington Heights. Steady
Project. 358-1311' or 259-

qualified applicants. Many
company benefits. Report to

Daniel Jackson, Marilyn John-

erson,

thering
rI
tucson

GaI

Sunday, July 10
Guardsmen

chael Mueller. Russell Nelson. Bartlett Petersen, James
Phelan. Janis Reek. Robert
Robinson, Gregory Schmidt,
Sesterhenn,
Edward
James
Settle. Diane Siewert, Janet
Skibbe, Larry Stein. Chris-

hurst area - very lovable.
About 2' high and wore no
collir. Call CI 3-1735

Grace's Daze

mation call 259-3633

Logan, Su-

san Magill. Janet McNeil, Mi-

Ackerman,

Wheelers

ers Lake.

Jean Howard, Corinne Hugh,

Sandra

Deadline for

vorced) All Day Family Picnic at Pow-

Raymond Hearl, Ann Hesness,

Kreusch,

JUNIORS on the Junior HonKaren Ages.
or Roll are:
Leilani Baehr, Paulette Bates.
Linda Bauer, Linda Baugh-

Saturday, July 9

rold Fuller, Gary Glass,
elyn

Joyce Wolters. Paul Zander.

is prepared as a public- service by the Mount

Susan Courtney, Glenn Defiering, Robert Denise, Darryl

Van -

Thomas Webster, Bylle Welnicki, Douglas White. R. DenWolf,
Wickiser, Craig
ny

erson, Mount Prospect (CL ..4-7469). The listing

1 plain black dog near Rand-.

Roberta
. Haskell,
Haut, Deborah Heitzman, John
Holmblad, Stephen Holmes,
Edward

Painters wanted to work In
5446.

FOUND

SOPHOMORES on the jun- dy, Jeffrey Brauchle, James
Nancy Bryant, . William Busse, Don ior Honor Roll arc:
Adler. Nancy Agrillo, Lu- aid Daft. Daniel Dittman, Robcillc Barale, June Barnett, ert Dolejs, Gail Donovan, KarMartha Beasley, Bruce Be- en Duke. Nancy Dunlop, Gregnard, Ruth Benoit. Kathleen ory Esty, Holly Fischer, Rich Boland. Susan Bornhoeft, ard Fischer, Robert Freck,
Bruce Burkhardt. Daniel Col- Jo Gallup, Marilyn Gordon,
Ellen Kathleen Graham. Janet GruColwell,
tins,
Carol
Colwell, Michael Cortcen.
bar. Christine Hugg, Marstin
Susan Hastings, Lord
Dassonville,
Dale
Hausknecht,
Davis. Robert DeJonge, Pa- Lynn Hedke, Joan Heumann,
Kathleen Deborah Janney, Gale Janatrice
Eisentraut.
Engibous, Jeanne Foley. Phil- zik, Gail Jensen, Dale Jensen,
lip Freymun, Marilyn Frohn- Rebecca Johns.
berg, Carolyn Glabc, Allan
Johnson,
Michael
Diane
Glover. Lee Gundersen, Ed- Kiermas, Jean Kleinhammer,
ward Hanson. Roy , Hardin. D. Karen Kobi, Steve Krueger,
Janice Kwiccinski, Betsy Lee.
Paul Umbel's, Paulette Ligocki. Patti ' Long, Patricia

Kampen, N a n c y Wankel,

If your organization, club or special group

Stephen Beck, Linda
Booth, Daniel Braun, Christine Busse, Roberta Butz, Judith Carlson. Larry Clark,

Darryl

Taller,

Sherry

Woods,

392-7688

Bates, Mary Bean, Jane- Bon -

James Thorne, Teresa Tobin.

should be listed in this weekly calendar, please
call or write to Mrs. Helen Becker: 119 N. Em-

Bates,

g

i

Siebold,
Bruce
Schroeder,
Bonnie Stitt. Linda Sunup!,

Of Events

liams.

Susan

James Scholtens, Cr a

Calendar

Warren, Marilyn Watkins, Nancy Witkowski, Timothy Wille, Amy WilWalsh, Susan

JUNIORS

Wiedl, Craig
Kenneth A. Zaleski.

Doris Schlais.

Von-

Pamela

24 -Help Wanted. Men

13 -Lest AN Foul

1HE . PROSPECT DAY
Page

..

HENRIKSEN

7

LOAN CO
., ,

.

Crtetriti4r

FAMILY

OFFICE HOURS:
Hours:
5:30

WANT ADS

/-

Weekdays 9 a.m. to

p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to

p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. b
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
`iy the State of Illinois.

.

THE .DAY

..

RELAY DRIVER
1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

255-7200
Men Wanted for relay drivel
3 a.m. to 6 -a.m.

PART TIME

.

Monday thru Satuday
MT. PROSPECT
, NEWS AGENCY
992-1890
MAN WITH CAR
to deliver in Prospect Heights.

Man to work in, hobby shop
Nights and Saturdays. Interest in hobbies preferable.
Phone weekdays except Wed.

Monday-thru Friday

10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
992-1830

,255-1550

Sunday only. Call
MT. PROSPECT

Boy with own trans. to do
yard work in Prospect Ht.

Machinists -Grinders
Lathe Operators

men with a desire to learn_

the technique of manufacturing a new type of electronic
component. This is a relatively new department within a

fringe benefits, steady work with overtime.
Telephone Mr. McGrath at 358-5800.

well established firm and cap -

able men will advance into

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

positions. Our

responsible
work requires precision and

work, .and some print read-

ing would encompass general
duties. Related experience

interesting procedure. Good
starting rate, quarterly wage
reviews, 'profit sharing and
insurance program are port
of excellent fringe benefits

available. Call or apply in
person to

METHODE
MANUFACTURING

WHEELING

ST.

1700 Hicks Road

597-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Rol ling Meadows

BUSINESS
Service. Directory
Let us help make your...DAY!

CL 5-1015

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Northwest
Community Hospital

A college graduate is preferreihhowever a non -grad with
good solid experience in this field could be acceptable.

800 W. Central Rd.

Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots.
business

areas,

resurfacing

old blacktop. repair & seal
coating

Exp Qual Workmanship

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

7 days a week service

Work Guar Free Estimates
Call us and conipare prices

potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

:37.8228

DON'S BLACKTOP

MEN WANTED

Driveway, and parking lots.
All work guaranteed Don't
deride until you Lull us for

NEWS AGENCY
392-1890
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Ammon of Addrnsogreph Multsgropl, Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

Didn't
Suburban manufacturer needs an individual proficient in the

You Still Qualify
for Mgrnt Training

components. Will also devise production test equipment. He
will be Al man In small department. Attractive five figure
salary and outstanding fringe benefits.

future call Mr. Marquard.

CALL HOWARD KOSS AT

TEACHERS -COLLEGE
STUDENTS
OTHERS

299 -7766 -DAILY

free estimate
Open
hours, 7 dass a week
'

24

LE 7-1166

furniture anything
824-2865

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting

SERVICE
Free estimates.
Screens & storms painted.

CupetAng Cleaners

RUG & CARPET CLEANlow

562-2991

529-7774

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Til-

Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
-

824-9530

ing. Free estimate.

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

Quality work at reasonable
priLes Insured & all work
guaranteed

Individualized
Rendhurst.

Free Estimates

Free Estimates

ity

painting.

Free

529.6587
qual-.

KELLY'S
TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Removal
FREE ESTIMATES

esti-

mates.

20c -Colors

Phone CL 5-1015

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorglas Co.
Serving- the entire N.W.
patios.
Driveways,
urea.
etc Protective curbing for
All
driveways
asphalt
work guaranteed. Free es-'.

timlites 529-6587.

Sewing Winne Repairs.
Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. 'on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust. $3.

24 hr. phone serv.
894-3115

,CLEANING

so

new

method

cleaning.

carpet
.

456-5404
IN THE

WAN LS

$650-$675 - Free
Every once in a while a truly
extraordinary job comes
along. For the young man bent

on a career in management

various depts. - such as in-

dustrial relations, advertising,
-marketing production, e t c.;

the training program is far
above average. Its purpose-

growing company in the electronic and automotive indus-

grossive employee benefits
advancement' opportunities,
and fine modern new working
conditions.

If you are an individual with
this 'type of experience -'and background please feel free
In calling ban Sundt.

LIT TELFUSE
824-1188

800 East Northwest' Hwy.

been very successful in doing
just that. No previous expeii

ence replied. For a truly rewarding n tier v i e w.

Chemical .Trainee

'

$475-$525 Mo.

Several years in the accounting field would also be most
helpfut.Should also have completed his military obligation..
If this position sounds interesting to you please feel free
to call for a personal and confidential interview.

try in- need of a qualified

Rare opportunity for young
man to receive solid training

.

in the chemical -industry. This

major. Co. will train a young

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential,' good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

man to work with chemists

engaged in research and -de-'
veto

,

n

inqiusitive

and the determination to com-

plete your education at their
expense. Starts you immedi-

view.

ately. No fee.

'

-

ed.

min.. coupled with ambition

If you think this is your eltortunity to move up into a new
challenge then write or phone us for a confidential Biter,

$110 WK.-FREE

You can move Pn
into this
p
g career field They

only train you,- but

pay you while you ge to school.
Is19previous experience need-

e. Ca

253

Beginner Accountant
$600-FREE
6 to 9 hrs. of college study in

accounting starts you in an

accounting training program

that will cover all areas of

management accounting. They

will also pay you full salary
and you will get addition
ichoo

at company expense.

No pre oug',exp. needed. NO
FEE. Call 253-6600.

Customer Relations
Liaison Trainee
$120 WK.-FREE

Want- a veal career in customer relations? Train to be

the liaison man between your
company 'and their clients.
You will learn to discuss bids
and how to quote on materials.
No previous experience needed. Many benefits. NO FEE.
Call 253-6600.

Math Major
$600-$675 Free
You willgramm
be
ed inby sdentif ic ro
the
leadinpg Co. in the field. No
previous experience. This is

one of the most exciting ca-

reer fields available to young
men anywhere in the U.S.A.
You will also get 4 raises 1st
year. Call for further info:
;LT,

to groom young men for future
executive positions, and it's

If you like to work with figures end feel you ere in a rut
this might be for you.
We are in need of a cost accountant for our ount Piospect
office.
Applicant should have at least 2 years of co lege and some
experience in mathematical accounting.

s

JOB OF THE WEEK

Human Relations
TRAINEE

$625.r Free
If you're searching for a job
that offers professional growth
coupled with an immense

amount of personal satisfaction, you can't do better anywhere. Our client will train
you from scratch in all areas

of Human Relations from employee counseling to training
of new employees to administration of corporate personnel
policies. You will- never be
bored. No previous experience
requifed for We lob of a lifes
time.

I

Interviewing Hours: Mon thru Fri, 8 am to 4:15 p.m. Sat.
9 am to 12 noon or by special appointment.

PARKER

A. -Charles. Bruning Company
WI &mon of Addrossogroph Muhigroph Corp

117 S. Emerson
Mount Prospect
Call 253-6600

I

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

your, FIND

4 College Graduates

PRODUCT

PROGRAMMER --1401
We are an expanding and

Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine al-

S. Evergreen Arl, Hgts.
CL 5-5692

4 Retail Mgt.. Trs. FREE $
FREE 90
7 Cost Acctg.

,4 Jr. Exec. Trim. FREE $$5575
2 Expediter Trns.
EE $625
5 Communi. Trns. FRFREE

_.

(Color or Black & White)
17.

$$585600

COST ACCOUNTANT

MODERNE WALL

Wall Washing

FREE $675
FREE $550
FREE $600
FREE $575
FREE $650

this is such a job. Our client,
one of America's best known
companies, will train you in

2201 S. Elmhurst Rd.
At corner of Touhy
Des Plaines, Illinois

Radio and T.V. Repair

Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at

392-7430

$6$50075

Mkt Rsch. Trs. FREE
6 Indus. Sales Trs. FREE
5 Food Sales This. FREE $585
2 Chem. Sales Trs. FREE
9 Payroll Trns. FREE
6 Sales Prom. Trs. FREE $575
$533
8 Cust. Relat Trs. FREE 600

Des Plaines, Ill.
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
. 824-1188

STANDARD OIL
DIVISION OF AMERICAN.
OIL COMPANY

FREE
FREE

.4

LITTELF.USE

Many company benefits.Will
train High school graduates.

Job offers excellent and pro-

Storm Damaged
Antena'a
Repaired or 'Replaced
Call

25c

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights

Interesting full time position
with Excellent working conditions. Good Startingsalary

RAY'S

Repay

2 x 8 x 16

8 Field En g. Trns.
3 Ind. Credit
4 Traffic Trns.
6 Inside Sales Trs.
5 Whse. Mgr. Trs.

appointment.

TERMINAL MAN

BY machine. No mess, no

PATIO BLOCKS
Each -Plain

774-9393

FREE $585

7 Account. This. FREE .$625
5 Editorial This. FREE $585

We are in need of a man 25 - 40 with experience in supervision, machine set - up, and
handling women in production who will take
over the direct responsibility and duties as
outlined for a department.
Applicant should have experience doing this
type of work. Fine starting salary accompanies progressive employee benefits. If you feel
you are qualified please call Dan Sundt for

Miss Paige

stieaking.
Free
estimate.
Steve Mueller
HE 7-4556

358-4882

LEARN PROGRAMMING

FREE $550
FREE $590
FREE $600
4 Auto Claim Trns. FREE $575
3 Prchasing. This. FREE $575
6 IBM Sys. Trns. FREE $650
5 Qua Chi -L 'ans. FREE $575
7 Program. This. FREE $600
2 Foreman This. FREE $650
3 Fire Claim Trns. ,FREE $585
4 Paper Sales Trs. FREE $550

Personnel Service

appointments and keep simple

programmer with experience in 1401 operations for
at least 1 to 2 years. Seeking au individual with programming experience with a
manufacturing. concern.
Random access knowledge
is a prerequisite.

Cement Work

IBM Trainee

oped after many years of trial
and error.
Call 253-6600

a irri.Sallocrer 4,..,

824-2865

BARON TREE SERVICE

253-6600.

tested training programs

7 Advertisg. Trns.
4 Off. Mgr. Tres
2 Personnel Trns.
2 Undrwrtr. This.
5 Pub. ReL Trus.
4 Tab Room Trns.

Ee A.- Hoover

TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

255.0348

Interior and exterior

259 -5066

de-

Suburban
Decorators

hull Time Professional
People -

styling,

signing & alterations. Near

You can't do
anywhere! They will
geivmming...,
not only pay and train you at
the same time, but will pay
for your further schooling in
I.B.M. No previous experience needed. NO FEE. Call

ings are, for the most part,

salary and benefits program. Call now and ask for Don Munk,
daily or evenings till 8:30. CL 9-9050 or 299-7766.

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

CL 3-7384

were unable to complete the
academic requirements needed fir a degree. These open-

Mature Judgment and ability to supervise 6 to 8 in department -

with progressive increase.

Tree Service -lawns Mowed

Pamtmg-Decmating

We have numerous openings
available for young men who,

will qualify you for this rewarding position with a well established'expanding electronics manufacturer. Above average

sonality as his receptionist.
You'll greet patients, help
them feel at ease, schedule

7205 N. Meade

Learn I.B.M. Men move into

$5334675

COST ACCOUNTING
SUPERVISOR

24 -Help Wanted Men

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

QUALITY PAINTING

PHONE 439-1794

ING
Expert work,
cost, free estimate

records. No Slits. or eves.
$90 wk. Free.

Trainee - $95 Week

which have successfully devel-

neighborhood

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales

DATA PROCESSING.

for one reason or another,

439-7310

- 17 to 20

Boy

TEST ENGINEER
test and evaluation of electronic and electro-mechanical

If you want a Job with a

light typing and pleasing per-. .

Chicagoland's Finest Career Center
Finish College?

doctor will train a girl with

Wheeling, 111.

.

An equal opportunity employer

sharing.

Used Cars - Trucks
IOU To Choose From
Motor Sales
Rt. 12 & 21
Lake Zurich

PARKER

.

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

Grove., openings for
general office, biller typist,
000kkeeping machine operator, receptionist, general
warehouse, order fillers,
order packers, warehouse
foreman trainees. Good starting wage, merit and length of
service
raises, profit -

young

WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Charles Bruning Company

Office and Warehouse

This

250 N. 12th ST.

Interviewing Hours: Mon. thru Frt. 8 am to 4 pm.Sat. 9 am to
12 noon, or by special appointment.

MT. PROSPECT

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

259-0141

24 -Help Wanted Men

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

,

381-0563

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
&

774-9393

MART IM METALS

,

Trash Haul*

Poul's Landscaping
Complete landscaping
Maint. Call for free est.

'

7205"N. Meade

and work' simplificistion. B. S., degree in industrial engineering or equivalent.

If you think you have 'what it takes to fill this position write '
or phone today for a confidential interview.

to 8:30. Call

529-6587

-

official greeter for this excel.
manufacturing arm. Req's.
are light typing, neat appearance and personality for
intik contact. To $25 wk.
Free.
Miss Paige

3 years experience in Time study, methods analysis

of

for Sunday morning work, 4:30,

For interview ph. Mr. Wagner.

259-0487

landscaping

sit at front desk and be the

Outstanding career opportunity for candidate with minimum

Bruning offers excellent Job security, good advancement

Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

TREE SERVICE

Transporation

couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.
Call 373.6880
Alton's Quality

,N. W. Suburban office, yofili

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER

Position ,requires a person with experience in layout design
of liquid pumps and transfer systems similar to that used
by paint and chemical manufacturers.

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

CLEANING HOMES by

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving

774-9993

24 -Help Wanted Men

APPLY PERSONNEL

after orientation.

sored program approved by
PARENTS MAG., teachers,
and clergy. You will love itl

BARON

General Cleaning

directions. To $80 wk. Free.
Miss Patin
7205 N. Meade

(CHEMICAL PROCESS ING)

No medicil experience req'd.
Blacktop Work

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.

PROJECT ENGINEER

of your choosing.Highlyspon-

Call 255-7200

N. W.Suburban m edleal clinic .
You'll page doctor's, give
visitors information and

100% FREE
992-6100
SHEETS, Inc.

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

RECEPTIONISTS

receptionist for this modern

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

PER WEEK

For

392-6100i'

,

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.-

In your own sweet time, for.
pleasant and rewarding interview type work in local area

reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

ADVERTISING

SHEETS

EARN UP TO $100

Consult thisdaily guide of
reliable services offered by

Products Co.

positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
-'Trainees or experienced

is willing to start for' $80.

Elk

392-3500

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY raf

FREE -$300 to $625

FREE position.

You'll be trained to take over
small, not to busy switchboard. You'll also be the

National Contany moving to

JACK RHIND

METALS

SWITCHBOARD
TRAINEE

Will be assigned 2nd shift

individual willing to learn this

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic in-

OFFICE POSITIONS.

Excellent opportunity for experienced maintenance man.

helpful, but we will train an

creases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

DOCTOR'S ASSIST
Someone who likes people a
trainee with light typing who

MAN

mind. Mechanical ability, process development, trouble
shooting, layout and model

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

Arlington Concrete

Job security. Call
259-5300, Ext. 42

like to work
with his hands and as alert

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

High School District 214. Full
time. Substantial starting

a man must

HOFFMAN ESTATES

250 N. 12th

CUSTODIANS

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

MAINTENANCE

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANTS
We have a need for three

Experienced men able to make own setups.

mAgaacrrim

Full or Part Time. Mt.Prospont Liquors. 16 N. Main,
Mt. Prospect.

on Sat. CL 3-5958.

Openings for trainees as well. Excellent

1

LIQUOR STORE CLERK

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

rate. Night bonus, paid vacations, medical benefits and

NEWS AGENCY
992-1890

24 -Help Wanted Mee

24 -Help Wanted -Men

24-110p Wanted Men

15

ONLY

DAYS

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M:
'24 -Help Wanted Men

'24 -Help Wanted Men

$

CALL TODAY

ANT
24 -Help Wanted Men

Friday, July 8, 1966

MT. PROSPECT .

PHONE CL 5-1900

An equal opportunity employer-

Open Eves. Mon thru Thurs. til 7 -Sat 9 to42 Noon:

-

Des Plaines

5,

r

4,

. ....

.

Friday, July. 8, 1966

THE DAY

30-ifelp Wanted -Women

-30-Help Wanted -Women

Dependable local woman for
general cleaning. Thursday or
-Friday.
392-3961.
GENERAL OFFICE
Legal Sect.y. Arlington Hts.
Office. Experience prefer.
Insurance company in Cumberlind area has permanent, red. CL, 5-6500
positions avant:11e. No experDependable cleaning woman
ience required. If you tan 2 days a week, In Arl. Hgts.
type 30 wpm, energetic and Own trans. preferred CL 5active, phone

296-6661
An equal opportunity employer
WAITRESS over 16.Will train.

'

Hours 2:30 to 7:30.

Phone 255-5266

Breda's Luncheonette
218 E. Northwest Hwy. A.H.

NOTICE
Designations

as to sex in

our Help Wanted and Employment Agency columns

are made only (1) to in-

a hamburger and ice cream
store. We furnish uniforms:
Call or see

I'

Mrs. Pecorarto

COCK ROBIN
W. Northweet Highway
' Arlington Heights

Full time fOr High School
District #214. Work close to

259-2094
STENO TYPIST FOR ORDER

home; pleasant surroundings;
fringe benefits. Call
.259-5300, Ext. 37

writing & general correspond-

ence, small pleasant office,
usual company benefits. Ross

WAITRESSES WANTED dee RoadMheeling,'537-0060
Experienced for Nights

COUNTRY SIDE INN

or enterprise, or (2) as a

W.Campbell ArlingtonHgts.

'1

'convenience to our readers

992-9344

to let them know which
positions the advertiser

Household Help

Woman to clean, 5 builder's
models, corner Orchard and
Dryden Sts., Arlington Hgts.
Apply in person about 11 A.M.

or call

SHORTHAND NECESSARY

other because of the work

PART TIME
HEALTH DEPT.
, Village of Arlington fits.
Salary open
Apply Financial Director
Village of Arlington Hts.

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful
preference, .limitation,

specification or discrimination in employment practices.

33 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Hts.
253-2340

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

WE NEED YOU!
If you are interested in en
extrembly

interesting job,

please come in for an interview. Classified advertising
experience would be helpful,

but a pleasant telephone voice
and personality are really the
most essential qualifications.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Join A Profit Sharing ComPany

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

Join

To quality control manager.
Excellent opportunity for a
personable young lady to work
for the manager of the quality

INTERV IEW ING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings ill 7:30 pm

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
,

control department. Position
offers interesting and varied
work in pleasant surroundings. Applicants with above
average typing and shorthand
preferred

First 5 Days Pay

ANALYZERS
Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

PURCHAS ING EXPEDITOR
Some experience expiditing in the electronic field.

577 Northwest Hwy.
CHICAGO, ILL.

A mana . Upright freezer. 24"
boy's bike. Best offer.
CL 5-0472
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
CL 5-1108
Mohawk wool carpet and' pad

Holidays and

OM

131.11S

$75 BONUS
Top Rates

TemPorary Service

shopping convenient for
secretary to take responsi- - keep
Spiegel catalog customers.
bility and must be able to Credit
the fastest growmeet the public. Must be a- ing fieldisfor
women -and the

must sell - Best Offer
CL 5-2160
Wm. Frank trumpet $30, sewing machine $5, movie lite set

As a Spiegel credit clerk
will keep customer
you

Asking $50. 253-5297
For Sale. 21" Zenith portable

vailable for evening meetings.

chance for advancement is

$5, 26" boy's bike $15,Jacobsen 21" reel type mower $35,
golf clubs $15, 1 1/2 gal. weed

best -with a nation-wide company such as Speigel--Credit
headquarters for America.
You'll enjoy good pay and

many big company benefits

such as discount on merchandise, vacations with pay,
hospitalization, many others.
CALL 255-7500
For interview appointment
Miss Green

close to home. Fringe bene-

SPIEGEL

259-5300, Ext. 37

Serving America since 1865.

Avalon Travel. Trailers and
Avalon and Dreamer Pickup

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

1701 W. Rte. 120, 1-14 ml.
E. of McHenry. Phone 815-

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

WE NEED HELP

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR AND CLERK

3 to 11 P.M. SHIFT
APPLY IN PERSON
948 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines

CL 5-2900

824-1155 Ext.236

GENERAL OFFICE

5 PM steady. Schaumburg
location. Call for appointLA 9-1709

WAITRESSES

Grab this OPPORTUNITY to be trained on the job.

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

We are now interviewing neat, attractive young ladies between the ages of 18-35 for the position of

We will train you to operate IBM Key punch machines.
Knowledge of touch typing required. Evening hours 5:30 to'
10 p.m. Outstanding company benefits including profit sharing.

COUNTER CLERK
Will train personable married

WAITRESS

cludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet,

We can offer permanent employment with excellent employee

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-

PURE nil. COMPANY

benefits, including paid vacations, free Insurance programs.
$1.0170. hr. plus full Gratuities.
Apply in Person

ORCHID CLEANERS

A Division of Union 011 Company of California
East Golf Road
Palatine, Illinois

24 N. Main, Mt. Prospett

200

LA 9-7700

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
900 N. Northwest Hwy. (Sas. 63 & 14)

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Palatine, Ill.

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

of Plastic Products

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS
Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicaturs is
a must.

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations

Steady employment
Bonus for night 'work

ASSEMBLERS

Paid rest periods

Paid Holidays
Free Hospitalization

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

A pply 9- 5 Mon. th ru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

General Molded Products. Inc..
Des Plaines, Illinois

1365 Lee Street

No experience necessary as we will train.

524-6135

774-5155

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WE NEED HELP

BUILD ING MAINTENANCE MAN.

250 N. 12th ST.

HOUSEKEEPER

-

WIRERS AND SOLDERERS

948 E. Northwest. Hwy.
Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify
any ambition individual.

As an employee.of AMPEX you will qualify

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.

*Company paid

insurance

1

*Early sepiprity in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Write, Call or Visit
'P.M. Smith

AMPEX
2201 Lndmeir Road, Elk Grove Village
Phone 437-5800
Located between .Higgins and Route. #83

An Equal Oppolunity Employer

437-5900
for appointment

Why not beat the summer heat while working In our modern
air-conditioned plant. You'll enjoy working with your neighbors

in our clean 'pleasant surroundings. Come in today for an

'Ekco Containers, the world': leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine, opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.'

interview.

Employment office open daily 8 to 5P.M.Saturday until noon.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

NUCLEAR -CHICAGO CORP.

MACHINE DESIGNER

827-4456
Des Plaines
333 E. Howard
116Lat East of .Mt. Prospect Rd. nr.
Tollytay)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Young man with knowledge of gears, cams, linkages and
mechanisms.

CASHIER

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

NORTWEST COMMUNITY -HOSPITAL

ACCOUNTANT,

CLERICAL

To assume position in cost accounting. Prefer 1 to 3 years

FULL AND PA-RT.T IME

experience In public accounting or manufacturing..

Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,

FULL TI ME NIGHTS

CASHIER -HOSTESS
L

We can offer perinanent employment, with excellent employee

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance piogram.

Variety of positions offering good salary; patient; public_

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cateterta' & large

.convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic

Contact

HOSTESS

We are now interviewlng neat attractive young ladies between
the
20 - 35 for the position of:

with alfa numericarkeypunch.

Personnel Dept. for further information.

-

I-

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

company in the challenging field of packaging.

Elk Grove Village, III.

2200 Arthur Ave.

Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

Full .or part tlinei Day or night shift. Prefer experience,

4

Position calls for women with good typing and clerical skills.
Interesting work in new, alr-conditioned plant and congenial
atmosphere. Good starting pay, regular merit reviews and profit shaking:

GIRLS: WE NEED YOU

OPPORTUNITIES

for many company benefits such as

Arlington Heights

Please phone Mrs. Strand at

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 5-2900

CL 9-1000

CLERK TYPIST

97-2180

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Also HANDYMAN- Full Time
INSPECTOR

\;,,InEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

LAUNDRY HELP

Maintaining building machines.

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSP ITAL
800 W. Central Rd.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY VW

PART & FULL TI ME
MAIDS

APPLY PERSONNEL

MART/N METAL AN.

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL

WOrk .involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

ing.

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

ELECTRICIAN

No experience necessary, excellent paid training program.'
Year round permanent employment plus merit increases.
Many employee benefits.
The above important positions offer the satisfaction of working with people. Only those seeking year round secure permanent employment need apply. Choice of shifts after train-

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization" and, life in-

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

ASSEMBLERS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

GET PA ID 'FOR TRAINING!

general clerical work. Figure
aptitude. Full time. 8 to

people. Call collect 453-9510,

Pleasant working cond't's
Free Life Insurance

,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Young woman 25 to 35 for

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

385-6333.

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
MAIDS AND LAUNDRY HELP
FULL OR PART TIME

METHODE MFG. CO.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

:

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

'

Coaches.
Open Sundays 12 to 5
FREUND'S CAMPERS

$10, bongo drum $7.992-4248

Experienced

30 Algonquin Rd.

255-4691.
SALES & RENTALS
Nimrod Camping Traitors

sprayer $2, bow and quiver

TELETYPE OPERATOR

-

set with slide $10:
Child's Pixie bike with training wheels $10. Toro reel
riding mower $35. National
cash register. 1 yr. old. $95.
Swing

lington Heights. Experienced

Good starting salaries and excellent employee benefits including profit sharing.

8608 GolfRd. Des Plaines

Arlington Hgt. Knob Hill

various sizes, barbeque grill;
floor scrubber, luggage carrier, .infant furn., lamps,
coffee table, boy's 26" Mice.

ed irons plus extras. Estate,

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

CALL JIM CARO
763-6700

12 PM to 6 PM

used. $250. or best offer.

Our fast growing company has

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

0386.

charge purchases and help

30 -Help Wanted -Women

above positions.
Frequent wage reviews & excellent fringe benefits.

matched end tables $25.;
Ifide-a-bed $40. Lamp $5. 3'
leg. car jack, $2. Call CL 53

accounts up-to-date, approve

fits. Call

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

12

tarp, $5., Sleeping bag, $1.50;.

& household items.

experience desirable.

STENOGRAPHER

OPERATORS

Birch Door, $10., 9' x

392-7071 After 6 Mon-Thurs.
Like new golf clubs, bag and
cart, exc. condition. 4 matched woods,complete set match-

bookkeeping credit or sales

For High School District#214.
Interesting position. Work

MACHINE

& Mountain), $12., 30 x 80,

Adult & children's clothes;

SPIEGEL CATALOG CENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY

An above average job for girls
or women with background of

Apply Finance Director
Village of Arlington Heights
33 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.

INSPECTORS

Car top carrier (Box) $7.,
8 x 6 Train table (tunnel-

417 East Valley Lane

Salary commensurate with experience and background.

ASSEMBLERS

259-2076:

TV 66 Model. 6 months old.
$75. or best offer. Complete
1966 set World Book Encyclopedia w/chlldcraft. Never

Legal, real estate or governmental background helpful.

Young lady over 18 for Cashier, 5, 13,,,or '7 afternoons per
week. Pleasant working conditions. Good starting salary.
Apply Manager. 392-9393.

CREDIT OFFERS
TOP CAREERS FOR
GIRLS,WOMEN

iginal oil paintings, 1 ton by
draulic jack. 4955 Buick..

GARAGE SALE

Neighborhood Sidewalk Sale
Saturday July 9

Deputy Village Clerk of Ar-

RIGHTGIRL-

Mr.Styne

Dl. 8-6800

10 x 15'.. Runner 2' x 15'.

SECRETARIAL

Paid Vacations

urn AK [IX OM. 'UMW

Phone 439-1100

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

,

OPTICAL- INC.

en-tAvaryc
COIPORATIC.

F.H.BONN COMPANY

Citizens Utilities Co.
of Illinois

VARO

women in our new plants

rate. Fine insurance pro-

$10 BONUS

ment.

.

The following positions are now available for men and

801 N. Princeton Arl. Hgts.
July 12 & 18. 10:30 to 5 pm

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come i
work with them in a pleasant.
place. come
see us. I-

women in

SECRETARY

fice and clerical work. Light
typing. Modern new building
'and many company benefits.

8 to 4:30.

A pply

Male & Female

Young lady for general of-

vacation. Five day week -

PHONE 827-1108

SECRETARY

You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you
adapt' It to industrial machines. Yon will sew medium

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

With

Power
mower, wheel balrow, 7 or-

GENERAL OFFICE

gram. Paid

Call Jane Nelson

253-9573

believes would be: of more
interest to one sex than the

Secretaries
Clerks

19" Portable TV.

LADIES' SAMPLE CLOTHES
10% off Wholesale

CAN YOU SEW?

weight nylon goods. Good

IMMEDIATE WORK

Stenos

CL 9-4315

920

PART TIME
Typists.

Unusual Earning Opportunity
for mature and ambitious
woman. Flexible hours. Call

business

his

Evenings, for counter work in

CLERICAL.

gards as 'reasonably necessary to the normal opeiof

AND

& -White Company, 50 W.Dun-

dicate bona fide occupationatqualifications for employment which an employer reanon

WOMAN

4563.
WAITRESSES needed to serve

our growing public. Fantastic
working conditions.

TEMPORARY

RESPONSIBLE

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women.

30 -Help !hided -Won

ti

NIGHTS $1.85 - $2.00
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE'
.

and professinnal contact. Choice of shift and hour's. No skills
necessary but typing helpful. -.

APPLY IN PERSON

APPLY PERSONNEL

'EKCO CONTAINERS INC.
WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
WHEELING, ILL.
LEHIGH 7-116u
AN EQUAL. OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
'

,NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSP ITAL
800 W. Central Rd.

CL 9-1000

Arlington Heights

-TOPS COFFEE:SHOP
300

-N. NORTHWEST HWY. ()ITS. 53.& 14)
' PALATINE
r

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

76 -To Rent Houses

Used power mower for sale,
Toro power handle with 26"
reel mower attachment. 439-

Hoffman

0078.
Davenport green down cushion
damask also black reed rocker

in excellent cond. 259-4901.
Twin beds complete $30. Pool
table reg. sz.-$50. Good cond.
255-0850 after 5.

Estates, 3 bdrm.
ranch, 1-1/2 bath, att. gar.,
close to pool, park, library,
schools $175 mo. Ref. required. LA 9-5913 after 6.
11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

25 HP

12' Alum. runabout

Evinrude elec. with trailer
Mercury motor with- trailer.
Cony. top, ski equipment, &
full accesssories. 537-9132.

815-385-4419

PARK RIDGE: Stores indown-

town section near C NW R,R.
Station. Call Wm. Stellwagen.
GEORGE & LURIE CO.

FR 2-0370

Siamese seal Pt. female, 1
Yr., declawed1 all shots.,

registered, loves
C.F.A.
children. 358-3122 after 6:00.

Two 8 wk, old male highly

pedigreed miniature Schnauzers. Call after 5 Friday and
CL 9-0274
all weekend.
Weimaraner puppies 9 wks.
3 males, 1 female. 798-2421
' by appointment.

FOR A PET OR FOR SHOWI

Ch. sired, healthy, full

of pep Miniature Schnauzer puppies. AKC registered.
FL 8-2699 after 6 P.M.

23 rooms of builder's model
'home furniture being sold by

piece or room. Terms and
delivery arranged. 773-0252
.after 12 noon.
Mahagony dining room set, 6
$35. Call: CL 3piece.
2545.

occas. chair., Solid
mahog. bed (complete) $35.
Drum table $5.00. DU 1 5238 after 5.
Gold

48 -Household Appliances

Almost new yellow 2 Dr. GE
refrigerator $125. Matching
washer/electric
Durocrest
dryer $125. 439-1679 after 5.
Going overseas, must sell GE
,electric 30" stove. Aqua.
Excellent cond. 253-5813
Maytag washer/dryer $185
$ 25
Admiral refrigerator
Work bench
17
24x68, w/vice

253-1887 after 5
DeLuxe Crown Gas Stove,
1
1/2 yr. old.
Excellent
Condition. Coppertone 299-

8695.

Fair Condition Universal Gas
Stove - $15.00 CL 3-7652.
55 -Musical Instruments

Gulbranson Spinet, mahogany,
exc. cond't. Best offer, no
dealers. 259-3608.

unused.

824-2340.

$300.

For Sale.

Compact Combo Organ.
Exc. Cond. Almost New.
255-8353

Gretsch Tennesseeln Electric
Guitar.
6 mo. old.
Will
.
sacrifice. UP 8-2792
66 -Business Opportunities

Restaurant Lease or Purchase. Excpnl. opportunity.
Est. Bus. Unique Loc. on Rte.
12, Frontage on Lake Zurich.

Adj. to Motel. Modern Bar,
Dng. Rm., Cocktail Lnge.
Fully Equipd. Seats 150. Living Qtrs. in Bldg. 526-7992.

Don Wheeler

82 -Wanted To Rent

HOUSE WANTED. 3 bedroom.

Need by August I. 259-5329.
16 to 18 ft. Speedboat for

water skiing from July 24
to Aug. 2. Generous offer.
439-4290.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

By owner lovely

A rl. Fits.

yr. old ranch 3 bdrms.

6

Family rm. 2 baths separate dining rm. wall to wall

carpets built-in oven & range
disposal. Fireplace. Attached

1 1/2 car garage.. Ideal lo-

cation. Price $24,900. CL - 90960.
BARRINGTON HILLS

10 Room Contemporary ranch
home on 40 Acres, magnificent
view. 3 fireplaces, 3 1/2 baths

4 bedrooms, walnut kitchen,

teakwood & oak floors. 5 stall
horse barn, riding ring. Swim
ming pool, exceptional opportunity $150,000.
COMMERCIAL

ZONED PROPERTY

On Route 14 in Village of
Barrington. Improved with 2
session of one available" 425
ft. frontage. Price $60,000.
ON ROUTE 59
In Wauconda zoned commer-

WHITNEY

Real Estate

108 So.'Hough St. Barrington
Phone 381-0760

gag,
schls. neeIr by H.S. bus. $110

per mo. o qualified renter.
J. TEUTEMACHER
BOX 282
BARRINGTON, ILL.

438-2253 AFTER 7°P.M.

finished

Partially
family room. 1 1/2 baths, (2
car garage. 6 years old. Must(
kitchen.

2

Executives Beautiful Corner
home. 4 bedrooms, paneled
basement, wet bar, carpeted
paneled family room, separate dining room, den on first
floor. Residential Scarsdale.
By appointment only.
CL 5-3053

'

'59 Chevy 2 Dr. Sedan. Low
mileage. Good starting car.

car garage, fenced yard.

By owner. $25,500. 392-3788.

392-7698

$300.

80 Red T -Bird Convertible

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Full power, Best Offer,Phone
537-9227 after 12 noon.

NORTHWEST

'65 Buick Wildcat auto/trans.
extras inc. a ir-condition; very
low mileage. Exc. condition.
Estate, must sell' - Best offer

acres, 'of unusually good
high land, on black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms:
5

FL 4-2186

CL 5-2160
'65 Ford Galaxle air-cond,

,96 -Real Estate Wanted

sell. $25,500, Call CL 5-47167.

fully equip. Getting company

Listings Wanted

car.

HOME REALTY

Priced to sell $1995.
CL 3-8926

DAY
WANT ADS,
GET RESULTS

Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
958-4555
Palatine

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

99 -Automobiles For Sale

'59 MGA. view: engine, top,
.tonneau, paint. Very clean.
W/wheels $985. CL 3-2226

Chevy Station ,WagOn

1980

$350. Call 823-1214 or 8256462.

'55 Buick 4, Dr. Sedan, auto.
Good running condition $75

101 -Automobiles Wanted

392-4390
1960 Seneca Dodge. 4 dr.Good
condition: $400. Call 259-3235

WANTED USED CASK

Bring Pour title -cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

after 6 PM.

'61 Buick Special 4 Dr. SeGood Clean Cars "
Want No Junkers
Mustang Mts. Palatine

dan. Good runningcond. $375.
CL 3-0194
Cheap

transportation 1958

Ford 6. 41,000 mi.

$100.

299-8509

NORTHWEST RAMBLER

Imm. Delivery. 1959 2 dr.
Ford 6 cyl. Auto trans. Radio
Htr. $150. 299-3403.

Come in and see us.

-

Good Used Cars Wanted .
'

No Junkers

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

$500 Down

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

PALATINE
8 room bi level brick home
3 bedrms., 2 baths, paneled
family room with bar, builtins, 2 1/2 car garage, land-

$128 Per Month

scaped, in good cond. $32,400

brick 6 room ranch
home. 3 bedrms., full basement, large corner lot, 1 1/2
Solid

car garage, porch $26,800.

who acts now.

HOME REALTY

Palatine

Aged owner wants sale of 2
family brick duplex tri-level
in excellent cond. 3 bedrms

each 2 car attached garage on

90' x 132' corner lot walk to
shopping center & trains.
Asking $45,000 for this income home.

Fox River Frontage McHenry
Comfortable home, ideal location. Enjoy the summer &
winter sports, don't wait.
J. TEUTEMACHER
BOX 282

Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-4555
Palatine
11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

For Rent
OFFICE SPACE

HOFFMAN. ESTATES

Excellent home for family just starting. Lot is 107 x 198.
3 bedrooms, comb. living -dining room, 2 ceramic tile baths,
carpeting In L -D rms. This brick & frame ranch Is within
walking distance to schools and shopping. In splendid con$18,900
dition. Only

ONE EAST CAMPBELL

Modern air conditioned office
In downtown Mount Prospect
immediate occupancy.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Dial CL 5-2020

253-2111

BARRINGTON, ILL.
438-2253 AFTER 7 P.M.

Member ,M .A P

FRANCEK

yowl FIND II IN mr

WoNtAss
!.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

99 -Automobiles For Sale

MULTIPLE
LISTING SERVICE

8 E. NWHwy. Mt. Prospect
99 -Automobiles For Sale

$15,000 will buy this economy -size 2 bedroom ranch, 2 car

garage located In area of well maintained homes. Ideally
suited for the newly married couple just startingout. Beautifully landscaped paradise, washer and dryer included; expanded kitchen entrance. Convenient location.

Variety of-attractivehomes at sUch-low prices--;
Come in and see for yourself.

°

N

99 -Automobiles For Sale

cRolliny Si/teat-loam cR tatty eo.,
3423 Xiscizoll load
cRolling 44leadows., Minas

255-4200

99 -Automobiles For Sale

99 -Automobiles For Sale

SAVE IN ROSELLE
*FORD

DODGE

CHEVROLET

FOR THE BEST BUYS 1N NEW OR USED AUTOS
VISIT THE ROSELLE DEALERS LISTED BELOW!

MOTORS

THIS VACATION TIME

NNW
TIRAVE

200 NEW & USED WILL BE SOLD

65 OLDS
Starfire Coupe, dark blue,
bucket seats, white inter-

'66 POLARA

ior, full price .

$2350

BOYS

65 CHEV
Impala Convertible,

med.

blue. 2 tone, blue interior,

very clean, full price ....

$1795
63 BUICK
Wildcat Convertible, white
with. black interior. Bucket
seats, full price

-$1495
price

$9 95

62 F-85 OLDS

Cutlass . Convertible. V-8
automatic, with power.
$100. DOWN

Full price

$1195
61 CADILLAC

$995
61 FALCON
Deluxe 4 dr. auto. transmission,

NO MONEY DOWN
10 - 5 p.m.

°

MOTOR

SALES
1565 Elllnwood Ave.
In Downtown

Des Plaines, Ill.

299-3395

on out - of -this

ON ALL NEW AND USED CAR

Includes - V8 engine:/automatic transmission; Power steering; whitewall tires 8.25x

DEALS IN JUNE

14: Radio; Heater, wheel covers: Undercoat,

1962 OLDS

BISCAYNE .

*SUPER 88

TOTAL
PRICE

1964 CHEVROLET

1961 CHEVROLET

V-8 WAGON

BELAIR WAGON

Trans. Radio.
Standard
Heater. White Walls

6

Disc

$276300
INCL." FREIGHT

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING!

1966 MONACO
2 Dr. WT., Green Black

$895

Yellow' Black Vinyl Top.

2 Dr. H.T. Full Power, Air
Cond. Bucket Seats (Real

$1895.00

$895.00

Med. Blue

1966 CORNET 440

1963 CHEV IMPALA

2 Dr. H.T., Dark Green Vinyl Top.

Tran. V-8, Extra Clean,Low

1966 CHARGER

1960 CHEV 4DR
V-8 Automatic, W/W Tires'
Radio.$100 .00 DOWN

Dark Green.

cyl. Overdrive.
Heater.

Radio.

Stick on

$1295.00

ROSELLE
DODGE

ROSEL,LE,

Only 10 Minutes Southwest or Arlington
25 So: Park, Roselle Phone LA 9-9871
"Where Service Follows The Sale"

)

1964 PONTIAC CONVT.

4 Speed - 421 - Radio, Power Steering Power Brakes, Wire
Wheel Covers. Only

$2195

1963 PONTIAC BONNIE dOWVT.

Automatic Trans. - Radio, Power Steering, Power Brakes,

$1795

$595

1966 MUSTANG
the floor. Radio, Heater,

1962 BUICK 225 CONVT.
Automatic - V/8 - Radio, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
White Walls, Bucket Seats, Air Conditioning, Blest. Only....
"

.Red Tires.

$2095

$1495

1962 FORD GALAX IE CONVT.

Fordomatic - Radio, W Walls, Red Int. White. Only

50 MORE SELECT USEDTARS
TO CHOOSE FROM

4 Dr. H.T. P.R. Automatic
Miles

$2195

White Walls, Wheel Covers, Blue. Only

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

1963 FORD
4 Dr. Sedan Custom 300,
Automatic Trans., Radio,

1966 MONACO

Heater. Power Steering w/w
Tires

$1495

1964 OLDS CUTLAS
Sharp)

wheel covers, Dark. Blue. Only

4 Dr. Auto/Trans. Radio.

$1795

.WHY SIMMER -ENJOY SUMMER WITH

Dealer

XL Convt. 4 speed - 390 - Radio, P Steering whitewalls

1966 CHEVROLET
2 Dr. White Walls Wheel

-world cars

1065 GALAX IE 500

, Pad Sun Visor
Remote mirror
Side View Mirror
Padded Dash
4 seat belts retract
Backup lights
Variable washers Choice of 21 colors
Power Brakes
5 year 50,000 mile Warranty

Vinyl Top

Coupe, new premitim tires,
full price

Mau' Winner

"WE SAY YES!"

This is not a stripped down model.

63 LE MANS CONY.

327 Eng. 4 - speed box,
bucket seats, sharp. full

..ts The Award

"WE SAY YES!"

FULL SIZE 4 DOOR SEDAN

iiiin

Prices D'own
At
Roselle Ford

BY CA%Ftc E

3v,

FINE
SUBURBAN CARS

290-4235

Earth Movers
Have Puthed

DICK WICKSTROM

CLOSE OUT 'SALE

ONLY 4 LEFT IN STOCK
ELLI NWOOD
BRAND NEW

ELLINWOOD

Public

split level. Dining L, large

CL 3-2815.

knotty pine. New w/w carpet.,

place. 2 car attached garage,
'patio, dishwasher, stove, disposal. Low 30's.
OWNER. 259-3906
- A ri. tits. south side 3 b.edroom

Excellent cond. leaving for
service. R. H. Beat offer.

L.R., D. R., Fam. rm. in

DRIVING FUN

16 -To Rett Houses

and

real good buy for the party

WZFESTIVAL

OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAYS

Catholic

Utility rm. & attached garage.
All only $17.500. Just another

--63 KARMAN 'GHEA RED

Arlington Hgts. Transferred
must sell 3 bdrm, 1 1/2bath.,

99 -Automobiles For Sale

deluxe 2 bdrm. apt. 2 or 3
adults. Exc. locatien. Lease
required. 255-5122.

bedrms., 1 1/2 baths, Full
basmt., 2 car garage, city

stately oaks on 1 acre is a
2 bedrm. comfortable home.

nice landscaping. 181 ft . frontage opportunity is now knocking. $20,000.

FURNISHED

Cap on the Milw; R.R. 4

CL, 3-7237
Charming 3 bdrm. bi level, 5
years' old, in beautiful Scarsdale area,, on 80' by 134' lot.

cial. 6 room home with full
basement, 3 1/2 car garage

'

Country Living - at the edge
of town. 50 mi. N.W. of Chi-

shOPs. $22,650. By Mist.

buildings now rental. "Pos-

73 -To Rent -Furnished Apart.

.

Barrington North
Adjoining the above property
in an equally attractive park
like quiet setting among irg.

61 CONTINENTAL

234 N. NorthWest Highway
358-7788
Palatine

ARLINGTON

Graduations, etc.
CL. 3-2978

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
Profitable business/ Fran'ebbing is new business
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area
PARTAKE

also

AMERICAN LEGION HALL

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

Dept. A - 1

high oak trees, on paved hwy.
This is the place in the private
quiet park you have long been
wishing for. Seldom Is this

Weddings

Parties

case $85. Crossman pellet

Elec. Guitar. National's best.
Airline reverb
2 pickups.
tremolo amp. & speakers.
Foot switches. 3 mos. old,

among flowers & the many 50'

Low summer rates for

Guitar, 3 pickups Nat'l. lined

gun $10. CL - 3-1810.
Harmony Double Pickup Guitar and Band Amplifier
$150.00. CL 9-3766

garage, 1-1/2 baths, basmt.,
oil fired F.A., winding drive

a fast out at,$28,500 on contract. Additional vacant acre
available.

HALL RENTALS

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

4070-70% Savings

2 wooded ac res. 2 ear attached

kind duplicated for less than

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

Art. Hte.-Brk. raneh, 3 bedrm, lg, Jot, central vacuum
system. Close to sale,

2 baths, family room with fire-

$35,000. Owner moving wants

Four Furry, Frolicking
Felines - Need a good home
furnished with affection. To
Call CI -3-5041.

to anyone. Come in and talk
It over with us.

Barrington North
2 or 3 bedrm. 2 story home on

18 -To Rent Business Property

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

obtain one of these Black
Persian - Siamese Kittens

possessed by VA, and offered

434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine.
Open 9 to 9
FL 8-1800

15 East Miner
Arlington Heights - $170

skis, Inc. $275.255-3753.
14' Runabout for sale. 35 HP

as $100 down. These are re-

REALTY

TV Admiral port. 17" $55.
Magnavox 24" $48.50 guaranteed Shelkop T.V. CL 3-2187.

vailable to, you far as little

PHILIPPE BROS.

STORE, OR OFFICE

Used wooden fence. 5 x T ft.
sections. Over 200 ft. length
with posts. $100. 259-2925.

If you have a good credit
rating - VA homes are a-

Friday, July 8, 1966
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99 -Automobiles For Sale

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

CHEVROLET

We make deals!

DICK WICKSTROM
Service Dept.

$995

1961'-MERC CONVT.

Automatic V/8, Radio - White Walls, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Brpnze. Only

$795

ROSELLEAUTO LEASING
DAILY -YEARLY LEASE'S

,

Open 7 A.M. -'6 P.M.
Sales Dept.
open

8 A.M. - 9 P.M.

,.r ROSELLE FORD
ROSELLE, ILL

Saturday' 8 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
555 E. Irving Park Roselle, Ill. LA 9-7070

Irving Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill.

Open Sunday 12 -,5 P.M,

Phone, LA 9-5551

a

ewe Prospect Nine

etains League Lead
BY DALE HOFMANN

Mark Thorne is a patient man, but his Mount Prospect American Legion baseball crew is carrying things
just a little too far.

.

Thorne's thumpers were hs flit as a day old Coke
for six innings last night, but' they regrouped for a five'

run final frame
losers' field.

the league with the victory, as
ninth loOp

triumph against two losses. But

they never looked the part of
leaders until that five -run outburst

The local nine nicked startMaurer for
five hits in the first six innings,
stranding at least one runner
in all but the fifth frame. Twice
Prospect runners ended rallies
when they were called* out at
pitcher Bill

ing

Broderick Slam
Sparks Tobin's
grand

Broderick's

Mike

k-

WITH BOB CASTERIJNE

another walk. Lundstedt pitched
two trouble -free innings until

the sixth when Frank Luzinski
greats) the tow -headed sidearmer with a prodigious circuit .
clout that travelled several ,lighti

.

yearsinto left field.
SUDDENLY the Prospectors
found themselves losing their
grip
on the league lead.
third baie. Adn they failed AO( i

slam home run broke up the
Homeowners' Association for
its fourth victory in
cinden Area Boys'

\ --Robinson blew some new life
into Thorne's outfit when he led
RIGHMANDER TOM Lund- off the seventh by reaching on
stedt turned in a steady if not an error. It was the fifth of
brilliant mound performance six Morton Grove miscues. Ken
for the Prospectors, as he Traversone then chased Robinpicked up his second win with- son to third with a line shot
out a loss. Lundstedt went all single into right.
the way, giving up six hits inJIM GUMZ came 'to the
cluding a sixth -inning home plate, hitting for Maury Gallarun, while fanning seven and gher, and swatted Maurer's
first pitch into right for a run walking two.
His only support before the producing single. This set the
big seventh inning came when stage for Paul Peterson.
his mates rallied for a single'
Peterson had already colrun in the second. Robby Rob- lected two infield hits in three
inson scored that one when he trips, but it wasn't enough. The
singled, stole second, and came stocky second baseman rapped
home on an error on Clyde a high fly ball just inside the
Whitcomb's grounder.
first base foul line, and by the
time anyone had reached it he
BUT MORTON GROVE got was perched on third and two

Baseball

'

that back in their half of the

Junior League last night.
Brodenck's clout led

To -

bin's Mobil Service to a 7-6
triumph over the Homeowners.

in league action

off the bag.

The hosts went ahead in the
third on two more safeties and

short.

THE PROSPECTORS' title
express will stop next at the
Maine East High School- field,

head of your sand wedge open
Mallane Farms C.C.
to the
Many times in the course of wide. Take the club back target,
your golf play, especially in the oatsideline of the
early morning hours, you may roughly halfway back, keeping
the club face low.

where they

will

meet Park

Ridge Blue at 6 p.m. tonight.
Southpaw J. D.
scheduled to start.

Thorne

is

Mike Salta will probably get
the nod Saturday when Mt.
Prospect entertains Morton

When coming into the ball, West at 1:30 p.m. in a non crete, and the average golfer the clubhead should enter the conference match.
sometimes panics when faced sand about one inch back of the
with such an obstacle. Act- ball. The combination of the
ually, the damp sand is easi- open club face, the wet sand,
Today
er to ha out of than dry sand. and the low swing will prevent
5:55 p.m. Football, filmed
The water forms a cushion for the head from digging deeply
into
the
sand.
The
ball
will
simhighlights of NFL action, ch.
the ball and the club head
They look like hardened con-

Sports on T.V.

ply be picked up off the sand.

bounces off the cushion.

A point to remember is that

Don't dig the club into the

sand on this shot - skim

it

over the sand just back of the
ball

League. They became the
Naps

the

longer the

distances

be -

tween the trap and the cup, the
longer your backswing should
become.

32.
6:25

p.m, Baseball, White

Sox vs. Red Sox. ch. 9.
p.m. Stock car racing
8
from O'Hare Speedway, ch. 32.
9 p.m. Wrestling. ch. 26.

temporarily

when

they were being managed
by Napoleon Lajoie,

The name "Indians" was decided upon by the Cleveland

Robbie Robinson scored two of Mt. Prospect's
six runs in last night's American Ligion baseball victory over Morton Grove. The speedy outfielder

fans in a public vote.
'The Los Angeles Dodgers
once upon a time were . the
Brooklyn Bridegrooms. The

went one for three at the plate.

team also went by the names:
Superbas, 'Kings, Robins (in
honor of manager Wilbert Robinson) before the name Dodgers
stuck. Seems that New Yorkers

Friday,
July 8,
1966

Page 10

eaters, the Doves, the Braves,
the Bees, and then back to the
Braves again.

run -

two hits and whiffed 14,
the Sox from the brink of de- only
he was reached for 10
feat. Tom Kidd got the win but
over the Cubs' Maley, although walks. The Tiger hurler provided his own offense when he
he gave up 10 hits.
ripped a triple with the bases
. THE GIANTS continued full.

were Giants even 'when they Browns.
played in New York, and that's

how they got their name. One THE NEW YORK Mets,
of the first teams in the National the Houston Astros, and the
League, the early day New California Angels all arc exYorkers were an extremely pansion teams, and were named
tall club, and were simply in recognition of peculiarities
tagged by everyone as the Gi- of their areas or whims of their
owners,

ants.

The Cincinnati Redlegs
Were originally called the
Reds in honor of an early
professional

in

team

called

the Red Stockings in Cin-

The

Houston

club,

though, was once the Houston
Colt .45s, but the people at the
Colt company frowned on the
use of the name without a bob
or two of recompense.

COOL OFF
WITH THESE

VALUES1.111961 COMET SEDAN

$393

Perfect 2nd Car!!

1961 FORD WAGON

-$593

Hurry!!

the Rainmakers, the White

Stockings, the Colts, the
Broncos, and the Cowboys,
were dubbed Cubs by
George Rice and Fred Hay-

ner, Chicago sports writ-

Cardinals survived a
ers, back In 1901,
Bronco A competition by trip- two -run Giant fifth, inning to
Originally, the St. Louis
ping the Cardinals 5-3. Bill post' a 5-4 squeaker in the Cardinals were called the MaHartmann collected his seventh Bronco B League. Mike Di- roons, but when the franchise
victory of the campaign and the Santi was nicked for only three was shifted to St. Louis from
tenth in II outings for the Gi- hits en route to the victory. He Cleveland, the team uniforms
ants..
fanned II and walked six.
were touched up with some
pace

DETROIT

that they were called the Bean -

Tigers rolled over the Orioles in Philadelphia, when Connie
A League.
10-4 behind the pitching of Mack dubbed them that.
Snider's blow climaxed a
Mike Lopata. Lopata yielded
Our Cubs, who were once
three -run rally which pulled

league -leading

in 1953 the name was
changed to Redlegs.
Pittsburgh's Pirates came

famous for its Tigers, and, now named after the bird which inhabits the Baltimore area after
so is Detroit.
The San Francisco Giants they left St. Louis as the

name if not their home town
since leaving Boston for Milwaukee in 1953. But prior to

because of their brevity.
to lead the Sox to a 6-5 vic- against eight wins.
Kansas City's Athletics had
tory over the Cubs in the Mt.
IN BRONCO B action, the the same name when they lived
Prospect Boys' Baseball Pony

their

favor In the early' 50s and

by their name after they signed

ATLANTA
Braves
have been stable about their

Philadelphia's Phillies were
the first frame but succumbed
producing triple in the bottom to a two -run Giant sixth. It once the Quakers, but the Phils,
of the seventh inning last night was the Cards' third defeat or Philliet, was more popular

John Snider rapped a

war put the name in Ms.

Tigers an infielder named Louis Bierwere so named by Philip J. bauer, who 'was supposedly the
Reid, a Motor City newspaper- property of the Philadelphia
man, because the team's uni- club in the American Assoform colors, orange and black, ciation - back in 1891. They
were' similar to those of his also are called the Buccaneers
alma mater, Princeton Univer- on occasions.
The Baltimore Orioles were
sity. Princeton, of course, is

THE

THE

Sox Topple Cubs
In Pony A Battle

dnnad. However, the cold

though, and the name finally

sometimes refer to Brooklyn
residents as Trolley -dodgers'
or Bus -dodgers. When the Bums
moved west, they took the name
with them.

broken -bat

out by inches on a grounder to

Line up with your left foot
opposite the ball and with the

come upon wet sand traps.

wereintheNational

the rally. But Dave
Kingman knocked Thorne home

Dave Muszynski then ended
the uprising when he was culled

Damp Sand Trap
Easier to Escape
BY CHUCK PEDERSEN
Golf Pro,

They were the Spiders
' back before 1900 when they

to stall

classic

caught on.

and the Spiders.

more runs had scored.
J. D. THORNE brought
Peterson home when the Morton

a
with
single.

names for major league baseball teams at one time or an-

Cleveland players have labored
under such names as the Forest
Cities, the Blues, the Naps,

a walk. The damage could have
been even grealer if Lundstedt 'Grove shortstop booted his hard
hadn't started a double play by hit ground ball. Tom Mande'.
spearing a sharp liner and fir- scheid followed with a strikeout,
ing back to second base to and Tom Lundstedt bounced out

Len Greenberg got credit for catch a Morton Grove runner

the win, as he limited the losers
______to six_hits. Tobin's is now 5-2

Rainmakers?
These names, and many
others, have- served as nick-

Highlanders because they played
in the city's Washington Heights
district.
Sports writer Mark Roth kept
refering to them as Yankees,

The Molly McGuires were
the forerunners of the current
Cleveland Indians. In fact, the

'

the Way- inning on a single, double, and

started out as the' New York

other.

slide on either occasion.,

'

ARE YOU A MOLLY McGuire fan? Or maybe a, follower

of the Bridegrooms? Or the

to dump Morton Grove 6-3 on the

THE "NEVER -TOO -LATE"
Prospectors continued _to lead

On posted their

Keeping Score

iii

The

1962 FORD WAGON

$793

Summer Special!!

1962 CH6EVc11101,TrenedlnAir Sedan

6893

KTInleldttp HARDTOP $1693

1962
TIIUr

-

DiSunti and Tim Hulas both
The ace righthander allowed
only three hits while whiffing doubled for the winners, while
10 and walking only four. The the Giants' Wagner also colCardinals took a 3-I lead in lected a two -bagger.

bright red piping and the dec-

Park Swimmers Get
Second Straight Win

TON
OF b.R1.1)..1GTOs..1 LIEt&RTS

1.4b.5 2, EN AIAMED 11-1E DAY

orative Cardinal design. They've
been the Cardinals ever since.
The Chicago White Sox were
originally called the Invaders,

1963 CrAECTarIFONVERTIBLE

but the name was changed to

1963

White Stockings because of the
their uniforms. It was shortened

to White Sox by Carl Green
and

ARLINGTON 1-11G14 SCI-1001-

GOPI4OMORS WASTI4E SfARTING
FOP:BAE ALL-6cARE

by three triple - winners in
individual events who also
participated on 'winning relay

IN 714E12. CLASH WITH "WE FIRST PLACE INDIANS IAt THE ANNUA.L.
EENtoD, LEAGUE ALL-STAh42.GAAA

so first

in

the

I.E. Sanborn, a pair of

13-14

breast

was hung on them, not sur-

stroke.

prisingly, by their fans, in reference to their uniform stock-

Other winners were Ned Luke

ings.

teams. Jema Allen dominated in the 8 -and -under breastThe Washington Senators
the girl's 8 - and - under class stroke, Jody Epstein in the 8 - were incorporated under
that
by
winning
the
freestyle, and - under butterfly, Casey
name, but the Senators who left
breaststroke, and backstroke Wood in the 11-12 girls' but- Washington to become
the
events. She also joined Mary terfly, and B.J. Luke in the Minnesota Twins were really
Fitzimmons, Barb Resner, and 11-12 boys' butterfly.
Washington Nationals.
Marcia Burrell 'on the girls'
The name was some9-10 freestyle relay team.
times shortened to Nats
Don Weber also brought
but Senators was the acCONNIE FOSTER captured home a blue ribbon -in the 14 cepted ,name Once they
the freestyle, individual med- and -under boys' diving, while
settled in Minnesota, the
ley, and butterfly in the 13-14' Jill Olsen captured the 15 team was named the Twins
girls'
backstroke,
competition, and swam with and -over
in honor of the twin ddes
Karen Sigfusson, Jan Allen, and and Gail Fuith took the girls'
of St. Paul and MinneapoKathy Barale on the victorious I4 -and -under diving competlis.

WEEK 6-rEVE FACED 'TEM
MEN AND STRUNG our etegf,GPANAG
LIP OkIL-1 ONE HIT IN MIS TIARE.E.LAST

11.0.11AJG 571

.

-

-11-1E FIRE -BALLING RIGHT1-Anke POSTED A G-1
Letkelue 12ECOP.D R=112.146 BENGALG
11-14G YEAR, AND WAS FANNED 61

ition.

relay effort.

GIVEN UP OAIL-1 EIGHT EARNED

RUNS FOR AN each unmet). 1.00.
-

ruple winners with her performance in the girls' 11-12
freestyle, %individual medley,
backstroke, and freestyle relay.

TRIPLE WINNERS
Jeannie

Stratton Is Athlete Of Wee
Arlington

Heights'

Steve

Stratton has been named the
Day Publications "Athlete of

for an earned run average under

game last week. Stratton faced
ten men and struck out eight of
them giving up only one hit in
his three -inning stint.

anonymously. The number of

nominations for any one candiStratton was the onlisopho-, date will not determine the semore on the Arlington High lection for the week. Selection
1.00.

the Week "
The 15 -year -old Arlington' School, sophorfore team last
High School sophomore was the spring. He posted a 2-0 recstarting pitcher for the All - ord for the Cardinal sophoStars in their clash with the MOMS.
first -place Indians in the anALL- ATHLETES in the
nual Senior League -All -Star' \

Arlington Heights - Mt. Prospect Heights area are eligible
for Athlete of the Week honors,
and residents are invited to

is made by The Day's sports

staff,

Pollard

in

were

the

and -over' class, and Paul Sigfusson in the 8 -and -under category.- Jeannie won the free-'
styled, individual medley, and
breaststroke, and Sigfusson
triumphed in the freestyle,
backstroke, and butterfly.
Steve Rieser also collected
blue ribbons in three events,

including the boys' 13-14 freestlye, individual medley, and
butterfly.

JIM'S
BULKO

GALA XIE

4.00
5.00,
7,00
7,00
7.00'

STATION WAGON

9.00

FALCON

FAIRLANE

MUSTANG

810 E. RAND. RD.'.

MT. PROSPECT,

1964

CATT,Rira

-

$ 1 293

1964 BppporiLARK COUPE Si 793
1964 FORD SEDAN
Sharp!!

1964 RAMBLER WAGON
Economy Champ!!

1965 VW SEDAN
32 MPG!!

1965 MUSTANG Convertible

$1093
$993

$1293

$1893
$1493

P

R
A

TODAY'S SPECIAL!!
1965 CHEVELLE
COUPE - V-8
Radio, Heater, White Walls, Powergllde, Etc.

A

Real Value!!

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES OAS& INSURANCE
PLAN I YOUR VACATION

ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL
)

$1093

n 't Miss This One!!

1965 FIAITIcAlq SEDAN

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

gives you more gallb ns for your d Oar:

telephone number is 255-7200.

Nominations may be made

rent a new '68

'

at low rates from.
GEORGE POOLE Corm)

SERVICE
STATION

in 41 innings of work. He has
given up only eight earned runs

Yankees

SPECIAL RATES

year, and has fanned 51 batters

for the Bengals this

York

RENT A STATION WAGON

Free Sunday men 8 P.M. Sat. till noon Sun.' with.
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete Lfi courteoui
service, at all times. Come in and see jim Oltyrna.

record

15 -

New

1963 FORD WAGON

America's Favorite!!

CORTINA

submit nominations. Nominations may be made in person,
by telephone, or in 'writing to
our Arlington office at, 217 S.
Arlington Heights Road. The

THE FIREBALIJNG righthander has posted a 6-1 league

The

Kathy Wood joined the quad-

&creme IN 41 imminies. us 141.s

Galaxie Sedan $793
Cheap!!

socks the' players wore with

Mt. Prospect's Park District
MARCIA- BURRELL added Chicago sports writers.
swimming team won its second victories in the breaststroke
THE BOSTON RED Sox
straight league meet Tuesday and butterfly to her relay win,
have been called that since
266-247 over Des Plaines.
white' Karen Sigfusson was al- their creation, and the name
The local tankers were led

9U5LIC.ATI01.1eATHLSTE OF
144E WREK:
THE IS -YEAR -OLD

$993

----

RWMT44:43/

CIL 9-X3'141
NITES AND SUNDAY
CIL 115-90389

$11593
'Ask Charlie, Phil or John about our 24 month,
'50,000 mile factory used car guarantee! We're,
the good guys with NO hats!!

GEORGE POOLE
CL 3-5000

Telephon

ro5p ert map

WEATHER
Tonight; Partly cloudy and
warm; Chance of a thundershower; Low in the lower 70s.
Tuesday; Mostly sunny and
continued hot; Chance of an

2.554400.

afternoon or evening thundershower; High near 100.

Your Home Newspaper

41 Days to Go

Becttle

r.

Despite rainy weather Saturday morning Neil Byl sold 113

n t e an

tickets to the Beatles Concert
to area residents.
The tickets, sold for the benefit of Children's Memorial Hos-

ent

60056

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

illage Water System
eating the Heat

Fans Buy
'\l13 Tickets

oo

o

Mount. Prospect,. 11E.
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pital, were handled by Byl to
aid hospital's patient care fund.
Byl said that when he opened

for business at 7 a.m. Saturday, there was a crowd of young

(Summer can be brutal for es -migrant workers, newly arrived
in the area This is the first of a three -parr series about the
problems confronting one such group Warn:lies)

"Business was brisk
the rains came," Byl said.

BY JAN BONE
it r

the shadow of the tollwily at 2150 S. Mount Prospect Rd., the Rivas family count their few remaining
In

punctuated by the constant

days, their conversation

noise of passing trucks and the roar of the jets that
barely skim their small house.

Increase
Surety Bond
Of Manager

There are only 41 days left
the Rivas

for

family

41

days to find a place in which
they can live It is a hot summer, hot as Texas was when

until

village department heads.

Mongan was granted the adan apartment, unless we could ditional powers following board

"And we are too many for

action about

get a big one

My

don't

speak

English),

myself, my two brothers.

My

one brother and his wife and
the babies live there "

She

points to the first of a 'row of
screen doors, a family behind
'

emit one

month ago.

Youth, 17
rfo Serve
Jail Term

is our famfather and mother

"HOW LARGE
ily"
(they

a

Judge

George

Zithmerman

full

Citizens Utility Gains, Too

capacity and

Creamer said that during the
summer,

the

water

system

pumps an average of 3,500,000

According to a report, the utility is keeping a
Water service io the area on the north outskirts of the village and to 315 homes inside man at the pump house on a 24 -hour -a -day basis
Mount Prospect served by Citizens Utility Co. in case the well motor should fail.
Mayor Daniel Congreve and members of the
was normal this weekend.
Pressure in the 2,100 homes served by the Illinois Commerce Commission, who control
utility has returned to normal and the village has private utility companies, were scheduled to meet
learned that storage tanks located at Citizen's this afternoon to discuss the village's proposal
that citizens not be allowed to expand its serwell on Euclid are full.
One problem, however, is that the new pump vices until it expands its facilities.
Congreve seeks to bring the 315 homes inside
installed at Citizen's large capacity well is not
the village under the village's water system.

operating at full force.

gallons a day to Mount Pros-

"We got the letter from the gan's fidelity and performance
bank telling us we had to surety bond has been , increased
move," the young girls says from 525,000 to 5100,000.
Returns from the Prospect
Mangan's bond was upped be"They say we have to be gone
cause new responsibilities have Day's Fourth of July balloon
by August, I think the 21st
contest have come in from as
"I don't know what we're been granted by ordinance to far away as Cedar Lake, Ind.
going to do We're looking for his office
The manager now serves as -- about 70 miles southeast of
a house
the village.
"It's hard to find people head of the finance department
At the fair last Monday, The
willing to rent to us because in addition to having the responwe are Spanish-speaking, you sibility of hiring and firing all Day launched nearly .800 balsee,

erating at

arc staying well ahead of the hot
weather water demands."

Contest
Balloons
Fly High

gency the two villages can pro-

Prospect's water system is op-

Those who missed a chance Public Works Director David
to buy tickets Saturday can Creamer anticipates no shortstill get them from the hospit- ages this summer.
"We are in excellent shape,"
al's public relations departCreamer told The Day. "All of
ment.
Byl said that 54.25 of the cost our systems are operating at
full_ performance level and we,
is tax deductible as a contribution to the hospital.

Village Manager -,John Mon-

they left there in late spring

that in the event of an emer-

Despite providing more than
Beatle Fans eager to buy the
510 tickets for the Aug. 12 con- a million gallons of water to
Citizens Utility Co., Mount
cert.

loons with post cards attached.
that sailed the
farthest will win for its launch.The balloon

er a brand new bicycle -- one
..- for a boy and one for a girl,
Post cards attached to the
balloons have been returned

ther, "the system's load

is in-

creased to as much as 6,500,000

gallons and during one period
last year almost 7,000,000 gallons were pumped during one
24 -hour period.

any

emergencies

This

year," Creamer said. "We
couldn't be in better shape."

At Tuesday's village board
meeting the subject of consolidating water systems in Des
Plaines. Arlington Heights, Mt.
Prospect

and

Palatine

was

brought up by DAMP Water
Commission Chairman William
Mott.

WATER is stored in several landmark, holds 1,000,000 gal- committee to make a study of

ter supply from eight wells! reservoirs and holding tanks
Negotiations are now under way located at strategic- points in

to secure additional well sites
to enable the system to ex-

lons of water and is always kept the matter and delve into
DAMP'S proposals, he was not
as full as possible.
Creamer said that the village overly enthusiastic of sur-

the village. The largest holding
tank stores 2,000,000 gallons has provided a water connect- rendering control of what he
pand to keep up with antici- and is located at Well No. 5.
ion on its west boundaries with labeled an "outstanding munipated growth.
The elevated tank, an area the Arlington Heights system so cipal water system." -

Rain Winds, Lash,
Villages in Area
A large part of Arlington
Heights was without lights early

thus far at a fast pace, accord- this morning as high winds and
ing to Day circulation manager rain lashed the northwest porDick Puetz.

The village receives its wa-

"We certainly don't anticipate

WHILE Mayor Daniel Congreve assigned the public works

ata.

pect's 30.200 residents.
During exceptionally hot wea-

vide each other with water.

tion of Cook County.

With a week still remaining
Police in Mount Prospect,
before the contest ends, it is Buffalo Grove, Wheeling and
too early to tell who the winners Rolling Meadows reported trees

ings

in

Arlington

Heights,

Wheeling and Palatine, but no
reports of the funnel cloud
touching down here.
Wires were reported down at

800 on E. Forrest, Windsor and

Kensington Rd., 25 N. Kennicott, 1655 S. State, Goebert Rd.
at Forest View- High School,
600 N. Chestnut, 711 N. Chest-

Signed a court order Saturday

will be. Bikes will be awarded

and wires down.

driving li"What was wrong with him" the six months his

suburbs to the south and even

State police reported that a tor- reportedly burned out at 635 N.
nado touched down near Mc- Belmont. Commonwealth EdiHenry. knocking down a root son crews worked through the -

"My sister-in-law,
don't
John A. Reder, 17, to bOth a boy and a girl.
Between 1:30 and 2:30 a.m.
know if you can talk to her allowing
to spend five weekends in jail
Thus far, nearly 200 post the Arlington Heights police nut and 700 N. Arlington
The baby Just got out of the
theft and the privilege of cards have been returned to The received 85 calls.
Heights Rd.
hospital
He was there more for
Tornado warnings were out.
driving to and from work during
An electrical transformer was
Day. They have come from
than a week
1

Something"

--

"His stomach"

she shrugs
The water,

cense is suspended.

Judge Zimmerman also al-

lowed Reder a respite from his
jail term Saturday and
For the Rivas family, and weekend
Sunday so Reder can take sumfor most of their neighbors,
mer school tests.
water is a naked pipe -- either
Reder is to make up the 36
the faucet near the old barn, hours
in jail during the first
perhaps, I don't know "

or the one at the end of the

houses, where an old woman
is filling her metal tub
"Maria," she calls,
hablo ingles "

"No

Maria is mother to two lit-

weekend in August.

.

Reder was convicted of theft
of electronics equipMent from
Lincoln Junior High School.
Besides receiving a six-month
suspension of driving privileges, Ruler was required to

tle girls, playing happily with
a tricycle in the gravel in spend 360 hours in Mount Prosfront of their screen door
pect jail and was placed on proThe children are clean, but bation for a year.
she smooths their hair apolReder was pickled up Wednes.

ogetically

"I GIVE them a bath every
(Continued on Page 2)

day by Mount Prospect police
for driving on a suspended license

from Will County, Illinois.

Many of the helium filled bal-

beer stand.

There were reported sight-

loons also found their way to
Indiana.
vuuo.r..svorzev.nammsommoomstnasramemstor

night.
No injuries were reported.

Roundup
For The Day

Gripe
Of The
Day

By United Press International
Uneasiness

creeps

over

artificial
plants in a doctor's waiting
room. Perhaps, life Isn't'
so important after all,
me. when I see

Mrs. Diane Lanigan
VINOW42,4

Report Reds to Try U.S. Pilots

/*Edward Skwarlo, left, chairman of the newly formed Country Club citizen safety
tactics to preserve the pillars with William Panek, Ray
Peterson, Trustee Parker Ekren and Edwin Andersen. All but Ekren are safety
committee,' discusses

committee members. Ekren reversed his June 20 vote to remove the pillars Saturday and pledged to work for their preservation.

Trustee Ekren Becomes
Friend of the Pillars

LONDON -- The Yugoslav News Agency has reported
a story from Cambodia saying North Viet Nam will try
60 U.S. pilots shot down over the Commuhist nation, According to the report, a special peoples' court will bring
the men to trial on war "criminals" charges. The Communist news agency quotes what it calls "Reports from

Trustee Parker Ekren reversed his earlier decision supporting demolition of the pillars
at Shabonee, Manawa, Council
and Hiawatha Trails Saturday
and pledged that he would work

Hanoi" as the source for its story.

landmarks.

to retain the three remaining

Who Has More Fun than Teens?

Ekren's statement came at a
meeting of the village board's
fire and police committee and
a citizen's safety council from
the Country Club area Saturday

man for the Country Club residents said he felt that the only

safety hazard in the area was
"careless drivers,"

He said that in the last two

years, only one 'accident in the
Rain forced postponement of area could be attributed to the
any decision concerning further pillars.
At a meeting on June 20,
recommendations to the village
board on the status of an order Trustee Ekren voted for rethe pillars be leveled as moval of the pillars along with
y hazards.
all of the other trustees exointed to make a further cept Harry Bruhl,
study 3f the safety factors inTHE BOARD'S action to
volved was a nine -man safety vote removal of the- pillars
council consisting of Edward came after recommendations
Skwarlo, chairman; George from a citizen safety commitGarrabrant, vice chairman and tee studying safety factors
morning.

Mrs.

Virginia ,Davies,

Mrs.

Paul Lauschke, Mrs. William

throughout the village.
Pillars at Shabonee
-

trail

GI ad fel t e r, Mrs. Shirley were removed the next morning.
Moore, Del Torrens, Ray Top Saturday's meeting was an

t

pen and Ray Peterson, mem- outcropping of a village board
bers.
meeting on July 5 at which,
Those attending the meeting. about 75 residents of the area
Saturday expressed disappointment that the remainder of the
city council wasnot on hand.
In addition to Trustee Ekren,
Trustees Frank Bergen. and

attended and protested the pillar
removal.
The board is expected to make

an announcement of its position

on the matter at the regular

Joseph Grittitni were in at- meeting of July 19.

s

tendance. Also on hand was P.
Randolph Bateman, chairman

of the fire and police commission and Village Clerk. Richard
Monroe.

Blow by Blow
Erwin Small, 36, of 108.N.
Kenilworth, Mount Prospect,
is due in Schaumburg court

BERGEN, chairman of the - July 30 on the charge of disfire and police committee, ex- orderly conduct.

plained that the meeting had

A

A teenage dance and splash party. at Uons -Paw
provided plenty of fun for Regina Naples and' Ray Pate.
Friday's party was, the first of_a series..of such- events
that will highlight pool activity this summei:

.

"cs_

Enjoying impromptu. football psi at Lbw Pool he
Prospect Heights were -Henry' and_Dif Pace (beams)
and Tom Tisbo, JIM Ilittman and Phil Peet (14ndhig).
They were among the nearly 100 teenagers who- atItended
the splash party.

Dancing after a refreshing swim

-

Lions Pool in
Prospect Heights were Ron Coffman and Ginny Porch.
Other party's for teens will be held every Friday night
during

Schaumburg police said Small

been scheduled as a committee and Willard Kuhlman,. 29, of
hearing and that the purpose of 1504 Sommerset,, Schaumburg,
the meeting was to visit the pil- were treated and released from
lar site.
St. Alexius Hospital sifter being
Bergen came prepared with arrested for fighting in the
camera to take movies to illus- street in front of Kuhlman's
trate what he feels are the home Thursday.
hazards
confronting
.safety
motorists, who enter Illinois 83

the

summer. Admission

will be 50 cents.

In

for pool

passholders

Brick Toss

from the streets where pillars
Vandals threw bricks at an
block their vision.
auto parked on S. Maple St.,
the
Heavy rains precluded
Mount Prospect,
Thursday
groUp's visiting the area: -'night, damaging the car's door
Skwarlo, acing' as spokes- and top.
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Dist. 23 Board to Meet Tuesday

president Robert
Dist. 23's new John Muir -,service pay two equal sums at week board
Le Forge read correspondence
School will continue to be the 'the beginning of each semester.
Other formulaes discussed between himself -and county
center of most of the discussions at the board of education's would require a propOrtionate highway superintendent Andrew
meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in j (60 per cent and 40 per cent, J. Plummer.
The co my office told Le
the, air conditioned addition to or 70 per cent and 30 per cent)
Plans for proposed additions building between the band room MacArthur Junior High School. ", payment; would spread the cost Forge th t because of "infor-

214 School' Board To
Discuss Building Plans
and remodeling work to Arling-

Slated for possible board ac-

--Locker room and. toilet
cussed at the Dist. 214 board
of education meeting tonight. room renovations be approved:
The board will meet at 7:30'
--The architects be authorp.m. in the. Harold L. Slichen- ized to proceed with the planmyer Administration Center, ning for the addition and reno-

799 W. Kensington Rd., Mount
Proipect.

vation of the building.
7 -The, architect

Arlington High School pre-

author -

be

for new seamless flooring in
several of the school's rooms.
Also, the board may be able
to vote a new principal for the
following the recommendation of Dist. Supt. Louis

school,

Pansino.
The school

administration

ized to 'prepare plans for bring- .has sent out about 150 quesing the building into compliance tionnaires to .families with chit-

sently has a shortage of physical education facilities. Arlington has' seven physical education stations compared to 10 or
II in other district schools.
The outdoor acreage at Arlington is seven and a' half to nine

with the new life safety code.

ARCHITECTS Berger, Kelley, Unteed & Assoc. estimated

the proposed -addition and re

acres compared to approximate-

modeling work to be $397,500.

physical

State Safety Code will cost ap-

ly 20 acres or more at other The remaining remodeling work
schools. A minimum of nine required to bring the entire
education stations is

proximately $220,000.

required for a maximum enrollment of 2,200 students.

Other items on the agenda

The administration

for board action include the approve' of an insurance company
for student accident coverage;

re-

has

is one. of three bids

ceptance

commended that:

the approval of installation of

-The board of education attempt to hold the enrollment at

a sound system in the board of
education room in the Administration Center and the consideration of employing Northwestern University, personnel for a

2,200 students for the school.

--The two physical education
teaching stations be constructed
on the east side of the present

projected enrollment study.

dren due to attend the Muir
School in September. If a sufficicnt number have been re-

several alternatives were pre-

The 'Cellar, the teen spot
closed three weeks ago by the
Arlington Heights village man-

4393

SnomysEpDece

$793

Very Sharp!!

1%2 FAIRLANE 500 V-8

$793

Sedan - Can't Mast!

1962 THUNDERBIRDACdon HARDTOP $1693

$993

$1393

weeds on the property.

Village Manager L. A. Han-

Sampson said the lighting im-

son presented owner Paul Sampson with a letter Friday informing him that a license would

provements had already been
done, and that the weeds were

buy a card for a yearly price of

granted an annual, rather than

$1.25.
The

a weekly, license was refused.

will contain the
picture of the bearer and on the
reverse side will be printed the
rules of the club.
must

ac-

company the teen to the Cellar
to purchase the card and it must
be signed by the parent.

1964 VylseM.I,pROBUS

1964 VW SUNROOF SEDAN

1964 TEMPEST SEDAN
Cheap!!

$1

193

$1193

$1093

will be open only to high school
students in districts 211, 214
and from St. Viator and Sacred
No pre -teens will be admitted.

"I don't agree with this rule,"
Sampson said, "and I don't
know how I can enforce it. How

boy who comes to the Cellar
with his mother or father? How
can I explain he can't be admitted just because he is not "in
school?"
which
rule
ANOTHER
Sampson seemed annoyed with
is the limiting of the number of
policemen, at the club. Only one

off -duty officer will be allowed
and the village will pay his
Formerly, Sampson had employed seven officers and had

$1193

1964 FORDayn-all CONVERTIBLE $1593

FilligilINTRY SEDAN V
1965 F9Ri!lr.
Sedan

859wern
-

193

here is why can a high school
basketball game have four or
more policemen, but I can only

Once More

,

at its regular meeting tonight.
As a result of the disturbance, three men face' reckless
conduct charges in circuit court
on Thursday, July 28.,
Charged were Samuel C.
Lovely and Joseph Armella,
Chicago and Keith Oldham, Ri-'
ver Grove.
Signing charges against the

Krampert said the board will

"proceed in its regittrir man-

ner to fill the vacancy" opened
by Bath's rejection of the contract offered by the district.

Bath was one of three new
principals hired by the board
for the 1966.67 -school year.'

Two of these principals were

trio was Mrs. Neil Rowe, 102

formerly
directed by men re -assigned by

W. Berkshire, who complained

the board as teachers.

assigned

to

schools

in circuit court.

Oldham, who was accused of
Contacted in Howell.
driving. eight golf balls at Mrs. by The Day, Bath declined to
three
companions,
Rowe and
discuss the reasons for his
hag denied the charges. -

In other business at --tonight's
meeting, the park board will

rejection of the Dist. 57 job.
Van Dykc and F. Foy Haney,
re -assigned as a teacher after
serving as principal of Greg-.

hold a public hearing with residents of High Ridge Knolls ory School, were both unavailconcerning park facilities.

able for comment at press time.

thew's Cemetery.

Sampson must provide adult

Mrs. Bruhn died Friday in

Services will be Tuesday at,
p.m. from the Lauterburg &
three Oehler Funeral Home chapel

Woodstock Memorial Hospital.
by

survived

is

She

1

sons Martin of Elgin, Walter in Arlington Heights with the
of McHenry and John of Lake

Cemetery, Des Plaines.

of Des Plaines, Mrs. Alma
Christ of Bartlett, Mrs. Elle
Lehman of Garden Prairie and

Signs Damaged

Lydia Bruhn of Lake Zurich;
four grandchildren,
great grandchildren.

done to stop signs at

Russel

Thayer Sts. Thursday,
police reported. The signs were
sprayed with paint and will have
and

Dr. Ernest Lidge

,

to be removed, according to
Herbert Weeks of the public
Lidge, 76, of Lib- works department.

Funeral
Ernest F.

Dr.

for

services

Dr. Lidge was on the staff of

Steps on Glass
Karen Erdakos, 12, of 104

shoo -,as she was walking along
Rand Rd. to the plaza.

and of Plenty
Has No Room for Them
that

I
disTHE PROBLEM,
cover, is one of communica-

Right now I have been closed
for three weeks and the important thing is to get back in

of her clothes she takes to the
laundromat, but "the small

must

water from

carry

faucet for the bath, for washing dishes, for cooking. Most
things" she washes at home.

And for Maria and her im-

business."

neighbors, sanitation
means the line of half -a -dozen

Sampson said he lost more

mediate

than $5,000 by being closed.

The Cellar will have a full

privies

a

'

scant

respectable

house when it re -opens, according to Sampson.
"We have three of our biggest

distance behind the row hous-

attractions playing. Saturday's

who live in the big
though, have running

es.

The two fortunate' families

Children, the Amboy Dukes and
the Males will all he there,"
he said. "We began selling
memberships Saturday evening and have sold several hundred already."

be available on opening night.

water,

telephone.

For their S48 a month, Marie, her husband, and girls get
living space with electricity.
She says they themselves pay
for the big tanks of butane gas

SAMPSON said ID cards

evening at the Cellar and will

house,

and a bathroom inside, and a

who

came and talked to her yesterday.
Father Vincent, she
thinks his name was.
he would try to help.

He said

she

knows,

and

there are two more at Geor-

TORS

gia-Pacific.

"We can pay more, but it
not easy to
thing," she says.
is

HER FRIEND

find
nods.

some-

Ex-

pecting her third child, she
has seen her savings towards

1963 Ford V-8 Sedan

a house dwindle rapidly. Her

'

this limn); and its neighOnly 41 days remain
bors must move. Condemned by Cook County, these
buildinp ^at 2150 S. Mount Prospect Rd. are. posted as
till

"in

dangerous

condition."

and

Church

community

groups are working to help find housing for these Spanish-speaking families.

THE
.

is the main feature of Aria Nantucket Model - 3 bedrooms,

-

1/2 baths, large kitchen with built-ins, close to.Publlc &
319,930
Parochial schools. Only
1

'

' Lew Alusill's
'TALE TELLERS'
OPENING SATURDAY, JULY 9TH

'

ISO'S. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
892-7150

Member of Multiple Listing Service

oppresively close.

Letitia' Garza, her 4 -year old eyes dancing with a warm

Her mother is busy.

THEATRE

PROUDLY PRESENTS

husband hurt his foot in April and is still in the hospital.
August, for her, is

welcome, even for strangers,
runs up, bringing her shoes
for me to put on.

COUNTRY. CLUB

A CUL DE SAC LOCATION WITH EXTRA LARGE LOT -

Letitia
afternoon

is

session

Ray, though, will make his
First

Communion soon. Because the family once lived
in Buffalo Grove, Mrs. Gar-

za prefers to send both children together to classes there
run by Sister Antoinette.

my own children
I leave
with Mrs. Garza and drive to
the
nearest gas station to
Sister promises to
phone.
call the bus company and
for
instructions
gives
me

pickup time.

Mrs. Garza, happy the chil-

dresser in the room the Gar-

go? She shrugs, tiredly.
There was a priest

neighbors

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

the

that shortly they may be without a home.

In the house with the pink
cross by the door, the woman tells me shi works at Littelfuse.
So do three other

$793.00

registered for
in Elk
Grove, and the bus driver has
been looking for her each day.
tion.

dren are to go, shows me
from
Ray's school picture
It and the telelast year.
vision set sit atop the single

things up."

POOLE PRICED AT

pened.

It's a long, hot summer foi these children. Their that stand outside their door.
Two families, she thinks,
family's water supply is a naked pipe at the end of a
row of houses; their sanitation, a line of privies. Yet have already moved, possibly
they play cheerfully in the dusty gravel, not realizing to Indiana. Where will she

OF MS 'MIS

428 S. ARLINGTON HT'S. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-s000,

More than $200 damage was

two

and

Mrs. Garza ask's me, shyly,
if I can' find out what has hap-

RE

GEORGE POOLE

Alex Koval officiating.
Burial will be in Ridgewood
Rev.

Zurich; five daughters Mrs.
'Amends Sanders of Mount
Prospect, Mrs. Edna Russell

many.

13

Ask Charlie, Phil or John about our 24_month,
50,000 mile.factory used car guarantee! We're.
the good guys with NO hats!!

great

Marie Schwegerman of Ger- glass through the sole of her

Stock .1627A

Radio, Heater, Automatic Transmission, Etc.

five

(Continued From Page 1)
night," she says, "but the
Maria, too,
road is dusty."

ent is required, and if they
bring a picture it will speed

really respect these men."

and

grandchildren.

"I'm going to open," he said.
I will see how
things run. I will do the best
job I can under the rules set
forth and' make decisions on
other things as they come up.

function. What's more, the kids

A SIGN

Niles. Burial was in St. Mat- grandchildren,

He is -survived by his v/ife stepped on a piece of broken
Renee; two sons Dr. Ralph T. glass while walking to the Mount
a physician, and Ernest F.,' a Prospect Plaza.
dentist, both -of Arlington
Heights; seven grandchildren.
Doctors at Holy Family
and two sisters Mrs. Frieda Hospital put three stitches in
Mussehl of Chicago and Mrs. her foot, which was cut by the

"From there

mother or father and a small
snapshot," he said. "The par-

said.

Ida L. Johnson, 90, of 1189
Mary N. Coolidge, Palatine, died
S. Bruhn, 86, of Lake Zurich, Friday in her home.
were held this afternoon- in St.
She is survived by a son
Matthew's Lutheran Church, Alvin C. of Palatine; two
for

services

Funeral

Dr. Lidge died Friday in N. Owen, Mount- Prospect,
Condell Hospital in Liberty- was hospitalized briefly Satville.
urday after she accidentally

will happen.

"These

he

Mary S. Bruhn

ertyville were held this morning at the Haire Funeral Home.
Burial was in Memory Gardens
Cemetery with the Rev. Leon
Haring officiating.

"I must admit. I did not ex-

men perform the same duties
here -as they do at any other

one?"

A military funeral for HarHe is survived by his wife old E. 'Dell, 40, of 101 Arling
Pearl M.; three sons, Donald ton St., Hoffman Estates, w s
E. of Tokyo, Robert I. of Ar- held this morning. Burial, was
Plum Grove Nursing Home.

Post Open

To Consider
Golf Fracas

some
Sampson expressed
surprise at some of the rules.

$1893

TODAY'S SPECIAL!!

Park Board

for each night. (Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday during the
summer), and pay a fee of S50
for each permit.

"I would recommend the kids
bring two things when they
apply for their card -- their

have

Harold Dell

Euclid,

E.

Prmicpal's

He must apply for a license

would be on sale every day and
ask

for 25 years.

Arlington
Heights, died, Saturday in the
805

lington Heights and Gordon E. in Memory Gardens.Cernetery.
Dell was drowned July 5
of Madison, Wis.; a daughter
Mrs. Margaret Madisen of while on a fishing trip with his
pass, which might had meant Milwaukee; six grandchildren 12 -year -old son Harold Jr.
closing Schoenbeck Rd.
and, a brother George of Lodi, in Ignance, Canada. Their boat
The intorscction,where three
capsized and Dell died while
Wis.
of the district's schools are
Visitors may call at the Lau- saving his son.
located, has become the site of
He is survived by his wife
terburg & Oehler Funeral
-home today from 7:30 to 9 p.m.' Anna; a daughter Marguerite,
Funeral services will be Tues- 18; a son Harold,ir., and his
day in Lodi, Wis. Burial will parents Anna and Charles Dell
be in Garden Bluff Cemetery of Dupo, Ill.
Mr. Dell retired from the
W. Donald Bath, assigned as in Wisconsin. The Rev. Milo Army April 20 after 22 years
of
the Deerfield
Vondaacek
A full report of a distrubance principal of Sunset Park School,
of service. He was employed
reported on the Mount Pros- has informed Dist. 57 he does Methodist Church will offici- at the Bruning Co.
ate.
pect Country Club golf course not want the job.
will be made to the park board
Board President William A.
Ida L. Johnson

Sampson said ho had no ob_said. "1 _expected something
'jectionto this rule.' '
"I suggested this system my- more concrete."
ASKED if he planned any
self," he 'said. "I think it is
further action in the matter of
a good idea and will help keep
an annual license, Sampson
order.".
said he did not know just what
Sampson did voice dissatis-

paid their salaries himself.
"The only question I

1964 acitAmButieCTI

Heights
Improvement
Assn. and the village of Arlington Heights opposed the overpect

St. Joseph Hospital in Chicago

Elmer A. Carncross, 80, of

pect quite what I received," he

salary.

$1093

mation from. all interested
parties" the highway department has declined to complete any safer control device at the
intersection of Palatine and
Schoenbeck Rds.

--The spot must be run ac-

ID card system. All teens will
card

The board had accepted a
contract for an overpass, to be
built -by the county. The Pros-

cut over the weekend.

cording to the village ordinances
regarding conduct of youths and
curfew.
Sampson's request .to be

can I turn away a 16 -year -old

1964 Ftli;REEc!!!,911

the

limited membership.

Heart of Mary High Schools.

1963 PMIAF,TIMNEVILLE

supervise

lighting and by the mowing of

faction with the second rule.
The rule states that the Cellar

1963 Cil,leiiiiitliT.FONVERTIBLE

to

chaperones
dances.

with a new set of rules and a

ONE PARENT

1962 FORD WAGON

schools.

off the course.

ager, will open Wednesday night

First on the list or regula-

1961 COMET

traffic control lights for the
safety of children attending the

that the men drove golf balls
Bath was to have replaced
at the lady's' foursome on the Richard M. Van Dyke, who is
10th tee, trying to force them challenging the board's action

Other rules provide:
--The exterior of the- club
must be improved by better

tions is the establishment of an

$593

its. The board has not yet re -

Cellar to Reopen; Rules
Limit Teen Memberships

by which the club must be run.

Holiday Coupe - Fully Powered!!

kind of bus service will be of fered to the school children at tending Muir School and whe-

anted. One would have parents ceived a reply.
of school children using the bus
IN OTHER board action, last

be issued and listed the rules

1959 OLDS SUPER 88

PANSINO said last week he
winuld_report to the board when
retiiiiis to the questitartaire
were complete. At that time 122
families had responded to forms
mailed to them.
At issue is whether and what

turned, policy questions on cold there the school will provide
lunches and bus transportation any facilities for cold lunches.
The board is acting on a bus
are due for consideration.
The district does not receive transportation policy as a safety
its
following
funds for bus transportation so consideration
families contract with the dis- awareness of traffic hazards to
children traveling Illinois 83 to
trict to pay for this service.
At present the rate is planned and from Muir School.
A letter has been sent to the
for $40 a year. Board members
have yet to decide when pay- state highway department ask ing for a clarification of its
ments must be made.
At a board meeting last week policy on maximum speed lim-

BY JIM ROSS.

LUCKY DAY

of a school year:s service over
three or four months; or would
build into the contract a penalty
forfeiture to pay.

Elmer Carncross

build

,

and the greenhouse.

ton High School will be dis-

whetheratr .,

aco controversy

OBITUARIES

"HANSEL AND GRETEL"
COUtitry Club

A406
Children
1 HI AtItt RESTAURANT
S2.00
$1.00
In the Old Orchard Country. Club, Rand & Euclid, Mt. Prospect

Mrs.
Stella Garza has been up since
She dressed
early morning.

Letitita and 6 -year -old Ray
carefully in their clean school
clothes and walked to the road
With them to wait for the Head
Start bus.

They had waited an hour
this morning, but the bus had
not come.

It had not come the

day before, nor the day before that,

zas share with their six children.

Though there is also a stove
and a table in the one -room
house, the bed is neatly made
with

There
a clean spread.
are no closets, but nails in
the wall hold freshly -ironed
clothes.

"WE PAY $10 a --week,"
Mrs. Garza says, "to Mr.
Mahler.
He comes around"
once a week for the rent.
He's a nice man.

"My husband works at Holy
Family," she says. "We could
pay $100 a month if we could
find: something.
ment, perhaps,

An apartbut a

house

would be better with the-children."

_

Her face clouds, remembering.
"Children are a gift
from God, no?
"They told me I had too
many children.
Six is too
Many, they said."

"Who?" I asked, startled.

"The man who put up the
sign."

She takes me to the side of
her house, so I can read the
big red printing. Dated June
22,
the sign
reads, "This
building is in dangerous condition, and its use or occupancy has been prohibited by
the building commissioner."

TOMORROW:
why?

Condemned:

The Day's Prospects

Library --World of Fantasy and Fact
THE LIBRARY his many conducted by volunteers. It is
held at 10:00 a.m. every Friactivities.
Many mothers and Friends day.

'BY DOLORES HAUGH
Women's Editor

When a book is opened by a youngster a whole world

time. The child also, because
hearing a story from

he is

someone other than the mothdiscipline,
concentration and sitting still,

experiences

er,

new experiences to some
children who have not attended
all

school or church

nursery
school.
a

dren of any age. It is a place
for help with school work. It
It

adventureland.

is

will

be

doors

sold at an out-ofsale on the library

activities are required to read you would like to donate call
a certain number of books.
Gil Liebenow at CI 5-7910 or
drop them off at the Library.
They will receive an invita- Paper back books are also
tion this fall to an afternoon acceptable. Funds raised at
of entertainment. The interest this sale will be used to purshown by the children, who chase new books for the lihave already become a part of brary.
well

on . the

pea-

presents the books, retaining
her audience's attention with

completion of 25 books an in-

teen-age -helpers and
Scout troop members.

in

scribed ' reading certificate is

lawn August 27th. Ten boxes colorful illustrations.
given.
of books have been received
The women volunteers which
THERE are more than' 500
to date but many more are number over 50 are' aided by children actively participating

participating in the Reading
Club is 3,129. Children signed needed, especially children's
up for the summer reading books.* If you have any books

this

THE LIBRARY. is always
a fascinating place for chil-

the seal

place

of the Library are volunteerSometimes, Mrs. Van Pet - cock's tail,
ing time to aid in the reading ten plays the guitar and sings
Whenever a child- completes
programs of the summer. .A songs with the little ones. At 15 books he is awarded a ribdrive is now on for hooks which other times she dramatically bon "for achievement". Upon

of fantasy and fact fervently stirs his imagination.
So it is that tiny youngsters are brought to the library even
though they cannot: read. Mrs. Ackley of the Mount Prospect
Library has an attentive audience every Thursday morning at
10 a.m. She shows illustrations and reads to the children
with much expression and gestures which holds the attention
of the little ones.
books
from
Characters
"come to life" during Story -

enrolled has. a sheet- with his
name on it and is allowed, to

activity illustrates how
the library is working

THE PROSPECT
Heights
for, and through your children. library also has a ,Story Hour,

aft

tw4t%:!4'4"<>

Girl
The

Story Hour -is attended by more
than 60 children.
The Prospect Heights library is currently conducting

the Prospect Heights Libtary summer reading program.

The Prospect Heights Women's Club has "adopted" the
library and contributed over

a summer reading program us- $500 to its support last year.
ing "Peter the Peacock" as a Their goal is a permanent litheme. For each: book the brary building.
child reads a "spot" is added
The women's club also helps
to the peacock's tail. The chil- by getting the volunteers ,for
dren keep their records in the library during the summer
looseleaf books.

Each

child

Mrs. Ralph Van Petten illustrates a story, told to the children during
the Prospect Heights Library Story Hour.

months.
.-,,a":4%414;:-

1011%10.,W8.1.

the

is

Susan Benedict
Is Engaged

sugar coating on the
education. Children

pill of
who be-

come acquainted early in their
childhood with the tremendous
potential which is' offered by
the library are fortunate. The
dividends of learning that
"little something extra" makes

Mr. and Mrs. Lauren A.
Benedict of Mount Prospect
have announced the engage-

earning

better students,
,
better grades.
for

One of the mothers who goes
to the library regularly with
her 12 -year -old son and 8 year -old
daughter is Mrs.

Ralph Nuenthel. The Nuenthels

in an area that does not

live

ap AT HOME
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ment of their daughter Susan
Lillis to Richard Leon Norwood, Lt. (jg) United States

Barbara Haack
Grad with Honors

Naval Reserve, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Cyril E. Norwood of
Lavaca, Ala.

have a library readily available.
Recognizing the need of a
library
for
her
children's
education she said, "I know
Miss Barbara L. Haack, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
that the children will need
reference books so we paid H. . Haack of Mount Prospect who recently received her BA
to join the Mount Prospect degree in Psychology from Lake Erie College, Painesville,

ern Illinois University in De Kalb receiving her BA degree in education.

Lt. Norwood graduated from
Livingston Ala. State College.
He is

Ohio, was the recipient of faculty citations all four years as

Library".
children

Both

Miss Bcndict graduated with
scholastic honors froth North-

have signed

well as the Class of 1890. Honor Scholarship, Florence Stockwell Smith Memorial Graduate Study Award. She was a mem-

of Prospect Heights admires the
copper repousse of Herman P. Baldassare at the Mount

_ up for the Reading Club.
, The number of children ber of LEC's honor society, the Kappa Alpha Sigma sorority.
In her junior year she studied eleven weeks at the Univeriity
of Cacn in France on a cultural exchange program. She was
also' a sophomore senator, representative to the student judicial board and a member of the national freshman women's
honorary society, Alpha Lambda Delta. She was in the Laurel
The Heart Fund Luncheon Society which requires outstanding scholarship and leadership,
.honoring all volunteers included several women from

"BARBARA HAACK.

pect Oral Surgery Clinic for the past month.
Baldassare,

- Kathleen
Walthers,
Assistant Vice President of
the Mount Prospect Bank,
was treasurer of the local

The Mount Prospect Mid-

fund raising.
result of the successful fullfillment of their
obligations as volunteers for
As

Seek Football League Cheerleaders

a

get Football Auxiliary
Board announces that there
are 66 openings for cheer-

leaders for the fall sesProspect State Bank sion.
Early registratiin took place
will
receive certificates
of
this year for the first time
award.

this fund Mrs. Castle and the
Mount

a

d

n

133

girls registered.

There is a need for 196 girls
to lead the cheering for the
midget football teams.
Registration will be opened
again in August', according to

Mrs. Thomas Leo.

On Au-

gust 29th and 30th a cheer -

Happy Fortieth
By Grace Mott
Today is the 40th wedding anniversary of a couple well
known in church and civic circles in Mount Prospect. They
are Mr. and Mrs. Victor F. Bittner who have lived in Mount
Prospect since 1931.
Two
long -planned events
are marking their - wedding

date. July 7 Meta and Victor
hosted a dinner at the CarOurelatives which inVic's
brother, the
Rev. J.T.L. Bittner of Fall
Creek, Wis., his sister and
for

cluded

husband, Col., and Mrs. Milton Zentner
Mrs. Wesley

from Oskosh,
Schaefer and

daughter Dorothy of Wauwatosa, Mrs. Cornelius Shiner
of Elm Grove, and others from
White Fish Bay, and Shorewood.

Important among the guests
were the anniversary couple's
son and his family, the junior
Victor__ Bittners,
including.
Margaret and Betsy who live

friends at a
last summer.

cocktail

Walter's home town,
Wednesday for the baby who
died July 4. A blood disorder
was the cease. Mr. and Mrs.
party Ost have two children, Mary
Mich.,

Holly and Thomas.

Preceding the wedding, Mr.
and Mrs. Todaro hosted a rehearsal dinner for 30 in the
New Connecticut Room of the
Holiday Inn East in Cleveland,
and a wedding reception was
followed by a party Geraldine's

IT WAS hail and farewell
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Harnden over the
Fourth of July weekend as

they feted a couple with whom
they have been close friends
for

many years.

Guests

of

family, the Michael Marolts honor were Mr. and Mrs. Roy
gave in their home for all out Hammond who moved to Chiof town guests. -The young cago from here two years ago
couple will live in MasSilon, and who are now leaving this

Ohio after their honeymoon.
THE
Independence
Day

weekend brought more than a
national holiday to Mr. and

Mrs.
Lee
Lundstrom.
It
brought the couple's 25th
wedding celebration,
actual

area

make

permanent
retirement home in Branson,
Mo., in the Ozark mountains.
Sharing the two day fun' were
to

a

the Kenneth Hodges of Mount
Prospect,

and

the

William

Hartels who came down from

date of which is June 28; a Sheboygan, Wis. Both the
family dinner party at Ehlen's Hartels and Hammonds were
Green Tree ?Inn in Benson- overnight guests of the Hun friends the. Bittners have had ville. All who attended were dens' whose outdoor breakfast
since before their marriage; married by the late- Rev. J. was. rained in. The four
of them college and
companions, -16 men

and women 1 who throughout
the years have celebrated all
important occasions together.

MOST IN _ today's

news

have deep roots in Mount
Prospect, and the Casper
Todaros are also in this
category.
.
---

Saturday their son, Franklin
who has grown up here took a

_bride

in

Cleveland, and

the

Todaros were on hand for that
ceremony in St. Paul Catholic
Church. With them was their
daughter, Linda a bridesmaid
for Geraldine Elaine

Marolt

who was introduced to the
Todaros'

Mount

Mrs. Leo mentioned that the

The auxiliary furnish-

shirts.

es the skirts which are to be
returned at the end of the season.
They also furnish the
shakers and letters which the
girls may keep,

girls only expense will be the
For further information call
purchase of leotards and sweat Mrs. Lco at CL 9-3943.

new member

of the art league, has worked
at this form of art for only one
year. 'His work, which was
started as a hobby, is of thin
gage copper worked on both

choir director for

St.

Ray-

Prospect

E.A. Mueller in St. Paul
Lutheran Church,
The Liindstroms have two

couples

Three Arlington Heights women are serving on the 1966-67
board of the Mount PrOspect Business and Professional Wom-

for summer. Worn smartly
with any costume in basic
fashion colors.

the

Herman Kiepers,

S. Main St., and Ethel's
ters and families

sis-

from here,

began

their

close

association when all lived in
Mount Prospect, and along with

Aubra Johnston were
Mr. -and Mrs. 'Edmund Cleven.
Mrs.

Fel-

lowship program; Mrs. Marian
Phillips, yearbook, and Mrs.
Betty Curfman, bulletin.
Plans for dinner meetings,

and

Wardrobe.Treasure -

tume, why not invest
beautifully
trimmed
sweater? Deep, soft

outlined at the club's
meeting.

June

wool, angora and rabbit hair,

MRS. WALTER Oat returned
froth Evanston Hospital' last

Since early June Mr. and

week, but without the couple's
ter and her, family, the Ralph
son, seven pound Joseph
liam born three 'weeks early. Engelkings' live, and where
July 3. Although she was able they welcomed a - grandson,
attend, graveside services. Ross Allan. The Errgelkings
were held in Benton ' Harbor, havn a daughter, Lori,
to

Meadows,

her

for- beds

4- hundreds

ers a place to rest and diaper,
Donald R. Spaulding, dircc their babies.
tor of sales for the Sheraton The Tiny Tot Diaper Service
Lincoln. Hotel, said prepara- donated 9,000 diapers and diations for accommodating the - per service to convention
mothers and children had been guests.
progress

in

for more than a

hand -crocheted

Preparations

included

bor-

rowing 250 blankets from the
Red Cross, sending a truck
to
the
Chain's
Louisville

Featured at the convention
were
films, addresses and
panel discussions by medical
experts
on
breast-feeding,
family - centered maternity

care and childbirth.

PROFESSIONAL LAUNDERING &
DRY CLEANING
Clothes look better, last
longer when properly cored fort
It pays togive them the best in
dry cleaning ... it pays to bring
them here!

SHIRTS

the club's participation in the,
formation of new Business'
and
Professional
Women's.
Clubs in other Chicago sub-'
urban areas.
Among those attending a

VISIT OUR.
SHOWROOMS.
AT:

recent workshop session at the

. Only Professional Theatre

"CRITICS

Mrs. Cleven have been in
Minneapolis where their daugh-

Mrs. Quentin Ford Jr. of hotel

Rolling

_

THE NEW club president,
Mrs.
Ruth Hofmcister of
Prospect,
discussed
Mount

in Deerfield Beach, Fla. From
return home.

a
jacket lambsin

wardrobe.

Ind.

YOUR CLOTHES DESERVE

regular

with the addition of bound edgsocial and fund-raising events ing in satin or ribbon, will
and federation activities were make this a treasure in any

who moved from here a year
here they will

Italian

gloves. The perfect light touch

For a wonderful knit that
Barbara can make any dress a cos-

-COMING:

the Rudolph Glades and Mr. and a half ago and now live
and Mrs. Alvin Hedke.

the

hospitality; Mrs. Edna Hoehle,
philanthropy;
Mrs.
Johnson, Celia Howard

Three area women and one baby attended the recent international convention of the LaLeche League in Indianapolis,

ing hand. Light and airy are year.

They are Mrs. Ruby Mor- Avalon, and Miss Heniken.
ton, treasurer; Mrs. Eleanor
'Although the club holds no

1620 West
Northwest Hwy.,

1

children; Wayne who attended the others, 111c _Hammiinds :,_PiPLCangress Hotel in Chi the party with his wife, Sheila, were active in civic and church cago were Mrs. Morton, Mrs.
Platt, Mrs, Shaughnessy, Mrs.
and Roger, 15., Others in - circles.
Weekend guests of Mr. and
eluded were her mother and
The Northwest Suburb's
father,

Light and Airy Gloves

Viva Italia! -- and the allur-

meetings during July
August, inquiries regarding membership may be
directed to the membership,
chairman, Mrs. Jayne Shull"''
at 392-1717.

WON

and storing
of cribs, playpens
month -old daughter Kriste and and carriers collected by
sides with various tools such Mrs. Thomas Kientzle and Indianapolis LaLeche memas ball point pens and clothes 'Mrs. Raymond Hornbostel, bers for visiting delegates..
pins.
both of Arlington Heights, were
A HOTEL assembly room
choir di- among 700 women and 300
Baldassare is
babies at the convention held was converted to a "Rock and
rector and, music teacher at
Rest" room .to give the mothLane Technical High School, at the Sheraton -Lincoln Hotel.

of the Christian Art League.

Peterson, assistant treasurer.
and Mrs. Charlotte Shaughnessy, parliamentarian.
Seven committee chairmen
also
are
from
Arlington
Heights: Mrs. Alice Platt,
personal development; Miss
Marian _Heniken, public relations; Mrs. Ruth Avalon,

Convention of Mothers,
a Bi--gTess./e
'

a

Ruth Hofmeister
President of Club
en's Club.

in Elmhurst.
Another
dinner at
the
Carousel July 16 will include

some
travel

clinic will be held
and all registered cheerleaders will be taught by cheerleaders from the local high
schools.

.

mond's Church and a member

Grace's Daze

sel

leader's

SUSAN BENEDICT

6th has been set.

Herman P.. Baldassare, member of the Mount Prospect, Art
League, had his copper repousse on -exhibit at, the Mount Pros-

.

co-chairmen attended.
Miss

Christi, Tex. and will be based with a squadron at Patuxant River. Md., early this fall.
A wedding date of August

Art in Copper
On Display.

and assistant to the psychology faculty.

Miss Haack is working in Rolling Meadows at Clearbrook
Mrs. Alex Castle, Center for the Retarded. In the fall she will enter a doctoral
chairman for Mount Pros- program in educational psycliologron a NDEN fellowship at
pect, and Mrs. R. C. Cooper,,,, .Western Reserve University in Cleveland.

the area.

flight training at C or pus

Prospect Oral Surgery Clinic.

Area Volunteers
At Honors Lunch

a member of the Tau

Kappa Epsilon fraternity. Norwood recently completed Navy

James Childress

Ar1.140*-111104
Pic ono 094205

Country Club
I/11 at RI

WO AORMII

CHOICE"AUB-17

A New Comedy By Ira Levin-- 1::1.712,1T,.':::°:,,14::: -Tr

Last Week: "PAPA IS ALL"
Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:30

Sunday at 7:90

Box Office Opens Daily 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Reservations By Mall Or Phone CL 9-5400

ism

EA

48,HOUR SERVICE ON SHIRTS
WE DO REPAIRS AND ALTERATIONS
1010 Elmhurst Road

Mount Prospect
Phote 437-4847

44"70415:4214UltIVREP

Some Day

. .

by Frank E. -Von Arx
Y'N

dians, people say, look what

Vacations arc for the birds.
Man is too dumb to appreci-

losing
night?

that island is worth today.

-OK, but what do you sup-

ate the better things in life.

nothing to do and he wakes up

pose the chief., could get
those same beads if he

every morning at the first ray

cided to sell them?

Give a man two weeks with

important things like that.

Spare a man - the need to
drive every day and he spends
his time on little errands,
driving the highways north
and south -because the petroleum industry cannot survive
without him.
Tell a man he need not

He should think about the
board of education who named a school after the retiring

low, those people over in Evanston.
The

work and he finds 1,521 odd

will go do

jobs to repair his castle.

A man on vacation should

victory

Slichenmyer
as

a

great

ever

campaign

School and Harper School and

Bell School and Howard

whole file folder willed with
information that is now out-

munity alMost
Slichenmyer.

For instance, periple
dated.
will 'never know, now that -Glenview has, a Henking . School

cations.

All those names are
people' who served their com-

School.

and

well

as

That's the trouble with vaIt gives, a man time

Suppose the school
board had named Slichenmyer

High School something drastic, like Churchill or Hoover.
It's enough to make a man

Westbrook

.a

-as

to think.

break out in a cold sweat.

And next vacation we are
going to give some serious
thought to Slichenmyer Historical Museum.

superintendent.

People will not know about

in

succeeded

High

School named after 8 school
board president, and a Lyon
School named after a former

as the campaign to modernize
the population signs in Arlington Heights. What other

just sleep and think He should
think about those Indians who
sold Manhattan Island for
some beads. Those dumb In-

Slichenmyer

Sears
Joseph
Field
and
Stanley
or Wilmette's Logan

School after that great Ainerican Mr. Willow was a stroke
of genius: It leaves us with a

principal,

ac-

It' is as great

complishment.

Kenilworth's

over-

named- after a woman school
board member, and a linen
Schobl named .after an early
pioneer family and former

fel-

Fine

superintendent.

people

School
School,

Naming

for.:
de-

A man should think about

of sunshine

5,000

WarileEttortatiektifeltiatieetEtSitt;r.eitirSir=1,1,nr;rw!can,-:,...

Vantage Point
There seems to be

ser-

a

ious difference of opinion developing between the

League

of Women Voters and the Illinois state Chamber of Commerce
Both
strong

have come out with

statements
position
concerning the proposed revenue article and their" opinions are, to say the least,
divergent
The state chamber favors
The league
the amendments
does not
While the league admits
that the current revenue ar-

ticle is archaic and in need of
revisions

and

updating,

it

does not believe that the proposals passed by the general
assembly and being submitted
to the voters provides
answers to the problem

the

The state chamber has stated that it will campaign active-

enue article on the first time

routes are limited and crowd-

around.
Should the revenue article
fail this trip out, it will be

ed.

then.

Top consideration to ways
and means of getting the issues before the voters will he
a highlight of the state chamber's

convention

ARLINGTON Heights and
Mount Prospect have both. expressed interest in attracting
light manufacturing or research facilities to the area.
Both villages recognize the

value that such industry can
have in providing a broad tax
for

community

It points out that two-thirds

sion.

of the people participating in
the blue ballot must give their
approval .if the amendments

ficulty of their' task.

are to be law

Or, the state chamber points
general election
the revisions

WE -RECALL

must

favor

just

They also recognize the dif-

organizations
18,000
than
spending in excess of $150,000,000 a year on just the
same type of project -- attracting new industry.
suburban
northwest
The

' the

cam-

four years ago pushing

the judicial amendment

through the involved mechanics of a blue ballot
It
took two tries before they

made the grade and the issues
at stake then were much more
popular and easy to understand than the complicated
revenue article amendments
William J Crowley, vice

president of Northern Illinois
Gas Co will head a nonpartisan group of citizens in

however,

is

labeled

a

industry

Only catch 'is that Francis
Lorenz, state director of public works, says this this development of Route 53 is sev-

era! years in the future.
We hope this is not true.
Route
53's
early development could- be the impetus
needed to spur industrial development here.

"I was thinking of summering on the Riviera this season,
but not after what De Gaulle has 'done to NATO!"

Medicaid' Cost?
Title 19, the little-known section._ of the Medicare
law which provides free medical aid to the indigent,

for its proud parents.

Chief among these is the
fear that a little-known section

of the program will
more than

even

the

prediction. This secTitle 19. sometimes

for 'aid under this yardstick.

The plan was recently amendcharging that the adminis- ed, and now requires families
tration made a "multimillion - with gross incomes of more

dollar blunder" in estimating than $2,500 to pay part of their
bulls.

of, the problems in
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K. S. Johnson, General Manager
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is

its cost.

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper 's freedom and intellectual integrity."
Marshall Field III

has been called a 'multimillion -dollar blunder.'

cost far
wildest

tion is
called Medicaid, and already
Sen. John Williams. R -Del.,

Many

Tbe Pro5pert ;Dap

mr.,Imeastzwzrageszetziax

WASHINGTON --Like any
new born baby, Medicare is
causing some financial worries

In A- original

merica today there arc no less

area,

paigns by many state groups

expan-

pattern for
will be almost perfect.

How- 1Vluch Will

Chicago

in

traffic

by Jack Vandermyn

Medicare's Little -Known Section -

Oct. 20 and Oct. 21 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel.

12ase

out, a majority of the voters
participating in the Nov 8

When Route 53 is completed

as a major north - south thorat least 1970 before it can be oughfare, linking this area to
resubmitted to the electorate Interstate 80 near Joliet, the
-- and experts on state finance feel it may be too late,

for passage of the article.

ly

. .

far, eight states have
had I. Medicaid plans- approved
So

federal money. Each state puts
up a share proportionate to its

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

William J. Kiedaisch

Managing Edilor

income: federal
it is said, will
range from 55 to 83 per cent.

capita

per

participation

,oar of the Waves

Financial worries are not the
only fears nagging the administration. -"Nobody knows what -

front runner in ability to at- Title! 19 may never surface
tract industry because of its since House and Senate com- by the Health, Education and - kind orprograms Title 19 is
Department.- Six capable of producing." .comWelfare
transportation
facili- mittees
ideal
are currently debat- others, including New York's plains one senator.
No one will deny that we are living in
ties.
ing whether Congress really
"It's more than likely some an age of sounds. Perhaps the sounds of
It used to be that rail facil- intended to be so magnani- arc under HEW review.
Together, the eight approv- states will adopt- programs today are not as pleasing as those reities were the most vital fac- mous with Medicaid.
ed plans estimate their needs which in -effect Will do noth- corded from the past, but we'll bet
tor considered in industrial
additional federal funds to ing," adds an HEW official. grandpa and grandma had about the same
development programs. While
What Title 19 provides es- in
Medicaid inrail transportation is still vi- sentially is matching federal be about $260 million for the In some states,
things to say about oldtime noise as most
first year. HEW originally es- deed might never be adopted.
tal to industry, an adequte
system of highways

money to states aiding "medi-

is label-

cal

indigents"

under

21

and

ed even more important.

over 65, us well us any adult
That is one reason that in- in between who is blind, disdustrial planners are watch- abled or part of a family with
ing the development of Route dependent children.
53 with keen. interest. Thus
It bears little resemblance

an attempt to educate the pub-

far,

lic to the mechanics of voting for a blue ballot and to insure their approval of the rev-

area
west
ever,

government's
Share of Medicaid for the
first year at S240 million.

timated

might motorcycles, etc.
course,
government's fiMany of us remember, as youngnancial burden, but it raises' sters, walking home on a warm summer
arithDoing some mental
prickly questions in evening listening to bits and scraps of
some
metic, Williams figures that if another
governMent various radio shows as, we passed from
area:

Title 19 leaves it up to the
states to decide who is medically indigent. And that's the
financial rub.

NEW YORK'S state legisla-

ture had originally approved
a plan which would allow .a
family of four to earn $6,000
a year and still be medically
indigent. Some observers had
estimated that more than a
third of the state's 17 million,
would

people

have

qualified

THIS, OF

lessen

MANY FEDERAL sources
concede that Williams may be
close

to

the

mark.

"If

regulation. With one level of open window to open window. Today,
treatment available in the with the invention of the transistorized
some
in
needy
medically
bits and scraps in
program in radio, we hear these
states and no
form of modern music emanating
others. Congress would face the
heavy pressure to
imbalance.

rectify the

the

Whatever comes of these
states decide that half Of their
people arc 'sick poor' --and in deliberations, some form of
some places perhaps they are medical assistance for those
--then Medicaid is going to who need it but can't pay for
of age --seems
cost a lot of money," says it-regardless
to be here to stay. The health
one.
Once the state legislature care concept and the medical
legislation profession will perhaps never
passes
enabling
and the plan receives HEW he the same.
approval, the program can
Nor, for that matter, -.may -by the U.S. Treasury.
mostly
start, financed

Letters to the Editor

I

Maintains Speed
Not Accident Cause
limits. Assuming - that,
though motorists ignore unreasonable curbs, they still
speed

Editor:

level it off with a Personal Loan
Expenses running a little high lately? Give your
budget a lift with a Personal Loan at low bank
rates. Whether you want to -consolidate current

I object. In 'Vantage Point
you list speed as the i number
one cause of trial -11c deaths, have a strong, same interest
atcounting for 25.5 per cent in-their own survival, officials
of the total. This is entirely of these states set the maxifalse and perpetuating' a myth mum speed being used by 85
in the mass search for a per cent of motorists as the
limit. Most drivers respond
scapegoat.

bills or cover unexpected expenses, you will find
fast, friendly, embarrassment -free service here.

A survey submitted to Congress in February 1959 called
"The Federal Role in High-

On vacation and business trips carrj,

way Safety" amassed statistics on 5.7 billion miles of

travel and on accidents involv-

-AMERICAN EXPRESS
TRAVELERS CHEQUES

ing

gOliails 830 am to 2 p.m. Dally through titaturday:
*moot WatInsday. Friday evenings from 8:30 to 8:30 p.m.
MIS ova pass pompom' LOTS

MOUNT PROSPECT

10,000 vehicles. It- shows

that speed was of little significance, in' fact there is evi-

You get a prompt refund if they're lost or stolen, and they're
spendable everywhere. Cost only lot a dollar.

lP BANE
STATE

Sums Avirluokifinel Imam; 8111
ofvt itonat, wows' INSAMANCII COPIDRTION

Although speed limits
had been raised 20 miles an
pened?

hour,

dence

that

limits tends

lowering

to indifce

speed

acci-

through the area was reduced,
legal limits were observed by
95 per cent of the motorists
instead of 5 per cent, and accidents declined in one year
from 10 to 3 on the highway.

cent,
declined

peri

the

Over 85 per

of all U.S.

by

accidents arc caused
factors other than high

speed. More than half of the
fatal auto accidents in the U-

average ties would still have occurred.

were loaded in

Congress

been

has

occupied

so

with

Niel _Nam, 'civil rights, tax matters, the
booming budget, foreign aid and politics
that it hasn't had the time or the inclin-

opening.

It is said to be designed to enhance

as violent in their loyalties as
dog and 'cat lovers,- a selection has been
difficult, if not impossible.
Well, then, why not let the United

almost

ation to dig into the thorny problem of

States

choosing a national flower for the United

flower, but a national BOUQUET that
would include ALL the posies championed by various factions?

States.

Thorny problem? You bet. Here's an
issue that has alternately flourished and
wilted in Congress ever
I

since

the

end

and is apparently still

have

not

merely ONE national

To further symbolize
pot, the United Natibns

the

emotional approach 'to tru'

melting

might provide
a beautiful and costly bowl -- subscribed

too prickly to handle.
The trouble is that almost every to
by
its
less -active,
anti-American
flower has its fans.. The rose, the car-, members -= in which to 'display the
nation, the daisy, the poinsettia, the White House copy of the national bouquet.
Uncle Sam would, of course, pick up
marigold,' the sunflower, even the corn
tassel. And since flower followers are
the tab. directive reduced speeds to
Pennsylvania
the
Turnpike

They Don't Use Rice Any More

from 70 to 35 in order to save
wartime

gas

and

tires.

The

turnpike 'death toll shots up to
its highest accident and fatality
level before or since.
Mr. Jack Vandermyn, the
manipulation of statistics by
you and others is preventing
a
major reduction in the

lobile Assn.; John E. Baer-

one section of the area and safety was that the death ton wald,' University of Illinois-'
rate climbed IQ ,pet cent on "Safc and Harold L. Michael, Puraccident
haye taken this lesson
to. because "the
due.
heart and have begun to'let .was already high, the authori- Driving Day."
Presidential
Carl M. Blodtn
drivers' themselves determine ties pressed ahead. What hap- - In 1942, a
-t

it looks some-

A National Flower

from 42.6 to
Safety campaigns arc more
42.4 miles an hour and acci- than a bore, They are a mendents declined 36 per cent, ace. By scaring the timid and' death -toll. And I rcfcr you to
from 62 a year to 40.
emotionalizing danger, they the more enlightened traffic
Results in Utah were much .only add another disturbing experts and highway officials

school buses

A horn -shaped object,

what like a miniature ship's ventilation
funnel. It is made of plastic and is stuck
in the sand with the radio placed in the

reception and protect the radio from
sand and moisture.
et.
How involuntary listeners are to proUp until now, though, the personal ear
tect themselves is not specified.
phone has saved our ears, somewhat.

dents while raising the limits the same. On a two lane high- ingredient to the highway for further information; Wilway west of Salt Lake City, ' problem. On Dec. I, 1955, we bur S. Smith, Connectieutt; J.
prevents them.
the '85 percentile figure in- had "Safe Driving Day" spon- Edward Johnson, Utah; J.C.
Tickets under our 'present ' dicated a prOper speed limit sored by, a Presidential com- Womack, California; J.E.P.
system usually go to the safest of 60, not the' posted 40 which mittee with over 200 cooper- Darrell, Minnesota; Martin
drivers. As state surveys have was being ignored by 95 per ating national organizations. E. Bruen,mg, Wisconsin, J.
repeatedly shown, the fast ' . cent of the motorists. Despite The result of our nation's P. Mills Jr., Virginia; Burton
drivers arel the ones who tend a loud public- outcry because most massive attempt 'al an W. -Marsh, ..American Auto-

to go at safe speeds, regard-less of -the, rules. Many states

radios.

traffic

a statewide test of this theory., one in the country drove over
in 45 low -speed limit areas, 50 miles an hour last year;
the obedience rate rose by Over 60 per- cent of all fatali119

leaving bad enough alone, is now marketing a sound amplifier for transistor

from just about every teen's shirt pock-

the average speed of World War

to such adult treatment by
slightly lowering their speeds.
nited States happen at speeds
When " Illinois officials did below .40 miles an hour.' If no

speed

But
should go unreported.
then, as another saying -has it, forewarned is forearmed.
One manufacturer, not content with

the

.

the 42 other states implement

northwest suburban to Medicare, since it is not similar plans, Medicaid alone
offers
excellent east - tied to Social Security and might cost taxpayers SI billion
traffic patterns, how- of course, is not limited to annually.
north - south access the elderly.

the

of us have about today's horns, roaring

the

If no news is good news, perhaps the
following

-

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS,
NEI LOOK AT 11-IE *TEENtisr...4
GIRLS WALKING 1H15 WAY.

Moodily,

Abe rlaP

1966
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-

OUT OUR WAY
5:

IF I LED 'EM N THEY'D JUS'

01-1, CURLY,. THEY

SAY, '0H,WELL, A LIFETIME
AT IT!' BUT A LOUT --I MEAN
A DUB--DOIN'IT, WHY THEYLL

KNOW IM NOT

ENOUGH OF A COWBOY TO TIE UP AND

74/

TRY FOUR/ THAT'S HOW
TO GIT TH' WORK OUT
O'THEM

LEAD IN TWOWILD
COWS ALL ALONE -SODA SAID IT

FELLERS!

CAN'T BE PONE!

"Theirs may not be a Great Society, but it's a Good
Society!"

"Yes, I did use the bananas in my mud' pies! Banana
pie happens to be Jimmy's favorite!"

BEN CASEY

triiitions
I'VE GOT SOMETHING TO SAY,
ENID...TLL MAKE IT GRIEF AND
TO THE POINT; PLEASE LETME

WONDER 'JON-IP:EY GET

ZR WILL IAM3

7-I1-66

FINISH usFoiRE you sAY

INTO ?NOSE MANS

il

;frit'

THE HORRIBLE EXAMPLE

sI NIA N. TN. 4,. Uf. M. OIL

ANYTHING.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
MY WORD, MACK, HOW CAN YOU JOKE AT

I
(Ipp

HATE PEOPLE WHO SUMP TO
CONCLUSIONS! BUT SOMEHOW
HAVE A WILD HUNCH SOME-

IN A VICTIM

I WON'T...I

OFA DEADLY...FA1AL
DISEASE:. IT'S CALLED
AMOVIROPM147754AL

'1"

AT A 'TIME LIKE 11-IIS ?MARTHA
SPECIFICALLY TOLD ME TO BE CAREFUL!

WHEN-SHE.FINE* OUT I'VE HAD A
,$LIGHT.SET8ACK:10:MY RESEARCH
SAVS SURE TO BECOME VEXED!--.
YOU Do, MA3OR, OPEN 114AT
- 514 SimPLYZLIG.,OF Nome.8RE.W.YoU HAD, "UNDERSYAN15--HIDDEN IN THE LAMP Z,

Over BELIEVE tit

THING WENT-waoNlel WHAT D

I/

O

NIA.

Al IAA Us. PAL ON

SCIENCE.'

BIJCS BUNNY

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

I CANT BEL/EVE "THAT

Fingernail
Problems

YOB REALLY OON'T
WANT 70 JOIN THE
F121E-N0-5HIP CLUB

EEK & MEEK

WOULD XV BELIEVE A
5M4CK. IN THE14155a2g

THESE

i1 own

.,/ NrA

NIGHT
GAME'
ARE

W. G. BR ANDSTADT, M.D.

Q --All my fingernails crack
clear down to the cuticle. What
*),

can 1 do about this9

A --This is a common complaint, especially in women.
The cause is unknown, but it

is usually ,worse in older persons -than in the young. There
is no cure Several nail hardeners

available

are

but they

J INA L, NM N,.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

of doubtful value. The
same is true of special diets
arc

Answer to Previous Puzzle

FA1
R KEY c3A-ra
L N

Fire

for this condition

The best treatment is to cut
your

nails

short

to

ACROSS.

prevent

1 Sign of fire
6 Effect of fire
10 Flake
'12 Dig (dial.)
13 Contributes
14 Edible bulb
15 People subdued
by Charlemagne
16 Kind of machine

their catching on various objects and to protect them with
gloves when you do any man-.
nal labor

Q --Is there any cure for a
fungus infection of the nails?

(ab.)

A --Deep-seated

fungus infections of the nails are admittedly hard to curt but a
of griseofulvin by.
course
mouth, combined with local

applications of Advicin, should
clear up the infection ewithin
three months unless the fungus

is Candida (Monilia),

which

case

in
phos-

tetracycline

phate with nystatin would be
more effective

Q --For many years

I

" 18 Performed
19 Lower limbs
20 Philippine

CAPTAIN EASY
11.

SIDI)

v

CONFOUNDED
JUPITER KOOKS
UNDERSTOOD

TAX UM ME BACK TO EARTH, AND

you CHAPS CAN NAMUM OWN
PRICE: PAY HEAP 610 PILE UM
!LEAPS:

WHAT TOOK

SO LONG, rg TO US, KRAGOASUT HAS

ceexze'a no PaooEL woo

SICK
WAILING,.

ENGLISH...OR IF
/ COULD USE

1

GESTURE:

threat to your health. No
treatment is known but nail
lacquer will mask the spots.

Please send your questions
and comments to Wayne G.
Drandstpdt, M D , in care of
this pa/per. While Dr. ,Brandstadt-Vannot answer individual letters he will answer
letters of general interest in
future columns

,

mar

WM *ELM

.peasant
21 Places fog
sleeping
22 Adjective
ending

23 West German
capital
24 United States
ship ,(ab.)
25 Mistake
27 Remote
29 Incorporated .

3 Khayyam and
namesakes
4 Sets of tools*
5 Compass

reading

8 Fowl
7 Nullifies
8 Shuns
9 Watches over

i

N

0
0M

O N

0

U

N

P
A

w

A
N

fs

C
C

5.

YORE

lac

M

R E

A

A R E. 6

RAI N

C R U MELEE
N N ELI
0
NL:IET
L K A 1Ve
N

O

RES

-r w 0 Ni6ILL"r
AN
SAVE
5,
N
61C, 1

A_LEO

12
I4
11 Korean, for
instance.
26 Ceremony
36 Malicious
28 Grow old
burning
12 Benedictine
title
31 Island in North 38 Biblical city
13 Painter Salvador Atlantic
39 Scope
32 Musical.
' -41 Mark van
17 Jamboree
43 Fruit drink
feature
compositions
44 Sap (Fr.)
20 Portable lights 33 Goddess of
46 Boy's nickname
dawn
21 Destroy by fire
34 Tongues of fire 48 Soft drink
23 Good Fr.)
6
2
3
4 5
8

ONE() EEN SETA

1

(ab.)

30 - fatuus

get rid of them?

may be caused by injury, to
the Matrix or to separation of
the nail from the underlying
nail bed Thecondition is no

MOO usi

ITS PANGS
WLIP...11f 'REP SEEP' OP THAT
TRANSMITTER IS SETO WEAK, IS ONLY A
POW MILES.
EASY: THEY MUSTA TURNED
TIL HURRY
OFP ON TH' SIDE ROAD WE
SACK MD TURN
PASSED:

TIER TRAIL:

MY HANDS, TO

have

A --These spots are due to
imperfect development of the
nails as they leave the growth
center under your skin. This.

TO

MAKS sun NO CAR OR
HELICOPTER

nY"i had white spots on my finger- nails What causes them, and,,
how can

SOME SNOOP IS WISE
WISE

2 Organizer of
a kind

15.

33 Near the stern

I

(neut.)
35 Rabbit .
37 Small house
39 Regulation
40 Before
41 Refute
42 Constellation
43 Donkey
44 Of the sun
45 Arab, for
example
47 Run
49 Bird of rtron
family

19

22
.... .. .. .....

42

50 Nine -day

45
-"devotion
51 Relaxation
52 Awaits decision 49
DOWN
1 Croat's
neighbor

11

it

1

4-,

-

.11

44444

.

".

'4

.4

1

.

4,

1

4- -'4

V

Old Scout Cabin. Burned
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Plans Underway
To Replace. Landmark
BY DAN BALAS

A Prospect Heights landmark was burned down Friday by the fire department and a drive to replace. the.

Assn., sparkplugs of the original drive 20 years ago to
build the cabin to rekindle in-

was virtually abandoned.
Keeping in mind that the
land would
t to the de-

nance the new construction.
Richard L. DeMucsy, 606
N. Elmhurst Rd., is helping
make arrangements for the

1947.

has served many
addition to Boy

It

in

Scouts was-widely known as
a community center for gatherings of social organizations.

Land for the cabin was donated

by

Carlton Smith, of

Smith and Dawson of Prospect
-14
\v`

t

tg

.

;

,

.

1

I 'Li

Heights.
At the -time -of -the- donation,
it was stipulated that if the
land was not used for comrecreation
ttiohack
nPur"stothe
unwitoYuld
developers.

if it were not used
for community activities, a
corporation was formed about
velopers

three years ago.
Fred H.
Prather, A.I.A.
a licensed architect who designed the Appoio
Savings

end Loan building In Chicago,
drew plans for a proposed
community center to be built
on the site.

Barricade

Prospect Heights

department has placed a barricade at Lincoln and Mier Rds.
where a cave-in has created a
hazardous condition.

State Smashed

at

Palatine Rd. near

Vandals smashed up a hitch-

Schoenbeck Rd. will be
replaced by a modern

Prospect Heights Boy Scouts

will be asked to clean the

wreckage from the area and
maintain it in good condition
until funds are raised to fi-

drive to build the facility. He
may be contacted by residents
interested in working on the
project.

Start Work
On Birthday.
Celebration
ity wide observance next year in
celebration of Mount Prospect's

50th anniversary as an incorporated community, have begun.

Acting on a suggestion made
Chamber of Commerce
President George B. Busse,
Mayor Daniel Congreve apby

statue on the front
lawn of a home in the Country
Club subdivision Friday.

pointed an eight man committee to begin preparations for

Hot Air

anniversary

ing post

the celebration.

Named chairman of the 50th
planning commitCharles Holroyd told police tee was John Weber; of Com-

facility.
4,1

terest in the project.

Preparations for a commun-

Peter Swieger of the street

firemen burned down
the old Boy Scout
cabin at Camp Sacaj-aw-ea Friday. The
landmark, located on

Improvement

Heights

pect-

Boy, Scout .cabin, it Camp Sac-aj-aw-ea was immediately announced..
For many resident's, the Old cabin built from logs donated
by Illinois Bell Telephone Co.. and donations from area citizens, holds fond memories.
About two years ago, after
The cabin, which was lobeing used by Cub' and Boy
cated on Palatine Rd. near Scouts for their camping and
Schoenbeck Rd., was built in other activities, the cabin
groups

;-

THE. COMMUNITY is currently working with, the Pros-

Wednesday someone took an monwealth Edison Co.
Serving with Weber are Earl
conditioner worth $180

r,'

,Pv`te,LLNI;0-4

air

from his garage at 805 S. Waverly.

Meeske, Mceske's Supermarket; Richard D. McCarthy,

Luker Named
Comptroller

Randhurst Shopping Center;
Mrs. Adele Jaske, Mount Pros-

was Jippointed, effective July
1, as comptroller of Gerber
Plumbing Fixtures Corp., Chi-

and recreation' and
Haberkamp, fire chief.

pect Plaza; Mrs. Grace Mott,

longtime village resident; John
Robert C. Luker of 1019 E. Mongan, village manager; Tom'
St. James, Arlington Heights, Cooper, Superintendent of parks
Edwin

The committee was appointed
with the unanimous consent of
Luker has a degree in bus- the board and will be charged
iness administration from the with the responsibility of planUniversity of Missouri; an ning, co-ordinating and estabMBA ,from Northwestern Un- lishing financing necessary to
cago.

This, is an architict's drawing a the new recre- Rd. near Schoenbeck at Boy Scout camp Sac-ajation cabin for use by Prospect Heights young aw-ea.

people. The building will be located on Palatine

Hodges Retires
From Post Offk

iversity

public,

lic

tee

Trustee. Harry Bruhl's pubhealth and safety commitfinally got an

ordinance

through the village board last

ges. 62.

eral committee meetings with

Tuesday night

After lengthy discussion, sev-

He has retired as assistant
postmaster in the Mount Prospect office to join the staff
of the Mount Prospect State

people involved, and more board
debate Tuesday, trustees approved by a 5-1 majority a
beauty shop control ordinance
Trustee Joseph GI -Mani, him -

Bank.

One of the

is

ououint.

a

certified, cover the 50th
celebration.

'anniversary

Beauty Ordinance Passes; Barbers Wait

- three years of serthe post office ended
Friday for Lawrence E. Hod-

Thirty

vice in

and

self a member of the commit-

public meeting of his commit-

tee, voted against the -ordinance,
stating that he could see no
need for its adoption

tee last week.

Most of the requirements an
the village ordinance arc taken
from the state regulations that
control the operation of beauty
and barber shops
Bruhl said that representa-

tives of beauty shops did not
object to the ordinance at a

IT WAS. a' different story,
however. concerning the proposed barber shop ordinance
which remains in committee
pending lengthy revisions.
Teichert
Robert
Trustee
asked that the ordinance be

amended, taking the authority
for suspending licenses to op crate away from the health in-

spector.

The ordinance was amended
to place any powers of suspen-

sion pf license

255-7200

privileges in

the hinds of the board of health
rather than the health inspector.
It was the consensus of

trustees that the responsibility

BEFORE

for enforcement should not rest
with one individual inspector,
but rather with a duly appointed
board.

4 P.M:

On Retention Basin

pect postmaster until 1947.

Builder, Board
Reach Agreement

Later he worked under postmasters Donald Bcsander, Jo-

seph Knuth and Theodore C.

T

Geocaris.

He became a postmaster, he
said, because he was politically
active -after he moved here from
Elmhurst on July 4, 1925 when
he was 21.

LAWRENCE HODGES

home at 202 E Evergreen in
WHILE THE post office now

over

its

present

Add Director
To Northwest
YMCA Staff

to request approval to continue with underground piping
connected with their retention basin.
Thus far, the village has not available to sign the papers.
not received a deed to the reThe village accepted the deed,
tention basin and has asked which was to be delivered to
the developer to halt work in Village Manager John Mongan.
the area until such a deed is
The retention basin in Forgrunted.
est View will be enclosed by a
Braun, who said this was fence and its maintenance and
the first time in nearly four safety control will be the reyears that he has been before sponsibility of the village.

four supervisors and a postmaster
"When I was postmaster

village board, asked that
the board accept his letter of

intention to transfer deed of
the retention basin to them.

ing four hours a day.

"That was when most of the
MiSS MARGUERITE Pietznick, (left) nursing director at Lutheran General Hospeople around here had their pital inspects a copy of a book co-authored by Miss Doris Molbo (right) of the hosown mail boxes in the post pital's staff. Miss Paetmick's home is 'at 415 Emmerson in Mount Prospect. Miss

office."
Molbo, of Chicago,, co-authored the' book, "Gynecologic Nuriing" while serving as
The additiOn of a physical
PRESENTLY the post office
the
associate director of hospital research at the Park Ridge institution.
director to the staff of
delivers to 11,303 residences.
Northwest Suburban YMCA
"In 1946 I started the first
by
Charles
Mcwas made
carrier service for Mount

program co-ordinator and Dale over."'
Mcsserle, aquatic director, in
The first routes were mountthc physical education depart- ed, and included Prospect
ment.
Heights, almost as far north
Michacly, who has served on as Wheeling, he said.
_the staff_of .Warren _Township
Hodges said the_real growthHigh School in Gurnee, will in MountrProspect began about
develop and direct a complete World War 11, when some farms.
program of fitness for men and were turned into subdivisiorts.
boys at the YMCA.
He spoke kindly of the, old
A graduate of the University fa milici who settled the area.

of Illinois with a masters de- He

grec

in

physical

education,

married Cristinc Meyn,
whost father. John opened the

-

Thirty Teacher '
Scholarships Available

ness program.

10

education. ,Recipients": -"of the _
scholarships will attend 'a work,
First pribrity-for the_scholshop at Wayne State University, arships will be given full-timc

Detroit, from Aug. 8 through

Sept. I.
The scholarships are\ offered
by the U.S. Office of Education
to Strengthen the National Adult
Basic Education Teacher Train_

first blacksmith shop in the vil-

lam

'and the Willies.

Wallet Taken

IT WAS pointed out that
the village has a policy making
it mandatory that retention
basins be deeded to them before

ments of education.

Village
To. Replace
Felled Trees

lowed.

Braun said that he had sanitary district approval of the

retention basin and was being
A wallet containing S60 and held back during prime workpersonal cardswas stolen -from ing time.

DAYS

According to police records
the Mount Prospect village go-

construction in the area is al- vernment

The builder asked that the
Ray Page, 'state superintenRecipients of the scholar - Shopper's World Saturday,
dent of public instruction, has ships will receive $75.00 per Bessi Henken of 236 W. Crook- village hold a deed to the reannounced that 30 -.scholarships week plus $15.00 for each de - ed Lane, Barrington, told. po- tention basin in trust for execution because his partner was
are available to Illinois teach- 'pendent and' transportation lice.
ers for training in adult basic costs,

ing Program. Nine workshops
are offered throughout the nais.
Hodge said his father-in-law's - tion in a co-operative program
studying with Dr: Thomas K: father was one of the fiist with the Office of Education,
Cureton, an ontstanding lead- three families in Mount Pros- the National University Eaten er-in the national .physical fit- ,-pest, along with the Moehlings skin Assn. and state departMichaely competed in Big

track and earned his letter.
Michaely
'CurrentlY,

LINES

the

there was only one clerk work-

Clellan, executive director of Prospect. We had Edward
the facility.
Busse as the first carrier and
Arthur R. Michaely has Wallace Busse working partjoined the YMCA staff as an time, until he broke his arm
assistant to Cliff Lothery, and then Roy .Goebbert took

TODAYS
BEST
BUY

Richard Braun, president of Kaplan and Braun Builders,
developers of Forest View, appeared before the village board

1956

At that time the post office sells nearly 51,000,000 worth
was located where there is a of stamps, Hodges can reshoe store on S. Main a few member when yearly sales were
doors north of the new Prospect between 51,200 and $1,400
Day office.
"That was when the stamps
In 1953 the post office had were hand canceled." he said
outgrown its quarters and was "Now our electric machines
moved to the southwest corner can stamp 500 a minute "
of Prospect Ave. and S. Main
He said the post office now
St.
employs 70 carriers, 34 clerks,
took

.

first appointees

by President Roosevelt in 1933.
Hodges served as' Mount Pros-

It

CALL.
TODAY

cut

down

will
by

replace
a

trees

six -year -old

boy at 1410 Cypress Dr. 'Friday.

Police received calls of five
other trees darnaged

Friday.

One was at 308 S. Hi-Lusi and
two were at 109 W. Berkshire.
Autos 'driven over the parkway
felled 'trees at 1417 S, _Circle
Dr. and 101 W. Berkshire.

Coffees For. McCabe

teachers
of adult basic educa.
tioif. Others eligible for part Four coffees will be held durCoffeei are being sponsored
time- 'teachers of adult educalion, teachers whO will partici- ing the next few weeks to intro-. by the 13th Dist. Democratic
pate in adult education fo the duce Democratic Congressional - Women's Club.
first time this fall an pro- ' Candidate James L. McCabe
the first coffee will be held
spective teachers in the adult to 13th Congressional Dist. vot- at the homes of Mrs, Robert.
ers.
education field.
McCabe, an Arlington Hgts. Siebert, 2440 Ashbury, Evan-Supt.-Page said that' Illinois attorney, challenges incumbent ston ' on Thursday, July 21 at
`
has 78 full- and part-time a- Donald Rumsfcld at the Nov. 8 10 a.m.
duli basic education centers in genial' election for the two
Mrs. Hernia KoeneMan will_
year seat in the U. S. Congress.
operation at tips time.
host a coffee at her Arliifgton

ONLY

Plus One Day

In "Market -Day"

Heights home at 908 Fernandez.
on Monday, July 25 at 10 a.m.
On Wednesday, July 27 at 10

Edition If Your
Ad -Appears In

a.m. hostess will be,Mrs. Ro-.
bert Goldschmidt,
.Ln., Northbrook.

I

Hickory

The Regular.

The final coffee in the series will be held on Wednesday,

July 27 at 2 p.m. in the

home'

of Mrs. William Sannwald, 140
E. Forest Lane, Palatine,

Tuesday Paper.

Monday, July II,

THE DAY

N A
WHICH

4. grave lot in Last Supper
section, Memory Gardens.1/2
'
price. Call PA 4-6170.

DAY
IS

BEST?

high and wore no
Cellar. Call Cl 3-1735

About

2'

Responsible for bills made by

myself only. As of this date

ELTUES DAY

6/10/66. Orville W. Haywood

ing a new type of electronic
component. This lea relative-

ly new departinent within a'

° MAINTENANCE

well established firm and cap-

MAN

able men will advance into

Excellent opportunity for experienced maintenance man.

y

tion Tax, State Income Tax,
other Tax.

FRIDAY

readers as old ones satisfy
their wants. We recommend
you start your ad .tomorrow
and cancel when you get re-

Community Hospital

sults. From experience we
know tomorrow is the best
day to start and every.day is

the best day to advertise.

JUSTICES

Name Your Own Hours

Dues 501 mo., Refreshment
For Free Information, Write

A limited number of job open-

P. 0. Box

557

Mechanical Design
'Special Equipment

time. Training with full pay

Auto. Elec. Controls

part of the deal.

Call me today for sure and

Prospect- Hgts. Chicago, Ill.

CLASSIFIED

392-0782

TODAY

NI 5-6650

let me know which days .and
what hours you would like to
work. If I'm not available'

.leave a message for me to
call.
MR. STANLEY

REPRESENTATIVE

827-4272

use the

DAY

WANT ADS

255-7200

individual willing to learn this
interesting procedure. Good
starting rate, quarterly wage
reviews, profit sharing and
insurance program are part
of excellent fringe benefits

Interesting full time position
with Excellent working conditions. Good Startingsalary

METHODE
MANUFACTURING

with progressive increase.
Many company beriefits.Will
train High school graduates.

1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

STANDARD OIL

Drivers for ice cream truck.
Must be over 18. Excellent
Income for right man. Call
CL 3-1903.
after 5 p.m.

. DIVISION OF AMERICAN
OIL COMPANY .

2201 S. Elmhurst Rd.

At corner of Touhy
Des Plaines, Illinois

824-1188

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

DO YOU
NEED

Blacktop Work

Experienced men able to make own setups.

Openings for

Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
lots.
driveways,
parking
business

resurfacing

areas.

old blacktop, repair & seal

OR MORE

Suburbs!.
Call 373.6880

coating.

FOR ANY
REASON?

Take crl Months
Up To vu To Pay

landscaping

DON'S BIACKTOP
."Driveways and parking lots.

Poul's Landscaping
' CoMPlete
landscaping
Mains. Call for free est.

free estimate.
Open
hours, 7 days a week.

SPECIALIZE
IN

Alien's Quality

Exp.' Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call Ls and compare prices
:37.8228

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for

WE

24

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

,

BILLS INTO ONE.'
PAY ONLY ONE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

work,

low

cost, free estimate.
562-2991

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

Quality work at reasonable

Insured & all work

prices.

guaranteed...

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

Suburban
Decorators

ours: Weekdays 9 a.m. to
0:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m: Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed andiregulated
the State of Illinois.

'Free

PATIO BLOCKS
Lich -Plain 20c -Colors 25c
Now available in red, green,,

-blacjc, brown, yellow, bull.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete

KELLY'S
TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree ReMoval

17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts,
CL 5-5692
Sewing Machine Repairs

the

asphalt --driveways..---(-All
Work guaranteed.
timates. 529-6587.

Free

es-.

392.7430

Wall Washing.

BY. -machine. No -mess, no
Streaking.

(Color or Black & White)

entire N.W.
Driveways,
patios,
urea.
etc. Protective curbing for
Serving

FREE ESTIMATES

StorAmntDamaged

Repaired or 'Replaced
Call

Sew. Mach. Repairs

24 hr. phone serv.
894-3115

estimate,

Frcc

Steve Mueller

HE 7-4556

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work ' inexpensively done by machine al,

so

new

method

carpet

cleaning.
456-5404

Guar. serv, on all brands.
Free est, in your home.
Clean", oil .& adjust, 53.

(CHEMICAL PROCESSING)

A college graduate is preferred however a non -grad with
good solid experience in this field could be acceptable.

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

If you think you have what it takes to fill this position write
or phone today for a confidential interview.

Interviewing Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 8 am to 4 pm.Sat. 9 am to
12 noon, or by special appointment.

Charles Bruning Company
MT. PROSPECT

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

TEST ENGINEER
Suburb.;n manufacturer needs an Individual proficient In the

and evaluation of electronic and elee.,

mechanical

components. Will also devise production test equipment. He

will be el man in small department. Attractive live figure
salary and outstanding fringe benefits.

CALL HOWARD KOSS AT

COST ACCOUNTING
SUPERVISOR

Des Plaines, Ill.

tablished expanding electronics manufacturer. Above average
salary and benefits program. Call now and ask for Don Munk,
daily or evenings till 8:30. CL 9-3050 or 299-7766.

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Y01/71 FIND

ir

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and Maintenance.

ME

S

E. A. Hoover
air(/

Personnel Service

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic in-creases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

MA AP

PRODUCT

AI ME 7' LS

250 N. 12th ST.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

BARON 'TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates

esti-

Radio aii T.V.

Stan Vorgias Co.

E. Northwest.Hwy.

COST ACCOUNTANT

DIVISION. OF MARTIN COMPANY

529.6587

RAY'S

OUR I 6TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS

824-2865

TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

RatioTV Repair

2 x trx 16

PROJECT ENGINEER

will qualify you for this rewarding position with a well es-

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

358-4882

Cement Work

537-2180

Mature judgment and ability to supervise 6 to 8 in department

824.9530

mates.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

OFFICE HOURS:

painting.

WHEELING,

250 N, 12th Sr.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

824-1188

Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect.

255-0348

Interior and exterior quality

800

Old lumber - branches
furniture,- anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

de-

People.
259-5066'

RANDHUIST

LOAN CO.

Randhurst.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

LITTELFUSE

TRIUMPH & HAD
Foreign Car, Sales -Service
Canton Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7.1166

signing & alterations. Near

Free Estimates

- Products -Co. -

HENRIKSEN

styling,

Full Time Professional

'-'-'5515151
CINTIII

Individualized

Til-

M A Ft 111 /If METALS

299 -7766 -DAILY

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting

529-7774

neering or equivalent.

appointment.

824-2865

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g,
ing. Fret estimate,
CL 3.7384

and work simplification. B. S., degree In industrial engi-

test

Applicant should have experience doing this
type of work. Fine starting salary accompanies progressive employee benefits. If you feel
you are qualified please call Dan Sundt for

Tree Service -lawns Mowed

Screens & storms painted.

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

ING: Expert

PUT ALL YOUR

outlined for a department.

Used Cars - Trucks
IOU To Choose from
I.&S Alotor Sales
Lake Zurich
Rt. 12 & 22

259.0141

Free estimates.

of 3 years experience In Time study, methods analysis

PHONE CL 5.1900

over the direct responsibility and duties as

.

QUALITY PAENTING
SERVICE

1111

Outstanding career opportunity for candidate with minimum

We are in need.of a man 25 - 40 with experience in supervision, machine set - up, and
handling women in production who will take

RUBBISH REMOVAL

Painting -Decorating -

E-NGINEE

trainees as well. Excellent

Trash 112111114

&

-

An equal opportunity employer

259.0487

PHONE 439.1794

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

'Sc

floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
cleaned.
All
thoroughly

392-1830
24 -Help Wanted Men

INDUSTRIAL

HOFFMAN ESTATES

Transporation

couple

MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

&mon of Addressograph Mulitgraph Corp

824-2865

CLEANING HOMES by

24 -Help Wanted Men

fringe benefits,. steady work with overtime.
Telephone Mr. McGrath at 358-5800.

RUBBISH REMOVAL

General Cleaning

SPRING SPECIAL

East Northwest Hwy;

Machinists -Grinders
Lathe Operators'

Call 255-1200

$2000
$3000
$4000

392-1830
MEN WANTED
for Sunday morning work,4:q0

to 8:30. Call

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

ADVERTISING

373-6880'

MT.PROSPECT,
NEWS AGENCY

1810 Estes Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

If you are an individual with
this type of experience and
background please feel free
in calling Dan Sundt.

800

Copsult tbisldaily guide of
reliable services offered by
'reputable fiusiness'people In
your community. Call one NOW!
HOMES CLEANED

Joh offers excellent and progressive employee benefits
advancement opportunities,
and fine modern new working
conditions.

Des Plaines

Let us help make your...DAY!

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

is a prerequisite.

.

Monday thru Satuday

Position requires a person with experience in layout design
of liquid pumps and transfer system's similar to that used
by paint and chemical manufacturers.

NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

For

gramming experience with a
concern.
manufacturing
Random access knowledge

MAN WITH CAR
to deliver in Prospect Heights.
Sunday only. Call
MT. PROSPECT

BUSINESS
Service Directory

15 -Business Personals

ing. an individual with pro-

TERMINAL MAN
-R3IIIND500

WANT
ADS

GET RESULTS

growing company in the electronic and automotive Indus-

programmer with experience in 1401 operations for
at least 1 to 2 years. Seek-

392

:qualified,. applicants. Many
company benefits. Report" to

WANT Ail

try in need of a qualified

Men .wanted for relay driver
3 a.m. to 6 a.m.

Must be high school graduates.

Prefer exp'd. but will train

We are an expanding and

24 -Help Wanted Men

person to

WAREHOUSEMEN'

PROGRA

CALL 392-6282

24 -Hell Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

available. Call or apply in

plus free transportation is

American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

CALL YOUR

unique program where you
help us devise work schedules.

keeping at O'Hare Airport on
a permanent basis full or part

Pilot Models Built

NOM F/ND fr /II ME

(All State Enterpriseq

mind. Mechanical ability, prodevelopment, trouble
cess

ings are still unfilled in our
Work will be office house-

11 -Business Services

Service Review, Inc.

PACKAGE LIQUOR

THE ANGELSTO FIGHT

Arlington Heights, Ill. 60003

110 S. Dryden Pl.
Arlington Heights

gtorrburvirwt11-trattran-

JOIN, JOIN, JOIN

wants arise, bringing new

CALL 383-5950

ing would encompans general
duties. Related experience

Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

INFLATION AND IN-

Buckeridge
Door Company

PART TI ME

800 W. Central Rd.

Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortunately there is no best day
to advertise. Each day new

Full time, and Part time.
Excellent benefits including
Sears Roebuck profit sharing.

shooting, layout and model
work, and some print read-

16g-Tax,Ocellpir--

az,

man must like

time. Please apply in person.

APPLY PERSONNEL

after orientation.

Let's fight the proposed U -

El-TH

a

to work

er or welder's helper part

Insurance Inspectors

with his hands and an alert

500 LADIES, GIRLS.

'

positions. Our

work requires precision and

WANTED -- Experienced inside carpenter--- or will train
man familiar with woodworkieg tools. Steady. ALSO weld-

Will be assigned 2nd shift

WANTED

0 WEDNESDAY

We have a lected for three
men with a desire to learn

responsible

14 -Personals

MONDAY

5446.

the technique of manufactur24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Painters wanted to work. in
Arlington Heights. Steady
Project. .358-1311 or 259-

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANTS

'

-CL 3-7652.

FOUND
o'irvine.1

Exp.. mother will do babysitting in my home.

DAYS

LINES

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

I will ,do ironing in my home.

1 plain black dog near Rand...MITA area - very lovable.

ONLY

BEFORE 4 P. M.

827-8657

13 -lost And Found

255-7200

IN

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

lots!

3 -Cemeteries

SAts

CALL TODAY

WHEELING
.537-2180

APPLIANCE
SERVICE
MANAGER
'FOR LAKE COUNTY'S LARGEST
APPLIANCE STORE.
,EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY.
FULL COMPANY BENEFITS.
SEND COMPLETE RESUME TO
BOX 1030

DAY PUBLICATIONS
217 SO. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS_RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS; ILL.'

If you like to work With figures and feel you are In a rut

this might be for you.
We are In need of a cost accountant for our Mount Prospect
office.
Applicant should have at least 2 years of college and, some
experience in mathematical accounting.
Several years In the accounting field would also be most
helpfie..Should also have completed his Military obligation.
If this position sounds Interesting to you please feel free
to call for a personal and confidential interview.
'

Bruning offers excellent job security, good advancement
potential, good starting pay and regular merit reviews, a
good pension program and insurance plans.

If you think this Is your opportunity to move up into a nee/
challenge then, write or phone us for a confidential inter -view.

Interviewing Hours: Mon thru Fri, 8 am to 4:15 p.m. Sat.
9 am to 12 noon or by special appointment.

Charles 'Bruning Comp any
or Aridris;rograph Mulitgraph Carp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

An equal opportunity employer
.

Monday, July II, 1966

ME DAY
RELAY DRIVER
1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

LIQUOR -STORE CLERK
Full or Part Time.. Mt.Prospect Liquors. 18 N. Main,
Mt, Prospect.

Monday thru Friday

10:00 a.m.to 1130 p.m.
Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

CUSTODIANS
High 'School District 214. Full
time. Substantial starting

Part time helper
for maintenance, janitor and
WANTED:

rate. Night bonus, paid vacations, medical benefits and

parldng lot work. Can be per-

job Security. Call
259-5300, Ext. 42

manent: Age not important.

Apply

ARLINGTON THEATER

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Growth Company has excel-

final test of special purpose_
digital. computers. Excellent

Help Wanted and Emphoment Agency columns
al. made only (1) to in-

and

fringe benefits. Contact Ron
Zirk.

clic-te bona fide occupational toalifications for employent which an employer regards as reasonably nec,

If you want a

NUCLEAR DATA

or enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers

to let them know which
aver ser
a
pos ons

believes would be of more
Interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

PER. WEEK
In your own sweet time, for

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to Indicate

pleasant and rewarding interview type work in local area
of your choosing.HighlYspon-

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

sored program approved by
PARENTS MAG., teachers,
and clergy. You will love HI

limitation,

specification or discriminstion in employment prac'ices.

For interview ph. Mr. Wagner.
381-0583

-

Miss-Paige-

774-9393

-

DENTAL ASSISTANT
Full time, in Mt. Prospect.
Must be neat, personable, eager to learn, and enjoy working

with people. so-experience-

FREE -$300 to $625

necessai7. Reply in your own
handwriting. Box 1031 Day
Publications, 117 S. Main
Street, M. P.

Positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
Trainees or experienced

adapt it to industrial ma-

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.

chines. You will sew medium
weight nylon goods. Good

RADIO STATION
GIRL FRIDAY

rate. Fine insurance pro-

gram. Paid Holidays and

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

hood travel centers. You'll
learn to talk to travelers, map
our tours, suggest vacation
sites, then type up the ticket.

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS
MACHINE
OPERATORS

.

774-9393

Interesting
Office Work

fice work, we can give you
as' few or as many days as

you wish In this area. For

more information call Ethel

Doebber VA 7-5557.

PREFERRED
Business Service Corp,.
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Some experience expiditing In the electronic field.

ettperierice would be helpful,
but a pleasant telephone voice
and personality are really the
most essential qualifications.

First 5 Days Pay

DAY PUBLICATIONS
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

SECRETARY

$75 BONUS
Top Rates

Paid Vacations

RIGHT GIRL
Temporary. Service

NE 827-1108
GENERAL OFFICE

Young woman 25 to 35 for

VARO

OPTICAL,- INC.

5577 Northwest Hwy.
CHICAGO, ILL.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

LA 9-1709

cludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.,
to earn extra income & meet
people. Call collect 453-9510,

ORCHID CLEANERS
24 N. Main. Mt. Prospect

8608 Golf Rd. Des, Plaines
WAITRESS over 18.Will train.
Hours 2:30 to 7:30..

Breda's Luncheonette
218 E. Northwest Hwy. A.H.

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS
Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

ASSEMBLERS.

opportunities,
Challenging
days, weeks, months.
Call Bette Rich 29.8-5515

who would enjoy working on
assembly of small electronic
paTia,.Work in clean, air con (Intoned -research -laboratory -

Temporary

OFFICE WORKERS'.
Most Daysies Won't Tell

on our APOLLO SPACE PROGRAMS. Some experience

But

Says Stivers Is
A Wonderful Place To Work

preferable but not essential.
Special training course provided for qualified applicants.

We offer many progressive

including excellent

benefits

EXCELLENT RATES
CHOICE OF WORKING DAYS,
WEKS OR MONTHS.
CONVENIENT LOCATION

starting pay, paid vacation,
free life insurance, optional
medical hospital & surgical'
Insurance. 8 paid holidays,
etc.
Please come in

or call for appt.
AC RONET ICS

AEROSPACE
General Time Corp.

Lifesavers, Inc,
TEMPORARY WORK
392-1924
Room 63
Prof. Level

1200 HICKS RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

Randhurst Center

24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

CL 9-0740
An equal opportunity employet

TELETYPE OPERATOR
Experienced

Good starting salaries and excellent employee benefits including profit sharing. ".'"

-UNIVERSAL OIL -PRODUCTS CO.
Des Plaines

30 Algonquin Rd:-.

824-1155 Ext.238

COCK ROBIN INC.
Des Plaines, Ill.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

WIRERS AND SOLDERERS

General Molded Products Inc.

GIRLS: WE NEED YOU
774-5155

Why not beat the summer heat while working in our modern
air-conditioned plant. You'll enjoy working with your neighbors

in our clean pleasant surroundings. Come in today for an

827-4458
Des Plaines
(Just East of Mt. Prospect Rd. nr. N.W. Tollway)

for many company benefits such as

HOUSEKEEPER

new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discouute
on latkrchase of com-

pany products..
*Promotional opportunities galore.

OPPORTUNITIES
wide variety of challenging areas.

Position calls for women with good typing and clerical skills.
Interesting work in new, air-conditioned plant and congenial
atmosphere. Good starting pay, regular merit reviews and profit sharing.

No experience necessary, excellent paid training program.
Year round permanent employment plus merit increases.
Many employee benefits.
The above important positions offer the satisfaction -of work_ing.,with people. Only those seeking year round secure permanent employment need apply. Choice of shifts after train-

for appointment

ing.

Openings 'on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern cleau tool
room.

MACHINE DESIGNER

Young man with knowledge of gears, cams, linkages and

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd.

CL 9-1000

ASSEMBLERS

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
'-,

ACCOUNTANT.

AMPEX

'Positions offer excellent starting Salaries, periodic increases,

2201 Landmeir Road, Elk Groye Village

EK" CO CONTAINERS, INC.

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine caieteria di-Jarge

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic

"

company in the challenging field of packaging.

Contact

.

.

Located between Higgins and Route 083
,An Equal Opporynity 'Employer

WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

2200 Arthur Ave.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift,

A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M., - 400 A.M.
These positions offeis/-good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays," sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

/ART/N METALS
'2=1111Milmmow
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
,

Phone 437-5800

LA ,ne

WA ITRESSES

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC

Prefer experience in Machine repair welding.

Personnel Dept: for further information.

437-5900

Arlington Heights

mechanisms.

`To assume position in cost accounting.. Prefer 1 to 3 years
experience in public accounting or manufacturing.

Smith

Please phone Mrs. Strand at

APPLY PERSONNEL

Full or part time. Day or night shift. Prefer experience

Write ,Call or Visit

Arlington Heights

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

with We numerical keypunch.

CL 9-1000

CLERK TYP I ST

TOOL .& D IE MAKERS

*Early seniority in

800 W. Central Rd.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Ekco Containers, the world'; leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers otters many fine opportunities in a

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

333 E. Howard

948 E Northwest. Hwy.
will qualify

and professional contact. Choice of shift and hours. No skills
necessary but typing helpful.
APPLY PERSONNEL

NUCLEAR -CHICAGO CORP.

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time

any ambition individaal.

Variety of positions offering good salary, patient, public

Employment office open daily 8 to 5 P.M.Saturday until noon.

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL

CL 5-2900

FULL AND PART TIME

interview.

LAUNDRY HELP

INSPECTOR

CLERICAL

Des .Plaines, Illinois

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Maintaining building machines.

.

able for alert young women
30 -Help Wanted -Women

1435 Rand Road

Paid Holidays
Steady employment
Free Hospitalization
Bonus for night work'
Apply 9-5Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

MAIDS

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

.

Interesting positions avail-

Uniforms furnished. Advancement opportunities. Call 2995280 after 11 A.M. for appointment.

3 to 11 P.M. SHIFT

PART & FULL TIME

1d Mi

Phone CL 3-8441

From 5 P.M. until closing - Pleasant working conditions.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

-

Downtown Arlington Heights.

NORTWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

WE NEED HELP

ELECTRIC IAN

increases
-'Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.
*Company paid
insurance

PRECISION:
ASSEMBLY

5 day week, fringe benefits..

FULL OR PART TIME

APPLY IN PERSON
CL 5-2900

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

*Regular wage

30 -Help Wanted -Women

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Paid rest periods

Free Life Insurance

1365 Lee Street

*Profit sharing
*Goad starting rates

SECRETARY
INSURANCE OFFICE'

30 -Help Wanted -Women

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleasant working . cond't's

1124-6135

No experience necessary as we will train.

Arcatat

For High School District02i4.
Interesting position. Work
close to home. Fringe bane .fits. Call
259-5300, Ext. 37

Mt. Prospect

(1 block East of Randhurist)

Temporaryor Part Time

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR AND CLERK

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

Experience in mechanical electrical &

'STENOGRAPHER

ARNAR-STONE LABS.. INC.
801 E. Kensington Road

TYPISTS

STENOS

of Plastic Products

-

Salary commensurate with experience and background.

948 E. Northwest Hwy.

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

-

Legal, real estate or govern.,
mental background helpful.

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
MAIDS AND LAUNDRY HELP
FULL OR PART TIME

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Apply Finance Director,.
Village of Arlington Heights
33 S. Arlington Hgts. Rd.

secretary to take responstbatty and must be able to

Will train personable married

WE NEED HELP

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

If you believe you qualify,call
Mrs. Cox at 255-0309 for more
information about this Inter fisting opporttmity.

.

vailable for evening meetings.'

COUNTER CLERK

women

METHODE MFG. CO.

meet the public. Must be a-

GOOD JOBS

Citizens Utilities Co.
of Illinois

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

letter herself. Pleasant; modern office. .Comprehensive
benefit program. 5 day week.
*
Hrs. 9 to 5.

capable of writing a good neat

ment.

5 PM steady. Schaumburg
location. Call for appoint-

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

in above positions.
Frequent wage reviews & eicellent fringe beneiits.

SECRETARIAL
Deputy Village Clerk of Arlington Heights. Experienced

Arlington Days ie

Elaine Revell, Inc.

CALL JIM CARO
763-6700

SECRETARY
Our Pregldentneeds a secretary whose typing and stenographic abilities are of the
highest quality, who is also

general clerical work. Figure
aptitude. Full time. 8 to

To quality control' manager..
Excellent opportunity for a
personable young lady to work
for the manager of the quality

j0 -Help Wanted -Women

ly1;-11elp Wanted -Women

PLUS

Call Jane Nelson

Apply

Our fast growing companyhas

If you can do ANY kind of of-

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR

please come in for an interview. Classified advertising

F.H.BONN COMPANY

opening three more neighbor-

appearance and nice
personality required. To $400

interesting job,

extremely

control department. Position
vacation. Five day week..., - offers interesting and varied
8 to 4:30.
work in pleasant surroundings: Applicants with above
Friendly group of people
average typing and shorthand
would like to have you come ' preferred
work with them in a pleasant
place.
Come see us.

Prominent travel bureau is

PART TIME
Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

$10 BONUS

'If you are Interested in an

CAN YOU SEW?

30 -Help Wanted -Women

- ANALYZERS

Wort< Close To Home

WE NEED YOU!

You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you

100% FREE
392-8100
SHEETS, Inc.

7205 N. Meade

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

253-9573

-

Cocktail and Dining Room

OFFICE POSITIONS

a month. Free.
Miss Paige

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

.

CI, 5-4300 GUNTHER KRON

Neat

Tuesday &Thursday Evenings tll 7:30 pm

or call

Part time and full time

-

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONISTS

,

.

Apply in person about 11 A.M.

Experienced Waitresses

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

Northwest

Join

INTERVIEWING:

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want

Dryden Ste., Arlington Hgts.,

Arlington Carousel

Miss Paige
774-9393
7205 N. Meade

AMPEX

Woman to clean 5 builders
models, corner Orchard and

for women who enjoy party
plan selling. ,No investment
or delivery. Free Samples.

are req's. $92.50 wk. Free

Join A Profit Sharing Company

Stenos

An equal opportunity employer
Household Help

Beeline Fashions has openings

Secretarles
Clerks

Typists

.

298-8851

Apply Manager. 392-9393.

You'll' learn to schedule programs, spot announcements,
etc. Exciting atmosphere and
you'll get to meet guest stars
and celebrities. Light typing
and good friendly personality

Male & Female

active, phone

IMMEDIATE WORK

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or. Women

ience' required. If you can'
type 30 wpm, enervate and.

439-7310

.7205 N. Meade

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

business

PART. TIME

positions available. No exper-

With

EARN UP TO.$100

,

Insurance company in Cumberland area has permanent

ier, 5, 6, or 7 afternoons per
week. Pleasant working conditions. Good starting salary.

future call Mr. Marquard.

TEACHERS -COLLEGE
STUDENTS
OTHERS

INCORPORATIONS.
529-4800

AND

Young lady over 18 for Cash-

Car and phone necessary.
CALL 437-1021

#

TEMPORARY

GENERAL OFFICE

District 0214. Work close to
home; pleasant surroundings,
fringe benefits. Call
259-5300, Ext. 37

job with a

Suburban doctor
will train you as receptionist,
to greet patients, ans. phone,
schedule appts., light typing,
neat appearance and willingness to learn qualify: $90
wk. to start, raise in 90 days
when trained. Free.

"

essary to the normal opef-

pr efer enc e,

environment

working

our

his

Office and Warehouse

lent opportunity for electronic
Weil( involves
technician.

- NOTICE
Designations as to sex In

of

CLERICAL
Full time for High School,

National Company moving to
Elk Grove. openings -.for
general offfee, biller typist,
bookkeeping machine opetator, receptionist, general
warehouse, order fillers,
order packers, warehouse
foreman trainees. Good starting wage, merit and length of
service . raises, profit sharing.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Hell Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women'

24 -Help Wanted Men

' 24 -Help Wanted Men

ation

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

WHEELING, ILL.'

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER .

250 N. 12th ST.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

We are rkow interviewing neat, attractive young ladies between the ltges of 18-95 for the position_of

WAITRESS
We can offer permanent employment with excellent empleyee

beneflte, including paid vacations, free insurance Programs.
.;
$1.00 pr. hr. plus full Gratuities.
Apply in Person

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

WHEELING
537-111.80

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53.8; 14)

Palatine,111.

30 -Help Muted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

GENERAL OFFICE
lady fOr general of-

Young,

fice and clerical work. Light
typing. Modern new building
and many company benefits.

Looking for
a Permanent

13191AVJAIX
COM.OPUTO.
ql MU AN.

'

a,

CROVA WACO Ma,

Mr.ityne.

Phone 439-1100

CREDIT OFFERS
TOP CAREERS FOR

Job?

GI R

WOMENLS',

'

SPIEGEL CATALOG CENTER

HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY

An above average job for girls
or women with background of

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

THE DAY -

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

TO -Help Wanted -Women

h -Help Wanted -Women

bookkeeping credit or sales.
experience desirable.

Four Furry, Frolicking
Felines - Need a good home
furnished with affection. To

obtain. one of these Black
Persian - Siamese Kittens
Call CI -3-5041.

loves
C.F.A.children,. 358-3122 after 6:00s.
Min. Schnauzers. 9 wits. ears
shots. Ch. Sired. McKay's
2594188

registered,

is

SPIEGE L
Serving America since 1865

for

PROOF MACHINE
OPERATOR

YOU!!

FULL TIME

BOOKKEEPING
DEPARTMENT

on

Three Shifts..
are
for.
?tow

rs

Johnson Water Softener
CL 5-1108
Mohawk wool carpet and pad

10 x 15'.

.

1

IC ,,,11,01
.1,

Runner 2 x 15'.

Asking $50. 253-5297
For Sale. 21" Zenith portable

TV 66 Model. 6 months old.
$75. or best offer. Complete
1966 set World Rook Encyclopedia w/childcraft. Never
used. $250. or best offer.

I

10AMOorAvhik.

801 N-Erinceton Arl. Hgts.
July 12 & 13. 10:30 to 5 pm
Amana Upright freezer. 24"
boy's bike. Best offer.
CL 5-0472
Soft Water $5.00 a month

t

,

392-7071 After 6 Mon-Thurs.

ASSEMBLERS

19" Portable . TV.

Power

mower, wheel barrow, 7 original oil paintings, 1 ton hy-

draulic jack.

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired,

1955 .Buick.

259-2076.

matched end tables $25.,

COIL. WINDERS

23 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

piece or room. Terms and

'dellystry arranged. 773-0252

6-2549.

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type Of Coil.

2 reclining bucket seats.Good
condition. $35.
392-1557

Wm. Frack trumpet $30,sew-

,ing machine $5, movie lite
set $5, 26'.' boy's bike $15,
Jacobson 21" reel type mower $35, golf clubs $15, 1 1/2

gal .weed sprayer $3,' bow

and quiver, $10. bongo drum'?
$7, 4 cameras. 392-4248.
Neighbor's Rum nige Sale

Lots of Goodies - Antiques,
Camp cots,beds,braided stair
treads.

INTERVIEWING
Mon thru Fri'
8.00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

718 N. Forrest Ave. A rl. Hgts.
GARAGE SALE.

10 AM to 9 PM
1104 N. Highland, Arl. Hts.
For Sale. Couch, 2 matched

CLOSED

Saturday

'825-6712
Wm. Frank trumpet $30,sewing machine $5, movie lite set

clothina;

wether, trumpet.
'

$5, 26" boy's bike$15,Jacobaen 21" reel type mower $35,
golf clubs $15, 1 1/2 gal.weed

GENERAL

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road.
1 -mile west of Manntieim Road

a%

SYSTEM

sprayer $2, bow and quiver

$10, bongo drum $7. 392-4248

An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

8 chairs, 25 cu. ft. Amana

Freezer,

Antique

Upright

Lombard piano recently tuned,
Knotty pine student desks, End

Tables. All in very goodcondition. 392-3595
48 -Household Appliances

Almost new yellow 2 Dr. GE
refrigerator $125. Matching
Durocrest washer/electric
dryer $125. 439-1679 after 5.
Maytag washer/dryer $185
Admiral refrigerator
$ 25
Work bench
$ 17
24x88, "w/vice

253-1887 after 5
DeLuxe Crown Gas Stove,

,1/2 yr. old.
Excellent
-Condition. Coppertone 299,8695.
1

ILIP-12E-B R-0 S

HOUSE WANTED. 3 nedretini.

Need by August 1. 259-5329.
16 to 18 ft. Speedboat for

REALTY

-

434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
FL 8-1800
Open 9 to 9

water skiing from July 24
to Aug. 2. Generous offer.

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

3-4 bedrooms home in A r
lington Heights area. week-

NORTHWEST

392-2825.

5 acres of unusually good

high land, on black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Arl. His.

By owner lovely

FL 4-2186

yr. old ranch 3 bdrms.

6

Family rm. 2 baths separate dining rm. wall to wall

99 -Automobiles For Sale

carpets built-in oven & range
disposal. Fireplace. Attached
1 1/2 car garage.
Ideal location. Price $24,900. CL - 9-

63 KARMAN GHEA RED

Excellent cond. leaving for
service. .. R. H. Best offer.
CL 3-2815.

0950.

'59 Chevy 2 Dr. Sedan. Low
mileage. Good starting car.

Arl. Hts.-Brk. ranch, 3 bed-.
rm, lge Jot, central vacuum
system. Close to schls;
shops. $22,650. By,. app't.
CL 3-7237
Charming 3 bdrm. bi level, 5
years old, in beautiful Scarsdale area, on 80' by 134' lot.
2 baths, family room with fire;
place. 2 car attached garage,
patio, dishwasher, stove, disposal. Low 30's.

$300.

spill.

Full power, Best Offer,Phone
537-9227 after 12 noon.
*55 Buick 4 Dr. Sedan, auto.
Good running condition $75.
392-4390
1960 Seneca Dodge. 4 dr.Good
condition. $400. Call 259-3235

after 6 PM.

transportation 1958
Ford 6. Low Mileage. $100.

Cheap

level. Dining L, large

299-8509

Partially finished
family room. 1 1/2 baths, 2
kitchen.

1961 Ford Convertible. New
top, low mileage. $500. 392-

car garage. 6 years old. Must
sell. $25,500. Call CL 5-4716.
Barrington North
2 or 3 bedrm. 2 story home on

9230.

Imm. Delivery. 1959 2 dr.
Ford 6 cyl. Auto trans. Radio
Htr. $150. 299-3403.

2 wooded acres. 2 car attached

garage, 1-1/2 baths, bdsmt.,
oil fired F.A., winding drive

49 -Horses, Harness And Wagons

MUST SELL - THOROUGH -

, bred first year green working
hunter, 6 years old. 359-1856

.

`101 -Automobiles 'Wanted

WANTED USED .CARS

Bring your title -cash
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

kind duplicated for less than
$35,000. Owner moving wants

Good Clean Cars
Want No Junkers

a fast out at $28,500 on contract. Additional vacant acre
available.

Mustang Mts. Palatine
NORTHWEST RAMBLER

also

Kay classic folk guitar with
case. Call after 4 p.m.
CL 3-7142

For Sale.

Compact Combo Organ.
Exc. Cond. Almost New.

392-7698

60 Red T -Bird Convertible

OWNER. 259-3906
A rl . Hts. south side 3 bedroom

Fair Condition Universal Gas
among flowers & the many 50'
- $15.00 CL 3-7652.
high oak trees, on paved hwy.
Frigiciare electric dryer,.
This is the place in the private
$50, excelleht condition Call: oielet park you have long been
Cl 3-3076.
wishing for. Seldom is this

Good Used Cars Wanted

Come in and see us.

Barrington North
Adjoining the above property
in an equally attractive park
like quiet setting among erg.
stately oaks on 1 acre Is _a
2 bedrm. comfortable home.
Utility rm. & attached garage.
All only $17,500. Just another

No Junkers

Ill -Motorcycles And Scooters

1965 Honda Super Hawk 305
cc. Exc. cond. Best offer after 4 - CL 3-7142
11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

real good buy for the party
who acts now.

255-8353

Gretsch Tennesseein Electric
Guitar.
6 mo. old.
Will
sacrifice. UP 8-2792
66 -Business Opportunities

THE
'.FRANCHISE BOOM

Palatine

For Rent
OFFICE SPACE

Aged owner wants sale of 2
family brick duplex tri-level
in excellent cond. 3 bedrms.
each 2 car attached garage on
90' x 132' corner lot walk to
shopping center & trains.
Asking $45,000 for this in-

Modern air conditioned office
in downtown Mount Prospect

immediate occupancy. --Dial CL 5-2020

come home.

Looking for a challenge that

"will get you into your own

profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area

Fox River Frontage McHenry
Comfortable home, ideal location. Enjoy the summer &
winter sports, don't wait.

PARTAKE

234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788
I Palatine
Restaurant Lease or Purchase. Excpnl. opportunity.
Est. Bus. Unique Loc. on Rte.
12, Frontage on Lake Zurich.

FRANCEK

J. TEUTEMACHER
BOX 282
BARRINGTON, ILL.
438-2253 AFTER 7 P.M.

Dept. A - 1

8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

.

Adj. to. Motel. Modern Bar,
Dng.

Rm.,

Cocktail Lnge.

Fully Equipd. Seats 150. Living Qtrs. in 'Bldg. 526-7992.

irz

13 -To Rent -Furnished Apart.

ARLINGTON

- FURNISHED

16 -To Reitt Houses.

Estates,. 3 bdrm.
ranch, 1-1/2 bath, att. gar.,
close" to pool, park, library,
schools $175 mo. Ref. re-

50 -Landscaping

1701 W. Rte. 120; 1-1/2 ml.

'

to anyone. Come in and talk
it over with us.

82 -Wanted To Rent

Stove

quired. LA 9-5913 after

Mercury motor with trailer.
Cony. top, ski equipmentili
full accesssories, 53749139.
i

3316.

Coaches.
Open Sundays 12' to 5
FREUND'S CAMPERS

14' Runabout for sale. 35 HP

VS..

Moving must sell furniture.
Chartuese love seat, coral
rose fireside chairs - velvet
back, .tables, contour chair,

Avalon Travel Trailers and
Avalon and Dreamer Pickup

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

1-

also console T.V. and phonograph. Call: 825-2033

possessed by VA, and offered

AMERICAN LEGIONHALL
Don Wheeler
CL. 3-2978

days before 5. Call:436-3640,
after 6 and weekends Call:

Hoffman

Magnavox 24" $48.50 guaranteed Shelkop T.V. CL 3-2187.
,Twin beds complete $30. Pool
table reg. sz. $50. Good cond.
255-0850 after 5.

vailable to you for as little

Parties

Player piano with 30 rolls,

255-4891.
SALES & RENTALS
Nimrod Camping Trallors

TV Admiral port. 17" $55.

HA LL RENTALS

439-4290.

& Green Tweed. 30 sq. ft. in
two pieces. 259-5476.

deluxe 2 bdrm. apt. 2 or 3
adults. Exc. location. Lease
required. 255-5122.

set with slide $10.
Child's Pixie bike with training wheels $10. Toro reel
riding mower $35. National cash register. 1 yr. old. $95.

Main Office

132 S. NorthwestOwy.
358-4555
Palatine

Nylon carpeting,Peacock Blue

Swing

E. Of.McHenry. Phone 815385-8333.

NORTHLAKEI ILLINOIS

2545.

Wednesday, July 13

chairs, drapes, boy's bike,

IITOMATIC ELECTRIC

Mahagony dining room set, 6
piece.
$35. Call: CL 3-

0386.

GE electric dryer.good working condition. $15.' Phone CL

HOME REALTY

as $100 down. These are re-

tarp, $5., Sleeping bag, $1.50,

leg car jack, $2. Call CL 5-

FR 2-0370
81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

Graduations, etc.

Gulbranson Spinet, mahogany,
exc. cond't. Best offer, no
dealers. 259-3608.

Hide -a -bed $40. Lamp $5. 3

ment, large corner lot, 1 1/2
car garage, porch $28,800.

4gn-70% Savings

55 -Musical Instruments

3

GEORGE & LURIE CO.

,if you have a good credit
rating - VA homes are a-

Car top carrier (Box) $7.,
8 x 6 Train table (tunnel
& Mountain), $12., 30 x 80
Birch Door, $10., 9 x 12

brick 6 room ranch
home, 3 bedrms., full baseSolid

town section near C NW R.R.
Station. Call Wm. Stellwagen.

Weddings

Family size dinette set with

Dl. 8-6800

scaped, in good cond. $32,400

Low summer rates for

CAMPBELL AND DUNTON
253-1360

GARAGE SALE

.

41 -Home Furnishings --furniture

FIRST ARLINGTON
NATIONAL BANK

LADIES' SAMPLE CLOTHES
10% oft Wholesale

BARRINGTON,

8 room bi level brick home
, 3 bedrms.; 2 baths, paneled
&tinily room with bar, builtins, 2 1/2 car garage, land-

4384253 AFTER 7 P.M.

'

Ireeie.l.plhg-pong table, 3/4
size bed, yellow breakfast
table and drapes. Call: 253-

Openings

PALATINE

.

,1

zer puppies. AKC registered.
FL 8-2899 after 6 P.M.

car garage', fenced yard:

2

J. TEUTEMACHER
BOX 282

Ch. sired, healthy, full
of pep Miniature Selman-

knotty pine. New w/w carpet.,

PARK RIDGE: Stores in down-

desk, RCA portable and consoles Hamilton gas dryer, deep

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

By owner. $25,50u. 392-3788.

L.R., D. R., Fam. rm. in

18 -To Rent Business Property

You'll enjoy good pay and .after 12 noon.

UTOMATIC.'ELEcTR.1

gas, Catholic and Public
schls. near by H.S. bus. $110

FOR A PET OR FOR SHOWI

Credit .1s the fastest grow-

such as discount on merchandise, vacations with pay,
hospitalization, many others
CALL 2554500
For interview appointment
Miss Green

Arlington Hgts. Transferred
must sell 3 bdrm, 1 1/2bath.,

by appointment.

charge purchases and help

many big company benefits

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Country Living - at the edge
of town. 50 mi. N.W. of Chicago on the Miles.' R.R. 4
bedrms., 1 1/2 baths, Full

'per mo. to qualified renter.

Kittens, attractively marked
including two Calico, part
Angora, trained. $2 each.
Call: Cl 5-8391
Welmaraner puppies 9 wks.
3 males, 1 female. 798-2421

accounts up-to-date, approve

ing field for women -and the
chance for advancement is
best with a nation-wide company such as Speigel--Credit
headquarters for America.

16 -To Reit Houses

baamt., 2 car garage, city

Siamese seal Pt. female, 1
Yr., declawed, all shots.,

As a Spiegel credit clerk
you v will keep customer

keep shopping convenient for
Spiegel catalog customers.

,

Monday, July I I,L19b00

6'.

-

I

HOFFMAN ESTATES

Excellent home for family just starting: Lot is 107 x 198.
3 bedrooms, comb. living -dining room, 2 ceramic tile baths,
carpeting in L -D rma. This brick & frame ranch Is within
walking distance to schools and shopping. In splendid condition. Only
$18;900

SOD
Grass Sod Nursery.
Growers of nurseri, sod.
Straight. Merlan.
Blue

ONE EAST CAMPBELL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN

253-2111

$.50 sq. yd. picked up.

$.80 sq. yd. delivered.

'

.

200. yds. or more .'
Just. off of Rte. 72, 4 miles
west of Dundee. Gilberts.
I.

426-5108

.

Member M ,A . P.

.4 MULTIPLE
LISTING SERVICE

Boys' Baseball 'Roundup

1

Prospect 9
Faces Tough

a,

.(1)%011

Cardinals Move Into First
In Mt. Prospect Pon,y,Loop

Final, Week
Mt. Prospect will face the league's rockiest- stretch
run, as they zero in on the American Legion baseball

tories over the Cubs and the

Bob Dellavella was the loser.

second time to top the

Brookers.

a squad which has been practically unbeatable at home. Mt.,
Prospect disposed of the North

-.11C10.1Y,

Cubs. Joe Baker hurled a seven-

inning battle at Park Ridge.
But Park Ridge has also
topped second place North-

that was at home, On its own

Mike Wells. The win left the
Cards with a 9-2 slate, good

brook in one of their two battles, and it has split with
third -place Arlington Heights.

held Northbrook to a tie.

The Big Red has suffered from
injuries much . of the season,

and their starting lineup will

. be bolstered considerably tonight by the return of prep
'all -conference star Rick Kil-

inski.

two -hitter

in

a

Ridge -Mt. Prospect battle will
be on the hill for the Pros-

Finally

in the past two weeks, but us
Coach Thorne put it, "They
will be up for us."
should

"Let's look at this objectively, coach. You say your junior

problems

Illinois? You say you also finished fifth at the nationals last
summer? You say you were really going places this summer

Thorne's

pitching

motorcycle accident over the

Brookers

BY GARY YEAST

start against- E v a n s t o n.

THE PROSPECTORS also

is the one that will be made up

have one makeup game to com-

Tuesday.

In their only other encounter.
Mt. Prospect edged North-

MEYER'S CREW outlasted
Friday night at
Rec Park in league action, winning their ninth in fourteen
starts. But yesterday - well Palatine 2-I

plete before their league season is closed. They could do no

better than a 2-2 tie with Park
brook 3-2, again behind the Ridge Blue Friday, and that
hurling of Kingman. -Southpaw one will probably be re -slated
for July 18.
J. D. Thorne will get the start
tomorrow, as he tries for the
J. D. Thorne went all the
way for Mt. Prospect Friday in.
a game that went eight innings

Hyde Park
Stakes Set
At Arlington

TwO=year-olds will hold the
spotlight Wednesday, as the
Arlington Park Jockey Club
moves into its fourth week of
activity.

The cream of the nation's

juvenile crop will sprint over
furlongs

in

the

530,000

added Hydc Park Stakes. Among the probable starters are
Turma-Now. Bootmaker, Big

it was the same old story.
By not playing heads -up
baseball, the Big Blue lost

twice to Beloit, Wis., by scores

of darkness. Thorne gave up
hits

eight

in

the

Jerry Donahue, the winning pitcher in Arlington's
2-1 triumph over Palatine Friday, dances across the
plate with the winning run. The Arlington crew faces

contest,

whiffing four and walking one.

MT. PROSPECT took a
lead in the first inning

Evanston in Evanston at 6 p.m. today.

S P/1RTS

Whit -

tie

score in the

1966

run after reaching
with a line single.

Tinsley Farm's He Jr.

Des Plaines Plymouth Tops
Art's in Waycinden, Action

and

up

Satur-

day. The Midwest's top turf
test of the year for females
1/16 miles.
will be run over
J. Graham Brown's Marry
the Prince will be one of the
local favorites in the Beverly.
The bay daughter of Prince 1

Plaines

Des

Plymouth

GIL'S BULKO stayed in
second place with a 7.3 card

ex-

inning yesterday and hung on for
13-11 triumph over Art's
a
Shell in the Waycinden Arca
Boys' Baseball Senior League.
John -Rambling Mary won the
Tony Aiardo sparked the
Misty Isle and Cleopatra handiwinner's 13 -hit offense with a
caps last year and finished home run and a triple, while Ken
second
in
Cinderella Kaviecel added a pair of doubthe
Handicap.
Winning pitcher Steve
les.
This year she finished secRaymond was three - for ond to May's Guide in the

three at the plate, but he needFour Winds and won an allowed help from Scott Dorsey to
ance test June 23. Earlie Fires
get credit for the victory,
will be aboard Marry the
which was Des Plaine's sixth
Prince Saturday.

MIKE KUNZE tripled for

Art's, us the Service nine lost
ing her first win of the year
' in the Beverly. The four -year old filly has finished second
in the Santa Barbara and third

in the San Marino and Stars
and Stripes Handicaps.

its sixth against five 'wins.

M. J. Kelly 'Oldsmobile conits league -leading, pace
yesterday with a 23-3 romp
over Dodge in Des Plaines.
tinued

Another prime contender is. Pat Augustine held the Dedge
Bea Hasty whose only victory, squad to six hits en route to
this year came in a I 1/16
mile test Jan. 19 at Hialeah.

On June 3 she ran third in the
first division of the, Modesty
Handicapt.to Margarethem and
Miss Rincon.

RAPIDLY

-

IMPROVING

Treasure Chest 'has two wins
to her credit this year, finishing ,first in the second division
of the Modesty Handicap and
the Lottie Wolf Memorial. Last
she posted victories at Hialeah
The
and Gulfstream Park.
bread
four -year -old
Florida
will be ridden by John Beebe.
Lady Amigo, Plez U., and.
Ousel arc also among the probable starters Saturday( Lady

Amigo is in her first year of
racing, while Plez U. has already established herself as a
treat by winning a one mile and,
70 -yard turf run on ' July 4 in

the win. Jim Feronc was the
losing hurler.

Kelly also toppled Ellinwood
Motors 13-5 Saturday with
Doug Nitsuoka posting the
win over Tom Atamian.

Score Board
FRIDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS
Legion Baseball

Mt. Prospect 2, Park Ridge
Blue 2

-

Arlington 2, Palatine I
Senior League
Hawks I, Bengals 1
Browns 3, Mustangs 2

SATURDAY'S SPORTS
.EVENTS
Senior League
Mustangs 8, Warriors 2
Indians 8, HawksI3

sons, but Saturday, marks her
first serious treat in a stakes
I race.

loss in that one.

In other senior league tilts,
Plaines edged
Art's .Shell 2-I, Bravos Olds
Dodge in

Des

.Ritusit=lrfa=LIMAM.S.E.1=WSIV1,21.0

SENIOR LEAGUE.
STANDINGS
Team

SUNDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS
Legion Baseball
Wilmot 2, Arlington I
Wilmot 3, Arlingtoh 0

-

-

grinning

-

.

.

Kelly Oldsmobile
Gil's Bulko

10

I

7

3

Plymouth

6

4

Golf Prospect Mobil 6
Art's Shell
5
Dodge in
Dcs Plaines

BraVos Oldsmobile
Pete's Standard

6

Tobin's Mobil
Optimist Club
Homeowner's
Association
Number -one Suburban Heating
Johnson Spc.slipt
Goods
Sportsman's
Barber Shop
Charles Klehm
,Nursery

ick.

6

runs on a grand slam homer and

2

7

a single, as Homeowner's As-

Gary Martin batted

2

.5

3

3

4

3

5

gained a share of first place in
the minor league Friday with a
5-2 conquest of Oakton Lawn
and Garden. Jim Altcrgott was

2

one-man gang for Tony's,
driving in four runs with a
triple and a home run.
In the only other minor league
a

3

6

.2

4

0

7

game

7

I

3

Oakton Lawn
Burchard Cleaners
Tiffany's

4

3

4

4

3

5

3

5

2.
D

6
'7

'

Min's Shop

played

this

weekend,

Svoboda Mens Shop stopped

loss,

while Randy Jesperson chipped

said.

in a double.

2

Cubs
Braves
Sox

4

8

3

8

2

8

2
5

PONY B STANDINGS
Cardinals
10

1

Braves
Cubs
Yankees
Sox

4

1

6

4

Orioles

7

5

6

,5

0

10

g....MXDAVAUTMOMMIAMMIt911231=e0),*

Leonard Merullo, a Chicago
infielder in the 194th,

-

Cubs

The Orioles coasted 18-9 made four errors on one batover the 'Sox Friday in the ted ball in a game on Sept:
Bronco B League but fell to 13, 1942..

Coloramic Tile racked up 39

points in the first half of the
Northwest Suburban Y.M.C.A.

have won the game with De Twilight Golf League season to
Rosa's hit. Brad Somers hit a finish in first, 6 1/2 points
triple

earlier in

but he
home.

was

the

caught

inning,
stealing

Palatine got its lone run in
first on a combination of

the

a walk and two errors. The losers had scoring opportunities

ahead of the field.

The Tilers will face the second -half winner for the league championship in September.

ED THEN took low gross
honors in last Friday's season with a 39, but the_autstand-

to town with a 13.2 record, one on a par four hole by three
and left with two more vic- feet. He did tap the put in
tories - but unfortunately at
the expense of Arlington.

It was simply a matter of
not enough heads -up baseball.
The first game Saw _both runs
score

on

mistakes,

and

the

second game was lost when
Arlington walked home two runs

though for his eagle.

FINISHING second to Then
in the low gross category were

Wally Busch and Dixon. Wes
Stock triumphed in the low net
derby with an adjusted 33. Six
men tied for second place, in-'
eluding Len Franklin, Frank
Prochnow,
Dave
Musgrave,
Bob Rohrback, Ray Nelson, and
Busch. All had 34's.
Team

like the locals would ptill the
game out. With one out, Somers

to .end the

Newman pitched a two -hit -

,ter and whiffed nine, but still
lost the heartbreaker.

31

Mt. Prospect
State Bank
Team number 10

24
22
22

of the nightcap. Bob Young,

struck out 16 Cumberland batters. Meek aided his own cause

working on the mound for
Coach Meyer, let in two runs

with a home run.

on a single and four walks.

22

Selling yeti!. home?

Call our

Dap

E.

FAIRLANE

7.00

R

MUSTANG.
GALAXIE_

7,00
7.00

A

STATION WAGON

_9.00

PLUS MILEAGE

SPECIAL RATES

at low rates from
GEORGE POOLE Cc)
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HOTS.,
HOTS.,

Integrity
Honesty
Capability

BRUNS

'

CITIZENS FOR-- HERMAN KO'EHEMAN
(Paid PoliticaiAdverthansent)

4.00
5.00

RENT A STATION WAGON

COUNTY COMMISSIONER

Ruth Murawskl, chm.

FALCON

CORTINA

INCLUDES GM& INSURANCE
PLAN Y01111 VACATION

for

.

1

22

The first inning told the story

Kcn Meek and Keith Keller

signed his position April I.
DauIk lives in Oak Park.

rent a new '66

25 1/2

Eidamiller Realtors

Man of the

Des Mines. He re-

in

places Willard Titlow who re-

1/2

29 1/2

hit a triple and scored on an- River Rand Barbers
other three - bagger by Fink. Kunkel Realtors.
But the next two batters went Conn Shell
down on a strike out and an
infield grounder
threat.

ers

32 1/2

ARLINGTON'S ONLY tally Louie's' Barber Shop
came in the seventh, when, for
a fleeting moment, it looked

Daube Named Executive Assistant

A native Chicagoan, Daube_

39

Aliens Store for Men

fast balls.

Superintendents Association of America.

Bruno Daube has been ap- will assist Director Ben Chic yin at the GCSAA headquart-

Points

Coloramic Tile
one of pitcher Mark Newman's Novak and Parker

Brum Mahe of Oak Park has been appointed Executive Assistant to the Director of the Golf Course

pointed
Executive Assistant
to the Director of the Golf
Course Superintendents Association of America.

FIRST HALF FINAL

DEMOCRATIC.

1

L

9
9
6

Tile Squad
Gets First

HERMAN F.
KOENEMAN

I

Allen's Men's Shop 5

Cumberland
, Shopping Ctr.
Town and Country

in five

blasted
Johnson's
sociation
Sporting Goods 14-7 Saturday.
Foods
FINER
TONY'S

I

6
6

MINOR LEAGUE
STANDINGS
Wille Hardware
-7
Tony's Finer Foods

collided unsuccessfully with the
front-runners, losing 12-3 to
second -place Dcs Plaines Chiropractors Friday, and. i0-6
to league -leading Tobin's Mobil Saturday. Jay Creak more

6

9

the

John Kudalis- led the Giants'
II -hit attack with a home run,

W

Yankees
Cardinals
Orioles

Dixon. Dixon missed a hok-in-.

play,
Number -one Suburban Heating
League

5

Des Plaines

Chiropractors

15-15 tic.
Junior
In

4.

Ellinwood Motors
2
JUNIOR LEAGUE
STANDINGS
City Barber Shop 6

could

MIKE SARGENT was the in the first.
Chiropractors' hero with two
In the second inning of the
doubles in support of winning first game, Beloit scored on a
pitcher Mark Gillings. Mike double after a batter reached
Raymond got the win for base on an error. It scored
Tobin's with help from Lenny again in the seventh on an erGreenberg and Mike Broder- ror, after the batter was hit by

5
.

and

PONY A STANDINGS
Team

ings of work.

py outfielder home. The next

Don

in the fourth, fifth, and sixth,
bowed to Golf Prospect Mo- but Donahue pitched his way
ing individual perfernifnce- of
bil 7-6, and Pete's Standard out of the jam each time.
the night was turned in by Dick
and Gil's Bulko battled to a
YESTERDAY, Beloit came

suffered the loss in both games..

W. L

Svoboda

1:42.

OUZEL has been a steady
competitor.. for several sea-

Friday by tripping Ellinwood
5-4 in a game called at the end
of five innings because of darkness. Atamian also took the

Des Plaines

in 10 tries.

MISS RINCON will be seek-

Arlington

Actually,

ploded for six runs in the first

base

the

Page 10

Tim, and Li'lbit Tyte.
year's Hyde Park winner was
WEDNESDAY'S stakes contest will be followed by the
S40,000 added Beverly Handifillies and mares
cap for

with one out, but his teammates couldn't bring the scrap-

counter.

The Big Blue had tied the
fifth on a single
through the box by Frank De
Rosa, Tom Le Starge scored

Monday,
July 11,

on two infield hits, a sacrifice
fly, and a bad hop grounder

the

the seventh when he got a hit

man. and Donahue scored on
the play.

came back with two in the fifth

salvaged

Somers started something in

grounder past the second base-

ed, Doug Fink hit a bouncing

with two out. But Park Ridge

Kingman

were completely silent.

AFTER THE double

Stew Larson,
Jim
Teichert,
Quanstrum.
Grasse,

Cubs to three hits in the Bronco National League. as the Giants improved their league record to 9.3 with a 13-0 whitewash. Neuman whiffed eight
and walked none in five inn-

Other than that, the big bats

Tonight Arlington will get
back to league play at 6 p.m.
at Boltwood Park in Evanston.
Donahue is scheduled to start
for Meyer's outfit, which blast ea Evanston in an earlier en-

WITH TWO outs in the sixth,
and the score tied, 1-1, Donahue reached base on a sacrifice. After Jim Jorgenson walk-

when Tom Manderscheid doubled and Tom Ludstedt tripled

Clyde

second,
seventh.

two Legionaires both whiffed.

including

guess."

run.

1-0

that flew over
comb's head.

the
and

went

se,....,7411,2=ammtga=wraitarc=inasaNsmaxa

TOM NEUMAN held

In Friday's game with Pala- "It's been a long hot day. Start
tine, Arlington's Jerry Donahue losing and things just never
not only went the route on the seem to go your way.. The wamound, but scored the winning ter is over the dam now I

it was called because

before

sixth,

Meyer

of 2-I and 3-0.

with a towering home run blast
in the top of the seventh inning.

Last

three -year -old

fourth,

2-2

in their first contest, and that

six

to people.

in

winners

two - for - three at the plate,

Morgan getting the decision over Ron Smoy.

THE ONLY thing the Big
Meyer of Arlington, that's just Blue picked up in the game
singles

.

Four of the

other Pony B
game reported, the Sox slugged the Cubs 19-4 with Dale

If you were Coach Lloyd

were

walked four. Terry Ferguson got the save.

In the only

lately? Can't disagree, coach."

what you might be explaining

win, as he whiffed three and

win against five losses.

until a couple of weeks ago? But you've been losing quite a bit

weekend, and will be sidelined
indefinitely.

season.

THE BRAVES rounded out
the Bronco B slate with a
The win gave the Cardinals 4 shellacking of the Cubs.

CHUCK AYRES rapped out
a run and a double to lead his
Yankee teammates to a 14-2
cakewalk over the Braves and
John Trandel. Art Hagg got
credit for the Yanks' seventh

American Legion baseball team is the defending state champ of

is

single. The red-hot
a
Tigers are now 10-2 for the
and

home run.

outings.

for the

slated

Lundstedt

ting aboard with two doubles

Chuck
Quanstrum
a 10-1 record, while the Braves Starter
lost their first game in five worked two innings and got the

for Arlington Friday, and Tom

Northbrook in a match which
might well decide who takes
home the marbles. The local
the

1,111101f`.firl

Mike .Lopata drove in six
of the winners' seven runs, get-

*ghr-foot--with"-a-first-,--imting-

for a tie with the Yankees.

ready

be

got his own cause off on the

Arlington 9 Wins
One, Drops Pair

"ftila,1

Friday. The Blue Sox have
lapsed into a disastrous swoon

pectors again tonight.
crew
Thorne's
Tuesday,
host to second -place
plays

tied

r

Prospectors

the

must visit arch -rival Arlington

have not been helped at all by
the loss of lefthander Mike
Salata. Salata was injured in a

crew

to the players after yesterday's double-header loss to Beloit.
photos)
Richardson
(Bob

posed of Park Ridge Red and

Kingman
Park

eer-into-the-dugout-of-the-Arlington-Heights-Amerlean Legion team to hear Coach Lloyd Meyer (I) make his post -game remarks

dis-

Evanston ,has

diamond,

THE CARDINALS sealed the
verdict with a II -run "fourth
inning that sent loser Bob De Meyer running for cover. Rush

PRESKIE WAVED a big stick
again yesterday, slamming two
doubles in a 10-1 romp over the

to Evanston Wednesday to face

hiurr to gain_the d =WO_

last

ers' batters.

THE LOCAL CREW travels

Share -nine -7-4- 1 a st-month,but__________Tow_e_curf

the

ings, whiffing ill= of the los- while fanning nine.

four hits.

puzzles,

- KINGMAN who twirled

-bating a triple and a home run
' to their' own cause. O'Keefe's
The Cardinals stretched their battery mate, Mike,i. Keane,
league lead, in the Pony B cir- -also homered and doubled.
cuit by drubbing the Braves
17-5. Casey Rush got credit for
'THE 'TIGERS made the
the win, although he needed birds
their eighth straight
stickout relief help from John victim .aturday. Pete DonaSullenS.' Sullens shut out the hue pitched -a one -hitter for
Braves in the final three inn- the Tigers, but he walked 12

triple, and Jeff Broder and
Brach collected doubles. Roy
Wold got credit for the victory,
as the losers managed only

-

Jay

yesterday.

the Tigers; 7-3 Saturday. Dennis O'Keefe was the big noise
Lesniak 'for the Orioles Friday, pick-

was the winning pitcher, and ' ing up the victory and contd.

Doug Marshall contributed a

rugged Park Ridge Red.

-

oles

The birds racked Brave pitching for 12 hits Friday to post
an 11-1 conquest. Ken Preskie
homered for the winners, while

The Prospectors have nothing but first division clubs
left on -their regularly scheduled agenda. Coach Mark
Thorne's outfit will launch its crucial week tonight when
it journeys to the Maine East High School field to face

Prospect
clashed with. Mt.
once before, falling 4-1 to
nave Kingrnan_in an extra -

Prospect Boys' Baseball Pony
A League with ,a pair of vic-

grabbed

Braves this weekend.

crown in the final week of the season.

sealing with a 10-5
mark after ranking as preThey
co -favorites.
season

The Yankees kept pace with

an 11-6 triumph over the Ori-

Cardinals

The

BY DALE HOFMANN

THE RED MEN have been
one of the league's biggest

a

share of first place in the Mt,

`'"'

REAL ESTATE

CL 5-13320

-

CL 9-3141
-CL 5-91399
NITES AND SUNDAY

-

r i

Y

rootrt

('EATHER
Tonight; Partly cloudy; Some
thunderstorms likely; . Low in
the

middle

70a.

Wednesday;

Partly cloudy and cooler;
Chance of thundershowers in
the morning; High in the up-

Telephone

;554400
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Well Company., Village
wait ICC Decision
Village Wants Utility's Expansion Curtailed
The final decision on whether Citizens Utility Co. will
be allowed to expand its facilities , in an area north of
Commerce
Mount Prospect will come from the
Commission.

Village

Dank(

President

Congreve

(left)

discusses

Citizens Utility Co, water problems with Village Ea-

' gineer Bernard Hemmeter, Manager John Mongan and
William Ide, assistant water engineer of the Illinois

Commerce Commission. A meeting to reach agreement
with Citizens failed to produce agreement and now expansion of the utility will be in the hands of the ICC.

a

BY BRUCE CUTLER
Village trustees and members of the library board skirted
meeting last
controversial issue dividing them at a joint

night.

At issue is whether the trustees will approve a library bud-

get of S136,500 for the 1966-67 fiscal year.
Village finance committee than the SI36,500 sought from
chairman Joseph Grittani and the appropriation.
Frank
member
At a village finance commitcommittee
Bergen met with the library tee meeting June 28 attorney

board, asking that ,the library

Peter V. Pappas told the vil-

budget be cut.
Gilbert Liebenow,

lage

trustees

that the village

library
board member, promised that
the budget would be re-examined to see if a cut in the actual

must accept the library's bud-

expenditures was possible.

was

"We're caught in the

switches," he said, "but we
have to stand by our decision."
library's budget of
The
$136,500 is

up from the pre-

sent $103,081 and $67,639 last
year.
Liebenow

said the library
board held a special meeting to
reconsider the budget and de-

cided to stick to its appropriation.
Out of the library's S136.500
budget, an anticipated S10,000

is anticipated for revenue from
rines and book sale and S3,500
is owed the village on advances

for land and parking site purchases.

Liebenow points out that the
actual operating budget of the
library itself is 513,500 less

get.
he

said,
agency

"ministerial
handling library board budget
and appropriations and had no
authority legal or otherwise to
a

question the board."

Pappas, who' did not attend
last night's joint meeting is ,a
consultant to the state librari-

an, who under statute

is the

secretary of state, Paul Powell.

The library board, after its
meeting, voted to pay Pappas
SI00 for his services in writing
a letter indicating the village

had no authority over the bbrary's budget except that of
approval.

village board must approve an

Park Commission President Charles Payne said that
two basic errors contributed to the July 6 golf course
incident that has resulted in court appearances for three
men.

golf course and facing hearing
before Judge Simon -Porter on -

Commissioner Robert Jackson said that the meeting,
from which warrants against

Thursday, July 28, are Keith
Forest

and

Oldham, River
Joseph Armella and Samuel C.
Lovely, Chicago.

They were cited in a comMrs. Neil
Berkshire,
302
Rowe,
stemming
Prospect,
Mount
from an incident that Mrs.
-Rowe alleges caused one of
the three men 'to drive golf

plaint

signed

by

W.

balls at a foursome of ladies.

the three men were filed, was
an informal one. Jackson said
he happened on to the meeting
through being in the village
hall to, attend a planning coinmittee session.

Commissioner

Ed

Boddy,

chairman of the park district's
police Committee, said that he
was asked to be on hand by the
women and Mayor Congreve.

"IT WAS not

an

official

meeting of any kind." Boddy

AT LAST night's park district meeting, Payne said that

said. "If you want -to be called

lack of administrative personnel, of failure of administ-

every park district police problem, I will be glad to call you."
Payne said that he would

rative personnel to act deci-

sively, was one of the contributing factors.

Payne was also ,critical of
__the police department for dispatching a

rookie officer to

-_the scene who apparently did

in the middle of the night on

welcome such calls. He Said
the first he knew about the

meeting was what he read in
the daily press
day.

the following

W.,112:04242301114.00.MIINORSIMOSISattll.

-nor realize his policing' author-

ity extended to the park. -property:

"Who was right or wrong

in the dispute is not for me to
tell," Payne said. "But cer-

tainly if golf balls were hit in
the direction of the women who
made the complaint, it was our --

duty to eject those_ hitting the

Gripe
Of The

ately,

atrial,

Wednesday

night,

to

discuss

village

posed the library levy would be

about 11.5 cents per $100 of
assessed valuation.

The legal limit for the library
12 tents: last year .the li-

received 9.2 cents for
SI00 assessed valuation.
Grittani told the library
board again how the village
finance committee has been

On a voice vote only Franklin Friday voted no. Gilbert
Liebenow, who commented that

"l'vc been telling my children
it's discourteous to keep books
overdue," abstained.

Heights
Couple

working for II weeks to trim

The bodies of two Prospect

salaries

all .at once,"

he said. "You can establish a
pay scale and make the pay

while they were canoeing on a
Mrs. Sacrc's body was found
Friday by Provincial Police

and her husband's body was

THE COUPLE lived in Prospect Heights for 14 years,
moving there from Park Ridge,

collection
weakest," Liebenow

was

opposed the original budget. The
amended $136,500 budget was
Passed by a 5 to I vote, he said.

Jerry Sullivan and Mrs. Dorothy Kester, who has been on
the library

board. since

1943.

were the dissenting voters on

S100 rate, down to 11.5 cents.

"I thought it was too high,"
she said.' "I still think the budget that passed, even though I
voted for it, is too high and we
could take off another $10,000.
"I think we should make every

nickel squeak twice," she concluded, "even though that's just
one woman's opinion,"

DURING an informal debate
between . the `village

trustees

and the library board Liebcnow

said he didn't feel qualified to
the salary
of library personnel,

evaluate

increases

said,

"I

In

Arlington,"

fry it with a
child? Though out
of diggers, they need rest
stops. Can't someone provide a clean spot?

Mrs. J. S.
tvestvamozarialimmos4vonva

time has been set.

Representatives of DiMucci

.

you're ' shirking.
responsibilities," Bergen

think

village department head."' -The librarian, Mary

swer the complaints.

If found guilty, the judge can
levy a fine of from S25 to 5200

Joc

position of the librarian to defend the library, budget to village
hall but only to the library
board,

gency.

out expanding its facilities.
In 'answering Siegel's satatemeet, -Perry. admitted.-the.Citi- .
tens had --a problem-- with- the --the
mechanical-- failure -

ancy permits.

MOUNT SHIRE is the new
name for a unit of Elk Ridge

that the system is inadequate.
Perry said that the Utility
as early as April 1967.

homes in question.

Mclktice objected that a large

Tally Ho Ghost
-Slams a Door
Just Like Home

underway for a new well site,

Ask. Vote

but did not know at, what stage

they were or when the matter

On Park

would be settled.

Siegel outlined the village's
position in his opening state-

District

Police are on the trail of the

Attorney John Haas filed petitions Tuesday with the circuit

court clerk asking for a referendum on a proposed Prospect
Heights Park District Aug. 13.
On behalf of the Lions Club,
Haas presented 140 signatures
of Prospect Heights residents
acting us individuals.

They are geographically disThe Day reported last week pursed, Haas said, throughout
that the Tally -Ho mystery ten- the proposed park district and
ant has collected a step -stool, represent many of the communtwo brooms, a half -full bottle ity organizations of Prospect

of window cleaner, a piece of Heights.
cloth and a card table in three
AMONG the organizations
rooms of one apartment.
are the Prospect Heights Woman's Club, the Prospect Hts.
Little
Assn.,
Improvement
League, Lions Club, Boy and

er tie in service to drain the

portion of the park site in- his urea.
neighborhood was under waPAYNE said that this would
ter.
He said that recently the park be a solution to the probleni
the park district and indistrict has constructed a path for
to follow
however,

questioned what the residents
.of the area could expect from
the park district in the future.

Charles Payne, president of
the park board, asked Superintendent of Parks Thomas
COOPER SAID that the disirict hopes to add more clean
fill into the area and eventually
Solve the water'problem. Coop-

er pointed out that it was not

CdTter
through. -Payne said that ,he
structed

would draft such a letter, and
also include in it sidewalk- poi-.
ides for roads alongside the
park.
The

park

board president

said that he would turn the let-

ter over to the park commis'for their inspection
and approval before mailing it
to Mayor Herbert Behrel of
sioners

Des Plaines.

Forming a quorum for last

fdr't the park board
with Payne
"This 1 have done and they to slope the area so that wa- night's meeting
Contmissioners Robert
stand behind' me," she con-, ter drains into private pro- ' were
Jackson and Ed Bodily.
eluded.
PortY
possible

Co.,

Development

Brick man

Girl Scouts and churches.i!
-The-district,- which Haas described as extremely compli-

cated:is marked on its furthest
southern "corder by Rand Rd.
.Pointing out that the district and Illindis 83; on the west by
Residents from the High
Ridge Knolls area of the Mount has planted some 200 trees in Buffalo Grove Rd.; on the north
park district met the park, in addition to build- by Hintz Rd.; and on the cast
Prospect
with the board last night to re- ing the path. through the park by McDonald Creek at McDonquest information about when site, Cooper assured the re- ald Rd.
The park district was protheir park facilities would be sidents that steps were in proposed by the Lions Club to vargress to solve their problem.
completed.
ious community organizations
Spokesman for the group
Ed Shillington, an alderman in May.
was Daniel Mcllwee, a resident
from Des Plaines who' is a reClub officers suggested the
of Des Plaines. A _,portion' of
the city of Des Plaines is with- sident of the High Ridge Knolls Lions pool on McDonald Rd.
in the arca served by the park area, said that the park board serve as the hub of the disk
should contact the city for sew- trict's park facilities, which
district.

park,

Fourth of "July weekend:. "BLit
that does not mean our system
is inadequate," he said.

Perry pointed to an agreement with the comapny by the
former village Manager Richard Appleby in January, 1965,

lage board.

Perry countered that, if the
village felt such a deep moral

obligation to residents of the
area, it should have done some-

"YOU CANT expect

the

Homes in question are locat- but hit a dry hole.
village to fulfill the private
Villa, located west of Busse
ed on Busse Rd., Pheasant
Rd. and north of Golf Rd.
Dan Kucera, attorney repre- utility company's obligations,"
In the complaint, served on Lane and Golf Rd., all in Mount senting Citizens, said that con- Ide said. "What has your
DiMucci yesterday by Lt. John Shire.
procedings- were company done to provide emerdemnation

'

the

-

thing constructive at that time.
"We would help Mount ProsPERRY SAID that his coma day for each complaint and pany attempted recently to pect in the event of a water
make the fine in force for every drill another well to serve the emergency," Perry said.
day that. DiMucci occupies the system, formerly operated by

.

Cooper to explain the problem:

Hutchins, said "it is not the

swell things are."

Home Builders are due in court plans to have another deep well
on Wednesday, Juty 27, to an- in service in the area, perhaps

Park Site All Wet,
cCitizen- TellsBd.

through

find out either in court or before the commission just how

Listing as his two main
objections to 'the water company was its lack of emerthe area were without water gency back-up facilities in the
until the village came to the recent water crisis and conrescue and provided more than cern that the utility be allowed
1,000,0)0 gallons in the emer- to expand its customers with-

lems in Elk Ridge Villa.

the origin:Abu-4d:- ---- - --Mrs. Kester said she had
amended the original budget,
set at the top 12 cents per

"If their position i$ that
everything is swell," Siegel
said, "then we arc going to

On Sunday, July 3, Citizens
well located on Euclid just west
of Wheeling Rd. failed because
of a faulty motor. Residents of

Cecil, Wilbur and Ben, all of slamming a door.

"Our
Indianola. Iowa.
the
The bodies will be returned
said, "and unfortunately these to Indianola for burial. Friends
books are the most expensive."
arc planning a memorial serFranklin Friday revealed that vice in the Prospect Heights
two library board members had Community Church, but no
reference

lage disagrees.

trouble and required 24 -hour
DiMucci Home Builders se- attention to keep it operative.
cured a circuit court order to
Citizens has two other wells
occupy three homes following in the area. The one that failed
refusal of the village to issue is the largest, pumping about
occupancy permits.
1,000 gallons a minute. The

This paragraph, adopted into
the code on Jan. I. 1966, makes
it against village ordinances

other
library
AND
HE
mystery tenant of Tally -Ho.
members told Bergen and Grit- Mrs. Sacre's birthplace.
Officers Ray Lessner and
tani that the library needed a
Mr. Sacre was an electrical Robert Barone noted a door to
larger, professional staff due to engineer for American Photo- the apartment building at Busse
the expanded services pro- copy Equipment Co., Elgin.
and AtIgonquin Rds. was open
vided by the library new buildSaturday.
ing.
As they entered the building,
Survivors include Mr. Sac re's mother Mrs. Mabel Sure, which the village of Mount ProsNew departments have been his sister Mrs. Howard Red- pect is trying to get torn down,
added, they said, and books cost dish and four brothers, Leslie, they heard some one leave,
Ore.

the case.

is taking the attitude that their
system is adequate but the vil-

THIS IS the same area that

for builders to allow home purchasers to occupy their homes
without applying to the village
Lynbrook Dr., apparently drow- for final inspection and occup-

found Saturday. A. friend of the
family said both the Sacra
raises automatic and gradual."
were excellent swimmers and
Liebenow. commented that canoeists and carried safety
new personnel and salary in- equipment on their planned 10 creases must be put into the day trip.
its goals.

bringing Mount Prospect into

village contends
THE - VILLAGE learned
that the 20 homes were occup- over this weekend that the
ied illegally.
motor at the -citizen well and
pump station was again in

and his wife Marge, 52, of 9

lake.

crease

inadequate.
Citizens serves about 315
within the village,
homes

Ho-Imola. = the

Arthur, Canada. Leo Sacre, 55,

not be required.
He noted that

aries. "You 'don't have to in-

R. Marlin Smith, representing

fines of up to $4,000 a day for
allowing 20 homes in their
Mount Shire subdivision to be
what the village has labeled,
"illegally occupied."
Complaints against the building firm were filed yesterday
by Judge Simon Porter on request from Village Attorney

Heights residents were found
over the weekend near Fort

ned last Tuesday during a storm

the largest

and

Nies offered 2,200 area residents by the Utility on the
north limits of the village were

This refusal on the part of other two wells have combined calling for the village to tie its
Robert Moore citing DiMucci
Home Builders with violations the village came about us a capacities of only 500 gallons water system into Citizens'
of Chapter 6, paragraph 6a of means to force Utility Sewer a minute.
lines.
Congreve
Daniel
the building code. Acting Build- and Water Co. to install a lift
Mayor
Lee Perry, general manager
ing Commissioner Peter Ret- station in the Cottonwood sew- for the company in this area, pointed out that the agreement
er to alleviate flooding prob- denied at yesterday's hearing was never approved by the vilten signed the 20 complaints.

the appropriation ordinance so
a municipal tax increase would
library increase was for sal-

the village hall.
Attorneys Jack Siegel

DiMucci Home Builders faces -

Drown \

brary

two-hour meeting yesterday, at

Still at Odds

sonable period.

"I have accepted what the

the situation with the ladies involved,

that, the

will make a tax levy. As pro-

your
countered. "We have questioned
the requested expenses of every

balls from the park immediPayne said that ,he was dis-

ordinance.
Following

assistant

agreement with the utility in a

DiMuccii, Village

The library board last night
voted to allow its trustees' to
be excused from paying fines
for overdue books for a rea-

librarian . says she needi," he

Day
"Shop
but ever

appointed that he was not invited to the meeting called by
Mayor Daniel Congreve last

Mayor Daniel Congreve has
called a special meeting of the
board Wednesday to hold first
reading of the appropriation

formally

water engineer of the ICC, to

library's budget consistent with

BOTH Bergen and Grittani
balked at the library board's
refusal to cut its budget. The

Assails Handling
Of Golf Quarrel
duct for their actions on the

July 31.

is

THE VILLAGE,

Charged with reckless con-

appropriation ordinance before

asked

Prospect
William Ide,

seek a commission ruling after
informal
reach
failing to

Library Chiefs
Excused as
Slow Readers

Library Budget Hike
Gets a Second Look

Mount

the village, saitrifilifille-fati-

ment to Ide. He said that the
village's first thought was to
go into court and seek an injunction
pansion,

against
but in

"I don't think our system is
inadequate,"

Perry

answered.

"That would be up to engineers

to say. We will have a new
well by April, 1967. We know
we have to supply more water
next year."

"What will you do if your

ex-

pump fails again?" Ide asked.

view of the

"We would hope that the
village would help us," Perry
said. "Just' as we would help

further

fact that the utility was under
the control of the commerce
commission,

gency or expansion facilities."

decided

to

go

through the agency first rather
than file a suit.

"We feel Citizen's system
is inadequate to serve the area
and that they should not be allowed to expand pending a
facilities,"
of their
study
Siegel said.
"Our main concern," he

if they had- the same
problem:'
Perry. said that on a per
capita basis, Citizens has just
as many facilities as the vilthem

lage.

-Except that we can' lose two

wells and still serve our customers," Mayor Congreve declared. "You lose 'just one of
said, "is that this company not your three wells and you debe allowed to expand while it pend on us for emergency supis depending 'on the village of plies. A water company that
Mount Prospect to provide it needs one well to serve its
with emergency water."

(Continued on Page 2)

Sherman Canty
Dead at Age 65
Sherman Canty, former Republican committeeman
for Elk Grove Township, died Monday in an Elgin

hospital. He was 65.
Mr. Canty served six years
as committeeman, completing

Mr. Canty moved to Mount
Prospect in 1944 and maintain-

the term of the late William ed a law practice in Chicago.
`Busse. He continued in office
four years after being elected

In later years he established
law offices in the village, work-

would be planned to serve in in 1958. In 1962 he retired from
time all of the needs of com- the post now held by

ing two years with attorney John

Hansen.

munity organizations.

tuntestaxstessict

Haasi

_

During Wiilaim Stratton's
second term .as governor of the

state Mr. Canty served as secretary of the.Illinois Commerce

Starting Today:.

Commission,

A PAST presideni-Of the
Mount Prospect Lions Club, he

What You've Got Corning
In GI Benefits . . .

held the office of Post IF District Governor of the Lions International in 1950.

On July

I

of this year he

Moved to Elgin.

Friends of the family may

See Page Four

call at the Cumerford Edsley,

Funeral Home, 203 N.E..Perry
St., Peoria, ill., Tuesday. Services will be conducted there
,t I p.m.,Wednesda,

THE PROSPECT DAY
Tuesday, July 12, 1966

Page 2

Last of Two Parts

y Housing Was Condemned

Well Company, Village
Await ICC Decision
customers

should

two

have

wells. And if they need two
wells, they should have three
and so on up the ladder."

until

expansion

Citizens'

on

(Continued From Page IJ

BY JAN BONE
.

day.
For more than 60 Spanishspeaking people, it is, the last

tem is adequate."

day

said,

"if

decision

the

to

leave.

merce Commission."

the village's responsibility
provide emergency water
Citizens," Attorney Siegel

said. "They operate on a shoe

string and always have. Citizens is in the business of selling water ,to make money.
Their operation is keyed to

"Will you agree not to add
to your facilities for 30 to 60

Most of them still do not
know where they will find a

days while the commerce commission investigates the situ-

place to live.

ation?; Siegel asked.

move;

"I've given 'them notice to
that's, .all. I can do,"
says 'Mahler. "We'll have to.
take them to court. Let the
county find them a place to

.

"I would not consent to such
a thing," Perry said.

how much water they needed

IDE MEN said

last month. This happens where
ever Citizens goes."

live."

that the

under

came as a direct response to
signs posted by the county on

adviseMent and asked

tail addition of customers Or
is it the company's position to
add new customers," Ide ask-

Siegel not to take any formal

ed.

presented.

"We will continue to add
customers," Pero; said.
"If this is your position,

to

June 22.
property

action in the way of filing a
complaint until the matter is

ICC to take steps to stop you,"
Siegel said. "What we are asking is essentially a moratorium

ing Commissioner."
The name signed to the
posters is that of Daniel Ferbuilding commissioner
rone,

"I will take the information

will hear from me in

the near future."

"We need an indication from
the commission," Siegel said,
"but I can't promise we will
withhold formal action until we

Summer is long, hot and dry for families whose source of water is this spigot
and others like it several hundred feet away. They carry water for washing, cooking and drinking.

About 4,200 commuters on
the Chicago & Nord' Western receive it,
Ide visited Citizens' well
Rwy. were home late yesterday evening because a west- site and inspected the system

- due to
in Des

MeGuir; of
speed police estimated at 20 Des Plnifies was treated for a
m.p.h. and pushed the wreck- whiplash injury at Northwest
age 200 feet up the line before Community Hospital yesterday
coming to a halt. The train after a three car accident on
Arlington Heights Rd. near
had left the loop at 5:03 p.m.
Mrs. Patricia Frey, 23, of Grove.
9048 Church st., Des Plaines
A car driven by Richard
told Park Ridge police she was Vera, 615 N. Gibbons, struck

Plaines - hit the auto

at

Miss

a

Peggy

driving north on Dee St. across the rear of Miss McGuira's
the tracks when the cars ahead car, pushing it into the rear
stopped at the red light at of a third auto driven by HarBusse Rd.
old B. Stoffel, 133 S. Highland.

She said she tried to back-

up off the tracks but her engine

Vera was ticketed for failure to reduce speed to avoid

stalled, then the lights started
an accident.
floawshnin.g and thegamescame
d

'

'New Jersey Tea
Revolutionary
During the

,

ACCORDING to Patrolman
James Gravely, Mrs. Frey saw War, leaves of a native buckthe train bearing down on her on
the track her car straddled.
She jumped from the car and
ran. The engineer attempted to

thorn

train before hitting the auto.

New Jersey tea.

grows
along the East Coast all the
shrub

which

way to Florida and as far west
as Texas were used to make
stop, but -.could only slow the tea. Today the plant is called

sored

program

remains open for the July 25
thru August 5th session and

War Toll: 575 Planes Lost
SAIGON - A U.S.

Pre -School

spokesman has revealed overall

American air losses in Viet Nam for the first time. The
spokesman says that the U.S. lost" 179 helicopters and
396 conventional aircraft in combat missions from the
beginning of 1961 until last Thursday. Two -hundred and -86 of the fighters and bombers were shot down over
North Viet Nam.

No Water in Bombay
BOMBAY, India - Thousands of citizens of water starved Bombay are preparing for a mass exodus from

August 8th thru. August
Registration fee
19th session.
is S8 per youngster.
the

The program operates Monday through Friday. from 9.30
- 11:30 a.m. in the pre-school
class rooms of the Community Church on the corner of
Kirchoff and Meadow Dr.

The program is divided into
One
two age classifications.
room

class

for

3

and

instructors

year olds and another

Indian city unless heavy monsoon rains resume class with instructors for 4
soon. Unless heavy rains come in the Bombay reservoir thru 5 years old. A profeiaTiencirth or tliei > ifq by Friday, officials plan to close ' sional certified instructor will
the

unimportant industries, schools and colleges,

SAIGON - Navy and Air Force planes dodged Communist missiles to
Nam's diminishing

be in charge of each group.
All necessary supplies and
provided for
materials are
the youngsters including refreshments during the midmorning rest period.
'

MIG Missiles Miss Again
strike another blow at North Viet
and communication lines.

For further information . and

Two Communist MIG 21's fired air-to-air missiles at

registration contact the Rolling Meadows Park District
office at 392-4380.

supply

the American planes yesterday while ground crews fired at least seven surface-to-air missiles. All missed
their targets but one Air Force Tbunderchief was downed by conventional fire and its pilot is- believed to have

A REAL CHARMERI
Lovely 3 bedroom brick ranch - 1 1/2 car heated garage,
paneled family room and kitchen with built-tn table and
planter wall, vanity bath. Redwood tool house for extra
storage, large roofed patio with skylight Beautiful landscaping with loads of evergreens and shrubs. Walk to schools
and shopping. All this at a low
$21,900

I'

The art of orchestra conducting began in the Sistine
Chapel of, the 15th century

JOHN E. MILLER

when a roll of paper was

REAL ESTATE

used to beat the pulse of the
music. This became so noisy
that a baton was substituted.

The first orchestra conduc-

The Market Place of Fine Homes

people had moved . out. "After
the property has been sold, the
btiildirVg prdbielii3 Vault:1 WO

tors were also the com-

posers of tile music. Bach
and Handel conducted their
own music. Berlioz' is considered the father of mod -

very little

hous-

in a trust,

The' Day that "as far

has

that the majority arc not ag-

given

the

notice

families

move by Aug.

to

ricultural

workers,

but

are

out, we're going to
leave the buildings empty. I
don't care what the county

Economically,

they're

none

qualify

for public aid because of their

"Nine of the famincomes.
ilies," read Millner from his
files, "are employed and self-

We're not going to push
them down."
says.

supporting."
is

ORIGINALLY, said Mahler,
the

acres) had been part of a 300 -

land (now

only

12

1/2

acre tract owned and farmed
by the Mahler family. Universal Oil and Tool Works stand

in

seeing that housing in un-

incorporated

areas

.

another portion.

county standards and has..inspected the premises. So have
representatives of the state
fire marshal's office and the

Public Health.
"The buildings

Obituaries

I

Cook County Department of

-Rene Corps De Garde
would ..cre-

ate a hzard even if no one is

at

living there.

Funeral Mass will be said
9:00 a.m, tomorrow in St.

ment.

Prospect

paper contact Mahler.
Aug. .21 is less than

six

weeks away, a short time to
resettle more than 60 people.
County

Building

Commis-

.

FRIEDRICHS-.

Funeral

IIENRY W. FRIEDR1CHS'o;

:HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR,

-

About 750 Arlington Heights
telephones_ were _ knocked -out.- in yesterday's storm.

Illinois Bell Telephone manager

Ed

Hardy

said

crews.

worked through the day to restore service.
The most severely
severely hit areas

were along South and Walnut
Sts., where tree limbi broke
a
number of telephone and
electrical wires._

Motorcycle

Rider Hurt

.

of Palatine.
Visitation is from .7:00 p.m.
to 9:30 p.m. at th funeral
home. Burial will fe_in St.

Arlington Heights Rd. and
Olive. He was not hospitalized,

etery, Algonquin and Roselle
Rds.

for failure to yield right of.

1:1'Onie-

Backed br_10 Years Experience

2() W. Central Read
Mt. Prospect, II!.

.

. at Northiiet

111,ILKO*yos r*:

way.

for your4p4e:

Fite Suadaliii.p0eM'8-Pliit. Sat. till noon'Sun. wail
.

Hiinfa

A. 255-7890!

'10 gallons gas :purchase: : Compleie
service at alt,thaes.. Come in Midoet.11*-,011yn14 1`,

infi krRAND
10'

-

Storm Cuts.

Telephones in
750 Homes

The driver of the car, Benjamin W. Schnacit of North-Michael The Archangel Cem- -brook was ticketed by police

The atmosphere of deep reverence prevailing in asp chapel aids in making the funeral service a time to
be remembered -.and cherished .., lasting memorial
to loved ones.

BRAND NEW - WANTS OWNER

sisa-spis

Fitzpat-

rent,

Deleiynski
of
Gregory
He is survived by his wife
Emma, a daughter Mrs. Irma Wheeling suffered an injured
thumb
Monday
when
his
motor(Hans) Flick and two grandchildren Daniel and Teresa, all cycle collided with an auto at

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Seivice

it

paying

"The buildings were put up sioner Daniel Ferrone has
The announced, "These ex -migrant
in 1936," says Mahler.
big house, he says, has two living conditions must cease."

meets

for 50 years before his retire-

THE PAUL L. SWANSON INSURANCE AGENCY

518 E. NorthWest HWy...

were.

rick suggested that the news-

fare of the people involved."
And this may only be the
"The Department of Build- on part of the old farm, and
ing and Zoning is interested the toll road was built through first of similar cases.

A Service Of Dignity,
Beauty'.:. In Our Chapel

.E.'Northweet Hwy., Mt Prospect
' Phone 399-8111
WHILE WE FINb YOU A NEW HOME, LET US
PUT YOUR PRESENT ONE IN OUR NEXT ADI

it were strictly up to
"1
said,
Fitzpatrick

Told that several families
interviewed had said that they

that the
desperately to
ordinances are upheld and protect the life, health and wel-

Lovely location for family with tots with a park at the rear
of the house so they can play. House is on a dead-end
street providing more carefree play area. Three bedrooms
and 1 bath on 80x110 lot with range included, this little
charmer can be your for only
514,900

Also, the headquarters for all, your insurance deeds
including mortgage protection ...

Realtors

"If

still farmed,"

Hospital. Born in France, he
was a resident of. Palatine for
2-1/2 years. He worked,. for
Standard X -Ray Co. in Chicago

.List with Us Exclusively
... We Show & Show 'tit SOLD!

The .`SHOW'

He said

they were living
there free since the property
had been offered for sale.

thought

he

Mahler of Des

Millner said, "We arc trying

PERFECT FOR SMALL CHILDREN

bit -in oven & range. Driveway blacktopped: Close to schools
$31,900
& shopping this borne will go for

I

as

know, they' arc agricultural,"
in reference to the people

us."

kins and squash."

AIR CONDITIONEDI

Ifitikar

told

however,

would have left them there. I
would have sold it condileases it from
tionally so that. a new buyer
the Park Ridge bank. "There would not take over until after
are onions, tomatoes, pump- the growing season."

"The land

says Russell
Plaines, who

Just reduced and subject tooffer. Brick and frame 3 bedroom

This horn, in Des Plaines is built for a lot of living. Three
bedroom*, 1 9/4 baths, living -dining "L" and family room
28:14.3. y Kitchen has dishwasher, disposal, range hood,

Fitzpatrick,

who now live there.

"After employed locally.

21.

day at Northwest Community

Ronald M.

Mahler. The trust was set up,
he says, after the toll road
went through.

He

is

and is leased to

Aid have made a detailed study
of the families. They report

agrees.

I

Fitzpatrick

officer

property cannot be described as migrant workers.
Representatives of the Cook

Mr. Dc Garde, 67, died Sun-

Want A Fast Closing?

BANK

County Department of Palle

Mahler

I

lease from the trust."

the

atine.

$29,900

of the trust, but
have no control over it.

cipients

confirms that the property

201 N. Northwest Hwy., Pal-

condition. Choice location., Close to schools

we're not going to spend the
money it would take for the
buildings. I'm one of the re-

ity of the people now living on

Theresa Catholic Church, Pal6.1i -conductors but Mendels-- ---''There have --been- periodic atine, for Rene A. Corps De
houseThe
sohn, Haydn and Wagner reinspection.
Garde, 422 N. Easy, Palatine.
also conducted their own keeping is better than when Prayers will be offered at
music.
we first went there, but we 8:30 a.m. at Ahlgrim & Sons,

bi.level - living room, dining L, paneled family room, 1 1/2
baths, new carpeting, built -In oven and range. Excellent

situation. "I've lost quite a
bit of money farming, and

to the new -owner," fitzpatrick said.

see

spend answering questions raised in Parliament.

is

area, Ahem is no such thing
as low-priced apartments."
Ferrone, Millner, and DeJonge agree that the major-

Chicago, told The Day that .he
plans to ask the courts to :order demolition and condemnation.
Describing the co-ordinated
efforts of county agencies,

LONDON -- A question raised in the British House
of Commons brought a government response that the
Treasury Department spent $5,600 to dig up the answer
to another Parliamentary question last fall. The question centered 'on how much government departments

even though he could afford to
pay rent."
Mahler described his own

ing of the type they can af"In this
ford," he added.

the

once

can, he wouldn't rent to him

describing the

DeJonge,

"There

However, he says, "Once vacated, the county can't force
us to tear them down." The
bank would probably post no

guy found out he was a Mexi-

"All they need is a chance,"

to stay.

ASST. STATE'S Atty. GorMillner, interviewed in

Costly Question; $5,600 Answer
-±t

Sale. sign on the property,
reading "choice acreage, zoned industrial."
it
estimates
Fitzpatrick
might cost between 560,000 570,000 to fix the buildings.

signs

house all rented, and when the

people who live there. "This
is not always what' they can
afford, but all they can find.
At least they do haVe a place

The Citizens' Bank and Trust
Co. of Park Ridge has a For

trespassing

but that he himself had wanted
said

officer.

trust

Prospect, chief engineer of the

own family lived there
during Depression years.
"These people arc really
bediscriminated
against

to see the property.

the high cost of renovation is
Robert Fitzpatrick, bank vice
and

ning water and Mahler and

Cook County Health Depart- cause no one in the area will
He said that his men rent to the Mexicans," Mahment.
had made the first inspections, ler said. "One fellow had 'a

them for decent, habitable
use."
Agreeing with Ferrone on

president

bathrooms and sewer and runhis

ONE OF the inspectors is
Robert DeJonge of Mount

don

been captured.

r

still asking for demolition and condemnation."

Ferrone describes

"a use
that's not permitted in the district. If the structures were
allowed, and were permitted to
be used, the cost would be prohibitive to repair and restore

Registrations in the Rolling
Meadows Park District spon-

By United Press Iniernarional

move by Aug. 21. Most still have no place to go.
are

zoned

present setup as

the

Registration
Still Open

For. The Day

Woman Hurt
hi 3 -Car Crash

staying there. Russell -Mahler of Des Plaines, who leases the property from a trust, has notified each family to

THE LAND, once part of a
300 -acre farm owned by ,the
industrial.

Pre -School

in what county officials call "substandard housing."
Despite signs prohibiting occupancy, families continue

Day that the county was asking
not only vacation but actual
demolition of the buildings.

Mahler family, now is

Roundup

train struck a stalled later in the afternoon.
auto. in Park Ridge seconds
bound

after the driver, a woman fled
to safety. Trains were delayed

Nearly 70 people live at 2150 S. Mount Prospect Rd.

of Cook County. He told The

ing back to the commission,"
ide said, "and all parties concerned

red -let-

the

carries

been prohibited' by the Build-

I have received from this hear-

Wreck
Delays
Commuters

Each building on the

tered warnings: "This build'ing is in dangerous condition
and its use or occupancy has

"We can't bind ourselves not
move," Siegel said. ."In
the meantime, Citizens is add-.
ing 20 or 30 customers. a
month to their system, cornpounding.the problem."

then We will formally ask the

letter

eviction

Mahler's

ICC would take the mutter

"Is Citizens willing to cur-

up to 43 minutes.
Commuter train 631
make its first stop

their

in

stay

can

they

homes at 2150 S. Mount Prospect Rd. Their landlord Russell Mahler has asked them to

"I would agree with this,"
Perry

to

a significant

is

the commerce commission or
independent engineers give us
an opinion of whether the sys-

"I WILL not agree that it comes from the Illinois Comis

Aug. 21

The Day's 'Prospects

Tips For Trips With Tots
Where to stop. This anticipa-

BY DOLORES HAUGH

and time 'schedule for your
traveling.

for

their song.

road before

you

leave.

the "w h e n do we get

take?" questions by
the children occupied.
First fist places whiCh may
provide interesting rest areas

travel brochures and friends

keeps noisy mouths busy while
providing a lesson in keeping

_for children
Carry

with colored

pencil. This keeps the "how

a

seats and
planning

with a baby in it.

Make an elevated seat for
them using several pillows.

Use a cardboard box cut out
to fit over their lap as a work
table. The table may be decorated with cut out pictures and

their

arms or head out of windows.
The back of the station wagon

MAKE the trip a part of the
by

not putting

ahead

sun:

and

WRAP se v e r a 1 surprise
packages and. mark them to

most states wins a prize.

-

different

color. The one -who colors the

be opened "at pre -determined
' intervals. One may be- opened
when a red barn is spotted.
The next may be opened after

certain
traveled.
a

distance has been

puzzles,

games,

take

small

and number to number books
are also good past time items.
A crossword puzzle is fun to
---.work---while----younger---children
nap.
Older children may enjoy
adding the digets of license
plates. The first to get the

correct sum gets a point and
as a reward may open the next

surprise package
.travel box.

from

the

paper cups. Mark each cup so
that it may be used again. Fill

free from a

A small Thermo bag keeps
fruit chilled

and provides

a

cold snack at. rest areas. Paper, towels and tissues should
be a part, of the preparation
for any trip.

Animal--crackers-provide----for a "telling time".
Let each child tell an original
story about the animal cookie
subjects

has chosen. This
imaginative minds busy.

keeps

he

An hour of planning before
leave will mean many

you

miles of restful, family fun and

A map of the United States
obtained

ID HELP cut down on stops
takevalong iced, pre-sweetened
.drink's in a Thermos with
another jug with water.

apart toys, and books. Cut-outs

Make sure the children are
able to see without standing.

Caution the children before
the trip about staying in their

far is it"s in the know.

as crayons melt if left in the

licenses from
other states
are seen., Let -----the -children 7.
color the state with pencils

For the young child, a new

the children try to find a truck
-or-car that looks like the toy.
Let little girls watch for a car

to

dampened face
cloth in a plastic bag or, a
commercially dampened pad
for quick clean up after treats.

Let the children keep track
of where they are on the map

may be' marked as cars with

Some items which provide
entertainment are color books,

so

doll pr truck can provide a
half hour of fun. Let all of

chew gum, substitute cookies.

scenic eating areas are
usually marked on the map.
and

vacation

tgto___mall

station during a bathroom stop

takes time. Provide blunt nosed
scissors for car use. Colored
pencils are better than crayons

keep items
carefully selected for each
child's interest in the box.

restlessness

the car and roadways clean.

historical

landmarks,_playgrounds,__zoos_

it

THE TRAVEL box is a lot
of fun and does not cost a lot
and takes a minimum of time
to make. Boredom leads to

loses a point. Rewards may be

-who have made a similar trip.

marking

through the windshield.

simple. A stick of gum with

for the chidren. For help look
to the AAA, service stations,

by

sudden stop may hurl them

Ex-

special instructions to place
all scraps in the litter bag -

museums,

Children to stand on seats. A

tract the driver.
,
Set up a reward system.
Anyone who cries or fights

keeping

provides a craft project that

Above- all do not allow, young

plain to the children that they
mint keep wirer and not dis-

there?" and "how long will it

Circus

Safety belts should be used.

Noisy children are a hazard
'to drivers. Set up rules of the

Here are a few tips for trips
with traveling tots. Plan ahead
are the magic words. Plan for
all

have an opportunity to hang
out the back window. Make
certain all doors are latched.

time. It also gives you a goal

now. Vacation travel with chil-

dren may be the reason

should be especially guarded
so that the children do not

tion of a planned visit helps
the children to settle down
and accept the actual, travel

Women's Editor
Mothers, like the Betides,
are
singing "Help" right.

service

a successful vacation trip enjoyed by the entire family.

MRS: EDWARD GERRARD

Edward rrard
ed in Texas

ear .tdar
PINT CARTON

ICE

Miss Donna Lee Gathings, daughter of Mr and Mrs. George
Wilder Gathings of Corpus Christi, Tex., became the bride of
Edward Rolland Gerrard of Houston, Tex., at a candlelight
ceremony on June 25 Edward is the son of Mount Prospect
residents Mr and Mrs Rolland Edward Gerrard.
The ceremony was conducted by the bndes uncle,

accented by blue satin bows
which held matching tulle veils

the Rev Ervin M Gathings,
of the First Methodist Church in place close to the head.
of Temple, Tex Amid white They carried colonial bouquets
gladiolus and blue chrysanthemums lighted by candelabras

of blue and white carnations.

holding tall blue tapers, the
wedding
exchanged
couple

The grooms attendants included Robert Allen Gerrard,

vows in the double ring cere-

best

mony
The bride's gown was a
scooped -necked
long-sleeved,

white Empire sheath of peau
de sole with a sweeping train
The lace bodice was embelished with sequins A small pillbox hat held the 'silk illusion
veil She earned a cascade of
Frenched - white carnations
centered with a white orchid

THE MATRON of honor was
the bride's sister, Mrs Linda
Harrison
Miss Ruth Ann
Brunkenhoefer was the maid

of honor with Miss Carolyn

Jean and Deborah Ann Oath mg
girl

as bridesmaids
was 4 -year -old

Flower
George

Mark Ruder.

Ann Barrow
5, was ring bearer

The gowns for the attendants
were street length of blue lace

man, Steve Arendale,
James Dotson and Don E.
Harrison

The

mother

p AT HOME

_r.

CREAM
OR

SHERBET
Pepsin alms
thrifty -Pak End

Tuesday, July 12, 1966
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Women's Club Relaxes,
Looks to Next Fall

1/2411. UN. He
v

SPECIAL/

5PECIAL

of the bride

The newly -installed officers and board presentation by Mrs. Joel Axelrad, ways and
members of the Mount Prospect Junior means chairman. The club hopes to again be able
corsage was of white carna- Women's Club met recently to make to support local students with scholarships and

wore a two piece pink suit of
crepe

lace jacket.

with

Her

to continue support of their numerous _charities.

tions.

plans for the coming club year.

church The bride's tablecloth
was hand embroidered with
lace inserts. Groom's table

ponding secretary; Mrs. A.L. Hampton, treasurer; Mrs. Robert G. Petersen, program chair-

a white Chantilly lace
skirt of blue.

Edward Wegner and Mrs. Jack Piper, vice presidents and committee chairman.
Duties of the new officers were reviewed and

Members will take charge of the ,TB Mobile
The tams are Mrs. John J. Finnerty, reA reception was held at the
cording secretary; Mrs. James E. Daly, corres- Xray Unit at the Mount Prospect Plaza next

was, round and covered with man; Mrs. Melvin N. Levers, president and
over

THE BRIDE graduated from
Mary

Carroll

High

year of club work.," said Mrs. Levers.

Anyone interested in further information concerning the club may contact Mrs. Jack Piper at
CL 3-7976.

School,

North

College,

summer with our families. I know in September
we'll 'all be ready for an exciting and satisfying

Mrs..

projects 63r the year were decided upon after

Corpus Christi, Del Mar Junior

month. Formal meetings will resume in the fall.
"We are looking forward to a very restful

Grace's Ddze

Texas

State University and is attending Hermann Hospital School
of Medical Technology.

Something Old

The groom is a graduate of

. .

Northwestern University and a
senior at Baylor University,

College of Medicine. He is a
graduate
School

By Grace Mott

of Arlington High

After a short wedding trip
the couple will take up residence in Houston.

Frances Nomellini and Phillip Michael Hanus were wed
Saturday in St. Raymond church. The, gown Frances wore

en's grandmother, Mrs. Isola Nomellini of Chicago.

Frances' mother and father,

Candy Sale
Chairmen

the Frank

Nomellinis

of N.

Prospect Manor, gave both a
bridal dinner. on Thursday
night in their home, and the

Two Mount Prospect cou- wedding reception, a dinner for
ples will be area chairmen for 200 at the Erie Cafe in Chithe candy sales of the Kidney cago Saturday evening.
Foundation of Illinois.

Roland E Sorgatz

BRUNS

REAL ESTATE

CL 5-6320

Phillip is the son of the
Hanuses
of
Des

Robert

Mr and Mrs. H. D. McLen- Plaines.

-don -and Mr -and Mrs. Joel

Axelrad will serve as depot

outlet chairmen for the
Trick
sale

or

Treat

1966

Halloween

AN IMPORTANT event last
week in the David Backweel

family was the baptism at St.
Paul Church of their -first
child an adopted son, four
month
old
James
Scott.

a

R EAL,t-CO:R. S
A SION

pride of the family until now,
eyes the newcomer warily.

was also worn by her sister and was made by the young wom-

OF THE TIMES

ax....=11

RECENT

in Paris, France, at
departure time here.

was still

days

following

the

to

Katsche who came here from
Canoga Park, near Los Angel-

On July 4 Fleury was in the es where they lived five
Netherlands. A boat strike in years. New York is thCir home

Ireland prevented their going state, and not overly enthuthere as planned, but a rented siastic is Mrs. Katsch about
car
transported
the
trio the Chicago urea.

through England. Also planned
is a rendevous with Chi Omega

"To hot in summer and ioo

Sorority friends in Germany,

cold in winter" was the opinion

and in Norway 'they will visit

she gave when asked if they
enjoy living here.
A business transfer which
made Robert regional sales
manager for Paillard, Inc.,

relatives of one of the group.
Nearly three months long,
the trig will bring the young

women home September

12,

manufacturers of Bolex cameras brought the family from.

just in time for Fleury to beher senior year at the
university.
gin

California.

The ceremony was followed
IT WAS the desire to meet
by a family dinner in the Bake - again with a group of friends
well home which included Mr. all prominent when they were
and Mrs. Paul Bakewell and in Prospect High School, most
their children who came from of whom she had not seen reChesterlarid, Ohio in order for cently and to catch up on their
'Paul to sponsor the baptism. news, that prompted
Miss
The family remained here for Kathy Donahue to give a party
several
event.

newcomers

Mount Pros pectarethe

BACK IN town for a day last

week was Allan Glover who
moved to Arlington, Tex., in
June. Laughingly Allan told
how, although he has.now lived

in the south only three weeks,

he has already taken on the
of a

baseball

Saturday.

managership

Brown, Diane Cordina, Joyce

District until moving foTced
his resignation.

Out of touch for two sum- team.
In eight and one-half years
Others here for the baptism mers, one spent at school and in Mount Prospect, this was
,included Mrs. Karl RomanoW, work and the other in Florida, the story of his life. Glover
also a sponsor. and Mr. Ramo- Kathy gave the luncheon to inan early proponent of
-now and their children, Mrs. clude besides Fleury, Linda was
and Midget
Thomas Selbach, and other Schnyder and- Sue Holdernian Little League
Football, and a commssioner
grandparents, Mr. and = Mrs. who could not be there, Eileen
Banks, Diana Breakman, Beth, of the Mount Prospect ark
A. F. Bakewell of Park Ridge.
DOZENS of young men ,and

MT. PROSPECT

HEART OF COUNTRY CLUB' SECTION
A luxurious 8 bedroom, 2 1/2bathhomewith family room air
well as recreation room. &operate dining room, 2 car over-'

size garage, extra large lot overlooking park, 100% wool
carpeting, drapes, 17' kitchen with built-ins. If it's rightfor
you, It's priced right at
$48,500
123 & ARLINGTON HT& RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000
Member of Multiple Listing

.150 S. MAIN
MOUNT. PROSPECT'

892-7150

women from Mount Prospect
are in Europe this summer,
and Fleury Viger, pretty blond
daughter of the James Vigers,
S. Wa Pella is among them.
Traveling with two college
friends, she flew the Atlantic
on a college sponsored flight
which for a

few

hours 'left

Deming,- Beth Erickson, Jessie
Haynes, Janet Hjelm,

fenbiel.
move

into the
building in

its annual dinner at Nielsen's
Woodridge, 20 month old An- 'Restaurant in Des Plaines toare

-

will share his room
'with a pet; a' five foot high

stranded until another bright blue toy sheep dog 'the
plane wai brought to their family won at the Lions Fesrescue.; The scheduled plane tival. The tiny Siamese cat,
20

Lb.

The church council of Grace
Evangelical,' Lutheran Church
of Prospect Heishts will . hold

WHEN MR. and Mrs. Rob-

ert Katsch
house they

165 students, scheduled to take drew

off from 'O'Hare 'Field June

Church Council
Annual Dinner'

Candy Hibbeler, Pat Johnson,
Mary Jane Levitt, Terry Lee,.
Toni Nelson and Joan Stauf-

morrow at 7 p.m.

Council members and their
wives are invited to attend.
Call. Hi Henson at 259-4187
fdr reservations.

2.1

.

104.6, cm $648

CANNED HAMS

$2.49
34b: ces$2x49
The urovelhopping Center
AGARS34b.

Arl..Hgts. Rd. and Westerfield
glk r rove Villa iii.

.

.

1

%

Some Day

Frank E. Von Arx
For

The wind was driving the
- radio reported tornado sight-ings at McHenry and Buffalo
Grove

Arlington Heights and Mount

Prospect were in the path of
the storm and one couldn't
son, the Arlington .Heights
village manager, was safely
asleep at home.

Hanson has outlined a, pronicipal

improvements.

First

000 for storm damage as a
result of the disaster on June

tion of Illinois 53 as it goes

lease a floor to an auto ser4

northward.

train.
The
vice

The money should

village will have a big hole.
Every year big holes

could

for a

even

service -

revenue- to the village.

A u-

tility tax that promises something in return is much eas-

holes to fill, everybody will
be knee deep in garbage.

ier, to contemplate than a tax
just added to the already heavy

The parking plan is just as
village has

The

business

rental.
The land fill and parking
garage are ideas that mean

be-

come more valuable to people who run scavenger businesses. If we ever run out of

intriguing.

village

while -you -work operation that
could bring in a nice annual

mote than pay for the real estate and when it is all done the

The other two, a sanitary
land fill operation and a million dollar parking program,
are plus Items. Both might

on his list, however, is 5I50,-

mean that the village would

age behind the Municipal
Building that would encourage people to' commute by

sell fill to the state highway
department for the construc-

tility tax.

would be used to finance mu-

The land fill operation could

'

money to finance without a u-

tax that

thought about a parking gar-

money in return.

Four other points in Han son's proposal for spending a
utility tax are interesting. The
two new fire stations and the
new court room are items that
the village will probably find

help wondering' if L. A. Han-

village some

even bring the

nancial report for it second
storm.
It is enough to make people cross their fingers.

.

a utility

moment

there was a fear that Hanson
would have to rewrite his fi-

rain alinost horizontally. The

posal for

terrible

one

burden with no end in sight.

8.

VantagePoint

is-becoming-,increasingly-dif.--at -Harper -Collegi In Pala--ficult for high school seniors tine Township.
high school level where.._ the to -find their way into college.
It is apparent that summer
ucational programs.
College requirements
are school is here to stay and we
"It' offers students an op- freshman student finds-. himportunity to receive addition- self first responsible for his high and they are becoming are happy that it is. There is

-School may-be-crut-foreaost

"Sarbmer schodl-has-anportant role in Dist. 214 ed- junior high schools, it is at the

high school students in Dist.
214 but , for some 2,500 it's
books as usual
That's the

number of stu-

instruction and often en- own course or action. He can
ables enrolees to take courses make good use of that freethey were unable to schedule dom to choose academically,
or he can flounder in a sea of
during the regular year."
Summer school enrollments uncertainty.
By allowing incoming freshhave sharply increased in the

dents taking advantage of sum-

al

mer school courses.
By far the most popular
course in summer school is
driver
education, attracting
some 750 Dist 214 students.
Summer school sessions,

.

district ,during the last five
years. Future outlook is for
still larger increases - in student interest.

which wkr..an through July 29,
tare based -m Prospect High
School

In days gone by there was a

tendent of Schools H. L. Slich-

e n my e r puts it this way,

paving

is

214, however, showed that to us to build a multi -million
most students who desire to. dollar educational facility then
attend college are accommo- render it useless for three
dated. In fact, statistics show months out of the year be-

continue to increase since

freshmen.
This provides students who
are entering high school in

the situation has
Outgoing Superin-

rolling, the district

A recent survey of district

one thing we hope the board of

education considers in. its
building program for Willow
High School. That's air conditioning. It makes little sense

bout.

summer, courses in the high
school Summer program are
tnade available to 'incoming

school

high school before actually en-

facilities brace
themselves
for larger and
.larger high school graduating
classes.

the fall a head start on learning what high school is all a-

to parents in the district is
that for the first time this

to absorb enough learning during the regular school sessions
were interested -- or forced -into attendance at summer

men to become a Out of the

tougher' as

the way for many of these stu- that 63 per cent of the 1966 cause of the heat.
dents to have a much easier graduating class from the disWe have had occasion to
time of their first year.
rices four high schools will go visit classes at Prospect this
to four year college.
summer and found the heat in
the school in some cases acSUMMER school scheduling
THERE STILL has not been tually oppressive. An investis such that students may at !tend courses, earn credit, and an upsurge in students at- ment in air conditioning would
still work part time on sum- tending two year or, junior col- certainly not be a "frill."
If Willow is air conditionmer jobs to store money for leges with only 3.1 per cent
college.
making that decision.
ed, it could well be the headThis figure could increase quarters
for the summer
It is our opinion that summer school enrollments will dramatically when junior col- school program for many

ONE innovation of interest

stigma attached to summer
school Only those who failed

Today,
changed.

..by .Jack Vandermyn

-

it

lege

-- Marshall Field III

Benefits For Veterans No. I
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Ex -GIs Have Wide Selection
OTHER

BY RAY CROMLEY
in

the armed forces of the

United States, you've got sometimg coming to you from
Uncle Sam.
In a tradition which dates from the grants of 50 acres and a
mule to those who served in Washington's army of 1776. to
'college educ.iticins for GIs, returning Irani Via 'Nam in 1966.
veterans get a break.
There is something for cvcry
former serviceman, for
his widow, children and parwas -- and many of the benefits have no time limits. These
may range from a flag for a

veteran's

funeral

to

lifetime

compensation for the incapac'tilted child of a deceased veteran
The

primary

veterans'

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Re -Adjust-

effect

has

to

been

extend, as of June I, 1966, to
severicemen and women of the
post -Korean War period the
major educational and housing
loan benefits extended to vet -

crans of World War II and
Korea.
These new programs
will affect some five million
veterans eligible in 'the first
year. Educational benefits a-

fects

the

rights

and

Incentive

early as the Spanish-American
War -- or surviving members
of their families.
This series of articles : will
outline and clarify the full

scope of the benefits now available to veterans and their
families.
As a veteran you
are not eligible for these benefits if you

left

Just what

The prize for mating., or exceeding
that causes a worker
that extra ounce of effort quality goals is the chance to "adopt"
and attention that can make the differ- a deprived child overseas through the
ence between a quality product and one Foster Parents Plan, with the company

the service

paying the costs.
Members of each
out group cited for the monthly award vote
for years.
Most companies settle on on which of 17 countries will be involvthe carrot -and -stick approach.
But ed. Length of time for each award is a

that is just so-so?

under dishonorable ,conditions.

Industry has been trying to

The cost of these programs
during the fiscal year beginning July I. 1966, is projected

services

rendered

to

their

higher than the average income of nonvcterans.
Vet-

-GI B

i

I

I" scholarships

ified school.

Veterans

Administration

College

the federal government.

Aid in obtaining employObtaining and maintaining the nation's best buy in
life insurance.

of many village employees who

Pensions as high -as S115
a month even where the disability is not connected with
military service.

be

The U. S. Treasury Department .sells about $41/2 billion
worth of Savings Bonds every year.
Yet no one ever tries to sell you Bonds on the phone.
Though you rarely see them, there are about 1/2 million
patriotic Americans who will help you buy Bonds, Have been,
since the that Series E Savings Bond was issued 25 years ago.

WHEN HELD TO

MATURITY .'

Your banker, for instance. He'll give you folders and
facts, issue your Bonds, make certain they're properly registered, cash them when the time comes.
Your employer and thousands of other employers who have
set up the Payroll Savings Plan are also on the team. So are
the -officials of your union who have endorsed Bonds.

There are many others. Like your neighbor, the advertising

man, and the radio, TV, poster, magazine and newspaper
people he worki with.

All of these volunteers work for the Bond program without pay.
You can do your part, too. Buy U. S. Savings Bonds.
-

.

_

are inadequate.

We heartily support the proposal to supply Mount Prospect

holiday in this emergency.

competence and ability of
money is regarded by many as ...Citizens
Utility Company- nec- _
essary. Although residents of
The GI. Bill of Post -World Mount Prospect for only three
War II days, for example, years, we understand similar
helped create hundreds of breaks in service were 'sufthousands of teachers, engi- fered by older residents. It is
neers and skilled technicians, our understanding that after
plus tens of thousands of such earlier breakdowns Citizens
an investment.

The existence of this supof highly trained manpower is regarded as a major
factor in the great technological and economic advances of
ply

the last xlecade.

-Government. statistics re Veal that the median income of

veterans is Tarly 30 per cent

All letters to the

edi-

L

t e r s'

should he as brief as 'pos-

if pasand should carnal

sible, typewritten,
si.ble,

I

!an address or phone num-

;ber so theiauthenticity
`can be checked.

. . .

And More Appreciation

Editor:

Dr.

Dhein

arrived in

an-

i

called the- telphone operator.
She contacted Father Kalas

at St. Raymonds and he came
advised us that .we...could ob- right out.

We are one of the 315 Mount tain water there
So there is our story. No,
We
certainly
appreciate
Prospect homeowners
who
Congreve,
Trustee Mrs. DuChateau did not live.
receive water from Citizens Mayor
If she could have been saved,
Utilities and would like' to Colfer and all the other village
thank MaYor Congreve and the employees and, board members I'm sure the men taking care
village for coming to our aid for giving up their holiilay of her would have done it.

last Sunday, July 2, by supply- weekend to work so''hard to
see that our water needs were
met. We only hope the village
By chance, Trustee . Robert doesn't forget when Citizens
Colfer knew that we were Utilities' pumps are working
having a family reunion that again and will continue to try
day and expected about 45 peo- to get our section of Mount
ple, so as soon as the fire Prospect connected, up with
,hydraqt was connected to sup- the village system.
Mr. and Mrs.
ply residents with emergency
ing us with village water.

but -

'tames will be withheld upon request.

The Mount Prospect, Fire
Department ambulance and two
police cars arrived within

DuChateau, these men would
know just what to do.

swer to the police call. He
residents in the affected areas minutes after a call for help checked Mri. DuChateau over
with village water. It is com- went out on June 18.
and said that she could be
forting to know that we have
moved to a ' hospital. Dr.
Two firemen took charge, Dhein was a stranger to us,
officials- such as Mayor Congreve and Robert Colfer who giving Mrs. Frieda DuChateau but he was as kind as he is
are willing to give so much of oxygen and a heart massage wise.
their time when an emergency while policemen took down the
necessary
report.
Another
While waiting for a doctor
arises.
Mr.. and Mrs. policeman put in a call for to_ arrive," we called 'a priest.
C. B. DeMars a doctor. These men, working We are not Catholic so we

gave up a part or all of their

tor must be" signed,

to safe-

guards they were adopting. Ob- Prospect still seem to think
viously, the safeguards, if any, so.

This inconvenience and poTHE TOTAL cost of these
programs in the future is, of tential seriousness of a breakcourse, impossible to calcu- down of this important utility
late. It will be high. But this make an examination of the

professionals as doctors, lawyers, dentists' and scientists.

impostible due

together as a team, gave us
"Am I my brother's keep- the impression that if anything
er?" Many people in Mount could be done to help Mrs.

residents Editor:

assured

that future interruptions would

aid for the children of veter- 'We understand their efforts
ans killed or totally disabled were aided by the cooperation
ice.

Thanks For Help In Emergency

Utilities

Editor:

as `the result of militaiy serv-

or outpatient
care in a Veteran
Administration hospital.

Ecuador.
To the company's pleasant surprise,
reports hai paid off in startling results.
they found that not only all levels of
Since last February, members of 28 management but also entire families of
work groups at General Electric's Large employes become personally and keenGenerator and Motor Department in ly involved.
Monthly letters and phoSchenectady, N.Y., have been compet- tos from each sponsored child are dupliing vigorously for incentive awards -- cated to keep the family of each employe
but with a reverse twist: Instead of get- fully informed.
ting, they give.
That's what is called motivation.

Praises Quick Action
In Water Crisis

Four years of educational

Full-time

no limit to the num-

it

on

As residents of Mount Prospect who were affected by the
breakdown of the Citizens
Utilities Company equipment,
we wish to thank Mayor Congreve and Trustee Colfer for
their prompt and continuing efforts to supply water service.

medical

is

Letters to the Editor

for and retaining a job with
ment including job counseling,
training and rehabilitation.

year, but there

ent kind of quality control program which

the GI Bill.

loans to buy, build or improve
a home you intend to live in or
a farm you intend to operate.
Preference in competing

a

was the only way and launched a differ- Korean boy of 11 and a youngster from

and lower welfare costs.

worth up to S5,400 Over four
years of enrollment in a qual- TOMORROW:

is

tiepin-- or a television set, it is usually ber of times each group can win an abased on the belief that employes are ward -- that is, an opportunity to bemotivated only by hopes of personal come foster parents.
gain.
Work groups are currently taking
One company questioned whether this care of a 9 -year -old Filipino girl, a

By following this series you erans also tend to have lower
will be able to discover if you unemployment.
Thus, the investment in aid
-- or a member of your family - qualify for such pro- for veterans pays off in higher income tax returns to the
grams as:
United' States and the states,

to the 500,000 star-spangled Americans who work
for this country's security without pay

find

whether the reward for good work

at just under S6 billion. The

A 25th Anniversary. Salute

is it

to put forth

country.

4.15%

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

privil-

eges of those who served as

-

NOW
PAYING

K. S. Johnson, Genera! Manager

William J. Kledaisch
Managing Editor

legisla-

intent of the congresses which
ment Act of 1966 is the latest lone will cost more than $327 enacted these laws was to reward
and compensate veterextension and modification of million during the first 12
ans and their families for
these traditional benefits. Its months.
Veterans'

' Tuesday, July 12, 1966

tion of the past two decades af-

Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

If you've ever served

Dal)

"Honor the original dream -by always jealously keeping
the -paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

available years.

are

facilities

Pro5pert

water supply, he callell and

Louis' O'Bradovich

Thanks

for all your

help

from Mrs. DuChateau's chil-

dren,
grandchildren, greatgrandthildren,
sisters
and'

brothers to the Mount Prospect Fire Department, Mount
Prospect

Police

Department,

Dr. Dhein, Fathir Kalas and

the telephone operators who
helped us with the many calls.

SHORT RIBS

CARNIVAL -

SIDE GLANCES

1 CAN'T STAND A LIAR!
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OUT OUR WAY

ele,

eifg

SOY.' THAT'S APPRE-

C.

CIATION FOR. YOU: 'TRY
TO 'TEACH A GUY A

LITTLE JUDO AND

YOU POWIT GET ANY

COOPERATION
FROM HIM
AT ALL;

,,,,,,, 0,110011111NR

.

ON, SOMETIMES A UTTLE
WHITE LIE IS BETTER IRAN

IRE "TRUTH.

410*
11.4

11. US e.t

y_awk, wp, !..e

"Just as I thought! Shoddy merchandise!"

LI Ut PO ON

"in our family, when something new comes up, we all
sit down and Mom makes a rule to cover it!"

....---etre,V....,;:.

MEANWHILE, JUST UPAHEAD....

I

tc:,?X" t''''''°

ENID, WE'VE GOT SO LITTLE TIME

.11

TOGETHER...LETS MAKE THE

,,....:

r MOST OF IT.

LIKE WHEN 'I -TELL MY

'1/4"!

e

BEN CASEY
1#.

fets.:.:4:1

OJSIOMERS THAT It GONNA
HURT ME WORSE 11 -IAN

/I .

ffi..<4:-.,t",>A
'

i - ..

IT GOES ?REM.

-

fi

114;

4
'..;- ' "7.

I
4 I i; L.L........1
I Ill 11 1..:l

,zionk.-!--1..

.........-1

kr1141111

11611

"i

0

THE WORRY WART

cocNIr.APJ

7.12.

C INA It NIA. I

TN. 1.1. 1.1i. Pot

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
A COMPANY LIKE INSTANT THERBUILDERS E.

COULD FIX HIM ONLY ONE
RIGHT uo,THouGH! THEY .
FLAW-i-INHEN
THROW SO MANY GUYS ON A ZOB YOU HIRE
LONG! WHEN MRS.
INSTANT
THAT THEY'VE PUT UP A ROUSE
HOOPLE GETS BACK,
BUILDERS
IN A DAY-« COMPLETE WITH
SHE'LL THINK OP
YOU SPEND A
WATER IN THE. CELLAR!
SOMETHING TO

.....,,.........011116;

ONE THINGS SURE.IT WON'T STAY OPEN

he:

r

4174z
,

LIFETIME PAYIN%

STICK IN IT LIKE
THE MA3OK4 HEAD!

THE BILL!

BUGS BUNNY
IT'S PER YOU,
SYLVESTER

THE PUBLIC

PHONE IS

IT MIGHT

RI NGI

BE 714' BOSS:

-/2

DOCTOR SAYS
EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

Dental
Research

WHAT'S THE

COLLEC77ON FOR,

MR. BO DMER-

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.
Much interesting information on dental research was
presented at a recent meeting
of the International Association of Dental Research. Much

AND WE 1.040WMIC
MANTLE DOSENT v,OW.

THAT'S (210141; AND itL
Nit:Xi A LITTLE

aw
HINT... H15 INITIAL2

LISTEN/ IF WS BOTH

FWAY THERE taut)

HERE, GMT WE?

BE

r

THE RRIT OM!

6

of it was aimed at the future,
but here are some things you
to know right now:
Dr Jess McCormick of
reported
Birmingham, Ala ,
that youngsters with infected
or abscessed baby teeth can
suffer damage to their per-

....

The Planets

pitted
or white
as

grow in

For a long time it

that cancer of the mouth was

CAPTAIN EASY

Administration in Washington
reported that cirrhosis of the
liver, which is significantly re-

WE MUST 86
"1- ITS SIGNAL, 15
TH' TINY
TRAW5MITTER MUCH STRONGER SITTING CLOSET
NOW1
WATCH FOR CAR
YOU PLANTED

use of alcohol, appears (with its partner tobacco) to be associated
with cancer of the mouth and
to excessive

IN THEIR, CAR,

TRAOF

EASY -HEY!

CK5 TURNING
F TH E ROAD!

WHEN

mate

'Gore THESE FLUICTIB GET GIMME A
ZE BRIMSTONE 000R. 'THEN NANO WITH

EES; FOUND, NO CLUE'S

MUST LNK HEE1A WEETN O. NOR SEEM
TO COWIN CAPTAIN IA5r5 THEORY!

WE 130051' za RADIATION
COUNT BY
r.

-

IS
GRA55 IN
THE CLEARING,

t.

up

to

150 per cent False teeth reinforced with these fibers are

more than twice as stron g.
This technique was borrowed
Prom

space-age

technology

where it's used to make rock---et-parts lighter, stronger and
more heat resistant

Cancer of the mouth may
soon be "cured" by freezing
tumor, according to Dr.
Emmings of,
of Buffalo,
as
N Y , by a process
cryotherapy. Frozen tissue becomes devitalized, but healing
soon begins in the healthy tisthe

F. G

around the tumor, and
after some months new tissue
sue

replaces the "dead" tissue.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

MOKIE

L-AM I NA
D O NA a 5

H
AT
DELVE

05
aa

18TH

'-

P ENDS

33 Fourth planet
from sun
34 French article

Tiny =critic "whiskers"
added to 'dental materials instrength

.1C..40...S40. 7-15

.

For the near future:

the.r

MASON...HES
OUT WWI
HUFXY

GOT GONZ1.

S-ORCI'LL

TITHE

pharynx

crease

IS

a

tal scientist with the Veterans

lated

.:* sC2

e..tr

e.

GREBE

associated with heavy, drinking and smoking and poor
mouth cleanliness

Dr Andrew Z Keller, den-

119
'sal

ASS
501-AR
NOMAD
OPERATE

has

apparent

clinically

-i.

.

fo N
ON
4 Shoshoneans
A V Ala
M
D
5
Oriental
1 Important
L E
a D
A
Urreficy
planet
N
ON N
5
6 Priority (prefix)
6 Remotest
O
F A
R
7 Burdened
known planet
8 Employer
11 Rugged crests
ALJUIIIIN0EHeire COT
9 Afternoon
of mountains
R
social events
13 Expunger
10 Shield bearing AR
14 Taciturn
12 Greek portico
15 Distribute
13 Mistakes
OVENA
cards anew
18 The cosmos
16 Lampreys
20 Green vegetable
17 Possessive
Rough lava
29 Annoys by
41 Mimics
plural pronoun 21 (Hawaii)
faultfinding
42 Strong wind
19 Gaelic
22
Appellation
32
Caucho
.43
Ireland
20 Of certain
23 Persia'
34 Jumped
45 Glut
Peruvian
24 Craggy hills
'35 Art (Latin)
46 Papal name
Indians 25 Rooms (ab.)
37 Hebrew letter 47 Nested boxes
22 Treat with
27
Path
(dial.)
39
Conducts'
48 Minister to
nitric acid
28 Anglo-Saxon
40 Female sheep 50 Scottish stream
26 Masculine
theow
(p1.)
52 Gibbon
appellation
27 Number
1.
3
5
4
6
7
8
9
10
30 Pleasant smell
31 Versus (ab.)
32 Bear
constellation
ACROSS

crooked
seemed

...

THE BORN LOSER

teeth , erupting under
shows
teeth
baby

and lined enamel
spots Often the teeth

-

THROW HITVJEAFTS,J
AWAY!

CROSSWORD PUZZLE --

.111111, Nr1 tes

Almost one out of four persome damage, such

....

ONLY 10XTRKS IF NXIRE
OM TO
THE SEC

7-1%

age

manent
infected

.-

'THAT'S THE TRaJBLel,
MTH RACiFicTA. IT

..-..-

MI%

ought

manent teeth, and the younger
the child, the greater the dam-

get

'

0

C!\° Pi r

V1OLELCE...

so rm
Ili GOUUA BE)

ARE AA .M

I9 50ME1300/
LEAVING?

.

THREW cu DRAMS

im

ALLEY OOP

TY

US M

35 Together
36 Abstract being
37 Through
38 Explains (dial.)
39 Le
41 Awryts (dial.)

44 Church seat
45 Meat skewer
4g Pompous show
51 Feminine name
53 Nullified

54 Sixth major
planet
55 Intelligence
56 Recover with

turf

DOWN

1Flower 'holder
2 Great Lake
3 Feminine
appellation

1
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3-Cemeteries 11. Lots)

1-t;

4

24-Help Wanted Men

grave lot in Last Supper

section, Memory Gardens.1/2
price. Call PA 4-8170.

er or welder's helper part

time. Please apply in person:

.

i plain black dog near Rand-

hurst area - very lovable.
2' high and wore no'

[About

[cotter.. Call Cl 3-1735

Free kittens, very cute. Call
CL 3-4777.
CHARLIE COME HOME
Yellow parakeet, green under

belly, flew the coop Sunday
July 10th, South Mt. Prospect
area. Reward call 439-0993.
11-Personals

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

Responsible for bills made by

myself only. As of this date

6/10/66. Orville W. Hayivood

YOUR

WANTED

FAMILY

500 LADIES, GIRLS.

WANT AD?

Let's fight the proposed U-

tility Tax, Sales Tax,Occupanon Tax, State Income Tax,
other Tax.

I'm anxious to
assist you in

JOIN, JOIN, JOIN

those

THE-ANGELSTO FIGHT

INFLATION AND INJUSTICES

valuable
stillselFing
items around
your home
that you no
longer use.

992-0782

iCI 5-8850

Arlington

Project.

WANT ADS

"Nickel Picnic" at Feehanvile School Sunday. They
were among area residents
who enjoyed the day complete with prizes- for all

DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS.

Heights.

Steady

358-1311 or 259-

,

contests.

L

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Growth Company has excel-

lent opportunity for electronic
Work involves
technician.

final test of special purpose
digital computers. Excellent
working

environment

and

fringe benefits. Contact Ron
Zirk.
NUCLEAR DATA
INCORPORATIONS
529-4800

15-Business Personals

Drivers for ice cream truck.
Must be over 18. Excellent
income for right man. Call
after 5 p.m. CL 9-1903.
Land Surveyor's assistant for
field work. Experience preferred though °not necessary.
Age 18 to 25. CL 5-4090.
MEN WANTED

for S.unday morning work,4:30

to 8:30. 'Call

MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

DO YOU
NEED

Eric and Brett Tangedal show their father Norman prizes they woe at the annual

$2000
$3000
$4000

Debbie ('ben, 904 Hemlock, Mount Prospect, quenches

. Randwood "Nickel Picnic."

her thirst. Games,
the picnickers.

food and drinks were available to

FOR ANY
REASON?

A Second Ho e for Vacation Fun

Up To uu To Pay
SPECIALIZE

miles of shoreline)

Maynard 0. Hestrom. President of Lake Redstone De-

ation home, you get an entirely
new perspective of a homesite's

possibilities from out on the
water "

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

one -and -a -half

Visitors to Lake Redstone, located on Rte.' 58 just
northeast of LaValle, Wisconsin, enjoy free sight -seeing rides on comfortabie pontoon boats. Developed b

Hestrom also calls attention
to the new boat landing located

adults and children alike. And round falls and spilliViiy is
all enjoy the horse - drawn continuing. The spillivay, un-

on the lakeshore just below
the Lake Redstone receptioh
center. Nearby, swings, slides

buckboard in which they are
driven back to the visitors cen-

and other play equipment

At the lower end of the lake of living rock:
is a sixty -foot dam, which was
THE MILE-wide lake, fed
completed last fall. A 34 -foot
waterfall is nearing complet- constanilk by several natural
spring and clear streams flow and further landscapint,

is

provided for the smaller children. The wooded "Talking Na-

ture Trail", which winds below
11

the lake bluff, attracts

MAN
Excellent opportunity for experienced maintenance man.

Will be assigned 2nd shift
after orientation.

APPLY PERSONNEL

ter.

,

of the surrounding formations

A

MANDHUIIIT

CINT1I

HENRIKSIN

vacation or second homes.

ing into the 'picturesque valley,
has note reached its full depth.

like the usual bare concrete ' It has beeti stocked with a
construction, is being cut out variety of fish, and the many

'

rn

-

The &ldger Organization, the '2350 -acre area around
the spribg-fed lake offers a wide varsity of lot? for.

1,01111911,110A11.

boating and watet-skiing.
Lake Redstone is located

Ilk

near LaValle, Wisconsin - a-

-OFFICE HOURS:

appointment only.
We arelicensed and regulated
Jy.the State. of Illinois.

long lake also provides a per- and -woods area is on Route 58,
for

swimming,

N I.

Cr..adv

,Houraf -Weekdays 9 a:m. to
5:10 P.m. Sat. 9:30 .a1m. to 1
p.m; Open after .5:30 p.m. by

-1-90 and its --feeder highways.
all -season treat for fishermen.
The four - and - a - half - mile - Entrance to the attractivp lake setting

helpful, but we will train an
interesting procedure. Good
starting rate, quarterly wage
reviews, profit sharing and
insurance program are part
of excellent fringe benefits
available. Call or apply in
person to
JACKNNIND
392-3500

METHODE
MANUFACTURING

1700 Hicks Road
Rol ling Meadows
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

TEACHERS -COLLEGE
STUDENTS
OTHERS

EARN UP TO $100
PER WEEK
In your own sweet time, for

pleasant and rewarding interview type Work in local area
of your choosing.Highlyspon-

sored program approved by
PARENTS MAG., teachers,
and clergy. You will love itl
For interview ph.,Mr.Viagner.
381-0583

FULL OR PART TIME
Part time vault assistant. Fun
time savings teller. Full time
proof operator.
Experience necessary
Call Mr. James or Mr. Mahon
CL 9-4000 '

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

Office and Warehouse.
National ' Company moving to
Elk Grove. openings for
general cifike, biller typist,

bookkeeping machinb operator, receptionist, general
warehouse, order fillers,
order. packers, warehouse
foreman trainees. Good starting wage, merit and length of
service
raises, profit sharing.

just northeast of LaValle.
,

a

28-Employment Agencies-Women

OFFICE POSITIONS
ings are still unfilled in our

program where you
help us devise work schedules.
unique

Work will be office house-

keeping at O'Hare Airport on
a permanent basis full or part
time. Training with full pay
-plus tree transportation is
part' of the deal.

FREE-$300 to $625
Positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
Trainees or experienced

100% FREE
SHEETS, Inc.
392-8100

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
RADIO STATION
GIRL FRIDAY

You'll learn to schedule programs, spot announcements,
Call me today for sure and etc. Exciting atmosphere and
let me know which days and you'll get to meet guest stars
what hours you would like to and celebrities. Light typing
work. If I'm not available' and good friendly,personality

leave a message for me to

are req's. $92.50 wk. Free

MR. STANLEY

7205 N4 Meade

call.

827-4272

11 -Help Wanted Men

Miss Paige

'774-9999

24-Help Waited Mee

Machinists -Grinders

Lathe Operators,,,,,

LOAN CO

bout fifteen miles west of Wis"pockets" and rock formations consin 'Dells -- and can be
below the surface assure an readily reached via Interitate

fect

ing would encompass general
duties. Related experience

If you want a job with
Northwest
future call Mr. Marquard.
Community Hospital
'439-7310

Name. Your Own Hours

255-5060
Henriksen

"If you're thinking of a lakefront lot for a second or vac-

start at 51500.

MAINTENANCE

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

CALL TODAY

velopment Corporation, s a y s,

able men will advance into

CL. 9-1000

PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

lake's seventeen - and - a - half

edge with a private beach, atop
the overhanging bluffs, or in the
wooded areas. Prices of the lots

Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
393-1830

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

PUT ALL YOUR 't
BILLS INTO ONE.

the

LAKE Redstone lots, up to
acres in size,
are available at the water's

Monday thru Friday

10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

A limited number of jobopen-

Among these new facilities
is a fleet of comfortable pontoon boats, providing personal
along

1:90 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

IN

-

their families

tours

Wheeling
537-0554
RELAY DRIVER

Take an Months

Noting the steadily increasing number of visitors to Lake
Redstone -- located just northeast of LaValle, Wis. - developers of the 2350 -acre second home area recently added new
conveniences for visitors and

inspection

Full Time man for return dept.
(permanent) 40 hr. week.Paid
vacation. Profit Sharing plan
available. Apply in person.
Affiliated Book Distributors
415 N. Wolf Rd.

OR MORE

ly new department within a

individual willing to learn this

5448.

at Randwood's annual

iWe have--a-need-for three
men with a desire to learn

work, and some print read-

Prospect Hits. Chicago, Ill.,

FAMILY

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANTS

shooting, layout and model

Painters wanted to work in

(left) and
Sandra Borowski participated in the three-legged race

259-5300, Ext. 42

mind. Mechanical ability, process development, trouble

in Randwood
Assn. annual picnic.
Davis

rate. -Night bonus, paid vacations, medical benefits and
Job security. Call

with his hands and an alert

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.

24-Help Wanted Men

Civic

CUSTODIANS
High School District 214. Full
time. Substantial starting

responsible positions. Our
work requires precision and
a man must like to work

dreds of resident; to take
part

Apply.

ARLINGTON THEATER

well established firm and cap-

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

Dial 255-7200'

Jean Buirge prepare hot dog:
for Jerry Nines, one of hun-

Part time helper
for maintenance, janitor and
parking lot work. Canbe permanent. Age not important.

IWANTED:

Arlington Heights, Ill. 60006

Robert, M. Johnson

Jack DeCario (left) and

Arlington Heights

the technique of manufacturing a new type of electronic
component. This is a relative-

11-Business Services

me today?

Buckeridge
Door Company
110 8. Dryden Pl.

Dues 500 mo., Refreshment
For Free Information, Write

P. 0. Box 557

Why not call

- Gall

WANTED -- Experienced ini side carpenter -- or will train
man famillar`with woodworking tools. Steady. ALSO. weld,

13-List Aid Feud

More Than
Nickel's orth
Of Fun

,

Experienced men able to make own setups:
Openings for trainees As well. Excellent
fringe benefits, steady. work -with overtime.
Telephone .ltr. McGrath at 358-5800.

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.
HOFFMAN ESTATES

Tuesday, July 12, .1966 '

THE 'DAY ,

$

CALL TODAY

255-7200
LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.
28-Employment Agencies-Women

24-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wasted Men.

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER

to greet patients,-ans. phone,
schedule appts., light typing,
neat appearance and willingness to learn qualify. $90
wk. to start, raise in 90 days
when trained. Free.
Miss Paige

Outstanding career opportunity for candidate with minimum
of 3 years experience in Time study, methods analysis
and work simplification. B. S., degree in industrial engineering or equivalent.

MARTIN METALS
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

7205 N. Meade

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

more information call Ethel

Doebber VA 7-5557.

INSPECTORS

sites, then type up the ticket.
and

nice

Our fast growing companyhas

CAN YOU SEW?

in above positions.
Frequent wage reviews & excellent fringe benefits.

You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

women

adapt it to industrial machines. You will sew medium

weight nylon goods. Good
rate. Fine insurance program. Paid Holidays and
vacation. Five day week -

8 to 4:30.

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
see us.
place. Come

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY.
FULL COMPANY BENEFITS.

METHODE MFG. CO.

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

DAY PUBLICATIONS

YODZI FIND IF /II IHf

Vi

ADS

BUSINESS
Service Directory
.

For

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

,824-2865

. business

resurfacing

areas,

and

coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare' prices
37.8228

.

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

decide until you call us fdr
Open
free
estimate.
hours, 7 days a week.

24

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
259.0487

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

PaintingDecorating

RUG & CARPET CLEANlow

562-2991

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured
guaranteed.

824.2865

259-0141

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting

SERVICE
Free estimates.
Screens & storms painted.

Carpetslug
Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

&

QUALITY PAINTING

PHONE 439-1794

ING.

Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

& all work

529-7774

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g,
ing. Free estimate.
CL 3.7354
Individualized

824-9530

Til-

styling,

de-

signing & alterations. Near
Randhurst,

255-0348

Free Estimates
.Full Time Professional

Suburban
Decorators

People

Interior and exterior qual-

259.5066

Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect

ify'

painting.

Free

Raiho-TY Repair

2 x 8 x )6
'Each -Plain

20c -Colors

25c

Now available in red, green,
black, brown, . yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at

Arlington Condete
Products Co.
_

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

OUR I 6TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorglas Co.
entire N.W.
patios.
area.
Driveways,
etc. Protective curbing for
All
asphalt
driveways.

Serving

the

work guaranteed.
timates. 529.6587.

Free es-

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
-CL 5-5692

.

so

Sewing Machine Re airs

new

method
456-5404

Sew, Mach. Repairs

Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, 53.

24 hr. phone sere.
894.3115

programmer with experleace In 1401 operations for
at 'least 1 to 2 years. Seeking an Individual with programming experience with a
manufacturing concern.
Random access knowledge
is a prerequisite.
Job offers excellent and pro:

)

MAIDS

ASSEMBLERS

HOUSEKEEPER

ELECTRIC IAN

Also HANDYMAN - Full Time

Work invblves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

948 E. Northwest. Hwy.
CL 5-2900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

and fine modern new working
conditions.

OPENINGS AT UARCO
INSPECTOR

Designations

as to sex in

our Help Wanted and Employment

Agency columns

are made only (1) to

koun rmaIr

atelb

carpet.

CUSTODIAN)'
Experience in custodial duties desirable.

in calling Dan Sundt.

NOTICE

in-

al'qualifications for employment which an employer regards as 'reasonably necessary to the normal opefanon 'of
his business

or enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers
to

let

them

know- which

positions' the." advertiser
believes, would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the' work
involved. Such designations

shall not be taken to indicate
that any..advertlser intends
or practices any unlawful
Preference, limitation,
Specification- or discrimination in emplpyment practices.

-

Maintaining building machines.

If you are an individual with

East Northwest Hwy.

No experience necessaryas we will train.

LAUNDRY HELP

gressive employee benefits
advancement opportunities,

dicate bona fide occupatfon-

cleaning.

SERVICE TECHNICIAN

a must.

PART & FULL TI ME

try in need of a qualified

Des Plaines

CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine al-

Any exposure to electronics In the military service, cor-

Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL

growing company in the electronic and automotive indus-

800

MODERNE WALL

ANALYZERS

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

WE NEED HELP

DRIVER - MULTI LITH OPERATOR

streaking. Free
estimate.
Steve Mueller
HE 7-4556

knowledge of production scheduling.

inplant recording equipment.

To drive company station wagon, pickup and deliver mes-

BY machine. No mess, no

Experience in procurement 'of parts .or realted items and

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

824-1188

Wall Washing

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

The person selected -for this position will be servicing all

BARON TREE SERVICE

392-7430

RAY'S
Radio and T.V. Repair

774-5155

An Equal Opportunity Employer

LITTELFUSE

Storm Damaged
Anteng's
Repaired or 'Replaced
Call

Des Plaines, Illinois

1365 Lee Street

TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

FREE ESTIMATES

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

this type of experience and
background please feel free

'
KELLY'S
TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Rehsoval

esti-

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm

respondence school, TV radio repair etc: may qualify you.

General Molded Products Inc.
.124-6135

529-6587

358.4882

PATIO BLOCKS

Paid Holidays
Fr,.e Hospitalization
Apply 9-5 Monahru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

Free Estimates

mates.
Cement Work

824-2865

AMPEX
JUNIOR PLANNER

Bonus for night work

We are an expanding and

RUBBISH REMOVAL

landscaping

Join

Paid rest periods

Steady employment

PROGRAMMER --I401

Trash Hauling

Join A Profit Sharing Company

INTERV IEW ING:

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Free Life Insurance

WHEELING, ILL.

Male & Female

of Plastic Products

Caratoe Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, III;
LE 7-1166

Pool's Landscaping
Complete
landscaping
Maint. Call for free est.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

'

EKCO CONTAINERS;-INC:-

WHEELING
537-2180

-

,

Personnel -Dept wfor further information.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MAR TIN METAL'S

Foreign Car Sales - Service

Alton's Quality

ACCOUNTANT

WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

These positions offer good. starting pay; automatic Increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

TRIUMPH & FIAT

Call 373.6880

old blacktop, repair & seal

with alfa numerical keypunch.

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cafeteria & large

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleasant working cond't's

IOU To Choose From'
1.&S \Inter Sales
Rt. 12 & 22
Lake Zurich

-- floors, scrubbed
polished, rugs vacuumed; floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs.

couple

Stanley's

Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots.

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
Full or part time. Day or night. shift. Prefer experience

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

Used Cars Trucks

MA I NTENANCE MECHAN IC

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,

train High school graduates.

Transporation

mechanisms.

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repairand maintenance.

Many company beneflts.Will

2201 S. Elmhurst Rd.
At corner of Tautly
Des Plaines, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity
Employer

MACH INE DESIGNER

Young man with knowledge .of gears, cams, lititages and

To assume position in cost accounting. Prefer 1 to 3 years

with progressive increase.

STANDARD OIL

TOOL & D IE MAKERS

---Opentngs-ort-lst-&-End-shifts.-Work-tn-a--modern cleats tool
room.

-

DIVISION OF AMERICAN
OIL COMPANY

CLEANING HOMES by

SPRING SPECIAL

,

24=11111LWantylMin

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Interesting full time position
with Excellent working conditions. Good Starting salary

RUBBISH REMOVAL

General Cleaning

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

250 N. 12th SF.

TERMINAL MAN

Call 255-1200
Blacktop Work

Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

ADVERTISING

373-6880

OPPORTUNITIES

DAY PUBLICATIONS

company_iin-. the- challenging- field - of --peckagingi-_-_-.Contact.

0772

necessary. Reply in your own
handwriting. Box 1031 Day
Publications, 117 S. Main
Street; M. P.

833-6013
26-Help Wanted Men Or WI in

Apply

LITTELFUSE

For small office 5 day week.
Interesting work. Good salary
and company benefits. 437-

Must be neat, personable, eager tolearn,and enjoy working
with people. No experience

PART TIME'

.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

SECRETARY

24 -Help !anted Men

reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!
HOMES CLEANED

experience Vfould' be helpful,
but a pleasant telephone voice
and perspnality are really the
most essential qualifications.

Des Plaines, Ill.
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
824-1188-

DENTAL ASSISTANT
Full time in Mt. Prospect.

253-9573

Legal Sect'y. Arlington Hts.
Office. Experience preferred! CL 5-6500

-

Attractive woman over 30 to
handle national firms' sales.
Approx. 3 eves. and flexible
$75 weekly. Car necessary.
For interview - Mr. Duman

experience in public accounting or manufacturing.

Conditions. Loop office.RA 6-

f' 8434.

or call

appointment.

Secretary - Good typist, no
shorthand. Pleasant working

Let us help make your:..DAY!
Consult this daily guide of
.reliable services offered

'Apply in person about 11 A.M.

We are in need of a man 25 - 40 with experience in supervision, machine set - up, and
handling women in production who will take
over the direct responsibility and duties as
outlined for a department.
Applicant should have experience doing this
type of work. Fine starting salary accompanies progressive employee benefits. If you feel
you are qualified please call Dan Sundt for

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

F.H.BONN COMPANY.

SEND COMPLETE RESUME TO
BOX 1030

217 SO, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

.24rlielp_ Wanted_Mett___

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

30-Help Wanted-Women

FOR LAKE COUNTY'S LARGEST
APPLIANCE STORE.

close to home. Fringe benefits. Call
259-5300, Ext. 37

MACHINE_
OPERATORS

personality require&To $400a month. Free.
Miss Paige
'774-9393

.An equal opportunity employer.

For High SchoolDistrict0214.
Interesting position. Work

ASSEMBLERS

appearance

298-8851.

STENOGRAPHER

our tours, suggest vacation
Neat

active, phone

PREFERRED

learn to talk to travelers, map

Woman to clean 5 blinder's
models,, corner Orchard and
Dryden Sts., Arlington Hgts.

-

berland area has permanent If you are interested in . an
positions available. No exper- extrembly interesting job,
ience required. If you can please come in for an intertype 30 wpm, energetic and view. Classified advertising

Business Service Corp.

hood travel centers. You'll

7205 N. Meade

APPLIANCE
SERVICE
MANAGER

as few or as many days as.
you wish in this area. For

opening three more neighbor-

WE NEED YOU!

Insurance company in Cum-

- If you can do ANY kind of office work, we can give you

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONISTS.

0

GENERAL OFF ICE

PART TIME

Prominent traliel bureau is

WHEELING
537-2180

250 N. 12th sr.

774-9393

30-Help Wanted-Women

Household Help

Interesting
Office Work

Northwest Suburban doctor
will train you as receptionist, -

ONLY

30-Help Wanted-Women

.30rilelp Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

DAYS

15

and packages. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable. Will operate multilith machine
part time.
sages

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
8 months to 2 years experience desirable.

IBM MACHINE OPERATOR

-

Experience in operating and wiring It3M taliglating.equijr.
ment desirable.

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify
any ambition individual.

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit. sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage

increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after, one year
service.
*Company paid'

insurance

LAB TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior chemist in project work.

Interest in
chemistry 'or allied sciences desirable. High Schoolgraduate
with..1 year_oLoollege_or equivalent night_schoOl.

--

*Early seniority in
new plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee'discounts
on purchase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.

Write,,Call or Visit
p.m, Smith,

'Excellent. pay,' working conditions, benefits and opportunity
'for advancement.
-

'UARCO INCORPORATED
West County Line Rd.
DUnkirk 1-4030

Barrington, Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

,1

2201 Landmeir Road, Elk Grove Village

Phone 437-5800
-Located between Higginsi and Route 983
An Equal. Oppprtunity Employer

J

',Tuesday, july12, 1966

THE DAY
30-Help Wanted-Women

TEMPORARY
AND

PART TIME
IMMEDIATE WORK

Typists

Secretaries
Clerks

Stenos

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

$10 BONUS
W: h First' 5 Days Pay
PLUS

5 BONUS'
Top Rates

Paid Vacations.

.RIGHTGIRL
Temporary Service

Call Jane Nelson
.

PHONE 827-1108
RESPONSIBLE

h-Help Wanted-Women

30 -Help Wanted-Women

BEAUTICIAN

GENERAL OFFICE
Young lady for general of-

fice and clerical work. Light
typing. Modern new building
and many company benefits.!
131-1.411,1FX

Mr.Styne

Mrs. Pecoraro
CL 9-4315

COCK ROBIN
920 W. Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights
-

-- GENERAL OFFICE
-

Arlington Carousel

experience desirable.

Part time and full time

AS A4 Spiegel credit clerk
,you will keep customer
Accounts up-to-date, approve

CL 5-4300 'GUNTHER KRON

charge purchases and help

SECRETARY.
Our President needs a secretary whose typing and stenographic abilities are of the
highest quality, who is also

capable of writing a good neat

letter herself. Pleasant, modern office. Comprehensive
___beneaprogram. 5 day week.
Hrs. 9 to 5.
If you believe you qualify, call
Mrs. --Cox at 255-0100 for more

information about this interesting opportunity.

SECRETARY
INSURANCE OFFICE
5 day week, fringe benefits.
Downtown Arlington Heights.

Phone CL 3-6441.

TYPISTS

Temporary or Part Time

5 PM steady. Schaumburg
location. Call for appointment.

Citizens Utilities Co.
of Illinois

EXCELLENT SALARY.

woman for sales & counter.
work. Part time, 5 days in-.

-S4 N. Mein, Mt. Prospect

1606 -dolt Rd. Des Plaines:
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Car and phone necessary. CALL 437-1021
.

BOOKKEEPING
DEPARTMENT

FULL TIME

.

'

NATIONAL. BANK
'CAMPBELL AND DUNTON
253-1360
32-Miscellaneous Merchandise

LADIES' SAMPLE CLOTHES
10% off Wholesale

Dl. 8-6800

TV 68 Model. 6 months old.
$71, or best offer. Complete

CALL 255-7500
For interview appointment
Miss Green

SECRETARY
Po quality control manager.
Excellent opportunity for a
personable young lady to
work for the manager of the
quality control department.
Position offers interesting
and varied work in pleasant
Applicants
surroundings.
with above average typing
and shorthand preferred.

CALL JIM CARO
BETWEEN

8:15 a.m. & 5 p.m.
761-9700

VARO OPTICAL
5577 Northwest Hwy.

Runner 2 x 15'.

10 x 15'.

Asking $50. 253-5297
For Sale. 21" Zenith

_.1966 set World Book -Ency-

clopedia w/chlldcraft. Never
used. 1250. or beat offer.
392-7071 After 6 Mon-Thurs.

SPIEGEL
Serving America since 1885,

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

FIRST ARLINGTON:

such asdiscount on merchandise, vadations with -pay,
hospitalization, many others:

You'll enjoy good pay and.
TeellY-blempanr-Penefits-

GARAGE SALE
Wednesday, July 13

UTOMATIC ELECTR
is

10 AM to 9 PM
1104 N. Highland, Arl. Hts.
For Sale. Couch, 2 matched

chairs, drapes, boy's bike,
clothing,

for

washer, trumpet.

825-6712

$ .00 a month
Johnson Water So ever.
CL 51108
Baby items - crib, bathinette,
infant seat, clbthing, bottles,
etc. Drapes, Carpet. 537-8447
Window Fan. Sears; 2 speeds.
Heavy duty, good condition.
$20. 255-7073.
Swing set with slide $10.
Child's Pixie bike with training wheels $10. Toro reel
riding mower' $35. National
cash register. 1 yr. old. $95.
Soft Water

YOU!!

Openings
on

255-4691.
SALES & RENTALS
Nimrod Camping Traitors

Three Shifts

Avalon Travel Trailers and
Avalon and Dreamer Pickup

VARO

EA 7-9660;

An equal opportunity employer

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Job?

PROOF 'MACHINE
OPERATOR.

Mohawk wool carpet and pad

opportunities,
days, weeks, months.
Call Bette Rich 296-5515

ORCHID CLEANERS

Will train personable married

for women who enjoy party
plan selling. No investment
or delivery. Free Samples.

best with a -nation-wide company such as Speigel--Credit
headquarters for America.

Elaine Revell, Inc.

eludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet
people. Call collect 453-9510,

COUNTER CLERK

ing field for women -and the
chance for advancement is

Challenging

GIRL FOR WORK
IN CLEANING STORE
AT ARLINGTON
NIKE BASE.
PERMANENT
FOSITION.

LA 9-1709

keep shopping convenient for
Spiegel catalog customers.

Credit is the fastest grow=

Looking for
'a Permanent

Beeline Fashions has openings

or women with background Of

Cocktail and Dining Room

STENOS

District 0214. Work close to
home; pleasant surroundings,
fringe benefits. Call
259-5300, Ext. 37'

bookkeeping credit or sales

Experienced Waltressels

- Young woman 25 to 35 for

general clerical work. Figure
aptitude. Full time. 8 to

537-97.3p

CLERICAL
Full' time for High.. School

SPIEGEL CATALOGCENTER
HAS JOB OPPORTUNITY
An above average' job for girls,

ARNAR-STONE LABS., INC.
WO MAN
601.E. Keneingeon Road
Evenings for counter work in
Mt. Prospect
a hamburger and ice cream
(1 block East of Randhurst)

store. We furnish uniforms.
Call or see

commission.

'CREDIT OFFERS.
TOP'CAREERS FOR.
GIRLS,WOMEN

OM MU at.. 6, MA MUM= MP

Phone -439-1100

Licensed beautician wanted.
Full or part time. Salary plus

30-Help Wanted-Women

10-Help Wanted-Women

0-Help Wanted-Women

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

30-Help "tainted -Women

Coaches.
Open Sundays 12 to 5
FREUND'S CAMPERS

are

1701 W. Rte. 120, 1-1/2 mi.
E. of McHenry. Phone 815385-6333.

-

fpr

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

;

ELECTRIC'S

EMPLOYMENT CENTER
AT

ASSEMBLERS
Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

4902 Tollview Drive

COIL WINDERS

Rolling MeadoWs
will interview applicants for positions as:

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic.
Winding Machines. Fdr Various Type Of

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
INTERVIEWING
-Mon thru ,Fri
.00 A.M,to-4:00-P.M

-Minimum of two years college level work-

***-******

CLOSED

Attractive starting salaries, tuition refund, two' weeks vacation after one year; eight paid

holidays, low-cost hospitalization, liberal sick benefits and group insurance.

,Saturday

at*********
To arrange an interview, call 392-8705. Or, visit our Rolling Meadows office ....Open Monday
thru Friday.

***44*44.4,-)

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

r-To=reach Tollview Drive: Take Route 53 to. Algonquin Road - Route 62 - then east -to T.ollview:

Drive.'. Or, take Arlington Heights Road to Algonquin Road, then west to Tollview Drive.

.**-****;,t*.

'ester,, Electric

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM.

An EqualoOpportunity Employer

Y2

mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE. ILLINOIS
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

--32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

19" Portable TV.

Power

66 -Business Opportunities

Siamese seal Pt. female,. 1

259-2076.

Car top carrier .(Box) $7.,
8 x 6 Train table, (tunnel

259-3188

& Mountain); $12., 30 . x '80

Kittens, attractively marked
including two Calico, Part
Angora, trained. $2 each.
3 matched end tables $25.,' Call: C15-8391
Hide -a -bed, $40. Lamp $5. 3;
leg..car jack,' $2. Call CL 5- Weimaraner puppies 9 wks.
3 males, 1 female. 798-2421
0386. 12

by appointment.
FOR A PET OR FOR SHOW!

GE electric dryer. good working condition. $15. Phone CL
6-2549.
2 reclining bucket seats.Good
condition. $35.

Ch. sired,( healthy, full
of pep Miniature

Schnau-.

zer puppies. AKC registered.
FL 8-2699 after 6 P.M.

will get you into your own
profitable business? Fran..
is ' new business
-e,bising

frontier.' Write for Free list

of' exclusive opportunities in
this area

2545.
Nylon carpeting, Peacock Blue
c.

PARTAKE

It' Green Tweed. 30 sq. ft. in
two pieces. 259-5476.

Dept. A - 1

Adj. to Motel. Modern Bar,
Dog. Rm.; Cocktail Lags.

49 -Horses, Harness And Wagons

treads.
SALE, Wednesday July 13.
Like new Jr. & misses clothing 9 thru 14. Bicycles, toys,
jewelry, misc.

sole, Hamilton gas dryer, deep

freeze, ping-pong table, 3/4
size bed, yellow breakfast
table and drapes. Call: 253-

15 E. Willow St. Arl.Hgts.
CL 3-1850

3316.

Family size dinette set with

30 -Help Wanted -Women

8 chairs, 25 cu. ft. A mane
Freezer,

Upright

Lombard piano recently tuned,
Knotty pine student desks,End
Tables. All- in very goodcondition. 392-3595

PRECISION'
ASSEMBLY

Interesting positions avail-

able for alert young women

who would enjoy working on
assembly of small electronic
parts. Work in clean, air con-

ing Qtrs. in Bldg. 516-7992:
14 -To Rent Apartments

Spacious

OFFICE WORKERS

on our APOLLO SPACE PROGRAMS. Some experience

Most Daysies Won't Tell
But

preferable but not essential.
Special training course pro-

Ctr. Call 392-9721 after 5

bred first year green working
hunter, -6 years old: 359-1866

PM.

50 -landscaping

Grass Sod Nursery.
Growers of nursery sod.
Straight Morten.

3 !Arm.
ranch, 1-1/2 bath, att. gar.,
clone to pool, park, library,
schools -$175 mo. Ref. required. LA 9-5913 after 6.

THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN

Country Living - at the edge
of town. 50 mi. N.W. of Chi-

Hoffman Estates,

Blue

cago,

$.50 sq. yd. picked up.

vided for qualified applicants..

bedims.,

including excellent

GOOD JOBS

starting pay, paid vacation,
free. life insurance, optional

EXCELLENT RATES
CHOICE 07 WORKING DAYS,

medical hospital & surgical-.
insurance. 8 paid holidays,
Ate.- .
Please come in

WEKS OR MONTHS.
CONVENIENT LOCATION

west of Dundee. Gilberts.

per mo. to qualified renter.

426-5108

J. TEUTEMACHER
BOX 282
BARRINGTON, ILL.

Kay. classic folk guitar with
case. Call atter 4 p.m.

438-2253 AFTER 7 P.M.

CL 3-7142

OFFICE SPACE

.

Call: 392-5126
Gretsch Tennesseein Electric
Will
6 mo. old.
Guitar.
sacrifice. UP 8-2792

240 sq. ft. in prestige office
building or. center of village.
Air conditioned carpeted.Offstreet parktng. Immediate occupancy.

61 -Hobbies -Model Building

401 E. Prospect Ave.

and Sold

1200 HICKS -RD.
ROLLING MEADOWS

TEMPORARY WORK
Randhurst Center 392-192C
Room 63
Prof. Level

CL 9-0740
An equal opportunity employef

24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

TELETYPE OPERATOR
Experienced

Good starting salaries and excellent employee benefits including profit sharing.

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.

MOUNT PROSPECT
392-2150

BID BOARD
Browse
And
In

Shop

824-1155 Ext.236

38 S. Denton
CL 5-3199

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
30 -Help Wanted -Women

WANT ADS
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Businessman desires to rent
garage in Mt. Prospect. Preferred area of Busse Rd.Cottonwood Dr. near Sicamore

Lane Apts. Call 439-1504 af. ter 7 PM.

. 0960.

TRANSFERRED
Must Sell. Arlington Heights
By owner. 3 bdrm, living rm.
Dining Rm. Fam. Rm. New

to wall carpet. 2 car

wall

garage Fenced yard. $25,500.
392-3788.

ARLINGTON HTS.
Spacious, half -brick ranch. 3

twin - size bedrooms, large

family room and patio, 8 full
baths, excellent traffic pattern
ETC. Favorable terms.

Why not beat the summer heat while working in our modern
air-conditioned plant. You'll enjoy working with your neighbors

in our clean pleasant surroundings. Come in today for an
interview.

THE ARLINGTON MOTEL
M' IDS AND LAUNDRY HELP
FULL OR PART TIME
SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR AND CLERK

3 toll P.M. SHIFT

Employment office open daily 8 to 5P.M.Saturday until noon.

APPLY IN PERSON.
948 E. Northwest Hwy.

NUCLEAR -CHICAGO CORP.
827-4456
Des Plaines
(Just East of Mt. Prospect Rd. nr. N.W. Tollway)

333 E. Howard

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 5-2900

An Equal Opportunity Employer

NORTWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

NURSING
ASSISTANTS
No experience necessary, excellent paid training program.
2 Year round permanent employment plus merit increases.
Many employee benefits.
The above important positions offer the satisfaction of working with people. Only those seeking year round secure permanent employment need apply. Choice of shifts after train-

CLERICAL
FULL AND PART TIME
Variety of, positions. offering good salary, patient, public
and professional contact. Choice of shift and hours. No skills
necessary but typing helpful.

392-8199.

1961 Ford Galaxte. PS, Ex-

60 Red -T-Bird Convertible

cellent Cond. $640. Call 4391504 after 7 PM.

a55 Buick 4 Dr. Sedan, auto.
Good running condition $15.

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Full power, Best Offer,Phone
537-9227 after 12 noon.

-

3 large bedrooms. carpeted
Ash

$28,900.

BRUNS

"

-WANT E7TigEVOATIS" Bring Your title -cash

392-4390
1960 Seneca Dodge. 4 dr.Good
condition. $400. Call 259-3235

ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. O1.3-2707

after 6 PM.
Cheap transportation -1958
Ford 6. Low Mileage. $100.
"

Good Clean Cars
Want No Junkers

Mustang Mts. Palatine

299-8509

392-1553
1531 N. KASPAR
Zoned Business. Rand Rd. 100

ars old, in beautiful Scarsdale area, on 80' by 134' lot.
2 baths, family room with fire-

place. 2 car attached garage,
patio, dishwasher, stove; disposal:Low 30's.
OWNER. 259-3906

Arl. Hts. south side 3 bedroom

X 600. Frontage on 2 roads.
2 bedroom house. $18,500.
HOME REALTY
PALATINE
359-1450

L.R., D. R., Fam. rm. in
knotty pine. New w/w carpet.,

room ranch
home. 3 bedrms., full basement, large corner lot, 1 1/2
car garage, porch $26,800.
brick

6

Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358 -4555 -

Palatine

Good Used Cars Wanted

----- -Come - hr and -see -us. -;---

No Junkers

If you have a good credit
rating - VA homes are a-

-'veilable to you for as little

as $100 down. These are repossessed by VA, and offered
to anyone. Come in and talk
it over with us.

PHILIPPE BROS. REALTY

kitchen. Partially finished
'family room. 1 1/2 baths, 2

car garage. 6 years old. Must
sell. $25,500. Call CL 5-4716.
Barrington North
2 or 3 bedrm. 2 storyhome on
2 wooded acres.2 car attached
garage, 1-1/2 baths, basmt.,
oil fired F.A., winding drive

among flowers & the many 50'
high oak trees, on paved hwy.
This is the place in the private
quiet park you have long been

wishing for. Seldom is this
kind duplicated for less than
$35,000. Owner moving wants

a fast out at $28,500 on contract. Additional vacant acre
available.
also

Barrington North
Adjoining the above property

HOFFMAN ESTATES

Excellent home for family just starting. Lot la 107 x 198.
'3 bedrooms, comb. living -dining room, 2 ceramic tile baths,
carpeting In L -D rms. This brick & frame ranch is within
walking distance to schools and shopping. In splendid con$18,900
dition. Only

in an equally attractive park
like quiet setting among irg.
stately oaks on 1 acre is a
2 bedrm. comfortable home.

ONE EAST CAMPBELL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

who acts now.

-

-

Member M.A.P.
MULTIPLE
LISTING SERVICE'

Palatine

Aged owner wants sale of 2
family brick duplex tit -level
in excellent cond. 3 bedrms.
each 2 car attached garage on
90' x 132' corner lot walk to
shopping center & trains.
Asking $45,000 for this income home.

199 -Automobiles For Sale

99 -Automobiles For Sale

Fox River Frontage McHenry
Comfortable home, ideal loca-

Earth Movers

tion. Enjoy the summer &
winter sports, don't wait.

Have Pushed

J. TEUTEMACHER
BOX 282

Prices Down

BARRINGTON, ILL.
438-2253 AFTER 7 P.M.

At
Roselle Ford

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

For Rent
OFFICE SPACE
Modern air conditioned office
in downtown Mount Prospect
immediate occupancy.

Dial CL 5-2020

434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
Open9 to 9
FL 8-1800

s The Award

pitf
on

out-d-this-wu'd cars

Winner
Dealer

1965 GALAX IE 500

FRANCEK

.DAY.

16 -Real Estate -Houses

253-2111

real good buy for the party

.

WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

XL Convt. 4 'speed - 390 - Radio, P Steering whitewalls
wheel covers, Dark -Blue. Only

$2195
,8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect

1964 PONTIAC CONVT.
86 -Real Estate -Houses

4 Speed - 421 - Radio, Power Steering Power Brakes, Wire
Wheel Covers. Only

$2195

$500

Down

1963 PONTIAC BONN IE.CONVT.

Automatic Trans. - Radio, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
White Walls, Wheel Covers, Blue. Only

$1795

$128 Per Month
1962 BUICK 225 CONVT.

APPLY PERSONNEL

Automatic - V/8 - Radio, Power Steering, Power Brakes,

White Walls, Bucket. Seats, Air Conditioning, Blue. Only....

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
'NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
'800 W. Central Rd.

CL 9-1000

800 W. Central Rd.

CL 9-1000

$1495

Arlington Heights

1962 FORD GALAX IE CONVT.

Arlington Heights

Fordomatic - Radio, W Walls, Red Int. White. Only

$995

WAITRESSES

ASSEMBLERS:
Immediate openings for permianent full tine
jobs on any shift.

3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting' -pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations andholidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life ;in7 A.M.

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

MARTIFJ

E TAAL St

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N; 12th ST.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)._.

'

'

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Utility rm. & attached garage.
All only $17,500. Just another

Arlington Hgts. Transferred
must sell 3 bdrm, 1 1/2bath.,

Solid

NORTHWEST RAMBLER

sold level. Dining I:, large

ing.
.,

tires and battery.. Best offer

392-7696

$300.

Lovely face brick ranch with

$23,500

HOME REALTY

GIRLS: WE NEED YOU

'59 Chevy 2 Dr. Sedan. Low
mileage. Good starting car.

MT. PROSPECT
CENTRAL AIR
CONDITIONING

panelled rec. room, bar and
bath. Screened porch and
att. garage. Walk to schools,
trains and shopping. Only

392 1195

1965 Honda Super Hawk 305
cc. Exc. cond. Best offer after 4 - CL 3-7142

cation. Price $24,900. CL - 9-

scaped, in good cond. $32,400

WE NEED HELP

'55 Ford. Good Conclition.New

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

1 1/2 car garage., Ideal lo-

From 5 P.M. until closing - Pleasant working conditions.
Uniforms furnished. Advancement Opportunities. Call 299-

OPENING OUR NEW BUILDING

99 -Automobiles for Sale

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

carpets built-in oven & range
disposal. Fireplace. Attached

PALATINE

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

'58 Volkswagon and '53 Fotd

Imm. Delivery. 1959 2 dr.
Ford 6 cyl. Auto trans. Radio
Htr. $150. 299-3403.

8 room bt level brick home
3 bedrms., 2 baths, paneled
family room with bar, builtins, 2 1/2 car garage, land-

Des Plaines, Ill.

:New Tires, $300. 392-1479

tharming 3 bdrm. bi level, 5
;4

Family rm. 2 baths separate dining rm. wall to wall

FULL OR PART TIME
5260 after 11 A.M. for appointnient.

FL, 4-2186

Northlake - 100' lot. ImprOvements. Bus. zoned. Must

.

and priced to sell $21,900.

liv. and din. rooms.

1980 Rambler, Super 4 dr.

Sedan Stick, R/H. Very Clean.

see to appreciate. AR6-9I68.

of basement all tiled. BeautiAil private rear yard. Screened patio canopy. 1 1/2 car
garage. Im med. possession

'

CL 3-2815.

acres of =usually good

1961. Ford Convertible. New
top, low mileage. $500. 392-

By owner. $25,500.392-3788.

1435 Rand Road

WIRERS AND SOLDERERS

2 Bedroom ranch with sep.
dining rm. or 3rd bedroom.
Birdh. cabinet ketchen, with
eating area. Large panelled
rec. rm. and bar. Remainder

.

1714-. E.N.W. Hwy.
Open 9 to 9
Arl. Hts. By owner lovely
_Ar:.Hts.
_CL _4-8320
6 yr._ old_ranch__

2 car garage, fenced yard:

COCK ROBIN INC.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

1 month. 358-9085

rouu rum ir fir IRE

Des Plaines

30 ;Algonquin Rd.

3924825.
Garage or other building suitable for furniture storage for

746 E. Northwest Hwy.

Coin Corner InRear of Barber

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

after 6 and weekends Call:

FOR SALE BY OWNER

WILLIAMS-GRAY
BLDG.

'Coins' and Supplies Bought'.
'Come

days before 5. Call: 439-3640,

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

COIN CORNER

Lifesavers, Inc.

439-4290.

1/2 baths, Full

gas, Catholic. and Public
schls. near, by H.S. bus. $110

COLLIN'S.

or call for appt.
AC RONET ICS
AEROSPACE
General Time Corp..

1

=amt., 2 car garage, city

new, unused, $80 or bent offer.

A Wonderful Place To Work

We offer many progressive

to 16, ft. Speedboat for'

on the Mllw. R.R. 4

5.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

'5

high land, on black top road.,
44,960.06 Eady terms.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

16 -To Reit Houses

-

Bass guitar with case, brand

Arlington Daysie
Says Skivers Is

apt.

sent owner drafted. Must. Sub
Let. Near Meadows Shopping

55 -Musical Instruments

Iremporary

bdrm.

2

available after Aug. 6. Pre-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

ditioned research laboratory

benefits

Antique

Fully Equlpd. Seats 150. Liv-

_MJJST SELL - THOROUGH -

Moving must sell furniture.
Chartuese love seat, coral
rose fireside chairs - velvet
back,--tables,-contour
desk RCA portable and con-

Need by August 1. 259-5329.

48 -Household Appliances

26"

Schwinn racer.
CL 3-3115

12 -Waited To Rent

16

63 KARMAN GHEA RED

Excellent cond. leaving for
!service. ..R. H. Best offer.

NORTHWEST

JUST LISTED

HOUSE WANTED. 3 bedroom.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

rm. Library, new kitchen. Full
basement. Professionally
landscaped. Offered by owner. 392-8199

Don Wheeler,

3-4 bedrooms home in Arlington Heights area. week-

D.R. table, 4 chairs.

er, end tables, Duncan Phyfe

CL. 3-2978

Restaurant Lease or Purchase. Excpnl. opportunity.
Est. Bus. Unique Loc. on Rte.
12, Frontage on Lake Zurich.

also console T.V. and phonograph. Call: 825-2033

and quiver, $10. bongo drum
57, 4 cameras. 392-4248.
Neighbor's Rummage Sale
Lots of Goodies - Antiques,
Camp cots , beds 'braided stair

gal weed sprayer $3, bow

Parties

Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL

Player piano with 30 rolls,

Breakfast nook table, 2 chairs.
3 pc. corner sect'l sofa, plant-

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Scarsdale -Owner transferred

Weddings

.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

4 bdrm. 1 1/2 baths. Family

Low summer rates for

water skiing from July 24
to Aug. 2. Generous offer.

Jacobson 21" reel type mower $35, golf clubs $15, 1 1/2

ing machine $5, movie lite
set $5, 26" boy's bike $15,

'

'ETALLRENTALS

234 N. Northwest Highway. .
388-7788.
Palatine

Almost new yellow 2 Dr. GE
refrigerator $125. Matching
Durocrest washer/electric,
dryer $125. 439-1679 after 5.
Frieder- electric dryer,
$50, excellent condition Call:
Cl 3-3076.

392-1557

Wm. Frack trumpet $30,sew-

114. -Rent Miscellaneous

Looking for -a challenge that

Mahagony dining room set, 6
$35. Call: CL 3piece.

tarp, $5., Sleeping bag, $1.50,

-

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

'4O -703/0
Yr., declawed, all. shots..'
registered, loves '23idOtie of builder's Model,
C.F.A.
children. 358-8122 after 6:00;1 !home furniture being sold hyj
Min. Schnauzers. 9 wits. ears piece, or room. Terms. and!
delbiery arranged. 773-0251
shots. Ch. Sired. McKay's
after .12 A0011.

mower, wheel barrow, 7 original oil paintings, 1 ton hydraulic jack. 1955 Buick.

Birch Door, $10., 9 x

41 -Home Furnishings -furniture

44-11ogsi Pets And Equipment

'

Tuesday, July 12, 1966

THE DAY'

'

WHEELING
537-2180

1961 MERC. CONVT.

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS
We are now interviewing neat, attractive young ladies between the ages of 18-35 for the position of

Automatic V/8, Radio
Brakes, Bronze. Only

White -Wills, Power Steering, Power

$15,500 will buy this economy -size 2 bedrooM ranch, 2 car

$795

garage located in area of well maintained homes. Ideally

WAITRESS

stilted for the newly married couple just startingout. Beautifully landscaped paradise, washer and dryer included; expanded kitchen entrance. Convenient location.

We can offer permanent employment with excelled eraploiee
benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance programs:

Variety of attractive homes at such low 'prices.

$1.00 pr. hr. plus full Gratuities.
Apply in Person

Come in and see for yourself.

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Itts 63 & 14)

Palatiste,

(Rolliny cAtazioc-tri cRiaity

gnc.

342$ Xlcatiolt eRoad
cRolling c4is.aclows, gliinots
11

.

255-4200

ROSELLE AUTO LEASING
DAILY -YEARLY LEASE'S

I6,--,ROSELLE FORD
ROSELLE, ILL

Irving Pk. &. Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill.
I'Phone LA 9-5551

--

Boys' Baseball Roundup

Kingman No -Hitter
Stops Park Ridge .9

Cubs Top Orioles
In Pony 13 Clash

squelch any chance of a rally.
BY DALE HOFMANN
Coach Mark Thorne's crew
It was all Dave Kingman for Mt. Prospect's AMerican .
as

0

came back in the third,

Legion baseball team once again yesterday.
The stringy righth'ander collected his seventh victory r-'
Of the year, and the season's' first no-hitter by blanking
' Park Ridge Red 3-0.

-AND HE PROVIDED

Traversone drew a walk with

the

seventh

seemed to lose the throw in the
The Prospect High School sun, and his foot was off the

senior's only problem on this bag when he grabbed the ball.
night

summer

was

Kingman got the next batter

control. Six Park Ridge run- to bounce out to third, but he
ners
reached base, live of walked two more after that.
them on walks and one on -an Once more he saved his own
cause by fanning the final two

error.

THE REDS loaded the bases
on walks in the fifth, but King4
THE LANKY flamethrower
man got himsell.elibrbTihat jam struck- out
otlii'liiiVefi;
by striking out pinch hitter but he seemed to have the big
Bill Reimer. They did it again pitch when he needed it most.
Kingman himself explained the
Pitched Aplenty
shortage ,of K's in the score

CINCINNATI (UPI) - Wil- book.
liam H. White, a pitcher for
"I
the

more
throwing
changeups than fast balls to-

1879 season and had a 38-30

night," he said, "trying to get
them to hit it into the dirt.

old Cincinnati Redlegs,
started 75 games, during the
record that year.

Ted's Triple Crown

BOSTON (UPI) -- Ted Williams

holds three

single sea-

son Boston Red Sox records:
highest batting average (.406),
most runs (150) and most bases on balls (162).

*

First baseman Norm Cash
of the Detroit Tigers played an
entire game on June 27, 1963,

without

getting

one

fielding

chance.

e

in the sixth with a triple that

for -two at the plate against
losing pitcher Steve Kirchoff.

night's

clash

with

place Northbrook at

They were Ricky Robertshaw,
Mike Enzenbarker, and Ron

Mike Lopata pitched five innings of shutout ball, as he
paced his Tiger teammates to

Arlington 6, Evanston 1.
Senior League
Browns 3, Hawks 2.
Indians 9, Mustangs 5.

top of the leape with a 3-0 triumph.

drawn Ve starting assignment.

A',.,:474114,1.;

first."

4',!**"

Prospect Heights split a pair
of park district swimming

..;

last week, bowing to
Glenview 290-220 and then
drubbing Elk Grove 233-132.
meets

THE PROSPECT ACE got
standout support in the field,

Three of the Heights tankers
were triple winners in the
Glenview meet. Cheryl Takata
dominated the girls' 8 -and under class with victories in

r

potential infield hits into routine chances.
And center

a fine running catch of a Rick
Kilinski fly ball, in the second.

Manager Mark Thorne (2) congratulates Dave
Kingman on yesterday's no-hitter. Kingman posted
Ids seventh victory of the year, as he fanned four and
walked five.

another

freestyle, individual
and 50 -yard dash.

100 -yard

fol-

medley,

single,

but J. D. Thorne flied out to

Tuesday,

SPORTS

1966

boys' winner in the 8 -and -under

action, as he took the 25 -yard
butterfly, while Jan Lcsniak
was the top local tanker in the
girls' 9-10 class with a first
in the 25 -yard breaststroke and
a leg on the winning freestyle

Page 10

Pedersen 's Pointers

relay team. Also on the relay
Janice Takata, Carol
Geisler, and Cathy Rodgers.
were

Use Longer Club
For Divot Shots

Andy Sue Hibbs won the 9-10
25 -yard freestyle event.

JAN LESNIAK

panics.

SAMUEL L. ANDELMAN
Commissidner of Health '
Chicago

National Safe Boating Week
ended July 10. but experts is

a

ball-

Played out of a divot can' be
either bounced or hit to the
green on the fly if the proper

SEE THAT everyone aboard
has a life belt, and in the case
of children, make them wear the
belt at all times -- even when
the boat is anchored,

use

I RECOMMEND the bounce in shot because it is a lot
easier to hit and control.

slightly outside in -swing, aiming toward the left side of the
target, because you'll get a

First, pick out a club that's

fade on 80 per cent of your

stronger than you think the sit -

shots as it is.

uation calls for -- like a five -

Another tip to remember is
to hit the ball hard with your
right hand, making sure your
wrists don't collapse at impact
or after. The purpose of this
swing is to give the ball a little
oompf_when it _hits the

half or ,three-quarter

swing,

picking the club up abruptly
and hitting down on top of the
ball, using -what some golfers

Don't take your small craft
cer:,i too-- far from --shore.shore. since --calla punch shot.
After the impact, be certain
squalls frequently arise on very

well us novices should keepmore
lain boating safety tips in mind

notice. If your boat docs
all summer and not just one short
capsize you should stay with
week.
it. This will make

SAFETY begins
from the moment you put your"
boat on the trailer. Always re member to tow it at reduced
speeds. This is especially im'-portant while travelling on
curvesor in a high wind when
an errant, trailer can pull your
car off the road.

Once in the boat, consideration for others and a little horse
sense can help prevent acci-

dents. Avoid overloading .your
boat with enthusiastic friends,
especially if yours' is a ,small

craft, and never, stand tip nr
change seats in a row boat or
similar boat if it is in motion.

it easier

for rescuers to find you. Even
good swimmers have trouble

Long Places
'2nd in Meet

those safeties, as each went
.
two -for -three at the plate.

'

.-

DO. NOT BUZZ the 'dock or
another boat whither it is movLong, of 505 We -Go Trail,
ing or anchored. Keep an especially close watch for swim- lost to John Sullivan oT Peoria
6-I, 6-2, in the finals. He won
mers and water skiers and give
his first -round match by a 6-0,
them a wide berth.

6-2 score and took his semi-

Jumping or diving from a
moving boat is hazardous for
two reasons.' You may, hit a
flgating or:...aalsmerged object,

or you ritaY hit' the surface at
an Angle that will knock your
breath out.
.

4

finals opponent 6-4, 6-2.

Ted Clyde.

Rod Kielbassa got credit for
the win,

limiting Klehm's to.

eight hits in six innings of work.

Bob Furlong, Rick Hajt, and
runs in the bottom of the sev- Clyde collaborated for six of

AL MITSOS pitched a seven hitter to get credit for the win,
aiding his own cause with a
pair of doubles. Bill Vandivier
also. nicked losing hurler Steve
Raymond for two doubles.

IN JUNIOR

League

play,

City Barbershop pasted Klehm
its
seventh
with
Nursery

I

Grove

THUNDERBIRD Hardtop
Air Conditioned!!

1 693

and Larry Smith all contributed
homers.

WOODVIEW Civic Association ripped the Hilltopeers 22-

1963 FAIRLANE V-8 WAGONS' 093
Needs A Good Home!!

16 with Ed Kurr's home run
tack.

1963 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN $
Not A Gimmick!!

unbeaten
The
previously
Lakers lost their first tilt of

the season last Thursday, bowing to Grove Dodge 14-10.

Cubs

4

Littlefuse

3

Lakers
Woodview
Grove Dodge

2

1963 FALCON DELUXE WAGON
Roof Rack!!

STANDINGS
Rdinbow Ridge
0

2

2

2

2

0
Hilltoppers 41`13
Rainbow Ridge Sox 0

3-

9 p.m. Championship Racing,

893
$993

1963 zciptiFET.001,1,11ERTIBLE

103

1193

PLYMOUTH Sport Fury.Cpe ? ?

7

Bucket Seats!!

4

1963 ECONOLINE: Window Van $893

BUD'S

PLUMBING
Small Repairs

BusIness or Pleasure!!

$493

1963 vT,)11111,A1111 PANEL

Remodeling

All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts
Do It Yourself Or We Install

ch. 32.

films of
ch 32

Price & Compare
THEN CALL
CL 5-4799

1964 FORD SEDAN
Not A Scratch!!

$1 093

1964 R.11,,,MFBI.ERVAGON.,,:..",$.993

3 Seats, Radio., Hurry!!

CORTINA

4.00

FALCON

5.00

FAIRLANE

7.00
7.00
7.00

MUSTANG
GALAXIE

I

TUESDAY'S SPORTS

P

A

_9.00

INCLUDES GA8 & INSURANCE

PLAN YOUR VACATION

RENT A STATION WAGON

Legion Basebill
Northbrook YS. 'Mt. Prospect ' at Prospect: High School,

at low rateslrom...

Wayclnden Traveling League
Suburban Heating at- Mt.
Prospect r#0 sTpwe
6p m

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. "Nlm"Aa"

SPECIAL RATES

GEORGE POOLE Carpe)
-

-

.

ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

NITE8 AND SUNDAY.

at

----

CL 9-3141

CL15-94199

10DAY'S SPECIAL
Stock #9856

R

EVENTS

t,

$1393

'

PLUS MILEAGE

Coming Up

Mt.
One. at
A varsity gymnast at Pros-, straight .loss 16-3. The league peel, Long played number -one leading barbers ran .,their re- - dendorf, 6 p.m.
doubles for the Knights' varsity. cord to 6-1 with the win.
Senior League
Ken Nolan led. the winners'
net team last spring. He is 11,
Bengals
vs., Warriors
and is the son of Mr. and Mrs. ,J -hit attack with two home
runs, while Les Grove,' also. Pioneer # Ors, ep.m.
Don Long.
,

$793

Tim Anderson, Ange Bernar,

STATION WAGON

Neal Dorsey and Ken Gay iezel picked up doubles for 6 p.m.
Des Plaines Plymouth.

1962 FORD V;13 SEDAN

Dodge nine 23.7. Jim Silicani.

NFL

8 p.m. Golf, Monti vs. Bayer

-.66-9:

1193

Bath & Kitchen

ch. 32.

13nOdyp5.00m.,

whipping the

by

ings

rent a new '66

contributed a four -bagger. Phil
Crabbe tripled off losing hurler

Jeff Long, a Prospect High

TODAY
5:55 p.m. Football,
highlights, ch. 32.

1962 CC1.121 L EsplItany -8 $

1964 FALCON BUS

swimming long distances in cold
Bravos Oldsmobile dumped
water, and if the water is rotigh; swimming becomes even more Des Plaines Pymouth into a tie
for third in the Waycinden Area
difficult..
Boating can be fun, but care- Boys' Baseball Senior League
Iiissness can spoil the fun. Learn yesterday, outslugging the Des
all the safety rules and abide Plaines nine 10-7.
The losers came up with four
by them.

School senior, last weekend
placed second in the men's
18 -and -under singles finals of,
the Northern Illinois Open
Tennis Tournament at
ling,

ISports on T.V.

Six Cylinder, Powerglidell

green.

Bravos Olds Trims
J)
es Plaines Plymouth
-11-0es

enth inning, but it wasn't enough
to keep Bravos from, collecting
its fifth win in I I games. Des
Plaines Plymouth is now 6-5.

triumph.

1962 CHEVROLET Bel Air Sedan $893

Littelfusc Inc. stayed in second place in the league stand-

in the

a

$593

near -100

Hips, and Frcd Paul.

boys' 11-12 class, as
100 Wendell captured the
yard freestyle event, Takata
medley, and
the individual
your hands arc completely in Harrison the 50 -yard breastline with the hole which assure stroke. The threesome then
the ball is hit in a low flight teamed with Rich Teagarden
toward the hole.
for a 200 -yard freestyle relay

WHEN SWINGING,

iron instead of a six. Use a

Howard Goone pitched a five -

hitter for the Rainbow Ridge
Cubs to beat the Rainbow

Jim Wendell, Dave Takata,
and Tom Harrison all scored

need;this,

swing is employed.

Observe Boating Safety
Tips All Summer Long
BY

from the tall rough.
The reason is that

Prospect
Heights
the girls' 11-12 cate-

in the 50 -yard backstroke.

for even the top
But actually, there
tournament golfers prefer hitting this shot rather than one
no

is

was

victor in
gory, with a first place effort

ball out of a hole or divot on the course, the amateur golfer

i

OUT!!
Runs Good, Looks Good!!

pacing the winners' 23 -hit at-

also

only

the

BY CHUCK PEDERSEN
Golf Pro,
Midlane Farms C. C.
Sometimes, when confronted with the problem of hitting a

stretch triple into a home run in the sixth Inman of
yesterday's contest.

YE- 'EM
1961 FORD WAGON

Hibbs also anchored a winning degree heat in River Trails
team
with Park District Softball League
relay
freestyle
Richie Lynch, Steve Salerno, action Sunday.
and Marty Wendell.
home -run
GOT
GOONE
Billy Cashmore was the only support from Ron Finotti, Hank

July 12,

A winded Ken Traversone slides into the tag of
Park Ridge's catcher. Traversone was out trying to

GEORGE POOL SAY;

The local squad dominated

Cubs Club
Sox 30-2

Lakers, who has done it in seven

The decision left the Giants seasons so far.

both diving classes, with .Gary
Norava capturing the crown in

Ridge Sox 30-2 in

NEW YORK (UPI) -- Thir-

walked
sainrdm

Ridge.

competition with wins in the

with

SINGLE WINNERS were
Sheltie Pagenkopf in the 13-14
Mary
100 -yard
freestyle,
Ellen Gcisler in the 13-14 individual medley, and Bonnie
Morse in the 15 -and -over 100yara backstroke.

again tonight at 7 p.m. at Park

MIKE SALERNO -captured
three blue ribbons in the boys'
9-10 division, taking the 25 yard freestyle, backstroke, and
butterfly. And Flip Hibbs turned the trick in the boy's 13-14

20 -Pointers

four while giving up three hits. teen active National BasketMike Ferguson was the start- ball Association players have
ing and losing pitcher, getting had at least one 20 - points relief help from Chuck Quan- per - game season, led by ElII gin Baylor of the Los Angeles
QuanstromIkedfo whiffed

category.

breast-

18.

fanned eight batters and walked

the 14 -and -under category, and
Jim Cashmore taking first in
the IS -and -overage group.
Prospect Heights will swim

freestyle,

Also in Bronco B play; the
Giants edged the Braves 6-5.
Phil Doktor got the win, as he

stroke, and backstroke. Mary
Kay Reichwein 'also turned in
a first in the butterfly, in that

the 25 -yard

fielder' Tom
Manderscheid did his share with

lowed

-

Prospect Heights
1
Splits Tank Tests

Actually I never felt especially
tired. I felt just as strong in
the seventh as I did in the

DAVE MUSZYNSKI

Lowest Page Score
MINNEAPOLIS (UPI). -a 14-0 conquest of the Indians.
Lopata whiffed 10 and walked The lowest score in National
three, and helped his own cause Basketball Association history
by going two -for -three at the came on Nov. 22, 1950, when
plate, It was the Tigers' eleven - the Fort Wayne Pistons (now
th-Bronco- B -win -against -two_ _ Detroit).edged. the_ Minneapolis
Lakers (now Los, Angeles) 19losses The Tribe is now 10-3.

,

was

double play.

'

11. The win was the Giants'
ninth in 12 tries.

Smoy.

second Prospect

especially from shortstop Clyde
Whitcomb. Twice Whitcomb
went deep into the hole to turn

Giants scored at least three
runs in every inning, getting
their biggest cluster in the
second with five.
Hermanson struck out 12 and
walked five, while loser Tim,
Halas fanned seven and walked'

Three of the Cubs' went two -

Mt. Prostect's American Legion baseball players reflect the tension and the
- High-School-at-6-p:mr---------- heat of yesterdayrs alah with -Park Ridge Red. The Prospeitors
on.
Lefthander J. D. Thorne has

to mount a threat of their own
until the third inning when Rob
MONDAY'S SPORTS
Robinson led off with the first
EVENTS
on his two singles. He was
erased moments later though
Legion Baseball
Mt. Prospect 3, Park Ridge when Whitcomb lined into a
Red 0.

striking out six and walking one.

The Prospectors were unable

Score Board

night, as they ripped the Cardinals 14-I.. in four innings. The

TRAVERSONE DROVE the
only other Prospect run home

stay there will depend on to-

Park Ridge batters.

yesterday by a 10-3 count,
Jerry -Busse pitched the Cubs

with

to their seventh win in II outings, giving up four hits, while

scored Tom Lundstedt. Traversone's blow landed 'in practically the same spot as King man's, but he was out trying to
stretch the, hit into a home
run.
Lust night's victory left
Thorne's charges all alone in
first place. Whether or not they

cuit clout of the year.

steamy

101

two out. Kingman promptly
drove him across with his home
run.

when Chuck
own offense by blasting a line Coad led off with a dribbler to
shot home run to right field the left of the mound that Kingwith Ken Traverson aboard. man fielded and whipped to first
It was Kingman's sixth cir- baseman Jim Gumz. But Gumz
his in

Boys' Baseball Pony B League

a 10-3 record and the
Braves with an 11-2 slate.
Tom Hermanson hurled a
one -hitter for the Giants' last

The Cubs handed the winless

Orioles their eleventh straight
setback in the Mt. Prospect

CONTIZ64A111.110CNIERTIBLE
Air Conditioning, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, Power Seat, Power Everything!!
For The Discriminating Buyer!!

$2393.0

"'II

Ask John, Phil, --Tom or Charlie About Our 24
Month, 50,000 Mile Factory . Used Car
Guaranteell We're The Good Guys With NO
. Hats/!

WEATHER

rOpert ;Dap

be

Tonight; Partly cloudy and a

little cooler; Chance of thun-

dershowers; Low in the upper
60s. Thursday; Partly sunny
and warm; High near 90.

Telephone
2554400

.

Your Home. Newspaper
Mount Prospecp.ift. 60056
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117 S. Main St.

Volume 1, No. 61

Outdoor
Concert
Is Friday

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Who Provides Fire
rotection? Not Us

The first of two outdoor summer concerts will be presented

by the Prospect High School
band on. Friday evening at 7:15
on the school's west lawn.

Admission , to the event is
according to Howard
Sandlund, 'band director of the
schdot- -GifFScs are invited to
free,

ys

bring their own blankets and
lawn chairs or to make use of
seating which will be provided
by the school.
Featured on

the__ program .

will be the full band in such
favorites as "Colonel Bogey
March,"
"Heneghan's Holiday," selections from "Hello
Dolly" and "Concert Overture."
Also featured on the prograrn
will be "The Aristocrats,"
combo of four band members
who recently competed in the

0

News Editor

area.

Larry Bloom, clarinet;
George Andoniadis, drums and
Ed Neiweem, piano.
bass:

Another soloist will be Bonnie Kijak. A 1966 graduate of
Prospect, Miss Kijak will play
an alto saxophone solo, "Bal-

The- second concert of the

Workmen prepare to right a 25 -ton auger that had
tipped over after completing the digging of cessions for

the new Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. High School. Bob
Martin, field representative of the Case Folndation Co.
of Roselle, said the rig apparently tipped over because of
muddy ground and the weight of a 75 -foot tower used to
dig the cessions. No one was injured and the accident will

,

not delay the construction of the Dist. 59 school, he said.

Meeting Tonight
To OK Ordina e
A full 5136,500 appropriation for the libra
ill be presented
to ,,the village board tonight in the Just
plated 1966-67 ap-

Meadows Pool topped the attendance at Mount Prospect's

three swimming facilities from
opening day through June and

early July according to a

re-

port submitted to the park district last night.

A total of 28,905 swimmers
used Meadows' facilities while
Lions
Pool
accommodated
19,536 and Kopp Pool 15,676.

In his report to the park disThomas
trict
last
night,
Cooper, superintendent of parks

and recreation, said that 1,716
residenti are enrolled in swim
and
16 non-resident
pool passes have been sold.
classes

such a request

High School
Enrollment
Is Concern

At a meeting on Tuesday, June 28 attorneys representing the
library board contended that the village served as an administrative function only and was obligated to pass the full library

A study projecting the enrollment in Dist. 214 through
1974-75 will be made by Dr.
Frank Endicott of Northwest-

propriation ordinance

The village board finance committee requested that the library board reduce their appropriation request and ran into a
controversy about whether they had any jurisdiction to make

levy and appropriation requested

The total appropriation ordinance is 52,342,765 or 5228,866
higher than the budget approved by the board last week

The appropriation ordinance must be passed prior to July 31
under state law It will be followed in September by a levy ordinance determining how much per $100 of equalized assessed

valuation Mount Prospect homeowners will contribute toward'
their village government

Mayor Daniel Congreve has called .i special meeting of the
village board tonight to hold first reading of the appropriation
ordinance
It is expected to come before the board for second reading and
adoption at the July 19 regular meeting of the trustees
There were no surprises in the appropriation ordinance

Historically, the appropriation is about 10 per cent higher than
the budget to take care of any contingencies of surplus funds
that might accrue to the village during the budget period

While the budget is the working document that the village
must live within, no funds can be expended unless they are appropriated for in the ordinance that will be presented tonight

Following are the 12 articles of the budget and thcir.counterparts in the appropriation ordinance

BUDGET -

-

General corporate
Garbage collection service
Street and' Bridge
Public benefits
General obligation bond
and interest
Civil defense
Police Pension
Parking system revenue

Illinois municipal retirement
Firemen's pension
Waterworks and sewerage

Public library

$942,467
$142,000
$213,097

$1,039,457
S
149,100
S
223,759

$ 25,846

S

$ 70,604
$ 11,350
S 33,200
$ 22,508
S 25,000
$ 32,000
$498,694
$107,143

26,822'
80,626
11,918

33,200
23,478
26,250
32,000
505,655
136,500

one," Perry
said. "We take it seriously and
we maintain enough pressure to
combat lire at all times."
al,

not

a

legal

berkamp said.

He

said

the

Muir school

steel

from one of the unincorporated

fabrication have delayed

for a flexibility of programs
pect Heights Dist. 23 board of and educational innovations.

education Monday night.
The board voted to

Ungraded
classes,
team
offer teaching and teacher cvaluaCarmen R. DeAngelis a con- tion were aspects he men tract as principal and accepted Boned.

a bid for seamless flooring in
five school rooms.
DeAngelis, 34, is presently
a
principal in Niles School

Dim. 63, where he has worked
two years.

He has taught three years

Board members, alter their
discussion

with him,

felt

he

would serve as a good liason
between the school and parents.
Previously
DeAngelis
had
maintained active PTAs.
Pansino explained that the

each in Maywood and Chicago same courses will be offered
prin-

at Muir School as at the dis-

cipal and teacher in Fairview,

trict's three schools at Schoen beck and Palatine Rds. but the

schools,

and

served

as

Iowa, two years.

One of five finalists for the

method of instruction

at

the

position among 47 persons in- new school might vary because
terviewed by Dist. Supt. Louis.. of the unique construction.
Pansino,

DeAngelis

received

The school, located at Drake

onal pods.

and the other ones are for the

University and has done

post -graduate work at Northern

Illinois University and the Uni-

his work

as

a

principal. He

was offered a salary of $9,750
for 10 months.-

During' an interview with
board members, DeAngelis ex plained his philosophy of education.

Ter. and Oak St. just cast of
Illinois 83 and south of Hinz
Rd., is formed by four hexagTwo pods are for classrooms
school's supplemental rooms.
The board voted to accept an
incomplete bid for seamless
flooring from the Rite -Way
Coatings Inc., of Addison.

The company's Spectro-Tred
flooring will be used in the
multi:purpose room, nurse's

room, stage, cot or nap room

Roundup
For The Da
By United Press International

,Prepare For Gemini 10 Flight

and PTA kitchen.
Robert LeForge, board president, calculated the company's

cost on the basis of its incomplete bid by using a slide rule.
By a 6 to vote the, board .
offered the seamless flooring
1

job to Rite -Way at a cost "not
to exceed $2,200."

The rejected bids were from
the Ravenswood Flooring Co.

of Chicago for $3,488 and
C & H Building Specialities of

CAPE KENNEDY
astronauts John
for $2,880.
Young and Michael Collins Plan to run through three Chcago
Late in Junp- the board voted
simulated flights today to test their spacecraft and its to accept a 6id from the CarTitan -2 rocket. If all' goes well, officials at Cape Ken- roll Seating Co. of Chicago for
nedy will start final preparations for Monday's, launch- carpeting on all the classroom
Gemini -I0

ing. Yesterday Young and .Collins went through a count-

down rehearsal. Both men were proved ready for the
launching at Cape Kennedy,

LBJ Asks Chinese Cooperation.

-

constituted a complicated steel
design which was not easy- to
fill to specifications.

He said the plans for the
school posed an interesting
challenge for the contractor.
In other action, the policy

DAMP, the Des Plaines, Ar-

Six

candidates

ex-

have

lington Heights, Mount Pros- pressed interest in a vacancy
pect, Palatine Water Commis- on the Board of Commissioners
sion, will

present

a

prelimi- of the Mount Prospect Park

nary proposal for starting its District.
own water company, at tonight's

The

six

were presented to

-special meeting of the Mount the park board, at its Monday
Prospect Village board.

William Mott, chairman of

night meeting.

committee scheduled the Aug.
I meeting for the date of presenting bus transportation and

DAMP, is expected to suggest

cold lunch policies to the board.
questionnaires
About
150

of an engineering study to de- post in another state.
termine 'feasibility ,of water
Listed as candidates for the
system merger proposals.
Under DAMP'S -proposal, opening, which will be filled by'
the
board for Glover's unexthe commission would sell revenue bonds and purchase the pired four year term, are Bill

have been sent to parents of
children expected to attend the

Muir School, asking what use
they would have for the district
providing

bus

transportation

and cold lunches at the school.
The policy committee will

The vacancy on the board
that the village enter into an came about when A. B. Glover
agreement to pay its portion resigned in June to accept a

water 'systems
municipalities.

Derr, Art Lukowicz, Eugene
in
the five
It would then Bradtke, Richard Green, Rich-

sell water back to the custom- ard Tank and Bennett Trapani.
Lukowicz',- a resident of the
basis of some 111 questionAt a meeting of the village High Ridge Knolls area of the
naires signed and returned.
board last week,' Mott said Park District, was supported
The board also set Aug. 17 that this system, would 'in -able in the area in which the park
as the date for a public hearing communities that_ have water district serves.
on the district's budget. The' surplusses to serve those that
President Charles Payne, of
board meets at 7:30 p.m. in the do not in emergencies.
,
MacArthur Junior High School,
Village
President
Daniel the park board, said that all
Palatine and Schoenbeck Rds.
Congreve took a dim view of candidates would be interviewdraft tentative proposals on the

Tally Ho
guests '
Duck Cops

adequate water system for its on Glover's replacement
needs, now and in the future, the near future.
and did not wish to surrender
control of the utility.

Consistent break-ins into the
Tally -Ho apartment buildings
have become too much for 'its

owner, Marshall Savings and
Loan Assn., police learned
Monday.
The abadoned but not necessarily vacant buildings have

become such an eye -sore the

village of Mount Prospect

ers at the residential level.

DAMP'S proposals. He said ed on an equal basis. The board
that Mount Prospect has an is expected to reach a decision

is

seeking its destruction.

The Day reported a mysterious tenant has kept- clean
rooms in one building and
Mount -Prospect police noted

the school with facilities for its

were open and windows were

first session in September.

broken.
Contacted

Since July 8 the general contractor,. Walson- Construction

Peking

maximum of 12 cents,

the way of the future. He made it known that he holds

the Communists responsible, because of aggression;
for Asia's lack of peace and prosperity.

pleted before school starts.
The shape of the pod, he said,

Plea By Six Seek
DAMP Vacaney
Tonight In Dist.

Shots. Break
Windows Of
Drive -In

.

A sharpshooter has caused
more than. $300 damage to

Scott's Drive -In on Rand Rd.
Charles Moser told police

Monday that two windows at
the drive-in were hit by bullets
apparently fired from across
the street Sunday morning.
He calculated that replacement and installation costs

in

Gripe
Of The
Day
I live near the corner of
I am

Hintz and Elmhurst.
nitiredghtobry

thebeing

awakened
sounds of a

it

c r ash and shattering
glass.

How about a stop-

light?

Mrs. J. F. R.

would run more than $300 fOr

'

The last village levy was 554 of $100 of assessed valuation.
The library's share of that tax rate was 9,5 cents, below its legal

not -hostility" is

he

the near future.

someone slammed a door as the two windows.
With the seamless flooring they entered Saturday.
vote the board has completed ,
Officer Richard L. Pascoe
its major action for providing Monday again reported doors
floors.

China last night. Mr. Johnson in remarks addressed to. working under a '$50 'a
leaders, said "co-operation,

He said, however, that

expects the building to be com-

The ICC is expected to render a decision on the village's
requeit for
moratorium of
adding homes to the system in

i

When a fire call is received

lion of John Muir School on building was unique, allowing construction.
schedule were taken /13)i Pros-

to serve the area.
"

chief.

Dist.

Mount Prospect is seeking to

new customers until an investigation of its system by, the Illinois Commerce Commission is
made to determine its ability

----Ordinarily, fire hydrant pressure in the village itself is
maintained at between 55 and
60 pounds, according to the

rospfct ,1-10ghts hoard
Expedites School Job
Steps to insure the comple-

erkamp added.

"That would be sufficient for

Mount 'Prospect Fire Department through a contract agreement with the Mount Prospect
Rural Fire Protection

from the 1965-66 levy.

If the village approves the appropriation ordinance, the library

always have mutual aid," Hab-

Much of the area served by
Citizens is also served by the

WASHINGTON --.,President Johnson, in a nationally
broadcast speech, gave his first' major ,statement on

share of the village levy will climb to 115 per cent

See Page 4

are needed in Springfield."

He has taught grades three
through seven, in addition to

Prospect and Wheeling.

additional tanker is kept

at the south side fire station
that could be called in the event of emergency. "And we

zens does have 'many fire hy-

versity of Iowa.

high school and the three surrounding schools, Arlington,

Morality?

fire protection, although Citi-

maintained

administration in
developing boundary proposals
for the sixth high school.
Dr. Endicott also would help
the administration to 1 establish
the boundaries between the sixth

an

an ordinary house fire," Ha-

is

Endicott for the study and to
the

The chief. pointed out that

11112SEMC=21=ZEMSSEUrat

in the system to provide for

his master's degree from Loy -

assist

in the case of a house fire.

restrain Citizens from adding

"Our responsibility is a mor-

ola

chief

the

of pressure.

ern University.
The board of education authorized the administration to
contract the services of Dr.

BUDGET APPROPRIATION

- Differences in the current library budget, $1 07,143, and the
appropriation, $136,500 are reneged because the library, like
all village accounts, is currently operating under funds received

.

Heat Brings
Crowds Out

our pumpers,"

said, "this gives us 1,500 gallons of water, usually enough

provide fire protection," Mayor
Daniel Congreve said. "If that's
the law, then some new laws

drants in the area it serves.

summer series will be presented on Thursday, Aug. 18.

"Along with the 500 gallons
in

-

water pressure

will be presented in the school's
Little Theatre.

de-

department recently 'and found
to be carrying about 40 pounds

Ide ac-

cepted any responsibility for
making certain that adequate

In case of rain, the concert'

is a

"I'm amazed that you have
only moral responsibilities to

Neither Perry nor

lade" accompanied by the band..

the

downtown station.

ility Co.
Chief Haberkamp said that
hydrants were checked by his

pounds on its system at all
times when its three wells serving 2,200 homes are in operation.

for

order

partments. 1,000 gallon tank
truck, to be dispatched from the

portion of that area of 2,200
homes served by Citizens Ut-

Perry said that citizens attempted to keep a steady 50

engineer

for the Illinois Commerce
Commission at a hearing over
the adequacy of Citizen's system in Mount Prospect Monday.

standing

partment serves all of the unincorporated area west of Wolf
Rd. south of Euclid all the way
to Schoenbeck - a good pro-

utilization, pump size, etc.

"Not with us," said William

served by the Mount
Prospect fire department, Chief
areas

-Haberkamp said that it

Basically, the village fire de-

Ide said that the ICC is unable to make a legal requirement for pressure on water
systems because of the many
variables of elevation, system

zens Utility Co., operators of
the only water system in the
assistant water

hydrants in the area it serves.

to maintain."

ry, general manager of Citi-

Ide,

protection," Ide said, speaking

ions that a private utility has

"Not with us," said Lee Per-

group arc Eric Nilsen, string

Fire Chief Edwin Haberkamp
said that his department checks

provides

for the ICC. "There are no
minimum
pressure
regulat-

Randhurst?

memberi of the

water for fire

zens

Where does the responsibility to provide water in case of
fire rest in unincorporated residential areas in the vicinity of

Contest and advanced to final
competition
in
McCqrmick
four

"We can't insist that Citi-

BY JACK 'A. VANDERMYN

Mount Prospect Talented Teens

Place.
The

ICC:

Co.

of Wooddale,

has

been

day
penalty payment.
- Company president Wayne
Waltrip explained that heavy

rains and exacting dimands for

by

the

police,

Frank Freeman of the associ-

Village . Workers Sweat

Mount Prospect village employes are taking a lot of heat
these days.

The air conditioning at village hall has broken down and Man-

ation said: "We have 'sent
security people to the site

ager John Mongan says it will be a week before repair crews

more than six times in the past
30 days but the consistent'

In the meantime, the. coolest place in the village hall is Police
Chief Newell Esmond's office. He has crass ventilation.
Day .reporters spent a long time interviewing the chief
yesterday afternoon.

break-ins are, more than we
can handle."

can work the village system into their schedule.
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A plague of bugs, picked up
The hot .weather , felled a by. Monday's -wind storm and
crossing guard south of the deposited 'on homes along N.
tracks Tuesday.
Kenilworth Ave., are doomed
Ralph. Topple, 57, of Bar:. to extinction.

Parents Patrol

Sales. Tax

Mower, Spray
Doom the Bugs

Heat Hits
Crossing
Guard

Returns

School Grounds.

Received

-

.

to
Residents were
spray their homes because 'the
village has .no spraying equip asked

The total receipts collected in

state and village sales tax for
the months of January, Feb-

Parents patrol' school grounds in an effort to curb

vandalism at Robert Frost Elementary School.
mem.
Heading' up. the informal
Robert Frost workmen are
ruary thid March was .reported "vigilantes" committee is Mrs.
racing. a time deadline ---the
Village Manager John Mon yesterday.
rington, collapsed from the
natural
the
..Anita Stamm, 1414 Redwood, new addition, scheduled for
grass,
gun has notified the moquito
Tall
heat while maintaining . his habitat of the grass mites,
totaled who has recruited many of her Sept. I occupancyi is already
-- State
receipts
abatement district, of the incipost at Shabonee and Elm$887,862.57 from Mount Pros- neighbors to help in the sur- in trouble because of the 7 Herman
inspector
as
dent.
health
hurst about 5:40 p.m. yester- Haenisch calls them, has been
vailance,
pect and S9,829.04 from Prosweek earth -moving , equipinent
day.
Last week. Robert Frosi strike last spring: '
pect Heights.
cut down and residents were
was
departrrnt
The fire
principal Leonard G. Garasha
informed of an insectide to rid
Bollinger Construction ComA total of S121;150.27 was
called to the scene \by- Sgt. their homes of the bugs.
collected in municipal sales tax reported that a brick wall un- pany, who is. also building
Gerald Glascock and Officer
der construction had been torn Grant Wood School addition,
At the request of Haenisch,
President
Park
District
Robert Creamer and arrived the J. M. Brickman Mid -West Charles Payne has expressed for the Village of Mount Pros- down.
told Dist. 59 board Monday of
to administer oxygen to revive Corp. mowed the field located the park's gratitude to the vil- pect. No collections were made
In two other vandalism cases their problems with masons,
in Prospect Heights which is
Topple, a member of the Fox west of N. Kenilworth and north
since school stopped June 13, and their fears that they could
lage for adding a summer unincorporated.
Valley Reserve serving as the of Central Avd., where the bugs
masonry piers had been knock- not, guarantee Sept. I occucrossing guard at Shabonee
crossing guard for the sumCollections were made from ed down.
pancy.
lived.
Trail and Illinois 83.
mer.
Haenisch' advised residents
"This means that children taxpayers filing on a monthly
TOPPLE was taken to the that a cheap concentrate, used attending Lions Park can safely and on a quarterly basis: The
Garasha indicated that reGARASHA sent a stern
where
firemen us an attachment to u garden cross Illinois 83 during peak state Department of Revenue ,.letter to all parents of children placement of the brick wall
fire station
gave him a salt tablet, water hose, could eliminate the bugs. traffic periods," Payne said.
reported 1,051 returns were attending Robert Frost, urging had cost en. entire construction
and a bunk to rest on.
to
complained
Residents
The guard was assigned to filed from' Mount Prospect and them to know their children's day.
request
of
his
wife
At the
Parents who want to cooperpolice late Monday afternoon the location following a recom- 95 were filed from Prospect whereabouts at all times and
Topple was taken to Northlake that their homes were being .mendution of the Mount Pros- Heights.
reminding them that parents ate in the anti -vandalism efCommunity Hospital, North - invaded by the bugs, which pect Safety Council.
are responsible for their Child- forts are asked to call the
lake, Ill., where a nurse Mrs. were climbing the walls.
Stamms acHE 9-4323.
TOTAL collections for the ren's actions.
-1-teletr-ehevr ter-naned he
t11e months FoTri trio state'sstate's
"They were just living and
was "doing real well."
business
448,323
taxpaying
breeding in the grass," Hue-

Crossing Guard
Pleases Payne

"He's taking some drugs and

getting some rest," she said.
"and he'll be coming back to
you folks in Mount Prospect
real soon."

Kijak,
Mount
will be featured
as a soloist Friday when the
Prospect High School band
Bonnie
Prospect,

presents

a

summer

music

program on the west lawn of

Approve Bid

the school at 7:15 p.m. Miss
Kijak is a 1966 Prospect
graduate who will enter
A permanent sound system
University's for the board of education
Northwestern
room
in the Dist. 214 Harold
school of music in September as a scholarship winner.

nisch commented, "and no body

was bothering them so there
was a few .more than anyone
expected.

"The wind Mondry must
have picked them up and deposited them on the homes,"
speculated, "because they
were all over, even hanging
he

frttm the eaves and sitting on
one dining room table.

"I' told one woman not. to

L. Slichenmyer Administration
Center has been approved by

worry because the bugs didn't

the board of education.

eat much."

.

Alert Police
To Seek Car

were 5158,046.423.

All suburban us well as Chicago police have been alerted
that an auto was reported stolen from a business parking lot
Tuesday.

The department reported the
largest sum collected, in the
state by type of business was
533,004,601 from auto dealers
and filling stations.
The largest contributors to

Roman Garcia of Des Plaines. the state fund in Mount Prostold police his 1957 twotone pect - reflecting the presence
Chevrolet was taken from the of the Randhurst Shopping
lot at Charles Bruning Co. Center -- were general merbetween 7:30
p.m. Tuesday.

a.m.

and

7:20

chandise stores, who paid the
state $887,862.57 in sales tax.

'

Brakes Fail,
Bus Crashes

Brakes on a Dist. 59 school bus failed to function
properly Tuesday morning. Residt - an estimated 53,000
damage to Chuck's Sinclair Service Station, corner

Algonquin & Busse, as the school bus hit the men's
room.

However, there were no in- tigated the accident, told The
juries, and at the time of the Day that no tickets or citations

RANDHURST

accident 'there were no Dist. had been issued because' the
59 school children on thebus.
accident happened on private

The bus driver, new to the
district, had her own children
with her, as well as two chil-

( MA(

dren of one of the 'other drivers.

Mrs. Norman Davidsmeyer,
whose husband is the owner of
the bus, told The Day that the

dri'ver had noticed the warning red light telling her she
.dod not have enough air pressure. "Her first thought was

property and there had been
no paying customers on the bus.

Golf, Dance

Outing for
Realtors
The

Northwest

Suburban

Board of Realtors will hold its
22d annual golf outing and

for safety," said Mrs. Davids- dinner -dance
"Beachcothbers
meyer, "and she wanted to get Ball" July 21 at the Elmhurst
the vehicle off the side of the Country Club.
road."

Ticket deadline is July 15.

Apparently in attempting to
pull into the gas station, she

Tee off time is 9 a.m. with
misjudged distance, Mrs. Day- dinner at 7 p.m. and dancing
.....
itn.,11

-....1,

It was only Monday morning,
.less than 24 hours before the,
accident, when Mrs. Davidsmeyer received a 5202.64 bill
for brake 'adjustments and

maintenance on Bus. No.

10,

the one that hit the gas station.

All buses are inspected and
repaired

whenever

necessary,

she told The Day, saying "my
is strict about bus
maintenance." ,This particular

husband
bus

had

worked

9:30 p.m. Dress will be
casual. An I8 -hold golf -game
and a serri-course broiled
filet mignon dinner is planned.
Dancing will be to the music
at

idsmeyer believed.

been inspected and
on in Cicero since

school closed June 13.

of Del Rene and his orchestra.

Fries. e Named

Schlickman
Manager
George R. Friese has been
appointed

general

campaign

manager for Eugne F. Schlickman's bid for re-election as
state
representative
in
the
Nov. 8 election.

Mrs. Davidsmeyer said she
and her husband had been in
the bus business for 18 years,
12 of them "in central Illinois.
Fries e, a Schaumburg
They came here in August, Township auditor and general
1960, and have been carriers legal counsel to the Republican
for Dist. 59 ever since.

Party
there,
was
general
In bus mileage, School Dist:* camp'aign manager for Robert
59 ranks among the top in sub- 0. .Atcher in his unsuccess-

bid for the GOP nomina-

urban Cook. County.

ful

Mount Prospect Police Officer Hachmeister, who invcs-

tion for state senator in the
3d district.

.

MONOGRAM SPECIAL!
AND SATURDAY
ONLY -- save importantly on monogrammed

THURSDAY;-- FRIDAY,

party goods! So handsome and distinctive,
adding a gracious touch to all your summer
entertaining. Napkins and towels are of soft,
3 -ply

facial tissue. 3 -letter monogram is

gold -color or your choice of apple red, gold,
fern green, mimosa, or bell bIue. Minimum
order,- 3.00.
40 luncheon napkins, reg. 3.25
40 cocktail napkins, reg. 3.00
40 guest towels, reg.; 3.50
48 coasters, reg. 4.00
50 matchbooks, reg. 3.25
.

1 30

. .

.

. .. ... 1.00

1 40
1 40

2 00

.

CHOOSE IT, THEN CHARGE IT AT CARSONS RANDHURST:
Elmhurst and Rand Roads in Mt. Prospect. Shop Monday, Thursday, and Friday, 9:30 to 9:30, other day's, 9:30 to 5:30.

No Injuries -- 'but $3,000 estimate(' damage occurred
Tuesday morning When a Dist. 59 school bus had brake
problems and ploughed Into the men's room of Chock's__
Sinclair Service Station, corner of Algonquin & Busse,
Arlington fits. Bill for brake adjustment and' inspection
on this bus had just bees received the, previous day by
'

Davidsmeyer.

r4

-

Cooks of the Day

The Day's Prospects

Linda Newman,
Queen for a Day

Recipes Shared During Coffee Break
3 large raw potatoes, grated

BY BETTY B1EG

coffeebreak the work routine.

In the home 'diversion from
the days work can make the job
a little lighter. Meeting with
neighbors for a few laughs

.

'
of pepper
3 hard cooked eggs, chopped
1 cup" salad dressing
Crisp lettuce leaves
4 tomatoes, hollowed
drained

Drain vegetables and mix
-gently. Blend sugar, vinegar,

-

oil, salt and pepper. Pour this
over the vegetables and alloiv to 'stand I day. Serve chilled

out,

s,.

3 pork shanks and 2 pigs

on crisp lettuce leaves.

Add wine to shrimp and chill

'feet
1 teaspoon salt

Mrs. Edward Fergus, Mrs.
William Neuberger and Mrs.'

hour. Add remaining

for an

ingredients

Boil

until tender

in water

tomatoes

except

FLUFF

Cut in small
pieces and skim off fat. ReAdd vinegar to taste.
heat.

Exchanging recipies often is.
a good topic of discussion.

Cool and place in refrigera-

this coffee club shares with

'

1 pkg. cherry or 'strawberry
gelatin

5 BEAN SALAD

5 large

Mrs. William Neuberger

up

salt and pepper.

Here are some of the recipes

Mrs. Edward Fergus

oughly.
Serve in tomato cups on
a bed of crisp lettuce leaves.

and salt. Cool.

. ing.

tor until jelled. Serve cold.

I can green beans
I can kidney beans

SHRIMP SALAD

BREAD DUMPLINGS

cut

sherry wipe

gelatin,

partially

Add-bananas-and marshmallows. Pour into
sherbert glasses and thorough-

1/2 chopped onion.
2/3 cup vinegar
I can wax beans

1/3,cup sautern, chablis or

1 loaf of white bread
2 cooked potatoes

Dissolve

`-1 cars small pfla

M. Martin giihno

Mrs.. William Newman

marshmallows,

5 small bananas, mashed

us:

What is it like to be queen for a day? We asked this
question of Linda Newman, daughter' of Mr. and Mrs.
William Newman. Linda was chosen as the first queen
to reign over. the Prospect Heights Fourth of July parade.
Linda is very shy and had to

be coaxed to tell even a few
of her impressions of her day
as queen.

BANANA -MARSHMALLOW

and lettuce leaves. Mix thor-

William Newman of Prospect
Heights experience each morn-

BY DOLORES HAUGH

1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper

1 teaspoon salt and a dash

.SULTZ
Mrs. William Newman

taken with a cup of coffee can
be just the tonic every mother
needs as Mrs. Marty Carlino,

3/4 cup sugar
1/3 cup salad oil

-

1/2 cup diced cucumber

with gravy.

,

per

1 cup chopped or diked celery

,

'1/2 cup chopped green pep.

shrimp, cut In pieces

Mix all the ingredients with
warm milk or water until you
can form a ball as big as your
fist. Drop the. balls in boiling
water and boil for fifteen minutes. Cut in pieces and serve

many years.
At the office, it's the time
of day when conversation and

1 small can Ilma beans

1/2 cup cooked, cleaned

1

1 teaspoon salt

A coffee break has been
tradition in this country for

ly chill. Serve as dessert.

Mothers arc more cooperstive, hoWever, and Mrs. Newman gave us some interesting
facts about Linda. She does
not wear make-up. She likes
the new look iii clothes and
designs most of her wardrobe.
Working at Randhurst in the
yard goods department enables
her to become acquainted with
fabrics

new

and

the

latest

Linda has purchased a new
sewing machine which enables
her to give a professional
touch to her dresses, suits
and sportswear.
Linda has
made four bathing suits for

herself this summer. Although

she took one year of sewing
at Forest View Elementary
School she is self taught:
"Instead of swimming at

the pool everyday Lind and a

girl friend visiting from Okla -

homa would spend days down -

stairs sewing," Mrs. Newman
said.

Linda was sixteen yesterday
and celebrated
with
Chicago

visiting
closest

by

her

friend Sue Judzi. The girls
have been together in school
sfitel-Kilideitarten. SiTe -has
bee n a par t f II of Linda'

LINDA NEWMAN

with Delores Eiler's School of
the Dance.

recent activities.

She swims at Lion's Park

On Saturday, the day Andy
Palm announced the winner of
the queen contest, Linda had
worked all day. She and her

pool

carnations accented
red roses.
a 550 prize.

Announced
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A combined graduation and lormer Arlington Height resiengagement party was ifeld-TEI-rtlerits:----cently for Laurel Covalsen at
Prospect Heights announced and is employed at Randhurst.
her engagement to Thomas Her fiance is a senior at
Slagle, son of Mr. and Mrs. Miami Dade College.
Wedding plans are set for
Ford Slagle of North Miami
Beach, Fia. The Slagles are early next year in Florida.

. Fifty grandmothers in Mount Prospect have no intentions of
resting on their laurels. Even though they have reared families
and for many years have met all the obligations that involves,
including spending the family money, the group, headed by Mrs.
Fay Carlson have plotted and planned -ways to continue spending money, but, of course, like most successful mothers and
' grandmothers, to the best advantage.
'
This, it was decided at a of Mount Prospect were mak' luncheon the grannies had ing plans to see "Hello Dolly"

would be to donate funds to and all. at the expense of the.
(Window Through Mount Prospect State Bank

the World), Channel II, 'enjoyed' by many: older 'people
and shut-ins, and to the Levinson Foundation for Retarded

where the lucky names were

Children

and Saturday.

which

assists

chil-

dren from infancy through 16

drawn as part of the bank's

55th anniversary celebration
staged last Thursday, Friday

The winners are: The Fred

years of age, and was estab- Fennemans,
lished

by

Dr.

Levinson

the

Earl Quists,

golf and more golf
men,

lunch

with

for

favorite

and dinner

last Friday and are
being urged to stay through
this week.

arrived

IT WAS hot last Saturday
evening, but it didn't keep 23
couples all from Mount Prospect from going to the Forest
Preserve for a party they had
planned for some time. Piece
de resistance was the steak
fry, staged after games of
volley ball, badminton, croquet, and followed by com-

Mrs. M. Jean Schneider, Mrs. munity singing. All in the group
memory of his son. A third do- H. Juergensen, the Emil Pet- are associated with St. Paul
nation will go for a clock in ersens and the Joseph Pisan - Lutheran Church.
the Mount Prospect Com- is.
LIKE something out of the
munity Center with a placque
Although a number also won past. was the strawberry fesfrom the grandmothers.
record albums at the three- tival at the Prospect Heights
Recent weekend guests at the day event, at least one among Community Church. The oldhome of the Donald Gedmaps them is a newcomer to Mount fashioned summer diversion
and his mother, Mrs. Carlson Prospect: Mrs. Norman Holl- has taken on a new look durwho has her own apartment ingshead, Jr.
ing its 23 years in Prospect
in the Gedmans' handsome
FROM JULY 13 through the Heights with the addition of
Carlson's
niece and her family. Not until
house
.

in

were

Mrs.

a few days before the Fourth
of July did they know that
Charles Cantrells from Memphis. Tenn., were planning a
trip north, but welcomed they
were for the long weekend with

a cookout for 22 on the holiday.
are
services
FUNERAL
being held today in Peoria,

_ Ill., for Sherman H. Canty who
:died Monday morning following

heart, attack. A prominent
figure in local legal and poiideal circles for many years,
a

16th

all

25

year employees

and other food,
but the flavor of the strawberries,remains the same.

of the 'Jewel Food Stores will
be on a bonus vacation, and among them is one well known
More than 300 were at the
in Mount Prospect. He is Ray- big party Saturday. Crowned
mond Dieball, manager of the king and queen were two monCumberland store who be- archs under five years old;
came friends with the shop- Bob Savage and Lori Jouse.

this area long before
Mount Prospect or Prospect
Heights had a super market.
That was when Ray managed
the Jewel store in Des Plaines.
In .48 years, Dieball has had
only two jobs; his- first was
with the F. W. Gieseke General. Merchandising, a- big name
in a then big store 'in Arlington Heights; a job he took just
when Fred Meeske, Sr., went
to work for William Busse in
the budding grocery business
pers in

:Sherman and Helen Canty who
-had lived in a Mount P/espect
-apartment recently purchased.
a house in Elgin, Ill., next door
to Helen's son and his family,
:and their move to that city in Mount Prospect. Ray was
:was hurried by the death of born and raised in Krlington
:the younger man just a month Heights.
:ago.
The anniversary holiday will
'

hamburgers

Following in a car behind
his father were Robert and

Renee Bluett, of Mount Pros?
pect.

WHEN LAST weekend was
over, 6 families,. all' residents

the

Prospect State Bank

under the sponsorship of the
Mount Prospect Art League.
Mrs. Fergus who enjoys
us-

techniques.

placed

early days of existance, she was co-chairman of
since its

past

days

for

the

of the First Congregational
Church.
-

The Hobbs family includes
Mary Kay, a graduate student
in English at the University of

has

exhibited

at

`TALE TELLERS!

"HANSEL AND GRETEL","--Children
Country Chili Adults'
;2.90
11.00.
%;

I HI A IR( IRIS! AURA N I

in the Old Orchard Country Club, Rand & Euclid, Mt. Prospect

Pat.LeciAt.

.

*NUNS

REAL "STATIC:

B-0320

group of entertainers

Long live the queen.

RANDHUKST

Lutheran

Plaza art exhibit besides ,all

COLOR PORTRAIT SPECIAL!

shows held in conjunction with
the league in Mount. Prospect.

Robert Eska and Cindy Smith view Betty Fergus' art
Pictures
exhibit at the Mount Prospect State Bank.
shown are "Madonna and Child", "Violet Lady" and

She has been a resident of
Prospect Heights for the
years.

12

"Golden Gate".

$ *1 49

5x7",.. 1_

22.

The one week session is open to all children kindergarten
through 6th grade.

A staff of 45 members will conduct the school under the
direction of Mrs. Harold DeValk. Assisting her will be Mrs.
Clarence Agsrd, Mrs. Paul Swanson, and Mrs. Wayne Rosen.
quist.. '

ei

SLEEP ... HOW MUCH
We feel that sleep taworthy
of a few words for the simple
reason that your health

R E A. L T O R S

A SIGN

Gerald Flambeaux R.Ph.

IS ENOUGH?. '

OF TNI TIMIS

demands a sufficient period

of relaxation to rest not so

much the body as the brain.
What is sufficient rest? Aristotle said: "Six hours of

sleep for a man, seven for
a woman and eight for 'a

fool". - However, . sleep's
duration is like a new shoe If It feels good, its right.

In general, the very old
require the least sleep, the
very young, the most. The,
average sleeping time for
adults 7,1/2 hours.
Don't be asleep, however,
in the matter of where to go
for your prescriptions. Your
medical needs are our most
important business.

Close to Kennedy Expressway & O'Hare Field. A beautiful
section of new homes. This clean, sharp bi-level with 3'
bed rooms & 2 car over -sire garage has kitchen with builtins, carpeting & drapes. 6 blocks to grade schools. A value
$27,900
unbeatable at only

OPENING SATURDAY, JULY 9TH

recent year full of fun and,Jiew ex -

General Hospital, in the Eden

MT. -PROSPECT - RIVERHURST AREA

Lew Musill's

a

children ranging id age

ing are currently visiting the
Philip J. Robinsons, and it's

PROUDLY PRESENTS

in

She is a dancer , citing experience.

. from two through sixteen. She

and Mrs. Raymond T. Flem-

THEATRE

school.
wi tisa
h

An active mother, she has
ten

FROM Ferndale, Mich., Mr.

THE

to

month at the village garage.

VA ar.

COUNTRY. CLUB

Prior

6th Annual Art Fair held last

Michigan; Kenneth, in the Navy

of ifi

community.

year,

The Northwest Covenant Church of Mount Prospect will conduct vacation Bible School from 9:30 a.m. until noon July 18-

moving

queen

and ..was co-chairman for the

Vacation Bible School

Hobbs and their six children,
coming to live at 404 N. Elmhurst Rd., from Carpentersville where he has been pastor

with a

A

Hobby. Monday and Tuesday
were

and

years and

second

talent show.

As member of the art league
this

.

.for

Linda had to bc active not only
in school but in her church

-

for High and will attend Wheel- work.
ing High School this fall.
This next school year she
She was editor of the school will serve her class as trcasnewspaper, a cheerleader and urcr and looks forward to a

ing both pallet knife and brush

exhibitions

vertable.
TO QUALIFY

a graduate of MacArthur Jun- guidance office doing clerical

painting as a hobby, has workcd in watercolor and oil

Unable to be there was the

iVfo

the chain.

Mount

but

course

member
coach the ballet last year.
and
MARILYN Racdal, 14, is the of
per of the class board which
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. plans school activities. She
Raymond Racdal. She is also also has worked in the school

church's new minister, the
Rev., Donald S. Hobbs and Mrs.

stationed at Pearl Harbor who
MONDAY several families take Mr. and Mrs. Dieball to has been . home on 30 days
'from Mount Prospect went to the Edgewater Beach Hotel in. leave and returns to duty this
- Burlington, Wis., 'and on a less Chicago where he will receive week; Nancy, a junior at
than happy mission. There they a gold watch, attend a banquet, Wheeling High School, and
attended the funeral of Robert have lunch and generally en- Carolyn, entering there in Sep J. Bluett, Sr., of Eagle Lake, joy the hotel's cool comfort. Wilber; Barbara 14, and Dakilled in an accident when the Ray has managed several of vid 10.
ambulance in which he was the company's largest stores,
being taken to the hospital and several years ago was
Selling your hon*?
collided with another car. Al- selected to open the Jewel
Poll .our
so dead is the ambulance dri- anniversary store in. Chicago,
ver.
at that time the biggest unit in
:

for several

Paintings by Mrs. Edward

Fergus are on exhibit at

golf

Linda was so excited that she
could not concentrate on the
Her court consisted of
foursome went
Pamela Zedd and Marilyn game so the
to Sue's home in Long Grove
Raedal of Prospect Heights.
Pamela, the 13 - year - old to swim.
The day of the parade Linda
daughter of Mr. and' Mrs.
_wax. presented with a bouquet
- Henry -Zedd- Is
graduate of MacArthur Junior of -white- carnationi-- and ---Pale-L.
pink roses which complement High.
PAMELA, 17th in her class cd her floor length goWn of
of 134 students, worked as a sheer pale green nylon mater
The dress had a lace
volunteer in the school library ial.
-in the same sheer
and received an honor award jacket lined
pin for over 40 hours of ser- cloth. She and her court rode
in the parade route in a con vice.

winning contestants when they employment, she was in the
went to the State Band Contest. choir at Prospect Heights
She has been a member of Community Church where she
icosassisted
summeremmcbme
the Aquacade swimming ballet

Art Show at Bank

sport of both Flem-

ing and Robinson. The couple

and Pete Nordule, went to a

deep

She is piano accompanist
for the school choruses and
has studied for over . five
years. She also accompanied
several of the band 1st place

the

out before and after the games.

by

She also -received _miniature

-

which her parents Mr. and
Miss Covalsen graudated
Mrs. C. Ralph Covalsen of from Wheeling High School

Grannies Organize

Prospect Heights". Linda, Sue
and, their dates, Ricky Kremple

rented with a bouquet of white
ft.

Heights in

junior high.
AFTER being named -."Miss

was crowned queen and pre-

Engagement

Prospect

the top ten best in grads' in

family attended the award
ceremony at which time she

AT HOM

in

the water ballet and was among

.128 8. ARLINGTON HTS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
C3.8.8000

150 8. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7150

Member of Multiple Listing 8E vice

ENDLER'S PHARMACY

1770 W. Algonquin Rd.

Offer is good today through Saturday -this week only! Just bring in your child
(no age limit!) to our studio, and our
professional photographer 'will take 4
poses. You get a 5x7" portrait in natural'
color of any one pose -- or all 4 -- for
just 1.49 each. Come in soon -- no appointment necessary.

Yhone 439-5255.

Free Radio Dispatched.
Delivery

Weeks Helpful Hint:
Blood'may be removed by
rinsing in cold water,

then soak In 1/4 cup of salt
and 2 cupscoldwater. Wash
as usual.

CHOOSE' IT, THEN CHARGE IT AT CARSONS

RANDHURSTt Elmhurst . and Rand Roads' in
Mt. 'Prospect. Shop Mont*, ThUrsday and
Friday; 9,30 to 9:30; other days, 9:30 to 5:30.

..

''

..... ..

1
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%.41
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Some Day
"Do not be surprised if
other towns come around trying to borrow the wind in Ar-

by, Frank E. Von Arx'
people use to pay for the trees

,

the 8150,000 range.

lington Heights," commented
Uncle John Blieverniclit, official scorer for the Willow.

"While they are taxing the

ament

"1 did not know that town had

"The wind in this case is
than hot air," replied
Uncle John
"It is a com-

ready put the bite on me for 50

pletely new concept in munic-

ants so she can join the An
gels to Fight Inflation and In-

ipal finance
"The village fathers are
planning to tax the utilities

daughter must be a
right winger," Uncle John replied, "This utility
progressive thought

justices,

which

is

the problem of Arlington High

"Tlie idea has so much po-

School," explained Uncle John,
"The school is getting old. :

tential there is, some grumbl-

ing that the village only had

"And if we quake in the right
spot we could also depress the

high winds. These people say
that if they could import a hurricane from Florida they could
.raise enough taxes for another

of coffee drinkers opposed to
taxes that never die,

-

"That is one way to solve

parks and swimming pools.

group

the

a

tax is

that 'will
mean a new era for schools,

Zerais. "My daughter has al-

.

More

railroad tracks all in the same

day."

Vantage Point
to the
consistent
which the property
cated.

Jack Siegel is known as one

of the

top attorneys in

state when it comes to
dling municipal affairs,

the
han-

cases - as

any

lo-

is

to the property owner is riot
always to the advantage of the

rned -back --to--the-munici,---mke-orr-planited--deve-a-gus-statior-ant--Bl1111-re:-palities
involved
with
decisions favoring the land use
prescribed by municipal eon.
' ing boards.
The reason for this, according to Siegel, is that the

courts recognize the local mu-

neighborhood.

pect, Schaumburg and Evanston as well as other municipalittes on a consulting basis,
probably has as much experience in trying difficult zoning

aretim

Siegel points out that what
may be the best financial use

es-

nicipalities

the first
ority in such cases.

practicing municipal law
We discussed zoning with
Siegel, in the Mount Prospect

.most

its best use.

impossible

to

take

a

consuming and costly, supreme
court decisions are usually
est': of Ile-tiVititi-Orti coiner - reserved-- foi''-'questioris con-

an informal Illinois Commerce
Commission_hearing over wa-

--ter, problems with
I ricSiegers-cOntelitiotrititit

street ?erdeiel: -cerning--mote-cOlistitutional
law.

_highest- use -oL-peop..-----rrp-.-.1istatoperty,ior.,-ar..gas..station, if that development is
erty is no longer the motigood
surrounding
property,
zoning dictates refusal of the
request.
Siegel

the zoning concept of highest
and best use is a valid one, he
maintains that the highest and
best use of property must be

Zoning

when

fused permission to
same across the street.

strictly enforced, are a boon
to property owners, not a
bane
us
many developeri
contend.
Zoning is a relatively new
concept in municipal government.
For that reason, nonconforming uses of property are familiar sights.

do

the

Laws cannot be made ratroactive.
or gives

But if Joe abandons
hit gas station

up

site, the land will revert to the
zoning ordinance and then become zoned for the_ character
of the neighborhood.

'

ZONING IS complicated yet

A non -conforming piece of at the same time fascinating.
property is one that was being The big problem now in this
used for its present purpose area
is
the differences of
before ' zoning

laws

changed

the use regulation of the prop erty.
That's 'why 'there might be a

opinion

between

county

the

"Thank goodness we don't have to worry about another
space shot fouling up the viewing schedules for a while!"

zoning policies and municipal
zoning authorities.
It will be interesting,

in

Zbe Prooett map

gas station on one
_of light of recent court decisions,
a busy street in -b-lemi-resito see how appeals courts
dential neighborhood and the rule on county cases that are
three

'corners

contain
residences. The

being

protested

by

munici-

single

glamour of other more dra-

gas station is actually in business on the property when it

making 'big newt in the near,

was zoned residential.

future

family

As long as that station con -

however,
the importance of zoning in
area matters as these fast
growing communities depend

Many zoning cases
rulings.
that reach appeals court arc

regulations,

judges, especially In apkals
divisions, zoning is dry," tedious legal work lacking the

matic law suits.
He
recognizes,

said that the complexion .of the courts today
have a lot to do with zoning

that

ment.

Siegel admits that to some other

going to decrease the value of

ajudicting
vating factor in
zoning cases, as we reported
in a column discussing zonagrees

auth-

routine zoning case to the IIlinois Supreme Court. 'Time

An example that is becoming

common in this area is zoning
pleas for gas stations. While
it_might _bc..in the best inter-

village hall during a break in

ing last week
While Siegel

as

SIEGEL'S point is that zoning laws are intended to pro-'
UNLESS A serious constitect adjacent property owners
as well as to insure the orig- tutional question is involved,'
inal property in question of Siegel points out that it is al-

attorney

'

... by Jack Vandermyn

.

pecially zoning
Siegel, who represents 'Arlington Heights, Mount Pros-

thinking seriously about an
earthquake."
"This . sounds like the restaurant business in Chicago,"
said , Zerais, "but 1 fail to
see the advantage to an earthquake.".

"-Saloons."

a few other things."
"1 heard about that," said

his friend Zerais

"There are even some folks

sincethe Salvation Army saved us from those dirty, noisy

'

more parking tots and maybe

shy politicans to spare," said

lights in Stonegate.

greatest mission of womanhood

telephones and the gas heaters
they are also going to build
some fire stations, a garbal3C
dump, a new court room, some

High School Ping Pong tourn-

water tower and new street

"My daughter says it is the

that the wind knocked down.
They figure the blow was in

politics.
Several such cases will

"Honoi the original dream by always jealously keeping -

be

the' paper's freedom and intellectual

Marshall Field III

municipalities .pre-

as

pare to defend their right of

tinues to be' operated, it is
a legal non -conforming site.
This is why people fail 'to

planned
protect

understand why Joe can build

ing policies.

development
their
surrounding

areas ' from . more liberal zon-
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Benefits for Veterans - No. 2

Water Emergency

SrVice Opens Edwational .Doors

I

Mount Prospect have a moral cents for 1,000 gallons.
"".
responsibility to provide Citizens Utility
We agree that Mount Prospect
Does

Bartending,

.

The. day. of education un-

Full - time medical, dental and osteopathic internships and residencies are
educational

programs when pursued in
specified accredited hospi-

brothers of those helped a generation ago. These benefits

tals.

for post -Korean veterans of
active duty with U.S. military

You cannot receive aid

for bartending or dancing
courses. You can receive
aid for photography, music,
riding,
swimming,
fishing, skiing, golf, bas-

ketry and the *like only if
you can show that such
training is needed in your
present or projected business or occupation.

However, courses in apmusic

physical

ed-

ucation and public speaking are eligible if offered
by institutions of higher
learning for credit as an
integral part of a program
leading to an educational
objective.

Flight

In some cases, you may even
study abroad.

But whether in the United
Statesor abroad, you must study
at an approved school.

courses. But you will not re-

Seek Ways to Insure
Safety at Carnivals

You may choose almost any
serious subject. Avocational or
are

not

covered.'

is

not

covered

unless taken for
credit toward a college degree.

You may take grade school,
,high school, college, graduate
or postgraduate' courses. You

Will Mount Pr act

may attend a trade, vocational
XMCMAIMPOMVAILWRIONOWORtaitiV3

or technical school.

"You Sure That Weapon's Reliable?"

in the amount of $100,000 for
person and $300,000 for inci-

tion for village fire- men and
policemen/who he said handled

dent.

the

had serious consequences?

car," said Roddy. ..

the situation worse.

PAYNE recommended that
the park commissioners meet
with village officials, repre-

IF CARNIVALS are -allowed
to continue, Payne suggested
that the insurance certificate
required by the operator be in-

con-

"I carry that much on my

situation expertly and avoided any panic from making

This question came up at the

Monday night meeting of the
village park district. Attending

were a quorum made up of
Commissioners

Robert 1
son and Ed Boddy and P sident Charles Payne.

sentatives of the Lions Club,
sponsors of the carnival, and creased to
the Mount Prospect Chamber $3,000,000.

Payne- read a statement into the record in which he stated

of Commerce to
discuss
whether an ordinance could

that the whole issue of coral Val ride insurance and safety

be drafted for the safety -in-

:

should

be

tected
said.

re-

......-.

.

financially,"

Payne

.

A ride collapsed Monday

sending 13 people to the hospital for treatment. None
were' seriously injured. ',The
park board learned that the
carnival

operator,

Frank

Payne

as m u c

also

said

that

h

as

the

park board should investigate
the cost of carrying a $1,000,-

spection of any carnival rides - 000 policy covering any injuries that 'might take place
allowed to operate here.
"As it turns out," Payne during the district sponsored
said', "no such inspection 'was fire works display.

"We owe a debt to the public
to see that our people are protected.from physical injury and

that their park district is pro-

Co.

has.

moral ' obligation in this matter --but
it is certainly not to Citizens Utility

Any obligation that exists on the part
of the village is first to the 315 homes
in its corporate limits and secondly to
the 2,200 residents who now,, apparently
depend on the village for a water supply
in case of a breakdown of Citizen's
facilities.

It would appear to us that the best
way for Mount Prospect to exercise this
moral responsibility is to
Citizens does not expand

insure that
its services

made, and no governmental unit
has
accepted
responsibility
_

for making such inspections.'_'_.
Payne
publicly
expressed

-

Jackson sais that while his
position might be an unpopu-

lar one, he favored eliminating
gratitude to Mayor Congreve, the carnival as a part of the
for notifying him when the Fourth of July observance.
ride 'accident took place Mon"At least," Jackson said,
daY night.
"we should look into the mat"This kind of co-operation ter ,of safety thoroughly. b..is appreciated," Payne said.
The park board president

McDermott, envied insurance ,also had worry of commenda-

fore

granting

any

carnival

permits in the future on park^
district property,"

the old Brick man area and
bring them under the municipal system.
We do not quite understand where'
Mount Prospect's "moral obligation" to
Citizens Utility rests.
Citizens is a private utility -a free
enterprise operation in the business of
selling water for a profit.
Citizens is just as much a utility as
Public Service Co. or Northern Illinois
Gas Co., or Illinois. Bell Telephone Co,
Citizens is granted an exclusive franchise to sell its.' service and to sell its
service for a profit.

lities.

This decision will have to come from
Illinois Commerce Commission. The
village does not have the power, outside
the

of court, to take action against Citizens 'I,
or any other
company.

private,

free

enterprise

It has been apparent to us in our sem,-

of the water crisis

the last two
that Citizens is not fulfilling its
moral obligation to the peopleit serves.
erage
weeks

We' hope that action from the ICC is
rapid, firm and constructive.

In this day and age, no area of 2,200

Citizens customers pay about $1.15 for fine homes should be forced to depend
1,000 gallons of water. In the village of on the .whim.of an electric pump for waMount Prospect, the rate . is about . 55 ter.

Letters to the Editor

tinue to have a Fourth of July
carnival following an accident
at Lions Park that could have

inspections
viewed.

gency?

limits in

YOU ARE eligible for these
benefits if you were on active
By 1967, some 5 1/2 mil- duty with the U.S. Army, Navy,
lion men and women are ex- Air Force, Marines, or Coast
pected to be eligible for these Guard for 181 days or more Jan. 31, 1955, for a service- active duty after the compleconnected disability you are
tion of two years of active educational
benefits.
For since Jan. 31, 1955, and are
eligible_ for the full 36 months duty service is eligible for
some GI Bill "scholarships" now a civilian.
of educational benefits re- benefits while still on active
will be worth up to $5,400 ovNew and future draftees and gardless of how long you may ;,fluty. But a person serving on
er four years.
volunteers will become eligi- have served. You are also en- - active duty for training as a 6 IF YOU qualify, you may ble as they complete these re- titled to vocational rehabilita- months' reservist is not theretion. This benefit will also ap- by eligible for any benefits.
study full or part time, attend quirements.
ply to future disabled veterans.
day school or night school.
cial
(TOMORROW: F n
: have been disYou may take correspondence -A veteran who remains on aid for education.)
charged from active duty since
ceive credit for open circuit
television or radio courses.

a

disconnect 315 homes within the village and does in fact, provide emergency faci-

forces began June -1.

recreational subjects

training

er in a shop or on a farm.

World War II and Korea.

Now similar aid is available to the sons and younger

plied

establishment..
But.
these co - operative courses
must be full-time.

to more than 10 million after

Co., water to serve its customers outside the village limits in face of emer-

This was the position taken by Lee
Perry, general manager of Citizens, in.
an informal hearing before the Illinois
Commerce
Commission
on
Monday
morning.
Mount Prospect seeks to halt the
expansion
of Citizen's facilities
as
long as they do ,not have emergency
facilities to back up their own system
in -the event of brcakdown.
In addition, Mount Prospect seeks to

dustrial

That radical innovation in
federal benefits for *veterans
. opened the doors of colleges
Apprentice or other on-theand specialized training schools job training is not covered, eith-

Speaking, Yes

I

courses,

-der the "GI Bill" is back.

No; Public

considered as

You may take co'- operative
combining full time
school with alternate phases of
training in a business or in-

BY RAY CROMLEY
Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

ININSISMAYMMW614,,,A111,1031111"444010.1%1WISP1

A. Letter

Thanks To

About Randy

Fine Alen

Editor:
It was with regret that our son, Randy, had to
give up his work as carrier for the Prospect Day,

Editor:

On behalf of my husband,
my eight children and myself
I would like to thank Village
President Dan Con g re ve,

He has a bone inflammation in his leg and the doc-

tor has restricted his activities for an indefinite
period.

Trustee 'Robert Colter, Fire
Chief Habercamp and the
Mount Prospect Police and
Fire Departments for their
speedy efforts in getting water

He has enjoyed his work, and we, as parents,
have welcomed the opportunity he has had so assume responsibility, meet people and to..work for
so fine an organization. Your incentive program
for subscriptions has been most generous in re -

into our homes on Sundity.

'wards and your letters. of encouragement and
instructions to the boys have made them a sense
of importance and has reflected the efficiency of
your entire operation. We trust his disability will
be corrected -soon and hope some day he will be
back with you.

Things were just getting a
'
,

by the whole ordeal because
we were using water from his

We have enjoyed our new daily soinuch, but

wondered if the "Gripe" feature could be expanded a bit further and be patterned after the
"Action Line" of Chicago's American. Residents
could use the paper as a clearing house' for any
problems or questions they may have regarding.

local affairs. %led it. could be a column of
interest
great

villagearce service,

and a real M

rvid
Lucilleee.k
Staic

.

little rough here when our water was. restored. Our fouryear -old was the most upset
pool to flush the toilets.

.

We are proud to be a part
of this community and again
would like to thank all these
fine men' for giving up their
leisure time when they could
have been with their families.

Mrs. Pat Sramek

'

5..

SIDE GLANCES'

SHORT RIBS

CARNIVAL
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OUT OUR WAY
NEVER MIND --I'LL
WOULDN'T
EVEN LET THATI
THAT? THE MILKMAN'S DO THE WRITING/
WISEACRE./
AND WITHOUT THE
NO SQUARE -AND HE
"DILUTED COW.TUICE7 WRITE A ,,.(
DOESN'T MIND IF U5
KIDS CALL-HIM'JLIMBO' FOR SKIM MILK AND NOTE T°
SANTA
'Vs PINT OF. FLUFF
ON ACCOUNT OF HIS
CLAUS:
STUFF' FOR
BIG EARS! GOOD NIGHT
WHIPPING
I OFFER -10 WRITE THE,
CREAM:
NOTE AND. YOU HAVE TO
WHAT&II. MATTER WITH

EDIT IT, YET.'

_amerything_worthwhilein_life_ has to _be

"AiTehlrifilliTknowa

earned. Dad! I fiqd that out every time I ask you
for anything!"

1

BEN CASEY
.7-15
C eSit ti NIA. I,.. TM. log US. M. ON.

HE WAS Ulkt111. HIS WHOLE

-

HAREM DECIDED 1-O GO
9OPPINO AT 1T4E SAME ItME.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
HUSH, LADS, NO POINT, IN
CONFUSING THE WORKERS!
OUT IF 'IOU MUST KNOW,

I KNEW A
k.(

GUY WHO )

11-IE WAY THEY'RE MOVIN' YOU'LL
6E' SET FOR THE RETURN OF

TRIED

TIM AND I HAVE A LON6STALLIN'
YOUR SPARRIN' PARTNER! BUT
51-10T 'THAT'S BEEN
'EM ! THEY
tF YOU DON'T MIND ME LOOKIN'
TOOK BACK HELD BACK FOR
AT YOUR CARDS, WHAT ARE
"TODAY'S RACE! 50
IHERE`5 NO -PROBLEM!

EVERYTHING

USN' FOR MONEY '

811T

CELLAR HOLE!

BUGS BUNNY

tt

.1.400)

Mee
ESO

///
1-13

V43$30,62-4.

C 1%b by Wee., Ina
home, lat.

Kr%

TM I.

1.11

TOR A MOMENT,

7- /3

PM. OIL

WE WERE

WORRIED= 1-17

1

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

Mongolism

E3015
MAKE ME
51C1C

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

AL BET ttliU TH1141(
YOU'RE THE ANSWER

10 A GIRL'S PRAYERS,

PONT YOU?:

at.
II p - .:

/1-

pool- ASK.

BROTHER MUST
HELP EIRCITVIER. IF

MEI I'M AN

THIS WORLD IS

ONLY

MUST
FREVAIL I
.

TOGETHE R I

attack of pneumonia at the age
of 7 weeks and had had to be
several

THE SPIRIT OF
BROTHERLY LOVE

IRIS WORLD

"Your son is a mongoloid.'
This is what a doctor told the
mother of a 3 sear -old boy.
The child had had a severe
revived

LISTEMI toe'Re
ALL BROTHERS ILI

CHILD!

O011.4 70 SURVIVE,

RICHT?

"i

4.11

iik

difil

b

P

..).

.041t

.041/112/i k Ifr. ..4.. Ii

ii

.:S4CP., a

I' WI at NM .

....

7.17

times.

The
mother wonders whether this

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

could have caused brain damage as her son doesn't learn
very well

His mental deficiency is (he
result of his mongolism rather
than his pneumonia. Mongol-

THE BORN LOSER

ism, which occurs once in
every 1,800 births in women
under 25 years of age, and

somewhat oftener in those, who

are older: is now believed 'to
be due to damage to the chro-

Presses!",

in

germ

the

5 ' - the

cells

that formed the child. There is
now

strong

evidence

that

heavy exposure of the Mother

to X ray s or working around
radar equipment by the father
is

the cause of the chromoo-

mal damage The disease must,
therefore, be considered congenital but not herediatry as
it is not carried forward
generation after generation.

t

Although all mongoloids are`
retarded

mentally
there is a wide range of %rads-.
tion in their intelligence quotients -from 20 to 70. Those
with an IQ over 45 can be
somewhat

CAPTAIN EASY
FINE: WELL LEAVE OUR CAR
7EAH...ITS
HERE AND TAKE THEM BY
THEIR CAR
SURPRISE:
TRACKS INTO
TH' WOODS,

ALONG THE HIGHWAY well MENTION
THE UFO WE SAW HOVERING OVER THIS
WOODS. AY TOMORROW. MANY WILL OD
BOASTING THAT THEY CAW IT, TOOL

w11..NOW I Sas n114041.

MOW THAIREES1

LISTEN. ROAN DRAG THIS 1-90
AcKOSS 'MS TMIt,l
A HEAR

EASY!

'1

pain in

a

ALLEY OOP
my

It IS worse when I get
What
tired
I don't smoke.
could cause the pain and what
chest

treatment is best?
A --Chest pain

have

many causes since it may originate in the skin, nerves,' muscles, ribs, heart, large blood
pleura
vessels,
lungs,
the

which covers the lungs and even
the liver, gall Wader' or, upper

loops

of

th0

intestines. -

When the cause is not obvious
,a thorough examination to discover it

is

usually necessary.,

EN

nickname (pl.)

18 Bind

20 Permit to
publish

21 Nuisance
24 Sea bird
26 Snake
28 Bard
30 Cents (ab.)
31 Goddess of
dawn
1
2 13 4

to the
editor

25 Donkey (Ger.)
27 Slip by
29 Frozen
substance
32 Army, priest

L

A

I-

WON'T REMEMEER ANYTHING OF
THEIR AS'AnclAIKSV.WITH U9
AND THE TIME,
ACHINE?
.

LA

0 et 0

1

u

a

N

1k4

32 Writing
46 Wooer
implement
47 Special edition
33 Medical group 48 Chairs
(ab.)
49 Raced
34 Identification of 50 Mars (comb.
a kind (2 words) form)
36 Italian river
52 Spanish river

38 Small pastry -55 Number
42 Less hard

57 Hail!

60 Freudian term

44 Desire (coll.)
5

2

6

8

7

9

3

10

11

4

I

6

15

1

18

.. -

_..

9

40 Burmese wood 23

sprite
41 Cotton cloth

1

pts

24

r

43 Viewer .
45 Positive
32 33 134
electrodes
49 Bargain event
7
51 Examination
53 Cutting tool
40
54 Publish
56 Twice (prefix)
43 44
57 Sweetsop genus

58 Even (poet)

59 Telegraph
61 Heraldic green 64
62 Female deer
63 Scent
68
64 Ages
DOWN,.

S

AO
I

1

NOV MEAN WHEN THEY WAKE UP
FROM THAT HYPNOTIC SLEEP, THEY

.

may

M.

Ala o

M

11 Masculine

the --

Yi

MI

feature
10 French river

Albania
37 Come forth
39 Gentlemen of

tion in some victims until they
started school but it can now
have

23

L

9 Newspaper

35 Strait between
Italy and

, even elementary arithmetic.
Until recently it has been
hard to recognize this condi-

Q -I

9 New, as news
(slang)
12 Musical quality
13 Emanation
14 Before
15 Cavity
16 Milligram (ab,)
17 Editorial
position
19 Compass point
20 Grating sound
2 Roman date

(coll.)

taught to care for themselves.
Some learn to read fairly well
but none arc able to master

be detected much earlier.

3 Small creek
4 Golf term
5 Key fruit
6 Sturdy boats
7 Correlative of
either
8 Dance step

ACROSS

1 Prepare for
print

mosomes

Answer to Previous .Puzzle

Journalism

62

1 Feminine name
.
2Lorua

pm

26

Il
to

41

i47--148

ilLm
6;

1

-

Brates Fall 8-6

Title Chances Hurt

rook 9 Routs
Team 8-2

o
e

BY BOB CASTERLINE
The walls came tumbling down last night around the
title hopes of the Mount Prospect American Legion
Junior baseball team.

The Prospectors went into their home -field make-up
game with Northbrook all knotted up atop the standings
with the Brookers, but let the big one get away, 8-2.

Thus, with three games still to be played in league
action, Northbrook holds a one -game lead ov4r Mount
Prospect, sporting a 13-2 record to Prospect's 12-1

MOUNT PROSPECT plays

tonight and Ar-

Evanston

at

lington Heights Friday A Mongame

day

is

with

scheduled

Park Ridge Blue but may nut
be played if the league title is
Northbrook Northbrook has a game
tonight with-Palatine, a till
clearly

clinched

by

tomorrow with Glenview, and
slated

is

to

end

the

season

Friday against Evanston

D Thorne was the victim
nine -hit Northbrook at-

J

of a

tack last night, but wasn't really

hit hard Most of the hits were
bunts

or

To Orioles Nine

Texas

Leaguers,

which, coupled with walks and

errors,
tallies.

to

led

winners'

the

Thorne- walked
fanned five, but four errors befour

and

hind him hurt his effort.

A fifth -inning single by George Bauers brought home Jack
Gatto with the winning run last night as the Orioles tripped the
Braves 8-6 in the Pony A Division of the Mount Prospect Boys'
Misch:ill Association.

Jim Denpker 'pitched a four -hitter for the winners, and hit a
two -run double in his own behalf, Greg Swanson, one of four
Braves mound workers, was tagged with the loss.

Braves now stand 3-9.

Mount Prospect coach, thought
loss was not to be pinpointed on any one factor, "We
the

played bad ball all the way,"
he said: "There's not much to

.

say - we let down 'alter they
got to us for three runs in the
first inning, and we just didn't
play good baseball. They just

.

hfoitura dtonubsplearakndtbweitsotwrioolo-

HE FANNED five and walked

beat us," he said.

nfeonipsseeeilinnis

for Mount Prospect in yesterday's 8-2 loss to Northbrook's American Legion team. The losers had been held hitless in the first four innings by
Frank Battaglia of Northbrook. First baseman Ray Larsen of Northbrook

failed
to threaten in the second, third,

liti-BRONCO-A-competit
aw s
Former Chicago B ac
the Giants picked up their Ilth
Mariucci has been
win against two losses, beating star John

and whiffed eight.

cated the feat for the Braves.

night with Doug Tabur getting
the win.

First baseman Dave Kingman of Mow Pampa

it was all Northbrook, too, as

Ken Traversone of Mount Prospect swings and misses In last night's first place battle with Northbrook. Mount Prospect still has a chance at first place

the Big Rcd tallied twice in the

if it can regain form against Evanston tonight at Evanston.

in the

one game back of Northbrook's league leaders,
(Bob Richardson photos)

sion.

Gil's

Bulko

posted

an

Registration is open for, the

merstrom both fired 36s last
night to tic for low gross honors in the Mount Prospett

Standard in the Waycinden Area
Boys' Baseball Senior Divi-

Mark Greenberg picked up
the win on a one -hitter, which
the winners' eighth -win
against three losses.
was

a 2-9 season record.
In' Junior Division

day Night Division.

ware 7-1/2 - 2-1/2, and Carter Music Store dumped Kee-

a

Thunderbird Bowl stayed on
top of the league standings with

a 6-1/2 - 3-1/2 win over Kir-

Suburban Heating knocked off
Shop
pitcher

Barber
Sportsman's
3-I behind winning
Gary Smogolski.

THE COURSE is
all

Busse-Biermann

Hard-

Range
Illinois
Last -place
caught fire and whipped Willie

Lumber
band anedr
K t nFg's Garl
-rde
i/2n
den

/u2

Cen-

ter beat Moler's Barber Shop

Prospect

7-3.

Construe -

Kirchhoff Ins.
Wille Lumber
Moler's Barbers
Carter Music
Illinois Range

-

chhoff Insurance, while Mount
Electric

Const.
Keefer's Phar.
Kersting's
Busse-Biermann

fer's Pharmacy 6-4.

SP RTS

Good Deal
As Our Car
Insurance
A State Farm
Homeowners

Sports on T.V.

Polley, Call
Me Today!

RG

Phone

5:55

2554535

IN Needs no

MEL DAHL

primer for most

of '66 Sebring, ch. 32.
9 p.m. Wrestling, ch, 26.
9
p.m. Professional Prizefighting, Griffith vs. Arthur,
ch. 32.

Mt. Prospect

TATS FARM
aw emote oer
mow,

twists

$765

1$8.25

GALLON!

NtiOnieg

.411 WIN MM. MOO

MUM QUART OF POURETI
During our "Time to Paint" Sal,
paintwill be given free
one quart of
of each gallon of
with the purchase
MOORGAR D -Latex House Paint.

quart" from any of

e
the foltowfu9 preAuct

PRIMER MOOROAND
MOORIN11111
NORM ENAMEL PAINT
PORCH & RAOR
Choosayour 'free

mum.

MOORE'S HOUSE

6 Monday -through -Friday. In

addition to all gymnastics apparatus

I .HT

62

PAINTS & WALLPAPER
500 W. NORTHWEST H.WY..
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.
PHONE CL5-5777.

school,

the

the

able for those who wish to use

57-1/12

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

them.

52
51

DO YOU
NEED

THE THREE-WEEK course

49-1/4

costs

49._

fee.

48
38
38

$8.50,

plus

a

SI

towel

Registration can be com-

pleted through Coach Walthouse
or in rOdm 101 at the school.

Monday by drubbing second -

Tourney Opens
In Watch City

Haire
7-1/2 - 1/2.

GALA XI E

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

CORTINA

$2000
$3000
$4000

FALCON '

MUSTANG

'E
R

with 16 of Illinois' top hard-

ust.

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

PLAN YOUR VACATION

RENT A STATION WAGON
SPECIAL RATES

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. RENT-Aii'
ARLINGTON -HOTS., ILL;

CIL 9 -3141
.

NITRE; AND tElUbiDAy

CL 5-9889

BUD'S

-PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts
Do It Yourself Or We Install

Price & Compare
-THEN CALL

,,CL 544799

The Northwest Suburb's
Only Professional Theatre

COMING:

OR MORE

Pitzen Movers, as
one -under -par 35's.

FOR ANY
REASON?

each fired

Take an Months
To uv To Pay

MIKE
SPINELLO
also
' SKOKIE VALLEY Drywall Cracked par with a 35 but his
took over the runner-up. spot Graft Builders teammates fell
from Haire with an 8-0 con- to rapidly -improving Busse

ball squads battling for a berth
in the National Baseball Congress finals in Wichita in Aug-

the Elgin Jaycees.

Home

Funeral

place

Tike 31st annual Illinois Non Pro Baseball ' Tournament opens today at Elgin's Wing Park

The tourney is sponsored by

at low rates'froin..
CO..

at

course 'also makes weights and
the school's outdoor track avail-

Peters and Company, padded. eagle of the season. Schwerin
*its Old Orchard Golf Scratch and Bob Moore led Burrow
League lead to 9-1/2 points Chevrolet to a 6-2 win over

Page 6

and again from July 20-23.

GEORGE .POOLE C&73ce
LC:

1966

cludes games each night at 6
p.m. and 8:30 through July 16,

rent a new '66
FAIRLA4E

OM OM nowt

offered two

is

hours daily from " 4 p.m. until

Peters & Co. Crushes
Haire in Golf League

July 13,

The tournament schedule in-

,

R2G.

NFL

8:30 p.m. Auto Racing, films

Central Rd. & N.W. Hwy.

repainting
Resists blistering, fumes,
alkali, mildew
easily, dries In
II Brushes
minutes and toolS clean
quickly in soapy water
brick, metal,
Paints wood,
concrete-even when surfaces are damp

TODAY
p.m. Football,

highlights, ch. 32.
8 p.m. Yacht sailing, ch. 32.

259-3264

PAINT
Low Lustre LATEX HOUSE

seniors,

students.

' II

Coati

open to
School

The three-week session that
ended last Friday enrolled 38
Wednesday,

Works wonders in One

in

District 214 who are incoming

The loss was pinned on Ron
Stiff.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
SPECIAL "FREE QUART" OFFER

residing

boys

freshmen, graduating
or high school aged.

STANDINGS
72
Thunderbird Bowl
'68 2/3
Krute's
64
Licht's Paint
Mt. Pros. Elec.

trim-

med

six -stroke
handicap,
earned
low net honors with a 30.

action,

KRUSE'S TAVERN

Twilight Golf League's TuesHAMMERSTROM, with

Bob Cook absorbed the defeat for Pete's, which now has

Paint

15-Business Personals

Coach Tom Walthouse.

The course
Licht's

dumped
Store 8-2.

a single game.

at Arlington High School undcr

Two Share Low Gross
In Twilight Golf Loop
Glen Adams and Art Ham- non

Koufax, Los Angeles
Dodger pitching ace who holds
the lifetime record for most
games pitched with 10 or more
strikeouts, turned in his best,
performances in 1959 when he
struck out 18 San Francisco
Giants and in 1962, when he
struck out 18 Chicago Cubs in

second three-week session of
gymnastics instruction offered

8-0

triumph last night over Pete's

LOS ANGELES (UPI) Sandy

Opens For
3 Weeks

seventh.

.

Scintilladng Sandy

Gym Class

NORTHBROOK retaliated in
the next inning with a run on a
single and two bunt singles that
made the score 4-I. From there

scoops up a grounder and prepares to race for the
bag for a put-out in last night's 8-2 loss to Northbrook. Mount Prospect is now t-12-3 for the year,

U.S. squad. Williamson was an
All-American wing for the. University of Minnesota.

The Orioles beat the Sox 174 in the Bronco B Division last

inning, but the score stood 3-1.

Gil's Bulko Is
8-0 Winner

sity of Minnesota icemen.

BILL CARLY tripled for
Murray Williamson has been
the Giants and Larson dupli- named general manager of the

napping. A fly ball ended the

a walk to Jim Gumz, and an

1967

United States national hockey
team and the _1968 U.S. Olympic hockey team. Mariucci
was at one time the only AmLosing hurler Bob Bostrom erican born player in the Natgave up- five hits and II walks ional -Hockey League. He was
formerly coach of the UniverBill Hartmann got the win
on a. three - hitter, allowing one
walk while fanning seven. It
was his eighth straight win.

and 'second, and Thorne scored
on an error by Battaglia.
Battaglia recovered his composure on thb play, though, and
fired a strike , to third base
where Manderscheid was caught

error.

appointed coach of the

the Braves 8--2.

Tom Lundstcdt's fly to right
sacrificed both runners to third

Mount Prospect's second run
came in the bottom of the seventh on a single by Dive Kingman,

Name Ice Coach

plate.

scheid on first.

sixth and twice again

thtacke,

and going three -for -four at the

mares off doe bag la the photo.

Battaglia kept the Prospectors___ and -fourth -innings.
hitless through four inningiMount Prospect, though, was
fore Dave Robinson opened the, equally ineffective, going down
bottom of the fifth with'a single.
in order in the first three inBefore he. finished, Battaglia
nings except for a walk after
,gave up two more singles, and
two outs in the third.
walked four and funned as many.
FINALLY, IN the fourth
primary -concern
Thorne's
inning, Prospect made noises
was his slider, which just wasn't
an awakening giant, even
working.' "I just didn't have like
though they didn't get a hit.
it." said the blondAsaired bur- Thorne walked to open the inning and went to second on an.
error that put Tom Mander-

victory.k

wereth

get- triples from Dan , Lundin and
th?
ting a home run and a double Doug Miller.

Dave Robinson (left) leads off first base I after his fifth -inning single broke
the Vice

Brookers

The

bit: -ecn arrodust e to

'KeefeYankeewaats

Northbrook's three -run first
inning was the result of a walk,
singles.

game's only extra-- basehiti:

.

. The Orioles tallied IT -Tuns
IN BRONCO Majors action, in the fifth inning to clinch
the Orioles stunned the Yank- their win.
ees 10-3 four their fourth win
Tim Hales came on in re of the year against nine de- lief and led the Cardinals to a
feats.
6-3 win over the. Dodgers in
Chuck Holroyd -fanned eight the Bronco B Division last
en route to the vein. Dan Kobus' night.

HIS BROTHER, Mark, the

two errors, and two pitty-pat

'WINNING PITCHER Frank

'

The win left the Orioles, with
MARK KEAN tripled and
a -7-5 season record, while the. Ray Rentall doubled for the

"When it's working it's
my best pitch, and I depend
on it," he groaned after the "
game,
Icr,

'

quest of Miles and , Miles.
John Keeley led the Skokie
crew with a 36.

WE

Flowers 5-3. Despite the set third place, while Busse moved
into the fifth spot.
Bob Lee's 37 sparked Arling-

SPECIALIZE
IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

Bill Schwerin put 'on the eve- ton Realty to a 4-1/2 - 3-1/2

ning's top individual perform- cliff-hanger over L -Nor Cleanance when he carded the fourth ers, and Baird and Warner
topped Nelson Realty 5-1/2 -

Three -run Rally
Wins Ball Game

TEAM STANDINGS

A three -run outburst in the
third inning brought the Waycindcn-Mount

Plaines,

baseball

from

team

a

#2
1-0

deficit to a 3-I lead last night::

He fanned five and walked two.

Bruce Wilburschicd doubled
the third -inning rally, driv-

ing home two runs. Jim Hoffman went
the winners.

three -for -four

Peters & Co.
Skokie Valley
Drywall
Graft Builders
Haire Funeral

61

Home
Busse Flowers

48
47
46 1/2
44

51

1/2

39 1/2
35 1/2

Miles & Miles

34

Nelson Realty

22 1/2

Coming Up

Country Club
1111 Al RI /HI SIADRAN1

"CRITICS
CHOICE"
A New Comedy By Ira. Levin,

----

CALL TODAY

,255-5060
Henriksen

44

L -Nor Cleaners
Pitzen Movers
-

for

MONTHLY'PAYMENT,

50

,Arlington Realty
Baird & Warner
purrow Chevrolet

ting the win .on a two-hittcr.

PAY ONLY ONE

Points

Team

clinching a win in the rally.
The Waycinden nine went
on to a 5-I triumph, with
right-hander Jim Divito get-

in

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE:

2-1/2.

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect
I

WEDNESDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS
Legion Baseball

Arlingtbn at Morton Giove, 6

Last Week: "PAM IS ALL"
Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:30
Sunday at 7:30
Box. Office Opens Daily 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Reservations B Mall Or Phone CL 9-5400

:PeFICE HOURS:

Mt. 'Prospect at Evanston, 6 Hours- Weekdays 9 a:m.to
Park Dlatriet Swimming
Elmhurst vs. Arlington' at
Recreation Park, ip.m.

5:30 'p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.ln. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
.
We are licensed and regulated

by the State of Illinois.

ME DAY

.

Wednesday, July 13, 1966

$

CALL TODAY

255-7200

ONLY

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

WHICH
DAY

14-Pirsonals

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

4 grave lot in Last Supper.

Responsible for bills made by;

-

Painters wanted to work in

6/10/66. Orville W. Haywood

WANTED.

13-lost,And Found

500 *LADIES, GIRLS.

Let's fight the proposed U-

FOUND

IS

1 plain black dog near Rand burst area, - very, lovable.

BEST?

About

14 -Personals

(]WEDNESDAY

to Rand Golf, Milwaukee
Euclid, or Touhy Caldwell.

JOIN, JOIN, JOIN
THE ANGELSTO FIGHT
INFLATION 'AND INJUSTICES

Excellent opportunity for experienced maintenance man.

Dues 501 mo., Refreshment
For Free Information, Write

man area needs 7:30 AM ride

P. 0. Box

557

Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortu-

Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.,
IC .5-6650
3924782

nately there is no best day
to advertise. Each day new
wants arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy

sitter available for evenings
after 7 PM. Vicinity of Mt.
1

day to start and every day is

the best day to advertise.

Full Time man for return dept.

(Permanent) 40 hr.week.Paid
vacation. Profit Sharing plan
available. Apply in person..
Affiliated Book Distributors
415 N. Wolf Rd.

department
is now open

CLASSIFIED

Prospect. 255-4580: _
Day work wanted. Reliable.
References. 467-8179.
24 -Help Wanted Men

The DAY classified

CALL YOUR

Wheeling
537-0554
RELAY DRIVER

for business.

REPRESENTATIVE

p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

OFFICE HOURS:

TODAY

1:30

10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

8:30 A. M.

255-7200

Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
393-1630

until 5:00 P. M.

BUSINESS
Service Directory
Let us help, make your...DAY!

For

HOMES CLEANED

Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots.
busine4 areas, resurfacing
'

coating I

Exp Qual Workmanship
7 dayte a week service
Work -Guar Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

estimate
Open
hour,. 7 days a week.

Tree Service -lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE. SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting
. Topping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed
Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect .;

529.7774

low

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper's, Tiling. Free
CL 3.7384

cost, free estimate
562-2991

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
Quality work at reasonable
prices

824-2865

Screens & storms painted.

RUG & CARPET CLEANwork,

Residential & Commercial

QUALITY PAINTING
SERVICE
Free estimates.

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

Expert

&

Pamting-Decorahng

PHONE 439-1794

Individualized

styling,

824-9530'

Randhurst.

guaranteed
Free Estimates
_kali Time Professional

de-

255-0348

Suburban
Decorators

People
259-5066

BARON TREE SERVICE
;Free Estimates
529-6587

-

Interior and exterior quality

painting.

KELLY'S

esti-

Free

TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Removal

mates.
Cement Work

358-4882

PATIO BLOCKS

2x8x
Each -Plain

Radio -TV Repair

16

20c -Colors

-- FREE ESTIMATES

25c

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See arid Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

RAY'S

'BY machine. No mess, no
streaking.
Free
estimate.
Steve Mueller
HE 7-4556

,

1414 E Davis St.

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING

Immaculate work inexpenvively done by machine al-

17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts,
CL 5-5692

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

Mates 529-6587

Wall Washing

Call

Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

Serving the entire N.W.
area
Driveways: ' patios.
etc. Protective curbing for
driveways.
All
asphalt'
work guaranteed Free es-

392-7430

Storm Damaged
Antena's
14paired or ;Replaced

Now available in red, green,

Sewing Machine Repairs

sci

new

cleaning.'

-

.

Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, 53,

24 hr. phone serv.
'

894.311

-

program where you
help us devise work schedules.
unique

Work will be office house-

keeping at O'Hare Airport on
a permanent basis full or part
time. Training. with full pay
plus free' transportation is
part of the deal.

Call me today for sure and

let me know which days and
what hours you would like to

work. If I'm not -available
leave a message for me to
call.

827-4272

MR: STANLEY

:manage these retail food and
general merchandise operations.
These men will receive:
Blue Cross - Blue Shield
major medics.
Profit sharing retirement
program.
*Guaranteed salary plus
excellent bonus plan.
Opportunity to enter. sales
management with one of na-

tions leading retailer!.

*SECURITY

er or welder's helper part..

Interesting full time position
'with Excellent working.conditions. Good Starting salary

Buckeridge
Door Company

Many company benefits.V 11
train High school gradual 1.

time. Please apply in person.

ing a new type of electronic

component. This is a relative-

ly new department within a
well established firm and cap-

interview please call

MR. KING
WO 8-5220
'

426-3456

STANDARD OIL

110 Si Dryden Pl.
Arlington Heights

able men 'will advance into
responsible positions. Our
work requires precision and

man must like to work
with his hands and an alert

DIVISION OF A M ERIC

'OIL COMPANY

2201 S. Elmhurst R.,

a

WANTED:

mind. Mechanical ability, process development, trouble
shooting, layout and model

parking lot work. Canbe per-.
manent. Age not Important.

work, and some print read-

with progressive increase.

Part time helper
for maintenance, janitor and

At corner of Touh,
Des Plaines, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity'
.

Apply

Employer

'

ing would encompass generals ARLINGTON THEATER
duties. Related experience

helpful, but we will train an

DAY WANT ADS
individual willing to learn this
-interesting-procedure:- Good -` -GET RESULTS
starting rate, quarterly wage
reviews, profit sharing and
insurance program are part

24 -Help Muted Men

24-ifelp Wanted Men

of excellent fringe benefits
available. 3C9a21-3500 apply in

person to

Machinists -Grinders
Lathe Operators

METHODE
MANUFACTURING

Experienced men able to 'make own setups.
Openings for trainees as well. Excellent
fringe benefits, steady work with overtime.

1700 Hicks Road
Rol ling Meadows

Telephone Mr. McGrath at 358-5800.

PROGRAMMER -1401
We are an expanding and

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

growing company in the electronic and automotive Indus-

,

try in need of a qualified

HOFFMAN ESTATES

programmer' with exper-

24 -Help Muted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

the technique -of manufactur-

TERMINAL MAN :

man familiar with woodworking tools. Steady. ALSO weld-,

ried men between 23-45 to

To arrange for confidential

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

need for three
We have
men with, a .desire to learn

TIONS. We will need 2 mar-

ience in 1401 operations for
at least 1 to 2 years. Seeking an Individual with programming experience with a
manufacturing concern.
Random access knowledge
is a prerequisite.

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER

Job offers excellent and pro-

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

gressive employee benefits
advancement opportunities,

ROTATING SHIFT WORK

and fine modern new working
conditions.

Outstanding career opportunity for candidate with minimum

If you are an individual with

and work simplification. B. S., degree in industrial engineering or equivalent.

Men with at least High School education to operate Pilot
Plants in Research Organization. Shift bonus paid. Excellent benefits Including profit sharing. Interviews may
be taken Monday thru Saturday. Please call Mr: Cox for

LITTELFUSE
824-1188

800

Applicant should have experience doing this
type of work. Fine starting salary accompanies progressive employee benefits. If you feel
you are qualified please call Dan Sundt for
appointment.

LITTELFUSE
Des Plaines, Ill.
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
824-1188

3 years experience in Time -study, methods analysis

MART /N METALS

in calling Dan Sundt.

Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Rd.

We are in need of a man 25 - 40 with experience in supervision, machine set - up, and
handling women in production who will take

of

this type of experience and
background please feel free

UNIVERSAL OlL PRODUCTS Co..

carpet

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
WHEELING
537-2180

250 N. 12th ST.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

East Northwest Hwy.
- Des Plaines

GROWTH

SPELLS OPPORTUNITY
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
To program business applications. Experienced in IBM 1401.
SPS, 10CS, or auto coder desired. Our installation has IBM 705
(40K), 1404 (4K), 1460 (8K), 360 model 30, computers in operation. In addition there are 2 more 360's on order, 360 experience
desirable but not necessary.

ACCOUNTANT

College degree with emphasis in accounting desired. Previous
experience -desirable but not necessary. Active military obligation

TAB MACHINE TRAINEE

2nd. Shift Opening for individual who recently completed data processing course or have equivalent experience. -

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalizeHon and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

MIMM

METALS

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

250 N. 12th ST.

WHEELING
537-2180,

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

DRIVER

-

MAIL DEPARTMENT

Panel Mail Truck for our large mail department. Prior

Drive

postal experience desirable but not necessary. Must have chauffers,
license.

APPLIANCE
SERVICE
MANAGER

JANITORS.
No prior experience necessary as we wAl train in maintenance of our
building. College students seeking summer employment are welcome.
Evening hours.

BENEFITS:

*7. 1/2 HR. -DAY

*PROFIT SHARING
*MAJOR MEDICAL
* RETIREMENT PLAN

*DISABILITY INSURANCE
-

*PAID VACATIONS
*CAFETERIA
*AIR-CONDITIONED,
BUILDING

* LIFE INSURANCE

FOR -LAKE COUNTY'S LARGEST
APPLIANCE STORE.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY,
FULL COMPANY BENEFITS,
SEND COMPLETE RESUME

BOX 1030

-

'

YOUZ1 FIND It IN rlx

DAY PUBLICATIONS

YrNiii LS-

217 SO. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

1.

y

method

456-5404

Sew. Mach. Repairs
,

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING.
& REMOVAL

signing & alttrations. Near

Insured & all work

ings are still unfilled in our

side carpi:der -- or will train

should be satisfied.

You name it - We haul it

259-0141

24

Lake Zurich

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber branches
furniture - anything

Pool's Landscaping
Complete landscaping
Maint. Call for free est.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for

Name Your Own Hours

The original division of Jewel
Tea Co. currently serves over
one, million homemakers from
Maine to California. In 1966
we plan to expand our Suburban and CHICAGO OPERA-

Trash Hauling

landscaping

Driveway-, and parking lot?.

Trucks

Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166

239-0487

DON'S BLACKTOP

-

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Cantos Mtr.. Sales

WINDOW. & FLOOR
CLEANING

:37-8228

free

Rt. 12 & 22

Call 373-6880
Alton's. Quality

old blacktop. repair & seal

ING

Used Car,.

100 To Chow.: from
1.&S Motor Sale

couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed: floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
thoroughly
cleaned.
All
Suburbs..

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

outlined for a department.

Transporation

CLEANING HOMES by
,

-

.

over the direct responsibility and duties as

824-2865

General Cleaning

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving

392-1830

A SECURE CAREER

824-1155

Call 255-1200
Blacktop Work

MEN WANTED

for Sunday morning work,4:20
to 8:30. 'Call
MT. PROSPECT

Des Plaines Ill.

RUBBISH REMOVAL

ADVERTISING

373-6880

field work. Experience preferred though. not necessary.
Age 18 to 25. CL 5-4090.

appointment. '

,Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

t

-Drivers for ice.cream truck.
Mtist be over 18. Excellent
income for right man. Call
CL 3-1903.
after 5 p.m.
Land Surveyor's assistant for

NEWS AGENCY

A limited number of jobopan-

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

NOTICE

APPLY PERSONNEL

-

WANTED -- Experienced in-

a

Northwest
Mechanical Design
-3peclALEqulgmenS_ __ Community -Hospital
Auto. Elec. Controls,
Pilivt Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

sults. From experience we
know tomorrow is the best

after orientation.

Arlington Heights, Ill. 60006

El FR I DAY

their wants. We recommend
you start your ad tomorrow
and cancel when you get re-.

Will be assigned 2nd shift

358-1311 or 259-

Project.

11 -Business Services

392-7572

THURSDAY

MAINTENANCE
MAN

CL 3-4777.

Young Woman living in Brick -

259-5300, Ext. 42

tion Tax, State Income Tax,
other Tax.

2' high and wore no

TUESDAY

time. Stabstantlal starting
rate. Night bonus, paid vacations,--medical benefits and
job security. Call

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANTS

Steady

Heights.

Arlington

.

High School District 214. Full

tility Tax, Sales Tax, Occupa-

collar. Call Cl 3-1735
Free kittens, very, cute. Call

MONDAY

CUSTODIANS

myself only. As of this date

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

3 -Cemeteries (& Lots(

section, Memory Gardens.1/2
price. Call PA 4-6170.

DAYS

PURE OIL' COMPANY
A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

PALATINE, ILL.-

200 E. GOLF RD,
.

LA 9-7700

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLbVER

Wednesday, _July .13,1966

TEACHERS -COLLEGE
ertrDENTEr
OTHERS
'

24 -Help Wanted Men

.24=Ife1p Wanted. Men

TOOL & DIE

GENERAL WAREHOUSE
Due to- expansion we have

EARN UP TO $100

MODEL WORK

several openings in our order
packing department and our
assembly department. Experience not necessary: Good

We have a need for men who
are capable of performing

profit sharing. Excellent,
working conditions. Call Mr.
Marquard

who can easily adapt to our

starting salary, merit raises,

tooling, machining, model and.
layout print reading etc.,Very.
diversified work requires men

routine and can operate

variety of machine tools.
Overtime available, good

reviews,. profit sharing. Call
or apply in person to

NOTICE
:lab/nations as to sex in
o r Help Wanted and Em-

Jack Rhind
992-9500

t which ah employer regards as reasonably nec.
rt.(

of

business

his

them know which
positions the advertiser

to

let

believes would be of more
interest -to- one' -sot than:the

other because of the work
involved, Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

preference,

28 -.Employment Agencies -Women

OFFICE POSITIONS

FREE -$300 to $625'

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hgts..

CL 9-4003"

limitation,

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

'specification or discrimination in employment practices.

16-Help Wanted Men Or Women

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

GIRL FRIDAY

of Plastic Products
OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleasant workiqg concrt's

Paid rest periods

Free Life Insulance

Paid Holidays

Steady employment

Free Hospitalization
Bonus for night work
Apply 9-5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

General Molded Products Inc.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

1365 Lee Street
.124-6135

.

Des Plaines, Illinois
774-5155

An Equal Opportunity Employer

will train you as receptionist,
to greet patients, ans. phone,
schedule appts., light typing,
nee aPpearaneaatirl-willingnese to learn qualify. $90
wk. to start, raise In 90 days
when trained. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade
774-9393

Prominent travel bureau is
opening three more neighbor-

hood travel centers. You'll
learn to talk to travelers, map
our tours, suggest vacation
sites, then type up the ticket.
Neat appearance aid nice
personality required. To $400
a month. Free.
Miss Paige
774-9399
7205 N. Meade

BEAUTICIAN

Join A Profit Sharing Company

Join

AMPEX
INTERV IEW ING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm

Licensed beautician wanted.
Full or pad time. Salaryplus
commission.

The following positions are now, available for men and
women in our new plants

JUN IOR PLANNER
Experience in procurement of parts or realted items and

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERVICE TECHNICIAN
The person selected for this position will be servicing all
inplant recording equipment.

weight nylon goods. Good

PART TIME

rate. Fine insurance program. Paid Holidays and
vacation. Five day Week -

Typists

8 to 4:30.

Stenos

IsrARDIATE WORT{

Secretaries
Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

Friendly group of people
would ,like to have you come
' work with them in a pleasant
see us.
place. Come

$10 BONUS

F.H.BONN COMPANY
(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

$75 BONUS
Top Rates

.WOMAN

Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

ASSEMBLERS
No experience necessary as we will train.

ELECTRIC IAN
Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.'

Call Jane Nelson

CL 9-4315
.

COCK ROBIN
920 W. Northwest Highwa/

Will train personable married

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in,

Arlington Heights

chides Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet!
people. CaU collect 453-9510,

GENERAL OFFICE.

ORCHID CLEANERS

Insurance company in Cumberland area has permanent
positions available. No experience required. If you can
type 30 wpm, energetic and

24 N. Main, Mt. frodiect,
GolfH. Des Matadi.

for many company benefits 'such as

*Profit sharing
*Early seniority in
*Good starting rates. new plants.
*Regular wage
*Tuition paid
increases
*Employee'discoutits
*Paid 2 week vacEton purchase of corntions after one year .pany prOducts. _
service.
*Promotional oppor*_Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance
-

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

AMPEX
2201 Landmely Road, Elk Grove Village

Phone 437-5800
-Located between Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

GENERAL OFFICE

Young woman 25 to 35 for

general clerical work. Figure
aptitude. Full time. 8 to

5 PM steady. Schaumburg
location. Call for appotntmeat.
Citizens Utilities Co.
of Illinois
LA 9-1709

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTIONIST
School Administration Office
Experienced Typist. 12
months. Excellent fringe
benefits. Call Mrs. Meyers
HE 7-1000.

SALAD LADY
6.30 aim. to 3 p.m.
Mature lady to work in the preparation of salads ,and
other lite foods for patients
and staff. No experience
needed. Work in pleasant surroundings of new food preparation area.

APPLY PERSONNEL

296-6661

typing. Modern new building
and many company benefits.

flee work, we can give you
es few or -as many days as

COOALLVACV

011 OTTJ AK LIA LAM ILLVIOIS L17

Doebber VA 7-5557.

'Phone 439-1100

PREFERRED

POLK BROS.

STENOGRAPHER

98 N. Dryden

For High School District 0214.
Interesting position. Work

close to home. Fringe benefits. Call
259-5300, Ext. 37

Arl. Market

B1:fitness Service Corp.

lier, 5, 6, or 7 afternoons per
week. Pleasant working conditions. Good starting salary.

Legal Sect'y. Arlington Hts.
Office. Experience preferred. OL 5-6500,

Apply Manager. 992-9993.
-

SECRETARY

CLERICAL

Our President needs a secretary. whose typing and sten- Full time for High School
ographic abilities are of the District #214. Work close to
highest quality, who is also -home; pleasant surroundings,
capable of writing a good neat fringe benefits. Call
259-5300, Ext. 37
letter herself: Pleasant, modern offide.- Comprehensive Beeline Fashions has openings
benefit program. 5 day week. for women who enjoy party
Hrs. 9 to 5.
plan selling'. No investment
-delivery. Free Samples.
If you believe you qualify, call or
Car and phone necessary.
Mrs. Cox at 255-0300 for more
CALL 497-1021
information about this interesting opportunity.
PROOF MACHINE
ARNAR-STONE LA1313:-; INC.

MACH INE

Experienced Waitresses

Part time and full time

FULL TIME

FIRST ARLINGTON
NATIONAL BANK

SECRETARY
INSURANCE OFFICE

CAMPBELL AND DUNTON
253-1360

5 day week, fringe benefits.

Downtown Arlington Heights.
TYPISTS

STENOS

Temporary or Part Time

Apply

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows,

WANT ADS

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.,
Arlington Heights

Secretary - Good typist, no
shorthand. Pleasant working

.

16-Help Wanted Men Or Women

,"

SECRETARY

Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

For small office 5 day week.
Interesting work. Good salary
and company benefits. 4370772

Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

DENTAL ASSISTANT

MACH INE DESIGNER

Must be neat, personable, eager to learn, and enjoy working
with people. No experience
necessary. Reply in your own
handwriting. Box 1031 Day
Publications,- 117 S. Main
Street, M. P.

Young man with knowledge of gears, cama, linkages and
mechanisms.

MA I NTENANCE MECHAN IC
Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

Full time in Mt. Prospect.

Full or part time. Day or night shift. Prefer experience

CLERK -TYPIST

ACCOUNTANT

Due to expansion we have one

To assume position in cost accounting. Prefer 1 to 3 years
experience in public accounting or manufacturing.

439-7310

8434.

SECRETARY

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Marquard.

Conditions. Loop office.RA 6-

OPPORTUNITIES

To quality control manager.
Excellent opportunity for a
personable young lady to
work for the manager of the
quality control department.
Position offers interesting
and varied work in pleasant
Applicants
surroundings.
with above average typing
and shorthand preferred.

CALL JIM CARO
BETWEEN

5577 Northwest Hwy.

a biller typist.
Good starting salary, merit
raises, profit sharing. Exc-

opening for

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic
company in the challenging field of packaging. Contact
Personnel Dept.'for further information.

439-7310

An equal opportunity employer

ASSEMBLERS
Immediate openings for perinanent full time
jobs on any shift.

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacationgAnd holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life inst'rance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

Interesting positions avail-

able for alert young women

who would enjoy working on
assembly of small electronic
parts. Work in clean, air conditioned research laboratory

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Temp.

OFFICE WORKERS
Most Daysies Won't Tell
But Arlington Daysie
says STWERS is

.

on our APOLLO SPACE PROGRAMS. Some experience

preferable but not essential.
Special training course pro-

vided for qualified applicants..

WONDERFUL.

We offer many progressive

Work Days,
Weeks or Months

starting pay, paid vacation,
free life insurance, optional
medical hospital & surgical.
insurance. 8 paid holidays,
,etc.
Please come in

. Top Rates
CONVENIENT

LOCATIONS

or call for appt.
AC RONET ICS
AEROSPACE
General Time Corp.

Lifesavers, Inc.
Randhurst Center

1200 HICKS RD.

392-192C
Room 03

Prot. Level
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

including excellent

benefits

ROLLING MEADOWS

CL 9-0740
An equal opportunity employe

FULL OR PART TIME

COCK ROBIN INC.
1495 Rand Road

Des Plaines,

CLERICAL
FULL AND PART TIME
Variety of positions offering good salary, patient, public
and professional contact. Choice of shift and hours. No skills
necessary but typing, helpful.

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
WHEELING.
250'N. 12th ST.
.

800 W. Central Rd.

CL 9-1000

Arlington Heights

537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

WAITRESSES

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

IBM MACHINE OPERATOR

LAB,TECHNICIAN.
Will assist senior chemist in 'project work. Interest in_

-Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement.

EA 7-9660,

PRECISION'
ASSEMBLY

APPLY PERSONNEL

MA IV '77IV ME TWA Z. Si

Experience in operating and wiring II3M tabdating equipment desirable.

chemistry or allied sciences desirable: HighSchool graduate
with '1 year of college or equivalent night school.

255-4691.

NORTWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

LEHIGH 7-1100
AN. EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
6 months to 2 years experience desirable.

Heavy duty, good condition.
$20. 255-7073.
Swing set with slide $10.
Child's Pixie bike with training wheels $10. Toro reel
riding mower $35.. National
cash register. 1 yr. old. $95.

30-Help Wanted-Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

WHEELING, ILL.

To drive company station wagon, pickup and deliver messages and packages. Must have accident freedriving record,
be reliable and dependable. Will operate multilith machine
part time.

Window Fan. Sears. 2 speeds.

From 5 P.M. until closing - Pleasant working conditions.
Uniforms furnished. Advancement opportunities. Call 2995260 after II A.M. for appointment.

VARO

CUSTODIAN
Experience in custodial duties desirable.

washer, trumpet.

825-6712

763-6700

VARO OPTICAL

ellent working conditions.
Call Mr. Marquard

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.

Dl. 8-6800
For Sale. Couch, 2 matched

30-Help Wanted-Women

EXCELLENT SALARY;

8:15 a.m. & 5 p.m.

Positions offer excellent starting salaries,periodic increases,

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cafeteria & large

GIRL FOR WORK
IN CLEANING STORE
AT ARLINGTON

NIKE BASE.

starting salary. Merit raises.
Profit sharing. Excellent
working conditions. Call Mr.

LADIES' SAMPLE CLOTHES
10% off Wholesale

clothing,

opportunities,
Challenging
days, weeks, months.

PERMANENT
'POSITION.

in above positions.
Frequent wage reviews & ex- GENERAL WAREHOUSE
cellent fringe benefits.
expansion
we
have
Due
to
APPLY IN PERSON ORCALL
several openings in our order
992.3500
department,
and
our
filling
packaging department.ExperMETHODE MFG. CO. fence not necessary. Good

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

chairs, drapes, boy's bike,

Elaine Revell, Inc.

CL 5-4300 GUNTHER KRON

women

but a pleasant telephone voice
and ,personality are really tbe
most essential qualifications.

BOOKKEEPING
DEPARTMENT

(1 block East of Randhurst)

Cocktail and Dining Room

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

interesting job,

please come in for an interview. Classified advertising
erperience would be helpful,

----OPERATOR'

Mt. Prospect

Call Bette Rich 296-5515

Arlington Carousel

Our fast growing companyhas

If you are interested in . an

CL 9-1000

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

' OPERATORS

WE NEED YOU!

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

Mr fitynt,

Young lady over 18 for Cash-

in person to Mrs. Buckman

An equal opportunity employer

DAY PUBLICATIONS

WHEELING & HINT'S RDS.

PART. TIME
If you can do ANY kind of of -

Phone CL 3-6441

Full Time
Cashier, general offlce.Apply COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

active, phone

GENERAL OFFICE
Young. lady for general office and clerical work. Light

801 E. Kenifingtaii Rciid

NORTHWEST

OFFICE

Tnteresting
'Office Work

more information call Ethel

8608-

DRIVER - MULTILITH OPERATOR

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify

PHONE 827-1108
COUNTER CLERK

OPENINGS AT UARCO

any ambition individual.

Temporary Service

Mrs. Pecoraro

Maintaining building machines.

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

RIGHTGIRL

a hamburger and ice cream
store. We furnish uniforms.,
Call or see

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

INSPECTOR

Paid Vacations

0 -H elp Wanted -Women

0- alp Wanted -Women

you wish in this area. For

833-6013

PLUS

RESPONSIBLE

extrembly

First 5 Days Pay

With

with alfa numerical keypunch.

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

Attractive woman over 30 to
handle national firms' sales.
Approx. 3 eves. and flexible
$75 weekly. Car necessary.
For interview - Mr. Durnan

YOWL FIND LT IN THE

.

ANALYZERS

PART TIME'

AND

chines. You will sew medium

537-9730

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women.

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

knowledge of production scheduling.

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONISTS

30 -Help. Wanted -Women

Male & Female

TEMPORARY

adept it to industrial ma-

RECEPTION

Northwest Suburban doctor

.

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

CAN YOU SEW?
You bring your sewing skill:
Our people will help you

Evenings for counter work In

RADIO STA-TION

You'll learn to schedule pro26-Help Wanted Men Or Women
grams, spot announcements,
etc. Exciting atmosphere and
you'll get to meet guest stars
and celebrities. Light typing
FULL OR PART TIME
Part time -vault-aaststant---- -and-good-friendly-personality
are req's. $92.50 wk. Free
Full time savings teller
Miss Paige
Full time proof operator
774-9399
7205 N. Meade
Experience necessary
Call Mr. James or Mr.Mahon
DOCTOR'S

convenience to our readers

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

10 -Help Wanted -Women

.

100% FREE
392-6100
SHEETS, Inc.

170Q Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

or enterprise, or (2) as a

981-0569

MANUFACTURING CO,

essary to the normal opdation

pleasant and rewarding interview type work in local area
of your choosing.HighlyspenBored program approved by
PARENTS MAG., teachers,
and clergy. You will -love it!
For interview ph. Mr. Wagner.

Positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
Trainees or experienced

made only (1) to In-

d:' _ate bona. tide occupation.ualifications for employ-

PER WEEK
In your own sweet time, for

METHODE

Agency columns

p.-yment
at-

a

starting rate, frequent wage

439-7310

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

No expedence necessary, excellent paid training program.
Year round permanent employment plus merit increases.
Many employee benefits.
The above important po-sltions offer the satisfaction of working with people. Only those seeking year round secure permanent employment need apply. Choice of shifts after train-

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS
We are now intervitAving neat, attractive young ladies between the ages of 18-35 for the position of

WAITRESS
We can offer permanent employment with excellent employee

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance programs::
$1.00 pr. hr. plus full Gratuities.
Apply in Person

ing.

'UARCO INCORPORATE[?
West- County Line Rd.

Barrington,

DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

APPLY PERSONNEL

TOPS COFFEE 'SHOP,,.

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd.

1

CL 9-1000.

Arlington Heights

300 N. Northwest Rwy. (Rte. 53 & 14)

Palatine, Ill.

I

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women,

3t -Help Wanted -Women

)

311-Nel? bided -Um

Looking for
a Permanent
Job?

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

55 -Musical Instrumeets

Used power mower for sale.
Toro power handle with 26"
reel mower attachment. 43C0078,

Kay classic folk guitar with
case. Call after 4 p.m,.
new, unused, $80 or best -offer.

Call: 392-5128

10 AM to 9 PM''

,

1104 N. Highland, Arl. Hts.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener.
CL 5-1108
Baby items - crib, bathinette,
-

infant seat, clothing, bottles,
etc. Drapes, Carpet. 537-8447
20" Homart window fan with.
automatic timer. Very good

For Sale.

TOMATIC ELECTRIC
is

Bass guitar with case, brand

GARAGE SALE
Wednesday, July 19

cond. 320. 259-0817.

in the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

CL 9-7142

Reversible and

adjustable, window fan. $10.

'66 -Business Opportunities

Lovely White Wedding Gown

Headpiece and Veil, Size 9-

'10 $50.00. CL 9-8929
FOR SALE:

Refreshment Stand (with con-

tract) located in City Park
District. 253-1903 after 5
Wm. Frank trumpet $30, sew-

ing machine $5, movie lite
set $5, 28" boy's bike $15,

Jacobson 21" reel type mower $35, golf clubs $15, 1 1/2
gal weed --BP-flyer $3, bow
and quiver, $10. bongo drum
$7, 4 cameras. 392-4248. GE electric dryer. good working condition. $15. Phone CL

YOU!!

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Franchising is new business'
frontier. Write for Free list
'of exclusive opportunities in
this area
.

PARTAKE'

Dept. A 234 N. Northwest Highway .
3$8-7788'
Palatine
Restaurant Lease or- Purchase. Excpnl. 'opportunity.
Eat. Bus. Unique Loc. on Rte.
12, Frontage on Lake. Zurich.

ARLINGTON HTS.

panelled rec. room, bar and
Screened porch and
bath.
att. garage. Walk to schools,
trains and shopping. Only

718 N. Forrest A ve. A rl. Hgts.

will stay. Phone.

Openings
on

are

ASSEMBLERS

trailer, 40 HP motor. Like

south of Main St. Deluxe 2
bedroom Apts. cabinet kit-

FOR A PET OR FOR SHOW!

chen. Air cond. Heat furnished. Lge. bdrms. Laundry and

If you have a good credit
rating - VA' homes are available to you for as little

of PPP Miniature Schnau-

parking. Custodian on premis-

zer puppies. AKC registered.
FL 8-2699 after 6 P.M.
Min. Schnauzers. 9 wks. ears
shots. Ch. Sired. McKay's

'

Chartuese love seat, coral
rose fireside chairs;.--. velvet

,desk RCA portable,and con-,
sole, Hamilton gas dryer, deep
freeze, ping-pong table, 3/4
size bed, yellow breakfast

table and drapes. Call: 2533318.

Family size dinette set with

8 chairs, 25 cu. ft. A mana

COIL WINDERS
Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type; Of Coili

Freezer,

sent owner drafted. Must. Sub
Let. Near Meadows Shopping
5

PM.
BARRINGTON

storage provided. Off street

Upright
Lombard piano recently tuned,
Knotty pine student desks,End
Antique

Tables. All in very goodcondition. 392-9595

40Y0-70% Savings'
'23 rooms of builder's model'
'home furniture being sold by

piece or room. Terms and;
delivery airanged. 773-02521

2545.

INTERVIEWING
Mon thru Fri
:8.00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
CLOSED

Saturday

also console T.V. and phonograph. Call: 825-2033
Simmons Hide - a - bed.
Green tweed cover. $18. 253!

Excellent cond. leaving for

service. .R. H. Best offer.
CL 3-2815.

1960 Rambler, Super 4 dr.
Sedan Stick, R/H. Very Clean.
New Tires, $300. 392-'1479

HOME REALTY
-

'58 Volkswagen and '53 Ford'
392 1195

'55 Ford. Good Condition.New

BAIRD & WA RNER, INC.

cellent Cond. $640. Call 4391504 after 7 PM.
Excellent 2nd car 1956 Dodge

21 E. PROSPECT AVE.

DE LUXE APARTMENT

swimming pool, Tennis ct.,
includes heat, $207.00. Call
'439-0248
11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

OFFICE SPACE
240 sq. ft. in prestige office
building nr. center of village.
Air conditioned carpeted.Offstreet parking. Immediate occupancy.

392.8199,

1981 Ford Galaxie. PS, Ex-

434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
Open9 to 9
FL 8-1800

$155. Good condition.
439-0157

-

For Sub -let. Recently Decorated. Deluxe 2 bedroom, carpeted, ettuiPPed kitchen, extra
large rooms. Air Conditioned,

1959 Plymouth 4 dr. Sedan.

Outstanding Values

Radio, heater, power steering,
tinted glass. A very fine sec-

ond car that runs very good.
$350 or best offer. Call

$18,900

Brick and frame ranch with

255-7200 Ask for Mr. Henry.

carpeted living - dining room
comb. 2 full baths, 3 'Arms;

Plymouth wagon St.
Radio, heater, . reasonable.
Call 253-1332 after 5 PM.
'63 Olds Cutlass Coupe.
'58

on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.
$21,000
Charming 2 bdr m. br ick ranch

Auto/8. Radio. Red & white.
Private party $1200.

within walking distance of all
conveniences, in Palatine.

296-1447

Must be sold to settle estate.

Imm, Delivery. 1959 2 dr.
ford 6 cyl. Auto trans. Radio
Htr. $150. 299-3403.

$15,300

This immulate home has just

WILLIAMS-GRAY
BLDG.
401 E. Prospect Ave.

been reduced to sell immediately.
L.R. is carpeted,
sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for
Weddings

-WANtE-151ISP .0KNS
Bring lour title -cash

Good Clean Cars
Want No Junkers

rm. split level home on

extra large lot.

Beautiful

Mustang Mts. Palatine

walnut paneling in L.R. and
family room. There are 3
bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and
attached garage.

NORTHWEST RAMBLER

Come in and see us.
-

Graduations, etc.
Don Wheeler

18

&Me

Bicycle for sale. 26" Boy's
deluxe, like new, ww tires,
chrome fenders; 715 E. Hawthorne. Arl. Ma. 253-6838.

ft. Speedboat for

water skiing from July 24
to Aug. 2. Generous offer.
439-4290.

3 or 4 bdrm. home in vicinity
of Mt. Prospect or Des Plaines
255-0070.

411-Hoosehold Appliances

3-4 bedrooms home in Arlington Heights area, week-

G. E. Pushbutton Electric

days before 5. Call: 439-3840
after 8 and weekends Call:

Condition. $25.00
cellent
358-3442.
Frigidaire Electric range.
40" white porcelin.Automatic

Garage or other building suit-

No Junkers

110 -Bicycles

82 -Wanted To Rent
.18 to

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

1965 Honda Super Hawk 305

cc. Exc. cond. Best offer
after 4 - CL 3-7142

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

392-2825.

able for furniture storage for
1 month. 358-9085

oven. Clean. 250 or best of-

TOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

fer. 259-5924.
Frigidare electric dryer,
$50, excellent condition Cell:
C13-3078.
49 -Horses, Harness And' Wagons

MUST SELL - THOROUGH -

bred first year green working
hunter, 6 years old. 359-1858

Use the

WANT
ADS.
11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

6 yr. old Chestnut Gelding.

1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of ,Mannheim Road

Hunter.- Good Disposition.
CL 5-4094.
50 -Landscaping

Fur 'Rent

OFFICE. SPACE

HOFFMAN ESTATES ---- - -

Excellent home for family just starting. Lot is 107 x 198.
3 bedrooms, comb. living -dining room, 2 ceramic tile baths,
carpeting in L -D rms. This brick & frame ranch is within
walking distance to schools and shopping. In splendid condition. Only
$18,900

SOD
Blue

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS
M equal opportunity employer (M&F)

.

Grass 'Sod Nurserl.

Groviers

of'nursery sod.

Straight Marian.

THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN
$.50.sq. yd. picked up.
$430 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72,,1 miles

Modern air conditioned office
in downtown 'MO:mt Prospect
immediate occupancy.

Dial, CL 5-2020

ONE EASrCAMPBELL
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
253-2111.

Member MA. P.:
MULTIPLE

alRANCEIG:

west of Dundee: Gilberts.

426-5108
TN

4,, NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect'

'

Good Used Cars Wanted

Parties

AMERICAN LEGION HA LL

'

ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. ?VW Hwy. CL3-2707.

$22,900

7

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

101 -Automobiles Wanted

car garage, attractively landscaped. Rear lard completely
enclosed.

MOUNT PROSPECT
392-2150

5744.

Range. De Luxe model. Ex-

'

83 }CARMAN GHEA RED

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY

CL9-2979

Player piano with 30 rolls,

8

tires and battery. Best offer

Queen. 158 S. Walton.Apt.2C.
381-8022 or call Mr.Carlson,
392-7800.

Nylon carpeting,Peacock Blue

& Green Tweed. 30 sq. ft. In
two pieces. 259-5476.

99 -Automobiles -for Sale

room ranch
home. 3 bedrms., full basement, large corner lot, 1 1/2
brick

as -$100 down. These are repossessed by VA, and offered
to anyone. Come in and talk
it over with us.

after -12 noon.

Mahagony dining room set, 6
piece. $35. Call: CL 3-

392-2553.

es. To inspect, see Mr. Mc-

MOUNT PROSPECT ,

Breakfast nook table, 2 chaire.
'3 pd. corner sect'l sofa, planter, end tables, Duncan Phyfe
D.R. table, 4 chairs. 28"
Schwinn racer.
CL 3-3115
Moving must sell furniture.

From owner in Mt. Prospect,
3 or 4 bdrm Cape Cod, 1 1/2
Baths, Bsmt. Low $20's.

scaped,. in good cond. $32,401).

Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-4555
Palatine

back, tables, contour chair,

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

96 -Real Estate Wanted

see to appreciate. AR8-9188.

202-206 S. Walton St. 1 block
east of Northwest Hwy.1 block

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

w<-\-v-

PALATINE

car garage, porch $26,800.

259-3186

for

FL 4-2188
Northlake - 100' lot. Improvements. Bus. zoned.Must

Ctr. Call 392-9721 after

Ch. sired, healthy, full

NORTHWEST
,5

PALATINE
.
359-1450

12' Alum. runabout 25 HP
Evinrude elec. with trailer

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Three Shifts

apt.

Ar.

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

acres of unusually good
X 800. Frontage on 2 roads. "high land, on black top road..
2 bedrooM house. $18,500. .$4,950.00 Easy terms.
;

Solid

CL 3-0418

Open 9 to 9

$23,500

available after Aug. 6. Pre-

new.

BRUNS
1714 E.N.W. Hwy.

8 room bt level brick home
3 bedrms., 2 baths, paneled
family room with bar, builtins;2 1/2 car garage, land-

14 -To Rent Apartments

Ash

$28,900.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

HOME REALTY
746 E. Northwest Hwy. -

skis, inc. $275. 255-3753.
For sale 15' runabout. Tilt

liv. and din. rooms.

--CL-5.76220-

BEAUTY SALON
4 units, 8 dryers and finest

bdrm.

3 large bedrooms. carpeted

twin - size bedrooms, large

Call Mr. Covent 354-7252

WAbash 2-5742

'

CONDITIONING

Lovely lace brick ranch with

392-1557
Neighbor's -Rummage Sale

2

MT. PROSPECT
CENTRAL AIR

!garage Fenced yard. $25,500.
'392-3788.

family room and patio, 2 full
baths, excellent traffic pattern
ETC. Favorable terms.

.

and priced to sell $21,900.

wall carpet. 2 car

wall to

Cozy money -making Shopping

_Center _soon_to_be_built_in
A rlington Heights. Leases
now available for .
Barbershop
'Beauty Shop
Milk Store
*Cleaners

of basement all tiled. Beautiful private rear yard. Screened patio canopy. 1 1/2 car
garage. Im med. posses'slon

Must Sell. Arlington Heights
By owner. 3 bdrm, living rm.
!Dining Rm. Fam. Rm. New

Spacious, half -brick ranch. 3

Fully Equipd. Seats 150. Living Qtrs.' in Bldg. 528-7992.

JUST LISTED

2 Bedroom ranch with sep.
dining rm. or 9rd bedroom.
Birch cabinet ketchen, with
eating area. Large panelled
rec. rm. and bar. Remaind

TRANSFERRED

Adj. to Motel. Modern Bar,
Dng. Rm., Cocktail Loge.

Spacious

landscaped. Offered by owner. 3924199
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

2 reclining bucket seats.Good
condition. $35.

15 E. Willow St. A rI.Hgts.
CL 3-1850

b as epent: Professionally

Colonial,' near Pioneer Park
by Owner. Four Bedrooms, 2
1/2 baths, familyroom, 2 car
attached garage, screened
porch: Many extras. Lpw 40s
Phone CL 9-39,58 for appt.

Pizza Place

SALE, Wednesday July 13.
Like new Jr. & misses clothing 9 thru 14. Bicycles, toys,
jewelry, misc.

rm. L ibrary, hew kitchen. Full

ferred area of Busse Rd.Cottonwood Dr. near Sicamore
Lane Apts. Call 499-1504 after 7 PM.

992-1553
1531 N. KASPAR
Zoned Business. Rand Rd.100

5-2549.

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

I

i
desires to rent iScarsdale-Owner transferred:
garage in Mt. Prospect. Pre- 4 bdrm. 1 1/2 baths. Family

Businessman

Lots of Goodies.- Antiques,, location in. Park Ridge. Heat,
Camp cots,beds,liralcied stair
hot water and air - condition
treads.
'included in rent. 2 stylists

for

86 -Real Estate -Houses

82 -Wanted To Rent ,"

86 -Real Estate -Houses

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

'255-0529

. p Wednesday, July 13, 1966

THE DAY

r

'LISTING SRVICE:,

-

Low Prices Everyday! Shop and Compare

Low. Prices. Everyday!. Shop and Compare!

Tender, tempting

"""-.

per Pound -

4",

EVERYDAY

T-BONE
STEAK

Thompson Seedless

PRICES
GREEN BEANS

III

Stokely Cut,

I6.

CLING PEACHES

$1.09

TOP SIRLOIN

Del Monte Sliced,

No. 2 1/2 Can ..

Boneless

TOP ROUND
Bciiisi STEAK

lb

9%

254

Campbell's

28 Oz. Can

- Boneless; rolled

- RED
POT ATOES

89

RUMP ROAST-

Full Slice

TOMATO JUICE

29 4

Ltbby'a

lb.Boneless, cubed

4

46 Oz. Can

PORK

lb.

lbs.

690

FINAL TOUCH

lb.

754

33 Oz.

conform.

Fresh, lean

.

PLUMS.. .................

lb.

COLD WATER ALL

ROU

Home -Grown

ICABBAGE .................

.....Grown
SPINACH ...........

II

33

PORK & BEANS

I

U.S. No. 1 Alabama

194-

303 Can

lb.

734

Quart

SWAN LIQUID

9

lb.

554

22 Oz

.

LUX LIQUID

794

32 Oz

DOVE LIQUID

494

8Z Off,
22 Oz

WISK LIQUID
I2Z 011

Half Gal

$1.15

THRILL LIQUID

2-1b. can

55(

Giant Size

MAXWELL-HOUSE
Meadowmoor

Chocolate Milk

cif

25 -lb&

230

$1.99

Ieraft Individually Wrapped

American Cheese

12 -oz.

530'

scot Lod
.

PRICES EFFECTIVE

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

16 -oz. bottles

for

32-0...450

Nabisco

JULY 13-16

Diet -Rite

Fabric Softener.

Bonnie Wheat

loaf

10

2

Chips Ahoy
Booth Frozen

On-Cor Frozen

Cooked

Grill Pak

Fish Sticks

Beef Steaks

pkg.

18 -oz.

II

t

890
I

1

85w ir

1300 Northwest. Highway, Palatine

Hours 10.10 Daily .10-6_ Sunday_

-

rooett

WEATHER
Tonight and Friday; Cloudy;
Stalkers and occasional than-

dentorms; Loir

the sipper

In

-

60s; High in the 80s.

Telephone
2554400

Your Home Newspaper

Retention .Pond-- Shocks

A -m.
Day

. . .

A

Cool Dip
Dawn Drury, 300 Grego,
Heights,

Prospect

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

60056

Mount. Prospect, TI/,

Volume I, No. 62

warms

up uriera towel provided

by Kevin Wells, 410 Grego,
at the wading area in Lions
Pool. Toddlers are watched
from 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

each day by guards at the

pool operated by the Lions
Club of Prospect Heights.
( More pictures on page 2.)

Deborah Ln. Residents
Meeting

Planned
Tonight
BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor
"Honey, there's a bulldozer

1! a

in our back yard."
"Yes dear, go back to sleep."

"Honey, he's digging a big
right behind our
. .
.

hole

pretty grass."

"What!"
This could have been the
scene Tuesday morning at the
Walter Harbut residence, 502

Deborah Ln. in Mount Pros-

DiMucci Attorney Report
Indicates Change Juvenile
Of Venue Likely Crime
ers, has indicated a village suit against. his client might
not be heard before Judge Simon S. Porter in Mount
plaints Monday on request
from village attorney Robert
Moore.

to July 27,

based on this

1966.

The

ordinance

imposes

a

fine from $25 to $200 a day
dinince that requires build- against a builder who fails to
' ers to secure a certificate of obtain a certificate of occuoccupancy from the building
superintendent before
may be occupied.

Peter ,Retten,
zoning

homes

building and

superintendent,

signed

pancy from the building superintendent.

DIMUCCI

could

be

fined

as much as $4,000 a day for
the 20 homes on Pheasant Ln.

the complaints against the 20
homes DiMucci has built in the

and Golf and Busse Rds. in
Mount Shire the village con-

Mount Shire subdivision.

tends

occupied
village permission.

Mount Shire is located west
of Busse Rd. and south of Golf
of Busse Rd.
This is the area where the

are

withoUt

Questioned by The Day about

Rd. It was formerly a part of
Elk Ridge Villa, located east

the village's recent suit. Block

a parnter in the firm of Block
Birndorf and Silverman, Chicago, asserted:

builders gained a circuit court
"If this is an effort to get
order requiring the village to around Judge's Dougherty's
issue certificates of occupan- court order, it is contemptucy for three homes construct- ous of court and a flagrant vied by DiMucci.
olation of the kind of behavior
THE VILLAGE has refused expected of municipalities.
to issue the certificates

as

Block

a

said

he

might

file

means to force Utility Sewer

"another proceeding in a high-

and Water Co., related by family stockholding to DiMucci
Home Builders, to install a
lift station at Busse Rd. and
Cottonwood Ln. to alleviate

er court" than Judge Porter's.
Moore declined to discuss

flooding in the Elk Ridge Villa
subdivision.

JUDGE Charles S. Dougherty ordered the village to is Sue the certificates in
brought by DiMucci
Builders.

suit
Home

a

the case.

Withold
Permits

In this suit Block and Moore

occupancy of a residence with-

out a certificate, and another
requiring

a

home builder to obtain a certificate before securing
session of a home.

pos-

The village's suit scheduled
to be heard before Judge Por-

Ticketed

division plats from Schavilge
and Knuth the v i 1-1 a g e was

For Parking
On Highway
Mrs. Arthur H. Sahagian, 43,

Of Des Plaines, was ticketed

pledged dedication of the two
lots for a park site:

"To date",

Congreve

said

in his order to Mongan, "That
dedication has not taken place
and we have granted the subdivision plans."

for parking on the highway after

Gripe
Of The
Day

had let her children out of the
car. As she moved forward her

auto collided with ono driven
by Mrs. James T. Brown, 61,
of 102 N. Wille St.; Mount Pros -

turned over to Sgt. Jnseph Bopp

Wednesday after being apprehended by Carol Bohler of Carson Pine Scott and Co. in Rand -

hunt.
IP

a

often

Braun development.
Permission for the

by juveniles, according But

Forest

the

View

Plat,

to the June report by Mount which the village accepted and
approved, did not show the
Prospect Youth Bureau.
today proximity of the Colonial
released
Statistics
non-residents and Heights homes to the proposed

showed 17
three residents

had been de- retention basin.
tained by Mount Prospect. police
RETENTION basins to keep.
for theft or shoplifting.
All three Mount Prospect storm water from flooding sanyouths were boys, aged 10, 11
and 13, and all were referred to
the youth bureau's parttime
psychologist Dr. Ronald L.
Ducker'.
Duckers, psychologist for
School Dist. 214, was hired re-

what will be Carol St, when completed, looking east
into Colonial Heights. Houses in background front on
Deborah La., from where most of protests over pond

Forest

itary sewer systems are a requirement of the Chicago Metropolitan Sanitary District and
the village in new housing developments.

is coming.

Harper College
Roundup
For The Day Budget Hearing
Dates To Be Set
8 Bodies Found in Nurses Home
By United Press International

Public hearings for Harper College's 1966-67 budget
will be set tonight at the regular meeting of the board
of education of Dist. 512 at the Slichenmyer Admin-

The city of Chicago has been shocked by a horrible
asks Harbut, an accountant, who mass murder. Eight student nurses were found slain in
cently to work with juvenile has been in his new home a- their apartment today. The young women had been
strangled, stabbed and shot, all apparently by one man
offenders on Saturday morn- bout one year.
"But right in our back yard?"

The

ings.

retention

basin, when

istration Center, 799 Kensington, Mount Prospect.
While the college is not as
-- Discuss authorization for
yet in operation, it is levying a opening the position of Director
tax and has several people on its of Institutional Development

Who entered the duplex apartment during the night.

He counseled one non-resident youth held on a shoplifting charge. Three other cases
were disposed of by means of

completed with a six-foot hurricane fence, will come to with-

ments where they live.

the neighborhood to the reten-

trying to piece together her narrative of horror,

tion basin and to what they

This much is known: A young white man appeared
"out of nowhere" at the apartment shared by the nine
women. He said he needed money to "get to New Orleans." The killer -- described as six feet tall and
weighing 175 pounds - apparently kept the women in
one room at gunpoint and terrorized them. Then he

Nine student nurses shared the apartment and there
is one survivor, a girl who' hid under a bed while the
in one foot of the Harbut's slayer went about his grisly acts. Miss Cirizon Amoro
property.
The residents took immed- remained hidden in terror for three hours, then ran instation adjustment.
The remaining 13 youths were iate action. They hurriedly to the street and found a policeman. Miss Amoro was
referred to the police depart- passed out a flyer awakening hysterical and almost incoherent and police are still
DURING June, according to called its dangers.
the report, 50 youths were inPetitions were put into cirvolved in 33 offenses. Of jbe culation and village officials
offenders,

37 were boys and were contacted.

13 were girls; and 21 were res-

Mayor Daniel Congreve was
called Tuesday night and met

'

Ing the phone sa y in g,
"Hello, who is this?" It's
none of their darn bustness.

Mrs. Ray Kordecki

in September, 1967.

-- Hear a report from Board
member Milt Hansen's Finance

In the meantime plans are
underway for the initial construction of what will eventually
develop into a S29,500,000 campus in Palatine Township.

-- Act on an administration

recommendation that the post of
directors of admissions and
registrar be opened.

committee and Richard Johnson's fringe b'enefit committee.

Auto Found

Officer Daniel Kelly was the first policeman to ques- the bond sale authorized by the
of the district early in
tion the survivor, the first to arrive at the scene of the 'voters
June.
massacre. As he entered the two-story apartment at
It is hoped that the college
2319 East 100th Street, Kelly found one girl lying nude will be able to open at least the
on a couch on the first floor. He found the others in first phase, of its campus, to be
Hospital.
two bedrooms on the second floor, all wearing night located at Algonquin and RoThe single incident of batbeen
has
A MEETING
tery was committed by a boy, scheduled for tonight with re- clothes. Two of the victims were gagged, others were selle Rds. in September, 1968.
IN OTHER business tonight,

longing to Rosche Batts, 416
S. Nawata. The auto was not

with a group of home owners
burglary, was committed by a in the area. He advised them
15 -year -old resident who was to take their pjoblem to the
sent to family court, and a 14 - village board, the village enyear -old non-resident, who was gineering department and the
returned to the Chicago State sanitary district.

singled out the girls individually and strangled them.

"We object to that one, alStation adjustment was also
used to end charges of vandal- so," said Glen Nagel, 514 De-

23, Susan

Farris, 21, Patricia Matuschi,

AS A MATTER of policy, the
village has determined that all;
retention basins will be under

their direct control. "We will

Tuesday.

iron out differences in the debt
plagued development, Congreve

said that, if the village were to
permit construction to proceed,
planning would have to start
,

from scratch.

say nothing about it when the conference broke up.

sewer manhole at 610 N. Pine.

forced to

go before the planning commistheir
sion
and
rd -submit

plans," Congreve said. "They
would have to conform to the
village's

holders and stands a chance for
recovering the $42,000."
Yesterday's meeting
took

place in the offices of Robert
Downing, attorney for the receivers

"They would be

density

regulations

of Marshall

Savings

and Loan Assn., holders of a
$729,000 mortgage on the

13 -

acre site.

Also present were creditors,
mainly sub -contractors; who
claimed the builders of the

and seek a legal variation for

project owe them $1,200,000.

the buildings that are now taller
than the building code permits."

ATTORNEY
R.Marlin
Smith, Building and Zoning Di-

.

.

rector Peter Retten and Con-

Airline Strike Talks Deadlocked
WASHINGTON - Negotiations seeking to end the

maintain

Hole Trouble

increase the amount of its imprat fund.

buildings

mechanics strike against five major airlines resume this
:norning with both sides wide apart. The strike is now
in its seventh day. Assistant Labor Secretary James
Reynolds met with airlines officials last night but would

and

reported

Peter Schwieger of the public works department was notified of a wash -gut near a

A HEARING on the village's
suit to demolish the apartment

them,"

police

been

the board of education will:
-- Consider a resolution to

ings with Negro leaders.

Two boys from out of town said Manager John Mongan.
While Kaplan and Braun and
were held for soliciting magazines without a village permit. Colonial Heights have deeded
Station adjustment closed their their property to the village,
(Continued on Page 2)

adjustment.

has

Rd. and Illinois 83.
At a special meeting yester- buildings," Congreve said, "the
day in Chicago to attempt to. village becomes principal lien

25,

Police Battle Rioters 2nd Night

It

Mayor Daniel Congreve has not discounted the pos-

iim against two 15 -year -olds borah Ln., one of the organi- Marian Nordan, 22, Valecienta Tasson,' 25 and Nina
from Mount Prospect. A third zers of the protest group.
"Why do they need a group Schmale, 21.
charge, against a non-resident,
of small retention basins scat?
was referred to county police:
Of nine curfew violations, five Acted throughout the area?"
by non-residents, eight were Nagle asked. "They are going

said.
stolen.

sibility of allowing a rebui Iding and renovation of the
Tatty Ho, the abandoned apartment project at Busse

Marietta Gargullo, 21, Pamela Wilkening, 22, Gloria
Davey,

in a driveable condition, police

Tally Ho Could
Rebuild: Mayor

Here are the names and ages of the murder victims:

posed of by station adjustment.

whose case ended by station
.

and Community Relations.

.

Chicago police Wednesday
found a 1963 Chevrolet be-

idents and 29 non-residents.
The most serious offense,

involving family trouble.
These two offenses were
committed by residents, as was
one involving a 9 -year -old boy

Nothing grips me more
than a youngster answer-

staff planning for its 1967 opening.
It is expected that the first
college classes will be held in
high school facilities, starting

PLANS are to be made tonight by the board concerning

handled by station adjustment
and one was sent to traffic

Tuesday.
Mrs. Sahagian told police she

Two alleged shoplifters were

excavating

Police swept rioters off the 'streets in Negro neighto spoil our homes and ruin borhoods on the west side of Chicago last night and this
property values."
Nagle pointed to the reten- morning. Officers dodged thrown bottles, rocks and
court.
tion basin --built by DiMucci bricks as well as Molotov cocktails. Five policeMen
were injured and three Negroes' were shot, none, seriDUCKERS was assigned two Home Builders at Golf and
ously.
An estimated 39 persons were arrested. Shortly
an
example.
Busse
Rds.
as
cases of disorderly conduct,
ono by a 13 -year -old boy in- "When are they going to put after order was restored, the Police Department extended
volving possible arson and an- a fence around that," Nagle the working day of all. policemen 'to 12 -hour shifts. -effective this afternoon. Authorities also planned meetother by a 16 -year -old boy asked.

an auto accident at Maple St.
and U.S. 14 in Monnt Prospect

Arrest Pair
At Randhurst

was

retention basin directly behind
their home in the new Forest
View subdivision, a Kaplan and

16, from Mount Prospect, who presentatives of all concerned bound with strips torn from sheets.
The young nurses appeared to have been sexually
went to family court on the urged to attend.
Village President Daniel charge.
"We'll be there," said Mr. molested. Police believe the mass murder took 1 place
Congreve has instructed Manabout 3:30 a.m.
THREE AUTO thefts repor- and Mrs. Harbut. They were
ager John Mongan to withold
The massacre took place on the far south side of
backed by a large group of
ted
to
Mount
Prospect,
police
building permits to Schavilge
their neighbors who attended Chicago, some 13 Miles from the Loop. The neighwere
committed
by
local
boys
and Knuth Builders on two lots
board borhood is white, close to the steel -making complex
night's
village
last
in the Green Brier subdivision, and all were referred to Duck- meeting, "just in case anyof the Chicago area.
ers.
Another
youth
held
on
the
pending clarification of their
same charge was sent to the thing about retention. basins
All eight victims were in training at the South Chicastatus as park sites.
was
brought
up."
go Community Hospital. They ranged in age from 21 to
Congreve said the two lots, Illinois Youth Commission.
Colonial
Heights,
developed
All the runaways apprehendnumbers 101 and 102, are beby Neal Hunter and Nick Gag- 25. One girl was a negro, two were. from the Phillip tween Sunset and Green Brier ed by police were from Mount liano, will also have its reten- pines, the others were white Americans. Their hospital
Lane in the subdivision north Prospect, including two 13 - tion basin, located on proper- rented the modern duplex where they lived, seven
of Golf Rd. and south of Lonn- year -old girls and two boys, 15 ty given to the village for that blocks from the institution.
and 16. The boys and one girl
quist Rd.
purpose by Elk Grove Elemengiss Amoro said the killer looted the six -room aPrior to acceptance of sub- were referred to Duckers and tary School Dist. 59.
partment before he fled.
the other girl's case was dis-

signed a stipulation of facts
which said there was a village ordinance precluding the

village ordinance

bulldozer

.

is

second village ordinance, Chap.
6, para. 6a, adopted Jan. I,

DiMucci builders was cited
for violating a municipal or-

The Harbut's live in the Colonial Heights subdivision. The

Construction oa a tttendon basin in Forest View
nabdhision was halted yesterday morning as residents
View subdivision retention ba- of the area objected to the proximity of the water holdShoplifting by non-residents sin was granted by the village ing pond to their homes. This picture was taken from
was the offense committed most board at its July S meeting.

Allan R. Bloch, attorney for DiMucci Home BuildProspect court July 27.
Judge Porter filed 20 com-

pect.

is

scheduled before

greve represented the village.

"We will not bar the door to
them if they come up with plans
for rebuilding the project,"

-

Judge Walker Butler in Cook
County circuit court, on July,' Congreve said. "But we want
propriated 542,000 for the demolition if court, approval is

some immediate action. Those
buildings. as they stand 'now
were constructed illegally, and
they conttitute a health and

won.

safety menace to the citizens

27.

Lust night, the village ap-

"If we have to tear down the

of Mount Prospecy:

if

***

.
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Dempster Sidewalks
Not Complete Cure
our children would be the last
area in which the board would

BY JAN BONE

Despite proposals by Wayne Little's sidewalk committee to install sidewalks in the Dempster Junior High
area this summer, Dist. 59 parents remain concerned
for their children's safety.
A number of them want not alleviate fully the hazard school board members to continue

service

bus

to

Illinois

83,

after side-

even

walks are completed.
Natalie
Mrs.

Mrs. Natalie Valentine, 761
S. Marshall Rd., presented the

Valentine,

S. Marshall Rd., spokesman for the 14 parents who
761

to
Monday's school
busing board meeting, presented a
Junior. letter to the ,board giving nine
reasons why "sidewalks would
High children should continue.

Dist. 59 school board with a came
list
of

ous conditions."

Demp-

ster for children living east of

of

reasons why
some
Dempster

s.

AMONG these were the
statements that:
--The probable number of
children converging at the
corner of 83 and Dempster
at one time would run into

hundreds, making control by a
crossing guard extremely difficult.
-Both 83 and Dempster arc

want to economize."
School board' member Joe
Schefter said, "If safe con-

ditions can be achieved, we'd
have little reason to transport the kids."
Assistant Supt. Ludwig Bodiewski
suggested
that
the
board contact the Chicago Motor Club, who would send people out to observe the area

and give the board a recommendation.
Dist.

59

will

notify

Mrs.

Valentine and Dan Hill, who
agreed to be a liaison between board members and inparents, when dison Dempster side-

heavily traveled
roads, especially at the time
children arc going to school.

terested
cussions

-Many children would ride
bikes and would ride on the

board's agenda.
Burns
reminded

highway.
president
School
board
Douglas S. Burns of Des
Plaines said that "the safety
of children is our first conHe said that sidecern."

that even if the sidewalks were
completed, it did not auto-

high

speed,

walks in the area had been under consideration for several
and
reminded board
Little's promembers that
posals for sidewalks had not
yet been 'officially presented
to the board.
Years

wa;walks andbusing,are on the .7...
parents

Youngsters line up for a
race in Lions Pool in Prospect Heights. The guarded
toddlers' pool is open from
1:30 to 4:30 p.m. daily at
the Lions aub's summer-

matically mean the cutoff of
bus service.

,

Dist. 25
To Request
Financial Aid

time pool.

The Board of Education of
Dist. 25 has authorized applifor funds under Title Ill
At a previous meeting, es- cation
of the National Defense Ed- .
timates had been presented
ucation Act to help pay for.
that $7,000 to $10,000 might material in three areas in the
be saved if some Dempster
children now riding buses were

its sidewalks
Even if Dempster Junior High
this summer, some parents will want their children
gets

Wayne little of Des" Plaines, chair-

bused to school.

special projects committee, points
oat areas that might be affected to 14 parents who at-

man of Dist.

59's

tended Monday's board meeting.

tt

1966-67 Educational and build-

able to walk to school on the ing funds.
sidewalks after they had been
&Mt. R. E. Clabaugh said
installed.
the funds if approved, would
DAN HILL, 970 Clark Ln., help pay for books, materials.
father of two sons attending and equipment in science, EngDempster, told the board, "I lish and reading, history, civwould hope that the safety of ics and geography.

Mrs. -Leo Hunter, GOP Leader, Dies
Mrs. Naomi June Hunter, 45, of 940 N. Chestnut

HER OTHER party

Arlington Heights, who was named last week as com-

ties

mitteewoman of the Wheeling Township Republican
Organization, died at home yesterday morning.

Chairman for Percy in

Hunter,

Mrs

a

I5 -year

presently

and

was

serving

resident of Arlington Heights, _ as precinct 57 captain.
is suriitcd
hus_bnd
She served .41.{ ways

included

activi-

serving

as

Wheeling Township Women's
1964

and chairman of the Wheeling
Township headquarters during
the 1964 general election.

and

-Mrs.. Hunter., was born in

Leo and two children, Tim
B.. a in his third year at

means chairman. and co -mem-

Northwestern Medical School

ualr GOP Organization and was
three
terms
secretary
for
of the Regular GOP Club.

there. She was graduated from
high school in Hagerstown,

She was a charter member

Butler University in Indianapolis. She was married for
23 years to Leo L. Hunter,

and Chnstina Ann (Tina),
sophomore

at

a

Northwestern.

bership chairman of the Reg-

She is also survived by a sis-

Angeles, and attended
elementary and high schools
Los

Ind.; and attended Woodbury
College in Los Angeles and

Sillesen
ter Mrs
Barbara
of Claremont, Calif.
Visitors may call at the
Haire Funeral Home, Northwest Hwy at Vail, after 3
today Funeral services
pm

of the Wheeling Township
Women's GOP Club and was
serving as president of the a sales engineer for the PerWoman's Republican Club of fect Circle Corp. of Hagers-

will be Friday at II am from

trict of Illinois.

the

Congressional

13th

Burial will
be in Memory Gardens

Dis-

the funeral home

MRS. HUNTER was appointed committeewoman last week
to succeed Ethel Kolerus She
joined the Wheeling Township
GOP Organization in 1958 and
served as the first woman pre-

cinct captain under the direction of Henry Busse, former

town.
Before

ing

F.

Township

she

included serving for two years
as president of the Northwest
Laura Portman, 6, of 105 Coldron Dr., Prospect Heights, tries swimming on her
$uburban Alumnae Assn. of
Kappa Kappa-Gamma soclat - back in the toddlers' pool on McDonald Rd.
sorority. She was a *Girl Scout
leader

for two years,

lowing statement when he learned of Mrs. Leo Hunter's
death:

She liked peo-

ple and was universally liked by them.

"She had a conscience and strived to make the world a
better place.

"June was a devoted mother and a loving wife.

GOP committeeman
hearts sorrow for her family.
She continued to serve as
"We sorely will miss her. May she rest in peace."
captain for Thomas J Houser

served

PTA legislation chairman
for one year and was a member
of the, Teacher -Parent
Council Board at Arlington
at

High School for two years.

Attends

Our

TRUST and SAVINGS

Obituaries
Mrs. Beulah Payne

chen window," said Mrs. Harbut.

AMONG HER other neigh-

standing pits of water and,
label the proposed six - foot
hurricane fences as inadequate.

bors who attended last night's
board meeting and who indicated they would be on hand to-

"Children will have no trouble climbing over the fence,"

515 Deborah; Robert Keeler,
516 Deborah and Dave Kos -

Nagle said.

men, 510 Deborah.

Construction on the basin behind the Harbut house was halt-

Mayor Congreve said construction on the basin would

night

were

Richard

Jordan,

driving west in Thayer at the

RGA Petitions Due July 19

Miami. The body will be taken

to the Miller & Miller Funerbe

Saturday morning in Oak Hill
Cemetery in'Evansville.

Petitions
change in

a
demanding
Mount Prospect's

time of the accident. No one was
reported hurt.

government.

RGA, said that about 1,500
signatures of some 2,400 se-

elects

requesting a place on the agenda to present the RGA peand one of the organizers of titions. He asked that Mongan

Kendal A. Crooks, attorney

find out just what the people

TOr.The. finest In Fowl

GUNNELL'S.

LUNCHEONS

FROM 11:30 TO 2:30

50 $841_,STAMPS FOR OPEN
NEW SAVINGS ACCOUNTING

PRIVATE ROOMS,

BONUS.. A

PROSPECT HEIGHTS - BROOKWOOD AREA

WEDDING PARTIES,
AND BANQUETS

Imagine Just 1 year in a home Ueda. & then get transferred
to N.Y. Disgusting - eh! - for the Beller, but what an oppor-

Join Us In Some Pun

tunity for a Buyer to move right in & take over. 8 huge''

MEMBER

aim

want," Crooks said.

7

Selling Your home?

Call our

BUSINESSMEN'S

Deposited in Your Savings Account

LEhigh 1-0020,
ALL SAVINGS. DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO $10,000

If the referendum is successful, the current terms of
the village president and six
trustees would, end in April,

dermen for algetnating fourApproximately' 1,000 signa- year terms.
request for a place on the tures are required for the
agenda was honored.
board to call a referendum.
CROOKS told The Day
RGA seeks to 'change the Such a referendum, if the pe- that he hopes the election will
current village form of gov- titions prove ' valid, must be be scheduled by the present
ernment
to city-aldermanic. called within 60 days, of pre- village board on a Saturday.
"We . seek a large turnout to
Under the present form of sentation of the petitions.

S&H Green Stamp for Every Dollar:

DUNDEE ROAD .& MILWAUKEE. AYE.

Prospect
large

at

resentatives.

confirm the fact that the RGA

for Saving Money

WHEELING TRUST and SAVINGS BANK

Mount
trustees

THE FORM sought by the
RGA would divide the village 1967. At that time, the new
into seven districts and each mayor and 14 aldermen would
district would elect two alder- be elected, the mayor for a
men as their municipal rep- four-year term and the al-

day. July 19 meeting.

For A Limited Time

"SAVE STAMPS As YOU SAVE MONEY"

six

and a village president (mayor).

village form of municipal gov- cured will be presented.
ernment will be presented to the
Crooks sent a certified letboard of trustees at the Tues- ter to Manager John Mongan

Collect. S&H Green Stamps
1

A ticket was issued to Lois

"We have to educate the.pub- K. Lindberg, 17, of 2828 N.
lic to what retention basins Vista Ln., Arlington Heights,
are," the mayor said last after she was involved in an
night. "And we, as the village auto accident at Emerson and
board, have to listen to their Thayer in Mount Prospect
objections. That's the purpose Tuesday.
of the special meeting tonight."
She was driving a car which
"Kaplan and Braun were in collided with one driven by
too big a hurry to get that ap- George 0. Anderson, 54, of
proval last week," Trustee 412 N. Emerson, Mount ProsFrank Bergen said. "We should pect.
have taken more time investiAnderson was traveling north
gating. the matter before vot- in Emerson, according to police
ing."
records, and Miss Lindberg was

pretty to look at out our kit-

day in Miami Beach, Fla.
She was living with a daughter Mrs. Jessie Leengood.

itation Friday. Burial will

COW

heard.

Girl Ticketed
In 2 Car Crash

For Government Change

al Home in Evansville for vis-

"Save Double"

not be started again until the
citizens have a chance to be

Mri. Beulah M. Payne, 95,
mother of Charles W. Payne,
president of the Mount Prospect Park Board, died Tues-

ansville, Ind.; one grandchild
and two great, grandchildren.
Services will be tpday in

Discover

It is about four feet deep
and has two huge mounds of
dirt on either side. "Not very

Callaway, man- the retention basins a menace

She is survived by three sisters and a brother, all of Ev-

WHEELING

withholding approval of an a-

ager of the Illinois State Em- and health hazard. They say
ployment Service Office in that they will degenerate into
Plaines,
recently took
part in a management training seminar at Princeton University, New Jersey.

ed yesterday morning on village instructions.

in the
area until the title is passed.
Residents of the area call

Seminar
F.

(Continued From Page I)
DiMucci has not. The village is

A surprised Laura comes

up for air after an unsuccessful bout with a child's
back stroke I. the pool.

Retention Pond Shocks Residents
partment development

Des

Schlickman, state representative and WheelRepublican Committeeman, made the fol-

"June Hunter was a wonderful person.

Hospital, Los Angeles.
Her community
activities

Everett

marriage

her

Tribute to committeewoman
Eugene

worked as a medical record
librarian at Cedars of Lebanon'

rooms, Includes 4 bed rooms with doubleelosets, 19 ft. family
room - 2 1/2 baths, kitehenwiththeworIcs - even refrigerator.
Washer, dryer, drape and 2citigarage - only
830,900

With Big Hal

GUNNELL'S

150 8 MAIN'

AhLINGTON-11159. 21).

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000

And Sing -Along

e-

MOUNT PROSPECT

992-7150

Member of Multiple L41ing (*Wee

RESTAURANT &

RT. 12 a RT. 8Z,

MT. PROSPICT,

COCKTAIL LOUNGE PHONEVL34111t

Woman of tho

Map

Chester Payment
Authorized
By Park Board

'In line with its continuing.exliansion program, Universal Oil

"WE HAVE

had

several

locker room falls among chilbecause of the slippery
conditions of the floors, Coopdren

er said.

The board voted to withhold
payment to Viren pending com-

wells.

RENEE KALEN

the first of Johnson Inc.
While full details of the
company
were not disclosed
production of "F. ynny transaction
it was reported that 112,500
Girl" The musical will shares of UOP common stock
at Candlelight and some 52,000,000 in cash
premiere
Fanny Brice in
American stock

Dinner Playhouse, 5620 S.
Harlem Av., Summit,
July 19.

Devon-

Parks

is underway.
Work will also begin this
week on base for a 35 foot
basketball court at Country.

side and Weller 'Creek Parks.
One set of standards will be
installed at Brentwood
also.

Park,

i

'

were

pany in Ireland.

y`

Beef Dinner
Arlington

Heights

VFW

age done' to a tire on his car
and four tires on the auto of an

VIRGIL W. Marsh, Des

will be S2 for adults and SI
for children under 12.

employe.

To -Youth-

Draft Brewed

DREWRY'S BEER

Real Estate
Transfers

I

Conference

N. Shenandoah, Miller Bldrs.
to William J. Uher, $35.20.E.
S. Reuter, Reuter Home Bldrs.

WilA I LJ

ed in Prospect Heights.
were:
seda

Wing, George S. Fink Jr. to
Miss Sternberg, of II E.
Max E. Porter, 547.30; 28 N.
Kenneth, Prospect Heights, and Regency, Chicago Title and
Rev Herman Noll, pastor of Trust to Lincoln M. Hurst,

12.7$1.49

'

I

Four transferi were report-

w

They

5 S. Lee. Jose L. Afito George H. Hensiek,

1010 ELMHURST ROAD

527.50; 363 Hillcrest, Adeline

E. Comstock to Clarence J.
Bell, $49.50; 206 Indigo, Hollis

5 Star

Homes to Walter Stark,

AMERICAN BRANDY

Valuable
Coins
Taken

to Ronald M. Then, 524.20;714
Douglas, Donald F. Peterson
Mary Sternberg. 17, presi; to
Richard A. Hegeman, S44;
dent of the Walther League at 714 W. Campbell, George B.
Someone has two silver dolOur Redeemer Lutheran Shelten to Lucius W. Alexan- lars worth more than 52.
Church in Prospect Heights,
der, $35.30; 1504 E. Jane, D.
will be one of 1,000 teen-agers S. P. Bldrs. to Wendell S.
Mrs. Edwin Zaboth of Palaexpected to attend the league's Dobbs, S26.95; 818 E. Marion, tine reported her purse was
district convention at Northern P. Gilbert Peterson to John F. stolen from a drawer in the
Illinois University this week- Lefebure, 540.75; 1416 E. hosiery department of Carson
end.

fifth

the

currency

GIN or VODKA

GIN or VOD

Pine Scott & Co. in Randhurst.
Among

Canada Dry

Schentey's

and

items in her purse, valued at
more than $121, were two sil' Our Redeemer, will represent $30.80.
the church at the convention,
ver dollars given to 'her 2 0
One
transfer
was
recorded
years ago.
the theme of which is to be
in
Mount
Prospect.
It
was:
"One Nation Under Gods"
One was from her husband;
The convention at the uni- 323 N. Main,' Edison Fuel and
versity will run from Friday Material Co. to Robert H. Er- the other from her aunt. They

.79

were mounted on cardboard.

win Jr., 526.95.

thru Sunday.

Golden

begin at 8 p.m. The donation,paYable at the clubhouse door,

$29.70; 274 W. Norman, Olym2314 William, pic Savings and Loan to Ned F.
They were:
Sextans Bldrs. to Robert J. Hedmann, 517.60.
Dotson, 533.55; 209 S. Mitchell, Thomas C. Erbach to
Kenneth E. Auxier, 526.40;2015

Delegate

estimated 500,000 spectators will attend. Admission
M free -and -the -public -la -in ----sited. Gates inpen at 9
cm. and cameras are permitted. Prime 'attractions
are the U.S. Air Force
Army's sky -diving
Knights.

List Area
Plaines, has been named
assistant administrator of
Lutheran General Hospital,
Park Ridge. In his new
Fifteen real estate transfers
capacity Marsh will be were
reported in Wheeling
initially directing person- Township last week by Recordnel but will also be working er of Deeds Sidney R. Olsen.
fe
other
administrative
Prices are indicated by 51.areas.
Announcement of 10 in federal revenue stamps
Marsh's appointment was for 51,000 in market value.
Ten transactions were remade by - Robert J. Nast,
ported in Arlington Heights.
hospital administrator.

Station July 25 through the
31st. More than 1,500 contestants are expected from

Blue Angels and the U.S.

Post 981 will sponsor a beef
dinner and dance Saturday,
July 16. Dinner will. be served
ter, 102 E. Rand Rd.
Fletcher Carroll, manager of from 6 to 9 p.m. Dancing will
the store, called' police Tuesday morning to view the dam-

reign over the 35th
National Model Airplane
Championships to be held
at Glenview Naval Air

take part in the meet. An

UOP also acquired Johnson
subsidiaries in Canada. Swit-zerland and an associated com-

Five car tires worth more
than 5250 were slashed in the
lot next to Goodyear Tire Cen-

Severson,

across the country and
some foreign countries to

involved, bringing the
on total price to about $1 0,000,000.

Slash Tires
In Goodyear
superintendent's r e p or I,
Cooper said that construction Parking Lot
on
baseball
backstops at

Linda

will

chief executive of UOP, and
plays W. M. Bollenbach, president

In other items on Monday's

Einstein,

Miss

'Miss Model Aviation 1966,

ition was made by Maynard P.
Venema, board chairman and

I,

er's satisfaction.

shire and K o pp

,

Announcement of the acquis-

pletion of the project to Coop-

Brentwood,

11110F`'

industrial and municipal water

A claim for $16,558 from A. H. Viren Co., however, for

V. W. Marsh
Named
Assistant

residential,

screens .for

take

ing.

Page 3

Queen
Of Model
Air Show

.

Products Co. of Des Plaines
has announced the acquisition
of Edward E. Johnson Inc; of
St. Paul, manufacturers of in-

Final payment of 5982 to Chester Products for construction work on 'Kopp. Park swimming pool was authorized by the park district at its Monday night meetwork on the pool project was not allowed.
In his report to the park
Cooper's main complaint
board, Superintendent Thomas
Cooper said that the Viren was that cement floors in
shower
rooms at the pool have
contract has not been comnot been completed and finishpleted to his satisfaction
ed with an anti -slip material.
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Universal
Oil Buys
Company.

fifth

fifth

Grace's Daze
Bottle

Get Away from, It All

of 250

Tablets

NORWICH ASPIRINS

By Grace Mott
reg.
89,1

Ten business men all of whom now live or have lived in International organization of
executive women, prime .obProspect Heights really "got away from it all!"
ject of which is Philanthropy.
At Kenosha, Ms , they
boarded the spanking new 37 are held that day.
Services of . the club in-'
foot Chris Craft Constellation,
House guests of the Stahnkes
belonging to Mr. Ole Christen- for three weeks before and dude the Illinois eye bank and
sen, their host, and Mrs. after the big party was Edna's the senior 'citizens at Erie
Christensen and headed North sister, Mrs. Harry Ludwig Settlement. The Pilot Club is
the only service club represand East To Mackinaw Is- of Benton Harbor.
on the board of directors
land they went, on through the
A brother and his family, ented
of the Care organization, and
north channel to Lake Huron, the Edwin Retzkes came from
and finally docked off Drum- Stevensville,
Mich.,
spendmond Inland.
This is the fifth boat Mr.

ing the Independence Day
weekend in Prospect Heights.
and Mr Christensen have ownAlso
ed. It was a third annual cruise Stahnkes' children and their

t here were the

rm.
Wdh Free Dryper Pod-Disposable

DRUGS

associated with the
Council on Foreign Relations.
is

also

PLAYTEX DIAPERS
Pktoof

TWO GATHERINGS at their
home recently occupied Mr.
and
Mrs. Edwin Carlson,

for the ten a highlight of their families, The Vernon Stahnkes
summtr;- this restful trip now living in Schaumberg, the Mount Prospect. On July 9 the
which took them 1,400 miles Warren Stahnkes of Arlington couple hosted an evening party
for three couples who play
in seven days.
Heights, and Miss Evelyn
On the lucky list were Donn- Stahnke, a registered nurse bridge together once a month,
but occasionally vary the,
MacKay, Edgar Milford, Ray- who lives in Elgin.
routine with dinner out. Last
mond Schmitt, Todd Olson,

Normal, Oily or Dry

BRECK SHAMPOO

Saturday's

guests were Mr.
and Mrs. E. F. McDonnell
Fla., have gone home to cool from Westchester, the James
Benson and Dr. Robert Le - off. They are Mr. and Mrs.
Ridge,
gore.
Harry Glass who drove to Considines of Park
Winter frequently finds the Mount Prospect and stayed 10 and the Donald Wheelers of
Christensens cruising in the days at the home of their Evanston.
Bahama Islands
The week before Mr. and
daughter,
Miss ,'Rosemary,

John Niebuhr, Ray
Joseph Pagenhoff,

Raedel,
Charles

A PAIR

from

Sarasota,

Glass. On the visitors' agenda Mrs. Carlson said thank you
A RECENT picnic at the was dinner at La Tour, the, to three couples who last year
home of Mr. and Mrs Albert races, and some sightseeing.
helped them through the awkStahnke,-- Prospect Heights,
Rosemary is one of three ward and inconvenient stages
was really an accomplishment interesting women who own of moving 'into a new house,
for it brought together 39 their home together at N. Wil-, now quite finished.
members of Edna Stahnke'a le St;
Guests ate dinner in -the
Retired Miss Vera
family.
Boone, is the homemaker de- Carlson's spacious home were
Mrs. Stahnke is one of 13 luxe for Rosemary and -Miss Mr. and Mrs. Edward Schell,
children, the daughter of a Betty Van Der Gracht.
the Donald Gedmins and Mr.
mother widowed when Edna
Both
executives,
Betty and Mrs. Ralph. Heumann, all
, was only 12, who saw each of and Rosemary 'are employed of Mount Prospect.
her 13 through school and by Illinois Bell Co., for which
A regular bridge' foursome,
married. July 4 was the noble Rosemary coordinates a teach- the women frequently plan
wontan's birthday, and the ing program, and tiboth ate evening events to include their
'
family parties when possible, members 'of the Pilot Club, husbands.
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Some Day

. . .

his head

in

despair at

the

.

.board of education meeting of

yo," Thompson said.
'Understandably
the_
secretary
would have .problems count-

of four votes that prevented

"The new name

-

is

very,

very poor," Smith maintained. "It is ill considered and

He was joined in his no vote

by Arthur Aronson, William
F. Griffith and Earl Thomp-

more be called Willor or be
returned to that no name state.
By a vote of 4-3 the board

the problem in a minute. Since

The board's problem .now is
how to get out of the mess
without admitting Slichenmyer

and the board of education.
Slichenmyer
could
settle

Smith still wanted his vote,
claiming it was not a !major
policy decision and
"frivolous" enough to reconsider.

soon

he

have time

will

to

spare, all he would have to do

no name at all.

that," said Griffith.

Dr. Frank Smith had asked
the board to reconsider its
selection- of Willow. Thompson who is board secretary,
objected.

vegetable patch. By taking the

easy way out he is shirking
his final duty to the district

"Frank, you can adjust to

sheer

tion."

son.

these great problems for his

decided Willow was better than

out of

Supt. Slichenmyer is counting the days until he leaves all

The
real
question, of course,
Was
whether
Slichenmyer
High 'School should forever-

frustra-

done

district.
'

The roll was called.

straight if board --members
reconsidered all their actions
periodically.

Armstrong had just cast one

by Frank E. Von Arx

pride," he added.

ing votes and keeping policy

High School Dist. 214.
the rescinding of the name
Willow for Slichenmyer High
School.

Armstrong agreed. He said
the board had rescinded mo-.
lion before. "And with great

"We_ would become a yo-

"It is a lousy name," said
H. W. Armstrong as'he shook

is

volunteer

to

be the

first

the only logical, local,
American name nct already

man on the moon. And after
he lands the board of Dist. 214
had better act fast. A lot of
other school districts are going to try grabbing his name

grabbed by some other school

first.

is

Yeicgaiscaairsassinciessainatak

40110111aUVII,

Vantage Point
Gremlins ... that's what they

Economic De-

and

Business

. . . by Jack Vandermyn

We reported on June' 22 velopment, ,called the error to
that the. Atomic Energy Com- our attention.
We already knew about it.
mission's proposed investment
in a -zoo, BEV accelerator was We had hoped no one noticed.
Actually, Becker points out
5300,000,000.
The gremlins sliced a con- that the AEC plans on considerable amount off the top struction costs of $375,000,and it came out in print 5300,- 000 and annual operating exare.

penditures

000.

of

$60,000,000.

If the gest, fastest and costliest
speedway the world has ever
known. It will be one mile in
town, Weston, will boom. And diameter, and will develop
effects of the reactor will be nearly seven times the enerfelt throughout this area as gy in the world's most powersome 2,000 of the nation's top ful operating atom smasher torunner for the facility.

state is chosen, the economy
of a small DuPage County

scientists

and

techni-

1,000

cians seek homes -and places
to spend their money.

The dramatic impact of ArRaymond . R. Becker. chief (And don't drop the zeros off
gonne National Laboratories
of information and publications those figures.)
Illinois is considered a front in Du Page County on the
for the Illinois Department of
Chicago suburbs has been felt,
"As of Now the Situation's Well in Hand!"
even this far north.
proximity

ARGONNE'S

to

the Du Page County village of
Weston is an added inducement
for

the AEC to choose

this

area for its reactor.

Fine, you say ... but what is
a 200 BEV accelerator?

-

Gene H. Graves, director of
the Department of Business
and Economic Development,
puts it this way.
"The purpose of the accelerator is to search for
peaceful uses of nuclear energy. It is not an arsenal for

destructive weapons, but a research center designed to benefit mankind through advancing mechanical and biological
research, diagnosis and therapy, space travel studies and
discovery
tools.

of

new

economic

day.

ring, which will, be

the big -

television,
electronics
and
the electric ',Cower industry,"
Graves said.

The Atomic Energy Commission has requested 5,000
acres to build the acceler-

ator.

Weston offers plenty of '
land. 'Most of the actual con-

"Protons, one of the two struction of the facility will
basic particles of the atomic be underground.
nucleus, will be whirled aTopographically, the charround on an underground race- acter of the area - rolling
track at ever increasing vel- farm land
will not be
ocities until they approach changed. In broad terms, the
the speed of light,' 186,000 area under construction is
miles a second.
bounded on the east by Route
"This velocity will pro- 59, on the north by Route 30duce beams of protons with A, the west at approximateenergies of 200 billion elet- ly the DuPage - Kane County
tron volts.
With precision line and on the south by Route
instruments these beams will 56.

-

be set on a collision course to

The impact of 3,000 scien-

smash them apart.
"Then, nuclear physicisits
will be able to explore the

tifically oriented workers and
the $60,000,000 budget will

inner workings and fundamental structures of matter,"

area economy.

Graves explained.

zrbe Prooett 31Dap
"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the. paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

The U. S. Chamber of Commerce points out that

3,000

NOW YOU know. At least, new workers means $17,000,project.
Practically, though,
what's it all about?
Graves said, "Back in the
time when scientists were
first looking at electro-magnetic forces and interactions,

some people asked, 'of what

retail sales, 90 new retail
establishments, 9,000 more
people, 1,900 more people
employed in non -manufacturing and 2,700 school children.
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Callous Behavior

electromagnetism .perts? We will answer that
is the foundation of the radio, question tomorrow.

"Today,

Community Presbyterian of Mount Prospect

Many of us may have been directing
our scorn so earnestly at draft -card
burners that we have neglected another
species of draft dodgers.
These are the characters who elect

Seeking Ways To Help the Commum

to sit it out when they are drafted by
fate to witness an emergency in which

BY BETTY AINSLIE

a fellow human is in serious trouble and

An unusual cross fitted into the large, stained glass, front
window of Community Presbyterian Church at .401 North

needs help.

Hardly

a week goes by that a man,

woman or child isn't robbed, beaten, assaulted, shot or seriously injured in full
view of on -lookers who stand there with
their hands in their pockets as if they
were watching a pool game or a shuffle-

Mt. Prospect wee
Munich, German

in
in

"I learned so ethihg by reading about the Dodd hearings-how to use the word 'alleged'!"

certainly not go unnoticed to

you know as much as we do 000 additional yearly bank deabout the technicalities of the posits, S9,000,000 additional

benefit is it?'

"It is shaped like a gigantic

Main
made
and

-4

is
composed, of save
colorful panels. Reading fro
bottom to top they symbolize

board match.
Such callous and cowardly

of the life
and ministry oflesus Christ.
This large church grew
fast during the early period
specific portions

behavior

in some ways more contemptible
than evasion of military duty, since it
is

isn't even supported by the claim of religious or conscientious scruples.

'

So far, no way has been found to deal
effectively
citizens.

with

chicken-hearted

these

Perhaps a heavier dose of public
scorn is part of the answer. Provided,

of course, it comes from those of us who
are quite sure we ourselves could and
would summon enough courage, compassion and decency to help a human being in distress.

(Wonder what those who flunk the test
feel about it later?)

Benefits for Veterans No. 3

of ten years (1951-1961) from
its start with first service

in the Prospect Theater to its
move
into the attractive,
cheerful church in 1956. It
grew from a communicant

Go to School Full
or Part Time

membership of sixty to one of
approxiMately 1100 in 1961
and to the present member-

ship of 1386 today. It climbed

from a Sunday School of a
starting 32 children to over
1000 now.

Pastor Gilbert W.

BY RAY CROMLEY

Bowen

a church that had built steadily through the capable hands of
the five ministers
ceded him.

settlement houses in Chicago.

and the history of the church
straight," said the tall, keen eyed minister as he called
the secretary into his bright
book lined study.

Christopher House,' Firman
House,
Penial
Community
Center and the Christian Industrial .League -Our women

'This
Bowen

is

met in members homes.

"Thewomen here work for

the Clerk is Milton Swanson.
"Twelve men are on the

the needs of others rather then

Board of Trustees, and their

church," the Pastor said:

fund raising

projects for our

concern is the church

chairman of this group,"
said Pastor Bowen:
"Our United Presbyterian

THE UNITED Presbyterian
Youth groups meet on. Sunday
eveningi for retreats --And
various
programs.
Barbara

Women are very active," conPastor. "Mrs.
tinued the

Senior High group.

property. John H. Remsen is
.

Charles

Houchenson

is

the

president," agreed the church
secretary..
"There are several circles
-nine 1 believe," - the Secretary nodded agreement and
the Pastor continued, "They
keep busy with service and

to answer the

Sunday.

Choir

School. The . Senior sity and has taught in the La
is directed
by Dr. Grange public schools.

Erickson is the organist.

women's organization

moderator of this group and

main

church office
phone.

The
months.
1955.

maximum

is

educational

If you attend school part time
you receive less aid per month,

Duich is the moderator of the

"The younger youth group
changes officers every

three

months so they're a little hard
to keep track of," said Pastor

COMMUNITY
which is made
retired people.

up largely of

chart lists benefit's available
under various circumstances.

Stephen almost 2.

Presbyterian

also has a Golden Hours Club

dren, Katherine 8, Mark 6 and for 72 months. The following

THIS CALM,
friendly

casual and
minister who really

NEARLY

ALL

and a program. A couple are
the Pastor
the
leaders,"
paused and consulted a list.

Degree

from
McCormick
Theological Seminary:
His first pastorate wat at

payments somewhat different
from those received by his

World War II father. Under the

old system, a veteran received a stipend. In addition, the
school he attended billed the
government directly for books
and tuition. Under the new

system, all money goes to the
veteran. He pays for books and

community.
Churches have
discovered in order to be

really strong they must parti-

No
Dependents
-75

Half-time

50
80

Co-operative'

Two or More
Dependent" Dependents"

5100

Three-quarter time

quist are the presidents."
Bowling

League

.has

Charles Beesley as the president.
"Several scout troops' use
our. Parish house for their
meetings," said the Pastor.

there he participated in a German program and learned the
language so he might., preach
in German and was the Pastor
for 2,500 members at a church
at Neuwied on the Rhine. HO
was also' at the meeting of
the World Presbyterian Alliaace at Frankfort. He enjoys

"More than ever before,"
Pastor Bowen said, -"people

active in -church are also active

in

community

affairs.

Mani of this congregation are

ull-time

institutional pro-

grams, with training

in busi-

busy

One

5125
95
65
100

"Mr. and Mrs. Alrick Lind- Blue Earth, Minn:, and while cipate in community affairs.

5150
115

75
120

lege or graduate school.
You will have eight years
from the date of your dis-

charge from active srvice to
complete the courses for which

receiving aid. However, no veteran will be required to finish his courses
before May 31, 1974.

THESE educational benefits
for NA -Korea veterans began June I, 1966. There is no

--

provision for retroactive pay-

ments to veterans for training
which they may have taken at,
their own expense .prior to that
date.

If you have received aid under any other veterans' educetional program but are eligible
for aid under-. this new law,
the months -of aid you've previously received will be subtracted from what you would

;

otherwise be entitled to.

Note:' Although educational
benefits for World War II and

tuition out of the money he re- Korea service
ceives.

or industrial establishThese government_ payments
ment supplemental thereto.
obviously will not pay all the
"Dependent" means a living and other expenses of a
ness

in both -for example - 'child, wife, or dependent parJust recently a number of our ent. "Wife" includes the husClub-- was "We help out the community
people have taken part in the band of a female veteran only
started in 1955 for the purpose' a bit that way. Girl Scout writing and has written for National Conference of Chas- if he is incapable of self.
of social fellowship.
.
several
publications
and
had
a
Troop 30, Scout Troop 153
tain and Jews program of maintenance and is perma"This has become through and Explorer Post 153 meet collection of Sermons published Rearing Children of Good Will. nently incapable of self - supstudy projects. They help ,out
the
in
Germany
in
1963.
years
a
young
couples
with the Migrant Worker proeach week here."
By helping' out in the com- port due to mental or. physical
His wife Meilen is a gradu- munity we make our religion disability,' When a male Nat
iram here in town and are dub," said, the church scam/ James. Lilly is general
ate
of
Michigan
State
Univerand
tary
stepped
into
the
active
at four
superintendent of the large
extremely
cran and his wife who is also a
really active.
;-,

Bowen with a grin.
The, Couples

THE POST - KOREA veteran will- find these educational

churches

enjoys his. job of preaching have some kind of a mission"They come here at ten in is of Welsh ancestry. He' ary program -and most church- _Type of Program
the morning, stay until three received' his, B.A. degree at es these days are constantly Institutional:
Full-time
once a month, and have lunch Wheaton College and his B.D. seeking, ways to help in the

time work to get through cot-

you are

36

This busy couple have su-.
"We've a Fellowship Club Robert Ekstrom, who teaches
you are entitled to more
which' is just a slightly older Music at Lindbloom High pervised a Presbyterian Fam- but
months of aid. If you go to
version of the Couples Club. School in Chicago. He is also ily Camp for the last two school
half time, for example,
give money but they also ac- They study different topics, director .of the Swedish Choral -years and have also organized
tually go there and give of see films and take trips - Club of Chicago. Geraldine and led two thirty day tours of and if you .are entitled 'to 36
full time months of education,
their time too," he said em- Mrs. Kenneth Fairchild is the Holm -is the, leader of the Jun- Europe.
phatically.
ior Choir and Claire Lee
The Bowen' have three chil- you will be aided at half -rate
president,"

THE SESSIONS is the rul-. started only four months after
ing body of the Presbyterian the first churclr--service and
Church -Pastor

pursue

programs, both allowances are
Eligible veterans are entitled at the "no dependent" rate, but
to one month of full time edu- if they have a child or chilcation support for every month dren, such children are conof active duty since Jan. 31, sidered as dependents of both.

Community Presbyterian Church otMount Prospect

who pre-

"With the help of the Church
Secretary here, I can keep
the organizations, presidents

veteran

Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

arrived in February of this
year to 'carry on with the
monumental task of running

,-

veteran going to school. Unless
veteran has considerable
savings or helpful and able
parents, he will have to tap
a

vocational

have expired,
rehabilitation for

some . disabled World War II
and Korea veterans
available.

is

still

Application blanks and full

information are available at.:
Veterans Administration offi-

ces and at colleges and other

other sources of money. , He educational centers.
will have to depend probably

a combination of private
or government loans, scholarTOMOR#01Vt
ships or fellowships, and' part Fenn Lnans,
on

Home

and

.-

"rt.

Y ,"

Fashion Parade for Fall Brides

%

tai

i"

This bridesmaid's

A bridal gown of tissue taffeta with a
Gayle Martini of Elk Grove models a silk face peso de
sole gown with an A -line skirt and detachable chapel
train. The bracelet sleeves are finished with Vince lace
ruffles. Her headpiece of peau de sole petal
holds a three-tier silk illusion veil.

flowers

Carol Senkte of Palatine models a
bridesmaid's dress that is two dresses

sabring ',neckline, controlled skirt, chapel

train and Alencon lace motifs on the bodin one. The gold velvet empire dress has ice and skirt is modeled by Sally Scana slim street -length skirt and a detach- lon. A bouffant veil is attached to her
cap headpiece of matching lace.
able long skirt of the same fabric.

A Co

BY DOWRES HAUGH
The Mount Prospect. -State
Bank recently celebrated its
55th year in operation.

-

Many future brides watched eagerly as fashions from The Bridal Terrace in Palatine were
modeled at the Arlington Carousel recently in

A bank_ building is just a
structure but the people who
work in it are neighbors who

a lavish show
This fall's bride will be very feminine, the
show revealed Dress waistlines are fitted and
natural, sleeves long and edged with lace

think of the community and
customers as friends.

CommisBusse,
William
sioner of Cook County was the
first bank president. He served until 1946 when his son,
William Busse, Jr. became
president until his death in
The
senior William
1946.
Busse then took over the post

Most popular dress fabrics are peau de sole
and lace Lace also is used to frame necklines
and edge skirts and trains
Trains are elegant long and detachable
Three- and four -tier veils are shoulder length
'3

to the future brides Velvet bodies were teamed
with brocade skirts and the costume completed
Dainty lingerie
with dyed -to -match headpieces

Left--

Elizabeth Yochem of Arlington Heights, was
commentator for the show
by

John Scanlan of

Wheeling

All the styles shown on this page are available at the Bridal Terrace in Palatine (Photos
are by Dan Balas

37t7TV rf`V11.

The Garden Club of IIIhrois

day, Thursday and Friday at
the Concord Moor Inn, 6565

N MannheimRd.Des

Plaines

brocade. The headpiece is dyed to match
the dress bodice and holds a fonr-tier
face veil. Worn by Shelly Nester of Des
Plaines.

until

William

I.

'Busse

be-

came president in 1954.
To celebrate the anniversary, the bank offered many
interesting activities to its

patrons and friends. A drawing. was held for tickets to the
The winners
play "Dolly".

of tickets were Mrs. H. JeurMrs. Marjorie Henneman, Earl Quist, M. Jean
gensen,

Schneider. Joseph Pisani
Emil Peterson.

and

The bank is active in many
community

projects

such

as

of the annual
art fair with the Mount Prosco -sponsoring

pect Art League. The bank also
offers space for local artists
to exhibit
paintings every
month.

Nancy

4i47,17:724",777s7;.YM,

Mrs Frank J Packec of
Skokie is the chairman
For further information regarding tickets call Mrs Eugene J Tamillo of Des Plaines
at 924-1383 The symposium
is open to the public

weather would not disturb the
artists and visitors as had
happened in the past.
Miss Walters said,

films
speakers
and
who
taught them the danger of
playing with war souveniers,

"The and taught them safety rules,
nice thing about banking is that good government and police
so many people can be help - work including taking and
identifying fingerprints.
Because of her participation
Whenever the occasion- ain the local heart fund drive rises, the bank helps organi%
held recently, the bank will zations of the community by
receive a special award for donating gifts for their affairs.
outstanding service.
True this is advertising; but
The bank gua'rd, Joseph
A
children.
Grobel,
loves
group of children including

if

of our interview and
shook his hand. They told him

fund raising "e vents and

a

you

ever

have

or

program

served

as

.decorating

chairman, you will know how
Jimmy and Terry Moran and few merchants still "pitch in"
Diane Glomski ran in just and help with organizational
ahead

about their summer
Joe sat' and listened.

fun and

parties.

Records were given away to

teens as part of the celebiaHe has been a guard at the tion of the anniversary. The
bank for two years. Before bank also sponsored the sale
coming to the bank, he was of Beatle tickets as a civic
chief of police in McHenry, service. Over 137 tickets
Illinois for 22 years. There were sold and the profits of
he
worked with .over 300 the sales will go to the Chilchildren

in

a

Junior Police dren's Memorial Hospital.

Club. He taught the children
An organization such as
bank, was held at the village in the club about police *work this fine old established bank
He arranged for does much for the community.
so
that
inclement and safety.
garage

Symposium Opens Today
Inc , will presi.nt its Third
Annual Symposium on Wednes-

with panel back in diamoud-print satin

with scalloped square neckline, natural
waistline, long sleeves and a full lace
train encircling the waist is worn -by
Barbara Bratek of Chicago. Both skirt
and train are framed in scalloped edging.

Sobotka,
Miss Kathleen Walters, asInformation Girl at the sistant, vice president and diMount Prospect State bank rector of public relations,
helps
Tom
and
Donald helped league establish the
Lett find a seat prior to art fairs.
The early ones
serving them a piece of the were held in the bank's parking lot, but this year the dis55th anniversary cake.
play though sponsored by the

won cheers, too

Music was provided

velvet

unity Friend Has a Birthday

BY MARILYN HELFERS

MANY EMPIRE brtdesmaidgenionsivese

a

The Day's Prospects

Lacy, Feminine
Fitted, Natural
Designs Favored
What will the fall bride wear')

dress with

A wedding gown of Chantilly -like lace bodice of sherbet pink has a slim skirt

a

ONIE
Page 5
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A Spot
Of Cool
Beauty
LEFT --Where better to
spend a hot, summer eve-

ning than is a lovely gar-.
Among the hundreds
of Mount Prospect residen,

dents

take

who

special

pride in their gardens are
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Meyer, 717 Eastman, . in the
Riverhurst section of the
Mrs. Meyer is
village.
responsible for the plants

Her husband
the water
fall and stone work. The
family enjoys many evenings in their comfortable
garden and enjoy entertainand flowers.
Ralph

'

-

Over 50 Club

Reservations Open

For 'Niagara Tour
Mrs.
nounces

Elizabeth Meyer an=
that 8 reservations

are still available for the tour
to Niagara Falls to be con-

The tour will have a bus
available for their use in

ing frienda there.

4.Rhisto by Dan Bales.)

Dates Set

--

It's hot and muggy, your

The second session of the
Northwest Suburban YMCA
Trips and Dips program is
underway.
The session

includes

trips

Bike Co., Jays Potato Chip

Over 50 Club.

Sheraton Towers
iind viewing the -falls-by night
will be included in the price of

plant and the Pepsi Cola Co
the
return ' to
Children
parents

3 navel oranges, peeled and

dinner and your

are

asked

`pick them up promptly

Short of packing everybody

up to go to a restaurant, the
best saluting might be a fruit
salad.

Not enough food for your
husband, you say?
not try a man

to
at

for reserva- 5 p m
reinformation
tions is' Thursday July 14.
Further
Mrs. Meyer's phone number garding the tours may be
-secure'? by calling 296-3376.
is CI 5-3169.

sliced

to be fed.

YMCA for a dip in the pool
and

family has

latighing you want to think

on July 18, July 25 and AugThe tours include a"
ust I
Lake Cruise which leaves at

not at

Persons going on the tour will gather Pioneer Park) in $45 per person.
Arlington Heights on July 29th
The deadline
at 7 30 p.m. and bioard a pri-

!kith's time to worry about

is

about is food.

on the Maid of the Mist, din -

cakes in the Park".

e

-

Well, why
size fruit

salad?

This delicious fruit festival salad is perfect for a hot
It's big enough to make your

summer evening meal,
husband happy; too.

.

This recipe for fruit festival with cranberry dressing
contains enough ingredienti to
sustain a Boy. Scout 'troop, let
alone one husband.

.

.

to

FRUIT FESTIVAL
(Serves 8).
Boston lettuce leaves
pineapple,
fresh
I small
trimmed, quartered and
cut Into slices

hanging in curl -less
(or. kinky) tangles, and the

hair

Canada and also on the Ameri- 9.15
Adventureland, rf
a.m.,
can (side of the falls -A _trip _ Anti -Cruelty Society, Schwinn
the

Joseph Grobel, the friendly guard at the Mount Prospect State Bank, shakes hands
with Mary Thompson a visitor to the bank.

Perfect For Hot Evenings

For YMCA
Trip -Dip

ducted in conjunction with the

vate coach at 9.25 p.m En route they will eat at "Pan-

installed

.4

2 grapefruit, peeled and cut
Into sections
4 bananas,
peeled,
sliced
haired
and
lengthwise,
brushed with lemon juice

2 cups cantaloupe or melon
balls

1 pint

strawberries,
and cut into halves

hulled

1 tablespoon cornstarch
2 tablespoons oil

2 tablespoons lemoa or lime
juice
2 tablespoons honey

Line a big salad bowl with
lettuce leaves, Arrange fruit
in bowl. Chill until ready .to
serve.

Gradually
stir cranberry
juice into cornstarch. Cook
over low heat, stirring constantly until misture bubbles
and thickens. Cool. Beat in
oil, 'emon juice and honey.
Chill.
,

SALAD DRESSING

1 1/2 cups cranberry juice
cocktail

Beat again and serve with

-

I

.

_.

".

-

.

.....

-6.

FOR FINE MEAT

We Ream the EWA
TeLluell
Pieces McKee Hire

MT lift.

BEEF STEW
FOOD STORES

RA SIKH STAMPS
50or

with o S5.

GROCERIES or

MEATS,

ORRIS & VEGETABLES

See IL Uqvorl
Opuntia, Wine,
MISR
customer
(excluding

--limit one

coupon per

Coupop expires-July

.16th

4:

-

,9,15

a,a
AVM

4r,

RUMP

SIRLOIN STEAK
.

STEW and
rer VEGETABLES

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef

Boneless Rolled. Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef

ROAST

ROUND STEAK

$

IBLgir

PkSW

THICKEN°um..
SH,R,IMP

COCKTAIL

Pk9.

49

STEAKS

MO

RS STEAKS

PERO
11t1141

I

lb._

To& -

s frdi

FAA

1-1b.

3`7;s1

itaCK ROAST . .

1P;B1:99

21141$1.29

The famous

"Let's Have A Party" Drink

lb'

MIcketberry or

6%

ROUND STEAK . . .

lb

79?

al. -lb.

HILLSIDE

BACON

Vacuum Packed-to stay crisp

For Italian Style Sauce

Whole -Kernel

Contadina

.

pkg.

F

AllAN PUNCH
46 -oz.

6 -oz.

12 -oz.

can

can

can

Extra Fancy-Southern &own

I

flawtshrigody

PEARS

plump

kti

CREAM

t.00Y

R CREA

siivreroCADO

*GREEN CABBAGE
GREEN PEPPERS

Pt.
tbs.

hP

Hawthorn Mellody

BUTTERMILK

your
choice

112 -gal.

dn.
111111111111111111Iiiiimmtillimi

. Lt,11t,t.t . t.t . AAA . t.t . t.1.4 . t,t .
-

T

Top Taste Glisnt

Lltnll

On C.

AAAAAA44,4,4,M4J
Per Coatioffill,

=`t,I,AA,UPAAAA,tst,t,

42/ GREEN

POUND CAKE,
size

je

ft STAMPS
Oen 24.1e. eau el reg.'14.
Coupon Amplest
I

I

I

NATIONAL

Sot., July Id

IA eat. de. et
HAWTHORN MELLODY ICE CREAM

On* 22.1. MI. of liquid

EAST LIFE PINK DETERGENT

NATCO COFFEE

...........

0

110,01 ki1111.111..

PD

coupon .:Alto.

Set, July Id

PD

Coupon expless

miiilii1111 NATIONAL 111111111111 11,: -111"11"errl4i,n" NATIONAL

Sat, July Id

)111111111111'4,_

NATIONAL mm11111111.;

.

.

OR YOUR
MONEY BACK

ED TO PLEASE
L.

I

K

Best

Blade
Cut

lb.

lb.

July MILpriesto

'

CHUCK ST

T LOAF

M

iritifecovi

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef-Loan

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef-Round Bow

14 Pork, Ito Viral, HEW,

Ws Rama* do

AGAR

rrr

NNE') tiAivi
0Atour sprens

Charcoal Iroi/-,Boet

SIRLOIN
STEAKS

er,

-

lb.

eu

law&

$1.49

STRIP
STEAKS

Boneless

ift4

RIB EYE
STEAK

--

$1

St. Levis Sly&

SPARE
RIBS .

TORN Coutay pdR.

lb.

.69

98

perk -Roos, or Sliced

Full Rib Half
lb.

Tail-Less

Lean -N -Tender

US

UBE

STEAK

CHUClideijOAST

.19

69Ae

rap Iasi. ereok/err

BEEF

USAGE'

Top Taste

Fun"or Sliced

Loin Half

79
.....
2ro-1 ibi. Aga

69/

'

LIVER SAUSAGE any size
Top Tarr.

STICK BOLOGNA

FRYING

lb.

lb.-

.111.

59,,
CHICKEN
.. lb. 35?

U.S. Cork Inspected

Armour's

. . Pkg.. .

Honey S

Whole

TURKEY'Vec'Er
Ag VAN@ Meal

any
RA

any size

Pkg..

...

Cut Up Lb. 39e

2413. $1* 86

-

TURKEY ROAST

Armour's Light

Top Taste Skinless Pork

SKINLESS WIENERS:459?

1b.

SLUED BOLOGNA 1Pla. 59

SAUSAGE LINKS Pkg.

Save with the family size

or Dark

TURKEY

For cleaner clothes-

-

So Fresh

10, Off Label

Bathroom

6 -oz

"A National Money -Saver"

sparkling dishes

4 -roll package

se
*"'

24b.

ROAST

MARGARINE

GIANT TIDE

1 -lb.

pkg.

roll
pack

I

ftrooso°'

Morton Frozen

FAMILY PACKPfkt

DONUTS

....

12c Off label

SAFEGUARD SOAP

EAT PIE

109. or drip coffee

Eatmor-Blue Wrap

f.39

SPAGHETTI . . . .

'Clabi $ 1

PEANUT BUTTER . .
Kraft Strawberry

pkgssi
1

CEREAL

GREEN GIANT
VEGETABLES

SALADA
TEA BAGS

3 Pkg. 70

I

II

FRENCH. FRIES . .

miiiiiimmimmimmiliii.

2;1;29?

:11111.11111""""m333:=11111114G1i:7

; 01

I

I

1

1

I

I

I

I

11

I

I

NATIONAL 11111111111111,

z. 352

ililienANIFAST. DRINK

(REAM:(11EEE',

Play....

Scott

STAMPS

39?

PHILADELPHIA Brand

Idaho Valley Frozen

Cheese sauce, Cauliflower with Cheese Sauce

64-ct.

jar

9 -On
Scan
.

Cream Same, Omen beam with Mushroom Sauce, Broccoli with

IIIII111111111111111111111111111111.

.11:19?
12431.

PRES.ERYES

Niblets In Butter Sauce Spinach with Cream Sava, Pan with

NATIONAL

:4135?

Peer Pan

K.c.icsz:147.1.1.".47...3)..I.Stiega; Cliff", 9 01.

BREAKFAST

7.17:45?

BUBBLE BATH

Chicken -Beef - Turkey

:ANSI R.

3';259?._

Mr. Bibble

JUMBO TOWELS

"MATCH THE STAMP"- Game

3 2,....h.o.$1.00

Win up to 1,000,000 S &H Green Stamps
Get Details at Your National Food Store

,Now Open ... Another IlitreAllodern National Food Store
'
at 761 N. LaramieiAve., Chicago, MI.

Canfield 50/50

6 r:39,1
plus depodt

-

4 14.

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS

.

CARNIVAL
Thursday. July .14, 1966

MI

all

Irbe Oar

r

OUT OUR WAY'

2

I DON'T GET IT: EVERY OH, THAT LAWN'S H15 PRIDE AN'
JOY --AND HE KEEPS E5AWL.114
TIME I Go BY HERE,
OUT THE NEIGHBORHoOOKIQS
THE OLDMAN'S OUT
RAKING THE GRASS/ IF THEY SO MUCH AS SETA
FOOT ON IT/ IN RETAUATION
HOW MUCH RAKING
DOES A YARD THEY KEEP THROWING, PEAWOW 4401141111111
NUTS ON THE GRASS FOR. THE
weFpf
ir
SOUIRRELSTO BURY, AND...
,1 t
P
I
4'
WELL, THINK TH E

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE A

Ai

\\..., re3°YugI

49008E1Z six-Foar HOSE?

BATITTI4GLAE!

Olq

e

'

A -,F
i

(WHERE() sADU GET IT?
,,,, t.;

i
.

r..

"No.1 don't know where Mother and Daddy were going,

"When she pauses for breath, I'm next!"

Mrs. Fisher-and from the way they acted when they
left, 1 don't think they did, either!"

BEN CASEY

a

I

Welt

M.';:!. I

"a/
:I I..

..4440°A

1.

S2ii
7444

GRAM PAW

car-MILANI

C IOW W IIL,. Me. TM. is UL Pe. OH.

I MIST 5141T A SNAKE
BETWEEN 14E EVES!

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
WAIT'LL INSTANT "THEY USE A STEEL

BUILDERS HEAR BALL ON A CHAIN TO
THEY WORKED
UNDO 'THEIR WORK !
BRIGHT FUTURE- STUMBLED
FOR FREE-!THEytt.. AND THEY LIKE To
AT THE STARTING GATE AND
BE MADDER THAN START FROM THE
FINISHED 10 LENGTHS BACK r
AN ACTOR WITH
OTHER SIDE OFTHE
FAP! I WAS COUNTING ON F15
NAME MIS- HOUSE, 3u5T 60
A HANDSOME RETURN ON
SPELLED IN
'THEY DON'T MISS
0OR INVESTMENT!
LIGHTS!
ANYTHING

WHAT'S 114AT YOU SAY, IM

74

BUGS BUNNY

THAT'S REALLY SOMETNIN1,

ELMER, BUSTIN' UP VER
OWN TOW TRUCK: YAK:
ifV:

------

!II

I

I)

DOCTOR SAYS
MORTY MEEKLE

Hidden
Diabetics

HOLY SMOKE!

4 -AVAIL!

WHAT HAPPENED1
70 YOLJ, PI -11L7

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

About three years ago I had
to have all my teeth removed.

EEK & MEEK

NW KNOW HOW ABSENTMINDED

I AM7 WELL;THI5MORNIN6

(IN A FREE SOCIETY THE-..\

MADCA MA0C1451-1RXIIHE BUS...

HIMT FUNCTION OF AN
ELECTED LEADER MID

Si-WM° mums tun
THE RSGHT MEN ID FERFORM ALLTHE MANY

At that time doctors discov1

creased rate of decay, bleeding and swollen gums, disease of bone that supports
teeth,
poor tissue
healing,
seem to be associated with
this disease.
However these
are symptoms that In some
degrees are characteristic of

all debilitating diseases.
diabetics
Controlled

who

take care of their

t

shouldn't

have

t

ee

many

h

dental

p oblem s. Because of in-

I

°V
.. l....

1M,4e

stead
teeth

P-

ACROSS

Good daily oral hygiene

is

home

too
With good
care,
which
means

brushing teeth and gums after
every meal, gum troubles can

1- Caledonia
4 - Germany

SURE HE 14ASMIT

FORWTIE/3-

CAPTAIN EASY
i= PIP YOU GUYS DO WITH

int AieKBET

4HE SCREECH OF
BRAKES, SHOUP,
OF ALARM, THEN..,

HAVEN'T'

SEEN HMI
9011 IDIOT!

LOVE

It may be due to

deficiencies, v a

s

cu

H55
NOT W

HEIM
EASY!

O$ PAV HENN MERV AM
If IFINA-THAT STRANGE ACRID

ODOR: WHAT- Ott M9 50111
THEY DID mums ME BAcKl

MilMetk-

1.4611adie34111k-

bed -ridden

or

wheel

chair

or those too weak to

WM

leave home or institution.

Some dental procedures require special precautions. Patients should get their physielan's approval for extractions, gum surgery or any

complicated or extensive dental work.
Diabetic patients should eat
dental
appointments
before

just in case you aren't able to
do so for some hours afterwards, e.g after fillings
placed, teeth extracted,
Sonic physicians want
tients to drink sugar

are
etc.
paand

water, or orange juice about
an hour after extensive dental
procedures.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

EDI T
H O

DOWN
1 Tidy

-r 0 P

HOT

G

AN

A

AU

N

L

M

E

2 Always

OF castsE

IYYCll SUPPOSE DR.'POOPLES

WAS RIGHT... 00? WON'T
FISMEMBER ANYTHING
ABOUT US WHEN
HE AWAKENS?

WM-1,HE

OUGMA

KNOW...HE
DID THE

Feminine
16 Swiss Alps, for 10 appellation
instance
11 Hardy heroine
18 Surgical saws
Sixpence (Eng.
20 Peruvian high 17 slang)
regions
19
Sticky stuff
21 Wife of Aegir 23 Social
units
(myth.)
24 After. (prefix)
22 Anglo-Saxon
25 ,Cupid
slave
24 Entangles
1
2 /3
28 Arabian gulf
27 Drinking cup
12
30 Exhibits
emotion
15
32 Read
34 Eiffel and
18
19
others
35 Staler
21
36 Scottish alder

26 Onagers
27 Vicissitudes
28 Employs

41 Small bunches
42 Asterisk
43 Assam silkworm

31 Mistakes

46 0 eratic solo
47 Kind of tide

29 Girl's nickname 44 Berlin 33 Irritates
38 Cylindrical
40 Thick
4

5

6

13

-

POSSIBLE The
HYPNOTIC
EFFECT MAY
WUARIN TIC"116...

M11M. T.

USN'

tree

37 Rots flax by
-exposure
39 Endure
40 Medicinal

4l Moist
42 Stitcher
45 Lifting'
49

ght

24

49

54 Aeronautic
group (ab,)
52
55 Cheat rattle
58 Afternoon
55*
,-'-social events
57 Watch Secretly

28

29

'

1127
33

35

pi

as a
42

11

22

43

37

39

44

46

52 Is 'tick

53 A -tiptoe

10

17

01132

30

9

120

34
36

51 Ave (poet.)

48 Color
50 Obese

78
U14

116

l a r

changes, and physical inability
to get to the dentist, e.g. in
cases,

WKi

TREAEAN

11

74,21/
a4.4,4,

K
REAMHiSE!,

HE

WO COX

to be so in other debilitating
poor mouth care, nutritional

-2PP

.1-

s

be kept at a minimum.
Periodontal disease is said
to be more common in diabetics, but again, this seems
diseases too

1"--

ci?

N
A
EL
L e. T T R
New York city P A D E L
8Town site plan 49 Eve,
E OT A N T
for
12 Uncle Tom's
P RESS
E
AN A
instance
favorite
N
SA
NA
5
Dark
13 Musical
A N 0 DES
Y
6
Pickled
instrument
5AL
AX
7 Number
14 County in
T
I N
8 Carpenter's
Kansas
E veRT
EN W
gadget
15 Eagle (comb.
DOEP ODOR e
9 Deposited
form)

00,11E /1A51111- SAP A

WORD A/3CUTITISOI'M

tartar

important

.T

---

Bit of Geography

111Alt R16141-,
OUR 2014A1AVERSARY!

of six months because
with

ii;
J.

1;DT

THE BORN LOSER'

rate

get caked
more readily.

THE INCOME TAX RETURNS OF AU -THE
WISE GUYS!

SMART/AO/Tit-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

,Is

of decay, visits
to the dentist should be more
frequent, and oral prophylaxis
should be done at intervals of
two, three or four months increased

IS ID iNvEsMATE

THE SECOND
FUNCTION, MR.

FUNCTION OF
wow,
A LEADER ?

L.:xes Of Gcvempeurlj

had diabetes.
that
Could this have been the cause
of losing my teeth''
A -- Diabetes, specially uncontrolled diabetes, can be a
cause of early tooth loss. Inered

AFTER ALL THE .10155 ARE

FILLED AND TWEE% &MING
LEFT TD CO...MATT THE

50
53

47'

1

....151
t4,
57.
14

Thursday;101y 14, 196i

THE,DAY

CALL TODAY

255-7200

ONLY

WHICH
DAY
IS
BEST?
MONDAY
TUESDAY

0 WEDNESDAY
El THURSDAY

0 FRIDAY

.

.

1 grave lot in Last Supper
section, Memory Gardens.1/2
price. Call PA 4-6170.
13 -lest find Fond
FOUND

1 plain black dog near Rand-

hurst area - very lovable.
About 2' high and wore no

collar. Call Cl 3-1735
Free kittens, very cute. Call
CL 3-4777.
Lost - Boy's Grad. watch.
White gold Hamilton. Reward.

Vic. Pioneer Park. 392-0687

nately there is no best day
to advertise. Each day new
wants arise, bringing new
readers as old ones satisfy
their wants. We recommend
you start your ad tomorrow
and cancel when you get re-

sults. From experience we
know tomorrow is the best
day to start and every day is

the best day to advertise.

CALL YOUR

CLASSIFIED
REPRESENTATIVE

TODAY

' 255-7200

the technique of manufacturing a new type of electronic
component. This is a relatively new department within a
well established firm and cap-

able men will advance into

responsible positions. Our
work requires precision and
mind. Mechanical ability, process development, trouble

ing would -encompass-general-duties. Related experience

392-7572

myself only. As of this date

6/10/66. Orville W. Haywood

WANTED.

helpful, but we will train an

interesting procedure. Good
starting rate, quarterly wage
reviews, profit sharing and
insurance program are part
of excellent fringe benefits

available. Call or apply in
person to

500 LADIES, GIRLS.

tility Tax, Sales Tax,Occupstion Tax, State Income Tax,
other Tax.

METHODE
MANUFACTURING

Let's fight the proposed U-

THE ANGELSTO FIGHT
INFLATION 'AND INJUSTICES

Dues 501 mo., Refreshment
For Free Information, Write

P. 0. Box 557

Arlington Heights, Ill. 80003

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

392-0782.

.

available. Apply in person.
Affiliated Book Distributors

415 N. Wolf Rd.

REASON? -

Take cfl Months
Up To yv To Ray

I

WE

SPECIALIZE
IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PUT ALL YOUR
B ILLS INTO ONE.

MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
,
392-1830

A SECURE CAREER

JEWEL TEA CO.
The original division of Jewel
Tea Co. currently serves over
one million homemakers from
Maine to California. In 1966
we plan to expand our Suburban and CHICAGO OPERATIONS. We will need 2 mar-

For

starting rate, frequent wage
reviews, profit sharing. Call
or apply in person to

Jack Rhind
392-3500

METHODE

MANUFACTURING CO
1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

Name Your Own Hours
A limited number of jobopen-

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
305E off on all blacktopping,
lots,
parking
driveways,
business areas. resurfacing
coating.

ings are still unfilled in our

37.8228

Work will be office house-

DON'S ,BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

program where you
help us devise work schedules.
unique

keeping at O'Hare Airport on
a permanent basis full or part
time. Training- with full pay
plus free transportation is
part of the deal.

Call me today for sure and

let me know which days and
what hours you would like to

work. If I'm not available
leave a message for me to
call.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
estimate.

free

Open

24

hours, 7 days a week.
PHONE 439.1794

ING.

Expert work,
cost, free estimate.
562.2991

827-4272

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
guaranteed.

CINTIII

Each -Plain

20c -Colors

25c

Now available, in red. green.

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See arid Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.

ours:

Weekdays 9 a:m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:3d a.m. to
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. b
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
'4, the State of Illinois.

-

Phone CL 5-1015

(Color or Black .& White)
17 S. Evergreen An. Hgts.

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS

CL 5-5692

Stan Vorglas Co.
entire N.W.
patios,
urea.
Driveways,
etc. Protective curbing for
driveways:
All
asphalt
Serving

the

stork buitrunteed. Free es-,
timutes. 529-6587.

Sewing Mackieelepairs

TREE SERVICE -

Trimming
& Tree Removal
FREE ESTIMATES
392-7430
Fall Wasbiug

BY machine. No mess, no

MODERNE' WALL
CLEANING
immaculate work inexpensively done by machine also-

new

method

ROTATING SHIFT WORK

College

requires

Men with at least High School education to oPerate Pilot
Plants in Research Organization. Shift bonus paid. -Excellent benefits including profit sharing. Interviewi may
be taken Monday thru Saturdai. Please au mr:Cox for
appointment.
UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTu-C6..-

Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines
824-1155

ACCOUNTANT

College degree with emphasis in accounting desired. Previous
experience desirable but not necessary. Active military obligation

-

MAIL DEPARTMENT

,

*PROFIT SHARING
* MAJOR MEDICAL

*7 1/2 HR. DAY

* RETIREMENT PLAN
*D 15 -AB ILITY INSURANCE
*LIFE. INSURANCE

* CAFETER IA

-

* PAID VACATIONS

*AIR-CONDITIONED
BUILDING

'

cleaning.

Y01121 PAID le,

WANT

,

carpet

456-5404

Free cit. in yoUr horn!.
Clean, oil & , adjust, $3.
24 hr., phone serv.
894.3115

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN-.

Free estimate.
streaking.
HE 7-4556
Steve Mueller

if

A DIVI§Ipp OF. UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA'

.0A0511NkiILL.

200 E. GOLF RD...

Sew. ,Mach. Repairs

Guar. serv. on all brands.

'

BENEF ITS:

KELLY'S

esti-

RAY'S
Radio and T.V. Repair

24 -Help Wanted Men

BARON TREE SERVICE,
Free Estimates
529-6587

Storm Damaged
Antena's
Repaired or 'Replaced
Call

An Equal OpportunitY
Employer

2201 8. Elmhurst
At corner of Touhy
Des Plaines, Illinois .

Evening hours.

TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

h*, -TV Rep*

2 x 8 x 16

Arlington Heights

OFFICE HOURS:

de-

358-4882

PATIO BLOCKS

Able -to do all the new
dances. Watusi - Frug Monkey - Jerk. Over 21.
Pay starts at $15 per night,
and up. For information,
call 827-5761.

.

OIL COMPANY -

No prior experience necessary as we will train in maintenance of our
building. College students seeking summer employment are welceine.,

2 GENERATIONS
OF 'KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

mates.
Cement Work

YOUNG
DANCERS

-

824-2865

824.9530

255-0348

Free,

STANDARD OIL
DIVISION OF A MEM. CAN

postal experience desirable but not necessary: Must have chauffers,
license.

State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect

signing & alterations. Near

painting.

Many company benefits.Will,
train High school graduates.

Drive Panel Mail Truck for our, large mail department. Prior

Topping
Complete Tree Service

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper:g, Tiling,Free estimate.
C L 3.7384

ity

TERMINAL MAN
Interesting full time position
with Excellent working conditions. Good Startingsalary

with progressive increase.

Arlington Heights

Miss Paige
774-9393
7205 N. Meade

DRIVER

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting

529-7774

Interior and exterior qual-

advertising. Inquiries confidential. For appointment call
Mrs. Lindahl. CL 9-1400

24 -Help Wanted Men

TAB MACHINE TRAINEE

Residential tic Commercial

Pamtmglecmating

People
259.5066

ling homes in the greater
Northwest suburban area.
Free training program, paid

An equal opportunity employer

2nd. Shift Opening for individual who recently completed data processing course or have equivalent experience.

824-2865

yull Time Professional

well

should be satisfied.

Tree StnicsLawn Mowed

Sal:urban
Decorators

a

paid courier, listing and sel-

desirable but not necessary.

furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it

&

259-0141

Randhurst.

lent opportunity for

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (912) 693-3021

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - brunches

styling,

Experienced mature woman
or serious beginner, excel-

To program business applications. Experienced in IBM 1401.
SPS, 10CS, or auto coder desired. -Our installation has IBM 705
(40K), 1404 (4K), 1460 (8K), 360 model 30, computers in operation.
In addition there are 2 more 360's on order, 360 expertenoe

Trask Halm.

leedsce,in

Individualized

Road

GROWTH
SPELLS OPPORTUNITY

Foreign Car Sales - Service
Cantos Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, III.
LE 7.1166

SERVICE
Free estimates.
Screens & storms painted.
low

958-9100
REAL ESTATE

Subsidiary of IBM

8501 West Higgins

TRIUMPH & FIAT

259-0487

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

RADIO STATION
GIRL FRIDAY

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION.

24-11el, Wanted Mel

.

QUALITY PAINTING

CarpetsReg Cleaners

month. Free.
Miss Paige
774-939°
7205 N. Meade
a

young personable lady to meet

Used Cars Trucks

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

Pool's Landscaping
landscaping
Complete
Maint. Call for free est.

personality required. To $400

Harper

IOU To Choose From
I.&S Motor Sates
Lake Zurich
Rt. 12 & 22

Alton's Quality.

Exp. Qua,. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Cull us and compare prices

34 W. Palatine -Rd. -Palatine

thepublic and assist in typing. Please apply to Mr.James
D. Perry, 94 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine. 958-9100

Transpmahen

Call 373-6880

old blacktop, repair & seal

nice

and

Receptionist -Typist

824-2865

couple -- floors, scrubbed
and polished, rugs vacuumed; floors cleaned and
polished. Kitchen & bath
All
cleaned.
thoroughly
Suburbs.

appearance

ators with one to two 3.
experience. Good salary ar
girls with High School ,-etucation. Full or part-time.Day
or night shift. Apply:

HARPER COLLEGE

30 -Help Wanted -Women

RUBBISH REMOVAL

CLEANING- HOMES by

SPRING SPECIAL

Neat

BBC requires key poncho

are req's. $92.50 wk. Free

An equal opportunity employer

General Chen!

Blacktop Work

ary, excellent working conditions. Please made application to Dean of Business Af-

WANTED: FOUR

sites, then type up the ticket.

celebrities. Light typing
and good friendly personality

Call 255-7200

variety of machine tools.
Overtime available, good

per College. Must have previous executive secretarial
experience between ages 95
- 45. Highly competitive sal-

hood travel centers. You'll
learn to talk to travelers, map

and

Ill. 60631

Secretary to President of Har-

HOMIER & HEI2LUND
21 N. Vail

etc. Exciting atmosphere and
you'll get to meet guest stars

Tel: (312) 693-3021

ADVERTISING.

373-6880

who can easily adapt to our
routine and can operate a

Free Estimates

RANOHUIIIT

Road
Chago,
Chi

IBM

Prominent travel bureau is
our tours, suggest vacation

brier Sec. 382-8304,evenings
after 8:30 or Sat. and Sun.

KEY-PUNCH
OPERATORS.

_

You'll learn to schedule programs, spot announcements,

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

MR. KING
WO 8-5220

HOMES CLEANED

MONTHLY PAYMENT

Mt. Prospect

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

prices. Insured & all work

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.

numerative career and excellent employee benefit program. Apply to:

Consult this daily guide of ,

Quality work at reasonable

255-5060
Henriksen

ferred. Interesting and re -

Let us bilp make your...11AY!

PAY ONLY ONE

CALL TODAY

graduates - math majors pre-

EIVSI
ESS
Service Directory

KI 5-6650

We have a need for men who
are capable of performing
tooling, machining, model and
layout print reading etc.,Very
diversified work requireimeo

MR. STANLEY

one

experience

year. Should at least have high
school certificate, but college

tions leading retailers.

774-9393

opening three more neighbor-

erators for IBM System/360.

program.

schedule appts., light typing;
neat appearance and willingness to learn qualify. $90,
wk. to start, raise in 90 days
when trained. Free.
Miss Paige
TRAVEL
"
RESERVATIONISTS

SSC requires computer opMinimum

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.

5 day week. Must have
transportation. Green-

Executive Secretary

fairs.

100% FREE
392-6100
SHEETS, Inc.

7205 N. Meade

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

These men will receive:
*Blue Cross - Blue Shield
major medics.
Pront sharing retirement

426-3456

Positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
Trainees or experienced

to greet patients, ans. phone,

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

Interview please call

NEWS AGENCY
393-1630

Howard - 774-5353.

doctor
will train you as receptionist,

Call Mr. James or Mr. Mahon
CL 9-4000

To arrange for confidential

your area. For information
and appointment phone Mr.

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
Northwest Suburban

PULL OR PART TIME

Part time vault assistant
Full time savings teller
Full time proof operator
Experience necessary

Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT

10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

MODEL WORK

OR MORE

26-Help-Mantedlten_01.Women;.

to 8:30. Call

*SECURITY

TOOL & DIE

FOR ANY

MEN WANTED

management with one of na-

24-11el, Wanted Men

$2000
$3000
$4000

967-7100
An equal opportunity employer'

child care. Top Pay.
4296.

FREE -$300 to $625

1103-5000

for Sunday morning work,4:30

'Monday thru Friday

own

Bensenville, Illinois

*Op:port:may to enter sales

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

1-5.

Full and Part Time
Earn $3-$5 hourly answering
appointments to take orders in

259-

4N535 County Line Rd.

field work. Experience preferred though not necessary.
Age 18 to 25, CL 5-4090.

*Guaranteed salary plus
excellent bonus plan.

Wheeling
537-0554
RELAY DRIVER

Sitter available for evenings
after '7 PM. Vicinity of Mt.
Prospect. 255-4580.
Day work wanted. Reliable.
'References. 467-8179.

DO YOU,
NEED

43 9-7310

Mature woman for 5 day'week

OFFICE POSITIONS

THE DOLE
DISTRIBUTOR CO

Sitter Mi elderly lady. Hrs,

STUDENTS WITH CAR

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

Apply in Person

manage these retail food and
general merchandise operations.

vacation. Profit Sharing plan

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

working conditions. Call Mr.
Marquard

ried men between 23-45 to

Full Time man for return dept.
(Permanent) 40 hr. week.Paid

Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.
15-8osiness Personals

.

1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

11-Besiness Services

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

and inspecting company products.

starting salary, merit raises,
profit sharing. Excellent

individual willing to learn this

JACK RHIND
392-3500

JOIN, JOIN, JOIN

cludes assembling, testing,.

with his hands and an alert - Land Surveyor's assistant for

Young Woman living in Beck-

to Rand Golf, Milwaukee
Euclid, or Touhy Caldwell.

assembly department. Experience not necessary. Good

like to work

a man must

11 -Personals

Responsible for bills made by

Advertisers ask us this
question frequently. Fortu-

TECHNICAL
GENERAL WAREHOUSE
FULL TI ME
ASSISTANTS
varied general assembly
Due to expansion we have Light
for high school boys
We have a need for; three several openings in our order work
looking for full time summer
men with a desire to learn
packing department and our
employment. This work in-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted-Wemee

28 -Help Wattled Men Or Women

SUMMER WORK

shooting, layout and model
work, and some print read-

man area needs 7:30 AM ride

24411,- Wanted Mee

24411, Mattel Men

24-11kWatted Men

3 -Cemeteries (& totsi

DAYS

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

um -

LA

i34*)

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMP4OVER

-

Thursday, July 14, 1966

ThE DAY

30-11elp Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

'

Licensed beautician wanted.
-Full or part time. Salary plus
commission.

537-9730

A ND

Attractive woman over 90 td
handle national firms' sales.
APprux. 9 eves. and flexible
$75 weekly. Car necessary.
For interview - Mr. Durnan

PART TIME

OFFICE

Full Time
Cashier, general offtce.Apply

WOMAN

In./person to Mrs. Buckman

Evening! for counter work. In

a hamburger and ice cream
store. We furnish uniforms.
Call or see

POLK BROS.
98 N. Dryden

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-

COCK ROBIN

cludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet
people. Call collect 453-9510,

W. Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

'n

ORCHID CLEANERS
24 N. Main, Mt. Prospect

essary to the normal opefhis

of

ation

business

or enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our readers
to let them know which
positions the advertiser
believes would be of more
Interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate
that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful
preference, 'initiation,
specification or discrimination in employment prac-

CLERK -TYPIST
- Due- to expansion we have one -

opening for a biller typist.
Good starting salary, merit
raises, profit sharing. Excellent working conditions.
Call Mr. Marquard

MACHINE
OPERATORS
Our fast growing companyhas

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

above positions.
Frequent 'wage reviews & excellent fringe benefits.
women in

APPLY IN PERSON ORCALL
392-3500

METHODE MFG. CO.
1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
24 -Help Waded Men

CAN YOU SEW?

439-7310

You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you

Young lady over 18 for Cash-

ier, 5, 6, or 7 afternoons per
week. Pleasant working conditions. Good Starting salary.

adapt it to Industrial ma-

chines. You will sew medium

weight nylon goods. Good

Apply Manager. 392-9399.

rate. Fine insurance program. Paid Holidays and
vacation. Five day week -

Interesting
Office Work

8 to 4:30.

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
see us.
place. Come

F.H.BONN COMPANY
(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER

PART TIME.
If you can do ANY kind of of-

fice work, we can give you
as few or as many days as

you wish in this area. For
more information call Ethel
Doebber VA 7-5557.

PREFERRED
Business Service Corp.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

.

For small office 5 day week.
Interesting work. Goid salary
and company benefits. 4370772

RIGHTGIRL
PHONE827-1108

!Aces.
24 -Help Wanted Men

Paid Vacations

INSPECTORS

are made only (1) to in-

dicate bona fide occupational'qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nec-

Top Rates

Call Jane Nelson

Agency columns

ployment

SECRETARY

$75 BONUS

ASSEMBLERS -

as to sex in

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd,
Arlington Heights

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Male & Female
Join

Outstanding career opportunity for candidate with minimum
neering or equivalent.

537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

If you believe you qualify,call
Mrs. Cox at 255-0900 for more

information about this interesting opportunity.

SALAD LADY
6:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

ARNAR-STONE LABS., INC.
801 E. Kensington Road

needed. Work in pleasant surroundings of new food preparation area.

8494.

Coke Bottle Vendor, 96 C
Cavalier, gd. bond% Best

APPLY PERSONNEL

Temporaryor PartTime

NORTHWEST

°MUNI TY-HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

Arlington Carousel
Experienced Waitresses

Part time and full time

Cocktail and Dining Room
CL 5-4300 GUNTHER KRON

GENERAL WAREHOUSE
Due to expansion we have
several openings in our order
filling department and our
packaging department. Experience not necessary. Good

starting salary. Merit raises.
Profit sharing. Excellent
working conditions. Call Mr.
Marquard.

439-7310

IN CLEANING STORE
AT ARLINGTON
NIKE BASE.
PERMANENT
POSITION.

EXCELLENT SALARY.

EA 7-9660
32-Miscellaneles Nerchndise

LADIES' SAMPLE CLOTHES
10% off Wholesale

Dl. 8-6800

knowledge of production scheduling.

We are in need of a man 25-40 with experience in supervision, machine setup, and handling women In production_
who will take over the direct responsibility and duties as
outlined for a department.

-Window Fen. Sears. 2 speeds.

Heavy duty, good condition.
$20. 255-7079.
Swing set with slide $10.
Child's Pixie bike with training wheels $10. Toro reel
riding mower $95. National
cash register. 1 yr. old. $95.
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Applicant should have experience doing this type of work.
Fine starting salary accompanies progressive employee
benefits. If you feel you are qualified please call Dan Sundt
for appointment.

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

SERVICE TECHNICIAN
The person selected for this position will be servicing all

FINISHERS & BUFFERS
of Plastic Products
OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations

Pleasant working condl's
Free Life Insurance

Des Plaines, Illinois

824-6135

774-5155

An Equal OpporttmIty Employer

Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is
a must.

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

chemIstry or allied sciences desirable. High School graduate
with 1 year of college or equivalent night school.

No exPeriencSnecesiary as we w111 train.

Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement.

---

These position! offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

ELECTRICIAN
Wcirk involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

UARCO INCORPORATED
West County Line Rd.

WHEELING

537-2180

APPLIANCE
SERVICE
MANAGER
FOR LAKE COUNTY'S LARGEST
APPLIANCE STORE.'

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY,
FULL COMPANY BENEFITS.

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout' will quality
any ambition individual.

As an emp-loyee,of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good' starting rates

*Early seniority in

new;plants.
,*Tuition paid
*Regular wage
increases
*Employee 'discounts
*Paid 2 week vaca- on purchase of comtions after one year pany products.
service.
*Promotional oppor*Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

Ekco Containers, the world' t leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Openings on 1st & 2nd stints. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

MACHINE DESIGNER

Young man with knowledge of gears, cams, lirkages - and
mechanisms.

ing Qtrs. in Bldg. 526-7992:.
Cozy money -making Shopping.

Center soon to be built

in

Arlington Heights. Leases
now available for *Barbershop
Beauty Shop

BEAUTY SALON
4 units, 8 dryers and finest

green tweed, 80 sq. yards in

two pieces. 259-5476
Garage Sale. 995 S. Wilke Rd.

location in Park Ridge. Heats
hot water and air - condition

North of Central. Art. Hts. 'included in rent. 2 stylists
Fri. July 15, 9-400. Sat. 10-2
2 reclining bucket seats.Good

will stay. Phone.

WAbash 2-5742

condition. $35.
992-1557

SNACK SHOP
FOR SALE

Rummage Sale
Lots of Goodies - Antiques,
Camp cots,beds,braided stair
treads.

Excellent

718 N. Forrest Ave. A ri.Hgts.

location 1W' Mt

Prospect. Price reasonable
6 E. Northwest Hwy. Phone
CL 5-4893

31 -Beats And, Marine Supplies

14-10 Rent Apartments

12' Alum. runabout 25 HP

Evinrude elec. with trailer

"BE CAREFREE"

skis, 'inc. $275. 255-3753.

For sale 15' runabout. Tilt
trailer, 40 HP motor. Like

AT

CL 3-0418

VVI LLIAMS BURG

Palatine's newest luxury a-

FOR A PET OR FOR SHOW!

partment building located at
Smith and Johnson and offer-

of pep Miniature Schnau-

ing the following ultra -deluxe.

Ch. sired, healthy, full

zer puppies. AKC registered.
FL 8-2699 after 6 P.M.
Free kittens to good homes.
41 -Name Furnishings -Furniture

Breakfast nook table, 2 chairs.
3 pc. corner sect'l sofa, plant-

Schwlnn racer.
CL 3-3115

features:
1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train "
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities ;
5. will decorate to suit

6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space

bdrm - $185. lbdrm- $160:
Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

4036-70% Savings

OPEN EVENINGS

'23 rooms of builder's model
'home furniture being sold by

UNTIL 9 p.m.

piece or room. Terms and

HOME REALTY

,after. 12 noon.

192 S. Northwest Hwy.

delivery arranged. 773-0252

Lovely maple 6 yr.crib(com-.
plete) chifforobe, bathinette
and stroller. 392-9405.
Contemp. sect% sofa, Brocatelle (toast) $125.1966 dbl.dr.
frostless refrig. 1506 freezer

Palatine

958-4555

$200. CL 9-8918

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

Located betWeen Higgins and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

5744.

.

--

-

411-11onsekold Appliances

G. E. Pushbutton Electric

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Range. De Luxe model. ExCondition.

cellent

$25.00

958-9442.
49 -Horses, Harness And Wagons

6 yr. old Chestnut Gelding.

Good Disposition.
Hunter.
CL 5-4034.
50-krdscaping

SOD
Grass Sod Nursery.

Growers of nursery sod.
Straight Marian.

Temp.

OFFICE WORKERS
Most Daysies Won't Tell
But Arlington Daysie
says STIVERS is

WONDERFUL
Work pays,
Weeks or Months
Top Rates
CONVENIENT

LOCATION

THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN
$.50 sq. yd. picked up.

$.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles
west of Dundee. Gilberts._

426-5108
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Lifesaverp, Inc.
Randhuret Center

392-192C

Room 63
Prof. Level
24 Hr. Ans.Herv.392-5210
)-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

ASSEMBLERS

Full or part time. Day or night shift. Prefer experience

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

ACCOUNTANT

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life in-

with alfa numerical keyptmell.

To assume position in cost accounting. Prefer 1 to 3 years
experience in public accounting or manufacturing.

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cateteria & large

2201. Landmeir Road, Elk Grove Village
Phone 437-;58004

also console T.V. and phonograph. Call: 825-2039
Simmons Hide - a - bed.
Green tweed cover. $18. 253-

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

convenient perking lot. Investigate the future with sr dynamic
company in the challenging field of pcckaging. Contact
personnel Dept. for further information.

BOX 1030

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Nylon carpet. Peacock blue &

Blue

Positions offer excellent starting salaries. periodic increases.

END COMPLETE RESUME TO

'217 SO. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

Barrington, Ill.

OPPORTUNITIES

INSPECTOR

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

392-7310

Dunkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

Maintaining building machines.

MARTIN METALS
(OFF DUNDEE .RD.)

Experience in operating end wiring tem tabulating equipment desirable.

LAB TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior chemist in project work. Interest in

ASSEMBLERS

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair a .411 mnihtenance.

250 N. 12th ST.

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
6 months to 2 years experience desirable.

Fully Equipd. Seats 150. Liv-;

*Cleaners
* Pizza Place
Call Mr. Covelli 934-7252

ies $10, Boy's 28" bike $15

D.R. table, 4 chairs. 26"

To drive company station wagon, pickup and deliver messages and packages. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable. Will operate multilith machine
part time.

Adj. to Motel. Modern Bar,:
Dng. Rm., Cocktail Lnge...

* Milk Store

Swimming pool gas heater
$250 Aquarium and accessor-

er, end tables, Duncan Phyfe

CUSTODIAN
Experience in custodial duties desirable.

234 N. Northwest Highway.
.338-7788:
Palatine
Restaurant Lease or Pur--.
chase. Excpnl. opportunity.,
Eat. Bus. Unique Loc:on Rte:.
12, Frontage on Lake Zurich.

Player piano with 90 rolls,

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS
824-1188

Roll -a -way. 392-3562.

Call 392-0216

IBM MACHINE OPERATOR

Des Plaines, Ill.

800 East Northwest Hwy.

259-1909 after 5

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

inplant recording equipment.

LIT TELFUSE

Dept. A - 1

tract) located in City Park

new.

DRIVER - MULTILITH OPERATOR

ANALYZERS

PARTAKE

FOR SALE:

Neighbor's

The following positions are now available for men and

ESperience in procurement of parts or relined items and

10 $50.00. CL 3-8923

offer. Ph 259-1174 after 7
p.m.
Mahogany dble. dresser. Full
mirror, chest of drawers.
Elaine Revell, Inc.
Book case head board. Exc.
opportunities, -- -coed; -5100:- -253=3854-aftereta llengf
days, weeks, months.
5:30.
Call Bette Rich 296-5515
For Sale. Portable Dish
Washer. LadyKenmore. TenGIRL FOR WORK
nis table. 5' x 9' Brinktun

STENOS

255-4891.

21t -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Looking for a challenge the
Will get .you imo your own'
profitable business? Fran-.
chising is new business
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in'
this area

cond. 320. 259-0817.
Reversible and
Fear Sale.
adjustable window fan. $10.
255-0529
Lovely White Wedding Gown

District.

TYPISTS

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

-automatic timer. Very good

Conditions. Loop office.RA 6-

other lite foods for patients
and staff. No experience

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

JUNIOR PLANNER

etc. Drapes, Carpet. 537-8447
20" Homart window fan with.

Refreshment Stand (with con-

of salad! and

OPENINGS AT UARCO

(DAYS)

infant seat, clothing, bottles,

Secretary - Good typist. no
shorthand. Pleasant working

Mature lady to work in the

women in our new plants

WORKING SUPERVISOR

-

reel mower attachment. 4391-.
CL 3-7142
0078.,
Bass
guitar
with case, brand
Soft Water $5.00 a month new, unused, $80 or best offer.
Johnson Water Softener.
Call: 392-5126
CL 5-1108
Baby items - crib, bathinette, '66 -Business Opportunities

Headpiece and Veil, Size 9-

1965 Lee Street

Tuesday &Thursday Evenings ill 7:30 pm

power- mower for sale: Kay classic folk guitar with
Toro powir handle with 26,' .,case. Call after 4 p.m.

Mt. Prospect

(1 block East of Randhurst)

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

INTERVIEWING:

WHEELING

250 N. 12th ST.

letter herself. Pleasant, modem :glide. Comprehensive
benefit program. 5 day week.
Hrs. 9 to 5.

General Molded Products Inc.

Talr

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

capable of writing a good neat

Paid rest periods
Steady employment
Paid Holidays
Bonus for night work
Frae Hospitalization
A poly 9-5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

3 years experience In Time study, methods analysis
and work simplification. B. S., degree in industrial engiof

MARTIN METALS

ographic abilities are of the
highest quality, who is also

-

Join A Profit Sharing Company

.

SECRETARY
Our President needs a secretary whose typing and sten-

red. CL 5-6500

preparation

Temporary Service

our Help Wanted and Em-

DAY PUBLICATIONS

PLUS

8606 Golf Rd. Des Plainer

NOTICE

A MAY

First 5 Days Pay

Legal SecPy. Arlington His.
Office, Experience prefer-

School Administration Office
Experienced T yp is t. 12
months. Excellent. fringe
benefits. Call Mrs. Meyers
HE 7-1000.

55-11eskal Instruments

:32-Siscellanms Mirchalliss
'Used

.

but a pleasant telephriee-vojie

and persenality ire really the
most essential qualifications.

$10 BONUS
With

Will train personable married

CL 9-4315

Designations

Arl. Market

.

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTIONIST

snarls*, would be helpful,

Secretaries
Clerks

.30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

interesting Job,
please come in, for an inter-,
view. Classified advertising
extrembly

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

COUNTER CLERK

Mrs. Pecoraro

92

Typists

WE NEED YOU!
If you are interested in . an

IMMEDIATE WORK

Stenos

833-8013

RESPONSIBLE

.

TEMPORARY

PART TIME

BEAUTICIAN

30-Womin

30 -Help Wanted -Women

EKCO. CONTAINERS, INC.
WHEELINI, ILL.
LEHIGH 7-1100
AN EQUAL. OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.

'

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

MAIWTIM METALS
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.
WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

537-2180

30 -Help WitteiAllemen

31 -Help Wanted-lemel

.10 -Help Wanted-Wein

.30 -Help Waded -Woolen

Beautiful spacious 8 bdrm.

Apt., Tennis courts & swimming pool, close to shopping
& schools. Sublease Aug. 1st.'
439-0246.

ARLINGTON NTS.

swimming pool, Tennis ct.,
Includes heat, $207,00. Call
439-0248

Job?

'OFFICE SPACE

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!
ti

baths, excellent traffic patters
ETC. Favorable terms.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
392-1553
1531 N. KASPAR
Arlington Heights, 2 .bdrm.
ranch. Separate din. rm.
$23,500

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices .
.

240 sq. ft. in prestige office
building nr. center of village.
Air conditioned carpeted.Offstreet parking. Immediate oc'cupancy.

' WILLIAMS-GRAY

2 1/2 car garage, porch, 1/4

block to Catholic' School and
Church, basement, well landscaped, blacktop driveway,

built - ins, fireplace. Per-

fect for the large, young tam'ily
$46,200.00
Open evenings until 9P.M.

Carpeting, oversized garage. Attractive lot. By owner. $16,-

Palatine, Illinois
958-4555

748 E. Northwest flwy.
PALATINE
359-1450

IMMEDIATE BALE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
JUST LIST ED

2 Bedroom ranch with sep.
dining rm. or 3rd bedroom.

Birch cabinet kitchen with
eating area. Large panelled
rm. and bar. Remainder
Low summer rates for ---- rec.
of basement all tiled. BeautiWeddings
ful
private
rear yard. ScreenParties
ed patio canopy. 1 1/2 car
Graduations, etc.
garage. Im med. possession
AMERICAN LEGION HALL
and priced to sell $21,900.
Don Wheeler
CL3-2973

HALL -RENTALS

Beau. 7 rt& 1 1/2 bath split
level. 6 yrs. old FA heat.
Central air-cond. Attached
garage. Full basement. Family room, 13 x. 18, with cute
bar. Designed for gracious
living. Estate liquldated.Must

be sold now. Priced in low
30's.

is

Exec. permanently assigned
to area, desires turn. I bdrm.
apt. Ph. 259-0740, ext. 224.

Businessman desires to rent
garage in Mt. Prospedt. Pre-

for

ferreci area of Busse Rd.Cot-

tonwood Dr. near Sicamore
Lane Apts. Call 439-1504 after 7 PM.

YOU!!

trains and shopping.

Only

$28,900.

1714 E.N.W. Hwy.

wants room near train. 253-

Open 9 to 9

CL 5-6320

3 or 4 bdrm. home in vicinity
of Mt. Prospect or Des Plaines

Ar. tits.

Outstanding Values

255-0070.

3-4 bedrooms home to Arlinden Heights area. week-

Openings

days before 5. Call: 439-3840
after 6 and weekends Call:
392-2825.

on

Brick and frame ranch with

able for furniture storage for
1 month. 358-9085
li-Real Estate -Houses

4 bdrm. 1 1/2 baths. Family

are

for

I to anyone. Come in and talk
It over with us.

ASSEMBLERS.

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY

ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

porch. And best of all, im-

mediate occupancy.
$18,900
$138. per month.

Good Clean Cars
Want No Junkers '

Mustang Mts. Palatine

ROLLING MEADOWS
REALTY

NORTHWEST RAMBLER

3423 Kirchoff Rd.
Call 255-4200

Good Used Cars Wanted

Come in and see us.
No Junkers

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

102 -Trucks, Trailers

high land, on black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms.

-

1964 1/2 ton pick-up F-100,
original owner, price $1200.
Call 299-1347.
110 -Bicycles

FL 4-2186
Northiake - 100' lot. Improvements. Bus. zoned.Must

Bicycle for sale. 26" Boy's
deluxe, like new, ww tires,

see to appreciate..AR6-9168.

chrome fenders; 715 E. Hawthorne. Art. Hts. 253-6638.

96 -Real Estate Wanted

ill -Motorcycles And Scooters

t

.

From owner in Mt. Prospect.
3 or 4 bdrm Cape Cod, 1 1/2
Baths, Bsmt. Low $20's.
392-2553.

1985 Honda Super Hawk 305
cc. Exc. cond. Beif offer
after 4 - CL 3-7142

99 -Automobiles For Sale

99 -Automobiles For Sale

di

by Owner. Four Bedrooms, 2
1/2 baths, familyroom, 2 car
attached garage, screened
porch. Many extras. Low 40s

Ford cotmtry.

Phone CL 9-3956 for appt.

Must Sell. Arlington Heights
By owner. 3 bdrm. living rm.

Dining Rm. Fem. Rm. New
wall to

392-3788.

PALATINE
8 room bi level brick home
3 bedrms., 2 baths, paneled
family room with bar, builtins, 2 1/2 car Rearm, landSolid

I East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

4iir
ROSELLE-FORD
it460°1-q: COUNTRY ... THAT IS,
VP*? LA THE EAGER BEAVER DEALER!

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

wall carpet. 2 car

scaped, in good cond. $32,400

0

Beautiful

walnut paneling in L.R. and
family room. There are 3
bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and
attached garage.

WANTED USED CARS

Open 9 to 9.

garage Fenced yard. $25,500.

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type Of Coil.

extra large lot.

5385.

Colonial, near Pioneer Park

TRANSFERRED

COIL WINDERS

rm. split level home on

253-0422

'63 Monza Cony. 4 speed.
Must sell this week; $695
or best offer. 392-7394.
'69 Volkswagen. FM Radio,
w/w under coating, Batt. Mut.
4 mon. old. Exc. Cond. 253-

434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

FL 8-1800

Experience On Assembling ,Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

7

296-1447

top driveway. Nice enclosed

5 acres of unusually good

$22,900

Auto/8, Radio. Red & white.

-Prifte party$1200.

Bring your title -cash

$15,300

scaped. Rear yard completely
enclosed.

'58 Plymouth wagon St.
Radio, heater, reasonable.
Call 253-1332 after 5 PM.
'63 Olda Cutlass Coupe.

$700. DOWN

NORTHWEST

If you have a good credit
rating - VA homes are a-

1959 Plymouth 4 dr. Sedan.
Radio,-heater,power steering,
tinted glass. A very fine second car that runs very good.
$350 or best offer. Call
255-7200 Ask for Mr. Henry.

3 Bedroom Ranch on large 90
ft. lot. Has washer and dryer,
big two car garage with black

Must be sold to settle estate.

been reduced to sell immediately.
L.R. is carpeted,
sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2
car garage, attractively land-

392.8199.

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Charming 2 bdrm.brick ranch
within walking distance of all
conveniences, in Palatine.

This immolate home has just

' possessed by VA, and offered

car garage, nicely landscaped,
close to schools and shopping.
$128. per month.
$15,500

$21,000

rm. Library, new kitchen. Full
basement. Professionally
landscaped. Offered by owner. 392-8199

. %tellable to you for as little
as $100 down. These are re-

er, Dryer, large kitchen, two

on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.

Scarsdale -Owner transferred

tires and battery. Best offer

$895.

$500. DOWN

carpeted living - dining room
comb. .2 full baths, 3 bdrms,

Garage or other building suit-.

Three Shifts
.t

$18,900

392 -1195

'55 Ford. GoodCondition.NeW

'

2 Bedroom Ranch with wash-

BRUNS

Young woman employed in loop

5800.

274-3131

Lovely face brick' ranch with

att. garage. Walk to schools.

'58 Volkswagen and '53 Ford

1964 2 -door Corvair Monza,
$1195. Please call 259-2753
after 4.
'62 Volkswagen. Low mileage. '
1 owner. Mounted snow tires.

ROLLING MEADOWS
REALTY

3 large bedrooms. carpeted
liv.. and din. rooms. Ash
panelled rec. room, bar. and
bath. Screened porch and

New Tires, 4300. 392-1479

. 6228 Broadway, Chgo.

MT. PROSPECT
CENTRAL AIR
CONDITIONING

82 -Wanted To Rent

Sedan Stick, R/H. Very Clean,

STANMEYER CO.

'

TOMATIC ELECTRIC

,

439-0157

MT. PROSPECT
Near Lyon's Park

HOME REALTY

Excellent cond. leaving for
service. ..11. H. Best offer.
cp3-2815.
1980 Rambler, Super 4 dr.

cellent .Cond. $640. Call 4391504 after 7 PM.
Excellent 2nd car 1956 Dodge
$155. Good condition.

132 B. Northwest Hwy.

X 600. Frontage on 2 roads.
2 bedroom house. $18,500.

For Rent
OFFICE SPACE
Modern air conditioned office
in downtown Mount Prospect
immediate occupancy.

Dial CL 5-2020

and heater.....

1966 FORD

.

Custom 500. V-8, Tudor, Color white.' Equipped with radio

only $1995

1965 L T. D.

4 di. Hard Top, 352 V-8 engine, cruis-o-matic AM -FM radio,
power steering, power brake& tinted glass, white wall tires.
beautiful bronze

brick 6 room ranch

only $2195

home. 3 bedrms., full base-

INTERVIEWING Mon thru Fri
8.00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
CLOSED

'

1981 Ford Galaxie. PS, Ex-

HOME REALTY

500. 392-0844.
Zoned Business. Rand Rd.100

401 E. Prospect Ave.

114e -Rent Miscellaneous

10 rm. 4 bdrm.Colonial Brick
and Frame home, 4 years old,

storms and screens.

BLDG.
MOUNT PROSPECT
392-2150

HOME. FOR SALE

Specious, half -brick ranch.*

DE LUXE:APARTMENT family roam and patio, 8 full

Looking for
a Permanent

99-Artemeilles For Sale
63 KARMAN GHEA RED

86 -Real Estate -Houses
.

twin - else bedrooms, large

For, Sub -let. Recently Decorate& Deluxe 2 bedroom, carpeted, equipped kitchen, extra
large rooms. Air Conditioned,

Thursday, July 14, 1966

THE DAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

/4 -To Rent Apartments -

ment, large corner lot, 1 1/2

car garage, porch $26,800.

FRANCEK

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Automatic transmission, radio,' heater, white wall tires,
beautiful ..dark blue

HOME REALTY
Main Office
132 S. Northwest Hwy.
358-4555
Palatine

1964 MONZA CONVERTIBLE

only $1295

,8 E. NW Hwy. Mt. Prospect
86 -Real Estate -Houses

1963 CHEVY BEL-A I R
4

dr. Sedan. See this economical 6 cyl. with a standard

transmission, radio and heater nice green finish....

6

only $1195

Saturday

1962 PONT IAC TUDOR

Hard Top. V-8 with automatic transmission, Power steering
and power brakes, radio and heater, white wall tires. Priced
a

only $1195

TOMATIC ELECTRIC

1961 FALCON WAGON
See this like new economical Ford wagon at -this extra low
price

only $495

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
HOFFMAN ESTATES

Excellent home. for family Just starting. Lot IA 107 x 198..
3 bedrooms, comb. living -dining room, 2 ceramic tile baths,

1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

carpeting in L.D rms. This brick & frame ranch la within,walking distance to schools and shopping. In splendid con318,900
dition. Only

1960 PONT IAC CONVERTIBLE

V-8 with automatic transmission. This nice soft top has
power brakes 'and power
00000000

only $865

ONE EAST CAMPBELL

ROSELLE AUTO LEASING
DA ILY-YEARLY_LEASES

NORTHLAKE ILLINOIS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

THE :,4,TAED WINNING DEALER._._.

An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

Member M .A. P

253-2111

MULTIPLE
LISTING SERVICE

FORD
ROSELLE, ILL.
1/ ROSELLE
Irving

Rfilsle11e. Rd,

Roselle.
Phone Lf 9-5551

Athlete of the Week

Legion 9 Tips
Evanston
In Squeaker

WHITCOMB
LEGION JUNloR. ISASESALLTGAMI NAG
EARNED ATFALe-re OF ILIE WSW Homorits

Mt. Prospect's American Legion baseball team
bounced )sack from Tuesday's showdown with Northbrook last night, to win a 2-1 squeaker over Evanston

6iinizr6T013 CAME UP vati)-4 A eitiME.-WINKLING
TRtPLE. AGA0451 tiloRTAI34200K ON WEDNIEsPAN
OF usef WEEK, 100141C1-1 BoOSTED THE

a

was called.

Lundstedt went all the way
for Mt. Prospect, picking up
his third victory without a loss.
The husky sidearmer fanned
four and walked three in his
five -inning stint. He gave up
only four hits, and the one run
the hosts did manage was a
disputed one. But then so was
one of Prospect's.

Whitcomb who threw
the ball well over first base-

Clyde

manlim Gumz' head.
lead

trotted

runner

home on the overthrow, and
Thorne jumped off the bench
like a man possessed, claiming the Evanston runner should
only have been awarded third.

His protests went the way of
all good arguments.

THE JAM could have been
much thicker for Lundstedt if
his mates hadn't bailed him
out of the inning with a heads up double play. The next Evanbatter

ston

rapped

sharp

a

single to left and Rob (Rivers)
Robinson' whipped

toward home to

the ball
prevent the

run from scoring.

Gumz cut off the throw and
fired to second getting the bat-

ter as he tried to grab an extra

base.

Second

baseman

Paul Peterson then rifled the

ball home in time to get the
Evanston runner breaking for
the plate.

THE PROSPECTORS failed
to take advantage of a carload
of scoring opportunities before

they found the scoreboard in
the fifth.
J.D. Thorne got the fireworks started when he reached

on a ground ball that bounced
over the Evanston third baseman's head. Tom Manderscheid

Coming Up

I

6RoUGI-IT 1-1OMe TEAMMATE 14E14
1-9-AVERSONE wril-11145 60-AmEAD R0t4
.
3-2
iv -us( arzoice up
V I cToR-i C=AvE MOutIT PRospecT-

A 2-1E

Traversone.

Manderscheid sprinted home
on the overthrow, and this time
it was the Evanston coach's
turn to charge the man in
blue. The host mentor seemed
to have proved his point, as
Manderscheid was waved back
to third.

-A 10-2 12EC0R1:3

GAN% LEAD. OVER. ZNP

I

that will piii. on the 1966 All -,f
Star Footb 'fli Luncheon Mon:j
day, Augll, at the Cloinlil
Hilton Hote ,'Chicago.

,i

901

W. M Muhl are on the

committee.Reinert is vice president

merce and', Industry, which
sponsors the5Iiincheon.
Patek is in charge of special events for the affair.

by

the

Senior League
Warriors vs. HaWks at Pion-

Iry Kupcinet, Chicago Sun columnist, will serve
as master of ceremonies, and

1966
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All -Stars"

be

purchased

at'the Jaycee

office 30 1W. Monroe, Chica-

Doctor Says Baseball

Mt.

Prospect Boys'
Bronco A. League.

Okay if Not Overdone
.

It was only the third win in 13

outings for the Sox, while the

Orioles dropped to a 10-3 mark.
a game. Remember if the game
The birds' Engibous was the
isn't fun to your boy, it isn't
SAMUEL L ANDELMAN
losing pitcher in a contest that.
worth playing at all.
was called after four innings
Commissioner of, Health
Too much emotional involvebecause of rain.
Chicago
ment in the outcome may foster
THE CARDINALS ran their
Whether he plays on a sand- a defensive, hostile, or withlot or a little league team, drawn attitude in your son if season slate to 10-1 in the Pony
baseball
will improve your he loses. After all, the physi- B League with an 8-5 conquest

if

boy's physical fitness
doesn't overdo the game.

he

` A COMMON INJURY that
plagued

.boys'

baseball

ment from his elbow. If your
boy should incur such an in-

`season.

This, like many injuries, can
be

prevented

by

purpose.

cal benefits of baseball are
spread pretty evenly over all

the players, whether they win
or lose.

College Mentor
Likes Letter K

ed with a liberal sprinkling of

K's. The K in

baseball par-

lance signifies strikeout.
But Holy Cross baseball

Coach Hop Riopel took a liking
to the appearance of the letter
K this spring. Riopel fielded an

entire starting lineup of players

whose name begins with

the letter.
Riopel's lineup read like
this: Klein, Klecak, Kopec,

Kearns, Kerry, Kirmser, Kelly, Kaminski, Foster.

MOST.. IMPORTANT, parents should remember to place
a youngster's health above win-

the trap of4tting your st feel
undue chagrin if his tea

loses

a

spot

on

with front wheel drive!
Flat floors Full -view side Windows 38SItp Toronado'
Rocket V;t3 EtudneToronado's own brand of Turbo Hydra.

,Matic Drive Concealed headlamps Unique draftfree
ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest look In town)

MARTIN J. KELLY
OLDS MOBILE, INC.
11116 W..NORTHWEST HWY;

\

with Steel.

Springs Shell Service man-

Bruns Real Estate. City Welding Sales and Service won over

ators 8-4.

NCAA Wrestling

tied for low gross honors with

Doc Ward and Cecil Jamison

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
(UPI) - Penn State is the only
eastern team to win the NCAA'
wrestling

championship

ac-

last night to post a 34) triumph complishing the feat in 1953,
over the Braves in the Bronco when Penn State hosted the e
Major League.
KING FANNED 10 and walk-

ed only one while going all six
innings. Stew Graham absorbed

the loss, although he hurled a
four -hitter.

Graham

got

a

TEAM STANDINGS
National Conveyor 62 1/2
New Emerald
Clnrs.
Springs Shell

Error Record

City Welding

NEW YORK

- Na-

poleon LaJoie i in baseball's
Hall of Fame, but not for what

he did on April 22, 1915.

hit, while Don
doubled for the winners.

merican League record for the

Devito

That's the day he set the A-

The win improved the Cubs'

most errors in a game, boot-

record to 5-8.

.

vent.

double for his club's only extra
base

37s.

ik(g,

ve

for the Philadelphia

thletics.

61

60

57 1/2
56 1/2
54 1/2
Bruns Real Estate 54
Heights Cleaners

Ail. Strct. Steel

Harris Pharmacy
Koop's Mustard
Horcher Dec.
Crest Heating
Lauterburg &
Oehler

54

50 1/2
48 1/2
44 1/2

44.1/2

needed help from Casey Rush
after four innings.
The Cards rapped loser Dale
Morgan for seven hits, including

a triple by Bill' Izzo. The Sox
are now 6-6 in league play.

Sports on T.V.

TODAY
5:55 p.m. Football,
NFL highlights, ch. 32..

I

filmed,

8 p.m. Golf, Wall vs. Goal by, ch. 32.
9
p.m.

Billards,
Pocket
films of U.S. Open Pocket
Hillard Tournament, ch. 32.

Score Board

I

WEDNESDAY'S SPORTS

the

"klub." (5 innings, rain).

Arlington 280 1/2, Elmhurst
230 1/2.

FAIRLANE
MUSTANG,
GALAXIE

STATION WAGON

9.00

D
A

PLUS MILEAGE
PLAN YOUR VACATION

RENT A STATION WAGON
SPECIAL RATES

at low rates'from

7"
9-3141

GEORGE .POOLE cexciD
400 W.,NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL
NITES AND itiUNDAY

----

CIL 9-9889

Three of Mt. Prospect's leading park district swimmers relax after a practice session last week. They are (from left) Kathy Wood, Claudia Gentxler, and

Marcia Burrell. The local tankers were rained oat of a scheduled meet with
Northbrook last night.

Give Your Heart a Vacation

INCLUDES OAS & INSURANCE.

CIL

during the 1916 season.

of the Sox. John Sullen got

cancelled, rain.

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

FALCON

Only full-size car

birdies

Foster? Well his first name
EVENTS
Kevin. The senior shortstop
Legion Baseball
was the backbone of Riopel's
Mt. Prospect 2, Evanston I
infield, and his coach figurecr (5 innings, rain).
that alone was enough to earn
Arlington 5, Morton Grove 0

CORTINA

\--TORONADO

from fourth place with a 7-5

is

rent a new '66

$4640"

while New
into second

credit for the win although he

Park District Swimming
Northbrook vs. Mt. Prospect

TORNADO

Bob

action,
moved

The cellar -dwelling Cubs got
There is nothing more dis- two -hit pitching by Jim King
couraging to a baseball coach
than to have his box score fill-

YOU CAN BUY A NEW

FOR ONLY

Baseball

BY

ning ballganies. Don't fall into

BILL KELLY SAYS:

Katzman Hurling
Paces Sox to Win
day to lead the Sox to a 4-2
upset over the Orioles in the

1,

TICKETS are available for cal training will only defeat its

the public at $5 each, and may

-

Friday's
Emerald

est

Eddie Katzman twirled a
four -inning one -hitter yester-

conditioning
coach, will introduce and eval- ,the body in easy stages. A socalled crash program of physiuhte his team.
Sauer, the

go.

eer # One, 6:15 p.m.

'July14,

Aug. 5 date at Soldier Field
against the Green Bay Pack- jury, he should not be allowed
ers.
to play for the rest of the

Johnny

Ladendorf at Elk Grove, 6

All -Stars before their

erald Cleaners.

Ruth, recognized as the great- 3-1/2.
slugger in baseball hisHeights Cleaners fell from
tory, also holds the American second to fifth after a 7-1/2 League record for the most 4-I/2 beating at the hands of.
-shutouts by a lefthanded pit- Koop's Mustard. The only other
cher in a season. He recorded match played saw Harris Pharnine for the Boston Red Sox macy up -end Horcher Decor-

AAA". -

Boys- Baseball

has
LUNCHEON
THE
players is known as little
200 underprivileged youngsters leaguer's elbow. It occurs
from various .orphanages, set- mostly in boys between the ages
tlement houses and boys clubs of 9 and 12 who do a lot of
as special guests at the lunch- throwing. At this age, your
eons, along with the 51 All - son's muscles are stronger
Star players. The affair is the than his bones. A hard throw
only public appearance made could tear a small bone frag-

Wayciaden Traveling League

p.m.

,i(A)-Aa..s...4.4 -NS, AA

.

has

Times

Hoffman Estates at Subur-

of *Wren's activities

for the ChiCago chapter of the
Junior Association of Com-

THURSDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS

ban Heating, 6 p.m.

.

WILLI AM I REINERY of 906
nc,14,9,r1* Patek of
S. Albert

League.

NEW YORK (UPI) - Babe Lauterburg and Oehler 8-1/2 -

e

committee j/

consecutive

Versatile Babe.

Thursday,

a

The leaders 'posted a 7-1/2 -

lington Heights Twilight Golf

round. of, the 1961 St. Peters- aged to hang on to third pilthe
burg Open,
despite a 6-1/2 - 5-1/2 loss to

Area
n.
Serve ion
Grief Group
serviiig ! on

after two were out in the last

a string of eight in the (earth

is expected to start:

are

National Conveyor
and Supply is in first place with
62-1/2 points, 1-1/2 points
ahead of runners-up New Em-

NEWYORK (UPI)

The Prospectors will take a

men

WHITCOMB'S THREE `BAGGER was hit to deep center off Frank Battaglia, a sophomore at the University of
Illinois Chicago Circle campus.
The game -winning rap came

for

day off tonight, but will be back
in action tomorrow fora 6 p.m
clash at Artingtori. Kingman

Prospect

Only eight points separate
the top eight teams in the Ar-

Birdie Record

with the winning tally'..

Two Motint

a 9-2 card.

Goalby holds the PGA record win over Arlington StructuraL,

plate and was promptly issued
an intentional pass. Robinson`
took that as a personal insult.
ripping a solid single to center
and driving Traversone home

I

Has Eight
Near Top

4-1/2 win over Crest Heating
All area athletes are eligible and Air Conditioning in 'last

PLACE Nomiuseciog...

scheid to the plate, as this
time the visitors gained the
forensic edge.
When the'smoke had cleare4'

Golf Loop

broke up a 2 -all tie. The 3-2
victory gave Mount Prospect a
10-2 record, 'good for a half game lead over Northbrook,
whiclIfelLtaiccond placc_with

inning.

C=Ot)D1 FOR A IAALF -

BACK CAME Thorne with
"Terrible" Nick Tuttle in
tow. And back went Mander-

255-7200.

sone with the go-ahead run that

home teammate Ken Traver-

Dave Kingman strode to tlie

EVANSTON grabbed the
lead in the second inning when
its leadoff man walked and stole
second. The hosts followed
with u bouncer to shortstop

The

in the legion's First Division.
Whitcomb's triple brought

PRoSPEcTORS It.= FIRST puce IN TIE
LEGioas FIRST DivisioNL
TRIPLE

last night. If the rains had come
LUNDSTEDT followed with
before the inning was over,.the
fly to right, and
score would have reverted back a towering
Ken Traversone dribbled one
to the previous inning, and the
The pitcher
local squad would have been to the mound.
forcecL Thorpe _going__ to third
losers:but threw wild trying to get

But righthander Tom Lundstedt ended the frame with a
flourish, whiffing the Evanston
cleanup man with two runners
aboard. Moments later the first
drops landed on the already
swampy field, and the contest

.

They should be made between
WHITCOMB, MOUNT Pros-' 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Monday,
pect's regular shortstop, came and may .be made in person,
up with a game -winning triple by mail, or by telephone. Nomagainst Northbrook on Wednes- inations gray be made anonyday of last week which boosted mously.
the Prospectors into first place
Our telephone number is

SEI4ALF OF tAls TEAM LAST WEEK.
V0131TcOMII,MoUNT PR0Spei74. RF-6ULAR.

The Prospectors pushed two runs across in the top
of the fifth and raced through the bottom of the frame
with rain threatening to wipe out their advantage at any,

-1-0

horn:4s from the Day for his be submitted to our sports desk
heroics in behalf of his team at the Arlington Heights office,
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
last week,

FRoMike DAN Foa L116 NEgolcs

and the weather.

COACH MARK Thorne's then moved him up with
crew trailed most of the way single to second.

Clyde Whitcomb of the" for Athlete of the Week recogMount Prospect American Le- nition, and the Day invites readgion. junior baseball team,. has' er nominations,
NOMINATIONS SHOULD
earned Athlete of the Week

OF 'ME mouv.r pPospecT AMERICAN..

BY DALE HOFMANN.

second.

Whitcomb Earns
Day Sports Honor

Clyde

Release from the tensions in use. If a hook becomes
and pressures of the workday tightly embedded in your skin,
world plus a lot of fresh air don't try to remove it by workare often the best prescription ing it out backward. Have a
for a vacation. But the Chicago doctor remove it. He will push
Heart Association points out a the hook out point foremost. It
few hazards that can mar any is much easier that way, and it

holiday.
Overexposure to sun may re-

will cause less damage.

The

fish

are the

only ones

HEART ATTACK

victims

getting a workout. Stay away ,may still enjoy the pleasures
from nonstop snacking, and let of camping and fishing, but
the fish do the nibbling.
your physician is the' man, to
THERE IS an entirely sep- judge whether your heart can
arate category of hazards for take the rigors of any trip you
the active fisherman, the type plan.
that must play hard and live
When packing for the trip,
.

Barring storms and squalls dangerously to have fun. Under- make sure you have adequate
sult in severe sunburn or even and reckless driving by hot- water spear -fishing is one ex. and proper clothing for cool or
sunstroke. Water intensifies the rodders, you and your boating ample of a sport only for the suddenly wet weather. Heart
effect of the sun's rays, even on companions should have smooth young and fit. A tug ol.war with attack victims should : brief
an overcast day. So it is a good sailing. But there are a few a 500 -pound marlin ivalso no, travelling companions' on the
idea to protect yourself and safety tips to remember.
sport for a middle-aged man symptoms of an impending
with any kind of heart condition. heart attack, how to recognize

your companions adequately.
Head covering and a godd sun-

DON'T OVERLOAD your
Less obviously dangerous, them and what to do about them.
screen lotion are essential. A craft, and don't stand up or
CAMPERS SHOULD paos
preliminary few weeks of grad- change seats in a small boat and widely appealing to the_not- themselves
sensibly,
giving
ual exposure will often help you while it is underway. Have life so-Young are the mountain their hearts time to adjust if

preservers for each occupant.
FISH HOOKS left lying in And keep a watchful eye out for
the bottom of a boat or on a other boats, water skiers, and
dock are a real menace., The, swimmers.
Remember that seae.ntary,
barbed points should be cov-

avoid a painful burn.

ered with small corks when not

fishing is not really exekcise.

streums and lakes dancing with
trout and:promising a Vigorous
encounter with the terrain. Such
outings can turn to tragedy unless some basic precautions
arc observed.

they are travelling into thin
mountain air.
\
Remember too that`;' over-

weight or hief bfirod pressure'
can cut down on what used to be
our ca ci for roughing it.

Trustees Get Report on Area Water Plans
render an early decision.

William. Mott, Mount Prospect's represen-

serves.

Mott explained that DAMP is notva taxing
body and must depend on the municipalities it
serves for funds to make such engineering

of the four member municipalities to be approached on the matter of DAMP purchasing

sion (DAMP), told Mount Prospect trustees

water systems.

-last night that advanced engineering studies of
a combined fotir village water system would

'

withhold any action on appropriating the re$1,500 for engineering studies until

quested

Mott is chairman of -the -commission. He said

the other three municipalities have an opportu-

that the commission, formed on Feb. -6, 1957,
is 'making a survey to determine the feasibility
of securing the four deep well systems from
the member villages and wholesaling water to

nity to express themselves.
is

scheduled to

start receiving. Chicago water in the near future, Mott explained. Des Plaines wells will

the municipalities.

The local water 'systems would be acquired
pect village trustees.

,Mott pointed out that DAMP is interested in
securing only the water production systems.
Water distribution would remain under village
their water rates.

to hear your ideas on the subject at your earliest

in 1957 and another $1,000 grant in 1962.

possible convenience."

sioner from Arlington Heights," Congreve asked.
"That's true," Mott said, "but he is a, recognized expert in the field."

.available to your customers. You would not have

bonds. You would have an excess of water
"Des Plaines, Arlington Heights and Palatine have all the water they need. New wells

TRUSTEE Harry Bruhl commented, "Won't
Dei, Plaines phase out their wells rather than
place them immediately for sale. I understand
they are going to keep using their wells until
the pumping cost exceeds the water revenue.

would' not have to be drilled, perhaps for 10 or

That's not a very good time to buy wells."

'to go through the expense of drilling new wells.

"Do you have any idea what you can sell

15 years," Mott said.

this water back to us for?" Congreve asked.

"THAT'S NOT the way I hear it," Mayor
Daniel Congreve said.- "It behooves the other
three communities to seek water. And who

Grove Village, Wheeling, Rolling Meadows
and -the -unincorporated Prospect -Heights community.

in the O'Hare Field area, and each water utility

not optimistic that the-U.S. Supreme Court will

were made available to us," Grittani said.

water system would probably pay off your water

Mentioned as potential members were Elk

Under such an arrangement, a main would be'

CONCERNING the status of the current water

"You would not find us hard to deal with;''
"All -the other villages have sprinkling restrictions except Mount, Prospect," Congreve
said. "Isn't -it true that the idea of merging
water supplies came from the DAMP commis-

In this, report, the best future source of water
for the area was determined to be Lake Michigan. The water diversion suit, however, has

system.

--"dliefirehrdierrhlitfle7MOtt-Said that-DAMP-is--run to -Lake Michigan to a central -point, -perhaps ---

asked.

Trustee Joseph Grittani asked Mott 'where
the village stood to gain by surrendering control of its well water sources. "We would not
gain until Chicago or Lake Michigan water

supplies to the four member municipalities.

bard) in DuPage County.

wells in the event they were needed," Congreve
Mott said.

,

"You would gain immediately," Mott said.
"The price you receive for purchase of your

Mott said that DAMP is also investigating
the possibility of interesting other area municipalities into joining the commission and
becoming a part of the over-all water supply

ACCORDING to Mott, DAMP is also studying the possibility of entering into a co-operative arrangement with the Tree Towns Water
Commission (Elmhurst, Villa Park and Lom-

DAMP would supply water from all four
municipalities to each member, drawing on
emergency supplies from the entire system
when one village is short of water.

systems has merit," Mott said. "I would like

to DAMP: The village made a $500 contribution

precluded action in this direction.

would have to be made.

control and the villages would be able to set

"How could we force DAMP to drill new

-

"I think the idea of DAMP securing the water

IN 1958, DAMP received a federal grant of
$25,000 to study existing and potential water'

"Ultimately, we 'will need additional water in
this area," Mott said. He said that a 1959 plan
of running a water main to Lake Michigan was
obsolete and that if this idea were ultimately
granted court approval new engineering studies

day. night at a special meeting of Mount Pros-

recommendation."

study.

then become a surplus suppli.of water.

through water revenue bonds, Mott said Wednes-

to proceed on its own and has already insured
itself a tie in with Chicago.

Mott indicated that some of these funds have
not been spent and would 'be utilized, with the
additional $1,500 contribution, for the current

'

The City of Des Plaines

"You would control your own supplies, if
that were most economically feasible," Mott
replied. "That would be up to the engineers

studies.
Mount Prospect has already contributed $1,500

The chairman 'suggested that Mount Prospect

cost each municipality S1,500.

tiate the use of Chicago water for all four mem-,
ber communities. Des Plaines, however, decided

ORIGINAL plans were for DAMP to nego-

would then run its own supply into the area it

'

Mott said. that Mount Prospect was the first

tative to the Des Plaines, Mount Prospect,
Arlington Heights, -Palatine Water Commis-

would-control--the-reservoir-supplies;-the -municipalities or DAMP," Congreve asked.

"That's one of the questions that we will
answer if you approve our engineering survey,"
Mott said.

-Congreve-referred-the--matter-to-the-villages-public works committee for future consideration.

be Prooett Dap

WEATHER
Tonight; Fair; Low in the
mid -60s. Saturday; Mostly sun-

ny; Little temperature change;
High in the low 80s.
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Bathtub Heights?
Fight Flood Basins
_BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor

Retention basins apparently
have no friends.

At a meeting last night in
village

Crowd from the Colonial Heights area found it standing room only as they gathered at village hall last

Postpone

2 Suspects
The

trial

of two

Developers

night to protest retention basins being built to contain

alleged

poned until Aug. 18 before
Judge Herbert Paschen in
criminal court.

3rd Night of Rioting; 3 Dead

slums under control.

as they alledgedly tried to rob
an all-night gas station at the
corner of Golf and Elmhurst

The latest victim reported was an 18 -year -old Negro
boy. The others were a man and a girl killed in separ-

Rds.

Gangs of screaming Negroes raced for hours from one
area to another through a third straight night of rioting.
The Negroes put the torch to buildings, looted stores and
fought running gun battles with police who wore helmets
for protection. Despite the precautions seven policemen
were shot in the exchanges, some of them in the back.

The two were indicted for
armed robbery of three other
all-night gas stations in Palatine, Park Ridge
Plaines late April 17.

and

Des

ate incidents.

A :tentative 1966-67 budget of $824,289 was submitted
last night by' the budget committee of the Dist. 512
Board of EduCation. A public hearing on the budget will

be held Aug. p at 7:30 p.m. in the Slichenmyer Admin-

the RGA petitions arc

pre-

are objections, they

will

be

Haas said, if an interest rate
of less than 3 per cent cannot
be obtained from private bidders, the district wants to sell
the bonds to the federal government ut the 3 per cent interest
rate under terms of the Health,
Education and Welfare Act,

back-up bid of 3 per cent so

John Haas, president of the discussed, and then the budget that, if the private bid is not obboard, said that the budget as will be acted upon as amend- tained, the sale may be made.
submitted by the budget com-: ed."
Haas explained the reason, for
the two issues instead of one.

.

HAAS said the budget will
"We want to get the lowest
be available to the public 30 interest rate possible on the
days prior to the public hear- largest amount of our sale," he

Gripe
Of The
Day

last

night,

"Retention

ponds do not have to be unsightly. We're not pushing re-

ins. If the village can giv
us another answer, we will

look into it," Knight said.

after the petitions are ' preATTENDING last night's
sented -- registrations will be meeting, in addition to a pack 19.

voter registrations will not be

"This is a prime time for the
village and the major political

"Voters must be registered
to vote in all municipal elections,"

Monroe

said. "The
election code states that registrations must be closed 30
days prior to any election.

ed for a swale. The sanitary
district turned that idea down.

Hemmeter

said

that

the

Arlington Heights.

storm water out of our sani- Colonial Heights - Forest View
Mongan suggested that the
tary sewers. We want sewer area is a flood plain -- that it basin in that vicinity, well awater to flow to our sewer has been under as much as two way from houses, be put into
plants - not back up in your feet of water.
service to handle storm water

will be a 30 -day period in which
accepted.

west of Colonial Heights, call-

CONCERNING the issuance
of the permit for the retention
basin, behind the home at 502
Deborah Ln., Hemmester said
ground on why the sanitary that it was his mistake that the
district demands that storm location of homes behind the
water be kept out of sanitary proposed basin were not checksewer systems. He said that ed
Village Manager Mongan ofbecause of "illegal" connections, storm water causes the fered an alternate solution. He
sewers to overflow, dumping pointed out that there is a large
raw sewage into the Des retention basin currently not in
Plaines River, causing a pol- use behind the athletic fields
at Forest View High School in
ution problem.

tention ponds but we must keep

sented to ,he board of trustees
on July 19 as announced, there stopped from Aug. 19 to Sept.

parties to register voters to

participate in the national elections," Monroe said.

"Now," Hemmeter said. "the and release it gradually into

sanitary district is insisting
that subdivisions store their

the

have seperate storm and
sewer systems."

Golf and Busse Rd. and built

Hemmeter said that original

"If I can convince the san-

Colonial

Heights

storm

sewer system through a 2 1/2 storm water and they must al- acre retention basin located at

so

plans by Kaplan and Braun,
evelopers of

the

area just

by Salvatore DiMucci.

(Continued on Page 2)

Dig Again
To Repair
Oft Ill Well

THE VILLAGE clerk said
The trouble -plagued well of
about sacrificing 30 days of prior reg- -Citizens Utility Co. at Euclid
istration time before a crucial Ave. east of Wheeling Rd: was
shut down Thursday for renational election.
he is quite upset

"They said they had sum-.

pairs.

Lee Perry, general manacient petitions four weeks ago," ger, said the well was shut
serest rate we seek on thc S4' Monroe said. "Why didn't: they down at 9 a.m. for electrical

Lahti said he would like to

bring them in then. We would repairs.
not have had this problem."
He promised the well would
The Representative Govern- be back in operation Thurs-

have a representative. of Municipal Research' Assoc. attend
the nextaneeting of the board to
, give 'Information on the pro-

Kendall Crooks, Jerrold Shutt
For a week, he said, the
and Pierce Rose, contends that company had known of a high
Mount Prospect needs a rep- ampere reading on the well's

million issue from a commercial market," he said.

istration Center, 799 Kensington, Mount Prospect.
Milt Hanson, chairman of mittce, is not necessarily the
grcss in making application.
the budget committee, said the one that will be adopted.
THE BOARD voted to .authtentative budget is divided into
"The "board us a whole will orize Municipal Research Astwo main parts with $689,139 in discuss the budget after the. -sod-atm to make application to
educational fund and hearing," he said. "If there the federal government for a
the
$135,150 in the building fund.

engineer

of sewer permits for the sanitary district, told 'the gathering

election.
"If the village sets the
Monroe, as village clerk, is
in charge of voter registration change in 'government referenand elections. He said that if dum for Sept. 19 -- 60 days

Submit New Jr. College Budget
BY JIM ROSS

to store such water.
Earl W. Knight,

Village Clerk Richard Monroe said that the RGA
for a change in the form of village govern- basements.
"We are not adamant that
ment will have an adverse effect on the village's consolution to your prob m
tinuing drive to register voters for the Nov. 8 general the
is these small retention ba -

Three Negroes were shot to death and scores of other
persons injured overnight in Chicago's worst racial violthony J. Bruno, 17, both of
ence of the year. The situation was so bad that it took riot
Chicago, were arrested by
Mount Prospect and Des police eight hours to bring the city's boiling west side
18

retention basins.

petitions

Jiries K. Sweis, 22, and An-

Plaines police early April

plains store storm water.

Retention basins are the easiest and most economical way

Protests Timing
Of Referendum

By United Press International

armed robbers :'has been post-

Braun of

Dick

John Mongan called, ed house of Colonial Heights
"bathtub size" retention bas- residents, were Mayor Daniel
ins.
Congreve, Trustee Robert ColBut there is a villian - The fer, village engineer Ben
Metropolitan Sanitary District Hemmeter,
Manager John
of Greater Chicago. The dis- Mongan, Attorney Robert
trict is demanding that areas Moore and Braun and Hunter.
under development in flood
Hemmeter gave the back-

Forest View. 'and Neal Hunter
of Colonial Heights don't want

The village of Mount Prospect does not want what Man -

storm water in their residential area.

Roundup
For The Day

Trial for

Colonial

150

Heights residents protested two
retention basins in their area.

11011100

,P,

hall,

ager

ment

Assn.,

resentative

spearheaded by day evening.

city

government electrical power.

rather than the current village
system.

Student
Insurance
Approved

"There must be an electrical short somewhere," he explained.

CROOKS told The Day that
While the repairs were made
the petitions, bearing well in he pointed out, the company's

of the approximately two other wells continued pump1,000 signatures needed, would ing.
be presented to the village board
"Our resevior of 1,240,000

excess

The Dist. 214 board of ed-

gallons." is full,74 he said, but
ucation has approved the Home Tuesday night.
Concerning Monroe's allega- added that witir presiure to
Insurance Co. to provide the
voter
registration hoes,,
rn , serviced . by the comstudent accident coverage and tions that

the football insurance for the would be hampered

by

the pany was reduced from 50 to

-RGA referendum, Crooks said, 40 lbs. during the repairs.
The well site .has been the
The basic rate in the plan is "I will decline comment until
Also steps were taken at the least
per cent below the
meeting to enable Dist. 512 to commercial market at: this.i -14 and 318.90 for foWtball in- I look up the law. Certainly, it scene of continuing difficulties
ofRGA
is not the intention
for Citizens Utility.
surance:-sell more than S7 million in time. However, S4 million is
to_hincler_any_ciliz_enis right to
Over...the July weekend the,,
--general obligation -bonds foe the - -the most the government is
register
and
vote.
well's motor failed twice, cutinitial construction of William authorized to -purchase under is not includedin the approved
ting off water service to some
ing.

said. "The 3 per, cent rate is at

1966-67 school year.

I

72/t>.`

Swimming is a must for

Rainey Harper College.

Haus said there will actually

physical fitness. It Is a
shame district ; 214, 'the

be two bond issues involved.
The first issue will involve
sale of $3,375,000 in bonds.
The sale will be by coMpiiii7
ive bid in September.
The second issue, alsO in

largest district in' the state,
should go. without a swimming pool.

Rez.Meisenheimer

Dr. Robert Lahti, president
of the college, stressed that
both

issues would

be

public

sales and bids would be solicited on both.

,

.

September, will be for the sale
of S4 million, It also will be
by competitive bid.' However,

"Our purpose as an' organiThe board also approved to zation is to foster political 2,100 homes in the area until
send two cards to the parents, activity and -encourage partici- Mount Prospect set up facilitone for acceptance of the plan pation in referendums and elec- ies for an emergency water
policy.

the provisions of the act:"

"However, with the market
as it is today,' .I um quite sure

we will not receive a low bid
approaching the, 3 per cent in

and one waiver card to
signed if parents do not w

be
t

supply.
tions," Crooks said,
Mount Prospect, is
At Wednesday night's special

asking

village beard meeting, an ad- the Illinois Commerce Commission to deny any Citizens
' Information sent to the par. ditional $3,500 was appropriattints will indicate that the poli- ed in the election fund to pay Utility expansion until the
cy does not provide_for a pre- the cost of the referendum if company can provide adequate
to use the school plan.'

'

existing injury.

RGA petitions arc accepted.

services,

Euclid As. well site of Citizens Utility Co. was the
scene

of drilling yesterday as workmen from

Layne

Western Well Co. made repairs on the well motor. Repairs were to bare been completed late last night.

High School
Considers
Area. Plan

THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday, July 15, 1966

Page 2

Flood Basins. Assailed
would he that the Forest View
basin could be retained at about' half level and when there

(Continued From Pale I)
itary district that this system
would enable Mount Prospect

are dry periods, used to run

to hold back even more water," Mongan said, "the
need for the smaller retention
basins

would

be

clean water down Weller Creek

to clean up refuse caused by
flooding of sanitary sewers.

eliminated

dents will .be a topic for action
by the high school board at the

of the area would be asked to

fied.

contribute financially in the
same amount they would have to
pay for retention ponds on their
property.' to build the Forest

MONGAN, said that he has
an appointment with the sant-.
Lary district at 2 p.m Monto present

Dist. 25 and the utilization of
its services for Dist. 214 stu-

.

Mongan said that developers

and everyone viold be satis-

day

The participation of High
School Dist. 214 in the diagnoStic learning center project
administered by Elementary

his alternate

Tuesday, July 19, meeting.
The - proposal to authorize.

participation was on last Monday's agenda but, ywas tabled to

View drainage system.

plan Walter Harbut, owner of

next week on the recommendation of board member Bill
Griffith.
"With more and more federal funds becoming part of the
educational system the board

BRAUN SAID he confronted
an immediate crisis. "Can I

the home at 502 Deborah Ln ,
was delegated to attend the sandistrict meeting with
Mongan and village officials
Another advantage to the plan

building while this investigation is going on," he
keep

itary

asked.

"You can," Knight said,
^however, you will not be able
to occupy any homes until the
sanitary district accepts your

should be as thorough in investigating federal projects as
they are with projects support-

ed by local tax monies." said
Griffith:

drainage plans."

Braun agreed that he would

He requested that the board
have proper time to study the

go along with the village for
at least two weeks until alternate plans are approved or reColonial Heights developer Neal Hunter, left, and
jected by-the-sanitarydistrict---View's Dick Braun were on hand to answer
Forest
Mayor Congreve re -iterated
questions
at special meeting to discuss retention basins.
The village's position that the

administration was not out to
"push something down your
throat."
"The village wants to maintain high property values, just
as much as the residents do,"
1

/

The

Ln.

Deborah

send

all residents

letter Tuesday outlining the
sanitary district's position on

retention

the Forest View High School

pond in Forest View abuts his

solution.

ProPerrY-

RIGHT -- Eari W. Knight,
engineer of sewer permits for
the Chicago Metropolitan Sadtary District, said . at last
night's meeting that the district

FROM 11:30 TO 2:30
PRIVATE ROOMS,

WEDDING PARTIES,
AND BANQUETS
join Us In Some Fun
Aral Sing -Along

WilliBig Rai

would consider other 'Item- lives to the problem of "bath

RT. 12 & RT. 83

RESTAURANT &

MT. PROSPECT, I.L.

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

PHONE CL 3-8179

40,

home of Mrs. Chester Chesney,
801 Golfview, Mount Prospect,

Two special meetings have
been scheduled this month by
Charles Payne, president of the
Mount Prospect Park Board.

On July 19 at 7:30 p.m. the
commissioners will sit as a
board of review to screen candidates for a vacancy 'on the

coming
election.

Present at the meeting were

Rene Maddock, Lorraine Gil-

Richard Green, Richard Tank
and Bennett Trapani.

ANOTHER special meeting
will be held on July 26 at 8 p.m.
Payne said that an answer

from the city of Des Plaines
concerning connection of High
Ridge Knoll Park' to the city's

over the

ship fund, hold a memorial service and talk of old tmes
when the division fought in
three vital Euopean campaigns
during World War 11.- --

signed to mac out of the area.
The six are Bill Derr, Art
Luckowicz, Eugene Bradtke,

the area of the park graded to an
appropriate level."

Tuesday

ING SALE

Birth Papers

Barrett, said parents may ei-

ther cdme into the Bureau of
Vital Statistics, 130 N. Wells,
Chicago, or mail requests to the
office.
Written requests should in-

Many Terrific Bargains At Real Low Prices
Come in And See For Yourself

clude the child's name, date of
birth, father's name and maiden
name of the mother. He prom-

AFTER AUG. 15th WE WILL RELOCATE TO 5 W. PROSPECT AVE

ised certificates now by return

PHARMACY
"Riling Prescriptions is our business"
10 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect

HOURS: Daily 8 a.m. to 10 pan.; Sunday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

mail within 48 hours.
A fee of $2 is charged for the
search -- no charge is made for
the certificate itself.

Checks and money orders
should be made out to "Cook
County Clerk Edward J. Barrett."

Cincinnati.

wedding festivities.
In lieu of a rehearsal dinner, all male members of

older
the U.C. Ellises. Th
couple have retired back to

Calumet, Mich.

Further information may be Madeline returned last week.
The vacation was a delayed
obtained from the Haire Funcelebration of two events: the
eral Home.
Maty's 25th wedding anniversary in April and Madeline's

5th Wheelers

from
Prospect
graduation
High School in June.
---To kyrs-- was, however, a
The 5th Wheelers, a group of favorite. Scheduled to spend

Meeting

man's home at 8:30 p. m.

instead

sightseeing.

Homecoming for the family
was sad. On June 23 when'the

A manager for a new, individual, "with it" series of
shops in the Mount Prospect area backed by a successful; large organization. These shops will be the lateit
In merchandising. of young faillions for women and
men as well as special items for the young family - and will be a traffic stopping store with dramatic

presentation. The manager we have in mind should
have demonstrated through some experience
managerial ability with flair, enthusiasm, and the
capacity to search -out the different Eahe or she will
do softie of the buying. If you think you qualify for
this unusual posiqcon, please write giving full details.

in Downtown
Arlington Heights

in Downtown
!Mount Prospect

28 E. Northwest Hwy.

104 E. Northwest Hwy.

To Box 1032
c/o The Arlington Day.

Call CL5.9111

217 So. Arlington Heyahts Rd.

Member M.A.P.
Maltiple Listing Service

which he is just as anxious to
get home..

It

was

the

second

time

since Alfred came to the United States in

to Tokyo from other of the vacation.

spots in the Orient for further

HELP WANTED

.

he looked forward to with great
but one from
enthusiasm,

1914 thin he
had -been back -to -his -hometown of Smoland, but home is
four days in Hawaii on the really here now, and returning
way home, the trio returned to it is one of the nicest parts

warmth, 4 bedrooms, 2 tile

Call CL 3-1800

house they are remodeling.

the bridal party will go to the
home of the groom and his decision not to in terropt their Richard and Christy
their vacation was made by for_ a vacation with Mrs.
relatives here.
.)anson's mother ank father

She is survived by three sisfamily, the senior Stelters,
ters Miss Wilhclmine Kauth
Blvd., tonight for
and Mrs. Lydia Walters of Chi- E. Sunset

Saturday, JUly 23, the mem-

.....

ly fishing and working on the

Septeritber will finde Madecago and Mrs. -Erna Hatje of a bachelor party.
off to school at Illinois
TOKYO,
Taipei,
Hongkong line
Moline, and a brother William
Weslyan University.
which they thoroughly disof Detroit, Mich.
IF AIR
transportation is
liked, Singapore and Bangkok,
Services will be Monday
back to normal, or if Albert
but
humid,
were
all
beautiful
from St. Paul Lutheran Church
Carlson, S. Elm St., is lucky,
in Laurium, Mich: Burial will on the itcnerary of the trip he will return today from a two
from
which
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edbe in Lakeview Cemetery in
win Matys and their daughter, month trip to Sweden; a trip

Bertha Kauth, 79, died yesterday at the Magnus Farm.

bers will attend at Dick Sea-

shade trees. Includes washer,
dryer, attic fac and much more.
$22,900
......

This trip found them alternate-

TO WILMINGTON, N. C.,
and Richmond, Va., went Mr.
and Mrs. Milton Swanson and

Roads at 7:30 p. m. on July 17.

garage and many gracious

own a vacation retreat which
they enjoy most of the year.

Matys were in Taipei, Edwin's mother, Mrs. Maria
Matis died -in Chicago. The

Bertha Knuth

Church, Algonquin and Wolf

range and dishwasher, 2 car

in Bensenville.

morning in St. Anne's
Bonnie Jean Timko, daughter of the Russell J. Timkos, and
Church in Barrington with the Ernest Steller, both of Mount Prospect, will exchange wedding
Rev. A. Thane officiating.
vows tomorrow in St. Raymond church. A dinner dance reBurial will be tomorrow in ception at Allegretti'S restaurant that evening will climax the

meet at Trinity Lutheran

baths, large comfortable living
room and cheerful kitchen with

The open - air concert will be

A funeral mass was offered

single men and women, will

Lovely Cape Cod Charm and

July 20.

Mrs. Thomas Gayer of Bar-

this

now.

My Fair Lady" on Wednesday.

Timko-Stelter Nuptials

niece

rington and a nephew John
Janszen of Arlington Heights.

avoid the last minute rush and

Starting Monday July 18th
At 10 'E. Northwest Hwy.

the Mary Haven

Clerk Offers
To Provide

get the needed birth certificates

as a lieu-

-Grace's Daze

survived by a

is

Municipal

tenant in the fire department. Hillger was presented his performed in Lynn C. Huffman
badge by Fire Chief Edwin Haberkimp chiring cere- Park at Church and Irving Rds.

Rat Home in Glenview.
She

Do you have children starting
school in the fall?'
Edwaid J. Barrett, Cook
County clerk, suggests parents

P. Randolph Bateman, chairman of the Fire and Police Commission, swears in James Hilliger

Cecilia Gannon
in

Bensenville

The

Band, under the direction of
Fred A. Lewis, will present a
free band concert "Music of

monies in village hall Saturday.

Obituariei
Cecilia L. Gannon. 85, of 835
Skyline Dr., Barrington, died

TO REDUCE OUR INVENTORY V

Band Concert

Prospect, vice president, the
conventioneers will elect new
officers, discuss their scholar-

missioners might wish to consider the possibility of having

+,

former .Committeewoman
Grace Smcdstead who has recently returned from Africa.
by

According to Richard Halebrin, of 616 Oriole La., Mount

sewer system is expected.

"Should the answer be favor-

ryn Pelletreau.
Included in the organiza
tion's plans for the year are
candidate meetings, a school
for election judges and a speech

The National Timberwolf
Assn., veterans of the famous
(Timberwolf) Infantry
104th
Division, will meet for its 2Ist
annual convention at the Sheraton -Chicago Hotel
Labor Day weekend.

general

November

Lorraine Anderson and Kath-

able," Payne said, "the com-

CL 3-1031

to outline programs for the up-

logly, Betty Boll, Sophie Wells,

announced that they are interested in assuming the scat vacated by A.B. Glover who re-

WE NEED YOUR HELP

cratic organization met at the.

students.

Park Board Slates
2 Special Meetings

BEFORE WE MOVE TO OUR
NEW LOCATION

I

learning problems. It will provide in-service training for

Timberwolf
Vets to Meet

commission.
Thus far, six candidates have

GUNNELL'S

directors of the Elk Grove
DemoWomen's
Township

tion in the project and the utilization of its services for the

GUNNELL',,S

LUNCHEONS

Merilbers of the board of

nostic services, psychoeducational assistance and remedialion for children with severe

ion has recommended participa-

For The Finest In Food

(

Democrat
Women
Plan Year

teachers also.
The Dist. 214 administrat-

tub" size retention basin.

BUSINESSMEN'S

Family Hospital, Des Plaines. No tickets were issued.

The center will provide diag-

discussion. Conadjourned the meeting

of the area at the meeting a

THE CENTER was approved

214.

of general

pledged to

l.

of high school districts 211 and

Following about two hours

Delegated to represent property owners at the sanitary
district -village meeting Monday is -Walter Herbal, 502

iciaction.o

schools within the boundaries

-

pending action by 'the sanitary
district Monday. The mayor

taking.o

before

in June by the state and U.S.
Both builders said they preferred that such ponds were Office of Education with Dist.
25 us the administrative disnot on their property.
trict for public and parochial

Congreve said.

greve

aprojenct

Two cars crashed at the corner of U.S. 12 and Kensington Rd. Thursday. Francis
Baines q8, of 312 N. Dwyer, Arlington Heights, was driving the car on the left when
It collided with the auto driven by Eugene Rachman, 33, of 718 N. Prospect Manor,
Mount Prospect. Rachman told police he was turning from U.S. 12 into Kensington.
Baines was going southeast- at-the-dme.--Both-were_treateti_and rciesseiLfrom_Holv

.

'ArlIngtop Heights,

their former home after living in Chicago a number of
years.

For Swanson the three week

holiday was cut in half by a
business _trip he had to make;
while. his family
him in the South.

NOW BACK 'at her desk in
the administrative offices of
school district 57 where she
is starting her 20th year is

Mrs. James Scott Sr., recently____
retutned-from a two 'week
vacation

in

the

East.

First

stop on the trip was Mt. Kisko,
N.Y., where Muriel visited

Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Wildman,

Vie trip took Carlson to and Mrs. Wildman's mother.

visit

his

brother,

and

other

The

f o r m e r Rosemarie

friends and relatives in Gran- Schutte, at one time organist

Looking forward to her at the South Chinch, now difather's homecoming is Mrs. rects all youth choirs at the
Harold Vikandcr, N. Russell great
Riverside Church
in
St,
New York City.
From
there
Mrs. Scott
A THREE week vacation
took Mr. and Mrs. Herbert went to Larchoiont, N.Y to
Grimm to Huntsville, Ala., visit her high school. and colna.

and Wild Rose, Wis. In Huntsville, -the couple who drove
visited their daughter and her
family, the Clyde Hutchinsons,
and got their first glimpse

lege friend, Mrs. C. G. Cook,

and then on to Woodstock, NIL.

Here the highlight of her visit
with relatives was a reunion
of the descendants of Muriel's
of their newest grandchild, grandfather, Charles North.
Some of her cousins she had
Keith, now six-months-cild.
In Wild Rose, the Grimms not seen in 46 years.
The Northwest Suburb's
Only Professional Theatre

_

COMING:

Country Club

"CRITICS
CHOICE" 71DYIFWBED/
:;:nlaTZT:rrAM::::ocr
Last Week: "PAPA IS ALL"

A New Comedy J3y Ira Levin L
'

for

waited

Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:30
Sunday at 7;30
Box Office Opens Daily 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Reservations By Mall Or Phone CL 94400

The Day's Prospects

A Parade of Talented Women
BY DOWRES HAUGH

who won a room air condition-

Talented women are still marching across the pages
of The Prospect Day. Their activities range from con-

er in the Chicagoland "Why

winners
pointments,

test

and

delegaticins

to

Melt This Summer" contest.
There were more than 375,000
entries in the .contest sponsored
by
the Chicagoland

ap-

special bupiness

6

Miss Karla Baehr has been chosen to serve as freshm.an
camp counselor at Millikin University. Freshman camp will,
be held September 10th and I 1th at the 4-H Camp, Allerton

Room Air Conditioner ComLindblom and Mary..Litabenheimer

Zarat and Cathie Furch.
Music camp pianists presented_ two recitals at North-

ern's Algelt auditorium and a
concert
in
the
University
Center ballroom.
attended daily
The girls
classes in music theory and
history, received private lessons and participated in a
supervised
recreation
program.

at Millikin aliti is majoring in
liberal arts.

She is the daugh-

ter of Mr. and Mrs. Karl A.
Betty Bieg, exhibit chairman, hangs a painting in the new
office of The Prospect Day.

Art on Exh4oit
In Day Office

Baehr Jr. of Mount Prospect.

MERRYIKAY L. Borman attended the 32nd Annual Con-

vention of Delta Delta Delta.
national

A new monthly art exhibit has been set up in the office of

Editor
Mrs Haugh has been active
in many art forms such as
ink,
sculpturing,
ceramics,
oil, water color and has taught

sare at Mount Prospect Oral

Best, 13 N Elmhurst,

Surgery Building, I0 -.N. Ridge,
Mary Fergus, Mount Prospect
State Bank, Busse and EmersOn, and works by various artists at Lutheran General Hospital

A pot luck picnic luncheon
will be followed by instuction

TOPS Meet

The Prospect Heights Garden Club will meet Tuesday at
the home of Mrs Marion Den

preparation for a flower
show, covering t h e mechanics
of artistic and horticultural

The MT TOPS Chapter will
meet at the Mount Prospect
Community Center Monday at
100 p. m. Any one interested

on

presentation Mrs Roy

Hughes, past president of the

held at

the late
scholarships

founded

in

These

Education
mette.

A DUAL

in

Evanston -Wil-

graduation

was

the Swedish Club of

Waldemar -"Bartell- when tRif0.,
son, Dan and daughter-in-law,

is

mell were absent when the photo was taken.

for work on his master's degree. He will teach at Purdue
THE AFGHAN Hound Club
with the Mount Prospect part time this fall. Karen will of Greater Chicago show, atagency or Annen and Busse teach fifth grade students in tracted the Robert Krewers.
real

and progress
estate industry.

in the
She is

Lafayette, Ind.
Rev. Bartell

Kathleen Krewer showed their
is the pastor dog in the Junior ShowmanMARY A. LYNN of Mount at Lutheran Church of Martha' ship class and took third place.

Realtors.

Prospect

one

was

of

nine

,..

The Gift Box workers include Mrs. Eleanor 'Moeller, Mrs. Donald Eckman, Mrs.
Henry Herout, and Miss Kathy Nerwin. Mrs. Eariand Osborn and Mrs. Mary Ster-

a

growth

:(..

University in Charleston.

Future plans for the young
biological,
include
charter mem- Bartells
ber in the WIRE Assn. and research at Purdue University.
has been active in the group's Dan will enter Purdue this fall
Muriel

;:jtiLL1.,
,

--.'1,1( IV '

Chicago.

The girls are Nancy Born -

and Mary in Mount Prospect.

This

classification

entry

is

man, Mrs. Henry Herout and
the dog in the show, how the Miss Kathy Nerwin, Mrs. Ear -

judged on'how the child handles

land Osborn and Mp. Mary

dog behaves, looks and acts.

Stermell.
Mrs. Herout recently reTHE GIFT SHOP beauties,
who always do more than is turned from an extensive tour
their
in
serving
necessary
friends and patrons, dropped
in to welCome The Day staff

of Europe. She visited England,
Germany. Belgium, Austria,
Switzerland, France and Italy

ew quarters. Mr. anti covering over 2600 miles by
k
sent a lovely bus. She especially liked the
large floor plant to add to the Rhine River Valley scenery.

to our
Mrs.

TV Star
To Emcee
Benefit

Sip AT HOME
-

Cl 5 - 5016.

Jim Conway, star of WBKB

Page 3

Friday, July 15, 1966

may phone Mrs. H. Ewalt at

club will give the program'

in Mount Prospect, and
Mary will teach in Wilmette.
All three teachers are graduates from National College of
teach

Karen, received their
dilclomas from Eastern Illinois

cagoland Women in Real Estate Assn,
The appointment
was made recently at a dinner

month of July are paintings by
FOUR AREA girls are aHedvig Vlasak at the Northwest
Medical Pharmacy, 1060 W. mong 128 instrumentalists and
Northwest Highway, Mount vocalists who attended the
Prospect, Edna Madigan at Northern Illinois University's
Hansen Realty, 518 E. North- 10th annual music for youth
west Highway, Herman Baldas- camp.

Garden Club
To Meet
Tuesday

be teaching in
this fall. Janice
teach in PalaSteinman will

Calif.
The sorority has given about
$500,000 in scholarships since

and senior women on campusY.M C.A. in Des Plaines.
Other exhibits, by the Mount es throughout the country to
Prospect Art League, for the help further education.

Women's

Haugh,

Heights will
schools
Lindblom will
tine: Roslyn
area

celebrated by Rev, and Mrs.

trict and Northwest Suburban have been awarded to junior

Prospect Art League, the exhibit features the paintings of

or Mount Prospect and Mrs.
Alfred Steiner of Prospect

held-recently-at-the-Ambassa- ' MURIEL Hogjirty__ has been
dor Hotel in Los Angeles, appointed director of the Chi-

it was
The Prospect Day, 117 S Main St , Mount Prospect.
Sponsored by the Mount crafts for the Niles Park Dis- I800's.

Dolores

fraternity,

women's

LL

01

MRS. LAWRENCE

hoed, Gail Knoblock, Nadine

sity and some upper classmen.
- Miss Baehr is a freshman

4

mittee.

Park near Monticello.

The camp, a two-day orientation session for new students, is also attended by the
faculty members of the univer-

i.--4a

television's "Morning Show,"

gsiBiatif`IDSB

isnskft

Calendar Of Events

as

"the

Wisconsin are Fred and Kitty
their

lively

at Trump Lake Lodge, Wabano.,

the Turfside Room of Ar-

Moeller.

Bonwit Teller will stage the
show, with music provided by
Les Waverly.

Mrs.

Donald

Eck-

and

family. Their camp is located

.

BILL KELLY SAYS:
YOU CAN BUY A NEW

TORONADO

served at noon.

Sunday, July 17

conducting

again

The group known

lington Park. Luncheon will be

1:: I

This calendar it compiled' ac it Public sertic e hi the Mount Prospect Chamher uJ Comment'

The owners of the Gift Shop,
deed arc a shining example of Bob and Elaine Busse are at
the personification of Mount their Winding River "Ranch in
slogan,
"Where the Colorado Rocky Mountains.
Prospect's
a
Way of
Friendliness is
Other neighbors who are
Life".
a camp in

eon and fashion show of the Wo-

in

44(X)

of
in-

Reimann

Community Hospital.
The benefit, the eighth annual
conducted by the auxiliary, will
begin with cocktails at I I n.m.

tour ,organi:ation club or special group
hunts to he listed in this Week& Calendar
column. please (all The Prospect Day at 253-.

already attractive decor
the offices. These folks

will be master of ceremonies Gift Shop beauties" includes
at the Sept. 13 benefit lunch- in its members Mrs. Eleanor

men's Auxiliary of Northwest

ll

Fro

FOR ONLY

$46409

WBKB cameramen will film

5th Wheelers, Trinity Lutheran Church

event highlights for

Algonquin and Wolf, at 7 30 p.m.

later use

on "The Morning Show."

Monday, July 18
Daily Vacation

Bible School, Northwest Covenant Church 9.30 a.m. to 12:00

Selling your home?

-Call our -

noon

Mount Prospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard Country Club, 12 15 p.m.

MT TOPS Chapter, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 1 00 p m.
Mount Prospect Toastmasters, Community Center, 7 45 p m
School District #57 Board Meeting,
Administration Building 8.15 p.m.

Awayi, Friedrichs
Funeral Home, Ridge Avenue entrance,
7.30 p.m.

Mount Prospect
lage Hall, 8 00 p m

Village

Board,

Vil-

Wednesday, July 20.

Homemakers Exten'sion Assn., . Mount

Prospect Community Center, 9:00 a.m.,
Tour Sara Lee Bakeries

Mount Prospect Moose 660, Community Center, 8:00 p.m.
lines,

Mount

your opportunity will arrive Thursday, luly 21.
,The .opportunity is coming A complete beauty consultain' the form of a mobile version tion wilt be provided by Clairol
of the Clairol Color Carousel color consultants.

Country

Prospect

Club,

800 Ent

fall fashions from center

Prospect fora 10 -day stay.

The .carousel will be open

stores.

free to women only from 1:30
to 9:30 p.m. daily except SunWomen will view themselves
with different hair colors in
various hair styles through the

Mira -Hair Color PFeWtTers.

THE SHOWS are slated for
11:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Saturday, July 23.
Commentators

will

be

col-

dmnist Maggie Daly of Chi-

Twirlin' Teens, Square Dance, Mount
Prospect Community Center, 7:30 p.m.
Suburban

Board

as

of Real-

R E A L'T 0 R Si

tors,. Golf Outing and Dinner Dance,
Elmhurst Country Club, Tee Off at 9
a.m.; Dinner at 7 -p.m

Friday, July 22:
Mount Prospect Chess
munity Center, 8 p.m:
Saturday, July 23 Lutheran
General

Club,

Com-

Hospital,

First

Steak

Fry

at

Dick

ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest look in town!

American shopping centers.

Ray Lemke

BRUNS

REAL. ESTATE
CL 15.43320

the biggest shoppidg center mobile exhibition ever set up."

MARTIN J. KELLY
iempa4,17AW:ALDS MOBILE, INC.
-iv- 1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

STRICTLY PERSONAL
FOR-YOU-PARTICULAR-LADIES-

Are You Looking For A Beauty Salon That Does Strictly High Styling?
Have You Been Looking For A New Beauty Salon That Is Pleasant And
Immaculate? A Salon Where You Can Enjoy Color T.V. And Air - Conditioned
Comfort While Your Touch -Up Or Body Wave Is Processing? Of Course You
Wouldn't Have Time To Watch A Full Program With Our New Scientific Approach
To Hair Coloring. Would You Enjoy Drying In A Comfortable, French Provincial
Dryer Overlooking The Pool? Come In A Little Early And Enjoy A Dip. In The Pool
Or A Sauna Bath At No Extra -Charge.

Clubhouse Of Club Living Apts. Off Of Euclidjast Of Randhurst,

THE

COUNTRY- CLUB --

WHEELING =FIAN-INLAW SPECIAL

THEATRE

Op4ri-Monday Thru Saturday

8 room ranch witis a basetnent apartment presently renting
for $110.00 per month. Large 89:212 lot. Close to Wheeling High. Owner retiring, will give Immediate Possession
$33,900

PROUDLY PRESENTS

VIC S

... Asking'

Lew Musill's
'TALE TELLERS'
OPENING SATURDAY, JULY 9TH

"HANSEL AND GRETEL"
f

Matic Drive Concealed headlamps Unique draft -free

Break Loose, Come Swing With Us At The Swingin' Set Hair
Dressing Salon In, Beautiful Club Living. Located In The Beautiful.

Inn.

Children
$1.00

Rocket V.8 Engine Toronado's own brand of Turbo Hydra-

r -^.2 -1r2 -

Annual Gala, Grand Ballroom at O'Hare
Fifth Wheelers,
Seaman's 8:30 p.m.

Flat floors Full -view side windows 385 -hp Toronado

commentator
from
Clairol
New York.
Richard McCarthy, Randhurst promotion director, said
the exhibit is touring 19 top

cago's American, fashion coordinator knese Busch and a

Thursday, July 21

to 9 30 p.m.
Northwest

with front wheel drive!

"We're delighted that Randpavilion at the recent World's
Two fashion shows will be
Fair in New York. 'It will be conducted at the carousel, fea- hurst was selected as the loat the Mall of the Randhurst turing
professional
models cation in this -area," he said,
Shopping Center in Mount wearing late summer and early "as the Carousel probably is

days through July 30.

Country Chord Chapter of Sweet Ade-

Only full-size 'car

Chance To See A New Hair Color
If you've always wanted to see how you'd look as a blonde
(or brunette or redhead) but didn't want to take any chances,

Tuesday, July 19
Prospective Waist

TORONADO

THE CAROUSEL

Adults
$2.00

in the.Old Orchard Country Club, Eand & Euclid, Mt. Prospect

S. ARLINGTON HTS, RD,
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

.1.23

CL 5-8000

150

MAIN

MOUND PROSPECT
7150

i

Member of Multiple Liellig Serviev

1100 BOXWOOD DR

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

O'
°14ING\ SET

HAIR DRESSING SALON

FOR YOUR

APPOINTMENT
CALL

253-9881

Yew' .-att=s,--ntainemranctitatmanYtawastaintet,

Some Day
Dear Kid:
It is- hard

by Frank E. Von Arx
metic and things like that, it
is a good time to talk about

charging admission for the of-

anyone would pay $50 so you
could do that shimmy they call

autos kids drive.
There is talk

selves.

That is the price charged by
the village of Arlington Heights
every time the teen spot called
the Cellar is open for business.
The

owners

operate

"

three

nights a week and, that is $150.
For, what, kid? Those aren't
dances, they are something the
National Geographic used to
take pictures of in the jungles.
Not only that, teen-agers will
they pay

for

$1.25

identification.
Pictures
arc
not good enough today. There
is nothing to stop a young 'man
from using his sister's card.

schools. The clunkers the fac,ulty members ,drive are getting

fic

around

Wilson has other interesting.

high

the

figures.

Only

take a look at the festivities in

"Without a single exception

per cent.

no straight A student owned
and operated his own auto,"

like they

Some night the Cellar ownfull swing. '
"And we paid $50 for THIS!"

per cent of

13

the B students had cars, but
43 per cent of. the' C students
and. 73 per cent ,of the D stu-

ers are going to stand back and

Particularly if the girl has not

a

and

in

In-

and cost of operation.

in the way of the students'
limousines,
' Well, kid, some guy has
finally come up with some
the
relationship
figures on
between cars.and grades.

had a haircut recently.

not be allowed in the Cellar
unless

policemen to, control the traf-,

Equipment

means paying for the upkeep

about hiring

The membership cards are
supposed to have pictures for

Wilson of Key

By operating a car Wilson

school grades and those fancy

fice
party where everyone
makes a...spectacle 'of them-

dancing nowadays.

said Darrell
Way Service
dustries.

While on the subject of arith-

membership card.
This is
about the same as the boss

to believe that

-

dents had ears.

And what do you think the
percentage was for . kids who
were
flunking?
Eighty-three
"

No! wonder the kids dance
,x.v,avvaraatuuk:cmitzizzzat,,mr.6..A.

Vantage Point
Forty-six , states submitted
proposals for the $375,000,000
Atomic Energy tission
200 BEV' Accelerator.- Lured
by the prestige $60,000,000 annual

and

the

operating

political maand
chinery in motion to snare the
business

prize.

Illinois

submit-

originally

nity of Weston, just a few min- a group of nuclear scientists

to horrible, war time use,

and along with
Weston is now a finalist requirements and
and labeled by many the front the AEC and the National Arunner to receive the AEC cademy of Science have served on site screening commitblessing -- and the project.
Through careful elimination, tees.
Historically, Illinois is well
the 46 states have been reOne will re- qualified for the reactor. It
duced to six.
ceive the project. Announce- was at the University of Chiment is expected late this cago in 1942 that. the first self

ward

by Jack Vandermyn

Projects at the proposed acutes south of the bustling working at the University of
' California:- -They-outlined-- celerator
northwest Suburbs.

budget-the states made comprehensive bids and put their

by one, these were eliminated

The AEC accelerator project has been in the planning

until today Illinois' only entry

stage

for almost two years.
The project was conceived by

is the DuPage county commu-

developing

peaceful

flourish.
WHY WESTON?
Why a
litre are Graves' main
community of only a few hun- _points in his outstanding seldred people in an urea thut is ling -job for Weston - and substill rural enough to consider urban Chicago:

re-

chain

accessibility

Summer classes end Friday

the DuPage County communities surrounding, the' proposed

including

nine
teachers.

jack A. Vandermyn

W illiam J. Kledatsch

News Editor

Managing Editor

Despite its

Old Stuff? No

urban location, very few per-- - , sons will be inconvenienced

"The

good

old sammertlinen finds Rickard Crock,

°r'disPlaced
wduld
'--Scientific personnel
.

1204 Fern, Mount Prospect, concentrating on his tuba 'be working and living close to
part. Summer band director Byron Roderick rehearses another great facility equipped
children daily.

particle accelerator
interest to researchers in high energy physics --

lina the other day.

The Argonne National Laboratory, located in southeastern

guess what he talked about?

the

Nearly three-quarters of the
proposed Weston ,facility will
constructed

be

underground.

'Proponents of the Site believe
it will actually help preserve

,,

'Yr;

41114116"

.

J.

^4411117. -

.1

4

..

'

'

the open space characteristic
of the area.
Competition for the, site is

i'ir''',Z;

still stiff. Weston has not won
yet. The arguments in its fayor are strong and convinc-

f

......,.^

;

...,

,,,..

....,,...Nr.,:r

1/2-41 ,

ing.

t

.

strong

and

A local lawyer made a speech to a
men's service club in a small town. And

neighboring
the
_ Snburbs.

Patriotism,

Liberty.
lic morals.

Pub-

Freedom.

And it wasn't even the Fourth of July!
You would have thoughutlfe audience
would have yawned in his face. But it
It gave him an ovation any
didn't.
-

spaker dreams of.

What attorney Francis M. Coiner said
was this:

It is still the most preLIBERTY:
cious thing we have. And it is NOT inIt must be achieved by each
herited.
individual. It is a condition of the mind
and the spirit, and it must be regenerated
in the soul of each generation. For history is replete with evidence that liberty can die in one generation.
PATRIOTISM: This is the physical,
moral force which maintains liberty.
It is the material manifestation of the

spiritual quality of liberty.
FREEDOM: Freedom does not guar'It merely affords to
antee security.

The prize is 'big enough to
be worth fighting for. It will
spur the economy of DuPage
palat,;. County - and it will benefit

and charcoal work; and a field trip to the Art Institute,
0IloWd,bY!!i-!!!!9,!,shetch_ing_tlithaltinr.

--- figures -in ---111---irt-cliss. -met group projects djig

Developers of other sites

have equally as
convincing cases.

SUMMIT school inciudef, photomontages; crayon,

Sisters Margaret and Mary Beth Paige, 702 Crest.
wood, and their neighbor Cool McCullough create clay

A funny thing happened, in North Caro-

with a
of vital

facilities scar the beautiful;
rolling countryside, an oasis
in this burgeoning area?
A partial answer to this
quesgon comes from the physical layout at" Argonne. It is
and
landscaped
beautifully
blends in with the surrounding countryside beautifully.

Letters . . .

Northwest

veteran's home may be guar-. on a GI loan as long as 30
anteed by the VA if it cov- years for a home or 40 years
for for a farm. The, down payrepairs "necessary
ers
the protection . of the prop- ment and the length of repayerty" or if it will "substan- ment period arc io be agreed
tially improve" the livability on between you and the lend-

Most post -Korea veterans
eligible for home and

farm loans guaranteed by the
Veterans Administration.

Many Korea
even

some

veterans and
who completed

their active duty in World War
II are still eligible if they
haven't already borrowed for
such purposes. So are, most
unremarried widows . of' !nen

As a veteran you riliy

a "VA loan"

to

-land and for
machinery and

buy, build

stock, seed,
other equip-

ment -and supplies for a farm
you intend to operate.
A loan, for alterations, repairs or improvements to a

the VA may make direct loans
up to $17,500."No direct loans
will be made after Jan. 31,

benefits for a maximum of 20

resulted

years

after their last discharge from active duty.
Other veterans arc entitled

is

1975.

YOU MUST make your own
loan arrangements through a
bank, building

taxes and. duty has been since Jan. 31,
the one per cent fee required 1915. _
by lenders in lieu of other
Veterans secured eligibility
costs.
by 90 days of active service in
VA -guaranteed
loans
ate

and

Payment in cash is required
all home closing costs, including title search and recording,
hazard
premiums, prepaid

loan aslending

'insurance

THE 1966 .law opens VA
loan benefits to veterans who
have served 121 days on active

duty when all or part of that

also

guarantee of $7,500.
.

_

addition, the post -Korveteran borrower is liable
for a fee not greater than oneIn

On farmland and, farm 'e-

ea

quipment, loans, the VA guar antees the lender against loss' half of one per cent- of the
up to half the loan, with a loan. This is to- establish a
maximum

Corny? Old stuff? Flag waving?
Perhaps. But the listeners loved it.

And Mr, Coiner is swamped with inPeople seem hungvitations ' to speak.
It's comfortry for his kind of talk.

ing to know they are -- and that this sort
of thing may be going on, unheralded,
in town after town throughout the country.

If it is: it should be easier to cleanse
the air of pollution from burning draft
cards and other manifestations of the
freedom-for-me-'--nuts-to-you -brand -ofpatriot.

To the Editor

But regardless of how many
years' of entitlement you accumulate under this formula:
If you have not. served since

a volimtary shift of
his job to another city), may
(such as

have his guarantee restored.

World War II veterans are
up
to July, 25, 1967, and Korea

eligible

guarantee

of $4,-

000.

You may extend repayments

fund lo pay off bad loans.

.

In some, parts- of, the 'coun-

try, usually rural areas, when

-connected disabilities are el-

igible no matter how short a
time they served.

eligibility on Jan. 31, 1975.

for

this

service

on the old guarantee.

'

Further information on GI
BUT IF you had any active home and farm loan guaran-

A serviceman may borrow 'duty (except active duty for tees may be secured from the
nearest VA office.
under' the new law while still training) after Jan. 31, 1955,
on duty- after two years' of ac- yo g arc 'eligible until March
.

tive service,

I, 1976, us a minimum.

'

World War II, Korea and

MONDAY: VeteranOob

The unremarried widow of Rights.

Prospect Fourth of July parade passed along Main
St. near Shabonee Trail.
You -were getting.on her nerves. She had her
chaise lounge pulled out to the curb, and you were

apparently blocking her view when you properly

benefits.

A veteran with a GI loan
to a minimum of 10 years of . whosc home is destroyed by a
then'
last fiStural hazard or who -is forceligibility
from
discharge from active duty ed to sell because of health,'
plus one year of additional government condemnation or
three for other compelling reasons,
eligibility
for each
months of active duty,

.

from active -service
eligible for housing

World War II, you lose your
veterans up to Jan. 31, 1975.
now made at 5 3/4 percent. World War II or Korea. But -benefits July 25, 1967.
gainst loss up, to 60 per cent The rate on new loans .may' World War II, Korea and post If you have not served since But in each case the VA must
Korea veterans with service Jan, 31, 1955, you lose your have been relieved of _liability
of the loan, with a maximum change from time to time.

or improve a home you intend to live in. You can borrow for buying,a farm or farm

a World War IL Korea or post
-Korea veteran whose death ' -

on

The lender making a GI
home loan is guaranteed 'a-

use

commodates itself to society, does not
require. society to accommodate itself
to the church.

This. is contrary to what your mother or some
other unthinking adult told ,you when the Mount

post -Korea veterans arc eligible for -the home -farm loan

ing institution.

pany or , other 'usual
channels.

disabilities and insist , etera ns-- disabled, In- Worfdt "War
II and Korea.

But the church has vacated these positions of authority and rules of behavior, and the accepted norms of conduct
are now fluid. Today, the church ac-

the flag goes by.

private capital for VA -guaranteed loans is not available,

or utility.of the property.

socation, mortgage loan com-

who died of

expending his personal energy, talents
and time to obtain security. The Christian
PUBLIC MORALS:
church has retreated from inflexible positions it occupied for hundreds of years.

Editor:
Yes, son, you do have to stand up every time

Home and Farm Loans Guaranteed
are

the individual the right and privilege of

You Were Right, Son

Benefits for Veterans No. 4

BY RAY CROMLEY

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

-The proposed site can be
easily acquired.

WILL construction of

Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

Friday, July 15, 1966

shock.

XII

DuPage County.

-

-

Page 4

are

ographically, the area is relatively free from earthquake

kindergarten
in
June signed up for "first
grade readiness" classes.

Summer school director Al-

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
Me pbper,'s freedom and intellectual integrity.
Marshall Field III

operation of the facility. Top-

completed

read-

be Profipect TLiar

excellent -- rated
with the best in the nation.
--There is plenty of power
and water available for the

Ken Maclsaacs of Mount Pros116
pect, president of the Robert
(615 children),
Frost PTA for the coming remedial 'math (607) and physyear.
ical skills development (579)
"What I like about it," he w e r e the most popular
said, "is that it's a working courses.
There were 586 parochial
school. Not that the kids don't
have fun -- they do
but it children attending Dist. 59
isn't all play. You can just summer schools.
see how much they've learnEnrollment was highest for
ed."
children in the pr i ma r y
MacIsaacs son Keith, 8, is grades, with 386 children who
enrolled in enrichment
ing and physical skills.

site.

Universities and
already
facilities
research
well established in Metropolitan Chicago.
-Educational facilities in

FINAL summer enrollment
2,650,
and
schools
Creative art

the

outstanding

site

was

to

and secondary roads provides
quick auto access for scientists and physicists from the

18 meeting.

Typical of the enthusiastic
reaction were comments by

get arrested, we don't have to answer questions!"

-A fine network of primary

board Monday and is scheduled
to make a more complete
presentation at Dist. 59's July

for School Dist. 59 children.

"Look on the bright, side-next time we pull a job and

Scientists from all
Airport.
over the world, will have easy

M. Lawson submitted a"
summary report to the school

School, Mount Prospect.

surrounding ar-

have already been taken.

an

Forest Vie w Elementary

vironment in

tilizations of atomic power -- eas where a scientific coma field in which gigantic steps munity could 'prosper and

Parents Visit
Summer Classes
Nearly 200 parents attended
an open house Wednesday at

state, Weston offers the unique
combinations of accessibility

-Citizens of the area have
Grange uctivities mor signifdemonstrated their support of
icant than atomic research?
H. the project through their perto Gene
action was accomplished, ushAccording
ering in the Atomic Age.
Graves, director of the De- sonal interest and through
From that beginning, atomic partment of Business and E- their elected officials.
--Weston is only 19 miles
energy was developed and put , conomic Development for the
International'
O'Hare
from
-sustaining nuclear

year.

in the area
of Metropolitan Chicago. One
five sites, all

ted

. .

stood up each time the flag went by.
To use her words, "You don't have to stand up
every time the flag passes."

-4

But you were right, and we wish there were
more young men likc you in whom the spark of'
patriotism burns strongly enough so that they automatically arise and pay the respect, due to their
country's emblcm.Much of this kind of patriotism
begins at home.

7

And then there -Was the man, perhaps your fa-""
ther, who objected to your standing because you
were blocking the view he was trying to get with
iis movie camera.

'

Ifs pretty tough for a nine or ten year -old to
do what's right in spite of adult objections, but you
keep trying and perhaps you'll inspire even your
adult friends to proper respect for the flag.
In any event, we'll wager you'll never be a draft
card burner.
Charles W.laync, President
Mount Prospect Park District
.

_.

-Two roe.

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS
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THE DAY

THEY BEEN
YEH, IT
PULLIN'THAT GIVES US
ON OL' DAN
A KICK
FOR YEARS,
TO MAKE
OL' DAN FEEL
AND HE
LOVES IT -- . IMPORTANT -AN' SO DO
FUNNY WAY
WE.
TO SHOW

DON'T GiT ANY
!DEARS ABOUT
ANY 0' THEM GEARS,
MY, FR1END!I TELL
PEOPLE IN A NICE
WAY TH' FIRST

-RAT,

SNOBBISH PRINCE:

TIME-THEN
Loos< OUT!

lit

LONE FOR

A GUY!

'

.4,r1114
i

I;

Eri:::1111110111111111111111111111111111111

,
,..1R.-..17-7...:-....,

"Fashion modeling, eh? I might audit that one!"

THE LORD OF THE MANOR

"What's so absurd about it? WHY can't we pay our
Diner's Club bill with our American Express card?"

1.,. TM

EGAD, CHUCK, WE LIVE IN A CRUEL,
HARD WORLD WHERE THE LAW

DON'T SWITCH OFF THE IGNITION
UN -IL -174E ENGINE QUITS,

OF THE FANG PREVAILS!
SIMPLY TRIED TO HANG A LITTLE

INEY DON'T ALLOW
1

SURPRISE FOR MY HARDWORKING BRIDE AND NOW Vnel
BESET BY ALL MANNER OF
FINANCIAL PROBLEMS!

PROFANITY IN -11-1E FUNNIES

7-S-66

MA1OR tTHERE MAY BE A GAS
STATION AROUND THE CORNER! IN. MY BUSINESS, YOU TAKE THE
GOOD WITH -THE BAD! ONE GUY'S
SILL IS .3UST ANOTHER

FELLOW'S PAY!

FELT HIM PRESSOZ AND PUSHING

HE SAVED

-ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATICN-THEN HE FELL OVER...

BUGS BUNNY
(THESE LAMPS ARE

NE W-WONIT GET
AWAY WITH

BUGS SOLD ME A LAMP
WITH A CRACK IN IT,
PORKY : }-

1-----

MAT/)

SURE SELLINs --THAT'LL

\,.....13E 'TWENTY BUCKS:

I'LL GET YOU
ANOTHER AND IT
WON'T COST YOU

A CENT:

CHUCK
ALSO
DELIVERS.
PHILOSOPHY=

MGB/GT
"MG MAGIC IN A NEW SHAPE"

IWO IT W. &Ie.
Per.,.. it
US. Pe. 011'.

T

Here is an automobile which provides
all the character of a true MG and is,
at the same time, a luxury motor car.
It is the most practical way of having
MG performance with sedan comfort,
security and convenience. This fastback coupe is honed to a razor's edge
of balance and finesse. It will do as
good a job of hard, fast, safe rpotoring as you are ever likely to require.

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

MEE-ItLE! stai've BEEN READING
DI7-IT-)OUR5BLF B00165 ON

Fishing Safety

-

HYPN0T15M ACIAIN, HAVE -NT KXJ?

W. G. BRANDSTADT,

,

7

1

It is again time to take you
tackle out of moth

fishing
balls

Whether you drop

a

KOSKE IMPORT

line off a bridge, wade through
racing rapids or track down
your prey in some kind of a
boat, you have chosen a sport
that gets ,you out of doors and
provides time for quiet reflec-

MOTORS

.4 IL

450 N. HICKS RD.
358-5750 - PALATINE

7-15

tion

The most common fishing
accident is snagging
or some other part

a

-.4 ACROSS F OM PALATINE SHOPPING PLAZA

finger

of your THE BORN LOSER

body on a barbed hook.

This

may occur while you are trying to bait a hook when you

ri-Lifr

priluv:

LISTELi, ADAM, WG'LL DO 1141/16.5 AO
MY WAY, OR NOT AT ALL!

WHAT'S THAT

SUPPoSED10

MEAN?

rocking boat
or when reaching for a lure in
a box full of tackle. Many such
accidents can be prevented by
are

sitting in

Iris A NEW WORP I MADE

-

GO YOU SUPR756 Nr

scm51111Ii6

ACROSS

C

of the hazard is removed from this practice by
using
aTi
overhead
motion
rather than a sidearm motion.
Some

)1

- In

removing- the hook- from-a fish you should hold the fish

13 Edge

7-15

SAFE, %HI

HAVEN'T
'SEEN OUTA

HUM OP THEIR FLYING

YOU WERE
WERE

SAUCER
SAUCER STILL RINGS IN MY KIDNAPED
EARS- WASH! WHAT WAS BY DR.20LA
MP HI,
THAT YOU SAIP4

ZQLA t5 THE INDUSTRIAL SPY YOU'D HAVE
. TRAPPED-IP THEY HADN'T GOT RID O' YOU
FIRST1 THE UFO MOM. WA5 TO OtVERT

SUT.
Iris TOO

SUSPICION Ffc7MMIEM-

CRONIES:

TR CONTY

FANTASTIC

WON'T

MR. MeUKE.E:

ZELIEVErr:

ped off with a wire cutter.

Your doctor Is equipped to
this and give you antibi-

t

do

otics and a tetanus toxoid
booster to prevent infection.
If you arc fishing from a

boat be sure to have life belts
available
Don't overload the
boat and be sure to heed radio warnings of an approaching storm When.your boat is
in motion keep a watchful eye
out for other boats, swimmers
and submerged rocks.
Sunburn is another hazard

you must make every effort to
pievent
Carry insect repellent and a first -aid kit with

II

0 MI

MIA, lot TIC 142. OS. tot Ott

/Zr

p.iows EVERYBODYS

TatT SOMETHING 10
EAT...THAT NAP
PERKED UP 14Y

APPETITE...

WHATCHA

GONNA
DO?

LEFT AN' THERE'S
PEACE AND QUIET
AROUND HERE, I

THINK rm.. FINISH MY
SNOOZE;

T0

ARNitj

R
R E

6,E W e

R

W

T RAN S
AI

L '-S

RALE

6

5

L-

Milwi E
R A 1 9

5
AT I P

E R

AS
T

N G

0E

55 Pointed weapon
56 Drugs (slang)

TEAS SPY
42 Solitary
43 Nourished

25 ShShoshonean32 John (Gaelic - 44 High card

1

57 Elm, for one

33

DOWN iMoslem holy

35

book (var.)
2 Ship's record
3 One (comb.

44

(Scot.)

49 :

bottom (naut.)

04

woup (ab.)

8

Spited stew

29

25

26 27

30

36
7

form

8 European river
7 British air

24

22
28

42

39

46

50

R

NA A

.

-5 Raised off the

PM, 01t.

9E

R

T R

26 Rocky pinnacle 36 Masculine
45 Disembark
27 Chemical
nickname
46 Preposition
of study
38 Bearer (comb. 50 Pinch
suffixes
31 Small firearm
28 Son of (prefix)
form)
51 High (music)
33 Idolizes
39 Finnish cantos 52 Prohibit
34 Purgative gum 29 Artificial
41 Infer from data 53 Individual
language
resins
35 Thick string
3
8
9
4
7
2
5
6
36 Rational 37 Jet of fine
1
vapor
40 Entire person
4
44 Arabian name
47 Murmuring
17
sound
48 Female deer

4 Mountain peak

11

A NS
N 0E6
E
MUG

28 Lesser fields

51 Be plentiful
54 All

ALLEY OOP

P LAT
L ANE

le

30 Neither
31 Frolic

(pl.)
23 Before

artillery

Please send your question1
and comments to Wayne G.
Brandstadt, Al D.. in care of
this paper While Dr. Brandstadt cannot answer individual letters he will answer
letters of general interest in
1

24 Car

21 Asian civet

WEST
OBOE

A E T M 0 U N -r
T
EP AN S A
E
A
N
M AT S
0EN
M
0TE5 PE

49 Piece. of

you

future columns

nickname
14 Firearms
16 Evergreen tree
15 Guido's note
19
Fencing
16 Fish organ
weapons
17 Chemical suffix
20 Go by
18 Revolvers
%

HMM.,.THE IMPORTANT
THING 15 YOU'RE
BUT YOU

9 Vienna, in

-

20 Musician of a
kind
_22 Have on.-_..

CA TAIN EASY

firmly under the gills so that
WASH -EASY!
its head can't flop or, wiggle.
THANK HEAVENS
THOSE HEATHENS
If the hook has caught you
FROM JUPITER PIP
instead of a fish don't try to
BRING ME BACK:
pull it out. The hook must be
pushed forward until it erner=-ges from your flesh then snip-

EVA

it Muse of comedy 13 mother
Margaret's

prefer the latter you
move to a safe dis-

should
tance from your companions.

-

it

I

ous to your fellow fishermen.

-

NEW

Vienna
1 Heavy bludgeon
.5 Bow projectile 10 Mowgli's bear
friend
10 Frontiersman,
12 Peer Gynt's
Daniel

.

keeping a small cork over all

If you

AnsWer to Previous Puzzle

Arsenal

a

barbs that arc not in use.
Casting is potentially danger-

I

twows CROSSWORD PUZZLE

r cziJir wow?

51

52

53

55
57
15

4...1111

4

4
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Donald S. Hobbs New
Prospect Heights Pastor

14.4

sin

I

I

Pastor Writes

3-Cemetenes 18. lotst

Of W.W.I Plane'

13-Lost And Found

4 grave lot In Last Supper

section, MemoryGardens.1/2
price. Call PA 4-6170.

14 -Personals

Albert W. Weidlich, pastor
of Grace EVangelical Lutheran Church, has had an article published in the journal
of Cross and Cockade, Inter-

The Rev. Donald S. Hobbs is the new pastor of Prospects
Heights Community Church.

Young Woman living in Brick man area needi 7:30 AM ride
to Rand Golf, Milwitukee
Euclid, or Tpuhy Caldwell.
392-7572

national Society of Aero Hisof the 'first

torians
War.

A brief congregational meeting is planned for after Sunday's 11:00 a.m. service with a "get-together" in the social
hall to afford so that members may meet the Rev, and Mrs.

World

500 LADIES, GIRLS.

Let's fight the proposed U-

of a

tility Tax, Sales Tax, Occupa-

tion Tax, State Income Tax,

Baby", is a study of the first
aircraft
equipped

Rev. Hobbs was born in Minneapolis, Minn., June 7, 1914.
He graduated from the University of Minnesota with a B.A.
degree, from Colgate Rochester Divinity School with a B. D.
degree and has taken clinical training at the University of
Chicago. Mrs. Hobbs is a graduate of Park College and cur-

other Tax.

Gerinan
with
an

interrupter device
which made it possible to fire

JOIN, JOIN, JOIN

machine gun between
blades'of a propeller.

THE ANGELSTO FIGHT

the

a

INFLATION AND IN-

rently teaches high school French.

The Eindecker; built by An-

DONALD S. HOBBS

sisters

of

St.
have

mond s Church
to
new.
translerred

Ray-

be

been

transporting

assign-

Sisters NI Rita. M.
Lydia and
Michachne, Ni
Patrick Mary will be replaced by Sisters Angela Marie,
ments

NI

Fokker, was
It became

plane.

a

monofirst

Michaelina, James Mary

and Marion James

THE. Tarragon Club of St.
Raymond s is sponsoring a
canoc trip Jul% I5 to 17.
young
peoTwenty-three
ple 21 years and over will
lease by car lor Tower Hill
State Park for a canoe and
Housing will
camping trip

in

Queen Laura Jouse, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis

prettily, but Bill Savage; 'son of Dr. and
Children
Mrs. Robert Savage, objects to being crowned by his
father.
To Help
Ecuadorians A Reluctant King,
Jouse, poses

tents with each person
his

own

canoe.

vacation - Bible school, which

Food will be provided by the begins July
club. Dan Pollachek of Mount
Prospect and Sharen Helwig
of Des Plaines are in charge.
Fred Schneider of Northbrook is president: Bill Floss
of Palatine, vice president:
Claudia
Cieciwa, . secretary,

A Pleased Queen

Northwest Covenant Church

for one week

18

The Prospect Heights Community Church 23rd annual strawberry festival was held last Saturday in the church parking lot.
Hamburgers-, hot dogs, strawberries and ice cream were enjoyed by all. Games, such as throwing plastic bags of water at

will accomplish more than
teach end entertain the' children this year.

The daily offerings collected
the 'Bible school will be
used to purchase desks for a

the heads of volunteers, were the feature entertainment.

and Frank Osmunski of West-

school in Ecuador.
The summer Sunday evening

A king and queen were chosen by drawing a card from a box
of food tickets for children. Gerald Krier and David Redenbaugh were in charge of the drawing.. The little king, Bill Savage, son of Dr. and Mrs. Robert Savage of Park Ridge, and the

mont. treasurer.

service

North Park

queen, Laura Jouse, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Jouse,

at

series at

The .purpose of this group College will

.

begin July 17
continue through Labor

young Catholics,
single and 21 years old and
over, to get acquainted. For

and
Day.

information al Pat McCar-

is

thy at 692.3677.

area Covenant Churches and
will feature outstanding church

is

to

help

HERMAN F.
KOENEMAN

This

series at
sponsored by

leaders of the country.
This is the 10th year

and the surrounding area.
The speaker Sunday will
be
William L. Elliott, of

Ruth Murawski, chm.
WindNhocalAithert.ment)

CONDOMINIUM
DISCOVERY!

Dallas, Texas. Rev. Elliott
Church,

FOR

are

QUICK

ously, he was treasurer of the
Board of American Missions
of the Augustana Lutheran

CASH

building
airplanespfne

flying

of

replicas
1914-1918

vintage.
The
midwest chapter of
Crtiss
and
Cockade
meets
the first Saturday of every
other month.
For information
contact
Mr. William
Radloff, 10731 S. Bell Ave:,
Chicago.

the Oriental Institute of the U-

e.

niversity of Chicago.
The boys and girls viewed
.the institute's collection of

ri-

tament. The mummies fascinated some of the youth.
Last Sunday, the
Luther

is

Leaguers packed a lunch and
swim suits to spend the day at
Honey Hill on a swimming
party. About 20 young people

t(

L,"

VACATION

President

ultra -modern temple on
shore of Lake Michigan.

Mrs. Lois Jones and children (in front to back) Mrs. Jaap Jansen, Mrs. Herbert
Aspen and Mrs. Bernhard Zinkgraf.

the

Ainesefia
TO TAKE OUT
MT. PROSPECT

CHOP SUEY
418 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.
PHONE

259-3902

Picnic Closes Summer Session
Daily vacation church school bags painted to look like
at Prospect Heights Commu- houses.
Mrs. 'Lois Jones,
nity Church ended classes w ith Mrs, Jaap Jansen. Mrs. Her a picnic on the church grounds.
The children,' enjoyed refreshments and games under
the supervision of Dr.
Roland and Barbara' NleCully
Co-ordinators
class.
In one

children

of
were

for

the

Bible

the classes the
busy
taking

down a village made of paper

nificent new residential setting built around its

study and service --for the
Presbyterian Board of Christian Education. He has been
helpful in the youth work
program and the inner city
church situations.

own private lakel
For less than you'd expect to pay for a comparable rental unit, you can be an owner of one of

Regent Park's spacious Condominium Apart. and enjoy completely care -free living!

A maintenance staff cares for the grounds and
recreational facilities-private swimming pool, tennis courts and lake.

minimum down payment, is 8216.95... and you
enjoy tax deduction benefits.

Purchase

Efficiently, Quietly,
We Handle All Details
Quietly and efficiently, we handle all the details of the
funeral service, anticipating every need. Transpor-

To see Regent Park's model condominiums, take Rand Road (RI 12)
or Elmhurst Rd ,(RI. 83) to Kensington (Foundry Rd.) at Randfitu
Shopping Center, then west''/, -mile on Kensington. Model apartments

are open from 10 A.M. 'til dark.

UNITED DEVELOPMENT COMPANY Phone 2584949

The Maine Township Jewish
Congregation

has

purchased

property north of Ballard Rd.,
between Parkside and Western
for a new synagogue, school
and Jewish center.

bey

Aspen

9

ihoughtful, courteous chauffeurs, --driving only late model limousines.

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS'

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS..JR,

Backed by 90 Yea rs Experience

'320 W. Central, Road

MC. Prospect, Ill...

to

Martha
And Mary

'

10

11

12

Lutheran

Church

d

Anyone interested in attending this summer session may

call Mrs. Lorraine Nyberg at
824-7281.

One Injured
Patrick Baines was treated
and released from Holy Family
Hospital, Des Plaines, after
an auto accident at U.S. 12 and
Kensington Rd. Thursday.

Baines was riding in 'a car
driven, by his brother Francis
of 312 N. Dwyer, Arlingtiin
Heights, when it collided with
an auto driven by Eugene Rach-

Ground breaking ceremonies man, ;no N. Prospect Manot,
arc -scheduled for early spring. Mount Prospect.
-

. .

. at NorthWest Hiway

Ph. 255-7800'

-4211Pr

Arlington Portrait
Studio
CL 5-7456
.

FREE

FOR MENTIONING THIS AD'

6 WALLETS With Every Por.trait .Order
11 x 14,- 10.95,
8.x 10 - 6.50
5 x 7 -5.50
'
LOCAL HOME PORTRAIT SPECIALIST

14
15

16
17

for vacation church
school beginning Monday, July

18

19

18.

The Arlington Heights Congregational United Church of

20

Christ and Southminister Presbyterian Church will hold a

21

vacation

church,

school beginning at 9:30 a.m.
at the Congregational United
of Church of Christ, 1001 Kirch-

Martha and Mary will hold
Vacation Bible School from.
August 15 to 26' for children
kindergarten
through
7th

13

forces

combined

School'
The

Combine
Summer
Schools
Two local churches will join

Mrs.

Bernhard Zinkgraf assisted at the
picnic.
and

tation for family and friends is taken care of by

FRIEDRICHS Funeral Home
IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.

The Rev: Edward A. White,
project director of the Chicago
City Church Project,' will

The Rev. White is in Chicago on an extended term of

relaxing. All yours; now-in Regent Park, the mag-

balconies. Priced from 828,900. Complete
monthly cost, for 2 -bedroom unit, after low,

Rev. White
At John
Calvin Pres.

lead worship at John Calvin
__United __Presbyterian Church.

suburban home. Leisure time for entertaining.
Leisure time for travel. Leisure time for simply

feature automatic elevator service to all levels
including the lower level private garage, 2 and
3 bedrooms, individual air conditioning, carpeting, General Electric appliances, "patio",

from 9:30 to 11:30 daily,
Mrs. Shirley Eilken will
assist Mrs. Ahlstedt.
Material used will be the new LuAmerica
theran Church 'in
vacation church school curriculum which is centered a-

family is required
cover thc cost of material:

Israel,

Last year's show attracted
more than 3,000 people to the

CONDOMINIUM APARTMENTS

8

A registration fee of -52.50

Fair to be held at the North

.

6

will' be held at Grace Luther.
an Church Aug. 15 to Aug. 26

per

Highland Park,has been named

ments .

school

in Japan.

Mrs.

general chairman of the 1966

'

5

Christian church, - particularly

Roy Server, 54 Sheridan Rd.,*.

Finally. Freedom to begin enjoying life ... without
surrendering the luxuries and comforts of a fine,

4

'
church

round the mission work of the

sador East Hotel.

a splendid new life in the suburbs
for the "liberated generation"

3

made the trip.

Sisterhood

Congregation
1185 Sheridan, Glencoe.

2

items of the old and new tes-

U.S.A.

Shore

1. You name the Item

of Stromsburg.
Neb., he was ordained into the 2. Include the price
Lutheran Ministry in 1929 at 3. Include your address or
phone number.
Rockford, Ill. At present, he
and his wife live in Glenview,
and are members of Holy Write your ad here. One
word on each line. It's easy.
Trinity Lutheran Church.

Grace Lutheran Church recently attended an .outing at

A

of the North Shore Congregation Israel to be held November 8 through 10, were made
at a luncheon at .the AmbasSisterhood

Church.
A native

It's fun, and it's profitable.

Plans for the second annual
North Shore Antiques Fair,
the

The Rev. Dr. Henry J. Ho-

ginning July 24th.
Dr. Hokenson is treasurer
of the Board of American
Missions of the
Lutheran
PreviChurch' in America.

Some are model builders, collectors of books, medals and other objects related
to aviation. A few members

Antique Show
by

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

second
THE -FIRST and
class
of
year confirmation

Set Plans
For Annual
sponsored

Guest
Speaker
At Grace.

tory.

the former moderator of The
Presbyterian

P. 0. Box 557

Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005

kenson will be guest preacher
at Grace Evangelical Lutheran
Church for three Sundays, be-

of

DEMOCRATIC
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
CITIZENS FOR HERMAN KOENEMAN

War and men who are interested in that era of world his-

p.m.
Chicago

for

Integrity
Capability

The organization lists among its active membership
pilots of both the allies and
the axis of the first World

7:30
14

the series attendance at which
has ranged
from 1,200 to
2,000 people from Chicago

Honeitty

received stuffed toys.

JUSTICES

Dues 509 mo., Refreshment
For Free Information, Write

ALBERT W. WEIDLICH

the

"flying gun platform" used
to any extent by the German
Air.Eareein.1.915.._

Four Sisters Get
New Assignments
F our

thony

Rev. Hobbs and his wife, Louise have seven children. He
was ordained June, .1941, and holds his current standing in the
Northern Association of the Illinois Conference -of the United
Church of Christ.

'

WANTED

"Ein-

His article,
titled
decker, the Short Life

Hobbs.

Lost - Boy's Grad.. watch,
White gold Hamilton. Reward.
Vic. Pioneer Park. 392-0587

22

off.

Teen Dance

24

At Lions -Pool__

Count words and figure, 5
A Teen-age dance will be average words per line. 15
held Friday, at the Lions Pool average words equal a 3 line
ad.
in Prospect Heights. The Ides
COST
of March will furnish the mu$3.15 for 3. days
sic for the 9:30 p.m. dance.
This includes one FREE inAll area teens are invited to sertion th "Market Day" if
your ad appears in the regattend.
Admission i,s 500 for per- ular Tuesday edition.
sons holding passes to the
Aquacenter and 75 cents for Enclosed is $
non-members.

Bethel 107
Members Hold
Paper Drive

Name

Address

.

Bethel 107, Order of
Daughters, Palatine;_is

City

Job's
con- 'State

ducting a paper drive to raise
funds.

The -girls will have a van in
the parking lot of St. Paul's
_Church, Palatine Rd. just west

Phone

MAIL TO:

of Oak, on Thdrsday, Friday THE ARLINGTON DAY
and Saturday, July 21, 22 and
23.

Old newspapers and maga-

217 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.
Arlington, Illinois.'

zines may be dropped off at the

van or, if a call is made, they
will be picked up at homes 'in
the area. Call either 358-5237,'
358.3203 or 359-0371.

PHONE:

255-7200

THE DAY

Friday, July 15, 1966

CALL TODAY

255-7200
LINES

BEFORE 4 P.M.

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.
10 5-6850,

392-0782
21 -lobs Wanted -Men

Reliable exp. 14 yr. old boy
is looking for work. Barry
Goodman. 259-3789 after 5.
22 -lobs. Wanted -Women

Sitter available for evenings
after 7 PM. Vicinity of Mt.
Prospect. 255-4580.
Day work wanted. Reliabib.
References. 467-8179.
24 -Help Wanted Men

SUMMER WORK

FULL TIME

TECHNICAL
ASSISTANTS
We have a need for' three
men with a desire to learn

the technique of manufacturing a new type of electronic
component. This is a relatively new department within a
well established firm and capable men Will advance into
responsible positions. Our
work requires precision and
like to work
with his hands and an alert

a man must

mind. Mechanical ability, process development, trouble.

interesting procedure. Good
starting rate, quarterly wage
reviews, profit sharing and
insurance program are part
of excellent fringe benefits
available. Call or apply in
person to

JACK RHIND

-looking for full time summer,

392-3500

work for high school boys
and inspecting company prod-

ucts.

GE,T RESULTS

variety of mschine tools.
Overtime -available, good

starting salary, merit raises,
sharing. Excellent
profit
working conditions. Call Mr.
Marquard

starting rate, frequent wage
reviews, profit sharing. Call
or apply in person to

METHODE

and location to suit

work. Working Hours

MAN UFAC-TURI NG CO -STUDENTS- WITH -CAR
Full and Part Time
1700 Hicks Road
Earn $3-$5 hourly answering
Rolling Meadows

Name Your Own Hours

your area. For information

A limited number of job open-

Howard - 774-5353.

part of the deal.

Call me today for sure and

let me know which days and
what hours you would like to
not -available'
work. If
leave a message for _me- to
call.
MR. STANLEY

827-4272

RELAY DRIVER
1:30 p.m. to 5:00

p.m.

Monday thru Friday

10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

ferred. -Interesting -and re numerative career and excellent employee benefit pro-

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021

BC.

An equal opportunity employer

$2000
$3000
$4000
OR MORE

FOR ANY
REASON?

Take cn Months

Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots,
business areas, resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Flee Estimates

Call us and compare prices
:37-8228

Up To ou To Pay
WE

SPECIALIZE
CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PUT ALL YOUR
B ILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect
roc

estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.
PHONE 439.1794

AMISS
11.4.40HUNIT

CINTla

HENRIKSEN

LOAN CO

OFFICE HOURS:
ours: Weekdays 9 a:m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by

DressmakitSewing

Individu'alized

styling,

255-0348

People
259-5066

Interior and exterior qualpainting.
mates.
ity

Free

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824-9530

esti-

Rado-TV Rota

BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates

YOUNG
DANCERS
Able

3 years experience in Time study, methods analysis

and work simplification. B. S., degree in industrial engineering or equivalent.

METALS
ffrim ;iimmmmfff77/If

to do all the new

DIVISION OF MARTIN -COMPANY

Watusi - Frug Monkey - Jerk. Over 21.

250 N. 12th Sr.

Pay starts at $15 per night,
and up. For information,
call 827-5761.

259-

4296.

WHEELING

537-2180

DRAFTSMEN

.24 -Help Wanted Men

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of

TERMINAL MAN

military speci,fications.

Interesting full time position
with Excellent working conditions. Good Starting salary

ELECTRICAL
Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

with progressive increase.

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

Many company benefits.Will

train High school graduates.

MECHANICAL

DIVISION OF A MERICAN
OIL COMPANY

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or

2201 S. Elmhurst Rd.
At corner- of Touhy
Des Plaines, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity

layouts.

Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits Including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

Employer

WE NEED YOU!

'

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

STANDARD OIL

30 -Help Wanted -Women

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

School Administration Office
Experienced Typist. 12
months.
Excellent fringe
benefits. Call Mrs. Meyers
HE 7-1000.

Full Time
Cashier, general offlce.Apply

BARRINGTON

550 W. NORTHWEST 'HWY .
DU 1-2400

interesting job,

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

GROWTH
SPELLS OPPORTUNITY
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
To program business applications. Experienced in IBM 1401.
SPS, 10CS, or auto coder desired. Our installation has IBM 705
(40K), 1404 (4K), 1460 (8K), 360 model 30, computers in operation.

In addition there are 2 more 360's on order, 360 experience
desirable but not necesdary.

ACCOUNTANT
College degree with emphasis in accounting desired. Previous
experience desirable but not necessary. Active military obligation
should be satisfied.

in person to Mrs. Buckman

POLK BROS.
Arl. Market

TAB MACHINE TRAINEE
2nd. Shift Opening for individual who recently completed data pro-

Waitresses Wanted
Days or, nights

WATERFALL
RESTAURANT
Rte. 83 & Algonquin
437-4949

DRIVER

-

MAIL DEPARTMENT

Drive Panel Mail Truck for our large mail department. Prior

postal experience desirable but not necessary. Must have chauffers,
license.

Sitter for elderly lady. Hrs.
1-5.
own

5 day week. Must have

transportation. Green-

brier Sec. 392-9304, evenings

after 6:30 or Sat. and Sun.

COUNTER CLERK

JANITORS.
No prior experience necessary as wewill train in maintenance of our
building. College students seeking summer.envloyment_are_welcrune.
Evening hours.

t:

Will train personable married
woman for sales -& . counter

work. Part' time. 5 days in-,

eludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet!
people. Call collect 453-9510,

BENEFITS:

24 'N. Main, Mt. Prospect
8606

Golf Rd. Des Plaines,

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

RAY'S

KELLY'S
TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Removal

Radio and T.V. Repair

FREE ESTIMATES

*7 1/2 HR. DAY
*PAID VACATIONS

*PROFIT SHARING \
*MAJOR MEDICAL

ORCHID CLEANERS

529-6587

Call

See and Buy them at

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

25c

Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.

207 N. Evergreen Arl.

'

Trimming -Cutting
Topping

358-4882

2 x 8 x 16

of

cessing course or have equivalent experience.

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

Repaired or Replaced

Each -Plain 20c -Colors

100% FREE
392-6100
SHEETS, Inc.

38 N. Dryden

Tree Service -lawns Mewed

Storm Damaged--'
Antena's

PATIO BLOCKS

Positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
Trainees or .experienced

Trash Ilmimg

Sublirbati

Cement Work

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015'

Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166

824-2865

Decorators

guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Custom Mtr. Sales

259-0487

562-2991

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & -all work

FREE -$300 to $625

OFFICE

Transporataan

Alton's Quality
WINDOW & 'FLOOR
CLEANING

Aristocrat Carpel
& Upholstery Cleaners

low

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

894-3115

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

General Cleaning

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper's. Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTIONIST

24 hr. phone serv.

de-

Painting-Oecoratiq

CarpetsRog Cleaners

CL. 3-5000

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.,
Arlington Heights

all brands.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Outstanding career opportunity for candidate with minimum

dances.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.

signing & alterations. Near

24

free

IN

Guar. serv. on

Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios.
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for

Robinson.

Apply

Sew. Mach. Repairs

OUR I 6TH YEAR
IN 'BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

Randhurst.

DON'S BLACKTOP
DtiveWays and parking lots.

valid drivers license. Work

Sewing Machine Repairs

Cement Work

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's

SUMMER HELP
Must be 18 years or older with

but a pleasant telephone voice
and personality are really the
most essential qualifications.

ADVERTISING

YOWL FIND II IN IN

INDUSTRIAL_
ENGINEER

please come in for an interview. Classified advertising
esperience would be helpful,

CARSTON

ing. Please apply to Mr.James
D. Perry, 34 W. Palatine 1 I.
Palatine. 358-9100

358-9100

24-Help Wanted Men

WANTED: FOUR

or

extrembly

MTR. SALES
LE 7-1166

the public and assist in typ-

34 W. Palatine Rd. Palatine

If you are Interested in an

For

Harper College requires
young personable lady to meet

'HARPER COLLEGE

21 N. Vail

child care. Top Pay.

Call 255-1200
Blacktop Won

COCK ROBIN
920 W. Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights

Arlington Heights

Mature woman for 5 day week

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

392-7430

CL 9-4315

BOEHMER & HEDLUND

,

Let us help make your...DAY!

KELLY'S

Mrs. Pecoraro

gram. Apply to:

Service Directory

DO YOU
NEED

827 RAND ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT

GEO. POOLE FORD

experience one
year. Should at least have high
school certificate, but college
graduates - math majors pre-

SINE -SS

TREE SERVICE

Call or see

per College. Must have previous executive secretarial
experience between ages 35
- 45. Highly competitive salary, excellent working conditions. Please made application to Dean of Business Affairs.

Free training program, paid
-advertising.--Inquiries confidential. For appointment call
Mrs. Lindahl. CL 9-1400

18 OR OVER

--MOUNT- PROSPECT
CINEMA THEATRE

Minimum

Road

-

Secretary to President of Har-

a hamburger and Ice cream
store. We furnish uniforms.

ling homes in the greater
Northwest suburban area.

for used car dept. Call Scotty

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

392-1830

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

WANTED
USHERS
CANDY GIRLS

SBC requires computer operators for IBM System/360.

3 a.m. to 6 a.m.

MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

Evenings for counter work In

Receptionist -Typist

paid courier, listing and sel-

OFFICE POSITIONS

RELAY DRIVER

Executive Secretary

or serious beginner, excellent opportunity -for a well

FULL TIME

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

RESPONSIBLE
'WOMAN

and appointment :Acme Mr.

time. Training with full pay
plus free transportation is

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Experienced mature woman

ume to P. 0. Box 92
Arlington Heights.

appointments to take orders In

DAYS

REAL ESTATE

individual. Send res-

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women-.

Monday thru Friday

15 -Business Personals

MEN WANTED

NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

Wheeling
537-0554

Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

439-7310

men's alteration

MT. PROSPECT

392-3500

keeping at O'Hare Airport on
a permanent basis full or part

Full Time man for return dept.

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK
Person with tailor-

to 8:30. Call

Work will be office house-

1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

CL 9-4000

for Sunday morning work, 4:30

Jack Rhind

PART TIME

FULL

Part time vault assistant
Full time savings teller
Full time prciof operator
Experience necessary
Call Mr. James or Mr.Mahon

ing experience to do

where you
help us devise work schedules.

-

WANT ADS

a

several openings in our order
packing department and our
assembly department. Experience not necessary. Good

unique program

(Permanent) 40 hr.week.Paid
4N535 County Line..Rd.
--vacation.- Front Sharing -plan
Bensenville, Illinois
_available. Apply-- In person.
-967-7100 Affiliated Book Distributors
R03-5000
An equal opportunity employer
415 N. -Wolf Rd.

DAY

routine and can operate

ings are still unfilled in our

METHODE
MANUFACTURING

Apply in Person

THE DOLE
DISTRIBUTION CNTR.

who can easily adapt to our

helpful, but we will train an

Individual_ willing_to learn_this _

GENERAL WAREHOUSE
Due to expansion we have -

We have a need for 'men who
are- capable of performing
tooling, machining, model and,
layout print reading etc., Very
diversified work requIrei men

ing would encompass general
duties. Related experience

Light varied general assembly

employment. This work includes assembling, testing,

TOOL & D IE
-MODEL WORK

shooting, layout and model
work, and some print read-

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help': Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

11 -Business Services

ONLY

*CAFETERIA
*DISABILITY INSURANCE ' *AIR-CONDITIONED
BUILDING
* LIFE INSURANCE
* RETIREMENT PLAN

MACHINE
OPERATORS

392-7430

Our fast giowing companyhas

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. .Hgts.
CL 5-5692

',

BY machine. No mess, no
streaking. Free estimate.
Steve Mueller
HE 7-4556

YOU'LL FIND IT IN THE

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING

Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine al-

appointment Zonly.

so

We are ficensed and regulated
by the State of Illinois.

cleaning.

new

method
456-5404

1\

PURL" OIL COMPANY

a. need for 1st & 2nd shift'

Wall Washing

women in

above positions.

Frequent wage reviews. &
ceilent fringe benefits. -

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

APPLY IN PERSON ORCALL

392-3500

200

E. GOLF RD.

PALATINE, ILL,

METHODE MFG. CO.

LA 9-7700

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

carpet

1

Friday, July 15,1966

THE DAY

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wantedien-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Wanted: Local cleaning lady.
Own transportation. 1 day a
week. 398-7581.

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

ing. Call 392-7910

'

.

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.
.

Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines 111.
824-1155

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic in-

creases, paid vacations and holidays,. sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

'

WORKING SUPERVISOR
(DAYS)

outlined for a department.

Applicant should have experience doing this type of work.
Fine starting salary accompanies progressive employee
benefits. If you feel you are qualified please call Dan Sundt
_ _ _ ..
for appointment..

LIT TELFUSE
Des Plaines, Ill.

800 East Northwest Hwy.

WHEELING

597-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

ASSEMBLERS

EXCELLENT OPPQRTUNITY.
FULL COMPANY BENEFITS.

Mill Hands
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

Boring Machine Operators
Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

8501 West Higgins

You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021

Must be able to set-up and operate.

weight nylon goods. Good

rate. Fine insurance proHolidays and

8 to 4:33.

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Leading manufacturer of power pipe cutting
equipment has many job opportunities in new
industrial plant now located in Wheeling.
ASSEMBLERS:
Should be experienced machine tool assemblers.

SPRAY PAINTERS:
Experienced In production spray painting.

MECHANICS:
Experienced men capable of assembly, dis-assembly, trouble shooting. Prefer welding experience.

Experienced men for turret lathe, milling machine and
other semi -automatic machines.,

Excellent starting salary plus up to 20% overtime. Periodic
salary review. Many liberal benefits including vacation pay,
paid holidays, insurance, hospitalization.

CALL ORAPPLY IN PERSON 537-8801
Weekdays 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m..

Saturdays till noon

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

Glenn).

Wheeling, Ill.

FOR SALE:

NORTHWEST

Refreshment Stand (with con-

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington. Heights, Ill.

Bat. July 16 - 9 to 5

tract) located in City Park
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL District. 253-1003 after 5
GARAGE SALE

Arlington Carousel
Experienced Waitresses

Part time and full time

Cocktail and Dining Room

JUNIOR PLANNER
Experience in procurement of parts or relined items and
knowledge of production scheduling.

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

his

Portable Kenmore
Humidifier used for one season, cost $60.00 will sell fgr
GENERAL WAREHOUSE half: 21" RCA Console T.V.
swivel -bottom--$25.00; _Work powered $10.00. Call
Due to expansion we have Bench
253-2926.
several openings in our order
Moving. Rotory mower. 24'
filling department and our
alum, extension ladder. Ele.
packaging department. Experstove. Refrigerator, washer,
ience not necessary. Good
starting salary. Merit raises. dryer, and other household
items. 253-4460.
Profit sharing. Excellent
working conditions. Call Mr. Garage. Sale 9-6 p.m. July
Marquard.
14. Misc. Household, dishes

& etc. 340 Lance Dr. Des

The person selected ,for this position will be servicing all
inplant recording equipment.

business

operation department.

12' Alum. runabout 25 HP

Evinrude elec. with trailer
skis, inc. $275. 255-3753.

For sale 15' runabout. Tilt
information about this inter- trailer, 40 HP motor. Like
esting opportunity.

new.

ARNAR-STONE LABS., INC.
601 E. Kensington Road

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

One year experience desired.
Work some auxiliary mach-

of pep Miniature Schnau-

-4

Call 392-0216
TYPISTS

opportunities,
days, weeks, months.
Call Bette Rich 296-5515

friendly, child -and dog -loving Maltese and Persian cats.
Must find homes before July

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

31, the families are import-

RELIANCE LIFE
CO.

INSURANCE

OF ILLINOIS

1300 S. Megcham Rd.
' (Near Golf)
PALATINE,,ILL.
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

ant. No charge. C all CL 3-0791

afternoons.

Dl. 8-6800

Coke Bottle Vendor, 96 C

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Heavy duty, good condition.
$20. 255-7073.

TEMPORARY

Cavalier. gd. cond't. Best
offer. Ph 259-1174 after 7
p.m.
Mahogany dble. dresser. Full
mirror, chest of drawers.
Book case head board. Exc.
cond. $100. 253-3854 after
5:30.

WONDERFUL

Work Days,
Weeks or Months

Top Rates

For Sale. Portable Dish
Washer. Lady Kenmore. Ten-

nis table.

OFFICE WORKERS
Most Daysies Won't Tell
But A rlingtonDaysle
says STIVERS is

Convenient Locations

5' x 9' Brinktun

Roll -a -way. 392-3562.

Swimming pool gas heater
$250 Aquarium and accessor-

FINISHERS & BUFFERS
of Plastic Products
Paid rest periods

,

Paid Holidays
-- _
Steady employment
Free Hospitalization
Bonus for night work
A pply 9- 5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays
,

Elaine Revell, Inc.

Regular hrs. 8:30 to 4:45. Will
consider shorter hour ar-

practices any unlawful
limitation,

-,

CL 3-4777.
Poodles 10 wks., 2 silver
miniature, 1 dk. blue toy AKC
437-4294.
Homes wanted, beautiful,

Challenging

Window Fan. Sears. 2 speeds.

-

Free kittens, very cute. Call

Temporary or Part Time

ines, verifier, collator, etc.

rangements. (9:30' to 3:30).
For appointment call Mrs.
Drewes, ext. 55. 529-4100.

specification or discrimination In emplpyment prac:ices.

CL 3-0418

FOR A PET OR FOR SHOW!

Mt. Prospect

SAMPLE CLOTHES
KEY PUNCH OPERATOR LADIES'
10% off Wholesale

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations

No experience necessary as we will train.

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

zer puppies. AKC registered.
FL 8-2699 after 6 P.M.
Free kittens to good homes.

that any advertiser intends

Pleasant working cond't's
Free Life Insurance

ASSEMBLERS

392-1557

letter herself. Pleasant, modern office. Comprehensive
benefit program. 5 day week.
Hrs. 9 to 5.

Secretary - Good typist. no
shorthand. Pleasant working

responsibility needed in our

shall not be taken to Indicate

a -must.

pr. birch sliding closet doors.
Hardward. $25. 439-7821.
2 reclining bucket seats.Good
condition. $35.

APPLY PERSONNEL

Fast accurate typists -with initiative and desire to assume

in-

convenience to our readers
to let them know which
positions the advertiser
believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other becauSe of the work
involved. Such designations

Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is

more electric range. $22. 2

Ch. sired, healthy, full

STENO -TYPISTS

16 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS

Plaines 299-2393.
Transferred. 30" deluxe Ken-

439-7310

(1 block East of Randhurst)

preference,

SERVICE TECHNIC IAN

$109.00:

day. 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM.

800, W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000

or enterprise, or (2) as a

or

for half of original cost of

CL 5-4300 GUNTHER KRON

STENOS

essary to the normal nnefof

Arl. Hgts.
So. Yale,
Electronic equipment for TV
and Radio repair work. Make
offer. 259-0710 after 12:30.
Potter's wheel with elec.motor & ft. control switch. $50 or
best offer. Used less than 10
hrs. 255-8142
Jacobsen Lawn Mower, 2 mo.
old, rotary Self propelled,sell
217

CL 9-1000

Conditions. Loop office.FtA

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as 'reasonably nee.
atton

'cond. $20. 259-0817.
Lovely White Wedding Gown
Headpiece, and Veil, Size -9
10 $50.00. CL 3-8923

ation area.

NORTHWEST
8434.
COMMUNITY. HOSPITAL

as to sex In

are made only (1) to

'

.,

ies $10, Boy's 28" bike $15
392-7310

Nylon carpet. Peacock blue &

green tweed, 60 sq. yards In
two pieces. 259-5476
30 -Help. Wanted -Women

Lifesavers, Inc.
Randhurst 'Center

392-1921

Prof. Level
Room 69
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

General Molded Products Inc.

ELECTRIC IAN

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

A24-0135

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

Des Plaines, Illinois

1365 Lee Street

774-5155

.

An Equal,' Opportunity Employer

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN
Maintaining building machines.

OPENINGS AT UARCO

to experience necessary, excellent paid training program.

INSPECTOR
any ambition individual.

tear round permanent employment plus merit increases.

CUSTODIAN
Experience in custodial duties desirable.

DRIVER - MULTILITH OPERATOR
As an employee,,of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Early seniority in
new.plants.
*Regular wage
*Tuition paid
increases
*Employee'discounts
*Paid 2 week vaca- on purchase of corntions after one year pa.ny products.
service.
*PromOtional oppor*Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates

Write, Call or Visit
Smith
elm

2201 Landmeir Road, Elk Grove Village

E. H. WACHS CO.
100 Shepard (Shepard &

duties with lots of public contact. Hours: Friday, 4:30 PM
to 9:30 PM. Saturday and Sun-

To drive company station wagon, pickup and deliver messages and packages. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable. Will operate multilith machine
6
part time.

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
6 months to 2 years experience desirable.

Phone 437-5800
,Located between Higgins and Toute 083
An; Equal. Opportunity Employer

II Many employee benefits.
The above important positions offer the satisfaction of work-

ing with people. Only those seeking year round secure permanent employment need apply. Choice of shifts after training.

,

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd.

LAB TECHNICIAN
Interest in
chemistry or allied sciences desirable. High School graduate
with 1 year of college or equivalent night school.

Will assist -senior chemist in project work.

Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for advancement.

UARCO INCORPORATED
West County Lirie Rd.

'
DUMcirk. 1-4030

Barrington, Ill.

An equsl onporthnityemployer

CL 9-1000

Arlington Heights

ASSEMBLERS

IBM MACHINE OPERATOR
Experience 'in operating and wiring IBM .tabulating equipment desirable. .

4

MACHINISTS:

Amerline Industrial Park

Cashier and general office

our Help Wanted and Employment Agency columns

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Permanent, part time position
in
new' business office.

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

Designations

automatic timer. Very good

needed. Work in pleasant sur4roundings of new food prepr-

If you believe you qualify, call
Mrs. Co* at 255-0300 for more

CASHIER

vacation. Five day week -

4

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

other lite foods for patients
and staff. No experience

capable of writing a good neat

An equal opportunity employer

chines. You will sew medium

NOTICE

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm

and

Our President needs a secretary whose typing and stenographic abilities are Of the
highest quality, who is also

Road

. adapt it to industrial ma-

helpful.

Drill Press Operators

preparation of salads

SECRETARY

F.H.BONN COMPANY

INTERVIEWING:

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener.
CL 5-1107
20" Homart Window fan with'

Mature lady to work in the

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

-

CAN YOU SEW?

AMPEX
.

or night shift. Apply:

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
place. Come
see' us.

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Varied Machining Ability

cation. Full or part-time.Day

-

0078.

PREFERRED

ANALYZERS

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

Business Service Corp.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Used power mower for sale.
'Toro power handle with 26"
reel mower attachment. 439:-.

SALAD LADY
6:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Subsidiary of IBM

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Tool Makers

Sl3C requires key punch oper-

more information call Ethel

Doebber VA 7 -5557.

Join

LIBERAL COMPANY BENEFITS

MACHINISTS

--._OPERATORS_

you wish in this area. For

Join A Profit Sharing Company

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
WHEELING
250 N. 12th Sr.
537-2180

IBM
KEY PUNCH

fice work, we can give you
as few or as many days as

Male & Female

Barrington
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

MART//V METALS

Apply Manager. 392-9393.

PART TIME

gram. Paid

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

Salary Commensurate With Experience.

ier, 5, 6, or 7 afternoons per
week. Pleasant working conditions. Good starting salary.

Interesting
Office Work

217 SO. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women-

tenance Work Will Consist Of Second Shift,
Supervisory And Maintenance.

439-7310
Young lady over 18 for Cash-

Paid Vacations

PHONE 827-1108

DAY PUBLICATIONS

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

Applicant. Mechanical Repair and Main -

ellent working conditions.
Call Mr. Marquard

Call Jane Nelson

BOX 1030

in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

Outstanding Career Opportunity for Qualified

Good starting salary, merit
raises, profit sharing. Exc-

RIGHT GIRL

SEND COMPLETE RESUME TO

precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

MAINTENANCE FOREMAN

opening for a biller typist.

First 5 Days Pay

Top Rates

PRECISION MECHANICAL

DUnkirk 1-2400

Due to expansion we have one

If you can do ANY kind of of-

FOR. LAKE COUNTY'S LARGEST
APPLIANCE STORE.

Coma in or Call

CLERK -TYPIST

$10 BONUS
With

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

APPLY PERSONNEL

Temporary Service

APPLIANCE
SERVICE
MANAGER

824-1188

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

Carson Pirie Scott & Co.

Work the Days, Weeks
or. Months You Want
Work Close To Home

$75 BONUS.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

We are in need of a mnn 25-40 with experience in supervision, machine, setup, and handling women in production
who will take over the direct responsibility ,and duties as

to. Personnel. 2nd fir.

PLUS

MART/N METALS
250 N. 12th ST.

available. Would consider a
social security applicant. No
experience necessary. Come

Secretaries
Clerks

Stenos

'appointment.
.

Full or Part Time position

IMMEDIATE WORK

Typists

0-lielp-Wanted-Women

CARSON'S AT RANDHURST

PART TIME

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Men with at least High School education to operate Pilot
Plants in Research Organization. Shift bonus paid. Excellent benefits including' profit sharing. Interviews may
be taken Monday. thru Saturday. Please call. Mr..Cox for

TEMPORARY

;

MATRON NEEDED

.AND
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

ROTATING SHIFT WORK

Local lady for general clean-

.30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.
12 P.M. - 8:30 K.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick .pay, -hospitalization and life in.

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

MARTIN METALS
DIVISION OF MARTIN. COMPANY
WHEELING
250 N. 12th ST.'
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

'

537-2180

/
30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -,Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

'

44-Degs,.Pets And Equirent...i

Jii

poodle.

AKC. 4 1/2 mon. Ext. coat.,
Mrs:Johnson 392-2541.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Looking for
a Permanent

40%-70%' Savings

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employmeriti

piece or room. Terms, -and

Low summer rates for

borne furniture being sold by

$200. CL 3-8918

.

48 -Household Appliances

Graduations, etc.
ALIIE2RI97C3AN LEGION HALL'

Don Wheeler,
82 -Wanted To Rent

Exec. permanently assigned
to area, desires turn. 1 bdrm.
apt. Ph.. 259-0740, ext. 224.

358-3442..

ter 7 PM.

6 yr. old Chestnut Gelding.

Hunter. ') Good Disposition.
'CL 5-4034.

Grass Sod Nursery.
Growers' of nursery sod.
Straight Merian.

THE BEST SOD. YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN
sq. yd. picked up.

west of Dundee. Gilberts.

5800.

3 or 4 bdrm. home in vicinity
of Mt. Prospect or Des Plaines
255-0070.

3-4 bedrooms home in Arlington Heights area. week-

days before 5. Call: 439-3840
after 6 and weekends Call:
392-2825.

1

on

Drofitable business? Franchising ,is new business
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities In
this area

will get you into your own

Three Shifts
arefor

PARTAKE

Dept. A - 1
Palatine

.358-7788

to anyone. Come In and talk
It over with us.

Palatine
Open9 to 9
FL 8-1800

HOME FOR SALE
10 rm. 4 bdrm.Colonial Brick
And Frame home, 4 years old,

PALATINE
359-1450

Radio, heater, power steering,
tinted glass. A very fine second car that runs -veiyorood.
$350 or best offer. Call
255-7200 Ask for Mr. Henry.

.

Like New '66 Chev. C onv. Stick

Shift, Beige with Black Top,
on Warranty. After 5:30 P.M.

Beau. 7 rm. 1 1/2 bath split
6 yra. old FA' heat.
Central air-cond. Attached
garage. Full basement. Family room, 13 x. 18, with cute
level.

_bar
living. Eitate liquidated. Must

be sold now. Priced in low
30's.
STAN MEYER. CO .

- location in Park Ridge. Heat,
hot water and air - condition

In rent. 2 stylists
.

WAbash 2-5742
SNACK SHOP
FOR SALE
Excellent location fp' Mt.
Prospect. Price`reasonable.
6 E. Northwest Hwy. Phone

$500. DOWN
er, Dryer, large kitchen, two
car garage,nicely landscaped,
close to schools and shopping.

$128. per month.

$700. DOWN
3 Bedroom Ranch on large 90
ft. lot. Has washer and dryer,
big two car garage with black

top driveway. Nice enclosed

porch. And best of all, im-

mediate occupancy.
$138. per month.

$10,900

296-1447

1964 2 -door Corvalr Monza,
$1195. Please call 259-2753
after 4.
'63 Monza Cony. 4 speed.
Must sell this week; $695
or best offer. 392-7394.
'63 Volkswagon. FM Radio,
w/w under coating, Batt. Muf.
4 mon. old. Exc. Cond. 2535365.
101 -Automobiles Wanted

WANTED USED CARS

ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy. CL3-2707

ROLLING MEADOWS
REALTY

9429 Kirchoff Rd.
Call 255-4200

102 -Trucks, Trailers

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

1964 1/2 ton pick-up F-100,
original owner, price $1200.
Call 299-1347.
-

110 -Bicycles

high land, on black top road.,
$4,950.00 Easy terms.
FL 4-2186

Palatine, Illinois
358-4555

.

Arlington Heights. 2 bdrm.

ranch. Separate din. rm.
storms and screens. Carpeting, oversized garage. Attractive lot. By owner. $16,500. 392-0844.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
BERKELY SQUARE.
Open House, Sunday 1 to 5PM
215 W. Hintz Rd

mortgage.
Owner will sacrifice this stun-

Assume 5 9/4%

ning brick and masonite bilevel with 3 lge bdrms, 1 1/2
baths, finished family rm.,
attached garage. ONLY 1
MONTH OLD. Oak parquet.
floors. Comertone range,
cement drive, and seeded laws
included. $27,200.

14 -To Rent Apartments

1938 Touhy Ave.

96 -Real Estate Wanted

chrome fenders; 715 E. Hawthorne. Art. Hts. 253-6638.

992-2553.

1965 Honda Super Hawk 305
cc. Exc. cond. Best offer after 4 - CL 3-7142

99 -Automobiles For Sale

99 -Automobiles For Sale

Ve4

This is
Ford country.
4

trIt
Gis'

824-0178

Outstanding Values

Bicycle for sale. 26" Boy's
deluxe, like new, ww tires.
111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

From owner in Mt. Prospect,
3 or 4 bdrm Cape Cod, 1 1/2
Baths, Bsmt. Low $20's.

EIDAMILLER & CO.

ROSELLE FORD

COUNTRY ... THAT IS,
t,
to.. THE EAGER BEAVER DEALER!

1966 FORD

Custom 500 V-8, Tudor, Color white. Equipped with radio

AT

$18,900

WI LLIA M S BURG

Palatine's newest luxury a-

partment building located at ,
Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:
.

Special $99.95. 439-

pipe.

Bring your title -cash

$46,200.00

CL 5-4833

"BE CAREFREE"

'54 Chevy. Like new tires,
new brakes, muffler & tail

Cutlass Coupe.
Auto/8. Radio. Red & white.
Private party $1200.

2 Bedroom Ranch with wash-

$15,500

tires. $895. 253-0422.

CL 3-2313
'63 Olds

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

BEAUTY SALON
4 units, 8 dryers and finest

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping

Brick and frame ranch. with
carpeted living - dining room
comb. 2 full baths, 3 bdrms,
on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.
$21;000

Charming 2 bdrm.brlck ranch'
within walking distance of all
conveniences, in Palatine.
Must be sold to settle estate.
$15,300

4. ample parking, storage

This immulate home has Just

CI. 1,050 sq. A. of living

car garage, attractively landscaped. Rear yard completely
enclosed.

and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit

space
2 bdrm - $185. 1 bdim - $160.
Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.
OPEN EVENINGS

UNTIL 9 p.m.

HOME REALTY

been reduced to sell Immediately. L.R. is carpeted,

and

only $1995
1965 L.T. D.

4 dr. Hard Top, 352 V-8 engine,cruis-o-matic AM -FM radio,

power steering, power brakes, tinted glass, white walIlires,
000000
beautiful bronze

only $2195
1964 MONZA CONVERTIBLE

Automatic transmission, radio, heater, white wall' tires,
beautiful dark blue finish...

only $1295

sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2

1963 CHEVY BEL-AIR
4

dr. Sedan. See this economical 8 cyl. with a standard

transmission, radio and heater nice green finish

$28,900

7 rm. split level :home on
extra large lot: iBeautilld
walnut paneling in L.R. and
family room. There are 3
bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and
attached garage.

only $1195
1962 PONTIAC TUDOR
Hard Top. V-8 with autpcnatic

miesion, Power steering

a 101/4;146iii

and power-bralces, radio and liewhttte wall tires. Priced

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine

IITOMATIC
A Member of the GIAE Family of Companies

358-4555

Lge. bedrms. Laundry and
storage provided. Ott street
parking. Custodian on pram

hies. To inspect, see Mr.

McQueen. 158 S. Walton. Apt.
2C. 381-6022 or call Mr.Carlson. 392-7800.

BAI RD & WARNER,

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

See this like new economical Ford wagon at this.extra low
000000000000
price

202-206 S. Walton St. 1 block
east of Northwest Hwy.1 block

south of Main St. Deluxe 2
bedroom apts. cabinet kitch-

only $495
} East Campbell CL 9-2111
'
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

NEWEST8 YR-. OLD

INC.

41-10USE IN TOWN

21 E. PROSPECT AVE.
MOUNT PROSPECT

New paint In and out. New water 'softener, hot water heater,

DE LUXE'APARTMENT bdrms., Lim: room, basement,
For Sub -let. Recently Decor.'
ated. Deluxe 2 bedroom, carpeted,equiPped kitchen, extra
large rooms. Air Conditioned,
swimming* pool, Tennis at.,
includes heat, $207.00. Call
439-0248

/

1960 PONTIAC CONVERTIBLE

V-8 with automatic transmission. This nice soft top has
bower brakes and power

den. Lots of trees. Close to
parka, schools, NW railroad,

Randlturst. $26,750. See at 433

S. Prindle, Arl. Hts. Shownby
appointment only. Phone 3925018.

'

oo . oo 0000

only $865

86 -Real Estate -Houses

disposal, carpet. 2 baths, 3

An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

only $1195

1961:FALCON WAGON

BARRINGTON

en. Ai cond. Heat furnished.

Y2 mile north of North Avenue ,on Wolf Road
1 mile west %of Mannheini Road

P11.'64

.

1962 Corvalr Monza, 4 speed,
R. H. W/W Tires, Best Offer.

274-9131

Barbershop
Beauty Shop

Leases

Very clean. Call after 6

0259.

6228 Broadway, Chgo.

2 1/2 car garage, porch, 1/4

' ily

824-7211
Chevy, Cony. Low mileage

253-7312
'62 Volkswagen. Low mileage.
Besigned_for_graclous _ -Radio-.-1-oviner.
Mounted snow ----

5 acres of unusually good

will stay. Phone.

--

746 E. Northwest Hwy.

HOME REALTY

-included

INTERVIEWING
Mon ffiru Fri
8.00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
CLOSED-Saturday

1959 Plymouth 4 dr. Sedan.

Center soon to be built in

*Pizza Place
Call Mr. Covell 334-7252

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type Of Coil,

439-0157

HOME REALTY

NORTHWEST'

*Milk Store
*Cleaners

COIL WINDERS

2 bedroom house.' $18,500.

block to Catholic School and
Church, basement, well landscaped, blacktop driveway,

built - ins, fireplace. Per-

392.8199.

cellent.Cond. $640. Call 4391504 after 7 PM.
Zoned Business. Rand lid, 199 t .'Excellent 2nd car 1956 Dodge
X 600. Frontage on 2 roads; $155. Good condition.

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY
434 E.Northwest Hwy.

'55 Ford, Good Condition.New

_

Open evenings until 9P.M.

Arlington Heights.
now available for -

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

1961 Ford Galaxie. PS, Ex-

wall. carpet. 2 car

garage Fenced yard. $25,500.

If you have a good credit
rating - VA homes are a-

Cozy money -making Shopping

ASSEMBLERS

wall to

86 -Real Estate -Houses

fect for the large, young fam-

234 N. Northwest Highway

99 -Automobiles For Sale

ROLLING MEADOWS
REALTY

possessed by VA, and offered

Mundelein,
566-0909

tires and battery. Best offer

1 month. 358-9085

55 -Musical Instrumeets

Looking, for a challenge that

TRANSFERRED'

'

Must Sell. Arlington Heights
By owner. 3 bdrm. living rm.
Dining Rm. Fam. Rm. New.

able for furniture storage for

66 -Business Opportunities

REAL ESTATE
Arlington Hgts.
253-4353

Garage or other building suit-

CL 3-7142

COUNTRYSIDE

Phone CL 9-3956 for appt.

IMMEDIATE SALE

as $100 down. These are re-

Openings

by Owner. Four Bedrooms, 2
1/2 baths, familrroom, 2 car"
attached garage, screened
porch. Many ektras. Low 408

Young woman employed In loop

wants room near train. 253-

Listings Wanted

Colonial, near Pioneer Park

MT. PROSPECT
Near Lyon's Park

vailable to you for as little

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

96 -Real Estate Wanted

86 -Real 'Estate -Houses

Lane' Apts. Call 439-1504 af-

426-5108
Kay classic folk guitar with
case. Call after 4 p.m.

Friday, July 15, 1966.

DAY

992-3788.

49 -Horses, Harness And Wagons

Range. De Luxe model. Excellent Condition. $25.00

. $.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

YOU!!

Parties

Businessman desires 'to rent
garage in Mt. Prospect. Preferred area of Busse Rd.Cottonwocid Dr. near Sicamore

G. E. Pushbutton Electric

$.50

for

Weddings

,after .12 noon.

Blue

is

8E41 Rent Miscellaneous

'delivery arranged. 773-0252

OD ------

ITOMATIC EMIR'

439-0248.

HALL RENTALS

50 -Landscaping

_

Beautiful spacious 2 bdrm.
Apt., Tennis courts & swimming pool, close to shopping
& schools. Sublease Aug. 1st.

'23.-kOoinis of builder's model

Lovely maple 6 yr.crib(com;
piste) chifforobe, bathinette
and stroller. 392.9405.
Contemp. sect% sofa, Brocatelle (toast) $125.1966 dbl.dr.
!restless refrig. 150# freezer

Job?

ji 411E

14 -To Rent Apartments

ROSELLE AUTO LEASING
DAILY -YEARLY LEASES
THE4WARD WINNING DEALER

i&) ROSELLE FORD
ROSELLE, ILL.

!rang Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Rpselle, Ill.

Phone LA 9-5551

Arlington,, Prospect
In Legion 9 Final

Pedersen's Pointers

Good Low Shots
Can Help Score

f
.11

The slate makers must have had a flair for the dramatic when they put together .this year's American
Legion junior baseball schedule.
Their wizardry has matched

Arlington

arch -rivals

even

Prospectors' lone
first -inning run came on an Arlington miscue.
SOUTHPAW JERRY Dona-

guests have everything to lose.

COACH MARK

Thorne's

the

and a makeup 'game with Park

Softball
ndings
Standings

1

Elk Grove Inn

3

2

Mt. Pros.
Car Wash
L & S Standard
L -Nor Cleaners
Town & Country
Barbers

2

0
0

2* 0
3 0

0

4

0

5

0

will face Northbrook.
'''.,?- A MID -SEASON

NATIONAL DIVISION
Friedrich's
4 0 I
Funerals
J & B Meat
4 I 0
Market
Tower Cleaners 3 I I
Weber Marking 2 3 0
3 0
Goodyear Tires
Novak. Parker TV I 4 0
Jake's Pizza
0 6 0
1

opponents to an astounding five
runs.

swoon

J.D. THORNE will get the

dropped Arlington to a 12-5
league record, giving the Blue
Sox a chance at nothing higher
than third place. To Coach
Lloyd Meyer that would be a
dubious honor at best. "As far
as I am concerned, you are
either
said.

start at Maine East Saturday

when Mt. Prospect takes on
Park Ridge Blue at 1:30 p.m.
If the Prospectors don't at least
earn a playoff with Northbrook.
that will end their 1966 card.

Arlington, on the other hand,
has scheduled a handful of exhibition games. Meyer's outfit
travels to Black Stadium in

last," Meyer

first or

But Meyer had no doubt that

his charges will be up for to night's clash. "Our kids have

East Chicago Tuesday for an
8 p.m. game and follows that
with a 6 p.m. clash with the
Fenton High School summer

been looking better all the time
since the pressure let up and
they have had a few open dates
on which to rest," Meyer said.

team at Arlington High School

"There is no question that we

Mat Stars
Set for
Meeting

Thursday.

The local nine will finish up
next .Saturday with a twilight

will be out there to win."

MT. PROSPECT will also
seek to settle an old score us it
struggles to stay in the race.
Lrospectors

The

doubleheader at
consin.

first encounter with Arlington
High school wrestlers from in what Thorne -called "a bad
all over the state will attend a ballgame for everyone."
The Blue Sox took that one
rules interpretation meeting to
be held tomorrow at 9:30 a.m. 4-1 getting all their runs on

a stiff wind. Or your line of

FRIDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS
Legion Baseball
ALWAYS POSITION the ball
Mt. Prospect vs. Arlington
off your right heel for a low
shot, and use a low .lofted club, at Recreation Park, 6 p.m: such as a number -three or four
Senior League
iron. On the address, close or
Browns vs. Iridians at. Arhood the face of the club a
little so that the face is almost lington High School, 6:15 p.m.
--Bengals vs, -Mustangs -at -Piz_._.
straight.
oneer # One, 6:15.p.rn.

Jim Perkins of the Yankees score; a run as the Cubs' Rick Robertshaw
races toward the plate to cover in last night's Mount Prospect Boys' Baseball Association action.

Tigers Clinch Title Tte
With 10-3 Win Over Giants
HAI. RADTKE was the
winning pitcher despite 13
walks. He fanned five. Tim
H alas was tagged with the loss.

Losing pitcher Scott Nordi
was tagged for 14 hits, but

double and a triple .for the wie-

struck out eight and walked live.
Mike Moran and Gerry Smith
two -for -two

Smith

and

was

three'-forfour.

155 pounds, 165 pounds, 175
pounds, 191 pounds, and heavyweight.

Northwestern Head Wrestling Coach Ken Kraft will preside at tomorrow's rules in-

terpretation meeting.

1901 as the setting for a novel.

The

first -place

Chargers

trimmed the Vikings 5-2 last
night in the Prospect Heights
Senior League to boost their

ies, and in

The loss dropped the Vikes

Tom Peterson was the winning

pitcher,

tossing

a

six -

hitter. He fanned seven and
walked only one.

Vikings

.

Colts
Falcons

4

.

2
3

0

6

Game to Debut_..

At State Fair

Spaceball players

volley a

while Feige doubled and singled

New Fish Net

Ruled Illegal
The Illinois Department of
Conservation announced that a
net recently placed on the mar-

ket may not be used by the
state's fishermen.

The net has allegedly been
used to catch bait fish. It is held
open by a hoop and tapers back
to a point,.and it is dragged be-

JIM'S

hind the boat to snare fish.

the Illinois Fish Code states
that any otter trawl or modified
bag seine is unlawful except
when used by commercial fishermen in Lake Michigan under

SEDAN $11 93

1963 FAIRLANE 500 WAGON $1093

- & Parts
Do It Yourself Or We Install

Senior League
Hawks 4, Warriors I.

Price & Compare
THEN CALL
CL 5-4799

Sharpie!!

Hurry Folks!!

19631/2 FORD FASTBACK
2 Dr. Hardtop - Sweetheart!!

$1293

1963 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE $1593
Bucket Seats, Full Power!!

rent a new '66
Yankees' Brian
Brian Brady arrives safely at first base

in last night's Cubs -Yankees clash in Mount Pros.pect. The ball (center) has gotten away from the

Camera fans as well as baseball fans will fill the stands at
White Sox Park July 27 when
the South Siders stage their annual camera night.
Before the scheduled game

the ballgame.

Rivera, Al Lopez, and others.

SERVICE
STATION

1964 FORD

4.00

FALCON

GALA XIE

5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

MUSTANG

Friday,
July 15.

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

1966

PLAN YOUR VACATION

1964 FORD SEDAN
E
R

direct supervision of the 'Department of Conservation. The
Conservation Department considers the net to be a modified
bag seine when towed behind a

810 E. RAND RD

MT. PROSPECT ILL

Air Conditioned, Full Power!!

A

RENT A STATION WAGON
SPECIAL RATES

Real Nice Carl!

1964 FAIRLANE WAGON
Priced to Move!!

1964 FORD V-8 Country Sedan

TODAY
p.m. Football,
highlight, ch. 32.

Full Power!!

GEORGE POOLE ca-AiD
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. RENT'ag"

NFL

5:55

7:55 p.m. Baseball, Sox vs.

ARLINGTON HGTS., ILL

'CL 9-3141
NITES AND SUNDAY

CL 5-98 89

Indians, ch. 9.
8 p.m. Bowling, ch. 32.
,
9 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26.

$1593.

2 Dr. Hardtop - Bucket .Seats,
$1

1964 FO2RDDr.
I

.$1293

1964 FORD will':

at low rates from

Sports on T.V.

$1493

1964 FORD V-8 CONVERTIBLE $1593

D

PLUS MILEAGE

Page 10

$1093

Specia lly SEDANPriced"

CORTINA
FAIRLANE

first baseman.

gives you moregallons for yourdollar.
Free Sunday,papers 8 P.M. Sat. till noon Sun. with.
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete &. courteous--.
service at all,thnes. Come In and see Jim °Byron..

boat..

nORCls)pllectily

Bath\& Kitchen
Remodeling,
All Makes - Fixtures

V-8
Hardtop

Fun Power!!

1965 FAIRLANE SEDAN
Six Cylinder, Sharp!!

193

.s.1593

-$1493

1965 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE $1893
Che-e-e-a-pli

The above cars are guaranteed by Ford Motor Com-

pany for a period of 24 months from date of your
purchase, or, a total of 60,000 miles on the speedometer,
or, 6 years from, original production date!!

YOU MEET
THE
-v
NICEST ,t

TODAY'S SPECIAL
1962

Thunderbird Hardtop
t

PEOPLE

Stock f 1560A
Air-conditioning. Full power, Including power seat

and windows, radio, white walls, etc. Must be seen
to be appreciated!!

ON A

H ND
.

BULKO
.

1963 FvI,

1963 FALCON DELUXE WAGON $993

Peoria County in
I

$193

1963 F401,1.11,Vs-el

PLUMBING
Small Repairs

EVEN"TS

On July 31 the Sox management will feature Old Timers
players on' a large trampoline. Homecoming between games of
Backstop aprons behind the a big doubleheader with the
players will be set up for thei49 New York Yankees. Such White
protection.
Sox greats as Smead Jolley,
The ,Young American Fair is Ray,' Schalk, Jackie Hayes,
part of the larger Illinois State -Jimmy Dykes, and Red Faber
Fair which will run through are expected to be on hand.
Aug. 22.. Also featured in the
Invitations hava also been
"fair within a fair" will be extended to Billy Pierce, John
drag racing, slot car racing, Rigney, Wally Moses, Jim
and an amateur talent show.

BUD'S

,

WEDNESDAY'S SPORTS

with Detroit spectators will be
Illinois' Young America Fair allowed on the field to take
Scott Feige was tagged with will feature a new idea in sports pictures of their favorite White
th loss on a five -hit showing. called spaceball when the fair Sox players. Picture taking will
opens in Springfield on Aug. 12.
begin at 7 p.m., an hour before
He whiffed six and walked three.

Don Hall homered for the ball through an opening in a
winners' only extra -base hit, netted gantry set between the

Brian Busse knocked a triple
for the Orioles, and teammates
Rick Hall and Keane both chipped in doubles.

Score Board

White Sox Invite
'Camera Fans

3

pinned

but stuck a
triple and a double in his own
with the defeat.

central Illinois.

0

was

he

four

the

been filled in southern Illinois
in Northern Pope, Monroe,
Wayne, and Williamson count-

four trips plateward in his
STANDINGS
Chargers
5-

MARK YDE

issued

behalf.

counties are Carroll, Jo Dayiess, La Salle, McHenry, and
Stephenson. Quotas have also

SPRTS

own behalf.

season record to 5-I.
to a 4-2 record and second
place, breaking the deadlock
between the two teams.

action last night, heating the

Cardinals 13.12. The winners
have lost 12 tilts.

filled in 10 counties.
In Northern Illinois,

header against the Brooklyn
Dodgers in 1900.

in

En route to the 'victory
whiffed 12 and
bases on balls.

Bronco

in

24/50

knocked

ter.

a

The Dodgers got their second

win of the season

The Cincinnati Reds committed 17 errors in a double-

Chargers Rip Vikings
To Lead Sr. League

double and

deer permit quotas have been

Name

dom envisioned I?) author
George Barr McCutchcon in

a

The Illinois Department of
Conservation announced that

Baker, third base.

pounds,
118
pounds,
125
pounds, 135 pounds, 145 pounds

offensive, hero for the Giants.

B

ORIOLES

111E

off the Sox 9-5 in their Bronco
B clash last night, giving Mark
Keane the win on his three -hit-

the

was

CARLY

Quotas Filled

still register at weigh-in time infield of the old Philadelphia
at 8 a.m. on the day of the Athletics comprised Stuffy Mcmeet. Wrestling in the second Innes, first base; Eddie Colannual event will begin at II lins, second base; Jack Bara.m. with some 400 boys ex- ry, shortstop, and Home -Run

ing 97 pounds, 105 pounds, 112

ners and T. Peck slapped a

BRIAN

SATURDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS
Senior League
come into the ball, try to get
Browns vs.
Warriors at
the feeling that you are hugging Arlington High School, 10 a.m.
the ground after impact, keepHawks vs. Mus(angs at Piing the club face in.
oneer # One, 10 a.m.
Bengals vs. Indians at PiWHEN YOU are trying to oneer q One, I p.m.

a

triple for the Cards.

rapping
IN OTHER Bronco Majors and
triple.

10-3. The Dodgers are 8-5.

rapped

whiffing nine batters. lie walked

going four -for -four at the plate

action., the Giants unloaded for
10 runs to beat the Dodgers 105
in the National Division.
boosting their season record to

DeSchmidt

hurler, giving up two hits and

ners' 14 -hit attack. Moran went

,

MIAMI, Fla. (UPI) Graustark, leading contender fur
3 -)ear -old honors in 1966, was
named for the mythical king-

Jim

John Kudalis was the winning

were the big guns in the win- four.

BALTIMORE (UPI) - Ray
to explain rules to the parti- Berry of the Baltimore Colts
cpants in the Mayor Daley caught 10 passes and picked up
Youth Foundation Olympic De- 125 yards with them against
velopment Wrestling Meet to the Green Bay Packers for the
be held at Forest View on best performance by a receiver during the 1965 National
Satindtiy, July 23.

in 12 weight divisions includ-

Then on the backswing, take
the club low along the ground,
using about three-quarters of
your usual backswing. As you

The Tigers came up with a 10-3 win over the Sox last night
in the American Division of the Bronco Majors baseball program, clinching at least a tic for the division crown.
Tom Schreiber tossed a neat three -hitter at the Sox, whiffing 12 and walking four en route to the win.

THE MEETING will be used

WRESTLERS WILL compete

I

branches or bushes.

Best Receiver

pected to enter.

Coming Up

flight to the green may be obs t r u c t e d by overhanging

at Forest View High School.

All boys, 18 - years - old and Football League season.
under are eligible to compete in
the meet if they have not wrest- Famous Infield
led on the college level. Those
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) interested in participating may The famous "million dollar"

you may

circumstances.
For keeping it low and in line with
instance, you may want to hit the target.
a low tee shot when faced with

v`;.,

their

lost

Beloit, Wis-

lie,

several

.

1

hill or sidehill

You may be called upon to shot, never try to hit the ball
hit a low shot in any one of too hard. Concentrate more on

he has been getting better all the

Ridge Blue Saturday left on time.
ing Northbrook, by one game their agenda. A setback in
J.D. Thorne started for the
with only tonight's showdown , either contest would, of course, Prospectors in their June outbe fatal to their title chances.
ing against the Blue Sox, but
Northbrook has Glenview and this time will be replaCed by
Evanston still to go, and while Dave (No -Hit) Kingman.
both teams arc well out of the
both
Kingman has been practically
I
- running, they have shown they.
this year. In his lust
Standings of the Moimt Pros- can be dangerous. Glenview invincible
start he threw a .no-hitter at
pect Park District's Men's has one of. the league's top
rugged Park Ridge Red. The
Softball League are:
pitchers in righthander Greg towering rightharfder has comCroft who is almost certain piled a 7-0 record so far, add____AmERICAN-DIVISION- to-go -against- the-Brookers. ing two two -hitters and -Three
5 0 0
Wille's Tavern
And Evanston is as tough us one -hitters ,to the Park' Ridge
0
5
Jake's Pizza
any squad in the league on their whitewash. In seven complete,
0
3
Carl's Pizza
home turf. That is where they games. Kingman has held his
league -lead-

get off a low shot from a down-

have to adjust the position of the
The ability to hit good low ball somewhat. Play it from the
shots is an impcirtant asset center or slightly back of the
to the game of amateur golf- center of your stance.
ers as well as professionals.
When practicing this type of

hue was the starter in the ,first
thatch, and, he will be on the
hill for Arlington again tonight.
The talented flinger gave up
only six scattered hits the first
time around, and Meyer says

Heights and Mt. Prospect tonight at 6 p.m. in the regularly scheduled finale for both clubs at Recreation Park.
Arlington has little to gain in tonight's fracas, but their

Prospectors trail

BY CHUCK PEDERSEN
Golf Pro
Midlane Farms C.C.

five Mt. Prospect errors. And

BY DALE HOFMANN

OSKE
PORT MOTORS
450 M. HICKS RD. - 358-5750 - PALATINE
'ACROSS FROM PALATINE SHOPPING PLAZA

$1593.00

Come On In And Visit - We're The Good Guys
With NO Hats!! John - Charlie - Phil Tom

GEORGE POOLE
nnl

v

1I to

is

'.;

4(10 5V, Not Ihn.,,t

CL 3-5000

,n II

., Li.

Telephone
2554400

ro5pert flap

WEATHER
' Toni g h t; Thundershowers
likely; Low near 70. Tuesday;
Partly cloudy and turning cooler; High in the 80s.

Your Home Newspaper
Volume I, No. 64
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Mount Prospect; Ilh
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S. Main St,,

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

.60056

Old Orchard Property
n Park Dist. Dispute
BY BRUCE CUTLER
Old Orchard Country Club, already the subject of a
zoning controversy with the village of Mount Prospect,
could land itself in, a dispute with the community of

to organize the park estimated
last April the district would
that getting out of apark_dis,_ have an assessed valuation of
trict appeared to be more com- about S20 million.
village control the future use plicated.
The withdrawal of the counof the property. The village, he
"I haven't heard anything try club, then, could mean a
has said, will not allow the
about this proposed Prospect substantial loss to the park
club to withdraw from annex- Heights park district." he district's tax base.
ation.
said, "but I think I'll look into 2'It would be a tough maneuCONGREVE'S interest in the it."
ver for the club to get out of
club stems in part from the
district," said Joseph
Petitions for a park dis- the
April,
1965,
campaign
serving as
in trict were filed with the cir- Lesniak,
Lions
which the possibility of high- cuit court clerk a week ago. Club liaison with other com-

ProspecTifeights.
Prospect

Heights

residents

arc seeking a referendum Aug.
13 on a proposed park district
that includes the 200 -acre coun-

try club and golf course, apparently

against

the

club's

wishes.

The club property is the subject of litigation with Mount
Prospect over pre -annexation
agreements reached with the
past
village
administration

turned
award winning band.

4

who

out

They Love That Wheeling
Band in Minneapolis
Wheeling

the

grand national champions.

school serves. were on hand to
welcome the band home -- winners of top -honors for the second straight year.
In last year's Aquatennial
celebration, Wheeling's 120 piece
marching
band
was

judged best out of state band
in the huge parade.

This year, Dean R. DePoy's
musicians copped beit of the
award from some 60
marching bands participating
show

in the spectacle.
DePoy,
director
of
marching band, reports

streets of Minneapolis as the
band stepped off in the huge
parade As one of last year's
winners.
Wheeling
marched
behind the parade marshall,
Vice President
Hubert H.
Humphrey

Grand Jury
To Determine
Stabbing Case

Free on 55,000 bond, Wier
a possible sentence of
to 5 years in the peniten-

:1

tiary or up to a year in the
Cook County jail

Cook County sheriffs police
reported ' Wier told them -be

stabbed the girl after she had
returned an engagement nng
while they were in a car parked

near 706 W. Willow Rd in an
unincorporated area in Wheel-

ing Township.- --

Language, TV

estimated

DePoy

another

2,500,000 people watched the
parade

over NBC Television

Accompanying
members

on

the

trip

the

Items for board action in-

clude the approval of the extension of Forest View High
School's language laboratory
and the extension of present
instructional television facil-

at Wheeling, Prospect and
Forest View High Schools.

weather

the

band

members survived the 3 -1/2 mile march with but few in-

with the village of Mount Pros-

nics this.
Congreve.
Mount
Daniel
Prospect Village president, is

pect."

cidents. Two or three bandsmen were forced to drop out
from the heat and
wrenched his knee.

another

park referendum
passes and we're included," he
continued, "we'll just write

to

is

competing

sponsorships

in

the

the difference."

There were four judging stations along the route of march.
DePoy said that the bands
were
judged
on
precision
'marching, alignment, appear-

ance and musical ability.

Following the parade, band
members

were

treated

to

a

performance of "The. Sound of
Music" at a Minneapolis
theatre.

for the referendum.

An August date is sought so

learned Friday.

The house, held in trust by
the....Piooter_Trust and Savings
Bank, Chicago,
has
2,035
square

$5 million.

Holleb later said the club's
This triangle would not be
value was "far in excess" of contiguous with the park if the
those figures.

PROSPECT Heights officials

erton, made the calculation.

feet

assessed

at

them that in addition to being 5347.56 in taxes last year on
best out-of-state band in "vacant
assessed
property"
the parade, we were the best... at 54,271.
period."
THIS LAND assessment,
It was close, right down to
the wire. Wheeling received on his property measuring 201
126 points and the closest run- by 210 feet, still stands.
What Serpico has added to
ner-up 125. The third place
band came in with 124 points. the tax bill is the land's "im-

the

In addition, DiMucci has a
house" assessed at $71.

provement" - the home Di -

taxes on the law books this

t

An accurate calculation of
what DiMucci owes, he said,
would
ledge

require

of tax

precise knowrates set every

in a band jamboree.

Wheeling's band was selected
Saturday morning to play a 15 -

minute concert over television

r

not been explained.

sons for being very determined young girls.
Sharon, 19, of 13 Edwards Rd., Prospect Heights, and
Joanice, 19, of 157 George Rd., Wheeling, began collecting

to get to the soldiers in Viet

be delivering the books,' He

,"-1

told her that the Navy could not
help

it

"Beep -beep goes Impatient horn happy Harry

,wwwwanviaosouvwuvauwasiweinieuvuumwer'

How DiMucci's house was
assessed as a vacant lot has

Book Co. in Des Plaines contributed 30,000 books for the
same reason. I want the books

Nam. I don't regret anything I
did. A promise is a promise,".
she said.

Coville

explained

the

pro-

Co.

in

Plaines

Des

donated

Viet Nam who wrote home saythat reading material is

view and told him she would'

ities

in the case ever since.

ject as a "people - to - people" one of its trucks for transproject to aid persons over- porting the books to Arlington
standing occurred when Navy seas. He said the Navy could Heights.
Soldiers from the Nike Site
officers at Glenview Naval Air handle contributions from perBase told Sharon that her pro- sons or organizations but the in Arlington Heights helped
ject would be eligible for ship- material could not have a spec- the girls unload the books at
ment under "Operation Hand - ific destination. The goods are the high school.
Clasp." She was told that all used to help the needy all over
The girls collected additional
she would have to do would be the world and one of the rules
box and securely tie the books governing the project is that the books when the Randhurst
and let the Navy know when material be unassigned for Corp. donated space to set up'
she would bring them to the special distribution. The dona- a booth for one week in June
in the shdpping center.
base.
tions must be approved by one
of the warehouse co-ordinators
Sharon and Joanice got the
LAST WEEK Sharon called and material is accepted on a idea from a soldier friend
in
Lt. Cmdr, Tom Covill at Glen- space available basis only., -

7 p m. performed for tele-

the driver ihead.
Mrs. Rose Friedrich

in the county asmobile trailer office

BY MAXINE TYMA
Sharon Gehrke and Jeanice Krienke has 40,000 rea-

stored
at
Arlington
High
School.
An unfortunate misunder-

vision cameras for 45 minutes

again. He can't wait until
the light, is green to bug

sessor's

The project was begun in Sharon wrote to the West Coast
THURSDAY the 30,000 books
June and by this time Sharon co-ordinator whO informed Coand Joanice thought the books ville that the books were con- donation from Bantam were would be en route to the sold- signed material and could not delivered to Arlington High
School. The Niedert Trucking
iers. Right now the 40,000 are be taken in the project.

whirl

-.2/1';\ e

terviewed

Girls Left High and Dry
By Navy with 40,000 Books

Mucci lives in.

'

At 5 30 p.m. Friday they
were fed a hurried supper and

Day

fices.

ELK
GROVE
Township
Serpico explained that there assessor Charles Hodlmair, in-

was a new penalty for back

the

27 by 22 foot garage assessed
at 5647 and an 8 by 8 foot "tool

DePoy said the band departed in four buses from the high

at

four years. These figures are
kept in township assessors of-

to Serpico.

paperback books for servicemen in Viet Nam. cs

a

excluded

each receding year.
examined in "minute detail.",
Since the home is reportedly
Since 1950, when Serpico said
Hodlmair looked at DiMucci
15 years old this year, county he believes the home was built,
officials calculate it can be DiMucci must pay altogether property May 7 and contacted
assessed at 83 per cent, equal- 140 per cent of the valuation in county officials the following
week. He has been interested
ing $12,650.
fines.

ing to Minneapolis.

became embroiled in
of activities

country club were
from the district.

year, requiring a 10 per cent
"first grade" valuation of 57.45 fine, beginning in 1963, which at the corner of Elmhurst and
per square foot. This totals increased by 10 per cent with Golf Rds., said Friday DiMucci's tax situation is being
more than 515,000.

the three-day trip from Wheel-

at 4.30 p m. and immediately

The Lions Club has spearheaded the drive to form a- park
district, along with represent-

may levy a tax of 10 cents per small triangle of land - bound$100 assessed valuation with- ed by Randhurst on the east,
out going to the voters with' a Prospect Meadows Park Disbond referendum.
trict along U.S. 12 on the west
During Holleb's discussions and Old Orchard Country Club
with Mount Prospect officials, on the north -- has been in the value of that property was' 'eluded in the proposed park
reportedly calculated at S4 to district.

according

up to a total of around 520,000.

ABOUT 25 parents were
also along as chaperones on

school at 7:30 a.m. Friday.
They arrived at Minneapolis

munity organizations.

that if the referendum is suc- atives of the Little League,
Club,
Prospect
cessful park district commis- Woman's
sioners, five of whom have Heights Improvement Assn.,
been tentatively selected, could Boy and Girl scouts and
churches.
levy a tax by May, 1967.
park districts
By statute,
The Day has learned that a

to Illinois
INCLUDING the land, DiDiMucci must pay Mucci's property valuation is
taxes and penalty fines, adding more than $17,600, according

DiMucci's real estate tax
"Last year's. award made us record is in Serpico's office
DcPoy for "office correction."
proud."
extremely
said. "But this year we showed
paid
reportedly
DiMucci

(Continued on Page 2)

the

And

DEPOY SAID that substi- competition.
tutes were placed in the ranks
and, "the judges never knew

V.

statutes

against 21 high school marchRalph Serpice, deputy asing bands from throughout the sessor in charge of all real
Midwest, there were some 40 estate complaints in Cook
other marching bands under County for assessor P.J. Cullvarious

Thaddeus.

DiMucci Owes $20,000
in Taxes, County Claims

Salvatore DiMucci Sr., 900
ship during the 27 years the S. Wa-Pella, Mount Prospect.
Aquatcnnial has been in exis- will be socked with roughly
tence.
520,000 in back taxes, it was
addition

Judge

.

"If

adamant in demanding that the

tennial officials confirmed the
fact that we were the cham-

In

manager

village among other pos-

214 high school.

Gripe
Of The

pect.

lie said that despite 80 de-

-We want no part of the new

sibilities, although Holleb de-

it," DePoy said. "But Aqua-

THE WHEELING band

proposed Prospect Heights park
district.

owners
Sr. and

ing faculty, including Thomas
Shirley, principal of the Dist.

An adjourned meeting of the
-Board of Education of Township

Kensington Rd., Mount Pros-

the

DePoy said.
plus

But the club has been included in the land area of the

several members of the Wheel-

Facilities on
Board's Agenda

Harold L. Slichenmyer Administration Center, 799 W.

time

fin -

cause we have enough problems

pions."'
free

a country club and

Louis Sabo told The Day, "be -

band had from organized acti- the first out-of-state. group. to.
vity was devoted to practice,. capture the coveted championgree

allows

band
were

station WCCO before about'

High School Dist 412 will be
held Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the

adeconcert.
What little

including the
in a pre-par-

as

golf course is no longer
ancially practical.

in the Minnesota region.
'

faces

that

about 500,000 people lined the

Wheeling officials.

3 -1/2 -inch fishing knife

the

10,000 people,
vice president,

perty

be

sibility of selling the club to.

1

Yesterday
at
6:30
p.m.
about 1,000 residents of the
four communities that the

must

park district," club

"We won, We Won!" was the
first reaction from the group.
"At first,
didn't believe

aggre-

rises

reportedly exploring the posthe

good news.

later,

club

'Adeske has yet to Set a date

built because
continued -operation of the pro -

Albert H. Newman, has been

neapolis.
miles

for the

Frank M. Aldridge

Wheeling High School's marching band stepped off
at 3 p.m. Saturday in the Aquatennial Parade in Mingation was judged the best in the parade and named

Dean R. DePoy was first off
the bus when Wheeling Township's championship band returned home yesterday. DePoy
was
presented
the
official
"Red Carpet" welcome by 4

torney

It was following this performance. at around 9 p.m.,
that school officials heard the

Three -and -a -half

Wier, of 912 Dunton, Arlington Heights, was arrested after
he allegedly stabbed his girl
friend twice in the back with a

the

County.

separating
him from
then -mayor C. 0. Schlavcr.

The owners maintain high -

This suit is pending. Meanwhile, Marshall M. Hollcb, at-

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN

Ronald Wier, 24, charged
with assaulting a 24 -year -old
airline stewardess, was bound
over to a grand Jury from
Niles court Wednesday.

agreement thich
high-rise apartments.

yesterday

ATTORNEY Holleb indicated

rises on property sparked an
issue

that the present administration
will not honor.
The club's suit against the
village seeks to force the pre-'
sent administration to abide by

was a pordou of the more than 1,000 people

them a letter telling them we of community groups working
don't want to be in."

.

her through "Operation

trand Clasp." A

Plaines to help the girls collect books for servicemen in Viet Nein.

Coasts prevented
ing her donation.

COVILL suggested that Shar- appreciated by the men 'servon .contact the Red Crass and ing there. -

give them the books for dis-

strict en-. tribution

forcemeat of, military regain. tions and overcrowded ware-

houses on the East and West

Joanice Krienke of Whedlog (seated) hiuids- a box of paperback hooks to Dan.
Slone of Connersville, lnd. and Armond Delestrez (standing, left) of Chicago forms
a relay with Sharon Gehrke of Prospect. Heights, Les Bodine of Dayton, Ohlo, and
Sammy Bowman of Lawton, Okla., as they unload a shipment of 30-,000 books at
Arlington High School. The books were donated by. the Bantam Book . Co. in Des

ing

his, accept-

in

veteran's hospit-

als.'

Sharon says

she

Several community organizations also have contribut-

will give ed books and time to help the

several thousand books to Hines

and Great Lakes hospitals for giris
Sharon still is determined
the Viet Nam veterans but' she to get the books to the soldCommander Covill told the won't give all the books.
iers, if at all possible. PerDay that .he told Sharon he "People in the community sons With ideas or books may.
.

would accept
cause

Clasp"

the,

.

books' be- contributed the books because
contact Sharon Gehrke at 296they thought they were going to 1243 or Joanice Krienke at

thought
"Hand
would handle them,

he

soldiers in Viet Nam, Bantam 537-0560.

'

sty y
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Pieces of Granite Pillars
Roadside Puzzle for Drivers

THE PROSPECT DAY
Monday, July 18, 1966

Page 2

"G...`

they come from? How did they get here?

These are questions a motorist may ask as he
drives dawn Linkman. Rd., in an unincorporated
area just south of Mount Prospect.
Lying in a field just off the road, looking like
the remnants of the Roman Empire, are a num-

'talked about putting them on an island in the

So The Day contacted Kenroy Realtors in Lincolnwoixi, owners of the field where the pillars

BY GEORGE HAMILTON

Ruins of an ancient building here? Where did

middle of a lake," he said.

repose.
Roy Gottlieb, of Kenroy said "they should look
.

ber of massive granite pillar segments.

Now, we know the Romans didn't put them
there. The Indians had control of the neighborhood during the reign of the Roman Empire. And

the Indians didn't consider granite buildings as
the highest and best use of the land.

BESIDES, the remains don't look that old
and they look familiar. It isn't true that "once
you've seen one granite pillar you've seen them
all."

HE ALSO added the information that each
segment of the granite pillars weighs eight tons, -and that when' they were in place at the old U.S.

familiar, they are two pillars from the' old U.S..
Court House in Chicago, which was torn down

Courthouse, the pillars were held together by

last year."

sheer weight alone.

Why were the pillars brought out here? Gott-

The U.S. General Service Administration,

lieb said "we have 60 acres there, and plan to

which operated the former courthouse and now
runs the new one, confirmed that the pillars, did

develop the property some day. The pillars were
being knocked down, they were something different that couldn't be duplicated, so we bought two
of them."
Gottlieb said Kenroy doesn't have a definite
plan for a development yet, but the pillars will be'
placed in some prominent spot. "They could be
at an entrance to' the development, and we have

indeed come from Chicago and are about 67
years old.
Eugene T. Reedy, of the GSA business service

center, said that the former courthouse, which
was also known as the "old Post Office," was
started in 1898. "It was finished in 1905, but the
pillars were put in place about 1899," he said.

-ptcze=

*'.4ti
4y
tz:iett.

;..;

- -Roman -ndas--along-the--ApplakT4Way?--No, pillars from' the old U.S. Courthouse
hi Chicago. They are In a field on limeman Rd. south of Mount Prospect, waiting
to grace the entrance to a building development.

Dist. 57 Will Discuss
Sharing In U.S. Grant
Dist. 57 board of education will consider tonight for a sec and time this year whether to take part in a neighboring dis-

IN.
On These Beauties!!

trict's use of federal funds for sch ooling.

On the agenda for the board's
only July meeting at 8:15 p.m.
the board
LAST FALL
in the administration building, voted down a number of recom701 W. Gregory, is the question mendations by Dist. Supt. Eric
of Dist. 57 participation in the A. Sahlberg which would have
approved diagnostic learning entailed the use of federal funds.
center administered by Dist. 25.

1962 RtTL21,11CIASSIC WAGON $593
1962 FIRDNTIpION WAGON

$793

1962 FAIRLANE 500

$793

1962 THUNDERBIRDAciitin HARDTOP. $1593

(Continued From Page 1)
ANOTHER Northwest Suburban Band, from Maine High
School South in Des Plaines,
-finished fifth in the judging.
In
addition
to
several
mementos from the Aqua-

tennial Committee, the Wheeling Band will be presented a
special flag that will become

a permanent part of their colors.

Yesterday's "welcome home"

by the state and the U.S. Of- for the band turned into a fesdown by a tie vote participation fice of Education last month, tive affair. Municipal officiali
in Dist. 59's teacher training will provide services available from
Arlington
Wheeling,
program financed by the federal to all public and parochial Heights, Mount Prospect and
schools in High School Dias. Prospect' Heights, the comgovernment.
211 and 214.
munities the high school serAt tonight's meeting, the
In other matters, the board, ves, were on hand to welcome
board will decide whether it
On June 6 the board turned

the youngsters.
Wheeling police met the
hiring of guidance personnel to buses at the city limits and

wants to participate in Dist.
25's center.

in executive session beginning

educational assistance for normal children with severe learn-

tentatively approved at the June

at 7:15 p.m., will discuss the

Jeffry Wieder, Wheeling, has his own

"You brought home the bacon," Wheeling

wave of welcome and placard for national Mayor Ted Scanlon tells Wheeling High
The center will provide di- staff the district's new program an impromptu parade formed. champion Wheeling HighSchool band on its School band yesterday as it returned home
agnostic services and psycho - for gifted children, which was Included were Wheeling Fire return from Aquatenulal in Minneapolis after being named grand national champ ing problems, as well as in-

1962 CligpoL!IT CONVERTIBLES' 193

The Dist. 25 center, approved

Wheeling
Band Wins
Top Honors

board -meeting.

Department equipment and
other
emergency
vehicles.
Obviously tired, the bands-

rim at the Minneapolis Aquateanial Sat-

yesterday.

urday.

Under Illinois law boards of men trooped off the buses and
stand and received the Wheeling on the map...wc are
education are permitted to go were greeted by roars of wel- ing
proud."
plaudits of the community.
into executive session to con- come from the spectators.
Climaxing the reception, the
"You brought home the
sider matters of personnel and
CHEERED by the recep- bacon," Wheeling Mayor Ted Wheeling bandsmen, forgetting
An adding machine was tak- land acquisition.
tion, the band formed before Scanlon told the bandsmen and about how tired they were,
en from the counter of Lyons
The board will also hear a a hastily constructed review - cheering crowd. "You put picked up their instruments,
& Healy music store in Rand- briefing by Robert E. Anderson,
Carmen R. DeAngelis has
fell into concert formation and
hurst. police learned Thursplayed several numbers for the accepted the position of printhe
recently -hired
assistant
day.
happy crowd.
cipal of the John Muir School,
superintendent for instruction,
Dist. 23 gupt. Louis Pansino
on the progress of a committee
said Friday.
drafting a report of. language
BUD'S
service training for teachers.

DeAngeliS Takes

Lost Count

1962 CIEigelEfT SEDAN

5893

1963 P!luljelAC, BONNEVILLEailig

1393

1963%RDSTB
2F!HaF!p rif
-

:,11

$1293

1963 ECONOLINE WINDOW VAN $893
Hurry Up!? .

1963 FORD WAGON
Beige Beauty!!

1964 VW SUNROOF

Sedan - 32 M P.G !!

1964 CHEVROLET V-8
Sedan - Specially Priced!!

1964 FIlltipngSfprAL

Principal Post

PLUMBING
Small Repairs

arts.

Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts
Do II Yourself Or We Install

istration's views to the board.

Price & Compare

$1093

THEN CALL

CL 5-4799

The board may also vote on
a 'grievance procedure, which
has been drafted jointly by the
administration and the Mount
Prospect Education Assn. A

vote on the district's discipline
policy is also slated.

.,antis.

Arlington Portrait
Studio
CL 5-7456
FREE

$1293

$1093

Anderson, in Sahlberg's absence, will present the admin-

-war-41111P"

$1093

FOR MENTIONING THIS AD

A

6 WALLETS With Every PortraitOrder

1965 V!ieSpAti

11 x 14 - 10.95
8 x 10 - 8.50
LOCAL HOME PORTRAIT SPECIALIST

5 x 7 -5.50.

$1293

rent a new '66
TODAY'S SPECIAL
Stock 011327A

1963 Ford V-8 Sedan
Radio, Heater, Automatic Transmission, Etc.

A REAL VALUE AT

4.00

FALCON

5.00

E

7.00
7,00
7.00

R

GALA XIE

STATION WAGON

-

A

91.00

PLUS MILEAGE

$793.00
Ask For Charlie, Phil Tom or John -

MUSTANG,

By United Press International

LBJ to 'Dress Up' For Wedding
WASHINGTON -- The White .House was revealed that
President Johnson will break his own rule against formal

dress and wear a cutaway coat at the wedding of his
daughter Luci next month. It also disclosed that Luci
has picked several shades of pink for her bridesmaids'
floor -length gowns.

Youthful Trio Accused

In 6 Auto Thefts
from
15 -year -olds
Three
Rolling Meadows have been ar-

PLAN YOUR VACATION

urban area.

ing a string of car thefts during

allegedly stealing

last week.

GEORGE POOLE

cars

with

thefts and a burglary in Rolling
"If people would lock their
Meadows has been solved as a cars," Detective Richard Yost

result of questioning the youths. commented, "we could cut
Officer Jerry Inch of Ar- down auto thefts by 50 per
lington Heights spotted the teen - cent."
Police Chief Newell Es -

Selling your home?
Call our

Mon of the Mat

moll said, "There's a tendency
for someone to think a driver
locked the car's ignition when
he didn't.
"A little extra

care," he

said, "in turning a car key all
the way over in the ignition
lock would be appreciated by

-

RENT A STATION WAGON

The Good Guys With NO Hatsll -

agers Sunday, July 10, in an

six autos in the Northwest sub-

for

INCLUDES GAS & INSUEANCE

We're

_

auto reported stolen.
Policemen from the four
suburbs co-operated in unravel-

rested

police officers.",
The Northwest Sub .'a
Only Professional Theatre

OPENING
WEDNESDAY,

GEORGE POOLE
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

---

CL 9-3141

Ralph Mollnelli

CL --5-988.9

REAL ESTATE

NITES AND SUNDAY

BRUNS.

-ce ei-0329

said,

to our administrative staff."

DeAngelis has been a principal in Niles School Dist. 63

Obituaries

continued until Aug. 20 in Niles
court.
Brown, of Chicago, was
charged after Officer Eugene
Hooten discovered amphetamine
sulphate (Benzedrine) pills in
'Brown's pockets after a car

Arthur W. Huff
Arthur W. Huff, retired plant
manager of Hawthorn - Mellody

Farms Dairy in Chicago, died
Yesterday at Northlake Community Hospital after apparent.

near the corner of Isabella was 65.
Huff with his wife Louise
and Main Sts.
Hooten found two boxes of lived at 514 'Briarwood Ln.,

carbine am- Elk Grove Village. He is sur-

.30 caliber M -I

munition in 'Brown's car and vived by four daughters, two
also served a warrant from the sisters and eight grandchildChicago police department on ren.
A Mass will be offered
Brown for battery.

Free on 52,500 bond,' Brown Wednesday at 10 a.m. in Queen
faces a possible
to. 10 year of the Rosary Church; 750
Elk Grove Blvd., in Elk Grove
jail sentence.
1

Village.

'CRITICS
CHOICE"
a new'comedy by Ira Levin

Joseph's

Burial will be at St.

Cemetery,
River
Grove.
Visitation will be at Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Some teen-agers have added Home, 2000 E. Northwest

Tape Measure
Drag Racing

to the "challenge" of drag rac- Hwy.
ing in Mount Prospect.
They still run stop signs,

speed down streets and "peel

Clarence F. Biers
Burial services were held td*

day in Mendota, Ill.; for art at and book illustrator ClarGarwood Sts. they stop their ence F. Biers, 64, of 534 S.
cars to measure and compare Evergreen, Arlington Hgts. He
tire marks made on the pave- died at home Friday.
rubber "
Brit

around

ment.

Wilshire

'

and

During

his

career

Biers

Patrol squads are checking worked as a free lance artist

Country
Club
JMA1F11,0A%1

for

Rand McNally & Co.,

Whitmin Publications, the New

York Times, the Chicago Tribune, Saturday R e
e w,
Child Life Magazine and Field
Enterprises. He studied at the
Art Institute of Chicago.

JULY 2.0

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. 11121"4"

Pansino

"and he'll be a fine addition

The- trial of Charles Fran- for the past two years.
cis Brown, arrested by Mount
Prospect police for possession
of dangerous drugs, has been

the area.

SPECIAL RATES

at low rates from...

"We're very pleased by his
acceptance,"

Brown was driving hit a tree ly suffeting a heart attack. He

Palatine.
did not steal any
- Police rcport the six auto locked ignitions.

CORTINA
FAIRLANE

Continue
Drug Case
Trial

Three of the autos belonged
OWNERS of the cars stolen
to Mount Prospect residents. in Mount Prospect say they
Two were taken from Arling- locked the ignition, police -reton Heights and another from port, but the youths insist they

$1893

1965 FO

Roundup
For The Day

111

-211E11 f11117mat

Nightly (Except Monday) at 4:30

Sunday at 7:30

Box Office Opens Daily 10 A.94.40 9 P.M.

Reservations By Mail Or Phone CL 94400

He is survived by a brother
Arthur and three sisters: Emma, Mn.i Mathilda Rapp and
Mrs. Clara Cavell.
A mass was

said

this

morning in Holy Cross Catholic Church in Mendota. Bur-

ial was at Holy Ctols ceraet5ry,'Mendota,

e

'

Di h obus Bride
Of Daniel all

The Day's Prospects

Garden Club
S.,
posiu

Miss Dinah Joy Mobus,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Mobus of Mount
Prospect, became the bride
of Daniel A. Malloy Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
A. Malloy Sr., on June 18.

ed .

Opens

The wedding was held at
Catholic
Raymond's
Church It was an afternoon
ceremony amid white altar
St

flowers and. the strains of or-

BY DOLORES HAUGH

gan music.

The Third Annual Symposium sponsored by' the Garden

The bridal gown was of ivdy
silk faille. Alencon lace shaped the neckline and scrolled.
A
the flat - fronted skirt.
wide sash encircled the waist,

Club of Illinois and the Illinois Council of Nationally Accredited Flower Show Judges, starting Wednesday, July 20

and ending- Friday, July 22 will be held at the Concord Motor
Inn, 6565 North Mannheim Rd.. Des Plaines.

tied with an asymetrical bow
above
the
with
streamers

Mrs. Frank J. Packee of and Carlton Lake (paperback).
Skokie chairman -for the sym- Most of these books are availposium, has extensive know- able at public libraries.
ledge of flower arranging.

sweep of chapel. train. An ivory
lace mantilla was the head-

If you are at

all interested
in flowers and their artistic
arrangement plan to attend.

She states: "The art of flower
arranging is a progression of
-new' ideas- and -concepts.---Inter--ANOTHER urea
resident
pretative and expressive de- and
accredited flower show
signs lend themselves to the
judge who will actively add to
modern style of living."

"Philosophy

small topiary trees of live Japanese yew accented with pink
roses. The theme of the symposium is "Think Pink".

and

' Ethics of Judging". Mrs. Barton is corresponding secretary

of National Council and former

to the grace and sound
National Chairman of Flower of Adding
the symposium will be a

Show Schools.

iron sculptor
similar to the one
large

To keep in' step with the latest in table decor, Mrs. Packee

7--

sionliZmamowMrs, Frank J. Packee and Mrs. Arthur Fritz slew a fountain at the
be the focal point of the Third Annual Garden Club Symposium.

fountain,
pictured,

Edna Arnow of Chicago will
also exhibit several of her or-

posium by preparing a table

iginal designs of pottery.
Advance reservations are re-

Mount Prospect Garden
Club will participate in the symdepicting a famous couple. Her
table will be judged and the
judges will be scored as part of
their examination.
A dinner will be held Wednesday in the Champagne Room of

qui red.

Forest. 111. where he will begin teaching summer schbol.

YMCA Champs
Connie Foster. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard C. Fos-

Page 3
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ter

of Mount

Prospect.

has

captured the following Illinois
Area State YMCA Champion-

zlattasosizzazum

ships.

She won the 50 yard freestyle for the fourth consecutive year, This year with a
.

Grace's Daze

conditions

division

naturally form a backdrop for
new expressions of floral art.
Thursday morning Mrs. Barton
will cover one of the newest
expressions of floral art - the

ROBIN MELLS

Stoltzmans Mark Anniversary

assemblage:

MrS. +Earle 13:.
Atwater of Winnetka, a nationally accredited Flower Show
A big party in their home last night marked the 25th wedding
Judge and landscape critic, exhibitor, demonstrator and lec- anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stolzman. Although their

create her own interpretations
of assemblages, entitled "From

100 yard butterfly with a time
of 1:14,3. She is a member. of
the Juniiir. 200 yard freestyle
-reltiy'team which set 'a new
State YMCA record 'of 1:51.5
at the meet held at Riverside -

Belle

store in the Arlington Market. for the National Tea Co., 35
The couple will return to Iowa years ago. The two women
in September.
had not seen each other for

at the Stolzmans' S. Mount Prospect Rd. home.

The invitation list included guests from Elmwood Park, Lomwill
Thursday forenoon on, bard, Des Plaines and Mount Prospect, among these Mr. Burton
"What is Freedom in the Arts" Quinnell, now sufficiently recovered from a serious illness to
She is a trustee of the Ravinia really enjoy the patty and Mrs. Quinnell, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Festival Association, director Kieper, the Alvin Hedkes, the Rudolph Glades, the Herman and
of the Art Galleries and Ex- George Stolzmans, the Ralph Doneys, Mr. and Mrs. Gregg Dunhibitors and a trustee of Roose- onn, The Walter Heckelmans, the Walter Janzes. Mr. and Mrs.

Polytecnic

Institution
and
National Council's Chairman of
Horticulture, will cover the
culture, exhibition and judging
of "decorative stems".
Practice judging and point

scoring will be a part of each
during

the

symposium.

THE PUBLIC is invited to
lectures either

for the

full course or individual days.
Only nistionally accredited flow-

Earl Pahnke, and the Roy Stolzmans who now live in Dundee.

Also specially toasted at the anniversary affair was Arthur
who later this summer will celebrate his 25th year with the.
Walgreen Agency for which he is an accountant.

MERE WAS to be no fuss over Mr. and Mrs. Earl Pahnke's
30th wedding anniversary July 4. The couple had decided this.
But close friends of the Arthur Stolzmans are the Pahnkes severel of whose friends decided otherwise and who really took the
Pahnkes by surprise July 8 when they charivaried their way up
the block to find Dorothy and Earl relaxing on the hot evening.
With little persuasion the
ever, the young couple chose
Pahnkes who were married in
the same vacation they took
Waukegan were induced to go last year; a flight to Denver
to tile. air-conditioned
Des
where they rented a car, visitPlaines home of Mr. and Mrs. ed his aunt and uncle, Mr. and
Lewis Klitzke where they were Mrs. Waune Kilburn at whose
feted with a dessert party
home the former Gloria Busse

staged by the Stolzmans, the

er show judges are eligible to

Lee Lundstroms who only a

take this advanced
course for credit.

their

refresher

Seat reservations will be assigned in the order they are re-

Contact Mrs. Brooks
Fuller, 610 S. Catherine, La
Grange, Ill., for advance tickets and registration. Or call
Mrs. Eugene Tamillo publicity
ceived.

few

days before celebrated
own wedding anniversary, the Alvin Hedkes, the

Rudolph Glades, and Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Hall who came
to the party from Roselle.

CHRISTIN

Kelly is the
name Mr. and Mrs. Robert
. chairman for the symposium Mors have given their first
daughter and second child,
at 824-1383.
Required reading' for the born July 2 in Halawaa Heights,
symposium includes "The New Hawaii where the family lives.
Setting Your Table" by Helen Leaving early in May, Mrs.

Spracking; "The Art of Table
Setting and Flower Arrangement" by Sylvia Hirsh; "Hol-

Robert Mors, Sr., flew to Hawaii to take care of Michael,
two whose father grew up on
S. Albert and later Meyer Rd.,

iday and Party Table Settings"
by Zelda Wyatt Schulke; "De-' in Mount Prospect.
sign and Flower Arranging" by

MR. AND Mrs. William
Riester; "How to Make Collages" by John Lynch:. "The Thoman are back in the daily
Art of Assemblages" by Wil- routine after a vacation, secSeitz; e'Life
by Francoise

with

Gilot

ond week of which was spent
at-home. The first week, how -

THE

COUNTRY CLUB
THEATRE*
PROUDLY PRESENTS

Lew Musill's

'TALE TELLERS'
(WITH THE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE*

"HANSEL AND GRETEL"
Children
Country Club Adults
$1.00
$2.00
11115151

Angeles. The acquaintance became strong when both worked

deference to Father's Day that weekend and to add to the convenience of more than 70 friends and relatives invited to share
the remembrance. The garden cocktail buffet was held outdoors

speak

P. Judkins, head of the Department of Horticulture, College of Agriculture, Virginia

Miss Ethel Berg now of Los

internship

SlAilkAN I

in the Old Orchard Country Club, Rand & Euclid, Mt. Prospect

Bill stayed, and from
where they spent three days at
and

at

the

Walgreen

Entertain
The

formed

SOMETIME
before
August 30 Mrs. Ervin Brown will
be off on a year's tour of the

On vacation in the middle
west, Miss Berg was the Bad-

vided

ers' houseguest

lavan, Wis.

United States.

and following a Chicago visit

Edith Brown who for many

with

weekend,

friends, plans

to return

to Mount Prospect again before

returning to

her

home.

sold her house and 20 acres Entertainment here included
there and who throughout the visits with the Bader's chilfaithfully kept in
with friends here, will
pack her car and be off to visit

dren

friends
and
relatives from
coast to coast.
The Kansas -born one-time

Bychowski in Mount Prospect.

years
touch

has

school teacher and cook -extraordinary, agreed by all who
have .enjoyed her hospitality,
has a married daughter Nancy

and son, Timothy, both living

.-

in the east.

and

thnir

and

families, the
Palatine
Howard

Baders of
Mr. and Mrs.

Richard

Miss Berg always
the races, a trip to
Arlington Park was on the
agenda.
Because

enjoys

Coffee And

house

Officers of the Arlington
Heights branch of the American
Assn. of University Women
Will answer questions about the

formerly owned by the William
Motts, was the guest of honor

association's policies at an informal coffee Wednesday, July

at

20.

Mrs. Norman Hollingshead,
Jr., who with Mr. Hollinghead
recently purchased

a

dessert

the

luncheon

Mrs.

Woods Lake in the mountains.
A YOUNG married couple
have returned to spend the
summer in Mount Prospect.

Ralph Sandeen and Mrs. Mott
gave in the Sindeen home last

man Ingraham who have been

mediate neighbors on S. George

Wednesday afternoon.
Invited to meet the newcomer

The coffee will begin at

10

a.m. in the home of Mrs. John
Kinney, 916 W. Alexandria, Arlington Heights.

Phyllis

Haeger,

pro-

the entertainment at a
political gathering at Lake De-

The program was presented by Howard R. Mohr, May-

or of Forest Park and candidate 'for Republican state
senator from the 9th district.

Master

High School

last

April.

chorus under the direction of
Miss

last

Brookfield

Belle Chords, newly
women's barbershop

II years.

years lived in Mount Prospect,
moved to Barrington, has now

:27.0

was

Connie placed third in the

anniversary date was June 21, the affair was postponed in

Cave to Penthouse".
Mrs. Abel F. Fagen

velt University.
After lunch break Dr. Wesley

Meyer, 115 S. Elm while Norman works on his pharmacy

time

her

seconds.

By Grace Mott

turer, who has done work at
The Chicago Art Institute, will

'

ring

The

Mobus. is ..the 7 year old brotter of the bride.

new record time for the junior

TODAY'S living

C.

Iowa,

Bettendorf.

Connie and Robin

Monday, July 18, 1966

the Concord Inn.

Picasso"

of

and Miss Evelyn Huddleston,

ap AT HOME

posium.

the

liam

bride,

t431,4WMAT

be the focal point of the vit-

'''MRS. RALPH Sandeen of

'

home

_Mrs. Owen Barten Jones. It was created by Thomas Hibben. A similar fountain will

water as it drops on the various
shaped discs in musical, It will

of Table Setting".

these

It
44

MR. AND MRS, DANIEL A. MALWY JR.

THE MAID of honor, Linda
college roommate of the bride were Robert M. Mobus, broMobus sister of the bride.
from Springfield, Ill.
ther of the bride and usher
wore a floor length gown of
The flOwer girl was 3 1/2- John Miller. brother - in jonquil yellow Saki with a
law of the bride, of Bettendorf,
highrise waistline. Embroid;
THE GROOM'S attendants Iowa.
ered lace trimmed the gently
year -old
Sheila
Martin of
scooped neckline and elbow
Odell, Ill., who wore a jonThe reception for 150 guests
length sleeves. A headpiece
quil yellow, floor length dress was held at the Mount Pros of matching self - fabric bows of Saki material and carried peel Country Club.
completed her ensemble.
a basket of green Fuji ChryBridesmaids
were
Mrs.
The bride and groom will
santhamums.
Carol Miller, sister of the
bearer, Rodney take up residence in Park

Northfield. The sound of the

Schulke, to speak on the "Art

lecture

her arms she car-

created by Thomas Hibben of

chose the well-known author and
lecturer, Mrs. Zelda Wyatt

!individual

In:

ried a ,cascade of white roses
w th-lilies- --of- --- the --

symposium. Provided by the
committee and will be large and

den Club's chairman of symposiums, will set the pace in
discussing

piece.

the symposium is Mrs. Donald
Gardner. Her exhibit, not to be
judged, will be a presentation
for the beautification of the

One of the outstanding lecturers, authors and authorities,
H.
Barton,
Mrs. . William
National Council of State Gar-

a,

In 1964, at the age of 12,

CONNIE FOSTER

Connie won the Chicago Tribune Annual Swim Mcct.

Connie graduated from Lincoln School and attends Prospect High School. She plays the
clarinet in the Prospect band.

Connie practices twice a day
at the Lions and Meadow Park
District Pools putting
total of 4 hours of rimming
daily.

ROBIN' MELLS,

of ceremonies was of

Mr.

and

daughter
Mrs. Sheldon

Hells

is another outstanding
athlete from Mount Prospect.
She is 12 and a student at
Lincoln.

She

recently

won

the

also
the

holds championships in
balanced beam, uneven

parallel
and

bars and trampoline,
for tumbling in the prep

division of the YMCA meet.

Bob Haeger. Also featured
wcre the Four
Renegades,
1965
SP EBSQSA's
quartet

International Champions.

The Belle Chords arc a nonprofit singing group who ac.
cept professional singing dates
for Chicago conventions, civic
groups and various local social functions.
Anyone interested in engaging _the chorus for sing-

ing dates may attend rehearsals on Tuesday evenings at .
the Trinity Lutheran Church
in' - Des Plaines.
For infor-

mation call Mrs: Gale Oberlin. CL 5-5435 or Mrs. Stanley Bolit, CL 3-3344.

They are Mr. and Mrs. Nor- were Mrs. Hollingshead's im-

living in Iowa City while he is St:
in school at the University of
OUT OF town company at
Iowa. Currently their address the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elis at the home of Connie's
mer Bader has been a longparents, Mr. and Mrs. Clinton time friend of Mrs. Bader,

A SION- fO OP TH1 TIMIS

R EALT 0 R Si
level it off with a Personal Loan
Expenses running a little high lately? Givd your
budget a lift' with a Personal Loan at low bank
rates. Whether you want to consolidate current
bills or cover 'unexpected expenses, you will find
fast, friendly, embarrassment -free service here.

HELP WANTED
A manager for a new, individual, "with it" series of
shops in the Mount Prospect area backed by a successful, large organization. These shops will be the latest

On vacation and business trips carry
AMERICAN EXPRESS'
TRAVELERS CHEQUES

in merchandising of young fashions for women and
men as well as special items for the young family - ,

and. will be a traffic stopping store with dramatic
presentation. The manager we have in mind'shoUld

have demonstrated through some experience
managerial ability with flair, enthusiasm, and the
capacity to search .out the- different as he or she will
do someof the &tying. If you think you qualify for
this unusual position, please write giving full detalls,.-

To Box 1032
c/o.The Arlington Day.
'217 So. Arlington. Helphts

'ArlIniorr Heigh*:

PALATINE BAROIN OF THE MONTH
BEAUTIFUL CONDITION.
"

$23;900

:1293 8. ARLINGTON HT& RD.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
*.CL 5-8600
.

You get a prompt refund if they're lost or 'stolen, and they:re
spendable everywhere. Cost only 10* a dollar.
Nouns, 0,30 am. 10 2 p.m. Daily through Saturday:
!Moat Wadneaday. Friday auahing from 8:3010 8,00 p.m.

alt 005 ran PARKING LOTS

Theie homes are a tremendous buy - 3 large bedrooms - 2
full baths formal dining room- built-ins - carpeting and
draperies - many extras - near schools and park...
16013. MAIN.
MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7160

Member of Multiple Listing Service

MOUNT PROSPECT 94) BANK
Avenue and SmartIcon afraid
atIataiVI

all

around athlete award for vaulting in the Little 10 Meets. Shc

pitOS.T'INSLIaANCII CORPORATION

.

.

-

'

.11

4. V
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Some Day.
boy and was aware of the prob-

to parents who allow their chil-

lem for several weeks.

dren to patronize the place,

his new play.

The reporter said the youth
was on the premises at least

Sampson 'had reason to be
unhappy. His Cellar teen cen-

until 10:30 p.m.'
Sampson is like many people
in the entertainment business
- he does not like bud re-

It would not take long for a
community to get a dozen or
more addicts if the "weed"

Paul Sampson was Amhappy.

ter had just reopened after
weeks of public discussion and
the newspaper report was not
per cent

100

complimentary.:

A reporter spotted a youth accased of buying drugs for his
"friends" and put it in the

.

story.

Sampson shduld be encourto hire whatever pro-tection and safeguards he feels
necessary. The police department should be invited to work
closely in the' Cellar's opera-,
tion.
The Cellar is still better

ly, he admitted he knew the

Planning is basic to commu-

eye toward area development
rather than specific community

to do, someplace to go."
Sampson's newest produc-

tion hopefully will survive the

department.

opening

night

critics.

His

is

deepens

one of the few "cultural" fa-

the mystery over the village's
rule that Sampson be limited
to hiring only one policeman.
Before' he had seven and he

cets of the village. If he cleans
up the rough spots in the script
he may 'still hale a happy end-

problem 'also

The

ing some day.

44..IMUtillannir.ftr.CVZM.

. . .

by Jack Vand

week in each of the suburban' best way of preserving the ' To dramatize the part NIPC
communities along the C&NW identity of communities and believes local communities play
in an effort to make commu- meaning in the lives of their in the overall picture of plancitizens."
Rock- ning, the train that will be sent
nity leaders -- and Joe Citi- individual
zens -- aware of planning 'and well said. "In this way, one into the municipalities has been

one big- prize of this type -United Air Lines -- escaped
into an unincorporated area.

PERHAPS one of the most

village's

-carefully

called. "Operation Choice."

interest.

important reasons that planning

the total land, use concept that

Certainly it is to the Northwest suburban area's mutual
benefit to work closely with
municipal planners' who are

"T h r o ug h the 'Choice
must be undertaken with the must be. considered us subur- park need not wind up in the
total concept in mind is the ban Chicago continues its dy- shadow of unother's air pol- Train'," Rockwell said, "we
number of square miles of pnincorporated area still to be

namic growth.

taking a long look at the over-

developed.,

all concept of development.
One such agency in the busi-

In the surrounding areas of
Arlington and Mount Prospect
alone there are :hundreds of
acres of land that one day
will be utilized to the fullest

ness of planning the total picture is the Northeastern Illinois
Planning Commission, an agency of the government interested in looking at all aspects

lution."
NIPC receives federal supexhibits about NIPC's work port. It also recieves financial
in municipal planning, models support from the municipalities
of land plan uses, display panels in the six county Chicago metdepicting

commission's

the

duties and obligations and localized displays pertaining

to

particular area where the

the

extent.

.

Planning CoMmission.

politan

The word "metropolitan" in
its name caused the planning
body to earn a great deal of
from communities

resentment

that saw in NIPC an agency
boosting
ment.

metropolitan govern.

'

Rather than continue to wave
the

red

flag

of "metro gov-

ernment" in the face of communities it serves, the agency

changed its name -- but not its
dedication to municipal planning.

mission.

The cars are being donated

rights are now granted to most
cold war veterans on the same

find their way into court. The

by the Chicago and North West-

basis as to veterans of World

surrouding municipalities have
u habit of disagreeing with the

ern for use in the NIPC proj-

Wars I and II and Koea.

how it wants to develop.

In the cases of Mount Prospect and Arlington Heights.
been to attract
faMily residential development. light industry or
research facilities.

ideals
single

It is

have

ironic indeed that the

TWO CHICAGO and NorthRailroad cars have
been specially outfitted and will
visit communities along the
northwestern as mobile planwestern

local

opinion

about

HOW
ning?

important

NIPC's

executive

The two cars will spend a

is

plan-

MatthewL.Rockwell,
director,

Newspaper Enterprise ;ISM.
Federal

employment

to

have simply been up for a short
period of reserve duty for train-

You, are eligible for federal

ing.
. To be eligible, you must have

Page 4

or service medal is authorized.

tions, you are guaranteed your
former private or government

Active duty for training pur- job, or a job of like seniority
status and pay.

There's an exception, how-

by reservists does not count.
For eligible veterans, five

private employment,
you get your old job back unless
"things have so changed as to
make restoration impossible or
ever.

points are added to u passing
score in competitive examinations for jobs in the federal
civil service.
Veterans awarded a Purple

In

unreasonable."
Usually, a veteran must apply

Jack A. Vandermyn

Managing Editor

News Editor

Proud of Our Flag
There is much talk these days about_
waving the flag too much. As far as we
are concerned, there is not enough flag
waving. Too many people, on national
holidays, not only fail to display the flag,
but when in a large gathering, they are

indifferent

playing of the Star Spangled Banner and

ments of reverence, or is it that we tend
to be shy when it comes to speaking up
for this great country of ours.

we pretend to be.

Actual

experience
armed forces

or hospitalization, with allowance for necessary travel time.
Veterans
hospitalized
for

more than one year after

re-

lease

erans' names are put at the refuses to re-employ you, you
head of a civil service list of should contact the U.S. Deeligible applicants for

a

partment of Labor's Office of

par-

employment
privilege is extended to dis- Rights through the nearest state
able& veterans. -Brit-ihii-ife:`- employment office.
Veterans denied their federal
cial preference does not apply
to positions requiring consid- re-employment rights should
. erable technical or administra- contact. the nearest regional
office of the Civil Service Comtive training.
In most instances, age, height mission.
TOMORROW: Job Services
and
weight restrictions are.
waived for veterans' applying for Veterans.
for civil service jobs.
-'

ticular type -of job. Usually this Veterans'

1

WHEN -HELD TO

MATURITY

1/4....,,

ing the family's future by insuring the future of the country. A big job that doesn't come easy.
Buy Bonds at your bank or on the Payroll Say-

inp Plan" where you work. And see if you don't
feel good about it.
Your Uncle Sam will.

'

NOW-Savings Bonds Pay 4.15%1
Interest on new E' and 11 Bonds you jparchase has
been raised to 4.15% when held to maturity. E Bonds
mature /aster-nose in just 7 years. Your old Bonds
will earn more, too.' Savings Bonds are better to buy,
'and hold then ever

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds
The U.S. Government does not pay for this advertisement. It is presented as a public
Treasin'Y !Department and The Advertising Council.
lerViCein"cooperation with

10 -point

veteran's preference for federal

Editor:
I have agreed with the Gripes

of the Day until the Thursday,
July" 14th edition. Mrs. Ray
Kordecki is wrong. It most
definitely is the responsibility

of every parent to teach their
children the proper way to use
the phone.

One rule of extreme importance is to never give. out
any
information on where

mother or father is until they

Think of
Senior Citizens,
Editor:

Anytime the schools' or the

know to whom they are speak-, city or anyone that wants
ing, day or night. Always ask money increases the taxes you
who is calling first. If the always print it. on the front

caller won't give a name ask
for a number to call back because father is in the bathtub.

page in big letters. Why don't
you once in a while print something for the
to see

and wake them
them up to the fact
myself always ask who it that the senior citizens arc
is when I hear an unfamiliar being penalized.
male voice. This comes under
the same category as not acThey arc eating up our hard_ cepting rides or , candy from earned money which we strugstrangers. It- used to be only
the men , that children were

civil1 service jobs may be authorized for the wife of a veteran with a service -connected

warned about but times have
changed so even some women

disability,
the
unremarried
widow of a veteran, the mother
of a deceased veteran and the
mother of'u veteran with a service -connected disability which

gled so hard to save for our
golden years.

Arlington

Heights

is

tax

happy. They care nothing for

can't be trusted.

the

aged.

Some towns give

the children's duty to them their city vehicle license
help keep their homes safe.
free. A lot bf banks all around

is total and permanent:
TO. be eligible, the mother
must be widowed, separated or

It

is

-

.

Mrs. Don Wagner give them their personal checks
free regardless of the amount

All letters to the editor must be signed,.. but

divorced from het husband or
her husband must be totally

names will be withheld up On request.

disabled.

L eiter s

FEDERAL
chill: 'Service
representatittes are located in,
.most first and second-class
post offices. They can .provide
you more detailed information.
If you have left your job,
(unless it:s a temporary post)

Disagrees With Gripe

I

in force takes place,
a

'To the Editor

-

"We Must All Hang Together!"

Veterans already in federal
employment have "preference
for retention" when a reduction

In some cases,

Re

perhaps we deserve what others are
presently suffering. When we have so
little feeling, exhibit so little patriotism

Lemrs . .

from active duty lose
UNDER sonic conditions, their re-employment rights.
If your private employer
regardless of point, scores, vet-

4.15%

When we refuse to take a stand, to
uphold the finest country in the world,

the observance of public praycr.

Instead of flag waving being passe, it
should be one of the most popular activities we know. We can never .wave the flag
too much, no matter how siaphisticated'

gained in the
also counts toward eligibility
for appropriate government
jobs.

Bonds not only grow-they work hard at insur-

who seek to
influence even
further, perhaps we should concentrate
more on flag waving.
'
those

during thispart of the program.
Are we ashamed to be seen in mo-

Service.

,

of

Communist

serve Communism and its slavery.

experience required for an as- duty or from hospitalization.
sortment of government posiAn employe given leave of
tions. That is, military exper- absence for training duty must
ience gft,es you the equivalent report for work' on the next
of seniority in experience in regularly scheduled workday
the type pf position held before after he is released from duty

Important needs like education, marriage oi a

the

one another. Some even complained because the refreshment stand was closed

RESERVISTS and national
pension receive a 10 -point pre- ,guardsmen who perform an iniference.
tial period of three to six
In addition to the point pre- Months of active duty for train-

business of his own.

the

target

extend

with a standard 'of living that is the
highest on Earth, one that has provided
us with freedoms unknow,rr in any other
nation, one that has been and still is a
haven for the oppressed, perhaps we de-

hospitalization.

ability retirement benefits or a

available for future, expensive needs.

flag ceremonies,

-- and the United States as the \

toward a country that has provided us

disability, or
who receive compensation dis-

: NOW
PAYING

the

people

prime

It was impossible to hear the prayer.
It was just as impossible to stand at
attention and sing the anthem. Children,
ference, time in active military ing must apply within 31 days_ some small enough to be excused, and
service is 'credited toward the of their release from active adults talked, laughed and visited with

to his former employer within
90 days after separation from
active service or release from

vice -connected

Savings Bonds are a great way to build a solid
financial foundation for your child (or grandchild).
It stands to reason. Every Bond you buy keeps
growing right along with the child and becomes

to

With Communism presently enslaving
world - one billion'

two-thirds of the

We recently attended a sporting event.
Traditionally, this event is opened with
a prayer which is followed by flag -raising ceremonies and the singing of the
National Anthem.

Heart for a wound received in
action, or who now have a ser-

You feel good about it
when you buy Savings Bonds

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Ktedatsch

..
i
tormerjob:
It.you meet these qualifica-

Veterans disabled in service
are eligible_ regardless of -how
long they have served on active

Monday, July 18, 1966

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

served no more than four years
of active duty, unless the additional service is imposed by
law. Furthermore, upon separation you must be qualified to
perform the duties of your

if you're a veteran of World
War I or II or Korea tir have

poses such as that undertaken

approach

These apply whether you left.

a private or a government job
and whether you are a cold -war
veteran, a hot -war veteran or

employment preference if you
have served 181 days on active
duty since Jan. 31. 1955, or

years the Chicago metropolitan
area could grow by nearly
three million people.

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the -paper's freedom .and intellectual integrity."
Marshall Field III

as a volunteer, draftee
or reservist, you have specific re-employment rights.

ference and private and govjob
reinstatement

duty or when.

regional
planning is the

be Propect 313.ap

vices

pre-

points out that in the next 25

a

1966 by NEA, Inc.

"I KNOW whyi do what I do-I just want to know why
Dg Gaulle does what he does!"

fob

served in a peacetime campaign
or expedition for which a budge

and the surrounding area.

"It appears that

ning centers.

develop-

ment -- both of the community

!

to enter the U.S. Armed Ser-

ernment

and municipal zoning battles can
be solved through mutual understanding of land use .problems.

attend public hearings of our

BY RAY CROMLEY

concepts presented by the com-

Throughout its years of operation, NIPC has come into
courts are the final arbiter,
NIPC believes that county the ,communities to sound out

and 'to inform those who cannot

Finding

Zoning cases decided by the
Cook County Zoning Board
have a tendency to eventually

ect.

to u wide group of people, to
interest them in our hearings,

Benefits for Veterans - No. 5

cussion, groups will be able to
utilize the facilities of the second car to conduct discussions
about planning and localize the

county zoning board and the

hope to bring the issues closer

plans and programs."

ropolitan urea.

ture development of .much of the
land surrounding these communities is in the hands of the
courts.

Problems of municipal planning are compounded when it That's one reason the organiis understood that every corn-_, zation is going "on the road"
munity has its own ideas about during August and September.
-

planned

One of the cars will include

Just how this property will train is stopped.
The other. car will have a
of mutual benefit community be developed is, at this stage,
development.
'the responsibility of Cook meeting room for small groups,
NIPC was the County. Or :perhaps it might a smoking, room and an office.
Northeastern Illinois Metro- be more proper to say the fu- It is hoped that 'informal dis-

'

a-

round street corners. It is the
'accepted inffuence among .the
teen set seeking "something

Vantage Point
nity development. Planning,
however, must be done with an

having kids hanging

than

teen -

First, he said he did not know
'the boy. Then he said the boy
was only in the Cellar long
enough to get a jacket. Final-

.....

aged

good one. It gives Sampson
some control -and a chance to
know who gets in the door. His
files should be open to the juvenile division of the police

A place where 500 or 1,000
ugers congregate three
times a. week would be ideal
for a dope peddler. It points
up .the problem of policing the
establishment and the responsibility the management has

'The" more Sampson talked
the more he changed his story.

4

14

one?

The new. Cellar regulation
on identification curds is a

us the Cellar.

"4

paid them himself. Why only

ever caught on, even if the
first one or two smokers were
only for "fun" or "kieks."

views. The fact that a boy who
allegedly knows where to buy
marijuana and is stupid enough
to buy the drug for his
"friends" is one of the real
concerns, of any operation such

4

by. frank E. Von Ara;

. . .

He was like the producer who
did not like the reviews of

4.

should be as brief as possible, typewritten, if possible, and should contain
an address or phone num-

-

:be, so their authenticity
can be checked.

of money in the accounts.
These

people ought'to be

awakened to give the aged a
little break 'and not soak and
bleed them to death.
We are the forgotten folk.
The city of good nieghbors
ought to live up to its name.

,Please try to wake up th.ese
tax -hungry people.

Elder Citizen

rr

'

-,.

s

-+

Of

a.

,

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES.

SHORT RIBS

p

p

ap

e

JUST
SAW A HORRIBLE BIG 14ING
CREEPING 'THROUGH Tit WOODS!

w.,

::.

r

0.
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OUT OUR WAY
EQUIPPING YOUR CAR WITH SAFETY
'OH, I'VE ALREADY
FEATURES, EH? SAFETY BEL-I; PADDED IMPROVED MY
DASHBOARD AND A REAR VIEW MIRBRAKING SYSROR/ THAT'S FINE, BUT DON'T YOU
TEM/ WHY
ELSE WOULD
THINK YOU SHOULD DO SOMETHING
I BE WEARIN'
ABOUT THE MORE IMPORTANT
YOUR OLD - THINGS FIRST-LIKE
TENNIS
BRAKES, FOR
111111111M II
INSTANCE?
'SHOES?

'THIRD Doce ON
114E LEPI PEASANT:

S

748

7-18

WHA-rs

o

'THERE?

-----"Off--ItItiVcrihifth-TstorieTEthalr-Thirdourdril-o- are less
whether the sunset is included in our tour program!"

i MA Iac TM 14...111, M. OIL

'Now that the children are all married and gone, it's
hard to adjust to the rest of the house, isn't it, Pet?"

BEN CASEY
nnhl 1111111

I II

IlWllllluuuumum

I

OUR COmm1rTE4 FOR 11-IE
INVESTIGATION Oc UNIDEM11FIED

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

ti

CREEPING OBJECTS.

...111E LE -GAO/ OF .
GOOD MUSIC STUART
LEFT TO THE WORLD

WILL INSURE HIS

ENID.

07.44474A/TEED,

IT' S-"'

)

N'

DOC:

WHAT'D YOU
MAILED HIM
DO, MAJOR, OUTLAST A StATEONE OF THOSE RICH
mENT 3UST
RELATIVES YOU'VE LAST WEEK..,

OVERDRAWN Q

BEEN TELLIN' US
ABOUT FOR

KAFF!.- AND YOU MIGHT REMIND
BANKER BROWN TO MAIL ME A
STATEMENT- MY ACCOUNTANT
IS ON VACATION THIS moNTI-1!

BUGS BUNNY

BROWN

WOW!

MY TAILOR SENDS OVER A NEW
WARDROBE FROM LONDONg..14A1(-

MEMORY. GOODBY,

VEWY
THAT WASH AN' WEAR CHEAP
SUIT IS YERS PER
ARE YOU
TWENTY BUCKS,
SURE IT
\__ELMER:
WON'T

FIFTEEN HUNDRED ?

DROP THIS IN MY CHECKING
ACCOUNT, WILL YOU, HAYES ? WANT
TO HAVE A LITTLE CASH HANDY WHEN

YEARS Z

(1'LL WASH THIS

SUIT WIGHT AWAY
AND SEE WHAT
HAPPENS:,

SHR/NA?

'

TI

BUGSYS suir
SALE WILL sun YOU/

7-/8
©NE.

MORTY MEE KLE

DOCTOR SAYS

EEK & MEEK

OW
-

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

ITS HER!

cine can be given at any time
of the year. it is rarely given

--

in the summer and autumn (the
polio season) because. if the
child should fail to develop
in time and
his immunity
comes down with the disease,
someone is sure to blame the

AWK, AWK, HELLO, AAABEL:

AWK NAPPY BIRTHDAY TO
AWK, AWK, POLLY
WAN15 A CRACKER, AWK,AWK,
AH, SWEET MYSTERY OF LIFE-"--:

a

a

child had his initial polio vaccine during his first year of
life a booster dose Just before;
enters elementary school
recommended No further

boosters are needed unless an
epidemic threatens

the

com-

munity If a thoroughgoing immunization program has been
carried out, this is not likely
to occur
Q --Is

a

hot

cereal

really

0 MI Ity NM Ur. TX Us tit Pot Olt

CAPTAIN EASY
DIP

you

better for a child than a cold

5AY BULL

cereal'

TRIED TO
REACH ME

Are pancakes made

with one egg more nutritious
than a bowl of cold cereal just
because they arc more filling?

DAWSON

vE5,..ita+5 EAGER TO SEE

YOU, EASY. SAID nap

SUEcAR
HES SEEN

Ile AT THIS HOTELS

OUR WORST

TONIGHT,:

Is dry milk (reconstituted) as
nutritious as whole fresh milk?

too, that wheat and oats are
richer in vitamins and minerals than corn and rice.
The pancakes are more
nutritious, not only because

they arc more filling but also
because of that egg you put in
them Powdered- whtge milk
is as- nutritious as fresh milk
but, since it is more expensive, its chief advantage is that
in the dry' state it needs no
refrigeration and can be used
in places where, fresh milk is
not available. There are also
modified milk powders (not
whole milk) but they should be
used only on the advice of your
doctor.

CLUB ARROW1
BOONE
THAL.
IEA
F
R

new FOR
mies:

SADISTIC
OLD 5EA-P061
HE HASN'T A
REPREMWE
SONE IN Ht5

BODY(

FOR SENTIMENTAL
REASON% HE SAID..

AND TO ASK YOU

TO PostaNa HIS
RUDE BEHAVIOR
IN THE PASTS

7 -IS

M
1:3
DOWN
1 Osculate
O U N
2 Lopsided
w E R NM A U
3 Dainty
0R
0 L.
4
Sully
(Descartes)
A
0
LA 5E 5
5
Was
seated
8 Founder of '
C
AN E
6 Shoshoneins
stoicism
P
5 E L. F
7
Flat-topped
hill
12 Certain bones
L
UM
00E
8 European fish C A N N HN
(anat.)
AB 0U N0
9 Primal
13 Consumed
E N
L
A NCE
10 Legendary
14 Astringent
O
P E
E E,
Roman king
15 Athenian
11 Arabian state
philosopher
43 Poem
28 Defendant's
17 Thread (comb. 16 Paid notices
plea (Latin)
44 Wings
20 East Indian
form)
45 Jerks head
29 Small birds
island
18 Exhaust
46 Farming
30 Therefore
19 Genie who puts 22 Total tonal
implement
(Latin)
effect (music)
children to
47 Contest for two
Pair
31
24 Danish weight
sleep
49
Chinese
36
On
the
ocean
(pl.)
21 Devotee
dynasty
37 Masses of
"25 -Rodent
23 Institute of
ACROSS

1 Immanuel
5 "Cogito ergo

0

0

26 Teacher of
Electrical
stoicism at
Engineers (ab.)
Rome
24 Nights befc
events
2 3 4
1
32 Second -yea ii.)

matter (astron .) 51 Be gian river
54 Male sheep
39 Blue mineral

'ALLEY OOP

24

25

26-

'40 Electric oil
41 Pedal digit

n
29

30

11

7-31

34
37

.

-

40

38
.

53 Marcus

55 Border on

41
.

46

57 Poker ' stak
58 Essential eing
59 Shade tree .t.
60 European

50

47

62

4...83

55

'66

57

58

59

60

Zeala ul

pNew

2

33

48 Ex used ha rid
at bridge
52 French no /dist
58

11

17

23

27

35

42 Weep
convulsive r
44 French

10

20

19

38 Act of cane ding

pphilosopher

'

16

121

tree
37 Hindu
mendicant

9

14

18

priest
36 Tamarisk s alt.

8

7

13

15

3

6

5

12

student (co

33 Craggy h
'
34 Attempt
35 Biblical hig h

50 Silent

celestial

.27 Unannounc ed

A --Ounce for ounce the cold
cereals arc as nutritious as the
'hot but it takes a larger volbrne
to make an ounce. More im-:
portant than stile temperature'
of the cereal is how appealing
it is to your child Remember

7.. I I

Answer to Previous Puzzlu

Philosophers

-

he

----.A

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

years get this protection. The
oral combined vaccine against
all three of the prevalent poliohas
been
myelitis
strains
proved to be safe It will give

is

FREAKy!

--. A,.

the ages of 2 months and 6

child immunity within
after it is taken. If

MO,

HELLO,

UNABLE!

1:n

vaccine

It is especially important
to sec that all children between

I

OH' NO!

Although poliomyelitis vac-

week

7.4 MOMENT6-z-

TM. -;.0. U.1 M. OIL

Polio
Immunization

the

\

OF HIS
FINER

51

54

III
r1

V

.41

a.

r

.4 .43

.-a

..<4

..16-.1,11.

Bat i;

4

I

is

'

74.
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New Electronic Guidance System

Fit*t .0perationp.. Missile Mentor Is Here
The Airily Air Defense

1144 lb...

(ARADCOM)

Command

YRt

apparently has put to rest'
speculation that its Arliw
ton Heights, command post,,
Commonly called "the Nike
base," is obsolete and may
be closed down.
The first operational unit
Missile Mentor, as new,
guidelectronic
lightweight
ance system for air defense,

of

.4t;4 d',77
4iwz,

has been installed at the Ar-

IS

lington Heights site.

0-0
Sea

While the new system here

4

000

0.0

undergoing tests, addition-

is

al units of Missile Mentor will

'

other selected

installed in

be

defense areas.

The Arlington Heights Park

.4

District

consider-

been

has

ing_acquisilioa_of_the_missilesite if and when it is closed

.

The
park
district's
down.
land acquisition and develop-

ment plan proposes construetion of an 18 -hole golf course.

0

But

action

latest

the

by

ARADCOM indicates the base

et> ,

will be in operation for some
time to come.

THE NEW equipment will

,"
Ik

mean

savings to

a

tax-

the

payer, according. to Col.' Truman F., Cook, commanding
officer of the 45th Artillery
Brigade
Chicago

tOntrols

which

the

Milwaukee air defense. He said. Missile Mentor
"can accomplish more, do it
-

much

better, costs

SSFT Peggy Harris at one of the monitoring consoles of the 45th Artlleery Brigade's new Missile Mentor. Tracking of targets and firing of Hawk or Nike Hercules

SP5's Augustine Ciuffetelli (back to camera), Wheeling, and .Robert Zovak, Wiathrop, Mass., test circuits in the memory bank of the new Missile Mentor at the

missiles would take place in this trailer van.

Arlington Heights air defense base.

Des Plaines Elks to Celebrate 40th Year

than

less

the system it replaces and requires only one - fourth of the
operating costs of the old Missile Master."
The older unit cost $10,000,000. The new Missile Mentor
costs one - tenth of that. And
instead of the former 200 personnel needed for operation of

the system, 50 to 60 will

be

needed. That means the cost .
of operating Missile Mentor
will be one - fourth of the
previous annual expense of
S1,000,000.

The savings are a by - pro-

Elks of the Des Plaines
B P 0 E 1526 Lodge and Club

duct of operational improvements built into the newer
system. Cola Cook said that
Missile Mentor is the first
solid - state, general purpose digital computer, which
can be programmed rapidly,

will celebrate their 40th birthday this week with a series of
beginning with initiation of 45 candidates as new
members The initiations will

activities

be held Tuesday esening
During the next four eve-

can be

nings, entertainment and danc-

ing will be held at the Lodge,

ii.../4,1101,141141114441

te

495 Lee St , Des Plaines
The Elks Lodge will hai.e
floats
in the
Des
several
Plaines businessmen s parade

ANN

on! niTaificouriir

alg; ' sar..,q Igorv

for geographical

reset

reference, and has
storage capacity.

large

a

The features mean that the
system, housed in two trailer Vans, can be moved to
another location if necessary

in downtown Des Plaines Saturday, July 23 A semi formal

an the new data needed for
operation can be fed into the

dinner at the Lodp. will bring

computer.

the testis ales to a (Jost.
Plaines
The
Des
Lodge was founded in

the trailers will be moved to

for

Headquarters

a

4.harter and permission to establish a lodge

site

outweigh. Other

U. of I. To Study Teen Smoking Habits

composed of 62 men who becharter members Oak
Park Lodge 1295 assumed paternal responsibility and pre-

came

1951

The UniVersity of Illinois
has received a 549,785 contract from the U. S. Public
Health Service to study the

concerned

smoking habits of high school

California, Oregon and New

youth.

York.

with school age
smoking supported by the U.S.
Public Health Service. Other
studies will be conducted in

IN THE late

1920s,
a

plans
lodge

home:but the Depression of the
30s held up plans

by
and

the department of health
safety

education

in

the

College of Physical Education
at Urbana. The research team

Specific aims of the U. of I.
'project will

to

be

determine

recent

changes

such

as

is composed of Prof. William
H. Creswell Jr., principal in-

mas Day, 1949, marking 25
years of lodge activity The
formal dedication of the build-

vestigator;
Huffman,

Stone, and graduate assistants

Horn; who now is director of logical and sociological charthe National Clearinghouse for acteristics of the junior high

ing was held in 1951

Ian

Smoking and Health, Division

school

With the lodge in its own
building, an aggressive program of membership and financial
consolidation ' was

Mcrki.
It is one of six new studies

of Chronic

rural youth smoker --two areas
not --covered in Horn's study,

Newman

started

-In June, 1956, a week-long
open hpusc was held to celebrate the 31st birthday of the

BY

THE

early

1960s,

Prof.
Prof.

r3-/

Warren
Donald
and

J.
B.

Donald

Jack Corzinc of Elgin and
Jean Schaefer of Barrington

have been named to serve as

B P 0.E ,l526 had attained a general superintendents at the
North Cook County 4-H Club
Fair. the fair is scheduled for
evident that the original borne August 6 and 7 at Sundance
Ranch, Schaumburg. Assisting

A Building Committee was Corzine and Schaefer will

organized in

1960 to

investi-

gate all facets of building an
addition

be

division
superintendents
and Aiseveral department superintendents.
Barlett, will
Irvan Reid,
six

The proposition to expand
was placed before the mem- serve as superintendent of the

bership and approved An architectural firm was commissioned,

property

purchifsed

and construction contracts let
Building construction began and

the sale of bonds to cover the
cost of the new addition wcrc
offered to members
1961

in Junc,

livestock

Diseases,

U.

S.

Public Health Service.t

Project
team

plans

call

for the

the

psycho-

to identify

age

smoker

and

division. He will

be

by the following department superintendents:
Walton Bartels, Elgin, beef
and swine departments; Donald
Brener,
Elgin,
sheep,
dairy and goat departments;
Frank
Wollney, Barrington,

assisted

poultty and rabbit departments;
Mrs. Paul Broadwatcr, Pala-

At the present time the lodge
,membership has grown to a tine, dog department, and
point where it is third largest Charles Huff, Palatine: Tom
Weber, Arlington Heights,Mrs.
in the state

Richard

Whitten, Barrington.

and Pat Riddle, Mt. Prospect,
horse and pony d4artment.
The horse and pony department

will sponsor a junior horse
show in addition.
ROBERT Trochuck, Mount
Prospect, will head up the horticulture
division.
Assisting
in

the vegetable

garden

de-

ment department.

and

concrete

partment, which is expected to ment; William
receive

one

of

the largest
entries, will he

of
Matt Kostello, Northbrook.
Arlington
Put
Sullivan,
Heights, will work with the
flower and indoor gardening

number

Kasiba,
departments.
Joan
Huntley, will work with exhibits made in the home
grounds improvement dept.
In the home economics di,
vision,
Rosemary
Pukszta,

Arlington Heights, will be assisted by Lenna Kronn, Northbrook, food department; Ruth

ring

division

will be directed by Ed Levan,
Roselle; Hugh Frey, Palatine,
will work in the small motor,
tractor
Prospect

in

the

operator what

needs

LINES

re-

pairing. It's like having your
et

TV set tell you when and what
tubes need replacing.

Another feature of the unit
is

Making plans for the first-annual Gala benefit for
Lutheran General Hospital on July 23 at O'Hare Inn

Wall, Evanston, room improveengin

the control center has enough
food and water; .for the operators and fuel': for the emer-

TODAYS
BEST
BUY

what

called

is

solid-state

DAYS

construction. Parts such as the
older - type electronic tubes
have all been replaced by

Kretschmer, Mcdinah, preset-,
vation department, and Pat

The

factgo "4:3,, he

said. Besides 16 feet oft concrete overhead, . which
ives
blast and fallout protection,

features of the new unit which

the

Division Leaders
Named for 4-H Fair

membership of more than 1.600
The large list -soon made it
was too small

cation of a study made in 1958
in Portland, Ore., by Daniel

4 P.M.

improve its function and reliability. One is something
that Col. Cook calls self analyzing
maintenance.
If
some
of Missile Mentor's
components begin to breakdown, its own computor analyzes the trouble and tells

Illinois'
proposed
three- legislation on the labeling of
year study will begin this fall cigarette ;packages, and report
in an Illinois county to be an- of additional studies linking
nounced later. It is designed smoking and diseases.
to serve as a modified repli-

The cornerstone of the new

free and clear of debt

Cook

,

the

lodge was finally laid on Christ-

lodge The highlight of the week
was a mortgage burning ceremony, making the lodge home

Col.

gency power 4stem for 30
days.
There arc two additional

whether Horn's study findings
are still true in the light of
"Surgeon General's Report on
Smoking and Health," new

The study will be conducted

were made to erect

abandoned,

The Lodge Home of B.P.O.E. 1526 at 495 Lee St., Des Plaines, Ryan and Lenny Collyer, will be featured during the week. All eve- said. The protection afforded
will be the scene of the 40th birthday celebration of the Des Plaines nings except the Saturday night semi formal dance will be compli- here for the equipment and
its operators weId prolNibly
Elks July 19 through 23. Two nationally known entertainers, Rusty mentary courtesy of the Elks Club and Lodge.

The original membership was

sided at the institution of the
new group The first meeting
was held June 25, 1926. in the
Des Plaines Masonic Temple.
which was the lodge home until

BEFORE

another area and the present

1926, when a group hcadi.d by
National

255-7200

THIS DOES not mean that

Elks
June,

H True Wilson petitioned Elks

CALL
TODAY

depart -1

Ryan, Mount.
the ' electricity,

science and woodworking departments, and Larry Kasiba,
Huntley, in the automotive and
bicycle departments.
Roy Kearns, Palatine, will
be in charge of the conser-

vation and corps division. Department superintendents will
be Charles Wescott, Barrington, wildlife conservation and
bird study; George Hindricks,
Palatine, forestry and soil im-

are (from left) Dr. Lawrence LeVine, medical staff
chairman; Mrs. Edwin Hurt, Service League Chairman and Robert Leslie, Men's Assn. co-chairman.

Gala to Help Patients
Funds

Lutheran

raised through the
General. Hospital's

first annual Gala will be used
to provide medical expense payments for residents of the comminitics served by. the hospital
who need such financial help.
Purpose of the ball, which

will be held on July23 in the
Grand Ballroom of O'Hare
Inn, was pointed out by Mrs.
Edwin Hurt, general chairman

casion arc Mrs. Philip Mates,
invitations; Mrs. Merrill Main,
tickets; Mrs. Earl Washburn,
decorations; - Mrs.
Charles
Spark, music; Mrs. Arthur
Dohcrr, programs; Mrs. Lco
Martin, publicity and Mrs.
Samuel
Anderson,
Service.
League president.

Members otthe medical staff

of the affair.
Sponsors of the Gala arc the
hospital's
League,
Service
Medical Staff and Men's Assoc.
Tickets for the dinner arc S25.
Comedian Sam Levenson will

serving on the committee include Lawrence LeVine, MD,
Carl Graf, MD, -'Samuel Liebman, Mb and Samuel Barron,

be featured ajong with music

serving on the committee are
Edgar Anderion, Robert Leslie and Waldemar Link, asso-

by the Frank York Strollers.

provement, and Marvin Dante man, Roselle, crops.

to insure the success of the oc-

WORKING with Mrs. Hurt

medical staff president:

Men's Association members

ciation president.

transistors
and
other modern
devices.
This
means
less
maintenance, - a
more

compact and rugged construction and considerably
heat generated by the unit.

ONLY

less

COL. COOK said that with
the older Missile- Master, airT
conditioning was an absolute
necessity.

"If

ditioning went
generated

by

air conoff, 'the _heat
the equipment
the

would cause it to begin break-

ing down in about two minutes.:

Now there is not an 'absolute need for air conditipning.
With solid - state components,
everything

is

cooled

by

en-

vironmental air blown through
the computor and its controls.
The missile Mentor was developed by the Hughes Aircraft Co., Fullerton, Calif.

Col. Cook said that

In "Market Day"

Edition If Your'
Ad Appears I n

years

of research and ' development
'normally needed to produce,
wcrc saved':
Such equipment

by a decision, to' use "off thel
adapting
shelf' techniques,
electronic components
to the system.
proven

Plus One Day

The Regular
TuesdaynPaper.
.

-<

Wilted-Woe'

I*Help Wanted-Woman

30-Help.Wanted-Women

k0-Help Wanted-Women

brown and blk.'Vic. of Hoff-

man area needs 7:30 AM ride

to Rand Golf, Milwaukee
Euclid, or Touhy .Caldwell.

21-lobs Wanted-Men

3 a.m. to 6 a.m.
Monday thru Friday

Reliable exp. 14 yr. old boy
is looking for' work. Barry
Goodman. 2590789 after 5.

MOUNT 'PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

14-Personals

Young Woman living in Brick -

992=7572

Y01111 F/ND /1 /NTHt
Kr

Job?

NA$

Sitter available for evenings
after 7 PM. Vicinity of Mt.
Prospect. 255-4580.

NOTICE

Join the Company
that has Steady
Emploiment!

department

Typical problems associ-

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

for business.

THE SOLUTION:

These positions offer good starting, pay, automatic increases, paid Vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and oveftlmO.
-

The addition of a capable,
ambitious engineer with an
M.E., Ch.E. or E.E. degree
(or equivalent in experience),
and up to 3 yrs.. experience.

OFFICE HOURS:

-THE-COMPANY:

QUICK

perking,
and benefits. Near
_Edens Hwy. and other major

1. You name the item

loop.

Convenient

good, salary

arteries.

MYST IK TAPE D IV..
An equal opportunity employer

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
DU 1-2400

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

BUSINESS,
Service Directory
Let us help make your...DAY!
Coniult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

9

TREE SERVICE

392-7430

12

ADVERTISING

MTR. SALES
LE 7-1166'

Call 255-7200

14

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping.
driveways,
parking lots,
business areas, resurfacing

15
16
17

old blacktop. repair & seal
coating.

18

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar, Free Estimates
:37-8228

20

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking Iota.

22

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.
PHONE 439-1794
free

23
24

RUG & CARPET CLEANING: Expert work, low

Count words and 'figure, 5
average words per line. 15

Guar. sere on all

Canton Mtr. Saks

Dress makitSown

Individualited styling,

signing & alterations. Near
255-0348

General Cloning

Alton's Quality

824.2865
Tree Service -Lawn Mewed

PaietiegDecorating

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

Rick's Decorating

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work

ular Tuesday edition.

guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional

painting. Free
mates.
3584882

State,

Phone

MAIL TO:
THE .ARLINGTON DAY

217 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.
Arlhigton, Illinois
PHONE:

255-7200

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x Irx 16

Now available in red,ogreen,
black, ,brown, yellow. buffs

See,' and Buy' them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E. Davis St.
. Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

est:-

Storm Damaged
Antena's
Repaired or -Replaced

Cemeit Werk

City

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield.

hireTV bp*

Name

Each -Plain 20c -Colors 25c

Trimming -Cutting
Topping

Interior and exterior qual-

- -259-5066

Address

Residential & Commercial

259-0487

ity

-

You name it - We haul it

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

sertion In "Market Day" If
your ad appears in the reg-

People

Trask Naha"

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

Suburban
Decorators

Enclosed is $

Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166

de-

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

COST

This includes one FREE in-

Trasperates

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service

43.15 for 3 days

'

894-3115

timates. 529-6587.

562-2991

average words equal a 3 line
ad.

24 hr. phone serv.

work guaranteed. rive es-

Painting, WallpaPerg, Til
ing. Free estimate:
CL 3-7384

cost, free estimate.

brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, $3.

Serving the entire N.W.
patios,
urea.
Driveways.
etc. Protective curbing for
All
asphalt
driveways

24

CarpetsRei Cleaners

Sew. Mach. Repairs

OUR 16TH YEAR .
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

Randhurst.

.as

.

Sewmg Macho Repairs

Cement Work

Call us and compare prices

'An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

CARSTON

19 -

19

RT.....,. ILLINOIS

For

KELLY'S

Blacktop Work

1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

BARRINGTON

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

10

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing

NORTHFIELD

for

TOMATIC ELECTRIC

MECHANICAL

and annual bonus.

1700 WINNETKA RD.

are

Friday ,8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design,concepts.

layouts.

Borden Chemical Co.
'

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical,' gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or

Call 446-4000 or apply

Write your ad here. One

Three Shifts

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.

DRAFTSMEN
ELECTRICAL

Pleasant suburb of Northfield, 25 'miles north of the

on

INTERVIEWING

537-2180

,

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting' experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

THE LOCATION:

CASH

phone number.

Knowledge In Operating -Semi -Automatic
Winding. Machines. For Various Type Of Coil

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

A wide range of assign-

ments in plant & process en.
gineering, new equipinent &
facilities are beingadded regularly. Small team of ex=
perlenced professional engineers.

3. Include your address or

COIL WINDERS

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

THE ASSIGNMENTS:

FOR

2. Include the price

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

MARTIN METALS

A progressive, nationally
known, pressure sensitive

tape manufacturer, a division
of the Borden Chemical Co.

word on each line. It's easy.
. It's fun, and it's profitable.

-

HE 9-2800

ated with rapid, solid growth.

for

ASSEMBLERS

(Rte. 6'3)
Elk Grove Village

is now open

is

Openings

1717, Busse Rd.

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

THE PROBLEM:

until 5:00 P. M,

YOU!!

SOLA ELECTRIC

24-Help Wanted Men

ENGINEER
Addition To Our Staff

The,DAY classified

ELECTRIC

'

24-Help Wanted Men

8:30 A. M.

_

draftsman to, work in elec.
Trical-electronics field. Salary commensurate with ability, Excellent fringe benefit.
program. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on
prinnises.
Call or apply In person

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS'

22-lobs Wanted-Women

riA

Excellent position for experienced electro - mechanical,

Wheeling
537-0554
RELAY DRIVER

KI 6-6650

392-0782

DRAFTS MAN

(Permanent) 40.hr.week.Pald
vacation. Profit Sharing plan
aVallable. Apply , to person..
Affiliated Book Distributors
415 N. Wolf Rd.

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson
Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.

man Highlands. Had kittens in
Ty garage. 529-5761.

Looking for
a Permanent

Full Time man for return dept

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

Found -Female cat. White with

24-Help. Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

17-Business Services

13-Lost And Found

,

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
8, REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587

Call

KELLY'S
TREE SERVICE

RAY'S

& Tree Removal

r'

Trimming

Radio and T.V. Repair

FREE ESTIMATES
392-7430

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts,
CL 5-5692

YOU'LL FIND IT IN Tilt

,

Wall Wasik!

BY machine. No mess, no
streaking. Free estimate.
Steve Mueller
HE 7-4556

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING

Immaculate work " inexpen-

ADS

sively done by machine also new
cleaning.

method
456-5404

carpet

'

Monday, July 18, 1966

THE DAY

NOTICE
Designations as to sex in
.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Agency columns

ployment

are made only (1) to Indicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which. an employer re -

lards as .reasonably necessary to the normal opeiof

anon

business.

his

believes would be of more
interest -16. -one sex than the

other because of the work
involved. Such designations
hall not be taken to Indicate
'at eny_adyertiser Intends

looking for .full time summer

employment. This work in-

and inspecting company prod-

starting salary, merit raises,
profit sharing. Excellent
working conditions. Call Mr.

ucts.

Marquard

Apply in Person

THE DOLE
DISTRIBUTION CNTR.
4N535 County Line Rd.

RELAY

DRIVER

In employment prac-

10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

on

Monday thru Friday

Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

I5 -Business Personals

MEN WANTED
for Sunday morning work,4:30

to 8:30. Call

MT. PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

967-7100
R03-5000
.An equal opportunity employer

392-1830

Rapidly expanding company
needs man with some expe-

rience in blueprint, layout &

Full and Part Time.
Earn $3-$5 hourly answering,

1. OR PART TIME
Part time vault assistant
Full time savings teller
Full time proof operator

your area. For information
and appointment phone Mr.

Call Mr. James or Mr. Mahon
CL 9-4000

STUDENTS WITH CAR.
appointments to take orders in

Howard - 774-5353.

2335 E. Oakton St. Elk Grove
439-3320

24 -Help Wanted Men

Experience -necessary

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

IBM'
.COMPUTER
OPERATORS

numerative career and excellent employee benefit program. Apply to:

Outstanding Career Opportunity for Qualified

Applicant. Mechanical Repair and Main tenance Work Will Consist Of Second Shift,
Supervisory And Maintenance.
ERNIE HENRIKSEN

our tours, suggest vacation
sites, then type up the ticket..

DO YOU
NEED

Call 964-1302 Daily 1-5 PM
Mon. & Thurs. 1-7 PM
B.S.E. DIV. Personnel Mgr.

24 -Help Wanted Men

ing experience to do
work. Working Hours

250 N. 12th ST..
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

WHEELING
537-2180

REASON?

Take cfN Months
Up To uu To Pay

Applicant should have experience doing this type of work.
Fine starting salary accompanies progressive employee
benefits. If you feel you are qualified please call Dan Sundt
for appointment.

IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

824-1188

Full or Part Time position.

available. Would consider a
social_seoprity applicant. No_.__.____
experience necessary. Come
to Personnel, 2nd Ilr.
Carson Pine Scott & Co.
YOLIZI FIND IT IN ME

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

WANT ADS

of Plastic Products
OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleasant working cond't's
Paid rest periods
Free Life Insurance
Paid Holidays
Steady employment
Prue Hospitalization
Bonus for night work
Apply 9-5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

General Molded Products Inc.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.
Des Plaines, Illinois
1965 tee Street
,

774-5155

,324.6135

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Male & Female
Join A Profit Sharing Company

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-9 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

HOSPITAL
437-5500 Ext. 516 or 517

.

,

.

Join

'

IMP

1NTERV IEW ING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 pm

BARRINGTON

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1- glob.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

24-Heip-Wanted Men

The following- positions are now -wrath:hie for men ' and
women In our new plants

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

ROTATING SHIFT WORK

Men with at least High School education to operate Pilot
Plants in Research Organization. Shift bonus paid. Excellent benefits including profit sharing. Interviews may
be taken Monday thru Saturday. Please call Mr. Cox for
appointment.

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.
Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Rd.

Des Plaines Ill.

i!

PRECISION MECHANICAL

---mm.

"=1"
,

X

HENRIKSEN

LOAN CO

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms.
Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.

These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

OFFICE HOURS:
Hours: Weekdays 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to I
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by

more than quantity.

Excellent company -benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

24 -Help Wanted Men

To program business applications. Experienced in IBM 1401..
SPS, 10CS, or auto coder desired. Our installation has IBM 705
(40K), 1404 (4K), 1460 (8K), 360 model 30, computers in opera-

ACCOUNTANT

DUnkirk 1-2400

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Barrington

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN -CLEAN FOUNDRY
I

KILN OPERATORS

-

MAIL DEPARTMENT

postal experience desirable but not necessary. Must have chauffers,

'license.

JANITORS
-No prior experience necessary as we will train in maintenance of our
building. College students seeking summer employment are welcome:

a must.

-

Work involves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

INSPECTOR
Experience in mechanical electrical & layout"will qualify
any ambition individual.

for many company benefits such as

BENEFITS:

* RETIREMENT PLAN

*CAFETERIA

*DISABILITY INSURANCE
*LIFE INSURANCE

*A I R-COND IT IONED
BUILDING

PURE OIL COMPANY
.

A DIVISION OF -UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

'PALATINE, ILL.

200 E. GOLF RD.

537.-2180.

Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicators is

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify

-UP TO $2.45 PER HiR.

(OFF DUNDEE RM..

inplant recording -equipment.

Maintaining building machines.

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

WHEELING

The person selected for this position will be servicing all

Drive Panel Mail Truck for our large mail department. Prior

*7 1/2 HR. DAY
*PAID VACATIONS -

250 NORTH 12th STREET

SERVICE TECHNICIAN

No experience necessary as we will train.

*PROFIT SHARING '
*MAJOR MEDICAL

DIVISION OF MARTIN .COMPANY

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

ELECTRICIAN

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

Es TAI Z.

ANALYZERS

2nd. Shift Opening for individual who recently completed data processing course or have equivalent experience.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

Ft 77

knowledge of production scheduling.

ASSEMBLERS'

TAB MACHINE TRAINEE

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

INSPECTORS

Experience in procurement of parts or realted items and

should be satisfied.

Evening hours..

FOUNDRY HELPERS

JUNIOR PLANNER

PRECIS ION ASSEMBLERS

College degree with emphasis in accounting desired. Previous
experience desirable but not necessary. Active military obligation

DRIVER

Come In or Call

appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
',y the State of Illinois.

.

In addition there are 2 more 360's on order, 360 experience
desirable but not necessary.

ASSEMBLERS

Mt. Prospect

COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
tion.

824-1155

Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
.

GROWTH
SPELLS OPPORTUNITY

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

*Profit sharing
*Early seniority, in
*Good starting rates
new,plants.
*Regular wage
,*Tuition paid
increases
*Employee 'discounts
*Paid 2 week vaca- on purchase of comtions after one year
Pany products.
service.
*Promotional oppor*Company paid
tunities galore.
insurance,
Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith
.

MIN

1201 Landmeir Road,_BlIc Grove Village

LA 9-7700

Phone 437-.6800

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPOYER

1,4cated between Higgins and Route 883
An Equal. Opportunity employer

z,V

'

CARSON'S AT RANDHURST

358.9100

Drill Press Operators

ST. ALEXIUS

I ties Plaines, Ill.

Golf Rd. Des Plainest

MATRON NEEDED

'

HARPER COLLEGE

Must be able to set-up and operate.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.
800 East Northwest Hwy.

24 N. Main, Mt. fro:inept_
.8606

helpful.

HOUSEKEEPING mad'
KITCHENS

LITTELFUSE

SPECIALIZE

Boring Machine Operators

LABORATORY
TECHNICIANS

WE

ORCHID CLEANERS

per College. Must have previous executive secretarial
experience between ages 35
- 45. Highly competitive salary, excellent working conditions. Please made application to Dean of Business Af-

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

Permanent Positions
Available

outlined for a department.

eludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn, extra income & meet'
people. Call collect 453-8510,,

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

equipment desirable

827 RAND ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT

We are in need of a man 25-40 with experience In supervision, machine setup, and handling women in production
who will take over the direct responsibility and duties as

FOR ANY

women fa sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days

Secretary to President of Her=

Mill Hands

CINEMA THEATRE

(DAYS)

Will train personable married*

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women. 26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

16 OR OVER

OR MORE

437-4949

COUNTER CLERK

Executive Secretary

School Administration Office

WANTED

MOUNT PROSPECT

Rte. 83 & Algonquin

34 W. Palatine Rd. Palatine

Varied Machining Ability
Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

CANDY GIRLS

WORK ING SUPERVISOR

SWI TCH BOARD.

RECEPTIONIST

individual. Send resume to P. 0. Box 92
Arlington Heights.
USHERS

WATERFALL
RESTAURANT

and personality are really the
most. essential qualifications.

fairs.

Tool Makers

and location to suit

$2000
$3000
$4000

30 -Help Wanted -Women

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

men's alteration

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

774-9393

MACHINISTS

Person with tailor-

MAI lcr 77 Al METALS

Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

Experienced
Typist. 12
Excellent fringe
months.
benefits. Call Mrs. Meyers*,
HE 7-1000.

DAY WANT ADS
-GET RESULTS

tenance jobs also. available.

are req's. $92.50 wk. Free

nice

and

personality required. To $400
a month. Free.
Miss Paige
774-9393
7205 N. Meade

transportation. Floor main-

Salary Commensurate With Experience.

appearance

You'll learn to schedule programs, spot announcements,
etc. Exciting atmosphere and
you'll get to meet guest stars
and celebrities. Light typing
and good friendly personality

-

Days or nights

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.,
,
Arlington Heights

RADIO STATION
GIRL FRIDAY

learn to talk to travelers, map

Plaines & Park Ridge areas.
Ages 21-60. Must have own

Waitresses Wanted

but a pleasant telephOria voice

DAY PUBLICATIONS

hood travel centers. You'll

in Elk Grove, Des

week

extrembly interesting --job,
please come In for an interview. Classified advertising
experience would be helpful,

.

207 N. Evergreen Arl.

opening three more neighbor-

IN YOUR SPARE TIME
Men and women needed to do
lite office cleaning 5 evenings

D. Perry, 34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine. 958-9100

if you are interested in . an

100% FREE
392-6100
SHEETS, Inc.

Neat

the public and assist in typ-

ing. Please apply to Mr.Ja Mes

for used car dept. Call Scotty

RESERVATIONISTS

An equal opportunity employer

College requires
young personable lady to meet

Harper

WE NEED YOU!

Apply

Prominent travel bureau is

Tel: (312) 693-3021

Receptionist -Typist

259-

.

Positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
Trainees or experienced

TRAVEL

Road

4296.

SUMMER HELP

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

Chicago, Ili. 60631

child' care. Top.Pay.

Must be 18 years or older with

CL. 3-5000

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

a

774-9393

OFFICE POSITIONS

.

FULL & PART TIME

LIBERAL COMPANY BENEFITS

will train you as receptionist,
to greet patients, ans. phone,
schedule appts., light typing,
neat aiipearance and willingness to learn qualify.- $90
wk. to start, raise in 90 days
when trained. Free.
Miss Paige

GEO. POOLE FORD

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

doctor

FREE -$300 to $625

Robinson.

CLEAN-UP-

MAINTENANCE FOREMAN

Mature woman for 5 day week

1

or
valid drivers license. Work

,

t,

30 -Help Wanted -Women

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
Northwest Suburban

FULL TIME

experience one
Minimum
year. Should at least have high
school certificate, but college
graduates - math majors pre-

30 -Help Wanted -Women'

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

'7205 N. Meade

.

SRC requires computer operators for IBM System/360.

fabricating. Company. benefits. Call for appointment,
evenings If necessary.

BINZEL
Part time man for general
WELDING
CO., INC.
cleaning. A pprox.15Hrs./Wk.

Wanted Men Or Women

.26-Hel
F

ferred. Interesting and re.

392-I830
259-4250

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women.

.

439-7310

Bensenville, Illinois

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

:.

several openings In our order.
packing department and our
assembly department.Experlence. not necessary. Good

cludes assembling, testing,

practices any unlawful
,,efer en c e, limitation,

'cification or discrimln-

:,

Due to expansion We have

FULL TIME
Light varied general assembly
work for high school- boys

or enterprise, or (2) as a

convenience to our. readers
to let them know which
'positions the advertiser

!GENERAL WAREHOUSE

SUMMER WORK

our Help Wanted and Em-

24 -Help Wanted Men

4

30 -Help Wanted -Women

OFFICE

SALAD LADY
6:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

AND

in person to Mrs. Buckman

PART TIME

POLK'BROS.

Mature lady to work in the

38 N. Dryden

IMMEDIATE WORK

Secretaries
Clerks

TyPists
Stenos

Work the Days, Weeks
or Mbnths You Want
Work Close To Home

$10 BONUS

opening for a biller typist.
Good starting salary, merit
raises, profit sharing. Exc-

NORTHWEST

800 W. Central Rd.

old - Like New $100.
259-1869

Experienced Waitresses

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

Part time and full time

Cocktail and Dining Room

cation. Full or part-time .Day
or night shift. Apply:

CL 5=4300 GUNTHER KRON

COCK ROBIN
W. Northwest Highwayi
Arlington Heights

,

8434.

tional. Meet public. Interesting job for capable woman
with pleasant peraonality.Age
to 50. Ask for Mrs. Morgan.
CL 9-1222

Able to

all the new

do

Watusi - Frug Monkey - Jerk. Over 21.
dances.

Pay starts at $15 per night,
and up. For information,
call 827-5761.

8501 West Higgins
Road

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021
' An equal opportunity employer

Wanted: Local cleaning lady.
Own transportation. 1 day a
week. 392-7581.

Sitter for elderly lady. Hrs,

1-5. 5 day week. Must have

own

starting salary. Merit raises.
Profit sharing. Excellent
working conditions. Call Mr..

transportation. Green-

brier Sec. 392-9304, evenings

after 6:30 or Sat, and Sun.

c.

Marquard..

439-7310
CASHIER

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

Permanent, part time position
office.
new business
in

Cashier and general office

duties with lots of public contact. Hours: Friday, 4:30 PM
to 9:30 PM. Saturday and Sun-

day, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM.
APPLY PERSONNEL

CAN YOU SEW?

CL 9-1000

gram. Paid Holidays and

vacation. Five day week 8 to 4:30.

ASSEMBLERS

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
see us.
place.
Come

INSPECTORS

F.H.BONN COMPANY
(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

Temporary
OFFICE WORKERS

Most Daysles Won't Tell
But A rlington Daysie

says STIVERS is

will stay. Phone.

DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS.

Top Rates

OF ILLINOIS
1300 S. Mancham Rd.
(Near Golf)
PALATINE, ILL.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Convenient Locations

SNACK SHOP
FOR SALE

5:30.

For Sale. Portable Dish
Washer. Lady Kenmore. Ten-

k;e/e1,6
Lifesavers, Inc.

Mature competent girl to be secretary to department head.
Should have good skills and experience In manufacturing
industry. Exceptional fringe benefit program, modern air
conditioned office, cafeteria on premises. Call or apply in
person.
'

392.1920
Room 63

Mrs. Fiala

24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332- 5210

SOLA ELECTRIC CO,
PERSONNEL

1717 Busse Rd.(Rte. 83) Elk Grove Village

HE 9-2800

SECRETARY

Beginning
Here is a position

which will offer you

interest and a chal-

lenge. Our personnel
department is growing rapidly and it of-

fers a fine opportunity for a gal who has
some personnel experience and stenographic skills.

are varied,

include correspondand public
ence,
contact. Please apply
in person.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

C4)

No experience necessary, excellent paid training program.
Year round permanent employment plus merit increases.
Many employee benefits.
The above important positions offer the satisfaction of working with people. Only those seeking year round secure permanent employment need apply. Choice of shifts after training.

APPLY PERSONNEL

1h mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim
An Equal Opportunity Employer
M&

Open evenings until 9P.M.

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSP ITAL.
800 W. Central Rd.

CL 9-1000

'

Arlington Heights

Carpeting, oversized garage. Attractive lot. By owner. $16,500. 992-0844.

Outstanding Values

two pieces. 259-5476
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener.
Cl. 5-1107

ated. Deluxe 2 bedroom, carpeted, equipped kitchen, extra
large rooms. Air Conditioned,

swimming pool, Tennis et.,
includes heat, $207.00. Call

.439-1127.

2 pr. birch sliding closet
doors. Hardware. $25. Call:

'

AT

434 E. Northwest Hwy.
358-1800
Palatine
Open 9 to 9

A True Outdoor Adventure

For all ages

day trail ride through
10
Oulchita National Forest ---

WI LLIAMS BURG

Portable Air - Cooler Fan

Palatine's newest luxury apartment building located et
Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping

Jacobsen Lawn Mower, 2 mo.
old, rotary self propelled,sell

for half of origThal cost of

Portable Kenmore
Humidifier used for one season, cost $60.00 will sell for
half: 21" RCA Console T.V.
swivel bottom $25.00; Work
Bench powered $10.00. Call
$109.00:

253-2926.

Moving. Rotory mower. 24'
alum. extension ladder. Ele.
stove. Refrigerator, washer,
dryer, and other household
44 -Does, Pets And Equipment

FOR A PET OR FOR SHOWI

Ch. sired, healthy, full

of pep Miniature Schnau-

zer puppies. AKC registered.
FL 8-2699 after 6 P.M.
Free kittens to good homes.
Call 392-0216

7 rm. split level home on

extra large lot. Beautiful
walnut paneling in- L.R. and

family room. There are 3
bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and
attached garage.

ri

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.
OPEN EVENINGS

132, S.Northwest Hwy.

Palatine

miniature, 1 dk. blue toy AKC
437-4294.
Homes wanted, beautiful,

Must Sell. Arlington Heights
By owner. 3 bdrm. living rm.
Dining Rm. Fam. Rm. New

tions to Allen F. Davis, Black
Snake Angus Ranch, 163 Henderson St., Hot Springs, Ark.
or call 312 -WO 9-6928 for information. Anyone can go,

male or female, ages IQ to?
Make your reservation now!
96 -Real Estate Wanted

From owner in Mt. Prospect,
3 or 4 bdrm Cape Cod, 1 1/2
Baths, Bsmt. Low $20's.

1965 Mustang, White Hard Top

Auto - Trans., full console
$1900

438-6656
Lake Zurich
1959 VW $500

2106 Jay Ln. Rolling Meadows

255-2246 after 5.
'53 Chevy., 6 cyl. Stick Shift.
$75. 439-7244.
'57 DeSoto. Good Cond. Low
mileage. Good tires. Best reascnable pffer. 253-7371 after_
6:30.

'63 Monza Cony. 4 speed.
Must sell this week; $695
or best offer. 392-7394.
'63 Volkswagen. FM Radio,
w/w under coating, Batt..-Muf.

4 mon. old. Exc. Cond. 2535365.
100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

Karmsnn Ghia 1965 elegant
model

1500

wall carpet. 2 car

Schaumburg Countryside. 3
room guest house. furnished,
heated and TV. LA 9-2649.

392-3788.
Zoned Business. Rand Rd. 100

X 600. Frontage on 2 roads.
2 bedroom house. $18,500.
HOME REALTY
746 E. Northwest Hwy.

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for
Weddings

Parties
Graduations, etc.

-

PALATINE
359-1450

102 -Trucks, Trailers

1964 1/2 ton pick-up F.100,
original owner, price $1200.
Call 299-1347.
110 -Bicycles

26" Hawthorne bike.

All chrome with 2 forward

speeds. Good Cond. Out grown.,
$25. 392-7549.
99 -Automobiles For Sale

-4.

bid country.
ROSELLE FORD
COUNTRY ... THAT IS,
IP le .,- *. THE EAGER BEAVER DEALER!
Goci'll'f'g'

1966 FORD

Custom 500 V-8, Tudor, Color white.

radio
and heater meows..Equipped.with
es

only $1995

86 -Real Estate -Houses

1965 L T. D.

AMERICAN LEGION HALL

NEWEST 8 YR. OLD

Don Wheeler:

82 -Wanted To Rent

Exec. permanently assigned
to area, desires turn. lbdrm.
apt. Ph. 259-0740, ext. 224.
Garage or other building suitable for furniture -storage for
1 month. 358-9085

HOUSE IN TOWN

4 dr. Hard Top, 352 V-8 engine, cruis-o-matic AM -FM radio,
power steering, power, brakes, tinted glass, white wall tires,

beautiful bronze ftnish............

......

only $2195

New paint in, and out. New wa-

ter softener, hot water heater,

disposal, carpet. 2 baths, 3

bdrms., fam.room,basement,

den. Lots of trees. Close to
parks, schools, NW railroad,

Randhurst. $28,750. See at 433
S. Prindle, Arl. Hts. Shown by
appointment only. Phone 3925018.

1964 MONZA CONVERTIBLE

Automatic transmission, radio, heater, white wall tires,
beautiful dark blue
.....

only $1295
1963 CHEVY BEL-A I R

4 dr. Sedan. See this economical. 6 cyl. with a standird
transmission, radio and heater nice green finish

only $1195

EXCELLENT VALUE

1962 PONTIAC TUDOR

Hard Top. V-8 with automatic transmission, Power steering
and power brakes, radio and heater, white wall tires. Priced

only $1195
\obi,*

afternoons.

Atik

Jet bilks male min. poodle.
AKC. 4 1/2 mon. Exc. coat.

Birds of the World exhibit.
Reptiles and tropical fish.
Children's Tame Pet Pasture
Tri-State Tollway at Rt. 176
EM 2-4636

1961 FALCON WAGON

See this like new economical Ford wagon at this extra low
price

only $495
1960 PONTIAC CONVERTIBLE

.;ii6

LAMBS' PET FARM
retarded.

S. Large size

coupe $2230.823-5683.

Boy's

garage Fenced yard. $25,500.

16 -To Redt Houses

ant. No charge. Cali CL 3-0791

$200. CL 8-8918

spot. Trail ride starts August 1. 1966 and ends August 10, 1966 Send reserva-

99 -Automobiles For Sale

friendly, child -and dog -loving Maltese and Persian cats.
Must find homes before July

Libertyville

motor: New tires. Highest
bidder. 253-6495.

'

Poodles 10 wks., 2 silver

Helping mentally

296-1447

'61 Comet. Low mileage. New

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

wall to

358-4555

86 -Real Estate -Houses

'54 Chevy. Like new tires,
new brakes, muffler & tail
pipe. Special $99,95.. 439-

TRANSFERRED

HOME REALTY

CL3-2973

ride. Total cost.$20. per day,
per person. Send $40. by
July 25, 1966 to reserve your

_DAY WANt ADS
GET RESULTS

UNTIL 9 p.m.

-

given one working cattle ranch

992-2553.

5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space
2 bdrm - $185. 1 bdrm - $160.

6 year baby crib, high chair,
Mange!, electric range with

439-4323

$22,900

'

Boys heavy duty Schwinn 28
in. bike. Fair condition $20.00
Erector Set $5.00 259-5236.

rotisserie, meat thermome-'ter, pot minder in new con-

Prior to leaving on the trail

4. ample parking, storage
and laundry factlities:,

efeller Ranch in Petit Jean

$15,300

car garage. attractively landscaped. Rear yardcompletely
enclosed.

tires. $895. 253-0422.

W .W. tires & 2 snow tires Radio & Heater and other Extras

92 -Vacation Places .

State Park at Morrilton, Ark.
--Expert riding instruction

sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2

.

Selling teen -aged girl's size
5-7 sults, skirts; slacks, etc.

41 -Home, furnishings -furniture

537-2180

PHILIPPE BROS. REALTY

Palatine.
Must be sold to settle estate.

been reduced to sell immeL.R. is carpeted,
diately.

"BE CAREFREE"

439-7821.

MART/N
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

down, 42 months to pay. Stop
in and see Plats.

sleeping gear -- plenty of
swimming, fishing and boating during stop-overs. Trail

This immulate home has just

253-7312
'62 Volkswagen. Low mileage.
Radio. 1 owner. Mounted snow

Most may be purchased 1/3

on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.

in

1961 Ford Galaxle. PS, Ex-

Cutlass Coupe.
Auto/8. Radio. Red & white.
Private party $1200._

the finest horses--everythink

conveniences,

392.8199.

0259.
'63 Olds

finished with .a personal tour
of the famous Winthrop Rock-

Lovely maple 6 yr.crib(complete) chifforobe, bathinette
and stroller. 392-9405.
Contemp. sect% sofa, Brocatette (toast) $125.1966 dbl.dr.
frontless refrig. I50# freezer,

WHEELING

CHOICE RESIDENTIAL
LOTS

DE LUXE APARTMENT Charming 2 $21,000
bdrm.brick ranch
For Sub -let. Recently DecorNylon carpet. Peacock blue &
within walking distance of all

Puppies, kittens, monkeys.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

.

FL 4-0186

Brick and frame ranch with

392-7910

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life inI I 1 AlE7rAll LS

5 acres of unusually good
high land, on black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms.

carpeted living - dining room
comb. 2 full baths, 3 bdrms,

ies $10, Boy's 28" bike $15

tires and battery. Best offer

Very clean. Call after 6 PM.

4

furnished but your clothes and

14 -To Rent Apartments

'55 Ford. Good Condition.NeW

824-7211
'84 Chevy, Cony. Low mileage

near Hot Springs, Ark., on

Prospect. Price reasonable.
6 E. Northwest Hwy. Phone
CL 5-48p

V-8 with automatic transmission. This nice soft top has
.......
lower brakes and power

392-2845

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

250 N. 12th ST.

358=4555 -

99-Vomobiles For Sale

Shift, Beige with Black Top,
on Warranty. After 5:30 P.M.

$3,500 to $8,800

,

Mundelein
566-0909

253-4353

Like New ' 66 Chev. Conv. Stick

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

NORTFIWEST

Arlington Hgts.

'cellent .Cond. $640. Call 4391504 after 7 PM.

-Palatine-

storms and screens.

Mrs. Johnson 392-2541.
Miniature cocoa brown poodle,
male, 7 weeks old. $125.

ASSEMBLERS

Estate liquidated. Must

be sold now. Priced In low
30's.

-Barrington Areas -

Arlington Heights, 2 bdrm.
ranch. Separate din. rm.

31, the families are import-

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

NORTHIAKE, ILL

ily .................... $46,200.00

Mt.

location

Excellent

5' x 9' Brinktun

items. 253-4460.

NURSING
ASSISTANTS

fect for the large, young fam-

REAL ESTATE

IMMEDIATE SALE

Beau. 7 rm. 1 1/2 bath split
level. 6 yra. old FA heat.
Central air-cond. Attached
garage. Fullbasement. Family room, 13 g. 18, until cute
bar. Designed for gracious

$18,900

nis table.

dition, Rototiller, small tractor with tiller, mower, snow
plow, 2 twin size beds. Call.

SECRETARY

built - ins, fireplace. Per-

A rl. Hgts. 5 room brick ranch,
patio, carport, nice yard,
beau cond. CL 9-3787.

WAbash 2-5742

CO.

INSURANCE

Church, basement, well landscaped, blacktop driveway,

Palatine, Illinois

in rent. 2 stylists

'Included

Fast accurate typists with initiative and desire to assume
responsibility needed in our
operation department.

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows,

Work Days,
Weeks or Months

Duties

offer. Ph 259-1174 after 7
p.m.
Mahogany dble. dresser. Full
mirror, chest of drawers.
Book case head board. Exc.
cond. $100. 253-3854 after

2 1/2 car garage, porch, 1/4
block to Catholic School and

132 S.' Northwest Hwy.

location in Park Ridge. Heat,
hot water and air - condition

Best

COUNTRYSIDE

274-3131

10 rm. 4 bdrm.Colonlal Brick
and Frame home, 4 years old,

.

Listings Wanted

MT. PROSPECT
Near Lyon's Park

6228 Broadway, Chgo.

HOME FOR SAE

HOME REALTY

BEAUTY SALON
4 units, 8 dryers and finest

96 -Real Estate Wanted

86 -Real Ettate-Houses

STANMEYER CO.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

*Cleaners
* Pizza Place
Call Mr-Covelll 2344,7252_

Winter and summer.253-6933

STENO -TYPISTS

Leases

392-2825.

Beauty Shop

$15. 35 MM Projector Viewlex (case) $15. Portable RemMACHINE
ington typewriter (case) $15.
CL 5-0127.
OPERATORS
KEY PUNCH OPERATOR 3-8'x7' overhead garage doors
comp. with hdware. Perfect
Our fast growing companyhas
One year experience desired.
cond. $25 ea. CL 5-9493.
a need for 1st & 2nd shift Work some auxiliary mach women in above positions.
Ines,
verifier,
collator,
etc.
For Sale or will trade for 16'
Frequent wage reviews & extravel trailer. 1965 Ford
cellent fringe benefits.
Regular hrs. 8:30 to 4:45.Will
Econoline super van with side
windows. Low mileage. Like
consider shorter hour arAPPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
new. Waranty still good. 253rangements. (9:30 to 3;30).
392-3500
0137.
For appointment call Mrs.
55.
529-4100.
Drewes, ext.
Wanted: 5 to 7 HP outbd. fishMETHODE MFG. CO.
ing motor.
RELIANCE LIFE
253-4958

WONDERFUL

Prof. Level

Arlington Heights.

#

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Randhurst Center

Cavalier. gd. eond't.

green tweed, 60 sq. yards in

FOR INTERVIEW CALL
775-5233

Center soon to be built In

* Milk Store

ience. We are looking for
a gal who can move with a

NORTHWEST
Our people will help you COMMUNITY HOS PI TAL t ion office in A rlington He ig,hts
Airy Trace, Arlington Heighti
to
industrial
maadapt it
Rd., (1/2 mile n. of Golf
chines. You will sew medium '
800 W. Central Rd.
Rd.). 14 W. Emerson St. Arweight nylon goods. Good
Arlington
Heights,
Ill.
lington Heights.
rate. Fine insurance proYou bring your sewing skill.

Dept. A - 1
234 N. Northwest Highway .
358-7788
Palatine
Cozy money -making Shopping

LADIES' SAMPLE CLOTHES
10% off Wholesale

If you would like a job that
is more than Just typing, we
offer an Interesting and varled position for the girl who

fast - moving, young, largescale building operation to
work in our 1 -girl construe -

PARTAKE'

Barbershop

Roll -a -way. 392-3562.
Swimming pool gas heater
$250 Aquarium and accessor-

possesses intelligence and has
some construction exper-

after 6 and weekends Call:

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
Profitable business?' Franchising is new business,
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

PHONE 827-.110.8_1. "-THE SERVICE BUREAU -- GENERAL WAREHOUSE
Heavy duty, good condition.
CORPORATION
WANTED: FOUR
Due to expansion we have $20. 255-7073.
Subsidiary of IBM
several openings in our order
filling deortmee and our Coke Bottle Vendor, 96 C
packaging department. Experience not necessary. Good

days before 6. Call: 499-3840

now available for

DI. 8-6800

YOUNG
DANCERS

3-4 bedroolths home in Arlington Heights area. week-

THE FRANCHISE BOOM

GENERAL OFFICE.

Arlington Carousel

255-0070.

66 -Business Opportunities

Accurate typist, shorthand op-

SBC requires key punch oper-

Call -Jane Nelson

Roper Gas range 29", 2 yrs.

Arlington Heights, In.
CL 9-1000

Lane Apts. Call 439-1504 after 7 PM.
3 or 4 bdrm. home in vicinity
of Mt.Prospect or Des Plaines

48 -Household Appliances

,

Conditions. Loop office.RA 6-

Paid Vacations

Temporary Service

CL 9-4916

- Good typist. no
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL Secretary
shorthand. Pleasant working
--

IBM
KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS

RIGHTGIRL

Reas. 992-9741.

Mrs. Pecoraro

920

439-7310

NUS
PL
$75 BONUS

and

APPLY PERSONNEL

ellent working conditions.
Call Mr. Marquard

Businessman desires to rent
garage in Mt. Prospect. Preferred area of Busse Rd.Cottonwood Dr. neat Sicamore

Evenings for counter work in
a hamburger -and ice cream
*store. We furnish uniforms.;
Call or see

needed. Work in pleasant surroundings of new food preparation area.

Due to expansion we have one

set, blond. Table, 6
chairs, buffet, china cabinet.

WOMAN

other lite foods for patients
staff. No experience
and

.CLERK -TYPIST.

With First 5 Days Pay

Top Rates

preparation of salads

Arl. Market

82 -Wanted To Rent

D.R.

Monday, July 18, 1966

THE DAY

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

RESPONSIBLE

Full Time
Cashier, general office.Apply

,TEMPORARY

14

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

-

1

only $865

.

3 bedroom bi-level home located within walk-

ing distances of schools. Carpeting in living
room and dining room. Cabinetedkitchenwith
built-in oven & range and disposal. Breakfast
area. Beautiful paneled family room. Large
1 1/2 -car garage. Well landscaped lot. Storms
screens, intercom, post light. $26,900.
Don't wait - Call DON BONDY now!

BAIRD .& WARNER
220 E. Northwest Hw3r.,

392-1855

Arlington fits.

ROSELLE AUTO LEAS ING
DA ILY-YEARLY LEASES.
THE 'AWARD WINNING DEALER
ti

I
Irving Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill.
Phone LA 9-5551
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Manager Mark Thorne lets his brother J. D. know there is only one out, as
the southpaw hurler perches on third base in Friday's dash with Arlington

Righthander Dave Kingman displays mound form

Mt. Prospect players don't find much shade in the dugout while awaiting
their turns at the plate. The Prospectors turned the heat on Arlington Friday,

that earned him his eighth victory without a loss.
Kingman hurled the first four innings against Ar-

blanking their arch -rivals 7-0.

Heights.

lington before giving way to J. D. Thorne.

ar

bards Share Firs -

ue ouses
t. ros act it e o es
i

e

BY DALE HOFMANN
Mt. Prospect's American Legion baseball
flamed brightly and then died this weekend.

A passed ball moved him to

hopes

The Prospectors were on top of the world for a day
Friday when

.

they thumped arch -rival Arlington 7-0,

wh'ie Glenview was shutting out co -leader Northbrook
1-0. But upstart Park Ridge Blue ejected fliern_frorit the

- league's throne room forever Saturday.

third, and he scored on Rob

med up the weekend and said when they exploded for five in the fourth, and Thorne was
the final amen on a highly re- runs. Paul Peterson got things nicked for three runs on two
' spcctable if disappointing sea- started with a walk, and J. D. hits.
Thorne got the first inning
son.
Thorne followed with the first
"Everything we did at Ar- of three infield hits. Tom Man- fireworks 'started when he
lington was right, and every- derscheid moved both runners singled and moved up as Manderscheid reached on an error.
thing we did at Park Ridge up on alongfly to center.
was wrong," he said.
Tom Lundstedt then singled Lundstcdt singled to drive one
EVERYTHING Dave King- one run across, and Ken Tray- home, and Thorne crossed the
man and J. D. Thorne did Fri-, ersone walked to fill the bases
was

right anyway.

The

talented twosome held Arling-

ton to a single hit, as Kingman notched his eighth win in
eight decisions Prospect never

got to Arlington starter Jerry
Donahue. They just pestered
him to death with scratch sing-

again. Kingman promptly swept
them clean with a bad -hop
single through the infield,

scoring hirdself when the Arlington center fielder
wild to the plate.

threw

THORNE SCORED again in

when he reached
But, Thorne's crew quickly once more on a leg hit. Mantired of prosperity, as they derscheid singled to put runserved Park Ridge a golden ners on first and third, and
platter of unearned runs on a Thorne scampered home motragic five errors.
ments later when the ArlingSTILL THE Prospectors ton catcher threw the ball into
did finish a game behind the center field trying to get Man les and alert base running.

the fourth

.

leaders

and

well

ahead

of

dderscheid stealing.

everyone else with a 14-4 conference slate and a 17-7 over-

The Prospectors got their
final run from an unexpected

all

source --the

record. And they had to

base

running of
The stocky out-

take some solace from aveng- Traversone.
ing an earlier 4-I loss at the, fielder led off the frame with
hands of Arlington.
a single and rumbled to second
Kingman gave up the only hit with his first stolen base of the
the Blue Sox got to leadoff man

season,

day's test over one mile. The
dark bay son of Better Bee Paula will seek to improve on
a third place finish to Buck passer and Whisper Jet in the

first in the Illinois Derby.

comb chased him home with a
single. Park Ridge put it away
for keeps in the final inning

board.

.

GIL'S

12

3

4
6
6
9

Evanston
'Glenview

9

9

9

Park Ridge Blue
Morton Grove
Palatine

8

10
12

6

4

Des Plaines
Wr-,,r.

14
17

Pct. GB
.833
.777
.667
.667
.500
.500
.444
.333
.222
.082

I

3.

3

6
6
7

9

II
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Arlington Netters
Rip. Riverside
The Arlington Heights Ten nis Club returned to action Sat urday after a two-week lay-off
and smashed Riverside in four

The B team won five

s

matches and two doubles
matches for a 7-0 triumph,
while the juniors won three
singles and two doubles, includ-

ing one by default, for a 5-0
victory. Thewomen's team won
3-2.

.

Prospect Hts.

Hengel's Takes
Softball Lead

are James Wendell, Dan Casey,

Tom Krakowiak, Cliff Porch,
Terry Smith, Richard Luzinski, Mark Basak, Bruce, Basak, Gary Krieg, Daniel Zale,
Mike Kwiecinski, Billy Strom,
Warren King, and Jerry House.

I.

Gillings.

CITY BARBER Shop meancontinued its league.
leading paceby dumping Tobin's
while

Mike Raymond and Dave
nine
Broderick surrendered
to City Barber Shop. Ray-

verted a Scott Clinton smash connected for a double and a
into a double play to stall a single for two runs batted in,
Gil's rally in thc second.
and Phil Crabbe knocked two
_Golf Prospeot Mobil came more across with a pair of

up with three
seventh inning

runs

stop 'Dodge

Des

Mike

the
to
Plaines

in

Saturday

in

Sargent's two -run

singles.

.

OPTIMIST CLUB

gained

a share of third place Saturday
by
clobbering
dwelling
Charles
Nursery 19-3. Doug

cellar Klehm

Schlak

and Vcrn Wennerstrom gave
up seven scattered hits while
working on, the (friound for the

1

islle at number -five.

JAKUBIEC AND Milligan
teamed to win the number -one
doubles event 6-3, 6-3, over

Lang and Bruce Maxwell, and
King and Sir won at number -two

over Schmidt and Barry Maxwell 10-8,6-2.

Jim Esser took the juniors'
number -one
singles
match,
beating Don Hedlen 6-0, 6-0.

Bill Von Boeckmann topped
Jim Shill of Riverside at num-.
ber-two singles 6-3, 6-0. John
Jarecki completed the singles
action with a number -three win
over Bob Aylesworth, 6-3, 6-0.

RICK TINDALL and Ken
Jorgenson teammed to win the
number -* one junior doubles
event 6-0, 6=l, over Aylesworth
and Shilt, and Arlington won the
number -two event by default.

The Arlington club returns
next Saturday

at
Wheaton Tennis Club, and will
play at the Arlington High
to

action

Louis in 1939 for the heavyweight title. Lewis retired af-

and, Community Presbyterian ter being knocked out- in the
Church,

Dick Martinek blasted a two -

run home run off loser Mark

Jimmy Dykes, and Red Faber Darryl was the winning pitch- Optimists.
er, and Jim Perone the loser. Bob Helewski, Dennis
are expected to be on hand.
other Senior League Shaughnessy. Vern Wenner In
Invitations hays also been
extended to Billy Pierce, John games this weekend, Bravos Strom, and Cliff Schlak paced
Ellinwood
Motors the winners' ten -hit offense.
Rigney, Wally Moses, Jim slugged
19-7. Pete's Standard trimRivera, Al Lopez, and others.
TONY'S
FINER
Foods
Rog King was forced to three med Des Plaines Plymouth moved to within a half -game
sets at number -three singles 7-5. and Ellinwood topped of the Minor Division lead
Art's 8-5.
before, downing Barry Maxwell eularra=v-vesv=tx,,.
Saturday with a 10-1 conquest
5-7, 6-3, 6-1. Bob Sir came
of Burchard Cleaners. Jim
SENIOR LEAGUE
back with a two -set; 6-3, 6-0
Altcrgott went four -for -four
STANDINGS
win over Mele Schmidt at numat the plate for Tony's and
Team
WL
ber -four, and Dick Ackermann
pitched a three -hitter to gain
Kelly Oldsmobile 11
rounded up the singles play with
the victory: Ray Michaelson
4
Gil's Bulko ;
8
a 7-5, 6-4 win over Ellis Allwas tagged with the loss.
Golf Prospect

1

Shop, Louie's Barber Shop,

Wegner slashed two triples
to help his own cause, while

get credit 'for the win. Dave inning. Kiolbassa drove in
Long turned in the defensive five of them with a triple and
play of the game when he con- a double. Ted Lachus also

frame. Dave R.istau shared
the hitting heroics for, Golf
;Prospect,
three -for going
Sox greats as Smead Jolley, four at the plate including a
Ray --Schalk, Jackie Hayes, home run, triple, and single.

Park District Teenage Soft- .
Hinsdale.
,ball League last week, winOmaha Gold Cup this year.
Three - year - olds, and up- - ning _their first three games Handicap
ward will tour the one -mile, .without a loss.
NEW YORK (UPI) - Fornier
Three teams are tied for light heavyweight champion
turf course at Arlington Wednesday in the S25,000 added second place in the four - team John Henry Lewis was blind in
- 2 marks. They one eye when ho fought Joe
Laurence Armour Handicap. loop with

are Town and Country Barber

to

clung

BULKO

single was the big blow in the

and.

Climax II, Uncle Percy, Sam The winner of Friday's game myren, Eff-Dee-Ar, the Danewill play againMonday at Lions ar, and Hempen will be among
Park at 6 p.m.
the starters.

pitcher allowed a walk.

second place in the senior loop mond, Ron Campopiano, and
despite a 5-3 setback at the Doug Werterny collected the
hands of Bravos Oldsmobile losers' hits.
Friday.
Jim
Camphouse
The Barbers packed most of
twirled a trim three -hitter to their punch in a ten -run fourth

8-5.

American at Lions Park at 6 last season.
Hengel's Heroes, took the
School courts again on July
p.m.
BETTER SEA has victor- early lead in the Mt. Prospect 30 against league - powerhouse
Members of the all-star team
ies in the Arkansas Derby

to its eleventh win
against one loss. Doug Mitsouka and Benny Fernandez
sparked the winners' nine -hit
attack, driving in five runs
between
them.
Mitsuoka
Kelly

JEFF- WEGNER -and Kim
Hurd combined for a seven;
inning no-hitter, as Johnson's
Sporting Goods blanked Des
Plaines
Chiropractors
6-0
in Junior League play. Neither

through, collecting two insurance runs on a pair of singles, singled with the bases loaded, Mobil Service 13-I. Rod Kia wild pitch, and a sacrifice and Fernandez slammed a olbassa and Duffy M,cWayne
home run with two men a- allowed only three hits, while
fly.

Park Ridge Red

Other leading contenders in
the Assault Handicap field are singles fo r the B team, and
THE GRAND PRIX Stable Whisper Jet, He Jr., Better Dave Millig won at number star has earned $29,755, pick- Sea., and Justakiss. Douglas two, 6-I, 6-4 , over Bruce Max ing up his biggest purse with Richards is expected'to be in well.
a victory over highly rated the saddle for Whisper Jet who
Camerafans
f as well as base Graustark in the Blue Grass barely missed nipping Buck- ball fans wan
i II fill the stands at
Stakes April 28 at Keenland. passer for the Chicagoan crown., White Sox Park July 27 when
As a juvenile, the late -clos- The son of Count One won all- the South S iders stage their aning runner won five tests and owance tests on June 8 and 17.
nual camera night.
finished in the money on 12 of
Before t he scheduled game
HE JR. WILL be coming off with Deit'
15 outings, with a victory in the
tro spectators will be
Orange and Blue Stakes and a a score in the St. Louis Derby allowed o n the field to take
second in the Hawthorne Juv- and a third in the Arlington ,pictures of their favorite White
Classic June 25. He won the Sox player.s Picture taking will
enile.
ABE'S HOPE won the only Joliet and Freshman Stakes begin at 7 p .m., an hour before
m
he ballgae.
turf start of career at Hialeah locally and the Lafayette and
Bashford Manor Stakes in
On July 31 the Sox manage Kentucky as a juvenile.
ment will feature Old Timers
Johnny Sellers will be up on Homecomig
n between games of
as she - makes her a big dobleheader
u
with the
All -Stars Picked Justakiss,
first start against colts and New York Y ankees. Such White
The Prospect Heights Little geldings. The three - year - old
League Major Division All - filly has triumphed in the
Stars will launch their drive on Cleopatra, Ashland, and Oaks
the district championship Fri- Prep. Stakes this year and the
day when they meet Glenview Majorette and Mademoiselle

as Jim

Gumz doubled and Clyde Whit-

15
14
12

JIM JUUBIEC
topped Phil
K
Lang 6-I, 6-2 at number -one

Chicagoan on July 9.

to 6-4 in the sixth,

L

clean sweeps in singles and
doubles.

fifth in the Kentucky Derby and

hit,.a walk and three errors. gustine, Ron Sobon, and Al
The hosts added two more in Czarnecki Saturday
while
the fourth on three singles and dumping Art's Shell 7-0, in
one in the fifth with the help of the Waycinden 'Area Senior
two more Mt. Prospect mis- -League.
cues.
The talented trio collaborThe Prospectors cut the lead ated on a three -hitter to lead
a

Final Standings

The A team won by default,

second by a nose to Buckpasser in the Flamingo. He was
third in the Fountain of Youth,

But the levee broke in the

Kelly Blanks Art's
In Waycinden Tilt

bottom of the' frame with. Park.
Kelly Oldsmobile got shutRidge picking up three runs on out . pitching from Pat Au-

FIRST DIVISION

but the B team and juniors won

Three -year -olds will claim the spotlight once again Saturday
in the $50,000 added Assault Handicap at Arlington Park.,
Illinois - bred Abe's Hope on Feb. 17 and later finished
headlines the field in Satur- third in the Everglades, and

Cr

Team
Northbrook
Mount Prospect
Arlington Hgts.

first round.

The Cardinals moved into a
first place tie with the Yankees

kees moved to third with a 262 romp over the Senators Mike

ball Pony A League this week-

homered for the Yankees, and,
Dyon's circuit clout came with
the bases loaded. Tobin Ewing

in Mt Prospect Boys' Base- Dyon and Mike Petran both

plate on a Traversone ground.

.

divisions.

Assault Handicap.
Set for Saturday

Page 10

-

BlUe. The focal sqUad grabbed
THE PARK RIDGE squad John Loughman. After that he 'a 2-0 lead in the first, but
clipped the local heroes 8-4 was touched for only two walks starter Lundstedt couldn't hold
it. The tall righthander was
in a makeup contest. North- while whiffing five.
Thorne was just as effective, saddled with the loss, giving
brook meanwhile topped Evansfive runs on seven hits
ton 7-4 and earned the trip striking out one and walking up
while fann!ng three and walking
to the county championship one.
tourney.
DONAHUE held the visi- none.
HE GAVE way to Thorne
Manager Mark Thorne sum- tors at bay until the third

day

1966

Robinson's ground ball to
THE PROSPECTORS added
short.
another run in the third on a
MT.
PROSPECT
still
walk to Traversone and singles
looked the part of league lead- by Kingman and Robinson.

ers in the early stages of Saturday's clash with Park Ridge

In Pony A League

_Monday,
July 18,

'

Mobil

8

Bravos Oldsmobile
Des Plaines.!:..
Plymouth
Dodge in

5

6
6

6
7

Pete's Standard

5
5
3

Ellinwood Motors

3,

10

Des Plaines
Art's Shell

JUNIOR LEAGUE
STANDINGS
City Barber Shop 7

8

9

I

Chiropractors
Tobin's Mobil
Optimist Club

6

6.

3
3

6

3

Homeowners
4
#1 Suburban
Heating
4
Johnson Sporting
Goods
4
.Sportsnian's Barbers ,2
Charles Klehm
0
Nursery

4
5
5

7
8

MINOR DIVISION"
STANDINGS
Wille Hardware
9

Tony's Finer Foods S
Allen's Mens
Wear

Burchard Cleaners
Oakton Lawn &
Garden
Tiffany Coiffures
Svoboda Men's
Shop
Cumberland Plaza

1

5

5

5

5

4

4,

3
3
3

5

0

8

6

Town & Country
"Service

,

was called on
ruling.

a

time limit

tiswananinalassaiessimaianiniallatafaidgi

THE DODGERS improved
for the top spot with an 11-2 their league record to 7-6 Frirecord. Mike Gaffney was the day, nipping the Cardinals 3-2.
hitting hero of the Oriole con- The Cards are now 8-5.
quest, as he went two -for -five_ In Bronco B action, the Tiat the plate and knocked in five gers - captured the American
runs. The Cards' Berdell and Division crown the easy way
Brach collaborated on a -six- with a 1-0 forfeit win over
hitter.
the Indians. It was the Tigers'
tenth straight win, and it left
THE SOX BOUNCED back them with a 12-2 slate.
today though to take a 20-13
Other Bronco B games saw
decision from the Braves. Tom the Braves beat the Gains
Lopatko got credit for the vic- 11-6, the Lions club the
tory with offensive help from Cubs 19-2, and the Yankees
Mike Korf who tripled for the edge the Senators 5-4.

winners with the bases loaded.
Ralph Geibert homered for the Er.v,"===ZaZMIZZ472MOLIZER
PONY A STANDINGS
Braves.
Won
Lost
The Orioles also redeemed Team
11
2
themselves today by dumping Cardinals
Ii
2
the Cubs 9-3. The victory left Yankees
8
6
the Orioles in third place with Orioles
Cubs

an.8-6 card.

4

losses in
rigan.

relief of John Cor-

SCOTT SZALA collected two

of the Cards' six hits with a
triple and a home run and scored the game's winning run.

TEICHERT was nicked for
10 hits, but he struck out 12
Elk Grove batters while walking only one. He also proved
to be the local squad's biggest
offensive weapon, as he drove
winning tally himself in
ninth inning.

the

Elk Grove drew first blood
battle, coming

2
5
5

6
4

7

Braves
Orioles
0
BRONCO
AMERICAN
Tigers
10

Indians
Senators

7
12

3
7
7

7

7

The Cubs meanwhile moved
into third place by ousting the
Cardinals 8-4 Saturday. Ron
Smoy allowed only four hits
and whiffed 13 while claiming
the victory. Smoy also knock- Giants
ed in the winning run off los- Braves

5

-

8

5

1

4

OriolesYankeesSox

9

MAJOR NATIONAL
10

3
5

9

ing
pitcher John Sullens. Dodgers
Art Hagg twirled a one -hit- Lions
ter for the Yanks, as they Cubs

8

6

5
7

5

9

4
9
downed the Sox 7-2 and advan- Cardinals
BRONCO A AMERICAN
ced to second place. Dale Mor-

gan homered for the winners.
THE
GIANTS
stretched

their league lead in the *Won -

co Major category with a 5-1
triumph over the Dodgers today. The Giants are now assured of at least a tie for first
in the National Division.
Vic

Incinelli

was

touched

Orioles
10
Indians
7
Yankees
6
Tigers
4
Senators
3
Sox
v 3
BRONCO A NATIONAL
Giants
Lions
10
.

Cardinals

4
7
8

10
11

2
3

8

5

for seven hits en route to the Braves
8
5
victory. Randy Jespersen and Dodgers
7
6
Tom Newman clouted triples Cubs
I
12
for the winners, while IncinelBRONCO B AMERICAN
li, Brian Carley, and John Ku- Tigers
12
2

game with a home run.
In the only other Bronco

Indians
Orioles
Senators
Yankees
Sox

Lions today by drubbing the
Braves

Keith

13-6.

Kohnke

10

4

8

6

6

8

5

9
12

2

BRONCO B NATIONAL
Braves
12
2
Giants
'10
4
Lions
10
4

Major game played over the Cardinals

Righthander Bill
sparked the Mt.
Cubs to a 5 - 4, victory over
Elk Grove yesterday in the
'Mid -Teen League.

10
10
10

3
The Cardinals clinched first Sox
3
place in the Pony B League to- Braves
PONY B STANDINGS
day by edging the last - place
1 l'
Orioles 11-10. John Shanken Cardinals
9
got credit for the victory, the Yankees
8
Cardinals' eleventh against two Csouxbs

Cubs' Win

in yesterday's

was the winning pitcher.

- weekend, the Senators edged Dodgers
the Indians 6-5. Tim Carson Cubs
was the winning hurler, and
Don Anderson the loser.
THE BRONCO A Giants
Teichert
Prospect moved a full game ahead of the

-ftr-t(wo runs and scored the
I

14-3 and the Sox 13-8.
The twin victories left the
birds tied with the Yankees

In the only other weekend talis rapped doubles.
game reported, Tiffilny Coiffures and Svoboda Men's Shop
THE BRAVES blanked the
battled to a 5.5 tie. Ken Meek Cubs 5-0 Friday behind the
and Bob Steen pitched for six -hit pitching of Bob MacSvoboda, while Dave Matzl Askill. The Braves'
hurled for Tiffany. The game was the hitting heroPackard
of the

Mid -Teen

Des Plaines

end by walloping the Orioles

.7.

7

2.
-

*

0

'14

Heights Senior
Team Bows 8-2
Prospect Heights bowed to

gave up five hits while. Striking Riverside 8 - 2 Saturday in the
out four and walking fijoe to get boys' baseball senior league
the win. John Snedinghoff trip- district tournament.
led for the Giants.
The local nine, playing in
The Orioles also increased tournament competition for
their lead in the Bronco A the first time, succumbed to
American Division by blank- early game jitters, as it, gave

ing the -Sox 10-0, and the Yan- up five runs on six errors in!
the first two innings. -Rick
sharp single, and Teichert Kreutzfeld went all the way
chased Ayres and Cdstillo for the lout's, giving up only
across' with another single. four hits. Krcutzfeld whiffed

The Cubs tied the contest 13 and walked only two.
Prospect
Heights picked
with a single run in the fourth
and went ahead to stay in the up both its runs in the fifth
third, as Ron Richardson led ninth. Teichert started .the frame,on a pair of singles and
off the' frame with a single ninth with a single, stole sec- a walk. Steve Schuler led off
and advanced 'to second 'when ond and moved to third on a the inning with a walk and stole
Elk Grove booted Rod Ayres' wild pitch. He scored mo- second.,, --Dan Hull followed
ments later when the Elk with' a single, to drive. Schuground ball.
Grove shollstop overthrew to ler home, and scored on anJACK
COSTELLO
then first on- -Pave Baker's ground other single by Bob' Batche-

up with a four - run first inning. But the Cubs came back
with three of their own in the

scored

Richardson

with

a

ball.

.

'

lor.

.

9

.9,

-

9

t

Je /9I.'

.

, /ft

a.

4,

.

a.

4.

,4

.

WEATHER
Tonight;

Fair

and

.

.

ti

e

r.0

.

Telephone.

ro5pect ;Dap

coolest

Low near 60. Wednesday; Fair
and pleasant; High near 80.

255-4400
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School, Dist. 57 Board Wary
Of Federal Aid Project
Declines

Park Post
Prospect

Mount
the

BY BRUCE CUTLER '
';11 am grateful to whomever
form Of government does not submitted
The Dist. 57 board of education last night voted down
my name to the park
behalf of the Representative give' voters sufficient repre- commission for consideration." participation in a neighboring district's school program
Government Assn. that the as- sentation.
Trapani said, "but the press of financed with federal funds.
sociation's petitions for a re"I calculate Monroe critici- business and my other civic
By a 4 to 3 vote the board (ejected its involvement in
ferendum would not cause a zed the timing of our petitions," affairs make it impossible for
Dist. 25's diagnostic learning center.
significant loss of registered Crooks said, "so village officserve at this time."
After 45 minutes of debate
voters.
ials could gain more time to .meIntoaddition
to his construcVillage clerk Richard Mon- oppose our association in the tion business in Mount Pros- in the board's only July meet- ration's ,support of particiing, board president William potion was Robert E. Anderson,
roe said Thursday that the RCA referendum,"
pect, Trapani is chairman of A.
Kramrrt commented, assistant superintendent for
petitions would have an adthe Citizen Safety Committee.
"We're going around in cir- instruction, substituting for
verse effect on the village's
Charles Payne, president of des," and asked the "plea- Dist. Supt Eric A. Sahlberg.
continuing drive to register vothe park board, said that the sure of the board."
ters for tho Nov. 8 general
"The problems of our particommissioners will meet toHearing no audible response,
election.
night to interview candidates Krampert moved to the next cipation in the center are
As village clerk, Monroe is
to serve the unexpired term of item on the agenda, only to be small," said Ruff, "and the
in charge of voter registration.
administration ` recommended
A. B. Glover, who resigned
The long awaited Represent. when his job took him to an- brought back to the question we join in this and lll back the
He said if the RGA presented
of the district's participation

Trustee Frank Bergen .(left) listens as traffic engineer Paul C. Box (center)
labels_ the controversial_ pillars _a- 'death -trap."-On -the- right is Trustee Joseph

1,800 Names
Sufficient to
Call for Vote

- _ -Grittani, a member of the village board fire and police committee:

Expert Labels Pillars
Traffic 'Death Traps'

the village

Shabonee

pillars, at
Tr., was removed

ed in.

"We will not delay the pre-

Crooks said that while the

sentation of. our petitions,"
Crooks said. "They will be

RGA has collected more than

must set a date for the referspecial meeting of the fire and endum within 60 days, or by
police committee yesterday to Sept. 19. At the latest there
meet with Box, former traffic could be no voter registratTrustee

called

Bergen

the

engineer and safety director ions between Aug. 19 and the
'for the village of Skokie.
referendum.

Box, who now maintains his
engineering

own

','This is

parties
to
register
in the national elections," Monroe said.

HE HAS instructed classes
subdivision

design,

major

road improvement, traffic surveys

and

for

recog- itical
the field of voters

nized expert in
traffic safety.
in

a prime time

the village and the major pol-

consulting

firm, has long been a

street

lighting at

Northwestern University since

between

the referendum

"To me," Box said, "the and the period 30 -days before
pillars arc not only a hazard, the national election."
Crooks continued: "We've got
they do little to improve the
aesthetic

area."

appearance of the 2,400 people who have signed
these petitions. They expect us

Trustee Bergen will present to get a referendum date set.
a preliminary report from Box These 2,400 people are a lot
to the entire village board at niore than five or even 20."

tonight's regul5r meeting. Then
he will request a two week de-

THE RGA, in presenting its
to the village tomorlay on any further action so petitions
that a citizen safety committee row, is asking for voters to
the present village
comprised of residents in the abandon
Country Club area can have a government.
Mount Prospect voters now
chance to meet with Box and
question him concerning his elect six village trustees and
a village president (mayor) at
evaluation of the situation.

When Supt. Harold L Slichenmyer goes' fishing it's
news. Slichenmyer is retiring after 21 years with High
School Dist. 214.

Slichenmyer
Closes the Books

large.

Bergen said he hoped that the
citizens committee, appointed

Under the RGA plan the viltwo weeks 'ago by residents of lage would be divided into seven
the Country Club area, came districts, each sending two al-

dermen to a city council.
rector of guidance and admin- up with an expert equally as
Founded seven months ago,
prominent
in
the
field
as
Box.
istrative assistant to the su"I had not idea what his the RGA contends the present
Superintendent Harold L. perintendent In 1954 he be-

BY MAXINE TYMA

opinion would be." Bergen
Slichenmyer and Township came superintendent.
said. "I wanted an indepenHigh School Dist. 214 have
"We thought we would al- dent report from an expert
been going steady for 21 ways
be a rural

superintendent at

the end of

the

Vandalism

district

would increase by 25 pupils a
year and projected an enroll-

John Lindstrom
tractors, of 1414

ment of 2,000 students in 1970.

background

and exper-

ience of the two men who will
assume the administrative responsibilities of the district
assures continued growth

Dr Edward Gilbert who, has
been serving as assistant superintendent, will become superintendent Aug I Roderick
McLennan, .who recently serv-

ed in the capacity of instructional

co-ordinator,

will

be-

ton High School could serve Prospect High School,
the need," said Slichenmyer
WASYMMIX19*.
Now the district has five'
high schools to serve more
,

than 9,400 students. Arlington
was opened in 1922; Prospect
in 1957, Forest View in 1962
and Wheeling in 1964
The
sixth high school, Willow, is

scheduled to open in 1968 The
board of education now estimates that a new high school
- will be needed every two years
and projects 10 schools for the

come assistant superintendent
The educational "big three"
of the district cite meeting the district.
"The students are surprisneeds of all the students as the
outstanding goal for the dis- ingly serious minded,"- said
Slichenmyer. "In the past few
trict.

years we are noticing an in-

Gripe
Of The
Day
the automotive traffic on
route 83, north and south-.
bound, betwaen the Northwest Tollway and route 58.
G. B. Courtney.
.

member James Ruff, He started by saying that he
after he was assured by Kam - "had consistently voted no on
pert that if the motion were questions of federal programs
defeated it could be brought up because they are drafted poorat any subsequent meeting by ly.
a board Member..
'But this proposition facing
the board tonight is different,"
DIE .-.CENTER will pro- he said. "On -other issues
board

village

Dump Blocks

A member of the board since
its organization. Riess wished

the district the best of success
Ernie Sauber, office manin its future development. He ager for the businesses of
urged all citizens to support Salvatore DiMucci Sr., told
the district in its future bond police Saturday someone was
development dumping

concrete

blocks

at

405 Golf Rd., near Elk Ridge

The park board will inter- Villa homes.
interested in

Mail Tampering

serving the remainder of Reiss'
term. Anyone interested is ur-

Friday police learned that a

ged to contact the park onkel

juvenile was attempting to pick

296-4486.

the locks of mail boxes in the
post office.

Ticketed

class Damaged

Ronald J. Dolce, 23, of 204
N. Maple, Mount Prospect, was

Stanley E. Barns told police

ticketed for damaging village

be discovered a hole from a

property Friday after the car BB pellet in the side window

he was driving knocked down a of his car when he moved it on
street sign at the northeast to his driveway at 202 N. Wilcorner of Wille and Thayer Sts, ham St. Friday.

an amount of flood water equal in between Deborah Ln. in
to that which would be retain- Colonial Heights and 'Carol
Additional surveys of a re- ed in the two smaller basins in Si in Forest View.
tention pond near Forest View Colonial Heights and Kaplan
It was not noted on the orHigh School on Dist. 214 prop- and Bruan'a Forest View de- iginal plans presented to the
erty will be made during the velopment.
board by builder Richard
next week to determine whether
Braun that the retention basin
WATER. FROM the Forest would be directly against the
the pond has sufficient capacity
to replace two proposed sub- View High School pond would rear property line of Walter
division retention basins that be channeled into a retention ba- Harbut's home at 502 Deborah'
sin built by Salvatore DiMucci Ln.
have raised the public wrath,
Village Manager -John Mon- at Golf and Busse Rds. and
gan and Engineer Ben Hem- eventually released into WellIN ADDITION to objecting
metter Met' with Earl Knight er creek across- the Mount to the Kaplan and Braun pond,
and two other Chicago Sanitary Prospect Country Club.
residents objected to a second
bistrict engineers yesterday to
The sanitary district rt- basin ordered to be constructed
present their alternative plan quires subdivisions in' what it on property 'of Elk Grove
for retention of flood water.
School. Dist. 59 near Forest
labels "flood plain areas"
In addition. to Mongan and retain a certain amount to' View Elementary School.
of
the engineers, two representa- storm water so that it is' not
Construction of this basin
tives from Colonial Heights,
released into sanitary district - was approved by the village, the
Walter Harbut and David Kos - sewers, causing them to over-' school district and the sanitary
men, were on hand to repre- flow and back up dumping sew- district. ,
sent citizens of the area.
After a citizens protest meetage into basements and streets.
'Mongan'a plan includes the
ing Thursday night,. yesterday's
Two weeks ago, the village meeting with the sanitary disrenewal of the Forest View
High School retention' basin, approved a plan by Kaplan and trict was scheduled.
which is not in use, to retain Braun,to construct a small basmeeting,
At yesterday's
.

Unbearable, unnecessary
and totally unbelievable is

SLICHENMYER came to crease in the serious stuDist 214 in 1945 As dean of
(Conlinued on Page 6)
boys and then served as di.

The surprise vote of the eveHis motion was seconded by ning was, president Kramper's.

ated by Dist. 25."

vide diagnostic services and we've .been asked to support
-educational
assistance some proposal in various
from We -Go Trail to a point psycho
children with severe learn- stages of development and
156 feet west of Kennilworth, for
ing disorders, as well as in- organization.
are invited to attend the spe- service
training for teachers.
cial hearing.
"Now the program is here,
In casting their votes, all
Estimated cost of the project
and so is the federal money to
board
members
except
Don
B.
if S36,617.
operate it, and I'll vote yes,
In other BOLT business, bills Carson delivered a short state- although this should not be
ment.
Carson
voted
no.
totaling 54,673.75 from Allied
"Federal aid to education is considered as an endorsement
Asphalt PavingCo. and 5756.25
here
to stay," said Robert W. of federal aid."
from Consoer, Townsend and Russell,"
and children in our
Associates in connection with
BEFORE
Krampert
had
school district must not be dework on special assessment
prived of necessary services. tried to move onto the next
No. 64 will be submitted for
item on the agenda, Carson

River Trails Park District.

view candidates

administration,"

the north one-half of Lonnquist

Commissioner George M.
Riess has resigned from the

and

by

in the diagonistic center oper-

Lonnquist Blvd.
Residents of the area involved,

Riess Resigns
As Park Board
Commissioner

referendum
projects.

program

the administration to take to gain the benefits provided
steps necessary to participate by the center.

trustees will meet as the Board
of Local Improvements Tuesday at 8 p.m. for a public hearing on repaving portions of

1.800

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor

Inc., conE. Davis,

Arlington Heights, told police
"At that time we thought Friday someone had vandalized
July will not stop the growth of
2,000
was
a
marked
growth
the second largest high school
the construction site of a new
district in the state The cal- and we wondered how Arling- 'addition at the south' end of
iber,

the

25's

"I don't personally agree
with the present federal aid
law but sooner or later the
district must accept it, have
an inferior school system or

pay more money without using
federal funds.

"For myself I'd rather pay
more money ourselves but this
is a matter for the community
to decide. I vote no,"

had

begun to

list

questions

which had bothered the board.
Krampert had 'asked Carson to
formulate a list of specific unanswered questions and bring
it to the board's Aug. 8 meeting.

Among the questions were:
- To what extent must Dist.
57 conform to federal requirements?

-- What would participation
ROGER A. Johnson joined
Russell in voting against Dist. cost the district?
- Would Dist. 25's program
57 participation in the center,
He said Dist. 25's program be cut off in 1968?
-- If Dist. 57 participated
was confusing, vague, unclear
in the center, could the board
and untried.
at a

later date legally

or

George R. Brauchle said he practically disengage from it?
bused his no vote on "the fact
-- What added paper work
there are too many questions" would be entailed?
about the district's connection
-- How would the problems
with the diagnostic center of transportation and liability
which were unanswered by the insurance be worked out?
debate.
Would teachers be burPresenting
the
administ- dened with in-service training?

Survey Storm Basin Plans

district," and I got it."
Slichenmyer says. In 1947 a
indicated

signatures

Prospect's

Mount

Dist.

board member John M. Page.
JOINING Ruff was Page,
Page moved to "authorize who said the . district needed

Riess, who makes his home
Ln., Mount
"The village won't lose but at 1402 Barberry
Prospect, cited pressures of
five to 20 voters" Crooks
and lack of time to
countered. "If they don't re- business
gister during that 30 -day per- devote to the park board as his approval..
iod they can register at village prime reasons for resigning.
hall

1958.

study

2,400

in

Lonnquist.
Paving Up
For Debate

following the board's approval forthcoming at the July 19 vil- that will be turned in represent sufficient to cult the re a month ago, sparking the cur- lage board meeting."
rent protests.
Under state law, the village

Traffic, said. "Those pillars
"You don't need a traffic en- should have been removed
gineer to tell you these -things years ago. If I had children
are a definite traffic hazard," living in this neighborhood I

years.
And they have been
"growing steady" for the
last 10
The retirement of the

other city.

night.

election, he added.

ONE SET of

Box, a graduate of the Yale
controversial University Bureau of Highway

pillars

I

ative Government Assn. pet-

board tomorrow. as expected. itions culling for a change in
there will be 30 days when vo- Mount Prospects form of goter registrations will not be vernment. are due to be preaccepted.
sented to the village board to-

that the pillars be removed.

police committee last night and
the

to

.

HE SAID voters must be
Kendall Crooks, who is exarea of Mount Prospect have registered in all municipal pected to present the petitions
protested the village safety elections. Registrations must to the board, said that about
committee's
recommendation be closed 30 days prior to any 1,800 signatures will be turn-

Box, of Skokie, met infor-

inspected

petitions

its

would demand their removal."
Citizens of the Country Club

mally with two members of Box told Trustees Frank Berl
the Village Board's fire and gan and Joseph Grittani

y-4-3 Vote

vacancy existing on the

Mount Prospect Park board.

a referendum.
Kendall A. Crooks said on

Elmhurst Rd. on Council, Manawa and Hiawatha Trs.

builder

Bennett Trapani has disqualified himself as a candidate for

The attorney for a group of Mount Prospect residents
seeking a change in their form of government objected
Friday to official criticism of the timing of petitions for

"They are death traps"
That's the way Traffic Engineer Paul C Box, an
independent consultant, described the pillars fronting

Learning Center
Plan Rejected

Trapani

RGA Petitions
Due Tonight

'

1

t-

Braun said that his engineer,
Mongan said that he has reHarold Olsqn,, would send a quested the board to hear the
survey crew to Forest View village's request and that they
High School Saturday and pre- will be on the agenda at the
pare a comprehensive survey Aug. 8 board of education meeting.
of the area.

Braun is as anxious as resMongan said that the village
'dents of the area to have the would not object to maintaining

unsightly retention basins built the retention basin.
outside his subdivision of exclusive homes.
VILLAGE President Daniel
Both Braun and Neal Hunt- Congreve said that, if such a
er, developer of Colonial Hts., solution were worked out, deed
have pledged financial contrib- for the property containing the
utions toward the new. plan - basin would have to be given to
what they would originally have the village.
been forced to pay for the two
Braun has requested a fast
small basins,
answer to the problem, because
MONGAN SAID that he con- his development plans are timed.
tacted
Forest View High for immediate action. If the
School officials and they saw 'sanitary district does not .apno objection .to utilizing the prove the alternate solutions,,

basin on their property since Braun wants to finish the original basin and proceed with
it is not in operation.

Final decision, however, will , his developmentMongan indicated that the
School Dist. 214 board of ed- entire issue should be solved

have to come from the High
ucation.

within 30 days.

-

...

t

.

.

Taxpayers
Take Hint
On Bills

.5

Grove Township residents have asked for
corrections on their tax bills

a

Charles

for towing and storage?
The Illinois State

they told The Day.
But apparently James H.
Arnold, 194 Glendale Rd..
Buffalo Grove, doesn't know
that.
Arnold is a Democratic
precinct captain in Buffalo

Grove. He works for the Ill-

per cent a year, on homeowners
who do not pay correct tax
bills.

number of voluntary applications for proper tax bills following the disclosure of DiMucci's tax set-up," Hodlmair
said.

"These. requests might well
have come as a result of this
disclosure.
is

to

catch two mistakes a year," he
continued, "because once we
can locate a couple of discrep-

ancies we can keep the ball
rolling by locating a few more.
"Two 5500 mistakes on
property

assessments

might

not seem like much," he said,
"but it really adds up when all
the neighbors start paying their
proper share too."

Dosald Reynolds receives liLs firemanis bilge ffoin
Fire Chief Edwin Haberkamp in ceremonies held re-

discrepancies

said several
were discovered

when he and Theodore Heintz,
a general field inspector, spent
last week in the county assessor's mobile trailer office.
"While I'm disappointed

more people didn't take advantage of the trailer office,"
Hodlmair said, "I was real
pleased with the service given

Mangan

John

A complete outline of all the
for

swimming

pool construction can be obtained from the building department, Mongan said. Permits to
are issued by that department.
Board is considering an
ordinance to regulate public
pools. This ordinance is still

awaiting clearance and revision

from the board's public health
defined as one that serves three

Now that many persons know
how assessments are made we
should have less difficulties."

A public swimming pool

pools, some of which arc three
and four feet above the ground.

idential lots. No pool may be

lage

and safety committee.

above ground level.
prefabricated
makes
This

a pool must be located on res-

At the prcscnt time, the Vil-

"We cleared and got corrections on complaints that

project more than six inches

illegal in Mount Prospect.
The ordinance spells out how

construct backyard pools also

is

or more families. Such pools
are not covered in the current
ordinance which is aimed toward control of back yard pools.

located at a distance less than
10 per cent away from the side
lot boundaries. Pools may not
be located in sideyards.

Another of the requirements
of the pool ordinance is that all
backyard pools must be fenced
and that entrances to the pool
area must be protected by gates.

A certain amount of safety
equipment must be maintained

in good condition at the pool
sites, and the ordinance calls
for an experienced swimmer to

be at the pool at all times it

is

in use.

Cost of securing a permit and
approval of plans to construct a
swimming pool is 510.
The superintendent of buildings is given the right to inspect

private pools in the village to
determine whether the provisions -of the ordinance have been

Homemakers
Tour Bakery
Wednesday

Last weekend people

returned to A. J.
910 Maple Dr.

July 20th.
The meeting

will include
a tour of the -Sara Lee BakerDeerfield followed by a
ies
lesson entitled "Before and

After 40" at the community

A bundle of 513 in cash was
found on Emerson st. near the
library by Dan O'Keefe, 16, of
13 N. Owen, Friday.

Lynanne McMahon, 15, of
122 N. Emerson, had a "lady's
purse" containing 550 returned
to her after it was found by Ed
Donkowsky of 728 N. Highland,
Friday morning.

Mobile
Unit Takes

674 X-rays
Cook
Insti-

Sponsoring the mobile unit
in Prospect Heights and serving as volunteers during its

one day stop in ,the community
were members of the St. Al-

Mrs. Wayne H. Smith,

Mrs. John W. Dietz, Mrs.
Walter Bortko, Mrs. Donald
Salesky, Mrs. A. C. Marlis,
Mrs.
Stack, Mrs.
Raymond Smith, Mrs. E.R.
and
Mrs.
Margaret
Zale
Chiarellk
all
of Prospect
Heights.

The Blue and White X-ray

center.
Anyone interested in joining the group may contact

unit was stationed at the Jewel
Tea Store, Route 83 and Mc=
Donald Rd.- during its one day

Mrs. H. Kolzow at CL 3-0619.

Prospect Heights stdp,'

The atmosphere of deep reverence prevailing in our
chapel aids in making the funeral service a lime to
be remembered -and cherished ... lasting memorial
to loved ones.

-

Pure Oil
Press Chief
Is Appointed
A Mount Prospect man has
been named manager of the
public' and press relations de-

before school starts on whether Schoenbeck Rd. will be clos-

solution were sent to Plummer

ed at Palatine Rd.
The intersection, where three

Plummer said in a letter to
LeForge that "my department
is presently evaluating all of have rejected the overpass idea.
the information which we have
LeForge has responded to
received from interested part- Plummer's correspondence with

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL,
full information and prices on single and family memorial

FRIEDRICHS Funeral

sites at Plnelawn.

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS'

..

Home

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR,

Backed bY 40 Years Experience

. NAME

I
STATE

1

320 W. Central Road. . . at Northwest Hiway
Mt. Prospect, III.
Ph. 255-7800

by car to the overpass site.

in the county office.

including

through on the turn -around,
plus the tentative early Oct.
completion date, would seem to
indicate that county officials

municipalities, a letter,
board, the im- follows:

part of which is as

board members.
This spring two proposals
were considered to increase

ies,

the safety of children crossing
the intersection on their way ,to

vate citizens

and from school.
The board accepted a county

Palatine and Schoenbeck Rds. I am enclosing a report conintersection.
cerning an accident which oc-

plan to construct a pedestrian

your

school

provement association and prisatisfactory

"It

in regard to a
"TO ASSIST you in resolvsolution to the ing the differences of opinion,

Plummer curred (at the intersection of

appears,"

partment of Pure Oil Co., a overpass. Along with the plan wrote, "that we will not be able Schoenbeck and Palatine Rds.)
divisioad of Unfelt Oil Co. of was a blueprint which indicat- to complete any proposed im- between one of our school
ed that Schoenbeck Rd. closed
off to traffic.
The Prospect Heights Imsell, succeeds Gordon H. Ewen
to the public relations post of provement Assn. had recomthe Schaumburg Township bas- mended that the board instead

California.

J. C. Bradford, 304 N. Rus-

get traffic control lights install-

ed Pure Oil Co.
Bradford previously

served

ed at the intersection.

as publicity manager for Vitro Corp. in Wichita, Kans.; dis-

Tulsa World.

pitted

Two Alarms
For Firemen

During the debate, which began several months before the
board's vote, the relative safety afforded by the two propos-

the
overpass.

The
Saturday.
wastebasket
wastebasket, clothing, drapes,

mattress and. a boxspring were
damaged.

Four evergreens burned and
scorched a house at 1714 Bonita after they were apparently
set afire by children playing
with matches Friday.

lights against

the

Day Appoints
Classified.
Manager

Stone Throwers
Police were called Saturday
to investigate children throwing stones at a freshly painted
complaint was signed but
squads were asked to check
the area.

Youth Accused

was to be built at the north

"Although there have been
other accidents at this corner,
as you know, this is the first
instance where a school bus

tersection.

OBITUARIES
Frederick Bishop

Visitors may call at the Lau-

died

Sunday

in

the

L. Powell, 63, of
835 Center St.. Des Plaines,
died yesterday in her 14me.
Julienne

She is survived by her moth-

er Mrs. Michalina Lee of Chicago: three sisters Mrs. Marie
tTOM
Melhorn of Des Plaines, Mrs.
BARRY
Janet Hazard of Glen Ellyn
Tom Barry has been named and Mrs. Henrietta Jackson of
classified advertising manager San Francisco and three broof Day Publications, it was an- thers Frank R. Lee of Park
nounced today by Robert C. Forest, Andrew L. Lee of BurBarry, 28, !began his news-

run

quisition by the board pointed alized July 6 after an accident
to an auto turn - around which involving two cars at the in-

Julienne Powell,

Smith, general sales manager.

its

tersection."
in the next one we will be so
Plummer's reference to a fortunate."
surveyor and possible land acThree persons were hospit-

survived by two sisters Mrs.
Lydia B. Williams and Mrs.
Marie Wessel both of Chicago.
Burial was,privute.

restau-

from

has been involved,.
suggest you hold in abeyance any
"We feel we were quite forplans to hire a surveyor or tunate that no one was hurt at
to purchase property at the this particular accident, hownorthwest corner of the in- ever, this does not mean that

by his wife Edith. He is

Middaugh is from the Mc -

at 358-0250.

ment (of- highways) has not resolved its thinking in determining the most practical solution
for pedestrian and vehicular
crossings at this intersection, I

He was preceded in death

daugh of Mount Prospect.

Sweet Adelines will meet at
Mount, Prospect Country Club
at 8:00 p.m. on July 20th.
Anyone interested in the club
may call Mrs. Dorothy Fromm

provement by early October.
was returning
"Inasmuch as the depart- (empty).

Wood Dale Nursing Home.

the

day of

to complete some type of im- school and fortunately the bus

Bishop

world's most unusual university, in Elk Grove, announces
the graduation of Nolan Midhamburger

,
ing of school in September.
afternoon of June 14.
"However, we will attempt
"This was the last

John Bishop, 89, of 501 S. Albert St.., Mount Prospect. Mr.

HamburgerologyHamburger University,

provement prior to the open- busses and a private car the

Funeral services were held
this afternoon for Frederick

Master Of

'house' at 202 N. Russell, No

Please send,a FREE copy of -you/ illustrated brochure with

THIS WOULD allow parents,
living north of Palatine Rd.,
to transport their children

open.

Dist. 23 schools are situated,
has become the concern of
safety - minded residents and

.1. C. BRADFORD

Prospect.
He received his
M.H. (master of hamburgerology) degree in
formal
commencement
exercises at
the unique university where
the major is hamburgerology
and
minor subject, french
fries.

A Service' Of Dignity,
Beauty ... In Our Chapel

commending the road be kept

superintendent of highways, has
told Dist. 23 board of educa-

WHILE THE board did not
trict editor of the Oil and Gas reject traffic lights, its vote in
X-rayed by the institute's Journal in Tulas, Okla., and May to accept the county promobile unit in Prospect Heights' worked as a reporter for the posal followed a debate which
on July 5.

lington Heights village board
also passed a resolution re-

The county's suggestion that
tion president Robert W. Le- . BOTH THE association's
Forge no action will be taken petitions and the village's re- the board hold off on following

Country Chord Chapter of

2501 E. EUCLID AVE:

ZONE

Andrew V. Plummer, county

Singers Meet

MEMORY GARDENS

'

Rd. than in one of these vacant parking spots.

county officials.

pictures of teen - age girls.

.1

Memory Gardens ts.non-sectarian,' therefore
there are no separate sections by Milts.

For Immediate Need Call 312 -CL 5-1010

Illinois Division of Highways garage on Noyes St. in
Heights. One employe, James H. Arnold,
would rather park on the shoulder of Arlington Heights
Arlington

go has been laid on a shelf by

lar bill, 63 cents and -several

sky,

..41119011

An issue that caused a good against the county recommen- end 'of the pedesterian overdeal of ire when it was alive dation which included the plans pass as a part of the county
in Prospect Heights months a- to close Schoenbeck Rd. Ar- proposal.

ed a child's purse with a dol-

Reports from the
Tuberculosis
County
tute show that 674

I

state highway garage. Arnold
Is plugging Herman P. Koeneman for Cook County commissioner. The street sign is not as
up to date as Arnold. It still
reads State Rd., a designation
changed long ago by the village

rant on Rand Road in Mount

To receive full information about beautiful Memory Gardens,
we urge you to mail this coupon today.

CITY :

Benowicz, district engineer for

the State of Illinois HighwayDept.
told The Day that Ar-

Donald's

care of the beauty which will keep Memory Gardens an inspiring
testimonial to eternal life. Under their Permanent Maintenance
Fund and Endowments, our property will be devotedly groomed
and cared for always. Many famillestoday are wisely including
the purchase of memorial park property In their plans for complete family protection. Ptnelawn's modest Monthly Payment
Plan is designed to tit each family's needs."

ADDRESS

A.

Charles

Russ Irish, who works at
Ward's Auto Center, discover-

"The management of Memory Gardens has pledged constant

I

Friday.

Schindler,

11:111,4

_

Last

Tom Bremner, 21, of 107 N.
Elm, Mount Prospect, found a
wallet containing 5 pesos (about 40 cents) which police

Volunteers
included
Mrs.
Baldacinni, Mrs. Frederick
Pruyn, -, Mrs. Stanley

Center at 9:00 a.m. sharp on

new feeling about cemeteries.

i

tion.

were

Aldo

side and we particularly like the religious art and sculpture.
Memory Gardens is so attractive that It gives us an entirely

e

a Democratic candidate for
that office in the Nov. 8 elecis

honest.

"We chose Memory Gardens for many reasons, Memory Gardens natural beauty is so comforting ... it doesn't look like
ordinary cemeteries, Instead of headstones, handsome bronze memorials are set level with the lawn sothat every section looks
like a private garden. There are flowers and trees on every

I

his car on the shoulder of Arlington Heights Rd. near the

Weekend

Borys, Mrs. Raymond Studal-

before we need IL It was such a comfort to be able to select
a pleasant spot that suited 'us both, free from any pressure
or financial worries. When I think of the unnecessary suffering
my friend went through alone, just because her family hadn't
planned in advance: I realize how much we have added to our
family's security.

man F. Koeneman Cook County Commissioner," Koeneman

County Taking No Action
At School Hazard Corner

Highland Dr.

ExtenHomemakers
The
sion Assn. will meet at the
Mount Prospect Community

"I'm so thankful we decided to buy memorial property now,

tain In Buffalo Grove, gets free
political advertising by parking

phonse Women's Guild under
Firemen put out a fire in a als was at issue.
of Mrs. bedroom at 615 S. George St.
Following the board's vote,
the chairmanship
Frankling E. Harkins, 1203 which apparently began in a the PHIA circulated petitions

complied with.

No one should be left to choose
memorial property alone

Arnold's car has painted on

ABOVE -- James H. Am -

old, Democratic precinct cap-

it, in words a foot high, "Her-

Policy for

two -feet deep at any point.
Failure to secure such a permit makes the pool
owner subject to fines of from $25 to 5100.
Amendments to the private
Under the provisions of the
ordidance. Oct. 12, 1965. amendments, all
pool
swimming
Chapter nine 13 of the village non -conforming pools
must
building code, were passed on either be eliminated or brought
Oct. 12, 1965, making portable into compliance 'with the ordinpools deeper than two feet sub- ance within a five year period.
ject to, village regulation.
One amendment states that
The ordinance controls safety no pool more than two feet in
as well as sanitary facilities in depth may be constructed to
backyard pools.

of Arlington
shoulder
Heights Rd., although there
are always adequate parking
spaces for employes next to
the highway building on Noyes.
the

Honesty

warned

that back yard
- are' covered
mits for them must be obtained, if they are more than

to the people who did come in.

have been bothersome for years.

A

Arnold has parked his car on'

nold's practice is illegal and
of Arlington Heights.
that steps would be taken to
t
have
the
car
parked
elsewhere.
ton Heights.
On Monday, Arnold's car was
FOR THE past few months. - still parked in the same spot.

residents
swimming pools -- portable or fixed
by a village ordinance and that per-

Manager

Village

.1

t

Rd. and Noyes St. in Arling-

Backyard Pool Owners
Warned About Permits

requirements

HODLMAIR

inois Division of -Highways,
District 10. Maintenance Area
No. I, headquartered at State

cently.

"THEY tell me downtown
(in the county assessor's office) that there have been a

"All we really need

Police

say they can and will take action against such illegally park=
ed Cars. At least that is what

County assessor in charge of
all real estate complaints, calculated Friday that DiMucci
owes some $20,000 in back

ing fines, that increase by 10

.41

Did you know that parking your car on the shoulder of
state highway can bring you. a ticket for illegal

parking?
Would you believe that the
state police can also tow your
car awa and make you pay

Hodlmair told The Day Monday
of the requests for corrected
tax bills.
Salvatore DiMucci Sr. repaying'
has
been
portedly
$347.56 a year in taxes on his
201 x 210 foot property at 900
S. Wa-Pella assessed at $4,271
'
as a "vacant lot."
Ralph Serpico, deputy Cook

lase's-vender a ,new --law -impos-

IA -44.

The Solution

rt

after learning that a homeowner in Mount Prospect who has
'been paying taxes assessed on
"vacant property'." will be
heavily fined.
Township Assessor

I

Could Be

.

Elk

f#,A.. IA

,

Parking Meter
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Several

,

bank, Calif., and Eugene Lee of
Baltimore, Md.

terburg & Oehler Funeral
Home after 7 p.m. Wednesday.

Services will be private. Burial
will be Thursday in Memory
Gardens Cemetery.

Mrs. Frances .SuttOn
Mrs.

M.

Frances

Sutton,

69, formerly of Rolling Meadyesterday in Holy
Family Hospital.
She was preceded in death
by her husband Robert J. She
is survived by three sons John,
ows, died

Robert and James: 12 grandchildren and two brothers
James and Michael Carberry.

Visitors may call after 7 p.m.
today at the Lauterburg & Oeh-

ler Funeral Home in Arlington
Heights. A mass will be said
Thursday

in.

St.

Colette's

Church in Rolling Meadows at
10 a.m. Burial will be in all
Saints Cemetery in Des Plaines.

Mrs. Anna Behn

Mrs. Anna Behn, 71, of
paper career in 1960 with the
Visitors macall at the OehDaily Press in his home town ler Funeral Home, Lee at Perry 1012 W. Algonquin Rd., died
yesterday
in Lutheran General
of Ashland, Wis., and was later St,, Des Plaines, after 7 p.m:
transferred to the newspaper's today. A funeral mass will be Hoipital in Park Ridge. She
operation in Superior, Wis. offered Thursday at 9:30 in was born in Arlington Heights
Before coming to The Day last St. Mary's church in Des and lived in the village for 48
April, Barry- was on the classi- Plaines. Burial will be in St. years.
She is survived by her husfied ad staff of the Waukegan Adalberes Cemetery in Chiband William; two sons Edgar
News -Sun.
t
cago.
ind Melvin and a brother
He attended Superior State
Walter Fiene, all of Arlington
Teachers College and Northland
.

College, both' in Wisconsin. He
served three years with the

Frank Debelak

Frank Debelak, 82, of 2711

U.S. Army, mostly in Europe Central,

and the Near East.

terday.

Evanston, died yesin
Presbyterian -St.

He makes his home in Zion Luke's Hospital in Chicago.
He is survived by his wife
with his wife Sandra and their
two sons, Jeffery and Cruig..- Mary; a son William F. of

A juvenile, accused of shoplifting at. Montgomery Ward's
in Randhurst, was turned over , They plan to move soon to a Evanston; a jdaughter
to the Mount Prospect youth new home in Diamond Lake Theresa Martin of. Union City,
bureau Friday Morning.
N.1.4 and three grandchildren.
near Mundelein.

Heights.

Visitors may call at the Haire
Home in Arlington
Heights after 7 p.m. today. Funeral services will be ThursFuneral

day at 2:30 p.m. in St., Peter
Lutheran Church with the Rev.
Robert 10. Bartz officiating.
Burial will be in Memory
Gardens Cemetery.

The Day's Prospects

Time on Boy's Hands?
Here's What to Do
. BY DOLORES HAUGH

What can mothers ,of boys do to keep them out of
mischief? Keep them busy is the answer.
.During the summer healthy activities are offered by the
community including baseball Little Leagues, swimming lessons and other activities sponsored by the Park District. The

very short time yet
beauty deserves ,to be
butterflies
Mounted
seen.
make attractive pictures.

live
their

a

By spraying them' with hair
spray, the color is

preserved

and parts of the fragile skel-

donut structure strengthened.
The YMCA also offers rifle range practice, fencing, judo, arts They may also be used as
and crafts, all interesting enough to attract active, imagina- accents to flower arrange-.

YMCA has organized Day Camp and trip and Dip Tours.

L.

ments.

tive boys and girls.

vistas of exploration both outSome schools require chilof-doors and in the world of dren to collect leaves and inreference books.'
sects as part of.,their class
them in a creative hobby. One
HOBBIES- are us important work. Encourage the colMark Malmberg's hobby is
making the assembly of models to growing up us eating. There lection and investigation of
of ships, planes and cars. is nothing sadder than a hum- these as a hobby this summer.
They require hours to as- an being who cannot do someMANY mothers overlook
semble and are attractive de- thing just for the fun of doing
it. When ft becomes a means the time necessary for the ticcor when complete.
14-Obbies- such as mad. mak. --orraThig-nribiteriSrirbiirtittF-Vanplishment- of work:- Playing can help your son or some occupation, it is not a time is fun but work is esdaughter through many hot hobby, but rather a way of life. sential. Do not allow your chilsummer afternoons. The tiny Fishing, hunting, caring for dren to grow up without knowparts are provided in special pets all can be hobbies if the ing the satisfaction of work.
kits, which range in price participant enjoys what he is A job well done is a reward
in itself.
from 29 cents to 513 depend- doing.
It takes time to teach a child
Many youngsters are coling on your child's allowance.
These are excellent gift sug- lectors. Mothers agree when to work. Many parents feel
gestions for birthdays 'and washing dungarees and jeans. they are helping their children
Basically we all tend to horde by allowing them time to play.
holidays. They are also educational in that many of .the small beauties of natures. The old saying is reversible,
models arc replicas of fa- Psychologists tell us that even all play and no work makes
new born infants are fascina- Jack a dull boy.
mous inventions, ships, cars
Even at early ages, children
and boats. The painting devel- ted with light or a shining obmay help and thus be made
ject.
ops coordination giving skill
Summer offers the oppor- to feel a necessary part of the
to young untrained hands, eyes
tunity to collect unusual in- family. The tiny tasks which an
and minds.
sects which may be mounted adult may accomplish in a few
Collecting hobbies and the
research connected with them and identified. Someone re- minutes will, if given over to
cently ' mentioned that butter- a child, provide that child
provide education in an acceptable
sought-after
form. flies may be caught, placed in with a feeling of being needed.
Stamps and coins tell stories a jar and frozen in the freezer. It gives the mother a few
of the ages past. Rocks, fos- To --some this may seem cruel, moments -for herself if a child
however the butterfly, and moth puts his toys away, hangs up
sils
and stones open wide
One of the best ways to keep
children busy, is to interest

t

1:00;,$ty-t.*',.%...kiZztAs,, .<1.:*k.:,...V4,1

for their

accountable

By Grace Alott

Former Residents Married
Two former Mount Prospcct residents have announced
wedding datci.
ler, of Des Plaines, announce
the June marriage of their

daughter Nancy Ann, to CarClark DeVore FTM3,
United States Navy, son of

roll

Mr. and Mrs. Edson DeVore

Mrs. Dorothy Priebs, Connie Lane, Mount Prospect, and Ed- possessions.
Maine West High School.
ward Berkeley of Algonquin have announced their engagement
DeVorc is a 1963 graduate
As the child grows his duties
"and have set August 6 for their marriage. Both Dorothy's child- should grow too. Using the
ren,. Timothy and Christine, and k4ward:s three, ,Cynthia,, Vic-, :power mower 'or the Car arc
toria and Michael,will attend ;the ceremony in St. Paul Lutheran privileges which should be

linen -silk

schools.

quarter
and
three
She carried
sleeves.

THE REV. Paul B. Mc Cleave gave his daughter in
marriage than officiated at the
ceremony of Elizabeth Joan to
Robert L. Anderson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Anderson, Missoula, Mont. Mrs.
McCleave was also present at
the June wedding in Lone
Mountain
Chapel,
Gallatin
Gateway, Mont.
bride

The

Judith Paula

After a week's wedding trip, Elm St. Attending the "dinner
the couple will be at home in were Wilbert's sisters and
Mount Prospect where for a their families, Mr. and Mrs.
number of years Mrs. Priebs Ralph Wille and Mrs. Howard
has been, and will continue to Hasz. The Busses' son, Ensecretary at Westbrook sign Tom is in the navy curbe,
rently aboard the L.S.T. Ohio
School.

CHILDREN love water. Let
the youngsters water the flowers and grass. Show them how
to empty their tiny wading
pools. It takes a lot of water
to fill them, let the small fry
fill their pails and use the water to nourish the flowers. You
can accomplish two tasks at

in Vietnamese waters.

THE MARRIAGE of Steven
R. Polcyn, Jr., to Sharon Ann
IT WAS also farewell July
Krueger took the senior Pol- 10 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur
Dall;a, although a less
cyns, S. See Gwyn, and other
members of their .family, to permanent goodbye, for that
Neenah, Wis., the past weekend. day Nancy Dallia left for six
A

reception

at

the

Neenah

, Country Club hosted by Sharfamily, the Eugene V.
Kruegers followed the evening
ceremony in St. Paul Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Polcyn hosted a
rehearsal dinner Friday night
at Van Camp's Club in nearby
on's

Appleton.

To. Marry
Next Month

sical

education

Central

at

master's degree in psychiatry. Prospect High School. She will
Two parties were given there. return August 19.
Hostess for one was Mrs.
Arthur Maas who gave a .misA 14 DAY furlough brought
cellaneous shower for 40 rel- David Cosman to Mount Prosatives of the groom's family, pect, and inspired an outdoor
and later Sharon was feted by barbecue at the . home of his
Mrs. Richard Byrd who gave a family, the Earl Cosmans last
miscellaneous shower for the Sunday. Only recently the senPolcyn family's close friends ior Cosmans moved to a smalin this area.
ler house on S. Louis from N.
Returning home just in time Pine St.
to get last minute instructions
A three 'year enlistee in the
at 'the wedding rehearsal was army, David was here from
Steven's sister, Carol, a senior Ft. Leonard Wood where he
in speech correction at South- finished his basic training, is
ern Illinois University and a now taking further schooling,
bridesmaid for Sharon who has and from where he and his wife

S.

Maple, Mount

Prospect announce plans for
an August wedding of their

Mrs.

Bainus

Poole,

IT WILL be a new way of David's brother and

July 10 the couple told their
plans in detail at a family farewell his mother, Mrs. Emma

length
a

cas-

cade of stephanotis surrounding a white orchid.

Edward Seegers, 617 S. School Quandt, ,Stephen4 Trenka, and
St.. Mount Prospect A
surprise
guest,
the
bride's uncle, arrived from
Czechoslovakia to attend the

The bride and groom will
reside in Missoula and contin-

wedding.

ue

their studies at Montana
Boseman,
University,
State
where the bride, who. was

daughter in marriage at the
double ring ceremony. at St.
Paul
Evangelical
Lutheran

graduated from Prospect High
School, is a member of Angel
Flight and the bridegroom is
affiliated with Sigma Alpha.

Church, Whiting.

Epsilon Fraternity.

friend of the bride, and Lyd- High School, Homewood.

The bride's father gave his

.The couple will return to the
Janet Trenka, cousin of the
of honor. area in the fall when he will
a
college teach geography at Flossmoor

bride, was maid
Dorothy
Frueh,

Pot Pies

BACON

Sparetime grand

Agar's Fancy
Pound Pkg.

Oyes -Ready

Choice

Des

The couple will marry in
South Church, Mount Prospect.

Children love to help and do

so by imitating their

parents.
house, they

Demetrios Zentefis.
Following a reception for
270 guests, the couple spent
three days at Pheasant Run
Lodge before
returning to
Western
Illinois
University
where
Seegers
is
teaching
summer school courses while
completing his master's degrre.

SLICED

SPECIAL LOW PRICES THRU SATURDAY, JULY 23rd

Selling your home?

69c

Call our
Man of the

Li

ap

I

Many boys and girls are
earning extra money for their
hobbies and activities by delivering news papers. Mark
Malmberg is a carrier. This
is time consuming which helps

make the job important. Lay

a

1110
John Carling

little time spent well at the

vsnowsmkEs ga*Agok rill/S/ERSERVEDI

BRUNS

a

beginning of a chore will grow

RACAL ESTATE

into a lifetime of easily prac-

CL 54,320.

ticed good habits.

RE
A SIGN

ME VERY gNEST

IC MIMED DRILYTO

the foundation of responsibility
with the first job and it will
last throughouta lifetime.
Like so many things in life,

L T 0 R Si

OF MI TIMIS

r

I

A

O

his wife,

On vacation last week, Grace

DUE HOME

family,
this

the

from San Francisco, is Mrs.
John DeGroot who has quietly
adniitted that

a day or

if

caused

would

not

the air strike
hurt her feelings.

by

patrick of Arlington Heights
whose son also. lives in San

Francisco. A two day stop in
Las Vegas on the way out was
part of the fun for the two

Busse gave, at her home on S. women;

BUTTS

two

more with her son and family

PORK

SMOKED

week

On a 15 acre site with 600 Ow the West Coast she has been
feet of shoreline on Big Round visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Lake stands the house Wilbert Freabess.
and Dofothy have purchased
Traveling with Harriet Dc for year around living. Their Groot was Mrs. Terry Fitzbeen sold.

matching jacket'

Ind., exchanged vows in a
June wedding with Ronald Seegers, son of Mr. and Mrs.

and Earl Cosman spent a day
in McHenry where they visited

day for Hayward, Wis., where
they are planning to develop a

house in Golf View Estates has

white

a

Michael Matis of Hammond.

Zingor and Lynn Tom chancy, cousins, were bridesmaids.
The bridegroom's
brother
Robert served as best man
and the ushers were Eldor
ia

Beef or Turkey

the Charles Cosmans.

his brother and
Busse Motor .Sales, leave that Paul Cosmans.

travel trailer park; a site for
the
temporary establishment
of vacation trailers, different
from the more or less permanent locations sought by
owners of mobile homes.

a

sheath

The former Diane Matis
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

Plaines.

one time.

been in Europe f he last eight Sandra will go on to Indianaweeks.
polis for further assisgnment.
On hand for the party was
life for Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert
Busse after July 27. The couple
who have lived all their lives
in
Mount Prospect, former
owners for many years of

chose

dress with

Diane Matis
Wed in Whiting

CHICKEN

daughter Judith Ann to Warren M. Poole, 'son of Mr. and

Little girls play
can help by scouring the sink,
Traveling
weeks in Europe.
wiping plastic dinnerware and
with her arc friends from Park silver, dust hard to reach
Ridge and Springfield, Va.
Little
under tables.
places
Plans included a day or two willing hands can give mothers
in New York, first visit to that untold relief from stooping,
city for Nancy.
bending and getting down on
A graduate of Arlington High their knees. Chilcren are built
School, Nancy first taught phy- so much closer to the ground.

A visitor in Mount Prospect School in Mount Prospect, went
several times, Sharon has also on to receive her master's debeen attending the University gree in North Carolina, and for
of Illinois Circle Campus re- several years has been on the
cently while she works for her physical education faculty at

H.

Mrs. George

Mr. and
Pauls, 602

street length

of Mankato High School, Mankato, Minn., and of four naval

Mr. and Mrs. Warren Mil-

where-

earned not given freely.

t -r

,%

Page 3

is

Church to be followed by a family dinner.

'

Tuesday, July 19, 1966.

allowed to lend of Alameda. Calif.
Miss Miller attended Prosor give his possessions away
with parental approval he will pect High School for two years
for and is a 1966 graduate of
respect
without
grow
abouts or

'

''.,0%,14,

model. Hobbies provide entertainment for hot summer hours,

app AT HOME

Early personal work lets the
child care for his possessions,
and clothing that is definitely
his own, teaches him respect
for his clothes, toys and furniture. If a child is allowed to
mistreat his toys, not be held

Engagements.

Anthony Commarare and Mark Malmberg inspect the final touches on a ship

Keep boys busy by giving them responsibilities

a towel or his clothing.

Grace's Daze

r

QUALITY PALATINE HOME ON 82' LOT'
'3 BEDROOMS - 16'3E36' FAMILY ROOM

ASKING ;29,400
Clean and sharp! - carpeting and drapes - built -In Western -

HYCRADE'S

U.S. CHOICE

U.S. CHOICE

1% TO 3-1.1S. AVG. WEIGHT

SHOULDER. FLAT BONE

SHOULDER ROUND BONE

C

TENDERLOINS
AU. SOLID LEAN MEAT

C

C

Holly bronze cook center. knotty cypress paneled family
room - solid oak interior trim,

1238. ARLINGTON HI'S. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000

Lb.

Lb.

Lb.

150-8, MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7150

Member of Multiple Listing Service,

ARLINGTON MARKET PLAZA
900 KENSINGTON
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

THE GROVE SHOPPING CENTER
ARL. HGTS. RD. and BIESTERFIELD
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Some Day

::by Frank E.. Von Arx

People do not read the label
their cigaret 'package. It
does not make much difference
that the package carried the

merit and the news media should
keep pounding away at the dangers.

on

"Caution:

People will still smoke, regardless of how,much they must

Ctgaret smoking may be haz-

pay to live less:They are hook-

ardous to your health."
Cigaret sales are booming

ed on a habit they can't break.

gone up a nickel, a pack, people

pressure

cents for the dubious pleasure

mercial won't let them stop.
Thal. same sales pitch is always,

words:

following

They are victims. of high-

along as usual. The price has

salesmanship. The
money spent on television commercial after television com-

pay anywhere from 33 to 40
of a dirty habit.
Why do people persist?

ready to catch another sucker.
It is too bad that the sales

,A,doctor said smoking one
cigaret will shorten a poison's
life by 15 minutes and a pack
a day will take off eight years.
The doctor says the govern -

effort cannot be expended for
something
crabgrass.

worthwhile.

Like

Crabgrass: never hurt anybody. It is constantly abused by
other grass salesmen, 'like
merion blue and 'creeping bent.

year stronger than the year be-

But about this time of year a
lot of people can offer testi-

statement.

fore. It grows in cracks, in
shade, in sun, on hills. No
other grass can make that

If the government could get
merlon blue or any of the other
fancy grasses to do half the

monials to the stout-hearted
sturdiness of crabgrass.

things crabgrass cap do, our

Crabgrass needs no care. It
thrives -on' abuse. It doesn't
need to be watered' or fertilized.

lawn problems would be ended.

'But people and the accepted

It will grow anywhete.

influences in the grass, fertil-

One clump of crabgrass will
cover a square foot of ground
by the time it matures. Crabgrass doesn't care how high or

izer and weed killing businesses
will not perm
crabgrass to
become respectable.

That makes about as much
sense as smoking another ci-

how low you set the mower.

garet.

Crabgrass comes back every

ze.z..:4-.Naattsizarwittzttvramitszzaa.rs

*ma

Vantage Point

'

. . .

Mr Ted C Scanlorl

mission' of the press to under-

Village President
Wheeling, Ill
Dear Mayor Scanlon:

mine

We are as proud as you of the
fine showing the Wheeling High
School Band made in the spectacular Minneapolis Aquatenmal Parade Saturday.

have

the

efforts

of

young

people to do good. You said.
".

.

.these Wheeling ) oungsters
given

the

newspapers

something good to write about
fora change."
We recall another politician
who began many of his speeches

The band's performance was by low -rating the press. His
a fine tribute to the village of name was Richard Nixon.
Certainly, . Mr. Scanlon, we
Wheeling -- and to the other
communities served by Wheel- don't rate you a Richard Nixon
ing High School
Wheeling High School serves

Ntudents from Mount Prospect,
Arlington Heights and the unincorporated sections of Prospect Heights as well as Wheeling

politically. But you. are the
elected representative of your

Mr. Scanlon,
Wheeling can be proud of a fine
All

in

all.

reception, a great band and an

hard for us to understand why, in the atmosphere
It is

of cordiality and gaiety that
prevailed you decided to level
a

are acccmplishing.

You must miss the- news packed special school editions

blistering incrimination

of

newspapers in your welcoming

your urea by a

as

a

blanche to degrade any 'segment

of our society -- including the
newspapers and the reporters

of those reporters has covered . justice of the peace -- a mem- who cover the news.
his share of sensational stores ber of the judiciary - would
As an office holder repreinvolving young people in indicate that you would have senting a large group of people,
trouble during his career.
given more of a hearing to both it is your responsibility and
We are equally_ as 'certain sides before leveling your in- obligation to be constructive,
that they have written uncounted
columnS of constructive stories

dictment against newspapers.
You represent the feeling and
the thinking of your consti-

not destructive.

It is your obligation to give
credit where credit is due and
tuents. Mr. Scanlon. In your to seek remedy where there is
every action, your every public injustice.
utterance, you are the spokes Of course, it is your priv-

about young people and their
good accOmplishments.
That's the news business.

You take the good with the bad.
People remember the sensa-

"Their civilization may be AHEAD of ours-ALL the
babes are goin"toplessr "

ilege to express your opinion
We do not believe that it is -- but when you abuse that
the intention of the people yoU privilege by damning an indus-

'man for the people of Wheeling.
represent

to

you carte

give

irbe fircipect Da

try you are being irresponsible.

Benefits for Veterans No. 6'

'Honor the original -dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

Veterans Job Priorities
BY RAY CROMLEY
Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

2,000 local State Employment
.

Service

offices

in

the

50

WASHINGTON -- (NEA) -

You said that you have never
constructive
seen
anything

youth organizations.
There were at least thee
newspaper reporters in your

written about young people in
newspapers Mr Mayor.
You indicated that it was the

audience, Sunday, Mr. Mayor.
They, along with you and other time local veterans' employpolitical leaders of the area, ment representative in almost

speech to about 1,000 people.

background

YOUR

states. These men are expectThe federal government of- ed to give special help to vetlocal newspaper, Mr. Scanlon.
fers
You must not see the picfive services to veterans erans. There should be such
an adviser in the State Emtures and stories dedicated to looking for work:
the accomplishments . of Boy
Job counseling.
ployment Service office in or
Junior
Job
training.
Scouts. Girl Scouts,
near your city or county.
Precedence
Achievers and countless other
in job referAt these local employment
published in

enthusiastic citizenry.

you have looked for, Mr. May -

sacrificed their free . time to
cover the band home coming,_.
We are certain that each

village -- the molder of public tional and seldom the good. It
appears that all you have seen
opinion of your constituents.
is the sensational. Is that all
PERHAPS you don't read
the newspapers, Mr. Scanlon.

It was encouraging to us to Perhaps you do not see the
see so many municipal and hundreds of columns of news
school officials take time out that are devoted in all local
from a hot, lazy Sunday after- media to the constructive things
noon to welcome the band hOme. teens and other young people

by Jack Vandermyn

rals.

service' offices,

you

as

vet-

Unemployment
benefits. erans are given priority for
Vocational rehabilitation. referral to appropriate trainThere is a part-time or full- ing programs and job openFirst consideration
given to the disabled.
ings.

is

Marshall Field III
Page 4

All wartime and peacetime
veterans are eligible for these

Tuesday, July 19, 1966

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

services,
regardless of the
length of active duty.
Unemployed veterans with

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing. Editor

90 days of active duty or a

Jack -A. Vandermyn

News Editor

service -incurred injury or dis-

ability are entitled to employ.
ment payments.

Bolster Safeguards

The size of these payments
and the length of time they'll
be paid varies from state to
state. The maximum weekly
amounts range

from 530 to
565; in some states additional amounts arc paid for., de-

Anyone who has anything he is anxious
to

protect, a home, a business, a bank

pendent's. The maximum per- account, an equity in a pension 'or profitiod

for

which

benefits

are

sharing fund -- anything, in fact, that re-

your

should be deeply concerned about the ser-

payable ranges from 12 to 39 presents years of work and planning weeks.

You

must

file

application for unemployment ious breakdown of law and order now
compensation within a time threatening our society.
limit which also varies from
We don't mean that the law enforcement
state to state.
agencies are falling down on their jobs.
Applicants should register There probably never has been a time
for work" at the nearest, local when the police have put forth a greater
state employment office and

ask for benefits at the claims effort to protect the public.
We are talking about the forces who beoffice of the State Employment Security Agency.
You must be prepared to
show your Separation Form

lieve they have a supra -legal right to riot
and maim and destroy. And we are talking
about the public officials and the courts

DD -2I4, Social Security card who appear to be tacitly endorsing this
and a record of employment, right by conciliatory treatment of the
if any, both before and after lawbreakers.

there are ways to right wrongs, and violent disregard for the law is not one of
them.

-

In England - a 'few years ago there was

an outbreak of rioting ,and disorders, in
larger cities. They followed much
same pattern so familiar in this
country. But in the traditional British
spirit of law enforcement the courts
the
the

cracked down hard on the offenders. The
participants, particularly the instigators
and the leaders, were given stiff jail
sentences. And the riots tapered off

swiftly. Anyone heard of any violent mob
actions in Britian lately?

The police must

be,

given the respect

and the support of the people they are
trying to protect. The word "brutality"
must be honestly interpreted in the light
of provocation

military service.

and

the

necessity

for

We are told that these people are un- =maintaining order.
misunderstood, desperate,
The courts cannot maintain their lenployed or unemployed and
This is undoubtedly true. But should we ient attitude. It is their job to maintain
cannot reasonably be expect- be indulgent when they smash up and loot the law of the land, not to treat its violent
Veterans who are underem- derprivileged,

IN ROLLING MEADOWS

ed to secure appropriate full-

employment
without a place of business, when they set buildings
training are given priority at afire, when they attack policemen?
These people are "have-nots", we are
State Employment Service oftime

-floes

RN APPROXIMATELY $4.00
A WEEK DELIVERING

ariintort 4:1 a p

vocational

for

training

programs.

told, as if this gave them a special license
to misbehave. There are those of us who

You car get this training are familiar with the have-not status
in schools or on - the - job. either through first-hand experience or
Tpariadinitnog
be the experience of our parents. There have
eligible trainees
,always been have-nots. But never before
are unemployed and who have
had two years of gainful em- has there been what amounts almost to a
ployment, including military recognized privilege to lash out in violence against the "haves."
service.
It is almost as if "having" had become
The regular training allowance is generally equiva- reprehensible. To accept this philosophy

lent to the weekly rate of un- even passively, or to tolerate the flouting
employment compensation in
your state, plus subsistence

of the rules of orderly. behavior is to endanger our most cherished material and

and travel expense, where nec- spifitual possessions.
essary. Under some circumThe law has its base in morality. It is
stances, this amount may be

AN AFTERNOON NEWSPAPER
Deliver in the immediate vicinity of your home.
daily Monday through Friday

defiance as a minor misdemeanor.

In the present climate of judicial and
public indifference
antipathy, almost -- it is a continuing marvel that
any morale is left in city police departments.
Out here in the well -ordered suburbs

we tend to become complacent. "That's
the city's problem. We're well out of it."

But the city's problems eventually become our problems. We have cause for
concern.

Certainly it would' serve little purpose
for us to become directly involved in the
turbulence to the south of us. But we
should bring to bear whatever pressures
we can on the courts and the legislative
bodies, local, state and national, to bolster the safeguards for life and property
- by fair legislation and conscientious law

all that stands between order and anarchy.
increased as much as $10 a To excuse a violation of the law by one
week, plus an additional awho has been wronged by ' society is nei- enforcement without fear or favor.
mount for dependents.
Today the forces of anarchy are hamTrainees may work in out- ther reasonable nor practioable. It is an
side employment up to 20 elementary truth that two wrongs do not mering at our neighbor's gate. Tothorrow
hours a week without deduc- make a right. And it is also true that it could be ours.
tion in the training allowance.
A veteran with a service -

Letters

connected disability may be
entitled to up to four years

or more of vocational rehab-

. . To the Editor

An Answer to Von Arx

. ilitation The veteran' -must be

prepared to show this rehab-

,

Additional cash- or prizes can be earned by obtaining 'new customers for this
exciting daily paper. Applicants must be dependable, maintain good to ex
anent. school grades and be prepared to devote an hour's_ work each afternoon,
4 p.m. to 5 p.m.
.1
,

-

ilitation is needed to overcome his handicap.
Before 'a disabled veteran

dents, so this eliminates 13, ents were teen-agers their
A colunin on Friday, July 15, 18 and 19 year -olds. The age parents made comments about
by Frank Von Arx, stated his group left is composed of fifty their danees'. I believe I have
begins training, he will be giv- opinion of teen-age dancing and per cent of the students old come up with the reason parents
en vocational counseling to the owning of a car by. teen- enough to drive a car. Most of object to our dancing, they can't
help him select a suitable oc- agers.
the
students in Arlington do it and if they tried they
cupation
and rehabilitation
Heights are above. average in would look abusrd.
plan.
I believe that Mr. Von Arx
academic achievement, so of
Editor:

.

PHONE: 255-7200
The .Arlington. Day, 217 S. Arlington Heights Rd,
Arlington Heights, Ill.

The amount of training will was making huge generalizations this 50 per cent, most are getvary according to the degree in his opinions on the owning ,cif ting grades of B or better.
of disability.

Eligibility

will

a car. He used a quote from

vary according to the period Darrel Wilson of Key Way Serthe veteran served. Benefits vice Equipment Industties, "No
havalargely expired for World straight A student owns and opexcept the, erates his own auto." He went
II
sWe rai or u
on to quote percentages of other
dvi seat bd.n
e rl ea s
Disabled veterans
should levels of students owning cars.
apply at any Veterans Admin- I assume these peicentages on
the grades of the students are
istration office.
taken from high schoo/i stuTOMORROW: Insurance.
.

.

,

As long as they're are two

different generations there will
The 83 per cent of flunking stu- be differences between them,
dents Mr. Von Arx was talking, but they should be stated fairly.
about becomes a very small._, The world we teen-agers were
number of students since these brought into isn't a simple one,
students are the minority of but I believe we will make it
and be able to take the responteen-agers in high school.
The comments Mt. Von Aix sibilities, which we will have to
made about dancing are not new take in order to run the presentto us teen-agers nor should they day world in which we live.
Jim Mattson
be to parents. When our par.

SHORT RIBS.

Abe Oar

CARNIyAL

SIDE. GLANCES

134E KING SENT ME.
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OUT OUR WAY,
iSO HELPME,THIS ISTHE

fl).,'

LAST ONE OF THESE
THINGS I'M GONNA SMOKE!
HERE-THROW OUT THE
REST OF THIS PACK! I'M
FOR GOOD
THIS TIME, AND...

tti 1.;1
Air7-19
11111111111111111111111111111111Zurnat11111111

NOT ON YOUR LIFE --DON'T HAND

IT TOME! AND SPARE ME AN-

OTHER ONE OF YOUR PROFOUND

CURTAIN SPEECHES! IF YOU,
MEANT IT YOU WOULDN'T LIGHT I

THAT 'LAST' ONE-AND I'M NOT

GOING -TO HAVE YOU TRAILING

AFTER ME N PANIC IN A HALF
HOUR OR SO, BADGERING ME

\. ABOUT WHAT IDID
WITH THEM!

2".

SO, AS PART OF HIS
CAMPAIGN AGAINST IT, II

7-I4
O IN& M MU, Isw TY 14 US Po ON

J.Tome_on,_Mahall._Wiese

dump:

a-adittle-affAlitat---"The- fact -that -one -of your children has -become -a -teen.
alter, Barnaby, does not entitle you to a cost -of -living
raise!"

BEN CASEY
intutun,,...

1111111111

..`13213er

ac.
M LEEDS-ANDDR.
D12. KEITH WAS SO

THAT'S ACTUALLY WRY]
I'M HERE. I PROMISED
HIM I'D STOP IN 10 SEE

BUSY I'M SURPRISED
WROTE ME HE'D MET )0U IN VIET NNW,
NE HAD TIME TO
BUT HE DIPNTMENnoN yoU
WRITE ANY LETTERS.
HE WAS A GOOD /NW.
VIGHTTINETIOMS.

S1CRTECE1OVERSEAS1J611
tainT
-.

REPEAT PERFORMANCE

cocoa...A

YOLL..IF.-HECAUGHT IT
...BEFORE NE Gar BACK.

Dm I, NIA.

Let US. Pot ON.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
USUALLY MY ACCOUNTANT HANDLES

THESE PETTY DETAILS., BUT SINCE
YOU'RE SO IMPATIENT, I'LL WRITE THE
PAYIN UP
CHECK tAYSELF!--HAR-RUMPH!- I HAD
OR IX) You
PLANNED TO INCLUDE A BONUS FOR THE
WANT YOUR
CREW, BUT IN VIEW OF YOUR
NEXT REPAIR
ATTITUDE I'LL SEND IT TOONE
306 DONE BY
OF MY CHARITIES fr
THE SAWBONES
IN THE

LOOK, FRIEND, ARE YOU

HOW COME
WE'RE STILL
WAITIN' FOR
OUR 'DOUGH
AFTER WE

FIXED YOU
UP TOOT
SWEET 1

EMERGENCY

WARD

BUGS BUNNY

IZATA-

750(712Y TO KEEP YOU

IATAT
II

WAITING, ROSCOE

IT

TOOK A WHILE FOR
BUGS 70 GET THE

CAT/

7-P1

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

OKAY.
HOW

photosensitivity

EEK & MEEK

MUCH?
LISTEN. FREAKY,

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

ME

just a
long word to some people. To
others it is a nightmare because even slight exposure to
Photosensitivity

OKAY.SMARTY-"N

OAT FOUCWIAJG

GROW UP

iwouND!

is

ALONE!

--

tie sun's

rays will give them
,a,kr itching skin eruption or a

All such persons are made
worse by taking such modern
drugs
as
sulfas,
including
those used to treat diabetes;

certain antibiotics --g r i se ofulvm, given for ringworm.
and the tetracyclines: nalidixic acid, a urinary antiseptic;
and

sedatives

ACROSS

of the pheno-.

I - hockey
4 Bullfighter's

gold salts,

and procaine

a

8 Gadget for
tennis

12 Barrier in a
river

quinine

Even such pro-

13 Moroccan coin
19 Tropical plant

ducts as eau dc cologne and
perfumes may cause an exaggerated sunburn if they con-

15 Greek letter
16 Abject

tain bergamot or citron oils.

Persons who have pellagra,
(a vitamin deficiency disease),
lupus

erythematosus,

titis must be careful not only
to avoid the sun's rays
also the drugs mentioned.

CAPTAIN EASY

but

WELL. WELL,

WELL...ME 01-6

rAL,EMV! WOT
A SIGHT FOR
BORE EYES!

'MR BITTERNESS CUTS MG TO ME EIVICK,
MATEYL LET BYGONES Be BYGONES, I

ALWAYS SAY! I DONE *V DIRT, SUT

Ma WEE! A FINE LITTLE BRIDE

I SEEL

ME CONSCIOUS PLAGUES MB LIKE A HOW COME
THIS Awns
ALBATROSS AROUND ME NECK!

;fry

The best sunscreen preparations

adoration
18 Legislative
bodies

porphy-

ria, eczema or contact derma-

NM

...

r

cHANGs OP

HEART f

para-aminobenzoic acid
The

antihistamines-

used for allergic types of hyit
persensitivrty arc of. no %%lire
and salves that contain anti-

histamines should

light-sensitive persons bethey frequently aggravate,the trouble

posiire have prevented sunburn in some light-sensitive
persons

On the bright

side

it

has

been found that some 'diseases
benefited by exposure, to
sunlight These include" psoriasis, some forms of allergic
are

dermatitis or hives, acne, pityriasis and skin

tuberculosis.

For most of us, however, the
watchword

where

sunlight

is

concerned should be MODER- .

ATION

as a jockey

10 Booty

R A T

20 Clay plugs used 11 Camera's eye
17 Diminished"
in founding
19 Sports spot
21 Exist
23 Measure of
22 Enthusiastic
capacity
ardor
24 Term in chess 24 Bulk
25
Singing voice
playing
26 German city
28 Redact
27 Standard (ab.)
4
30 Brings into line
(var.)
' 13
32 Holding right 12
34 European
16
15
ermines
35 Pertaining to
19
18
dro

nervous malady 24

WHY SURE, OLD FRIEND

JUST LEAVE IT TO ME!
A MINUTE OR TWO
AND YOU'LL BE FREE!

5

6

6

7

11

17

120
27 28

25

291

32

31

35

at 51 Anger

39

37

I-.

41

52 Decline

--nickname

10

23

40 Stroke
41 Sweetheart
30
(Anglo-Irish)
42 Garret
34
95 Bread browner
49 Baseball scores 36

55 Self-esteem (p1.) 52
56 Writing
implements
55
57 Masculine

9

14

21

gradually
42 43
53 Asian inland
sea
49
54 Monosaccharide

I-UM

27 Term in court 41 Highlanders
28 Singing group 42 Church part
29 - of cards 43 Spruce
31 System of
44 Tenon (comb.
form)
moral
46 Arabian gulf
principles
47 Gaelic
33 Approaclles
48 Bamboolike
38 Dress
40 Hockey pucks
grass
50 Faucet
(colt.)

39 Frenzied

ALLEY OOP

A

E5

EA

2 Food dainty
3 Efflux
4 Large
container
5 Military
assistant
6 Rested

7 Cloth measure
8 Bandmaster's
wand
9 Dismounted,

TU SUM ZENO
A ATE

N EM A
S P N 0 S A N D MAN
S
V
U N W A R NED
O
OR
T R
T
L 11.74 LE
NAGA
R
C
ON B T0
SO B
ABBL A
U
M
O T
AU
L US
A B UT
K E A
A N TB
S SE
EL-M EGER

DOWN
I Roman date

37 Give ear to

by

L(Trge doses of vitamin B-6
takeit. 30. minutes before ex-

L

36 Malpe offspring

be avoided

cause

WHO CALLS ma A DIAMOND 114
THE ROUGH AND HAS rouomeo
UP ME WHOLE. OUTLOOK:

AN

7-7T

apply locally arc
those that contain red veterinary petrolatum (RVP) .or
to

(PABA)

-,,,p

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Sports

lesser degree. may be caused
by
barbiturates,
salicylates,

estrogens,

--) ))

..:
_

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

thiazine group

The same dice', but to

_,

4

score sunburn

1145

44

47- 48

46
51

54

53

'
-

56

.

57
19

7 -IT

- --
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13-Lost And Found
.Found -Female Cat. Whitewith

Tuesday, July 19, 1966

brown and bat. Vic. of Hoff-

cLennan Take Over Helm of District 214

Gilbert,

Lost in vicinity of Randwood
& Camelot, a very thin black
392.7567
cat.

'suming the duties of assistant

This appealed to m e greatly,"

(Continued From Page 1)

man Highlands. Had kittens in
my garage. 529-5761.

14-Personals

superintendent.

he said.

McLennan has been with the
He will begin his retirement
plans with a trip to Canada district for 15 years so he is
is a very small per cent who and a visit to Alaska, to do not a stranger- to the 'job. ..He
There was a time when
this was not true. Now there
dents.

do not want to be in school. some fishing.
Now the students can see that
"My .wife Betty always has
grades are
worthwhile and encouraged me to go on and
-

people in general do not frown
on an education to the extent

11'

she has encouraged me to retire too," he said.
Slichenmyer is a tough act
to follow. but the tall, soft'

that they did," he said.
"We have always encouraged

SLYCHENIVITERgan

is

school

a

as

"You weren't

The tall man from the southwest, Dr. Edward Gilbert, will become superintendent August 1.

assistant
Roderick McLennan,
has become a student of the district.
new

effect
have.

'

would
One could never tell.

the

counseling

Malins Joins United
'

atine, as vice president in
charge of international sales.
According to Bob Roth,
executive
vice president
of

the firm. Matins' appointment
United's first step in ex,
panding its markets throughout the free world.
is

Pointing out that United is

"All the corn you can eat" will be featured at

the 9th annual Community Corn Fest on Sat-

already the world's largest
independent producer of concards,
temporary
greeting
Roth said

. urday Aue 6 from I I a rin to 7 p m
In addition to the buttered sweet corn. freshly

age. and ice cold watermelon

This went is sponsored by the Men of the
the men's group of The Community
Church of Rolling Meadows, Kirthoff at MeaYoke,

dow Dr Rolling Meadows Approximately 1.700
and

proceeds

. from thL event arc used for improvement of
church property

Admission is SI 10 for adults and 60 cents for
children under 12 Tickets may be ordered by
phone from Ken Turcotte, CL 3-6711, or Grace
Nordlund, CL 5-0544, or may be purchased on
the church grounds the day of the Corn Fest

"Now

we

are

going after the

agressively
and

civilian
military market overseas."

This market, he estimated,
represents a volume
cess of 510.000,000.

in

ex-

Until- joining United. Mal ins was responsible for international market development,
including
market
research,
distribution,
licensing,
promotion and sales training for
a coltmetitor.

WILLIAM J. MALINS

picked at the Pingle Farm the morning of the
Corn Fest, the menu will feature charcoal broiled hamburgers with trimmings, choice of bever-

Clirci I.,ompany
William J. Matins has joined the United Card Co., Pal-

Plans Corn
Fest Aug. 6

year

I

students

the
to

'

Aten's Group -

each

superintendent,

sure

would_ work with
it was, difficult
tell immediately how much

"When

served

Iowa

Famed Team of Horses
Coming to Randhurst
Take a knight and put a i.in Stallion Hitch goes on dis- -hurst center, said the WestThe Westphalian horses phalians will appear only on
couple hundred pounds of play
shining armor around him are descendents of the 13th Friday afternoon. He said ofand it takes a pretty strong Century horses that carried ficials of Peter Hand Brewhorse to carry him on her- knights in full battle armor. ery have an expensive operaEach

oic deeds
Those powerful horses will
be at Randhurst Shopping Cen-

ter on Friday, July 29, when
the

Meister

Brau

Westphal-

horse

stands

18. hands

high and weighs more than a
ton
The horses -in the display
arc hitched with a 510,000
harness, handcrafted in ,the

Old World.
Richard McCarthy, public
relations director for the Rand

Social Security
Office. Open
-Night Hours

Ami

ki

8 45 p m
The Social

5 .by 7 inches, will be given as
souvenirs.

Wedding Bid
Arrives for Son
Of Thistnessman
*Robert

Myron Jr.. son of

a

the Administration said.

University .in

Marquette
Milwaukee.

who cannot get" there
during regular daytime hours.
It will also help to ease the
heavier workload at the office resulting from medicare,

22-lobs Wanted-Women

Sitter available for ,evenings
after 7 PM. Vicinity, of Mt.

My own-philosophy-has-- -Prospect.-255~4500.

24 in north central. Oklahoma.

one reason and ,that is the ed-

teachers.

greatest

24-Help Wanted Men

responsibility in
area," McLennan said.

DRAFTSMAN

that

Gilbert received. his bachHe is writing his Northelor's and master's -degrees
dissertation
with
universities western
Oklahoma
from
and obtained his Ph.D. from background information obthe University of Chicago in tained with the help of Dist.
214 students.
He prepared a
1962.
He came to Dist. 214 in 1961 questionnaire which he gave
as administrative assistant to to 765 students and is using
the superintendent. In 196.3 he some of the data to develop his.
was appointed assistant su- thesis.
"The students will remain
perintendent. and in June, 1965
was 'named to replace Slich- annonymous since it was the
general attitude I was interenmyer. _
Gilbert left __Oklahoma and ested in," he said.
He describes his gradtiate
came "back east" when he
was-offered-a-position-at-the-work-asbasic-training" for
University of Chicago. It was his new position.
there that he became acquaint"I WAS worried at first be with Arlington Heights
ed
through work with the elemen- cause a graduate. student is to be younger than
supposed
tury districts.

An Arlington Heights

resi-

dent, Philip M.
classmate

Pailcy, also
of Nugent's at

Marquette, will be' an usher at
the ceremony, to be conducted

at the National Shrine of the
Conception
Immaculate
Washington, D.C.

in

Excellent position for experienced electro - mechanical

.draftsman to work In electrical -electronics field. Salary commensurate with abil-

ity. Excellent fringe benefit'
program. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on
cal

?rises.

Call or apply In person

SOLA ELECTRIC
1717 Busse Rd.. (Rte. 83)
Elk GroveVillage
---HE-9;2800
Full Time man for returndept.
(Permanent) 40 hr.week.Paid
vacation. Profit Sharing plan
available. Apply In person.

Under the Texas school sys- 41," said McLennan.
"But I sympathize with the
Gilbert finished high
tern
school when he was 16. He at- younger students because they'
tended high school in Oklaho- lacked the experience. Work ma that had approximately 70 ing in the field 'helped mc to
students. Now, at 45, he is ad- go to school because I was aministrator of a high school ware of the types of things
It a 1 tkoi on
587
district that employs

415 N. Wolf Rd.

FULL TIME
Light varied general assembly
work for high school boys

looking for full time summer

employment. This work in-

I
"I THINK there is a great problems of the district.
deal of merit for' the admin- was given a chance to be a
istration to be as close to the student and I appreciate that,"
possible," Gil- he said.
as
students
"The problems of educabert said.
"One way is to teach a class tion arc the problems of soor to teach periodically for ciety today. If a district is to
I like adminis- be effective one must remema semester.
trative work. I am not an ad- ber the importance of such
ministrator who is pining for matters as mental health, crethe classroom. I think there's ativity and all aspects of liva real challenge in adminis- ing together in society," he
tration. .1 believe an admin- said.
"I would like to teach aistrator is still a teacher
without the formal classroom gain but right now it would
situation. The basic role of a prohibit me in my work rathThere are
teacher is .to establish condi- er than help me.
tions under which the students too many' conflicts when one
'grow and evelop their 'capa- tries to assume a dual role

which other people can func- er and co-ordinator gave mc
The administrator co- more insight to the problems I
tion.
ordinates the actions of other am studying in school," Mcpeople and in that sense he is Lennan said.

in school.
the size of

quality of the educational program the district ehas developed and if possible to improve it. I am very concerned with personnel. We are in
a time of intensive competition for good teachers and top

most

personnel." he said.
"I firmly believe

behind him, McLennan became
that

the

success

tunity to work with the stuand

the

citizens",

we

teachers

the co-author of a matematics
in

thc father of three

He is
he said.
wife Ar- children, Karen, 15, Bonnie,
McLcnnan
daughter 12 and Diane, 5.
junior high and his wife Marilyn live in

have,"

Gilbert

he

With three years of college

basic ingredient of educational text book that was used
programs is the quality of the the district.
and his
one
have

melda
10,
a
Sherce,
school student.

Arlington Heights.
McLennan has

grown

cludes assembling, testing,
and inspecting company prod-'

ucts.

Apply in Person

THE DOLE
DISTRIBUTION CNTR.4N535.County Line Rd.

up

THE NUMBER two man on with the district and now is in
the administration totem pole arowtpohsftion to direct future
is Rod McLennan who is as - growth,

.

Bensenville, Illinois

967-7100
1203-5000
.An equal opportunity employer

RELAY DRIVER
p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

1:30

Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

'

392-1830
Drivers for ice cream truck.
Must be over -AB. Excellent income for right man. Call
CL 3-1903,
after '5 p.m.
Mechanics - Gasoline/Diesel

or Night Shift

Day

Work for international truck
dealer. New Service Center,
Wheeling.

Call Mr. Frank Gilmore
272-2740

I

the
don't think
district will effect our, oppordents
said.

Wheeling
537-05M

SUMMER WORK

about,therrys cowoerrsee
seemed to be related to the

teachers.

--

Affiliated Book Distributors

,

"With everything we do here
Gilbert said his main con- we' have to determine which
cern was to "continue the choice will give the student the

Myron, whose parents are
the senior Myrons of Chicago,
was a classmate of .Nugent's
at

those

position

a

is looking for work. Barry
Goodman. 259-3789 after 5.

a teacher," he said.

Johnson and Patrick Nugent.

Administration located at 4255 N.
Milwaukee, Chicago, will be
open to make it easier for
Security

is

Reliable exp. 14 yr. old boy

tion in the feeding and transportation of the giant horses.
The stallions and the old
With this concept in and do an effective --job in
German brewery -wagon are __bilitics.
mind administration is trying each," he said.
due to appear between noon
"My roles here. as a teachand 4 p.m. Picturc postcards, to establish conditions under

the co-owner of the ArlingNorthwest Social Sec- ton Furniture, will attend the
District Office which Aug. 6 wedding of Luci Baines

The
urity
serves Arlington Heights and
the Prospect area will remain
open on Thursday nights until

district

21-lobs Wanted-Men

He was superintendent of a ucation of the students. The
school of 200 students and 10 board of education has the

juit

how
things were going to come
out." He began to. counsel
students for the same reason.

,irc

from

that Gilbert held at the age of been that we are here for only

biology teacher
because he said in that field,
career

people

bachelor's degree Euclid, or, Touhy, Caldwell.
College, 392-7572
'State
Ames, and a. master's from
' 11-Business Services
Northwestern University.'
Mechanical Design
Within the district he was
Special Equipment
a
mathematics teacher 'and
Auto. Elec. Controls
chairman of the department
Pilot Models Built
for ,Arlington and Prospect
American Engineered
He served' as
High Schools.
Assemblies Co.
assistant
curriculum
direcRobert M. Johnsen
tor and instructional coor- Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.
dinator.
1Q 5-6650,
392-0782
received his

the teachers to try new things spoken man from Texas is the
provided they think a project star performer now.
through ahead of time., We
have to do a lot of screening
DR. EDWARD .Gilbert says
to find the type of teachers we "it's a good feeling" to be the
He was accepted as a can
want in this district," he said. chief executive.
','We have to keep in mind
"It's a large task but I have didate to complete his Ph.D.
at
requirement
that the schools are for the a lot of help. The superintend- residency
students and not for adminis- ent can build a good staff that Northwestern University and
trators, parents or pressure makes his job easier.
We was granted a sabb'atical by
groups. The instruction of the have to attract and hold good the board of 'education for the
individual students is our pri- people within this large sys- 1965-66 school year. He expects to complete his doctormary concern," he said.
tem," he said.
Chief administrator in a ate work by June, 1967:

rR

_

Young Woman living in Brick man area needs 7:30 AM ride
to Rand Golf, Milwaukee

TV REPAIR MAN
Exp. All benefits,
pension
including
plan, and paid vacation. LANDWHER'S

255-0700
Assistant Office Manager
Responsible young man wanted

for above position. Some accounting background or exper-

ience preferred.

Call Mr. Juskie at 392-2560
. Excellent

in

opportunity

established GM: dealership.

Retired man for late' afternoon and early evening work
Monday thru Friday. Call
LeRoy Leister.
LATTOF MOTOR SALES
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Hgts.
CL 9-4100

RELAY. DRIVER

r

mre;4-t2r

/T

r

/;(//

3 a.m. to 6 a.m.
Monday thru Friday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

.

COOK

.4

o'

Capable of carving, broiling
and expediting food orders.
Good pay, excellent opportunity. No late hours as restaurant closes at it P.M.Phone

Mr. Reagan or Mr. Meyer

a

for 'appointment.

0

The. Milk Pail
SHerwood 2-5040

a,
"THE CRYAN SHAMES," whose hit record "Sugar and Spice" Is number eight

the area, will autograph photographs at Lyon Healy's Randhurst store, Illinois
83 at Rand Rd., Saturday, July 23, at 2:30 p.m. Members of the group are from the
in

Chicago area.

Elgin

DAY

OPEN PANTRY Food Mart, 1035 S. Arlington Heights It ;stocks more than 2,700 different items and will be,
Mk, opened its doors for business Friday.' Called "the open seven days a week. Inchiding holidays fOnn-4.5
modern-dayi counterpart of the old time grocery store," to midnight.

WANT ADS"
':GET .RESULTS

THE DAY

CALL TODAY

A

255-7200

ENGINEER
Addition To Our Staff
Typical problems associ-

ated with rapid, solid growth.
The addition -of a. capable,
ambitious engineer - with an

sharing. Excellent
working conditions. Call Mr.
Marquard

(or equivalent in experience),
and up to 3 yrs. experientre.

439-7310

THE COMPANY:

MEN WANTED

for Sunday morning work,4:30

A

.

THE ASSIGNMENTS:

ularly. Small team of experienced professional engineers.

Bank

'Teller

and location to suit

experience preferred

Full and Part Time
Earn 8345 hourly answering
appointments to take orders in

Campbell and Dunlon

Men and women needed to do
lite office cleaning 5 evenings

NEWS AGENCY
392-1890

HOSPITAL
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

437-5500 Ext. 516 or 517

& hospitalization. Salary in

ployment

experience. For appointment

as to sex in

our Help Wanted and Em-

THE LOCATION:

,accordance with ability and

are made only (1) to in-

field, 25 miles north of the

for interview, call 253-0492 or
253-0261.

dicate bona fide'occupational qualifications for employirsent which an employer re-

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

essary to the normal opef-

parking,
good salary and benents. Near
loop.

Convenient

:Edens Hwy. and other major

arteries.

Call 446-4000 or apply,

MYST IK TAPE DIV..
1700 WINNETKA RD.
NORTHFIELD

to

SUMMER HELP
valid drivers license. Work

Rapidly expanding

Robinson.

for used car dept. Call Scotty

needs man with some experlenze in blueprint, layout &

GEO. POOLE FORD

fits. Call for appointmen',
evenings If necessary.

CL_ 3-5000

B I NZEL

15 -Business Personals

them know which
the advertiser

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser Intends

or-- practices- any entaWfulpr e re re nc e, 'titillation,

experience one
year. Should at least have high
school certificate, but college
Minimum

graduates - math majors pre-

ferred. Interesting and re -

You'll learn to schedule programs, spot announcements,
etc. Exciting atmosphere and
you'll get to meet guest stars
and celebrities. Light typing
and good friendly personality

18 OR OVER

827 RAND ROAD

MOUNT PROSPECT

Miss Paige

numerative career and excellent employee benefit program,Apply, to:

7205 N. Meade

Road

---Supervisory-And-Maintenance.

INSPECTORS

LIBERAL COMPANY BENEFI,TS

PAID VACATION -8, HOLIDAYS, SICK -PAY-& LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

A AP TIM

MART//V METALS

250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD)

537-2180

BUSINESS
Service Directory

WORK ING SUPERVISOR
(DAYS)

Let us help make your...DAY!

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic in-

WE,
SPECIALIZE
IN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

-

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect
AVIXVI
IlANDHUSI
CIPX11R1

250 N. 12th ST.

DRAFTSMEN
Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a goo() working knowledge of
military specifications.

ours: Weekdays 9 a:m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment only.
\
We are licensed and regulated
')1, the State of Illinois.

in

old blacktop, repair & seal

a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.
DUnkirk 1-2400

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

Barrington

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

INSPECTORS
Immediate openings for experienced inspectors in several
areas of our new plants.

BARRINGTON

LAYOUT INSPECTORS

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

FLOOR INSPECTORS
Good starting rate and profit sharing.
Air, conditioned plants.
OppOrtunity to join rapidly growing company.

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 Pm.'

FOR LAKE COUNTY'S LARGEST
APPLIANCE STORE.
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY,
FULL COMPANY BENEFITS.

BOX 1030

DAY PUBLICATIONS
217 SO. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

Driveways and parking lots,
All work guaranteed. Don't
free estimate. Open
hours, 7 days a week.

24

Write, Call or Visit
C. M. Smith

AMPEX

Vessmolimg-Sewing

Individualized

.oe.ated between Higgins,- and Route,183
'

An Equal Opportunity Einployer'''

24 hr. phone serv.
894-3115
Tronsporation

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Cantos Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.
LE 74.166

styling, de255-0348

General Clearing

Alton's Quality
WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
Pamting-Decorating

562-2991

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3.7384

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

Suburban
Decorators

RUG & CARPET CLEAN.
low

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.
Free Estimates

full Time Professional
People
259-5066

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16

Interior and exterior qual-'
ity
painting. Free esti-

nnes.

Trash HMIs'

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -Lawns Newel

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting,
Topping

Complete Tree' Service
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

.

ilado-TVRepalr

BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates

StOrm Damaged
Antena's
Repaired or 'Replaced
Call

529-6587

KELLY'S

RAY'S

TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Removal

Radio and T.V. Repair

,FREE ESTIMATES

20c -Colors 25c

Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.

'

State Licensed.- Injured

358-4882

392-7430

(Color or Black.
White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.

Wall Washing

BY machine. No mess, no

CL, 5.5692

streaking. Free estimate.
Steve Mueller.
HE 7.4556

YOU'll FIND IT IN TNE

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate *work inexpen-

2201 Landmeir Road Elk Grove Village

Phone 437-5800

Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust. S3.

259.0487

CarpetsReg Cleaners

Each -Plain

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Guar. serv. on all brands.

signing & alterations. Near

PHONE 439-1794

Cement Work

Tuesday &Thursday Evenings til 7:30pm

Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios.
etc. Protective curbing for
driveways..
asphalt
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

Randhurst.

Stop in and see us during your vacation.

INTERVIEWING:

Sewing Machine Repairs

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

DON'S BLACKTOP

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

DU 1-2400

APPLIANCE
SERVICE
MANAGER

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Cull us and compare prices

decide until you call us for

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

coating.

!37.8228

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 _W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

MTR. SALES
LE 7-1166

ADVERTISING :-

Cement Work

mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

PRECISION MECHANICAL

We need ,'men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision

Come in or Call

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

Blacktop Work

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Pacing
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots.
business areas, resurfacing

ELECTRICAL

CARSTON

Call 255-7200

ASSEMBLERS
-

WHEELING
537-2180

392-7430

824-1188

111111MI=

SEND COMPLETE RESUME TO
OFFICE HOURS:

TREE SERVICE
Des Plaines, Ill.

805 East Northwest Hwy.

111 MI APT/ III METALS
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY.

For

KELLY'S

creases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

Take an Months
Up To °Li To Pay

Fine starting salary accompanies progressive employee

benefits. If you feel you are qualified please call Dan Sundt
for appointment.

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Applicant should have experience doing this type of work.

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

1E' T'Al L. SC

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

PROVIDE-S_P_ROMOTIONS-,-AUTOMATIC INCREASES,- SHIF-T-BONUS-i

outlined fOr a department.

REASON?

24 -Help Wanted Men

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

We are in need of a man 25-40 with experience In supervision, machine setup, and handling women In production
who will take over the direct responsibility and duties as

824-1155

FOR ANY

GET RESULTS.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN -IN OCCUPATION WHICH
-

250 N. 12th ST.

Des Plaines Ill.

OR MORE

FAY

WANT AD!:

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

FOUNDRY HELPERS

Outstanding Career Opportunity for Qualified

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Rd.

$2000
$3000
$4000

99

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

Chicago, III. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021
An equal opportunityemployer.

UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS CO.

DO YOU
NEED

when trained. Free.
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade
774-

IN MODERN -.CLEAN F_OUNQRY._

Applicant. Mechanical Repair and Main tenance Work Will Con§ist Of Second Shift,

appointment.

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

wk. to start, raise in 90 d ys

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN

Salary Commensurate With Experience.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Men with at least High School education to operate Pilot
Plants in Research Organization. Shift bonus paid. Ex
es:tient benefits Including profit sharing. Interviews may
be taken Monday thru Saturday. Please call Mr. Cox for

-

774-9393

t

doctor
will train you as receptionist,
to greet patients, ans. phone,
schedule appts., light typing,
neat appearance and willingness to learn qualify. $90

are req's. $92.50 wk. Free

24 -Help Wanted Men

MAINTENANCE FOREMAN

specification or discrimination in employment prac-

ROTATING SHIFT WORK

439-3923

RADIO 'STATION
GIRL FRIDAY

MOUNT PROSPECT
CINEMA THEATRE

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

24 -Help Wanted Men

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

2355 E. Oakton St. Elk Grove

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.

WANTED
USHERS
CANDY GIRLS

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

WANT
ADS

!Aces.

24 -Help Wanted- Men

WELDING CO., INC.

let

positions

Must be 18 years or older with

fabricating. Company. bene-

business

convenience to our readers

or

An equal opo^rtunity employer
co.-npany

his

100%. FREE
392-6100
SHEETS, Inc.

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

SBC requires computer operators' for IBM System/360.

use the

Agency columns

of

Positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
Trainees or experienced

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
Northwest Suburban

B.S.E. DIV. Personnel Mgr.

gards as reasonably necatlon

FREE -$300 to $625

Bxperlence necessary
Call Mr. James or Mr.Mahon
CL 9-4000

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

or enterprise, or (2) as a

FULL TIME

Borden Chemical Co.

FULL & PART TIME'
Call 964-1302 Daily 1-5 PM
Melt.

NOTICE
Designations

week in Elk Grove, Des
Plaines & Park Ridge areas.
Ages 21-60. Must have own
transportation. Floor, maintenance jobs also available.
a

ST. ALEXIUS

custodial maintenance. Must

253-1360

Part time vault assistant
Full time savings teller
Full time proof operator

,

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

CLEAN UP
IN YOUR SPARE TIME

LABORATORY
TECHNICIANS
HOUSEKEEPING and
KITCHENS

CUSTODIAN

Howard - 774-5353. ---

FIRST ARLINGTON
NATIONAL BANK

.

MT. VROSPECT

For
First Presbyterian
Church in Arl. Hts. Full time
exp. man familiar with mechanical services as well as

your area. .For information
and appointment phone Mr.

will train

Permanent Positions
Available

but

.

live In area. Paid vacation

Pleasant suburb of North-

OFFICE POSITIONS

men's alteration

to 8:30. Call

known,

gineering, -new -equipment-& -facilities are being added reg-

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

FULL OR PART TIME

individual. Send resume to P. O. Box 92
Arlington Heights.

profit

M.E., Ch.E. or E.E. degree

A wide range of assign-

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

STUDENTS WITH CAR

starting salary, merit raises,

THE SOLUTION:

ments in plant & process en-

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

work. Working Hours

several opening§ in our order
packing department and our
assembly department. Experience not necessary. Good

ONLY

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Person with tailor ink experience to do

GENERAL WAREHOUSE
Due to 'expansion we have

THE PROBLEM:

progressive, nationally
pressure sensitive
tape manufacturer, a division
of the Borden Chemical Co.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

.

DAYS

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

14 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Tuesday, July 19, 1966

.WAINT A

sively done by machine also

new

method

cleaning.

.

456-540t

carpet

Tuesday, July 19,1966

THE DAY
28 -Employment Agencies -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

TRAVEL,
RESERVATIONISTS

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTIONIST

Prominent travel bureau is

opening three more neighbor-

hood travel centers. You'll
learn to talk to travelers, map

our tours, suggest vacation

sites, then type up the ticket..
Neat appearance and nice
personality required. To $400
a month. Free.
Miss Paige

School Administration Office
Experienced T yp I at. ' 12
Excellent..fringe
months.
benefits. Call Mrs. Meyers
HE 7-1000.

774-9398

7205 N. Meade

extrembly

'eretary to President of Har-

oP r College. Must have prey Ills executive secretarial
e lenience between ages 95
- 3. Highly competitive sal-

D. Perry, 94 W. Palatine Rd..
Palatine. 358-9100
.

tion to Dean of Business Af-

fairs.

,HARPER COLLEGE
34 W. Palatine Rd. Palatine

esting opPortunity.

Rte. 89 & Algonquin_
437-4949

ARNAR-STONE LABS., INC.
801 E. Kensington Rogid

eludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meet
people. Call collect 453-9510.

ORCHID CLEANERS

DAY PUBLICATIONS

8808 Golf Rd. Des Plaines

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd,
Arlington Heights

WAITRESS WANTED

MATRON NEEDED
CARSON'S AT RANDHURST
.

Full or Part Time position'

available. Would consider a
social security applicant. No
experience necessary. Come
to Personnel, 2nd flr.

24 N. Main, Mt. Prospect

AVANTADS-

--

Carson Pine Scott & Coe -

is

for

no

41'

ment of rapidly expanding manufacturing company.

YOU!!

INTERVIEWING:
------

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

AIIMIATIC ELECTRIC

Join

Merit Increases
Insurance Plans
Pension Plan--

Job?

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

392-3750

Join A Profit Sharing Company

Our benefits include:
Good Starting Rates

Looking.for.
a Permanent

GET RESULTS

No Sundays

Male &female

1 to 2 years college chemistry plus 1 to 2 years industrial
lab, experience required for positions in research depart-

11-Help Wanted -Women

DAY WANT ADS

Part Time

Call for Interview

CHEMICAL
LAB TECHNICIANS
OR ASSISTANTS

30 -Help Wanted -Women

(1 block Emit of Randhurst)

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-.

Apply

YOWL FIND fr m INE

114alp Waated-Womer

Mt. Prospect

COUNTER CLERK

24-Help Waited Mee

24 -Help Wanted Men

Information about this inter-

RESTAURANT

interesting job,

.

If you believe you 'qualify, call
Mrs. Cox at 255-0900 for more

WATERFALL

but a pleasant telephone voice
and personality are really the
most essential qualifications.

358-9100

DAY -WANT -ADS -GET RESULTS

Hrs. 9 to 5.

Waitresses Wanted
Days or nights

Will train personable married

s. Please made applica-

capable of writing altood neat
letter herself. Pleasant, modern office. Comprehensive
benefleprogram. 5 day week.

ing. Please apply to Mr.Jamea

please come in for an interview. Classified advertising
everience ;would be helpful,

e' *, excellent working condi-

highest quality, who is also

the public and emote in typ-

If you are interested in .an

Waited -Women,

Our President needs a secretary whose typing and stenographic abilities are of the

College requires
Harper
young personable.lady to meet -

WE NEED YOU!

110-11e1

SECRETARY

Receptionist -Typist

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Executive Secretary

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Ttiesdayli Thursday EvenIngs tit 7:30 pm

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

_* Cafeteria

Excellent working conditions

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN

Daily Monday Thru Friday 8 a.m. - 4:15 p.m.

The following positions are now available for men and
'
women in our new plants

Saturday 9 a.m. 411 Noon

Charles Bruning Company

JUNIOR PLANNER

.

Experience in procuremedt of parts or realted items and
knowledge of production scheduling.

Division of Aildlossograph Mullis's/dr Corp

MT. PROSPECT

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

An equal opportunity employer -

MACHINISTS

SERV ICE TECHNIC IAN
The person selected for this position will be servicing all

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Implant recording equipment.

Tool Makers
Varied Machining Ability

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.
equipment desirable

.

Boring Machine Operators
helpful.

,

ASSEMBLERS

ASSEMBLERS
.

No experience necessary as we will train.

'

Drill Press Operators
Must be able to set-up and operate.

-

ELECTRICIAN

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits Include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group Insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

Work inyblves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.
-

____

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

BARRINGTON

COIL WINDERS

INSPECTOR
Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify
any ambition individual.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

of Plastic Pr oducts
OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleasant working cond't's

Free Life Insurance

Paid rest periods

'

MACH INESHOP 'SETUP MAN
Some- experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

Steady employment
Bonus for night work

Paid Holidays
F rPe Hospitalization
A pply 9-5 Mon. thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

TOOL -CRIB INSPECTOR

INTERVIEWING

4HOUR

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

Des Plaines, Illinois

SHORT SHIFT'

774-5155

4124-8135

An Equal Opportunity Employer

We are presently accepting applications for female

assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 8:90 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those

OPENINGS AT UARCO
CUSTODIAN
Experience In custodial duties desirable.

DRIVER - MULTILITH OPERATOR
To drive company station wagon, pickup and deliver messages and packages. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable. Will operate multilith machine
part time.

LAB TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior chemist fn project work.

Interest in
chemistry or allied sciences desirable. High School graduate
with 1 year of college or equivalent night school.

RECEIVING CLERK

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type Of Coil

Work involiies ordering of machine shop and assembly tools.

General Molded Products Inc.
1365 Lee Street

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

.

Maintaining building machines.

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

are

Ability to read blue prints, micrometers. and indicators is
a must:. ^i,

Aide experience on both horizontal Mid' vertYal

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

Three Shifts

for

'

PRECISION -ASSEMBLERS

-Mill Hands'

on

.

ANALYZERS

PHONE CL 5.1900

Openings

who are otherwise qualified.

Friday .8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

..

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

'

*Profit sharing
,oTarly seniority in
*Good starting rates: ' new.plants.

,*Tuition paid
increases
*Employee 'discounts
*Paid 2 week Vaca. on purchase of corntions after one year pany products.
*Regular, wage

-

service.

' *Promotional opportunities galore.

'

*Company paid'

insurance

Write, Call or Visit
.C.M. Smith

AUTOMATIC EIENRIC
A Member ofthe GT&E Family of Companies
Y2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

,

High school graduate - respOnsibtlities include !tack 'le
ceiving, inventory and miscellaneous office duties.

j_''

'

UARCO INCO.RPOPATER
West County Line Rd.

DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

NORTHLAKE. ILLINOIS

INN

Excellent pay, working conditions,' benefits and opportunffy
for advancement.

.-

.

2201 Landme1r* Road, EXGrrive Village

.. _ ----L;' Phone 4375600

-

..Located between Higgins and Route #89
' An Equal Cpportunlly Employer

An equal opportunitY employer (M&F)

30 -Help Wanted -Women

TEMPORARY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

OFFICE

SALAD LADY
6:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Full Time
Cashier, general offtce.Apply

in person to Mrs. Buckman

AND

PART TIME

Mature lady to work in the

POLK BROS.
38 N. Dryden

preparation

Arl. Market

Secretaries
Clerks

Stenos

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

$10 BONUS

.

Due to expansion we have one

opening for a biller typist.
Good starting salary, merit
raises, profit sharing. Exc-

APPLY PERSONNEL

ellent working conditions.
Call Mr. Marquard

NORTHWEST.
COMMUNITY HOSPITA

439-7310

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

PLUS

$75 BONUS
Top Rates.

needed. Work in pleasant surroundings of new food preparation area.

CLERK -TYPIST

First 5 Days Pay

With

CL 9-1000

Temporary Service
Call
lie Nelson

.E 827.71108_
WANTED: FOUR

YOUNG
DANCERS
to do all the new
dances. Watusi - Frug Monkey - Jerk. Over 21.
Able

Pay starts at $15 per night,
and up. For information,
call 827-5761.

COUNTER GIRL
Position with future for customer relations minded woman. Full or part time. Pot-

ter and Golf Rd. or 1060
Busse Hwy.

698-2117.

CAN YOU SEW? irou bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you

adapt it to industrial ma-

chines. You will sew medium

weight nylon goods. Good

de: Fine insurance pro -

,

8 to 4:30.

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
see us.
Come
place.

F.H.BONN COMPANY
(One block east of
Recreation Park)

Ill N. Hickory

Arlington Heights
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Temporary
OFFICE WORKERS
Most Daysies Won't Tell.
But A rlington Daysie

says STIVERS is
WONDERFUL

Work Days,
Weeks or Months

Top Rates

Cocktail and Dining Room

cation. Full or part-time.Day

CL 5-4300 GUNTHER KRON

or night shift. Apply:

- THE SERVICE BUREAU CORPORATION

several openings in our order
filling departmeat and our
packaging department .Experfence not necessary. Good
starting salary. Merit raises.
Profit sharing. Excellent
working conditions. Call Mr.
Marquard.

8501 West Higgins
Road

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021

GENERAL WAREHOUS

Due to expansion we have

Subsidiary of IBM

C.

An equal opportunity employer

439-7310

CASHIER

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

Permanent, part time position
in new business office.

If you would like. a job that
is more than just typing, we
offer an interesting and varied position for the girl who

Cashier and general office
duties with lots of public contact. Hotirs: Friday, 4:30 PM
to 9:30 PM. Saturday and Sun-

possesses intelligence and has
some construction exper
fence. We are looking for

day, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM.

a gal who can move with a
fast - moving, young, largescale building operation to

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST

Rd., (1/2 mile n.

800 W. .Central Rd.
Arlington Heights, nr.

of Golf

Rd.). 14 W. Emerson St. Arlington Heights.
FOR INTERVIEW CALL

CL 9-1000

775-5233

ASSEMBLERS

STENO -TYPISTS

INSPECTORS

Fast accurate typists with Initiative and desire to assume
responsibility needed in our
operation department.

MACH I NE
OPERATORS
a need for 1st & 2nd .shift

above positions.
Frequent wage reviews & excellent fringe benefits.
in

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

RELIANCE LIFE
CO.
OF ILLINOIS

INSURANCE

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows,

Phone Your Want Ad
See Classified Page '2
For Phone Number

1300 S. Meacham Rd.
(Near Golf)
PALATINE, ILL.

392-192(

Prof. Level

Room 63

1717 Busse Rd.(Rte. 83) Elk Grove Village

HE 9-2800

interest and a chal-

lenge. Our personnel
department is growing rapidly and it of-

fers a fine opportunity for 'a gal who has
some personnel experience and stenographic skills.

NURSING
ASSISTANTS
No experience necessary, excellent paid training program.
Year round permanent employment plus merit increases.
Many employee benefits.
The above important positions offer the satisfaction of working with people. Only those seeking year round secure permanent employment need apply. Choice of shifts after training.

CL 9-1000

Arlington Heights

contact. Please apply
in person.

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good , starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life in-

A 1.4..1.;. el O. Gr., f disar

public

Coven.,.

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

NORTHLAKE, ILL

mile N. of North. Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

1/2

An Equal Opportunityi Employer

Highland Pk.
ID 2-8000

GENERAL OFFICE
Accurate typist, shorthand op -

norm'. Meet pubIld. Interesting Job for capable woman
with pleasant personality.Age
to 50. Ask for Mrs. Morgan.
CL 9-1222
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

LADIES' SAMPLE CLOTHES
10% off Wholesale

DI. 8-6800
Garage Sale Thursday, July
21st at 302 N. Dwyer, Arlington Heights.

Complete 6 year crib.
$12.

set, blond. Table, '6
chairs, buffet, china cabinet.
Reas. 392-9741.
Traditional tufted fire side
chairs. Love seat, leather
top cocktail table, lamp table.
Tub shaped chair. Mahogany
end tables, maple corner desk
table. 253-3316.
D.R.

40.70-70% Savings
83 rooms of builder's model

*home furniture being sold by

GARAGE SALE
Wednesday & Thursday 10 to 5
Furniture, lamps & misc.

items. 1120 Princeton. Arl.
Hgts.

LeBlanc clarinet, $30. Photo
equipment. Enlarger, comp.,
$25. Vacuum sweeper, games,
Sale:

Many

bshld.

items, antiques, baby turn.,

1006 N. Evergreen. Corner

delivery arranged. 773-0252
after .12 noon.
MODEL HOMES SOLD

Selling out display furniture
from 4 model homes. Will
separate - up to 50% off.
We deliver. 824-8164. 296.7771.

48 -Household Appliances

old - Like New $100.

WANTED. 1-1/2 or 2 ton
floor jack, 2 stand Jacks.

THE

FRANCHISE BOOM
Looking for a challenge that
will get you into, your own
profitable business? Franis

chising

MA 07 77 A/ AI E" TA JO
DIVISION OF. MARTIN COMPANY
.
WHEELING
250 N. 12th ST.
'(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

537-2180

new

business

Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area
ft -antler.

PARTAKE

Dept. A -

I

234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788
Oalatine
Cozy money -making Shopping

Open evenings until 9 P.M. *

HOME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine, Illinois
358-4555

BARRINGTON VILLAGE

Year Old 2 Level Ranch
Home - Like New - 5 Bed.
6

rooms, -3 Baths, Liiing Room
with Fireplace -DiningRoom,
Study - Family Room and
Recreation Room -2 Car Gar-

age - Beautiful yard - De-

253-4956

Boys heavy duty Schwinn 26
in. bike. Fair condition $20.00
Erector Set $5.00 259-5236.

6 year baby crib, high chair,
Mengel, electric range with
rotisserie, meat thermometer, pot minder In new condition, Rototiller, small tractor with tiller, mower, snow
plow, 2 twin size beds. Call:
439-4323

Portable Kenmore
Humidifier used for one season, cost $60.00 will sell for
half: 21" RCA Console T.V.
swivel bottom $25.00; Work
Bench powered $10.90. Call
$109.00:

Moving. Rotory mower. 24'
alum. extension ladder. Ele.
stove. Refrigerator, washer,
dryer, and other household
items. 253-4480.

in rent. 2 stylists

Prospect. Price reasonable.
6 E. Northwest Hwy. Phone
CL 5-4833

Dining Room

Countryside - Have you Chil-

Bedroom) Large Living Room

- Spacious Ferrety room with
beautiful paneling and Book

Cases - 3 Baths - 2 Fireplaces - 3 car garage and barn
for horses. Smell all year

round pond - 7.6 acres - Re-

duced price for quick sale.

Dayton Nance R. E.
126 W. Main St. - Barrington
Open

Sundays

Phone DU. 1-3434

ant. No charge. Call CL 3-0791

afternoons.

For all ages
day trail ride through

Ouichita National Forest ---

near Hot Springs, Ark., on

the finest horses --everything
furnished but your clothes and
sleeping gear -- plenty of
swimming, fishing and boating during stop -offers. Trail
finished with a personal tour

Bumble offer. 253-7371 after
6:30.
'63 Monza Cony. 4 speed.
Must sell this week; $695

or best offer. 3924394.

'64 V8 4 dr. Imapala hardtop.
Auto., W/W, pushbutton radio.

Excellent condition, 1 owner,
259-5236

of the famous Winthrop Rock-

$1595.

State Park at Morrilton, Ark.
--Expert riding Instruction

'63 1/2 Ford Fastback. 2 dr.
R and H. P.S. w/w V8 289

efeller Ranch in Petit Jean

Prior to leaving on the trail ' Ford '65 Galaxie 500. 2 dr.
ride. Total cost $20. per day,
hd. top. Beautiful white with
per person. Send $40. by red interior. 352 engine. Low
spot. Trail ride starts August 1. 1966 and ends August 10, 1966 Send reserva-

tions to Allen F. Davis, Black
Snake Angus Ranch, 163 Henderson St., Hot Springs, Ark.
or call 312 -WO 9-6928 for information. Anyone can go,

male or female, ages 10 to?
Make your reservation nowl

From owner in Mt. Prospect,
3 or 4 bdrm Cape Cod. 1 1/2
Baths, Bsmt. Low $20's.
992-2559.
Listings Wanted

A-1 condition. Includes 12
gallon water tank with pump

faucet; 3.5 Cu. ft. ice box;
banna tent; am -fm radio; snow

tires; new Borg-Warner gas
heater. Clean, attractive buy.
Call 439-5312 after 6 P.M.

Karmann Ghia 1965 elegant

REAL ESTATE
Mundelein
568-0909

253-4353

1963
VOLKSWAGON
CAMPER

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

COUNTRYSIDE
Arlington Hgts.

Best.

2 burner Coleman stove; ca-

96 -Real Estate Wanted

model

1500

S. Large size

coupe $2230.823-5663.
110 -Bicycles

26" Hawthorne bike.

Boy's

All chrome with 2 forward
YOWL FIND IF IN IIIF

Outstanding Values

AS

speeds. Good Cond.Out grown.
.$25. 392-7549.
HI -Motorcycles And :Scooters

,Honda 1965 Model 90. 1500

miles, Call 392-3727 after

99 -Automobiles For Sale

6 Pm

$21,000

Charming 2 bdrm.brick ranch
within walking distance of all
conveniences, in Palatine.
Must be sold to settle estate.

This is
Ford country.

been reduced to sell immediately.
L.R. is carpeted,

sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2

car garage,' attractively landscaped. Rear yard completely
enclosed.
$22,900

rm. split level home on
Beautiful

walnut paneling in L.R. and
family room. There are 3
DE LUXE APARTMENT bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and
For Sub -let. Recently Decor- attached garage.
ated. Deluxe 2 bedroom, carpeted, equipped kitchen, extra
large rooms. Air Conditioned,

ROSELLE FORD

Az_60/ 6%=,; COUNTRY ... THAT IS,

r of
'

THE EAGER BEAVER DEALER!

1966 FORD

Custom 500 V-13, Tudor, Color white.

Equipped with radio

and

only $1995
1965 L. T. D.

swimming pool, Tennis ct.,
includes heat, $207.00. Call

trihoulo

.439-1127.

"BE CAREFREE"

.

4 dr. Hard Top, 352 V-8 engine,cruls-o-matic AM -FM radio,
power steering, power brakes, tinted glass, white wall tires,
beautiful bronze

only $2195

1964 MONZA CONVERTIBLE

Automatic transmission, radio, heater, white wall tires,

WI LLIAMSBURG
Palatine's newest luxury apartment building located at
Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

1. Cential air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space
2 bdrm - $185. 1 bdrm - $160.
Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

MT. PROSPECT.
Near Lyon's Park
Beau. 7 rm. 1 1/8 bath split
level. 8 yrs. old. FA heat.
Central air-cond.. Attached
garage. Full basement. FamilY roOms, 13 z, 18, with cute
bar. Designed for gracious
living. Eidate liquidated. Must

be sold now. Priced in low
30's.

STANMEYER CO.
8228 Broadway, Chgo.
.

274-3191

DAY

UNTIL 9 p.m.

WANT ADS

HOME REALTY

GET RESULTS.

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine

86 -Real Estate -Houses

358-4555'

room guest house, furnished,
heated and TV. LA 9-2649.

beautiful dark blue

NEWEST 8 YR. OLD
HOUSE IN TOWN

*****

only $1295

1963 CHEVY BEL-A I R

4 dr. Sedan. See this economical 6 cyl. with a standard
transmission, radio and heater nice green finish..

IMMEDIATE SALE'

OPEN EVENINGS

Schaurnburg Countryside. 3.

31, the families are import-

438-6658

1959 VW 2500
2106 jay Ln. Rolling Meadows
434 E. Northwest Hwy.
358-1800
255-2246 after 5.
Palatine
Open 9 to 9
'53 Chevy., 6-cyl. Stick Shift.
$75.439-7244.
92 -Vacation Places
DeSoto. Good Cond. Low
A True Outdoor Adventure_ '57
mileage. Good tires. Best rea--PHILIPPE BROS. REALTY

$56,900.

extra large lot.

FOR' A.PET OR FOR SHOWI

zer puppies. AKC registered.
FL 8-2699 after a
Homes wanted, beautiful,
friendly, child -and dog -loving Maltese and Persian cats.
Must find homes before July

$1900

Lake Zurich

Like new.
mileage,
offer. 255-3946.

7

14 -To Rent Apartments

16 -To Reel Houses

of pep Miniature Schnau-

down, 42 months to pay. Stop
in and see Plats.

$15,300

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

Ch. sired, healthy, full

Most may be purchased 1/3

This immulate home has Just

SNACK SHOP
FOR SALE
Excellent location . lie Mt.

Auto - Trans.,- full console

'W.W. tires & 2 snow tires Radio & Heater and other Extras

July 25, 1966 to reserve your

will stay. Phone.

WAbash 2-5742

1965 Mustang, White Hard Top

4 Bedroom Tri level Home in

on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.

location in Park Ridge. Heat,
hot water and air - condition

'61 Comet. Low mileage. New
motor. New tires. Highest
bidder. 253-6495.

Cu. in. Auto. $1195.255-0025

carpeted living - dining room
comb. 2 full baths, 3 bdrms,

*Cleaners

.

CHOICE RESIDENTIAL
LOTS

Brick and frame ranch with

Pizza Place

296-1447

FL 43166

$18,900

Beauty Shop

Private party $1200.

#4,950.0d Eady terms.

given on a working cattle ranch

Landscaped lot - $35,900.

only $1195

1962 PONTIAC TUDOR

Hard Top. V-8 with automatic transmission, Power steering
and power brakes, radio and heater, white wall tires. Priced
a

0000000 .

only $1195

1961 FALCON WAGON
See this like new economical Ford
price

god at this extra low

000000000000

only $495

1960 PONTIAC CONVERTIBLE

y-8 with automatic transmission. This- nice soft top has
0000000
bower brakes and power

only $865

ROSELLE AUTO LEASING
DAILY -YEARLY LEASES.
IlltAWARD WINNING DEALER

New paint in and out. New wa81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

-

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for
Weddings

Parties

Graduations, etc.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL'
Don Wheeler)
CL3-2973

ter softener, hot water heater,

disposal, carpet. 2 baths, 3

bdrms., fam. room, basement,

IP ROSELLE FORD

parks, schools, NW railroad,

ROSELLE,

S. Prindle, Arl. Hts. Shownby
appointment only. Phone 392-

airing Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle. III.'

den.' Lots of trees. Close to
Randhurat. $26,750. See at 433
5018.

'
.

_NORTHWEST
0259.
'63 Olds Cutlass Coupe.
'5 icres of unusually good Auto/8.
Radio. Red & white.
-high land, on black top roat.Ly

sirable neighborhood - Walk
to Schools - Shopping - Train

AT

Wanted: 5 to 7 HP outbd. fishing motor.

pipe. 'Special $99.95. 439-

10

Arl. Hgts. 5 room brick ranch,
patio, carport, nice yard,
beau cond, CL 9-3787,

Barbershop

included

$15. 35 MM Projector Viewlex (case) $15. Portable Remington typewriter (case) $15.
CL 5-0127.
3-8'x7' overhead garage doors
comp. with hdware. Perfect
cond. $25 ea. CL 5-9493.
For Sale or will trade for 16'
travel trailer. 1965 Ford
Econollne super van with side
windows. Low mileage. Like
new. Waranty still good. 253-

$46,200.00

253-7312
'54 Chevy.. Like new tires,

new brakes,' muffler & tall'

$3,500 to $8,800

ily

'64 Chevy, Cony. Low mileage

;Very clean. Call after 6 PM.
,

:Palatine-Barrington Areas-

Church, basement, well landscaped, blacktop driveway,
built - ins, fireplace. Perfect for the large, young fam-

Shift, Beige with Black Top,
on Warranty. After 5i30 P.M.
1824-7211

chen, delightful patio. $25,250. 1807 N. Kasper. Shown
by appt. 259-2555.
;88 -Real Estate -Vacant

.

Like New '66 Chev.Conv.Stick

lge. family rm., built-in kit-

2 1/2 car garage, porch, 1/4
block to Catholic School and

now available for -

Milk Store

:99 -Automobiles For Sale

Arlington Heights. Much loved, immaculate 3 bdrm ranch.
2 baths, carpeted, dining rm.,

and Frame home, 4 years old,

Center soon to be built in
Arlington Heights. Leases

Soft. Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener.

Portable Air - Cooler Fan

86 -Real Estate -Houses

HOME FOR SALE

dren - Inlaws.- Horses? This
spacious authentic Williamsburg Colonial offers answer
to many housing problems - 5
Bedrooms - (Study can be 6th

66 -Business Opportunities

,

Tuesday, July 19, 1966

lo rm. 4 bdrm.ColonialBrick

- Porch - Basement - Large

BEAUTY SALON
4 units, 8 dryers and finest

Winter and summer.253-6933

86 -Real Estate -Houses

reation Room

53 -Machinery And Equipment

Lg. size pool, 12 x 30 complete with ladder and filter
'$40 or best offer. Call 392-

Selling teen -aged girl's size
5-7 sults, skirts, slacks, etc.

days before 5. Call: 439-3846
after 6 and weekends Call:

Barrington Meadows - Rec-

259-1869

Willow Arl.

CL' 5-1107

3-4 bedrooms home in Arlington Heights area. week-

Depot - $42,000.

Roper Gas range 29", 2 yrs.

Call Mr. Covell' 334-7252

8865 after 6 p.m.

255-0070.

piece or room. Terms and

Good Condition.
255-8396

7-1/2 HP Evinrude. Excellent
condition. Call 255-6166 after
7 P.M.

EM 2-4636

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

253-2926.

ASSEMBLERS

and

HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL
718 Glenview Ave.

for half of original cost of

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

include correspondence,

program. Starting rate $1.45
per hr. plus shift differential.
Paid pension plan, paid life
insurance, 2 weeks paid vacation, 2 merit reviews first
year, liberal sick time policy,
hospitalization insurance available. Apply now - Personnel Dir.

Jacobsen Lawn Mower, 2 mo.
old, rotary self propelled,sell

APPLY PERSONNEL

800 W. Central Rd.

Duties are varied,

p.m. qualified women for our
one week nurses aide training

References. CL 3-7087
3 or 4 bdrm. home in vicinity
of Mt. Prospect or Des Plaines

monkeys.

Birds of the World exhibit.
.Reptiles and tropical fish.
Children's Tame Pet Pasture
Tri-State Tollway at Rt. 176
Libertyville

or unfurnished up to $150.

retarded.

Puppies, kittens,

0137.

Beginning
which will offer you

25 thru July 28, 9 a.m. to 1

439-7821.

Mrs. Fiala

SECRETARY

Here is a position

(Training Program)

We are interviewing fromJuly

pr. birch sliding closet
doors. Hardware. $25. Call:

SOLA ELECTRIC CO.
PERSONNEL

Wanted: Local cleaning lady.
Own transportation. 1 day a

for storage.
Phone CL 3-7087
Executive wants 1 to 3 bdrm.
house or apartment, furnished

392-2825.

mentally

Helping

2

Mature competent girl to be secretary to department head.
Should have good skills and experience In manufacturing
industry. Exceptional fringe benefit program, modern air
conditioned office, cafeteria on 'premises. Call or apply in
person.

24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332- 5210

992-8785

30 -Help Wanted -Women

SECRETARY

Randhurst Center

LAMBS' PET FARM

Regular hrs. 8:30 to 4:45. Will
consider shorter hour ar-

Convenient Locations

Lifesavers, Inc.

392-2845

wght. lift set with press bench
Sat. 9 a.m. till??? 101 S.
Albert, Mt. Pros.
Rummage & Remodeling Sale.
Numerous items, and clothing.

METHODE MFG. CO.

Just crazy about kids..392-

Mother's helper for 5 day
week. Mon -Fri. Call after 6

Garage

rangements. (9:30 to 3:30).
For appointment call Mrs.
Drewes, ext. 55. 529-4100.

Poodles 10 wks., 2 silver
miniature, 1 dk. blue toy AKC
437-4294.
Male kitten to be given away.

Arlington Heights

One year experience desired.
Work some auxiliary mach-

ines, verifier, collator, etc.

WANTED TO RENT - Garage

AKC. 4 1/2 mon. Exc. coat.
.Mrs. Johnson 392-2541.
COCK ROBIN
Miniature cocoa brown poodle,
920 W. Northwest Highway male, 7 weeks old., $125.

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR misc., cheap. 392-3510.

Our fast growing companyhas

Beautiful kittens to be given

Jet Mk. male min. poodle.

CL 9-4915

work in our 1 -girl construc-

office in A rl in gton Heights
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL tion
Airy Trace, A rlington Heighti

women

Mrs Pecoraro

NURSES AIDES

Part time and full time

82 -Wanted To Rent

2639or 253-5512.

week. 392-7581.

Experienced Waitresses

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
,girls with High School edu-

am. Paid Holidays and

vacation. Five day week -

a hamburger and ice cream
*store. We furnish uniforms.
Call or see

niE DAY

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

away to good homes.368-9263.

WO MAN
Evenings for counter work in

Arlington Carousel

SBC requires key punch oper-

.

RESPONSIBLE

.

Paid Vacations

PIGHTGIRL

salads and

of

other lite foods for patients
staff: No experience
and

IMMEDIATE WORK

Typists

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

eholit, LA 9-5551

ILL.

.

Boys' Baseball Report

Prospect Heights

Tigers Tip Sox 4-3
In Bronco Majors

Swimmers Bow. to

..

Tigers clinched the
American Division championThe

ship in the Mt. Prospect Boys'
Baseball Bronco Major League

last night with a 4-3 cliffhanger over the Sox.
Gerry Smith went all the
way for the league leaders,

giving up live hits while striking out nine. The Sox' El;
deridge 'was hung with the loss,
as he allowed eight safeties
and whiffed seven.
and

WENIENGER

KEN

with an

record and the

11-3

Sox with a 5-9 slate.

conquest of the Yankees. Mike

Lopata picked up the Tigers'
eleventh straight triumph with
sparkling one -hitter. The'
speedy righthander whiffed 14
and walked seven in his five a

inning route job. Scott Dempsey
took the loss.

Lopata was supported by a
contributing

attack,

Jeff Rudd both went two -for -

seven -hit

two for the winners, Weinenger
Tigers' only
the
collected
extra base blow with a double.

own cause. Scott Ernes homer-

Tom Fryman hornered for the
Sox

The decision left. the Tigers

a double and a triple to

his

ed for the Tigers, while Mike
lzban doubled.

THE GIANTS broke their
tie with the Lions for second

Coming Up

place in the Bronco B National
Division with a 4-1 showdown

TUESDAYS SPORTS
EVENTS

their season slate to 11-4 with
the win, while the Lions skidd-

victory. The Giants improved
ed to a 10-5 mark.

Legion Baseball

Arlington at East Chicago, 8
p.m.

Mark Thompson got credit
for the win, as he pitched hitrelief ball after coming
on in the third. Thompson
walked six and fanned six while
posting the victory over the
less

Senior League
Warriors, vs. Indians

at

control trouble, walking 12 and
striking out seven before he

victory in the Prospect
Heights Senior League.
9

WINNING PITCHER Scott
Feige held the Colts scoreless
for four innings while his mates

built up an 8-0 lead. But the
losers rallied for four in the
fifth inning only to have the
Vikings get three of them back
the sixth. The Colts then
fell short with a five -run
seventh.
hits
allowed eight
Fcige
while striking out seven en
route to the victory. Loser
in

Stan Rempala gave up II safe-

Tobin's Takes
Second Place
Tobin's Mobil Service moved into sole possession of second place in the Wuycinden
Area Boys' Baseball Junior
League last night by clouting
Optimist Club 11-2.
Mike Raymond hurled a four -

Vikings' hiis
went for extra bases. Rick
Krcutzfeld rapped a triple

SHE ALSO swam a leg of

be -

runs by Mike Broderick and
Ron Campopiano.

The decision broke a three-

way tic for runner-up honors
in the junior loop. Tobin's had
been tied with Optimist Club

Coach Jim Zwissler looks over his lineup for
tomorrow's Mt. Prospect Park District swimming
meet with Arlington Heights. The meet is scheduled
for 7 p.m. at Lions Park.

Sports on T.V.

5

5.i

2

3

Falcons

0

4
6

1

Canoes Set For
Endurance Run
expected to compete Aug. 21

in the Lake Michigan Endurance Race from Zion, III., to
Chicago's 12th Street
40 miles away.

beach,

canoes,

and

Entry forms and rules

war

Double Triples

NEW YORK (UPI) - Rogers
and Ted Williams,
both baseball Hall of Earners,
are the only players ever to
win two triple crowns., Hornsby did it in 1922 and 1925 and
Hornsby

Williams in 1942 and 1947.- "

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (UPI)
-Ron Kramer, the All -Star
right end of the Detroit Lions,
was chosen as the University

Cruiser Adapted.
For Viet Nam War

a body of water, the child'would

follow its natural instincts and
swim.

My wife and I have absorbed
our fair share of progressive

theories for young parents but

we're both too skittish to try
that one out on our eight month -old daughter. Nevertheless we do have a project going

this summer aimed eventually
at teaching Tara to swim.

My spouse really has a lot

more to do with

the

project

than I, because she is much
more of a swimming 'fan.

Daddy's pool prowess is limited to a lame sidestroke and a
gasping

head -out -of -the -water

When she got so she could
turn around when she reached
the faucet end and head for the
towel end, we decided the kid

The pleasure craft -has a
power option of single 285
horsepower or twin 210's, a

my
really
wife's fault though. Even

wasn't

the most experienced Red
instructor would
Cross
never have thought to check
his student's diapers before giving lesson one.

Anyway, we did finally get

suitable attire 'for the bath

around a little. My wife was
just tickled. green at the re-

armor plate, but it has no cabin. The boat is powered by

sults. "Look how she moves
her arms and legs together at

twin 220 horsepower diesel
engines and instead of conven-

the same time,- she said.
"UH HUH," I said,

tional screws or propellers utilizes a water jet system that

swimming
parents

suits.

-- and we

Excitable
qualify --

can pick up anything from staid
one-piece jobs to flamboyant
two -pieces

to

daring

topless

bikinis.

with

a

remarkably

affinity

for

water.
For instance, by age four
months she had graduated from

lake water.

her own little bath tub to the

It also turned out to be the
place where she got her first
taste of sand and sea weed.

big

model

She would have added minnows'

filled to the two-inch level. By

to the .menu as she sat It the
shore line, but try as she might,
she couldn't catch the critters.
I would have been content

people's

porcelain,

five months she didn't cry anymore when she splashed water
in her face, and by six she

didn't drink the bath water if
anyone waswatching.

the water like a pro by late'

to pass it up because our first- August. I'm a little dubious,
born is not _partial to dragging since she hasn't even shown
her rather prominent paunch much inclination to walk.
I hope she's right though.
in the sand that we decided is where Tara
would, get her first taste of

to let

her

sit

there at the

shore line on her first day out,
but my spouse wasn't having
LAST. MONTH, Mom no- any. So we started to wade out
ticed that she preferred lying to the shoulder -high stuff.. Just
on her tummy to lying on her - in time , we realized that Daddy
back in 'the tub, and that she was right for a change.
could kind of frog kick her way

It would be nice to have lots

of people in the family capable

of pulling me out before I go
down for that fatal third, In the

ability and shallow draft.

IT CARRIES a head and a
small galley, but

living con-

ditions oboard are Spartan, to
say the least, since these fight-

ing versions are only on the

the

hard -chine

boat

Claimed to be ideal for racing, water skiing or merely for
use as a runabout, the boat can

be fitted with outboard motors
from 10 to 20 horsepower. The
manufacturer claims that with

SERVICE -

STATION

BULK() gives you moregalions for your dollar.
Free Sunday papers 8 P.M. Sat. till noon Sun. with
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous
service at all times. Come in and see Jim O'Byrne.

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

14

Kai won the show - down

1959 OLDS SUPER 88

$593

,

Holiday Cpe. - Sharp!!

1961 CHEVROLET SEDAN

$793

,

Nice Car!!

1962 CHEVROLET SEDAN

$893

Hurry Up!!

1963 VW SEDAN

$893

32 M.P.G.11

1963 CHEVROLET IMPALA
Sport Coupe - V -E1 Power!!

$1493

19631/2 FORD 2 DR. HARDTOP $1293
V-8 Sharp!!

10, 3-6, 6-1.

En route to the finals, neither of the girls lost so much as
a single set, and Kay, the eventual titlist, knocked off top seeded

Leslie

Pedersen

6-4.

1963 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN
6 Passenger!!

$1193

1963- FORD GALAXIE V-8

6-3.

$793

Sedan - Special!!

The girls were given trophies

for their accomplishments
Des
Plaines Park

by
the
Board.

1963 COMET CONVERTIBLE

$993

Run in the Sun!!

The Schmoyers live at 445

S. Pine in Arlington Heights.
The girls will be in the eighth
grade at South Junior High
School in the fall.

1963

COJVERTIBLE

v393

LIAtilCcOLIonN

-

1963 FALCON DELUXE WAGON $893

only a 10 horsepower motor the
boat can tow one skier.

PLUMBING

PROSPECTIVE boat purchasers this spring will have
at least 3,802 different mod-

KITCHENS

els of stock recreational boats

According to a recent issue
of Popular Boating, these craft

Black Beauty!!

1963 FALCON FUTURA
.

VISIT OUR
SHOWROOMS
AT:

to choose from.

Sport Coupe - All Vinyl Interior!!

1963 CORVAIR MONZA

$1193
$1193

Coupe - Can't Miss!!

1820 West

range in size from 5 -feet, 8
inches, to 88 -feet, 2 inches,
and in price from S42 to
$320,000.

bigvihwes!

Arlington jiitgh*
Wow 259-9206

$1493

1964 CHEVROLET 2 DR.
Hardtop - Powerglldell

1964 FAIRLANE 4 DR. SEDAN $ 1 493
Chearoll

rent a new

6

GALA XIE

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

CORTINA
FALCON

FAIRLANE

MUSTANG

PLAN YOUR VACATION'

detect other boats and land for -

Grove Dodge 16-8.

event

AND DEAL!

match with Claire, winning 12-

pact radar, produced by Ray-

theon Co., with which it can

-

WHEEL

girls'

and under singles division of the
Plaines Open
Tennis
Tournament Sunday.

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

up on my sidestroke,

810 E. RAND RD.

in

into the finals of the girls'

prowl for brief periods and
mostly during daylight hours.
It is equipped with a com-

meantime, I'm going to', polish

JIM'S.

ter free relay
II - 12 group.

maneuver-

The Navy version curries a
crew of four and bristling from
its forward deck is a twin 50
caliber machine gun. A 30 caliber machine gun is mounted
aft.

eral more weekends this sum-

MY IN-LAWS own a cottage in southwest Michigan, and

excellent

some

correctly in the water is a
knack I never really mastered.
We're going back to the lake
this weekend and probably sev-

Tara to a T, but we decided

shows
precocious

carries

provides

through a neighborhood pool,
and he can swim the depth of

she

and

just a tinge of envy since moving my arms. and legs together

One of the two -pieces was a mer. tiira's mother says our
flaming red ensemble tliat was baby will be flashing through

Deep down, I am afraid
our daughter is much too
young to really swim this
year, but her mom says

NOT. SO its counterpart in
Viet Nam. The Navy model is
berglass

crawl. The sidestroke might
carry him a length or two

any pond with the crawl.

four. It has padded
carpeting throughout the cabins, color coordinated interiors and on abundance of beautifully grained wood surfaces.
modates

swished number -one daughter

You wouldn't believe the selection available in babies'

flat-bottomed

the roof of a car.

"beefed up," with heavier fi-

our baby a suit.

THE BRITISH have come

of marine plywood construction that can skim over the wathe same hull design, was used ter at speeds up to 38 miles
in producing both boats, both of per hour and yet is small enwhich are of fiberglass con- ough (8 fcct) to be carried on

to the major league water and

for the juvenile shop to get

at

ion in March, the Skeeta is a

was ready for the big time.
Everyone
knows
that
tub is not suitable attire
for the beach, so we headed

Academy

A SIDE - BY - SIDE look at
the fighting craft and United's
31 -foot 'Llniflite cruiser showi
little similarity, but basically

foreword cabin that sleeps two
and a main cabin that accomfrom one end to the other. Yes,

for the Naval
Annapolis.

up with a new fast, power boat`
the "Skeeta- - which they hope
will win favor on the American
market.
Designed to go into product,

WITH DALE HOFMANN

in

chored the winning 200 - me-

Arlington Twins
Gain Net Finals

struction.

some fanatical quarters that if Mom insists it was definitely
you were to drop an infant into a frog kick.

MARY ELLEN Geisler won
the 100 - yard free, the 50 meter breaststroke, and an-

The foursome of Jim WenBY JACK WOLISTON
. mations at ranges from 30 dell, Tom Harrison, Dave Tais the same, but
yards to 18 miles.
kata and R. Teagarden way
the 31 -foot boat that prowls
United Boatbuilders S4 milthe waters of the Mekong Del- lion conttact to construct these
ta in South Viet Nam search- 120 river patrol boats is not its
ing for Viet Cong is not the first with the U.S. Navy. It alsleek, luxury cruiser whiCh us- so has produced a number of
ually comes off the production other fiberglass craft for the
Kay and Claire Schmoyer Of
line at United Boatbuilders in service, including hawser hand.- Arlington Heights, twin dough Bellingham, Wash.
ling boats, arctic survey boats, ters of Mr. and Mrs. Fredrick
The pleasure - boat - gone - and a number of sailing yawls C. Schmoyer, battled their way

infiltrated the weed -choked, deof Michigan's most valuable bris laden streams and shallow
player in each of his three mud flats in the Delta area
south of Saigon.
varsity seasons (1955-57).

Prospecting
IT HAS BEEN SAID

Mike Salerno was the big
gun in the boys' 9 and 10
group, taking blue ribbons in
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is one of 120 which
United will deliver to the U.S.
Navy by April for use against
Communist forces which have

runners

GEO. POOLE SAYS

25 - meter butterfly.

1966

to war

Most Valuable

It

free -style

The hull

are

and two doubles, while Feige available from the American
slashed a triple in his own Indian Center Canoe Club founsupport. Tom Hart homered der, LeRoy Wesaw, 2209 N.
Campbell, Chicago. His telefor the winners.
The Colts only extra base phone number is 278-5866.
The race will climax a
blow was a double by Ed Nemeth. The win was the Vikings' week-long Lake Front Festififth in seven decisions, while val from Aug. 13-21.

Pat Salerno won the 100
meter

Mary Kay Reichwein won the
25 - yard free style and the

July 19,

the 25 - meter free, backstroke, and butterfly events.

More than 200 canoes arc

to the front

the 25 - meter breaststroke
and backstroke events, and

Tuesday,

of '62 Indianapolis

Senior League
Bengals 7, Hawks 4.
Browns 5, Mustangs 2.

fell

144 Bob Jason had a perfect
day at the plate for the Cubs,

spot with its third win in a row.
The Woodview squad pasted

lay.

the 8 and under
age group. Cheryl Takata won

filmed

I

but

TWO' GIRLS were double

TODAY

MONDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS

The Lakers moved into a tie
for third by splitting a pair with
the Hilltoppers and the Rainbow Ridge Cubs. The Lakcrs
clubbed the Hilltoppers 19-12,

collecting a home run and three

winners in

Scoreboard

in-,ividual

50-

the Sox to an 0-5 slate.

and termattirf.mtwv--,-,...aticatattisa
individual
free - style relay with Molly the 100 - meter
_STANDINGS
girls'
the
15
andMitchell, " Doody-s--Faidi-c-ifird---medley -in
Team
Won Lost
over competition.
Mary Ellen Geisler.
Rainbow Ridge
The Lions swimmers took
Cubs
0
5
Andy Sue Hibbs grabbed all three blue ribbons in the
4
Littelfuse
three blue ribbons for Prosdiving competition, with Shel- Lakers
2
3
pect Heights, winning the girls'
ly Pagenkopf taking the girls'
3
2
9 and 10 25 - meter breast- 14 and under prize, Gary Mo- Woodview
r 3
Grove Dodge
2
stroke, butterfly, and anchor- rave winning the boys' 14 and
0
4
ing the 100 - meter free re- under crown, and Jim Cash - Hilltoppers
Rainbow Ridge
lay that included Janice Tamore taking first in the 15
Sox
5
kata, Caail Geisler, and Ca- and
over mixed competition.
thy Rodgers.

the 11 - 12 girls' 200 - meter

Losing- - pitcher Doug
Schlak was buried under a 15 hit avalance including home

all with 6-3 cards.

meter

100 -

ley and the

tv-p,,,t'Vvyneter butterfly,) Steve SalerJan Lesniak was "'the top no captured first in the 50 scorer for Prospect Heights- meter backstroke, and Jay
against Park Ridge, taking Lesniak won the 50 - meter
four. blue ribbons. She won breaststroke.

win the 50 - meter backstroke.

L

Vikings
Colts

ers, race
canoes.

rag

ness.

and Des Plaines Chiropractors

th
m

Littelfuse came up with 15 of
its runs in one inning to improve its record to 4-I and drop

RICHIE LYNCH, Wendell, singles in four official trips:
free - style
events, and then moved into Hibbs; and Salerno won the,
Woodview shared the third
the 1 1 -and 12 age group to 200 - meter. free - style re -

Sebring, ch. 32,

Chargers

d

Rainbow Cubs in the River
Trails Park District Softball
League last week by, thumping
the last -place Rainbow . Ridge
'
Sox23-6.

backstroke and

hitter in a contest called after
five innings because of dark-

ing, films
500, ch. 32.

Marty Wendell won the 100 meter free, Flip Hibbs was

the girls' 9 and 10 25 - meter
3

9:30 p.m. Racing, films of

SENIOR LEAGUE
STANDINGS
W
Team

ations, including kayaks, cruis-

FIVE . of the

\

9 p.m. Championship Rac-

against three wins.

the

p.m.

8 p.m. Golf, Locke vs. Boyer,

the Colts dropped their fourth

season. Tomorrow they will face Lombard
cord for

Park District at home at 6:30 first in

ch. 32.

There will be six classific-

ties and fanned five.

-71118812rgartg,

doubles.

p.m. Football,
NFL action, ch. 32.

In Prospect Hts. Tilt
Colts last night to post an, 11-

ped the Lions to, a 2 - 2 re- the boys' 13 and 14 age group.

Jeff Saeger and Steve Anderson paced the winners' four hit offense, as both rapped out

5:55

Vikings Stall. Celt Rally
The Vikings cut short a
seventh - inning rally by the

Park Ridge trimmed the the boys' I I and 12 200 - meProspect Heights Lions swim ter free - style relay. c.
Prospect Heights won all
team 278-230 last week at the
winners' pool. The loss drop- the first - place ribbons in

Ij

-

Lions' Battaglia. Battaglia had

Pioneer # One, 6:15 p.m.

Littelfuse pulled to within a
of the league -leading

game

Park RidgeSquad

was relieved in the fourth.

IN BRONCO B action, the
Tigers stretched their American Div,ision lead with a 13-1

Littelfuse Gains
In Softball Loop

TODAY'S SPECIAL,
'E

1964 Volkswagen

RENT A STATION WAGON
SPECIAL RATES

at low rates from
GEORGE POOLE CO
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. "Arilicaulc

CL 9-3141
NITER AND SUNDAY

CL 5-91389

Micro Bus

A

PLUS MILEAGE

ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

Stock 1,1962A

Windows All Around

Seats Etc. Extremely Sharpll
Perfect For Pleasure or Business Use!!

$1193.00
Ask Phil Tom, Charlie or John About Our
Factory Used Car Guarantee of .?4 Months or
50,000 Miles.

' I

Jr

(-1"

.. 1. c i 0.

P. p .

1

--.77%-;a;

be Pro5pert

-WEATHER
Tonight; Falr; Low In the

50s. Thursday; Continued fair
and pleasant; High near W.

Telephone
2554400

.

Your Home Newspaper

Library Board Selection

At Stake in Referendum

POI:lions Are In;
Big Battle 13egin8

Under the aldermanic charter, it is plainly
spelled out that the mayor, with the advise and
consent of the 14 -member city council, names

II Mount Prospect residents vote to change
their present form of government from village
to city-aldermanic, they will sacrifice the right
to-vdte for-theirlibraryboard oftrustees_
In a survey of the laws under which municipatties may incorporate, The Prospect Day has

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

WEDNESDAY, JULY 20, 1966

117 S. Main St.

Volume I, No. 66

----Receipt

MT;

the fire chief, police chief and city attorney._ _
Should the city form of government gain voter

,ire

'

Prompts
Dispute

approval here, it is questionable whether the

learned

manager system would be retained.

ernment Assn. (RGA), library trustees are appointed by the mayor and council rather than

CURRENTLY, Mount Prospect Village Manager John Mongan has power to appoint of all
department heads, including the fire and police

that under the city charter sought
through referendum by the Representative Govelected by the people.
Currently, Mount Prospect residents elect
their library trustees - and have the same

Petitions bearing 1,800 names

chief.

calling for a change in Mount
Prospect's form of government
were presented to the village

Mount Prospect has the manager system of

right to vote them out of office if they do not

village government by ordinance, not referendum.

serve satisfactorily.,
Elections for library trustees coincide with

ernment, the current mayor and six trustees

village elections. Six persons form the present
library board and are responsible for the administration of the library and its budget, an op-

pal elections.

If village government is changed for city gov-

board

the mayor appoints nine members to a library
board. Council members must approve the
Also questionable under the current statutes
is who holds the responsibility for the appointment of various top department heads in munici-

One alternative in the council's hands would
be naming a full time, professional mayor. Des
Plaines has such a system under its aldermanic
charter. Park Ridge, however, by ordinance has

pal government.

a city manager.

Kendal

Crooks requested a receipt
from Village Clerk Richard Monroe for the petitions.

tinued.

mayor's appointments to the library board.

by

without incident. The opening
barrage in what will be a long
political battle was fired when

ment. It would be up to that group to determine
whether the managerial system would be con-

UNDER THE aldermanic form of government

night

Representative Governthe
ment Assn..
The presentation was not

A mayor, city clerk, treasurer and 14 aldermen would then assume the reins of govern-

eration exceeding $100,000 a year.

last

Crooks and. Jerrold Shutt, of

would leave office after the April, 1967, munici-

Monroe refused to sign the
receipt. He said the- wording

of it would acknowledge that'
the village was in fact accepting the petitions as valid.
Robert
Teichert
Trustee

Basin Skirts
Utilitys' Land

Roundup
For The Day

Edison Co. say that a retention bisin built in Forest
View subdivision, behind the Walter Harbut home at
502 Deborah Ln., does not infringe on their easements.
The retention ponds, designed
to -,.keep- -storm- "-water from lion basin lot lint. Originally.

flooding sanitary sewers during the retention pond, when fenced
periods of heavy rain, have in, would have come to only a
,caused citizens of Colonial Toot of the rear property line
Heights, abutting Forest View. of the Hurbuts.
Redesigning of the pond
to protest to the village.
Since the village grants eight moved it in about three feet.

Gemini 10 Passes Halfway Mark
HOUSTON .- Spacemen John Young and Michael
Collins slep soundly this morning as' -their
capsule passed the halfway point on a. 43 -orbit mission.
Flight Director Glenn Lunney in Houston says "cutoff
limits" on fuel use will be computed to make sure the
astronauts have enough gas to get down to earth. Fuel
shortages might force cancellation of the rendezvous
with Agena-8, a target satellite launched several months
ago. However, the outlook is that it will not jeopardize

foot easements on either side but, residents of the area conof lot lines to the utility com- tinued to object.
They also objected to a the spacewalk by Collins today.
panies, it was thought that the
retention pond behind the Nur- second basin that would be inbut home might be in violation.
Not so, said officials of both
utilities when contacted by The
Day.
Bob

Colonial Heights
Builders on property deeded
by

to the village by School Dist.
59 near Forest View Elemen-

Airline Strikers to Vote
WASHINGTON -- Airline negotiators hold their

final round of talks today before the machinist union
Luedtke, community
takes a vote on the latest contract offer from the five
a meeting Monrelations manager for Illinois
Bell in this area, said that a day with the Chicago Metro- struck major airlines. The vote procedure would add
survey of the retention pond politan Sanitary Dist., in which at least one week to the already 12 -day old strike.
residents
of the
Colonial Observers say the machinists will turn down any comby Bell crews indicated it
tary School.
Following

did not violate any easement
agreement.

THE SAME was true for
Edison, Luedtke said.
There are poles and high
wires dividing the Harbut
property line from the reten-

Building
Big Item

In Dist. 59
Elk Grove Elementary School

59 Monday adopted its

Dist.

1966-67 budget. The $8,406,000
is allocated to the following
funds.
$4,131,000 Educational
Fund
--

$462,500 General Build-

ing Fund
$176,000
Fund

Transportation

-- $715,500 Bond and Inter,

est Fund

-- $2,921,500 Site and Construction Fund

Heights area were present, it
was decided to pursue the pos-

sibility of junking the two small
retention basins in favor of one
larger one outside a prime
residential area.

Village Manager John Mongan, along with the developers
and

the

sanitary district, .is,

looking into the possibility of
using an unused retention pond
near Forest View High School
for the subdivisions.

A meeting with high school
Aug.

EQUALIZED assessed valuation for -I965 is $167,073,024

with a total tax rate (per $100

plan.

School (Arlington Heights);
$900,000 for Oliver Wendell
Holmes' Junior High School,
$300,000 for Robert Frost

Elementary

The Dist. 214 board of edu-

Superintendent -elect Dr. Ed-

Kindergarten
Teacher Gets
Year's Leave

ward Gilbert said the facility
"will make available a more
highly

Mrs. Eileen Keller, a kindergarten

teacher

in

Lions

Park School, was granted a
year's leave of absence without pay by Dist. 57 board of
education Monday.

Gripe
Of The
Day

Having eggs thrown at
me

while delivering

specialized center

for

Rush Hour
Commuters
Delayed
Derailment of a Soo Line
freight train

in

Des

Plaines

early today caused delays for
morning rush hour passengers
on Chicago and North Western
trains.

The

line was downed, cutting off

have a paper route.
Thomas Kneller

ay. and west of First St.

*wm."7"/""*""'"'""""*""""'"w",

zer.

Des Plaines, south of North.

Power was restored to the
homes within a half-hour, but
the Des Plaines Post Office
was without electricity for 3
hours.

of the petitions

as a

$2 Million
Budget for
Dist. 57

tons
prominently displayed.
Another 60 or 70 residents
with other business to transbyplay between Crooks
and Monroe unfold.
If the RGA petitions are

2 Women Object
To School Path

the

Two property owners appeared before the School
A tentative education budget
of. more than $2,000,000 was Dist. 26 board Tuesday to discuss a walkway to Inapproved by Dist. 57 board dian Grove School that runs between their lots.
At the meeting were Mrs.
Monday.
ton, "but I think we could. get
' 1415
revisions
After
several
an estimate."
board members agreed on a Orchard, and M.rsEdith Del Suggesting that the Delbudget for the 1966-67 school Principe, 1417 Orchard, her Principes could call local poyear totaling $2,062,353.
Both women said they be- lice if children trespassed on
The largest item was paytheir property, board member
ment for instruction $1,728,200. lieved at the time they bought Hubert Stubbs said, "We can't
Administration costs were cal- their homes that the path was control the nature and habits
an casement on their properculated at $120,330.
of these kids. If they want to
ties.
Plant operation was alloted
Harold Rainey, district pres- tear up her sod, I can't do a
$52,850 and capital outlay ident, told them instead that the thing about it and neither can
$41,480.

ABOUT 20 people were on
hand with RGA campaign but-

act before the board watched

school

district

purchased the

you."

found to be valid and actually
accepted by the village board,
a referendum date not sooner
than 30 nor later than 60 days
from last night will have to be
set.

The RGA seeks to change the
present

form of village gov-

ernment to mayor-aldermanic,
with 14 alderman replacing the
six village trustees.
ALDERMEN
would
be
elected from wards. Trustees

are elected from the village at

large. A mayor, under both

systems, is elected by majority

vote from the entire vil-

lage as are the village clerk

and treasurer.

.

-

However, the board voted unAfter debating the issue for
strip of land in 1963
were health, $23,295, and stu- to give children access to the animously to seek an estimate a few minutes, Monroe agreed
on
the
fence,
and
to'
meet
with
to sign a receipt slightly moddent and community services, school site. He said a similar
$49,620.
policy was followed throughout the DelPriticipes again, should ified from the one originally

Other items on the budget

the treatment of learning probTHE MILK program was
lems.$17,000 and $13,500 was transThe center will provide diag- ferred to transportation.

nostic services and psycho Transportation itself was
educational
assistance
for
normal children with severe slotted $270, while attendance
learning problems. An in- scheduled to cost $1,800,
service training program will
Fixed charges such as in-,
be provided for teachers of
were calculated at
those children who are refer- surance
$8,155
red to the center: Dist. 25 will $5,853. and maintenance at

10 -foot

the district.
Mrs. Christine DelPrincipc,

F. Foy Haney, re -assigned Feb. 25 by Dist. 57
board of education ---as a teacherl.or- 1966-67, has re-

Formerly principal of Gregory School, Haney and
Sunset Park School principal Richard M. Van Dyke
were re -assigned as teachers on the recommendation
of Dist. Supt. Eric A. Sahlberg, who charged them
with a lack of "leadership."
Van Dyke has appealed the Neither letter was read at the
board's action in a suit due in meeting Monday.
HANEY could not be reachcourt Sept. 27. He told The Day
he, too, has resigned from the ed for comment last night.
The board also accepted the
district and has accepted anresignations of Haney's wife,
other job.
He declined to say, where or Amelia, -a sixth grade teacher
in what capacity. He said his at Lions Park School; Gene
new job pays more than he re- Epstein, who taught kindergarten at Fairview SChool; and
ceived as a Dist. 57 principal.
Both Haney and Van Dyke Patricia Hartnett, a third. grade
resigned in letters to the board. teacher at Fairview,

sought by Crooks.
Monroe, acting on advice

Dist. 57 Hires
3 Teachers

bikes, and late -night noises
were problems.
"Today," she said, "two

Three women with practice RGA - but not certifying to
teaching experience were hired their validity.
by Dist. 57 board of education

children came up to my sod

and picked it up with their feet.
Do I have to stand for this?"

act as the administrative distBOARD MEMBERS, while
rict for public and parochial
Prior to approval of the hud- "sympathetic to her plight" as
schools which are within the get a public hearing will be Lee Hillman said, were cauboundaries of high school dist- held between Aug. 22 and Sept. tious in promising assistance.
ricts 211 and 214.
20.
"I want you to understand,"
said Hainey, "that the hoard
would consider putting in a
Cyclone fence, but that we arc

Ex -Principals
Resign Posts'

they wish.

who has five children, told the
board that people walking dogs,
childien with bicycles, motor-

not promising to do so."

"We don't have any obliga-

from Village Attorriey Robert
Moore, signed a receipt

knowledging that he had

at $5,450 a year Monday.

The new teachers are Judith
Ann Lindberg, Barbara Jean

2 Vacancies
Remain on

Lakes and Noreen ()abode.

Dist. 57 Staff

Missing Boy

Contricts were offered to
three teachers by Dist. 57
board of education Monday,

Golf Course
Incident Due

ran away
placed in
Chicago.

from

home,

was

years
teaching
experience
was offered a contract at
$6,050; Antoinette J. Kropen,

with four years, at $6,450; and

the Audy Home in. Mary Judith Wilse, with seven
years, at $7,150. -

For an Airing
July 7, are scheduled to be
heard in court here tomorrow,

The Pillars

Due to appear in Judge SiPorter's
court
are
Keith Oldham, River Forest
and Samuel C. Lovely and
mon

Joseph Armella of Chicago.

They' are accused in a warsigned by. Mrs. Neil
Rowe, 102 W. Berkshire, of

'

rant

driving golf balls from the 10th

men's tee toward a foursome
of women, including Mrs. Rowe

attempting -to play through on
the women's 10th tee.

-

A youth missing for two days completing all but two teachhas been found and turned over ing positions for the new school
to authorities, police reported year.
Karen J. Erickson,- with two
Friday.

The youth, a i5 -year -old resident of Mount Prospect, who

pect Golf Course Wednesday,

acre-

ceived the petitions filed by

tion to do so," added Ray Johns -

an incident on the Mount -Pros-

service to a 6 -block -area in

all in
Prospect, in the site

Village Attorney Robert Moore, left, and RGA representative Ken Crooks discuss legal- points on petitions. Looking on is Jerrold Shutt, another RGA- organi-

west Highway. Soo Line cars
blocked one of the three Chi-

Public Service company reported that a 4,000 volt power

tation

board.

Charges of reckless conduct
against three men involved in

Day by boys who don't

for John .Jay School;

rht ,
4

The accident happened where signed.
the two lines cross near North-

cago and North Western tracks,
making it necessary rfor Chicugo-bound trains to use one
instead of the usual two, tracks.

School addition, and $400,000
Mount
and construction fund.

administered by
School Dist. 25.

students when necessary.

-

assessed valuation) of 2.241.

During the coming year, the
budget includes, expenditures of
$300,000 for Juliette Low

Township High SchOol Dist.
214 will participate in the diagnostic learning center project

8

I

school district.

Dist. 214 Joins.
Learning Center

214 has been set for cation voted to authorized
to see if the school participation in the center and
board has any objections to this to utilize its services for the
district

Mann. assistant superThe board also accepted the
intendent of finance, said approximately 73.5 per cent of --resignation of Bernice Taylor,
school monies come from lo- secretary at Busse School efcal sources. During the past fective July 31.
two or three years, approxiper cent of revenue
mately
came from the Federal government, comparing with 3 per
cent for- the average 'Illinois
Bill

pany offer that does not meet their demands.

labeled Crooks' public presen-

move to gain publicity for the
RGA cause. He said that the
usual routine would be for the
RGA to present the petitions
to the clerk rather than to an
entire meeting of the village

By United Pres: International

Both Illinois Bell Telephone Co. and Commonwealth

stalled

.000000,041

Are They Really A Hazard?
The Citizen's Side Tomorrow

In The Prospect Day

e

Wednesday, July 20, 1966

Masons Absent, School
Chief. Takes Daily Roll
BY JAN BONE

many masons are actually on

"One little, two little,, three ,the job.
little masons,

Tuesday, his secretary said

"Four little, five little, six he had found "seven, and two

al men.
Earlier

this

summer,

on the job "by the first of the

that an Aug.
week" -July 17.
completion 'date might not be
At the July I I meeting, the
met, ordered Mann to per- board, somewhat reluctantly,
sonally go down and count decided to pay $2,500 of the
heads each day to see how 55,000 Sollinger told them he
1

a 56,000 bonus if he completed

both the Grant Wood addition
the Robert Frost addition in time for "safe occupancy-by 9 a.m. Sept. I.
However, the bonus will
and

subsequent. day the buildings
are not ready.
or
sessions
Overlapping
busing of children to other
necessary
may be
schools
cupied on time.

Mary Reynolds

Mary` F. Reynolds,

executive committee of the Republican Central Committee of Cook County.
Hansen, who served on the
previous

13 -man

named

Republicans

a

31

committee, will
member of the slatemaking while the Democrats named a
committee that will recom- 30 -man group -- with only six
mend candidates for the II- members representing the suburbs.
linois Supreme Court.

A spokesman for the. GOP
central committee pointed but
that the makeup of the Re-

of

37,

Mount
Eastwood,
died yesterday in
Northwest Community Hospital after a prolonged ill-

N.
715
Prospect,

ness.

executive member committee with 16
representatives
also be a suburban

Hansen was unopposed in his

bid for 'a second term as 'Elk

publican and Democratic slate
-making groups could be indicative- of the relative importance the 'two parties place

Grove Township's Republican
committeeman at the June 14
primary election. He lives at
110 S. Edwards, Mount Pros-

on.the suburbs.

pect.

She is survived by two children Pamela Sue Edwards and
Debbie Ann Reynolds; her

and
and

Fimeral
arrangements
at
the Friedrichs Funeral Home
in Mount Prospect are in-

compkte.

A helium
traveled

148

filled

-

miles

balloon
to win a
S.

Prindle, Arlington Heights.

Tommy and his dad Ronald
launched

the

balloon

at

the

Fourth of July Celebration in
Mount Prospect. Their's was
the 677th of the 692 balloons
launched July 4 in a contest
run by The Prospect Day.

"They were almost out of
helium,"

Tommy's dad ex"They only halffilled the balloon and the man
told me it probably wouldn't
plained.

get off the ground."

It not only got off but averaged close to 25 mph. Launched

Cook County Board of Com-

late in the afternoon, it arrived
in the front yard of Mrs. Catherine Hansgcn, in Georgetown,

The Villages of Arlington Heights and Mount Pros- missioners, dated June I, Ill., at 10 p.m. that night.
1966. were signed by mempect, filed suit Tuesday in the Cook County Circuit
Tommy's mother Elizabeth,
of the County Zoning
Court, Chancery Division, to halt the re -zoning by the bers
Board who were not present who laughed because the family
located
County Board of Commissioners of property
during the course of the en- had never won anything before
between Central and Kirchhoff Rd. west of Kennicott, tire meeting.
promised to write and thank
-The notice of the time and Mrs. Hansgen.
Named as defendants in the Iington Heights and is of vi,

suit arc the County of Cook,

Commissioner DanFerrone, Zoning Administrator Bernard J. O'Brien, the La Salle National

Building
J.

iel

Bank. Recorder of Deeds Sidney R. Olsen and Tech Associates Inc.

The land in question, a 32 tract, was

acre

by

re -zoned

the County Zoning Board of
Appeals over strong protests
of the Village of Arlington
Heights.

ThC owner of the property
Joanna Gosch. Tcch Asso-

is

ciates

plans

to purchase

the

land and build a $12,000,000
development
ments.

of

708

apart-

tal concern to the village in
its planning for future devel-

The response from' people
place of the hearing was not
published as required by law. finding the balloons was un-

opment."
--The real party in interest
Woods mentioned a number Tech Associates Inc., was not
of reasons why he feels the a petitioner kir the proposed
re -zoning
from single fam- zoning amendment.
ily to multiple family use is
--At its meeting of June 20,
wrong. The area lacks police 1966, the Coqk County Board
and fire protection and there of Commissioners failed to
is
no municipal water ser- votc by Ayes and Nays upon a
vice to
said.

Also,
ple

use

the

he

specific motion to adopt spe-

cifically an ordinance or remulti- solution re -zoning said real
completely out of estate -:from the R-4 'single
with the develop- family residence district to

such
is

subdivision,
intense

character
ment of the village and the the
R-6
general
residence
surrounding area.
district, and accordingly no
The suit mentioned the Ca- such ordinance or resolution

tino Subdivision north of Kir- was duly adopted as provided

chhoff Rd., the Airy Trace by law.
In a statement given at the Subdivision,
the
Arlington
Arlington Heights Village
July 5 meeting of the Board of Heights Garden Subdivision Attorney Jack Siegel said the
Trustees of Arlington Heights, and the Surry Ridge Subdi- defendants have 30 days to file
Village President John G. vision, all of which "con- an answer to the charges.
Woods labeled the action by tain expensive single family Normally, the case may then
"irresponsible"
county
and said it renders municipal
zoning ineffective.,
The land is, Woods said,
the

"on the very doorstep of Ar-

By Alan Masks:, R.Ph.

... HOW MUCH
DO YOU KNOW

ABOUT VITAMINS? ...
This week, let's look at a
misconception many people

have about vitamins. Because most of our vitamins
are

obtained from food,

some people look upon vi-

tamins as a type of food.
Food, however, is amaterial
providing heat energy, measured in terms of calories, for
vital bodityprocessess. Inas

much as vitamins do not

contain calories, they are not
food.
They are, however, chemicals of drags that are present

in foods - and a vitamin is
kstill a vitamin whether you
get it from a beefsteak or a
bottle.

You might also say that a
prescription Is a prescription

homes of the finest design and be expected to be set for a
character."
hearing in September.
Such a multi -family develIn his July 6 statement,
opment. the defendants claim, Woods criticized the county's
would lower the taxable val- manner of deciding a rc-

planning

recommendations

to

0ec,1,94,-.42

the

said.

0240 crg2 04,-0.9.04P

Clearance Sale
SPORTS - WEAR
NORTHWEST -MANUFACTURERS OF

SPORTSWEAR LINES WE HAVE BEEN

Will Be Offered For
Clearance Starting

take a small measure of

WILL INCLUDE SHORTS, JAMAICAS,
REGULAR SLACKS - STRETCH SLACKS,
SHIRTS, BLOUSES, AND JACKETS.

1770 W. Algonquin lid
Phone 489-5255
Free Radio Dispatched
Delivery

where prescriptions are a
specialty, not a sideline.

them and even climbed trees
to get them.

The balloon that went the faithest was one launched by Lisa

Wood, of Mount Prospect. It
landed 121 miles from Mount
Prospect in a wheat field in
Danville, Ill. The one that went
the third farthest was released
by John Cropper, also of Mount
Prospect. If -landed in Attica,
Ind.

One launched by Lupe Anchondo, of Lakeside, was next.
It -landed on a fence in Boswell
Ind. Fifth was one lofted by

Chuck McGuinn of Palatine. It
came down in Manteno, Ill.

A complete list of the other
balloons and where they were
found is printed alphabetically

according to the name of the
launcher. All are Mount Prospect residents
wise noted.

unless

other-

Gary Abransbm, Chicago
Heights; Ann Adams, Oak

Billy Brink, WestchesBob Brocren, in a tree,
Brown,
Mike
Homewood;
Homewood; Laura Bueter, Vol.

Heights Steger, Ill.; Vicki Olson of Arlington Heights, Argo, -

Lawn;

Ill.; Brig Palomo, Oak Lawn;
Jim Perkins, Mt. Prospect;
Michelle Presperin, Oak Lawn;
Kim Rasinussen of Wheeling,

cago; Denise Cherwin Beecher,
III.; Gary Chuipek, Cedar Lake,
Ind.

Bridgeville, Ill.

Mary Ellen Costello, in the
garden, Addison; Maureen Costello, Stickney; Jean Crnich,
Blue Island; Maggi
Duffy,
Schiller Park; Susan Duffy,
Patterson Park, Hometown,
111.

Tim Engelson, Oak Lawn;

0.

StraSS LADIES APPAREL
OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAYS
FRIDAY TO 9 P.M.
9 W. PROSPECT AVE.
CL 3-7622

Danny Santeler, Chicago;
Randy Santeler, in.rose garden,

gives the Karl von Kampens of Mount Prospect their fourth
grandson. In town with their grandparents all last week were
7 -year -old Keith and Kevin, r, whom the senior von Kam -

Mr. and Mrs. Norman von

Mr. and Mrs. William Cordle

Kampen whose son Mark cele- who were invited to spend their
brated his third birthday yes- first weekend with their daugh-

Chicago Heights; John Schanken Oak Lawn; Janet Schultz terday.
Donald and Lucy Hortberg
of Arlington Heights, Elk Grove
have announced the arrival of
Village;
Norman
Schwartz,
Remola Scott at their home in
Oak Lawn; Ricky Seyring,
Holmdel, N.Y. The couple's
Broadview; John Shaw, in corn
first child, born March 31 is
field, Grant Park.
adopted and has been named
Margie
Siffermann,
Des
for both his grandfathers, inPlaines,

Palos Park; Barbara
Edward Fitzsimmons, on a golf
course, Addison; Shirley Gliegc, Sinclair, Elk Grove; Ann Smith,
of Arlington Heights, Franklin Des Plaines; Gary Sophie, Oak
Park; Tom Gobrecht, River- Forest; Joan Soucy of Buffalo
Bloomingdale;
Pat
side Ball Park; Teresa Goer- Grove,

ter and her husband, Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis Bullard at their
home in Ridge Farm, Ill.
Married two weeks ago,
the couple have settled their
mobile home, and Tuesday
found Carolyn Bullard start-

ing a four week course at the
cluding Reynold 0. Hortberg University of Illinois. Classes
who along with Ruth are planning a visit from the young
family later this summer.

there will
Carolyn

for

further equip

teaching

fourth

grade. in Ridge Farm and add
to

toward

credits

her

her

IT WAS right after last master's degree in elementary
cago; Debbie Stephen, Mat- Christmas that Mr. and Mrs. education.
Teaching will also occupy
teson, Ill.
Robert Cohrs and their sons
Judy Stein; Oak Lawn; Nat- began plans for the European Dennis this fall as he begins
halie Straub of Arlington trip from which they just his second year instructing
band and choral music at the
Heights, in a tree, Hickory returned.
Hills; Frank Tangney, in corn
Traveling independently, the Catlin (III.) high school.
field, Beecher; Jim Tangney, Cohrs of Prospect Heights,
Blue Island; Rick Thompson, including
16 -year -old
Tom
A BUSY summer is occupyArgo; Tom Tortorello, Chicago; and Jim, 13, spent three weeks
Scott Vaughn, Flossmoor; Jeff in Denmark, Holland, Swit- ing Mr. and Mrs. Harry A.
Weaver, Oak Lawn.
zerland and Austria. Inspi- Patton. In edition to her work
Susan Welch, Oak L a w n; ration for the trip was a visit on the administrative staff of
James Weyhenmeyer of Pala- with Dorothy Cohrs' brother Mount Prospect's elementary
tine, on RR tracks, South Chi- and his wife, M/Sgt. and. Mrs. schools, Dorothy and Harry

schler... Chicago; Jim Grimm, Soucy of Buffalo. Grove, ChiRiverside, Todd Grimm, O'Hare
Airport; John Haire, Oaklawn;
Fred Hill, Bellwood.
Lois Hoppe of Arlington

Heights, O'Hare Field; Steve
Houdek, Northlake; Bob Immen of Arlington Heights, Elk
Grove; Glory Irian Mount Prospect; Debbie Jacobsen of Des
Plaines, in cornfield, Momence.
III.; Billy Jeffreys, Chicago
Heights; Esther Johnson of Arington Heights

in

a

prairie,

Willow Springs; Ray Johnston,
9th hole, Itasca; Sister M. cago; Pific Whitting, Monee
Joseph of Chicago, in soy bean Township; Dave Wilcox, corn
field, Bensenville; Jim Wilcox,
field, Mt. Prospect.
Mary Joyce, gladiolus field, Wolf and Grand Avs., Chicago;
Momence, Ill.; Thomas Kay, Kathleen Wilcox, Grant Park.
Mary Beth Wilkinson, woods,
Oak Lawn; Jeffrey Kendaior,
Peotone, Ill.; Kim Klein, Mel- Crete, III.; Philip Wilkinson,
rose Park; 'Keith E. Knutilla, roof gutter, Berwyn; David
Matteson, III.; Pam Konstant, Wing, 9th fairway, Itasca Country Club; Woody Wolf, 63d Pl.
Melrose Park.
Mitzi Korzen, Oak Lawn; and New England, Chicago; Ron
Doug Kramer, Oak Forest; Wood, Des Plaines.
Inga
Krzesinski,
Melrose
Park; Kathy Leaman of Arlington Heights, Posen, Ill.;

Ann Lindstrom of Arlington
Heights, on top of car, Elk

mer, Mt. Prospect.
B. Michalek, Hazel

Chicago;

From Waukegan comes word of the birth July 8 of Kurt Rich-Urcl "'third -son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard von Kampens, which

pens drove back to Waukegan Saturday.
Township; Kirk Charlton, Chi- Tinley Park; Robert Rieger,
Now living ih Cincinnati are

field, Grant Park; Ken Meix-

Bernet,

Two Mount Prospect couples have become grandparents
Kathy O'Hara of Arlington within the last few weeks.

mer Rd. and Crawford Av.
M.A. Burrell, Homewood,
Beverly Busse, Oak Lawn; Valerie
Chamberlain,
Leyden

Jeffrey Bajcek, in a cornfield
Tinley Park; Ken Belzer of Des
Plaines, in a cornfield, Monee;
Theresa

Nancy Nelson, Midlothian, Ill.

ter;

sen, Maywood.

Crest,

Ill.; Blake Millard, Crete, Ill.;
Debbie Moisan, Franklin Park;

Festivities
At St. James
Saturday St. James Parish
hold its annual parish
barbecue and raffle on the

will

4

p.m. to

midnight.

There

lack of time and all returned
with a strong desire to make
another similar vacation
cities they did not cover: -

in

rides, games and
be
prizes for the young, .dancing
booths
and
for teen-agers

Driving to Milwaukee, the Waukesha, Wis 'in June,
family ferried across Lake and who is going on to become
Michigan to Muskegon, then a medical technologist.
TODAY IS moving day for
drove to upper Michigan's

BEEF

Mon of the

/Dap

a

Harbor. Next stop was Amery,

Mount

Good weather enhanced the

(FILLET MIGNON)
CWHILE OUR

PEOPLE'S CHOICE
MEAT MARKET
105 W. PROSPECT

392-9727

MT. PROSPECT

years.

new house in Ypsilanti, Mich.
District manager for the

Diamond T. Truck Co., most
of Bill Baas's work takes him
into

Michigan territory, and
move promises to bring

the

him

conveniently

close

to

home and gives Mrs. Baas
the added plus of being nearer
her family who live in that
area.

New owners of the Baas's
and Mrs. Donald Dalton. The house at 22 S. Albert are Mr.
event was the annual gathering and Mrs. Edward Carlson,
of backyard neighbors and already residents of Mount
their children in the 2013 Prospect.

blocks of S. George and S.

SUMMER of winter,

it's
be sick.
Testifying to that right now

Two recent newcomer fam- never convenient to
ilies

in

the

area

were

also

included, Mr. and Mrs. Rich- are Mrs. Russell Miller now
ard Patchin and the Roy home from Northwest ComStobes. Always well thought munity Hospital; Mrs. James
out is the picnic which includ- Torrence recovering at home

OPENING'

SUPPLY LAST

LB.

15

at the home of Mr.

17

The Northwest Suburb's
Only Professional Theatre

FREE

Prospect

They arc Mr. and Mrs. William Baas who have built a

es a pre -planned menu and after hospitalization at Luth-eran General; and Mrs. Stuart
_steaks for everyone.
Forced to' miss the party Guouling in Holy Family Hoswere pital.
this
year,
however,

TENDERLOIN
FILLETED

family who have lived in

Mackinac Island and Copper

Edward Sts.

Call our

where she is taking a 15 month
medical secretary.

winners-of a new July

Selling your home?

'summer
is
finding
at Elkhart University

This
Paula

Thinking along the same
A 12 DAY vacation took
Mr. and Mrs. William Preble lines is the Patton's other
and their John and Laura to daughter, Peggy who graduated from Carroll College in
Michigan and Wisconsin.

vacation during all but the
boat ride. Cool rainy skies
drove the travelers off the
and prizes for the grownups. deck most of the six hour
There will be food and bevy ride.
erages for all.
The highlight of the eveA PERFECT summer Sunning will be at 10:30 p.m. day set the stage for a party
the

Wright of Elkhart, Ind.

course which will make her a

will

Buick sport coupe, a 23 inch color television set and
five 16 -inch black and white
portable sets' will be announced.

sipmcmg.

Harold Flade stationed in are sharing with their &ugh= ter Paula Mary the excitement
Heidelburg.
Only 'regret of the trip was of her engagement to Edward

parish grounds at 841 N. Ar- Wis., where they spent five
lington Heights Rd., Arling- days with their families, Mr.
ton Heights.
and Mrs. John. Burman and
The festivities will run from Mrs. Elizabeth Preble.

when

THE FRANCHISED DEALER OF FOR YEARS

Thursday July 21st

ENDLER'S PHARMACY

them, chased them, swam after

By Grace Mott

Mary Pat Mueller, Hillside,
III.; Brad Muender, Addison;

Besenhofer, in an alley, Frank-

WITH THE CONSENT OF THE TWO FAMOUS

no matter where it is filled.
This is largelytrueofcourse,
but we suspect that you will
added comfort In the knowledge that yours is being -7
compounded by

usual. in all, 121 cards were
returned. People tripped over

New Grandparents,

lin Park; Bonnie Blythin, Oak

Grove.
ues of the property and injure zuning request.
Danny Lindstrom of Arlingthe Village of A r I i n g t on
"The original Cook County
ton Heights, in the garden,
Lawn;
Antonia
Anchondo
of
Heights by loss of assessed Zoning Ordinance. has' been
Lakeside, Harvey; Diana An,
Markham, Ill.; Steve McGuin
valuation and tax receipts.
warped and twisted out of
The suit contends that the shape by haphazard and ir- chondo, Lakeside, Stickney; of Palatine, Oak Forest; Bill
hearing by the Zoning Board responsible amendments which Tom Anderson, Chicago Ridge; McGuinn of Palatine in field,
of Appeals was invalid. arid are apparently dictated more Ricky Arko, Leyden Township; Elk Grove; Dave' Mann. Maywood; Chris Manno, Chicago;
gave the following reasons:.
by
political ' pressure than Karen Baarosen, in a beanfield
Grant Park; Carlene BaaroMaribeth Meersman, soybean
findings
--The
'purported
he
consideration,"
and

Grace's Daze

Tommy Wins a Bike

parents Dewey and Marie Dy- new bicycle for 3 1/2 year:old
ter Mrs. Helen King,
two brothers William
Lewis Gardner.

pect has been named in honor of Slichenmyer.

Tommy Rodgers, 3 -year -old son of Mr. and Mm, Ronald Rodgers of 405 S. Prindle,
Arlington Heights, was the winner of a bicycle in the Day Publications' balloon contest
'started July 4 in Mount Prospect. Tommy's balloon traveled 148 miles to Georgetown,

er of Mount Prospect; a sis- Tommy Rodgers of 405

Village Joins in Suit
Against County Zoning
BY JIM ROSS

Dist. 214 Board of Education President Hal Armstrong
(right) of Mount Prospect directs retiring- Supt. Harold
L Slichenmyer to a special surprise cake and gift at last
night's board meeting. Board members presented Slichenmyer with a pipe and had_personal greeting, for the_
administrator. The administration center in Mount Kos-

if both' schools cannot be oc-

Hansen To Serve -1- Ohititarieg
County. GOP Unit
Elk Grove Township Republican Committeeman Carl
R. Hansen will serve on the newly expanded 19 -member

sy

the

be reduced by $600 for each

concernmasonry

."-

needed to switch mason contractors and bring in addition-

at the Grant Wood School con= ing state that contractor A. J.
struction site.
Sollinger promised 10 masons
ed

---

In Elf

board agreed to pay Sollinger

or three laborers" when he
made his inspection.
"If necessary," Dist. 59
president Doug Burns said,
"we'll call a special meeting
perintendent, went hunting for of the board."
masons eight, nine, and ten
Minutei of the July I I meet-

members,

.

Ka

little masons,
"Seven little masons!"
That was the theme song
Tuesday for School Dist. 59
as Bill Mann, assistant su-

Board

..... 4 .

'

-Lai
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Howard Kaaay

' BRUNS

REAL ESTATE

CL 5-63E0

Country Club
5151 /RI SI AuRV41

TO NITE

"CRITICS
CHOICE"

e"ii4lif 'D

,:anal

IN INC OLD ONCLIA 0 COUNTRY CLUB

Nand 4 (...01.111.

a new comedy by Ira. Levin

Nightly (Ex apt Monday) at 8:30
Sund.y at 7:30
Box Office Opens Daily 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Reservations B Mall Or Phone CL 9-5400

ProsPott.

.2.5,

. r"

r, -01" '

o

Me

,t

11.4,111a.

The Day's Prospects

Chandra Herath, Visitor from Ceylon
students from Ceylon then on

BY DOLORES. HAUGH

Chandra Herath, 4-H International. Farm Youth Exchange Student from Ceylon, will be visiting with the
William Ryan family until. Sunday.
Chandra, the only child of school principals in Ceylon, at-

tended agriculture school in Colombo, Ceylon. She was picked

to Pennsylvania.

November 25 Chandra will
end her tour. She is hoping to
see enough snow befbre she
Chandra is the first student

from 30 young people in 4-H groups to visit the United States.

to come to the United States in
In Ceylon, Chandra owns a stayed are the 4-H foundation the lust ten years and the only
Maryland;
Washington,'
small farm which produces co- in
.one to visit Cook county.
conuts, rice and vegetables. She Champaign, Ill., West Frank also has 2 cows. In Ceylon the fort. Ill., and Coatburg, III.
TOWARD the close of World
young people attend school until Mrs. Ryan met her in Bloom - Wur II, 4-H Clubs and other
age 20 or 21 then go on to ington and brought her to the rural youth organizations the
They arc not Ryan home in Mount Prospect.
University.
a
country over felt that they could
-allowed to get jobs or marry
best make a contribution to
SINCE SHE has been here . world peace by helping to furuntil they have graduated.

Page 3
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VONSEMEREMEMIIMMI

R7.10247,12.2.71Z
The Cooperative Extension
Service encouraged these young
men and women and gave them

the support necessary to transr

form their "idea" into the In-

thcr an understanding between ternational Farm Youth ExLake Michigan and saw the rural people at the family level. change Project.
The exchange began in late
movie "The Mugnificient Men
They decided that if young
where she was parted from her in their Flying Machines" which men and women from farms in 1947 and since that time 280
luggage, From there she landed she thoroughly enjoyed. Also on the United States could live and delegates from the U.S. have
in Baltimore and was so upset the agenda, while visiting the work on farms in other coun- participated and 212 exchanges
about the loss of herluggage Ryans, are visits to the tries and If the young people of have come to the U.S. from
she could not appreciate being museums, art institute and per - those countries could come to foreign countries.
in a new country until her lug- hops a Budist temple.
the United- States then each
THIS project -helps-rural
--gagelimally-caught-up-with-her----On---July -24th. she will- travel, could learn of the way of life
young people to understand the
she
has
to
Kentucky
to
meet
with
7
other
Some of the places
of the other.
Miss Herath had only 2 weeks
to prepare for this trip. She
traveled by plane to London

Chandra Herath (left) `shows Mrs. William Ryan how

ap AT HOME

leaves to make a snow ball.

Chandra has been, swimming in

problem of similar people

in

living

as

other, countries_ by

he or she will liCe.

Applications may be secured

members of the family.

from the County Extension Agent. A state I.F.Y.E. commit-

Any rural young person can
a trip to another

apply for
country as

a

tee selects the state candidates
and submits applications to
the National 4-H Club Foundation where final selection is

Roots

"Grass

Ambassador" if he or she

is

20 to 30 years old, a high school
graduate, has a mature person.
ality, has been reared on a

made.

The cost is met, by voluntary

contributions to the Nationald
rural 4-H Club Foundation. An aver-

farm or knows farm work, has
had

with
experience
organizations, and

is. age of $1,400 is required to areager to understand other peo- range each two-way exchange.
ple_ ancLable_to_sKak the lan- Inquiries_ should .6.e_directud_to_______

youth

guage of the country in which the State Extension Service.

to wrap a sari.

.

Miss Herath's
Ceylonese Recipes

C

.

.

p

BY BETTY BIEG
Chandra Herath, 4-H International Farm Youth exchange
student from Ceylon has given some of her favorite recipes
to us. She has prepared some of them while staying with the.
----William-Ryan familtin-Mount Prospect.

I

MEAT CURRY
lb. meat

Adti_ the._ meat sauces and
Mix well. Scrarnble the
eggs. Fry the bacon cut into
rice.

2 tomatoes

small strips and add this mix-

4 cups water
Salt and garlic to taste
Pepper and chili powder
to taste
'1 teaspoon mint leaves
2 tablespoons margarine
1 teaspoon vinegar
margarine in
and add meat cut in
Heat

ture with the flee.
Serve with meat curry.

MACARONI
1 or 2 cups macaroni
1 cup minced onion
1 tablespoon
grated

small

1 cup minced meat
I can tomato soup
Pepper to taste

pieces to brown. Add 1/2 teachili powder, pepper,
mint, leaves, garlic salt, vinegar, tomatoes and water. Cook
spoon

Serve hot over rice.

,.soup, minced meat, onion and
pepper. Add the macaroni and

1 cup rice
,
1/4 green cabbage leaves
1/4 cup peas
1 egg
1/8 pound butter
1 teaspoon worchestshire

serve hot.

COCONUT CANDIES
2 cups shredded coconut
1

sauce

up) '
2 slices bacon
1 teaspoon A-1 sauce

Boil

rice

1 can condensed milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
1/2. cup water

Pour

the

condensed

milk.

water and sugar into a pan
and mix well. Cook on low
flame.
Add the shredded co-

.
directed

as

a

1/2 pound sugar
teaspoon butter
Food coloring

1 large carrot
1 onion
1/4 pound, green beans (cut

Salt to taste.

Fresh 'n lean!

Boil macaroni with salt -as
Mix
directed on package.
cheese with milk. Blend the
milk
misture with tomato

slowly until tender. Add 2 teaspoons flour to make a gravy.
FRIED VEGETABLE RICE

cheese

1/2 cup milk

pan

a

on

conut.

Raise the

104 SAL

flame. Stir

package. Cut the carrots into constantly, cooking until the
cabbage mixture forms a ball. Remove
thin
strips.
Dice
leaves and onion. Place butter

from

in

a large pan and heat well.
Add carrots and cover. Cook

coloring. Mix with a wooden

for 5 minutes then add the cabbage, beans, onions and peas.

spoon until the candy hardens:
Nuts may be added. Place on
a
buttered board and flatten

'Salt to taste and cook
nother 5 minutes covered.

for a-

heat.

Add vanilla and
$

,

9

Creamette Ready -Cut Spaghetti 7-0--10$

-

Blue Label instant Potato
La Choy Chow Mein Noodles

with a piece of wax paper.
Cut into squares and cool.

I
t

,

Coffee Klatch
For Newcomers

S

'Cremate Macaroni

7...104

La Choy Bean Sprouts
La Choy Soy Sauce

5.0.10c

S

303104

I
Choice...

The Newcomers Club of Mount Prospect is

306104
303104

.

Your

planning a welcoming coffee "klatch" for the new
women residents of the area.

The coffee "Klatch" is scheduled for Thursday,

at 10:00 a.m. in St. Marks Church at Pine and
Evergreen.

Each

Birds Eye

PEAS and CARROTS,
10154
CHOPPED or LEAF SPINACH...oz.

All newcomers are urged to attend as this
will be the only get-to-gether for the summer

Chiquita

months. This is an opportunity for new residents
to meet some of their neighbors.

A supervised play area is available for children.

For information please contact Mrs. Curt Dahl-

4-H Members Prepare
For State Fair Contests
1966

at

Miner Junior High
in Arlington Heights

had about 175 girls participating.
The winners of the local
competition in dress revue, flower
and
demonstrations,
will
represent
arrangement

North Cook County at the State

Fair to' be held in Springfield,
August 12 through 21.

Mrs. Evelyn Augustin, Home
Advisor for Cook County, said
that the following girls will
compete for the state awards:
Sandra Corona, Medinah; Jane

-Corzine, Elgin, and Kim Sheviak, Arlington
model

dresses

Heights, will
made
they

as a part of the 4-H work in
clothing

The
construction.
two girls participating in the

Arrangement

Flower

rE.ARS
. ani."

CaASlaidatsh dozen

activity

are Linda. Nester, of Elgin,
of
Broadwater
and
Fritzi

494

26.254
F
aRROTS

Palatine.

r7

Lei

FLUFFY ALL

SURF
IN Off.

Want*

Association

594

BREEZE

ribbons which were presented
by a representative of the
First' Arlington National Bank.
Anyone who is interested in

joining a 4-H club of: 'leading
contact. the University of Illinois Cooperative
one should

it

Extension Office
or Cl. 3-6460.
\-.

824-2879

34199,
Half

V EM 2%
Supreme

714

Mani

DREWRY'S BEER?rzl2P1149
Prices Effective July 20-28 - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

tine.. These girls won the IlliBankers

Meado4;,roor

Fri

ntin Bar

2

Pkgs.,
69

REGULAR OR DRAFT

the honor of giving a demon-

nois

COOKING BAGS 4 for

Fot those cool cli inks...

COOKIES Fashioned Butter

The following girls out of
sixteen, participating in the
Demonstration activity, won

stration at the State Fair;
Mary Reynolds, Evanston; Gail
Corcoran,
Mount . Prospect;
and Kathleen Carlson, Pala-

6 254

A

5-oi. - Banquet

..
19,

HAMBURGER BUNS

Bananas

strom 259-3053.

School

Package of 8 - Bonnie

-

The North Cook County 4-H
Achievement Day. held July 7,

5

754

754

434.

Pkg.

SILVER DUST
Olaal

II

Dishwasher ALL

3... 314

I

IN Off
(Nat

IVORY SOAP
7e Off
4 hIsdlsea
Bare

$ 3. 69

34 Off
1/24:11

Clinttea

r"i

,

Hours 10-10 Daily 10.6 Sunday

644

284
RINSO

DREFT

55$

394

FLEECY WHITE

TIDE

VIM
1300 Northwest Illikway, Palatial

'

PRAISE SOAP

Gloat

73

.4

.
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Some Day
"One bad ankle, a' skinned

"You look none the worse

knee and no drownings, that is
the official tally .for the -annual
Pony League ,Cookout for the

for the festivities," said Zerais.

Tigers," reported 'Uncle John
Hlievernicht, inventor of the

todian of the beer cboler,"
replied Uncle -John. "We de-

air-conditioned police car.
"It sounds like' the -usual
jelly affair," said his friend
Zerais Fish, national chair-

cided that the kids today are

man of the Don't Drop Out
from High School, Drive Out

third base who caught the ball

in a Cadillac Club.

times did not kriow where to

"Yes, it was," Uncle Johit
continued.
"The manager

throw it.

"1 had my usual job, cus-

"We

lem of the youngster playing

ankle

chasing

a

three

times

all

and

but otherwise all of the kids
got out of the pool alive."

cause

"It

-

bad

said

"Ndw," said Uncle John.
"Kids nowadays do not apThey quit
the games and decided to go
preciate anything.

it is the

swimming.

fatflt of the parents. That is
when the men decided to be

"As they were leaving 1
heard one ungrateful pup say,

good fathers and join she boys
in the games and show them

'Gee,

whiz, those big guys
sure ruined a good game.'"

report on transportation problems prepared by the National
Republican Coordinating Com-

sity.
While the report discusses
every phase of the transportation industry in depth, the
conclusions it reaches in the
area of commuter transpor-

mittee.
The paper, which covers
every phase of the transportation industry, -was prepared

for the top Republican policy
making committee by a task
force on the functions of federal, state and local governments.

Former Congressman Robert Taft Jr. of Ohio, headed
the task force and the report

the morning, then trans- Conservative" -- is to provide
port them back to their homes financial incentives to corn again in a similarly brief eve- muters in the form of tax ben fling period; -and-repeat---ther-clits-,--ir-they-use-pablic-trans=
process live times a week is pollution.

After outlining the problem,
commission draws the
conclusion, "commuters are
people."
"Commuters have human
needs and desires.
Among
these is .a distaste for crowd.
ed,
uncomfortable
vehicles
the

tation are most worthy of note
in this area.

The report labels commuter
"the greatest

transportation,
single

problem

"Federal and state govern-

the problem.

of metropoli-

which assault the senses in the
process of providing relatively
swift transportation of unccrtarn dependability," the re -

tan transportation."
How to transport hundreds
of thousands of people into the
core city within a few hours

port states.
PERHAPS

Rap-

Professor

ments should also consider
ways to provide financial incentives to residents to persuade
them to use urban

transit systems.
"In addition to reasonably
priced fares, we believe that
plan whereby the users of
transit systems
are
given
income
tax
benefits
(perhaps through receipts which
could be filed with tax returns) merits serious study."
Those are
direct quotes
a

penthul should come to Chi- from the report, taken in conmajor text. Here is the party's juswhere
several
cago
commuter

contradicts

lines

--the-clafthrin th"e Republican
committee report.
There is no better.' more
reliable or comfortable com-

muter line

in

the world than

tification:
"Unless

Chicago

and

require,

they

some

means

must be found to attract commuters

transit

to

buck

sys-

'

"There is an increased need
for additional research in this
and related aspects of transportation.. Insufficient efforts
have been made in this direction.
The transportation
industry and Federal, State ails)
local governinents should devote even more attention to

these problems than they have
to date."
hope' Ben

We

Heineman

we

arc

our cities
land for

DEADLY ENEMY OF THE
VACATIONING MOTORIST
VIE Chicago Motor Club
OFFERS THESE SAFETY TI PS :
START EARLY AND STOP EARLY.

miles

senger

STOP EVERY TWO HOURS FOR

recorded

an-

nually by commuter trains.

REFRESHMENT.

HOW TO attract more commuters to use the railroad and

TAKE TURNS DRIVING IF POSSIBLE.

public,

transportation
facilities is another aspect of the
Republican report.
One solution -- that cer-

AVOID HIGHWAY HYPNOSIS -TALK PLAY RADIO - AVOID HEAVY MEALS.

tainly did not come from the
pages

of

"Conscience

of

a

Benefits for Veterans - No. 7

"Honor the original drewm by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

If you saw active duty any

time on. or after Sept. 29,
1965, you automatically received.
ance.

$10,000

in

insur-

This
Serviceman's
Group
With each new war or conflict in this century,
Life Insurance costs 52 a
month, which is automatically the U. S. government has shifted its servicemen deducted from your pay during veterans insurance program.
IN WORLD WAR I, servicemen bought U.S.
your active duty.
The coverage continues dur- Government Life Insurance (USGLI). These poling your active duty unless icies have a "K" prefix. They pay dividends.
you, in writing, ask that it be Term, ordinary life, 20 and 30 -payment life and
reduced to S5,000 (SI a month) endowment -type policies are included in the USG LI program.
or cancelled.

This policy,

remains in ef-

fect for 120 days after you return to civilian

life.
During
that four -month period you
can obtain a commercial life
insurance policy in the same

IN WORLD WAR II, servicemen bought National Service Life Insurance (NSLI). Some
policies have the prefix "V" and pay dividends.
Some, issued bettkeen Aug. I, 1946 and Dec. 31.
1949 (somewhat after the fighting ended) have the

amount as your Serviceman's

prefix "H" and don't pay dividends. Term, ordinary life, 20 and 30 -payment life and endow.'

Group Life Insurance policy
without having to show evi-

ment-type policies are included.
Servicemen who bought either USGLI or NSLI

dence of good health.

in these wars carried their policies with them on

You may secure information
on

after -service policies by
writing to Post Office Box
1200. Newark, N.J. 07101.
These
permanent
policies
arc written by private companies.

YOU HAVE the same conversion privilege even if you
have a Service -connected dis-

ability when you end your active duty.

A man separated from active duty with
nected ailment

service -conrated at .10

u

per cent or more will be -also
eligible for an additional $10,:
000 Veterans' Administration
Service - Disabled Veterans

Insurance policy.
But to be
eligible, the. veteran must be

in good health except for his
service -connected disability.
In summary, this means

that disabled veterans may be
entitled to two $10,000 poi' icies...

This disabled veterans' insurance is . open' to 'veterans

separated from service on. or

leaving the service if they desired.
DURING KOREA, the insurance system
changed again, except for 100,000 servicemen
.

Friendship

Page 4

near Baltimore.

is

hon-

Applicutiontist be made
within one;''VretiAizm the date
the VA finds 'That/the disability

scri,ICOOrtneofed,
unless the veteran'., Was 'Mk=
tally incompetent during any
of that period.
.Disithled veterans may apply either for five-year lev'

was

el premium term insurance or

for

means

Airport's

solving National
congestion
prob-

ow About Those Lines?
fully we went back to the highway and

ruling, to be effective
Aug. 7, would send all nonstop flights from 'over 500
The

miles from Washington. D.C.
into either' Dulles or Friend.
ship Airports.

lem," Rumsfeld said.

"He was unable to respond.

Back there in April and May when we
were standing on the corner shivering in
ton to bear the full burden of our underwear and wondering what ever
relieving the serious congeshappened to spring, the highway offition at National Airport.
"There is a 'Variety of al- cials told us not to worry about those
than 500 miles from Washing-

the ruling.

Dulles is 27

miles outside Washington and

As of Jan. I, 1959, holders of "RS" insurance have been able to convert to a permanent
plan of insurance, or exchange their insurance
for a limited convertible 5 -year level premium
term insurance. These new policies have "W"
prefixes. The total -disability income 'provision
may be added to this "W" insurance. It is considered a form of NSLI.
"RH" or Service -Disabled Veterans Insurance
is for some separated from service on or after
April 25, 1951, with a service -connected disability.
A new National Service Life Insurance Modi-.
lied Plan became available May I, 1965. this
plan encourages conversions from term insurance
as it provides a life -time level premium lower

IF A veteran becomes men- surance, even if they have
tally incompetent us the re- 'National Service Life Insursult of a service -connected - ance or U. S. Qovernment Life
disability and remains incom- Insurance policies. They thus
petent until he dies, his wid- arc covered by two $10,000
ow, child or parent may be policies.
If such a doubly
serviceman
eligible for the death pay- covered
suffers
ments of a SI0,000 Service - a service -connected disabilDisabled Veterans Insurance, ity, he may also be entitled

for any of the permanent plans ter the veteran's death.
Servicemen,
to which their health- may enincluding re-,
title them.
Totally disabled', servists called to active duty,
veterans 'are not eligible for arc covered by the new Serviceman's
an endowment plan.
Group Life
In.

a

Jack A. Vandermyn
.lifews Editor

with Gen. William F. McKee, there .is no valid reason for
FAA Administrator. to discuss forcing those who live more

was sold to persons discharged from active service between April 25. 1951, and Dec. 31, 1956.
It was a 5 -year level premium term insurance
renewable each five years at higher rates. The
total -disability provision may be added. It is
considered a form of NSLI.

Policy even though the veteran had never applied for the
insurance.
Applications must
be made within two years af-

William J. Kledalsch
Managing Erlitor

a
maximum 500 -mile
limit on non-stop flights as the

ternative

solutions

available,

any one of which would be
fairer to the people of the
country."

to the $10,000 VA Service Disabled -Veterans Insurance..
This' would give him three
SI 0,000
government
insurdtre pot icies.
14;77

*

TOMORROW: A Major Bargain for Policyholders

confusing lines on Northwest Hwy.
"Don't worry about a thing," they

"As soon as the weather gets
warmer a crew will be out to paint all
said,

Those lines still left us confused.
The
temperature
spurted
upward,
into the high 70s and 80s.
Again we went back.
Those crazy

looked.

lines were still there.

Upward and upward, into the 90s and
upward.

Rumsfeld said the concept new lines."
Just how warm did that highway man
the FAA is following is wrong.
We told them then, between chat-, mean?
He noted that airports' in all tering teeth, to hurry because the lines
major metropolitan areas arc 'blade us dizzy.
It was too hot to look again. We would
We told them that at
facing . congestion problems,
night it was worse and to attempt to call that highway boss and ask him if he
but "the way to solve
these

of the Nation, not to turn major airports 'into facilities for

make a left turn without knowing which
lane to demand possession of was sheer
folly.
Grudgingly the mercury edged up-

local use only."

ward into the 60s and lower 70s.

not to discriminate against specific portions

problems

is

Letters .
Editor:.

With all the talk concerning
the Tally Ho townhouses (the
ghost of Tully Ho and the controversy of whether to build
up and finish or destroy the
apartments),

I

have

an

idea

us how'they can be put to better use. I know that it is unusual for the city government
to listen to anyone who is not
directly connected with it, and
it

is

extremely

unusual

for

them to listen to the ideas, of
fifteen year -old, but I feel
that it is my privilege and I
am grateful to your paper
for giving me the opportunity.
a

at 2150
Rd.?

S.

Mount

Prospect

to express appreciation
for the' coverage being given

wish

to the hospital and its activities.

shown

what

a

will never discourage the
many teens who can be them-

a

half -a -dozen drunks in the

must admit the author did
excellent job of politely
houses, not to mention the fact knocking the Cellar. This arthat he has stirred up' quite' ticle may' discourage some
a bit of interest in area resiparcnts from
letting their

The churches of the
area have agreed to help find
a
home for the families, so
I'm sure they would not mind
helping to fix up, Tally Ho for
dents.

my idea.

Don Feyereison

Disagrees
With Cellar
Story
Editor:

I am a teenager who read
the article written on the front
page of the Thursday, July 14,

1966, edition of The Day about the re -opening of the Cellar. I also attended the Cellar
that night. I don't know where
the author got his information,
but the place was not smoke filled. There was hardly any
smoke. noticeable: .Also, he
politely added that some teens

Executive Vice President
Lutheran General Hospital

teens attend the Cellar but it

ples at the most.

little

work can do to fix up these

fine comments from physicians, service leaguers and
other hospital friends about
this fine coverage.

Aiain, thanks for your_ in-

There were one or two cou-

The ghost of Tally Ho hits almost all are smoking.
already

I've had quite a number of

terest.
T. L. Jacobsen,

"We will paint those lines just as soon
as we get some cooler weather."

crowd and not just a few, but

Thank you for listening to

For some time I've been
meaning to write and express
my appreciation to The Day
for its fine coverage of the
news. On behalf of Lutheran
General Hospital, I especially

hear his answer:

He must have searched for
Why don't the persons in hours with a magnifying glass
charge investigate the possi- to find some disgraceful charbility of using -these homes acters and he only came up
for the purpose of temporary with one. I would much prefer
housing
for these
Spanish the company found at the Celspeaking people who are about lar than at any adult nightto be evicted from their homes club where there are usually

these people.

'

Hope -

was going to paint those lines or melt
them.
We would call, but we can just

To the Editor

Suggestion.for Tally Ho

News Coverage

the service under
orable condftionii 44

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

posing

He Likes Day's

left

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

"In the meeeting, Gen. McKee was repeatedly asked to
give at least one valid reason
for his arbitrary decision im-

who bought the World War II -type NSLI. Other that other plans. No dividends are payable.
servicemen were automatically covered for 510,- Premiums remain level throughout the life of the
000 without insurance. They had no coverage insured. The face value of each policy is autofrom this $10,000 umbrella after leaving the matically cut in half at age 65, with the same
service except for a grace period of 120 days, 'level premium for the reduced amount.
during whch they could apply for "RS" or "RH"
There are also several other special types of
insurance.
life insurance administered by the Veterans AdEditor:
"RS" or Vtterans Special Term Insurance, ministration.

after April 25, 1951, and who

Wednesday, July 20, 1966.

The leaton he couldn't is that

The Types of Insurance
Available to Veterans

New.cpaper Enterprise Assn.

Tbt Vro5pert ;Dap

Rumsfeld Protests

What About Insurance?
BY RAY CROMLEY

SACRED?"

prepared
sacrifice
freeways

FAA Non -Stop Rule.

MARATiION DRIVING IS A

"Some American officials are complaining that you cows
eat too much of the food they sent us. Is nothing

reads the Republican report on
commuter transportation. Certainly, he will welcome the additional political help and advice on how to run a rail road..

TOMORROW, further discussion on the RepubliCan answer to the nation's transand the parking systems whiph portation ills.
to see
valuable

Northwestern Railroad. Even the C&.-.
NW's .detractors admit that
the line is' customer oriented.
reliable and comfortable.
Ben Heineman long ago recCongressman Donald Rumsognized that commuters are fcld (R -13th) today reiterated
that
He recognized
people.
his strong objection to a Fedair - conditioned passenger eral Aviation Agency ruling
re- which prohibits Chicago area
cars,
reasonable rates,
liable service and personal residents from taking nonattention bring riders.
stop air flights to Washington
Still. the basic problem of National Airport, the only aircommuter transportation in port in the Nation's Capitol.
Metropolitan Chicago is a
Rumsfeld said he and 30
Expressways and
severe one.
toll roads are overcrowded. other members of Congress
met
on Wednesday%, July 13,
despite the millions of pasthe

.

by Jack Vandermyn

in

program -of Stanford- Univer.

skinned

the

ais; "for showing; -the kids the
joy of togetherness. The kids
must have thought it was
great."

.

management

transportation

and

sirfall ripe," said Zer.

Vantage Point
itself was the work of Dr. Karl
Ruppenthal, director of the

be-

beer

ankle

:1J

"Commuters are people"
Those who take exception
with this positive statement are urged to read a 211 -page

well,

as

was running
That is how we got the
the

knee."

eau.

"Somebody

was just

low.

get around to pinning it down
to any one department or bur-

ed for second on a ground ball
and then decided to go back to
first.
"These kids are not like the

basketball,

play.

played.

perhaps it is the government's
fault, although we . never did

three

"We considered (he case of
the runner on first who start-

his

how they are supposed to be

easy living that is to blame.
"Another fellow
thought

prob-

the

discussed

kids in the old days we decided. In the old days you did not
make mistakes or 'you did not

"One fellow thought it is the
fault of the schools. Another
said it started
before the
schools. He thought it is the

in trouble.

skinned the knee playing foot=

'ball and a coach twisted

by Frank E. Von Arx

.

were necking along the

I

an

selves

and

have fun at

the

Cellar!

A Teen Cellar Fan

All letters to the editor must be signed, but
names win be withheld upon request. L e
ers
should be as brief as possible, typewritten, if pos-

sible, and should contain
ap address or phone number so their authenticity
can be checked.

Atlas, 1965, '66, '67, '68.'1

1*

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS
AW,COME.ON.
WOULDN'T 1-111- A LADY.

Wednesday, July 20, 1966
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OUT OUR WAY
HURRY,

do.

if I

ii

RAMP,'

GRAD HIM --HE'S
COMING ou-r
THE OTHER

END:

' Aro 7-20
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

L TOLD YOU TO GET A GOOD HOLD.
ON THAT MUTT WHILE I WAS DRYING
HIM! STAY RIGHT WHERE YOU ARE --HE
MIGHT TRY TO BACK KJ WHEN HESEES
t ME/ WE'VE GOT TO GET HIM OUT OF

THERE BEFORE YOUR MOTHER
Fit...V.5 OUT HE'S HALF.ORIED.
HIMSELF OM THE BACK
OF THE SOFA!

7-20
O 11,4

7

HU. 4. TM. I1$

t h.. 01.:

"It's lovelyi-Glorlal HowIongdldyou haVeopout?" "RmiThl
enin of moonlight on the lake, eh? That's the

stuff, Janie! Anything to get his mind off roast beef on
the table!".

BEN CASEY
JEFF WAS ONE
OF THE BEST INTERNISTS I'D

-411113

.........

EVER MET. THEN. THE DRAFT

7-.2,0

GRAMPAW

CAUGHT HIM. SNAPPED HIM
UP I SHOULD SAY.

VT Po. Off.

O 114 1.1112.1.e. T.14.

3PIE3icS53W
OUR BOARDING HOUSE
'WE MET ON A HELICOPTER HOP 10 SAIGON.
7-2

.II

ONE MINUTE WE WERE TALKING ABOUT mYso-ef
AT COUNT/ GENERAL UNDER HIS AND )CUR CARE.

II

ON

AND THE NEXT MINUTE..."

UW11101111111111

NOW. PET , DON'T SUMP
:. .HE HAD CONNED ME INTO SPENDING

TO CONCLUSioNS!
AtiltoS,V21-1EN I GOT OFF THE BUS mRSHACKIEWEN
MRS. HACKLEWEN IS
GRABBED ME WITH SOME STORY ABOUT YOU.
AN
ER,A1-1BLOWING UP THE HOUSE! I TOLD HER IT WAS
OBSERVANT WOMAN,
JUST ONE OF: THOSE WILD RUMORS "THAT
INT SHE MISREAD
SWEEP AROUND TOWN, BUT I WANT THETKE 5IGNS! COME
'MUTH
EVEN IF I HAVE' TO PUT YOUR HEAD

AU. MY SPARE TIME HELPING HIM
PATCH UP VET NAMESE

BUGS BUNNY

5Ee FOR YOURSELF!

IN A NUTCRACKER TO FIND IT!

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

Motion Sickness
W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Must long-distance travel i
now done by air. In many per
sons

this

results

EEK & MEEK

motion

in

sickness which may vary from
a
slight loss of appetite to
vomiting
there is
bulence

and

retching

I WAAJT TO

is less

WHAT DO

I IAAVJT TO

TO DO 7

OJHEIJ I GROW
OF! FREAKY!

PREFERABLY FRCM

A HIM WHO HAS

AMASS A GREAT

YOULAJAAJT

DEAL OF MOAJEY

a high degree of tur-

Motion sickness

\

AMASS A GREAT

when

AMASSED A GREAT
DEAL OF mcsktFYI

DEAL OF AFFECTIOAJ

WHENI GRCVJ
UPI

OKAY! OKAY!
7 GET THE MUT!

fre-

quent on night flights than on
day flights and is less frequent
on large jet-propelled planes
than on small or propeller -

THE BORN LOSER

driven planes

Pills to prevent motion sick-

eit40::.*

wi-,"

is

enough,

BUY A FARM,
MEM, AN' RAISE
CHICKENS --

and sinuses will equalize with

AYE -YOU WAS

LuctoLY, WE
WERE SAVED -YOU

WENT TO PRISON,.
AND THE MARITIME
COMMISSION ToOK
YOUR LIcaN5a1

MOPPLIN' SWAB Istr
SEEN TO THAT Bur;
AIN'T ONE TO HOW A
UNCUPGP: FaRaNe

Man I AM* giVe

the outside pressure unless the
usually by
swelling

arc

obstructed --

an

inflammatory

such

as

oxymetazo-

NOW KNOWN 10 FRIEND AND Iva Au8a
AS "KINDLY SOU. DAW$0N," I'm ON A
MISSION OF MERCY FOR me SHIPMATES.
PaD OUT TO A MAN IN A
WHO WAS

TRAorPY WOT SPARE, Ma -

30 Asterisk
31 Dry (comb.
form)

1

line (Arm), is the best way to

32 'Transgression

get relief from pain in
sinuses
For obstruction

33 Saucerlike bell
34 Location

the

of
the eustachian tube leading to

ULM Olt

your middle ear, yawning or
chewing gum should help. On
the descent, gentle blowing. with

ALLEY OOP

will often
sure

The

equalize the presexpansion of the

air in your digestive . tract is
rarely a problem.
As for safety in general,
is less loss 'of life per
mile of travel in planes than
in any other form of transportation. Lightning may strike
your plane repeatedly without

there

doing the slightest bit of harm.
Since, if anything goes wrong,,

your pilot will alert you, you
should relax No news ,is good
news

I'M GLAD I WAS
NEAR... NOW

TELL ME WHAT

YOURS WIN,
OUT HERE

-.I'M SO PANG
HUNGRY I COULD
EAT TH HIDE
OFF' A
Bp.ONTOSAURUS!

2

3

I.

AT

C

SS

N K

EGO 5.

N

-1-

A

RA L

G R214
T E R
M
E

0 GA S

0
1

PENS NEDE

33 Color

43 Slight hol ow
44 Icelandic saga
36 Outlet
45 Concluding
37 Revolver (slang)
passage (music)
40 Dismounted
46 Adolescent
41 Walk in water 48 Cadge used
42 So be it!
by gplfers
v
34 Woes

4

5

6

2

3

15

16

7

8

9

1

11

14
17

8

20

-"

37 "Solid as an
old
40 Cognizant

FORGET IT, PAL

;var.)
19 Above (contr.)
22 Banner
2? Bear
constellation

1

35 African nation
38 Form jelly
39 Upper limb

your mouth and nose closed

17 Arabian ruler

1

M

E

10 Container
11 Outfits

24 Jib, for
16 Concern
example
18 "Proud as a
25 Heating vessel
26 Self-evident
20 Blends
21 Definite article 27 Seines
28 Woody plant
22 Marsh
30 Earthen upper
23 Theater
layer
attendant
25 Choice
29 Shower

Inhalation of a nasal decongestant,

lands
13 Bind
14 Turkish

regiment
15 Hard fat

I'M THIAMIN'
HOW WAILE YovRe FREE To IScIOS THAT.
OF GAIIN' UP
DAWSON! IN 19b3 YOU SCUTTLED YOUR
TH' SEA.EASY... SHIP, LEAVINS THE CREW AND MS TO DIM

gestive tract to expand. The
pressure
within
Your cars

passages

..4e

CAPTAIN EASY

however,

0

6 Blink
7 Allow
8 Adventurous
9 Furze genus

ACROSS

I -News --...

8 "Ruptured
' (Navy
insignia)
12 Roman public
-ea

to cause the air -in your middle ear, nasal sinuses and di-

C APE BALL
R
A L A L0E
A A O U L AT
0N
E N AT
5 B 0 r- 6
A R
E L A
MA T
E ID
5 TO
A L
N E
IT
N U RE
0 A -r
E 0
M IC
5 0 NM H E A
AM0K
1CE

T!1,14044/.cm

t

in air pressure,
are traveling at

Answer to Previous I-uzzie

Figurative Birds
5 "Night -"

35,000 feet. you cabin is pressurized to simulate an altitude
of 5,000 to 8,000 feet. Such an
altitude

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

44*, .

Another source of trouble is
change
When you

r,....47 -s-..--.-12.--- 7-2*

WI1Ay-"-'114/14AT?:

A WO& WALK III SPACE --

insist, it does help if you busy
yourself reading or watching
the movie
Even eating the
meal served aloft will often
help
the

?

71-1101C, MAN, THINK!-- You WaTT FOR

ness can be prescribed by your
doctor and persons who are
highly susceptible should take
one just before boarding the
plane Although motion sickness
is
not
"all in your
mind" as some hardy souls

44

i

24

26

i

.4

43 Take away from
47 Mourned
49 Siouan Indian
50 Roman date
35

3.

7

39

341

40 - 41

27 '28

31

k

51 Conclusion
52 Broad

53 Number (pl.)
54 Greek letter
55 Scrutinize
DOWN
1 Book cover
clasp
2 Malarial fever
3 Encircling
4 Cooking room
5 Auricular

22

21

42

45

47

?I.:

50

51

52

53

54

55

\-:-

20

DAY WANt ADS
GET RESULTS

THE PROSPECT DAY
Wednesday, July 20; 1966
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At Summer:.

Folmd-Female. cat. White wick

brown and blk. Vic. of Hoffman Highlands. Had kittens in
my garage. 529-6761.
Lost in vicinity of Randwood
Camelot, a: very thin black
392-7567
cat.
FOUND

Physical

and up to 3 yrs. experience.
'A progressive, nationally
pfessure sensitive
tape mandactufer; a division
of the Borden Chemical Co.

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment
Auto. Elec. Controls

known,

American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

THE ASSIGNMENTS:

Pilot. Models Built

IQ 5-6650

Williamsburg,
Mich. She is pictured at

Cement Work. For free estimate on patios, walks,stoops,
etc. call 299-5679.

the camp practicing a balance beam pose, one of the

24 -Help Wanted Men

exercises

Wheeling
537-0554
RELAY DRIVER

Official Primary Vote Totals Released
Official results in the June 14 primary election show
Eugene Schlickman defeated Thomas Novotny for Wheel-

ing Township Republican committeeman by a narrow
193 -vote margin.
Tabulations released

by
County Clerk Edward J. Barrett
reseal Schlivk man reserved 3,866 votes to Novotny's 3.673.
It was a different story for
&Wickman in the rave for State Treasurer
Rowe
2,960
6.164
state
representative
In
Wheeling Township, he led the Superintendent of Ptiblic
Instruction.
tivket of Republican candiPage'
2,274
4.639
dates and garnered a sole toCampbell
881
2,111
tal of 14,588 His closest op*nominated
ponent in the Township was
William Moore who polled 2,- Representative in Congress

1113th Dist.)

565 sotes

Regner was

the

winner ul the second spot on
the Nos 8 ballot despite the

fact he ran third in Wheeling
Township with 2.352 votes
Following are official election tabulations for both
major
political
parties
in

Wheeling and Elk Grove Townships

REPUBLICAN
United States Elk

Senator
Percy

Grove
3,293

Doyle
Daly

92
53

Wheeling
7.108
192
126

nominated

Pleasant suburb of North-

vacation. Profit Sharing plan
available. Apply in person.
Affiliated Book Distributors
415 N. Wolf Rd.

out the United States.

Rumsfeld

3.321

7.291

Slate Central*. mmitteentan
Brown
State Senator
13rd Dist.)

2.700

5.510

Gruham'
Atcher

1.234

3.300

2,036
118

3,201

Davies

County Commissioners,
Outside Chicago
6,208
Erickson*, 2,930

Fulle'
Chaplin'

Grupp
Ogilvie*
. Dolezal

2,826
2,871
2.585
3,073
937

5,872
6.109
5.399
6,601
2,386

Five of six nominated
DEMOCRATS
United States Senator
699
Douglas
State Treasurer

1.702

Stevenson III 645

1,636

Superintendent of
Public Instruction
545
Prince
Representative in Congress 113th Dist.)
McCabe
632

State Central Committeeman
1.360
574
Downing
State Senator (3d Dist.)
1.450
618
Nelson
Representative in General
Assembly (3d Dist.)
1,758
1,054
Peskin'
3,525
999
Chapman*

Both nominated
Trustee. Metropolitan
Sanitary Dist.
636
Chesrow'
612
Kane'
605
Brandt*
Deutsch (To

fill vacancy) 617
All nominated
1,368

Clerk of Cook County
669Barrett

.

1,396
1,357
1,349
1,362

Cullerton

636

609
619

"

Cox
Johnson*
1.595

Kaplan
Koeneman

1,543

1911.5
2,565

Means

90

379.5

D

All nominated

Thiem

2.955

6,111

Exp. All benefits,
pension
including

plan, and paid vacation. LANDWHER'S

255-0700

for interview, ca 11 2534492 or
253-0261.

Excellent

in

opportunity

established GM dealership.
Retired man for late after-

noon and early evening work
Monday -thrti Friday. Call
LeRoy, Leister.
.

Clerk of Cook County
Eisenhower 3,247
7.056
Assessor of Cook County
3.057
Fields
6,443
Sheriff of Cook County
woods
3,084
6,654
Treitsurer of Cook County
Kucharski
3,120
6.620

CALL
TODAY

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Hgts.,
CL 9-4100
RELAY DRIVER

255-7200

MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

BEFORE

COOK

4 P.M.

Capable of carving, broiling
and expediting food orders.
Good pay, excellent 'opportunity. No late bolas as res-

LATTOF MOTOR SALES

3 a.m. to 6 a.m.
Monday thru Friday

TO DAYS
BEST

light at the Golden Barrel

supper club at O'Hare Inn
on July 26. A native of
Chicago, she will
through Aug. 27.

appear

3.120
6,583
Hanrahan
Board of Appeals Members
6.243
6.101

President, Cook County
Board
Ogilvie
3,254
7,023

BUY
A PATIO in the Regent Park subdivision of Arlington Heights surrounded by what
the developer, the United Development Co., 15 S. Regency Court West, calls "instant nature." This "nature" is part of the approximately $125,000 the company.

Mr. Reagan or Mr. Meyer
for appointment.

The Milk Pail
SHerwoOd 2-5040

WE,

SPECIALIZE
IN

University were named to
school's spring semester honor roll.
- They were among the 584
the

students there to receive the
honor last semester. Accord-

ing to Dr. Ernest E. Hanson,

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

was

ONLY

largest number ever to make

M.

Calvello, of 1800 W. Lincoln
Rd.: Mary S. Horrell, of 807
S. School; Joel 7: Kubik, of
802 S. Elm; Sharron L. Price,
of 116 N. Lancaster; Judith
J. Ribando, of 718 Wilshire
Dr.; and Jacquelyn S. Whitlock, of 300 E. Berkshire.
Prospect
Named from
Heights word
Linda J.
.

Irwin, of 403 N. Maple, and
Ruth J. Murxcn, of 100 W.
Willow Rd.

BB Holes
When Robert Frost School opens in September, the
above parents will be at the helm of the' school's Parent-Teacher Assn. PTA officers for the 1966-67 school
year are (from left) Mrs. Raymond Urban, record* its

Earl Quist, in charge of Diet.
57 ,school maintenance, re -,ay
secretary; Mrs. Glen Gauper, president; Mrs. Ronald ported to police that someone;
Jump, treasurer, and Robert Colburn, vice president. . had shot holes with a BB gun
The new officers of the PTA have pledged an active pro- in 10 windows at /load School,
101 N.
N Owen St.
gram for the next school year.

PAY ONLY ONE
MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

-CALL TODAY

YOUR

the honor roll.

Diane

B ILLS INTO ONE.
.

the

THE MOUNT Prospect

PUT ALL YOUR

DAYS

vice president for student per-

studcnts

REASON?

LINES

Prospect area students at Northern Illinois

--

FOR ANY

Up To *UV To Pay

Eight.

were

OR MORE

DAY WANT ADS
-GET RESULTS

At N.I.U.

this

$2000
$3000
($4000

Take an Months

Eight
Honoted

sonnel services,

NEED

Elgin

is spending to landscape the 45 -acre subdivision.

New Robert Frost PTA Officers

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

DO YOU

taurant closes at 9 P.M. Phone

County Superintendent
of Schools
Czachorski 2,934
2.906
Sodaro'
'Both nominated

15 -Business Personals

ience preferred.
Call Mr. Juskie at 392-2560

(to le

Kral moves into the spot-

2355 E. Oakton St. -Elk Grove
439-3920

counting background or exper-

All Nominated

JAZZ SONG stylist Irene

WELDING CO., 'INC.
CUSTODIAN

for above position. Some ac-

Marks, .
vacancy

B I NZEL

First Presbyterian
Church in Arl. Hts. Full time
exp. man familiar with mechanical services as well as
custodial maintenance. Must
live in area. Paid vacation
& hospitalization. Salary in
accordance with ability and
experience. For appointment

Responsible young man wanted

Trustees, Metropolitan
Sanitary Dist.
5.907
5,746
5.907

evenings if necessary.

For

Assistant Office Manager

3d Dist.

2,593
3.835
2,879

rlenze in blueprint, layout &
fabricating. Company. benefits. Call for appointment,

CL 3-1903

TV -REPAIR MAN

Nominated throughout the

Dibble
Eiseman'

Rapidly expanding company
needs men with some erne-

272-2740

488

901
337

MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

NORTHFIELD

Call Mr. Frank Gilmore

3d Dist.
Representative in the
General Assembly
Schlickman 2.208 14,588
6,619.5
Regner'
2,352
Hesse

1700 WINNETKA RD.

Wheeling.

*Nominated throughout the

Moore

Call 446-4000 or apply

MYST IK TAPE DIV.

Day or Night Shift
Work for international truck
dealer. New Service Center,

1,415
1,425
1.423
1,417
1,565

610
609
609

arteries.

Mechanics - Gasoline/Diesel

President, Cook County
Board
Semrow
623
1,507
County Commissioners

Drobny

Edens Hwy, and other major

An equal opn^rtunity employer

after 5 p.m.

1,484
1,472

K ortzen
Both nominated

Assessor of Cook County
1,611

625
620

loop. Convenient parking,
good salary and benefits. Near

Monday thru Friday
10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Saturday

Drivers for ice cream truck.
Must be over 18. Excellent
income for right man. Call

Board of Appeals Members
Keane*

field, 25 miles north of the

Borden Chemical Co.

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Sheriff of Cook County
Wilson
629
1,501
Treasurer of Cook County
634
Korshak
1,538
County Superintendent
of Schools
Puffer
625
1,501

ments in plant & process engineering, new equipment &
facilities are being added regularly. Small team of experienced professional engineers.
THE LOCATION:

.

Full Time man for return dept.
(Permanent) 40 hr. week. Paid

taught at the summer camp.
Kim is camping with 74 other campers from through-

wide range of assign-

A

:ospect Hgts. Chicago,.I11.

at

J

THE SOLUTION:

(or equivalent in experience),

392-0782

David

ated, with rapid, sglid 'growth.

FOUND

physical fitness camp in Elk

gymnastic

_

Typical problems associ-

THE COMPANY:

Lathery, of Mount
Prospect, is attending the
National Summer Palestrum

many

THE PROBLEM:
4.

The addition °t it capable,.
ambitious engineer with an
M.E., Ch.E. or E.E. degree

-11-Business Services

Kim

Lake,

ENGINEER.
Addition To Our Staff

BOY'S BICYCLE
255-0392
BOY'S BICYCLE
392-5699

Fitness
Camp

)!

:211 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost And. Found

15
Plus One Day

FAMILY
WANTAD?

.

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those
still valuable

In "Market Day" ;

items around
your home

Edition If Your

that you no
longer use.

Ad Appears In
The Regular
Tuesday Paper.

Why -riot call
me today?

Dial. 255-7200

255-5060
Henriksen
Loan' Ltd.
12.E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect
-AMIN
ItANONIAST
CINTIII

HENRIKSEN

Co.

OFFICE HOURS:'
Hours:

Weekdays 9 ii:m. to

5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1

p.m. Open atter 5iS0 p.m. by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
hy the State of Illinois.

THE DAY

Wednesday, July 20, 1966

CALL TODAY

255-7200
DRAFTSMAN

INSPECTOR
man familiar
with' indicating and non -indicating gauges needed for
our inspection depattment.

Experienced

Must be 'able to read blue-

prints. Benefits include Paid Vacations

7 Paid Holidays
10 Days Sick Leave
Pension Plan
Hospitalization

Free Coffee

Excellent position for experienced electro - mechanical

draftsman to work in elantrical-electronics field. Sal-

ary commensurate with ability. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on
promises.
Call -or apply in person

SOLA ELECTRIC
(Rte. 83)

1717 Busse Rd.

SPOTNAILS, INC.

Elk Grove Village

HE 9-2800
Dish -Washer - Kitchen help-

er. Part time hours..Call or

1100 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
CL 9-1620

apply in person. Eddies
Lounge. 10 E. Northwest Hwy.

Arl. His. 253-1320.

.

Outstanding Career Opportunity for Qualified
Applicant. Mechanical Repair and . Main tenance Work Will Consist Of.Second Shift,
Supervisory And Maintenance.
la

Excellent pay and benefits.

SERVICE

Apply. Laseke Office
8 S. Dunton

.

MAN

SERVICE-

Electro - Mechanical door
operating equipment. Basic
electrical knowledge, requir-

ed. Full benefits, short training period. High school grad.
Ph. 439-8080

8 a.m. to 10 a.m.
ROUTE SALESMAN

MAN
Electro-Mechanical door operating .equipment. Basic
electrical
knowledge required. Full benefits, short
training period..High School
grad.

$8,000 PLUS

Ph 439-8080
8 a.m. to 10 a.m.

The growing demand for our
established suburban shopping

3 men to our pefmanent sales
staff,

self-starters, with a good employment record, ages 23;45,
and married.
WE IN RETURN OFFER:

Steady guaranteed income
Additional bonus twice

Due to a promotion we have
an Opening for a tab operator with IBM operating experience. Benefits include Paid Vacations
7 Paid Holidays
10 Days Sick Leave
Pension Plan
Hospitalization
Free Coffee

Salary Commensurate With Experience.

MARTI METALS

medical

Profit-sharing retirement
Complete paid training
program

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
WHEELING

537-2180

For confidential interview
please call Mr. King.
or WO 8-5220
426-3456

Rolling Meadows

or
Must be 18 years or older with

work. Working Hours

and location' to suit

ume to P. b. Box 92
Arlington Heights.

NOTICE
.In-

Designations

as to sex in

our Help Wanted and Employment Agency. columns

are made only (1) to in-

MART/A/ ME7 LS

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nec-

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

FOR LAKE COUNTY'S LARGEST
APPLIANCE STORE.

essary to the normal °pet:

WHEELING

537-2180

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00
PER HR.

ation

of

his

.

business

or enterprise, or (2) as a

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY.
FULL COMPANY BENEFITS. -

convenience to our readers'
to let them know which
positions the advertiser

believes 'would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Such designations

SEND COMPLETE RESUME TO

BOX 1030

DAY PUBLICATIONS

or practices any unlawful

preference,

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including prOfit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

ation in' emplpyment prac:Aces.

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2. 65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

BUSINESS.,
Service Directory

Come in 'or Call
DUnkirk 1-2400

CHICAGO. AERIAL INDUSTRIES,
Barrington
,

OPPORTUNITIES
Ekco Containers, the world's leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities In a
wide variety of challenging areas.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts'. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

MACHINE DESIGNER

Young man with knowledge of gears, cams, lin'tages and

Let us help make your...DAY!

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

E TALL Milt

draINP717M

TREE. SERVICE

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

3.92-7430

250 NORTH 12th STREET

WHEELING

ACCOUNTANT
To assume position in cost accounting. Prefer 1 to 3 years
experience in public accounting or manufacturing.

Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine cateteria & large

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic
company in the challenging field of packaging. Contact
Personnel Dept. for further information.

(OFF DUNDEE RD)

537-2180

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.
WHEELING, ILL.

GROWTH
SPELLS OPPORTUNITY
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
Experienced in IBM 1401.
Our installation has IBM 705

1460 (8K), 360 model 30, computers in operation. In addition there are 2 more 360's on order, 360 experience
desirable but not necessary.
(40K),

1404

(4K),

Immediate openings for experienced inspectors in several
areas of our new plants.

LAYOUT INSPECTORS

ACCOUNTANT
Prefer at least 2 years college with emphasis on accounting courses.

INTERVIEW ING:
Tuesday &Thursday Evenings NI 7:30 pm

2nd. Shift Opening for individual who recently completed data Processing course or have equivalent experience.

* 7 1/2 HR. DAY

*PROFIT SHARING
* MAJOR MEDICAL
* RETIREMENT PLAN
* DISABILITY INSURANCE
* LIFE INSURANCE

Phone 437-5800
Located between Higgins. and Route #83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

,:37-8228

* PA ID VACATIONS
*CAFETERIA
*AIR-CONDITIONED
BUILDING

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY'OF CALIFORNIA.

200_E GOLF RD.

PALATINE, ILL.

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Guar. serv. on

all brands..
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, S3.

Serving the entire
area.
Driveways,
patios.
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

24 hr. phone serv.
894-3115
Transporabon

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales

Dressmakiwg-Sewmg

Individualized

styling,

Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166

de-

signing & alterations. Near
Randhurst.

Open
free estimate.
hours, 7 days a week.

255-0348

Trash Ruling

Alton's Quality
WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
259.0487

PHONE 439-1794

824-2865
Tree Servicelawas Mowed

PaintingDecirating

562-2991

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaperg, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

Suburban
Decorators

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

low

guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Tinfe Professional
People
259-5066

Coed Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name if - We haul -it
Residential & Commercial

General Cleaning

24

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming -Cutting

Toping
Complete Tree Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

Interior and exterior quality

painting;

mates.

Free

esti-

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E. Davis.St,
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETETREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

358-4882

hallo -TV Repair

BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates

Storm 'Damaged
Antena's
Repaired or 'Replaced
Call

529-6587

KELLY'S

TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Removal
FREE ESTIMATES

20c -Colors 25c

See and Buy them at

PURE OIL COMPANY

Sewing Machine Repairs

DON'S BLACKTOP

Now available in red, green,
black. brown, yellow, buff.

Write, Call or Visit
C.M. Smith

2201 Landmeh: Road 'Elk Grove Village

Call us and compare prices

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

AMPEX

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

TAB MACHINE TRAINEE

BENEF ITS:

Stop in and see us during your vacation.

coating.

CarpetsReg Cleaners

FLOOR INSPECTORS
* Good starting rate and profit sharing.
* Air conditioned plants.
* Opportunity to join rapidly growing company.

MTR. SALES
LE 7-1166

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

.

Drivewa)s and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

INSPECTORS

ADVERTISING

Cement Work

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blaciaop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking
lots.
business areas, resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal

To program business applications.
SPS, IOCS, or auto coder desired.

CARSTON

Call 255-1200
Blacktop Work

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

For

KELLY'S

mechanisms.

MA I NTENANCE MECHAN IC

217 SO. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

specification or discrimin-

In a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

APPLIANCE
SERVICE
MANAGER

individual. Send res-

tion and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

FOUNDRY. HELPERS

BARRINGTON

"An- Equal Opportunity Employer"

men's alteration

These unusual opportunities provide variety ancLchallenge

a.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. NORTHWEST- HWY .
DU 1-2400

ing experience to do

These. positions offer good starting pay, automatic
paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitaliza-

(OFF DUNDEE RD.).

and annual bonus.

3-5000

CL.

Person with tailor-

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics With
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

250 N. 12th ST.

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, ca igs,
optical, gearing.and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits . including educational aid, profit sharing

that any advertiser intends

PRECISION MECHANICAL

2

MECHANICAL

SUMMER HELP

shall not be taken to indicate

We need men With assembling experience or mechanical
' &linty to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.

..550 W. Northwest Highway '
'
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

from preliminary schematic packaginglaYouts In accord ice
with basic design concepts.

FULL TIME

GEO. POOLE FORD

CL 9-1620

ELECTRICAL
Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram draw gs

Robinson.

1100 Hicks Rd.

Excellent opportunity for. men with a minimum of .2 yrs.
drafting experience pint have a gticyJ working' knowledge of
,
military specifications.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

for used cat dept. Call Scotty

SPOTNAILS, INC.

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

ASSEMBLERS

Immediate openings in Elk
actrusuargnigijeg area.

valid drivers license. Work

creases,

5 day week
Vacation first year
Hospitalization and major

DRAFTSMEN

Full or Part -Time
Office Maintenance

TAB OPERATOR

'

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

These men will be reliable,

annually

LIBERAL COMPANY BENEFITS

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

DRIVERS WANTED
Must have Chauffeur's license.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help. Wanted: Men

MEN WANTED FOR

service requires that we add

MAINTENANCE FOREMAN

250 N. 12th ST.

Full time liquor clerk -Driver must lie 23 to 35 years old
Arl. His. area 359-060.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

ONLY

.DAys

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.
24 -Help Wanted Men

15

$

RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

392-7430
Wall Washing

(Color or -Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl, Hgts,
CL 5-5692

BY machine. No mess, no
streaking. .Free estimate.
Steve Mueller
HE 7-4556

YOUZL FIND IT IN TIN

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING

Immaculate work inexpertsively, done by machine al-

LA 9-7700

so

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

new

method

cleaning.
456-5404
ri

carpet

'

Wednesday, July 20, 1966

THE DAY
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

26-Help Wanted .Men Or Women

CANDY GIRLS

16 OR OVER

but

your area: For information
and appointment phone Mr.

,

will train
imsr ARLINGTON

Howard - '1'14-5353.

NATIONAL BANK
Campbell' and Dunlon.

IBM

253-1360

COMPUTER
OPERATORS

CLEAN UP
IN YOUR SPARE TIME
Men and women needed to do
llte office cleaning 5 evenings'

yeer. Should et ledst have high
sc',-3o1 certificate, but college
grs luates - :Werth majors pre-

fer' ed. Interesting and re-

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK.
.

SECRETARY

28-Employment Agencies-Women

For school administrators office. Short hand required.
Year around employment.. 36
hr. week.

a week in Elk Grove, Des

GENERAL OFFICE
Year around employment.
Good typing required. 98' hr.

Plaines & Park Ridge -areas.
Ages 21-80. Must have own

leave.

OFFICE POSITIONS

FREE -$300 to -$025.

FULL & PART TIME

lam

employee benefit pro-

gre'

Apply to:

Call 964-1302 Daily 1-5 PM
Mon. & Thurs. 1-7 PM
B.S.E. DIV. Perdonnel Mgr.
For school administrators of-.
five short hand required. Year
around employment. 36 hr.

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

week.

Road

0,

60631

-Tal:.(312)_89.1.4021

An equal opportunity employer

30-Help Wanted-Women

b-help Wanted-Women

Looking for
a Permanent
Job?

.

207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.

SECRETARIES

RADIO STATION
-GIRL FRIDAY
You'll learn to schedule pro-

and 36 hr. positions. Not year
around.

etc. Exciting atmosphere and
you'll get to meet guest stars

& CLERKS
For elementary schools. 87

grams, snot_ announcements,

and celebrities. Light typing

CUSTODIAN

oin the Company
That has Steady

and good friendly personality

are req's. $92.50 wk. Free

School custodian. 40 hr. week

Employment!

Miss Paige .'
774-930
7205 N. Meade "

paid vacations, yearly raise.

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PUBLIC SCHOOL

GENERAL. OFFICE
employment,
Year around
Good typing requifed:38-lit.per week. Vacation and sick

100% FREE
.392-6100
SHEETS, Inc.

PART TIME CLERICAL

SECRETARY

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Positions in all auburbs
"We handle everything" .
Trainees or experienced

per week. vacation and sick

transportation. Floor maintenance jobs also, available.

rattye career and excel -

Chicago, Ill.

827 RAND ROAD
MOUNT PROSPECT

.

SBC 'require* computer operators for ;BM System/360.
experience one
'Minimum

mit

Call Mr. James or Mr.Mahon
CL 9-4000

CINEMA .THEATRE '
.

Waeted-Women

Experience necessary

MOUNT PROSPECT

experience preferred

appointments to take orders in
'

USHERS

Teller

Full and Part Time
Earn $945 hourly answering

'30-Help ,Wanted-Women

FULL OR PART TIME
Part time vault assistant
Full time savings teller.
Full time proof operator

WANTED

Bank

.,STUDENTS WITH CAR

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

- ---- DISTRICT #25
CL 3-8100 Ext. 27

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

leave.
.

.

Permanent Positions

Available

SECRETARIES & CLERKS

For elerhentary schools. 27

LABORATORY

.

Join A Profit Sharing Company .

and 38 hr. positions. Not year

TECHNICIANS '
,

CUSTODIAN
%School custodian. 40 hr. week

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Paid vacations, yearly raise.
..

.

.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PUBLIC SCHOOL
DISTRICT #25
CL 9-6100 Ext. 27

Elk Grove Village, Ill.
497-5500 Ext. 516 or 517

is

A IVII P E X

for

CHEMICAL
LAB TECHNICIANS
OR ASSISTANTS

YOU!!

INTERVIEWING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings til 7:30 prri-

24 -Help. Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 'p.m.

.

The following positions are now available for men' and
women in our new plants

JUNIOR PLANNER

Openings

.

Experience in. procurement of parts or, realted items and

on

knowledge of production scheduling.

1 to 2 years college chemistry plus f to 2 years industrial
tab. experience required for positions in research department of rapidly expanding manufacturing company.

ANALYZERS

Our benefits include:
Good Starting Rates

.

Three Shifts

Any exposure to electronics in the militaiy service, cor-

Merit Increases

Insurance Plans
Pension Plan

Join

around.

HOUSEKEEPING end KITCHENS

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

Male &female.

PART TIME CLERICAL

respondence .school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.
'

Cafeteria

SERVICE TECHNIC IAN

Excellent working conditions
EMPLOYMENT OFFICE 'OPEN

all'

Ability to read blue prints, micrometers and indicattirs is
.

.f

a must.

PHONE CL 5.1900

An emial opporhinity employer

ASSEMBLERS

MACHINISTS
Tool Makers

ELECTR IC IAN

Varied Machining Ability
Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

--

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

.

Work invblvea maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

,

-

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

Mill Hands

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

Maintaining building machines.

'

equipment desirable

Boring Machine Operators
Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

INSPECTOR
Experience in' mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

helpful.

Drill Press Operators
must be able to set-up and operate.

Permanent positions for men with' a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

any ambition individual.

-

-

.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

TOOL CRIB INSPECTOR
Work involves Ordering of machine shop and assembly tools.

- 4 HOUR

BARRINGTON

,

SHORT SHIFT

16-Help Wanted Men Or Women'

-

We are presently accepting applications for female

CUSTODIAN
Experience in custodial duties desirable.
.

DRIVER -. MULTILITH OPERATOR

To drive company station wagon, pickup and deliver messages and packages. Must have accident freedriving record,
be reliable and dependable. Will operate multilith machine
part time.

chem!stry or allied sciences desirable.' High School graduate
with 1 year of college or equivalent night school.

-As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as'

GENERAL

*Early seniority in
*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates. new,plants.
*Tuition paid
*Regular wage
increases
*Employee'discoutits
.

*Paid 2 week yamtions after one year
-

on purchase of cornpany products.
*Promotional .oppor-

tunities galore..

*Company paid

insurance

ceiving, inventory and miscellaneous office duties.

Li

Eircellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportunity
for' advancement.

1 mile west of Mannheim Road

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

in

..
2201 Land nier. Road, Elk Grove Village
,

1.4030

Barrington, Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

C.M.. SMIth

High school graduate - responsibilities include stock re-

West County Line Rdr;unkir

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
Y2 mile north of NOrth Avenue on Wolf Road

Write, Call or Visit
RECEIVING. CLERK

UARCO INCORPORATED

INTERVIEWING

who are otherwise qualified.

service.

LAB. TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior chemist in project work. Interest in

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type Of Coil

Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

assemblers to Work a permanent five day shift,
from 8:90 p.m. to 10:90 p.m. We will train those

OPENINGS AT UARCO

,COIL WINDERS

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 RM.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

aa bihrw

ASSEMBLERS

-

No experience necessary as we will train.

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

are

for

PREC IS ION.ASSEMBLERS

Armen of Addrmogroph Multigroph Corp
MT. PROSPECT

servicing

be,

inplant recording equipment.

Charles Bruning Company
1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

,

The imrion selected for. this position will

Daily Monday Thru Friday 8 a.m. - 4:15 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. 'ill Noon

PhOne 437-5800
Located. between Higgins and

Route' #83

An- Equal Opportunity Employer

:An equal opportunity employer
.

yolo

ea%
SYSTEM

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
Northwest Suburban

doctor
will train you as receptionist,
to greet patients, ans. phone,
schedule appts., light typing,
neat appearance and willing-

chines. You will sew medium

weight nylon goods. Good

Call or see

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONISTS

rate. Fine insurance program. Paid Holidays and
vacation. Five day week -

Mrs. Pecoraro
CL 9-4315

;

COCK ROBIN

hood travel centers. You'll

920 ,W. Northwest Highway
Arlington Heights
Mother's helper for 5 'day
week. Mon -Fri. Call after 6

our tours, suggest vacation

392-8785

Prominent travel bureau is
opening three more neighbor-

learn to talk to travelers, map

sites, then type up the ticket._
Neat appearance and nice
personality required. To $400
a month. Free.
Miss Paige
774-9393
7205 N. Meade
30 -Help Wanted -Women

College requires
young personable lady to meet

to

do

Watusi - Frug Monkey - Jerk. Over 21.
Pay starts at $15 per night,
and up. For information,
.

ing. Please apply to Mr.J a mes

D. Perry, 34 W. Palatine Rd.
Palatine. 358-9100

WAITRESS WANTED

COUNTER -GIRL:
Position with future for cus-

tomer relations minded woman. Full or part time. Pot-

ter and Golf Rd. or 1060
698-2117.
Busse Hwy.

Part Time

Interesting
Office Work

No Sundays

Call for Interview
392-3750

Doebber VA 7-5557.

,PREFERRED

_

Business Service Corp.

SWITCHBOARD

Executive Secretary

RECEPTIONIST

per College. Must have previous executive secretarial
experience between ages 35
- 45. Highly competitive salary, excellent working conditions. Please made application to Dean of Business Affairs.

DAY
WANT ADS
GET RESULTS,
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Temporary
OFFICE WORKERS

Most Daysies Won't Tell
But Arlington Daysie
says STIVERS Is
WONDERFUL

Airy Trace, ArlingtonHeighti

Rd., (1/2 mile n. of Golf
Rd.). 14 W, Emerson St. Arlington Heights.
FOR INTERVIEW CALL

WATERFALL

.

RESTAURANT
Rte. 83 & Algonquin
437-4949

--SECRETARY
Our President needs a secretary whose typing, and stenographic abilities are of the
highest quality, who is also
letter herself. Pleasant, modern office. Comprehensive
benefit program. 5 day week.
Hrs. 9 to 5.

information about this interesting opportunity.

Convenient Locations

Mt. Prospect

If you are interested in . an

Room 63

24 Hr. Ans.Serv. 332-5210

extremtly , interesting job,

please come in for an interview. Classified advertising
experience would be helpful,
but a pleasant telephone voice
and personality are really the
most essential qualifications.

PERSONNEL

'Beginning
Here is a position

.whicir will offer you

interest and a chal-

lenge. Our personnel
department is growing rapidly and it of-

fers a fine opportunity for a gal who has
some personnel experience and stenographic skills.

Duties are varied,

include correspond-

1

DAY PUBLICATIONS
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

Blue Grass Sod Nursery.
Growers of nursery sod.

Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener.
CL 5-1107

Selling teen -aged girl's size
5-7 suits, skirts, slacks, etc.

Winter and summer.253-6933
Portable Air. - Cooler Fan
$15. 35 MM Projector Viewlex (case) $15. Portable Rem-

ington typewriter (case) $15.
CL 5-0127.
3-8'x7' overhead garage doors
comp. with hdware. Perfect
cond. $25 ea. CL 5-9493.
For Sale or will trade for 16'
travel trailer. 1965 Ford
Econoline super van with side
windows: Low mileage. Like
new. Waranty still good. 2530137.
Wanted: 5 to 7 HP eutbd. fish trig motor.
253-4955

MACHINE

Boys heavy duty Schwinn 26'
in. bike. Fair condition $20.00
Erector Set 45.00 25975236:-

PUNCH PRESS
_

Our fast growing coinpanytias

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

above positions.
Frequent wage reviews & excellent fringe benefits.
in

'6 year baby crib, highchair,
Mange', electric range with
rotisserie, meat thermometer, pot minder in new condition, Rototilfer, small tractor with tiller, mower, snow
plow, 2 twin size beds. Call:

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows_

SBC requires key punch oper-

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

cation. Full or part-time .Day
or night shift. Apply:

miting office duties on Fri-

Saturday nights.
Typing skills" and- pleasant
personality qualify.
day.

and

APPLY PERSONNEL

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Subsidiary of IBM

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL
800 W. Central Rd.

8501 West Higgins.

Arlington Heights

Menge, Ili. 60631

CL 9-1000

C.

Tel: (312) 693-3021
An equal opportunity employer

CASHIER
Permanent, part timeposition
in new business office.

Cashier and general office

duties with lots of public contact. Hours: Friday, 4:30 PM
to 9;30 PM. Saturday and Sun-

day, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM.
APPLY PERSONNEL

800 W. Central Rd.

Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Due to expansion we have, one
opening for a biller typist.

Good, starting salary, merit
raises, profit sharing. Exc-

ellent working. conditions.
Call Mr. Marquard
.

439-7310

NURSES AIDES
(Training Program)
We are interviewing fromJuly
25 thru July 28, 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. qualified women for our
one week nurses aide training
programa). Starting rate $1.45

per hr. plus shift differential.
Paid pension plan, paid life
Insurance, 2 weeks paid vacation, 2 merit reviews first
year, liberal sick time policy,
hospitalization insurance available. Apply now - Personnel Dlr.
HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL

Mature competent girl to be secretary to department head.
Should have good .skills and experience in manufacturing
industry. Exceptional fringe benefit program. modern air
conditioned office, cafeteria on premises. Call or apply In
person.

Mrs. Fiala

SOLA ELECTRIC CO.
1717 Busse Rd,(Rte. 83) Elk Grove Village

HE 9-2800

718 Glenview Ave.
Highland Pk.
ID 2-8000

GENERAL OFFICE
Accurate typist, shorthand op-

tional. Meet public. Interesting Job for capable woman
with pleasant personality.Age
to 50. Ask for Mrs. Morgan.
CL 9-1222

Waitress -Part or full time.

choice of hours. Call or apply
in person. Eddies Lounge. 10
E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington
Heights. 253-1320.

CLERK TYPIST

ASSEMBLERS

surance. Shift' Bonus and Overtime.

MART//Y' mAenrAis-s
ANIMMMMIIMMIMIF
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

\

One year experience desired.
Work some auxiliary mach-

ines, verifier, collator, etc.
Regular hrs. 8:30 to 4:45. Will
Consider shorter hour ar-

rangements. (9;30 to 3:30).

OF. ILLINOIS

837-2180

1300 S. Meacham Rd.
(Near Golf)
PALATINE, ILL.

53 -Machinery And Equipment

dren - Inlaws - Horses? This
spacious authentic Williamsburg Colonial. offers answer'

stand jacks,

to many housing problems - 5
Bedrooms - (Study can be 6th
Bedroom) Large Living Room
- Spacious. Ferrety room with
beautiful paneling and Book

66 -Business Opportunities

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

Cases - 3 Baths - 2 Fire-

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier. Write for Free Hit
of exclusive opportunities in
this area

places - 3 car garage andbarn
for horses. Small all year
round pond - 7.6 acres - Rh.-

duced price for quick sale.
$56,900.

_PARTAKE,

Dept. A -1
234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788
Palatine .

Center soon to" be. built in

Arlington Heights. Just a few
leases left for -

Pizza Place
Milk Store or

Kitchen chairs, snack tables.
253-7074.

STANMEYER CO.
6228 Broadway, Chgo.
274-3131

Outstanding Values

"BE CAREFREE"

$18,900

AT

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living

$21,000

Charming 2 bdrm.brick ranch
within walking distance of all
conveniences, in Palatine.

Must be sold to settle estate.
$15,300

This Immulate home has just

been reduced to sell immediately.
L.R. is carpeted,

sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2

car garage, attractively landscaped. Rear yard completely
enclosed.

rm. split level home on
extra large lot. Beautiful
7

walnut paneling in L.R. and

There are 3

16 -To Refit Houses

Excellent disposition. $75 and
up. 392-7612.
2 Miniature Schnauzer

Schaumburg Countryside.

Sired by .Ch. Kilmoe
Cassanova. 12 weeks
Call 358-2699
old.
after 6 P.M.
Male kitten to be given away.
Just crazy about kids. 3927
2639 or 253-5512.

Jet bile. male min. poodle.
AKC. 4 1/2 mon. Exc. coat.
Mrs. Johnson 392-2541.
Miniature cocoa brown poodle,
male, 7 weeks old. $125.
392-2845

LAMBS' PET FARM
mentally retarded.
Puppies, kittens, monkeys.

room guest house, furnished,
heated and TV. LA 9-2849.
Couple will pay premium rent
for. furnished home, preferably air conditioned, for summer of '67, from May to Sept.
Excellent references furnished. Call between 7-8 A.M. and
7-8 P.M.
81 -To Rent Miscellaneous
.

Love seat, leather

top cocktail table, lamp table.
Tub shaped chair. Mahogany
end tables, maple corner desk
table. 253-3316.
Custom built breakfast nook
table and 2 chairs. Call CL 33115.
MODEL HOMES Sow
Selling out N' display furniture

or best offer CL 3-0927
1965 VW - Excellent condition

Priced to sell.

259-4270

'61 Cornet. Low mileage. New
motor. New tires., Highest
bidder. 253-6495.

Auto - Trans.; full console

W AV. tires & 2 snow tires Radio & Heater and other Extras:
$1900

'63 Monza Cony. 4 speed.
Must sell this week; $695
or best offer. 392-7394.
'64 V8 4 dr. Imapala hardtop.

Auto., W/W, pushbutton radio.

Excellent condition, 1 owner,
259-5236

'63 1/2 Ford Fastback. 2 dr.
P.S. w/w V8 289
Cu. in. Auto. $1195.255-0025

R and. H.

Ford '65 Galaxle 500. 2 dr.
hd. top. Beautiful white with
red interior. 352 engine. Low
Ltke new. Best
mileage,
offer. 255-3946.

CAMPER
1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

HOME FOR SALE
10 rm. 4 bdrm. Colonial Brick
and Frame home, 4 years old,

2 1/2 car garage, porch, 1/4
block to Catholic School and

A-1 condition. Includes 12
gallon water tank with pump
faucet; 3.5 Cu. ft. Ice box;
2 burner Coleman stove; cabaena tent; am -fm radio; snow

tires; new Borg-Warner gas
heater. Clean, attractivebuy.
Call 439-5312 after 6 P.M.
100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

Karmann Ghia 1965 elegant

S. Large size

model

summer rates for

fect for the large, young fam-

1965 VW - 1500 S. Low miles,
Clean. Call
CL 3-7204

LOW

Weddings

Parties

built - ins, fireplace. Per-

ily .......

Graduations, etc.

Open evenings until 9P.M.

AMERICAN LEGIONHALL'
Don Wheeler,
CL3-2973

HOME REALTY
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine, Illinois

for storage.
Phone CL 3-7087
Executive wants 1 to 3 bdrm.
house or apartment, furnished

558-4555

days before 5. Call: 439-3840
after 6 and weekends Call:

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us

No Junkers

Northwest Rambler - Palatine
Clean Cars Wanted
MUSTANG MTRS.

Palatine

110 -Bicycles

NORTHWEST

References. CL 3-7087

1500

coupe $2950.823-5663.

Best Prices Paid

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

or unfurnished up to $150.
3-4 bedrooms home in Arlington Heights area. week-

$46,200.00

Boy's

26" Hawthorne bike.

good'

All chrome with 2 forward

high land, on black top road.
44,950.0d Easy terms.

speeds. Good Cond. Out grown.
$25. 392-7549.

FL 4-2186
CHOICE RESIDENTIAL
LOTS

condition. Call CL 3-3115.

5 acres of unusually

392-2825.

Athlete wishes to rent place
for training. Must be private.

-Palatine-

-Barrington Areas -

,cool for summer and about 15x.
25 with at least
ceiling.

$3,500 to $8,800

537-6240

Boys 26" Schwinn Bike. Good
111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Honda 1965 Model'. 90. 1500

miles, Call 392-3727 after
6 PM

Most may be purchased 1/3

86 -Real Estate -Houses

down, 42 months to pay. Stop

FINE HOME BY OWNER, at
529 S. Yale, A rlington Heights.

in and see Plats.

from 4 Model homes. Will
separate - up to 50% off.

4 bdrms., 2 1/2 baths, family
rm., full basement, secreened
porch, many extras.Low 40's.

7771.

259-3956.

434 E.' Northwest Hwy.
358-1800
palatine
Open 9 to 9

We deliver. 824-8164. 296-

cond., needs brake wk. $75.

HALL RENTALS

WANTED TO RENT - Garage

Reas. 392-9741.
Traditional tufted fire side

'59. Plymouth Sports Fury; gd.

Church, basement, well landscaped, blacktop driveway,

Birds of the World exhibit.

set, blond. Table, 6
Philtre, buffet, china cabinet.

MUST SELL
253-0194

$325.

3

82 -Wanted To Rent

Children's Tame Pet Pasture
Tri-State Tollway, at Rt. 176
EM 2-4636
Libertyville

Cond. '$595.
392-2680, after 6 PM.
1961 Biscayne Chevrolet 4
dr., Radio, Heater, Excellent

VOLKSWAGON.

Helping

Reptiles and tropical fish.

'61 . Chevy.

Good

Cony.

1963

358-4555

German Shepherd AKC female

male puppies. AKC.

624-7211

Palatine

away to goodhomes.358-9283.

pups 12 weeks old. Ch. sire,

Shift, Beige with Black Top,
on Warranty. A fter.5:30 P.M.

$1595.

$22,900

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Beautiful kittens to be given

Like New '66 C hev.Conv. Stick

2106 Jay Ln. Rolling Meadows
255-2246 after 5.
'53 Chevy., 6 cyl. Stick Shift.
$75. 439-7244.
'57 DeSoto. Good Cond. Low
mileage. Good tires. Best reasonable offer. 253-7371 after
6:30.

.HOME REALTY

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

99 -Automobiles For Sale

on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.

bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and
attached garage.

UNTIL 9 p.m.

3115.

Mundelein
566-0909

259-4353

438-6656
Lake Zurich
1959 VW $500

family. room.

OPEN EVENINGS

H.P. Johnson motor, trailer.
many extras. Call CL 3-,

REAL ESTATE
Arlington Hgts.

Brick and frame ranch with

carpeted living - dining room
comb. 2 full baths, 3 birms,

WI LLIAMS BURG

ft. 151y -lap run -about, 35

COUNTRYSIDE

1965 Mustang, White Hard Top

.439-1127.

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

chairs.

ily room, 13 x 18, with cute
bar. Designed for gracious

swimming pool, Tennis ct.,
Includes heat, $207.00: Call

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

15

Listings Wanted

'61 Buick Special

garage. , Full basement. Fam-

For Sub -let. Recently Decorated. Deluxe 2 bedroom, car-, ,
peted, equipped kitchen, extra
large rooms. Air Conditioned,

2 brown barrel chairs, exc.
cond. A bargain 259-0579.

96 -Real Estate Wanted

IMMEDIATE SALE

Beau. 7 rm. 1 1/2 bath split
level. 6 yrs. old FA heat.
Central air-cond. Attached

sold now. Priced in low
DE LUXE APARTMENT be
80's.

space
2 bdrm - $185. 1 bdrm - $160.

Edison 6 yr. crib (complete),

male or female, ages 10 to?
Make your reservation nowt

hardtop. Best of fer.Call CL 37996.

living. Estate liquidated. Must

Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

ing board, bathroom scale.

tions to Allen F. Davis, Black
Snake Angus Ranch, 163 Henderson St., Hot Springs, Ark.
or call 312 -WO 9-6928 for information. Anyone can go,

Must- sell '56 Chev., 2 dr.

MT. PROSPECT
Near Lyon's Park

Cozy money -making Shopping

Mahogany dble. dresser. Full
mirror, chest of drawers.

cond. $75. 253-3854 after
5:30.
Gas " dryer, buggy seat settee,
upholstered chair.
floral

spot. Trail ride starts August 1. 1966 and ends August 10, 1966 Send reserva-

cond. $700. 302-7048.
Dayton Nance R. E.
CHRYSLER 1956 Nassau,
126 W. Main St. -.Barrington - Radio,- Power -- Steering &
Open ' Sundays
Brakes, $225. 255-5854.
Phone DU 1-3434

307 N. Harvard. Arl, His.

Book case head board. Exc.

prior to leaving on the trail

ride. Total cost $20. per day,
per person. Send $40. by
July 25, 1966 to reserve your

Countryside - Have you Chil-

1-1/2 or' 2'ton

Palatine's newest luxury apartment building located at

D.R.

RELIANCE LIFE

W H EELING

Mon. & Tues. July 25 & 26.
Children's clothes', toys, also
hsehid. items from estate.

given on a working cattle ranch

Landscaped lot - $35,900.

GARAGE SALE

.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

INSURANCE'CO.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

items. 253-4460.

and details. Light shorthand
desirable.

For appointment call Mrs.
Drewes, eat, 55. 529-4100.

NORTHLAKE, ILL.

dryer, and other household

Accurate typist (60 wpm) with
good apptltude for figure work

EY PUNCH OPERATOR

426-5108

14 -To Rent Apartments

Moving. Rotor), mower. 24'
alum. extension ladder. Ele.
stove. Refrigerator, washer,

efeller Ranch in Petit Jean
State Park at Morrilton, Ark.
--Expert riding instruction

Barrington Meadows - Recreation Room - Dining Room
Porch - Basement - Large

west of Dundee. Gilberts.

Portable Kenmore
Humidifier used for one season, cost $60.00 will sell for
half: 21" RCA Console T.V.
swivel bottbm $25.00; Work
Bench powered $10.00. Call
253-2926.

finished with a personal tour,
of the famous Winthrop Rock-

4 Bedroom Tri level Home In

other suggestions for stores.
Call Mr. Covelli- 334-7252.

Round table dinette set, iron-

CLERK -TYPIST

$.50 sq. yd. picked up.

$.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of itte. 72, 4 miles

Jacobsen Lawn Mower, 2 mo.
old, rotary self propelled, sell

for half of original cost of

sleeping gear -- pleifty of
swimming, fishing and boating during stop-overs. ,Trail

sirable neighborhood - Walk
to Schools - Shopping - Train
Depot - $42,000.

,

439-4323

furnished but your clothes and

age - Beautiful yard - De-

HAVE EVER SEEN

floor jack,
Call 392-1657;

the finest horses--everything

rooms, -3 Baths, Living Room
with Fireplace - DiningRoom,
Study - Family Room and
Recreation Room -2 Car Gar-

THE'BEST sob YOU

2

near Hot Springs, Ark., on

6 Year Old 2 Level Ranch
Home - Like New - 5 Bed-

Straight Merin.

WANTED.

For all ages

day trail ride through
Outchita National Forest --10

BARRINGTON VILLAGE

SOD

Soft

Competent Lady to handle ad-

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

M&F

Lg. size pool, 12 x 30 complete with ladder and filter
$40 or best offer. Call 392-

OPERATORS"

Arl. Hgts. 5 room brick ranch,
patio, carport, nice yard,
beau cond. CL 9-3787.

Hunter. Good Disposition.
CL 5-4034.,
50 -Landscaping

(11 p.m. to 7 a.m.)

SECRETARY

250 N. 12th ST.

6 yr. old Chestnut Gelding.

wght. lift set with press bench
Sat. 9 a.m. till??? 101 S.
Albert, Mt. Pros.

ADMITTING CLERK

.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

49 -Horses, Harness And Wagons

items, antiques, baby turn.,

METHODE MFG. CO.
COUNTRYSIDE INN
W. Campbell Arl. Hgts.

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M., - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life in-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

INSPECTORS

3.92-3500

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

1/2 mile- N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
11mile W. of Mannheim

ASSEMBLERS

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL

and public
ence,
contact. Please apply
in person.

A W.M. *104 CUE ft.!, el Cempeni.

Experienced Waitresses

women

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY HOSPITA

Apply

SECRETARY

Arlington Carousel

Experienced

WE NEED YOU!

rot. Level

-PHONE 827-1108

Paid vacation, profit-sharing
plan available. Must be good
with figures and able to operate various office machines.

Road

(1 block East ofRandhurst)

Top Rates

392-192C

Call Jane Nelson

conditions.
modern office, 40 hour week.

'If you believe you qualify, call
Mrs. Cox at 255-0300 for more

ARNAR-STONE LABS., INC.
601 E. Kensington Road

Randhurst Center

Temporary Service

pan. fa m. rm. fireplace' Exc.
loc. 392-9567. Low 40's.
Arl Hts, by owner. 3 bdrm,
din, rm. Fam rrn, New W/W
carpet. 2 car gar. Fenced
yard. $25,500. 392-3788.

259-1869

Misc., cheap. 3924510.
Garage Sale: Many hshld.

capable of writing a good neat

Work Days,
Weeks or Months

Lifesavers, Inc.

RIGHT GIRL

Cocktail, and Dining Room

Wheeling

$25. Vacuum. sweeper, games,

4 bdrm, 2 baths,

Arl Hts.

old - Like New $100.

LeBlanc clarinet, $30. Photo
equipment. Enlarger, comp.,

Part time and full time

LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.

10 P.M.
48-Housebold Appliances

Paid Vacations

chen, delightful patio1 $25,250. 1807 N. Keeper. Shown
by appt. 259-2555.

Call: 439-4497 between 4 and

lioper Gas range 29", 2 yra.

,A True Outdoor Adventure

lge. family rm., built-in kit-

Single bed used only 1 year.

8865 after 6 p.m.

working

Good

dellaery arranged. 773-0252
,after.12 noon.

Hgts.

First 5 Days Pay

Arlington Heights. Much loved, immaculate 3 bdrm ranch.
2 baths, carpeted, dining rm.,

piece or room. Terms and;

Furniture, lamps & misc.

92 -Vacation Places

86 -Real Estate -Houses

'23 rooms 'of builder's model.
;home furniture' being sold by'

Items. 1120 Princeton. Arl.'

$10 BONUS

Top Rates

.40/0-70% Savings

$109.00:

Days or nights

358-9100

work in our 1 -girl construc-

WAITRESSES
WANTED

Waitresses Wanted

34 W. Palatine Rd. Palatine

Stenos ,
Work the DaYs, Weeks
or' Months You Want
Work Close To Home

Wednesday, July 20, 1966

THE DAY

41 -Home furnishings -Furniture

GARAGE SALE
Wednesday & Thursday 10 te5

tion office In A rlington Heights

411 N. Wolf Rd.

School Admtnistration Office
Experienced Typist. 12
Excellent fringe
months.
benefits. Call Mrs. Meyers.
HE'7-1000.

HARPER COLLEGE

a gal who can move with a
fast - moving, young, lergescale building operation to -

Apply In person.

439-7310

Secretary to President of Har-

Secretaries
Clerks

Typists

GENERAL OFFICE

more. information call Ethel

Marquard

IMMEDIATE WORK

7-1/2 HP Evinrudee Excellent
condition. Call 255-6166 after
7 P.M.

CL 5-4300 GUNTHER KRON

PART TIME

starting salary, merit raises,
sharing. Excellent
profit
working conditions. Call Mr.

PART TIME

$75 BONUS

775-5233

'GENERAL WAREHOUSE If you can do ANY kind of office work, we can give you
Due to expansion we have as
few ' or as many days as
several openings in our order you
wish in this area. For
packing department and our
assembly department. Experience not necessary. Good

DI. 8-6800

PLUS

possesses intelligence and has
some construction experience. We are looking for

call 827-5761.

LADIES' SAMPLE CLOTHES'
10% off Wholesale

AND

With

If you would like a job that
Is more than just typing, we
offer an interesting and varied position for the girl who

all the new

the public and assist in typ-

F.H.BONN COMPANY

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

dances.

Harper

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
place. Come /lee us.

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

YOUNG
DANCERS
Able

Receptionist -Typist

8 to 4:39.

WANTED: FOUR

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

TEMPORARY

adapt it. to industrial ma-

a hamburger and ice cream
'store. We furnish uniforms.

174-9993

7205 N. Meade

tou bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help. you

.

Evenings for counter work in

wk. to start, raise in 90 days
when trained. Free.
Miss Paige

SEW?.

CAN

RESPONSIBLE
WOMAN

ness to learn qualify. $90

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Wanted -Women.(

30 -Help Wanted -Women

'

YOtni FM IT IN THE

"

PHILIPPE BROS.REALTY

Ass

Boys' Baseball Report:

Earns Berth in Nationals

Two Crowns
Clinched by
Boys' 'Teams

Tim jilfk 'Wins. Bike Title.
BY DALE HOFMANN
sports, and before I knew it,
SIZE AND price tag aren't
the skating had taken a lack the only differences between
You would think that Tim seat to the bikes."
competition and ordinary biMick would be the kind of kid
Not that the Jileks ever cycles. The gears. on a comwho always wanted a bicycle completely abandoned skating. petition model are screwed onto
for Christmas. And you would Both Tim and his 20 - year - the back wheel, making it imbe wrong.
.

als last week when he outdistanced a field of some 60 rivals
en route to the state junior
bicycle racing championship at
Northbrook's Meadahill Park.

Two B Division championships were clinched last night by
`victors in the Mount Prospect Boys' Baseball Association program.

The -Braves assured themselves of a National Division title
in the Bronco B. League by beating the Cardinals 8-3. The win
upped the Braves' record to 13-2, while the cards dropped below

THE RIDE earned him a return trip to Northbrook August
19 and 20 for the national
championships. This year he
will face roughly the same

.500 at 6-7.

The winning hurler, Chuck pitcher Ron Wold tossed a
Quarnstrom, tossed a two -hit- seven -hitter.
ter but walked 10 batters. He
Ken Preski led the winners'
evened things by fanning 10 as 10 -hit attack with a triple and
well.
Joe Baker and Don Brach both
TIM HALAS suffered the contributed doubles.

field he faced in 1965 in the

The Cardinals clinched the
Pony B Division crown, though.

by beating the Cubs 15-4. The
win was the Cards' 12th against
a pair of losses while the Cubs

DALE MORGAN

led

nationals at Encino, Calif.
when he finished eighth.
If Jilek does take all the

.0

loss on a four -hitter, including
a double by Bob Wilmouth.

marbles in next month's meet,

losers with a triple and 'Koff

can best
icy one.

Tim Jilek, the state's new junior bicycling champion, adds another trophy to
collection of itardware built up over five years of competition. He won his state
crown last weekend at Northbrook over a field of 60. riders and will compete
(Jim Dugan Photos)
there later this summer in the national finals.

duplicated the feat.

The win lifted the Cards to a
12-2 record in league action.

the dark haired youngster explained. "Our skating coach
at Northbrook said that you
use the same muscles for both

Wednesday.
July 20,

SCOTT SZALA went two -

the Cards, and

it

Bill

Kidd, Randy Jesperson, Brian
Carley, and Tom Neuman all
doubled in his behalf.

THE CARDINALS trimmed

the Sox 15-12 in the Pony A
Division last night as winning.

"I suppose this one will last hour. no matter what you are
another year or so," Jilek said. driving, as Jilek found out one

"The bikes have to be tailor Sunday in Milwaukee..
made to a rider's body, and
you just plain outgrow them
after awhile."

TODAY
p.m. Football, filmed
NFL action, ch. 32.
8 p.m. Bowling, ch. 32.
9 p.m. Wrestling. ch. 26.
5:55

traffic," he said.
Cycling of course

the girls' 13 -' 14 competi-

tion, . taking the 100 - yard
freestyle, 100 - yard individu:

yard freestyle
relay team. Joining her on
the relay team were Karen
Sigfusson,
Kris
Pederson,
and Cathy Barale.
-

CATHY BARALE also touch-

ed first in the 50 - yard backstroke event, while Ann Tobin

added a victory in the breaststroke.

which it tiaptured firsts in
eight individual events and

one relay.

DAWN ALTENBERN led the
girls' 15 - and - over effort

with victories in the individual
medley and butterfly and a leg
re-

lay quartet. She was joined on

the relay team by Jill Olsen,
Liz Tobin, and Jeanne. Polwon

the 100 - yard freestyle event,
while Jill Olsen was home
first in the 100 - yard buck stroke, and Liz Tobin outdistanced the field in the

breaststroke.

ScoreBoard
TUESDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS

Legion Baseball

Senior League
Indians 8, Warriors I.
A,

Tickets for the dance may be
obtained from Mrs. Glenn Chil-

rope where' they enter a qualifying test for the international
championships. But they rare-

NATIONAL SENIOR champ-

ver at 253-1685, or they may
be puchased at the door. The

ly get far there:

just ' isn't much national in-

Plan Dinner

terest in the sport," Jilek said,
"That is mainly because there
aren't many park districts that
can

and

they

were

37

Jim

in last week's match.
Krueger's 38 paced the

Drywall squad. Mike Spinello
and Mike Graft produced individual wins for Graft Build-

-

ers to salvage their 4-4
with the realtors.

tie

12

fusson; and Marta Neil on the

both

turned in by Bob Hines. Hines
triumphed in the 200 - yard
freestyle and the 100 - yard

Low Net Is
Taken by
Kopriva

BUSSE'S BEN Kronn earned low individual honort with

mark in winning the 5103,000

Bill Schwerin's even - par
girls' class, winning 35 led Burrow Chevrolet ovthe freestyle and butterfly er Arlington Realty despite a
events and . swimming with 36 by Andy Toth and a 37 by
Claudia Gentzler, Donna Sig- Phil Loncar for the losers.

II

The 15 - and - over boys'
swimmers managed only two
firsts,

HALLANDALE, Fla. (UPI):
Coaltown and Round Table

victorious 200
style relay team;

-

yard

free-

In other matches last week,

L:N or

Cleaners

' zen Movers 4

Pit1/2,

tipped
1/2. - 3

The II - 12 boys were held and Miles and Miles bowed to
to one first place earned by Haire Funeral Home 5-3.

Cliff Schlak in the 50 - yard

"St,:ntWat

breaststroke.

SCRATCH LEAGUE
Marcia Burrell and Allen
STANDINGS
Boyles averted a shutout in the
..
Points
iTaarn
9 - 10 clasS' with .Marcia win67
Peters & Co.
ning the' girls' breaststroke: Skokie Valley
and Boyles taking the boys,
56 1/2
Drywall
backstroke.
54
Graft Builders
Haire Funeral
JEMA ALLEN and Paul Sig53
Home
fusson continued as the main- Busse Flowers
50
stays of the 8 - and - under Arlington Realty
50
'

.

-

Ben Kopriva shot a 41-10-31
last night to take low net honors
in the Mount Prospect Twilight

Busse-Biermann
Hardware
posted a -70 /2 - 2-1/2 win
over Keefer's Pharmacy and

Thunderbird Bowl beat Mount
Prospect Electric Construction
by the same score.

dled the butterfly chores for
freestyle. Brad Busse rounded

out the scoring in the 8 - and under class with a victory in
the breaststroke.

Kersting's Garden Center
topped Carter Music Store

MT. PROSPECT made it

a

Gulfstream Park
They .share the

two -minute

Handicap.
1/4 mile

1

track record of 1:59 4/5.

Walter Johnson pitched 113
shutout games in his major
league career, which ranged
from 1907 to 1927.

practice run. A baseball player as well as a cyclist,
Tim got his start in cycling because of his interest
in speed -skating.

Bravo's 9 Upsets
M.J. Kelly 7-3
Jim Camphouse came on in the late innings to pitch
Bravo's Olds to a 7-3 upset win over M. J. Kelly last night
in the Waycinden Traveling League.

Caller Music Shop

,49 1/2

Illinois Range

42

Park meeting, winHibiscus, Bahamas
and Flamingo Stakes.
ning

the

BRIAN GILLESPIE tripled
New York Giant catcher Ray for the losers and Steve Anthony
Katt committeed four passed doubled but it wasn't enough to
balls in one inning in 1954 for save Pat Augustine from the
loss.

a major league record.

Des Plaines Plymouth pasted
Gil's Bulko Service with a 5-3
defeat last night, thus climbing

Big Insurance
For Horse

over the .500 mark with a 7-6
LEXINGTON. K. (UPI) -- season record. The losers are
Swaps was not insured during now 8-5.
his

racing career

-

but

when

John W. Galbreath bought him
from Rex Ellsworth. the horse
was insured for $2 million.

STEVE RAYMOND started

for the winners and got relief
help from Scott Dorsey. Mark

REALTOR Si
A SIGN

OF TIU TIMU

BUD'S

Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts

"IIANEL AND GRETEL"

Ohio, with 89, leads the nation in number of harness race
tracks.

,

.

Adults

$2.00
In the Old Orchard Country Club, Rand & Euclid, isdit. Prospect

for

same muscles.

New Air
Freight Service
granted by the C. A. B. and

defeat.

tariffs which became effective

Tony Biardo led the winners'
attack with three hits in as

July 6th are now furnishing
complete air freight service in-

many trips plateward, includ-

tween Chicago (and the entire

ing a triple.

JIM HOFFMAN doubled for
the game's only extra -base hit
as Rolling Meadows #1 beat
Waycinden #2 last night. on a

two -hitter by Tom Kelly. He
fanned five and walked four en
route to the victory.

Loser Gaty Lemke gave up
three hits and fanned 10 while
walkihg four. The loss dropped
the Waycinden nine to an 8-10

cluding pick up and delivery be-

metropolitan suburban area)
and all points in the United
States, including Alaska and
HawalL

Joseph P. Buster whose transportation experience dates back
to 1918 is president of the new

concern

For

Information regarding
service and facilities phone 825-

2193 from suburban phones,

or 774-9515 from Chicago
phone exchanges.

loop record.

Aftsrmtlistitent

rent a new '66
CORTINA

4.00
5.00

GALA X1E

7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

MUSTANG

Bath & Kitchen "

P
E
R

A

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

PLAN YOUR VACATION

RENT A STATION WAGON
SPECIAL RATES

QUALITY PALATINE HOME ON 82' LOT
3 BEDROOMS - 16'x36' FAMILY ROOM

ASKING $29,400
Clean and sharp! - carpeting and drapes - built -In Western Holly bronze cook center - knotty cypress paneled family
room - solid oak Interior trim.
,123 S. ARLINGTON HT& RD.

150 8. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
CL 5-8000
392-7150
Member of Multiple Listing Service

t ARLINGTON HEIGHT8r

.

baseball. Tim Jilek just needs
a coach to tell him he uses the

FAIRLANE

hi

(WITH THE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE:)

conditioning

excellent

is

FALCON

PLUMBING
Small Repairs

Country
Club'
TAIEVAUNANI
WN

pends on how I do in baseball."

Peterson and Bill Vandivere
both doubled.

Hialeah

.24 1/2

'TALE TELLERS'

Childn
re

ride, he says only that "It de-

Commercial Air FreigC\Porwarding, now located at 9435
Higgins Road, Rosemont, MInois, pursuant to authority

.

Moler's Barbers
Wille Lumber

how much longer he intends to

Camphouse's win boosted the Bravos nine to an 8-6 record
MIAMI (UPI) - Bally Ache and pinned the losers with their second lost in 13 games.
Camphouse was responsible
was the only horse to win
three of the four stakes for 3 - for the winners' big blow, a Greenberg was tagged with the
'year -olds run ddring the 1960 triple, though teammates Glen

48
44
39
37

8-1/2 -4-1/2, and Wille Lum- clean sweep in the diving
ber and Fuel battled- Licht's competition, as Ken Sophie Dq 11 Yourself Or We Install
Paint Store to a 5 -all deadlock. led the field in the 15 - and Price & Compare
over mixed category, and Gail
THEN CALL
Fuith
was first in the girls
STANDINGS
CL 5-4799
79 1/2 14 - and - under action,.
Thunderbird Bowl
69 2/3
Kruse's Tay.
THE
Licht's Paints
69
COUNTRY CLUB
64 1/2
Mt. Pros. Elec.
60 1/2
Kersting's Garden
THEATRE.
59 7/12
Keefer's Phar.
PROUDLY PRESENTS
58 1/2
Butse-Biermann
Low Musill's
58 1/4
Kirchhoffs Ins.
54
54

frosh-soph baseball team last
spring and has .designs on a
varsity spot next year. Asked

It may just be that cycling -

Distinction

tm:=:;v:_,z=.-w,,k.i...-......7.;,w=",zza

Mt. Prospect. and Gail Schlak
touched' first In the 25 - yard

48 1/2

Burrow Chev.
Baird & Warner
L -Nor Cleaners
Pitzen Movers
Miles & Miles
Nelson Realty

each cracked the

build

JILEK HIMSELF doubts
that his cycling career will
extend beyond college. He was
on Prospect's
the catcher

Jilek takes his 3200 racing bike out for a brief

held third -place Graft Builders to a 4-4 tie.

to

convinced

be

tracks."

Skokie Valley Drywall mov- at 824-8381 or froM Will See-

a

.

'We draw good crowds for
our weekly meets, but There

dance is slated for 9 p.m.

ed into second all alone with feldt at 439-0490.
a 5-3 win over Busse Flowers, while Baird and Warner Record -Breakers

Reiser was the only Golf League's Tuesday Night
Mt. Prospect boy to .bring Division.
group, taking home two first
home a first in the 13 - 14
Low gross honors were Aces apiece. Both triumphgroup, taking both the 100 - shared by Pat Danna
and Jim ed in the 25 - Yard backstroke
yard freestyle and the 100 Driscoll as both carded 39s. and 25 - yard breaststroke
yard individual medley events.
Kirchhoff Insurance trimmed events in their respeitive
Couch Jim Zwissler's, crew
Tavern 9-1 in the team divisions.
' proved to be strongest in the Kruse's
action, and Moler's Barber
15 - and - over category in
Min and Jody Epstein hanShop nipped Illinois Range 6-4.
Steve

Pollard _ also

Peters and Company widened the gap between itself and

Auditorium
York and Thorndale Roads.
Flick -Reedy

buried beneath a five -under Tickets and information can
par Peters best ball effort.
be obtained from Paul Hayden

KATHY WOOD had a part in

al medley, and 50 - yard butterfly, and swimming on the. freestyle.

lard.
Jeanne

ions may earn a trip to Eu-

.three blue ribbon efforts in the

up contest.

the winning freestyle

at

petition.

annual dance July 30 at the

losing Nelson squad which was the Salt Creek Golf Club.

Connie Foster, a 14 -year -old speedster, led the
Mount Prospect Park District swim team to a rousing 267-243 win over Northbrook. Monday in a makeup meet. Connie won four blue ribbons while tuning
up for tomorrow home meet against Arlington
Heights.
(Bob Richardson Photo)

the local tankers edged Northbrook 267-245 in a make-

on

The Mount Prospect Mothers'
Baseball Auxiliary will hold its

Adults connected with. the
over second -place Skokie Dry- Waycinden Area Boys' Basewall by trimming Nelson Real- ball League will attend a buffet

Connie Foster provided the big difference for Mt.
Prospect's park district swimming team Monday, as

winning 200

Opens Lead.
In League

to conquer for another year until he qualifies, for senior com-

opened a 10 1/2 point margin

Connie Foster Sparks
Swim Team to Victory
in

year, he has no more worlds
I.

ty 6-2. Frank Kasper led the supper and a dance Aug. 5 at

speedster
ribbons

not

is

the most rugged 'sport in the
country, and it is far from the

Dance Slated

THE LEAGUE - LEADERS

Coming Up

blue

"NOTHING WAS broken; but

will never forget the ambulance ride through, Sunday
I

Peters Unit

the rest of the Old Orchard
Scratch Golf League last
week, leaving five teams to
tussle for the runner-up spot.

Sports on T.V.

four

special

'most popular. If Jilek does win
the national junior title this

He got some extra -base sup-

14 -year -old

twelve

considerably more - approxi- although they can climb into

Division.

The

any

mately 5200. And Tim is on his the 40's on sprints. A blowout
is no bargain at 40 :bile's per
third racing bike.

14-5 triumph over the Lions in

captured

and

In most races, the cyclists
cost will average 25 miles per hour,

the Bronco Majors' National

Park District SWimuting
Arlington vs.. Mount Prospect at Lions Park, 6:30 p.m.

conditions,

serious racer will have a wide

less than your son or daugh-

Page 10

to lead the Giants to a

WEDNESDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS

racing

shoes with cleats in them that
fit into a slot 'in the pedal.
BUT CYCLING seems
rate as the Jilek Clan's first And bicycle racing tires are
love. They have followed their no more than two layers of
sons all over the country for rubberized silk. When inflated
meets, and they have sunk a to 125 pounds as they usually
considerable amount of cash are, a racing tire is no match
into the pursuit of trophies. for an ordinary pebble that
may have strayed onto the
Cycling is not a cheap sport.
The shiny red two -wheeler track.
Tim rode to the state title last
JILEK BLOWS out five or
week is not likely to be found
under the average Christmas six a week -- and tires cost

fon

John Kudalis fanned 12 bat-

as.

ferent size gears for different

to

1966

John Sennett went two -for -four.

port from his team

possible to coast. There are dif-

variety in stock - at
ed with bicycle and skating dollars apiece.
Bike racers
use
hardware.

ter's Schwinn, 'but

ed bicycle riding about five
years ago' to keep in 'shape
for competitive ice skating,"

the win while Gerry Busse and
Rick Robertshaw shared the
hill for the losers.

be described as an

"MY BROTHER and I start-

John Sullens got credit for

ters

old brother Dan have qualified
for the national speedskating
finals every year since 1961.
They have two bulging trophy
cases 'which are equally stock-

his path to national prominence_ --tree,- It weighs about 15 pounds -about eight dollars apiece.

the

arc now 9-5.

for -three for

The 16 - year - old Prospect
High School junior, Jilek looked like he was born to the ped-

at low rates from
GEORGE POOLE
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

Cake)
....mainntcaasx

CL 943141
NITER AND SUNDAY

CL 5-9889

.

.

..*

.

.6

-

L.

WEATHER
Tonight; Fair; Low in the
Friday; Continued fair;

SOs.

Telephone
2554400

ro5pet

,

A little warmer; High in the
lower 80s.

Your Home Neuipaper
Mount Prospect, Iii. 6006
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Board to Decide
Spanking Policy

rack Stalls Commuters

Dist. 57 board of education will tackle the state's
"spanking law" when it meets Aug. 8 to formulate a

discipline policy.
The issue of the new law was
raised by board member George
R. Bruuchle at Monday's meet-

ing when the board considered
a discipline, policy statement
adopted by the Mount Prospect
Education Assn.

"Why was the spanking law
ignored?" asked Bruuchle.

An MPEA representative ex plained that ."spanking school

children was farthest from the
minds of the committee when it
drafted its discipline policy.
"Spanking shouldn't have any
place in a general discussion of
.
discipline," he said.

facts the power of the (school)

board
to establish
b

rules with
respect to discipline,"
The law was dubbed a

spnking" law 'by a Chicago
pundit
who inferred that teach era could spank school children
because

Are You?

nouncement" on spanking when
it formed its discipline policy.

He asked board president William A. K.rampert to put spunking on the board's Aug. 8

.

name on the list of those enRepresentative
the
dorsing
Government Assn. petitions 'for

"I dOn't know how

urban telephone directory lives

passed the state General Assembly last July, told The Day

the law was written at the re-

a or elects
users
out
rep21 -members.
resenting every social level in

Mount Prospect. to the newly
created village youth commission

specific
AMONG
THE
duties of the commission is to
desclop procedures for handling youths who have come into
contact with the police department

Congreve said at Tuesday's

village board meeting that the
21 appointees have not all been
contacted. however Each Will
be notified and requested to
serve, he said

The youth commission ordinance was passed by the board
on May 3
Under the ordinance, the
youth commission has nine
specific areas of responsib-

ility to provide a better understanding of youth problems in
the community

Thus far, the appointment of
a

full time youth worker to

has

engaged

WASHINGTON -- A crash landing was the outlook today in the airline strike situation. The union planned to
stop the bargaining at noon and take whatever offer is
current and ask members to vote on it The polling
could delay the negotiations as long as a week.

Hunter Bags Wolf; Pelt Gets Away
If Sam Pancotto of Chicago doesn't get his wolf pelt
back, he's determined somebody's going to get skinned
for 575,000. Hunter Pancotto says, he's been hoodwinked

for 'the last time. He went big -game hunting in Alaska
last April, and bagged a coveted Timber Wolf. He
boarded an airliner in Anchorage only to be told he'd
have to ship the pelt, Pansotto put the pelt on air freight
and he hasn't seen it since

Rescue 2 Ohio Boys From Cave
HARLAVSBURG, Pennsylvania -- Two missing 15 Youngstown, Ohio, boys were rescued early

year -old

this morning from a maze of caves near the western
Pennsylvania town of Halansburg. The rescue of this
two -- apparently in good condition -- ended a massive
I8 -hour search.

for the board's

dis-

"Teachers and other certified employes shall maintain
discipline in the schools.
matters

relating

Skobel, resident of the Lions

"This relationship Shall extend to all activities connected
with the 'school program and
may be exercised, at any time
for the safety and supervision
of the peoils in the absence of

Park area.

Appointed to two year terms
Meersman.

at-

Commission; Phillip Cushing,
Charles Bruning Co: Father

Kolas, St. Raymond's Church;
Louis Schultz, Prospect High
School; Robert Teichert, vil- lage trustee and Shirley Goodman, north side resident,

Mount Prospect village trustees authorized the expenditure

of S2,000 Tuesday night for
legal counsel

to take

Utility Sewer and Water Co. to
the

Illinois Commerce CoM-

mission.

Richard Babcock, an expert
in the practice of law before

the commission, will be hired
to present the village's complaint against the Salvatore
DiMucci owned utility company.

The village wants to force
the utility to build a sewer lift
station
Busse

at Cottonwood and
to eliminate flooding

problems in Elk Ridge Villa, a
DiMucci 'housing development
south of Golf Rd.

The ICC has authority to
prescribe

such

measures

as

the lift station in order to prevent flooding and to provide

school

the

and

schools

the

children, they stand in relation
of parents and guardians to the
pupils.

their parent% or guardians.

"Nothing in this section uf-

4 More
Permits
Due Builder

Will the real Harold Arm-

strong come forward and clear
up the confusion?

pools

received

a

wanted to know.

man for the committee, took exception to a Monday night meeting on the pillar site where

TRUSTEE Bergen, who has

borne the brunt from the citizens in their efforts to save

for 40 years - donations of the pillars "death traps,"
the developer to the village and

Works Department crews just
hours after a village board
edict doomed all four sites,
.

The traffic expert, Paul C.

Next Round
Thursday

they represent

safety haz-

a

ard has been debated by the
village board, by the board's
fire and police committee and

by the Mount Prospect CitiSafety Committee
several months.
zens

a meeting will be set up with
the citizens committee and Box

so that they could' "fire all the

The next round In the
tillage

versus

will

case

THE VILLAGE board's decision of June 21 was not arbitrary. The matter of tearing down the pillars because

the pillars, said, that the meeting was a preliminary one only.
Bergen said that' before the
board takes any further action

July

be

questions at him they want."

the pillars
Thursday,

Skwarlo countered that

28, at 8 p.m. when

buting "death trap" statements
Box showed the

prejudiced in favor of the vil'age.

(Continued on Page 2)

ri
Gevance

for

Apparently, residents of the

'area did not follow the pro-

clean

bill of health from inspectors

Rules Pass

Teen Combo

The board of education Mon-

The teen combo "The Ren- daY endorsed a grievance progress of the pillar debate, despite the fact that it was well egades"' will be featured Fri- cedure forDist. 57 teachers.
day, July 22, from 8 to II p.m.
The procedure has been adpublieized,
When workmen attacked the at the Knights of Columbus opted by' the Mount* Prospect
Shabonee Tr. pillars, the residents of the area immediate-

ly became aroused. As a result the demolition of the other
three sets of pillars has been
delayed pending a full' airing
1:tribe matter.

'

Country Club residents have

Hall, 15 N. Hickory, Arling- Education Assn.
ton Heights, for the teen
The board unanimously voted
dance.
to direct president William
Area teens are invited to at- A. Krampert to "advise the
tend dances held each Friday MPEA it considered, the pronight. The Knights of Colum- cedure good and practical and
bus will provide chaperones.
intended to respect this proceAdmission is75 cents.
dure."
Krampert slated for the
.

board's

ows Park pools.
Haenisch said in terms of

the

pools

were

"A-Ok."
district's
Marjorie Payne Kopp pool will
The

park

be inspected Monday

new

8

meeting

an

worded" grievance policy for board adoption.

Wins 4 -Year

THIS POLICY would be
written to agree with the MPEA

Scholarship

board member Roger A. John-

policy, members said.

"Practically speaking." said
son,

"our vote endorses the

MPEA procedure until the
board formulates its own."
'The MPEA statement is based

been awarded a' four-year college scholarship by Gen of Mr. and Mrs. Alexius Ur- on the idea
eral Motors Corp.

award
the
received
She
chlorine content, percentage of
Inititute
hydrogen and . other chemical through the Illiribis

requirements

Aug.

"appropriately

yesterday.
.1Ohn Schultz from the county
office and Herman
health
Kathleen Elizabeth Urbanus, a member of the NaHacnisch, Mount Prospect's ,
inspector. tional Honor Society at Prospect High School, has
health
part-time

checked Lions Park and Mead

re -

port in the daily press attri-

traffic expert Paul C. Box
of Skokie. presents his
report to the Country Club
the
committee,
safety
Pillar Preservation Committee and the fire and
. police committee of the
tillage board,

Prospect Girl

Inspectors
Approve Pools
Dist.

"And why was a traffic ex-

commitpert hired without
Skwarlo, serving as spokes- tee being consulted?" Skwarlo

meeting.

Trails. They have been there a noted traffic expert labeled

banus,

212

S.

St.,

Emerson

Molt Prospect.. Her father is
of Technology where she in- the accountant at the Mount
tends

to

pursue

mechanical and

courses

in

aerospace, en-

gineering.

Kathleen, 17, is the daughter

Prospect Post Office.

that "all profes-

sional employes are entitled to
have their grievances and complaints examined and settled in'
ways that are beneficial to both

the employes and the school

She has been on the top honor

rolls in school since she started school in Elmhurst, where
she was born. Before attending

system."

THE GOALS of the MPEA

position are, to provide teachers
Prospect H:S. she attended with "direct communication"
Willow Brook High School in for their grievances "without
in Chicago.
fear of reprisal" and to back
At Prospect H.S. she has them up with the "official repreceived a four -semester honor resentation" of professional or-semester ganizations.
roll pin and a
one. Besides working as a
Under the MPEA procedure
school office guide Kathleen a teacher may discuss a griewas a member of the Latin vance with his immediate suClub,
-perior (department head, superPt
visOr or principal) and then

Mount Prospect will grant at

least four more building permits to DiMucci Home Builders without requiring the builder to go to court to force their
issuance.

At Tuesday's village board

mils withheld pending outcome
of a dispute between the village
and the Utility Sewer and Water
Co. owned by Salvatore Di Muc-

SHE .WAS a IThalist in the appeal to the district superinMerit Scholarship tendent or his representative.
National
program and an auxilium latin- From there he can appeal again
um, magna cum laude (a Latin to the board of education in
scholar of high praise):
writting.
Kathleen's favorite subjects
"At any phase of the griearc mathematics and science.
vance procedure," according to
"I'd rather work in the prac- the policy, the teacher "may
tical application of engineer- seek advice or assistance"
ing," she told The Day, "rather either formally or informally
than in thcoritical research."
from the MPEA.

ci over a sewer lift station the
village wants the ulitity to build
to alleviate flooding conditions

lege by taking graudute courses

meeting,

Attorney.
To Get Case
special

by

Two Mount Prospect Park

"IN 'ALL

were Robot L Bennett. north - side resident.
Appointed to three year
side resident, Anthony .Gatto,
school Dist 57. Rev. Richard terms were Rev. Ronald RedLutheran
Paul's
St.
Lehman, St John's Episcopal der,
Church and Human Relations

Airline Strike Talks Grounded

base

cussion is as follows:

Appointed for one year terms boxtuels,' north side resident
serve on the commission and Eugene A. Friker, south

By United Press International

compiled

signature."

a

the

Roundup
For The Day

was

in a manner the parents won't

The law which will serve as

Jr.. principal, St. Paul's Lusers ices of a part-time psy theran School: Edward Boddy,
chologist to work with the police park district; Pat Montweiler,
in handling juvenile problems.
south side resident; J. Vanto

list

stop the frivolous and vexatious
litigation by parents ' 'against
teachers who discipline a child
accept."

devote full time to the problem' torney; Kate Anderson, south
has not taken place. The police side resident; Martin Husz
department

not know Harold Armstrong.
"The

city government, could not recall Harold Armstrong., "He
may be a new resident," Ekren
said. "1 don't recall the name,
but I will check my records and
find out how we obtained his

to discipline in and conduct of

Robert

Kendal A. Crooks, one of the
organizers of RGA, said he did

Parker Ekren," Crooks said.
Ekrcn, One of two village
ALL IT did," he said. "was, trustees advocating a change. to

'Church; Newell Esmond. chief
of police; Marge Kaspori, Colonial Heights resident; William Falsey, Elk Ridge Villa
Homeowners Assn. and Sam

were

M Palatine.

quest of teacher organizations,

Authorities have not deter- to put into statutes what judges
mined the cause of the derail-, had decided on in case law.
meat.
"I think the new law may

Mayor Daniel Congreve has

'

THE ONLY Harold Arm strong in the Northwest Sub -

,

their quiet, shady residential
streets onto busy Elmhurst
Rd. (Route 83). '
The pillars are located at
Council, Hiawatha and Manawa

A fourth set of pillars, located at Shabonee Tr., was
out
by
Public
hammered

the question has been avoided."

William Redmond, of Ben-

all Chicago and North Western trains were reported "on
for
last night's
schedule"
rush hour.

mittee.

Many. residents. have questioned H. W. Armstrong, president of High School Dist. 214,
about whether he was, "Harold
Armstrong."

spanking point of view which is
all the board knows, because
senville, author if the law which

Wednesday morning, however.

three - there were, four - battle was fired Tuesday night

a

"You arc expressing an anti-

train service to

ire safety hazard.
took -exception to4wo

the residents of the area.

A check of the Mount Pros chemical engineer, "and it
shades into beating."
pect village direitory fails to
said. 'reveal any Harold Armstrong.
lawyer,
a
Russell,

throughout

toward

aimed

projects

ly formed Pillar Preservatirm'

form of government.

"Not me," the school boatd
.
question of quality president answers. "My name
is Harlow. They call me Hal."
and quantity," said Carson,.

"It's

the area.
Commuter traflii- was interrupted for a short time

appointed

change in Mount Prospect's

for the teachers."

the day to restore both power
and normal

Harold Armstrong is the first

you'd draft a spanking policy

lines to fail, causing a blackout in a six block area in Des
Plaines south of North ay. and
west of First St.
Crews worked

.

Will the -real Harold Arm.

"Speaking as a scientist,"
said board member Dori B.

eral

"Save our pillars!"

Box, of Skokie, said that it did
not take an expert to tell that.
the pillars' constituted a defin-

sets of pillars leading out of at a . crowded village board

strong please step forward.

agenda.

formed their own safety committ= and are working on sev-

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor

.CHAIRMAN of the Pillar points. "Why wasn't I invited to
Committee, a group, of dedicated "people in the Country Preservation Committee is Ed- Monday's meeting?" he asked
ward Skwarlo, 706 loka St. The Trustee Frank Bergen, chair Club area of Mount Prospect.
Target of their efforts are latest round in the continuing man of Fire 'and- police corn -

Where

BOARD MEMBER Robert
Russell said it was the
board's duty to make a "pro-

Safety Expert
Finds Pillars
ave Friends
This is the plea of the new- saving the pillars.

Harold,

W.

Carson,

the

ions to the pupils."

.

inspect
(left)
Workmen
&image to Soo Line freight,
cars in an early Wednesday
morning , crash near Northwest Highway in Des Plaines.
Can (above) were badly
damaged and caused power

"in

stood

they

relation of parents and guard -

Newsstand Price 10 Centi,

Attorney

Robert

Moore said that an original
court order, agreed to by the
board, called for issuance of

,

building permits in the
Mount Shire subdivision.
150

The board ordered all fper-

She said she wants to continue her education after colleading to a master's degree.

in Elk Ridge Villa.

"I'M

DIMUCCI SOUGHT THE

so many things happening in the
field. It's all so new."

Teichert,

that the

For summers Kathleen has
worked as an attendant in a
luundromat and as a clerk in a
foreign impdrt foild specialties

village

would have to comply with the
court order and grant the. ISO
permits sought.
Thus far,' 146

permits for
homes in Mount Shire have
been granted.
There was

no

science

is so challenging,'! she said, "there are

chairman of the judiciary committee, said

in

because the 'field

court order to force the village
to grant the permits.
Trustee
Robert.

interested

store.

She said her hobbies

.wereplaying

the accordion, drawing

indication

adeqUate service to utility cus-

Kathleen Urbanus, .17, of 212 S. Emerson, happy at
taken when these court -ordered news she has won . a four-year General.. Mot8rs Corp.

tomers.

permits are exhausted.

about what action would be

scholarship to 1.1.T.

Gripe
Of The
Day
For

--,./0>;

heaven sake

pool

with

teen-.

age boys' will you please

If you
like boys.
would put on a skirt we
look

wouldn't 'know If you were.
a girl or a boy,

Mrs. R.D.

and painting and sports. She
also likes swimming, softball
4nd plaiting
Cousins.

(t,

her
walseinnatitSki

at

-I

0

Many of the 767 employes of United Air Lines living,
in this area will begin to feel the effect of the deadlocked machinists' strike Monday when United takes another

High School Board
Hesitates on Policing
members

voted

to

hire

Monday night the board considered employment of an officer for Elk Grove High School
The officer was interviewed by
the administration and recom-

An outline of the position

would be prevention rather than
prosecution although he may
also be assigned
counseling
then

to do some

we

Board

The motion was tabled until

sixty live in th,,Chicago .area.
i..,

Arlington .Across the country, United
Heights Village Board and was employs a total of 39,231 peoby

considered

to

mended by the Elk Grove Pa handle this as carefully as we
lice Department
handle the hiring of teachers.
Board members were not in The man should report to the
agreement when the proposal principal and not to the police
was originally considered and chief then," said board memthey could not agree Monday ber Richard Bachhuber.
to take the initial step to hire
a safety officer

-

.

.

of a school safety officer was
have

ing the strike in Denver.

.

"If we are going to have a
counselor

training will also continue du -

the company's employes -- aone-third of the total work
bout one-third
force across the country -- will

the

referred to the board's safety
committee.

The Mount Prospect Police
Department has indicated that
it would not be agreeable to
placing one. of. its officers in
Prospect High School.

members questioned

Arlington

whether the man would be a

Heights

Board Approves
Repairs for Air
Conditioner

ed, but said they represent "a
cross section" "Of the different
levels and types of employes

Friends
Of Pillars

drive

every

streets

the

day. We know whether they
are a traffic hazard and we

Village manager John Mon - say they are not.

ple.

In the Chicago area, United
employs about 7,000 persons.

Almost half of them work at
United's executive offices and
training center in Elk Grove

.

pan was authorized to sign a
5993 contract with Crown En-.

"WE BELIEVE that in fact
the pillars are a deterrent to

gineering Co. to rennovate the
air conditioning system of the

accidents rather than a cause
of same. Certainly th pillars
are easily seen and have the
effect of stopping most care-

village hall.

Authorization for the pro Employes of the three other jcct was given by the village

Township.

officials

We

less

4

o

r

ir

-s

as

Bruce Hubbard

affected could not be determin-

A breakdown of United em be put on sik hour days. '
ploycs living in the area shows
Nonmanagement nd certain 283 in ArlingtOn Heights, 84
(Conqnued From Page I)
management employes will be- in Rolling Meadows. 176 'in
After that, Skwarlo drhpped
affected. Lust Monday the line . Mount Prospect, 197 in Pals placed ' its 7,780. pilots, stew - tine
and
27
in rPrdspect a bomb -a five - page safety
report that claims the pillars
department. Calderwood has ardesses .and . other -union con- Heights.
told school administrators that - tract employes on -- "withThe spokesthan said the ex- are actually an aid in preventhe would be willing tatake two outpay" furloughs.
act numbers of area . residents ing accidents rather' than a
danger.
men from the Arlington deThere arc 14,493 United
"We are the experts in this
partment for use in the schools machinists out on the strike,
-matter,lt Skwarlo told th e
while an additional two men which be*g. n July 8. One
board:
" We live in the area.
i6 t hundred and
were being trained. .The idea thousand e1

safety officers for each school called for an officer who would
provided they couldbe hired in be a member of a local police
co-operation with local police department. His main function
departments

.

beI t ti ghten i ng mo ve .
who work for United.
Starting Monday, 12,300 of Elk Grove center now. Pilot'

prevention and we are ,in the the carrying of a weapon even
"proceeding business of education and not if it was concealed.
members
are
Chief Calderwood his said
with caution" in the employ- crime prevention. I have some
serious reservations on this
that it would take 14 weeks of
ment of school safety officers
and I want some questions an- training before any man. is a
At the June 13 board meeting swered before we vote."
working member of his police
High School Dist. 214 board

the

-+

Cr

I

Strike. Takes Toll Here
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.

stop

the

at

motorists

Top Teen Boy
In. Illinois
Talented area teens will be
in top competition during the
World Teen-age Show held
July 22-3f at McCormick Place
in Chicago.

Bruce Hubbard; 17, son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hubbard

of 1311 W. Park St., Arlington
Heights, was chosen to represent Illinois in competition for
talented

scholastically

for
teens.

Hubbard and a girl from
Kalb will represent the
state when they compete with
100 teens from each state for
De

7,1

$10,000 scholaiship to the

a

college of their choice.The

top teen will be given a
battery of tests and personal
interviews. Hubbard says that
series

a

of exams and

past

performance will be factors in

BRUCE HUBBARD

selecting. the -teen- for -the a serving Clii:ThniiiifiliiliTryiittift- -- - -Sign and then reminding him to w d
proceed
with
caution
to
the
curb
Robert
Colfer
Trustee
Northwest

'd
h Y
coulu proviuc men struck air lines
Goffrey and Bob Dempsey.
for Arlington and Forest View cago -- Eastern,'
Herr of Arlington
Ray
and TWA -- have also been questioned Mongan about ob- . line of Route 83." Skwarlo said,
EACH
BOY
h
high
schools
and
Grove
Elk
"I know there ts a need for Police Chief L.W. Calderwood,
To prove his poinkwarlo make._
Heights ..will compete Friday
a
United taming bids foi the work. The
-,hit by the strik)but
an
-,,extemporancous
_
......)
...w
-whirwas
present-ari&-earlier
Villagealready
-has
-suggested
.
'thirtypoithIng but -I'm nor
more people manager said" that -CfoWn was ciradated a seriesfrk,S photo- speech and each girl wilkhave in t e vanety category.
many
em
,
sure this is the answer to the meeting with the board, said a man for the job.
said,
"plainly
representgraphs
which
he
"Chosen
the
factory
service
I12
q),
Chicago.
the others in
to prepare some exhibit of
However, board members thanploys
problem," said Dr. Frank that a gun is a part of an ofis
ample
room
indicate
there
Neville,
ative
of
the
equipment.
of
Mike
.
consisting
spokesman
said
A United
talent. Judges will choose on
Smith I would like to see some ficer's uniform and .a safety said' they still wish to have
Bruhl made the 'for a car to stop between the the basis of academic tests, Bill .Manglaris, John' CarpenTrustee
would
evidence that this will do some officer. would have one in his certain questions answered as training of stewardesses
curb
of
Route
83
and
the.
nearto
approve
the
work,
ter, Bill Tricmert, Bob Klopp
motion
to job responsibility and qual- continue at the training center. seconded by Colfer. Vote was est point to the pillars which in talent tests and personality, and Paul Maheras of Mount
good
possession
in
the
schools.
25 and 150 young
Between
physical
fittness
and
personal
ifications.
"The job is depicted as crime Board
members
questioned
this case is 17 feet 10 inches.
Prospect will be in combo
women are in training at the unanimous..
"The problem is not with the appearance.
competition. Also entering will
"I'm
very
enthused
about
pillars, it is with the elm trees
Palatine group "PK
be
this
opportunity,"
said
Bruce.
on Route 83 at Council Tr.,
of
Ron
Five" consisting
"It
is
a
wonderful
chance
for
looking north; bushes nine feet
Pekara, Dan' Gfira, Bill Peka
person
of
my
age
to
be
in
the
high at Manawa looking south
Richard DuLoft and
ara,
and the bridge on Route 83 at contests and the number of in- John Hachmeister.
teresting
people
I
hope
to
meet
the creek from Manawa lookCOMPETING with variety
will make it even more exciting south.
acts Saturday will be Kris
ing."
12 -oz.
"THESE ARE the hazards...
Hubbard was graduated in Kukla of Palatine.
not the pillars. In viewing like
cans
'Sunday, July 24, a combo,
June from Arlington High
situations 'in neighboring areas School as one of the valedic- "The Aristocrats" of Mount
we find safety conditions which
torians. He was a member of . Prospect, consisting of Eric
far outweigh ,any hazards that
the football, basketball and Nilsen, George Andoniadis,.Ed
might exist at the pillars,"
track teams and was secretary - Neiweem and Larry Bloom.will

a future meeting when all board
members are present

orme
officer or a plain
clothesman Arlington Heights
um

'

I

VAN MERRITT BEER

TAYLOR S Lake County

RED WINE

fifth

$1.59

.

Skwarlo said. He produced
more documentary evidence in

treasurer of the National Honor

Alice Giiilfoy of
Palatine will be judged in the

on the senior honor roll. He

variety category.

the way of photographs to ill- the Letterman's Club -and' was
ustrate his point.

'

Arc the pillars dangerous to
drivers existing from route 83?
Skwarlo does, not believe they

are. "At no point could the pillars obscure the vision'of a person

Route

leaving

and

83

center of a street.
"This center of the

road

stopping is done by motorists-pillars or no pillars
at
,

many intersections and can
only be corrected by better

driving habits by all of us,"
Skwarlo concluded.

Just Chill & Serve

BARCLAY'S STRAIGHT

ARE the pillars a hazard to

GLENMORE Prepared

.

Skwarlo says that if there is
any danger it is slight and can

be easily corrected by the vil-

GRASSHOPPER

full

pedestrians?

lage through relocation of sidewalks. not demolition
pillars.

quart

"Visibility
above

all

of the

is adequate and
the pillars are a

strong reminding force for all
to stop and proceed with caution," Skwarlo said.
Skwarlo presented a statistical breakdown of accidents
on Route 83 between Shabonee
Council Trail, Manawa and
Hiawatha for the last six
years.
He

GLYCERIN -Adult or Children

to enter

SUPPOSITORIES

T
)DRUGS

2

of the cars involved were on
lars.

,

have been caused by the pillars, Skwarlo said. One of
these

two

cars

at

the accident report said, "vis-

"SWINGER" FILM

N

involved

Route 83 and Shabonee where

6 -oz.

$1.00 size

mendations
and
achievements.
.
OTHER AREA

Village Manager John Mon gun's bond has been raised to'

DIAL SHAMPOO

ty acts will be competing for
a grand prize trip to Europe
and several consolation prizes
of scholarships and merchandise.

District winners in the combo competition who will appear

Friday July 22 are the "Legends of Time" from Arlington
Heights consisting of Al Lewis,

Ray Herr, Bob Larsen,

7 -oz.

Omit Oro Coupon for Customer
Coupon laplro
Jufy 31

size

Avinvotem

ing of Herb Klein, Dave Grund-

Mrs. Agatha Littelle

t

1,

1,1

..

On. Comm.

p.m. in the First
Church of Palatine.

Methodist

C11

P orches* of

florolosie of

SUNGLASS PURCHASE, OF 98e
Coupon Explmsl
My 23rd

OFF INSECT...REPELLANT
July 234
Colopon CopInts

ors --o of

accident near Joliet.
Visitors may call at the
Milgrim Funeral Home in
Palatine until noon Saturday.
Burial will be Sunday in
Sayctte, Iowa.

Littelle

is

survived

Shc was a Worthy Matron
of the Lounsbury Chapter_ of
the Order of the Eastern Star.

yrvic Mary
Funeralfor

UmIt One Coupon Per Custornor
Coupon Expires.
July 23rd
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"One thing the pillars have
accomplished,"

..said

Bartlett Firm
In Elk Grove
Bartlett Manufacturing Co.
has opened a new and larger
plant for

manufacturer

the

Village.

brothers William
Gardner.

Lewis.

and

Charles Schielie
Charles C. Schielie. 53, of
301 N. School St., Mount Pros-

pect, died yesterday in North-

Mr. Schielie was a stereotyper for Paddock
ions for 18 years.

Publicat-

He is survived by his wife
Dorothy:

four

sons,

Dennis,

Timothy and Jack of Mount
Prospect and Michael of Rolling Meadows: a grandson Steven:

a

sister

Mrs.

Florence

Burgdorf of Chicago, and

a

brother William of Chicago.
Visitors may call after

7

p.m. today at the Lauterburg
& Oehler funeral Home in
Arlington
Heights.
Services
will be Saturday at II a.m.
from the funeral home chapel.
Burial will be in Randhill
Park Cemetery,

North Park
Alumni Name'
R.S. Carlson
A Mount Prospect man will

lead the North Park Alumni

Reynolds, 37, will be. Friday at Assn. for the second consecu-

2

p.m.

from

the

Friedrichs tive year.

Funeral Home in Mount ProsRe-elected president of the
pect. The Rev: Edwin Colson association was
Rolland S.
of the Elk Grove Baptist

sided with Trustee Bruhl.

.PNOTO. PROCESSING ORDER

from its original $25,000 level
was unanimous.

west Community Hospital.

Mrs. Littelle, a librarian
for Thomas Junior High School

tinue, the board has instructed
Village Manager John Mongan
not to move ahead with the de- Church will officiate, Burial
'will be in Elm 'Lawn Cememolition project.
A vote to rescind the de- tery.
molition order, made by TrusMrs. Reynolds 01715 N. Easttee Harry Bruhl Tuesday night wood,
Mount' Prospect, died
was defeated by a 4 - 2 marTuesday in . Northwest ComEkren
gin. Trustee Parker
munity Hospital.

I

PDik

Mrs.

try Club area 'and the village -Mary

mu 011..E.on per Cvsleaser

.

for

The other accident, at Man- by a daughter Mrs. Barbara
awa and Route 83, involved a Lce Samoore of Palatine: two
bike that was struck by a car grandchildren; a sister Geneva
when it darted around the pil- Loughrey, and three brothers
lar. "This accident was so Edward, -Lowell and David
minor," Skwarlo said, "that Loughrey, all of Minnesota.
no investigation was made at Shc was preceded in death by
the scene. The mother of the her husband Harold and a
bike's rider called the infor- hrotherJamcs Loughrey.

sue. While these .meetings con-

1,1,1

services

Agatha C.* Littelle, 62, of 205
S. Dryden. Arlington Heights,
will be held Saturday at 1:30

Mrs.

THERE will be future meetings to further discuss the is-

cause of the increased responsibility vested in the manager.
Vote to raise Mongan's fidelity
and performance surety bond

OBITUARIES

safety committee of the Coun-

.

.. ..

Joe

r$100,000 by the village board.Trustee Robert Teicheru said
that the bond was raised 'be-

Lewis and Tom Weirich. Also of printed wiring boards and
in combo competition will be electrical assemblies in Centhe "Huns" of Palatine consist-. tex Industrial Park, Elk Grove

board and their expert.
P ardons Si
NEW PRESCRIPTION

,

.

teens ,will
be represented at McCormickPlace
in the Talented Teen
competition. Combos and varie-

-

Wit C upn P.r Cus.

Wecge and Mike Brunsfeld.

Manager's Bond
Is Increased

ion not obscured."'

mation in to the police."
Thus, there appears to be
two completely divided opinions
those of the citizen

11c Off Label

-

Park College in Chicago during

was killed Tuesday in an auto

ONLY -TWO accidents could

SKIN CREAM

I

accidents

related to the board that eight

oxzEm:-gammn11111111111..111AROID

I

10

the east side of Route 83 and
had no connection with the pil-

bottle
of 12

A

analyzed

.

Northwestern

will stay on campus at North

Funeral

that took place between Sunset
and Shabonee on Route 83 and

Monday

Wednesday, July 27 a PalaUniversity in the fall to study tine group, "Down Beats" will
be in combo competition. Mempre -law.
Hubbard and the other teens bers are Darlene Weep, Reiny
plans

turning into a side street," he the competition. He was selectsaid. "The only hazard that
ed from teens throughout the
could exist is the practice of
state through counselor recomthoughtless drivers who insist
scholastic
on stopping their car in the

compete.

Society. He was a member of

She

is

stirviVed

by

two

Mayor children, Pamela Sue Edwards

Carlson, 205 WaPella, His second term is for the 1966-67

school year, accordhng to LeRoy M. Johnson, executive
secretary of the 12,000 member group.

'

A 1952 graduate to. North
Park College, Carlson is assistant vice

president

of the

Harris Trust, and Savings Bank
of Chicago.
Mrs. Carlson, the. former
Gretchen Lindfelt, also graduated from North Park. The

Daniel Con rev& "iirey''haVe, end Debbie Ann Reynolds; her
Stimulated a iteit deal of cit- parents Dewey and Marie Dyizen interest in their govern- er of Mount Prospect:
sis-nient."
ter Mrs. Helen King, and two Curlsons have three children.

,

0.,

A.

40

ow

Hazy Days
There

are

no

"Lazy

Days of Summer" at 'the
Meadows pool for 28 girls,
ID to 15 years who,
have been practicing for 6
weeks for the water ballet.
ages

The theme of the ballet is
"When Toys Come to Lire.
child represents a toy
with their particular form of,
water ballet to accompany" the
Each

. costume.

The girls have been working

from 12:00 to 1:00 each day,
Monday through Friday through
the summer to learn advanced

in swimming. Now
they will put their aquatic abilities into the form of grace
techniques

and beauty.

THE BALLET helps the
girls to develop an interest in
swimming beyond that of divIt
ing and special strokes.
also teaches them grace in the
water.

Under the direction of Miss
Janet Kuhlman of Barrington
Maggie Mortenson, the
ballet will take place on July
29th at Meadows Pool,
The Lions piiol will hold
and

The Wind-up Dolls at
Meadows pool are from
left -411. right; -IN,, Viciraun,--their-show- ort,Auvdth-and-the---Melody Moldenhauer and Kopp pool ballet will be on
July 28th with a number of
Kathy Mokate.
shows from Meadows pool as-

Bar:

instructor; Mary -4ra-nc-es Weathe
Alley Cats beside Meadows pool wA--11-i-0ructor supervising water ballet in pool are left to right: Janet r bare Allison, and Carin Morath.

.

Form,er Prospect
Girl Married

Grace's Daze

Vacation Time

sisting them.

Seek Cheer
Leaders For
Midget Teams

A former Mount Prospect girl, Diane Lynn Metropulos,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John N. Metropulos was married
J. Kurten of Racine, Wis.

KnezeMRS. KENNETH
place in
vich, Chicago, was matron of
Greek
Orthodox honor. The bridesmaids were
Church, Des Plainet. The
Linda Hellwig, Lincolnwood;
Metropuloses formerly lived
Park
Smucker,
Margaret
at 16 N. School, Mount ProsMetropulos,
Linda
Ridge:.
pect.
the bride's sister, and ChrisThe afternoon double ring
Mount
tine Metropulos, a
ceremony was performed by Prospect cousin or the 'bride.
Rev. Demetrius N. TreantaAnn Elizabeth Metropulos,

St.

first child of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Barckhollz, N. School St
dinner in the
home afterward

a

were Ray., and Mrs

Steven's twin aunts, Kay and
Mroch, and sponsors
James Mroch of Evansville
and Mr
and Mrs
Albert
Koop, Mount Prospect. BeKathy

fore the baptism Mrs Mroch,
Sr , spent a week in Mount
assisting
Barckholtz home

in

PROSPECT

A

-

Mroch,

other grandparents, MY. and
Barckholtz,
Mrs
Norman

Prospect

and daughter Jill Lynn of Arlington Heights.

the

Heights

Now 9 years old, Mary Kay
Hawkinson, one of the group
years

several

began

ago.

Youngest among the neighborhood learners is Robin Wenborg, 4 Others include Carol
Decker and Diane Sahlin.

Vacation time to date at the
home of the Richard Hawkinsons

been divided into
In St. Louis for five

has

halves

days over the Fourth of July
was Mrs Hawkinson and 5
year old Tommy who visited
cousins, Mr. and Mrs Robert
McGartland and were on hand
for the opening of the Gateway
Arch and spectacular fireworks display afterward

Last weekend Mrs ' Hawkinson and daughter Mary Kay
went to the Wisconsin Dells
where they did a lot of swimming In the motel's pool, went
riding, sightseeing,
and took a boat trip through the
horseback

With Mrs. Hawkinson

Dells

and Mary Kay went good
friends,

Mrs

Myrtle

Ziske

Just ended

is

Hogarty and their small children, Dawna, .4, and Michael,
2, who have gone back to their
home in Highstown, N.J.
Sharing the visitors'

time

ganization.

'

blue daisies.
ai

New

Arrivals

Herndon,

Prospect.

The

baby's

Youngtown,

to Mr, and Mrs. Richard A.
Reynolds of 1505 Cottonwood
Ln., Mount Prospect. The
proud grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Hoffman, Chi-

School.

Actually most of his time
was spent in Germany: 10 days
each in Munich, Berlin and

cago and Mr. and Mrs. John

Bonn, guest of the West German government who rolled
out the red carpet. He stayed
in homes in those cities. Already enrolled at the University of California, Jim will

BABY BOY Steven Arthur
was born June 19 to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur N. Barckholtz,
214 N. School St., Mount Pros-

G. Reynolds, Lombard.

pect.

Grandparents

are

the

Rev, and Mrs. Paul Mroch of

make languages with emphasis Evansville, Ind. and Mr. and
on German his major.
Mrs. Norman Barckholtz of
Saganaw, Mich.
Stacy Lucille Chaiser was

I OC THE MU

MISS MARGARET. GRIFFIN

Engagement
Announced
The

W. Geweckes of 507 S. NaAv., Mount Prospect.

wata
has

been

announced

national College in Springfield

and will peduate in January.
Her

fiance

Member of,44ultiple Listing Service

last

a

BA

degree

with honors 'in economics. In
September he will be a Uni-

and

son School of Public and In-

Mrs. Frank H. Nielsen, Park
Ridge and Mr. and Mrs. Ar-

ternational Affairs, working
for his Master's degree.
A Dec. 26 wedding in Springfield is planned.
The couple
will live in Princeton, New

are

Mr,

Mount Prospect was born June
The baby's grandparents
Mr. ' and Mrs. Forest

ISO'S. MAIN

graduated

month from Harvard Univer-

versity Fellow, at Princeton
University's Woodrow
Wil-

26.
are

MOUNT PROSPECT.
392-7150

the

Hts.

Prospect

Laura Judith Ramsey, second daughter of Rev, and Mrs.
Philip L. Ramsey, 123 S. Pine,

,I23 S. ARLINGTON HTS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 64000

by

Miss Griffin has bccn attending the American Inter-

find Mrs.
Robert L. Chaiser, Mount
Prospect and Mr. and Mrs.
Edwin F. Meyer of D e s
Plaines.

thur H. Stone of Wilmette,

Low down payment will get you in this lovely home fast.
Owner will take back 2nd mortgage and present mortgage
may be assumed, 3 bedroOms, 2 ceramic baths, 15x25
$35,900
family room

Miss

Rd. Mount Prospect. Grand-

hoist
Rd.,
Grandparents

.

of

engagement

Margaret Griffin to ThoMas,
H. Geweeke, son of the Robert

Lawrence A., -G ri f fins of

Mr.

Christian of Newark, Ill. and
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Ramsey
orJoice, Iowa.
Michael
George

O'Brien

was born June 28 to Mr.' and
Mrs). fa -Crick O'Brien, 116
N.., Prospect Manor, Mount
Prospect.
His grandparents
are
Mr. and Mrs. James
O'Brien and Mr. and Mrs.
George Fagan, of Chicago.

up your

perk

Jersey.

Diane Daily
Engaged
Mrs. Glenn C. Dailey of
Mount Prospect has announced
the engagement of 'her daughter Diane Patricia Dailey to

Paul Asselin, son of Dr. and
Mrs. E. R. Asselin of Lynn,
Mass.

-

The couple will be married
in Mt, Prospect on August 6.

strawberries
dinner.

after

top of orange and

Junior Woman's' Club was
held recently at the home of
Mrs. Edward Wegner. first
vice president.
The new officers in attendance were Mrs. John J. Finsecretary:
recording
nerty.
Mrs. James E. Daly. corMrs.
secretary:
responding.

American

blue

tomato

for a refreshing lunch.

Flavor
-crumbles

-

heavy

A. L. Hampton, treasurer, ,and

Petersen,
G.
Robert
Mrs.
program chairman.
centered on a tray with apples.'
relinquishing
not
Officers
grapes, strawberries. peaches their positions are Mrs. Meland pears. makes a lovely. vin N. Levers. president, and
arrangement. Be sure to in- Mrs. Jack Piper, second vice
clude a variety of crackers.
president.

salt and pepper.
tossed salad and

For The Finest In Food

GUNNELL'S

Mash zippy American blue
cheese into your favorite deviled egg filling.

scooped -out

in

a

Stir American blue cheese
and parmesan cheese into hot
buttered noodles and season to
crusty hot bread.

on

egg

with
American

salad

of tangy

blue cheese and add to slightly
thickened lemon gelatin. Chill
until set and unmold on greens.

Serve

room -temperature
American blue cheese mixed
over fresh
sour
cream
with

Spoon a hot
cream sauce on top and serve

BUSINESSMEN'S

with chow mcin noodles.

Hearty

after

a

food

day
The

is

a

must

LUNCHEONS

of swimming or

combination of
beef and blue cheese will hit
the spot. Delicious hamburgers
tennis.

FROM 11:30 TO 2:30

topped with crumbled Ameri-

PRIVATE ROOMS,

blue cheese and broiled
pineapple slices. serve as the

WEDDING PARTIES,
AND BANQUETS

can

main point of the meal. These
blueburgers, hacked with iced
tea and ice cream for dessert,
will remove the fatigue of a

Join Us In Some Fun
And Sing -Along

busy day.

Sharon Young
Awarded Ford
Fellowship
Sharon Young, 116 S. Mount
Prospect Rd., Mount Prospect
a Graduate of Kalamazoo College, received a Ford: Foundation three-year M.A. fellowship.

Miss Young, a Spanish
major, will earn her master's
degree in that, language, with
college level teaching as her

goal. During the summer she
will teach Spanish grammar at
Kalamazoo.

She spent part of her sophomore year in San Salvador, six

months duringlf4 junior year
Madrid, and visited San
Salvador again in her senior
year to compile material for
her senior' thesis; "Folkloric
Legends in Modern Salvadorin

With Big Hal

RESTAURANT &

together. A generous wedge of
piquant AmeriCan blue cheese,

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

t,

RT. 12 & RT. 83
MT. PROSPECT, IL
PHONE CI. 3-8179

BRING THE FAMILY TO ?HE

Star& /

COFFEE CUP

10 N. MAIN ST. - RT, 83 & CENTRAL RD.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. - PHONE 265-9870

WEEK - LONG -SPECIALS
Southern Fried
STRIP
CHICKEN
STEAK
8 oz . -tender steak

with salad fries, & rolls

'1.29

Miss Young was art editor
campus publication at
a -member ' of
Kalamazoo,
the Spanish, Club and girls
field hockey team.

,

GUNNELL'S

A tray of crackers, cheese
and fruit served 'with iced tea
is refreshment that always will
go over after an evening get-.

ean Short Stories,"

of

.

The final meeting of the
Page 3

Add American blue cheese
to bottled French dressing and

serve
shells

sity. . receiving

LIONS PARK' AREA

Women's Club
Closes Yeai

year for the Mount Prospect

taste with
Serve with

Crumble

Springfield, Mass.

are

on,

cheese into shrimp salad and

Bruce V. Chaiser, 445 N. Rand
parents

meal -planning

'onion slices.

born June 21 to Mr, and Mrs.

BABY GIRL, Amy Lyn, was
born June 23 to Mr: and Mrs.
'John C. Stone, 411 N. Elm -

MT.. PROSPECT -

which all registered cheerleaders will be instructed by
cheerleaders from local high
schools,

with American blue cheese.

serve

Elmhuiat.
Lisa Ann. arrived on June 17

taking

your

menus and family appetite

and Mrs. John W. Hyde St.,

'

will
be held on Aug. 29 and 30 at,

Perk Up Menus, Appetites
With American Blue. Cheese
wears

Ariz.

a

The auxiliary, will furniih the

If

parents are Mr. and Mrs, Al

There

S3 'registration fee and
the girls must provide their
own- leotards and sweatshirts.
is

skirts, shakers and letters.
A Cheerleader Clinic

ideas are beginning to get
tired and stale as summer

grand-

-German

language contest. He is a June
graduate of Prospect High

District, to be eligible.

and

floor length blue linen gowns

the Martin Dempsey home today, for this is the day son
James returns from a month's
trip to Europe. Jim won the
by

Rose, itene Kroschel
Sandra Glade.

at) AT HOME

with lace trumpet skives .and
earned topiary bouquets of

'

from p.m.

are

The girls must be
resileft to right; Sharon GrOss,
Sharon W.h i t e, Karen dents of Mount Prospect. Park

THE BRIDE'S floor length a crown of blue daisies.
gown was fashioned of peau
Timothy A. Kurten, the
de sole with an A -line skirt.
was
brother,
bridegroom's
714.4riMMISM.M7M1M
Imported French Alencon lace
best man and ushers were
adorned the bodice, trumpet
John N. Metropulos, Jr. and
sleeves and chapel train. The
Raymond J. Metropulos, the
three tiered, butterfly illusion,
bride's
brothers;
Thomas
veil was caught by a cluster
Dallas, Tex., and
of soft rose petals and seed Johnson,
William Johnson, Arlington
pearls. She carried a cascade
Metropulos,
of phalaenopsis Orchids' and Heightst--Timothy
:also brother of the bride:vies
stephanotis:
" Thursday, JUly 21, 1966
r.
nng
The bridal attendants wore

Hyde, 403 N. ,Wilke, Mount

a

Pool

pire waisted dress was. covered with a lace overskirt and -

their luck at the track.
THERE will be no lack
of interesting conversation in

all -expense tour
first
place ' in

The Wooden Soldiers of 28 from 10:00 a.m. until 2:00
Meitdows

before an altar adorned sister of the bride was flower
mums, gladiolus
and
girl. Her pale blue linen em-

August 2 will find more than
Janet Lee was born to Mr.
100 real estate gals from all and Mrs. Joseph' R. Hanus on
over Chicago faking a day off June 12, at Lutheran General
from business to go to Arling-. Hospital.
ton Park when they still lunch
Carolyn June Hyde was born
at the Classic Club and try June 14 to Mr. and Mrs. John

7.--E A .L T 0 Ft S,
I

Jchn

white roses.

three

a

week visit in Mount Prospect
by Mr. and Mrs. Michael

*ID)
A SR111

with

conipany is one of their four

couple have turned their own with his family, were, son Tom
large private swimming pool
theKerineth: HdOrt,Ye of
IMO something more than a Hablnan Estates. Only Jim
cooling device. The couple Hogarty who is at the Air
are parents of Lori, 6 and Force Academy was missing:
Kurt, 3, and Mrs. Kaunzinger
has made a project of teaching
NOW DIRECTOR of Worn them and four of their friends .,en 'in Real Estate, Muriel
to swim Daily she spends at Hogarty, member of the firm
least an hour in instruction, of Annen and Busse, currently
nor is this the first summer is occupied with a 'recreationfor her private "learn to al event for the women's orswim" program

feles

BIGGEST .vacation of the
for Mr. and Mrs.
Hogarty is having
company, especially when that
summer
Thomas

sons.

for
cheerleaders,. ages
8
through 13, on Thursday, July

The wedding tool

Steven Arthur Barckholtz was baptized at St. Paul Lutheran Church in Mount .Prospect July' 10. The ceremony was
performed by his grandfather, the Rev.; Paul Mroch who
came here from Evansville, Ind. The month old baby is the
Attending
Barckholtz's

The Mount Prospect Mid-,
get Football Assqciation :Auxiliary will hold registration

recently to Donald Francis Kurten, son .of Dr. and Mrs. Loifis.

By Grace Mott '

-

1/2 chicken with triesosalad, ei rolls,

'1.19

a

ONLY
nt
DAY

904.
Frutte&toffee
Ras
BREADED PERCH Br,

" " Ai

4.4

-

-

G

-

Some ;Pay

. . .
The tax supposedly is to
for storm damage. This doesn't'

decided months in advance. Col-

lections urc spread across the
last half of the year and municipalities usually have to figure

make much sense to people who

escaped daMage or to people
who do not have a tree in front
of their house. But, like one
village trustee explained, it is

'tax in Arlington Heights.
Electric, telephone and gas
'

bills will be ,5 per cent higher
if the tux is approved. Needless

anywhere from -12 to 18 months

4

WY

A

by Frank E. Von Arx

Evanston passed u utility
tux recently and do not be
surprised if more municipalities follow. The Arlington
Heights case is a good example.

bookkeeping chore they

will do for government and it
cus-

tomers.

When the storm hit June8,-,-

The village will not get the
full 5 per cent levy because the
utilities will charge u fee for
collection. The tax that is
charged against other governing bodies such as schools and

the village had $20,000 budgeted

park districts will be added to

place to get

their own tax levies.

notice.

not go far when yOu consider the
$150,000 it cost to repair
damage. The village has no

as

4

There seems to .be no other
for the village to raise
money quickly. If the utility
tax passes, money should be
way

' coming in within 90 days or
so.

Village trustees do not like

the idea of a utility tax any more'
than any other citizen; You will
find them receptive to any other
replacing trees on public
solution for quick money.
highways but this would 'only
orsermwzmosetaussmawzomeemms:::z/.,:-x,mtlia4,-yrQtrenfi;.:n

Some motor fuel tax money
may be used for reforestation

- or

on short

$150,000

would be illegal..Tax anticipation warrants arc rejected
poor policy.

un estimated S38,000 more than
it already is doing.

-

in a contingency' fund. That did

.

short-change projects already
- planned.
Special assessments, even if
possible or desirable, would not
bring in money for another
year. Increases in water bills

Thc bills for the storm are
due now.' The 'village is strain-.
ing .its, credit rating by not
paying. Some of the money may
come from transfers Within
the public works budget but this
money must be replac,ed.
.the village went. to its maximum
taxing ability it could only raise'

u'community insurance policy.

-to say, the utilities do not ,like
the idea. It is just another

,

.16

,

People can' be expecied to do

does not make for happy

ji

.

4

Funds come from a tax levy,

pay

a lot of talking and complaining about the proposed utility.

tedious

.

-1

Vantage. Point

.

by Jack Vandermyn

jazz-

"Good thing you've forgotten all that consensus
here's how you stand in the latest per'

to this was to recom- Commerce Commission and.
Transportation is big busi- slide two years 'ago, the Re- prise. It has prospered because swer
mend the formation of a cabin- even the Corps of Engineers.
ness. Moving goods and people publican party at the national of its willingness to inn.
- _ ..___
'-From pEile -Tr-) place, across Teirel-hili--findeltiike-Tr-a- group-vate--..-71--to-experiment-amt-tu---et-level-Department--of---Trans-------We see little need for new
land, through the air, is a of economic studies and from take risks.
portation. 'Today,. Congress is regulations to further throttle
- -- growing, ambitious and hustling these studies has issued a
an industry that is already
recommendation
Republican giving this
WHAT THE
series of pbsition statements.
industry.
d"tt 14.410PAL in Pa Pc r work`' F- c)r
gime nds; c-recht-----nn 9-v------, --,-------.deratP.---'---TrattspOr tallow -re 'tlfel.'-';'----Transportatiorris--fte7-6f-thc -P-a rti,=,- now- r
,

.

ates some. 18 per cent of all topics of these position statetaxes collected by the federal merits.

ing

Dwight
federal

D.

President
Eiserlhower, is a

provides 13portmion.,

governmesit.

.

Transportation
per cent of the .nation's civilian
employment.
Transportation's net
ment in privately. -owned and

In its report to the. rankand -file of the party, the GOP

statement ' on. transportation
acknowledges that the indus-

example. iT separate govern!
leveLlepartment
. mcnt forms' are required be-

will be formed.

Department of Trans-

.. Its
responsibility, as out lined in the report, is to coordinate, not regulate. The main

fore a shipper can take delivery
of an export article at dockside
and moyc it to the consumer.

."Honor .the original dream by always jealously keeping
thilmper's freedom .and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

With cabinet level authority,
Republicans hope' that the Di rector of Transportation, will'
lion. a post formed by the
the Republican advice is fol- be able to unravel some of the Page 4
Eisenhower administration in
lowed, would be to make policy red tape presently' associated
1950 for the purpose of corecommendations to Congress with the industry.
John E. Stanton, Editor and. Publisher
ordinatiug within one departthat tlike into account . these
merit the government's major
To
Republican
leadership,
a
changing economic times.
William J. Kiedaisch
transportation (unctions.
Director of Transportation at
Managing Editor
is the answer.
THERE ARE plenty of
According to the GOP rewatchdog, to the industry's problems, both
or
regulatory,
port, the goal of the underagencies in thefederal govern- current and future.
secretary has been stifled by
What is the overall Repubbureaucratic, interference from ment concerning themselves
other federal departments, all'with transportation. They im lican philosophy toward trans anxious to stick their finger in elude the. Federal . Aviation pail:Ilion -- and free enterBureau of Public prise in general? We'll explore
the transportation pie.
Agency.
Roads. Coast Guard, Interstate that in tomorrow'seolumn. '
President EisenhovCer's anWith the conlict in Viet Nam eating
There. is an 'under-secretary

invest -function of the department, if

operated plant equipment and
facilities totals $140 billions -

10 per cent of the nution's wealth id terms of
nearly

try is, -". '... the life blood of'
America's economy."

Dr. Karl Ruppenthal, director of transportation Manage ment at Stanford. University,

rogp

154t.

.

appears
this cabinet

idea.. to

the

-

of Commerce for transporta-

Thursday, July 2i, 1966

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

Jack A. Vandermyn

And now, transportation'inthe cabinet level

vmely owned tangible

assets. '

.

.who

co-authored the

licun report,

Repub.
that,
in production

modern America has become "sound growth
the subject for a depth study, . and national wealth can only
a "White 'Paper"
report, by
place if our transport sySNational Republican party, 'tern is stroniandhealthy.",

thetake
looking

desperately

for

coo-

The transportation industry
ndmic and social issues to dif-'
ferentiate ' it frOM . the Demo- has. been built on free entercrats.

In "Conscience of a Conser

yative," Barry Goldwater outlined

a

basic, philosophy that

can be summed, up by saying
governMent should do for man
only. what man can not do for
himself.
Goldwater s philosophy was
misunderstood by the 'voters
and rejected soundly at the
polls in 1964. word
"conservative"
The
took on a stigma. identified

.

RECOGNIZING the difficulty
of winning elections in the face
of the Lyndon B. Johnson land -

"trial development with the aim of finding
up billions ' and vast sums being poured the best blueprint to guide city and busiinto Great Society, projects on the 'home ness leaders in pinning the area's ecofront, word out of Washington of 'a nomic future.
It is hoped that the Philadelphia ex$75,000 federal grant is small news inample will be a model for, other. cities.
deed.
But it' could turn out to be the begin- Similar planning bodies already exist in
ning of good news for a sector of the Chicago and Boston.
policy monthly at the rate of American 'scene badly in need of some.
It is a modest start and the initial .cm$5.75 for each 51,000 of inThe grant, from the Department of phasis is iitiiited. But there is much

A Big Bargain In Insurance

Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
There's a major insurance
bargain open to most veterans
with Gt insurance policies.
This is the total -disability
with radicalism. The only con- income provision.
Once this provision is added
servatives in the eyes 'of the
public were Members of, the to your policy, you are entitled
the John Birch to monthly payments if you befar' right .
Society and other equally as come permamently disabled for
whatever cause.
obstructive organizations.
.

Metropolitan Study

"Benefits for. Veterans - No. 8

BY RAY CROMLEY

News Editor

'

A.veteran with

You are entitled to these
'monthly payments whether the

$10,000

worth

.of World War II (V or H) or

total disability results from an
accident on your civilian job,
or while on a,vacation or while
riding of an evening in your

post -Korea (RS) type National
Service

Life. Insurance

may

receive payments up to $100
a month while totally disabled
($10 'for each .$1,000 of in-

.

surance.. This will be paid as,

Commerce, goes to Philadelphia to set
up a pilot economic planning program
utilizing computerized "systems analysis: _techniques long standard-- qperaling

long as the insured -veteran remains permanently and totally
disabled. These payments do

Jeduce,the amqpnt, of the insuranix coverage. Note again
can be caused by disease.
surance).
In policies now issued, these
You also need not pay pre- that these payments are over
payments continue until you
miums if ybur total disability and above any payments made
reach age 65.
lasts 6 months or more. The under the total -disability income provision.
THE montly payments you waiver of premiums continua
The payments are made to
Adding the total -disability inyou even though your disability receive vary with' the type of - as long as the total disability come provision to your present
exists. These payments and
is not the result of military insurance you carry and how
this premium waiver do not policy raises. your premiums,
much. For example:
service.
automobile, The -total disability

.

reduce the amount of the coverage.

A veteran with 510,000 worth
of World War I -type, U.S. Government Life Insurance may'
receive payMents up to 557.50
a month under this total-dis-

ability income provision while
totally disabled ($5.75 fqr each
S1,000 of insurance).

He also need not pay premiums during his total disability.

1957, you may be eligible for

connected disability, alone, or
in combination with a service connected disability which im-

These payments and this premium waiver dO not reduce the pairs -your health so severely
amount of the insurance cover- that you cannot obtain commercial life insurance at the, highest
age.

BUT IN addition

substandard rates.

to

and
completely - separate from the

.

Europe's Motorists

IF YOU had active military

Veterans
Non -service
Disabled Insurance (JS).
You must have a non -service -

Your uninsurability must have

been in existence on Oct.

13,

above opportunity, all World 1964, or earlier.
War 1 -type USGLI poliCies
You must not have more than
include a provision (without $9,000 of active GI life insurcharge or premium) allowing ance of any type.
a total and permanently disWhen
Your
TOMORROW:
abled veteran to draw upon his Insurance Lapses.

Only yesterday the ' marvel of the research laboratories and today a fixture in

procedure in big business and govern- 'business ,and government, operations where
speed and efficiency in handling complex
ment, particularly in the Pentagon.
A board of economic analysts is to problems are essential, the computer tostudy the economy of the Philadelphia morrow could well be an indispensable
metropolitan area. Computers will be aid to cities in surmounting their mulused to evaluate possible lines of indus- tiplying problems.

of course.

service between Oct. 8, 1940,
and April 25, 1951, or entered
active military service on April 25, 1915, or later, and
were separated before Jan. I,

room for expansion of a computerized
approach to municipal government.

Though
.

Europeans

may

have

fewer

automobiles than we do, they have other

manufacturers must produce
different qualities and sizes of the same
European

equipment, depending upon where it is
Two rules of the road (driving. On the to be exported. One German assembly
left and on the right); four principles line, for example, makes 94 different
regulating right-of-way; five sets of kinds of turn signals.
regulations for the use of headlights;
Beginning steps toward ending this
three sets of rules on the meaning of confusion are being taken by at least six
things we don't, including:

continuous road lines (in two colors);
five sets of rules on the meaning of
broken lines' (in two colors); five different stop signs; 200 parking regulations.
In addition, there are about 180 current road signs, in different colors and
different languages.

And if U.S. automobile -manufacturers
can

take

Eventual goal is harmonization of
both vehicle standards and national tr.af7:2;
fie regulations under a Community-w,ido,

fact

that

code,

are chafing under the prospect of fedsafety regulation, they
some' consolation from the
eral

European nations -- those membeTs of
the European Economic Community. A
draft directive standardizing member
states'
regulations
concerning
brakes
is
before the separate governments.
Others to follow involve safety glass,
headlights, wipers, mufflers.

Letters to the Editor
A Few Questions For Library Board

for the operation of the library,
and many of its membeis have

NOTE: The the purchase 'of additional
following leder was sent to the books, it knew the need for ex-

of us concerning the

(EDITOR'S.

-To the star-spangled American boss
-And others who desen'e it for doing a faor that you might not hale thought about
Hats off to the many presidents and managers of. com-

panies who helped build the Payroll Savings Plan into
what it is today-one of the most popular and easy ways
to save money.
These business leaders provided the facilities and man-

power necessary to operate the Plan-plus their own
enthusiastic endorsement. And never stopped to count
hours or pennies.

Thanks to them, over 8 million Americans-their employees-are building security and helping their country
through this automatic savings plan.

NOW
PAYING

4.15%
WHEN HELD TO

MATURITY

There are others who have helped other millions of
Americans own a share of their country. Volunteers in
',every walk of life. Folks in radio and TV, movies and
the theater. Newspaper and magazine and billboard folks.
And Bond
Bond " lesmen" in thousands of banks and savings
institutions

Buy B

ds at your bank, or on the Payroll Savings

Plan where you work, and you'll see what a good idea it is.
And the
time you see your boss (who helped make

it so easy for you to save)-thank him.
He deserves it-front all 190 million of us,

Buy U. S. Savings Bonds
*The U.S. Government doss not pay for (Ma advertisement.

It is presented as a

public service In cooperation with
the Treasury Department and The Advertising council.

present library board by two panding the personnel of the
past officials of the library. library, it saw a future need
Copies of the letter were' for the expansion of the limade available to the press. brary,' and many other things

Space will be made available. which could be enumerated.
to the library board to answer. In all its actions, however,
the questions presented in this it was aware that every expansion of its program would
communication.)

taxpayer additional
it detherabre,
liberated on these matters very
You have often heard the carefully and directed it expanstatement that "one must learn, sions and activities accordingto crawl before one walks." ly.
The present library board
We think this statement is particularly applicable to some should be cognizant of the fact
of the members of the Mount that most residents in this comProspect library board. A new munity are buying homes,
board which, without sufficient raising a family, and are
experience, has launched into. sending their children to colan expanded program which is' lege, The board shbuld realize
costing the taxpayer more if the library budget is too
cost

money than
necessary;

is

the

dollars,

An Open Letter to the
Library Board:

reasonably

high, it
creasing

could with other intaxes

and

rising

Former Boards have had a cost of Hying, provide a hardkeen insight into all of the re- ship to the members of this
quirements of the library, but community.
at the same time they were
We know that the library can
conscious of the taxpayers' be run efficiently and provide
dollar, The past board knew adequate service for less money
that there was a need for an than the sum 'requested for aplibrarian and was
endeavoring to hire professional help. It -knew of the need for.,
assistant

proval in ihe 1966-67 budget.

been making telephone inquiries
1966-67

library budget. Because of this,
we have a few questions to ask
the present library board directors:

1. Why, -just because the 12
Library tax levy was approved

by the Village Board, was it
necessary
to
assessment to

increase
this
.115 immedi-

ately? Would it not have been
wiser, for reasons enumerated
above, to make this increase
gradually
rather
than
in-

crease it by 20 per cent in one
year?

was being paid adequately (in6. Actually only S774 was
cluding fringe benefits) and the needed for heating in the year
librarian's salary of S8,000 1965-66, but the new budget
was adequate, we question the calls for $1,500. Why?
reasonableness, for giving' the

librariah a 25 per cent wage
increase to S10,000 in one year.

4. The appropriation for salaries for the 1964-65 operating
year was $37,000;and the proposed salary budget for the
1966-67
$73,000.

operating year
This represents

this past year, and according
to the proposed budget is to receive an additional increase of

S1,500 next year? In view of
the emphasis placed on the need

of utilizing professional, personnel in the recent Library,
survey,, this action appears

questionable by informed residents and a move in the wrohg
direction.
'
3.. Since the library survey

The community 'is disturbed
in regard to the increasing cost indicated that the library staff

pleased

to see'

of S30,000 for

books, but is' it necessary to
spend S3,000' for magazine
binding? Could not this sum
be spread over a period of
three years?

is

al-

8. While we are well aware
most a 100 per cent increase that .the village board has no
ih salaries in tw'b years. Is it jurisdiction over the library
possible that the benefits to the board, we commend them on
library patrons

has

been

proportion to this increase?

in their alertness in questioning
the library budget. In this

5, Why did the Board choose connection, one may justifiably
ask, was it necessary for the

2. We grant that all the em-- at this time to . reduce the
ployees were entitled to a fines on 'overdue adult books
raise in salary since they arc from 3 cents to 2 cents a day,
an excellent staff. However, we and then in the next move
should like to know why one of greatly increase the budget?
them, a non-professional, has A fine of 3 cents'a day is not
received an increase of 51,200

7. We are

the - budget

library board to hire a lawyer to present their case to
the village board, when they

could have won their' -point by
referring toitthe, Illinois Sta-

burdensome but- is necessary tutes on
ibrary Laws? Be!.
as a discipline measure to sides, the'library could have
have books 'returned to the relied upon Mrs. L. W. Res-

Library. Two cents per day ter to present their case since
is not sufficient to cover the she has avidly studied Library
cost of an employees' time to Laws for years and is unout overdue notices, to
make telephone calls, to say
nothing of the cost of the
send

postage and printing of cards,

to a delinquent borrower for

s711 informed on these

usuallymatters

if
,

Mrs. V. F. Dinner
Former President
11 Mount Prospect

the return of a book, 'or books,

to the library for use by other
patrons.

Library Board
Mrs'!` R.

oni

Schlemmer
ib
i

\

SHORT RIBS

SIDE GLANCES

CARNIVAL

Thursday, July 21, 1966

OUT OUR WAY
AND SOME
OF THEM

FILLING UP THE
BOOKS WITH TRAP -

!Ns STAMPS? WELL, 'BELONG

AND, I'VE 0crr7
-TEN A LOT
OF THEM.
it
FROM THE
HARDWARE

TO ME,
DON'T FORGET SOME
MOTHER -OF 'EM ARE MINE!
STORE I
I PUT IN
I'VE BEEN PUTTING
QUITE A FEW MUST HAVE
'EM W THAT BOX
AT LEAST
WHEN I
EVERY TIME I BUY
GAS AND OIL:.
BOUGHT SOME A BOOKFUL

ili

DRESSES AND

THERE BY
NOW/

THINGS!.

'Scort_vaellta_aattlad hi our awn lit tiamest.lnCWantally._`"3esms-that- he's not satisfied with being paid to mow -remind me to cancel my laundry service!"
the lawn! He insists on sharing in the corporation
profits!"

_j3EN

HE'S NOT FOOLING ME! HE'S SO
CLUMSY HE COULDN'T BUILD A

UM;YA5, MARTHA,I HAD TO WAIT UNTIL
YO,U WERE AWAY BEFORE I. COULD

BIRDHOUSE WITHOUT NAILING

HIMSELF INSIDE II! 014 WELL,
TAKE THE SWEET WITH THE
RITTER, THAT'S MY MOTTO!

PREPARE MY SuRPR1SE! WHAT WIS.
HACKLEWEN ASSUMED WAS AN -

EXPLOSION WAS SIMPLY MY NEW
SYSTEM OF RAPID RENOVATION!

---HAK-KAPF!--- I'M KEEPING THE
DETAILS SECRET UNTIL I CAN
MARKET THE PROCESS !

BUGS BUNNY
I COULDN'T WAIT,
BUGS! T1-11 GANG

WANTS ME TO

CAN I PUT THE

PLAY BALL!

WATER IN THE

HOLE FOR YOU,

BUGS?

Crossed Eyes

EEK & MEEK

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

r"

U NABLE. I

maw- ,t00

Every baby who looks in two
directions at once is not crosseyed It takes a child about
six months to learn to focus

TO

'\

WHETHER W)L7RE A

*Diu THAT I'LL

ed by that time he will prob-

,

'

Cil

0*

^

-

1,

L

.

ably need help and the sooner
it is given the better the end

r

concentrate on the other. This
weakens the ability to see of

When this condition is allowed to progress until a child
is 6, the chances of saving
the sight in the weak eye are
poor and yet this type of pre-

13 Small child
14 Singing group
15 Feminine
appellation
18 Indonesian of
Mindanao.
17 Oriental
'

ventable one - sided blindness
is still all too common. Here
are some of the things to watch
for in your preschool child:
persistent tilting of the head to

stumbling

over

CAPTAIN EASY
HURRICANE :N.! MR. FiLDNII HAD HOW TW YACHT
FOR A MENTION, PINOW HIS CREW

OFF TW COAST' CLAIM TOO! THEN *PAM GOT nil

0' varozusLA,
WAS TWONLY

SURVIVOR:

the eyes

A simple
eyes

is

to

test for crossed
have your child

- look you in the eye, then quick-

ly cover one eye. If the other
eye shifts to focus on you the

If it does
not shift this way be the domchild is cross-eyed.

covering the eye
previously covered.
If

the

a good chance
that it can be corrected withtest

there

is

out an operation

Your eye doctor can block
the vision in the good eye for

a week or two at a time to
strengthen

the vision

in

the

weaker eye. This type of treat-

ment may have to be continfor live or six months,
- but if the weakness' has not
been corrected after sixrnonths
this treatment should be abandoned. Surgd4- may or
ued

may not then be required.

THAT'S HER

THEWS A ROMY KOcHEL MARRIED NAME.

KIND 0'

SHE PAD_RKO IN A LAS AT

IN THAT DEPARTMENT:

OXPEPITINJ.

DAWSON!

MeKSIM. BUT I COULDN'T
FIND NO FEMALE NAMED
ROMP FELINNI "(TIME:

NO Daum,

NOW

Ic011,4%00611.0vNEcol4ER5, AmME,

OFFER TO CARRY

al

PROJECT DOLOMITE!

direction
22 Trimmings

8 Sharpens, as a
razor
9 Flag flower
10 French. resort

le

ALLEY OOP
0,4,014 WOKS NNE
'YOU ALREADy Gar
compANy, FOOZYI

_i:a.

3

41 Observe
42 Hbstile

-r

5, T
G O N

N

GER

G

R

X E R

TE

1

I

SCAN

31 Prostrate
42 Censure
violently
34 Genus of
mallards
43 Presently
37 Western cattle 44 Nested boxes
shows
46 Domesticated
38 Body of water 47 Assam silkworm
39 Olympian god 48 Retired valley
50 Pillar
41 European
51 Compass point
nation
.

5

6

7

8

13

14

16

17

9

111

11

27

28

29

46, 47

48

22

23

24

26

32

Iff

50 Meadow

52 Female borie
53 Bull (Sp.)

DOWN
1 Retain
2 Otiose
3 Promontory

ES

LA

19

incursions
45 Separated
49 Girl's name
54 Blackbird of
cuckoo family
55 Masculine
appellation
-56 Son of Seth
57 Number
58 Authenticate

NT

reNSueETA

4I

18

K

A

e..T.

23 French seaport 28 Close o
'

DUG

E

O C K M X E 5.
E
E
L E GAN T
R

TH
H
N

L

0

A C3,00SM
A RML__
A ...,r_,AZEELDE
LAMENT ED-rORTA0C
I DESF1END W I OE

A L

.

11 Departs
19 Superlative
suffix
20 Burden
22 Unaspirated
23 Poiso:,
24 Revelry
25 Sea eagle
28 Genuine
27 Wide -mouthed
pitcher (Sp.) ,

26 Motives
29 Pace
.30 Atmosphere
1
2
31 Parry
32 Permit
33 Negative prefix 12
34 Winglike
processes
15
35 New Guinea

s

.

40 Horse's tidbit

not

degree of crossing is so mild
you can detect it only by this

MO...SLIT

MS SLIT Ili DAUGHTER.

138Everlasting
Everlasting
38 Angular

inant eye so repeat the maneuver

I PROMISED TO TELL PJO

WHAT

fixXistuff
18 Annoy
20 Misplaces
21 Mariner's

SU
P E AC

4 Rasps
5 Fixed look
6 Light touch
7 Oklahoma city

stream -

ALMA SANK

-17

Answer to Previous Puzzle
I

5 Health resort
8 Warble
12 European

age

A SMALL YACHT FROM SEAMEN WO' MIA, MOUNTAIN

...1-a_

HAWK
AGR

Variety

ACROSS
1 Monarch

the eye with the ignored im-

low objects, avoidance of light
and redness or watering of

iIr

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

are not birds, for whom this
type of vision is normal, we
tend to ignore one image and

movements,

re
Vi

..........

result

ing, rubbing the eyes, shutting
or covering one eye, holding
t picture book too close, persistent blinking, unusual eye

-

WAMT 4:0 ID FEEL
FREE ID BE A litaLKE I

If this habit has not been form-

one side, frowning or squint-

I COULDN'T
CARE LESS!

TAKE CARE CF FOP I

YOU!

on an object 'with both eyes.

When both eyes do not focus
on a single point, the brain
receives two images. Since we

Its) OTHER ll,CRDS.-

TO ME IF WU
FAIL!

OR FOCR I. ALWAYS

ALWAYS LOVE

e

IT ltlOilIT

MATTER 'A ELT

FUG SUCCESS CR AVTI
WHETHER M:LREE FOCH

.

35

40
42

43

44

45

49

-Tr

53

54

52

57
,

21

.

,r,e-

J

.

a.

4,

e

-

,s

or

We reserve the right te ,

limit ear teentities.

1111

Prices ellinthe Hire July 23rd '

I NAL Famous for Fine Meat"
Guaranteed to please or your money bask!

:National's Own Med.

ARCO

TOP 'TASTE Sliced

L

FRESH BRATWURST .

BOLOGNA

TOP TASTE

6-ok.
. Pkg'

PEPPER LOAF

,

HILLSIDE BACON

39,

Pkg,

TOP TASTE

GERMAN BOLOGNA .1;1739,
TOP TASTE-Any Size Nice

1-1b.

LIVER SAUSAGE .

pkg. -

CHILD MILD or R.R-RED

'

VIENNA WIENERS

.

,

Thick Sliced

69,

RANCH STYLE

59%

24, Pkg' $1.69

BACON.

"'

suinidainott

Smoked Fully Cooked
16 to 19 lb. Averov

WHOLE

HAM

lb.

"

g

1.11,

Pktl'

TOP TASTE

lb.

4.

l

(-

EEESAUSAGhEa.
Bulk

.

FINK

MICKEUIERRY
Op

S

69?
49?

Hari. poi( maws .

..

SO FRESH

PERCH.

OCEAN
TASTE 0' SEA

Pooled a Deveined

P"

..

PERCH

.99?

Swift's Premium or Fergus Pride'

.

ROAST .

Hilliaraunced

Center Hain Slices

4.,

s2.69

....

-SEA FREEZE

TURKEY

rr;

r.

bag

IHp

HONEY SUCKLE

,

5

PENGUIN-SHROCEAN

fildiEL 4

44

69?

FRIED PERCH

ROC

gr/'

,

.0

O10
l'eg

.

GRAVY

"A. National

U. S. Gov't. InspGrade'A"

PORK

Whole for Baking or Patties

gba

.

2 "..$1."
Money

ORCHARD

TENDERLOIN

Shank

Wholi

Portion

lb.

Sever"

lb.

Cut -Up
Fryers.

FRESH

pRESERYES

lb. 39il

STRAWBERRY
Colorodo Brand CoraFed S..! BONELESS c

Tender a Teen

jays

PORK STEAKS

lb.

69%

RIB. EYE STEAK

. .

89

Specially Selected CORNISH

lb,

size

.

ut for busy
tender ma-

A new short

co.--Ff
oRt

GPRMAEPIEIFIZIT

GAME HENS

.

WiPliagWitkf

Intst-lelamws.

L MONTE
DRINK

18 -oz.

caroni -and -cheese in only,
7 minutes!

DEL MONTE

KRAFT

71/4

oz. ,

tOMATO SAUCE

box

MACARONI & CHEESE

DINNER_

46 -oz.

8-ot.

can

can

Make banquets out ofrordinary cook -outs Just heat
and eat and ,enloy.

P

VAN

-

16
oz.

tot 25%

TOP TASTE WHITE

RAISIN BREAD
SAVE
TODAY

2

.

a

can
SOUTHWOOD FARM WHOLE OR SLICED

MUSHROOMS .-.
rzirk:a

"ow SUNSHINE

giant
box

IIINSD

REZEiz-,s,

Large Valencia

For an extra -white wash
SUNSHINE

RINSO

21°,z-

'tiff° CANTALOUPE

()RANGES

6951

0

<st
Ope slip cleaning

S. O. S..SCOUR1NG PADS
SNOWY

. .

to-ct.
box
26 -or.
Pkg.

POWDER BLEACH
7 -oz.
POST TOASTIES . 12 -oz.
.

ICRISPIES

.

.

.

.

,;v

a.-

75?

your choke

Choose your favorite cereal

CHERRIOS

39?

for

dot

6 -oz.

Breakfast Orange Drink

FRESH

..

'each

1

1 11 1,1

:TROPI-CAL-LO

BARTLETT PEARS

1
1 II 11111111 1

1

1

11

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 kl 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 111111 1

- Orchard &stip;

1

1

1

1

tr:::25?

.

1 1111 III

.1.)4

I i1 1 11 11 1

1

1

1

1

GREEN

ri STAMPS
With Th, Coup.n a Pwch.m. .1

With Th
.

.

EASY LIFE DETERGENT
July 23
Cpupon hairs'

A10110111111 NATIONAL 1 I

On An 9 -Pound Poly Sod of
GARDEN FRESH FROZEN. VEGETABLES
My 23
Coupon Explore

On. 1.0E. Pkg. et Sliced Neural Was.

On* 224,. Sit..! fink 1.14.11

TOP TASTE CHEESE
.
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akie-Way Cut and Trimmed"
Guaranteed to please or your money !sink!
ColOrado Brand Corn.Fed Beef-ROUND BONE

Colorado Brand Corn.Fed beef BONELESS

CHUCK ROAST

Taste. Tempting Young

CHUCK ROAST.

,

I

'8-12 lb.
Average

lb.

..

lb.

fe

.

,

With this coupon

SOXR
WITH

Cookout Special
Songfest Bullerfly

ti, irk,oriii

.29

one coupon

Coupon
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Brand Cor
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ENGLISH
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BEEF ROAST-.

CornForl Beef

RIB STEAK
Colorado Brand

CHUCK
-

_

Loo

Blade Cut-Colorado Brand Corn Fed Beef

'7Pr

ROAST "..89,1

98,

Cy?

glb

,

Colorado Breed

.

3450,

. .

CornFed Beef

.......... 'b75%
GROUND'CHUC
K .....
...
BEEF -STEW

Colorado Brand

-_

_

Tender, flavorful U. S. Choice

CornFed Beef

'

King

LEG 0' LAMB

-GROUND- BE

-ROAST

STEAK

1

-.--4-111911'-

lb.

Beef-Blade

t-

% % 8"4.
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PURCHASE

MEATS, GROCERIES

:

$

S&H STAMPS

ETA
OR MORE

PORK

-

.

PATTIESTop rode

.

3 lbs.

BED PATTIES
SK

or more

CANNED

lb.

lb.

U.S. Cholce

HAMS

Lamb Blade

SHOULDER
a

Less than
3 lbs.

RIB CHOPS

lb. 53?

U.S. Choke

5 Inch Cut = Standing

Brisket

.. .

CORNED BEEF

SHOULDER LiiiitisT

_RIB ROAST

lb

vmagio

oldltitt ,61Vedstiti:'&_. ..!:::,...,.M2ferM.0}

/

Zip it open and pouripsut.

'\..........,

111-"--

ORANGE

juicE

rt 4

59

..

.

.. .. . ..

.

..

. . . .

799/
lb.99Y

' lb

lb.

51.19

DEL MONTE

HAWTHORN MELLODY

TOMATO

ICE

CATSUP

MILK

ORCHARD FRESH Frozen Fancy Florida

New plastic pull top.

lb

Lomb

LOIN CHOPS

Cut

CHOPS

rwatemith
ito

"the real thing"

-

1/2

gal.
ctn.

14 -oz.

btl.

SARA LEE-Frozen

'APPLE DANISH
COFFEE CAKE
14 -oz.

I

ke

Thos. J. Webb

Morton Frozen

COFFEE

CREAM PIES

..

14 -oz.

biARTAGoienPIZZA

Pkg.

2 69

vaffeaUtlieref-ZIWATilina,.
The New Taste
1 Crazy Calorie

2

:

PLAY MATCH THE STAMP --

TAB
16-os. 419
btls

WIN IT: 1 MILLION a&

fli

STAMPS

plus deposit
Refreshing

MOTT'S ARFLE JUICE

...

PLAY NATIONAL'S EXCITING NEW GAME

25?
1.1b. 29ii

2c Off Lobel

...
Each time you visit the'storo you'll metro ei "Match the S&H Stamp" envelop* containing one hall -of
Here's How to Win

ALLSWEET MARGARINE-T.0g.

1.

a giant S&H Stamp. No puichose necessary.
than and win that
.-. 2. Collmt.the top and bottom of an S411statais with the'. eons amount whited en
.

24.cr. 39

For a summertime stool

,
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13 -Lost And Found

Found -Female cat. White with

brown and bik. Vic. of Hoffman Higblands. Had kittens in
my gacjige. SW -AM.

Lost In vicinity of Randwood
at Camelot, a very thin black

er Vacation?
Su
Not for Everybody

,cat.

392-7567

FOUND

BOYII BICYCLE
255-0392
FOUND

.BOY'S BICYCLE
392-5699

__

Miller, 7 (left) answers
questions from science teacher Robert
Ferguson while classmates David Groff.
7,' (right) and Richard Vehe, 7, use a
rubber hose and two beakers of . water
to demonstrate how suction works.
Right --Glen,

MAY I
HELP YOU

Vos. wc,11.

,A

-1411.

YOUR

FAMILY
-WANT AD?

ts

.

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those
still valuable

'T74,11111111111j;?;111

items around
your home

that you no
longer use.
't

Dave Hugbson, 7, (left) pours a few more iron filings
filled with sulphur Paul Glyman, 6, is
The two, experimenting with
holding over a flame.
chemical compounds, are in Dist. 57's summer school
science class. Dave will be in the third grade in Lions
Park School this fall and Paul will be in St. Raymond

onto a spoon

Why not call
me today?'

),...1.MmonmEmmaiammommEmm.

Richard Vehe, 7, (right) keeps a close watch on the
water supply in a beaker held by Glen Miller, 7, during an experiment illustrating the principle of suction.
Dist. 57 science teacher Robert. Ferguson uses cora-

Dial 255-7200

items to instruct primary students during sunnier
The interested, and surprised, classmate of Glen and Richard in the background at the right
n106

school classes,

15 -Business Personals

is unidentified.

School's second grade.

Julie Mathews, 7, (left) explains the scientific principles of air pressure to Dejeana Williams, 6. The two
are in Dist. 57's summer school science class for primary grades. Julie, in second grade at St. Raymond
School, cupped a small glass over a cork floating on
top of water in a beaker. She shows Dejeana that when
she pushes the over -turned, glass to the bottom of the
beaker the cork is forced down by the air caught in the

Leases Open on Apartments

CALL
TODAY

glass.

ir Realtors Object
To Housing Bill
As Toot in Door'
Iu Mrlki

.

>,

_

IM111

,

ig

(FP tom--

255-7200

proposed

Committee, according to Italph H. Bruns, president
of the Northwest Suburban Board of Realtors.
Bruns said that the commitrevised

tee

the

provision to

exempt an owner of a one- to
structure, where
one of the units is Occupied by
four -family

Baird & Warner Inc. is now accepting leases for Oc-

tober occupancy in Phase Two of Hampton Court apartments now under construction by the James McHugh Construction Co. at Ridge and Eastman, Arlington Heights.

owner, from the

the

require-

apartments, one -and two -bedroom apart- ment of having to sell or rent
ments and duplex maisonettes (two -bedroom units with to a party not of his coice.
paneled dens). The renting office is at 21 E. Prospect,
this
ostensibly
"Though
efficiency

Mount Prospect.

lessens the scope of the bill,"
said. "property ownand ' Realtors continue
their unflagging opposition to
Title IV because the basic
It
objection still remains.
destroys a fundamental right
unasconsidered
heretofore
Bruns

The colonial style buildings will feature

BEFORE

Civil Rights Act of 1966,
known as the open occupancy bill, remains a foot in the
door for federal regulation of all real property, despite
a so-called "watering down" by the House Judiciary

Title IV of the

ers

to a rash of "spite suits persons
irresponsibly
from
discrimination, incharging
expensive litigation,
vplving

4 P.M.

TO DAYS
BEST

harmful publiCity and invasion

of privacy by

rent property -- or not to sell
rent -- to whomever one
chooses without coercion from

or

the government."
a

BRUNS said he feels that the

owner of a live -unit building
is entitled lo as much pro-

"It would be tragic to

-LINES

6 Months
Tops for
Railroad

DAYS

arc covered.

highest for any first six month
period

in

the

118 -year

his-

ing existing laws has been the

tory of the North Western.

pattern in the few states with

For the same period lust
year the road's income was
S3,807,424.
The net income per com-

statutes,"

he

Said.

The .end aimed at by the bill
is good, he said, but the means
are not.

"While the goal of open oc-

mon share was $1 0.22 based
on
the
average
shares outstanding.

1,211,78
The net

income per common share las
year was $1.75 based 'on th
the realm of thought ,control .868,850 shares then outstandcupancy is praiseworthy, such
legislation, which even enters

by

empowering

the

'govern-

ment to question the reasons
for certain acts, is the wrong way approach and will expose
capricious harassment by federal authorities,"
he said.

sowners

A GROUP of 41 Western Electric systems equipment

engineers tour the construction site of the company's
new headquarters and engineering building at, the intersection, of Illinois 83 and 53 in Rolling Meadows. George
Milburn, Mount Prospect,
R. Mcapighrean of 806

heads the group, which comprises the office planning
and cabling engineering unit in Western Electric's central region. The tour was part of an engineering conference held at the Carousel Club.

to

BRUNS warned that -Title
IV would expose homeowners

FOR ANY

ing.

Ben W. Heineman, chairman and president of thc North
that

substantial increase was due to
Western,

said

operations

and

two

ONLY

Corp. and Michigan. Chemical

corp., acqUired July I,

1965.

PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

$315

255-5060
Henriksen

Plus One Day

12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

Loan Ltd.

In

rket Day"

on If Your
Ad. Appears In

The Regular

subsidi-,

arks, V e I ri col Chemical

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.

CALL TODAY

the

higher earnings from railroad

WE

SPECIALIZE
IN
CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

being enacted.

predicts that it will be only a
mutter of time until all owners

housing

OR MORE

-Take crl Months
Up To uv To Pay

minority groups," he said.
Members of the National
Assn. of Real Estate Boards

ern Railway.
The road reported a consolidated first half net income
It was the
of S14,622,776.

forced

$4000
REASON?

tries a basic American freedom -- that of freedom of
choice -- under the guise of
establishing a new right for

revision.

"Such n course of tighten-

Op_

res....,

It's been a good six months
for the Chicago & North West-

is passed, Bruns

$2000

gators and attorneys.

tection from the government as
those owners exempted by the

If the bill

DO YOU
NEED

BUY

federal- investi-

throughout the nation and of.
the local board of Realtors,
sailable in this country. I re-' Bruns said, would do their utfer to the right of freedom of most to prevent Title IV from
contract, the 'right to sell or

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

OFFICE HOURS:
Hours:

Waeltdaya 9 a:rn. to

p5:.3m0. po.m.
penSaatft.e fir:350:30a.pm. to

%Nand
areed

by

appointment
licencsinly;

Tuesday Paper.

regulated
by the State ,of Illinois.

Thursday, July 21, 1966

THE DAY

$

CALL TODAY

255-7200

ONLY

Boy's 24" Schwinn black bicycle LOST nr. Pioneer Park.

Medical .Asst. with 10 yrs.

Reward, 259-3502

Mt. Prospect Area. Internist,
one girl office pref. Resident,

11 -Business. Services

319 N. Fairview.

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

Full Time man for return dept.

(Permanent) 40 hr.week.Paid
vacation. Profit Sharing plan
available. Apply' In person.
Affiliated Book Distributors
415 N. Wolf Rd.;

Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.
-

KI 5-6650

Experienced man familiar
with indicating and non -indicating 'gauges needed for
our inspection department.

Must be able to .read .blueprints. Benefits include Paid Vacations
7 Paid Holidays
10 Days Sick Leave
Pension Plan
Hospitalization

Wheeling
537-0554
RELAY DRIVER

Cement Work. For free estimate on patios, walks,stoops,
etc. call 299-5679.

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

Monday thru Friday
10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

WILL DO IRONING IN MY
HOME Rolling Meadows area.

Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

255-4263

_

;

24 -Help Wanted Men

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

992-0.782

,

14-1111a_Wanled Man

MAINTENANCE FOREMAN
Outstanding Career OpportUrity for Qualified

SPOTNA I LS, INC.
1100 Hicks Rd.

Drivers for ice cream truck.
Mtist be over 18. Excellent
income for right man. Call
CL 3-1903
after 5 p.m.
or Night Shift

Day

272-2740

Exp.* All benefits,
pension
including

plan, and paid vaca-

LANDWHER'S.

255-0700
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.),

TV REPAIR MAN

tion.

WHEELING

ASSEMBLERS
PRECISION MECHANICAL
We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use.
precision measuring devices.
The'se unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.
in

Assistant Office Manager
Responsible young man wanted

needs man with some experience in blueprint, layout &
fabricating. Company. benefits. Call for appointment,
evenings if necessary.

WELDING CO.

time.

I

OPPORTUNITIES
Ekco Containers, the world'; leading' manufacturer of alu. minum foil containers ()Mit mink fine, opportunities in a
wide variety of challenging areas.

Pleasant work. Call

TECHNICIAN

Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work In a modern clean tool
room.

MACHINE DESIGNER
Young man with knowledge of gears, cams, lin'cages and

10 Days Sick Leave
Pension Plan
Hospitalization
Free Coffee

SPOTNA ILS, INC.

We are seeking a man with
some experience orsome edu-

cation in electricity. or elec.
ironies. Experience In instru4ment testing and quality
control inspection would be

1100 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

First Presbyterian
For
Church in Arl.-Hts. Full time
exp. man familiar with mechanical services ail well as
Paid vacation.
& hospitalization. Salary In
accordance with ability and
experience. For appointment
for interview, c a II 253-0492 or
253-0261.

employee benefits will accompany this position..
.

MA I NTENANCE MECHAN IC

ACCOUNTANT
To assume position In cost accounting. Prefer 1 to 3 years
experience in public accounting or manufacturing.

Positions offer excellent 'starting salaries, periodic increases,

liberal fringe benefits; including a fine catetena & large

convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic
company in the challenging field of pccicaging. Contact
Personnel Dept. for further information.

EKCO CONTAINERS, INC.
WHEELING & HINTZ FtDS.
LEHIGH 7-1100

WHEELING, ILL.

Des Plaines

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

TOOL MAKER.

RELAY DRIVER

are made only (1) to in-

Monday thru Friday

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing

essary to the normal (metation

business

his

of

convenience to our readers
let

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

_believes _would be. of more.

interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Such designations

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY.

SEND COMPLETE RESUME TO

Mr. Reagan or Mr. Meyer

/41%
1,47g.
CORPORATION

DAY PUBLICATIONS
217 SO. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

WHEELING

537-2180

BUSINESS
Service Directory
Let is help make your...DAY!
Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

TREE SERVICE

392-7430

24 -Help Wanted Men

GROWTH
SPELLS OPPORTUNITY
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
To program business applications.
SPS, 10CS, or auto coder desired.

Experienced in IBM 1401.
Our installation has IBM 705

1460 (8K), 360 model 30, computers in operation. In addition there are 2 more 360's on order, 360 experience
desirable but not necessary.
(4K),

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking lots.
business areas, resurfacing %.

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar, Free Estimates

Call us and compare prices
;37.8228

estimate. Open
hours7 days a week.
PHONE 439-1794

Individualized

low

I

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work

* 7 1/2 HR. DAY

guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional

* PA ID VACATIONS
*CAFETER IA

*DISABILITY INSURANCE
* LIFE INSURANCE

*A I R-COND IT IONED
BUILDING.

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

People
259.5066

'

A DIVISION OF, UNION OIL ....COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

PALATINE, 'IL(.

200 E. GOLF RD.
:

LA 9-7700

.-.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Trash Hauling

:

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
824-2865
Tree Service -lawns Mowed

painting.
mates,

Free

Trimming -Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service
State, Licensed - Insured
Mt. Prospect

Interior and exterior quality

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

119 Brookfield

esti-

358-4882
11111TY Repair

Storm Damaged
Antena's
Repaired or .Replaced

824-9530

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
'& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates
529-6587

Call

KELLY'S
TREE SERVICE
Trimming

RAY'S

& Tree Removal
FREE ESTIMATES

25c

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See mid Buy them at '-

'

255-0348

Suburban
Decorators

2 x 8 x 16

PURE OIL COMPANY

Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpapeeg, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3.7384

PATIO BLOCKS
20c -Colors

TRIUMPH & FIT ,

de-

Alton's Quality
WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

Now available in red, green,

Write, Call or Visit__
C . M. Smith

styling,

General Cluing

Cement Work

Each -Plain

Transpiration

259-0487

RUG & CARPET CLEAN562-2991'

894-3115

signing & alterations. Near

Pawhittbecenting

ING. Expert work;
cost. free estimate.

Free est. in yoUr home.
Clean, oil & adjust, S3.
24 hr. "phone serv.

Foreign Car Sales - Sar;lo'e
Canton Mtr. Sales

BresswiligSewitg

24

Carpets -Reg Cleaners

TAB MACHINE TRAINEE

Guar. serv. on all. brands.

Serving the entire N.W.
patios.
arca. Driveways,
etc. Protective curbing for
All
driveways.'
asphalt
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

decide until you call us for'
free

Sew. Mach. Repairs

OUR I 6TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

Randhurst

DON'S BLACKTOP

Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

Prefer at least 2 years college with emphasis on accounting courses.

Sewing Mackine Repairs

'Cunt Work

Blacktop Work

* RETIREMENT PLAN

Phone 437-5800

ADVERTISING

439-1100

Stop in and see us during your vacation.

2201 Landmeir Road Elk. Grove Village

CARSTON

MTR. SALES
'LE 7-1166

Call 255-1200

Mt ESTES AVE ELK GROVE, ILLINOIS 60007

*PROFIT SHARING
* MAJOR MEDICAL

AMPEX

For

KELLY'S

The Milk Pail
Elgin

60X,1930

-

Experience necessary. Good starting salary. Opportunity for advancement. Pleasant working conditions.

to Air conditioned plants.
OpPOitunity to Join rapidly growing company.

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings U17:30 pm

FULL COMPANY BENEFITS.'

AL'S-

All .around man with electrical experience and mechanical background. Many companybenefits.

BENEFITS:

INTERVIEWING:

SERVICE
MANAGER
FOR LAKE COUNTY'S LARGEST
APPLIANCE STORE..

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

Good starting rate and profit sharing.

APPLIANCE

!Aces.

taurant closes at 9 P.M P hone

1404

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

specification or discrimin:Ilion in employment prat-

'

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR

BARRINGTON

.550 W.__NORTHWEST._HWY.
DU 1--2400

shall not be taken to indicate
inat--;:ant atiVertiser--tetendsor practices any unlawful
preference, limitation,

250 N. 12th ST.

Capable of carving, broiling
and expediting food' orders.
Good pay, excellent opportunity. No late hours as res-

(40K),

and annual bonus.

them know which
positions the advertiser

to

MAINTENANCE. MAN

COOK

SHerwood 2-5040

MECHAN ICAL

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as reasonably nec-

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

FLOOR INSPECTORS

Located between Higginti. and Route 963
An Equal' Opportunity Employer

Agency columns

ployment

All around man for two man tool room. New modern
plant. Work near your home.

3 a.m. to 6 a.m.

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

as to sex in

our Help Wanted and Em-

LATTOF MOTOR, SALES

800 E.. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100 Arlington Hgts.

Prepare eleCtrical schem'atic wiring diagram drawings'

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

2nd.. Shift Opening for. Jndividual who recently completed data processing course, or have equivalent experience.

LAYOUT INSPECTORS

Designations

m40,77 -I

ACCOUNTANT
Immediate openings for experienced inspectors in several
areas of our new plants.

ELECTRICAL
NOTICE'

creases, paid vacations and holidays, kick pay, hospitalize,.
lion and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

INSPECTORS

Call 827-7880

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic in-

mechanisms.

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

Immediate openings in 'Elk;
Orals and surrounding -area.

Excellent opportunity for' men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

VAnderbilt 4-1188

noon and early evening work
Monday thru Friday. Call
LeRby Leister.

Office Maintenance

MAINTENANCE.
MECHANIC

for the proper individual to

Retired man for late after-

CL 9-1620

_.._CUSTODIAN.____

most acceptable. Work would
testing , of new
involve
products and making prototype
products. Job is an opportunity

train with an electronic
industry and advance ina progressive Engineering Department. Fine up - to - date

:DRAFTSMEN

Full or Part Time

or enterprise, or (2) as a

't-Eifirodlnr
live in area.

TRA I NEE

for appointment.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

INC.

,

478-1441.

CHICAGO AER !pd. INDUSTRIES
" 'Barrington
-550- W. Northwest Highwiy
-.An EqUel'OpOortunity Employer"

an 9pening. for a tab operator with IBM operating experience. Benefits include Paid Vacations
7 Paid Holidays

LITTELFUSE

MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

DUnkirk .1-2400

company

for above position. Some acPLEASE CALL DAN SUNDT
counting background or'experience preferred.
-Ciall-MiCjuskie at 392-2560"-tellent opportunity In
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
,tablished GM dealership.

.

Coma In or Call

1101611i expanding

Mechanics - Gasoline/Diesel

Call Mr. Frank Gilmore

250 N. 12th ST.

8 S., Dunton

fer 35 to 60 yrs. old Full

Wheeling.

DIVISION QF MARTIN COMPANY.

Due to a promotion avd- have

Selling in retail shop. Pre-

Rolling Meadows
CL '9-1620

SuPervisory And Maintenance.

MARTIN
METALS
AMMOIMMIF

Apply Laseke Office

2355 E. Oakton St. Elk Grove
439-3320

Work for international truck
dealer. New Service Center,

Salary Commensurate With Experience'.

TAB OPERATOR

B I NZEL

Applicant. Mechanical Repair and Main tenance Work Will Consist- Of Second Shift,
LIBERAL COMPANY BENEFITS

Must have chauffeur's license.
Excellent paY.. And benefits.

Free Coffee

.

MEN WANTED FOR

DRIVERS WANTED

INSPECTOR'

exp. desires full time position,

24 -Help Wanted Mel

24 -Help Waikted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted. Men

24 -Help Wanted Mtn

24 -Help Wanted Men

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

DAYS

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.
13 -lost And Found

15

Radio and T.V. Repair

392.7430

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Anl. Hgts.
CL 5-502

YOU'LL FIND IT /LATHE
.

Wall Puking

BY maehirie. No mess, no
streaking. Free estimate.
HE 7-4556
Steve Mueller

MODERNS
'

CLEANING

Immaculate work inexpensively done by 'machine almethod _carpet..
new
so
cleaning.

.

456-5404

yy

Thursday, July 21;1966

THE. DAY

24-Help Wanted Men

24.4Ie1p Waited Mee

"Full time, liquor clerk -Driver must be 23 to 35 yeats old
Arl. Hts. area 35913880.

SERV ICE

DRAFTSMAN

CARPETING
SALESMAN
Experienced, only, for coinmercial and/or residential.
Full or part time. Qualified

,

retirees welcome.

939-0797-

MAN

Part or Full Time

Electro - Mechanical door Due to factory increased prooperating equipment: Basic . duction peed 4 pt. time and 2
electrical knowledge requir- full time to start immediately.
ed. Full benefits short train- Part time. $2.50 per hr. If
ing ptiriod., Hid school grad. qualified: Full Alma $480 per
mo. if qualified.

Phone 827-5305

Ph. 439-8080
8 a.m. to 10 a.m.
ROUTE SALESMAN

self-starters, with a good employment record, ages 23-45,
and married.'
'

Additional- bonus twice

annually
* 5 day week

*

'SOLA ELECTRIC
1717 *Stine Rd. (Rte. 83)
Elk Grove Village'

program

departments. Emphasis would
be in expediting production
materials. At least 2 yrs.

work. WorkingHours

Arl. Hts. 253-1320.

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des, Plaines
VAnderbilt 4-1188

Young man, 18 or over, for
yard work. Electric Equip.
and Cart Mower. Good Pay.

DAY WANT ADS
GET -RESULTS.

CL 9-3565

ing experience to do

young bartenders and
waitresses.

men's alteration

call 827-5781.

and location to suit
individual. Send res

DAY WANT ADS

ume to P. 0. Box 92
Arlington Heights.

GET RESULTS.

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

16-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Male-SuFemaleJoin A Profit. Sharing Company

Join

A

WO

INTERVIEWING:
Tuesday & Thursday Evenings tll 7:30 pm

24-Help' Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

oin the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

Able to do all the new
dances. Watusi - Frug
Monkey - Jerk.. Also,

Person with tailor-

LlITELFUSE

For confidential interview
please call Mr. King.
or WO 8-5220
426-3456

253-5898

YOUNG
DANCERS

apply in person. Eddies
Lounge. 10 E. Northwest Hwy.

which also has fine working

profit-sharing retirement
Complete' paid training

; Call

WANTED: FOUR

would be- originated thru pur&
directed to
chasing
production, production con-

conditions and good employee
benefits accompanying it, feel
free in contacting Dan Sundt.

Job?

'Electric Organist Join an establishedbigh schdol
band. Must havi own equip.

er. Part time hours.*Call or

...1.t.youieeLthat_yqu_mgatthe____
qualifications for this job

--,--,,,-------.*-Vaeation-tirst,-yeas-* Hospitalization and Major
'medical

Permanent

NEEDED
Bass Guitarist

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

uates, draft exempt, would be
!considered.

oking for

MOUNT PROSPECT
STATE BANK

Call or apply in perion

Dish -Washer - Kitchen help-

of experience in a similar
type job would be required
WE IN RETURN OFFER:
Steady guaranteed, income"-; and only High-School-grad---*

trical-electronics fteld. -Sal-.
ary commensurate with ability. Excellent fringe benefit
program. Modern air-conditioned offices,' cafeteria or(

(Purchasing)
Expanding operation requires

trol, engineering, and other

These men will be reliable,

draftsman to work in elec,

HE 94800

the need for a man who has
had some experience 'in expediting production raw materiali. Work assignments

service requires that we add
3 men to our permanent sales
staff.

Excellent position for expeit°need electro - mechanIcal

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

CHEMICAL
LAB TECHNICIANS
OR ASSISTANTS

The following positions are now available for men and
women in our new plants

periings

JUNIOR PLANNER
Experience In procuretnent of parts or realted items and

1 to ,2 years college chemistry plus 1 to ,2 years industrial
lab. aperience required for positions in research depart-.
ment of rapidly expanding manufacturing company.

knowledge of production scheduling.

on.

ANALYZERS

Our benefits include:
, Good Starting Rates

Three Shifts

Any exposure to electronics in the military serVice, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may qualify you.

Merit Increases
Insurance Plans
Pension Plan
" Cafeteria
Excellent working'conditions_

are

SERVICE TECHNICIAN

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN

The person selected for this position will be servicing all'

Daily Monday Thru Friday 8 a.m. - 4:15 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. 'ill Noon

inplant recording equipment.

Charles' Bruning Company
4inson at Addressograph hfulprap*,Carp,:,
MT. PROSPECT
1800 WEST CENTRL ROAD

.9

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

6.,
.

AbtlltT tot;reiti:blue prints, micrdmeterii and indicators'. le
r.

No experience necessary as we will train.

MACHINISTS

Work Invblves maintenance of electrical motors and etc.

Varied _Machining Ability

Experience on Jigs, ,Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE MAN

Mill Hands
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical,

Boring Machine Operators
helpful.

.9 999..onah.V

INSPECTOR
Experience In mechanical electrical & layout will qualify
any ambition individual.

Drill Press Operators
Must be able to set-up and operate.

Permanent .positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent Company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN
Some experience in use of miscellaneous machine shop

Work involves ordering of machine shop and assembly. tools.

BARRINGTON

26-Help Wanted Men 'Or Women

SHORT SHIFT

INTERVIEWING

-

We are presently accepting applications for female
assemblers to work, a permanent five day shift,
from 8:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. We will train those
who are otherwise qualified.

OPENINGS AT UARCO
CUSTODIAN
Experience in custodial duties desirable.
'

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type Of Coil

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.,
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

4 HOUR

An Equal Opportunity, Employer
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women.

COIL WINDERS

equipment.

TOOL .CR I B INSPECTOR

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

for

-

Maintaining building machines.

equipment desirable

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

,

lu

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts. And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

ELECTRICIAN

Tool. Makers

.

a ,;;9.

ASSEMBLERS

ASSEMBLERS

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

0:14i

'

PHONE CL 5-1990

An equal opportunity ,e player

!

.

DRIVER - MULTILITH OPERATOR
To drive company station wagon, pickup and' deliver messages and packages. Must have accident freedriving record,
be reliable and dependable. Will operate multilith machine
part time.

.LA TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior the ist in project work.

Interest in
.chernIstry'or allied scie ces desirable.
School graduate
with 1 year of college or quivalent n t school.

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify
for marl company benefits such as

*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates
*Regular wage
increases
*Paid 2 week vacations after one year
service.'
*Company paid

insurance

High school graduate - responsibilities include stock re-

GENERAL

*Early seniority in
new.plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee discounts
on purphase of company products.
*Promotional opportunities galore.
.

-

Write., 'Call or Visit
RECEI ING CLERK

AIITOMATth ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies
1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

C.M. Smith

ceiving, Inventory and m cellaneous office duties.

Excellent pay, working c
for advancement..

itionsil benefits and opportunity.

UARCO

ORPORATED

West County Line Rd.
DUnkir

An equal oppo

.91

1-4030

Barrington, Ill.

nity employer

io-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

)14111 Wanted-Women

b-Help Meeted-Wemee

FULL OR PART TIME
Part time vault assistant
Full time savings teller
Full time proof operator
Experience necessary
Call Mr. James or Mr.Mahon
CL 9-4000

'

EXPED ITOR

$8,000 PLUS
The growing demand' for our
established suburbanshopping

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

24-Help Wanted Mee

Imp

2201 Landm,eir Road, Elk Grove Village
- PhOne. 437-5800
Located between Higgins and Route 4/83
An Equal Opportunity Employer

An equal opportunity emPloyer.(M&F)

SYSTEM

26 -Help Wanted Men Or .Women

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

doctor
will train you as receptionist,
to greet patients, ans. phone,

Teller
experience preferred
but

FIRST ARLINGTON
NATIONAL BANK

schedule apts., light typing,
neat appearance and willingness to learn qualify. $90
wk. to start, raise in 90 days .

253-1360

wheP trained. Free.
Miss Petite
779-9393
7205 N. Meade

will train

Campbell and Denton
.

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS
BBC requires computer operators for IBM System/360.

experience one
year. Should at least have high
'school certificate, but college
Minimum

graduates - math majors pre-

ferred. Interesting and re -

numerative career and excellent employee benefit program. Apply to:
THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins
Road

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONISTS

Prominent travel bureau is
opening three more neighbor-

hood travel centers. You'll

Tel: (912) 693-3021

IMMEDIATE. WORK

vacation. Five day week -

Typists

8 to 4:30.

Stenos

(One block' east 'of

Arlington Heights

WE NEED YOU!

30 -Help Wanted -Women

GENERAL WAREHOUSE If 'you are interested in .an
extrembly interesting Job,
please come in for an interDue to expansion we have

sharing. Excellent
working conditions. Call Mr.
Marquard

-439=7310-- -

Available

WAITRESS WANTED

TECHNICIANS
HOUSEKEEPING and
KITCHENS

.

.

Claselfled advertising
experience would be helpful,
but a pleasapt telephone voice
and personality are really the
most essential qualifications.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.
937-5500 Ext. 516 or 517
SECRETARY

For school administrators office short hand required. Year
around employment. 36 hr.

COUNTER GIRL
Position with future for customer relations minded wom-

an. ,Full or part time. Potter and Golf Rd. or 1060
Busse Hwy.

leave.

698-2117.

working conditions,
modern office, 40 hour week.
Paid vacation, profit-sharing
plan available. Must be good

PART TIME CLERICAL

-- PART-TIME-.

For elementary schools. 21

School

C USTODIA
custodian. 40

hr. week

1

CL 3-6100 Ext. 27
28 -Employment Agencies -Women

OFFICE POSITIONS

FREE -$300 to $625
Positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
Trainees, or experienced

School Administration Office
Experienced Typia t. 12
Excellent fringe
Months.
benefits. Call Mrs. Meyers
HE 7-1000.

RESTAURANT

RADIO STATION
GIRL FRIDAY

SECRETARY

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS
30 -Help Wanted -Women

SECRETARY

Our President needs a secretary whose typing and stenographic abilities are of the
highest quality, who is also

interest and a chal-

Information about this Interesting opportunity.
.

M

An- excellent- opportunity is
offered to the right candidate
wpo would enjoy lea rn lug com-

operation in a manufacturing company on 1401,
1440 & 360 computers. It is
desirpble for the candidate to
have a High School education
puter

Our fast growing companitias

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

above positions.
..Frequent wege,reviews & excellent fringe benefits:

and have gone to a computer
operation school. No practical
exp:-- is required, however,
it would be most acceptable.

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL
392-3500

Job is accompanied by fine

METHODE MFG. CO.

ditions and progressive upto-date benefits. Call Dan

women

in

(air conditioned) working con-

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows,

Selling in retail shop: Pre-

Des Plaines

Pleasant work. Call

VAnderbilt :4-1188
32-Mistellaneous_Merchandise

ADMITTING CLERK
(11 p.m. to 7 a.m.)

.

'

miting office duties on Fri-

day and Saturday nights.
Typing skills and pleasant

personality qualify.

APPLYPERSONNEL

8501 West Higgins
Road

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

Chicago, Ill. 60631

(312) 693-3021
eta
An equal opportunity employer

CASHIER

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL. 9-1000

Cashier and general office

CLERK -TYPIST

day, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM.

opening for

APPLY PERSONNEL

ellent working conditions.
Call Mr. Marquard

Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 9-1000
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Mature competent girl to be secretary to department head.
Should have good skills and experience in manufacturing
industry. Exceptional fringe 'benefit program, modern air
conditioned office, cafeteria on premises. Call or apply in
person.

Mrs. Fiala

NURSES AIDES
(Training Program)
We are intervieiring fromJuly
25 thru July 28, 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. qualified women for our
one week nurses aide training
program. Starting rate $1.45
per hr. plus shift differential.
Paid pension plan, paid life
Insurance, 2 weeks paid vacation, 2 merit reviews first
year, liberal sick time policy,
hospitalization insurance available. Apply now - Personnel Dir.
HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL

SOLA ELECTRIC CO.
1717 Busse'Rd.(Rte. 83) Elk Grove Village

HE 9-2800

wght. lift set with press bench
Sat. 9 a.m. till??? 101 S.

Albert, Mt. Pros.
Lg. size pool, 12 x 30 complete with ladder and filter
$40 or best offer. Call 392-

8865 after 6 p.m.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener.
CL 5-1107

Moving. Rotory mower. 24'
alum. extension ladder. Ele.
stove. Refrigerator, washer,
dryer, and other household
items. 253-4460.

718 Glenview Ave.
Highland Pk.
ID 2-8000

Waitress -Part or full time.

choice of hours. Call or apply
in person. Eddies Lounge. 10
E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington
Heights. 253-1320.

GARAGE SALE

Mon. & Tues. July 25 & 26.
Children's clothes, toys, also

hsehid. items from estate.
307 N. Harvard. Arl. Hts.
Mahogany dble. dresser. Full
mirror, chest of drawers.

Book case head board. Exc.
,cond. $75. 253-3854. after
5:30.

Edison 6 yr. crib (complete),

2 brown barrel chairs, exc.
cond. A bargain 259-0579.

Garage' .Sale;. Fern., baby equip., clothing, misc.; Sat.(95) 609 S. Kennicott. Arl. Hts.

6 yr. crib $18, 24" elec. fan
$12, 4 pc. modern sect'l sofa
exc. cond. $175. 259-1755.
SAVE MORE NOW DURING
Carpet Contractor's public
SALE. NEW FIRST QUALITY
carpeting ONLY. No 2nd's,No,

remnants, No Tables. 100's

of DECORATOR COLORS In

pure Wool, Acrilan, Nylon,
Herculon, & genuine Vectra
Indoor - Outdoor. Installed

skillfully & quickly.
VAUGHN PLAN & SUPPLY
CL 5-6478
427-2216

Please call for appointment.

Budget plan available.

CLERK TYPIST

ASSEMBLERS

Accurate typist (60 wpm) with
good apptitude for figure work

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life in--

MAI 117 77 Af -METALS

and details. Light shorthand
desirable.

15 ft. Ply -lap run -about, 35
H.P. Johnson motor, trailer,
many extras. Call CI,- 3-

Outboard motor for sale. 10

One year experience desired.
Work some auxiliary mach-

H.P. Johnson. $101)..VerY good

Regular hrs..13:30 to 4:45.Will

For sale 15' runabout. Tilt
trailer, 40 HP motor. Like

ines, verifier, collator, etc.
shorter hour arrangements. (MO to 3:30).
consider

condition. 299-2480.
new.

CL 3-0418

For appointment call Mrs.
Drewes, ext. 55. 529-4100.

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

RELIANCE LIFE

Jet blle. male min. poodle.
AKC. 4 1/2 mon. Exc. copt.

CO.

OF ILLINOIS

WHEELING
537-2180

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR 3115.

INSURANCE

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

439-7310

800 W. Central Rd.

SECRETARY

N. 12th ST.

a biller typist.

Good Malting salary, merit
raises, profit sharing. Exc-

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

251)

7-1/2 HP Evinrude. Excellent
condition. Call 255-8166 after
7 P.M.
LeBlanc clarinet, $30. Photo
equipment. Enlarger, comp.,
$25. Vacuum sweeper, games,
misc., cheap. 392-3510.
Garage Sale: Many hshld.

Due to expansion we have one

(1 block East of Randhurst)

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

for furnished home, prefer-

1300 S-Maacham Rd.
(Near Golf)
PALATINE, ILL.

Mrs. Johnson 392-2591,
Black Labrador puppies. AKC

registered. Reasonably priced.

815-923-2379.

FL 4-2186.

ably air conditioned, for summer of '67, from May to Sept.
Excellent references furnished. Call between 7-2 A.M. and
7-8 P.M.

Sired by Ch. Kilmoe.
Cassanova: 12 weeks
Call 358-2699

after 6 P.M.

91 -Vacation, PlaCes

A True -Outdoor 'Adventure

For all ages

day trail ride through
10
Ouachita National Forest --near ,Hot Springs, Ark., on
the finest horses'. -everything.

Male kitten to be given away.

Just crazy about kids. 392-

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

2639 or 253-5512.
Beautiful miniature cocoa
brown male POODLE 8 wks.
old. Good 'stock 392-245

41-11inkfAlisbin

HALL. RENTALS

furnished but your clothes and
sleeping- 'gear -- pledty of

Low summer rates for

swimming, fishing and boating during stop-overs. Trail
finished with a personalf our

Weddings

Parties
'
Graduations, etc.

'furniture

'

of the famous Winthrop Rock-

AMERICAN LEGION HALL'
Don,Wheeler
,CL3-2973

4070-7 0 Savings
23 rooms of builder's model
borne furniture being sold by

piece or room. Terms and
delivery arranged. 773-0252

.after .12 noon.

Single bed used only 1 year.
Call: 439-4497 between 4 and
10 P.M.

Custom built breakfast nook
table and 2 chairs. Call CL 3-

efeller Ranch in Petit Jean

82 -Wanted To Rent

State Park at Morrilton, Ark.
--Expert riding instruction

WANTED TO RENT - Garage'

prior to leaving on the trail

given on a working cattle ranch

for storage.
ride. Total cost $20. per day,
Phone CL 3-7087
per person. Send $40. by
Executive wants 1 to 3 bdrm. July 25, 1966 to reserve your
house or apartment,furnished spot. Trail ride starts Aug1. 1966 and ends Augor unfurnished up to $150. ust
ust 10, 1966 Send reservaReferences. CL 3-7087
tions to Allen F. Davis, Black
3-4 bedrooms home 'in Ar- 'Snake Angus Ranch, 163 Henlington Heights area. week- derson St., Hot Springs, Ark.
days.

or call 312 -WO 9-6928 for in-

befdre 5. Call: 439-3840

after 6 and week -ends Call: - formation. Anyone can go,
male or female, ages 10 to?
392 -2825.
Make your reservation now!
Athlete wishes to rent place
_
_Ibr_training.Must.hepriptilit_ -9H-J, eaLEitite_Wanterl
,

cool for summer and about 15x

Roper Gas range 291', 2 yrs.

537-6240'

old - Like New $100.

86 -Real Estate-Hopses

, 259-1869

Frigidaire, 'Custom Imperial
'washer & dryer, coppertone.
In operating condition, $75253-8418.

.

49 -Horses, Harness And Wagons

6 yr. old Chestnut Gelding.
50 -Landscaping

SOD
Grass 'Sod Nursery.
Growerd of nursery sod.
Blue

COUNTRYSIDE

REAL ESTATE

FINE HOME BY OWNER, at
529 S. Yale, Arlington Heights.

259-4353

99 -Automobiles for Sale

259-3956.
Arlington Heights. Much lov-

Like New '66 Chev.Conv.Stick

ed, immaculate 3 bdrm ranch.
2 baths, carpeted, dining rm.,

THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE ,EVER SEEN
5.50 sq. yd. picked up.

3.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

824-7211

din, rel. Famrm, New W/W
carpet. 2 car gar. Fenced
yard.
$25,500t 392-3788.
BARRINGTON VILLAGE

6 Year Old 2 Level Ranch
Home - Like New - 5 Bed

rooms, -3 ilaths,Living Room
with Fireplace - Dining Room,
Study -

Family Room and

'61 Chevy.

cond. $700. 392-7048.

floor Jack, 2 stand Jacks,
Call 392-1657:
55 -Musical Instruments

.

sell '56 Chev., 2 dr.

Must

hardtop. Best offer. Call CL 37996.

'61 Buick Special
MUST SELL

or best offer. HE 1-9855.
56 -Office Furniture -Devices

Secretarial desks. L -unit
style. By All -Steel of Aurora.
Most are new or in like new
condition. Formica tops.Protective edge molding. At-

upholstered chairs
included. Also, some other
tractive,

misc. office equipment. Contact Mr. Nethaway. 894-5800

Barrington Meadows - Recreation Room - Dining Room
- Porch - Basement - Large

Countryside - Have you Chil-

dren'- Inlaws - Horses? This
spacious authentic Williamsburg Colonial offers answer

to many housing problems - 5
Bedrooms - (Study can be 6th
Bedroom) Large Living Room
- Spacious Family room with
beautiful paneling and' Book

Cases - 3 Baths - 2 Fire-

places - 3 car garage and barn

Small all year
round pond - 7.6 acres - Re-

for horses.

duced price for quick sale.
$56,900.

66 -Business Opportunities

4Dayton Nance R. E.
126 W. Main St. - B.arrington

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

Open

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area
PARTAKE

Sundays

Phone DU 1-3434

cond., needs braise wk. $75.
or best offer CL 3-0927
1965 VW - Excellent condition

Priced to sell.

259-4270

'61 Comet. Low mileage. New
motor. New tires. Highest
bidder. 253-6495.
1965 Mustang, White Hard Top

Trans., full console

Auto

W.W. tires & 2 snow tires Radio & Heater and other Extras
$1900

Lake Zurich

438-6656

'

'57 DeSoto. Good Cond. Low
mileage. Good tires. Best reasonable offer. 253-7371 after
6:30.
'64 V8 4 dr. Imapala hardtop.
Auto., W/W, pushbutton radio.
Excellent condition, 1 owner,
$1595.

-

259-5236

*

'63 1/2 Ford Fastback. 2 dr.
R and' H. P.S. w/w V8 289 ,

Outstanding Values
$18,900

Brick and frame ranch with

carpeted living - dining room
comb. 2 full baths, 3 bdrms,,

on 1/2 acre landscaped ,lot.

Dept. A - 1

2534194

'59 Plymouth Sports Fury; gd.

4 Bedroom Tri level Home in

Landscaped lot - $35,900.

Silvertone 30 chord organ with
bench. Walnut finish. $95 -

'

Nassau.
Radio, Power Steering &
Brakes, $225. 255-5854,
1956

CHRYSLER

Recreation Room - 2CarGar

Depot - $42,000.

1-1/2 or 2 ton

$595.

392-2680, after 6 PM.
1961 Biscayne Chevrolet. 4
dr., Radio, Heater, Excellent

sirable neighborhood - Walk
to Schools - Shopping - Train

53 -Machinery And Equipment

Cond.

Good

Cony.

age - Beautiful yard - De-

426-5108

Cu. in. Auto. 51195.255-0025
Ford '65 Galaxie 500. 2 dr.
hd. top. Beautiful white with
red interior. 352 engine. Low
mileage, Like pew. Best

offer. 255-3946.

'

'

234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788
Palatine
Cozy money -making Shopping

Center soon to be built in
Arlington Heights. Just a few
leases left for Pizza Place

1963

$21,000

Charming 2 bdrm.brick ranch
within walking distalace of all
conveniences, in Palatine.
Must be sold to settle estate.
$15,300

This immulate home has just
been' reduced to sell immediately.
L.R. Is carpeted,
sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2
car garage, attractively land14 -To Rent Apartments
scaped. Rear yard completely
DE LUXE APARTMENT enclosed.
For Sub -let. Recently Decor$22,900
ated. Deluxe 2 bedroom, carpeted, equipped kitchen, extra - -7 rm. split level home on
extra
large
lot. Beautiful
large rooms. Air Conditioned,
swimming pool, Tennis ct., walnut paneling in L.R. and
includes heat, $207.00. Call family room. There are 3
bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and
.439-1127.
attached garage.

Milk Stote or

other suggestions for stores.
Call Mr. Covell' 334-7252.

"BE CAREFREE"

VOLKSWAGON
CAMPER
A-1 condition. Includes 12
gallon water tank with pump
faucet; 3.5 Cu. ft. ice box;
2 burner Coleman stove; ca banns tent; am -fm radio; snow

aires; new Borg-Warner gas
heater. Clean, attractive buy.
Call 439-5312 after 6 P.M.
Owner being transferred out

of country must sell

1963

Bonneville hardtop. Excellent
condition, Price $1650.
Phone 392-2262

'61 Chevy 2 dr. SL shift. R,
h., w/w. Exc. Cond. Perfect
2nd car., $600. 412 S. Ridge.
253-2107.

AT

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

WI LLIAMS BURG

1965 VW - 1500 S. Low miles,
Clean. Call
CL 3-7204

Palatine's newest luxury apartment building located at
Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking diatrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping
4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space
2 bdrm - $185. 1 bdrm - $160.
Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.
OPEN EVENINGS

UNTIL 9 p.m..

101 -Automobiles Wanted

1 East Campbell CL 3-1111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

HOME FOR sALg
10 rm. 4 bdrm.Colonial Brick
and Frame home, 4 years old,

2 1/2 car garage, porch, 1/4
block to Catholic School and

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See -Us
No Junkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
Palatine
MUSTANG MTRS.
110 -Bicycles

Boys 26" Schwlnn Bike. Good

Condition. Call CL 3-3115.

Church, basement, well landscaped, blacktop driveway,

Ill -Motorcycles And Scooters

fect for the large, young fam$46,200.00
ily

Honda 1965 Model 90. 1500
miles, Call , 392-3727 after

built - iris, fireplace. Per-

8 PM

. Open evenings until ;9 P.M.

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine

'
'

kblal FIND fJ M INf

HOME REALTY .

HOME REALTY
358-4555

Shift, Beige with Black Top,
on Warranty. After 5:30 P.M.

lge. family rm., built-in kit-

chen, delightful patio. $25,250. 1807 N. Kasper. Shown
-by appt. 259-2555.
Arl Hts, by owner. 3 bdrm,

Straight -Merian.

Mundelein
566-0909

Arlington Hgts.

4 bdrms., 2 1/2 baths, faintly
rm., full basement, secreened
porch, many extras.Low 40's.

Hunter. Good. Disposition.
CL 5-4034.

WANTED.

Listings Wanted

25 with at least 7' ceiling.

48 -Household Appliances

west 'of Dundee. Gilberts.

LIT TELFUSE

478-1441.

NORTHWEST

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Sundt.

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

fer 35 to 60 yrs. old. Full

Subsidiary of IBM

NORTHLAXE, ILL

An Equal Opport &Flly Employer

4:30-- 1' A.M.

OPERATORS
PUNCH PRESS

CORPORATION

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

1/2 mile N. of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

COMPUTOR TRAINEE

MACHINE

ARNAR-STONE LABS., INC.
601 E. Kensington Road

include correspond-

AUTOMATIC BECTITIC

Randhurst

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

. THE SERVICE BUREAU

duties with lots of public contact. Hours: Friday, 4:30 PM
to 9:30 PM. Saturday and Sun-

are varied,

and public
ence,
contact. Please apply
in person.

Carson Pirie Scott & Co.

CL 5-4300 GUNTHER KRON

Competent Lady to handle ad-

If you believe you qualify, can
Mrs. Cox at 255-0300 for more

Hrs. 9 to 5.

graphic skills.
Duties

person.
Personnel Dept. 2nd Flr.
included. Apply In

Cocktail and Dining Room

cation: Full or part-time .Day
or night shift. Apply:

Permanent, part time position
new business office.
In

lenge. Our personnel
department is growing rapidly and it of-

fers a fine opportunity for a gal whp has
some personnel experience and steno-

time position - 40 hr. week.
Liberal discount privileges
and other employee benefits

Part time and full time

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

capable of writing a goed neat
letter 'herself. Pleasant, modern. office. Comprehensive
benefit program. 5 day week.

Beginning
Here is a position
which will offer you

Highland Park
ID 2-8000

NORTHWEST
acres of unusually good
high land, on black top road.
$4,950.00 Easy terms.
5

Couple will pay premitim rent

male puppies. AKC.

stantly-' growing area. Full

T

Mt. Prospect

PERSONNEL

Call Jane Nelson

items, antiques, baby turn.,

Rte. 83 & Algonquin
437-4949

Miss Paige
774-9393
7205 N. Meade

HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL
718 Glenview

WATERFALL

207 N. Evergreen Art. Hgts.

are req's. $92.50 wk. Free

available, 2 merit re-

views first year, liberal sick
time benefit, excellent starting salary. Apply Personnel
Dir.

Arlington Carousel

SEC requires key punch oper-

Waitresses Wanted
Days or nights

100% FREE
392-6100
SHEETS, Inc.

You'll learn to schedule programs, spot announcements,
etc. Exciting atmosphere and
you'll get to meet guest stars
and celebrities. Light typing
and good friendly personality

Paid Vacations

Temporary Service

time.

RECEPTIONIST

Exec. Desires 3 bdrm. 2 bath
German Shepherd AKC feral° ' Home within 10. mi. of Arl.
pups 12 weeks old. Ch. sire, Hts. by Sept. Ist. Ex. Ref.
Excellent disposition. $76 and
Available 392-1473
up. 392-7612.
2 Miniature Schnauzer

"

884eal Estate -Vacant

16 -To Refit Houses

away to good homes . 358-9283.

3115.
MODEL -HOMES SOLD
Mother's helper for --5- day - _.Cosmetician...Neetted_., Selling grit- dinfilir-y furniture
week. Mon -Fri. Call after 6
from 4 model homes. Will
Outstanding opportunity in our
392-8785
separate - up to 50% off
cosmetic department to handle
We deliver. 824-8164. 296_established lines In a con-

KEY-PUNCH
OPERATORS

Business Service Corp.

Beautiful kittens to be given

PHONE 827-1108

COUNTRYSIDE INN
W. Campbell Arl.'

PREFERRED

DISTRICT #25

Our employee benefits are

RIGHT GIRL

Paid vacations, yearly raise.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PUBLIC SCHOOL

cedures., applicants Must be
neat appearing due to patient
and public contact. This Is a
personnel orientated 'hospital.

tion

iBM

SWITCHBOARD

perlence In general office pro-

Top Rates

Wheeling

Experienced

Doebber VA 7-5557.

and 36 hr. positions. Not year
around.

Highland Park Hospital will
be interviewing after August
1st qualified ladies havingex-

$75 BONUS

LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.

If you can do ANY kind of of -

more information call Ethel

GENERAL OFFICE

Thursday, July 21, 1966

THE DAY

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

old.

excellent. Paid pension program, paid life insurance,
comprehensive hospitaliza-

erate various office machines.
Apply in person.

411 'N. Wolf Rd.

Golf Rd. Des Plaines.

.8806

PLUS

with figures and able to op-

Ace work, we can give you

SECRETARIES & CLERKS

24 N. Main, Mt. Prospect.

Experienced Waitresses

WAITRESSES
WANTED

as few or as many days as
you wish in this area. For

Secretaries
Clerks

First 5 Days Pay

With

217 S. Arlington Heights .Rd.
Arlington Heights

Interesting
Office Work

GENERAL OFFICE'

Year around employment,
lir..
required.
per week. Vacation and sick

DAY PUBLICATIONS

Good

392-3750

^-

Apply

ORCHID CLEANERS

$10 BONUS

GENERAL OFFICE

Call for Interview

woman for sales 'di counter
work. Part time, 5 days in-.

eludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.
to earn extra income & meetl
people, Call collect 453-4510,

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
,Work Close To Home

view.

Part Time
No Sundays

ST. ALEXI QS
HOSPITAL

.

Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory

appearance and nice
personality required. To $400
a month. Free.
Miss Paige
774-9392
7205 N. Meade
Neat

Permanent PoiltIot&-7
LABORATORY.

'

sites, then type up the ticket.

profit

An equal opportunity employer

week.

PART TIME

rate. Fine insurance program. Paid Holidays and

weight nylon goods. Good

our tours, suggest vacation

starting salary, merit raises,

Chicago, Ill. 60631

chines. You will sew medium

F.H.BONN COMPANY

Will train personable married

Atip

adapt it to industrial ma-

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them Ina pleasant see us.
Come
place.

COUNTER CLERK

TEMPORARY

You bring your sewing skill.
Our ;people will help you

learn to talk to travelers, map

several openings in our order
packing department and our
assembly department. Experience not necessary. Good

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

tottri YOU SEW?

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
Northwest Suburban

Bank.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Palatine, Illinois
358-4555

'

ADS

Athlete of the Week

Arlington Swimmers
Edge Mt. Prospect
Arlington Heights' Park District swimming team parlayed
its dominance in the 15 -and -over category with a strong relay
'finish last night to edge Mt.' Prospect 257-247 in tile losers'.
pool.

left

The loss was Mt. Prospect's first in four meets, and it
the Prospectors in a three-way tie for the league lead. Mt.
Prospect, Arlington Heights, and Northbrook all have 3-1 records.
and
ARUNGTON
got first places in the the of

STEVE REISER was a one
man gang for Mt. Prospect in
the meet's final four relay ' ast the boys' 13-14 competition,
night to climax an uphill b ttle. taking firsts in the butterfly,
The winners trailed in individ- individual medley, and 100 ual events, but won six of nine yard freestyle events. The
needed

relays.

ilri
tiugUI4G .A -r-Inuti4e,

W0 -BUTTER AGAIN6T lvlbUtim

ley and 100 -yard freestyle.

Meryl= Cronin starred for
the' 11-12 girls with wins in
and

the butterfly
medley.

M.

Dave

globE fa, itAm.VE

vr:414

THE 2IVALsguAO WAIN IW
OTWETZ 114 ALL BUT 2 itININGs.

W d matched her in that'group
th victories in the backstroke
an d 100 -yard freestyle. Doug
filled their
.living 'room with prizes, as

and Gail Schlack

WUPT

7.Ar/

gory in which six Arlington

tankers captured all the individual events and collaborated
on two relay triumphs.

Mt. Prospect and Arlington

bacystroke

8 -and -under

winner and one triple winner.
-Kathy Rowe was the Heights

A

LIBERAL

sprinkling

Below took the individual med-

Gerry DiSimone's first
in the 25 -yard breaststroke was
fly.

Ohs owt.11,411.4KINGi aut4s 2t1

S1.WSIV4G lAYS 6m 143AAE. Rum
OF 1.46EASco.L Me. LEADS 114.

Don Weber, while Rick Carr
The
laurels

girls'
went

I5 -and -over

'1 Thursday,

July 21.

14 -and -under

to

1966

Arlington's

.
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follows.
15 -and -over boys

--

(A). Schmidt (A). Wessler
(A), Collins (A).
15 -and -over girls -- Raasch
(A), Wollerman (A).
13-14 boys -- Tully (A),
Betts (A), Reiser (P).
13-14 girls -- Tobin (P),
Berate (P).
11-12 boys -- Laue (A),
Below (A), Schlak (P).
11-12 girls -- Klein (A),
Cronin (A), Wood (P).
9-10 boys
Nitch (A),
Schell (A), Schlak (P).
Gabler (A),
9-10 girls
-Burrell (P).
8 -and -under boys - DiSi-

-

mone (A), Epstein (P), Sigfusson (P).

girls -- EpSchlak (P), Allen

8 -and -under

lington Heights. Reber brought home blue ribbons

stein (P),

in four events in the 13-14 age group.

(1') -

oating Accidents
Are on the Decline
BY. JACK WOLISTON
the bottom.
Tragedy is bound to strike
Always

-

WITH BOB CASTERLINE

But a good segment of the
people concerned

accidents,

C'MON. WHAT

there

is

left grasping for a topic?

It happens at the worst possible times. Like when you're
talking to your father-in-law,
who is a judge. Or when .your
rich mint has dropped in to visit and wants to know whatever
became of your plan to pay her
the $100 you borrowed five
years ago.

Or when your mother-in-law

beginning to wonder when

is

you're

going

to

her

move

daughter into a decent house
instead of the dump you've been
living in for years.

Or when the boss comes
over for dinner and is considering a promotion,

Anyway, I've got the problem

licked. I'm ready for anything,'
because I'm now an expert on
something.
CUM

Codeball,

to

be

ed it.

,

.

-

I was thinking about becoming a worm expert. I was going

to study their habits and find
out what the world's record is
for the biggest and
worms and, like that.

littlest

BUT. HAVE you ever told
your wife you're going to bring
hisme some wqrms for pets so
you'll have something to talk
about? Did her answer come
out something like about how
you'll be talking to. yourself

if you do? Does a bear sleep
in the woods?

So I chose codeball.
Codeball reached its., zenith.
in,

War to End All Wars (that was tier of kicks winning the round.
World War 11 - three wars
The players played on a 14 ago).
hole course; and the holes were
In fact, it came about large- actually inverted, cone -shaped,

ly because of the very first of cylinders with an opening

the Wars to End All Wars

the years just prior to the
r

18

inches wide.

A Chicago doctor, William
THERE WAS no standard
E. Code (say it ko-day), was length for the course - just
asked to recommend some form - as there is no standard length
of exercise or a game which for a golf course.
would tone the muscles and
The outdoor game, being
improve the condition of a pat- less strenuous, was attractive
ient, without being too vigor- to more older persons, while
ous.
the original game -- the indoor
DR. CODE RESPONDED version - was left to the youngwith a contest of two distinct er set,
The lndorr game' was
varieties, which--hoth-bear his
first introduced at the Lake
name: Codeball -' on - the Shore Athletic Club In
court and Codeball - on'- the Chicago, and grew popuGreen. (I can hear you now.
lar through other dubs,
"0, yeah! I'm beginning to remember!" Of course you do.)

Y.M.C.A.s, and even some

The court version was played indoors and the green version was played outdoors. The
court was usually a handball
court, because the rules were
virtually the same as handball,
except that players used their

high schools and colleges.
One of the first cities- to

lay out a public outdoor course
for codeball-on-the-green was

Miami, Fla. Other courts were
put up in public,parks in Rock
Island, Fort Wayne, Kokomo,
and Louisville.

THE GAME WAS introduced
to various veterans' hospitals

your hand, you kicked it
with either.
foor. Neat. Not
only that, but It developed

and was quite successful. At
one ooint there were national

balance 'Ind skill. And was
especially good for those
veterans who had lost one

men's and women's play, but

or both hands in the war.

became .difficult

championships

conducted

in

tournament activity was fin-

ally cut short in 1943 when it
to

procure

The only similarity between the rubber for the balls
the outdoor and indoor versions
The sport's advocates tried
was the ball employed. It was to revive interest in it after
made of rubber and weighed 12 the war, 'and even put on a'
ounces, and was six inches in demonstration
at the 1952
diameter.
'
Olympics in ,Helsinki, Finland.
The "green" version was The rapid growth of the sports
played much like golf, but a- like bowling, golf, and boating
gain using the feet instead of by-passed the little-known act-'
.hands and clubs. The ball, was ivity and' now
hardly ever
teed up and kicked toward the spoken of -'except when I'm
hole; with the player getting in the middle of a dying -coninto the hole in the leait num- versation.
'

lead the Indians to a 5-I con-,
quest of the Orioles in the Mt.
Prospect Boys' Baseball Bron-

and

in-

Slack got credit for

Doug.

the victory, as he struck out

seven and walked four in six
innings of work. The Orioles'
Hallihan took the loss. Hallihan rapped out a double for his
team's only extra base hit.

', The victory left the Indians
with a 9.6 rccord, while the
Orioles dipped to a 10-5 mark.

'Sports on T.V.

- When swimming off a

always trail a line 50 feet or
more, letting it stretch out in

juries to a minimum. And by ' the water in the direction the
all standards they have been tide is running. Should the tide

honors. and Day Publications

anonymously, but they must be
received at the Arlington of -

pools. Practices

lions

5 .p.m. Monday. The
number
of nominations for a
n
lice by

will

be held

presented to winners at
A schedule
meets follows:

5:55 p.m. Pootball, filmed
NFL highlights, ch. 32
6:25 p.m. Baseball, White
Sox vs. Cleveland, ch. 9

the

the

Day

Eastern to Host
a -s

t -face
A.A. U.

of _

JUly 21 - Lions at Mead-

Eastern

ows.

July 26 - Meadows at
Kopp
July 30

30.

'

Some 35 runners have entered -

.

-

---

University

Illinois

will host the first annual Pan ther- Pant at Charleston on July

July 23 - Kopp at Lions
Meadows at

.
August 6 - Kopp at.
Meadows.
August 13 - District wide
meet at Lions.

the 12-1/2 mile road race which

is officially .billed as the Cen
tral Amateur Athletic Union
kilometer championship.
Entries will 1* accepted this
20 -

week by meet director Dr. M.
Thomas Woodall.

Geurin Named

.

Trophies will be awarded to
first

the

five

finishers, with

Former Eastern Illinois Un- medals given to the next five.
basketball star Bill All runners finishing the race
Geurin has been named van- will receive some type of
'City
basketball
coach
at award.
iversity

Wabash

MGt.criCuarmn

Valley College
Ill. be the

full-time

in

first

willel,

TODAY

are made by

every day, and ribbons will be sports' department.

cage coach for the

six -year -old

college.

A

Coming UP

I

I

THURSDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS

1965

graduate of Eastern, he was
fourth on the Panthers' all-

Legion Baseball

time scoring list and was namFenton High School vs. Ar8 p.m. Golf, Wall vs. Janu- ed
successful, with the number suddenly sweep the swimmer
co -captain and most valu- lington at Recreation Park,
ary, ch. 32
able player on the. 1964-65 6:15 p.m.
of 'mishaps declining annual- away, he has a good chance of
9 p.m. Pocket Billards, ch. squad.
ly in proportion to the in- grabbing, the line. Tie a life
32'
creasing number who partici- ring or bouyant cushion to the
Waydnden Traveling League
pate in the sport each year.
end of the line for added proLadendorf at Suburban Heat-While safety is an around - tection. Always leave one pering, 6 p.m.
the -calendar item with all or- son aboard to operate the boat
.

stickers, ban- ermen is reaching acute proners,' etc., all underscoring portions.
Allen H. Seed. Jr., executhe importance of safety afloat. Altogether, 17 national tive vice president of KAB,
organizations headed by the says most boaters are not litposters,

All -Star Game Holds
Memories For Graham

Selling your home?
Call our

For the first time in recent - behind the passing of Sammy
memory Otto Graham will not Baugh. Washington was deep
be at the helm of the college in All -Star territory when

Man of the Map

All -Stars when they clash with Baugh spotted a receiver on the

the National Football League ten -yard line and fired.
champions next month.

But the former Northwestern

BUT DEFENDER Otto Gra-'

ham leaped high into the air
Browns star does figure to be and snared the pass 'on the
University

and

Cleveland

in the stands, since the annual three - yard line. He cut to the
grid classic packs some potent sidelines and found some running room. Blockers began to
personal memories for him.
form, and Graham raced down
U.S.' Coast Guard participate terbugs but those who arc inin Safe Boating Week.

clined to be careless in dis-

'

posing of sandwich wrappings,

ONE ALL-STAR game Graham will never forget is the
1943 affair when he was on the
college squad facing the Washington Redskins. The Redskins
had whipped the Chicago Bears
14-6 for the National Football

is Dr. cans, bottles or the like threaJohn Henderson, medical dir- ten the reputation or all boatector of Johnson & Johnson, ers.
Getting caught in the act of
who offers a number 'of ideas
to assure a happy and trou- littering can be costly. Mary 'land imposes fines of up to
ble -free boating season.
says
Henderson, S250, or jail sentences of up League title.
First,
But the All -Stars shocked the
every pleasure craft --'no mat- to 90 'days, for littering the
ter how small - should carry state's waterways. A litter- big throng at Soldier Field by
three basic types of safety bug in Texas can be fined up taking a two -touchdown lead.
Then the Skins started to move
life
preservers, to S200.
equipment:

and a veteran boater'

fire

extinguisher,

first

aid

kit. The first two, of, course,
are mandatory, but a first aid
kit, like the other two could
the difference between
life and death in an emergency.
Here are a few other re-

mean

commendations by Henderson:

-- Remember that a capsized boat will still float. Don't
try to swim for shore. Use
whatever

av ila

That's right. Instead of
swatting the ball on the Ily
or the first bounce with

.

fatalities

Among these dedicated men

(World War I).

feet:

You're, going to tell me you
never heard of codeball. And I
believe you. That's why I pick-

you might slide overboard.

with plea- boat anchored in tidal waters,

sure boating go all-out to hold

bute

that you can 'fall back on to
end the humiliation of those
dark moments when the conversation runs out and you're

soft -non-

ganizations concerned with thc in an emergency.
sport, the most emphasis on
Keep America Beautiful Inc.
'it each year comes with 'Nay
tional Safe Boating Week, set the national public service orthis year for July 3-9 by pro- ganization dedicated to the elclamation of President John- imination of litter, reports that
son.
a recent survey shows water National boating organiza- littering in the 50 states by
tions band together to distri- boaters, swimmers and fish-

Keeping Score
What do you know all about?

wear

occasionally in a family sport skid shoes aboard a boat.
.in which more than 40 million deck can get slippery and give
American men, women-and you some nasty bumps -- and
children take part.

ond time this summer.
ALL AREA athletes are
eligible for Athlete of the Week

sored swimming meets. . Tonight's meet will take place
at Meadows.
Children interested in par-

Kevin White blasted a three -

co A League.

Erick-

son (A), Christy (A), Herri

Tribe Tops
Orioles 5-1
run home run last night to

/Caine.

A 'list of individual first
_place_ winners by __agc group _

School, is receiving the athlete
of the Week honor for the sec-

ticipating in the program may single candidate will not dosign up at their neighborhood termine his selection. Seim-

CLUE 114 140ME. Mu -K./

and -under boy's crown went to
was tops in the
mixed diving race.

three hits, and the Brookers
did it in a 3-2 losing cause.
Kingman, who is also a stick out football and basketball
High
player for Prospect

Lions Park will face 'Mead- lington office at 217 S: Arlingpws Park tonight at 8 p.m. in ton Heights Road. Our telethe second of 'a series of Mt. phone number is 255-7200.
Nominations may be made
Prospect Park District spon-

1(1141GPMAN A1,2SO DRON/ St 114

MT. PROSPECT captured
two of the three diving firsts
available last night. The 14 -

nicked Kingman for more than

readers are invited to make
nominations. Nominations may
be made by telephone, by mail,
(n_ person -to- thee-Dayls-Ar---

Park 'Dist. Sets
Swllm Meets

that class.

-

-

'

the only one Arlington got in

Steve Reiser was Mt. Prospect's top scorer in
last night's park district swimming meet with Ar-

only one hit. Friday's win gave
Kingman an 8-0 record fOr the
KINGmAN
climaxed
an season.- He gave up, only ,five
almost flawless season 'as, the runs in his eight' starts this
Prospectors' top pitcher last - season. Two of his victories
Monday when he hurled a were two -hitters and three
seven -inning no-hitter at a were one -hitters. Only North-

ler's charges. Sigfusson won

squad's leading point getter of double winners dotted both both the 25 -yard backstroke,
with blue ribbons in the girls' rosters. Arlington had three and 23 -yard freestyle.
John and Jody Epstein also
15 and_o_ver_,_butterfiy i ndi- of them in the 11:12 class.
act -TOT rvidual medley, 100 -yard free- Ed Lauer and Steve" Balovv
style, and freestyle relay. Con- dominated the boys' field in Mt. Prospect in the 8 -and nie Foster captured the same that category. Laue won the under group with both of them
events in the 13-14 class for backstroke and' butterfly, .and earning ribbons in the butterMt. Prospect.

Arlington Heights, giving up

Kingman also drove in his
own winning runs by blasting
his sixth home run of the season with Ken Traversone aboard. Kingman leads the club
in the home' run department.

and

PAUL SIGFUSSON was the
backstroke, and freestyle. big noise in the boys' 8 -and under competition for Zwiss-

Heights both had one quadruple

baseball

Legion

two innings.

ton's triple winner, touching
first in the 9-10 girls' butterfly,

American
team.

Ridge batters and set the rival
squad down in order in all but

Prospectors, as they held their stroke and freestyle, and Gail
arch -rivals to one relay and a contributed wins in the girls'

Sandra Gabler was Arling- freestyle.

THE FIREBALLING' -right.bander picked up anOther vie

The rangy Proipect High School
senior struck out four Park

pect crew.
action was
division
Doug swam away from the
especially profitable 'to the boys' 9-10 field in the breast-

pair of individual wins.

been

tough Park Ridge Red team. brookl conference champions

each collected a pair of ribbons
for Coach Jim Zwissler's Pros-

13-14

They were especially strong
in the boys' I5 -and -over cate-

has

tory Friday when he pitched
mance. with 'the Mt. Prospect four scoreless innings against

STRUCK OUT COLII AND ASEt_

Cathy

Kingman

named the Prospect Day's Athlete of the Week for his parlor-

nizsmuNe caGunahionst

individual

PROSPECT'S

Pitcher Kingman
Wins 2nd Award

V.IbM9.011*PROSPEct
ACNILETe oc -me vosei

life

preservers are

le.

ver div off a boat unre of the depth
less y
re
and the nature of
of the w

Barber 9

over Homeowners' Association.
Rod Kiolbassa and Duffy
-a

three -hitter for the Barbers
who improved their league
slate to 8-2. it was Homeowners' fifth, losi in nine outings.

Now, many years later, Grawill not -be the boss -man
for the All -Stars because he
has taken a professional head
coaching job-with those same
ham

Ralph Brans

BRUNS
REAL ESTATE

Washington Redskins.

CL Is -8320

BILL KELLY SAYS:

STATION WAGON

9.00

FALCON
FAIRLANE

MUSTANG

FOR ONLY

,P
E
R

$464050

,

D

PLUS MILEAGE

SPECIAL RATES

Boys' Baseball Junior League
last night with a 6-5 victory

MciVayne collaborated 'on

GALA XIE

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

CORTINA

RENT A STATION WAGON

City Barber Shop continued

won the classic 27-7.

TORONADO

rent a new '66

PLAN YOUR VACATION

to lead the Waycinden Area

added another touchdown and

YOU CAN BUY A NEW

INCLUDES OAS & INSURANCE

Keeps Lead

the sidelines for a 97 -yard
touchdown gallop. The All -Stars -

at low rates from.
GEORGE POOLE (gid)

TORONADO
Only full-size car
with front wheel drive!
Flat doors Full -view sIde windows 385 -hp Toronado
Rocket w3 EnaineToronado's own brand of Turbo Hydra.
Made Delve Concealed headlamps Unique doh -free
ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest look in town!

400 W. NORTHWEIT,HWY,

ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL77-

CL .943141
NITER AND SUNDAY

CL 5-9889

MARTIN J. KELLY

otedOLDS MOBILE, INC.
5161 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

-

.

'

Learning Center a Puzzle for Dist. 57
officials of his "endorsement of this proposal as a co-operating and participating
school district."
administrative officer," told Dist.

sideration.

The board was the first in the Northwest suburban area to

Dist. 25 staff members and Sahlberg are expected to work

would iepresent pore than a single set=back.

Particularly bothersome to some members was the exact
relationship Dist. 57 would have to the center ai a partici-

TWO DISTRICTS within the Northwest suburban area, Dists,
54 and 26, are not expected to participate in the center, since
neither, supported Dist. 25 in' applying for the federal grant.

pant.

problems to the center for diagnosis and training.
,.

The artier, funded with $193,000 from the federal government, aims "to. understand more fully the physiological and
psychological factors influencing. learning and to relate these

dents' Council.
The.. council represents all feeder elementary and parochial

Dist. 57 originally supported the center. In a letter dated

funds.

ment project.
At a hearing held this morning in the court room of Judge

eling the buildings at Busse
and
Algonquin Rds.. public
nuisances.
'

Smith contends in his charCrooks

against

ges

documents sought

that the
public

are

contempt action against Crooks.
Crooks contends' that fees

of Mount

said

that ' under -Illinois' law,

due him for legal work connected with the Tally Ho pro-

ority to retain the records.

fusing to turn the papers over to the village. The former
village prosecutor said he was
within his rights to hold the
papers until he was paid the
fees

he claims are owed him

by the village.
At that time, Arvey reportedly told the village that

they could either pay Crooks
his fees or
the papers.

proceed

without

Prospect.

.1

He

Crooks- has no right or auth-

Randolph Bateman and Jack

THE FORMER village prosecuting attorney, who is one

Keefer chairmen.
About 60 people

of the organizers and attorney

the first meeting of the group.
They heard Bateman label the
RGA as a group of defeated
village politicians who were

for the Representative Government Assn., labeled the
move by the village a "harrassment."

P. Randolph Bateman, (left) and Jack Keefer, were named chairmen of "Citizens
To Keep Village Government"; an organization founded last night to battle the
Representative Government Aisn. in its quest 'to bring "city" government to Mount
Prospect. One of Bateman and Keefer's first moves was to appoint Tom Armen -

Crooks said, "The Tally Ho
suit has been dormant for two
years. The village is resurecting this suit now 'to embarass
me and to hinder the RGA

skis (right) finance chairman of the drive.

Combined
Appeal
Elects 3

movement."

RGA filed petitions

in vil-

lage hall Tuesday night seeking to change the present village form of government to a
city-aldermanic system.

Three members were added
to the board of directors of
the' Mount Prospect Combined
Appeal Wednesday.

The new members include
William Derr, John Roberts
and Mrs. W. R. Mottweiler Jr.,
who was elected secretary of
the board.
Meeting for a second time

. Trustee Frank Bergen 'voted against approval of the
Mount Prospect 1966-67 appropriation. ordinance of

in July because they failed to
quorum July 6, the
board approved a recommended
raise

$2,342,765 at Tuesday night's village board meeting.
The ordinance was adopted
by a 5-1 vote. All other 'trus- to July 31 in order to be in
effect during the fiscal year.
tees gave the document their
approval.
The levy ordinande is conwho

sits

on

the

board's finance cobimittee, ob-

jected' to the library appropriation of $135,500. He said that
the finance committee should
have the right to examine and
recommend adjustments in the
library budget as it does with
regular departments of the
village.

Trustee Joseph Grittani, who
presented the ordinance to the
village board on second' reading, said that the amount of

money levied by the board in
September will depend on what
the library actually receives
from tax sources.

LAST YEAR, the library
share of the village's tax levy
was' 9.5 cents of each $100
assessed valuation.

-If the board approves a full
levy requested by the library
board, it Will climb to 11.5
on each $100, just .5 cents

short df the legal maximum of
12 cents.

Grittani, chairman of the
finance committee has also objected to the library's increased

sidered in September.
year, the village levied

the

financial

paid

the village cannot legally pass.
The actual working budget,
earlier by the board,
determines spending.

NORTHWEST

emergencies, the appropriation

ordinance is about 5 per cent

Camp

higher than the actual budget.

that the village receives only

a part of its operating revenue
through real estate taxes. Other
revenue is collected through
sales tax and the municipality's
share of Motor Fuel Tax funds.

was

entirely

had been collected
pils.

Girls,

$3,000,

Salvation Army,

$600; Salvation
Arniy's Family Service Unit,
$1,800 plus $600.

WTTW (Channel II), $900
plus $300; Clearbrook School
for the Retarded, $3,600 plus
Northwest Suburban
Aid for the Retarded $1,200
$1,200;

----plus 5400.

school

is expected to end in the black.
program

Fire

plus $1,000;
$1,800 plus

Mayor Congreve pointed out

summer

Suburban
plus 52,000;

self-

from pu-

Hearing Set
On Flooding

the movement.

in
Elk
flooding problems
Ridge Villa.
Mount Prospect contends that

and south of Golf Rd., a new
development served by Util-

And 'Northwest Cooperative
Mental' Health Clinic, $1,800
plus

$600;

Cystic'

Fibrdsix

$600 plus* $200; National Kidney Foundation, $600 plus $200.

Also

Children's

Benefit

League, $300 plus $100; Arthritis and Rheumatism Fours 7,
dation, $610 plus $109; and
U.S.O., $319 plus $80.

ity.

Village engineers, and conUtility is providing inadequate
service by not building 'a lift sulting engineers for the san-

times

Five

last

year 'the

maintain

a

interested

this group of trustwo years until
village elections

Keefer
and
BATEMAN
served as campaign managers
for Congreve and , Trustees
Robert Colfer, Robert Teichert
and Joseph Grittani in the
municipal elections of 1965.

The group ran under the banners of the United Citizens
Party.

Bateman said that the RGA

lift is composed of former village

station would solve the flood-

officials who are out to regain

positions of power. "Our opUtility has refused to con- ponents have had 15 months to
struct a lift station and has undermine this village ading.

-

interceptor sewer ov- said that it has engineering
erflowed, flooding homes in alternatives. These alternatives have not been released.
Elk Ridge Villa.
Busse

only

are scheduled, not try to overrule the will of the people who
soundly defeated them at the
polls in April, 1965."

Mount Shire, west of Busse Rd.

itary district

village

elections up two years through

should wait
the regular

ility Sewer & Water Co. over

Cottonwood and
Busse to handle overflow from
the sanitary district line during heavy rain storms.

move

office," Bateman said. "They

merce Commission to hear the
village's complaint against Ut-

on

attended

tees and Dan Congreve out of

MOUNT Prospect took the
case to the ICC when the circuit court ordered occupancy
permits issued for homes in

An Aug. 10 hearing date has

been set by the Illinois Com-

station

to

"They are

ministration,"

Bateman

said.

Dan Gaffney. who was named
to top leadership in the Citizens
to Keep Village Government.

said. that the RGA was based
on a destructive, rather than
constructive philosophy. "Their
issue is not changing the govern-

Residents of Fairview Gardens

yesterday during an electrical
failure at a pumping station in
the area.

Served by Utilities. Inc., operators of I I suburban utility
companies, residents of the area

contacted

the

village

of.

Mount Prospect for emergen-

Gaffney said.

"Our biggest job," Gaffney
added, "is to convince the
voters that this is not a popularity contest
. that their
very future is at stake. I don't
.

.

.

ment here, and I am willing
to fight to prevent that."

cy service,

A Utilities Inc. engineer
arrived at the scene at 6:15
p.m. and reltored the service.
Residents reported they were.

GAFFNEY

five
five

The trial of George N. Polales, 42, of, 1534 Park Ave.,
River

Forest, for

battery

a-

gainst Mary Ellen Polales, 10
E. Golf Rd., Mount Prospect,
was continued until Aug. 25 in
Mount Prospect collitrAlursday.

Michael
of. Des

My ' sister, Lisa, is a'
years baby.' At night

Trial Continued

she sucks ber thumb? She

never picks up !her
clothes. Our room Is k'
mess.

S.S.

in

t

F.

McIntosh,

Plaines,

was

19;

found

day and placed, on she month's
court supervision.
McIntosh was accused of
"knowingly shouting -" iulgar
.words on a public street, in
such an unreasonable manner

to alarm and disturb an-

time administrator?"

The next meeting of the
group was scheduled for Monday night at the Bateman reil-.
dence, 307 Manawa Tr,

No Action
By ICC on -

Water Issue
There has been no action by

Illinois Commerce Com-

the

expand

its facilities

north of

Mount Prospect until it provides adequate emergency fac-

ilities in the event of a water
emergency.

William Ide, assistant water

Day yesterday that the matter
has been referred to the chief
commission engineer and to one
of the commissioners.

cumbeisome and more expen- than the informal session with

to operate than the current system with six trustees
sive

elected

at large and serving
the entire village.

the village on Monday,
I I, have been held.

July

LEE Perry, general mana-

"I compare the RGA to a ger of Citizens, told The Day

baseball team that lost," Gaffney said, "and now they want

to come back and steal

the

that he hoped the matter has
ended.

"Our wells are back in full
ball."
service.
The
emergency is
Keefer outlined the benefits over, Let this die down," Perof village government. He said ry said.
that as a citizen and a busiIde said that any formal notnessman in the community he ice of ICC action would be given felt comfortable in presenting directly to Citizens and the
his problems to a village board village.
of six men.

"I' come to the board with
confidence," Keefer said.

"If

$100 Fine

guilty of sdisorderly conduct in
Mount Prospect court Thurs-

as

WICRISIOWNYVISAWONNOVFONSIONtWaSNMON
.

that

said

.

Day

the

reality, a city type of governHe said that so far no specment, where 14 aldermen are ific action has been taken by
elected from seven wards, was the ICC. No hearings, other

.

Des Plaines
Man Guilty

to screen in

village to elect mayor and full

want a Chicago type of govern- engineer for the ICC, told The

"And they have made some they do not solve my problems
and the problems of the comheadway."
munity, I can vote against them
Listing the accomplishments
of the current village admin- as individuals when they stand
for re-election."
istration, Bateman said: "This
Keefer also pointed out that
board
has
virtually halted
under a city system, library
apartment
development
in
directors would be appointed,
Mount Prospect and has put rather than' elected as is now
the village on a business basis.
the case.
They are to be commended for
CLERK Monroe said that
out of water at 4:30 p.m. Nor- a fine job. The RGA is a group
mal pressure was restored a- of dissidents- . . . that's their the real issue jn this election
is the fact that if RGA is sucround 7:30 p.m. to more than leadership."
cessful in its bid, the village
200. homes effected.
Petitions bearing 1,800 sig- will probably lose the beneUtilities pumps from two natures were presented to the fits of the professional manwells into a 75,000 gallon tank village board Tuesday night
ager system now in effect.
calling for the referendum to
behind the pumping station.
change the present form of
"We interviewed 73 candigovernment to mayor -alder - dates for the post of manager,"
manic.
Monroe said, "and we selected
a highly qualified professional.
Will we find 73 people of equal:

Gripe
Of The

capabilities

ment, but changing the people mission concerning a village
who were elected in a landslide request that Citizens Utility
victory to run the government," Co. be refused permission to

Water Taps Dry.
As Power Fails

subdivision at Central
and Wolf Rds. were without waBoy Scouts, $4,200 plus $1,400;
ter for about three hours
Girl Scouts, $3,000 plus $1,000.,,.

YMCA. $6,000

To take into, consideration

57's

of its

follows:

passed

Dist.

out 60 per cent

pledge. The agencies receiving
money from this fund and a
recommended payment to 80
per cent distribution are as

guide to spending beyond which

machiOry of the village oper- supporting from $25 fees. He
ating.
calculated that about $13,000
By law, the appropriation ordinance must be passed prior

Complete distribution might
be accomplished by November

VILLAGE President Daniel
Congreve pointed out that the
appropriation ordinance is a

Summer school director A.
appropriation ordinance, how- John' Gattp said the .summer

to keep

80 percent of its pledge.

a tax for the Appeal's 1965:66
rate of 52.8 cents for $100 of pledge.
assessed valuation.
On Junc 30 the board had

budget. He urged passage 'of the
ever?

a

distribution of funds to reach

Last

Blade Ink
For Summer

attempting

in getting

Library Budget
Prompts No Vote
Bergen,

city.
"Citizens to Keep Village
Government" held ' its first
last
meeting
organizational
night in the home of Mayor
Daniel Congreve and named P.

records and belong to the village

vey. in Chicago on July 7 Crooks
outlined his rtasons for - re-

THE BOARD has 60 days
BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
to set a referendum date on
News Editor
"Those who know vote no!" the issue if -the petitions arc
This is the slogan of a newly ruled valid. Village Clerk
formed group of Mount Pros- Richard Monroe, also elected
pect' citizens banding together on the United Citizens ticket,
to combat the Representative said last night that It appeared
Government Assn, in its battle the petitions were valid and
to change the form of munici- that a referendum would have
pal government from village to to -be called.

order to demolish the abandonded apartment project, lab-

Crooks was
asked to respond to village
charges that he should be, held
in contempt. for his part in
withholding building permits

Newistand Price 10 Cents

60056

tirs `No' Vote

'

The village is seeking a court

Butler,

IN A HEARING before Master in Chancery Howard Ar-

No funds for transportation or liability insurance are pro-

Vitt -40 Sw..-ite

Mount. Prospect as asked -former. prosecutor...Kendal_

around
ject,
$1,200, have not been paid.

training will be given to the child's teacher in

vided for by the federal grant.

Mount Prospect,

A. Crooks to show cause why he should not be held in
contempt of court for refusing to turn over documents
to the village concerning the ill-fated Tally Ho apart -

to

1n -service

the teacher's home district.

ap

.FRIDAY,JULY 22.'1966

117 S. Main St.

Village Demands
Tally Ho Records

amounting

plans, for a -diagnosis that may last three days or a week.

Your. Home Newspaper

Volume 1, No. 68

R. Marlin Smith is reprethe
sensing the village in

THE CENTER has calculated that about one -fifth of the
children using the center will come from parochial schools.
Children will be taken to the canter, according to present

Telephone

roOett

Saturday;
'and
warm;
Chance
of thundershowers;
High in the upper 803.
mid -60s.

to the apartment project.

including the

program,

termine the center's policies.

dowdy

and other documents relating

for the center and could participate without reference to the
public school district they were in.

not be so until about Aug. 15, when the staff can begin to de-

Tonight: Partly cloudy; Low

Walker

chial schools had their own representatives in

BOARD MEMBERS were worried that by participating the

Another federal regulation that caused concern was the requirement that government money "supplement" sand increase
the, level of funds used for the center and not "supplant" local

WEATHER
the

On the question of whether Dist. 57's refusal to participate
would affect parochial school children, Hannum said that parothe planning

a

participates in a federally -financed
federal bus or lunch (milk) programs.

AT PRESENT, the center's staff is not complete and will

schools.

ly -elected board voting to disengage.

Hannum said federal regulations apply whenever a district

trict to the center will then be established.

schools in high school districts 211 and 214. The new center
will provide services fin all students in these districts and

the present board .liom voting participation and 'a subsequent-

with the Civil Rights Act.

The qualifications, of a child with severe learning problems
and the procedure for referral from a neighboring school dis-

.

This would' preclude. Dist. 57 from voting its participation
one month and its withdratval the next. It would also preclude

One of these was the penalty for alleged non-compliance'

solved.

was planned and developed by the Arlington Area Superinten-

that are binding fbr a school year.

disterct would become subject to federal regulations.

By October, the centeriis planning to begin operation. Then
many of the questions bothering the board may have been re-

out more information on specific plans for the new center.
Dist. 25 adopted Dist. 2I4's proposal for the center, which

Partly

-

desireable.

THE BOARD'S rejection of participation in the center is not
final. Members felt uneasy about committing the district with-

in

cant" for federal funds.

.

Hannum explained that school districts participate in a federal program like Dist. 25's by joint agreements or contracts

James M. Hannum, of the Cook County Superintendent of
Schools' office, told The Day that Dist., 25 is the "administrator" of the. center ,and any neighboring school district Mat participates is "partaking, of services" but- is- not a "co -appli-

Since the center was funded for three years, as a "pump priming", device to initiate new educational ideas, neighboring, school districts within Dists. 214 and 211 must underwrite the prograM by fiscal 1969, if it proves' successful and

factors to a specific program for each child,"

the size of the center's operation.

out a second presentation to the board this fall.

Non -participation by Dist: 57; now that. the center is tinkled,

The board's "no" vote Monday was balanced by High School
Dist. 2I4's "yes" vote Tuesday.

Dist. 57 any money. Exactly how much Dist. 57 would be asked to contribute afters federal funds arc spent will depend on

the center's operation that remain undetermined.

25

.

vote on the question of sending students. with' severe learning

AT PRESENT, Participation in the center would not cost

Several questions from board members pointed to areas 'of

Feb. 2, 1966, Dist. Supt. Eric A. Sahlberg, writing "as chief

BY BRUCE CUTLER
Dist. 57 board of education' 4 to 3 vote rejecting participation in Dist. 25's diagnostic learning canter' is due for recon-

For Checks

Delay Hearing
Hearings for three men involved

in

a

dispute

on

the

Mount Prospect Golf Course
are

scheduled

for

July

28,

rather than July 21 us reported in Wednesday's Day.

Grader, Auto
Tangle at
Intersection
Toni DiMucci, 31, of 907 S.
Candota, Mount Prospect, was

ticketed for failure to yield the
right-of-way after the

collis-

ion of a motor trader he was
driving with an auto.

DiMucci told police he was
driving

east

from

Pheasant

Ti..into Busse Rd. when the
grader collided with a car driven by Richard Vincent Turek,
30, of 2235 N. Latrobe, Chicago.

The grader was without vehicle
registration,
DiMucci
Robert H. Thorson, 28, was
fined S100 and placed on six said. Two hours after the accident
DiMucci
reported
he had
months probation in Mount
lost his wallet and he was drivProspect court- Thursday for
deceptive practice.

Thorson, of 4986A Algonquin Rolling Meadows, was

accused of' cashing $115 worth

ing without his drivers license.

Custodian Hired
Richard Rhode -was hired by

other and. to provoke a breach

of checks at Al's Old Town Dist. 57 effective July 5, us a

of peace.

restaurant.

custodian at 399 a month.
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I

Parllike

Kickball. Is a Girl's

Approved

me

Village

trustees

week

.this

,

approved a new pay scale .for
.police

and

firemen.

It

re-

presents a 5 per cent increase
over salaries paid during the
year which
fiscal
1965-66
ended April 31.
Payment, of the new scale he'
retroactive to May 1.
.

Salaries of the police and .
fire personnel from lieutenant
to patrolman and fireman are
set by board resolution. These
positions are under the jurisdiction of the fire and police
commission.
Salaries of

fire

the

chief

and police chief are set in the.
budget. The salary scheduled

."'7_;,.ifs$10110,111%

both Fire Chief Edwin
Haberkamp and Police Chief

for

Newell Esmond is $10,800.
Police lieutenants will earn
$8,820. Police sergeants and
fire lieutenants will be paid

It

$8,064. One salary, that of fire

autinant triapettdr,
,r

$8,424.

t,

THE POSITION of firemen mechanic has been establish-

.

,-"ifft1113

-cd-at-Ahe-annual-ratt.:91-17.800,---.Firemen - inspector has been
t at 57,

Patricia Rohrer, 13, of
Prospect,
Pella, Mount

115 S. Wademonstrates

Township
Grants

Railroad' Bridge Blaze
Delays Commuters

Air Rights

A large number of coin- blaze bent the rails on the
miters via the Chicago and main tracks used for the .sub North Western Ry.-from' the --a bit nc
-mu r t ra i n s
loop - were delayed. __several
An industrial track, byhours getting home' Thursday passing the mainline '; at Jibe
evening due to a trestle fife point of the' fire, was put into
on the main line
use and trains were .re-routed
.

The

Tovinship

Grove

Elk

the -Commonwealth_ Ellison Co

air rights for the construction
of an electrical tower adjacent
_tptowtship_property_ _
Power lines will overhang

on township property near the
Northwest Tollway
During last night's meeting
the board voted to contact the
state for permission to install

stop signs at the exits of the

5 Recommendations
-OiresefiO For Language Arts
Robert E

MT. PROSPECT

- CHOP SUB
416 W NORTHWEST HWY
MT PROSPECT. ILL

Anderson,

Dist.

57 assistant superintendent for
instruction, listed five recom
mendations of a committee on
language atts in his first report to the board of education
this week.

Anderson, in the absence of
Eric A. Sahlberg,

Dist Supt

PHONE

259-3902

presented

the

administration

_

.

"

.

'

.

I. A basic core text book
should be approved' on an in-

terium basis of a year or two
until the committee can select
a more permanent text.

.

h d'

'

Monday

members

returned to his office for final
approval. The four vacancies
have .not

for which teachers

been found are in the areas of
counselor, audio -

visual in-

structor, biolcigy and physical
science.

LOWRY says that 431 teachwill be returning to the

'2. A district wide workshop district for the 1966,67 school
instituted year. Teachers coming to the
at the intermediate and junior district for the first time will
institute should be

field of language arts.

3. Junior high school teachers asked for a .short-term
workshop

to

assist

them

in

learning how to teach the basic
field of reading at the advanced
level.

4. Teachers at Central Junior High School requested an
opportunity to experiment with
teaching
where
each
would be able to teach his
strongest subject.
5. A special spelling program should be inaugurated
team

for college -bound students who
'are bored with their present

number approximately 159.

"We arc in good shape as
far

as

hiring

.

goes,"

says

Lowry but adds that he must
do careful screening to select
the type of teacher that is desirable in the district.

A teacher usually is interviewed on a three - fold basis. Lowry makes the initial
interview and introduces the
prospective staff member to

the philosophy, of the district.
The principal in the selected
school sees the person and
tells them what he expects

from teachers in his building.

Then the department or division head interviews the can -

spelling exercises.

THE

COUNTRY CLUB
THEATRE

No one should be left to choose
memorial property alone

PROUDLY PRESENTS

Low Musill's
'TALE TELLERS'
(WITH THE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE*

"I'm so thankful we decided to buy memorial property now,
before we need It.

It was such a comfort to be able, to select

"HANSEL AND GRETEL"
Children
Country Club Adults
$2.00
$1.00

a pleasant spot that suited, us both, free from any pressure
or financial worries When I think of the unnecessary suffering
my friend went through alone, Just because her family hadn't
planned in advance. I realize how much we have added to our
family's security

I

NIMR! I RESTAURANT

inthe.Oin Orchard Country Club, Rand Is Euclid, ML Prospect

"We chose Memory Gardens for many reasons, Memory Gardens natural beauty is so comforting
It doesn't look like
ordinary cemeteries Instead of headstones, handsome bronze memorials are set level with the lawn so that every section looks
like a private garden. There are flowers and trees on every
side and we particularly like the religious art and sculpture.
Memory Gardens is so attractive that It gives us an entirely

son,

2501 E. EUCLID AVE:
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL,
Please send a FREE copy of your' illustrated brochure with
full information and prices on single and family memorial

For Immediate Need Call 3 12 -CL 5-1010

son to John Pitcairn, S25.20:
739 S. Ridge, Donald Kirkham'
to Jess

W.

Kunkel, $35.20;

Luebke to-Norman:9:
Jr.. $26.40;

603

S.

$21.45: '551

Merle,

E.

Faces Charge.
Of Shoplifting

Mrs. Janice M. Burns, 28,
of Elk drove, was charged with

.rel9scd. on_ _

,,-She was accused, of taking
Martin K.' *Koester to Arthur
45 worth of merchandise
R. 'Anderson. S16.95: 1824 N.
from Montgomery Wards in
Walnut. Lawrence Decker to
Clifton Lawson, 525.30; 1709 Randhurst.
Trial is set in, Mount ProsDrury. D.S.P. Bldg. Corp: ":

'''.

to Floyd V. lookout. S26.95;
L. Fogleman. $38.50;
1711 N. Drury.. D.S.P. Bldg.
Corp. to Floyd V. lookout,

pect court for Aug. 18.

Supervision
.

drivers
yoked by the

licenses

'

in Mount Prospect
Thursday for .shoplift-

S26.95: 454 Banbury. William ervision
H. Ball 'to. Samuel H. Clark court
ing.
Jr.. 564.90.

as

Office of the

Secretary of State.

Fourteen

licenses suspendthree were granted

drivers ' had
and

ed

probationary permits.
Ernest V.
Ippolito,

NV,

%V,
Davidson. $18.15: 525
Audrey, George I. Calder to
Wolfram Tetzlaff, $18.15.

re'

.

Carol Heuss, 18, of Itasca,
was placed on a year's sup -

Two area drivers have had Walter A. Astiach Jr. to Thom-

' their

Nineteen of the transfers
were recorded in Arlington
Heights. They, were:
130 N.
Regency. Chic'ago

202

Maple Ln., Prospect Heights,
received a revocation for conviction of driving while intox-

Title and Trust to Herbert L.
Protheroe,

530.80;

430

S.

Gibbons, August W. Dunsing

icated.

to George C.' Behrens, $30.25;
2608 BelAire. CT&T to Hal
Langer, $31.35; 1538 Haddow,

The license of William B.
S. Mitchell,
Arlington Heights, was revokSwarthout, . 741

John K. Stoltzner and Assoc.
ed after he was convicted of to Anthony J. Tomaso, $42.35;
permitting

fraudulent

the license.
Erskine

-

L.

of

use

Feemster,

'

907 W. Sigwalt, John V. Ralsto George C. Anderson,
$20.90:, 520 S. 'Mitchell. S.
Fredric Marks to Robert E.
on

37

Oak,' Arlington Heights, had

his license suspended for con- Mede, 514.75; 2221 N. Huron,
viction of driving while in- Thomas D. Campe to Joseph
toxicated.

R. G. Damien, $26.40.
Also, 601 E. Ivy Ln., Ivy

Suspended for conviction of
three violations are:

t.

Hill, Inc. to Donald W. Wet Richard H. Anderson, 916 zell, 541.25; 215 E. Lunwood,
N. Chestnut, Arlington Heights; Marvin R. Sherman to Walter
William F. Asbell Jr., 602 E.

Bruning Co.
tha, Mount Prospect; James' Manager
E. Ogle, 30 Cedar, 'Arlington v
is Named
Heights.
Ivy

Ln.,

Arlington

Heights;

Carl H. Granath, 1715 Mar-

Ronald A. Seegers, 303 S.
Louis, Mount Prospect; Rob

Jack

ii

Williams of Guilford,

St

ert A. Wakely, 817 N. Hick- Conn., has been promoted to
ory,

Arlington

Heights;

Du- manager of office services for

ane H. Yetter, 1146 N. Dry- the entire Charles Bruning Co.
He will- move his family to
den, Arlington Heights; Wilham W. Faust, 1314 W, Clar _
endon, Arlington Heights; Ronald W. Pitney, 1111 Hemlock,
Mount Prospect, Warren B.
Rogers,

108

N.

Eastwood,

the Mount Prospect area this
summer.

A Service 'Of Dignity,
Beauty ... In Our Chapel

Park

Above-Emerson

was

the scene of the annual moth-

for permitting the fraudulent ers and daughters baseball
game. Taking a swing is Sandy
use of his license.
Duane M. Leith, 39 Judith Joer, a park_ district superAnn, Mount Prospect, Norman visor who shows that . women
P. Trampf, 1409 Rand, Ar-. can swing just as bard as men.
lington Heights, and,. Frank
.

BUSINESSMEN'S
LUNCHEONS

FROM 11:30 TO 2:30

The atmosphere of deep reverence prevailing in our
chapel aids in making the funeral service a lime td
Be remembered -and cherished ....lasting memorial

Right -- The final score
was. 25 - 1, the Blue Bombers
over the Blue Angels. Mrs.

Marmite Raufenberg, 316 N.
Emerson, tikes a healthy cut.
with the bat.
Photos by Dan Batas

PRIVATE ROOMS,

WEDDING PARTIES,
AND BANQUETS"'

to loved ones.

Join Us In'Some Fun
And Sing -Along

FRIEDRICHS Funeral Home
HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR,

With Big Hal

GUNNELL'S

320 W. Central Rdad .
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

.

. at Northwest 1-1;way

Ph. 255-7800

RESTAIMANT St

HERMAN F.
KOENEMAN
for

DEMOCRATIC
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
Integrity
'Capability

Honesty

mr.pli/2

& RT. 811.

COCKTAIL LOUNGE PHONE a 3-81' 79

-

Damon, S300 bondTuesdays

gene

Backed by 44 Years Experience
STATE

William H. Nelson,' S11.00:
1612 Kasper, Paul A. Richard-

H. Dickenson, $31.90; .123 W.

man.

The annual salary for policewomen assigned to the Mount

CG.rovPectersAcibne,rtS1w1.55:Bitle5n W. PrdsPect force is S5,532.

125 N. Regency CT&T to Eu-

GUNNELL'S

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS

"

.

Central Land Corp. to Harold

.

ZONE

.

For The Finest In Food

1

MEMORY GARDENS'

CITY

until the maximum is attained.

.1

Ammo

ADDRESS

Jeffrey,

1513

an 'additional increase of $10

Arlington Heights, were grant clid, Arlington Heights.
Frank W. Chambers, 520 ed probationary driving per S. Pine, received a suspension mils.

Memory Gardens is .non.sectarian, therefore
there are no separate sections by friths.

.

S31.90;

months of sery ice, they receive

rence .1.'§chwartz, 205 E. Eu- W. Wenner Jr., 505 Mayfair,

To receive full Information about beautiful Memory Gardens,
we urge you to mail this coupon today,

NAME

Mount Prospect.

Manchester. William A. MacDonald Jr. to Arthur J. Lahay,
$18.15: 213 W. Norman, Alan
C. Wurneke to Robert E. Guz-

Mount Prospect; Michael E.
2709 N. Vista,
Arlington Heights, and Law-

"The management of Memory Gardens has pledged constant
care of the beauty which willkeep Memory Gardens an Inspiring
testimonial to eternal life. Under their Permanent Maintenance
Fund and Endowments, our property will be devotedlygroomed
and cared for always. Many families today are wisely including
the purchase of memorial park property In their plans for complete family protection. Memory Gardens' modest Monthly
Payment Plan is designed to fit each family's needs."'

sites at Memory Gardens

in
were

transactiOns

recorded in

State Acts
Against
Drivers

Schumacher,

new feeling about cemeteries.

om

SEVEN

each 11,000

'

ers

high school levels to let teachers get to know more about the

for

_Stamps

.

LOWRY says that the policy market 'value
seycrat_i!acTews is pre;

revInues

federal

New teachers are distribut- The/ were.
If school were to open to ed throughout. the district in ' 211 N. Elm, James L. Al.the
morrow we would have only
five high schools, Arling- bertz to Howard W. Westphal,
four vacancies in' the teaching ton; Prospect, Wheeling, For- 520.90: 1514 Mitchell. Central
Land Corp. to Carl B. Carlstaff," Lowry told board of cst View and Elk.Grdve.
em

. are about 13 vacancies but several contracts have not been

.

in

SI.10

ferret butalways

He says that officially there

commendations:

pectcd in the department.'

neld for, High.,5,chool Dist. 214
thefall 590.
rcporb that
certificated personnel will be' possible to follow that format.
format

night."

The new committee, he said,
had made these tentative re-

realestate transfers
g vcs
em a spe - in Wheeling Township . last
outline of what' will be ex - Week. Prices.. are indicated by

Lowry is director ofperson-

education

position to the board.

DiCedsooksidC000yunty. oRcnrdreeprolotf..

a e an

y

590 of them.

.

at a time Koval
The fire damaged atrestle over i t
thar-hr 5:30 --.p.ir:--crewsjust south of - the' railroad's
Edison Park Station on the were working to replace the
North side of Chicago.
damaged track.
No estimate of the cost of .
Frank KM,al head of the
railroad's public relations de- the blaze was available from
partment, said the fire started railroad officials. The cause
at about 4 p in The heat of the has not been determined,

Town Hall parking lot

TO TAKE OUT

**

.

Upon completion of each six

County Recorder Lists
26 Property Transfers

Four Openings
nDist: 214.Staff
tiring an, apple for the teacher
-today- he -would need almost

starting scale is based on $60
a month lesathan the full, rate.

ing on "first base".

carellti about traffic and never play at dusk."

diamond on the street.

kick -ball game played with a volley ball.

Board of Auditors has granted

.

Jennifer Roberts, 11, of' 112 .S. Wa- se Policemen860. and firemen will
Officer Raymond Lessner, who patrols S. Wa-Pella,
Mary Ellen Rohrer, 2, watches her sister' Patricia
reaches, for a fly ball while: stand- earn 57,500 'maximum. Their
Pella,
as
they're
play kickball, street -style. The girls .painted a baseball says -it's OK for the kids to play "as long

CITIZENS FOR HERMAN KOENEMAN
Ruth Murawski, chin.
(PaldPeliticatAdverthanent)

.

.

Its

The Day's Prospects

Two rea mists in Awards
BY DOLOR ES HAUGH

"The Lutheran Brotherhood
Fine Arts program is, dedicated to promoting the fine arts,
both sacred and secular among

Lutheran students of art in Anierica,

providing

encourage-

ment and Stimulation ill the at-

tainment of high standards of
.achievemsnt -andoriginality; of
expressiO through the various
media, sponsoring exhibits and
performances within the Lutheran
and

Nancy Arndt and Robert Scherpelz receive Fine Arts award of the

Branches
Brotherhood
throughout the United

hibition the following mat be
done: a 2 inch x 2 inch trans-

purchased by the brotherhood
TWO categories of awards
held have been established, a Purbe
Prejudging will
,March P.,. 1967 and entrants, chase Award and an Exhibition
will be .informed if their works Award. A total of more' than
are to be sent to Minneapolis' $3,000 was given in awards in
Final 1965:
for further judging.
'Purchase Award's are for art
judging takes pluce. March 18
and. April 11 through the 23 are work which is purchased by the
the dates set for, the Lutheran brotherhood to add to' it's per-

pa,rency of; the original word

Center Art Exhibit held at the

Eligible for the awards are

So states the bro-

States "
chure

any persons interested in art
Two students of the. area. expressions including painting,
hove received awards offered sketching, and sculptoring.No
set.
are
during the last session. They age °limitations
are Nancy Anne Arndt, daugh-'
.

to of Mount

Prospect

resi-

dents Mr. and Mrs. John P.
Arndt, and Robert Scherpelz
of Prospect Heights, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. ScherBoih

pelz.

presented

were

with the awards at St. Paul's
during

Church
Lutheran.
special service.

a

IN ORDER to enter the ex-

of art

must be

sent

to the

Lutheran Brotherhood in Minneapolis, Minn., prior to February 11, 1967.
All entries

:5

Oz.

_daughter_gt. _

n,

1,;;;A7::14'4.--"Etz.

Volunteers Help Children

" Cheeri-aids are Carol Davies, Marcia Enright, Patri;ia Kerr, Mary Lund,
" Mary Lynn, Linda RAI,
Karen R u e f f e r, Debbie
- Slack -and Linda. Wadle and -

The Volunteer Auxiliary for
'the Cook County .Children's
Hospital meets in homes of
the -members from 8:00 to 8:31)
the 3rd Thursday of each
month.
They recently delivered a

DarcyBandu.

urch School
Adopts Two
Children

The Prospect Heights Community Church School had adopted
2 children through the Child Sponsorship plan of the Hong Kong

director of youth education at
St. Mark Church in Mount

Council of the. Church of Christ in China. .

offering in the
Church School each year with

enjoy

assistance from the Adult

ience

with

with

copies

They will work under

night
making
usable
for
cloihes. and toys are needed.

adopted., chil-

the

the youth Fellow- dren who in return write them
of

their report

The Church School children

Fung Tai,
since 1962.
on March 9,

She was born

do

ironing

for neighbors

S a vi or and 1" is for age
kindergarten
7th grade.

contests for writing.

session

the

theme of which will be "My
through

It will be headed by Lorraine Nyberg, superintendent,
and Gretchen Hedstrom, assistant superintendent.
Anyone interested in registering children should call
.

Mrs. Lorraine Nyberg at 8247281.

THE COUPLES Club of the
Lutheran Church of Martha
and Mary held a Luau on Sunday, July 17th.

recently transferred to Greenville, S.C.
Mrs. Ring has
served the nursery school, for

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Roy-

ster and Mr. and Mrs.

Ery
couple

Memorial
Serpice
The Prospect Heights Community Church will hold a
memorial service at 9:30 a. m.
Sunday, for Mr. and Mrs. Leo
Sacre.

The couple, long-time members
of the church, were
drowned on a canoeing trip in

At the request of neighbors
and friends a memorial fund

CHIU WAI Chung, the boy

from Hong Kong,

has

been

has been established

supported by the church since
1964. He is 10 years old and
was born in Shantung, China.
His father is a medical doc-

CHIU WA1 CHUNG

He left China in 1961 with
settled

and

in. Hong Kong with his uncle

Mis. Madlyn Flade,. Church
School'Superintendent, is in
charge of the program.

Open House

Thierfelder were,' the
toplan the Luau.
The---Nprthwest Covenant
Anyone interested in join-, Church vacation Bible school

at 259-0233 or Mr. Jack children

are

invited

to

4873: "

formal "farewell" to

be

held

the "Tarragon
Saturday,
Club" of ,St. Raymond's Cathlic Church, will attend the
performance of Andy Williams
and Henry Mancini in McCormick Pl.
The group will leave St.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

-

between

services

Sunday

in

the Fireside Room.

Women's Lutheran. Council of
Greater Chicago.

LAKE BRIARWOOD

Raymond's lot at 4:45 p.m.
Dinner will follow the shoW.

fishing and you don't have to go to

Boating - swimming

Eagle River, Wis: It's' right near Northwest forprestotay p.nd

THE'JULY 27 'golf outing
'LangGroire-Cotintry Club
is 'open to all members' of St.
Raymond's.

If you have not

signed up call Bill Burns, 2595397, Ted Jozwiak, 255-0882,
Anyone willing to furnish a Larry Ostling, 439-8587 or the
cake and visit with the ser- rectory, 253-2444.
vice men and women please . ,

,

O'Hare airport. 3 bedrooms, 2 bath', 26,ft. family room,
$40,900
kitchen with built-ins
123 8. ARLINGTON HTS. RD.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000 ' -s

150 S. MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7150

.

call Mrs. Quill at 392-3055.

Area Couple
At Baptist
Convention
American Baptist AsWis.,
Green Lake,
held a conference meeting July
.The

sembly,

16 through 23.

The theme, One Message -

Mission, was based on
loyalty of men to their famiOne
lies.

Discussions centered on

how the church can fulfill its
within the American
Baptist family.
Attending the conference are

mission

.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarke C. Robinson from the South. Church,
Community -Baptist Church of
distinguished

Service, Hong Kong, and Neal

Dorsch, who has worked in
schools and hospitals in Van-

KOSKE
PORT MOTORS
450 N. HICKS RD. - 358-5750 -PALATINE

ga, Congo.

ACROSS FROM PALATINE SHOPPING PLAZA

IWC*?.,..;ZLZ

3 Bedroom Brick Ranch on

h,

large

/.4.

sa_Asiii6;

beautifully landscaped

lot. Large family size kitchen
I

4

A CHILD

1.

with stove and dishwasher. Attached garage. Vacant ....
$20,500

and dothing es well as protection. bee.
so, if we map, Christ as ow persons!
Saviour, we NKOMO the children of Ord

at-

honing on his wry:in.:lop arms. He must

tend.

hie to guide wad protect. What bettor

Country Club

for.an evening
of fun see

-

Anyone interested may call
Mrs.. Robert cutmann at 259-

Is dependent upon his parents for *4

AIR CONDITIONED
The Northwest Suburb's
iOn6) Professional Thealre.

many,

guests were Dr. and Mrs. Elbert E. "Pearly" Gates, former Director of Church World

The wives of the pastor and Lavern Kron, vice-chairman,
Kopke,
secretary,
the Church
Councilmen of Robert
Grace Evangelical Lutheran Richard Koenig, financial secChurch,
Prospect
Heights, retary and Ray Mularie, treaswere honored at a special din- urer.
'
Attending from Des Plaines
ner on July 13th.
The dinner was in apprecia- were; Tom 'Radtke, Fred Brotion for the encouragement and berg, Arlyn Hedin, Harold
assistance given the men as Gustafson, George Miller and
they fulfill their elected, posts George Christensen. The men
from Mount Prospect were Ed
in the congregation.
Eugene
DiBlasi,
The smorgasboard was ar- Waldusky,
ranged by Hiram Hanson and George Malmberg, Nicholas
Ford, Hiram Hanson, Robert
Arlyn Hedin.
Albert W. Weidlich is the Eklund along with Don May of
pastor.
The councilmen of Buffalo Grove,_ Lavern Woods,
Grace Lutheran Church are: Wheeling.

pella, may contact James Hor- All parents of the Bible school
Reitz at 439-0041'.

Her

years.

friends arc invited to an in-

Mount Prospect.
the
Among

'

ing the Couples Club of the will hdve an 'open house for
Lutheran Church of Martha the parents, with a special
and Mary, Golf Rd. at Wa- program, tonight at 7:30 p.m.
an

their memory.

Dinner Honors
Church Wives

old.
his grandmother

to pur-

chase a pew for the church in

tor and his mother a nurse.
He has one brother 6 years

have been unsuccessful.

Each month two couples are
picked to plan the affair of the

extends a sad
to the Ring family,

Canada.

Wai
church grounds with Japanese Chung occupies a bed space
located
on
the
balcony
of
his
lanterns lighting the area. The
31 people attending were giv- uncle's flat.
He is in fourth grade in a
en leis and flowers for the
women's hair. Games, com- Christian school and came out
munity singing, food and a first in a class of .44 students.
Wai Chung's parents have
special
"Witches
Brew",
made 'of cut out watermelon tried repeatedly. -to get perwith a punch, were the fea-' miision to leave China, but

club.

farewell

very much and has won two

The Luau was held on the who earns $91 a month.

tures of fun.

seminary this Fall.

Si. MARK

e-.

to

month. She has 2 sisters and
4 brothers.
They live in a cubicle and
half balcony of an old concrete
building
without
sufficient
light or ventilation.
1p Fung Tai likes school

,groups

.

earn extra money. Her sister works in a sewing factory
and their combined income amounts to 61 U.S. dollars a

The Lutheran Church of
Martha and Mary will hold Vacation Bible School from Aug.

ci
several

on Saturday, Aug. 13 by the

IP FUNG TAI

so limited the mother has to

Aug. 15-26
15 to Aug. 26.
The
school

'

helped

1952 in Hong Kong to a baker
and his wife. Their income is

Vacation
School
.

been

55492. "

St. Raymond
'Theater Date,
Golf Outing

mittees.
tern to succeed Arland Jacobson, who returns to the

dividuals in the congregation

THE GIRL;

25.

has

Volunteers from St.:. Mark
arc . asked to be hosts and
hostesses at the USO Center

the

the

St. Mark will not have an in-

cards.

has

which

club,

The

pastors and
the'Youth and Education Com-

direction.' of

neapolis,Minn.

dition. any 'soft cotton 'fabric clusively.

Prospect.

writing, letters sharing
their school and home exper-

701 Second Ave. South: Min-

except .those which, have been

'

St. Mark's Sets
Summer Plans
Mrs. June Blomberg will
remain as secretary of education to assist Mr. Holman

works will be returned prepaid

toys to the childrens ward. and members, was affiliated with.
are now working on a new sup- the Volunteers of Cook County 'bin has branched off to take"
ply for the fall.
Used clothing in good' con- care of the childrens ward ex-

large shipment of 'clothes and'

two children.

ist.

to Lutheran Brother- artist with all the conditions
hood unless they are -requested' mentioned above.
For additional information
'Page 3 'by .the brotherhood after prewrite to The Fine Arts Comliminary judging.
After the exhibition all mittee', Lutheran Brotherhood.

Friday, July 22, .19,66

Malmberg, '
Geoyge
busily execute their duties
as Cheeri-aids at Holy ,'
Other
Hospitals
Family

Mrs.

helps to the support of these

public

shipped

berg, daughter of Mr. and_

Daily Vacation Bible School and interested in-

for

Exhibition. Awards are given
to Works selected for exhibit.
during the month of April.

Wks of art must not be compliance on the part of, the

and Mrs. Kenneth
and Lynn Malm1.411se,

Mr.

ble Class',
ship, the

manent collection
showings.

WORKS offered for ',exhibireach Lutheran Brotherhood no
The tion by persons other than the.
later than March II.
works_ will._bc insured by, the artist must he accompanied by
brotherhood during transit and - the artist's written consent.
while on exhibit. If the entry The sending of a work of art to
is rejected it will be returned this exhibition "will be understood_, to_iotty4nagreement of
to_th entrant prepaid.

ap AT WM

Cheery -Aids

A special

Lutheran Brotherhood Building in Minneapolis.
There is no entry fee or
charge and all Lutherans are
encouraged to enter. Entries

for final
Entrees chosen
judging are shipped collect. to

Holy Family

.

copies

The number of awards will
are limited to two per person. depend on the decision of the
, Photography entries must be judges.Anyone wishing to purblack and white prints 8"x10" chase the exhibition, pieces will
be advised to contact the artor larger.

Lutheran Brotherhood of Minneapolis, Minn., from Paul K. Lauver (right).
.

must be original paintings, not

I HI AIRS

/HST Alltditi 1

'CRITICS tilltt:rErE:rx.
CHOICE'
new comedy by Ira Levin.
a

Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:80

Sunday at 7:30'

Box Office Opens Daily 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Reservations B Mail Or Phone CL 9-5400

inswancel
"Unto you thereto; which
preciosm ..." 1 Pifer le?

`*ilia

Prospect
Heights
Baptist :Church
(Affiliated with ConserViitive Baptist Associatioil)'
E. of

in Downtown

'

Rt. 83 at McDonald and Wheeling Roads

Rev. Robert E. Rushing. ptudar Parsonage: CL 5-1394 ,
Sunday Bible school 9:30'a.m. Claises for all ages. Morning,

DOunstosess

Arlington /frights

Mount Prospect

28 E. Northwest Hwy.

104 E. Northwest Hwy.

Call CL 3-111100

worship 10:45 a.m. Junior church, ages 8 to 12. Evangells-J
tic service 7 p.m. Nursery for morning and evening services.
,Wedneiday, 7:30 p.m., Hour of Power ccinductei by pastor.

---Call CL 3.9111
Member M.A.P.,
Multiple Listing Service

..14*-

A

tt
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Some Day

.

- Harold L. Slichenmyer is a

.Slichonmyer is the modern

myth..
Harold L. Slichenmyer is the
man -who devoted 2J years. to
the development of High School

version of Old Mother Hubbard

Witrall the kids who lived in
the shoe. There are kids all

ored upon his retirement by not

over the place. Slichenmyer
built Prospect High School,
Wheeling High. School, Forest

having 'a high school named.
after him.

Grove High School.

District 214. He is being hon,

should

payers

.

they sent his pension check.

around the countryside, other,
wise they will' miss the new

Ordinary people have no idea
of what is involved in building

ones.

a

high school. Some people
might try putting an' addition
on their house or contracting
for a garage, but they are only

scratching the surface.
Slichenmyer is ."a

days's standards.

or Send.
The school board

simple education wing of eight
. nasium sends them into hiding.
Sfichenniyer built and built.
He put every -one of those kids

fitting tribute to a -man who devoted 21 yelksl to the district

in a classroom, which Is a lot
better than ,Mother Hubbard

during its mot crucial times.
It 'rebels because his, name is
not common like Johnson, or

modern

They had a party for Slichen' Myer at the school board meeting Tuesday night and they gave
him a pipe. if he practices

smoke rings carefully enough
he, might float his name over
the district some day like the
sky writers of old.

The new school that shOuld
kgically be -named

Jones, or Smith.

naming Slichen.
Instead °
myer High School as brave men
would, board members decided

to serve coffee and cake. They
' named the cake Slichenmyer
and spread the letters across

Slichen-

of the

Because

very corn-

tion and control have gotten
^ out of proportion. This is one
,....z..____a_the_pojmi,,,ritgcle in a recently `released position paper

by the Republican party as it
brings

before the Ain anticipa-

issues

merican people

'

tion of the Nov.. 8 general election.
The federal government is
deeply involved in the transportation business, itself.
'Uncle Sam is' the largest
borrower,
largest
insurer,
largest lender, largest landlord, largest shipowner, largest. ,truck operater, largest
shipper and even operates its
own air lines and railroads.

.

In the face of this tremew

-

compedous competition
tition that largely ignores the
profit motive - the private

---transportation-'--industry---must
11, operate and survive.

Certainly, a large of part of
the government's involvement

in transportation is in the best
of

interest

national defense.

These are times. when troop
trains arc once again familiar

the frosting.

myer High School has been
named Willow High School, a

Vantage Point
- plexity- -of - the transportation
industry, government regula-

And then they sat around and

.

by Jack Vandermyn

that the transportation inOcean shipping is supported dustry should be free of regTransportation is
of paying its fair share of the by a system . of subsidies for ulation.
costs of providing such facil- ship construction and even for far too basic to the economy
to be left to the law of the
ities through private invest- their operation.Highway transportation is jungle -- or the Jimmy Hof ment.
ery corner of the world.
This type of government in' `-'11 is in the area of federal made possibre-througr% -Ted= firs.
But to what degree should
volvement in transportation is subsidy that the report treads era! system of roads, fedaccepted by the Republican po- on, touchy ground. Historic- erally financed in part and this regulation be enforced?
sition report. What 'the GOP ally, the government has been maintained 'by state and local Too much regulation acts as
an opiate, sapping the indusdoes not accept is government involved, through subsidy, in governments.'
try of its incentive for free
operation of transportation financing of private trans..;
ME Reptiblican position pa- enterprise .development. Not
facilities in competition with portation facilities.
Railroads were encouraged per points out all these ex- enough regulation could harm
free enterprise.
.
"We believe that in the ab- in their pioneer days through amples of federal assistance the public interest.
SOMEWHERE, there must
sence of 'national defense con- land grants, loan guarantees to the transportation industry
sights

military convoys

and

roam the nation, making the
resources of war available to
troops fighting in Viet Nam
and guarding freedom in ev-

transportation industry the
,obligation and responsibility

locki and public wharves.

.

siderations,

the

federal

gov-

and tax incentives.

ernment should. not transport
EVery major air line has
person's or property which received some form of govprivate carriers art fit, Wil- ernment assistance, either in
ling and able to -.car6," the their early days through .air

mailcontractsortoday

report states.
.

.

through route protection.

and concludes, "all modes of
transportation are -important

years

going,

Father Leo

P.

a

One mode of transportation There must be an admission
should . not be advanced at the

BASICALLY, the Republican
Most airports used by ma- expense of another."
In calling for a cabinet
report recommends .that the jor air lines were built by
goVernment's role in trans- federal grants. . Our national level Department of Transportation-shoUld.'favor private system_ of airports -.would. fiCit _portation,. the GOP does not
enterprise, encourage compe- be financially possible with- seek to further regulate the
tition and ensure the consu- out federal, state or munici- industry, but rather to pia vide 'a top advisory commit-.
,mer of efficient, frequent and pal assistance.
is tee to recommend how the
reliable transportation at a
transportation
Barge
fair price.
promoted by construction at government can best aid the
This philosophy goes ' one federal expense of extensive industry.
Few people would argue
step farther and places on the canals, navigation channels,
,

.

"Honor,the'oqinal dream lvalways lealauslykeeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity;"

.

Just how effective the outcome will be' depends to a
great' extent on the representatives elected by the peo-

Marshall. Field

ple in November.

They indicate, through their

mond's Church at the corner
of Sinith Elmhurst and W. Lincoln in Mt. Prospect.

Eyes twinkling behind silver
Father
spectacles,
Coggins leaned from his chair
to pat the head of his toy. collie waiting patiently for his atrimmed

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

William J. Kledalsch
.

Managing Editor

Maine School

Head on Job

Good Advice

Dr. Richard R.% Short, new

groups and high school assemblies.

Dr. Short was superintendent the most difficult position.

of schools for eight years

in

Hastings, Neb. In 1959 he was
a part of a school administrators' tour group which,

tention.

"This is Boots,"he said with
a grin as Boots slumped to the
. floor at his feet. "Boots is the
mascot around here. All the
school children know Boots -

WM;

years is pretty old for a

has been with me a long time:"
Three. years ago Father
Coggins was transferred to St.
Raymond from St. Bonaventure
in Chicago when Father J. O'-

K. S. Johnson, qeneral Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publiiher

choice, the type of governmental, philosophy Americans.
wish to embrace.

It took only one word for a big league "Sitting,". said Chico, who came to play
baseball player 'to pinpoint the cause of and not to adorn the bench.
much of our juvenile delinquency problem.
Chico uttered a philosophical mouthful.
Give a youngster -- or anyone else - too
Chico 'Salmon, a- versatile and talented much time to loaf and you are encouraging
Earle W.- Wilt= who will join
trouble.
the staff, of Northern Illinois young man who performs admirably at alChico Salmon should be given still anUniversity, DeKalb, in Sept- most any infield spot the Cleveland Indians
assign him, was asked what he considers other assignment -- to speak to PTA
ember.

Coggins the

dog," he shook his head saddened for a moment. -Boots

-
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Township, recently attended
his first board of education
meeting in his official capacity.
Short replaces Dr. Dr.

is

constantly growing Ste. Ray-

St. Raymond De Penafort Church In Mount Prospect provides a modern structure for worshippers in the new liturgy.
mediately. enlarged to sixteen
classrooms.

Trying to keep up with the

.studied the educational
gram of the Soviet Union.

the founding father of booming

this parish, died. He took over
a parish that had grown from
a beginning 125 families to 2,150 families --a church that

The Kremlin, which has budget trotfbany capitalistic government
is going to raffle off two per cent of an

alist tactic, state -operated lotteries are
routinely used to raise supplementary

iet Union.

been such a glamorbus one, however.
Waiting lists for new and used

Industry Talks

les just like

A one -day program to let
community leaders hear some
of the state's outstanding in-

entire year's output of cars in the -Sov-

dustrial

development

experts

A Teen Club is strictly so- discuss securing new industry
long church. Brick forms a
backdrop behind the marble al - cial and the C.Y.O. has basket- will be held on Tuesday, .Sept.
tar that faces the people.Above ball for High School students. 22, at the Dorchester Inn, Dolthe Tabernacle is some unusual art work of a pelican

Russian Raffle

pro-

ton. It will be sponsored by

Boy Scouts and Cubs --Girl the Northern Illinois Gas. Co.
population in this,
area, St. Raymond's built a feeding her young, symbolizing Scouts and brownies and
convent' to house more teach- the BIcesed Sacrament.Seven Campfire Girls and Bluebirds
ing sisters -the school was rays of stained glass stand for meet at St Raymond's rectory.
further enlarged and a per- the seven sacraments.
seats 1200 people with nine manent church was started:All
Something new for a Catho"The parents of, our children
Sunday masses and 'a large the buildings were completed lic church-each pew at St. are all greatly interested in
school.
Father Coiggins has by 1961 and property was Raymond's has a book rack and the welfare of the youngsters
been adding a few new ideas of bought for 'a parking area for each rack contains the new - and meet together often to
450 cars.
his own.
parish hymnals.
solve any problems," explainBY RAY CROMLEY
"We've been sending a let"Notice the windows in the ed Father Coggins.
Two houses were purchased
Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
ter of welcome to new people and made into one for a large ailing --they let in a tremenDon't panic if your veteran's
Tarragon Club is for single
in town and now we're trying a rectory when Father Coggins dous amount of light," Father
weltoMe book," he said."This arrived as pastor after the Coggins' said."Now go ahead;" adults over 21 and is extreme- insurance lapses. There are
new book will contain the his- death of Father -O'Brien. The he urged "this is your chance ly active,Fran Stonch is pres- provisions that enable you to
tory of Mt. Prospect and most auditorium was transformed to sit in the priest's chair up - ,...ident. For instance, a recent make it good -- if you don't
of the things a person new in into a school gym, a statue of there --You'll never get a bet- month of activities included a Wait too long.
If you have one of the usual
trip 'to New Salem --an evetown might like to know.) think St. Raymond was erected at ter opportunity," he laughed.
permanent -type policies - orwe've been lax in not issuing the corner of the church buildST. RAYMOND'S abounds ning at the harness races - dinary life, 20 -pay life and the
such a book a, longtime ago. ing with a memorial plaque and with activities and the' Sunday taking some Maryville children
"You know," he said "There's likeness of Father O'Brien,and bulletin is bulging with organi- bowling-a picnic and Sunday like - you may reinstate your
communion followed by break- policy by paying all back premabout a 12 per cent turnover in the Father O'Brien Memorial zations and their doings.
iums. If your policy is precedpopulation in this town and I Park was erected at the corner
"Catholic Women's' Club is fast at Sheraton O'Hare.
ed by the letters "J," "JR"
believe the new people will en- of Lincoln and loka streets.
really an active group," said
"There's always - something or "JS," it must be reinstatjoy this pamphlet. -It-will be
Father Coggins." "They have going on with those young peoabout 40 pages, and so big."
"We're fortunate we'have so something doing a good share pk. It's a big group and they ed within five years of lapse.
You also must pay interest
He measured with his hands an much room for parking, said of the time. Marcella Odmark find so many things to do to8 by I I inch rectangle.
Father Coggins as we toured is president.A part of this or- gether it is really wonderful," if the policy has been lapsed
longer than three months.
ST. RAYMOND'S Parish had the square block area of pudd- ganization is the Medical Mis- said Father Coggins.
If you have an endowment
its beginnings in 1949 when ings.
"It gives us a school sion Committee. They made
A new organization is the plan, you 'must reinstate the
Father Thomas J. O'Brien was yard --a place for the young- clothing to be sent to missions
policy within the endowment
assigned the task of organizing sters to play."
here and in foreign countries. group of commentators and period.
and building a church in the
STROLL! NGleisurely
"The - sewing machine is readers used for each mass.
A lapsed term insurance polMt. Prospect area.First mass through the rectory 'with Fath- humming in the rectory base- Father Fenske, an assistant
icy usually must be reinstated
was said to 125 families in er Coggins every room was in- ment meeting room every week, priest, trains these men.
during the current term. perCentral School. All the neigh- spected-a short tour through or so, and these women really
Alio helping. Father Coggins
boring parishes were over- the school, a pause to see the give hours of their time here is the newly -appointed 'Father iod. To reinstate a term polcrowded and there was a real auditorium -gym where several and at . home making articles Ronald Kolas who came to St. icy you need pay only two
need for Father O'Brien to ap- Sunday. masses are also held, for the sick, new babies and' Raymond front St. Simeon par- premiums - "one for the month
ply fast action in establishing and finally into the sanctuary children in, orphanages,"said ish in',Bellwood. He took FliW of lapse ,and one for the. premium month in which requirea parish... Almost two ears itself.
the pastor.'. '
er lOckford's-,'place when he ments for reinstatement are
later a building was const ct"Our church is 'quite plain,"
Holy Name Society has re- was made chaplain at the 'net,/ met."
ed which has since been,
said the pastor. . A woman ligious and social activities for Alexian Brothers' Hospital in
five-year term policy
A
larged and is, now the present paused. in organ practice and. the parish. The president is Elk GroVe.
which is not lapsed at the end
parish auditorium.
Father Coggins called a cheery Bob Moore.
Few' churches are triply of that term ' is automatically
With the 'doubling of the pop- hello to her.' "But being plain,
St. Raymond's Choir is for..
sane -.
.jic,betuituiflucpril
renewed for an additional fiveulation of the parish in two upkeep is kept at a tutpimum," adults, both men and women,
year. period. The; premium, rate
years,
an
eight -classroom he added.
and new member/I. 8M ' 80148 :10
OtettiaMloui'
for each renewal is based on
school was built for a beginStained. , glals
iiiindows welcome.The director is Her- IY
it'' Heat; but St. Ray - the age of the insured.
ning 600 students. It was im- sparkled along 871e side of the man Baldasarre.
ntond'i hart I three.
Brien,

.be ipropert 31:11tp.

high school Dist. 207, Maine

warm, friendly Pastor of the

13

and acceptance of responsibility by the industry itself.
It is, toward this marriage
of government and free enterprise that the Republican
position report is directed.

superintendent of schools for

priest

strong,.that

be a middle ground. There
must be a marriage of reg-

ulation and initiative. There
must be a point 'beyond which
should be non-discriminatory.' the government will. not stop.

BY BETTY AINSLIE

Thirty-five

"He says if he can run the RANCH from Washington, he
can run 'the WAR from Washington!"

to the economy. The government's promotional efforts

A Church Triply Blessed
and still

'

ate it, name and all.

St. Raymond's

-=

prefers

such silly names because Slichenmyer, is too complicated.
The board rejects that final

or ten classrooms. A gym-

ever did.

ing another big high school but
along With. the building plans

It all started when the district had one building called
Arlington High School. It is
no better than a shack by to-

nonentity comparable to Mud

shudder at the thought of a

He is in the'middleof

driving

keep

by Frank E.. Von Ara:

marvel. Most superintendents

View High School and. Elk.

It is not that the school board
has a shortage of high schools.
Goodness, no. They have high
schools all over the place. Tax-

.

This only amounts to 4,000 cars, but
the lottery, which began July I, is expect-

ed to rake in oodles of rubles which will
used to finance intensified military
training for civilians.
Thdugh it may sound like an unsocibe

revenue in the U.S.S.R. Seldom has there
filled
cloked

cars,
up for the next two years, were
indefinitely

last

February.

New

plants, which will raise production from
the 'present level of 200,000 cars a year
to 800,000 won't ,be in full operation until 1970.

Benefits for Veterans - No. 9

GI Insurance Can Be Reinstated

.

'

lapse in the 59th or 60th month

DIVIDENDS on veterans in- you were stationed or living
surance are payable only on when the policy was issued gen-

renewed if the term period ended after the policyholder's

policy. He may choose to leave
them on deposit and bear inter-

50th birthday. These policies
preceded by the letter

est. The deposit option is ap-

Most term policies which

of a term period may be rein- policies bearing the lEtter-pre- erally de ermines which center
stated and renewed at any time fix K or V.
handles' .
during the next five - year perStates we of the MissisA policyholdewlay choose
iod.
to receive his divRIEnds in cash, sippi Ri a plus Illinois, InLIMITED Convertible' Term or ,leave them to apply against diana, Mi i ippi, .Wisconjurisdiction
National Service Life Insur- premiums or to pay off loani sin are under
ance may not be reinstated or he may have made against his of:
.

are

plicable only on permanent (as

"W".

Veterani Administration
Center
Fort Snelling
St. Paul, Minn. 55111

-opposed to term) insurance.

ALL OTHER states plus
To reinstate either term or
If the policyholder makes no
permanent plans of insurance selection, the dividend is au- Puerto Rico and the Virgin Isthe applicant must meet health tomatically held under the lands and all foreign countries'
requirements.
Credit Option, with interest. A including the Philippines are.
monthly premium will be 'with- under the jurisdiction of:
Veterans Administration
drawn from a dividend credit
Center
the VA is holding to keeva

You may sometimes even re-

place a term policy or replace
or reinstate a permanent plan

of insurance which was sur- policy from lapsing.
rendered for its cash value if
You may name as beneficiyou apply while in service or ary at any time without his

within 120 days following sep- t knowledge or consent.
aration.
Every permanent plan polEVERY, veteran with an inicy provides for guaranteed val- surance policy should review
ues which are available to the his beneficiary designation reginsured after the policy has ularly to make certain it is
been in force for one year. current and provides for, pay-

P.O. Box 8079
Philadelphia, Pa. 19101

If you have any questions about your policy, write directly to the VA office administering it, giving your policy

number if you know it. If you
don't know the number, be cer-,
taro to give, your full name,
date of birth and service num-.
'ber.
Persons outside the United
'States may get help at the
nearest U.S. Foreign Service

That is, the insurance may be ment in the manner he deturned in for cash, -traded in sires. You may choose to have
for a 'smaller amount of paid - your insurance .paid _'(to your
up permanent insurance or con- beneflcary) in one sum, over a
tinued for 'the full amount as fixed period of time (36 to 240 ,Office.
eatended term insurance. The months) or as a life annuity.
policyholder may borrow' up
Your GI life insurance policy
MONDAY: MediCal
to. 94 per cent of the reserve is administered at one of two
'

value of his policy.

'VA centers. The state in which

,

SIDE- GLANCES

SHORT RIBS
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WE HAVE A
NEW OCEAN LINER NAMED '114E

01-1; THEYDONT USE
SUCH CRUDE METHODS

WHAT'S HE

WA N FOR?

Net

'AIDCMIDER NOM: *TER

NOW, LIKE JUST WAKIN'
YOU UP AN' BAWLIN'
YOU OUT-THEY USE
PSYC.HOLOGY-BUT
BY TH' TIME THEY
TH NK UP. SOME OF
rr YOU'VE HAPP.'
COMPLETE. REST/.

I'D BE AFRAID
A GUY THAT,

''t

FAR GONE
COULDNT BE

4ti

)".'

REVIVED EVEN

NOV"

die

.

.

iu

ill

AFTER -NE popr?
pow Is IT FUELED?

Ei)P011- I SUPPOSE)
- -

'Here are the car keys I laiif,-George! One set was in
your dresser drawer and dhe other in your
trousers pocket!"

"Why, of course it's all right if you're a couple of hours
late getting home, Mrs. Higgins! Have a happy time -

,TRVALLIAm5

and -a -half!"

lac. TO. 1. la -10-011.-- . -

TI -It PAT I ENT

BEN CASEY

BAH/.;= YOU51KEPTICS ARE

meg

rT MIGHT RUN ON INK!

h,

MA3014, YOU'VE BEEN YEAH, MAWR ,
WHATEVER IT

MAKIN' A B.15

*THE EXPLOSION
KICKED OVERTHE
CHOPPER WITH
THE REST OF THE

ra

OH. I 'THOUGHT

7-1Z-46

SPLASH WITH THAT
IS, IT'S MORE
FISHING LURE DOUGH INCONSPICliOUS THAN
OUT WHEN DO
THE MEAT
WE SEE -THE

MEN INSIDE.'

GADGET

ifr47-77.44.

AVLEPet.

MARKETING NEW PRODUCTS
YOU'D KNOW NOTHING CAN BE
REVEALED UNTIL IT GOES ON

oN 'THE

\L -E NEXT SPFKIN6!

SPARERIBS!

Oqk

NEVER 5ATISFIED,EVEN
YOU SEE PROOF! BUT IF YOU
KNEW ANYTHING ABOUT THE
'SECRECY INVOLVED IN

rammoomm....4INDEFINITELY, MERE-LY As
LONG AS THE ARMY NEEDED HIM THERE.
HE FIGURED IF HE DID Fii$ (LEST, WE'D
GET OUT OF THERE. THAT MUCH SOONER.

7-22

k mai s, NiA.Cis.777.7"V""Plarms.,4

BUGS BUNNY
.

71415

.

DOG *TRAININe BOOK TELLS

.WHAT 7' DO IN A CASE LIKE
.7HIS: ONLY A BUCK:

....T./rave/111674r

111114.1....

Ilfp4ir 7-22

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

Encephalitis
W. G. DRANDSTADT, M.D.

63:

WH'4 64 IC 64\15 'NO;

THERE A SWELL move
ON' Q-IILLER THEATEIR
TON IGHT;MOM . IF r

AND N401..1 HEAQ THE

DISH
RATTI-ING,
FOI2GET

TO
A LONG NAF'RJGHT
NOW, COULD . .

Q -- What is

encephalitis?.
completely,
curable?
pregnancy
make it

ir

Is

Would

THE 1930 18/80 M.G. MARK I IS SOLD OUT
BUT TRY OUR 1966 M.G.B. - IT'S EVEN BETTER

worse?

A -- Encephalitis -- also
called brain fever or sleeping sickness -- is an infectious disease that is usually

caused by a virus. No treat-

is known but about 95

ment

per cent of the victims recover Recovery may be complete or there may be resi-

KOKE IMPORT MOTORS

utry v-vvvAi

450 N. HICKS RD. - PALATINE - 358-6750
ACROSS FROM PALATINE SHOPPING PLAZA

THE BORN LOSER

dual effects such as weakness
of the upper eyelids, niental
impairment
or
antisocial
trends that were not present
before

ACROSS

Pregnancy

the disease.

would not necessarily make it
worse

but

mother's

the

cephalitis might harm the

-

fe-

tus

Q -- What causes hemorWhat makes them
rhoids?
itch', Can they become can
cerous.

A --Hemorrhoids

or

The cause may be pro-

el
-

'

CAPTAIN EASY

piles

are a form of varicose vein located at the outlet of the bow-

MIZ RoMY KOcHELT cAPVw PArisoN,
KNOWN TO FRIEND AND FOE AS FoNesr BULL.
DAWSON! YER LATE FATHER AST ME TO

may cause itching. Piles may
there

is

a

stomach?

A --For relief of

the assoone of the

ciated heartburn
many
aluminum
hydroxide
preparations is best.. _They

are harmless and effective but
lit is important to determine
whether your hyperacidity is
caused by a peptic -ulcer; gall
bladder disease, improper., diet or emotional upsets and
then treat the cause.

WOT HE WANTED MST° SEE,

WI FORGET
ABOUT THE
TREASURE,

EASEL THEN ru. GET BUSY OH
7...PROJECT DOLOMITE -

WILL NEVER

ro

FORGOTTEN.
HAVEN'T '
SEEN PAPA W

PLEASE: X
TOUCH III

mam0 01;10 0mm0

IMMO
MOH
u000©0OBEm0000

DOWN

1 Shade trees
2 Wander

implement
7 Excel in score
8 House for dogs

35 Bushy clump

8
21

24

41 Equal -sided

54 Conclusion

55 Not ever'
(contr.)

40 Predicament
,

41 Wise

' 42 Stop

; -43 Bear

30 Willow

'I
constellation
31 Armpit plate .44 Stout string
larmor)
'
45 Poker .stake
37 Specter
46 Amorous glance
0

38 Element No. 6
6

5

49 Operated
8

7

9

10

26

27

2.8

45 .

T,

11

14

13

e

17

19

20

.

-.

n

1

36

37

..

Instrument
50 Pith of the,
matter

settlement in
Greenland

26 Intervene
27 Bib ical
patriarch
28 Communists

16

38 Luck (Irish)
39 Depend
40 Sound harshly

51 Seaman
52 Bone. (comb.
form)
53 Eskimo

moJ

6 Sculling

5

48 Band

00101A
IL
00000m
0mm0uu
000 000
000020
UOUBMO
UMMO
MOO
12000
ROLM
OMM
0=10
ELI OO ROM ODOM

4 Flushed with
success
5 Soothsayer

33 Winglike part

parallelogram
44 Of the wrist
(anat.)
47 Gold (comb.
form)

00011 0000000
0 00
0
mff100
ump u0m0 000

3 Bigoted

9 Notion
10 Kind of cheese
11 Northern
constellation
16 Favorite animal
20
Narrow, lane
22 Plant of
Shivery
cabbage genus 22
23 Turkish
23 Imitated
rcgimdpt
25 More
24 Satiate'
mountainous
29 Gibbon
1
2
3
4
30 Suppose
32 Mariner's
2
direction

36 Malice

ALLEY. 00P

Q --What Is the best
treatment for hyperacidity of the

DESERTED VOLUME WELL,HE
LEFT SOME PAPERS WITH YOU

NEE:

1 "New York
State Barge
Canal"
5 Michigan canal
8 North German
canal
12 Recline lazily
13 Water (Fr.)
14 Whirlpool
15 Impudent
17 Close to
18 Striker
19 Central
American
canal
21 Wager

34 Briny

slight

break in the overlying mucous
membrane or when the stool .
Piles do not
is highly acid
increase the danger of cancer
of the rectum but the two conditions may coexist.

FELINNI
SLIT -OH...

AT SEAT HIS LAST THOUGHT

22 YEARS!

level below that of true pain
when

THEN YOU HADN'T HEARD OP
MR. FELIHNI'S UNTIMELY ENO

WAS OP YOU-

longed straining at stool, a
congenital weakness of the
tissues surrounding the veins
of the rectum or pregnancy.
Irritation of any tissue at a

itch

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Canals

42

41

47

8
AA

139

.

.

4

43

48'

-

50

51

49

)

.
52

-

-

55,
22

*

44.

-

13-Lost AN fool
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.

;

TFotmd-Fitmate cat. White with
brown. EA Wk. Vic. of Hoff-

.

'

man Highlands. Had kittens in',.'
my 1P1048. 52-57.61t.

amilies nit

FOUND

Borg- BICYCLE

'

255-0392.
. FOUND'
BOY'S BICYCLE

ilderness'

.

.

" 392-5699

some kind person help him
home. Black with White mark-

H Camp

ings'. CL 9-2261.
Boy's 24" Schwinn black bicycle LOST nr. Pioneer Park.
.

Reward, 259-3502
Fourtcen

Mount

Prospect

'

a weekepd at the 4-H family camp Shawwaw-nas-see near Kankakee, Ill.
The camp is an extension activity of the Uni-

American Engineered.
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

Supervised activities for the family, no dishes
,for mom to wash and plenty of good food were

Prospect Hgts. Chicago/ III;
r592-13:782

the highlights of the weekend.

r
.

.-

:,-

,

14 '
Y
01

,

-4:4--''''

'

t

.

-.,
-4,',70,- s'

.

'

t'"v '

,-----4vt-

-------..__

-,....

r.

WILL DO IRONING IN MY
HOME Rolling Meadows area.
255-4263

where the R?,mp is located.

_4141.41_4ss_t., with _I!_3_yrs

-More' family, ci--iiiipouts-7.ire

exp. desires full-Effie position,'

complete information about how to participate,
write the Farm Advisor. P. 0, Box 414, Arling-

-r _`

5.66511i,

22 -lobs Wanled-Women

In addition to the group from Mount Prospect,
there were about 170 campers utilizing the fad it. They took part -in rock hunts,' hikes and other
summer activities in the rugged state park urea
.

,

,,,....- ---

I,

ily talent contest was held Saturday evening.

,

.

mate on patios, walks, stoops,
etc. call 299-5679.

.spent the earl' afternoon and evening unpacking.
After a full day of activity on Saturday. a fam-

,

.

Cement Work. For free esti-

The campers arrived Friday at 3 p.m. and

,.-

Pilot Models Built

-

versity of Illinois College of Agriculture.

--00.,

;SW

'

.

11-Bstisett Services
Mechanical' Design
Special Equipment
Auto. Elec. Controls

iesidentS

"hit the wilderness" last week, spending

-:

,

'

FELIX COME HOME or will

Mt. Prospect Area. Internist,
one girl office pref. Resident, ,

.

1319 N. Fairview.

ton ,licights.

Will do ironing in my home.
$1.00 per. he'CaU Mrs.WilIe,
Mt., Prospect. CL 3-6855.

4_).;

Reliable woman will give
ing care, to children daily in
my home. Reis. 255-6473

Hiking through wilderness canyons and across who crossed Rock Creek in Kankakee during a
mountain streams only two hours from Chicago recent camping trip to the area.
(PHOTOS BY DAN BALAS)
was a unique feature for the nearly 170 campers

11-Help Waited Men

.

DRIVERS'WANTED
Must have chauffeur's license.

built
for' six accommodates
John Bagby, of Blue '
Island, and his two
and-- Steve,
perched on the front
Passengers in
seat.
the rear are Tom,
Jim and Don Balas,Mount Prospect.
Left --Bicycle

Excellent pay and benefits.
4.

Apply Laseke Office
8 S. Dunton
.

MEN y/AtTED FOR__

Full or Part time
Office Maintenance
Immediate openings in Elk.
Orono_ and surrounding area.
C6.11

827-7680

TAB OPERATOR
4

Due to a promotion we hive
an opening for tab operator with IBM operating experience. Benefits include Paid Vacations
7. Paid Holidays

Right --Two of Chief
Shaw - Waw-nas-:see's
warriors

greet

'

Peggy

10 Days Sick Leave
Pension Plan
Hospitalization

and Lynn Dinkelkamp
camp out

during the

Free Coffee

at Kankakee. The two
young misses are residents of Mount Prospect and joined a tour

SPOTNA ILS, INC.
1100 Hicks Rd.

to the camp tecently.

Grace's Daze

Must Apply in Person

By Grace Mott
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Vern Maier. Both Vern and Lorraine have
been barbers in Mount Prospect for, more than 25 years in
the picturesque little shop, atop a low flight of, steps, on

W. Busse Ave., where most of this town's business began
almost 50 years ago.

Lake Winneconnee, 13 miles west of. Oshkosh, Wis., ,will
now be home base for the retired couple. They already have
a summer house there and will improve it for year round
living, and probably spend the coldest winter months in the

bout 150 feet west of Kenilworth Av
0
Joseph B Crowley. who said he represented a trust under
which scseral lots in the area are held, asked that it be made a part of the record that a certain amount of ,the special assess-

Dist. 57
Dept. Heads

estimated at $36,617.
Congreve,
Daniel
Mayor

Named

the village's intention.

He was voted
$7,550 plus $400

a

With

a

year

as

He has 13 years of teaching

The amount of public bene-

special
courts.

assessments

and

Al

the

\-

w

the

In other business at Tuesday's BOLT meeting, approval
of bills to Allied_ Asphalt Pav-

Robert M Henry, music, and

ing Co. in the amount of $4,-

Robert S. Fasick, physical edAll will receive $400

673 75 and Consoer, Townsend
and Associates, $755.26. for

added pay

completion of work on special
assessment projects were ap-

Also Betty M. Hubbard, art,
$200 and Robert
science, $300

E.

Price,

The new department chairmen, to serve without tenure
but with yearly evaluation, will
responsible
for revising
curriculum,
planning
work.:
bei

shops for teachers and acting
resource
other duties

a

language arts

ucation

persons,

among

one

of their

sons

Richard who is giving up the
barber trade to work for Kickhealer, Mercury Motors concern in Fond du Lac. Another
lives

.

tit

"college" -- barber college.
Vern is a nephew of John Moler, establisher -owner of the
famed Chicago barber college
where Vern started as a "cub"
and worked up the ladder.

Active many years in the
Lions Club and Chamber of
Commerce in Mount Prospect,

the Molers have occupied an
behind their shop
they sold their house

apartment
since

four years ago; a house they
bought in a once unincorporated

A

area now Palatine. The shop

f'

1

4

/

4

I

apartment was also their home
during the war years when one

of the sacrifices was gas rationing.
New owners of the shop which
has been in business here long-

er than ,any other "tonsorial
parlor" is Jerry Del Giudice of

"

Chicago. '

proved.

THE
eveningleo
m

Two bids for installation of
about 2,500 feet of linear sidewalk in the' area of Central Av.
referred to . the
manager and engineer.
were

village

Bids received were from the'
Janesek
$14,529.

years

been

unmarried son Robert
and works in Chicago.

fit allowed in the project,that
part of the cost spread to all
Mount Prospect tax payers

named Irene Y Sanderson head
of foreign language, Edward E
Simmons,
social
studies,

as

lk.----,;,

has

Vern and Lorraine met in

village board sits as the board
department head, Koch's ap- of local improvements, respointment completes' the dis- ponsible for projects that are
trict's
new
subject -matter paid for through special aschairmen
sessments of property owners.
PREVIOUSLY the board had
a

A 410

serving as chairman of BOL1,
assured Crowley that this was

IN MOUNT Prospect,

experience

Except for

t

Cost of the project has been

since they benefit in part from
the improvement, is determinsalary of ed by the commissioner
of

mathematics department head.

Construction '

Co.,
.

Both couples are back from

AUTO STORES..

trips abroad; the Ekrens 'to
Europe, the British Isles and
the Scandinavian countries, and

PALATINE PLAZA

the Stockholms from the Or-

PALATINE, ILL.
RELAY DRIVER

ient. Parker Ekren and Edward
Stockholm grew up together in

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Chicago, and the reminiscing
was done over dinner at the

Monday thru Friday
10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

LakeShore Club in Chicago.

Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

and Mexic o.
south, including Tepxaassttwo

ment be paid through public benefit

ment chairman

WESTERN TIRE

A legend in Mount Prospect ended this week with the moving

Representatives for one property owner appeared before a meeting of the Board of Local Improvements -to
request that. a public benefit be granted in repaving the
north half of Lonnqutst from We -Go Tr. to a point a-

education and named a depart-

store has an immediate opening for an exp. auto mechanic

sion, hospitalization, vacation
discount benefits.

Mount Prospect Legend

For Repaving

Richard L Koch. has been
offered a contract as a math
teacher by Dist 57 board of

Rolling Meadows CL 9-1620
Automotive and appliance

to run a 2 bay garage. Good
starting salary, liberal pen-

Asks Special
Assessment
P.m'5

t

-

FIRST

really- cool

icrstamonthfit

the day's

temperature. 'Those

who had to come later found
coats in order and took them.
The first -comers rolled up in
car blankets to enjoy the magnificent voice of Robert Peters
and listen to the Chicago Symphony.

On hand were Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Haven and daughters,
the William Kotels, the Douglas
Pattersons, the' Owen Elsleys,

Mr. and Mrs. William O'Donnell and children and the Norman Elliotts and their Susan.

Mrs. Elliott was also in another group of women who went

to Plentywood Farm to lunch
this week. Most are' associated
with the women's organization
of the Community Presbyterian

church, and annually plan the
summer party, although guests
of Mrs. Elliott were her daughter,

her

sisters,

Mrs. Anton

Berg of Long Grove, and Mrs.
Helvina Mailand, mother of
Kit Elliott' and Mrs. Berg.
Others included Mrs. Mabel
_Sheilz, Mrs. Ellen Carlson, 90
year old spry -as -a -fly Mrs. R.
Matt, Mrs. Herald Witte, Mrs.
James Page, Mrs.
William
Smith, Mrs. John Parks, Mrs,
W. Mayes, and Mrs. J. Keller.

Trying _their luck for minnows are Roy and
Keith Heyot, 1405. Palm Dr., Mount Prospect.
They are pictured playing on the shores of Rock

and women and
children of 'some at Ravinia
where accepted costumes, were
sleLeVeless
crnm
everything
dresses to winter coats!'
Those who went early enough

Creek Which runs through the camp.

LIKE retracing their steps
from treasured vacations was
the evening Mi. and Mrs.
Parker ! Ekren spent !last Fri day when they entertained Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Stockholm of

to picnic dressed according to

Palm Springs, Calif.

IS

.-

IN CASE you haven't met
her, the pretty, intelligent brunette in the pharmacy depart-

Selling 1n retail shop. Pre-

ment
Store

leasant work. Call
time.
478- 441.

Van Driels'
is Cuban -born

in

Drug
Mrs.

fer 35 to 60 yrs. old Full

Josephine Lopez Orozco who
is supporting herself and three
children while she furthers her
education, and who made a point
while talking to this corres-

pondent of thanking those in
this town who have been so kind,
to her.

TECHNIC IAN
IRA !NEE
We

are seeking a man with

some experience or some edu-

cation in electricity or electronics. Experience ininstru-

ment testing and quality
After bringing his family to control inspection would be
acceptable. Work would
this country in January 1963, -most
involve
testing
of new
Orlando Orozco returned to products and making prototype
Cuba and disappeared; that was
in January 1964. Josephine and
Orlando, 4, Elena, 5, and Jorge,

products. Job is an'OPPortmlitY

14, who graduated from eighth
grade in June came to this area
under the guidance of the Corn-

industry and advance ina progressive Engineering Department. Fine up - to - date
:employee benefits will accompany this position.

munity Presbyterian Church.

Now presumed widowed by
Castro,' 37 year old. Josephine
pursues an ambitious program.
Already the possessor of her
doctor's degree in pharmacy

from Havana University, and
with three years of medical

for 'the proper individual to
train with an electronic

PLEASE CALL DAN SUNDT

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des PlainesVAnderbilt 4-1188

school in Havana behind her, she

Must work as a pharmacist's
apprentice- hero or go to school
several years in this country'
in order to take the state board

examinations which will entitle

her to apply for a license in
pharmaceutics rind thus allow

her to also apply for citizenship.

vc

the

WANT
ADS

-

TH

Friday, July 22, 1966

DAY.

$

CALL TODAY

2,55-7200

LINE

BEFOREA P. M.

DRAFTSMAN
draftsman to work in elec.
trical-electronics field. Sal-

'

ary commensurate with ability. Excellent fringe benefit
progratn. Modern air-conditioned offices, cafeteria on

Experienced- man familiar
with indicating and non -indicating gauges . needed for
our

Paid Vacations

electrical knowledge required. Full benefits, short training period. High school grad.

Hospitalization

Free Coffee

Ph. 439-8080
8 a.m. to 10 a.m.

SPOTNA I LS, INC.

HE 9-2800

These men will be reliable,

B I NZEL
2355 E. Oakton St. Elk Grove
439-3920

ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN

Mechanics- Gasoline/Diesel- -selTzsterters,-Seitti;rgood employment record, ages 23-45,
Day or Night 'Shift
and married.
Work for international truck
dealer. New.Service Center,
WE IN RETURN OFFER:
Wheeling.
Steady guaranteed Income
Call Mr. Frank Gilmore
,*. Additional berms twice
.

.

272-2740

annually

5 day week
Vacation rst year
Hospital zation and major

TV REPAIRMAN
Exp. All benefits,
pension
including
plan, and paid vaca-

For servicing and calibrating
electronics ipstruments, assisting with engineering and
production operations. New
division of company with diversified products is re-

tion. LANDWHER'S

255-0700

school certificate, but college
graduates - math majors pre-

qualified. Full time $480 per
mo. if qualified.

numerative career and excellent employee benefit pro-

Part time $2.50 per hr. if

Call Mr. Garbarino

Responsible young man wanted

Electro-Netic Labs

ience preferred.
Call Mr. Juskie at 392-2560
Eiceltint opPciffimity
established GM dealership.

Division of
Electro-Netic Steel, Inc.

noon. and early evening work
Monday thru Friday. Call
LeRoy Leister.

all new work with over -time.

Call 358-1311or CL 9-5448.'

NEEDED

Retired man for late after-

15 -Business Personals

LATTOF MOTOR SALES

3 a.m. to 6 a.m.

Designations

are made only (0 to

in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re-

COOK

gards' as 'reasonablY: necessary to the normal opef-

Capable of carving, broiling
and expediting food orders.
Good pay, excellent`'opportunny. No late hours as res-

or enterprise, or .(2) as a

ation

of

business

his

convenience to our readers
to let them know which
positions the advertiser
believes would be. of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

taurant closes at 9 P.14.Phone

Mr. Reagan or Mr. Meyer
for appointment.

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

preference,

Elgin

limitation,

specification or discrimin-

Dish -Washer - Kitchen help-

ation in .employment prac-

er. Part time hours. Call or

!Aces.

apply In person. Eddies
Lounge. 10 E. Northwest Hwy.

Arl. His. 253-1320.

FOR ANY

ELECTR ICAL

REASON?

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

Take cn Months
Up To vv To Pay

MECHANICAL

Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit' sharing

IN

and annual bonus.

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
BARRINGTON

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY .

PUT ALL YOUR
B ILLS INTO ONE.

LITTELFUSE
.

DU. 1-2400

EkcoContainers, the world'; leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers offers many fine opportunities In a

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PUBLIC SCHOOL

DISTRICT #25

CL -3-6100 Ext. 27

coon

experience In public accounting or manufacturing.

Applicant. Mechanical Repair 'and Main -

Arlington 9ncrete

tenance Work Will Consist Of Second Shift,
Supervisory And Maintenance.

OFFICE HOURS:. ,tj
t

.

'

CL 5-1015

529-6587

Call 255-1200

Salary Commensurate With Experience.

MA/?T//V METALS

Blacktop Work

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. .12th ST.

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

597-2180

TOOL MAKER
All around man for two man tool rpom. New modern
plant. Work near your home.

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan 'orgies Co.

coating,.
Exp. Qual. WorkmanShip
- 7 days a week service

the entire N.W.
patios.
Driveways,
etc. ProfEctive curbing for
All
driveways.
asphalt
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.

area.

Oressmakmg-Sewing

Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

Individualized

Experience necessary: Good starting salary. Oppor,
tunity for advancement. Pleasant working conditions.

Randhurst.

estimate. )Open
hours. 7 days a week.

CLEANING
259-0417

ing, repairing
and seal
Coating. All work guaranteed. Modern equipment.,
Fast and speedy service.

Call for free estimate.
CY 6-2340

Rick's Decorating
Painting, Wallpaperg, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3.7384

Immediate openings for experienced inspectors in several
areas of our new plants.

'

low

562.2991

Quality work at reasonable
prices.. Insured & all work

FLOOR INSPECTORS

-guaranteed.
Free. Estimates

All

PATIO BLOCKS
2, x 8 x 16.
Each -Plain 20cColors 25c
Now available in red, green.
black, brown, yellow, bull,

358-4882

824-9530

Exterior

Painting

'

Located between Higgins and Route4/83
Equal. 'Opportunity Eniployer

529-6587

kaio-TV Repair

KELLY'S

TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Removal

Storm Damaged
Antena's
Repaired or 'Replaced

ARL. HIS. ONLY

Call
RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5.5692
Rental Service

BORROW ANYTHING
YOUR HEART DESIRES
"The Equipment That Is"

fuin., parties, incl. luau's,
camping;
incl.
'exercise,
trailers, all electrical &
mechanical tools.
.

'

BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates .

CL 3-7374

'

824-2865.

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

Fully ,insured, satisfaction guar. Also interior
color design. Call Leo's

.

'Phone 4375800'
-

Trimming -Cutting
Topping
Complete Tree, Service.
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brooklield

ing,

Cement Work

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phene CL 5.1015

RAY'S TREE SERVICE

Expert vinyl & paperhang-

People
259.5066

"

824-2865

.

Tree Serrictlawns Mowed

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS

+till Time Professional

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - brunches
furniture - anything
You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

Mt. Prospect
.

On

.

Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166

Interior 'and exterior qual-itya:painting, Free estiity
'

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

Sec and Buy them at

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales

mates.

LAYOUT INSPECTORS

.

Transporation

Suburban
Decorators

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

894-3115

.

Painting -Decorating

'PHONE 439-1794

24 hr. phone. serv.

Trash Hauling

WINDOW & FLOOR

24'

free

Free est. in your home.
Clean. oil & adjuk. Sl.

255-0348

Alton's Quality

Summer special, on driveways, parking lots. Patch-

INSPECTORS

de-

General Cleaning

DON'S BLACKTOP

Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

RELIABLE
BLACK TOP PAVING

SI-LAILSZEJte
CORPORATION

styling,

signing & alterations. Near

decide until you call us for
.

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Guar. wry. on all, brands.

Serving

3.7-8228

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR

Sewing Machine Repairs

Cement Work

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Pining
Biggest Discount Ever
.304 off on all blacktopping,
driveways.
lots.
parking
business areas. resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal

2201 Landmeir Road Elk Grove Village'

WHEELING, ILL.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

;TREE SERVICE

ADVERTISING

Lawn care, floor care, hospital, roll - a - way's, baby

EKCO CONTAINE,
RS INC
WHEELING & HINTZ RDS.
'
LEHIGH 7-1100'

BARON

For.

Products' Co.

LIBERAL COMPANY BENEFITS

Write, Call or V,tsit
C.M.
Smith
t.

Positions offer excellent starting salaries, periodic increases,
liberal fringe benefits.' Including a rine, cafeteria & large
Convenient parking lot. Investigate the future with a dynamic
company In the challenging. field of packaging. Contact
Personnel Dept. for further information.

_

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

MAINTENANCE FOREMAN

.

To assume position in cost accounting. Prefer 1 to 3 years

GET-RESULTS-

Let us help make your...DAY!

24 -Help Wanted Met

Saturday 9 .a.m. to 1 p.nt.

ACCOUNTANT

---- AMMO

School Administration Office
Experienced T yp s t. .12
Excellent . fringe
months.
;benefits. Call Mrs. Meyers:
.HE 7-1000.

BUSINESS
__Ser.vliceMirAept_ory

CUSTODIAN

Paid vacations, yearly raise.

Tuesday & Thersday Evenings tll 7:30pm

Prefer experience in machine repair & welding.

'

DAY WANT ADS

School custodian. 40 hr. week

INTERVIEW INC.

-

RANOMUNST

774-9993

-

Stop in and see us during your vacation.

Young man with knowledge, of gears, came, linItages and
mechanisms.

12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTIONIST

'

MACHINE DESIGNER

Loan Ltd..

wk. to start, raise in 90'days
when trained. Free.
Miss Paige

.

* Good starting rate and profit sharing.
* Air conditioned plants.
Oppeitunity to join rapidly groWieg company.

Openings on 1st & 2nd shifts. Work in a modern clean tool
room.

Business Service Corp.

YOU'LL FIND IT IN TIIE

wide variety of challenging areas.

TOOL & D IE MAKERS

Doebber VA 7-5557.

to greet patients, ans. phone,
.schedule appts., light typing,
neat appearance and willing-

7205 N. Meade

774-939a

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

OPPORTUNITIES

MONTHLY PAYMENT

more information call Ethel

SECRETARIES & CLERKS

"An. Equal Opportunity. Employer"

PAY ONLY ONE

you wish in this area. For

For. elementary schools. 27
end 36 hr. positions. Not year
. around.

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines
VAnderbIlt 4-1188
Land Surveyor's assistant for
field work. Experience pre"ferred though -'net necessary.
Age 18 to 25. CL 5-4090.

fice work, we can give you
as few or as many days as

ness to learn qualify. $90

are req's:' $92.50 wk. Free

PART TIME CLERICAL

conditions and good employee

PART TIME
,If you can do ANY kind of of-

Northwest Suburban doctor
.will train -you as-recepiloolste

and good friendly personality

job

439-1100

layouts.

SPECIALIZE

for this

4201 ESTES AVE. ELK GROVE, ILLINOIS 80007

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from'sketches or

WE

RADIO STATION

Miss Paige

Interesting
Office Work

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

16 -Employment Agencies -Women

.

All around man with electrical experience and mechanical background. Many company benefits.

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs:
drafting experience plus have a good working 'knowledge of
military specifications.

Positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
Trainees or experienced
v-100° FREE
392-6100
SHEETS, Inc.
207 N. Evergreen Art. Hts.

HOSPITAL

'

439-7310

OFFICE -POSITIONS

ST. ALEXIUS

7205 N. Meade

several -openings in our order
packing department and - our
assembly department. Differience not -necessary: Cesod
starting salary; merlin) is,
profit
sharing. Saab int'
working conditions. Call Sr.
Marquard

$300 $650

LABORATORY
TECHNICIANS
HOUSEKEEPING nnd
KITCHENS

MAINTENANCE MAN

24 -Help Wanted: Men

DRAFTSMEN

OR MORE

qualifications

leave.

involved. -Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

the Milk Pail.

$2000
$3000
$4000

as to sex in

-our .Help Wanted and Employment agency columns

MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

Sherwood 2-5040

Available

Outstanding Career Opportunity for Qualified

NOTICE

Monday thru Friday

DO YOU
NEED

If you feel that you meet the

Year around employment,
Good typing required. 36 hr.
per, week. Vacation and sick

GENERAL WAREHOUSE
Due to expansion we haVe

appearance and nice
personality required. To $400
a month. Free.
Miss Paige
774-9394
'7205 N. Meade

4374500 Eat,- 510 -or 517

An equal opportunity employer

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Neat

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (912) 693-3021

'GENERAL OFFICE'

24 -Help Wanted Men

Join an established high school
combo. Must have own equip.
Call 253-5898

hood travel centers. You'll.
learn to talk to travelers, map.
our tours, suggest vacation
,sites, then type up the ticket.

Permanent Positions

Bass Guitarist
Electric Organist

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100 Arlington Hgts.
RELAY DRIVER

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

and only High Selitiol
uates,. draft exempt, would be
'
considered.

benefits accompanyinelt, feel
free In contacting Dan Sundt.

pect and A rlington Hts.,Steady,

Road

opening three more neighbor-

trol, engineering, and other
SECRETARX,
GIRL FRIDAY
departments.-EmphasIsitould- loriChool:adtitinistrifersofr-, -Well learn to schedule probe in expediting production
rice short haftd required. Year
grams, spot announcements,
materials. At least 2 yr,s.
around employment. 36 hr. etc. Exciting atmosphere and
of experience in. a similar
week.
you'll get to meet guest stars
type job would be required
Wand celebrities. Light typing

program

Work near home, Mt. Pros-

counting background or exper-

428-3651

pediting production' raw materials. Work assignments
would be originated thru pur-,
chan1ng
&
directed to
production, production con-

TRAVEL
RESERVATIONISTS

Prominent travel 'bureau Is

MOUNT PROSPECT
-STATE BANK.

ferred. Interesting and re gram. Apply to:

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

"

Experience necessary
Call Mr. James or Mr.Mahon
CL 9-4000
'

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

which also has fine working

or. WO 8-5220
426-3456
UNION PAINTERS WANTED

for above position. Some ac-

FULL OR PART TIME
part time vault assistant
Full time savings teller.
Full 'time proof operator

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

the need for a man who has
had some experience in ex-

For - confidential- - interview_
please call Mr. King.

Assistant Office Manager

We are licensed and regulated
`,1 the State of Illinois.

duction need 4, pt. time and 2
full time to start immediately.

medical

Profit-sharing retirement
Complete paid training

locating in Palatine next week.

appointment' only.

year. Should at least have high

(Purchasing)
Expanding operation requires

$8,000 PLUS
Rolling Meadows
The growing demand for our
CL 9-1820
established suburban shopping
Drivers for ice cream_truck,._ --service- requirea_that _we add
Must be over 18. Excellent 3 men to our permanent sales.
income for right man.' Call
staff.
after 5 p.m.
CI, '3-1903

WELDING CO., INC.'

ours: Weekdays 9 aim. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m. Openafter 5:30 p.m. by

Part or Full Time'
Due to factory increased pro-

EXPEDITOR

ROUTE SALESMAN

1100 Hicks Rd.

comp any

needs man with some experience in blueprint, layout, &
fabricating. Company. benefits. Call for appointment,
evenings if necessary.

-

requires computer 813 orators for IBM System/980.
Minimum experience one

'

ONLY

DAYS

16 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

'

six

Phone 827-5305

(Rte. 89)

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

SALES MAN
Experienced only, for commercial and/or residential..
Full or part time. Qualified

939-0707

Electro - Mechanical door
operating equipment. Basic

'Pension Plan

Elk Grove Village

,

CARPET.*

MAN,

'A Paid Holidays
10 'plays Sick Leave

SOLA ELECTR IC

N

inspection . department.

26 -Help. Wanted Men of Women,

retirees welcome.

prints. Benefits Include -'

Call %or apply In person

Rapidly expanding

SERVICE

Mimi be able to read blue-

Pligenises.

1717 Busse Rd.

Full-time liquor clerk -Driv-'
er must .be 23 to 35 years old
Arl. fits, area 359-0680.

INSPECTOR

Excellent position for expert.;
enced eleotro - mechanical

14 -Help -Wanted Me % .

(14 -Help Wanted In

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

15

Call Jack Caffrey
259-5880

,210 E; Rand. Rd.
Mt. Prospect

392-7430
Wall Washing

BY machine. No mess, no
streaking.. Free estimate.
Siete Mueller
HE 7-4556
MODERNE WALT:"
CLEANING

ImmucGlate work inexpert.-

sively done by machine also

method

new

cleaning.

.

456-5404

carpet

'

Friday, July 22, 1966

THE DAY

cAlPio.0 soffit

COUNTER GIRL

'km bring Yotir sewing skill..
Our people, will help you

Potition !With h.dure for custoMer relatimi minded worn -

an. .Full or part time. Pot-.
698-2117.

Hwy.

'

IBM
KEY PUNCH

.

esting opportunity.
ARNAR-STONE LABS., INC..
601 E. Kensington Road

Mt. Prospect

(1 block East of Randhurst)

Waitress4Part or full time.

a need for lat.. & 2nd shift

APPLY I N PERSON OR CALL
39243500,

working

WAITRESSES
WANTED

METHODE MFG. CO.

Experienced

1700 Hicks Rd. ik!Rolling Meadows

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS'

erate various office machines.

Apply in wson.

1

24 -help Wasted Men

LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.

ASSEMBLERS

111ATICIIEC

---,Male- &---Female-. --

Wheeling

411 N. Wolf Rd.

COUNTRYSIDE INN
W. Campbell Arl. Hgts.

-26=Help-itiolid- Mew Or Weiler

.

An equal opportunitY employer

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

choice of hours. Call or apply
In person. Eddies Lounge. 10
E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington
Heights. 253-1320.

Frequent wage reviene'lli excellent fringe benefits.,

Paid vacation, Pront-sharing
plan available. Must be good
with figures and able to op-

Road

information about this inter-

women in above positions.

conditions,
modern office, 40 hour week.

. Chicago, Ill. 60631
Teli-(318)-693-3021-

If you believe you qualify, call
Mrs. Cox at 255-0900 for more

(One block east of
Recreation Park)
.111 N. 'Hickory'
Arlington Heights

GENERAL OFFICE

8501 West Higgins

ASSEMBLERS
:.INSPECTORS
MACH I NE:
OPERATORS
PUNCH PRESS
Our fast growihg company has'

Good

_

letter herself. Pleasant, modern offide. Comprehensive
benefit program. 5 day week.
Hrs. 9 to 5.

E.H.BONN COMPANY

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Subsidiary of IBM

capable of writing a good nest

CL 5-4300.GUNTHER: KItON

693C requireskey.punch opair-

eters - with one to two -years
experience. Good salary for
gltls with High . School, edu- ,
Utica. Full or part-timo.Day
or light shift. Apply:

Experienced Waitresses
Part time and. full time

weight nylon goods. Good.
rate. Fine insbrance pro grim. Paid Holidays and
vacation. Five day' week Friendly ;group. of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
place. Come see us.

OPERATORS

Our President merle a secretary whose typing. end sten
ographic abilities are of the
highest quality, who is also

Cocktaliand Dining Rome

8 to 4:30.

'

.

.

Join A Profit Sharing Company

,

is

Join

.

PRECISION MECHANICAL

'

We need men with assembling experience Or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety ,of .close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.

for

OD

AL

'

These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

In a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing,_vaca._
tions,- holidaye and annual bonus.
-

.

-

Tuesclay.&ThurAday Eveningatil7;30. ern__ L,...;..,
Saturday 9. a.m. to 1 p.m.

..
The following positions are now available for men and

Corns in or Call
DUnkirk 1-2400

women in our new plants

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550

YOU!!

INTERV IEW ING: .

.

.

ii -Delp Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted-Wo

SECRETARY

Arlington CarOpsel

adapt it to industrial machines. You will sew mediuM

' ter and Golf Rd. or 1080
Bugle

i

30 -Help Wanted-Wsmee

tatted-Wmeo

Wanted-Womei

)0-11elp Wanted -Women'

b-hetp Wanted -Women

SO -Help Wanted -Women .

Barrington
W. Northwest ,Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Openings

JUNIOR PLANNER .
Experienee in procurement of parts or :reallAci- items And
knowledge of production scheduling.

.

MAINTENANCE
NIC
M

on

.
'

ANALYZERS

Three Shifts

.

Any exposure to electronics In .the military service, correspondence school; TV 'radio repair etc. may qualify you.

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with

eiperience in machine repair and maintenance.

are

-

SERVICE TECHNIC IAN

.

,
.

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitaliza-

The person selected for 'this position will be servicing all'
inplant recording equipment.

for

tion and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.'
..

'PRECISION ASSEMBLERS

-71WAIOT777 AI :META ,43.401'

ANIMEM=Ell=l=r;
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY't

250 N. 12th ST.

Ahtlliy thzaiirt hlion prints, micrometers
arid'
is
...,
..,., ... -. Indicators

'.1111,V imil:fiCe.,i

WHEEL1N6

537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

'

ASSEMBLERS

4'4 ari;ti;o0

.

.

ASSEMBLERS-''

.

No experience necessary as we will. train'.

MACHINIST&

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

ELECTRIC IAN

1st or and shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

.

Tool Makers

.

Work invbives maintenance of electrical motors and eta.'

Varied Machining Ability

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

BUILDING. MAINTENANCE MA N -

Mill Hands
Some` experience on both horizontal and vertical

-

Maintaining building machines.

COIL' WINDERS

equipment desirable

Boring Machine Operators
Precision boring experience desired.. Excello experience
helpful.

INSPECTOR

.

Experience In mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

KnowledgIn Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type Of Coi

any ambition individual.

Drill Press Operators
Must be able to set -up -and operate.

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN'

Permanent positions for 'men with a minimum of 1-3 years
e xperience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tol-

erances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay

!

Some experience In use of miscellaneous machine shop
equipment.

' '-'\

based on experience. Excellent company, benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.
COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

TOOL CRIB INSPECTOR

.

INTERVIEWING

Wcrk InvolVes ordering of Machine shop and assembly tools.

AERIAIC..11111\?E2ETRIES
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.

SHORT SHIFT.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women- 26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women;

'

We are presently accepting applications for female .
assemblers ' to work 'a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 ' p.m. We will train those

Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

who are 'otherwise qualified.

OPENINGS AT UARCO
CUSTODIAN

As an employee of AMPEX you will qualify

Experience In custodial duties desirable.

GENERAL

for many company benefits such as -

bRivER - MULTILITH OPERATOR
To drive company station wagon, picktiP and deliver messages and packages. Must have accident freedriving record,
be reliable and dependable. Will operate multilith machine
part time.

LAB TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior chemist in project' Work.

Interest in
chemistry or allied sciences desirable. High School graduate
with I year of college or equivalent night school.

*Profit sharing
*Good starting,rates
*Regular wage

,

increases
*Paid 2 week vacationS after one year
service.

*Company paid i
-insurance ' '

new,plants.
*Tuition paid
*Employee'discounts
on purchase of corn=
pany product's.*Promotional oppor
tunitieO galore-:

'

A Member of the GT&E Family of. Companies

'
,

Write, Call or -Visit
" C.M.' Smith

High school graduate .-__respensibilities include stock re-,
calving, inventory and miscellaneous office duties.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

*Early 'seniority in

'

RECEIVING CLERK
:A ..

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

.. 4 HOUR:.

550 W. Northwest Hwy.

-

mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road,
Emile west of Mannheim Road

ORTHLAKE ILLINOIS

MID

Excellent..pay, working conditions} bened ftis end op portunify
for advancement.

1/2

'

..

,

UARC0 I NCOR.PORAT.E'D
West- County Line Rd."
'

.

'Barrington; Ill.
v

DUnkiric 1-4030
An equal . Onportunity emplOyer

- 2201 Lan
'

a Elk Grove Vi I lage

Rdmeir oad '
.

.

Phone 437-1300
.

.

.

Located between fligginri. and, Route #83
An 'Equal Opportunity 'Employer'

M equal opportunity

employer (M&F)

'

MUM

.

I

-k

-304elp Wanted -Women

30 -Help Waried-Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

C.OUNTERCLER-K

TEMPORARY

WE NEED YOU!

Will train personable married

woman for sales & counter
work. Part time, 5 days

AND

rap_ are interested In.an

extrembly

interesting

job, -

please come in for an interview. Classtfled advertising
experience *Add be heipful,

but a pleasant telephone voile
and persenality are really the
most essential qualifications.
Apply

DAY PUBLICATIONS
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

time.

Pleasant work. Call

478-1441.

ADMITTING CLERK
(11 p.m. to 7 a.m.)
Competent Lady to handle'ad-

miting office duties on Fri-

Saturday nights.
- Typing skills --and -pleasantpersonality qualify.
day

and

people. Call collect 453-9510,1

IMMEDIATE WORK

ORCHID CLEANERS

Se6retaries
Clerks.

Typists

Stenos

24 N. Main, Mt. Prospect

4506' Golf Rd. Des Plainesi
GIRL: WANTED for light office

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want

work. Typing necessary. In
Arlington Hts.
CL 5-9444.

Work Close TO Home.

GENERAL OFFICE

$10 BONUS
With

First 5 Days Pay

Selling In retail shop. Pre-

fer 35 to 60 yrs. old. Full

eludes Sat. Wonderful tipper.
to earn extra income & meet

PART TIME

If you have a basic understand-

ing of bookkeeping we will
train you to operate our ac-

PLUS

$75 BONUS

counts receivable bookkeeping

Top Rates

Paid Vacations

starting salary, merit raises,
profit-sharing.

RIGHTGIRL

Call Mrs.Marquard 439-7310

machine. Lite typing and US e of

10 key adder necessary. Good

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Tempigrary Service

4.4afie Nelson
PHONE 8.27-1108

'

FULL TIME
EXPERIENCED

APPLY PERSONNEL

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSP1TAL
W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights

goo

CL 9-1000

.

'
_

.

'

CLERK -TYPIST
Due to expansion we have'one

opening for a biller typist.
Good starting salary, merit
raises, profit sharing. Etcellent working conditions.
Call Mr. Marquard

:

DENTALA-$SISTANTSALARY OPEN.
824-1917

1st qualified ladies having experience in general office procedures. applicants must be
neat appearing -due to patient

views first year, liberal sick
time benefit, excellent starting salary. Apply Personnel
Dir.

NURSES AIDES

HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL
718 Glenview

(Training Program)

Highland Park
ID 2-8000

We are interviewing fromJuly
p.m. qualified women for' our
' one week nurses aide training

program. Starting rate $1.45
per hr. plus shift differential.
Paid pension plan, paid life
insurance, 2 weeks paid vacation, 2 merit reviews first
year, liberal sick time policy,
hospitalization insurance available. Apply now - Personnel Dir.
HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL

Cosmetician Needed

Accurate typist (60 wpm) with
good apptitude for figure work

Randhurst

puter operation in a manufacturing company on 1401,

One year experience desired.
Work some auxiliary mach-

ines, verifier, collator, etc.

Regular hrs. 8:30 to 4:45. Will
consider shorter hour ar-

rangements. (9:30 to 3:30).
For appointment call Mrs.
Drewes, ext. 55. 529-4100.
RELIANCE LIFE
CO.

INSURANCE

OF ILLINOIS

1300 S. Maccham Rd.
(Near Golf)
PALATINE, ILL.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

Garage .Sale; Furn., baby equip., clothing, misc.; Sat.(9-.
5) 609 S. Kennlcott. Arl. His.
6 yr. crib $18, 24" elec. fan
$12, 4 pc. modern sect'l sofa
exc. ccrd. $175. 259-1755.

1440 & 360 computers. It Is
desirable for the candidate to
have a High School education
and have gone to a computer
operation school. No practical
exp. is required, however,

SAVE MORE NOW DURING
Carpet Contractor's public
SALE NEW FIRST QUALITY

it would be most acceptable.
(air conditioned) working con-

carpeting ONLY. No. 2nd's,
No remnants,No?ables.100's

Sundt.

pure Wool, Acrilan, Nylon,
Herculon, & genuine Vectra

Job is accompanied by fine

of DECORATOR COLORS in

ditions and progressive upto-date benefits. Call Dan

Indoor-butdoor. Installed

skillfully & quickly.
VAUGHN PLAN & SUPPLY
427-2216
CL 5-8478

LITTELFUSE
800 E. Northwest Hwy.

ASSEMBLERS

Beginning

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P,M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life in-

graphic skills.
Duties

'

are varied,

include correspondence, and ,public
contact. Please apply
in person.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A M.A... el the GUI bowl? I

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

MARTIN META LS

buffet. $185.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

itlaudes127 heat, $207.00. Call

.439-1.

'!BE CAREFREE"

537-2180

WI LLIAMSBURG,...

Palatine's newest luxury a-

partment building located at
Smith and Johnson and offer-

ing the following ultra -deluxe

features:
1. Central air-conditioning
2. -Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping

4. ample parking, storage

and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space
bdrm - $185. 1 bdrm -$160.
Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

392-5838.

OPEN EVENINGS

UNTIL 9 p.m.

48 -Household Appliances

2 yrs.

-

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of:

'

NIGHTS $1.85 --$2.00
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE
APPLY IN PERSON

Frigidaire, custom Imperial
washer 1. dryer, coppertone.
In operating condition, $75.
253-6418.

22 Cu. ft. chest freezer. Good
condition. 392-7324.
49 -Horses,- Harness And Wagons

6 yr. old 'Chestnut Gelding.

Good Disposition.
Hunter.
CL 5-4034.
50 -Landscaping

An gqual Opportunity Employer
M 4. F

f

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 52 & 14) PALATINE

of the famous Winthrop Rock-

efeller ,Ranch in _Petit Jean
'Stile Park at Miiiriltoti,Ark,
--Expert riding Instruction

',EXECUTIVES HOME"

Prior to leaving on the trail

dale 4 bedroom Colonial.

Corner lot, paneled family

By Owner. CLS-3053

Arl His, by owner. 3 bdrm,
din, rm. Fam rm. New W/W
carpet. 2 car gar. Fenced
yard. $25,500. 3924788.

given one working cattle ranch

ride. Total cost $20. per day,
per person. Send $40. by
July 25, 1966 to reserve your

spot. Trail ride starts August 1. 1986 and ends August 10, -1966 Send reserva-

tions to Allen F. Davis, Black
Snake Angus Ranch, 163 Henderson St., Hot Springs, Ark
or call 312 -WO 9-6929-forinformation. Anyone cango:.,

male or female, ages 10 to?

Make your .reservation nolwi
96 -Real Estate Wanted

Listings Wanted

COUNTRYSIDE

BARRINGTON VILLAGE

Year Old 2 Level Ranch
Home - Like -New - 5 Bedroortur,-- 3 Baths, Living Room-

with Fireplace -DiningRoom,

Family Room and
Recreation Room - CarGarage -, Beautiful yard .' Desirable neighborhood - Walk
Study -

to Schools - Shopping - Train
Depot - $42,000.
4 Bedroom Tri level Home in

Barrington Meadows -'Recreation Room - Dining Room

- Porch - Basement - Large
Landscaped lot

$35,900.

Countryside.- Have you Chil-

dren - Inlaws - Horses? This
spacious authentic Williamsburg. Colonial offers answer
to many housing problems - 5
Bedrooms - (Study can be 6th
Bedroom) Large'Llving Room
- Spacious Family room with
beautiful paneling and Book

3 Bailin- -2 Fire,

bdrm. apartments now under
construction for fall occupancy. Sep. D.R., air condition, balconies, walk in
closet, 14 cu. ft. refrig. 5
blks. to R.R. station.Adjacent
to shopping. Adults only, no
pets. Lincoln & Miner.
392-5678.

Smell all year
round pond - 7.6 acres - Re$58,900.

Dayton Nance R. E.
126 W. Main St. - Barrington
Sundays

Open

259-4353

Grass Sod Nursery.
Growers of nursery sod.
Straight Merlon.

Like New '66 C hev. C onv. Stick

Shift, Beige with Black Top,
on Warranty. After 5:30 P.M.
824-7211

THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN
$.50 sq. yd. picked up.

5.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 mileti
west of Dundee. Gilberts.

426-5108

ably air conditioned, tor summer of '67, from May to Sept.
Excellent references furnished. Call between 7-8 A.M.and
7-8 P.M.
-

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for

392-2680. after 6 PM.
1961 Biscayne Chevrolet 4

Radio,,Heater, Excellent

cond. $700. 392-7048.
CHRYSLER

Parties

1-1/2 or 2 ton

Graduations, etc.

floor jack; 2 stand jacks,
Call 392-1657;

CL3-2973

55 -Musical Instruments

82 -Wanted To Rent

Silvertone 30 chord organ with
bench. Walnut finish. $95

HE 7-4855.

56 -Office furniture -Devices

condition. Formica tops.Pro-

teethe edge molding. Attractive upholstered chairs
included. Also, some other
30 -Help Wanted -Women

AMERICAN LEGION HALL'
Don Wheeler

Exec. Desires 3Ixtrm. 2 bath
Home within 10 mi. of Art.
His. by Sept. 1st. Ex. Ref.
Available 392-1473

3-4 bedrooms home in Arlington Heights area. week-

days before 5. Call: 439-3840
after 6 and weekends. Call:
392-2825.

'61 Buick Special

Tel. 253-4340

A 1 condition. Includes 12
gallon, water tank with pump

faucet; 3.5 Cu. ft. ice box;

.2 burner Coleman stove; ca-

of country must sell

1963

Bonneville hardtop. Excellent
condition, Price $1650.
Phone 392-2262

'61 Chevy 2 dr. St. shift. R,
h., w/w. Exc. Cond. Perfect
2nd car. $800. 412 S. Ridge.
253-2107.

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars

065 VW - 1500 S. Low miles,
Clean. Call
CL 3-7204
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
No Junkers
Northwest Rambler -Palatine
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
MUSTANG MTRS.
Palatine
Boys 26" Schwinn Bike. Good

condition. Call CL 3-3115.
111-Motorc.ycla.10400ter
Honda 1965 Moder 90'. 150b
miles, Call 392-3727 after
6 PM

$18,900

carpeted living - dining room
comb. 2 full baths, 3 bdrms,

99 -Automobiles For Sale

99 -Automobiles For Sale

on 1/2 acre landscaped. lot.

RQSELLE

$21,000

Charming 2 .bdrm brick ranch
within walking distance of all
conveniences, in Palatine.

DODGE

Must be sold to settle estate.

D 0DIE

B OYS

$15,300

This immulate home has just

been reduced to sell immediately.
L.R. is carpeted,

sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2

car garage, attractively landscaped. Rear yard completely
enclosed.

'66 POLARA

$22,900

7 rm. split level home on

extra large lot. Beautiful
walnut paneling in L.R. and
family room. There are .3
bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and
attached garage.

FULL SIZE 4 DOOR SEDAN
BOYS

This is not a stripped down model.

5 year 50,000 mile Warranty
1960 FORD CONVERTIBLE
White top new high' performance engine, 3 on floor.

25 with. at least 7' ceiling.
537-6240

1964 V. W. CONVERTIBLE

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Like new.

1964 CHEV

.1: East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

6 Pass. Station Wagon. Red, stick shift. Real Sharp.

1963 FALCON

you have a good credit
VA homes are available to you for as little

,If

2 Dr. 8 Cyl. stick shift

rating

as $100 down. These are repossessed by VA, and offered

to anyone. Come in and talk
it over with us.

SOLA ELECTRIC CO.

LKSWAGO N ---CAMPER

110 -Bicycles

WANT
ADS

cool. for summer and about 15x

Mature competent girl to be secretary to department head.
Should have good skills and experience in manufacturing
industry. Exceptional fringe benefit program, modern air
conditioned office, cafeteria on premises. Call or apply in,
person.

MUST SELL,
253-0194

use +fie

Athlete wishes to rent place
for training. Must be private,

SECRETARY

Nassau,

1956

hardtop. Best offer. Call CL 37966.

$325.

Brick and frame ranch with

Weddings

53 -Machinery And Equipment

P/B, P/Wind. 437-0683 after
6.
Ford '85 Galaxie 500. 2 dr.
hd. top. Beautiful white with
red interior. 352 engine. Low
mileage, Like new. Best
offer. 255-3946.

benne tent; am -fm radio; snow

mileage. Good tires. Best reascnable offer. 253-7371 after
6:30.
'61 Chevy.
Cony. Good Cond. $595.

Outstanding Values

-

81 -To Rent Miscellaneous

Best offer .CaU 259-5138 after
6 PM.
Excellent 1965 Pontiac Grand
Prix. Air-condition, P/S,

tires; new Borg-Warner gas
heater. Clean' attractive buy.
Call 439-5312 after 6 P.M.'
259-4270
.57 DeSoto. Good Cond. Low.' Owner being transferred out

to Schools, trsin and shopping.

for furnished home, prefer-

Body good, engine perfect.

Priced to sell.

dining room, breakfast nook,
full basement, garage. Walk

Couple will pay premium rent

Exc. Cond. '2
Call 255-3253 after
5 P.M.
'65 PONTIAC Lemans,2-door
hard -top, 326 cu.'in., 259 HP.
Red with black interior,21700
Call: 437-0209
1955 Chevy, Straight shift V8.

tops.

1965 VW - Excellent condition

Mt. Prospect 7 rm. Cape Cod

D.R. & Kit. 2 -car gar. Near
school. Aug. 1st FL 8-3335.

'55 T. Bird.

566-0909,

4 bdrms., 2 baths, separate

$26,500

Call: 439-1504 after 7 p.m.

1963

99 -Automobiles For Sale

'

Phone pu 1-3434.

438-6656
Lake Zurich
'81 FORD Galaxy with power
steering. $525, good buy.

,Arlington Hgta.-- Mtmdeleino --

Must sell '56 Chev., 2 dr

places - 3 car garage and barn

W.W. tires & 2 snow tires Ra-

REAL ESTATE

6

duced price for quick sale.

Palatine

358-4555_
Arlington Heights - 1 and 2

Palatine: 2 Bdrm., lg. L.R.

Blue

or best offer.

fishing and boating during stop=overs. Trail
finished with a personal tour
swimming,

Arl. Hts. 4 bdrm,2-1/2baths,
pan: fam. rm. fire place'aExc.
loc. . 392.9567. Low 40's.

Beautiful residential 'Scars-

.

and other Extras
sleeping gear == pledty of ' dio'& Heater21990

16 -To Redt Houses

SOD

WANTED.

furnished but your clothes and

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

9

1962 CHRYSLER

Pass. Wagon. Automatic power rear window, heater,

music. Real Clean.

PHILIPPE BROS .
REALTY

1957 KARMEN GH IA
New Engine, black. Sharp.

434 E.Northwastliwy.
Pal/tine:FL. 8-1890
OPen2 to k
.

1717 Busse Rd.(Rte, 83) Elk Grove Village

1957 V. W. SUN ROOF
Excellent 2nd car.

HOME FOR SALE
MINA ITRESSES

1961 MERCURY

'10 rm. 4 bdrm.Colonial Brick
and Frame home, 4 years old.

4 Dr., Automatic, radio, heater, w/w tires. Good second car.

block to' Catholic School and
Church, 'basement, well landscaped, blacktop driveway,

Radio, heater, 6 cyl., stick shift.

fect for the large, young family
$46,200.00

Econoline Club Wagon; radio, heater and seats.

2 1/8 car garage, porch, 1/4

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS
We are now interviewing neat, attractive young ladies.between the ages of 18-35 for the position of

WA ITRESS
We Can offer permanent employment with excellent employee

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance programs.'
$1.00 pr. hr, plus full Gratuities.
Apply In Person
4

TOPS- COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rte. 63 & 14)

1962 FORD WAGON

built - ins, fireplace. PerOpen evenings until SEW.

1h mile N of North Ave.
on Wolf Rd.
1 mile W. of Mannheim

chen, delightful patio. $25,250. 1807 N. Kasper. Shown
by appt. 259-2555.

'61 Comet. Low mileage. New

I motor. New tires. Highest
For all ages
bidder. 253-6495.
10 day trail ride through
°Melina National Forest---' 1965 Mentepg, White IferciT4
near Hot Springs, Ark., on Auto - Trans., full console
the finest horsesr-everything

Radio. Power Steering &
Brakes, $225. 255-5854.

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance program.
'

Ige. family rm., built-in kit-

a p66

99 -Automobiles. For Sale

'

A True Outdoor Adventure

for horses.

CASHIER -HOSTESS
We can offer permanent employment, with eicellent employee

ed, immaculate 3 bdrm ranch.
2 baths, carpeted, dinbig rm.,

92 -Vacation Places

Cisee

HOSTESS

.FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

259-3956.
-Arlington Heights. Much lov-

Friday, July

HOME REALTY

259-1869,.

HE 9-2800

CASHIER

4 bdrms., 2 1/2 baths, family'
rm., full basement, eecreened
pOrch, many extras.Low40's.

AT

Mrs. Fiala

.

NORTHLAKE, ILL

Selling out display furniture
from 4 model homes. Will
separate - up to 50% off.
We deliver. 824-8164. 296-

misc. office equipment. Contact Mr. Nethaway. 894-5800

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

fers a fine opportunity for a gal who has
some personnel experience and steno-

jY

30 -Help Wanted -Women

SECRETARY

Here is a positicin
which will offer you
interest and a challenge. Our personnel
department is growing rapidly and it of-

.10 P.M.

desks. L -unit
Please call for appointment.. Secretarial
style. By All -Steel of Aurora. Budget plan available.
Most are new or in like new

Des Plaines

30 -Help Wanted -Women

2

253-3854 after

cond. A bargain 259-0579.

VAnderbilt 4-1188

2

$75.

2 brown barrel chairs, exc.

who would enjoy learning com-

PERSONNEL

'delixery arranged. 773-02521

Many - hshld. - 'Roper Gas range29',
old - Lilt., New $100.

Edison 6 yr. crib (complete),

KEY PUNCH OPERATO

815-923-2374.

For Sale. Solid oak antique

cond.
5:30.

4:30 - 1 A.M.

and details. Light shorthand
desirable.

ed.

Garage Sale - Fri. nits, Sat.,
& Sue. 101S. Maple, Mount
Pros. Furniture, tools, misc.

Book case head board. Exc.

An excellent opportunity is
offered to the right candidate

registered, Reasonably pric-

385-6333.

Mahogany dble. dresser. Full
mirror, chest of drawers.

COMPUTOR TRAINEE

2639 or 253-5512.
IllackLiaiticior paper len. AKC

7771.

hsehld. items from estate.
30'7 N. Harvard. Arl. Hts.

'other suggestions for stores.
Call Mr. Covell! 334-7252.

FINE HOME BY OWNER, at
529 S. Yale,Arlingtonlieights.

Just crazy about kids. 392-z swimming pool, Tennis ct.,

3115.
MODEL HOMES SOLD

Children's clothes, toys, --also

Pizza Place
Milk Store or

THE DAY

86 -Real Estate -Houses

room paneled basement with
2 Miniature Schnauzer
wet bar. Den or office on
14 -To Rent Apartments
male puppies. AKC.
first floor. Living room with
Sired by Ch. Kilmoe
fire place, separate dinLUXE'APARTMENT
AE
Cassanova. 12 weeks
For Sub -let. Recently Decoring room,dishwasher,dlsCall 358-2699
old.
ated. Deluxe 2 bedroom, carposal, carpeting and drapes,
after 6 P.M.
peted, equipped kitchen, extra.
sundeck and patio.Close to
Male kitten to be given away. large rooms. Air Conditioned,
train and schools. Low'40s

Avalon and Dreamer Pickup

Mon. & Tues. July 25 & 26.

Liberal discount privileges
and_ other employee benefits
included. Apply In person.
Personnel Dept. 2nd Fir.

CLERK TYPIST

up. -392-'7612.

Custom 'built breakfast nook
table and 2 chairs. Call CL 3-

CL 5-1107_
GARAGE SALE

time position . 40 hr. week.

Carson Pine Scott & Co.

Excellent disposition. $75 and

392-3744.

8865 after 6 p.m.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener.

Outstanding opportunity in our
cosmetic department to handle
established lines in a constantly growing area. Full

Center soon to be built in

' pups 12 weeks old. Ch. sire,

SALES & RENTALS
Nimrod Camping Traitors

plete with ladder and filter
$40 or best offer. Call 392.

718 Glenview Ave.
Highland Pk.
ID 2-8000

Arlington Heights. Just a few
leases left for -

items, antiques, baby turn.,

25 thru July 28, 9 a.m. to 1

234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788

German Shepherd AKC female

Single bed used only 1 year. Call: 439-4497 between 4 and

Albert, Mt. Pros.
Lg. size pool, 12 x 30 com-

Dept. A - I
Cozy money -making Shopping

away togoodhames.358-9283.

with motor & tools. '2 Ford

Sale:

PARTAKE

Beautiful kittens to be given

:after .12 noon.

wght_ lift set with press bench
Sat. 9 a.m. till??? 101 S.

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your 'own
profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

255-6473

Garage

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM.'

Palatine

Alum. patio cover. 32' ext.

1701 W. Rte. 120, 1-1/2 ml.
E. of McHenry. Phone 815-

available, 2 merit re-

tion

board trailer, full cover. All
299-6277
extras.

23 rOoms of builder's Modell
%ems' furniture being sold by!,
piece or. room. Terms snail

Coaches.
Open Stmdays - 12 to 6
FREUND'S CAMPERS

'66 -Business. Opportunities

Century Resorter 140 HP. in-

-UHF- IMO- -NW -175r-5--Altto

Avalon Travel Trailers and

and public contact. This is a
personhel orientated hospital.
Our employee benefits are
excellent. Paid pension program, paid life insurance,
comprehensive hospitaliza-

CL 3-0418

new.

40%-703 Savings

tire rims.

Highland Park Hospital will
be interviewing after August

For sale 15' . runabout. Tilt
trailer, 40 HP motor.. tike

Zenith 19" portable TV with

ladder. Wood lathe complete

GENERAL OFF ICE

H.P. Johnson. $100. Very good
condition. 299-2480.
1

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

attch'mts. 4 mos. old. Call

Vic. Des .Plaines

15 ft. Ply -lap run-about08--H.P. Johnson motor, trailer,
'many extras. 'Call CL 33115:
Outboard motor for sale. 10

20" Cooper Klipper ReelType
Power Mower. ExcellentCondition, $60. CL3-1099
SEARS Boy's Bike, 24" Red,
Good condition, $20 Chrome
Fenders. Call: 253-8108

Rexair Rainbow vacuum with.

,

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies -

HOME RI AlL/V
132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine,Illinois

.

158-4665.

DAY

WAN ts.,

Palatine, ill.

GET kE.SULTS

1962 FALCON

Hems

y PiPleild Older Cars. Good Runners.

OHRE
DODGE

Pedersen Pointers

o Young,

Pro Gives Tips on
Getting Backspin

ewinan Toss --tn hit Game

Getting 'backspin on his shots should swing more with your
can be one of most important right hand, being sure not to
and most difficult problems roll it over until you are, well
.

a one -hit whitewash for the Arlington Heights American Legion junior baseball spuad last night, blanking the Fenton High

and the average golfer just straight line toward the tardoesn't play enough to com- get. If you don't the dub fade
pletely master the art. There will tend to close, and yoUr
are some tips to remember shot will hook.

School summer school nine 4-0.

Young, a University. of Kansas freshman, fashiOned five innings of no -hit baseball, walking only two and 'whiffing five.

though when you arc faced -with"
a shot that demands backspin.

Newman came on in the sixth and gave up the losers' only
safety, a sharp grounder between second base and short.

In his two innings. on the

rubber, Newman fanned three
and walked no one, employing
a knuckleball much of the time.

ARLINGTON scored enough
in the first inning to cement
the win, tallying twice on three
hits and a walk

Thad Woodard opened the
inning with a pop-up to short,
but shortstop Steve Allen's
single got things started
Newman followed with a

field,

will find it
especially difficult to put back-

brought
home Allen with the blow. Tom
Le Starge's single then brought
Newman in.
Arlington tallied again in
center

to

the

but

FIRST,

'

Cit.-

.........:,0'"-,.._.:,....

fourth on a walk to Le

sixth

out its
at Beloit, Wis.,
closes

slightly at the address.
The greater the angle at' which
the club face meets the ball, the
more backspin you will achieve.
USE

THEY ROLLED over
showing the
home runs.

011%

A,

,A

at the point

lers

between

8 30

a.m.

and

1030a m

All Illinois grapplers 18 and
under are eligible, and Olympic -style

medals will

pre-

be

sented to the top --dime finish,

ere in each of the 12 weight
classes

APPROXIMATELY 300 grapplers from all over the state

are expected to participate on
the

five

-

mat

Forest

View

layout, according to Hal Henson, one of the organizers of
the event Last year 197 boys

out; nine -walk performance.

lington Heights Park District
Twilight Golf League Wed-

double to the winners' total.

Mike Lopata contributed a

clung to second

place

by a

went

Sullens

John

and

breaker to Harris ' Pharmacy
6 1/2 - 5 1/2.

-

the loss for the Yankees, who

now stand 9.6 for the season.

Heights Cleaners moved to

within a point of the runnerup spot and a half -point of
third place by topping Bruns
Real
Estate
8-4.
Horcher

Decorators tripped City Welding Service 7-5, and Lauterburg and Oehler fell to Koops
Mustard 8-4 to 'round, out the
schedule.

The Cards are 13-2.
.

THE GIANTS wrapped up
second place in the Bronco B
Division, nipping' the Lions 43.

Tom Dermanson got the win
on
a
three -hitter, striking
out 10. Bob Battaglina wiis tagged with the loss on a two hit showing.

Arko

DON MCGOWAN copped low

gross honors with a 37. McGowan bagged two birdies as
did Joe Haughey.

tripled

for

the

Give 'em Water

Duffy Ties Mark

Advises A.M.A.

When Duffy Daugherty blows
the whistle signaling the first

Advice from the American
Medical Association may provide an oasis for thirsty athletes when fall football drills

practice of the 1966 Michigan
State University football sea-

son, he'll be beginning his 13th
season at M.S.U. That ties him
with Charles Bachman (1933-

from posting their 12th
win against four losses.
ants

each hour and to tell 'athletes
to use liberal amounts of salt
on food and start training routines gradually.

Hurst's "Goldenrod" which
holds the land speed record for
axle -driven vehicles, will be on
display July 25-31 at the Glen-

view Naval Air Station during
the 35th National Model Airplane Championships.

THE LONG, sleek golden auto has. about 5 inches of clearance above the ground, and is
crowd -getter

wherever

it

pxs.

:lames Jakubiec of Ailington
has been named . to
the honor roll of athletes at
Michigan State University fore
maintaining a B .or better average for the second semester.
Jakubiec, a sophomore, was
Heights

to features a 426 -cubic -inch
Chrysler
Hemispherical en-

To-

kyo. the U.S. :Team won 36
Gold, 26 Silver and .1fi Brunie
Medals: Of these totals. U.S.
Arniy members
earned
6
Gold, 4 Silver and 6 prOn/e. A
total of 22. Army' athletes
helped
States.

represent

the 11.J nOed

1963 FALCON DELUXE WAGON $993
sharp.

1963 FAIRLANE 500 WAGON $1093
Hurry Folks!!

monstration team, the Blue
Angels. Other acrobatic performers will add their talents

8 Make History

show, and plenty of free park-

Since
merican

birth of all-Afootball selections' in
the

DOR!R.0
op -

19631/22F

wheel mounted under the car's

1963 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE $1593

The public is invited to the

Bucket Seats, Full Power!!

ing will be available.

1964 FORD SEDAN

-0

Call

on
the
all-star
in one season----Haryard in 1901 and Michigan
State in 1965.

teams

Man of the

1964 FORD SEDAN

MP

Real Nice Car!!

Training Starts
to

The national meet begins at

,

The last tennis player to win
the Wimbledon Championships
three years in a row was Fred

Lincoln, Neb. on August 18.
The U.S. team has just returned from Moscow where it
won I I of 17 events in an in-

Perry (1934-35-36).

ternational meet.

1964 FAIRLANE WAGON
Priced to Move!!

the

M.S.U.

1964 FORDp v-onCountrySedan

1964

Score Board
1

Roland E. Sorgatz

Legion Baseball

REAL ESTATE

Arlington Heights 4, Fenton
H.S. O.

BRUNS

PLUMBING
Small Repairs

FAIRLANE

Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts
'

GALA XIE

STATION WAGON

9.00

BUD'S

Do It Yourself Or We Install

Price & Compare
THEN CALL
CL 5-4799
'

BULKO

gives you more gallons for yourdollar.
Free Sunday papers 8 P.M. Sat: till noon Sun. with
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous

service at all times. Come in and see Jim (Thyme.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

FALCON

MUSTANG

2 Dr. Hardtop -

SPECIAL RATES

at low rates from
GEORGE POOLE (wed)
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL'

112".A11"

CL 9,-41141,
CIL-5-9E1189
NITER AND SUNDAY

1793

.s..1593

$1493

1965 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE $1893
The above can are guaranteed by Ford Motor Com-

.

pony for a period of 24 months from date of your
purchase, or, a total of 50,000 miles onthe speedometer,
or, 5 years from original production date!!

TODAY'S SPECIAL
Stock 1,9856

1963 Lincoln
Continental Convertible
-

A

RENT A STATION WAGON

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

$46409

D

PLAN YOUR VACATION

Power!!

1965 FAIRLANE SEDAN

BILL KELLY SAYS:

R

PLUS MILEAGE:

$

Six Cylinder, Sharp!!

FOR ONLY

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

saucket , Seats, w

1964 FORD V -B

CL 5-6320

TORONADO
4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

CORTINA

XL
2 Dr. Hardtop -

$ 1 593.

FDoORD

Full Power!!

THURSDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS

YOU CAN BUY A NEW

rent a new '66

$1293

Spartan -Pur-

Notre Dame meeting.

according
Coach Don Gambril.'

$1493

1964 FORD V-8 CONVERTIBLE $1593

Michigan State football games.

due clash and

Championships,

,

Air Conditioned, Full Power!!

Set Telecasts

strip as it settles down.

Swimmers from the Amen can international team will begin training immediately for
United States National
the

$1093

Specially Priced!!

Selling your home?

only two schools have
ever placed as many as eight

fall ----the

$1293

s

2 p.m. both days.

1889,

this

FASTBACK

to the shows on July 30-31 at

gine, and when fired up. the
car tilts upward completely off
The American Broadcasting
all four wheels onto a special
Company will telecast two big

.

In the 1964 Olympics at

1963 FVOIT.)C1spll eciNIRY SEDAN $1193

ON THE LAST two days of
the greatest
the model meet,
air show ever presented in the
Chicago area will feature the
Navy's precision flight de -

individuals

Hurst's "Hemi Under Glass"
will also be on display. The au-

$793

4 Door Sedan - Can't Mist!!

'

Fast Cars on Display
At Model Plane Show

a

Honor Student

1963 FORD V-8

Spartans' grid helm.

SERVICE
STATION

810 E. RAND RD.-

ever presented in the Chicago area.

46) for the most years at the

the A.M.A. condemned an old
The West beat the East 30coaching tradition of withhold- 20 in the first annual Coaches
ing water from athletes prac- All America football game,
ticing in hot weather "The be- played in 1961.
lief that a no -water policy is

The doctors added that withholding water from athletes
working in heat can lead to heat
fatigue and serious illness. They
also advised coaches to give
athletes a half a glass of water

-

a member of the varsity ten- tail. It' their roars down the

Page 10

absolutely no
scientific foundation," Association officials said

los-

ers. but couldn't keep the Gi-

,

has

two -

of the night, Arlington Struc- a double.
tural Steel dropped a heartArt. Hagg was pinned with

nis team at M.S.U.

beneficial

12-

.'

Hurst's "Hem! Under Glass" will be one of the special exhibits next week at
the 35th annual Model Airplane Championships at Glenview Naval Air Station.
The last two days of the July 25-31 event will include the biggest air show

ed only two en route to the win.

Heating and Air Con-

Friday,

meeting with various

-

,

Yankees 5-0,

ditioning. in the closest match for -three. Szala chipped in with

lege days.

a

an

3.5

half -point despite a 7 1/2 - 4
. Rush doubled and drove home
1/2 setback at the hands of two runs in his own behalf.

also was held at Forest yiew.

In

ch. 7.

.44;Pir

THE CARDINALS champions of the Pony B Division,
rolled over the

competed in the tourney, which

coach and athletic associations,

of U.S. - Russia Track Meet,

of impact. You

24/50

V
..,1C1.

with Casey Rush getting the
NEW EMERALD Cleaners win. He fanned seven and walk-

Coach Tommy Prothero of
UCLA was a star blocking
back at Duke during his col-

begin next month

three

er of the Yankees was tagged
with the loss on a seven -strike

or and Supply.

WEIGH-IN AND registration
will be conducted for all wrest-

with

way

ees and issuing nineSvalks. Bak-

nesday with a 9 1/2 - 2 1/2

High School, Arlington Hgts.

and diving
championships, ch. 32.
9:30 p.m. Track, coverage

Move the club head a little
faster than you usually would

the hill. striking out .12 yank-

romp over National Convey-

ament will be held tomorrow
at II am at Forest View

AAU swimming

sharply.

the

ed -into first place in the Ar-

Crest

an

swing and then bring it down

Peter Donahue got the win on

Springs Shell Service. vault-

y

upright

Cleveland, ch. 5.
I;10 psrp. Base bal I, CAbs 1,1/4
more laic -a club r like nine -iron - Cardinals, ch. 9.
'
or a wedge. you should pick' up
8 p.m. Bullfights, ch. 26.
the club abruptly on the back 8
p.m. Swimming, Men's

Yankees 15-8 with Mike lzben

Spring Shell
Takes Lead
In Golf Loop

The Second Annual Olympic
Development Wrestling Tourn-

SATURDAY

p.m. Baseball, Detroit vs.

ki,virig,_,Whcp shooting._with

ion title.

THE GAMES will be played
in Templer Field.

Wrestling Meet
Set at FV High

'

clinching the American Divis-

is slated for 8 p.m.

BOB YOUNG

7:30 p.m. Auto racing, films of '66 Indianapolis 500, ch. 32.
8
p.m. Stock car racing
from O'Hare Stadium,.ch. 32.
9 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26.

face

THEN

White

night,

last

Association

ball

6:55 p.m. Baseball,
Sax vs. Orioles, ch. 9.

the

I

The Tigers picked 'up their
14th win of the Bronco B season.in Mount Prospect Base-

Saturday with a twi-night doubleheader. Ganie one starts at
5:30 p.m., and the second till

ISports on T.V..1
TODAY
5:55 p.m. Football, filmed
NFL highlights, ch. 32.

Be sure to play the ball off
your left heel. Open the club

Tigers Win
14th'
Pennant

Starge with the run.
1966 season

and Coach Keith Koentopp. (Kneeling) Mike Sobie,
Mike Holstrom, Jerry Adams, Kurt Koentopp, Marty

Bill King, Dan Smith, Rich Gillespie, Van Ostermick,

without

benefit of a hit. Le Starge and
Paul Parish drew walks after
single and stump -shaped Mark one out in the innin,& and a
Frase drew a Ease on balls..
wild pitch advanced them to
second and third. De Rosa's
JERRY DONAHUE flew out fly ball to left drove home Le
Arlington

very little grasS between
club face and the ball.

71

Heating .team clinched first place in the first round
of Mid -Teen League play last 'week. Pictured are Fontanna, John Tabbert, and Coach Dick Adams.
(top row) team sponsor Doyle Reeser, Bob Chudik, (Kneeling in front) Paula Reeser.

THE FINAL Arlington run
the

. , .- ,',-r

-

The Waycinden-Mt. Plaines Number -one Suburban

good for a run -batted -in.

in

.

you

spin on a ball if your lie isn't
good. Ideally there should be

rl

i,--..,,

Starge, a single by Frank De
Rosa, and a single by Young,

Scored

into the follotv titrough.

faced by the weekend golfer.

Try to think of keeping your
It takes a lot of practice to
get your iron shotS to "bite", hands' and the club face in . a

Bob (Sideburns) Young and Mark Newman combined to pitch

TORONADO
Only full-size car
.with front wheel drive!
--Flat floors Full.view tide windows 385 -hp Throned°

Air Conditioning, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, Power Seat, Power Everything!!
For The Discriminating Buyer!!

$2393.00

Come On In And Visit - We're The Good Guys

With NO Hats!! John - Charlie - Phil - Tom

Rocket V -S EnsineToronaao's own brand of Turbo Hydra -

Made Drive Concealed headlamps Unique drafaiee,
ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest look In town!

oletwito MARTIN J. KELLY
fileitAi-wIOLDSMOBILE, INC.
--- 1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

GEORGE POOLE

1010
C L 3 5000

.

WEATHER
cloudy;
Partly
Tonight;
Chance of thundershowers; Low
around 70. Tuesday: Partly
cloudy; Chance of thunder-

ect

xOg.

,

Telephone
:2554400'

showers; High near 90.
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ar_rway Land Isn't Yours

ac

7

:ster&i:a

Planting shrubbery such as this, while attractive, is
violation of village ordinances. Only trees, -- and
then only those specified by the village and at 50 foot
a

Lighting fixtu
along parkways

s

as this are a definite hazard

are illegal, according'' to' Village

a

Manager John Mongan.

lington Hgts.
Arlington Heights ordered a stop to all
lawn sprinkling and other nonessential water
uses Sunday as water supplies ran dangerously
low

Tte ban was put into effect by policemen

firemen cruising- residential streets A
million -gallon water reservoir was completeand

ly empty and 128 residents in one area said
they were without water

Mayor Daniel Congreve of Mount Prospect
said he had received no request from Arlington Heights officials for water under an emergency mutual assistance agreement.

Congreve said Mount Prospect would supply
water if needed, but only for essential use
He said this would include normal household
demands, but not lawn sprinkling, car washing
or industrial use

Shoppers World
Carnival Forced
To Get License
The operator of a carnival
in the Shoppers World Parking
Lot on Rand Rd ssas forced to
operations
he obtained

Thursday

suspend

until

a

business

license

Acting

on

instructions

of

Police Chief Ni.sscll Esmond,
Sgt Gerald Glascoek dosed

the earnisal until Don R Galli,
Bloomingdale, obtained a loudspeaker permit and
license from the village

business

Galli obtained the necessary
permits I riday
operations

and

resumed

Boy, 11, Injured
At Lions Pool
Rick Broeren, II, of 802 S
Maple,

Mount Prospect,

Car parked on village -owned parkway Is a deal violation of the law. Mongan has ordered police to ticket all

as dangerous for children swinging this close to traffic

such offenders.

as it is for motorists who confront the hazard.

intervals -- may be planted along parkways.

ater
Shortage In

Swing set along this parkway, is in violation of village
ordinances. Mongan points out that the swings is equally

Add-A-Roonz _From Sidewalk
newer Due -Voted Code
In Tally Ho Case Variation To Curb, Land
Kendal A. Crodks, former

re-

west Community Hospital, Arlington Heights, after he slipped
and fell on the edge of the pool
in Lions Park Saturday

"Twirl Your Teen - - -

McMahon's behalf.

a

return receipt for certi-

mail Smith described as
ah "essential link" the village
HE SAID he enclosed a
needs to establish receipt of screen porch with windows and

Gripe
Of The

c,

legal notices.

sought the variation for the new

room's foundation after BuildSMITH TOLD Judge Butler ing Superintendent Peter Rot-

Day

that Crooks has no right of ten discovered the addition was
over the documents be- being constructed without a
cause they are public papers. village permit. The work is 50

lien

With the whole country
bent on education lbut with
college tuition rising), why
do employers refuse to
mer?

Scott Nyquist

He said a retaining or possessory lien is allowed
over private papers.

only

Crooks asked the judge for
permission

interrogate

to

3.41.1100V20t0t.iftIMUMUAttittftlettritlq.{

"We ain't down yet,"
Viet Nam" fame.

re-

-

Sharon of 13 Edwards Rd.,
Prospect Heights, and Joanice
of 157 George Rd., Wheeling,
have more than 40,000 books
Arlington High
stored in
School earmarked for soldiers
in Viet Nam.
When they were told by Navy
_representatives that the books
not be transported as
thought, the girls
refused to give up.
could

originally

SHARON reports that the
Illinois International Guard
and

a

major airline has of-

fered to investigate the problem and see how they might

help.

Joanice said Sunday that Rep.

Donald Rumsfeld- of the 13th
congressional

district

called

her from Washington and offered io give . assistance. She

that representatives from
the Cicero, Berwyn and Sticksaid

ney Jaycees also called

and

offered help.

Phv!is Held and Ron Web.

Photo by Dan Bolas.

Sharon can be contacted at
296-1243 and Joanice at 537-

0569. - -The girls say they will give
several thousand books to Great

Lakes and Hines hospitals but

hope to send the majority of
the books to the soldiers.

Crooks, who is the attorney complaints of residents who
and one of' the organizers of were dissatisfied with contracGovernseeks to
change the form of government
in Mount Prospect, has labeled the village's suit "hirrassment."

port Sharon Gehrke and Joanice Krienke of "Books for

Robert
Moore appeared at the hearing
and told board members the
village's, position was that con-

lage often bore the brunt of

Representative
the
ment Assn. which

Viet Nam
Book Girls
Hopeful

per cent complete.
attorney
Village

Smith but Judge Butler direct- tractors must comply with viled Crooks to file 'an answer lage codes.
oral
argubefore
bearing
He emphasized that the vilment.

Chicago appearances. (lancing are, from, the lower left, Eileen Hine and Philip
Miceli, Barb Steiner and Henry Held, Shelley Presperin and- Tom Murray and

the building

it

fied

hire students for the sum-

Saturday performers at the World Teen Show In McCormick Place in Chicago
were these dancers from Mount Prospect, members of the "Twirlin' Teens," a
local square dance organization. Harry Glas, Roselle, puts this group through
their paces at the Mount Prospect Country Club last week in rehearsals for their

in

Code was allowed Friday by the

to

Village Owned

Mount Prospect village prosboard of appeals so that work
ecutor, was to file an answer needs in another suit asking could continue on a home addiapartof
the
today as to why he should not for destruction
tion begun without a permit.
be held in contempt of court ments.
Before their decision memthat strip of land between the sidewalks
Parkways
for refusing to turn over to the
bers were critical of the re- and streets -- are the property of the village rather
CROOKS
contends
that
fees
Prospect
village ' of Mount
ijuest.
than the home owner.
dkuments concerning the ill- are due him for legal work,
Mrs. Dorothy McMahon had
These parkways. six to eight planting approved trees and
connected
with
the
project.
He
Ho
apartment
Tally
fated
asked for a variation from the
foot strips of land, are usually grass.
said the village has not paid kind of foundation required by
project.
Judge Walter Butler directed him $1,200.
the municipal ordinance for a maintained by the property
TREES -ON parkways may
At a hearing July 7 before room addition she was having owner who cuts the lawn and
Crooks to file the answer after hearing arguments from Master in Chancery Howard built on her home at 507 S. keeps them neat and clean. not be of the elm variety behowever, they arc in reality cause of the dangers of Dutch
the village appointed attorney Arvey, Crooks said he has a Can -Dots.
right-of-way and elm disease. Those seeking to
R Marlin Smith in court Fri- lien on the papers and will not
T. J. Sweeney. superinten- part of the
plant trees on parkways in front
return them until he is paid.
day
dent of the Add -A -Room Co., arc the property of the village
of their homes must secure
Two of the docuMents the Chicago, acting as general con- just as streets.
The' village asked Crooks be
Village Manager John Mon- permission for such planting
returned arc tractor for the construction,
held on contempt of court for village wants
The third spoke to the board on Mrs. gan pointed out several viola- 'from the village.
building permits.

ceived three stitches for a cut
on the back of his head at North-

A variation

turn over three
documents the village says it
refusing

tors' work after completion.

Combo to Play
Sidewalk Tunes
tusi, et
DayS.

al,

during Sidewalk
1.

Collins. owner of Ruy ColBarber Shop in Dunton
Court. is sponsoring the teen
lins

combo "Like Us" to perform
Thursday and Friday from 9
to II p.m. in Dunton Court.

Driver Held
After Crash
Donald L. Prims, 77, of
Rolling Meadows, was arrested
for driving while intoxicated
Saturday after the truck he was
driving collided with the rear of
an auto driven by. Joseph Livorsi, 54, of 1414 Rose Hill Dr.,
Arlington. Heights.
Livorsi was stopped on U.S.
12 waiting to make a turd off of

the highway into a restaurant
parking lot when the accident
occurred.

Mongan said that he is going

ision

has a long list of ap-

to begin a campaign to edu- proved trees for parkway plantcate and inform the public that ing. The list is available to rethe parkways are actually vil= sidents.
.

!age property and to make sure

they are used as intended by

Mongan

along

trees

said

parkways must be planted 50
It is a violation. Mongan feet apart. Only the varieties
points out, to use the parkways approved by the village are alOrdinance.

for

any

purpose

other than

Vandals Repeat
A home on Schoenbeck Rd.,
vandalized last Monday, was
broken into again Sunday, police

lowed.

"A resident can lose a lot
of money by planting shrubs
and non -approved trees along
his parkway,' Mongan pointed

out. "The best policy is, to
check with the village in ud-

reported. Tree limbs were used Vance."

to smash windows and force
open two doors.

By United Press International

.

.

MONGAN SAID that it is an
absolute violation to park curs
on parkways. "The police have
orders to ticket any cars park-.

ed in this unsightly manner,"
Mongan said.
.

.

He also 'pointed out that it'. is

a violation to add a parking
area of either gravel, .stone or
asphalt on a parkway. "There
are several such vidlations in
the village," Mongan said.

Marines, B -52s Continue Offensive

The manager indicated that a

SAIGON -- The big B -52's of the U.S., Air Force campaign would get underway to
all village parkways into'
struck Communist troop concentrations from one end bring
conformance with the ordinance
of South Viet Nam to the other today. The huge Strato- in the near future.
fortresses made one raid in support of U.S. Marines
Mongan said he is principalin "Operation Hastings" just south of the 17th parallel border with North Viet Nam. The B -52's also ly interested in edaating the
zeroed in on a Viet Cong troop area 35 miles north of public on the use of parkways.
Siagon and a guerrilla base camp deep in the Mekong "We arc not out to harass
'

Delta.

On the ground in "Operation Hastings" the U.S. Marines ari continuing attempts to crush a North Vietnamese
division moving across a 300;square-mile area of jungles and mountains. Fighting was reported heavy, through
yesterday, with one Leatherneck unit battling about 100
North Vietnamese for. seven hours. Knother Marine unit
came under a heavy mortar barrage after darkness had
fallen,

but

overall

American

casualties

are reported

light despite the bitter fighting at grenade range. The
Communists are believed to have lost more than 1,300
dead in the 11 -day allied offensive.

-

Golfer Tony Lema Dies in 'Crash

A professional golfer' whose
MUNSTER, Indiana
happy-go-lucky style made him one of the most colorA 'juvenile accused of shop- ful golfers on the PGA tour is dead. Thirty -two -year lifting at Walgreen's Drug Store zed Tony Lema died last night along with his wife and
in Mount Prospect Plaza was two other_ persons, in the, crash of a private plane near.
Munster, Indiana...
held by police Saturday.

Hold Youth

.

7%.

The forestry department of
village public works div-

the

pect.

Roundup
For The Day

like Us'
Ray Collins plans to keep
Arlington Heights teens jumping with the Frug, Bird, Wau-.

tions of village ordinances along parkways in Mount Pros-

'.'t ongan said, "but the
anyon%
of the village can
appears

be muchImproved if residents
abide by the regulations when
they improve parkways."

"

AMONG violations pointed
out by. Mongan throughout the
village are planting of ever-

greens along parkways ("They
are a, hazard to traffic by block-

ing the view"); installing gas
or electric yard lights (again,
a traffic hazard), and even put-

ting a swing set for children
on the parkway ("dangerous
for both the kids.and the motorists'. '.')

Mongun said that any resi-

dent of the village who Is in
doubt abbut parkway: regulaoffice for

tions can call his
.infOrmation:

i

,,,,,
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$50,000
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Palatine and Arlington Heights firemen- last night
battled a fire in downtown Palatine that resulted in two

ter supply is low as it is. vedere, Mini said. -The buildThe pressure Is really bad."
ing is occupied by' Kolman's
Palatine, like Arlington Hgts, Drug Store on the ground floor.
minor injuries and an estimated $50,000 damage.
and several other communit- Mrs. Brussel and het husband,
Palatine Fire Chief Orville
. FOUR PIECES of equipment ies is suffering from a short- William live in the second floor
Helms
said
damage
may
be
in
Quincy.
She
platys
to
be
an
she
did
ha
own
choreography
feel
to
,be
thc
'How does it
the. age of water. Chief Helms said apartment.
English teacher.
for the talent 'number, a higher when a complete in- from Palatine answered
twin brother of "Miss Illinois"?
a ban was put on the use of all
spection is ,made. The exact call' at 7:38. p.m. Arlington
Damhge to this building was
Allan inzerello says "It's
AT'. FOREST View she was modern dance.
Heights sent 'two pieces of e- exterior water in the village limited to the second floor agreat" and he is enjoying the secretary of her senior class
SHE performed a somter cause of the blaze was not quipment, including an aerial Saturday.
partment for the most part,
limelight as much as his fi- and was a member 'of Orchesis, dance to "Grey Goodby" from determined.
The building at 42 N. Brock-. firemen said, ' although the
The fire began in the rear ladder truck. The Mount Prosmous sister.
"Soldier in the .Rain." Her
the modern dance cluti.
pect
Fire
Department
stood
by
'way
is
owned
by
the
Palatine
store had heavy Water
Other members of the in- prizes included a 3500 savings of a building .at 40 N. Brock- to assist in Arlington Heights National Bank. It is occupied drug
Mary. Lee Inzerello, 19,
damage.
daughter. of Mr.- and Mrs. An- zerello, family, nclude Anthony, bond, a. wrist watch and lug- way and spread to a connected in case an alarm sounded.
by Hanson 'Hardware on the '

Twin Brother Tells About Mctry Lee

thony Inzetello of 371 Laurel,
Elk Grove Village, has been
selected "Miss Illinois" and
will represent the state in the

20, Mark, 16, Angela0113, an- gage.
other set of twins Christopher
The "Miss Adams County"
and Adeline, 8, and Cary, 6.
contest was the first one she
Allan says the family is very ever entered. Plans now in -

Miss America Pagent in At-

proud of Mary Lee "and so

lantic City in the fall.
are my friends who have dated
Miss Inzerello was chosen her." Allan is a business maSaturdaysnight as top candidate jor in pre -law at Northern

Miss Inzerello qualified for phoned the family Saturday
the contest when she was chosen night from4Quincy when their
"Miss Adams County" at daughter won the title.
Vital statistics are 34-23-35.
Quincy. For that competition

ated from Forest View High
School in 1965 and will be a

sophomore at Quincy College

Elks Lodge

OBITUARIES
from the Haire Funeral. Home

Oscar F. Huff, 61, of 1251
Av.,

Illinois

in Arlington Heights,

Arlington

Edward Blum, 78, of 203 E.

obtained from the Haire
Funeral Home in Arlington
Heights.

Hannah Wichmann

ville and Mrs.: Amanda Miller of Arlington Heights, and

He is survived by his wife

McDonald

Anna; a daughter Mrs. Barbara

Gt..= of Arlington

Heights;

four grandchildren and a brother Norval of Pueblo, Col.

Funeral services and burial
are private. Information may
be

Illinois" Mary
Inzerello of Elk Grove

Lee

Vil-

lage. will represent the state
in the Miss America Pagan

is Atlantic City. , Vital statisties: 34-23-35.

They are Arlington Heights

Harold J. Washburn, 1407 W. Sigwalt; Robert
Heights, died yesterday in the L. Mullen, 2001 Verde; Ian
Bee Dozier Nursing
Home, Craig, 1316
N. Arlington
Palatine.
Heights Rd. and Harry O'Kane
He is survived by a son 1411 E. Sunset Terra PalaArthur of Prospect Heights; tine residents installed were
two grandchildren; two great- John J. Foley and Thomas P.
grandchildren; three sisters, Conforti.
Mrs: Clara Vogt of McHenry,
Mrs. Alma Harms of Bensen-

.

"Miss

Six. new members have been
installed by the Arlington
Lodge -2048.-

therun General_ Hospital 'in
Park Ridge.

.1

1_,

Information may be obtained hiStaltal.

Oscai; F. Huff
N.

America competition.
"We expect to have her home

Mr. and Mrs. laurel° tele-

I /2 -inch, - the same interests.

I08 -pound brunet was gradu-

Rd.,

residents:

Prospect

Mrs. Hannah Wichmann. 77, four brothers, William and
died yesterday at the Lutheran Fred of Bensenville, and HenHome & Service for the Aged ry and Herman of Arlington
in Arlington Heights.
Heights.
4
She is survived by her huscall at the
band Paul, also a resident of_ Visitors may
Haire --Funeral- Home, --North, theLiiihetari Homer
after 7
Visitors may call . at the west Hwy. at Vail,
will be
Lutheran Home in Arlington p:m. today. Services in St.
Wednesday at 2 p.m.
Heights after 4 p.m.

Catering
-Finn to Open,

Gwen-Lor Catering Inc., a
established firm, will
open today at 3254 Market
newly

for shock

at

North-

A Palatine fireman, Mike
Bellanco was treated for back

injuries at the hospital..

not be used because pressure,
in the fire hydrants was too

that building.

THE OWNER of the other

low.

"This fire is just what we
needed," Helms said. "Our wa-

building at 40 N. Brockway
is a Dr. Schroeder of Bel -

Chief Helms said his men
stood by the fire scene throughout the night.
He said a complete investigation wouid be made today to
determine the cause and to get
an accurate figure or the amount of damage.

Cadet Friend Bill Boston
Gets Them Off Ground
dials, instruments and .radio take me for a ride in an air- highly of the men who devote
BY MAXINE TYMA
calls and said that some of the plane but no one ever did. 1 their time to. it. He sayi he
Bill Boston likes to fly.
One of the nicest things about cadets are "pretty :sharp when know how the boys feel and I'm likes to see the cadets take an
-his--trobby-he--says-is-that -he-they-ask- quesiions."2-----------,--,glad, to-help-the...Civil --adr-Pa--aativc-interest_in.aviation..andla:.
glad to help when he can.
Boston said the first, reaction trol if I can," Boston said.
likes to share his enthusiasm
The Arlington Heights Caof the cadets was equal to
with young people.
OTHER pilots who have det Squadron of the Civil Air
Boston, of 202 E. Lonsdale, ours. "We don't seem to. be
Prospect Heights, is one of the moving fast at 811," we told taken the cadets on flights are Patrol meets Mondays at 7
volunteers whci spend their him. But we were flying at Bill Additon of Chicago Ted p.m. in the American Legion
weekends taking members of 3,000 feet at a speed of 110 Seymore of MUndelein and Hall at Miner and Douglas.
Membership' is open to boys
Bill Thomas of Des Plaines.
Arlington Heights Cadet Squad- miles per hour.
"When I was small I always
Boston does not belong to the and girls interested, in aeroron of the Civil Air Patrol on
was hoping that someone would Civil Air Patrol but speaks nautics and aviation.
flights.

He took us on a breakfast
flight Saturday morning to Lake
Lawn Lodge in Delevan, Wis.
We had an opportunity to experience what many of the young
cadets experience when they
meet Boston -- our first airplane flight.
"

We took off from Pal -Wau-

Murray and Mrs. Lori Kraus- half hour (light: lTie flirt"re=
er, the firm will be open from action was one similar to

with

Church

treated

ground floor and has an apartment on' the second. Firemen
said damage was extensive in

kee Airport in the Cessna
Plaza in Rolling Meadows.
170-B at 9:15 a.m. for the
__Operated by.- Mrs. _ Owen7.

10 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily Monday
through Saturday and evenings
Services will be Tuesday at Peter Lutheran
and Sundays by appointment.
2 p.m. in the Lutheran Home the . Rev. Robert 0. Bartz ofThe firm's grand opening
ficiating. Burial will be in St.
with the Rev. John Kempf ofcelebration is scheduled for
ficiating. Burial will be in Peter Cemetery in Arlington
Saturday, July 30.
Heights.
Memorial Park, Skokie.
today.

building at 42 N. Brockway.
Low water pressure hinderA woman living in an apartment in one of the buildings ed fire -fighters. The Arlington
Mrs. Mary Brassell, -62, was Heights aerial ladder -could

dude preparing for the Miss west Community Hospital.

Illinois University and says he at least once before the fall,"
and his sister share many of says Allan.

from 37 girls throughout sthe
state.
The petite 5 -foot -1

'

roller- - coaster ride, when
climbing. But' this ride wasn't
about to come down for a while.
FOR
A few exhilirating
moments Boston let us navigate the plane. He explained the

ti

Elinoo 1911

First, oldest, largest
Bank in the grotOng
Mount Prospect
area

to 'bare Ms entinniassa hr ey1. IN

BM Boston of Prospect-- Heights likes
iseshers of the ChB Al,' Patrol.

Grace's Daze'

O'U'NT PROSPECT State DANK
Statement of Condition

By Grace MottBOARD OP DIRECTORS
HOWARD W. ALTON

JUNE 30, 1966

The Big Ball

'

Chairman of the Board
Columbian Lithographing Company.

2

,

._

-^}

Bank Building Corporation.___.--.--......
Furniture, Fixtures and. Improvements
Other Assets
. .

-

....

' TOTAL 'ASSETS __.____.$41,181,196.73

While some went early enough

Treasurer

George L. Busse & Company

course dinner and dancing to the
ene orchestra.
mong those representing

WILLIAM J. Bussa .

Chairman of thi Board
and Presklent
ROBERT W. Gsvalcx;
Vice President
CARL HAMIIRRL

Executive Vice President
LAWRENCE A. Kinn

Attorney

Retired

_

.

...

Deposits
.
Discount Received but not. Earned . . ...
Other 4Liabillties

.

975,000.00
____. 1,125,000.00
487,187.44
33,109.33
.
255,713.16
,.
_ 37,926,600.70
367,019.11
11,566.99

men, Mrs. Mary Solon and Mrs.
Calvin McClinton.

TOTAL LIABILITIES ........$41,1:81;196.73

Investments

Savings Accounts

Business Loans Real Estate Loans
Auto Loans'
Collateral Loans
Life Insurance Loans TravelersChecka
Savings clubs
Safe Deposit Vault
Personal Loans
Improvement Loans

04 -HOUR DEPOSITORY
PREZ 5 -HOUR PARKINS
FOR DANK CUSTOMERS

Saturday, excepningst Wednesday.

Friday eve

5:80 to 8

SUSIE AVENUE AND EMERSON STREET- MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 50018... CL 1 -1005 -

from

Glen

From Green Lake, the Pfeffers an

assistant

district attorney

went on to Minneapolis for a assigned to work on the murders
second visit this summer with of the eight Chicago nurses.
their daughter and husband, Dr.

A NEW 'address,

'and Mrs. Norman S. Kerr, and

417

S.

.

Adams in their canopy -covered Plaines.
golf cart after most golfers have
left the course, are Lon, 8, and
Jon, 6, sons of the Neil Adams

Co -Hosts

of Los Angeles. The boys arrived July 2.

Their first few days in the

Alumnae
Meeting

resort" and today as beautiful

middle west found the Adamses ';

as ever, draws a good number of

driving the pair to Cable, Wis.,
where Joye Adams' family, the
An Arlington Heights resiFrank Wardeckers of Lombard dent will be co -hostess at the
have a summer home. The Ad- July 27 meeting of the Northams stayed three days, and then west Suburban Alumnae Chapleft their grandsons to enjoy the ter of Stephens College.
rest. of the week water skiing
She is Mrs. Dean De,Poy,
and fishing. Each caught'a "big 920 Beverly, co - hostess with
one" and Lon managedsuccess Mrs, Joseph. Hill of Des
on the skis. Both boys are ex- Plaines. The meeting will
cellent swimmers.
begin at 8 p.m. in,the home of
Back in Mount Prospect the Miss Margaret Staffel, ,429
Adams boys were joined by a S. Knight, Park Ridge.
cousin, David Adams, 10, who
MISS RUM Williams will
flew in fromslowa City to join speak on home econontics and

families from Mount Prospect
who combine vacation with
learning. This year is no exception.

The 1966 13th National Conof American Baptist
Women at Green Lake attracted
ference

the 'president

of The South

Church Guild and her husband,
the Frederic Heifers; Mount
Prospect,

HOURS

8:80 a.m. tq.2 pan. Daily through
MBMEER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCR CORPORATION

EACH YEAR the American
Baptist Assembly at Green
Lake, Wis., previously the beautiful and expensive "Lawsonia

Some of the many
MODERN MANNINO *SERVICES
under ONE eonranlont roof
Checking. Accounts

came

,

.

Amin Waus

Capital Stock
.
Surplus
....
Undivided Profits
Reserve for Contingencies
Reserve for Taxes, Interest, etc...,_

Others

Ellyn, Franklin Park and Morton Grove, and only one who
workshop on "affluence and. had to say "maybe" to the invitation was Robert's brother.,
Poverty."

Mount Prospect were Mr. and returned home via Hampton, Wille, Mount Prospect, now
Mrs. Jack Tindall who took a . Iowa, after a day or two with belongs to Mrs. and Mrs.
Richard Stade: One week ago
table for their staff and included relatives there.
the couple and their daughters
the Dilworth Kerrs, Russell
A COUPLE of junior travel- Susan and Sally moved into the
Magnuson, Harry Schuler, Carl
Danielsen and Mr. and Mrs. ers who made the trip here alone two story colonial building conWalter Kadlec. Also seen at the are spending the month of July tractor Stade built for his
big party were Donald Hanson, in Mount Prospect with grand- family only a block from their
Donald Heidorn, Frank Mc- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph former home at 314 S. Main.
New owners at that address
Andrews, the Jack Kellen, the. Adams.
The little boys who find great are Mr. and Mrs. Harry HitchDonald Hagers, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert L. Nelson, Daniel Sal - delight in being ridden by the cock coming here from Des

HUMAN KOLPIN

LIABILITIES

cago.

for the 9:00 a.m. tee -off time,
others waited until evening, arriving just in time for the seven

GEORGE EL Bums

$ 3,023,401.79
6,454,757.59
5,177,951.57
6,623,698.70
19,241,179.06
250,000.00
177,577.08
232,630.94

the annual golf outing and dinner dance of the Northwest
Suburban Board of Realtors which found a representative
for the day" from their offices.

Busse Flowers

Cash and due from Banks ____
U.S. Government Securities
State and Municipal Bonds
Other Bonds and Securities
Loans and Discounts

tives of Mrs. Novak's mother,
Mrs. Katherine Roddy of Chi-

number 'of men and women in the real estate business "gone

Fun W. Buses
ASSETS

About the biggest event on the local social horizon last week
was the "Beachcombers Ball" at the Elmhurst Country Club;

and

the

Charles

Baumgartens of Prospect Hts.

who not only rested but took
part in study.workihops.
In a few years retirement will
concern Fred. Pfeffer who took a

the fun here.

-final plans will be made for

PERFECT summer weather

an August 23 orientation meet,

ing. The meeting, at which new
week's course on that subject, lent its aid to a party Mr. and and returning Stephens intwhile Maud Pfeffer tat in on dis- Mrs. Robert Novak gave Sat- clents will be guests, will be
cussions on "controversy" and urday night. Fifty, guests_,at a, a pool party at the Wilmette
Winpna Baumgarten attended a back yard barbecue were rela- home of Mrs, John .1,1 Roche.
I

.

4.-4..

The Day's Prospects

Modeling

A Top Model
a simple coffiure. She did not the

BY DOLORES HAUGH
This is the first in a series of five articles cleating with
,
business and professional opportunities for women.

business and

The

professional

OpPortunities avail-

able to women today are varied and interesting. Education, specialized training and an adventuresome
spirit have allowed women to capture positions that
were totally unavailable to them even a decade ago.
In order to help young women who are in the process of
choosing a profession, women in five fascinating fields have
been interviewed. Their experiences may benefit others,

The first in the series deals
with a highly competitive occupation which provides glamour, travel and fame. The
'profession is a difficult one

to enter for beauty, education
and poise and intensive training and physical endurance are
necessary to reach the
nacle of success.

pin-

HOW DOES it feel to be One
of the five leading_ photographer's models in the United

States? This was the question

asked of Rommaine Maloney
when she recently visited her
parents, Col. and Mrs. Edward Simenson of Mount Pros-

photographer

took

wear a lot of make - up nor pictures."
did she advocate it except for

800

Rommaine does not recom-

evening or Modeling wear.

mend

Her answer to the question
was "it is exciting, glamorous,
and educational through travel, but it was work, too".
Rommaine went on, "I went
to the Bahamas, Canada and

modeling school although she
did attend the Ford Modeling

Europe. It is fun modeling
bathing suits in the summer

graphers for bookings.'

that -everyone

School

go, to

herself.

She recommends that a girl have professional pictures made and
then personally visit photo-

A professional photographer
but unless you can travel, modeling can be uncomfortable. can tell by reviewing the pro-

especially when you must model posed model's book and her
woolen dresses in the heat of photographs if she has the

The clothing indUstry must
Rommaine was wearing a get their new fashions into
print
early. This requires long
cool white pique sheath. The
dress was simple in design hours under hot lights to make
accented only by a. shiny black the deadlines of publication.
"The glamor is the excitepaper mache flower pin. She
was tall, poised _and tanned as ment of meeting other people
she sat in the beautiful home in the modeling profession.
of
mother ,Her lovely Working with accomplished
chestnut hair was field back photographers is work. In or:
with a black velvet ribbon in der to obtain one color photo,

signment.
Once a photographer has
booked a model his recom-

mendations and photos act as
a gateway to the next assignmcnt. If modeling assignments
can be booked early in the
day, the rest of the day is your
own, she

says. Salaries

are

high'Tor photographer modeB
and once established the model
rm.'44:kv.

Back - to

ap AT HOME

and college
students and full clothing for
the, young career girl will be
school
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modeled in a free, public show
at I p.m. Saturday, July 30 at
Marge's Apparel Sample Shop.
Models ranging in age from
13 to 17 will walk through the
113"N. Dunton, Mid par..:
ade through display windows.

For Library
Friends Sale

teen-age organist,
Kloepfel, will play. ,

The friends of the Library
in Mount Prospect are still in

.

A

Cindy

Mrs. Blanche Dressel professional model and commentator from. River Forest, will
co-ordinate the show and comment.

Seek Books

GOP Women

Plan Garden
Reception

need of used books, both paper

back and hard cover, for their
Annual Book Sale on August
27.

Donations may be deposited

THE MODELS are Candy
Pohlenz, Pam Micek, Kathie
Coniglio, Beth Dressel, Diane
Bloss,
Louise

Beth Kelm and Mary

G. I. Liebenow, 131 S. Kenil-

Devonshire lane.

To Attend
Institute

-1

University.

will begin at 4 p.m.

Garden clubs members may
The institute is designed to
purchase at this sale: Persons train counselors or, teachers
do not have to be a member of us professional counselors in
the Iris Society.

secondary schools.

-dump-style closet.

Although most women keep
spot-

cabinets seem to be our

the utensil you seek is in the
most step -saving spot.

As you make the changes in
If you have some leisure kitchen storage, consider what
moments, you might want to purpose the item serves most.
attack the kitchen blight. But Some bowls, or example, are
stock.
Thoroughly clean all cabinets. Now's the time to pitch

out chipped china and glassware,. and you'll be pleased
how much space this housecleaning creates.

Still don't have enough room
to' accommodate all your utensils?

A brightly colored pegboard:
may help. With it, you can
hang pots and pans by hooka.
This is a convenient system
because it removes the necessity for burrowing in drawers
for frequently used tools.

If you don't feel comfortable

for mixing, while others are
for serving.
Put the mixing

bowls near the food preparing
center and the serving bowls
near the range.
Avoid bumped

toes

and

This safety measure also
can prevent strain on the

arms, shoulders or back from
lifting.

ALTHOUGH

your

spouse

without a back-up supply of may offer to help in setting
sugar, Baur; cereals and such, up the new system, don't lose

sight of the fact that you're the
find a special cabinet
for these extras, out of the one who most uses the ..kitspot -

way of day -today items.

WHEN sorting and reorganizing
food,
'

utensils, cutlery and
More them in their

proper work areas - the spot
where you prepare food, the
.place you cook and serve and
-the cleaning center.

This sounds like the way any
organized ,_homemaker would

surprisingly, ybu
may find it isn't. To check
plan,

but,..

yourself, walk across the
room and consider whether

Chairmen

be-

Maloney.
Phillip
executive
She since has become the
mother of two bright eyed,

red haired boys, Gregory and
Bradley.
her
In

'

career
Rommaine worked for 8 years
traveling

successful

the

around-

world

and modeling for the foremost
photographers In 'the field -today. She and her family were
One of the model families interviewed in the August, 1965
of the Ladies Home
Journal. She also had two
issue

in

the ToWn and

eggs and foods low in carbohydrates are required in limited amounts in order to maintain good health, a clear complexion and vitality. Good
health adds the glow of youth.

ABOVE -- Rommaine

As to make - up, Rommaine
suggests only a light application of lipstick, eyeliner and
professional eye brow arching which is the basis for a
clean eyebrow accented with
a touch of pencil. False eye-

Maloney with her two
sons Gregory -and- Brad-.
ley, during her recent
visit to Mount Prospect.At left, the daughter of,

lashes and deep eyeshadow
are for evening wear or for
assignments not for daytime.

Col. and Mrs. Edward
Simenson chats with a
Day reporter. She was,

Rommaine attended the Uni-

before her retirement to
become a full - time
housewife and mother,
one of the top ten fashion
modeli in the United

she takes interest in her
homes, in Manhattan and on

vivfitates.

Long Island and their furnish-

ings. Shejs,crOcially,fond of,

nk.

-

solving storage problems from
Rubbermaid, Inc.

Make space

usable. For

unreachable areas of base cab-

use a slide -out drawer.

These come in different widths
to fit most standard cabinets
in old and new kitchens.
Put a deep drawer for
vegetable storage under the
kitchen sink.

Garden Walk
Is Tonight

7th

reaction to silent
and dog comedy

A visit to Memory. Gardens
convinced us this memorial park

acts.

District Jr.

ingston; American Citizenship,
Mrs. Monte Banister; Stamps,

is far more than a cemetery

.PLUMBItit
(KITCHENS
VIBIT

s ea/Roc:it

"When we first saw Memory Gardens, we realized how different It is from any cemetery we had ever seen. There is so
much natural beauty everywhere at Memory Gardens giving
comfort and inspiration. Wherever we walked we found religious works of art, tree -shaded paths, quiet garden corners.

.

OUR,

We were reminded of a peaceful, landscaped estate, with lawns
and flowers on all sides.

"We had never liked the idea of crowded monuments ...here
at Memory Gardens we found handsome bronze family memorials set level with the lawn. Our, family memorial site

Niztrtitycs_!

short

A

fkr.14100-1iAii*

will close the evening.

shares in the beauty of a featured work of art and is sur-

Phone 2394205.

rounded by lovely trees and flowers. And Memory Gardens
makes it easy to explain to children the need for cemeteries.
Memory Gardens is so attractive that it gave us an entirely

Mrs. Robert Malcomson, and -Mrs. Vancy Sorenson, chairman of the bowling team.

new feeling about cemeteries.

As in the past, the juniors
will man the TV Mobile Xray
A lid rack makes a good Unit when it is located at the
baking

cabinet near the range.
Put corner base cabinet,
areas to use with large, revolving turntables.
Corners
often are the worst space-'
wasters in kitchen cabinet
design.

fetching,
commands,

For all the years to come, the management of Memory Oar -

:REALTORS

Prospect Plaza. This
year's chairmen for the project are, Mrs. James O'Brien
and Mrs. Ronald Wilson.
Mount

dens is pledged' to constant care of the beauty which will
keep it an inspiring' testimonial to eternal life. Under the
Permdnent Maintenance Fund and Endowments, your pro petty and the magnificent formal gardens and lawns will

OF THE TO4111

be devotedly groomed and cared for always.

Many families today are wisely including the purchase of
memorial park property In -their plans for complete family
protection. Memory Garden's modest Monthly Payment Plan

Selling your home?
Call our

Is designed to fit each family's needs. To receive full informa-

tion about beautiful Memory Gardens, we urge you to mall
this conpon today.

Woman of the nap

Regain lost top and back
shef

space

in

Memory Gardens is non-sectarian; therifilre

wall cabinets

there are no separate sections by faiths.

by using smaller, varied -sizes
of turntables_ to hold spices,
glassei,

cups or condiments.

-

PROUDLY PRESENTS

..ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Lew MusHr.i 'TALE TELLERS'

QHansel
And Greter,
Children.
Adults,
02.00'.

Count/. Club
In the Old Orchard Country Club,
'Rand & Euclid, Mt Prospect.

.

.

3 bedrooms -paneled family room plus bobby room - a 133E23

;;;:

ft.

living room - a top location for St. James Catholic and

Bt. Peter. Lutheran schools and churches. Only

$21,500

ItRUNIS

,123 8:ARLINGTON /1718.- RD.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.
CL 5-8000

100 S1 MAIN
MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7130
,

Member of Multiple Listiog8erylee

I
I

.11

NAME

Pat Lechelt

REAL IRSTATIR
CL 15-411120

MEMORY GARDENS .1

2301 E. EUCLID AVE.'
'ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL..
Please send me your FREE bookletcontaining fullinforniation
,on Memory Gardens' family and single memorial sites, and
-pictures showing Memory Gardens' natural beauty. I would .
also like complete details on prices and on your convenient,
payment plan,

THE COYNTRY CLUB THEATRE

$1.00

se,

antiqu es eves bet -mother.
She *occupies her free time with volunteir work at the
cancer institute and studies

It'll be a busman's holiday
for members of the Arlington
Heights Garden Club tonight
Each department is respon- us
they take a garden walk in
sible for, projects which servvillage.
ed -at least one area each year. theThe
walk will begin at 7 p.m.
are:
chairmen
Department
at the home of Mrs. Joseph.
Senior Citizens, Mrs. Don
Kasper.
114
Georgen; Youth, Mrs. Judsen Thompson,
Other stops will be the home
Strickland; Literature, Mrs.
Mrs. Joseph Koenen, 529
Robert M a g i n n i s; Bridge, of
S. Prindle and the G.H. Krohn
Mrs. Norbert Gorny; Ameri- home,
542 S. Dunton.
Can Home; Mrs. Charles Livbusiness meeting
ald Wilson,
Hostess.

noeseem logical to you.
Here are a few tips for.

inets,

Nominations;
Banister, 7th
Representative

for Revisions, and Mrs. Ron-

mashed heads in the kitchen
by planning. Put heavy or holder for shallow
awkward equipment at a rea- pans, casseroles, muffin tins
sonable height to lift and and pie pans. File each in the
transfer to a cabinet or stove rack and place it in a base'
top.

;Drs. Name

sentative
for
Mrs. Monte
Jr.
District

Vie home economics staff of

weak point.

before you take action, take

to

retired

She

Obedience
Show Saturday

Open a cabinet door in many a kitchen and you'll find a jum- chen. And the male,, slideble that would tickle Fibber M cGee, keeper of a famous refuse , rule approach to planning may

"

Why did she leave the profession?

The Mount Prospect Jr. at the Museum of Modern Art
New board members assist- Woman's Club has named Library, specializing in Maing as hostesses will be Mrs. committee chairman for the tisse and Picasso.
Rommaine has modeled in
treasurer; coming club year.
Edmund
Cyrol,
many showings at well known
Mrs. John Nimrod. recording
As a participating club
Child raisers who double
secretary
and
Mrs. Ariel the
Federation of fashion salons throughout the as dog trainers will have a
Illinois
Schrodt, third vice president. Woman's Clubs and specific- world, has posed for posters
chance to see the results of
ally the 7th District, the fol- for the March of Dimes and canine obedience instruction
Invitations have been mail- lowing women will act in of- modeled college girl fashions Saturday: July 30 at the Northed. Information is available ficial capacity for the district for Glamour and Mademoiselle west Dog Obedience Show.
from Mrs. Edward Gil foy of and the state. Mrs. Rachel magazines.
The free, public event will
"Modeling is a fascinating,
Arlington Heights, 255-0974; Toeppen is the 7th District
begin at 2 p.m. at Davis and
Mrs. Frank Kolerus of Wheel- Conservation Chairman; Mrs. interesting and lucrative pro- Dunton in Arlington Heights.
Proj- fession dffering travel, high Bleachers will be erected for
ing, CL 3-8148 and Mrs. Ar- Walter Berg,
thur Jicha of PUlatine, FL 8- ects Chairman; Mrs. Peter fashion and excellent oppor- the audience.
Piper, 7th District Jr. Proj- tunities to those who will work
2247.
Stan Petri will comment at
ects Chairman; Mrs. Don to achieve it; she says.
the show, which will feature
Loew, 7th District Jr. Repredemonstrations of hurdling and

Jumble in the Kitchen,
Time to Clean It Up
surfaces

States.

AS A busy wife and mother

candidate for the U. S. Senate.

1

Society will sponsor its annual
Anna Marie Bazik, 509 W.
sale and auction Saturday, July
30, at the Hinsdale Community Euclid, is among 30 educators
House, Eighth and -Madison, selected nationwide to participate in the National Defense
Hinsdale.
The sale of standard varieties Education Act - sponsored
will begin at
p.m. and, the short - term counseling and'
auction of the newest varieties guidance institute at Indiana'

kitchen

ers of five of the. leading fashion magazines in the United

The Women's Republican Club of the 13th Congres- she majored in psychology. She
sional District will hold a garden -party Saturday, Aug. modeled for 7 years.
E. Busse Ave.; the homes of 5 at the Kenilworth home of Charles H. Percy, GOP;

benefit of the Mount Prospect event, scheduled for
to 3
Library.
p.m. in the Percy home at 40

The Northern Illinois Iris

less,

she had appeared on the cov-

versity of Pennsylvania where

worth; T. Clauter, 304 N. Dale;
Planning the reception with Mrs. Percy are Mrs. Harry
The public may view the T.F. . Grady, 401 Nu-Wu-Ia. Burdick of Evanston, acting president, and Mrs. H. 0. Hebrich
showing, from inside or . out-_ .antl,TkB. Frr_c.p,c.,4443. S. of Northbrook, vice president and social chairman.
George. Profits from this
side ihe shop.
Rep. Donald Rumsfeld (R the. 13th) will
event "will* :
greet guests at the

their

ercises to relax and maintain
muscle tone.
When she retired in 1957,

at the following locations:
Mount Prospect Library, 14

Cunningham.

Iris Society
To Sponsor
Annual Sale

110

pounds and practices Yoga ex-

Country Magazinc.
ACCORDING to Rommaine,
figure control is establishing
good eating habits. Salads,
fresh
fruits, meat, cheese,

school fashions

-

requirement. She weighs

write ups

Of School
for high

ROMMAINE if' 5 feet 8
inches tall. Good posture is a

quality needed for a given as- come the wife of a New York

summer."

pect.

It's Time
To Think

may set her own schedulesand
commitments.

:-P

ADDRESS

-)
.

.1

CITY'

ZONE

STATE

For Immediate Need Call CL 5-1010

13-7-3III

...

-

Some rDay
er when the full price of guar-

monarchy

a

.

anteed
ent.

That fellow King George or

care

Americans

appar-

becomes

efficiency,

like

tb what is wrong with putting
old King George back. in -the .
'

-

whoever he was who'invited all
those patriots to the Boston
Tea Party should have stuck to
.his guns. There are probably
a few Republicans around who

A 'monarch would nbt have
to play around with this' gradHe could .tap
ual increase.
on. a straight 10 per cent and
chop off the heads of anyone

Americans aldriver's seat?
so like window dressing, so

will claim that we are only' a

who complained.

such a'council would be a fine

step away from
now.

a. monarch.

DM' are jumping to a conTake some of our

clusion.
current

for

problems,

in-

under a monarchy.

People are paying more for
longer

Security

in

If a monarch wanted a war
somewhere in the world all he

A straight assessment, so,
much a head, .would raise the

up a bunch of young, men.

Bring your money to the

-

Wanted...issues. The Republican party is badly in need of concrete issues to boost their hopes
for state victories in November.
The GOP holds two offices in Springfield. The
state treasurer, William J. Scott and state superintendent of public instruction, Ray Page, carry
the party banners in the state capitol building.

Beyond those two top offices - both at stake
in November -- there are few bright spots for
the party. Of course, the Republican -control of
the senate will not be changed, however, it appears that the Illinois House of Representatives
will remain in control of the Democrats.
What the party badly needs, in the face of ser-

-

progressive people,

but they really resist change.
It may take them two or three
years to recognize the monarchy.

win:
IN THE other race,.for superintendent of public instruction, Ray Page is acknowledgedly, in
trouble. Even with token opposition in the primary, Page's opponent received about 30 per
cent of the vote - considered a near miracle in

exaggerated issue.

Unless some psoitive issues are developed,
and presented to the electorate in a believable

the face of so called party unity.
Page will have trouble standing on his own two

manner, the GOP faces trouble on Nov. 8.

pull the party throughPage's opponent, Dr. Donald Prince, is an educator himself and rated an even shot to win.
- --Much -of.. the -state's educational establishment" will be working for Prince. Historically,
-

Rowe's claim to. fame is that he was elected
at' the Republican conference through u determined effort from forces of Charles H. Percy.

decisively when confronted with problems.
--Chicago-could-have turned into another Cleve--._
land had not Gov. Kerner displayed the strength

himself a candidate for the U. S. Senate.
Percy support-downstutc might have gained- in ---

The Republican hope, 'then must be in issues.
Chuck Percy will not be strong enough to pull the

Marshall Field III

ticket over the hump -- not in the face of Paul

Monday; July. 25,1966
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Douglas.

Where are the issues.' We don't know. We

the southern part of the state despite his Chi-

Rowe is opposed by Adlai Stevenson Ill, a
formidable name in Illinois politics. This is one

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping

--' _

-

selves

to defeat popular Paul Douglas, a powerhouse in

subversion of the legislative branch of government, does no more than spell out the rights of

Tbe Vropert pup

educators lean toward the liberal and many or
Page's practices during his four years' in office
have been soundly criticised by educators them- c

._

the wake of Hector "Skinny" Taylor's defeat of
Elmer Hoffman for the top party leadership post
- but Percy is given at best a long shot chance
cago background.

"I don't know what to do with him - he doesn't have
any disrespect for the law!"

feet - without a Charley Csppentier or equally
as prominent Republican name on the ballot to

CERTAINLY, the four year record of Treasurer Scott has been an enviable one, however,,
Scott is not on the ballot. A virtual political un-

open occupancy in Illinois, while on the surface a

pill iltrige stops'

race that the

every citizen of this state gudranteed by the canstitution.
In real estate circles, Kerner has only solidi- tied long present opposition against him. It was
apparent in the primary that open occupancy, even in the so called lily white suburbs, is an over

-standard bearer for treasurer.

Kerner's recent executive order calling for
'

Americans give the impres-

sion of a

. . . by Jack-Vandermyn

Gov. Otto Kerner has not provided the issues
for the opposition. His administration has been
scandal free and the chief executive has acted

of the national guard and put the lid on the west
side. This 'action made him many friends and
will not hurt the Democrat's image in November.

construction could start immediately.
-Official proclamations are
more expedient than House
Bills or Senate' Bills, Public
discussion just confuses the
.
populace.

SrMititr*X.OVralaW4

-- lour -challenges -to -the little strength they -have in--- --known from downstate; Harris -Rowe, is -the partyIllinois, are issues.

'

If a monarch had trouble
with the local water pressure
he could order the sale of

'

-

Things would soon become
orderly. No more zoning hearings. If the king liked the plan,

would have to do is send his
chiefs into the streets to round

antage Point

shot on sight.

for kingdom aid and relief.

cern if he ran short of cash.

Some people say the

sprinklirig after that would be.

-Besides,

decisions.

and

Streamwood

funds overnight.

this

his

place foi the monarch to dispose of his brothers and in "laws so 'they would qualify

A monRolling Meadows?
arch would not have this con-

stance, and compare the accepted influence with the dispatch and efficiency possible
Social
year.

the monarch could create an
advisory council to guide him

Maybe that is too big of a
problem. How about the rush
of utility taxes in such cornmunities as Arlington Heights,
Evanston,

sprinkling hoses halted. And
then he could send 'the -grenadiers to chop lawn hoses into
little pietes. Anyone caught

viliage hall by 5 p.m., or else.

cost is going to be even great-

There is 'nothing wrong with
democracy that
could not cure.

by Frank E. Von Arx

Managing Editor.

Feel Better?

Some Non -Service Disabilities Covered
BY RAY CROMLEY

The 1966 law gives you these
privileges also if you've serv-

ed on active duty in peace or
You may be eligible for care
in

a

veterans

hospital even

though you have no service connected disability.
You have these hospital
privileges if you are a war-

time veteran, including Korea
and Viet Nam.

war since Jan. 31,1955.
There are certain restrictions.
For example, veterans
with
service -connected
dis-

abilities have top priority for
admission to veterans hospitals.
But if you are a veteran

without

service -connected

a

disability, 'and you need hos-

pitalization, you may be admitted to a Veterans Administration

hospital
conditions:

under

two

You sign .a statement under oath that you are financially unable to defray the cost

of

the
necessary
charges elsewhere.

service -connected disabilTropical diseases with long
are eligible for incubation periods are confree medical .,or physical ex: sidered
service -connected
if
aminations under three cir- they show up within several
cumstances:
It's a
years after service.
en

ity you also

medical decision in each such

When applying for veter-

Beds are available.

hospital

ans

hospital

or

case.

domiciliary

The service -connected assumption is made for active>
tuberculosis for up to three

care.

When required for some
government

_life

insurance

years after separation and for
sevemnuyletiaprIse, sclerosis, up to

proposes;

If you sign the not -able -to When you are attempting
pay oath, you also may be au- to prove the presence of a
thorized government aid for service -connected disability.

Hansen's disease (leprosy)
is considered service -connec-

But the Veterans Adminis- ted if it 'shows up within three

tration has some important --Kg:ark after separation.
interpretations of what con-

service -connected
a
stitutes
THESE rules were applied
These are im- in World War II and Korea.
disability.
approval.
portant to you because they They probably will be used
may make you eligible for for Viet Nam veterans, too.
AS A patient without ser- service - connected' veterans
vice - connected disabilities, hospital care.
You even may be entitled to

you they also be eligible for
some Veterans Administration

before - hospitalization and after -hospitalization care as
an outpatient.
This privilege for preadmission care applies only if

To the star-spangled
American boss

There is no general outpatient care for other veterans

who have no service -connected

disabilities except

veter-

ans of the Spanish ..American
War.
-

Hats off to the many presidents and managers of corn parties who helped build the Payroll Savings Plan Into
what it Is today-one of:the moat popular and easy ways

AS A veteran with no prov-

These busineis leaders provided the facilities and man-

power necessary to operate the Plan-plus their own

hospitalization

,

you are already scheduled for ated from active wartime duadmission to a VA hospital or ty as having a service -confor follow-up care if you are a nected disability.
patient being released from a
IF A veteran' develops a
VA hospital.

-And others who deserie ft for doing a favor
that you might not have thought about

to save money.

hospital privileges as a "vetpriv- eran" even though you never
ileges, the Veterans Admin- were on active duty.
istration considers that any
If as an inductee or enlist=
veteran who developed menincurred
a'
tal illness within two years you
from the time .he was separ- while en route under orders to
For

chronic

disease

resulting

in

cal 'diseases.

.

There are two kinds of
health insurance under' medi-

care: hospital insurance, which
helps pay for certain. covered
hospital and hospital - related
services; and medical ..inaur-

There are others who have helped other millions of
Americans own a share of their country,Voltmteers'in
every walk of life. Folks in radio and TV, movies and
the theater. Newspaper and . magazine and billboard

ance,

receive services
covered by medicare's hos,
pital insurance in a participating hospital, an extended'
care facility (a- skilled nurs-

Buy Bonds at your bank, or on. the Paypoll Savings
Plan where you work, and you'll see what a good Idea

It Is.
And the next time you see your boss (who helped make
it so easy for you to save)-thank him.
.

ing home or a special part of
a hospital), or in your home

He deserves it-from all 190 million
tn.

Prom

g

*

7..."

-

a

as

home health agency

.visiting nurses
doctor or
persbn
arranging for these
services fOr you -will knoW
such

4.
r.. MI. OfterpootAtpone

bwinshich

You may

.

Buy. U. S. Savings Bonds

the

association.'The

whether an, institution or agen:ipating,., in. the pro-

for Ma sA rrelotomel.
fa
71.4 Ad. .1144

IMP

-

.014,04,

possession

stays
bureaucrat -boss as

of the

long as the worker retains his job.' There
are cases of employers refusing to surrender the card when the . worker wants
to quit, protests to OW- local party head-

not quite true.

UNEMPLOYMENT -- Many workers -nobody knows how many, obviously -are getting by without working for various periods of time, supported illegally

quarters revealed.

This came to light with a new regulation which makes it difficult to alter the
labor cards every worker must have. It

be

PENALTIES -- A jobless worker can
arrested as a "parasite" and be ex-

iled

to

remote

areas

such

as

Siberia

for two to five years if he holds no job,
lives on unearned income or engages in -

would appear that a petty racket had
sprung up involving these cards, which
carry a complete record of jobs held,

a forbidden business.
Feel better?

Like Father, Like Son
Did you notice who pitched
the

Brown

ball team
other day?
No one
baseball

. Or was he bearing down so hard to
boy who. was who that he

against_

show the
overtried?

University
at

freshman baseProvidence, R. I. the

but

Feller,

Bob

ball past a college freshman?

renowned

for

-

_

Or is he too rusty now to buzz the
Or is it possible that Marty is a chip
off the old block- and a future baseball

Hall of Famer and former all-

great in his own right?

a

Or was it just one- of those dramatic
twists that
game it is?

make

baseball.

the

great

Before the psychologists take over,
how about giving a rank amateur a
chance to field this one?
And a pinch -hitter's answer to each

and every one, of those questions might
well be:
Yes,

good?

To participate in the medi..6-iire

care
health

tended
home

facilities
agencies

and
must

Meet specified standards which

demonstrate that they provide
high

quality

health

care.

In

addition, they must agree not
helps pay your to charge the medicare bene-

doctor

folks. And Bond "salesmen" in thousands of banks and
savings Institutions.

IIIRUIIfr

.

An Explanation of Medicare Plans

"I Don't Core What You. Wear,
You'll Always Be My Leader!"

ployees-are building security and helping their country
through this automatic savings plan.

WHEN HELOTS

in

upon active duty, or while you team of old-timers in an exhibition game
were at such a place or en with the Brown frosh.
route home, you are entitled
And did you see who got a hit off him?
to the same hospital (i'viHis son Marty!
leges as a veteran who --vas

TOMORROW: Hospital rights.

Thanks to them, over 8 million Americans-their em-

.4.15%..
.4.15%.

Under the surface, these claims prove

10 per cent or more disability
Psychologists ought to have a field day
within a year after separation disabled on active duty,
from wartime active service,
But- this disability must not with this.
Was Papa Feller subconsciously takit's considered service -con- be the result of your own mising something off the ball in the subnected.
The same presump- conduct.
tion holds for a list or; tropiliminal hope -that' his son' might look

hours or pennies.

NOW
PAYING

.

.

EMPLOYERS --The labor card

-weeks' notice.

report to a place for final ac- time great of the Cleveland Indians!
ceptance, induction or entry
This time Feller was hurling

enthusiastic endorsement. And never stopped to count

-

repriIf you had an old busteroo of a day on employer commendations and
the job, it might soothe things if you mands. When a worker 'quit, the date
compared our system with the way the was noted on his card, using the year,
month and day in numerals. The change
Russians handle employment.
Propagandists claim there's no un- of a numeral would put everything back
employment, of course, and also boast in order when the worker wanted to end
that for the past 10 years workers have his loafing and check in on another job.
had the freedom of quitting by giving two

by relatives:

the cosh of transporting you
Except in
to the hospital.
cases of emergencies, veterans eligible for transportation
Administration
Veterans
at
expense should secure prior

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

WiUlam J. Kledabch

tion day is only 107 days away.

Benefits for Veterans - No. 10

Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

K. S. Johnson, general Manager

John E. Stanton Editor and Publisher

hope the party does. And we hope the 20P de..0
cides to let the voters in on their secrets. Elec-

program, hospitals, ex'

.5

ficiary for services paid for
by the program 'and they must

abide by Title VI of the Civil
Act, which prohibits
discrimination _based on race,
color, or national orlil;.
payinsurad e
Hospital
ments will be' mad,e, directly
to the liosp-tai or ottier organization furnishing the serBlue Cross, You'
vices, by
Rights

your health insurance
card when you are asked about
show

payment arrangements by a
hokpital, extended care facility, or home health agency,

For example, if you go to a
hospital,

you

will

ordinarily

show

your

health

insurance (after June '30,

1966) you pr.--

card when you are admitted ceive covered hospital or exand will probably be asked to tended care services. It ends
sign a form the hospital can when you have not been in any

use to make its claim for pay- hospital or extended care facment.
ility for 60 consecutive days.
You will be notified when- Then a new "spell of illness"
ever payment has, been made can begin the next time you refor services you have receiv- ceive covered hospital or exed. The notice will show the tended care services.
number of days of care you
Most people will not have
have left in that "spell ,of - ill- ,to bother about trying to -keep
ness" or the number of home the -details of this rule in
health visits still available.

BENEFITS under the
pital

insurance

hosprogram are

mind. Usually, if you enter a
hospital or extended care fac-.
ility, you will not stay long

paid during a certain period enough to use all of your beneof. time, . called a "spell' of fits When you use. hospital

illness." This does not refer. or extended care benefits, the
to any particular illness you Social
Security Administramay have, nor does it refer" to tion will keep track' of your

a single stay in a hospital, or "spell of illness" for you and
extended care facility.
give you information on how
of ill- many "benefit" days you have
Your first
ness" begins on the first day. left. ,-

-

r-

SHORT RIBS

CARNIVAL -

-SIDE .GLANCES

BOY: DO S NEED WNW
.

Monday, filly 25, 1966::

Page 5

014T OUR. WAY
WELL, WELL! YOUR'
AVOCADO SEED'S DOING
'PRETTY GOOD-- BUT I
DON'T SEE ANY LITTLE
AVOCADOS ON IT YET:
,

7,2C

600P NIGHT, WHAT PO YOU'
EXPECT r GIVE IT TIME/ WHY,
I STARTED MY SWEET POTATOE SIX MONTHS BEFORE
THAT ONE. AND EVEN IT
HASN'T PRODUCED

ANY SPUDS YET:

WHY NOT BORROW-rt
FROM 11-15 BANKV

1 NEED
COLLATERAL.

unnunniiii

_

_

111111111111111

7-i. S
O MY M XLA1.c Tit t,. UL plc at

"Very good for your first attempt, Miss Lindsay . . . --mli-L-onlY-31111nt-vihat was_necessaryLSometimes a
Let's see . . . What was I driving at?" - '
down payment IS necessary you know:"

^

YEAH, BUT
115 FROZEN.

OUR'BOARDING HOUSE

-

WHO'VE ACTUALLY ACCOMPLISHED
HE
SOMETHING -IN THEWORLD-1---HAKYAKKING
KAFF!--- BRITAIN RULED 11-IE WORLD

fi

/11

Ft ...a -my--

7.75

11-kE FREE HE MADE A KILLIN'
ON A FISHIN' PLUG
BEER 15
WHAT THIS COUNTRY NEEDS IS
HE INVENTED
6000,
HE
BUSINESS PIONEERS IN GOVERNNOW HE
AIMS
BUT.
MENT! NOT DREAMERS, BUT MEN WHAT'S FIGURES HE HIGHER

by MA. h..151. 18. U.S. M. ON:

FOR YEARS BECAUSE SHE TOOK--

ONLY HER ABLEST MEN two
GOVERNMENT

BUGS BUNNY

-c,4

OUGHTA RUN AFTER ---- FOR
EVERY
_OFFICE! ---- BEER ! - -

ABOUT

THiS
TIME

1KM1 3- BELIEVE MY AGILE BRAIN
HAS DEVISED A

THE SUN IS
BEASTLY
TODAY, GUV'NOR: MAY

YOU'RE A
HEARTLESS
TASK-

BORROW AN
UMBRELLA FOR.
PROTECTION FROM

SOLUTION:

MASTER,

ITS SEARING
RAYS ?

SIREI

SUE

VHANK
You, MR.
PRESIDENT=

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

-75

Insect Bites

EEK & MEEK

W. G. BRANDSTADT,

SAY FRC/WY-HOW
COMi THEY CALL

The motto of the stinging insects ( b e e s, hornets and

IJEVER

WHAT'D

.

'A,u SAY?

YOU FREAKY?

.

NAJD!

'

wasps) is "Live and let live."

They will agree not to bother
you if you -don't bother them.

ear

Fair enough, yet every year
many persons are stung.

In addition to the local painful reaction there is the much
more serious generalized reaction in persons who incur
multiple stings or who have

vious encounter. This may be
by

chill s,

and even death
The best prevention

ACROSS

1- leader

is to
i t tl e

5 Contest for

avoid attracting the I
pests They will love your per-

office
9 Was elected .
12 on (comb.
form)
13 Composer
Stravinsky
14 Hasten
15 Sharp
16 Legislature
18 Slippery fish
19 Kept in
20 Individuals
21 Be mistaken

hair spray and other
cosmetics a n d, if you wear
flowery prints they may mistake them for the real thing.
Plain light colors do not atfumes,

tract them
When you are
working outdoors or hiking you

should, wear slacks and long
sleeves It is wise to carry an
aerosol bomb of insecticide in

your car with which to

welLGT MG

GO, YOU
SWINEI I

The honeybee is the only insect that leaves its stinger and
its venom sac in the wound.
Squeezing the wound will only
force the venom more quickly
into your circulation but a swift
scraping of _the wound with a
knife blade or your finger nail
will remove the stinger before

HAP NONE
OP PAPA'S

YER LYN': HS ADMITTED Yau HAD HIS
MAP 0' TH' REGION. HIGH N TH' ALPS.
HIS CHART LOCATIN' TH' 'TREASURE.
TH' LOOT1
AN' HIS LIST

a

BUT YOU WON'T GET AWAY

WIS Ill YOU WILL ONLY

YER
BREAKINI

ME HEART;
REVIVE THE HUNT POP,
PAPA...AND DRAG MY '
GIRLIEL
.e1,7,
NAME DOWN, TOOL

AH.THIS IS HIS STRONG EOXt HIRES
THAT List No POUBT.,,WROTE IN GERMAN

OR EYETALIANL AND THEM CHARTS!,

PAPERS-

an injection of adrenalin. Almost as good and much sim-.
pler is to place a tablet of
isoproterenol (Isuprel) 'under

56 The other
candidate
58 Maple genus
59'Edible 'seed
60 Whale genus
61 Challenge
62 Sea bird
63 Gradual
impairment
84 Slackened in
' speed

OUR VISIT MUCH,

THAT,NEED W TOUCH.

Desensitizing injections in
the spring are recommended

foy all susceptible persons who

DOWN

are in danger of being stung.
for wasp as well as bee stings.

IC

7.2f

MAI-APERT

1

I EL

E OD
N EA

P A N AM A

A

0L
N

t-

L L

L

T 0
T A R

ENO

17 Rove
19 Expert' (coll.)

22 Kind of bread
24 Large tank
25 Caucasian
language
28 Be defeated

LL IE R
NN E
O
E

PA
PA ! ON
E
M

T E
NE E

48 Minilcker
49 Bridge
51 Quechuan

Indian
52 Heavenly body
54 Roman emperor
55 Group of people
57 At once
58 Paid notices
in newspapers
10

21
26

28

29

31

I

1 Came out of
sleep'

41

45

Tr111 to

47 1.1m"
48
56

44.-

57

5.

0

(ab.)

ALTHOUGH rYE UIIED
THERE ARE CHORES AT HOME

mouth.

Such immunization is availalbe

[77E1 SOO
I-01-1- EAU

50 Snake sound
-53 Incorporated

through the mucous memthe

'-r..4e -e' .2 12- --.

. ...., .... ...

Reir

47 -a vote

ALLEY 00P

the tongue Don't suck or swallow it but let it be absorbed

branes of

if.

.:.

SM I
E
2 Nautical term
8 ET
3 Returned to
office by ballot AP
L
0
4 Russian river
A L- A
5 Staple food
L
L
W
6 Drama conflict
RE
7 Italian '"count"
LitA R
.8 Unit of energy
Fe
9 At what hour? A
67
G
10 French river
AH
11 Promontory

39 Tavern drinks
40 Made anew
42 Party
organization
44 Recent
46 Cereal grass

.

Persons known to be allergic to bee stings should-Caity
a special first -aid kit when
there is danger of being stung.
The first emergency measure
when such a person is stung is

,,.

32 Otherwise
35 War god
38 Lyric poem
39 Exclamation
23 One of the
41
Preposition
Gabors
43 Kind of lettucit
27 Masculine
25 Star in the
nickname
45 At what
Pleiades
.28 Biblical country location?
29 Spacious
47 Priestly
33 Exercise right 30 - parties
31 Legal document vestment
of suffrage
34 Bluepencil
5
6
7
8
2 3 4
1
36 Lubricant
37 Peer Gynt's
2
13
mother
38 Scent
16
5

CAPTAIN EASY

come any insects that may fly

much of the venom is absorbed.

1,

-

Politics

vomiting,
fever, shortness of
breath, loss of consciousness
characterized

--

gyp.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

become allergic -through a pre-

...

. i' a
.1.

54

11

.

4

1--
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DAY WANT ADS
GET.RE_SULTS

Monday, July 25, 1966

iwFlUHlOcog:i

title ail white kitten
tail near N. Kennt,cott & Elm cL.5-7445
FELIX COME HOME or will
epme kind person help him

91st 57 board of educadelayed its consideration

tion

of the duties for its chief librarian until Dist Supt. Eric
A Sahlberg returns

"Ideally,"

At their meeting members
agreed Sahlberg's views were
before

necessary

board

the

took official action on adopting a position guide for Mrs.
Shirley Gundersen

library

The

system

of the

district has been evolving for
the

past

three

ing a critical
Chicago report

"each

vices td
board.

dis-

be

adopted

by the

Russell

said,

"If the

sugges-

tion for this position guide is

ance of a full-time librarian."

taken seriously then the head
librarian will have far reaching functions ordinarily within the jurisdiction of others,

THREE 'Years ago the district switched from individual
classroom libraries to a central system with four librar-

"This does not. propose, a
change in the title of head
librarian but a change in the

ians.

University of

whole system."

Presently the budget allows
for five

the

the

Board member Robert W.

it
continued,
should 'have a

years follow-

schools,"

for

guide

trict's director of library 'ser-

central library' under the guid-

"The position guide," Mrs.

including

librarians,

replied, "describes
what is actually a fact."
Gunderson

Mrs. Gundersen, for the new

"Probably the greatest single material need in the Mount
Prospect

school

position

school year.
Mrs. Gundersen

uni-

drafted

HER

a

DRAFT

established

whelming
signment."

and

of

superhuman

a

central

system.
Board members asked the
He said, "I am uneasy over
administration to delete this
asking .a person to fulfill these
section on goals, placing the
extensive responsibilities and ,
preside over the further evo- subject matter under the head
lution of the library system." librarian's functions and responsibilities, and re - submit the position guide for
Board
Rresident William further board discussion at

liminary position guide were standards for' the
participation by the director and the district.

peewit.
.

loans associations and banks be
increased to 525,000

"This

increased
coverage
would help all insured, institutions retain
some
funds
%%Inch - might
otherwise be
shifted to the securities mar-

ket." said Duncan "The previous increase 'from $5,000 to
510,000 provided an immediate
and impressive net increase
in savings in mortgage insti-

tutions

"Early congressional action

this direction may well be
the most direct way of funnel.
ing more money into the home
in

mortgage market than any idea
now under consideration "
The League suggested that

the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board should be encouraged to

provide savings and loan associations with greater, flexibility in their 'savings plans.
The League urged that Federal Home Loan Bank advances
to savings and loan associations

2

Water
Safety

the recent rate war in the savings market has given rise not
only to proposals for curbs on
commercial banks certificates
of deposits but also to pro-

posals for controls on savings
and loan dividend rates, on a
stand-by basis, to be vested in
the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board, and added:

"While the present price war
in the savings market is deplorable,
stand-by
dividend
control is no assurance that the
savings rate war would be
ended and it certainly is no
answer to the main issue before
the administration and Con-

Brunswick
Appoints

A Theme

Novotny
Elected

2 Residents

Director

Outdtior skills continue to be
major features of .the summer

have been given assignments by

in August as Boy Scouts take

1953 and has been serving as

part in water contests and
water safety demonstrations.

bowling division international
marketing manager.

Weekly troop meetings during
the month will stress the safe
market with a fairer and more swim defense plan. swimming
residential

real

estate

of. available
credit," Duncan said.
"The
League'
reaffirms,
therefore, its traditional position of 'opposing dividend rate
controls over savings and loan
associations. We feel that the
dividend ceilings would merely
augment the recent drop in
savings inflows at savings and
loan associations and further
adequate

share

instruction

and

rescue

tech-

niques.

Family Fun is the theme for
Cub Scout packs during August
with pack. leaders encouraging

Cub Scouts and their families
to take part .in family camping
trips, picnics and visits to lairs
zoos, museums,
plants.

High

depress the housing markets.

or

school -age

industrial
Explorers

"Furthermore, under current plan their monthly programs
regulations
requiring
allo- around vocational, social, outcations to loss reserves, as- door personal fitness, service,
sociations cannot long pay ex- and citizenship areas. Program
cessive dividend rates without suggestions for August include
being subjected to dividend rate fitness testing and contests,
control by federal supervisory public speaking practice and
water - safety training.
authorities."

Of the recent Federal Reserve action lowering maximum

The Program of Emphasis
Breakthough for Youth has

on certificates of de- been extended through 1967 in
posit with multiple maturities, order to take advantage of the

be restored to "normal" as
rapidly as possible In recent

rates

months,

League president Duncan said: gains already made in the
"The Federal Reserve action Scout program, according. to

the

Federal

Home

Loan Board has imposed restrictions on the amount associ-

ations may borrow from

the

regional Home Loan Banks.

The League took note that

seems to be aimed clearly at R. E. Larsen, Park Ridge,
placing a 5 per cent ceiling on president' of the Northwest
a good part. of the consumer Suburban Council.
CD business."
Thc national program of
emphasis was developed more

Bell Personnel News

than

three years ago and

is

carried out in the Northwest .

Suburban Cciuncil through its
seven

districts and350. Cub

Scout
Pucks,
Boy
Scout
Troops, and Explorer Posts.

Baird -Warner
Real Estate
Sales a Record.
Stuff members of Baird &
Warner's Arlington Heights office at 220 E. Northwest Hwy.
and the Mount Prospiet.branch
...zat 21 E. Prospect have hit.new
highs in sales volume.
Robert G. Walters, district
sales manager and 'assistant

vice president of the 111 -year.

After 47 years of service to
Illinois

Bell

Telephone

Co.,

Leslie F. Jorgenson of 840 S.
Beverly Ln., Arlington Heights,
retired. While with the
company, he served as a switchboard
apprentice
installer,
- foreman, general foreman, instruction superintendent, wire
has

chief and district plant manager.

Jorgenson

will devote
time to his favorite hobbies -golf and gardening;

Jack L. Black, 610 S. School,
Mount Prospect, has been named Illinois Bell Telephone Ca.'s

Edgewater district commercial
manager. Black began his car-

eer with Illinois Bell in
when

he

1950

became' commercial

in Harvey.' He
active in Little League and
the Community Fund drive in

representative
is

his village.

Two Arlington Heights men

6201 W. Oakton
Morton Grove

RO 3-5000
967-7100
-An equal opportunity employer

CL 9-1200

RELAY DRIVER

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Mechanical liesiin"

Monday thru Friday
10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Special Equipment

librarian

Auto. Elec. Controls

Pilot Models Built

American Engineered .
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson

,

10_545-5b,

,too-C1_7fla

Cement' Work. For free esti-

-

TRA INEE

HOME Rolling Meadows area.

We are seeking a man with

255-4263

Medical Asst. with 10 yrs.
exp. desires full time position,

Mt. Prospect Area. Internist,
one girl office pref. Resident,
319 N. Fairview.
Will do ironing in my home.
$1.00 per hr. Call Mrs.Wille,
Mt. Prospect. CL 3-6855.
Reliable woman will give loving care to children daily in
my home. Reas. 255-6473
23-Instruction

old real estate firm, said stuff
members ran up a total ,of
of
55,052,800

for

the

first

nonths of the year. This was
20 . per cent increase over

a

the $4,203,790 recorded during the same period in 1965.

Walters and his staff participated in. the sale of 190
properties! for a 13.6 per cent
increase in transactions over
the 150 'concluded during this
period last year.

as

centralized

will continue in the latter capNovotny and his wife Jeanne,

howling division sales to institutions and military units
in the United States.

Schurz Class

ton Heights is attending a four
-day' convention of the National Hairdressers
tologists Assn.

and Cosmelaunched to-

day in Houston, Tex.
Gentile, a director of the
Chicago and Illinois Hairdressers Assn., lives at 1 I 1
S. Patton.

CALL
TODAY

Plans Reunion
A 25th alumni reunion dinner
dance will be sponsored, by the
members of the 1941 gradua-

tion class of Carl Schurz High
School in Chicago. The event

255-7200

O'Hare Inn, Des Plaines.

8 S.Dunton

PLEASE CALL DAN SUNDT

LITTELFUSE
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines
VAnderbilt 4-1188

TO DAYS
BEST

BUY

'

W..T.GRANT CO.
Rolling Meadows
Shopping Center

OR MORE

Salary and Commission
Apply In person

PLANT MANAGER

FOR ANY

Tired of being a little' cog

REASON?

in a big Wheel? If you have:

experience in printing, bind-

ery or fabrication of sheet

plastic, our small growing
'company can offer you a real
opportunity. ' Please send
resume, including present income, to Arlington Day, 217

3

Of Events

DAYS

ONLY

WEDNESDAY, JULY 27
Holy' Name Society of St. Raymond's
Catholic Church, Annual Golf Tournament, Long Grove Country Club.

Country Chords Chapter of Sweet Ad dines Int., Mount Prospect Country

$315

to

SALESMEN

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

Excellent commission and incentive plan. Nationallyknovm
product - must be good closer.

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.

CALL 255-7550

PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT

Between 8 & 5 for interview

CALL TODAY

WAN

RES U

Junior College District 512, Board
Meeting,
District 214 Administration
Building, 8:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, JULY 29:

- NOTICE
Plus On

ay

The DAY classified

In "Market Day"

Edition If Your

is now open

through 4,00 p.m.

Ad Appears In

for business.

8:00 p.m.

Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount.
Prospect CoMmunity Center, 8:00 p.m.

The Regular
Tuesday Paper.

IN

,255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.'
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

-

department

Meister Brau West Fahlian Stallion
Hitch, Randhurst Shopping Center, Noon.

V.F.W. Prosped .. Post #1337, Family
Fish Dinner, V.F.W. Hall, 5:30 p.m. to_

WE

SPECIALIZE

Club, 8:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, JULY 28
Twirlin' Teens, Square Dance, Mount

Take cn Months
Up To t -/U To Pay,

So. Arlington Heights Rd., Box

TUESDAY, JULY 26th
Friedrichs
Entrance,

DO YOU
NEED

$2000
$3000,
$4000

APPLIANCE
SALESMAN

formation.

7:30

with
an electronic
industry and advance Ina progressive Engineering Department. - Fine up - to - date
employee benefits will accompany this position.

ERNIE HENRIKSEN
TRUCK DRIVERS
WANTED

Apply Laseke Office

All members of the January
and June classes are invited
to attend. Persons may contact
Mrs. June Hergkender. Craig
at CO 7-0552 for further in-

Center,

train

1100 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows CL 9-1620

Excellent pay and benefits.

BEFORE

is planned for Nov. 25 at the

Calendar

Community

for 'the proper individual to

SPOTNA I LS, INC.

1033, Arl. Hts., Ill.

Prospect
9:30 p.m.

product. JO is an opportunity

10 Days Sick Leave
Pension Plan
Hospitalization
Free Coffee

4 P.M.

Prospective Waist Always,
Funeral Home, Ridge Ave.
7:30 p.m.

products and making prototype

perience. Benefits include Paid Vacations
7 Pald Holidays

Arlington Heights village clerk,
live at 201 N. Yale ay.

Armand Gentile of Arling-

tronics. Experience in instrument
testing and quality
control inspection would be
'most acceptable. Work would
involve
testing
of new

tor with IBM operating ex-

Must have chauffeur's license.

Air Force officer and has been
special accounts manager for

Cosmetologist
Convention

cation in electricity or elec-

Due to a promotion we have
an opening for 'a tab opera-

acity.

an

.some experience or some edu-

15 -Business Personals

Novotny, owner of financial

iture. He joined Brunswick in
after retirement

TAB OPERATOR

Management Services, a consultant to Telemart for more
than two years and has, served
as treasurer of Telemart. He

Harold Christensin of 832 S.
has been given responsibility for sales to the military overseas including "the
company's line of school furn1962

24 -Help Wanted Men

cations System Inc.

Evergreen

TECHNICIAN

-

WILL, DO IRONING IN MY

tin. Reasonable 392-4810.

The Chicago -based company
.is. engaged in the development
or a -system to automate overthe-counter stock market trans-

,

,

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

affairs has been elected a director of Telemart Communi-

a

392-11130

Selling In retail shop. Prefer 35 to 60 yrs. old Full
time. Pleasant work. Call

Mate-on-patioarwalkarstoops,etc. call 299-5679.

Wheeling Township Republican

actions through
computer.

Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

'

Prospect Hgts. Chicago; hi.

Thomas W. Novotny. active

activities of Cub Scouts, Boy the Brunswick Corp. aimed at
Scouts, and Explorers in the strengthening worldwide sales
August program themes an- - and service:
nounced by Robert Gillilan,
Richard Jordan of 506 E.
Scout commissioner of the Marshall has. been appointed
Northwest Suburban Council.
export manager. for the bowling
Boy Scout troops ssill follow division and will he responsible
the theme On. In, and Under for overseas market planning -in
Water with an emphasis on
bowling, billiards, the line of
water -safety training. A wa- outdoor sports products and
ter -safety show will be the Owens yachts.
highlight event for most troops
Jordan joined Brunswick in

gress which is how to provide
the

Apply Personnel Office

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

Tutoring by qual ed instru- ctor French, Gerinnanand La-

ague Proposes
Credit Measures

510,000 ceiling on savings accounts insured in savings and

,

diploma, Azr-retert---

encea anti good drliing record.

11 -Business Services

commander; Howard Dawson, 415.N. Maple, Mount
Prospect, finance
officer;
Don -Wheeler, --714 W.--.Elm,-past commander and Bill
Radon:, 1708 Buffalo Grove
Rd. The hall will open at
6 p.m. and dinner will be
served from 7 - 10 p.m.

Committee and Sub -Committee
on Legislative Procedures.
The program, announced by,
C
A
Duncan Jr, League
- president, includes a recommendation that the present

SetiodI

Prospect School District 057,
701 West Gregory, Mt. Pros -

(from left to right): Stephan A. Bntko, 438 Dryden,

r.

drive company station wagon
for pickups, delivery of packages and confidential material. Requirements are High

abilit91 are available for Mt.

Douglas and Miner. Preparing for the event are

t't

to a man, age 40 to, 55 to

lightning, extended coverage,
for buildings and contents;
boiler insurance; scheduled
property insurance; automobile insurance; and generalli-

A. Krampert commented that the Aug. 8 meeting.
Mrs. Gundersen's draft "reParticularly bothersome to
the
goals
we'rik bbard members was whether
presents
striving for,"
Mrs. Gundersen had estabAmong the goals in the pig- fished maxium or minimum

.
.

Bid specifications for flit:,

the Aftington Heights American Legion Steak Fry
to be held Satuiday, July
30 at the Legion Hall,

the United States Savings and
Loan League following a meeting of the League's Executive

.

Steady employment is offered '
with manufacturing company' -

1NgURANCE

processing

.

DRIVER &
MESSENGER. 1 i

15 -Business Personals

Steak Fry

market has been' announced by

827,7880

Reward, 259-3502

Legion

A program to recruit more
credit for the lagging housing

te. openings. in EIY
g=tfid 'aurrotmding area,.

cycle LOST nr. Pioneer Park..

of a trained library staff and

,,,,, ,

or PairrInie;

,

-

,

4

bifida Maintenant.

Ings. Cf 3-2261. Bora 24'"' Schwinn black bi-

library services

4

MEN WANTED) FOR

'home. Black With White mark'-

in curriculum
development, expansion of library facilities (including
audio -Visual
materas- ials); as well as development -

training requirements for the job, as well
as a list of duties and, goals
which Russell ,called "an overexperience

..

24 -Help Wanted Men

13 -Lost; And found

Dist. 57 Bd. Delays Action on Librarian
reported,
survey
versity's
"is for adequate supplies of
and
supplementary
,library,
reference books."

-

,

OFFICE HOURS:

8:30 A. M.

until 5:00 P.M.

OFFICE HOURS: Weekdays 9 a:m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to
p.m. Open after- 5:30 p,m. by

Hours:

appointment only.
We ire licensed and regulated
')y the State of Illinois.

'

THE DAY '

Monday, July 25, 1966

CALL TODAY

255-7200

ONLY -

.24 -Hp Wanted Men

24 -Help WaltedMen
YOUNG MEN

24 -Help Wanted Men

FULL TI ME
FLIGHT OFFICE

recent. H.S. Grad.
to work In warehouse 'and

COUNTER PERSONNEL

.

Phond 766-8650

Thursday or Friday 9-4 P.M.

Must be available for Saturday and Sunday and some evenings until 9 P.M. Call Ed Casey
CR 2-4000

ACCOUNTANT
GENERAL AND COSI'

MID STATE AVIATION
CORP.
Northbrook
Automotive and appliance

Young man with 2-4 years
experience and a basic edu-

store has an immediate opening for an exp. auto mechanic
to run a 2 bay garage. Good

We have excellent fringe ben-

starting salary, liberal pen-

sion, hospitalization, vacation
discount benefits.
Must .Apply_ in Perion,

WESTERN TIRE AUTO STORES

cation

in the field of general

inspection department.

Must be able to read blueprints. Benefits include Paid Vacations
7 Paid Holidays
10 Days Sick Leave
Pension Plan
Hospitalization
Free Coffee

SALES TRAINEE.

7342.
EXperienced Maintenance Man

with electrical knowledge.

FUZE -ON

SPOTNIAILS, INC.

Call Mr. Frank Gilmore
272-2740

Young man to learn non ferrous metal business. Noprevious training in this field required. Mechanical aptitude
advantageous. Good opportunity for young married man.
Insurance and profit sharing.
Send resume to

,tricar-electronica field. Salaryconmenaurate with ability. Excellent fringe benefit.

tenance Work Will -Consist Of Second Shift,
Supervisory. And Maintenance.

program. Modern air-con-

Salary Commensurate With Experience..

SOLA ELECTRIC

Designations

our Help Wanted and Employment Agency columns

* Bass Guitarist
* Electric Organist
Join an established high school
Atlinb_4._14Ps1 have 9yRpgutp,_.

dicate bona fide occupational -qualifications for employment which an employer re lards as reasonably_ net,

are made only (I) to

counting background or exper-

.537-2180

in

established GM dealership.
Retired man for late after-

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
CL 9-4100 Arlington.Hgts.
RELAY DRIVER

3 a.m. to 6 a.m.
Monday thin Friday
MOUNT PROSPECT
-NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

TOOL MAKER
All around nien for two man tool room. New modern
plant. Work near your home.

COOK
MAINTENANCE MAN
All around man with electrical experience and mechanical background. Many company benefits.

Experience necessary. Good starting salary. Opportunity for advancement. Pleasant working conditions.

The Milk Pail

CORPORATION

2201 ESTES AVE. ELK GROVE, ILLINOIS

60307

439-1100

:aces.

apply in person. Eddies
Lounge. 10 E. Northwest Hwy.

-

Let. us help make your...DAY!

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

Arlington Concrete

Art. Hts. 253-1320.

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
.

Stan Vorgias Co.
Serving the entire N.W.

30% off on all blacktopping,
lots,
driveways. ''parking
business

General Molded Products Inc,:

areas,

resurfacing

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices

'

An Equal Opportunity Employer

537-8228

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

ELECTRICAL
Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance '
with basic design concepts.

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, Sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine 'parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing

GROWTH
SPELLS OPPORTUNITY
COMPUTER PROGRAMMER
To program business applications. Experienced in IBM 1401.
SPS, 10CS, or auto coder desired. Our installation has IBM 705

(4K), 1460 (8K), 360 model 30, computers in operation. In addition therd are 2 more 360's on order, 360 experience
desirable but not necessary.

(40K),

1404

BARRINGTON

DU 1-2400

Prefer at least 2 years college with, emphasis on accounting courses.

2nd.. Shift Opening for individual who recently completed -data processing (course or have equivalent -experience.

Randhurst.

MANAGEMENT
GROWTH- OPPORTUNITY

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery.Cleaners
Quality work at reasonable

START AS QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTOR

O FIXED SHIFTS
O PAID VACATIONS
O EDUCATIONAL AID PROGRAM
O RETIREMENT PLAN
O ON"THE JOB TRAINING

* RETIREMENT PLAN

* CAFETERIA

*DISABILITY INSURANCE
*LIFE INSURANCE

*AIR-CONDITIONED

INC.

BUILDING

PURE OIL COMPANY

Two or more yeaCs of college or comparable
production expeCience preferred. Contact
Personnel Manager

BALL BROTHERS CO.,

*7 1/2 HR. DAY
*PAID VACATIONS

*PROFIT SHARING
*MAJOR MEDICAL

A DIVISION OF UNION OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

200 E. GOLF TID.0:

PALATINt ILL.
LA.;9-7700

Mundelein
.

Evenings by appointment

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

'

Painting -Decorating

ing. Free estimate.

Free

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 200 - Colors 250
Now available in red, green,
black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at

Arlington Contrite
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights'
Phone CL 5-1015

ROY'S TREE SERVICE

State Licensed - Insured
esti-

mates.

119 Brookfield
Mt. Prospect
824-9530

358-4882

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS .
On All Exterior Riming
Expert vinyl & paperhangFully insured, satisfaction guar. Also interior
color design. Call Leo's
CL 3-7374.
ing.

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE

TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates

'

529-6587

KELLY'S
TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Removal

Rep*
Storm Damaged
Antena's

ARL. HIS. ONLY

Repaired or Replaced
Call

392-7430

Wall Washing

Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

Topping
Complete Tree Service

Interior and exterior qualpainting.

824-2865

Trimming - Cutting,

Suburban
Decorators

prices. Insured & all work

People
259-5066

BENEFITS:

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

259-0487

Full Time Professional

.

Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

guaranteed.
Free Estimates

OFFERS

RUBBISH REMOVAL

Alton's Quality

ity

LE 7-1166
Trash Haling

General Cleaning

All work guaran-

RUG & CARPET CLEANING. Expert wuk, low

Canton Mtr. Sales
Wheeling, Ill.

255-0348

CL 3-7384

teed.
Modern equipment.
Fast and speedy service.
Call for free estimate.

TRIUMPH & FIAT

signing & alterations. Near

ways, parking lots. Patchseal
repairing
and
ing,

coating.

894-3115
Transporation

de-

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Til-

562-2991

MACHINE TRAINEE

styling,

RELIABLE
BLACK 113P PAVING
Summer special on drive-

cost, free estimate.

TAB

Individualized

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, S3.
24 hr. phone serv.

Foreign Car Sales - Service

Dressmaking -Sewing

24

Carpets -Reg Cleaners

"An Equal Opportunity. Employer"

BALL BROTHERS CO.,
INC.

free
estimate.
Open
hours. 7 days a week.

CY 6-2340

ACCOUNTANT

area.
Driveways,
patios.
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All
A work guaranteed. Free es-.
timates. 529-6587.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
Phone 439-1794

and annual bonus.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

'

Sewing Machine Repairs

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS

Stanley's
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever

Paid rest periods
Paid Holidays
Steady employment
'Free Hospitalization
Prinus for night work
Apply9-5Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

529-6587

Cement Work

SPRING SPECIAL

Pleasant working cond't's
Free Life Insurance

TREE SERVICE

Call 255-7200

Blacktop Work

of Plastic Products

824-6135

.

ADVERTISING

CL 5-1015

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

'BARON

For

Products Co.

26-Help Wanted Men 'Or Warner 26-Help Wanted Well Or Women;

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.
Das Plaines. Illinois
774-5155

-

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

1365 Lee Street

Barrington

550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

BUS'
E
SS
-Semite -D1r-+ectQry.-

Permanent positions for men with minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on .experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group Insurance, etc.

16-Help Wanted Men Or Women

DRAFTSMEN

specification or discrimin-

helpful.

er. Part time hours. Call or

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

ation in emplpyment prac-

Boring Machine Operators

for appointment'.

DUnkirk 1-2400

or practices any unlawful
preference, limitation,

BARRINGTON

Capable of carving, broiling
and expediting food orders.
Good pay, excellent opportunity. No late hours as restaurant closes at 9 P.M.Phone

Coma in or Call

that any advertiser intends

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

altiat be able to sei:up and operate.

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

involved. SUch designations
shall not be taken to indicate

equipment desirable

Drill .Press Operators..

in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SHerwood 2-5040
Elgin
Dish -Washer - Kitchen help-

ff-ficIMZEJIC

precision measuring -devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

let them know which
positions the advertiser

Mill Hands

Mr. Reagan or Mr. Meyer

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR

ability to assemble a variety of cicse tolerance precision
mpehanlsms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

convenience to our readers

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

ience preferred.
Call Mr. Juskie at 392-2560

LATTOF MOTOR SALES
WHEELING

PRECISION MECHANICAL
-Wa-need-men_with .asseinbling. experience -or,rneihanica

or enterprise, or (2) as a

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

537-2180

ASSEMBLERS

in-

essdry to tile normal operation
of his business

Call 253-5898

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

as to sex in

NEEDED

Tool Makers

noon and early evening work
-Monday-- thru- Friday. --Call- LeRoy Leister.

DIVISION QF MARTIN COMPANY

250 N. 12th ST.

NOTICE

Cali 358-1311 or CL 9-5446.

Varied Machining Ability

for above position. Some ac-

opportunity

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

HE 9-2800. :

MACH NISTS
1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Responsible young man wanted

MART/AI METALS

Elk Grove Village

to

Assistant Office Manager

Excellent

(Rte. 83);

1717 'Busse Rd.

24 -Help fluted Men

24 -Help Waited Men

LIBERAL COMPANY BENEFITS

.

pect and Arlington Hts.,Steady,
all new work with over -time.

Pht...439-8080._ 8 a.ea. 10_10 a.m.

Applicant. Mechanical 'Repair and Main -

ditioned offices, cafeteria on
plionhies.
Call or apply in person

Work near home, Mt. Pros-

Electro - Mechanical door
operating equipment. Basic
electrical knowledge required. Full benefits, short training period. High school grad.

255-0700

16114ffit7" Air -METAtitit

566-0600

Outstanding Career Opportupity for. Qualified

UNION PAINTERS WANTED

MAN

7'

plan, and paid vacation. LANDWHER'S

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

Highway 59A

MAINTENANCE FOREMAN

draftsman to work' in alic-

Arlington Day
217 S.Arl.Hgts.fra:
Arlington Hgts.
Box 1034

SERVICE

Exp. All benefits,'
pension
including

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

DRAFTSMANEiccellept position for experV
emend electro -. mectuudett

TV REPAIR MAN

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

A rea.

1620 W. Central Road
Mt. Prospect
CL 5-5500

......

250 N. 12th ST.

over .Chica go Sub.

PRODUCTS, INC.

and pleasant working condi1100 Hicks. Rd.
lions at our N. W. suburban
Rolling Meadows
location. Send resume of ed(:1, 9-1620
ucation, experience, salary
requirements and references. -- --Mechanics - Gasoline/Diesel
Day or Night Shift
THE DOLE VALVE CO. Work for international truck
dealer. New Service Center.,

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

dicating gauges needed for

efits, commensurate salary

RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

PALATINE, ILL.

man familiar
with indicating and non -in-

Experienced

and cost accounting.

Morton Grove

PALATINE PLAZA

18 or

Plumbing Supply Bus. CR 5- '

our

24 -Help Waited Men

24 -Halt Wanted Men

.

.

Truck driver & yard works;

f INSPECTOR:

18-21 or

learn business.

24 -Help Wanted Mee

DAYS

LINES

3EFORE-4 P. M.

BY machine. No mess, no

RAY'S
Radio and T.V. Repair

estimate.
streaking.
Free
HE 7-4556
Steve Mueller

(Color or Black & White)

MODERNE WALL

17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.

Immaculate work inexpen-

CL 5-5692

Rental Service

BORROW ANYTHING
YOUR HEART DESIRES
"The Equipment That Is"
Lawn care, floor care, hospital, roll - a - way's, baby
fern.,

parties, incl. luau's,
exercise,
camping,
incl.

trailers, all electrical
mechanical tools.

Call Jack Caffrey
259-5880 ' -210 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

&

CLEANING
sively done by machine
also new method carpet
cleaning.
456-5404

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women:. ill 71161i4,,E4A;1Alioist

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women," 26-Help Wanted Men Or Women!

24-Help Wanted Men :

lintel-Womo

)101elp Wuted-Wolin

V(Hted-Wsmei

. CARPETING

SALESMAN

Experienced only,. for'. com-

ESTERN: ELECTRIc.

mercial and/cii residential.
'Pull or part time. Qualified
retirees welcome.

'

939-0797

ooking for

Part or Full Time

Due to factory increased prodtfction need 4 pt. time and 2
full time to start immediately.

Permanent

has

.Part time $2.50 Per hr. if
qualified. Full time $480 per

mo. if qUalifted.

.

Job?

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

Plitme 827-5305

.

EXPEDITOR.
(Purchasing)

Ei'anding operation requires
the 'need for a man who has
hao isome. experience in ex-

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

for

Pec, . big production raw mater 41. Work assignments
WM I be originated thru pur-,
&
directed tO
cha. ig
production, .production con-

MEN AND WOMEN.....

trol, engineering, and other

departments. Emphasis would
be in expediting production
materials. At least 2 yrs.

as

of experience in a similar
type job would be required
and only High School grad-

uates, draft exempt, would be
considered.

If you feel that you meet the
qualifications for this Job
whiet-also-Ilas-flneworking--

_ENGIKERINGASSPCIATES

LITTELPUSE

--Minimum of two years college level work In
Engineering or TOchniail
curriculum--

conditions and good employee
benefits accompanying it, feel
free in contacting Dan Sundt.

'

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines
VA nderbilt

4-1188

M'/C-flf-CTR/C-

.

*

.

Land Surveyor's assistant for
field work. Experience preferred though not necessary.
Age 18 to 25. CL 5-409).

a'* *

* a .* * * * * a

*

***a*

SIECIFICATION DETAILERS

DRIVER

Full Time Delivery
& .Stock Work

and

TERRACE

bpenings

DRAFTING TRAINEES

SUPPLY CO.
_11LSY.-SientseLRd,
Mt. Prospect,

._

No experience required - We will train --

on

MANAGER

organization has
opening for capable man to
manage, train, motivate a
sales organization. Liberal
salary plus commission, with
National

t.:*.* *

earnings potential in excess,of
$10,000. Company executive
will interview personally week

* a * * a' **a** 4.* a' a a * iv

Three Shifts

Apply in person Monday .thru Friday at
4902 Tollview Drive, Rolling. Meadows

are

of Aug. 1st. Send resume to
Mr. T. G. Sexton, 4758 W.
Belmont, Chicago 80641.

MACHINIST

.

3 years tool room experience
required. Experimental work:
with fast growing machinery'
manufacturer. High pay plus
very broad range of benefits.'
Ask for Mr. Rogers

.

THERE ARE .ALSO

for

.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:

.

.19111e3Vr.,1.111ilalaJVilisV 61L19

A4:Pre
7.0 41Eq.

qy

h

ASSEMBLERS

566-0010

TYPISTS

Mac LEAN

ENGINEERING CO.
Mundelein, Ill.

PAYROLL CLERKS

26-Help Wanted Men Or Memel

KEY-PUNCH TRAINEES

--

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

MAIL CLERKS

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

COIL WINDERS

.

.

SBC requires computer op-

FILE CLERKS

erators fOr IBM System/360.
Minimum experience one
year..Should at least have high
school certificate, but college

a******** a a a a a a a a

graduates - math majors pre-

ferred. Interesting and re -

numerative career and excellent employee benefit pro-.
gram. Apply to:

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type. Of Coil

Loop location with ultimate transfer to new Regional Center
in Rolling Meadows

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

* * * * * * el.*** * **.** *

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins
Road

Chicago, Ill; 80631
Tel: (312) 693-3021.

Apply

An equal opportunity employer

in person Monday thru Friday at Employment Office
Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Room 1030

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to .4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

CLEAN UP IN YOUR SPARE TIME

M.en and women needed to do
lite office cleaning 5 evenings
a

INTERVIEWING

week in Elk Grove, Des

Plaines &' Park Ridge areas.
Ages 21-60. Munt have own
transportation. Floor maintenance jobs elect available.

FULL & PART TIME

All positions offer attractive starting salaries, tuition

Call 964-1302 Daily 1-5 PM
Mon. & Thurs. 1-7 PM
B.S.E. DIV. Personnel Mgr.

refund, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid

AUTOMATIC EIECTR/C

holidays, low-cost hospitalization, liberal sick benefits

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

SECRETARY

For school administiators office short hand required. Year
around employment. 38 hr.
week..

and group insurance.

GENERAL OFFICE

Year around employment,
Good typing required. 36 hr...
per week. Vacation and sick

V2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

leave

PART TIME CLERICAL
.

.

. SECRETARIES & CLERICS
'

For elementary schools. 27

and 36 hr. positions. Not year
around.
CUSTODIAN

School custodian. 40 hr. week

Paid vacations, yearly raise.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PUBLIC SCHOOL

DISTRICT 025

_ CL 3-6100 Ext. 27

estern Electric

MANUFACTIO411--AtLIT 90POLT'UNiT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

An Equal Opportunity Employer

NORTHLAKE

ILLINOIS.

An .equal. opportunity employer (M&F)

RADIO STATION
GIRL FRIDAY

You'll learn to schedule programs, spot announcements,
etc. Exciting atmosphere and
you'll get to meet guest stark
and celebrities. Light typing
and good friendly personality

are req's. $92.50 wk. Free

Miss Paige
774-930
7205 N. Meade

$300 -. $650
OFFICE POSITIONS

Scho01 Administration Office
Experienced Typist. 12
Excellent fringe
months.
benefits. Call Mrs. Meyete
HE 7-1000.

'schedule spots., put patients
at ease, and keep simple
record. Lite typing and
pleasant calm manner req'd.

$90 wk. Free
Miss Paige
7744393
-7205 N. -Meade

SBC requires key punch oper-

50 -Help Wanted -Women

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
see us.
place. Come

PREFERRED
Business Service Corp.
,

GENERAL WAREHOUSE F.H.
F H BONN COMPANY
Due to expansion we have
(One block east of
several openings in our order
Recreation Park)
packing department and our
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

assembly department. Experience not necessary. Good

profit sharing. Excellent
working conditions. Call Mr.
Marquard

GENERAL OFFICE
working 'conditions,
modern office, 90 hour week.
Good

439-7310

Paid vacation, profit-sharing
plan available. Must be good
with figures and able to operate various office machines.

DAY -

Apply In person.

WANT ADS

LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.

GET RESULTS

411 N. Wolf Rd.

Wheeling

30 -Help Wanted -Women

GENERAL OFFICE
Temporary

Permanent position avail-

able for typist with general

OFFICE WORKERS

office experience.
Salary commensurate with
skills. Call 752-1124 or

Most Daysies Won't Tell
But ArlingtonDaysie'
says STIVERS is

752-1124

Waitress -Part or full time.

WONDERFUL

Work Days,
Weeks or Months
Top Rates
Convenient Locations

choice of hours. Call or apply
in person. Eddies Lounge. 10
E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington
Heights. 253-1320.
.

WAITRESSES
WANTED
Experienced

Lifesavers, Inc.
Randhurst Center

Prof, Level

392-1926
Room 63

1

24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210

COUNTRYSIDE INN
W. Campbell Arl. Hgts.

Tuesday thru Saturday
10 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Ask for Mr. Carlson

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 9-1000

ACCOUNTING CLERK
Accounting & Billing Machine

Experience Necessary.

CLERK -TYPIST
Due to expansion we have one
.opening for a biller typist.

Good starting salary, merit
raises, profit sharing. Exc-

ellent working conditions.
Call Mr. Marquard

CLERK TYPIST

Typing, Telephone & Counter.

Pick Up Application At:
ELK GROVE VILLAGE HALL

439-7310

-

RECEPTIONIST -

-666 Landmeler- Road -----

Kitchen helper, home cooking

experience sufficient. Good
Pay. vacation, sick leave.,
Plum Grove Nursing Home:
358-0311

For Sales Department. Typing experience, dictaphone or
shorthand useful but not necessary. Will train. Full or
part time.
FEDERAL PACIFIC
ELECTRIC COMPANY
2070 Maple St.

Des Plaines
299-2211, ext. 213

An equal opportunity employer

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
439-3900
THERAPEUTIC DIETICIAN
(ADA REGISTERED)

Hospital will be interviewing
after August 1st qualified candidates having hospital or in- dustrial experience. Modern
air - conditioned apartments
for single ladles. Friendly
community atmosphere, located a few minutes north of
Chicago.
Superb employee
benefits, paid life insurance,
paid pension plan, paid vacation, two merit reviews first
year, starting salary $525 per
month and/or commensurate
with experience. Apply Personnel Director.
HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL

PERSONNEL CLERK
- TYPIST

Highland Park, Ill.
ID 2-8000

Permanent full time position
in an established Personnel COMP UTOR TRA I NEE
4:30 - 1 A.M.
Department is available for a
woman who has had general
An excellent opportunity is
office or personnel experoffered to the right candidate
ience.
who would enjoy learning com -

WHEELING
537-2180

Black Labrador puppies. AKC

$75 BONUS

registered. Reasonably pric-

815-923-2374.
ed.
German Shepherd AKC fenikle

Paid Vacations

pups 12 weeks old. Ch. sire,

PHONE 827-1108
FULL TIME
EXPERIENCED

-------

DENTAL ASSISTANT

41-Home-iurnishings-Furniture

SALARY OPEN
824-1917

4070-70% Savings

Vic. Des Plaines

'23 rooms of builder's model
borne furniture being sold by

perience in general office procedures. applicants must be

Reas. 392-9741.

Our employee benefits are
excellent. Paid pension program, paid life insurance,
comprehensive hospitalization

time benefit, excellent stilling salary. Apply Personnel
Dir.
HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL
718 Glenview

Highland Park,
ID 2-8000

53 -Machinery And Equipment

SEARS Boy's Bike, 24" Red,
Good condition, $20 Chrome
Fenders. Call: 253-8108

Zenith 19" portable TV with
attch'mts. 4 mos. old. Call

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS
We are now interviewing neat, attractive young ladies between the ages of 18-35 for the position of

or best offer.

Alum. patio cover. 32' ext.

Double pick up electric guitar.
Like new. $60. Epiphone amp.

ladder. Wood lathe complete

with motor & tools. 2 Ford

We can offer permanent employment, with excellen, employee

253-9440

4 pick up guitar, vibrato tail-

SALES & RENTALS
Nimrod Camping Traitors

piece, solo rhythm switch;

dual speaker Supro amp. vibrato, reverb; 1 yr. old.$325.
253-8806 after 6.

56 -Office Furniture -Devices

Lg. size pool, 12 x 30 complete with ladder and filter
$40 or best offer. Call 392-

Secretarial desks. L -unit
style. By All -Steel of Aurora.
Most are new or in like new
condition. Formica tops.Protective edge molding. Attractive upholstered chairs

$5.00 a month

misc. office equipment. Contact Mr. Nethaway. 894-5800

included. Also, some other

8865 after 6 p.m.

;

Mahogany dble. dresser. Full
mirror, chest of drawers.

Book case head board. Exc.
$75.

cond.
5:30.

253-3854 after

Garage Sale; Furn., baby equip., clothing, misc.; Sat.(9-

6 yr. crib 318, 24" elec. fan
512, 4 pc. modern sect'l sofa

exc. cond. $173. 259-1755.
SAVE MORE NOW DURING
Carpet Contractor's public
SALE NEW FIRST QUALITY

WAITRESS
We can offer permanent employment vrith excellent employee

NIGHTS $1.85 - $2.00
DEPENDING' ON EXPERIENCE

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance programs.
51.00 pr. hr. plus full Gratuities.
Apply in Person

APPLY IN PERSON

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

TOPS COFFEE -SHOP
300 .N. NORTHWEST HWY.,(RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14)
.1=1M=NO.

Palatine, Ill.

mentally retarded.
Puppies, kittens, monkeys.
Helping

Birds of the World exhibit.
Reptiles and tropical fish.

Children's Tame Pet Pasture TO - State Tollway at
Rt. 176 Libertyville EM 2-

4636 Garden veg. & fruit stand

now open Daily {Ind Sunday

Open evenings until 9 P.M.

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for

HOME REALTY

Weddings

Parties

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Graduations, etc.

Palatine, Illinois

AMERICAN LEGION HALL

Camper tent trailer. Sleeps 6
Electric hook up food compartment. Reasonable. 3921715.

Exec. -Desires 3 bdrm. 2 bath

Available 392-1473

for furnished home, prefer-

ably air conditioned, for summer of '67, from May to Sept.
Excellent references furnished. Call between 7-8 A.M. and
7-8 P.M.

25 with at least 7' ceiling.
537-6240

Professional Man
desires 4 to 5
bedroom house.Can
furnish references
if necessary.

$3200 or best otter. After 8

392-7887

PM.

66 -Business Opportunities

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM.
Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
Profitable business? Franchising is ' new business
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area
PARTAKE

Dept. A - 1
234 N. Northwest H1 way .
359-7788

14 -To Rent Apartments

For Sub -let. Recently Decorated. Deluxe 2 bedroom, carpeted, equipped kitchen, extra,
large rooms. Air Conditioned.

swifnming pool, Tennis ct.,
Includes heat, $207,00. Call

741-6328

Good

Cond.

$595.

392-2680, after 6 PM.
1961 Biscayne Chevrolet 4
dr., Radio, Heater, Excellent

cond. $700. 392-7048.
Must

sell '56 Chev., 2 dr.

hardtop. Best offer. Call CL 3- 7966.

'61 FORD Galaxy with power

steering. $525, good buy.
Call: 439-1504 after 7 p.m.

'55 T. Bird. Exc. Cond. .2
Call 255-3253 after
tops.
5 P.M.
'65 PONTIAC Lemans,2-door
hard -top, 326 cu. in., 250 HP.
Red with black interior,$1700
Call: 437-0209
1955 Chevy. Straight. shift V8.

P/B, P/Wind. 437-0683 after
6.

BARRINGTON VILLAGE

6 Year Old 2 Level Ranch
Home - Like New - 5 Bed-

rooms, -3 Baths, Living Room
with Fireplace - Dining Room,

Ford '65 Celeste 500. 2 dr.
hd. top. Beautiful white with
red interior. 352 engine. Low
mileage, Like new. Best
offer. 255-3946.

Family Room and

Recreation Room -2 Car Gar-

1963

sirable neighborhood - Walk
to Schools - Shopping - Train

VOLKSWAGON
CAMPER
A-i condition. Includes 12

age - Beautiful yard - DeDepot - $42,000.
4

Bedroom Tri level Home in

Barrington Meadows - Recreation Room - Dining Room
- Porch - Basement - Large
Landscaped lot - $35,900.

Countryside - Have you Children - Inlaws - Horses? This
spacious authentic Williams-

burg Colonial offers answer

to many housing problems - 5
Bedrooms - (Study can be 6th
Bedroom) Large Living Room
- Spacious Family room with
beautiful paneling and Book

Cases - 3 Baths - 2 Fire-

gallon water tank with pump

faucet; 3.5 Cu. ft. ice box;

2 burner Coleman stove; cabenne tent; am -fm radio; snow

tires; new Borg-Warner gas
heater. Clean, attractivebuy.
Call 439-5312 after 6 P.M.
Owner being transferred out
of country must sell 1963
Bonneville hardtop. Excellent
condition, Price $1650.
Phone 392-2262

'61 Chevy 2 dr. St. shift. R,
h., w/w. Exc. Cond. Perfect
2nd car. $600. 412 S. Ridge.

places - 3 car garage and barn

253-2107.

duced price for quick sale.
$56,900.

top. Radio, Auto. Clean. Best
reasonable offer. Call 253-

Dayton Nance R. E.
.126 W. Main St. - Barrington

'59 Chevy 2 Dr. Sedan. Low
mileage. Good starting car.

for horses.

Smsll all year
round pond - 7.6 acres - Re-

'58 T Bird. Red with White
5157.

Open Sundays
Phone DU 1 -3434 -

392-7698

1965 CADILLAC

Outstanding Values

CONVERTIBLE

$18,900

Brick and frame ranch with

Color is yellow. Black leather
interior. Air conditioning.

on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.

windows. Private party wishes to sacrifice for $4,450.

Carpeted living - dining room
comb. 2 full baths, 3 bdrms,
$21,000

Charming 2 bdrm.brick ranch
within walking distance of all
conveniences, in Palatine.

Must be sold to settle estate.

Four way electric seats and

CALL 358-9241
'58 Dodge, 2 -door hard top.
Deluxe. All power, very good
condition.
4028.

$15,300

This immulate home has Just

been reduced to sell immediately.
L.R. is carpeted,
sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2
car garage, attractively land-

scaped. Rear yard completely
enclosed.
$22,900

$250. Call '255-

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us

No Junkers
Northwest Rambler -Palatine
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
MUSTANG MTRS.
Palatine
WANTED USED CARS

walnut paneling in L.R. and
family room. There are 3
bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and

Bring your TITLE = 'CASH
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.

1020 W. N/W Hwy CL3-2707

attached garage.

110 -Bicycles

439-1127.

1
used .unicycle, $7. Call
Carol Flores at 255-1985.

Arlington Heights - 1 and 2
bdrm. apartments now under

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

construction for fall occu-

pancy. Sep. D.R., air condi,
tion, balconies, walk - in
closet, 14 cu. ft. refrig. 5

Honda

1985

Super

Hawk.

Extras. 9825. Call 253-8076
after 6 PM.

bilis. to R.R. station.AdJacent

to shopping. Adults only, no. '1- East Campbell CL 3-2111
Pets. Lincoln & Miner.
Member of M.A.P.
392-5678.

'61 Chevy.

'

Cony.

Best offer. Call 259-5136 after
6 PM.
Excellent 1965 Pontiac Grand
Prix. Air-condition, P/S,

60 -Sporting Goods

Caddy Camper. Chasis mount.
Self contained. SAVE $1300.

99 -Automobiles For Sale

Body Rod, engine perfect.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Study -

358-4555

.

Don Wheeler

7 rm. split level home on
DE LUXE APARTMENT extra large lot. Beautiful

LAMBS' PET FARM

Raped,' bladktifila-driVevidy,-

built - ins, fireplace. Perfect for the large, young fam............. $46,200.00
ily

11 -To Rent Miscellaneous

Please call for appointment.

skillfully & quickly.
VAUGHN PLAN & SUPPLY.
CL 5-8478
427-2218

North of Thomas St.

block to Catholic School and
Church, basement, well land-

Palatine{ 2 Bdrus.,D.R. & Kit. 2 -car gar. Near
school. Aug. 1st FL 8-3335.

,Palatine

Mon. Tues. & Wed.
'1701 N. Rand, Arl. Hts. Just

2 1/2 car garage, porch, 1/4

16 -To Redt Houses

pure Wool, Acrilan, Nylon,
Herculon, & genuine Vectra
Indoor -Outdoor. Installed

GARAGE SALE

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance program.

HE 7-4855.

12 in. speaker. $26.

392-3744.

Budget plan available.

CASHIER -HOSTESS

floor Jack, 2 stand Picks,
Call 392-1657;

255-8473

carpeting ONLY. No. 2nd's,

WAITRESSES

1-1/2 or 2 ton

Silvertone 30 chord organ with
bench. Walnut finish. $95

Rexair Rainbow vacuum with

5) 609 S. Kennicott. Arl. Hts.

1717 Busse Rd.(Rte. 83) Elk Grove Village

WANTED..

55 -Musical Instruments

Also

-

Mature competent 'girl to be secretary to department head.
Should have good skills and experience in manufacturing
industry. Exceptional fringe benefit program, modern air
conditioned office, cafeteria on premises. Call or apply in
person.

426-5108

20" Cooper Klipper Reel Type
Power Mower. ExcellentCondition, $60. CL3-1099

Johnson Water Softener.
CL 5-1107.

SECRETARY

$.50 sq. 'yd. pickedVp.

west of Dundee. Gilberts.

31 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Soft Water

HOSTESS

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of:

358-4555_

Athlete wishes to rent place
for training. Must be private,

3.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

Carson Pixie Scott &
Randhurst

385-6333.

VAnderbilt 4-1188

fer. 9 x 10 wool rug. $20.

THE BEST SOD YOU
'HAVE EVER SEEN

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

8 -Help Wanted -Women

in exc. cond. $75 or best of-

and other employee benefits
Included. Apply in person.
Personnel Dept. 2nd Flr.

1701 W. Rte. 120, 1-1/2 ml.
E. of McHenry. Phone 815-

10. rm. 4 bdrm. Colonial Brick - and Frame home, 4 years old,

cool for summer and about 15x

No remnantsrlgo-7ables.100's
of DECORATOR COLORS in

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

'----Palatine

CL3-2973

n9 to 9,

HOME FOR/ SALE

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Couple will pay premium rent

22 Cu. ft. chest freezer. Good
condition. 392-7324.
Moving -Portable dish washer

SOD
Blue Grass Sod Nursery.

Liberal discount, privileges

LITTELFUSE

Palatine
,FL 8-1800

HOME REALTY

253-6418.

Growers of nursery sod.'
Straight Merian.

tire rims.

REALTY
434

Home within 10 mi. of Arl.
Hts. by Sept. 1st. Ex. Ref.

time position - 40 hr. week.

UHF like new $75.

.

PHILIPPE BROS.

Frigidaire, custom Imperial
washer & dryer, coppertone.
In operating condition, $75.

50 -Landscaping

Outstanding opportunity in our
cosmetic department to handle
established lines in a constantly growing area. Full

Coaches.
Open Sundays 12 to 5
FREUND'S CAMPERS

Des Plaines

392-5838.

259-2905

Cosmetician Needed

Sundt.

ditions and progressive upto-date benefits. Call Dan

buffet. $185.

as $100 down. TheSe are repossessed by VA, and offered
to anyone. Come in and talk
'
it over with

82 -Wanted To Rent

views .firat _year, liberal sick

Avalon Travel Trailers and
Avalon and Dreamer Pickup

Job is accompanied by fine

For Sale. Solid oak antique

48 -Household Appliances

available, 2 merit re-

(air conditioned) working con-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

D.R. set, blond. Table, 6
chairs, buffet, china cabinet.

neat appearing due to patient
and public contact. This is a
personnel orientated hospital.

Pleasant working conditions,
excellent fringe benefits and
commensurate salary. Apply
in person, Personnel Department.

Call: 439-4497 between 4 and
10 P.M.

If you -have a good" credit
rating - VA homes are available to you for as little

OPEN EVENINGS
UNTIL 9. p.m.

Single bed used only 1 year.

Tel. 253-4340

$26,500

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

, after .12 noon.

Highland_Park Hospital will
be interviewing after August
1st qualified ladies havingex-

to Schools, train:nut shopping.

and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space
bdrm,- $185. ibdrm-$160.

delivery arranged. 773-0252

GENERAL OFF ICE

full basement, garage. Walk

4. ample parking, storage

male puppies. AKC.

Sired by Ch. Kilmoe
.
Cassanova. 12 weeks
old. Cal1..3584699_
after 6 P.M.
black Alaskan Malemute,
1
part Chow. 13 months old.
$50. Call: 255-9720.

4 bdrms., 2 baths, separate

dining -room,- breakfast nook,

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping

Excellent disposition. $75 and
up. 392-7612.
2 Mlniature Schnauzer

Temporary Service
Call Jane Nelson

outer operation in a manufacturing company on 1401,
1440 & 360 computers. It is
desirable for the candidate to
have a High School education
and have gone to a computer
operation school. No practical
exp. is required, however,
it would be most acceptable.

HE 9-2800

-

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

,PLUS

Arl: Hts. 4 bdrm, 2-1/2 baths,
pan. fam. rm. fire place.Exc.
loc. 392-9567. Low 40's.
Mt. Prospect 7 rm. Cape Cod

.

Century Resorter 140 HP. in-

board trailer, full cover. All
299-6277,
extras.

259-3256.

Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

CL 3-0418

new.

First 5 Days Pay

Responsibilities will include
record keeping, compiling insurance, pension and employment reports with some emphasis on personnel research
and labor -relations activities.
Typing necessary and office
demachine
experience
sirable.

SOLA ELECTRIC CO.

MARTIN COMPANY

,

For sale 15' runabout. Tilt
trailer, 40 HP motor. Like

An expanding North Shore

Mrs. Fiala

MAI X? TIN /HIE TAB A. Sr

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

Palatine's 'newest luxury a-.
partment building located at

piece or room. Terms and

967-7100
RD 3-5000
A n equal opportunity employer

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

CASHIER

With

WI LLIAMS BURG

Outboard motot for sale. 10

529 S. Yale, A rlington Heights.

4 bdrms., 2 1/2 baths, family
rm., full basement, secreened
porch, many extras.Low40ss.

AT

cond. 15,000 BTU all in good
cond., call 824-9422.

concUlion. 299-2480.

FINE HOME BYOWNER, at

"BE CAREFREE"

H.P. Johnson. $100.Very good

$10 BONUS

MONTGOMERY WARD

HOSPITAL

6201 W. Oakton

ASSEMBLERS

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

PART TIME

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

Morton Grove

A.IET/rli 0 F

Clerks
Stenos
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

RIGHT GIRL

212 N. Dunton
Arlington Heights
3 92-84 1 1

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

30 -Help Wanted -Women

250 N. 12th ST.

Typists

Call Mrs.Matquard 439-7310

WOMAN NEEDED

GENERAL
OFFICE CLERK

starting salary, merit raises,

Secretaries

Top Rates .

day and Saturday nights.
--Typing-----skills and pleasant
personality qualify.

C.

8 to 4:39.

Doebber VA 7-5557.

IMMEDIATE WORK

Multiple Listing Service

,

`88 -Real Estate -Houses

14 -To Rent Apartments

I.H. refrigerator, Frigidaire
electric stove, 30" oven, air

PART TIME

starting salary, merit raises,
profit-sharing.

Competent Lady to handle ad-

APPLY PERSONNEL

weight nylon goods. Good
rate. Fine insurance program. Paid Holidays and
vacation. Five day week -

more information call Ethel

If you have a basic understand-

Moped Bike, $75. 14' steel

boat, trailer, Johnson 5-5
$100.255-0672 after 5.

AND

Monday, July 25, 1966

THE -DAY

31 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

TEMPORARY

.

chines. You will sew medium

you wish in this area. For

GENERAL OFFICE

Evenings & Sundays Theatre
259-5400.
box office

miting office duties on Fri-

adapt it to industrial mµ -

fice work, we can give you
as few or as many days as

CL 5-9444

478-1441.

CAN- YOU SEW?

PART TIME

work. Typing necessary. In

counts receivable bookkeeping
machine. Lite typing and use of
10 key adder necessary. Good

Pleasant work. Call

(11 p.m. to 7 a.m.)

You bring your sewing skill.
Our people will help you

If you can do ANY kind of of-

GIRL WANTED for light office

fer 36 to 60 yrs. old. Full

Tel: (312) 693-3021
An equal opportunity employer

Interesting
Office Work

24 N. Main, Mt. iirosPeei*

ing of bookkeeping we will
train you to operate our ac-

ADMITTING CLERK

or night shift. Apply:

RECEPTION

DAY PUBLICATIONS.

time.

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School education. Full or part-time.Day

ORCHID CLEANERS

Arlington. Hts.

Selling in retail shop. Pre-

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

774-9393

0606 Golf Rd. Des Plainesi

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd,
Arlington Heights

698-2117.

Subsidiary ,of IBM
For excellent suburban firm,
be-officialitreeter-andkeep appt. book current for
company executives. Light
typing and neat appearance 8501 West Higgins
Road
qualify. $85 wk. Free.
Chicago, Ill. 80631
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade

but a pleaaant telephone voice
and personality are really the
Apply

Position with future for customer relations minded worn- an. Full or part time. Pot.. -

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

medical exper.) to

eludes Sat. Wonderful oppor.,
to earn extra income & meet
-people. Call,collect 453-9610i

COOTER GIRL

100% FREE

Famous suburban doctor will
train you (he prefers no pre-

If .yon_ are interested in . an
extrembly interesting 'Job,
please come in for an interview. Classified' advertising
experience would be helpful,
most essential qualifications.

Susie Hwy.

COUNTER CLERK
Will train personable =rile&
woman for sales & counter

0 -Help Wanted -Women %

work. Part time, 5 days in-'

-

392-8100
SHEETS, Inc.
207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hts.

vious

WE NEED YOU!

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTIONIST

ter and Golf Rd. or 1060

Positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
Trainees or experienced

30 -help Wanted -Women

30-11elp Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

18 -Employment Agencies -Women,

.

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESkILTS

.

Cards Trip Yanks
For Pony A Title
The Cardinals settled the ML

Gary McMorrow and. Karl Misenhejmer were the top
local finishers in a field of 295 entrants in Saturday's
Second Annual Olympic Development Wrestling Tournament at Forest View High School.

McMorrow, a Prospect Hight School junior, represented Mt. Prospect in the tourney, and turned in a second -place finish in the 105 -pound division.

MISENHEIMER,
third
placed

from Wheeling,
at 125 pounds.

The tourney opened at 'noon
Saturday and continued without

a break until after 10:30 p.m.

135 POUNDS: I. Fred Rolak,

Skokie; 2. Jay Brown,
Deerfield; 3. Howie McHenry,

route, as
safeties.

Moline.

Saturday. More than 40 volun- son, Evanston; 2. Gordon
teer -referees and judges were Peterson, River Grove; 3. Jerneeded to keep the action mov- ry Cutabertsons, Oak Lawn.
ing on the five -mat floor.

155 POUNDS: I. Guy Ward,
Wrestelcrs, all 18 or under,
came -from as fur as 310 miles Evanston; 2.__Rog Zeman, RivFreeman,

Kelly Oldsmobile clinched a share of first place
the

in

Waycinden

Area

Boys'

Baseball

Senior

League last week.' Team members are: (top row)
165 POUNDS: Jim Boyd, ,Manager' Mutt _Mitsuoka, Dare Krikot:iant Steve
- Mayor- Daley_Youth_EnundatiOn,
and the Central Amateur Ath- Melrose Park: 2' Wayne Dudiak, Holms, Doug Mitsuoka, Al Czarnecki, Steve An Oak Lawn; 3. Tom Hutchinson,
LaGrange.

THE AWARD for the fast175 POUNDS: I. Bob Ruthest pin in the tournament went
to 97 -pounder Brooks Turner erford, Oak Lawn; 2 Larry
who flattended one of his op- Wollschluger, Oak Lawn, 3.
Mark Babcock, Moline.

his credit.
Fred Rolak of Skokie won the
tournamen('s Outstanding Wres-

er, Naperville; 3. Paul Froeh-

Gil's Bulko clung to its slim
title 'hopes in the Waycinden

lick, Chicago.

Area

tler Award for his performance
in winning the I35 -pound title.

HEAVYWEIGHT: 1.
Vic
Middleberg, Skokie; 2, Fred
Belfas, Glen Ellyn; 3. Larry
Hobbs, Silvis.

His was the largest

field

to

conquer, with 49 entries.

A TOTAL of 519 matches
were - wrestled- - --the -- meet,
which was described as an

"outstanding success'", by Hal

Henson, one of the meet directors and wrestling coach
at Forest 'View High School.
First, second, and third place finishers follow.

Sherman, Deerfield;
Couture, Northlake.

3.

105 POUNDS: Bill Fuchs,
Granite City; 2. Gary McMorrow; Mount Prospect; 3. Lance
Harrison, Evergreen Park.

112 POUNDS: I. Eric Torgerson, Park Forest; 2. Ron
Baltierira, Chicago; 3. Mike
Sweigoron, Oak Park.

118 POUNDS: I. Ed Jacobs,
Johnson,

Barrington; 2. Ed
Evanston; 3. Tom
Deerfield.

Lorence,

125 POUNDS: I. Tim Ceck,
Skokie;

Tom

2.

Tellander,

Evergreen Park; 3. Karl Meisenheimer, Prospect Heights.

Net Club
Bows 12-7
The Arlington Heights Tennis Club failed in two of three
divisions Saturday while absorbing a 12-7 setback at the
hands of Wheaton.

The local netters triumphed
3-2 in junior division compet-

but the men's A team
bowed 6-1, and the men's B
ition,

squad fell 4-3.
- Jim Jakubiec was the only

Arlington player to bring home

lington

Jockey

Club's

final

week in the 103 -day co-ordinated meeting at the local track

Manassas, and Round Table.

Schunk was no more sucing to Wheaton's Chuck Lovelace, 6-4, 6-2.

In other sing-

les matches Dick Bernthal won
a forfeit from Lothar Peistrup,

while Mike McCabe stunned
Arlington's Don Johnson 6-3,
6-1, and Dave Johnson fell to
Ron Siebens 6-0, 6-3.
The Johnsons teamed unsuccessfully in doubles play,

was

last

Bancroft's Hedevar. The fouryear -old son of Count of Honor -

Creme Brulee will enter fresh
off a win in the -Equipoise Mile
Handicap at Arlington June 18.
Hedevar's 1:33.2 timing over
the Equipose mile equalled the
world's record that was broken
early this month by Bucktiasser
in the Arlington Classic.
A five -time allowance victor
last year, he finished in the
money during 10 of his 12

Indians Top
Orioles 5-2
Tie Indians gained a tie for
first in the Mt. Prospect Boys'
Baseball

Bronco A League

yesterday by upending the Orioles 5-2;

The decision left both teams
with a 10-6 record. Bruce
pinBlimmquist
displayed
, point control while whiffing

them. .-Campo-

tra base hit of the game.

The Chiropractors kept pace
with

the

blanking

CURRENTLY the Midwest's

top stakes runner, Swift Ruler

seven and walking none for the will try to add the Arlington
winners, while loser Mark Handicap to victories in the
.Engiblus fanned five.and walked Razorback, Oaklawn,
and July
Fourth
Illinois,
one.
Kevin White and Doug Slack Handicap. He also captured the

paced the Indian attack with a Arkansas Derby last year.
Other prime candidates for
pair of triples.

hitter earned

Cubs Upset
Waycinden

leaders Sautrday,
Optimist Club 7-0.

by blasting home runs.

-. OWTRYIWITTIUSSMOTTSTICATCT.Or

Plymouth
Bravos -Olds.

Friday,

Tiffany
clobbering
The winners

Coiffures 26-3.

8

6

8
6

7

Meyer

got credit for

popiamo and Doug Wertepeny
hot:tiered for the winners. Rick

Greg

Klinger was the losing pitcher.

good for a tie with Tony's Finer

Wille's tenth win in

tries,

11

The win coupled with a 12-5 Foods.
thumping of Sportsmans BarTONY'S KEPT pace with an
ber Shop Saturday left Tobin's
with a 9-3 record. City Bar- 8-0 whitewash over Town and
ber Shop heads the pack with Country. Ray Meinsen twirled
an 8-2 slate, while Des Plaines a two -hitter for Tony's, while

chert yesterday to upset the
Waycinden Area's high -flying
Suburban Heating nine, 2-1.
TEICHERT went all the

way for the Cubs, yielding only
seven hits while striking out

Allen's Men's Shop. Mallian
and John Springer shared the

Prospect's

Mid -Teen Chiropractori

Cub's got a sparkling mound
job from righthander Bill Tei-

nine and walking no one. The
Waycinden club, the league's
first half champions, got to
Teichcrt for its only run in
the first inning.

Southpaw Marty Fontanna

Sports on T.V.

1

CUMBERLAND Plaza rounded out the weekend schedule with
5:55 p.m. Football, filmed pa 12-2 win over Burchard
NFL highlights, ch. 32
Cleaners. Greg Nawrot took the

beverage at the

Arlington Heights
Amerkan Legion

another single,

Mid-Ssmerser Saaak Fry

Servin 7-10 PM
Friday, July 30M
American laden Hall
Minor and Douglas
Arlington, Heights

Coun2ry Club
111104114'

for.an evening.

NISI AIMANi

of -tun see

CRITICS
CHOICE
a new comedy by Ira Levin.

11117-tillut

9

firrnm..1

IN TN! OW ORCN/010 COUNTRY CU/.
Rand IL (wild Ka ky 111t. Iteypett

Nightly (Except Monday) at $:30

Sunday at 7:30

Box Office Opens Daily 10 A.M. to 0 P.M.
lieservat1ons,B Mail Or Phone CL 9- 00

102

Allen's Men's
Wear
Burchard Cleaners

Men's Shop

II

0

15

1962 FORD RANCH WAGON

-$795

2

1962 FORD FAIRLANE

$795

1962 FORD TUDOR

$995

V8 - Intermediate Car

3
3
5_

.

Hardtop - Healthy Car,

5

1962 CHEVROLET CONVERTIBLE $1 095
6
5

9

Extra

'

Nice

$895

.1962
CIIEVon.,11!)Lp.,.SEDAN

$1395

1963 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE
Coupe - A Black Tiger
I
I

4

5
5

6
6

4

6

4

7

3

7

...$1295

1963 F201,1Dor FASTBACK

VAN $895

1963
E0!101.1esss!EcialWINDOW

SEDAN
lus
Va.KSWAnomy,ON

BUD'S

PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures

&Parts

$895

TRUCK BONANIA!!!

9
0
...3nexantem...s..m.mumawss

1963 CHEVROLET CORVAN,

1960 DODGE VAN

$495
$295

14 Foot Body

?iv

1958 DIAMOND T DUMP
Tandem

Do It Yourself Or We Install

Price & Compare

CL 5-4799

7

7
7
8

$595

Family Car

6

THEN. CALL

6

8

1962 RI,BL!R WAGON

Svobod a

Cumberland
Shopping Ctr.
Tiffany Coiffures
Town & Country

9
8

10
9

MINOR LEAGUE
STANDINGS
10
Wille Hardware

victory, giving up only one hit.

TODAY

ford chased Urban home with

3
6

9

-

SALE!

8

rapped out three home runs in
the contest, as Mike Meyers Tony's Finer Foods 10

sports an 8-3 Jim Altcrgott's two circuit
clouts did most of the offensive
card.
damage.
Keith Mallian drew a walk
RAYMOND and Broderick
were also Tobin's pitching .with the bases loaded Saturday
heroes in the Sportsman's for Oakton Lawn and Garden's
only run in a 1-0 squeaker over

Mt.

Orioles
Cubs

13
12

AUGUST
MOVEOUT

tripled for the game's only
extra base hit.

collected two and Mike Olden Lawn &
Toulore won the Coronado three -hitter, while Ron Cam-, burg slashed a grand stammer. Oakton
Garden

Chesapeake. He was also secRuss Wirth slowed the pace
ond in the Belmont Stakes and -when he forced Crawford at
third in the Bay Shore and Ken- third, but Rob Ayers filled the
tucky Derby.
sacks again, with a walk. Joe
Argentine -bred Tronado will Heinz then singled Carrol aalso be on hand Saturday with cross. Pat Schwinn fanned to
a victory in the Donn Handicap kill the fire,
at Gulfstream .Park to his
AIR CONDITIONED.
credit. The son of The Yuvaraj
The Northwest Suburb's
posted 13 triumphs in his native land before being brought Only Professional Theatre,
to thy United States.

-

hitter against the Sox. Walks Sox
and Oriole errors cost Den- Orioles

win, and .Graig Lukowttz suffered the loss. Kelly Strom

Haaning Art's Shell
GILLINGS
and
were just as sharp Friday when Dodge in
Monday,
they shut out Sportsman's Barplate.
5
Des Plaines
ber Shop 9-0. This time they Pete's Standard
July 25,
4
a
contest
allowed
no
hits
in
leaders
LEAGUE
THE
4
Ellinwood Motors
1966
fought back from a 5-0 deficit cut short by darkness after
five innings.
in
the
first
inning,
getting
two
JUNIOR LEAGUE
Page 10
Mike Concialdi was the hitrun rallies in the second, third,
STANDINGS
and fifth innings. But Golf ting star of the night with a City Barber Shop
8
Prospect came up with a run , pair of singles and three runs Tobin's Mobil
9
in the fifth and two more in thc batted in. Dave Hadley gave up Dcs Plaines
six hits and took the loss.
bottom of the final frame.
8
Chiropractors
In other Senior League ac- GARY MARTIN and Steve Optimist Club
6
back-to- Homeowners
slammed
tion, Ellinwood Motors tipped Mileski
Des Plaines Dodge 8-7, Pete's back home runs Saturday to lead
5
Association
Standard outslugged Ellinwood Homeowners to an 11-2 romp Johnson Sporting
13-12, Art's Shell stopped over Charles Klehm Nursery.
5
Goods
Bravos Oldsmobile 13-3, and Dave Raymond and Glenn #1 Suburban Heat.
4
the winner's circle are Time Des Plaines Pymouth shelled Spielman pitched the HomeSportsman's
Tested and Toulore. Time Des Plaines Dodge 17-5.
owners to their fifth win against
2
Barber Shop
Tested, a strong middle disfive losses.
Charles Klehm
tance runner, had amassed
Wille Hardware moved into a
TOBIN'S MOBIL moved
I
Nursery
scores in the New Year's, Old into second place in the red tie for first in the Minor League

[cup MEI

list of stakes wins last year is

four

place Orioles' season on a Yinkees
bright note- Friday when he Cubs
threw a seven - inning no- Braves

SENIOR LEAGUE.
Mark Gillings and Rick HaanSTANDINGS
ing 'shared the mound duties Team
L
W
for the Chiropractors, yielding Kelly Oldsmobile
3
II
only one hit. Shawn Herbert Gil's Bulko
TO.' '5 and Billy Watts gave them all Golf Prospect
6
9
the offensive help they needed Dcs Plaines

8 p.m. Polo from Oakbrook,
_surrendered the Cubs' two runs
in the second inning before giv- ch. 32
saddle.
9 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26
A doubtful starter for the ing way to Bill King. King and
9:30 p.m. Sports Open Line,
Arlington Handicap is Hede- _Fontanna turned in a creditable
var's stablemate Tom Rolfe. mound performance themselves, ch. 9
9:30 p.m. Hunting and fishThe 1965 three -year -old cham- as they gave up only six hits
ing films, ch. 32
pion is now back in training, and fanned eight.
but may by pass the Arlington
THE MT. PROSPECT squad
meet in favor of the $100,000 built its decisive inning around
added Washington Park Handi- three singles. Bob Urban led
ell,
cap on September 5.
off the frame by reaching on an
error. Jim Carrot followed
INCLUDED ON Tom Rolfe's with a single, and Scott Craw'a FREE
and get

taking an 8-6, 6-1 pasting from the Chicagoan, Preakness, and

Gene Buwick and Bernthal.

between

piano's triple was the only ex-

Boys' Baseball Senior pionship aspirations forever,
League last weekend try edging when it came up with six runs
in the fifth inning. Cliff AlGolf ProspectMobil 8-7.
Mark Greenberg's double bert's grand slam home run
climaxed a three -run Gil's was the big blow in the frame.

year's Handicap, and another hopeful,
Sammyren won the Chicagoan
LEADING THIS year's list Handicap and was second in the
of nominees is, Mrs. Edith Cornhusker.
Chieftain
champion.

added a second in the
Bishop. Bishop got a measure Hedevar
Metropolitan Handicap to' his
of revenge though, when 'he win in the Equipoise.
teamed with Mike McCabe
and nipped the Arlington
WALTER BLUM the nadoubles tandem of Jakubiec tion's leading rider in 1963
and Chuck Schunk 10-8, 6-8, Land 1964 will be in Hedevar's cessful in singles play, bow-

hits

Line, Toboggan, Royal Poin- hot Junior League race yesSaturday.
The nation's top veterans ciana, and Carousel Handicaps terday with a 4-2 conquest of
will vie for the Handicap crown this year. He has also run sec- Number -one Suburban Heating,
that has been worn by such ond in the Rival Palm, PaumoMike Raymond and Mike
greats as Equipose, Coaltown, nok, and Carter Handicaps.
Broderick collaborated on a

a victory in A team play, as
he took a 6-8, 6-2, 6-1 mara- sophomore outings. This year
thon from Wheaton's Howard

6.0,

THE MOBILE SQUAD contest Saturday, allowing five
threatened to end Gil's cham-

Arlington Handicap
Heads Race Week
The 550,000 added Arlington
Handicap will highlight the Ar-

Hayes'

1

rally in the final frame to pace - Greenberg was the winning
pitcher, and Tom Hughes took
provided by the Central A.A.U. tory in 15 outings. Kelly Olds- the loss.
-for the tournament, which was mobile leads the league with an
Golf Prospect did play the
conducted under the Olympic . 11-3 mark, assuring it of at spoilers' role Friday when it
free -style rules.
dumped Kelly 8-6. Darryl Alleast a piece of the title.
bert got the win over Ron So bon. Dave Ristau was Sobon's
worst enemy in Friday's clash,
as he went four -for -four at the

Glen

Pony B game played. Chris

--..
THE WINNERS added a sin- Sox
3
n in the fifth, and a one- Braves
gl
Men ruYaniTeeraWlri-Ifie-iiiiiff ---'--- - -- --.-- - -'.----7---22-------PONY B FINAL53
not enough.was
13
Jim Dencher ended the third Cardinals

Sobon, Charlie Hadley, and Jim Proszek.

Trophies and awards were the winners to their tenth vic-

97 POUNDS: I. Rick Cosiono, Calumet City; 2. Don

eight

homer was the big blow.

Gil's Bulko Keeps. Title Hopes Alive
In Waycinden Boys' Senior League

ponents in 6.5 seconds. Bill
Fuchs, a 105 -pounder from

Granite City, won the award
POUNDS: I. Juhn
191
for the most pins with six to Palmer, Chicago; 2. Jeff Kais-

yielded

birds added three more in that Cardinals
frame. Don Brach's three - run Yankees

thony, Benny Fernandez, Bryan Gillespie, and Sponsor Mr. Kelly. (bottom row) Bill Goddard, Terry
Somers, Orlando Fernandez, Pat Augustine, Ron

was under the direction of the
letic Union.

he

The Cards jumped off to a him the victory, while Steve
1-0 lead in the first inning on Kirchoff was the loser.
Ken Preski's run - producing
PONY A FINAL
triple. The Yanks got their
Won Lost
t
first run in the fourth, but the Team
2

145 POUNDS: I. Hal Wil-

(Granite City, III.) away to com- erside; 3. Rick
pete in the tournament, which Franklin Park.

cher a shutout, but he still

Prospect Boys' Baseball Pony_ notched a 10-2 triumph.
DENCHER WAS his own
A League title argument yesterday with a 5-2 conquest of most potent offensive weapon,
driving in five runs in his three'
the Yankees.
Righthander Mike Berdell trips to the plate.- The 14 hurled a neat four - hitter year -old righthander rapped a
for the Cards who clinched triple for the game's only exthe league championship with tra base hit off loser Keith
.:
a 13-2 final mark. The run- Phillips.
In Pony B action, the Braves
ner-up Yankees finished their
,
finished up with an 8-7 record
slate at 12-3.
by topping the Cubs 8-5. John
BERDELL went all the way Trandel got credit for the -win,
for the apwly crowned champs, and Rick Robertshaw took the
whiffing seven in seven inn= loss. The Sox finished their
ings. Losing pitcher Jay Les- season with a 15-5 romp ovniak also travelled the entire er the Orioles in the only other

1951 CHET DUMP.

$395

1951 FORD C 800

$495

Cab/Chassis

rent a new '66

i

CORTINA

4.00

FALCON

5.00,

FAIRLANE
MUSTANG,
GALA XIE

7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

TODAY'S SPECIAL

.P
R

7.00
7.00

sti6ck9'11°52A

VOLKSWAGON SEDAN
Two To ChooseF

$12 c

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES OAS & INSURANCE

PLAN YOUR VACATION

Oro

0

RENT A STATION WAGON
SPECIAL RATES

at low rates from...
GEORGE POOLE
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

Cc 54
a/EAticir"

ARLINGTON HGTS., ILL -

Ask Phil John, Tom or Charlie about ourfactoiy
used car guarantee 24 months or 50,000 miles.

GEORGE POOLE

CL 9-3141,
NITISS AND SUNDAY

CL 5-9889

111.P

1IAy.

CL 3-5000

.

.....

.

...... _ ,

.

4.

WEATHER

ro5pect

cloudy;
Partly
Tonight;
Clime of thunderaboiters; Low;
In lower 70s. Wednesday:.
Partly doudy; Chance of
near
High
thundershowers;
90.
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117 S. Main St.
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Retten: Village's New Building, Zoning Chie
Mount Prospect has a brand
new building ordinance and a
brand new director of building

the

is patterned after codes being

three

said.

"I

learned

girls, Ream still

lives

"on Chicago's south side. lie
commutes daily to MounOrospect to administer the village's

Villager

the development of the new

building department.

War -II -Rotten - ---During-World
served with General Patton's
third army. He was wounded in

building code mented him the

France, "I have the Purple
Heart to prove it," he laughed.
Under the newly ,adopted
building ordinance, the building

promotion
Retten, 48, joined the village
on June 29, 1964 as an electri-

cal inspector. A year later, he
was appointed acting building
superintendent, a post he held

department has the responsibility to check all zoning regulations in conjunction with

until his promotion
background

or."
The new building ordinance

Married and the father of

Manager John Mongan_who
said that "Velieri v-Tat with

is

joining the village he worked
_as_tt journeyman- electrician in

used by about 75 suburban municipalities, including neighboring Arlington Heights.
Retten, responsible for the
final "nuance of occupancy
petTifits, must be a field in-

spector as well as a director.
His department includes one

Retten says will make Mount'
Prospect a leader in modern
building codes.
To be considered

by

the '

board in the near future are
revisions in the commercial
and
industrial construction
codes and in the procedures

used by the building department.

"Getting the single family
section of the code up to date
Retten said.

Retten is optimistic about
the continued building boom in
qht

limo-building inspector, .-.,---the-Northwest--suburbs:
may see a slight drop in the
number of single family units
Myrel Bosenberg.
being
built," Retten said,
"I'm not a desk man," Ret"but I don't think so."
ten said. "I intend to spend a
William Sippel and a secretary

lot of time in the field. We can
handle the current building in
Mount Prospect with this size
department."

Mount Prospect's building
and zoning director said that he

has confidence in . both small
contractors and large builders
being' able to conform with the

That's why Retten's new title

gle

encompasses zoning as well as
building.
CONCERNING
the new buildR

building code was the first of

the old one. There is less room
for 'interpretation. It's strictly

projects.

construction

e

was the big part of the job,"

new building code. The new
code is more workable than

new

For II years prior to

Retten

ordinance,

"It's a workable ordinance. It

"I have always been interestin building construction,"

round South Chicago."

Retten was promoted at the

RETTEN'S

plainly andwill benefit both the
home buyer and the contract-

Retten

meeting two weeks ago.

vaned

outlines building 'requirements

old 'Chicago Times and later

trade from the ground up a-

- zoning at a board of trustees
of

an advertising salesman for the

ed

made director of building and

recommendation

ing

the Sun -Times.

and zoning to enforce it.
Peter C. Retten, formerly
acting building supenntendent
in the village's three person
was
department,
building

said,

Stock Yards district of
Chicago. Prior to that, he was
the

BY JACK A. VANDERMYN
News Editor

ADOPTION of the new sinfamily construction requirements in Mount Prospect's
three

updating

steps

which

a performance code."

cur

;111,4

Mount Prospect's director of building and zoning, Peter C.;ketten,

discusses

the .village's updated and revised building code with his secretary, Mire! Boomgain 'a promotion
'. berg. Rettem's work on developing the new ordinance helped
M the village building department. He Itas - bees a Mount Prospect employe since

I

1964,

Contempt Answer
Still To Be Heard

Harold Bids
Adieu To
214 Residents

-

Harold L. Slichenmyer, superintendent of
Township High School Dist. 214, will spend his

Crooks

They have sold their home at 1001 N. Highland,

Arlington Heights and will travel through the
south west before they decide on a permanent
farewell

On practically the eve of my departure from a
community which has meant much to me in my
20 years' employment and residence here, I
should like to take this opportunity to say "Thank
You" for making my job so easy and so pleasur-

filed by the village.

IN THIS other suit the village is asking for the destruction of the Tally -Ho apartment
project, on which Crooks work-

and approved the buildings or the tax money

ed as attorney two years ago.

needed to make this district one of the finest in

Crooks has refused to return
the village's documents until
some $1,200 in legal fees are
paid him.

the nation. It was your concern for education
which allowed us to seek out the highly qualified

Work Here
Widening

teachers who man our classrooms, and it was
you who sent us the students who consistently'
brought honors to our school and to our com-

Route 83
Construction crews are widening Route 83 at the Chicago

and North Western Railroad
tracks.

County Unit
Will Discuss
Water Utility

ed (sometimes hopping mad) about the schools'

welfare. In practically all cases the individuals

said that village officials will

oh Monday, July II, with ICC

b`drepresented at the hearing.
hi his telegram, Ferrone

engineering personnel.
SINCE THE breakdown,
Lee Perry, general manager

customers
2,200
by the private utility

SOME
served

for Citizens, has said that the
company is bdck in service and

all customers are being serv-

by running without emergency

length

of

these
creeping freight trains is

company, including 315 in the facilities.
village, were without water for
The village contends that
short periods of time over the, Citizens is operating at peak
July 4 holiday weekend. '
capacity in the area it is now
Service to Citizens custom- serving. And, that to add adders was maintained through
itional customers, would only
sale of some 1,000,000 gallons aggrevate the emergency, if
the utility experiences anoth,t water by the village to the
utility whiiki. was piped to er equipment failure.

becoming more unbearable
They tie op
every day.
truffle to no tad.
Don Holthe

.

uments) to the village."
Crooks "has ,no right or
authority to retain the (doc-

uments, nor does any claims
that an attorney might have at
common law on the papers of
his clients extend or attach to

est hope for the future lie in the public which the
schools serve. We are indeed fortunate to have a
man with Dr. E. H. Gilbert's ability to take over
the responsibilities of superintendent; however,
he will need, as I so urgently needed, the support
of this community, for the problems are far from

ITT Promotes
Robert R.- Piel
To Sales Post

over. I know he can depend on you.

May I again say "Thank You" and "Farewell."
Sincerely,

H. L. Slichenmyer

Robert R. Piet of 408 S.

Salesman Dies'
Qn Expressway

Crestwoodln., Mount Prospect,
has been promoted to manager
of industrial sales for International Telephone and Telegraph Bell
dronics.

and Gossett Hy-

He will be concerned with
industrial marketing of
centrispecialties,
hydronic
the

fugal pumps and beat transfer
The accident happend at 9:30 equipment. Before receiving
Frank R. Bonthron, 50, of
the promotion he was central
701 N. Forest, Mount Pros- p.m. Bonthron was reported to

' peat;' was killed Monday night
ed with adequate water.
Mount Prospect 'maintains in a two -car accident on Kenthat Citizens is not fulfilling nedy Expressway at Cumberits obligation to its customers land.
.

The

CROOKS "HAS- failed and
refused, and continues to fail
and refuse to deliver the (doc-

mittees, Teacher Parent Councils, Boosters_
Clubs, etc.; residents who have become concern-

Cook County Board legislative committee meets in the

Day

tinues:

time to serve on school boards, citizen com-

The district's greatest strength an its great-

equipment of Citizens
Utilities Co. which partially
the Mount Prospect
serves
area with water,"

that

official of the village."
The village's petition, asking
for the court to order Crooks to
deliver the documents or be
held in contempt of court, con-

rounding Mount Prospect will be the topic when the

and

contends

pleasure. Reflecting upon the school district's
accomplishments in the past 20 years 1 recall

Expansion of Citizens Utility Co: in the area sur-

. . the committee will
consider the recent breakdown

village

Crooks "in his capacity as village prosecutor was a public

were not motivated by personal gain; fortunately
-education seldom attracts the selfish.

said, ".

The

munity.
Serving such a community has, indeed, been a
faces and names of oldtimers, newcomers, businessmen, ministers, and newspaper personnel
who have played important roles in our schools'
'.'.--progress; men and women who have taken the

Work on the project, which -is county building at 10 a.m. Thursday.
Village officials were noti- customers through the Utilpart of the overall Route 83 improvement, began yesterday fied yesterday by telegram ity's facilities.'
Congreve appealed to Counmorning Workmen estimate that the villages plea that
that they will be on the job for a Citizens be denied the right to ty Board President Seymour
Simon that Citizens be forbided
expand their services withweek.
out providing emergency fac- to expand its facilities and add
new customers in the area it
While the project is under- ilities will be considered.
A telegram, signed by Daniel serves north of Mount Prosway, entrances to the commutpect until it adds sufficient
er parking lots from Route 83 J. Ferrone, commissioner of
emergency facilities.
at the tracks will be closed. building, zoning and planning
The village also took the
Commuters may, howevercon- for the county, was received
case to, the Illinois Comtinue to use the lots by entering at village hall. yesterday afmerce commission and an infrom Northwest Highway east ternoon.
formal hearing was held here
Congreve
Daniel
Mayor
and west of the construction.

Gripe
Of The

circuit public

turn of documents,' called an
"essential link" in another suit

In bursts of sentiment I have been showered
with compliments for serving as superintendent
of your high school district during what was admittedly, a difficult period of growth; however,
I must, in all honesty, award the credit to you,
the residents and taxpayers of District 214, for'
it was you who went to the polls time after time

Western intersection. The construction is expected to last a week.

in

The village is seeking the re-

able.

Workmen are completing the final phase of the Route 83 widesini project through

due

is

Chicago police said Bonthron
was traveling west in Kennedy
when he attempted to cross to

be ,a salesman for AnheuserBusch Inc.

Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral Home at 2000 E. Northwest
Hwy. is expected to
funeral arrangements.,

make

region manager for Hydro -Flo
products and served as field
sales manager for heat transfer
equipment,

'Kenneth R. Grahath of Buf-

falo Grove, has been promoted
to assistant manager of inthe inside traffic lane. He foil
dustrial sales and will assist
control when the car hit the
James John Popek, 19, of with the industrial marketing
shoulder.- His auto struck an- Chicago, was fined $100 and of B & G hydronic products.
other ' driven
by Josephine placed on probation for six Ho served as" sales engineer
Knowles, 60, of Elgin and .months in Mount Prospect in ihe heat transfer departflipped over. The other driver 'court Thursday for driving a ment and hes been associated
was not seriously injured.
motorcycle without a' license. with Bell & Gosset since 1953.

Cyclist Fined

records,

board meeting where' Crooks

and

papers

was hired to work on the Tally..
court today to show cause to documents."
The documents the village Ho case, on Jan 5, 1965, read
Judge Walter Butler why he
should not be held in co empc wants arc two building permits as follows:
of court for refusing to, eturn and a return receipt for certif"TRUSTEE .Bruhl, seconded
official documents to the vil- ied mail.
The receipt is necessary in by Trustee Busse, moved that
lage.
The case was slated to be the village's other suit asking the village attorney and the
Messrs.
prosecutor,
heard Friday but Judge Butler for the destruction of the Tally - village
set Monday for Crooks to file Ho project. In legal terms the Hofert and Crooks, institute
mandatory proceedings under
a response to the village's pe- receipt represents legal notice.
Crooks has replied to the the statute requiring completion
tition.
A heavy court calendar push- village request for return of or demolition of the Tally -Ho
the documents by saying he will apartment buildings at Algoned the hearing over until today.

Saturday morning Slichenmyer and his wife

Betty will leave for a leisurly trip to Alaska.

Mount Prospect. Here, a loader scoops out dirt from the Chicago and North

The minutes of the village

prosecutor Kendal A.

last day on the job Friday.

place of residence.
The following is Slichenmycr's
message to residents of Dist. 214.

and not as a village prosecutor
for the purpose of securing relief in the village's Tally -Ho
suit."

BY BRUCE
Two points of contention h ye emerged in the suit by
against former village
the village of Mount Pros

quin and Busse Rds. This motion carried by acclamation."
It' will -be for Judge Butler to

hold them until he is paid.

HE . CONTENDS that his
work on the Tally -Ho apart-

decide

whether

Crooks

was

retained as an independent at-

ments, "was clearly and unequivocally understood to have
no relationship or connection
with the duties as prosecuting
attorney for the village."
In support of this contention,
Crooks is filing with Jafge
Butler affidavits by Trustee

torney on the Tally -Ho litigation or worked on that case as
a village prosecutor.

The relationship of Crodics'
legal

services

to the village

will also have a bearing on the
second question facing Judge

Parker Ekren and former vil- Butler.
That is whether Crooks has
lage attorney Edward C. Hofany right or lien over the papert.
.Ekren says in his affidavit ers, so he may retain them
that "Crooks was hired in his until hekfaid.
individual and independent cap-

CROOKS SAYS in 'his reto the village's con-

acity as an attorney at law to

sponse

represent the village in the
civil proceedings" connected

with the Tally -Ho project.

tempt suit "that the sole and
only reason that the bill for

-

Hofert says that "by reason services has not been hertofore
of the participation of Kendal paid is because he is one of
A. Crooks in the prosecution the organizers of ,a group known
as the Representative Govern-

of various violations boncerning

ment Assn.
The RGA is seekinglo change
village -trustee
present
the

the Tally -Ho project ... I was
directed to retain the services

of Kendal A. Crooks in
capacity

as

a

his

(Continued on Page 2)

private lawyer

Crash Kills Co-ed;
Was to be -Bride
A Mount Prospect girl, who
was to be married next month
after her graduation from college, ' died

yesterday

as

She was born July 16, 1944
in Beach Grove, Ind. and was
graduated from high school in
Indianapolis.

the

of an auto accident
Thursday on the Illinois Toll result
way.

.

Mish Toenjes is survived by
her parents John S. and Alice;
sisters Patricia, Pamela and Gay, and grandmothers
three

'

Joan M. Toenjes, 22, of 310
S. Maple St. died in Lutheran
General Hospital. Accordingto
Tollway Police she was northbound on the tollway Thursday
night near the Oakton St. overpass when she apparently lost

Mrs. Elise Anderson of Mount
Prospect
and
Mrs.
Lillie
Toenjes of Seymour, Indjana.

VISITORS MAY CALL at

the Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral- Home, 2000 E. Northcontrol of the car. The car west Hwy., Arlington Heights,
struck a guard rail and bridge alter 7 p.m. today.
abutment. She was placed in an
Funeral services will be
intensive care unit of the hos- Thursday in St. Paul Lutheran.
pital and the police were unable Church, Mount Prospect, at
to question her about the ac- 1:30 p.m. The Rev, E.A. Zeile,
cident. She was alone in the pastor,' will officiate. Burial
car and there were no wit- will be in St. Paul's Cemetery
in Mount Prospect.

nesses.

MISS TOENJES

to
have been graduated August 18
was

from Concordia Teachers Colin River Forest. She
planned to teach in a Lutheran
School. She was to have been
married Algust 27 to Fredlege

erick Nelson of Chicago.

Miss Toenjes parents have
a memorial' fund
in her memory. Contributions
may be made to the Joan
established

Toenjes Christian

Education

Memorial Fund, c/o St. Paul
Lutheran

Church,

100

School St., Wirt Prospect.

S.
;
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Dist. 57 Educators Approve
Portions of Discipline Code
consult
should
After several months of "Teacheri
negotiations the board of edu- principals in major discication has approved part of a pline cases."
the

Finally

Dist. 57 discipline policy.

statement

At its meeting Monday the admonishes 4 administrators
school board voted to accept and teachers 'to "refrain
a policy statement initiated by from exposing each other to
the Mount Prospect Education criticism in public, specificalAun. The board had amended ly in the presence of pupil or
the statement before it was parent."
ratified by the MPEA board .The policy goes on to recomand members and returned for mend that teachers and administrators should jointly develop
Monday's vote.
The policy omits any refer- building ruleS, to be posted in
ence to the new state spanking each school and made available
law, which the board will dis- to parents and the superinten-

cuss at its Aug 8 meeting, or dent.
The last four rules concern
the expulsion of pupils. The
The board directed the ada
to
write
ministration
policy on expulsions subject

_ able_ form_of
enhances pupil welfare "when
discipline policy
as a guideline "

is

available

reflects the
teachers.

any grievances or problems,"
it says, shall be "identical
to the (board's) inquiry and

brations..

or the principal.

to close, one of the carnival

PARK DISTRICT president
Charles Payne said after the

-Strict

to

adherence

before

stration is required.

--Only the principal, or his
representative,

send

a

child home during the school;
for

day

disiplinary

some advice. The author of "The Hidden Persuaders" and "The Naked Society" is to testify today
before a House government operations subcommittee.
for

The subcommittee is studying the part the Federal
government plays in invading an individual's privacy.

James Horan, right; Is one of the many Monet Pros-

the

Sesquicenten-

nial of the state. It will contain two pages of historic episodes written as if they were
happening now.
Ralph G. Newman, chairman of the Illinois Sesquicentennial Commission, said

MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7150

Member of Multiple Listing Service

The Intelligencer will contain
four pages for each issue, with
the front and back pages employing the makeup, typography and news style of a. century and a half ago, before Il-

linois was admitted to statehood.

AKERS was born in Chi=
sago and educated at McHenHe
dree College, Lebanon.
has worked on the Illinois State
Register, the St. Louis Post Dispatch and the Associated

FULL SIZE -FLAT

TOP GUITAR
STEEL SHANK NECK,
FULL TAIL PIECE

witcertificatehIs
his

Kathie

during

f

rooms will be

school will be decorated with

m to 9

ail displays of the pupils' work.

Overnight Parking
Rztles Explained

Arlington Heights and Mount
Prospect residents are among
the more than 1,500 entrants

National Model Air-

in the

plane Championships registered

at the Glenview Naval Air Station for competition.

The meet, often called the
"world series" of model aviaFoui rolls of cable 'were
taken from the Illinois Bell
Telephone Co. storage yard,

N. Arthur, Mount .Pros-

tion will run through July 31.
Arlington Heights contestants

are: Ronald A. Behnke, 26, of
Residents who must park
718 W. Ladd at. and Terry cars on Mount,Prospect streets
Stevens, 17, of 713 N. Beverly. overnight are asked to contact
Mount Prospect residents are: the police department for perMary Thulin, 15, of 4 S. Owen mission prior to 12 midnight.
and Frederick Thulin of the
Chief Newell Esmond said
same address.
that special permission would
The Navy is acting as host be granted for all night, on to the meet. Contestants will street parking if the circum_
fly their models in events rang-

ing. from free -flight

gas

to
line

The village has an ordinance
forbidding on -street parking

control
speed, jet and team racing con- _Intweeo 2 a.m. and 6 a.m.
- tests:- -Eimond said ihat in certain
radio -control,

The cable was cut from the
rolls with a hacksaw, dragged
through a fence and tall weeds

j1

to the rear parking lot of Auto
Metal Banding Co. in Arling-

people

to

11 SWITCHES 4 PICKUP AT,

$69.00

VA 4-4161

1464 S. Lee St.- Oak Leaf Commons Center - Des Plaines

for

driveways and on the street

dolph Bateman and Jack Keefer,
was held in Bateman's home
Sunday night.

during the restriction period.

"If they will call the departIn addition to Mrs: Kimball's
ment before midnight, we will
make note of it and see that - appointment, Bateman announthey are not ticketed," Esmond ed that Robert Soderman, 200
said. The chief emphasized that

.

mergency

circumstances

in-

counteract

terprises.

Mayor Daniel Congreve has
not as yet announced the date
for the referendum. Under statutes, the referendum must be
called not less than 30 or more
than 60 days from presentation

41,4

Street
More new coaches for North Western suburban teals riders take shape in the

South Chicago shop of Pullman -Standard. The first of 10 bl-level cars will be
delivered to the railroad this week. All are scheduled to be delivered withia, the
next the weeks. The air-coaditioned cars cost $1,703,000.

New Coaches Will
Ease Commuter Load
Seating problems on Chicago

and North Western Railway's
commuter trains caused by the
Kennedy and Edens Express-

Elk Grove
Auxiliary Has
Drive for Vets

way repair programs will
relieved

beginning

this

be

week

when the railroad receives the
first of 10 new bi-level coaches

Auxiliary to ordered last December.
Frank Koval, head of the
VFW Post .9284, Elk Grove'
public
relations
Village, report a success drive railroad's
in collecting articles for Hines dept., said the commuter trains
are carrying aboUt 4,000 new
Hospital.
The two -'week drive result- riders each day as a result of
ed in a large assortment of the traffic congestion on the two
Ladies

and

games to be used by the vetstated

Mrs.

Eleanor
Christensen,,hospital chairman.

"We want to thank every for their generosity. It

'one

means so much to these men,"
she said.

expressways.

"We can't break. figures down
station by station," he said,

"but i can say that the load on
the north shore branch is much
heavier than the line serving

Arlington Heights and Mount
`Prospect."
Koval said the northshore line

Vandalism At

-

Pool Hall

The windshield of an auto

strain on both lines are being
to completion at the
South Chicago plant of Pullman rushed

Standard and will be delivered

to the railroad at the rate of
about two cars each week with
the final delivery by Labor Day.
North Western Chairman Ben
W. Heineman, said the cars

were ordered last year in anticipation of normal growth requirements on the road's suburban divisions.

"Because of the sudden influx of new riders diverted
from the expressways now un-

der repair, the new cars will
be placed into service as soon
as they are received," Heineman said.
is

ready,

lice learned Monday.
Before the vandalism

discovered police reported the

$3,500 Bond
For Youth, 19

Lawrence Hall, 19, of Elk
Grove Village, is due in Niles

court Aug. 30 on a

forgery

charge.

He was sought by Mount
Prospect, Des Plaines and Arlington Heights police and released on a combined bond of
53,500.

Checkmate:.
A king-size king (for play-

third time the railroad has
expanded its coach fleet since

A Service Of Dignity,
Beauty ... In Our Chapel
The atmosphere of deep reverence prevailing in our
chapel aids in making the funeral service a time to
be remembered_and cherished ... lasting memorial

In recent weeks, Heineman
said, the road has carried more

HENRY W. FRIEDRICHS, JR.

Backed by 90 Years Experience:

320 W. Central Road

.

Northwest Hiway

Ph. 255-7800

"We have more than ample
parks for children to play in,"
transportation today
parents ought to be able to get
their kids there."

some young ladies had painted
baseball diamond on the

a

street where they played kick
ball with a volley ball.

Crooks
Versus
Village
(Continued From Page I)
form of government to a cityaldermanic one.
The association

filed

has

Friday.
The chessman,
24 in. high on a 10 in. base, was
a display item at the men's

must be held before Sept. 19.

Forfeits Bond

lage president"
greve.

Oakton, Arlington Heights, due

CROOKS siad "selfish political considerations motivate

"This political movement,"
Crooks said, "is being violently opposed by the present vilDaniel

Con-

Scott V. Thorton, 1009 W.

in Mount Prospect court last

Wednesday, forfeited his bond (this contempt of court litiga-

tion), which is brought for the
purpose, of attempting to emThis is approximately 4,000 to an arrest warrant and set Aug. barrass" him ' and the Repre5,000 more than are normally 31 as Thorton's next court date sentative Government Assn.
carried during the vacation on the charge of drunken driv- movement.
than

85,000

weekday

month ofJuly.

riders.

by failing to appear.
Judge Simon S. Porter signed

Crooks has been the attorney
for the R.G.A.

ing.

SERVICE

to loved ones.

FRIEDRICHS Funeral Home

play in the streets.

petitions with the village for a
referendum. If the village acmeasuring cepts the petitions an election

The' coaches, which will cost
will increase. the cosmetic bar in Carson, Pirie
railroad's double -deck fleet to Scott & Co., Randhurst.230 cars containing more than

36,800 seats. This will be the

"It's too dangerous," Chief
Esmond said, "for children to

The chiefs comments were
telephone in front of the pool sparked by a photo -story in .
The Day Friday showing how
hall.

ing chess) was reported stolen

$1,703,000,

not sanction kids painting game

theft of a coin box of a pay

King Is Gone

repairs are completed."

playing in the streets and the
public works department does

modern

was

if substantial numbers of former

motoring commuters will continue to use the trains after the

Chief Newell Esmond said
yesterday the police department
does
not sanction children

in Mount Prospect Plaza, po- he continued, "and with the

and willing to, place a
further order for new coaches

able

Games
Taboo

designs on the streets.

runs along the Edens Express- belonging to James Sundheim
way, where the repair work is of Des. Plaines was broken
while the car was parked near
most extensive.
the House of Lords, a pool hall
THE COACHES to ease the

"North Western

Mt, Prospect, Ill.

Representative

the

of the petitions, July 17.

has no association with Day
Publications or with Field En-

erans

S.

ME CITIZENS committee
was formed Thursday night to

,7

4-4l.

umn for the paper.
The
Illinois
Intelligencer

puzzles

108

voved.

.--

tinues to write a Sunday col-

books,

Conlon,

George St., was named treas-

ing for the government change

He became associated with
the Chicago Sun when it was
founded in 1941, became managing editor of the Sun -Times
in 1949, executive editor in
1950 and editor in 1959. In
June, 1965 he retired as editor of the Sun -Times but con-

clothing,

Kenilworth,' will be tilt organizati"'s publicity chair S.

there should be special or e- man. Greg

Press in Springfield, Chicago
and Washington.

The

of government to a city.

An organizational meeting of
the group, chaired by P. Ran-

of their

park out

Mount Prospect's village form

referendum.

HENRY W. .FRIEDRICHS'

Music Studios

necessary

'

1961.

$35.00

is

ton Heights.

Special $15.00

PHONE:

it

-

"Citizens to Keep Village
Government" have named Mrs.
Charles L. Kimball coffee
chairman for their drive to
defeat a referendum to change

RGA filed petitions last Tuesday with the village board call-

Guitar Up To $45.00

Des klalnes

cases,

Named--

Government Assn. (RGA). The

Compare With Any

2 PICKUP AT

Chairman

house. The

the

Residents Enter
Model Plane Series

Limited Quantity

We Have
Some Real Specials
On Electric Guitars

open

the

slated

is

to

Coffee

A one-half hour presentation

erns' visit from 7.30

GUARANTEED

(formerly at 5 N. Broadway;'

Paynesuggestedthese

by drama students

Milburn (Pete) Akers, a director of Day Publications and Metropolitan Printing Co., has been appointed
as. editor -of a, new newspaper patterned after one of the

celebrating

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 5-8000

ried insurance in the amount of
$100,000 for each person and

Rodbell, in charge of testing beginners.

Day Director Named
Sesquicentennial Editor
state's earliest newspapers.
Akers will edit the Illinois
Intelligencer, which will be
devoted to news and plans for

150 S MAIN

Frank McDermot, who oper-

ated the carnival July 4, car-

amounts
be
increased
More than 350 children, he 51,000,000 and S3,000,000.
said, attended the summer
school.

pect yonapters who has completed a Red Cross approved swlulag program in the park district this

-studying the- plight of modern - mans in a -computerized
society is turning to best-selling author Vance Packard, pect, police learned Monday.

'123 ECARLINGTON HTS: RD.

which they are certified.

p.m. Wednesday.

.

Quality construction plus location - 4 bedrooms - full
basement - beautiful landscaped 98 ft. lot - close to 'grade
school and Our Lady of Wayside Catholic school and church.
Asking
;31,900

the amount of insurance for

$300,000 for each accident.

WASHINGTON - A congressional subcommittee

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
WESTGATE AREA

might be required to increase

Park District officials have
been concerned since then with
resolving questions of safety

a maxium of seven school days.

.

4.01

accident that carnival operators

Summer

Congress Seeks Author's Advice

R EALT 0 R

nuts

rides crashed, injuring 13 per-

-Administrators
spend a child from school for

Reports Theft

declares
that "whenever a teacher's
discipline decision is quesuonecl,__ the _teacher_ must be
before
the
deconsulted
re -affirmed
or
cision
is
changed "
The administration should
support any teacher's "reaminable disciplinary action,"
according to the forth point.

severe, officials believe.

on

sons.

reasons.
sumay

Nam's northwest - corner. B -52's hit a suspected Viet
Cong concentration 80 miletinortheast of Saigon today.

rule

held

the carnival,

Lions Park grounds, was about

the

rules by. the staff and adminimay

.

Four weeks ago, just hours

-- The Marines "Operation Hastings"
continues. The Leathernecks now estimated they've
killed about 1,400 North Vietnamese regulars since
the start of the 12 -day -old operation in South Viet

"should be advised and consulted on discipline" so that
it reflects "fairness to views
of the teacher, parent and

Had the ride been in full forge
at the time of the accident, jnjuries could have been more

--Pupil infraction of rules
should In dealt with as soon
as possible by teachers and/

SAIGON

complaint procedure "
"Teachers,"
it continues,

A MN

statement.

'Operation Hastings' Kills 1,400

"A chain of command for

principal "
The
third

problem is not defined in the

of the

interests

Up ride.
When the shaft broke the floor
of the Round Up dropped several feet onto its wooden platform.

at 8 p.m: is further discussion
with officials about whether the
village will continue to have
carnival during its July 4 cele-

pupil discipline, although what
would constitute a discipline

By United Press international

The first half of the policy

up the main shaft of the Round

da for a special meeting tonight

Roundup
For The Day

to the board's prerogative of
amendment
As a preface to the 10 point statement, the policy
asserts that
"some accept-

Top priority on the Mount
'Prospect Park District's agen-

STATION.

son, Chicago,
the village.

is

representing -

He told Judge Butler that

BULKO

gives you more igallons for your dollar.
Free Sunday papers 8 P.M. Sat: till noon Sun. with
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous
service'at tall times. Come, In and.see Jim ()Byrn&

810 E. RAND RD.

R. Marlin Smith, of the firm
of Ross, Hardies, O'Keefe,
Babcock, McDugald and Par-

MT. PROSPECT, ILL,

the village wishes to conclude'
its suit against Crooks so that
they can obtain the necessary
documents for its case seeking
the destruction of the Tally -Ho
project, scheduled to be heard
by Master in Chancery Howard
Arvey on Wednesday.

_

The Day's Prospects.

Meet a Master Judge for Flower Shows
BY DOLORES HAUGH
How long must one work
to become a master judge
for flower shows? Is it an

Area Experts Exhibit
In Garden Symposium;

easy task?
These were two of the questions asked of Mrs. Ralph Sun-

deen, one of the Mount Prospect Guiden Club's five nationally accredited judges of

Mrs. Max L. Reisner of 806 S. NaWaTa,

The Third Annual Symposium sponsored by the

Mount. Prospect, attended the lectures to take the
flower shows.
-1 have been acquainted with, 'judges examination.
flowers since I was a little

Garden Club of Illinois and the Illinois Council

girl. I can remember my mother taking a bunch of flowers in

an old pottery pitcher to the
county fair. She always won a
blue ribbon, too. We didn't cull
it flower arranging then, but
they won a ribbon at the fairs."

Mrs. Ralph Sandeen with her table arrangement.

Mrs. Ralph Sandeen of the. Mount Prospect
Garden Club, prepared a table for judging as
part of the examination. Her table consisted of
a breakfast setting with a solid blue french cotton table cloth, a French Quimper, ceramic ware,
setting of yellow and blue. The flower container

was a French blue wine bottle with a lettuce
washer hooked over the top. The material used
was Day Lilys in yellow and brown tones with
Tansy for foilage. Her theme was a table representing a famous couple, Monsieur and Madame

of Nationally Acredited Flower Show Judges was

held last week at the Concord Motor Inn on
Mannheim Rd., Des Plainest

Mrs. Frank J:Packee of Skokie was chairman
for the symposium. One of the outstanding lecturers and authors was Mrs. William H. Barton,
of symposiums.

One of the exhibits, by Mrs. Donald Gardner,
of Mount Prospect who is an accredited flower
show judge, was "Honest Toil is Holy Service -

So her interest in flowers
Faithful Work -is Praise and Prayer". It constarted early in life and has
sisted of an antique leather holder symbolizing
grown until she has attained
praying
hands with the blossom head of "Albothe highest level of flower
Pilosam Allium" set in driftwood.
show work, that . of master so121.f:iSZtaimanatmellt"somatmetratattslaw
judge.
Sue's interest in becoming
----a-judge--was--;antus-ed--by--the 1111rrols-Usd-othe of its "projICTramusul, -Turkey. They re'.,464141;,Tit
Mount
Prospect - Women's ects, in particular the work be- side in Yalova on the Sea of
Club. For many years the club ing done. to make the public
spbnsored the "Garden Walks" aware of water pollution and
for

which
local
residents
opened their homes and allowed
arrangements
to be

rap AT HOME

"After all,-

said, "we
land, water and
she

tries' were judged and ribbon

have all the
trees we are ever going to
have. It is up to us to lake

awards given.

cure of our resources.-

placed throughout them. The en-
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the need for conservation.

Sue became a student judge
SUE IS enthusiastic abOut in 1957, reached her life judge
the work of the Garden Club of status in 1964 and received her
muster judge certificate in 1965.

Marmora.
.She was impressed by'. the

beautiful scenery and the unusual customs of the Turkish
people. She told of her visits
to the Mosques and bazaars
proudly displaying a Turkish

bronze cosmetic holder which
women take with them after
marriage which holds their hair

Two Get

Barbara Liston
---Wed June 25

fispect

The success of the annual

party of the Mount Prospect
Nurses club has made it pos-

Miss Barbara Liston, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Liston, Ill N. Russell, Mount Prospect, became the bride of
Alan McIntosh. son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl McIntosh, Peotone,
on June 25th at St Mark Lutheran Church in Mount

sible

by soloist Kanen Stitt.
a small
The bridal gown was', of Obi -id with
silk organza trimmed with flowert::

Akncon lace andcpearL.beading

The

sheath " shire "gown

was styled with a removable
court train, Empire bodice,
round neckline with elbow
length

Her

sleeves

head

piece was a matching organza
petal
cap,
trimmed
with
waist

and

pearls

illusion

cones -

terfly orchids

THE MAID of honor, Linof Mount Pros-

The bride's 'mother wore

Society.

She

white

carried
and

a

cascade

pale

yellow

were

Linda

daisies

Bridesmaids

GROOMS
attendants were, best man, Herbert Hoton of Crete, Ill.;
usheis, Jerry
McIntosh of
Kankakee, Ill., and James
Liston of Mount Prospect.

University of Illinois.

The groom graduated from
the University of Illinois in
June

where

he

received

will

He

Margaret Rokop of Aurora, tinue studying for
Ill. Their gowns were styled ter's degree in the fall.
The couple will
the same as the maid of hon-

2

his

an

conmas-

live

in

taken

orphaned, throughout the state

the state.

to brighten their holidays.
Sue

CHICKEN

to shut-ins, aged

is

and

the mother of two

'children. Ann Sandeen Kaufman and Perry. She was a
nurse at West Suburban Hospital and in Japanese her name
means appropriately "Friend
of the Flowers."

planning a flower

The show, which will be open to the community, will be from
1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. The exhibits will be both artistic and
horticulture. Entries in horticulture will be open to the public.
Those bringing entries must be at the school between 8:30 to
10:30 the morning of Aug. 9 to register.

Members of the club working on this show are; Mrs. Laverne
Ericson, Mrs. Roy Hughes, Mrs.

Den Bent, Mrs. Roger

George Rasmussen, Mrs. Ralph Andreas, Mrs. Carl Nickelsen, Mrs. Rudy Bandelow, Mrs. Bert Gescheidle and Mrs. Edward Vallee.

SMOKED

Pot Pies

BUTTS

Sparetime Brand

HYGRADE

Oven -Ready

1% TO 3-LBS. AVG. WEIGHT

Choice

"CeagfcgovaliAroat eve law& 4/Wax.

C
Lb.

SPECIAL LOW PRICES THRU SATURDAY, JULY 30th

Maid of honor was Sharon
Wordell of Morton Grove and
best man was E. Donald Garlinski of Mount Prospect.

k

friends of the bride and groom.

with a white tea

white lace

is

Beef or Turkey

A dinner for the wedding
party and family was held at
"The Pantry" in Park Ridge
nelsville, Pa.
The double ring ceremony followed by a reception at the
took place at Trinity Lutheran home of The Edward Biegs for
Church in Des Plaines.

The Prospect Heights Garden Club
show at Ann Sullivan School on Aug. 9th.

--

son of Mrs. Ann Forman and
Mr. Charles May of Con-

The brides gown was of off

Champaign, Ill.

Lind

her home and traveled exten-

Buckley - May Nuptials

R. May of Mount Prospect,

jelly-fund'

sively judging shows throughout

from Wesley Memorial
hospital are Barbara Bath gate and Nancy Lytle.

The bride is a graduate of ed the July 23rd wedding of
Prospect High School and has their daughter Jane to John

a

Poinsettia drive at Christmastime. The jelly and plants are

ners

ALAN MeINTOSH

of Des Plaines, have announc-

the

phanages. The state club also

PRESENT scholarship win-

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Buckley

III. State Beach Hotel.

Lenz of Mount Prospect and assistantship.

or

MR. AND MRS.

THE

was trimmed with nylon tulle completed two years at
of

program at the University of
Illinois at Urbana. She is a
member of the National Honor

cymbidium orchid to match.

fa-

textured
linen
bodice
and
white sheath skirt trimmed
with venue lace.
The
matching petal cap
veil.

Mrs. Ralph Komorowski - of
Mount Prospect, graduated
from Wheeling High school
and will begin a four-year

.

green silk suit with hit' and
shoes to match. She wore a
cymbidium
orchid.
green
The mother of the groom
wore a pink silk suit with
white shoes and hat and a

After the buffet supper for
150 guests at St. Mark Luthshioned, floor length gown of eran Church the couple left
two shades of turquoise blue for a five day honeymoon at
empire

an

.

Carole,daughter of Mr. and

silk

length

She carried a
cascade of stephanous with
foliage - accented with but-

veil.

da Mueller
pect, wore

.vP,:.

-

Theresa's in Winona, Minn.,
in a four year nursing program. .
,

Prospect Heights
Garden Club
Plans Show

in

tribution to hospitals and orspeinsors

graduated cember 23, 1965. Her
Mount
Prospect,
son
High Perry. Airman 2nd, and
from
Sacred
Heart
his
school and will enter St. wife Lois are stationed
in

carried

participated

projects. One of her
favCrites is the gathering and
,arranging of flowers for dis-

Wonien's clubs but
numerous others. She. has also
conducted priyate classes in

SHE JUST returned from
Mary Martha. daughter of a trip to Turkey. to visit her
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Waldo of new grandson. Scott, born De-

McIntosh; aged 4,
of the groom was
ceremony was conduced by niece
Pastor David Quill who also flower girl. Her gown was
sang "The Lord's Prayer". fashioned
to
match
the
and she
nosegay to

scholarships

has

Sue

many of the Illinois Gardeh

and Miss Carole Komorowski.

Liza

"Oh Perfect Love" was sung bridesmaids

present

to Miss Mary Martha Waldo

Prospect

The afternoon double ring

to

the symposium.

Club

Sue is always eager to share
her knowledge with others and
has held many instruction work
shops, not only for the Mount

0

Mrs. Donald Gardner explaines her exhibit
of pieces and parts which was the message of

brushes and other toiletries.

She has three diplomas from
Madame Arakuwa's School of
Japanese Flower Arranging.

47,

The couple will make their
home in Mount Prospect.

rose corsage.

Grace's Daze

.;111111L1

t

Marjorie Andiews To' Wed Tonight

'I

O

By Grace Mott
The same pre -wedding agitation and planning sometimes
stretched over months was crowded into a few days by Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Andrews. The cooperation of family, friends and
friendly sales people have completed arrangements for to-

A- PARTY last Sunday at
Orchard

Country

Club

fetidKathleen Adamson. Hos-

night's candlelight marriage of Marjorie Lynn to Gregory C.

for the miscellaneous
shower was Miss Rosemarie

Dombrow.

Gloeckner.

tess

Community

-

Presbyterian

Church, his three brothers, E.
Andrew, 9,, Brian, 7, and Eric,
5, went forward in the church

with him. All are sons of Mr.

and Mrs. Earl Carlson, N.
Kathleen and Thomas Pat- Maple, who were guests afterlore of St. Mark Church. Here
sweethearts whose wedding had for the wedding are the bride's rick Moylan, son of the Tho, ward at a buffet christening
to be built around his sudden grandmothers, Mrs. Harry W. mas Moylans of Chicago will dinner given by the senior
military leave. A paratrooper, Andrews and Mrs. David Rie- say their vows August 20 at Earl Carlsons in their Chicago
Otir Lady of Wayside Church. home. Twenty close relatives
Greg is with the 82nd airborne mer, both of Chicago.
division and has been stationed
Two parties for Marjorie The young couple met in attended the affair.
The ceremony was planned
at Ft. Bragg, N.C. The couple were wedged into the crowded Winona, Minn., where she atwill have only two days to- schedule:
miscellaneous . tended St. Theresa College around the visit here of Mata
grandparents,
other
gether after their marriage shower given by Mrs. Andrews and where he graduated from thew's
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Harbefore he has to return to duty. and Mrs. Wilbur Brandeau at St. Mary College.
While he attends graduate bough of Largo, Fla. '
Marjone's "something old" the latter's home Sunday afwill be the handkerchief her ternoon, and a shower Greg's school at the Milwaukee branch
THE Community - Presbymother carried at her own wed- aunts
in
Arlington of the University of Wisconsin,
gave
Kathy, a math Major is work- terian ..Church was also the
ding, and the bride's atten- Heights last Thursday night.
dants will include her sisterA bachelor party- that night ing in Milwaukee as a program settingilei the christening of
week , old Kathleen
in-law, the former Linda Ir- at the home of twin high school' analyst. Both . her bridal at- seven

The couple are high school

win of Mount Prospect, now
Mrs. Charles D. Andrews

A rehearsal dinner last night
Monday, was given by Mr. and
Mrs. Charles P. Dombrow, and
a wedding reception'! will follow the ceremony in the par -

from colSchneider took place without lege, will be coming from New
the bachelor. ,Flying home, York City for the wedding.
and scheduled to land early in
Brandt
Matthelv
WHEN
the evening, Gregory's flight
was delayed, and the party Carlson one month old, was
baptized this month at the
was 'OCT before he arrived.
friends,

George

and

Edward

tendants,

friends

Susan Gregory.

She is the fourth- child and
third daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 1
W. Leonaid Gregory who hosted 'a family 1 dinner after the
service.

a
1

AGAR
CANNED

QUART CHILLED

PURE

LIBBY'S

STRAWBERRY

ORANGE
PEACHES PRESERVES
JUIC
Lillie Brand
CLINGS.

-

-RED RASPBERRY

HAMS
104.6-$6"

sit $3%
3 it $2"

SLICED or HALVES

Delivered Daily te Nigh -Lew Stems

Ctn.

2c

ARLINGTON MARKET .PLAZA
900 KENSINGTON ARLINGTON_ HEIGHTS

Piss I ether molar varieties

owes

Large
21/2Can

C

2.:4 9 c

THE.Q.IME SHoPpING.CENTER-

ARL. HGTS. RD. and RIESTERFIE115
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
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Some Day
Dear Kids:
People suspect you are being
mistreated in the daily press
because some of, you have lost
your good conduct badges.

People are so sure of your
deportment they are accusing
us of having hallucinations and

in the
vertible auto.
slashed

people

girls how to fry an egg and

er.

clean the pan.
If this experience

who. insist everything
is lovely at home and we wond-

If we had day dreams that
good we would not waste our
time trying to write the news
as we find it. No, sir. With

Things are not all bad. A

those kind of illusions we could

Illinois
Univeisity figures that youngsters will have a "satisfying"

make a million on television

experience

during the children's hour.
Just between us, kid,

parents and teachers become
"experts" on providing "depth" .

doctor

we

at

Northern

in kindergarten

if

is

Illinois has no requirements
disclosure of campaign

expenses,

furnance

the

now that the nation must import goods from the countries
that still have workers.

You know what that means,
kid? Some day your motor bike'
is going to have carburetor

too

trouble and nobody will know
how to fix it. The bikes are

bout this time of year.

off somebody else's bike.

all made in Japan, aren't they?
Of course, you could do what
some wise guy did last weekend.

Just swipe a good carburetor

... by Jack Vandermyn

A U.S. Senator earns S25,000 a year. During the four

about ibG such agents on the

the two party system.

Only

those candidates with responkat's.._a. _Iola I
f____ As ugh he, heIntforeign...40-.-4111e-PAY11B.0in-IL ElLe n -9w
S100;000. Most senators spend miss build positive images in financially able to make 'major
that much money during their the United States - an impor- races and be serious candifour year term traveling back tant task in light of the bad dates for election.
and' forth from Washington to image created during World
And once we do away with
the two party system we would
their state.
War 11 by Nazi Germany.
have no reason to outlaw SubIt does not make financial
ballot.
sense for a candidate to spend
from
the
HOW WOULD Klein solve versives
millions to win a job that will the ever-present problem of Claude Lightfoot, the Commureturn him thousands. . That political suspicion created by nist Party leader who is a
is why the door opens for po- large financial donations to write-in candidate for U. S.
litical suspicion
influence
Senate in Illinois along with a
campaign coffers?
peddling.
His answer is basic and complete Communist ticket for
Gen. Julius Klein, who has simple. Let the federal gov- all major state offices, could
been
labeled an "influence
ernment -- the taxpayer -- fi- apply for a ,government submerchant" any many other mince
political
campaigns. sidy and really put on a camthings by a senate investigat- Klein believes that a certain paign.
ing committee, took his case amount of money should be
Without the two party systo the people of the state Sun- made available to every can - tem, we would not have to hold
day night by appearing on John didate seeking political office _so many elections, bringing a
Calloway's "Night Line" pro- and that any candidates spend - savings to the taxpayer who
is- now -going--to be -asked-to
gram on WBBM radio.
ing- more than his allotted a
Gen. Klein described him- mount would be automatically
finance political campaigns.
self as a public relations man disqualified.
Then, maybe in 10 years,
with offices in most major U.
At first glance, this phil- we -would be able to do away
S. cities, including Washingosophy might appear shocking. with elections and campaigns
ton. He said that only a small
But going below the surface,' all together.
percentage of his business is it begins to make a little
diverted
from foreign
acCERTAINLY, we are being
sense.
counts.
If the government subsidized facetious. Our advice to UnKlein is a registered agent every candidate for political cle Sam, gratuitous as it may
for foreign business - one of office, we could do away with be, is not to consider linen Justice

Department

books.

_

Polfeated -- office seekers.
itics in Illinois is big busicountless millions
ness and
of dollars are spent every
year on political campaigns

of one kind or another.

Because of the tremendous
expense involved with, running
for office, politics is fast becoming labeled a rich man's
game.

For example, it was reported that an advertising agency
spent $750,000 in newspaper,
radio and television advertising for Charles Percy's un-

successful bid for governor in
1964.
And Percy forces estimate that his present campaign against Paul Douglas
will cost at least S2 million.
Percy just fired his adver-

tising agency and will look for
a new means to channel his
advertising dollars

to media.

Just how much Douglas will
speed to ward off Percy's
challenge is not known, however, it is known that an in-

cumbent his- a distinct advantage.

Today

ashes.

everybody is 'a specialist. We'
'have so many college degrees

"shallow" they could send kids
to the farin to gather the eggs
or slop the hogs. The big guys'
could lose their "neurotic"
tendencies quickly on the working end of a baling machine a-

antage Point
for

a lot of things for themselves,
like polish shoes and carry out

This sounds like good training. They could start by teaching kids to clean up their mess
after they are done playing.
They could continue it in later
years to teach boys how to fit
a bike and hoe a garden and

"honor". We read about that
and then we read about the

top of a con-

the Dark Ages people had to do

ducing experiences."

deaths after rejecting a Suggestion that they fight for their

imagining those naughty words
painted on the side of the poor
fellow's house and the holes

When we 'were kids back in

instead of "shallow, callow or neurotic proexperiences

wonder if those people defending your honor might not have
too much blind faith in the
goody -good world. We wonder
how eight nurses in Chicago
can be led meekly to their'

-

-

cial

polilical

campaigns

but

to make political office more
attractive to the average perY

000 Americans.
an

active

in politics
and contributed a small amount

to the party of their choice, the

image of politics would improve.
by

politicans

who on the one hand need

or disease incurred or ,aggra.vated in line of duty in active

er do not want to be accused
of "influence peddling" would

-ence for a ten -dollar

disabled, have been discharged

Box 489, Dept. (60005)

goes to vetservice -connected

for a disability incurred in line
of duty, be receiving compen-

Radio City Station
New York, New York 10019

disabilities who need hospitali-

sation for a service -incurred
disaservice -aggravated
or
bility or have been awarded

ministration
treatment.

hospitals

Next priority

These veterans will be admitted
as beds are available.
Eligible veterans

the Medal of Honor. He must
have no adequate means of

are en- support, be incapacitated from
titled to complete care both in earning a living and meet cer-

about it when
you buy
Savings Bonds
Savings Bonds are a great

way to build a solid

financial foundation for
your child (or grandchild).
It stands to reason. Every
Bond you buy keeps grow -

Mg right along with the

child and becomes available for future, expensive
needs.

Important needs like education, marriage or a business of his own.

Bonds not only grow-

VA hospitals and in some other
federal hospitals. Care in nonfederal hospitals may be O.K.'d
for service -connected disabil-

tain other requirements.

ities.

ability to pay for their care.

Veterans with serivce-connectad
disabilities are also
"entitled to outpatient medical
service at VA field stations.
This includes bandages and

medicine as well as treatment.
The VA also may authorize' a
veteran to be treated by an approved private physician in his
own home community.

that the big time political lead-

are

two things. They would have to
spend their own money on their
campaigns - or they would
have to take those campaigns
to the man in the street for
support.

NOWSavings Bonds Pay 4.15% 1

Interest on new E and H
Bonds you purchase has
been

raised to

4.15% when
held to mogul,

--"Th
Hy. E Bonds
N OW

mature /aster --

now in lust 7
Your old
4.15% years..
Bonds salt earn
man more,
too.
Sao WI=
PAYING

Mpg Bonds are

better to buy,

and hold, than

ever.

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

1

Tiro V.S. I

dirt mt. pay fit Iilr
imfrolstrat. It

Is

pnv

ward r p60. stroll* *
la carrel. vita re
Imam Drattort Nal
TM Adrrilsrp Cra.11.
a

as

a

near

record

hot,

dry

precious liquid.
Mount Prospect has, been fortunate,
this year. The village has not imposed
sprinkling regulations, like our neighbors both east and west.

While

these

other

Rebellion,

are considered to
service -connected.
Appli-

cation for treatment should be
made In advance.

whose

In some Arlington Heights locations

(Please print clearly -this is your mailing label.)

vice-connected dental problems
service a
aggravating
are
connected disability.

of their training or to enable
them to return to training.

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

It is no accident that Mount Prospect
has water while other areas are nearly

'ZIP

high and dry.

VA

hospitalization

has

been

authorized or for a condidou

these medical benefits the vetwhich Is aggraviag such a dis- eran must not have a dishon-

ability. Veterans Hying lu VA orable type of discharge.
residences may be provided
with prosthetic appllanets for
other dIsablildes.

'

TOMORROW: Pensions.

initial admission.
A veteran should not be taken
to a residence until approval

for his admission has been re, aired.

also be provided for other diseases or injuries for which

Prospect as well as injcighboring communities. It is necessary for the municipal water systems to grow with their
parent communities. Even now, Mount
Prospect is seeking to aquire new well
sites and plans are to drill new wells
as they are needed.

the

Plaines,

Des

Mount Prospect,
Palatine, Water Commission, suggested
combining all of the water resources
Heights,

of the area and dispensing the water to
.
'
residents through one company.
This might make sense to Arlington

Heights where there is a water shortage
and to Des Plaines where wells will be.
"surplus" when Chicago water connections are made in the very near future.

But to Mount Prospect, where the wasystem has grown with the village

ter

and kept pace with the use needs, the
idea is not too attractive.
Elected officials of

Mount

Prospect

are responsible to the people to provide
them with the municipal services they
require. It
tem -where

appears to us that this
the

responsibility

sysbe

can

pinpointed -is the best, in the final analysis.

have taught them to answer

"Mrs. Ray Kordeckiis

wrong." Did it ever occur to
you, Mrs. Wagner, that you
might be wrong -wrong in
your interpretation of my
gripe.

I niver stated anything a- '
bout a child giving out in-

formation to strangers on the
phone. I griped abtiut the man-

ner in which -they answer. I
make business calls and for
me to explain, to some ,little
four or five year old the' na-

'

DAMP,

Recently,

Editor.

In your letter, you stated,

"That 01' Yankee Know-how!"

degree.

service -connected disability.
Prosthetic appliances may

of planning -of

Of course, this is a growth area ; and
houses are being occupied daily in Mount

the
parents'
responsibility -their responsibility to teach
the children telephone manners and common courtesy.
We have seven children and we

This is an answer to Mrs.
Don Wagner's letter.

the veteran to compensation in

ability or for a disease or disability that is aggravating a

result

emergency.

Children
And Phones
'

at the time or separation froni
service, but were not considis.
ered serious enough to entitle

As a rule, transportation to

the

is

Letters to the Editor

To be eligible for any of

ministration residence.
This care is generally for

a residence at government expanse is provided only for the

the

ing for the needs of the community.

In addition, some veterans
are 'entitled only to one-time
treatment or one series of

Administration may provide a veteran with
a prosthetic appliance needed'
for a service -connected dis-

at

Mount Prospect has 10 wells in its
water system. Eight of these wells are
currently in operation and are provid-

ing.

Veterans

pounds

trickle at best.'

training or to return to train-

The

20

residents on the high end of the system
were tighter dry or receiving only a

If you have had war service treatments, if they apply withand have a disability that pre- in one year after discharge or
vents you from earning a liv- release. These are veterans
ing, you may be eligible for whose dental 'problems are
residence in a Veterans Adservice -connected and existed
veterans whose disability
not ao severe as to require
hospitalization. Once admitted, you are entitled to full
care, including medical treatment.

fell below

main pumping station, meaning that some

acveterans

nonser-

en-

of Arlington Heights, asking that sprink-

not receiving compensation for (Make checks payable to "Veterans Benefits." Allow 3 wksi
dental disabilities:
for delivery.
,,,Those whose dental probcombat
from
result
lems

Veterans

residents

their system, sending

pressure

is

For outpatient medical treatdisabilities of 'vet- wounds or service injuries.
erans of the Indian campaigns,
Former prisoners of war
Spanish American War, Phil- with service -connected dental
ippine Insurrection and Boxer problems.

Prospect

ling be discontinued.

tal treatments as are needed.

This same privilege

Mount

joyed from 50 to 60 pounds of pressure

at SI per copy. I enclose

time and receive -as many den-

Water

Atlington

copies of Ray Cromley's new book,;
me
"What You've Got Coming In -Benefits for U. S. Veterans,"

Veterans receiving payment
for service -connected dental
problems may apply at any

corded

On Saturday, July 23, the water de-

Please send

.

Plan where you work. And

see if you don't feel good
about it.
Your Uncle Sam will.

We
Water is something like air.
would never miss it until we are without
it.

sprays rooftop high as thousands watered their
lawns, police cars roamed the streets

must execute an affidavit of in-

tation Act, if treatment is necessary to prevent interruption

Buy Bonds at your bank
or on the Payroll Savings

The Water Problem
making certain that a water system has
the facilities to serve its customers and
Water is very much the topic of con- to back itself up in the event of an

nonservice-connected

doesn't come easy.

country. A big job that

News Editor .

ers would have to do one of

on

War veterans whose disabilities

This outpatient service is
Disabled veterans receivalso available for the nonser- ing training under the Vocavice-connected disabilities of tional Rehabilitation Act and
disabled veterans being trained who need dental treatment to
under the Vocational Rehabili- prevent interruption of their

they work hard at insuring the family's future by
insuring the future of the

Managing Editor

ment, all

be

-

--

A law like this would mean

partment pumped a record output of
nearly 7 million gallons. Sunday's use
approached or exceeded that mark.

"Veterans Benefits"
c/o Day Publications

for

zation for some ailment not
connected with their service.

You feel good

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

You Couldn't buy much influ-

spell creates many special uses for the

To be eligible for residence,
a veteran with peacetime service only must be permanently

with

Tuesdak, July 26, 1966
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versation

service have top priority for
admission to Veterans Ad-

erans

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper' freedom and intellectual integrity."
Marshall. Field III

campaign funds but on the othbe to work to broaden the base
of political support.
Perhaps a law making campaign contributions over SIO
illegal would be one answer.

rot act Pup

Orbt.

ONE answer to the recent
dilemma faced

Your Veterans Hospital Rights.
BY RAY CROMLEY

married a few times!"

If each took

interest

Benefitsfor Veterans -No

Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
Veterans who need hospitalization becuase of an injury

-----1-44mnoidad=befare--1--settle- down; --

200,000,

.

this?"? I hardly think so! So
why should a child answer
this way?

If the parent cannot come
to
a

the phone, then this is
different situation entirely.

the phone by saying "Kordec- The child then most certainly
ki residence, John (or who- should say, "My mother (or
ever happens to answer) father) is not available at this
speaking -my

mother

(or time -who is calling

please."

father) will be here in a mom- NOT who is this? What we
ent." This, Mrs. Wagner, is need in this world are more
the polite way for a youngster polite and courteous children,
to answer. When you answer don't you agree, Mrs. Wag the phone are the first words her?
out of your mouth, "Who is
Mrs. Ray Kordecki

Prayer In Th e Schools
Editor.
Recently
the
newspapers
have told of a man and his wife
living- in the city of DeKalb,

ture of my call while his
mother is ten - feet away is enjoying the blessings of our
certainly senseless as well land, who have sued the public
as
exasperating.
At this school board to prevent their
point, I repeat, "It's none of child from, being required to
recite what they call a prayer,
their darn business."
along with the other children.
You also stated,' "It most
This little verse- purports
defenitely is the responsibil- to express gratitude to someity of every parent to teach one, formerly definitely ex their children the proper way Tressed as God.
This, acto use the phone." Yes, I cording to the plaintiffs, is a
agree, it most definitely is violation of their child's con -

;stituticinal rights.

W h
t
lengths, 1 ask, will our governing bodies go to actually
foster and nourish gratitude

for our earthly blessings? To
satisfy

these

protesters

a-

gainst prayer, and apparently
all that it stands for, why not
go further and have the words

"thank,''.g r at ef ul" and
"blessings,"

and any
suggestive words that
even hit thankfulness,

other
might
or --

pardon the word -God, stricken from our English language.

C. T. Stewart

trio riap

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

SHORT RIBS
Gowl.EVERNbNE
1G MANG WILDLY
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OUT OUR WAY
COME 0/4, WILLIS-GET C7UT OF THERE'

AND GET WITH IT/ I MADE A MISTAKE
LETTIW YOU TALK ME INITO RE/4711%1G A
GOLF CART/ I BROLIGHT.YOLI OUT HERE
TO TEACH YOU HOW TO PLAY THE GAME,
/40T TO CHAUFFEUR mg AROU141,

724

TE'S COURSE IN THAT BUGGY:

BECAUSE'
HE -5 SUCH A
GREAT RULER
SUPPOSE.

C MI b. w

bbb I. Ut1,0

555.16011.

1104 .

Id . and

Mr. Miller likes his eggs the same every
morning. Over easy, -without conversation I"

'Here's one maybe we'd better give some attention ...
it's- from--my--wifel"

.,

^

:OP/ I

.

.

f:1

BEN CASEY

'

.

RADIOMAN, WHO WAS CLOSER 101HE
VEE CEE LINES THAN OURS."

--23, RIBBONS IN THE VII.I.AGE
...GREATLY OUTF;11,,X1,

COVER FIRE

Non. BECAUSE HE JUST

POUR ITON!

s SENT VE EXEOJ1)ONER AWAY
ON A TWOWELIC VACATION !

--

.WE'VE400 MANY WOUNDED :m..._
PUU. BACK. THEY'D CUT US 10

EFFIMPE-A- BEELINE -FOR -THE MAD- -

411EIFT, JO'
?

-

HAR-RUMPH! FOR YOUR INFORMATION, I
RETURNED FROM DINNER AT MY CLUB
TELL ME, HOOKE, WAS
IN WHAT 14 CALLED A TAXICAB! OF COURSE
THAT YOU THEY
IT DOES COST MONEY, BUT YOU REALLY
BROUGHT HOME N A
Q4OULD TRY IT SOMETIME, BAXTER
WHEELBARROW LAST
PARTICULARLY SINCE YOU GOT CAUGHT
OR ZUST
NIGHT
SOME PILE OFTRASg PASSING A DAY -OLD TRANSFER ON THE BUS!

11,'

1.
010.1.

I. II/

Ma

0 90 by MK kr...

.745

Pet

NOBODY WANTED
AND DIDN'T KNOW
WHERE TO PUT

BUGS BUNNY

Uterine
Fibroids

MORTY MEEKLE

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Q-Can a woman with uter-

If erne -fa laal-

about-

when tpu are away

meiwiceae long

my allowance.

ifffr
VciNf

A --Although in many women
a

cause of ster-

wiry nos, mom!

i X LOX 11%.1 30
MUM LOVABLE I
1.1X , 0554W HA

GUtOit) VP!

location of the tumor.

EVERYTHING
BETTER IMAM
INEAn

CAS OF NM ;mud

\ 0 HUI, 015. 104

il 411)1;;;
411110.44P.
, ,16

,

Fishy

ment bulb that it gives a light
more nearly the color of daylight, takes much less current
to produce the same amount
of illumination, and gives off

ACROSS

c

rot

heat (infrared rays). The
Illuminating and Engineering
Society has made a thorough
less

tor

study of the subject. They
light-

kind of illumination, including
sunlight The I and E Society
has worked out standards of
proper illumination, expressed
in foot-candles, forj various

CAPTAIN EASY
IF YOU ANT INTER'ETED IN A CUT a THAT RIO
TREASURE. I AIN'T A MAN TO INsiVri BY THUNPV.R1
CHARTS T. NE617. GIRUE
HEWS

kinds of work and standards

toms of gonorrheal urethritis
but it is in no sense a veneral
disease.

It is curagle and has

no complications

Q-A friend has been told
that her left fallopian tube is
completely closed and cannot
be reopened: Her right ovary
and tube are normal. What are
her chances of becoming pregnant?

A -- It only takes one. -The
other provides Nature's factor
of safety.

%....

JUMPING BLUR BLAZES!
?ESL TO BLAME FOR THI51
I'LL REPORT IT ANo 1113.1.1 ES PICKED UP SOON1

-

00.

TM. bop

ALLEY OOP

7-24

1 Highly
esteemed game
fish
7 Marine fish
common off
Florida
13 Interstice

Answer to Previous Puzzle

AO
OLEO
IGOR
KEEN
0 N GR

4 Witticism
5 New York city

6 Italian city
7 Extreme fear

Ps

L

THINGIBASY1
PLEASE COW

T

ERR
V
OMOUOMffl OMUMO

00E10
DOUR OMM
OMEI CIDOU 00100

8 Winged
9 Operated
0E10E10
UMIA
10 Deep holes
NEW
OA
11 Heavy blow
o
A
5
14 "Lily maid of 12 Mr. Sparks .
oPP 0
Astolat"
and namesakes
15 Arched inner 19 Summer (Fr.)
ERN
AWE IR
part of foot
21 Commands
16 Raved
22 Tradesman
30 Feminine name 45 Prized game
17- Angeles, 23 Weight of raw 36 Enrage
fish
California
silk
37 Open (poet.)
47 Apple center
18 Vigilant
24 Sacred bull of 38 Thinly scattered -18 Employer
20 Elders (ab.)
Egypt
41 Female relative 49 Hardy heroine
21 Having one
42 Puff up
25 Interpret,
51 Rodent
pedal digit
28 Small food fish 43 Is suitable
53 Had (comb.
23 Young coalfish 29 Midday
44 The dill
form)
26 Weight of India
3
4 5 8
7
8
9
10 11 12
27 Domestic slave 1- 2
31 Mimicked
32 Footless animal 13
14
33 Be borne
34 Fish -eating
15.
16

ORCA DARE

SLOW

diving bird

7-

""

NO. WE
MUST FORGET
THE WHOLE

ASK WWI

AI RAE

Q --How serious is the ve-

disease has some of the symp-

WASHL I CANT HELP WORRYING. EVER
SINCE I TOLD DAWSON. HOW TO AND
MPG I'LL GO MAKE 3111U1 91153 OKAY!

C

A or any

nereal disease called NSU?
A-These initials stand for
urethritie." This
non-specific

saw KOCHEL STILL PoasPer ANSWER,

-r-lar'',A

for, proper installation, maintenance and use of artificial
light ' Fluorescent lighting is
used in many food processing
plants and has no deleterious
effect on vitamin
other vitamin

1171"-

1/".

43.....Leh.

WARD

-

PEA

ing is not harmful to the eyes
and does not cause ocular discomfort if properly used.
Glare can result from any

-

,-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE'

THE BORN LOSER

A.-Fluorescent lighting

fluorescent

_. .__

7-24

has the advantages over a Fila-

that

I'''.

,C

" ..."

vitamin A?

found

RANTHOUG

YOU SAY.
SLEW -FOOS i

THEY MAT CO

114E H:IME TAKING

di '-'0-...
Dim

THOSE HARD -CRIA/G
WMOEAl WHO FEEL

TIIA THE EMS i A
IIXIMANS RACE is As
AJEEDS i

would be the size and exact

Q-Some people say flu-

r CAUT STA.UDoil

JUST MAC:MUM THAT

tUWr TO MARRY

on vacai-ion.

ility this is not universally
true. The determining factors

orescent lighting is hard on
the eyes Is this true and does
fluorescent
lighting
destroy

EEK & MEEK

Gueeewhaf? I made an
in+ereedinq d iscovery

ine fibroids beome pregnant?

fibroids are

11040, NM hi. TM. tr. Iii, PM OA

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

,/,-,,,i00:
701)101%

7-26

71 -HE 7000 -YARD DRIVE

COCHRAN

NEED NAPALM+1,cooRDINATEs

Ala

("f4.1"':::4)Ai

35 Bohemian river 17
36 Months (ab.)
39 Borough in
Pennsylvania
40 Red bream, for 23
instance
--

43 Obese

48 Utopian

47- bait for
fishing

50 Habituated
-;
52 Branched, as
plant stems
54 Bridge holding
55 Looks fixedly.
-56 Island in New,

York bay'

57 Lamprey
fishermen
DOWN

1 -fish

2 Italian stream'
S Not as much

18

24

20.

!9

26UR

25

27

,

JR
nRUR

28

29

30

47

48

49

'32

u
36

35

38'

37

39

404111142
a

44 45

46

.

50

I

-

iii'l52

51
,

64

I

'

,

55
.

56

'

57

ts

, 616..* ......

6.

16

6, 4 1.

I

1.

4

Summer
Classes

THE PROSPECT DAY
Tuesday, July 26, 1966
-
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ed

Durwood Brockman, 22,

Friday

with

program

a

took part in the program.

Director of the school

ton Heights, began Ids wish
-end activities Friday af-

was.

Mrs. Harold. DeValk.
She
conducted children's classes
in three divisions.

by scabbing ire

marks from the pavement
at the Clark service station

Junior division classes were

of Mrs.

under the direction

at Northwest Hwy. and Louis St. in Mount Prospect.

Clarence Agard and a staff of
nine teachers. The theme was

Brockman made the masks

"Finding God's Joy."

with his new car, mod to

' colt & Elm CL 5-7445
FELIX COME HOME or will

TAB OPERATOR.

. home. Black with White mark-

DUO to a promotion we have

the disdain of station manager Dick Stickle of 1208
E. Northwest Hwy., Artistica Heights. Stickle said

direction of Mrs. Paul Swanson handled the primary de-

he asked Brockman to clean
the tire markt "to teach

Took Care of Bible People."

him a lesson."

Mrs. Wayne Rosenquist and
eight assistants supervised the
beginners who studied the
theme, "All the Day Long
With Jesus."

EIGHT teachers under the
partment's theme of "How God

ings. CI., 4-2261.

Lost 1 Turquoise blue para. keet and a tan; Male puppy,.
with black wiry hair. Vicinity
of Sto gate' Dr. and Schoenbeck d. 537-8150. .
- .---

.

-

15-13 siness PersOnals.

lightning, extended coverage,
for buildings and contents;
boiler insurance; scheduled
property insurance; antomobile insurance; and general li

13, steals

Debbie Lytle,

a glance at her work eating a typing clam la Dist.

701 West Gregory, Mt. ProsPects.111.

.-' CL 9-1200

57's summer school.

Her,

typing be taught on a regular

basis

in

junior

high

.

mer school should be a
testing ground for classes

11-Business Services

'

t

that could be taught dor-,
lag the regular session.

Experienced

them to take advantage of this opportunity.

retirees welcome.

Full or part ti

.

industry and food handler surveys conducted
yearly in Cook County, the survey chest X-ray

SALESMEN

1100 Hicks Rd.

Excellent commission and incentive plan. Nationaflyknown
product - must be good closer.

,

purposes.

The service is provided by the Suburban Cook
,

-

CALL 255-7550

.

r-

DRIVER &
MESSENGER

Fun Night to Signal
End of Park Program

Like many

her classmates, Vicki
creating a mosaic of
separated
colored
beads
by
string attached with
glue to a pine board.

of

ganized

recreational

activi-

ties of The River. Trails Park
District.

ing the summer program.

The summer band, under the
direction of William F. Kuehl,

OR MORE

PromOted
By I.T. T.

408 S. Crestwood Ln.,
Mount Prospect, has been with

the Morton Grove based Bell
and Gossett division of Ill'
since 1956.

is president of the Chimp Causal of the Navy League.

Also on hand at the ceremonies were from left D. M. Nab Kiddy Car
MacMasters, director of the museum; G. A. VanRiper,
petal -propelled midget
A
comasanding officer of the U.S. Naval Reserve Train- auto
was taken from the -driveing Cotter In Chicago; and Rear Admiral Levering way at 110 S. Hi-Lusi, Mount
Smith, director of the Navy Special Projects office. Prospect, Robert Quhn told
Purnell resides at 120 We -Go Tr. in Mount Prospect.

police Saturday.

Dist. 57 board members

has moved to close a loophole in the 'district's pro-,
cedural rules.
'
Board

president
William
A: Krampert directed board
secretary and district busi-

ness manager J. C. Busenhart

to contact b o a rd attorney
Ancel to 'correct
loophole.
,
Louis

the

At issue was how a "pass"
vote by a board member would
be counted.

Since the board often now
approves or, defeats measures

by 4 to
"pass"

3

votes, whether a

vote ' means

yes

or

not could be decisive.

Robert W. Russell disagreed

the idea that a "pass"
vote should be counted as a
yes vote. He said a "pass"
vote should be counted as a
with

no vote.

Krampert agreed with him,
explaining that a "pass" vote
would defeat a notion where
the vote was 3 to 3.

CONTACTED by The Day,
Louis- Ancel of Ancel, Stonesifer, Glink and Levin, Chi-

cago, said' bow a "pass" vote
should be counted is a t'.nice.
question". on which lawyers
differ.

"I usually recommend to
boards which are my clients

that 'they place in their rules
and regulations a clause requiring

a

"pass"

vote

be

counted as the majority votes" he said.

"No one should be able to
Make a "pass" vote because
board members are. elected to

vote and not to sit on their
hands,
issues.

avoiding . controversial

' 'Het, should he be allowed, to

"paw.

"THE rationale of counting

Selling in retail shop. Pre --

REASON? ..

time.- Pleasant work. Call

ter 35 to 60 yrs. old
-

a

member's

"pass" vote would be counted
as a negative vote and the
measure' voted on would not
pass because there
failure of the majority.

was

a

pany does industrial housekeeping at O'Hare Airport.
1 or 2 openings still exist at
locations in the Northwest
suburbs.. If you would like to

earn some extra money give

Full Time

Apply in Person
ARLINGTON MOTEL
948 E.Northvrest Hwy.

Arlington Hts.,
RELAY DRIVER

$ a.m. to 6 a.m.

Monday thru Friday
1.

Lien Bldg.Service Corp.

DRIVER

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

er. Part time hours. Call or

MONTHLY PAYMENT

YOUNG MEN

Art. His. 253-1320.

--

Phone 766-8650

Thursday or Friday 9-4 P.M.,

ACCOUNTANT
GENERAL AND LOST -,

.

:Young man with 8-4. years
experience and a basic edu:catlon In the field of general

12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

and cost accounting.

ATIIMOI

VMMIJUT

cuau

'TERRACE
SUPPLY CO.
W. Central Rd.

Mt. Prospect,

18-21 or recent H.S. Grad.
work in warehouse and

Loan Ltd;

.

111

to'

learn -business.

625-6700

Land Surveyor's assistant for'
field work. Experience preferred though not necessary.
Age 18 to 25. CL 5-4090.

Dish -Washer - Kitchen help-

apply in person. Eddies
Lounge. 10 E. Northwest Hwy.

-

.

455-5000

MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830.

PAY ONLY ONE

MANAGER
National

organization

has

opening for capable man to
manage, train, motivate a
sales organization. Liberal

salary plus commission, with
earnings potential in excess of
1$10,000. Company executive
will interview personally week
of Aug. 1st. Send resume to

Mr. T. G. Sexton, 4758 W.
Belmont, Chicago 10641.

MACHINIST

1We have excellent fringe ben-

years tool room experience
'ents, commensurate salary '3required.
Experimental work

HENRIKSEN

LOAN CO

Order. This interpretation is
supported by case law."

Ancel said that on a tie vote,

A limited number of poetizes
are still available. Our com-

Mr. Stanley a call today.

Mature

,

this 'rule of"convenience'
came from Robert's Rules to

the board,

WEEKEND CLERK

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.

"There are no statutes on

by

Full

478-1441.

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

.

ed. Full benefits, shell training period. Hie:school grad.'

WEEKENDS &PART TIME

FOR ANY

SPECIALIZE
rIN

this," he said, "and- 1 believe

,

"Only when a member hal
a special interest, a real con-

,-.

255-5060
Henriksen

oppose the board's majority
- since he could have voted no.

MAN

Ph. 439-8080
8 a.m. to 10 a.m.

WE

that if one stands by, then
he goes along and does not

SERVICE

Monday thru Friday
10:00 a.m, to 1:30.p.m.

Up To L'y To Pay

is

CL 5-5000

operating equipment. Basic
electrical knowledge reqUir-

Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

- CALL TODAY

a 'pass' vote with the majority

1620 W. Central Road
Mt. Prospect

a man age 40 to 55 to

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

-

Is Pass Yes or,No?

FUZE-ON
PRODUCTS, INC.

Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
967-7100
Ap equal opportunity employer
RELAY DRIVER

Take cn Months

Robert R. Piel has been
promoted to manager of industrial sales for International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation's fluid handling
division.

Experienced Maintenance Man
with electrical knowledge.

THE DOLE VALVE CO. Electro - Mechanical' door
6201 W. Oakton

$2000
$3000
$4000

and

Robert Piel

at ceremonies last week at the Chicago Museum of
PIMPS, of. Mout Prospect,
Science and Industry.

Wheeling.

drive company station wagon
for pickups, delivery of packages and confidential material. Requirements are High
'refer=
School diploma, A
ewes and good driving record.
Apply Personnel Office

'

DO YOU
NEED

operation, will be held at crafts displays and outdoor
River Trails Junior High - education classes will give
School gymnasium at 7:30 demonstrations.
Following
the
program,
p.m.
On the program will be group singing will be led by
more than 600 children who Fred Heckel.

ing the history of He Float Ballistic Warn System

to

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

The fun night, which ends will present a concert.
There will be arts
the seasons first - full year of

WARREN PURSF1.L (third from the left) was on
hand u the U.S. Navy unveiled a new addbit describ-

Day or Night Shift
Work for international truck
dealer. New Service Center,

Steady employment is offered
with manufacturing company

111M-4-

A family fun night on Fri- will deomonstrate many of the
day, July 29. will end the or- new skills they acquired dur-

is

Mechanics - Gasoline/Diesel

272-2740

Between 8 & 5 for. 'interview

The classes, taught by Miss

art materials.

Rolling Meadows
ak, 9-1620

Call Mr. Frank Gilmore

partments.

Sally Siddeas and Mrs.
Carol Weintraub, give the
children their first chute
to work individually with

10 Days Sick Leave
Pension Plan
Hospitalization
Free Coffee

SPOTNA I LS, INC.

Qualified

15 -Business Personals

County Tuberculosis Sanitarium district in cooperation with the tuberculosis Institute of Chicago and Cook County and municipal health de-

man familiar

1033, Art. Hts.,I11.

. films are made available free of charge for many

her project In primary
creative
art daises Is
Dist. 57's summer school.

INSPECTOR.

939-0797

SERVING as an adjunct to routine community,

Vicki Kent, 6, works on

established GM dealership.

So. Arlington Hei ghts Rd., Box com-

and/or re idential.

mercial

ience preferred.
Call Mr. Juskie at CL 3-2100
Excellent opportunity in

company can offer you a real
opportunity. Please send
resume, including present income, to Arlington Day, 217

i

CARPETING
SALESMA

-

PLANT MANAGER
with indicating and non -ingauges needed for
Tired of being a little cog dicating
inspection department.
in a big wheel? ,If you have' our
Must be able to read bluerience in printing, bind - prints.
Benefits include or fabrication of sheet
Paid Vacations
plastic, our small growing
7 Paid Holidays

44

ViartedMeo

for above poetize. Some ac-

Experienced

ing care to children daily in
my home. Rees. 255-6473

21-Hel

counting background or exper-

Rolling Meadows
Shopping Center

Prospect. CL 3-6855.

center visits Des Plaines.

APPLIANCE

W.T.GRANT CO.

Reliable woman will give lov-

Tutoring by qualified instructor. French, German and Latin. Reasonable 392-4810.

Responsible ypting man wanted.

Salary and Commission
Apply in person

$1.00 per hr. Call hirs.Wille,

Free chest X-rays will be offered residents
of Mount Prospect on Monday, Aug 8, as the.
Cook County Tuberculosis Institute's mobile

"

NEEDED

Apply_Laseke Office
'
8 S.Dunton

SALESMAN

Will do ironing in my home.

.

Rect. and A !huh:elite ..Stea.dy.,,

tall new work with over -time.

*Bass Guitarist
TRUCK.DRIVERS
*Electric Organist
Join atiestablishedhlAschool
!combo. Must nave own !Quip.,
Must have chauffeur's license.
Call 253-5898 '
Excellent pay and benefits.
Assistant Office Manager

Auto. Elec. Controls

While this visit of the unit is in Des Plaines,
the institute emphasizes that the testing facilities
are open to Mount Prospect residents and urges

IWork near home; Mt. Prot

Phone 827-5305

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

from 12 noon to 6 p.m.
,

Wheeling,
!UNION PAINTERS WANTED

lqualified. Full time $480 per
mo. if qualified.

22-lobs Wanted-Women

The mobile X-ray unit will be located at the
Des Plaines municipal building, 1410 Miner St.,

school. Gatte believes van-

" 642 S. Milwaukee Ave.

CL, 9-1620.

Part. time $2.50 per hr. if ,Call 358-1311 or CL 9-5446.

'23-Instruction

recommending
to summer school director
Anthony John Gatte that
is

Wilkins

1100 Hicks Rd.

Cement Work. For free estimate.on patios, walks, stoops,
etc. call 299-5679.

teacher Mrs. Melba Deese

For Garden Center
Full Time Employment

Due to factory increased production need 4 pt. time and 2
full time to start immediately.

Prospect School District 4157,.

Mt.

EXPERIENCED
'SALES PERSONNEL

WHEELING
NURSERIES

2.11311XLCL.1134,_.,91licAgOLIlitt
2_9_27(17113 .. -.--_ . . KI 5,45515,
1-

Available
August 8

Call 827-7180

Part or Full Time

Robert M. Johnson

TB X -Ray

Grove and surrounding area.

'SPOTNAILS, INC.
(Rolling Meadows

ability; are available for Mt.

, Assemblies Co..

-

Paid Vacations
7 Paid Holidays

Free. Coffee

INSURANCE
Bid specifications for fire,

:

"MEN WANTED FOR

Full or Part TimeOffice Maintenance
(Immediate openings 'in ilk

10 Days Sick .Leave
Pension Plan
Hospitalization

Pilot Mikiele Belt'--

.Cround
For Dist.

.7342.

an opening fors tab opera-,
tor with IBM operating ex-,
perience. Benefits include -

.

American Engineered :

Testing

Truck drivir Ai yard worker.
115 or 0ThrChicagoSub.Area,
'numbing Supply Bus. CL

some kind person help him

presented by the students who

of 122 S. Dust°.' Arling-

.g

with long tan near N. Kenn!-

Summer bible. school( classes at the Northwest Covenant
.Church in Mount Prospect end-.

Rub Down

ip Waft un-

Waited Mel

-

FOUND: Little all whltit kitten

Over

Driveway

ternoon

13-Lost And Found

-

'OFFICE HOURS:'

.

Weekdays 9.12m. to
5:30. p.m.'Sat.* 9:3d a.m. to
iturs:

THE 'DOSE VALVE CO.

p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m b

appointment only. :
We are licensed and regulated
by the State of Illinois.

'and pleasant working condi- with fast growing machinery
tions at our N. W. suburban
High pay plus'
,location. Send resume of ed-. tmanufacturer.!
broad range of benefits.
ucation, experience, salary !veryAsk
for
Mr.
Rogers
.requirements and references.'
566-0010

'

6201 W. Oakton

Morton Grove
RO 3-5000:
,/,n equal opportunityemployer:
,

967-7100

'MacLEAN -

.

-ENGINEERING CO.
Mundelein; Ill.

'

Tuesday, July 26, 1966

THE DAY

CALL TODAY

15

255-7200

IR
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

-

Full Time mentor return dept.
(Permanent) 40 hr . week.

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

24 -Help Waited Mee

Wheeling

Must be available for Saturday and Sunday and some evenings until 9 P.M. C all Ed Casey
'
CR 2-4000

DRAFTS MAN
Excellent position for experi-

enced electro - mechanical

MID STATE AVIATION
CORP.
Northbrook

draftsman to work in electrical - electronics field. Salary
commensurate with ability.
Excellent fringe benefit program. Modern air-conditioned
offices, cafeteria on premises

Call or apply in person

COOK
Excellent salary and working
conditions.

LANDERS CHALET

SOLA ELECTRIC

E. Higgins
Elk Grove Village
1916

(Rte. 83)
1717 Busse Rd.
Elk Grove Village

439-2040

HE 9-2800

Wantediteri_

24 -Help -Wanted -.Jew.

rous metal business. No previous training in this field required. Mechanical aptitude
advantageous. Good opportunity for young married man.
Insurance and profit sharing.
Send resume to
Arlington Day
217 S.Arl.Hgts.Rd.

Arlington Hgts.

Box 1034

Automotive

and

appliance

WESTERN TIRE
AUTO STORES

. WANTED,

PALATINE, ILL.

Outstanding Career Opportunity for Qualified

Applicant. Mechanical Repair and Main tenance Work Will Consist Of Second Shift,
Supervisory And Maintenance.
LIBERAL COMPANY BENEFITS
Salary Commensurate With Experience.

MARTIN METALS
DIVI SION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.
(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

partment for Chicago manufacturer. Moving to Wheeling area, September. Must
type. Equipment includes
Xerox copier, blueprinter, addressing and mailing machines. Will, train.
General Assitant to Above.
lateral and external mail pick
ups. Must Drive. Salaries

Call for Appointment
John E. Rosio
486-1439

MACHINISTS
Tool Makers

week.

GENERAL OFFICE

Year around employment,
Good typing required. 36 hr.
per week. Vacation and sick
leave.

PART TIME CLERICAL

CUSTODIAN

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.
PUBLIC SCHOOL

Boring Machine Operators
Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.
-

CL 3-6100 Ext.

-

his

of

business

to let them know which
positions the advertiser

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
Involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.

2

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as 'reasonably nec-

or pracfices any unlawful
preference, limitation,

specification or discrimination in emplpyment practices.'

- UP TO $2,65 PER HR,

INSPECTORS

- UP TO $2, 65 PER HR.

KILN OPERATORS

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE' NECESSARY.'
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS;
.

PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
'AND OVERTIME.

ETA LS.
,

.

ART I AI
-

DIVISION OF.MARTIN..COMPANY
250 NORTH 12th STREET?
(OFF DUNDEE RP.T.

-

.

WHEELING

:537.7.21:80

of Plastic Products

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations

Pleasant working cond't's
Free Life Insurance

Paid rest periods
Paid Holidays
Steady employment
----/Free
Hospitalization
Bonus for night work
Apply9-5 Mon. thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

General Molded Products Inc.

FULL & PART TIME
Call 964-1302 Daily 1-5 PM
Mon. & Thurs. 1-7 PM
B.S.E. DIV. Personnel Mgr.

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

MARTIN METALS

824-6135

.

Consult this daily guide, of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

WHEELING
537-218B

TOOL MAKER
All around man for two man tool room. New modern
plant. Work near your home.

Arlington Concrete

MAINTENANCE MAN

Blacktop Work

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
lots,
parking
driveways,
business areas, resurfacing

Experience necessary. Good starting salary. Opportunity for advancement. Pleasant working conditions.

""ifigt
MEM
CORPORATION

old blacktop, repair & seal

----.----./.--

coating.

ESTES AVE ELK GROVE, ILLINOIS 80007

Exp: Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

Call us and compare prices
537-8228

DRAFTSMEN

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.
All work guaranteed. Don't

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs..
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

estimate. Open 24
hours. 7 days a week.
Phone 439-1794
RELIABLE
BLACK TOP PAVING
Summer special on driveways, parking lots. Patchrepairing and seal
ing,
coating. All work guaranteed. Modern equipment.
Fast and speedy service.
Call for free estimate.

-MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.

Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

CY 6-2340

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

RUG & CARPET CLEANING. Expert work, low
cost, free estimate.

"An Equal Opportunity: Employer"

.,

BALL BROTHERS CO.,
INC.

Serving the entire N.W.
patios,
area. Driveways,
etc. Protective curbing for
driveways.' All
asphalt
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.
Dressmaking -Sewing

562-2991

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work

OFFERS

START AS QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTOR

0 FIXED SHIFTS
0 PAID VACATIONS
0 EDUCATIONAL AID PROGRAM
0 RETIREMENT PLAN
0 ON THE JOB TRAINING
'

.

Two or more years of college or comparable,

production experience preferred. Contact
Personnel Manager

People
259-5066

styling,

de-

Randhurst.

255-0348

2 x 8 a 16
Each -Plain 200 - Colors 250
Now available in red, green,

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrfte
Products Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

,
.

566-0600

-

Mundelein

Evenings by appointment,

oil

&

adjust,

S3.

24 hr. phone serv.
894-3115
Transporation

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales

259-0487

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper's, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384

ches

furniture -ant ing

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

Interior and exterior qual-

itypainting. Free
mates.358-4882

Tree Service -lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting
Topping

Complete Tree Service

Suburban
Decorators
esti-

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
All

Old lumber - b

824-2865

PaintingDecorating

On

Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-116

RUBBISH RE VAL

Alton's Quality

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

Exterior Painting

Expert. vinyl & paperhangFully insured, satisfaction guar. Also interior
color design. Call Leo's
ing.

CL 3-7374

State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-9530

824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
&. REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimails
529-6587

KELLY'S

Macao -TV Repair

Storm Damaged
Antena's
Repaired or Replaced
Call

TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Removal

ARL. HTS. ONLY
.392-7430
Wall Washing

RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692
Rental Service

-

BORROW ANYTHING
YOUR HEART DESIRES
"The. Equipment That Is"

Lawn care, floor care, hospital, roll - a - way's, baby

BALL .BROTHERS CO,.!..
INC.

Clean,

Trash Hauling

General Cleaning

Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.

.

Individualized

signing & alterations. Near

guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional

MANAGEMENT
GROWTH OPPORTUNITY

Highway 59A

OUR I 6TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

BARRINGTON

Sewing Machine Repairs

Cement Work

free

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in actordance
with basic design concepts.

529-6587

Call 255-1200

decide until you call us for

ELECT R I CAL
Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

TREE SEFRI10E

ADVERTISING

CL 5-1015

All around man with electrical experience and mechanical background. Many company benefits.

BAR

For

Products Co.

.

774-5155

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Let us help make your...DAY!

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

Des Plaines. Illinois

1365 Lee Street

BUSL
ESS
Service DirectOry

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic in-

creases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

FURNACE OPERAtORS - UP TO $3. 00 PER HR..
FOUNDRY HELPERS

in Elk Grove, Des
Plaines & Park Ridge areas.
Ages 21-60. Must have own
transportation. Floor maintenance jobs also. available.

Elk Grove Village
437-9300

FINISHERS & BUFFERS --

'

a week

DU 1-2400
24 -Help Wanted Men

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

-

24-Help Wanted Men

BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ALLEN AIRCRAFT RADIO
2050 Touhy Ave.

''---CCEAN-UP

IN YOUR SPARE TIME

Outstinding career opportunity forquallfled mechanics with
experience In machine repair and maintenance.

as to sex in

convenience to our readers

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

Ne

Men and women needed to do
lite office cleaning 5 evenings

439-1100

or enterprise, or (2) as a

Must be able to set-up and operate.

300-E;RAND RD -1,

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

our Help Wanted And Employment Agency columns

ation

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on. experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonds, group insurance, etc.

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

2201

In-

fkixcellent profit sharing, health, and hospitalization plans.
Modern air conditioned facilities.

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021
An equal opportunity employer

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

350 N. 12th ST.

.RADIO REPAIR

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

7312 W. IRVING PARK

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

ASSEMBLERS of light weight air craft, instruments.
INSTRUMENT REPAIR

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

Road

111,

JOIN A TEAM IN THE RAPIDLY GROWI.
AVIATION INDUSTRY.
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR:

gram. Apply to:

WAYNES'
REDWOOD INN

26 -Help Wanted Men Or W

255-6345

numerative career and excel-

GOOD SALARY,
APPLY IN PERSON
ONLY.

NA 5-7038

NOTICE

are made only (1) to

Arlington Heights

lent, employee benefit pro-

JOB PLACEMENT

27

essary to the normal °pot-

Drill Press Operators

BRUNS REAL ESTATE
1714 E. N. W. Highway

ferred. Interesting and re -

DAY -OR EVENING' CLASSES
100% FREE

DISTRICT #25

Designations

equipment desirable

SRO requires computer. operators for IBM System/360.
experience one
Minimum

school certificate, but college
graduatei - math majors pre-

School custodian. 40 hr. week

Varied Machining Ability

Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

DAY OR NIGHT

will devote full time to sell.
Lag. Exp. Preferred or will
train. Ask for Mr. Kagay or
Mr. Bruni or send resume.

year. Should at least have high.

SECRETARIES & CLERKS

For elementary schools. 27

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

Mill Hands

ACCOUNTING MACHINES

energetic man . or woman who

COMPUTER
OPERATORS

SECRETARY

For school administrators office short hand required. Year
around employment. 36 hr.

Paid vacations, yearly raise.
1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

MALE OR FEMALE

To run office services de-

and 36 hr. positions. Not year
around.
WHEELING
537-2180

IBM KEYPUNCH
IBM COMPUTER PROGRAM
_
BURROUGHS

.

commensurate with abilities.

MAINTENANCE FOREMAN

CLASSES

NOW BEING FORMED

24 -Help laded Mee

ALSO:

Barrington

LEARN IBM

ENERGETIC, EFFICIENT
SELF-STARTER

DUnkirk 1-2400

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

.

sion, hospitalization, vacation
discount benefits.
Must Apply in Person

PRECISION MECHANICAL

550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

WANTED
COOKS

Ages 17 to 55

LEE.
AUTOMATION
SCHOOL

16 -Help Wanted Men Or Women.

Coma in or Call

MEN - WOMEN

CALL FOR INFORMATION

to run a 2 bay garage. Good
starting salary, liberal pen-

ASSEMBLERS
precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide varlet; and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

,26-Help.Wanted Men Or Women'

Active office is looking for

IBM '

store has an immediate opening for an exp. auto mechanic

PALATINE PLAZA

We need men with assembling experielice or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women;

26 -Hell Wanted Men. Or Womeni

REAL ESTATE SALESMAN

`

FULL TI ME
vacation. Profit Sharing plait
SALES TRAINEE
available. Apply Id perso14FLIGHT OFFICE
Affiliated Book Distributors.
COUNTER PERSONNEL Young man to learn non fer415 N. Wolf Rd.
137-0554

DAYS

LINES

BEFOltIE,4 P..M.

ONLY

furn., parties, incl. luau's,
incl.
exercise, camping,
trailers, all electrical &
mechanical tools.

Call Jack Caffrey
259-5880

210 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

BY machine. No mess, no
streaking. Free estimate,
HE 7-4556
Steve Mueller

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine
also new method carpet
cleaning.
456-5404

!Vt.

21-1100 Wardell Met Or Wome7,

TOY
DEMONSTRATORS

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

126 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

264110 Wanted Men Or Women

'whip panted-wien

V1,14* 1DVA:344.4-

:It-llerliraoted-Wsmen

WESTERN ELEC RIC

25% Commission
Hard Work

Maximum Opportunity
1159-4Q49

28 -Employment Ateecles-Womeel

RADIO STATION
GIRL FRIDAY

YOU'll learn to schedule pro -

grime, spot announcements,
etc. Exciting atmosphere and .
you'll get to meat guest 'stare
and celebrities. Light typing

IMMEDIATE 'OPENINGS.

and good. friendly personality,

are.. req's. $92.50 wk. Free,
Miss 'Paige.
.;
774-9301
0201, N. Meade

for

$30O:' $650

MfN AND WOMEN

,

OFFICE POSITIONS
Positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
Trainees or experienced
100% FREE

SHEETS, Inc.
392-5100
207 N. Evergreen Arl. His.
DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

Famous suburban doctor rill
train yoti (he piefers no pre--, -Ifiquft_ _Medic al,,_OXpor,)_to_,..
schedule appts., put patiena
at ease, and keep simple
record. Lite typing and
pleasant calm manner rued..
$90 wk. Free
Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade
774-9393

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
--Minimum of two years college level work in
Engineering or Technieal
curriculum--

****

*

*

****

******

RECEPTION (

For excellent suburban firm.
You'll be official greeter and
keep appt. book current for
company executives. Light
typing and neat appearance
qualify. $85 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

- - 7205 -N. -Meade-

SPECI Fl CATIO

DETAILERS

and

174-9393 -

1D-Help_laated,_Wonum

DRAFTING TRAINEES

GENERAL WAREHOUSE,
Due to expansion we have

several openings in our order
packing department and our
assembly department. Experience not necessary. Good
starting salary, merit raises,,
profit sharing. Excellent
working conditions. Call Mr.
Marquard

-We will train--

- NO -experience required'
..*

4.

**

* * 5,* * * *

* .* * * 5

*

Apply, in person Monday thru Friday at
4902 Tollview Drive, Rolling Meadows

439-7310
Selling in retail shop. Pre-

fer 35 to 80 yrs. old. Full
time., Pleasant work. Call
478-1441.
Middle aged woman for dining

room, supervisor - home for
elderly women. Wheeling, Ill..
-

Phone no. 537-2900.

'

MAIDS

are

ASSEMBLERS

FULL TIME

Apply In Person

ARLINGTON MOTEL

948 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

TYPISTS

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL; -

ROOM -BOARD, OWN ROOM
WOMAN OR
WOMAN WITH CHILD OK
PLAIN COOKING
NO LAUNDRY
SALARY, 1 ADULT

253-7381

PAYROLL CLERKS

KEY-PUNCH TRAINEES.

Kitchen helper, home cooking

MAIL CLERKS

Plum Grove Nursing Home.
358-0311

FILE CLERKS

experience sufficient. Good
pay, vacation, sick leave.

COIL WINDERS

FULL TIME
EXPERIENCED

DENTAL ASSISTANT.
SALARY OPEN
824-1917

* * * * * * * * * * * * * sr. * *

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type ,Of Coil

Loop, location with ultimate transfer to new Regional Center

Vic. Des plaint,'

in Rolling Meadows

CAN YOU SEW?:
Yon bring your sewing
Our people will help you'

***********

INTERVIEWING
it

*

adapt it to industrial ma-

chines. You will sew medium

weight nylon goods. Good

Apply. in person Monday thin Friday at Employment Office

rate. Fine insurance program. Paid Holidays and

Merchandise Mart, Chicago, RoOm 1030

vacation. Five day week -

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
,Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

8 to 4:30.

Friendly group of iloopli
would like to have you come
'work with them in a pleasant

see

Three Shifts

IMMEDIATE OPEN I N GS FOR'.

$1.50 per hr. to start

Come

on

THERE ARE ALSO

MATURE LADIES

place.

Openings

us.

.F.,HoNN.-coArANyt.
(One block sail of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory

All positions offer attractive starting salaries, tuition

4r114lce nilttlas

refund, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid

IBM
KEY pUNCH
OPERATORS

holidays, low-cost hospitalization, liberal sick benefits
and group insurance.

ABC requires key punch oper-

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION
Subsidiary .of, IBM

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS

cation. Full or part -time.Day
'or night shift. Apply:

,

--:.

Westorn Electric

MANUFACTURING. mig SUPPLY 'MO OF THE BELL. Sj0TEAt..

2201 west HIggini
Road

Meer. M. 60021

trek (312) 693-3021.
:An equal opporttmity empl.verc

An Equal OppoitunIty Employe.t

Tuesday, July 26, 1966

THE DAY
)0 -help Wanted -Women

111-ieli Wanted -Women

'Interesting'
Office Work'

COUNTER -CLERK

If you can do ANY kind of of-

fice work, we can give you
as few or as many days as

-you wish in this area. For

Wk. Part tirnee.5 days bp.?

:School Administration Of
Experienced Typist. 121
Excellent-. fringe
:months.

Pall Mrs. M,57,*

*wilts.

cllE 771060.

more information call Ethel

Doebber VA 7-5557.

ADMITTING CLERK.

*REFERRED
,Buanness. Service

Corp.

GENERAL OFFICE
Permanent position avail-

able for typist with general

office experience.
Salary commensurate with
-skills. Call 752-1124 or
752-1124

e,tafte Sat. Weederftd eppeei
ears extra income di masb
illepie. Cell Polled 452-10103:

'ORCHID CLEANERS.,
,114:N. Main, Mt. P-r-o:specii,

Competent Lady to handle ad-

miting office duties on Fri-

day and Saturday nights.
Typing skills and pleasant

personality qualify.

Waitress -Part or full time.'

WAITRESSES
WANTED

Arlington Hts.

GENERAL OFFICE

conditions,
Good
modern office, 40 hour week.
Paid vacation, profit-sharing
plan available. Must be good
working

with figures and able to op-

erate various office machines.
Apply in person.
LAKE DISTRICT NEWS CO.
411 N. Wolf Rd.

Wheeling

THERAPEUTIC DIETICIAN
(ADA REGISTERED)

An expanding North Shore

Hospital will be interviewing
after August 1st qualified candidates having hospital or industrial experience. Modern
air - conditioned apartments
for single ladles. Friendly

community atmosphere, located a few minutes north of
Superb employee

Chicago.

benefits, paid life insurance,
paid pension plan, paid vacation, two merit reviews first
year, starting salary $525 per
month and/or commensurate
with experience. Apply Personnel Director.

HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL

Highland Park, Ill.
ID 2-8000

With First 5 Days Pay

$75 BONUS
RIGHT GIRL

Evenings & Sundays Theatre
'
259-5400.
box office

WOMAN NEEDED

Ask for Mr. Carlson

PERSONNEL CLERK
- TYPIST

Responsibilities will include
record keeping, compiling insurance, pension and employ.'
ment reports with some,emphasis on personnel research
and labor -relations activities.
Typing necessary and office
experience

machine

and bookkeeping. Enjoyable

work In new office just being
completed.

Typing, Telephone & Counter.

Pick Up Application At:

Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

666 Landmeler Road
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
439-3900

stantly

ing experience, dictaphone or
shorthand useful but not necessary. Will train. Full or

part time.

FEDERAL PACIFIC
ELECTRIC COMPANY

Des Plaines
299-2211, ext. 213
An equal opportunity employer

Mature competent 'girl to be secretary to department head.
Should hive good skills and experience in manufacturing
indiistry. Exceptional fringe benefit program, modern air
conditioned office, cafeteria on premises. Call or apply in

Temporary

person.

OFFICE ,- WORKERS

Mrs. Fiala

'

.

- Most Daysles Won't Tell
But Arlington Daysie
says STIVERS Is

SOLA ELECTRIC CO.

tion

WONDERFUL

1717 Busse Rd.(Rte. 83) Elk Grove Village

Work Days,
Weeks or Months
Top Rates
Convenient Locations

HE 9-2800
WAITRESSES

.

Lifesavers, Inc.

Randhurst Center

4636 Garden veg. & fruit stand

392-191C

WAITRESS.

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
Palatine, Ill.

300 N. Northwest Hwy. -(Rte. 63 & 14)

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS
2 - FIRST SHIFT
I - SECOND SHIFT
If you have had experience on the 014, 026 and 056 key punch
equipment and are interested in joining a modern progressive
company. Come to see us at BRUNING.

We offer a complete line of employee benefits -including:
Good Starting Rates
Merit Increase

WHEELING
537-2180

'

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

-

HOSTESS

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee

COME IN TODAY

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN
Daily Monday Thru Friday 8 a.m.- 4:15 p.m.

Saturday 9 a.m. 'til Noon

Charles Bruning Conippny.
OIVIllb17 of Addrossoiroph hfultigroph Corp

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5.1900

An equal opportunity. employer

PARTAKE

REALTORS

131 W. Main

For Sub -let. Recently Decorated. Deluxe 2 bedroom, car-peted, equipped kitchen, extra,
large rooms. Air Conditioned,

Silver. Ch. sired. AKC. 12
weeks old. Call Fl 8-2699

Arlington Heights - 1 and 2
bdrnv. apartments now under
construction for fall occupancy. Sep. D.R., air condition, balconies, walk - in
closet, 14 cu. ft. refrig. 5
blks. to R.R. station.Adjacent
to shopping. Adults only, no

.

:pets. Lincoln
392-5678.

German Shepherd AKC Wilde
J-1

pups 12 weeks old. Ch. sire,

declawed.

Excellent

show

Single bed used only 1 year.

Call: 439-4497 between 4 and
.10 P.M.
13.R. set, blond. Table, 6
ichalrs, buffet, china cabinet.

lLeas, 392-9741,

253-8451

2 pc. 90 in. sect. sofa upholstered, Red and creme linen.
Excellent cohdition.439-6127.
Girls White Twin Bed Comp.
$65. Solid Maple Twin Bed

Frames. Like New 325.392-

CONVERTIBLE
Color is yellow. Black leather
interior. Air conditioning.

Four way electric seats and

windows. Private party wishes to sacrifice for $4,450.

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
No Junkers
Northwest Rambler -Palatine.
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
MUSTANG MTRS. Palatine
WANTED USED CARS

Bring your TITLE - CASH
1020 W. N/W Hwy CL3-2707
111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

Honda

1985

Super

Hawk.

Extras. $625. Call 253-8076
after 6 PM.
99 -Automobiles for Sale

Palatine

:350-4565
16 -To Rein Houses

FIAT 1200..
READY TO GO
$1495

.17r1.

CONVT.

'88 PORSCHE SUPER 90

Hard Top -Red -4 speed
A Beauty at only

eEtilt Cannleli "CL 3-1111

$2095

Member of M.A.P.
Multiple ListingService,

.'62 V W SUNROOF - Red Like New Tires

1/2 car garage, porch, 1/4
'block to Catholic Schaal and
Church, basement, well land Seeped, blacktop driveway,

built - ins, fireplace. *Per-

fect for the large, youilg
$48.200.00
Open evenings until 9 P.M.

Palatine: 2 13drm.., Ifi.L.R.
D.R. & Kit. 2 -car gar. Near

school.. Aug. 1st FL 8-3335.j
2 bdrrit. home with garage on "
large -Mt. $130 - per month.

Car
Buys
'64

trliUMH

710 rm. 4 bdrni.Colcida1
;and Frame home, 4 years old,

UNTIL 9 p.m.

Foreign

attached garage.

OPEN EVENINGS

392-6330.

1965 CADILLAC

Beautiful

HOME FOR .SA1..:E

132 8. Northwest Hwy.

'59 Chevy 2 Dr. Sedan. Low
mileage. Good starting car.

walnut paneling in L.R. and
family room. There are 3
'bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and

now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

NIGHTS $1.85 - $2.00

'1360

-

and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space
slot
- 4136.

.

5157.

rm. split level home on

extra large lot.

4. ample parking, storage

-

top. Radio, Auto. Clean. Best
reasonable offer. Call 253-

$22.900

3. 4 blocks to shopping

HOME REALTY

300 Na-NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

,car garage, attractively landscaped. Rear yard completely
enclosed.

I. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train

For Sale. Solid oak antique

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2

Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

;plied or room. Terms , fed
it ainerl arranged.

,$40.

been reduced to sell immediately. L.R. Is carpeted,

Palatine's newest luxury a-

rekiiii Of builder's model
furniture being -sold lir

'58 T Bird. Red with White

ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.

$16,300

This immulate home has just

'1

41 -Home furnishings -Furniture.

,

!rick and frame ranch with

$21,000

WILLIAMSBURG
partment building located at

253-2107.

101 -Automobiles Wanted

$18,900

AT

1 black Alaskan Malamute,
part Chow. 13 months old.
$50. Call: 255-9720.

'61 Chevy 2 dr. St. shift. R,
h., w/w. Exc. Cond. Perfect
2nd car. $600. 412 S. Ridge.

4026.

Outstanding Values

Charming 2 bdrm.brick ranch
'within walking distance of all
conveniences, in Palatine.
Must be sold to settle estate.

Miner.

1969

Bonneville hardtop. Excellent
condition, Price $1650.
Phone 392-2262

'58 Dodge, 2 -door hard top.
Deluxe. All power, very good
condition. $250. Call 253-

Operi9 tot

on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.

"BE CAREFREE"

Excellent disposition. $75 and
up. 392-7612._

Siamese Beal point female,
registered, 1 yr., all shots,

&

of country must sell

494 E.Northwest Hwy.

carpeted living - dining room
comb. 2 full baths, 3 bdrms,

swimming pool, Tennis et.,
heat, $207.00. Call

,439-1L27.

Owner being transferred out

CALL 358-9241

4DqUivIts

CL 3-5512
Free to good homes tiger
striped and calico kittens box,
trained. 992-7812.
Miniature Schnauzer. Male.

CL 9-3235 after 6

For Sale. Sheltie pups, 7 wks,
sable A KC. all shots.Days call
Ann Purdy, 255-8000. After 8
259-4449.

PHILIPPE BROS.
REALTY
FL, 8-1800, _

14 -To Rent Apartments

FREE kitten to good home.
Male tiger, 6 months old.

one
358-4635

392-7698

as $100 down. These are repossessed by VA, and offered
to anyone. Come in and talk
it over with us.

381-1641

owner.

walls,

1714 E. N/W. Hwy.

If you have- a good credit
rating - VA homes are avallable to you for as little

592-5845..
buffet. $185.
Chest. Storkline Crib.

APPLY IN PERSON

BRUNS

weith living quarters $225 per

benefits, including paid vacations. free insurance program.
DEPENDING, ON EXPERIENCE

$34,500.

Barrington Realty Co.

$1.00
255-9119

4110,-.1.11J10111._

CASHIER -HOSTESS

Excellent Working Conditions

leading to pool. Sub - basement and 2 car garage. Only

-

BARRINGTON

40P19-70% Savings

CASHIER

drapes throughout. Large
family room with patio doors

native Listing Service

6 week old kittens

after 6 p.m.

1/2 baths, carpeting and

2

rrington R.E. Board

prospect, and children's pet.
$30 or best offer. 358-3122

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of:

Insurance Plans
Pension Plan
In -Plant Cafeteria

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

250 N. 12th ST.

Sharp 4 bedroom in - level,

available.

253-2736

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

JUST LISTED
FULL SIZE SWIMMINGPOOL

For Sale. Pure bred German
Shepard pups. $30.
AE LUXEAFARTMENT

ASSEMBLERS

MARTIN METALS

sion $28,900.

Light Industrial - 930 sq. ft.
$185 pee. additional office

Reas. 392-9252

Wanted -Women

surance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

rec. room with bar and bath.
Att. Garage. Immed. posses-

mo.

GERMAN SHEPARD
WHITE MALE AKC

offer. 359-0710 after 12:30.

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life in-

porch. Beautiful Ash panelled

FOR RENT - Business proprty former Beauty Parlor-

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipmeil

We can offer permanent employment with excellent employee

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance programs.
$1.00 pr. hr. plus full Gratuities.
Apply in Person

din. rooms. Large screened

Open 9 to 9
Ar. Hts.
CL 5-6320

Like new 16' blue/white alum them boat. All equipment.
Ideal family boat 392-2357.

Electronic equipment for TV
and Radio repair work. Make

Room 63
Prof. Level
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210.

CONDITIONING

.1
Dept. A
234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788
Palatine

Rt. 176 Libertyville EM 2-

20" Cooper Klipper Reel Type
Power Mower. Excellent Condition, $60. CLS-1099

FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

1960 Seneca Dodge. 4Dr.good
condition $395.

top location. Carpeted liv.and

"

Children's Tame Pet Pasture Tri - State Tollway at

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

We are now interviewing neat, attractive young ladies between the ages of 18-95 for the position of

retarded.

Birds of the World exhibit.
and tropical fish.

Highland Park.
ID 2-8000

to Schools, train and shopping.

is ' new business
frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area

Reptiles

HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL
718 Glenview

white

chising

Puppies, kittens, monkeys.

views first year, liberal sick
time benefit, excellent starting salary. Apply Personnel
Dir.

'69 V W red sedan. Radio,

Looking fora challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Fran-

LAMBS' PET FARM

available, 2 merit re-

Mt. Prospect 7 rm. Cape Cod

dining room, breakfast nook,
full basement, garage. Walk

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

Mon. Tues. & Wed.
'1701 N. Rand, Arl. Eta. Just
North of Thomas St.

-

4 bdrms., 2 baths, separate

66 -Business Opportunities

GARAGE SALE

Ford Galaxie hardtop.

auto., mechanically excellent
cond. $125; 823-12'76.
'61 Chrysler N. Yorker hdtop.
All pwr. low ml., orig. tires,
'66 Olds Cutlass 442. 4 speed
2 Dr. hardtop. Low mileage.
Best offer. CL 9-9583. \

$3200 or best offer. After 6

Please call for appointment.
midget plan available.

Best offer. Call 259-5136 after
6 PM.
Excellent 1965 Pontiac Grand

259-3956

Lovely 3 bedroom ranch in

PM.

Body good, engine perfect.

Jiro rust 5850.992-5315

rm., full basement, screened
porch, many extres.Low40's.

992-7867

skillfully & quickly.
VAUGHN PLAN & SUPPLY
CL 5-6478
427-2216

5 P.M.
'65 PONTIAC Lemans,2-door
hard -top, 326 cu. in., 250 HP.
Red with black interior,$1700
.Call: 497-0209
1955 Chevy. Straight shift V8.

FINE HOME BY OWNER, at
529 S. Yale, Arlington Heights.
4 bdrms., 2 1/2 baths, fa may-

Self contained. SAVE $1300.

pure Wool, Acrilan, -Nylon,
Herculon, & genuine Vectra

neat appearing due to patient
and public contact. This is a - now open Daily and Sunday
personnel orientated hospital. 31 -Boats And Marine Supplies
Our employee benefits are
Century Resorter 140 HP. Inexcellent. Paid pension program, paid life insurance, board trailer. full cover. All
299-6277
extras.
comprehensive. hospitaliza-

30 -Help Wanted -Women

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Tel. 253-4940
$26,500
MT. PROSPECT
CENTRAL AIR

Caddy Camper. Chards mount.

Exc. 'Cond. 2

Call 255-3253 after

'59

741-8328

60 -Sporting Goods

Indoor -Outdoor. Installed

1st qualified ladles having experience in general office procedures. applicants must be

furnish references
it necessary.

Secretarial desks. L -unit
style. By All -Steel of Aurora.
Most are new or in like new
condition. Formica tops.Protective' edge molding:. At,
tractive upholstered chairs
included. .Also, some. other
misc. office equipment. Contact Mr. Nethaway. 894-5800

No remnants, No 7ables.100's
of DECORATOR COLORS In

'55 T. Bird.

'62 Ford Fairlane 500. Auto.,
R & H., 4 dr. White/turq. interior. Very clean. 253-6673.

bedroom house.Can

56 -Office furniture -Devices

carpeting ONLY. No. 2nd'a,

Highland Park Hospital will
be interviewing after August

Professional Man
desires 4 to 5

pick up Guitar

2

Call: 439-1504 after 7 p.m.

cool 'for summer and about 15x
with
25 wi--81"-Iteet-7'-catnap-. Prix.
P/B. P/WInd. 437-0883 after
237-6240
16.

._

Electrolux 95 watt amp. Both
$135 or buy one. CL 3-3896.

cond. $75. 253-3854 after
_
5:30.
SAVE MORE NOW DURING
Carpet Contractor's public
SALE NEW FIRST QUALITY

Helping mentally

Athlete wishes to rent place
for training. Must be private,

253-8806 after 6.

Book case head board. Exc.

GENERAL OFFICE

ably air conditioned, for summer of '87, from May to Sept.
Excellent references furnish.'
ed. Call between 7-8 A.M.and
17-8 P.M. 557-6530.

dual speaker Supro amp. vibrato, reverb; I yr. old.$325.

Mahogany dble. dresser. Full
mirror, chest of drawers.

Carson Ririe Scott & Co.
Randhurst

for furnished home, prefer-

piece, solo rhythm switch;

Kingston

' Ti

Available 392-1473
Couple will pay premium rent

4 pick up guitar, vibrato tail-

CL 5,11017

Liberal discount privileges,
and other employee benefits
included. Apply in person.
Personnel Dept. 2nd Fir.

tops.

259-9440

/1865 after 8 p.m.
Soft Water $5.00 a month'
Johnson Water Softener.

time position - 40 hr. week.

For Sales Department. Typ-

12 in. ApimiceN., SZ6.

undays- 12' to' -5'-

Lg. size pool, 12 x 30 complete with ladder and filter
$40 or beat offer. Call 392-

growing area. Full

fn. 2 bath.
Exec. Desires
Home within 10 mi. of Arl.
lilts. by Sept. 1st. Ex. Ref.

Double pick up electric guitar.
Like new. $60. Epiphone amp.

385-6333.

established lines in a con-

'61 FORD Galaxy with power
$525, good buy.
-steering.

55 -Musical Instruments

1701 We Rte. 120, 1-1/2 ml.
E. of McHenry. Phone 815-

Outstanding opportunity in our
cosmetic department tohandle

GENERAL
OFFICE CLERK

$.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more

392-3744.

FREUND'S CAMPERS

Cosmetician Needed

1715._

,I2 -Wasted To Rent

west of Dundee. Gilberts.

SALES & RENTALS
Nimrod Camping Trailers

439-2040

2070 Maple St.

SECRETARY

ladder. Wood lathe complete

Elk Grove Village

ELK GROVE VILLAGE HALL

Pleasant working conditions,
excellent fringe benefits and
commensurate salary. Apply
in person, Personnel Department.

3.50 sq. yd. picked up.

., Radio, Heater, Excellent

end. $700. 392-7048.

17009.1.1!*

Must sell '56 Chev., 2 dr.
Camper tent trailer. Sleeps 6 'hardtop.
Electric hook up food com- (7968. Best offe r. C all CI, 3partment. Reasonable. 392-

-

'HAVE EVER SEEN
-

-

AMERICAN LEGIONTIAL:r

LCL3,44:13.,

%THE BEST SOD YOU

$595.

392-2680, after 6 PM.
61 Biscayne Chevrolet 4

Weddings

SOD

255-6473

1916 E.Higgins

'61 c bevy.

Good - bo8d.

Cony.

Low sunnier rateslor

Grass Sod Ntirsery.
growers of nursery' sod.

attch'mts. 4 mos. old. Call

LANDERS CHALET

'99rAntemobiles For Sale

Blue

Rexair Rainbow vacuum with

Day and evening hours. Also
part time.

298-5515

,MRS. SANDERS

n

Also

4tge. w/w carpet. Beatutifully
landscaped & maintained.
By appointment.
$24,000

retarial & telephone answer-.
Mg services available. Cab.

Parties

Zenith 19" portable TV with

Coaches.

Dempster nr. Toll Rd. Sec-

Graduations...etc.

lIttraight Marian.

Mt. Prospect' by Owner. 3
,bdrm. brick ranch, att. gar-

Reasonable. Ideal Location on

50 -landscaping

255-0511.

tire rims.

in

Modern air-cond. office
Des Plaines has deskfor rent.

Built - in Universal gas oven.
used. Good condtlon. Additional 4 new gas burners.
CL 3-2958.

refrigerator Cost $239, will
sell for $150; like new. Call'

WAITRESSES

RECEPTIONISTCLERK TYPIST

sirable.

6201 W. Oakton

FOR INTERVIEW
CALL 499-7900

Experience Necessary.

de-

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

book shelf. °Sofa. Many more
household items. 253-7710
Moving Sale Hi -Fl Spkrs:;snow tires 650x130, am. frig.
kids outgrowns, misc. 402
Owen Ct. P.H.
Amami upright freezer, 20 cu.
ft., gOod condition Cost $850.
Will sell for $175. Also

426-5108.

Accounting & Billing Machine

or personnel exper-

259-2905

Call Jane Nelson

Personable Girl Friday wanted to assist apartment builder in Des Plaines. Duties include reception, lite typing

ACCOUNTING CLERK

ience.

fer. 9 x 10 wool rug. $20.

set. Love seat. Din. rm,. set.

Avalon Travel Trailers and
Avalon and Dreamer Pickup

439773.10
Permanent full time position
in an established Personnel
Department is available for a
woman who has had general

Moving - Wrought iron porch

Art. Hts. 4 bdrm, 2-1/2 baths,
pan. tam. rm. fire place.Exc.
loc. 392-9567. Low 40's.

:

AVAILABLE

in exc. cond. $75 or beat of-

with motor & tools. 2 Ford

GI RL FRIDAY

392-8411

ellent working conditions,,
Call Mr. Marquard

,cond. 15,000 BTU all in ;rood!
cond., call 824-9422.

UHF like new $75.

ReatL Stares, Offices

CHOICE DESK SPACE

,

.

22 Cu. ft. chest freezer. Good
'condition. .392-7324.
.Moving -Portable dish washer

Temporary Service

&CD._

Good starting salary, merit
raises, profit sharing. Exc-

259-8410.

I.H. refrigerator, .Frigidaire.
electric stove, 30" oven airi

Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
MONTGOMERY WARD
212 N. Dunton
Arlington Heights

1100. 255-0672 after 5.

Alum. patio cover. 32' ext.

PHONE 8'27-1108 '

Tuesday thru Saturday

to expansion we have one

office

Paid Vacations

Top Rates

Frigidaire, custom Imperial
washer & dryer, coppertons.
In operating condition. $75.

Moped Bike, $75. 14' steel,
boat, trailer, Johnson 5-5

Ward:. freit-free 14 cu. ft.

PLUS

PART TIME

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

$10 BONUS

If you have a basic understand-

opening for a' -billet' typillti

GENERAL OFFICE

CL 5-9444,

Call Mrs.Marquard 499-7310

CLERK -TYPIST
'Due

Secretaries
Clerks.

Typists

Work the Days, Weeks
,or Months You Want
Work Close To Home

work. Typing necessary. In

starting salary, merit raises,
profit-sharing.

800 W. Central Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 9-1000

Experienced

IMMEDIATE WORK

GIRL WANTED for light office -

counts receivable bookkeeping
machine. Lite typing and use of
10 key adder necessary. Good

NORTHWEST'
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL.

PART TIME
Stenos

ing of bookkeeping we, will
train you to operate our ac-

APPLY PERSONNEL

AND

-

Appliances.

32.-IliscellaReens Merchandise

TEMPORARY

6.°8 Gulf JO. Des _luainsal

(11 p.m. to 7 a.m.)

choice of hours. Call or apply
in person. Eddies Lounge. 10
E. Northwest Hwy. Arlington
Heights. 253-1320.

COUNTRYSIDE INN

-

train personable Married
*Ill
',roman for sales_ & celistee

SWITCHBOARD
RECEPTIONIST

PART TIME

30 -Help *aged -Women

Wanted-Wemee

,HO.ME REALTY'
122 S. liempaimeal

'' :

-

..138-4555

.

$895

'58 MERCEDES BENZ 180D
A Steal At Only
$896

'57 VOLVO 444 - 2 Door
1st one in gets it ONLY
$455

ROSELLE
FORD
Irving Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill.
Ph** LA. 9-5551 -

Letter Tells Lema-Winters Story..

Giants Trip Tigers Golf Pro's Death Ends
In Extra Inning Tilt Friendship With Caddy
The Giants swept into the lead in their best -of -three

series with the Tigers in the Bronco Majors play-off
the

series in
last night.

Prospect Baseball

Mount

Association

The National Division chainps broke open a 3 -all
tie in the eighth inning with a five -run rally that gave
them an eventual 8-4 win over the American Division
Tigers.
Vic Incinelli got the win in
relief of starter John Kudalis,
who worked the first six innings.

SHEA SUFFERED the loss
for the Tigers after relieving
Schreiber, who had started

and worked the first six frames.

dead heat between the Indians
and the Orioles, as both teams
compiled 10-6 marks. The Indians salvaged a share of the
title when they tripped the coleaders 5-2 Sunday.

The Lions downed the Giants
4-1

Friday in their showdown

match for the Bronco A Na-

' Four home runs sparked the tional Division crown. The de winners' attack, including cir- cision gave the Lions first
cuit blows by }Irian Carley, place by a full game with a
Jespersen,
Marty 13-3 slate compared to the
Randy
Giants' 12-4 record.
Baker, and Ricky Schuman.
THE TIGERS gained a tie
tallied for third in the Bronco A
THE GIANTS
twice in the first inning and American Division Friday by

added what appeared to be an beating the Yankees 10-4. Both
insurance rim in the tog of the clubs completed their seasons,

'Net'
sixth, but a'
rally in the same inning sent
the game into overtime.
Neither team tallied in the
leventh, but the Giants' five

with 7-9 statisTics.
The Bronco B

-

National

Division champion Braves fin-

ished their season on a bright
note Saturday, collecting a 6-I

runs in the eighth were more triumph over the Cardinals.
than enough to offset the losers' The Braves captured division
laurels by two full games with

lone eighth -inning score.

a 14-2 final record.

FINAL STANDINGS in the
Mt. Prospect Boys' Baseball

Bronco Major, Bronco A, and
Bronco B Leagues have been

In another Bronco B game
played Saturday, the Senators
finished even with the National
Division by clipping the Sox

13-2. It was the Nate eighth
In the only. Bronco Major win against_eight losses,_and
League game played over the the Sox' fourteenth defeat in

BRONCO MAJOR
NATIONAL
12
Giants

6

9

P.G.A. Tournament.

But no grief was more profound than that of 19 -year -old
Jerry Winters of Arlington Heights. Winters had been Tony

10.
10

6

Cardinals

7

The entire sports world was shocked at the news that
veteran professional golfer Tony Lema was killed Sunday
night in a private plane crash on his way home from the

4
6

10
9
7

Braves
Dodgers
Lions
Cubs

Lema's caddy in several major tournaments since 1962

BRONCO A AMERICAN
6
10
Orioles
6
10
Indians
9
7
Yankees
9
7
Tigers
II
5
Sox

Senators

when he first worked for him In the Western Open.

The Northern Illinois 'University freshman last caddied
for Lema in the 1966 Western Open in June, and he was
scheduled to meet him at the Lincolnshire Open this week.
There was much more than a boss -employee relation-

ship between Winters and Lema. Jerry's father, Jerry
led that relationship in a letter written

-Winters Sr.,

13

3

to The Day yesterday. The letter follows:

BRONCO A NATIONAL
Lions
Giants

Cardinals

13
12

3

II

5

9

7

This is the tragic ending of a story that has never been told,
the little known story of golf pro, Tony Lema, killed in a plane

8

8

crash last night, and my oldest son, Jerry Winters.

I

15

Dodgers
Braves
Cubs

TO THE EDITOR:

4

SINCE 1962 when Jerry first caddied for Tony in the Western Open at Medinah Country Club, the famed golfer and Jerry

BRONCO B AMERICAN
2
14
Tigers

have become close personal friends. They were in touch the
year round by telephone and letter.

11

Orioles
Senators
Yankees
Sox

put-ih-fite wads oil-paperit-hight, my Ion 3 iir Mahe
a Lansing motel room completely broken up over the loss of

8

8

5

11

2

14

his best friend, Tony Lema.

friend and caddy of Tony

BRONCO B NATIONAL
Giants
Lions
Cardinals
Dodgers
Cubs

Lama's,

2

14
12
10

Braves

dose

Winters,

Jerry

serve

will

his

7

4
6
9

3

13

friend for the last time this
week when the golf pro is
burled in California. Winters will serve as a pall

1

15

bearer.

released by the league office.

weekend, the Giants remained
National

the

16 outings.

king

Division

despite a 7-6 setback suffered
at the hands of the Lions Friday. The_Giants finished on top
with a 12-4 card, while the win

left the Lions in fourth with a
7-9 record.

THE BRONCO A American Division race finished in a

BRONCO MAJOR
AMERICAN
Woe Lost
Team
12
4
Tigers 9
7
Senators
8
8
Indians
79
Yankees
5
II
Sox
5 11
Orioles

Ellertson Is Ill.
Bike Titlist
Arlington Heights' Dennis
Ellertson captured the state
bicycle road race championship 'In Lombard, Ill. last
week.

as they earned 16 blue ribbons between them. Jan Les-

while

covering

IO2-mile

a

became

the

second local athlete to win a
state bicycle championship in
the past two weeks. Tim Jiurban DuPage County.
The state title earned the lek of Mount Prospect capcyclist the right
to compete in the national

and backstroke and the 11-12
backstroke. She also swam on
the' winning 9-10' freestyle relay team.
BROTHER

course between Lemont Road
and Cass Avenue in west sub19 -year -old

ruple winners by capturing
the girls' 9-10 breaststroke

tured the junior track
earlier this month.

title

Lesniak

JAY

dominated the boys' 13 - 14
competition with blue ribbons
in the backstroke and breaststroke events. Lesniak added
two first in the

15

-

and

-

over category, taking the 100 yard breaststroke and contrib-

free-,

FLIP HIBBS completed the
family sweep by taking the
100 - yard freestyle, individual medley, and butterfly,
and joining in a 200 - yard
freestyle relay triumph.

Ten - year

-

after the Western Open at Medinah in 1962.
"Lots of luck, Jerry."
"God bless you, Mr. Lema."

I

As "Champagne Tony's" success grew, so did the friendship of this caddy and pro. The entire Winters family became
Tony Lema conscious as Jerry followed him across the country. On several occasions we saw Jerry on national television
as the first to shake Tony's hand after he sank a victory putt.
PRECIOUS MEMENTOES in Jerry's room are an autographed champagne bottle and glass from the last Buick Open
Tony won and the set of golf clubs he gave him after the West-

Invitational Meet in Berkely,
Calif. last week caused all

kinds of statistics to whirl around in the minds of track

mediately by Gunder Haegg and
Arne Andersson, a pair of

buffs.

flying Swedes.

Most important of course
was the fact that Ryun had

week's meet and the number
of firsts

they won

My last meeting with this great guy was during the Western
Open last month when I thanked' him for telling Jerry to get
"a little shorter" haircut before'' he caddied for him. He

laughed and said, "I was only kidding. Shucks, all the kids

eclipsed

Frenchman

Michel

Actually they didn't get
Into the act until 1942 when

Jazy's former standard by an

Haegg broke the tape in

astounding

Al-

4:06.2. The record belonged

most lost in the confusion was

to Sweden for the brie 12
years, with Hang holding
the title three dates and

2.3

seconds.

Ryun's 1,500 meter time of

3:36 which' broke by two full
seconds the American record
set by Chicagoan Tom O'Hara.
Australian

Herb

Elliot

still

international mark

holds the

in that category at 3:35.6 set
in Rome at the 1960 Olympics.

It has been a long time
since

an

American

has

owned the world mile record. But au overall view of

miles run in this century
reveal that the race is almost' an American Malta don.
Kansas

Andersson claiming it three
times.

Haegg was the mile King
from 1945 to 1954, marking
the second longest reign of the
century. It took the world's
first sub -four minute mile by
Great Britain's Roger Bannister to dethrone him. In case
you have forgotten, Bannister
came home in 3:59.4.

YOUNGER TRACK fans can
probably --take it from there.

Bannister gave way to John

University cinder Landy's 3:57.9 in 1954, but the
fans might even try to tell you title went back to England three
that really fast miles were in- years later, as Derek Ibbotson

vented by the Jayhawks. Everyone's hero, Glenn Cunningham,

was the last American to hold

raced home in 3:57.2.
Elliott took hit turn

the world record at 1,760 yards, 3:54.5. Peter Snell kept it in
' and Cunningham of course hales -the Commonwealth, breaking
Elliott's record at 3:54.4 in
from K.U.
1962 and improving on that
CUNNINGHAM broke the mark by two -tenths of a second
record of Jack Lovelock of New in 1964.

Zealand in 1934 with a 4:06.7
to

Lovelock's 4:07.6.

While

Then came Jazy in 1965

ler (I), Cathy Rogers ( l).

ch. 32.

Hoffman Estates at Laden-

Boys' 9 - 10: Danny Beal
(I), Bobby Feezor (I), Gary

32.

from him in 1937 with a 4:06.4

Boys' 15 - and - over: Jay
Magnuson (2), Steve Beltran

The United States ranks
as the world's number one
railing nation for another

Selling your home?

reason. A look at the top

Call our

ten milers of alt time shows

Woman of the Map

that (oar of them are Americans.

In the first place, more Americans have held the
world record that have

On top of course ii Ryun.

9 p.m. Motorcycle races, ch. dorf Olds, 6 p.m.

$ 1395

The Los

Angeles

and get

have won' all three World Ser-

Lefty Gomez of the New

1

3:55.5 and Dyrol Burleson with
a 3:55.6. Both of them enjoyed

Janet Jacob

It's probably hard, for you to

BRUNS
REAL ESTATE
v

CL 5-0320

Hardtop - Ready To Go!

Friday, July 30th

-J

$995

1959 EDSEL FORDOR

???

Better Than You Think!

American logien Hall
Minor and Douglas
Arlington Heights

1959 OLDS HARDTOP
Full Power - Real Nice!

rent a new '66
FAIRLANE
MUSTANG,
GALAXIE

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

CORTINA
FALCON

$595

:TODAY'S SPECIAL
P

Stock f8714A

R

1957 CHEVROLET

A,

DUO TRUCK
REAL WORK ROTE. REASONABLE MONEY.

full Price $395.00

PLUS MILEAGE

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL

Burleson with a

1962 FORD 2 DOOR

Alld-Summer Peak Fry
Servin 7.10 PM

Ask Charlie, John, Tom or Phil About Our 24

GEORGE POOLE

comes Jim Beaty with a 3:55.5

sun.s.n.sun

beverage at the
Arlington Heights
American legion

at low rates from...

JIM GRELLE is seventh
on the list at 3:55.4. He ran
that one just last year. Next

$895

Bewer

1962 CHEVROLET CONVERTIBLE $1095

*a FREE

SPECIAL RATES

home-grown boys.

TpDOR
CHEV,RAOJET-

Dodgers

$895

$1495

1962

011) MEN

32.

$995

CHNITRpOT IMPALA

9:30 p.m. Auto racing, ch.

PLAN YOUR vAcArial
RENT a STATION WAGON

But right behind. Elliott is the

all.

GRAND PRIX $2295

C0,1,49.sp CONVERTIBLE

Elk Grove at Suburban Heat8 p.m. Golf, Locke vs. Kroll, ing, 6 p.m.

INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

American institution? Well

Sydney. Wooderson, an Eng-

10: Carol Geis-

meets today. Jazy said recently (I), Ernie Beal (I), Steve Sathat both he and Ryun arc cap- lerno (2).
able of breaking the 3:50 mark.
Diving: Gary Morava (2)`:

ningham kept it for three.
lishman finally took it away

-

Kay

Takata (3).

1911: That time would get him

believe it as you huff and puff
up the' basement stairs, but
Americans aren't so soft after

$995

1963 FORD GAel; FORDOR

Waycinden Traveling League

Mary

5:55

1912. He took the genkopf (I).
York Yankees was the winning
record from fellow American
Boys' 13 - 14: Marty Wen- pitcher in three of the first
Conneff.
dell (2), Richie' Lynch (I), five All -Star games - 1933,
1935 and 1937.
CONNEFF is the century's Steve Salerno (I).
endurante champ as far as
Girls' IS - and - over: Bonmile record holders are con- nie Morse (2), Meg Aiman (2),
cerned. His 4:15.6 was the Pat Salerno (I), Barb Johnson
best in the world from 1895 to (I).

their best times in 1963.

So why is the mile an

1964 VOLKSWAGON SEDAN

IreACiFINEVILLE

EVENTS

second in

with his 3:53.6.

$1295

POPreNTIAC

TUESDAY'S SPORTS

blistering 4:15.4 Harrison (I).
and he trimmed that by a full
Girls' 13 - 14: Shelly Pa-

Lovelock could oaly_hold onto
the standard for one year, Cun-

$1095

BEL-AIR

1964

Coming Up

Sports on T.V.

with a

Dyrol

1964

Page 10

Boys' 11 - 12: Jim Wendell ies in which they've particiJones grabbed the record in (2), Dave Takata (I), Tom pated - 1959, 1963 and 1965.

and

Sport Coupe'

1966

TODAY

from seven, eight, and nine spots are

1958 to 1962 with a foreboding

1965 PONTIAC LEMANS::

School Special

Tuesday,
July 26,

didn't do it in a boat either.

a few high school

$ 1 295

Economy Car

CHEVROLEyT

p.m. Baseball, White
Sox vs. Detroit, ch. 9.
5:55 p.m. Football, filmed,
NFL highlights, ch. 32.

Girls' 8 - and - under Che-

Paul Jones, and we know he

second in

1965 YOLKS SEDAN

wear it a little longer. That's the style."

follows:

Cunningham was preceeded
Girls' II - 12: Mary Ellen
by John Paul Jones and Thomas Geisler (3), Nancy Rodgers
P. Conneff. That's right, John (1), Donna Feezor (I).

1911

$1195

Come See It

lay team.

Girls' 9

natives of any other country.

1965 FORD FAIRLANE

on the 100 - yard freestyle re-

WITH DALE HOFMANN

forgotten man in track annals,
since everyone seems to think
Cunningham was followed im-

DAYS

The news -of Tony's 'death has come as a shock to our family.

It is almost as if he were a member of it.

lerno also touched first in
three individual events, including the 9 - 10 freestyle,
butterfly.
and
backstroke,
Salerno earned another blue
ribbon with his performance

ryl Takata (3),
Reichwein (2).

timing. Wooderson is kind of a

LOW PRICE

ern Open at Medinah.

A SUMMARY of other Pros-

JIM RYUN'S WORLD record mile at the All Ainerican

GEORGE POOLE

recall vividly the golf pro and the caddy as they parted

old Mike Sa-

pect Heights winners in last

Prospecting

at Medinah.

ment.

Andy Sue Hibbs joined Jan
Lesniak on the 9 - 10 freestyle relay team while collect-

and

°f --"ChamP°1P3°--Tene-'---1-41°*v-during

years be spent caddying for the famous golf
pro, who died Sunday in plane crash. Winters is shown
here helping Lema during' the recent Western Open
several

ever have.".

tended Mt. Carmel Seminary High School in Niagara Falls
and later through the years in person as he hitch hiked to
various tournaments to visit his ideal and lend his encourage-

uting to the 200 - yard free-

stroke, butterfly,
style relay.

IN SOBBING tones over the phone last night my son told
me, "Gosh, next to you and Mom he was the best friend I will

THESE PARTING words were only the beginning of their

style relay triumph.

niak became one of the quad-

ELLERTSON pedaled away crown in three years of com-

from a field of 17 contestants

Prospect Heights rolled to
its third park district swimming triumph against two
losses last week, swamping
Lombard 270-233.

Winters of Arlington Heights grew to be a

Jerry

a few weeks ago.

close friendship. First through correspondence as Jerry at-

Two brother - sister duos ing three more victories in
turned the meet into a family the II - 12 group. Her other
affair for the local tankers, ribbons came in the breast-

road race meet on Aug. 21
tentatively scheduled to. take
This
place in Northbrook.
year's victory gave Ellertson his second straight state
petitive racing.
ELLERTSON

Heights Tankers
Topple Lombard

Jerry was waiting to caddy again for Tony in the Lincolnshire Open today. They made these arrangements at Medinah

eis

111741T444:1111e

MT=

Months or 50,000 Mile Used CarFactoiy Backed
Guarantee.
.
.

GEORGE POOLE

ONIIMNOMOPPIN.

CL 9-3141
NITES AND SUNDAY

CL 5-9889

1.'

N,.1

CL 3 -5000

-

Tefephone
2554400

WEATHER
Tonight: Rain ending; Low
70. Thursday: Partly
sunny; Less humid and a little.
near

cooler: High in the lower 80s.
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The Rains Came

lash F oad Sweeps Village
300 Homes Hit;
Mop -up. Underway
" -BY-JATIC-K."-VANDERVIYN-

wa--

News Editor
ter covering the Jewell Tea
Operation mop -up is taking _Store parking lot on Northwest
place throughout Mount Pros- Highway.
pect as hundreds of homes were
One former trouble spot was
flooded during the brief flash - lucky during this flood. At
flood this morning.
Meier Rd. and Lincoln, long a
Heavy rains began pelting the flood problem area, water rose

village at midnight. In a matter to car door level, but quickly
of an hour, the village storm went down the recently resewers were overflowing and paired drain tiles.

storm water was pouring into
sanitary sewers.

Elk

Ridge Villa,

south of

Weller Creek was inundated Golf Rd. and East of Busse,
with storm water and at about was the last area to fed the
1:30 a.m. began flowing over ravages of the flash flood.
its banks at several locations.
At 1:38 a.m. the first of
dozens of phone calls came into

Earlier, it was thought that

moned and off -duty firemen and

their basements.

the area had escaped the flooding, however, around 4 a.m.
the Mount Prospect police de- reports started coming in from
'
partment.
homeowners who found from
Emergency crews were' sum- two to five feet of water in
six

George McNeil watches water rise in the 600 block of South Edward during
last night's flash flood. Looking oa is McNeil's daughter Cathy.

When water has no place to go, it picks on basements. Here is what was happening at the Gerald Toerff residence, 1425 Circle Dr. The water from jammed
storm and unitary sewers is bubbling up in the Toerff's basement. This was a
typical scene throughout the village last night.
(Photos by Dan Bala)

';carnival in Mount Prospect over the

The
will be a
July 4, 967, weekend.

Agreeing that a carnival is an integral part of the
holiday, the park board, meeting with village officials,
told the Mount Prospect Lions Club that a carnival
would, be permitted at Lions Park next year.
Before the carnival

is

al-

lowed to open, however, it will

have to meet requirements of
a

special

carnival

ordinance

that will be drawn by village
attorney Roberta Moore and
subject to approval by both
governing groups.

,

On hand at last night's special meeting were Mayor Daniel
Congreve, Trustee Robert Teichert, Village Manager John
Mongan,

Frank

Engineer

Krebbs and Moore representing the village.

They met with Park Board
President Charles Payne, Commissioner Robert Jackson and
Superintendent Thomas Cooper to iron out an agreement.

Representing the Lions Club
were Clayton Meyer and Gary
Seyring.

A member of the

Jaycees, who
surance

is also

investigator,

Clinton, was on hand

inSteve
at the
an

meeting as were Police Chief
Newell Esmond and Fire Chief
Edwin Haberkamp.

.

the evening of July 4 where 12

Judge Butler signed the order
people were hurt -- none ser- so the village could have the
iously -- when a ride called documents at a hearing Wednesthe "Round -up" slipped from day in litigation over the Tally its moorings and dropped to
Ho apartment project.

0

thcgrOund.

order

re-

was brought out at last
night's meeting that the Lions.
Club has 5300,000 per person
and 51,000,000 for each incident liability insurance on carLions, Club members and
nival grounds only. The_rides
are covered by the operator, fathers - of Prospect Heights
not the Lions Club or, other little leaguers will square off
tomorrow at 6:30 p.m. in the
sponsoring organizations.
Park Board President Payne Lions' pool on MacDonald Rd.
opened the meeting by asking for a benefit game of donkey
It

if proper

safety

precautions

were being taken to protect the
public at carnivals.

He said he felt that competent safety engineers should
inspect amusement rides and

baseball.

Pool donkey . baseball is
billed as a form of baseball

played on donkeys in a swim-

ming pool. The game

is

de-

judge their safety. 'Concerning scribed as entertainment and
insurance, Payne suggested that there is a SI admission
a minimum of SI,000,000 should charge.

be carried on all such attractions.
MAYOR Congreve said that

municipal

of-

ficial following an accident on
wwcamatmatatwitsowatwimagioiinewsta

Gripe
Of The

while a carnival was certainly
a safety liability, so were fire-.
works and other attractions.
"We are fortunate no one was
seriously hurt," Congreve said.

Xio

Day

Congreve asked if the liab-

Clinton, who works for Keitt-

'i per Insurance Co., said that the
cases of that type accepted by
most reliable companies' are
assigned through a risk pool.
Clinton said that' reputable
companies
the staff to

Nothing gripes me more
than taking a number at an
S and H redemption center, waiting two hours,
and having .them say that
they are_otit of thafilyem.
,Ltndqui

'
rev

Health Board
To Re-examine
2 Ordinances
Members of the board of

ility and safety inspection prod health will meet tonight for anblem could be accepted by the other round of discussions on
insurance company writing the proposed swimming pool and
coverage.

Mrs. E.

Butler's

Water Sport
For Lions, Dads
And Donkeys

by experts.

hold a carnival next year was
by

Judge

Subsequent investigation re- quires Crooks to produce the
vealed that the Round -up had
not been inspected for safety

CONCERN over whether, to
expressed

Judge Walter Butler ordered
former
village
prosecutor
Kendal A. Crooks to give copies
of official documents to the
village.
In circuit court .Tuesday,

crack down'-- but rarely seek
such liability business.

barber shop ordinances.

The two ordinances covering
health and safety standards for
these establishments within the
village were returned to the
.board by village trustees.

An ordinance for beitity shops
been passed by trustees.

has

The other two were returned
Moore pointed out that the for consideration of amend(Continued on Page 2),

ments.

ing.

copies

After furnishing photoof these documents,

An auto driven by Alfred E.

to

Arvey is to reutrn the originals postpone his order a few days
so Crooks could file a petition
to Crooks.

asking for a decision on his
Crooks claimed a lawyer's fees.
lien on the documents until the
The documents include two
village paid his fees, which the building permits and a receipt
village has refused to do.
for certified mail. The receipt,
Crooks said after Judge But- according to R. Marlin Smith,
ler's order, "My lien is en- representing the village in the
forced but lost."
Tally -Ho case, is an "essential
link" needed to establish legal

THE

JUDGE

commented notice.

that Crooks "has all the benefits of an attorney's lien and

WHEN SMITH tried to get

can sue the village" for Judge
Butler
to
preclude
unpaid legal fees.
Crooks from a later opportunity
Crooks termed this an to have his fees paid, the judge
"empty victory."
refused, adding:
he

"I'm not going to allow any"I began practicing law 46
one to gain political capital out years ago and with each sucof this case," Judge Butler ceeding year of practice I have
said.
become more firmly convinced

"I'm not finding your 'act that lawyers should be paid
(of retaining possession of the their fees."

Hearing Today
On Tally Ho

failure to obey railroad
crossing signals by Officer
for

Warren Fisher of the Mount
Prospect police.
FULLER

FURTHER complicating mat-

and gas utilitie
hen a resident did not know how, fire

Mayor Daniel Congreve and

he

was waved through the railroad
intersection

by

a

was to turn ogeir electric

workman

IT WAS reported that Des Plaines was also badly hit.
There were scattered reports
of flooding in Arlington Heights,
also.
In the unincorporated Golfhurst area, there were reports

of many flooded basements.
This is on the south side of
the village, in the Country

Club area. Reports were also
received from

the

far north,

Brickman section.

Fire Chief Edwin Haberkamp
the north and south. The flood- worked throughout the night,
ing was like a checkerboard, directing emergency crews
ticking one house and avoiding including most of the village's
that of the next-door neighbor.

police

told

telephones. About

all they could advise residents

Village Manager John MonFuller, 50, of Bensenville, gan were on the street shortly
stalled on the tracks and was after flood reports began comhit by a locomotive. The en- ing in. Congreve said that at
gineer was Fremont Schuldt, least 300 homes were flooded.
53, of Des Plaines.
The flash flood did not pick
Fuller was issued a ticket any particular part of the village to hit. Calls came in from

decide on lawyer's fees."
Judge
Butler refused

Police put an extra man on
to answer

minutes, aiding residents by
turning off their utilities.

their basements.

crossing.

documents to Master in Chan- documents) wrong," he told
cery Howard Arvey this morn- Crooks, "but I'm not going to

BY BRUCE CUTLER

a matter of

Water was reported to be
Commuters riding the Chi- more than seven feet deep in
cago North Western Railway the basement of the Mount Prosyesterday morning were de- pect Country Club. Park oflayed about (I 5 minutes because ficials were called to the club
of an accident/at the Main St. house at 2:30 a.m.

judge Orders -Attorney
To Produce Documents

Near Tragedy
, .
Prompts Action

in

ters was the lack of electricity department squads were disin a large area of 'the village patched to the scene to render
in the Waverly -Golf Rd., area. assistance.
Homes with electrically 'powThere was no reported danered sump pumps that have ger to drinking water. Water
never flooded before had from in the village water system
three to five feet of water in by the flooding. '

Train Hits
Car Stalled
On Tracks

Village Seeks Tighter
Control of Carnivals

fire department units were

on the street

The creek began going down

off duty firemen.

By about 4 a.m. all was nor-

at about 3 a.m. Storm sewers mal -- except for the trementhen were able to contain the dous job of mopping up.

Village officials kept an
where the state department of water runoff from flooded anxious
eye skyward and an
highways is widening Illinois streets.
Northwest Highway was not ear tuned a the radio weather
83.
He said he saw the railroad passable at Route 83 during the reports.
"We don't need any more
gates going down when he was early part of the storm. Other

the middle of the tracks. intersections, thioughout

in

His car stalled and he was unable to get it started, he said.
He managed to get out before
a southeast bound train hit.
Police records show

village, were under water.

the

tonight,"
rain
Mayor COngreve.

commented

the

train pushed the car about 30
feet.

Vandals
Ransack
House
Police are

investigating a

basement in a Mount Prospect
home that was vandalized while
the residents were on vacation.

Clothes and other materials
drawers were dumped out
and scattered throughout the
basement, police learned when
the residents called upon rein

A second hearing on Mount Prospect's suit to tar turn form their vacation.

down the

Ho apartments is scheduled for today

in the office of Master, in Chancery Howard Arvey,
1 N. LaSalle, Chicago.

Attyti R. Marlin Smith told The Day that he planned to present
further evidence that the four unfinished, abandoned apartment
buildings are an eyesore, a hazard and an "attractive. nuisance"
which invites children to the area.

At the first hearing, July 7, former village prosecutor Kendal

Paint cans had been emptied

and splattered on the clothes
and panel walls of the basement, and concrete laundry
tubs were broken.
Sixteen empty beer cans
were found on the premises.

Crooki refused to turn over documents regarding Tally Ho.
Crooks claimed he is withholding the documents, which Mount

-Prospect wants to use as evidence, under an
of lien until 51,240 owed hiln by the village is paid.

attorney's,

right

-

Crooks said he was hired to work on the Tally Ho case by
former village attorney Edward C. Nolen, and the $1,240 is his
fee for the -work.

DURING TH first hearing, Arvcy 'upheld Crooks' refusal
to turn over the' papers he has in his possession.' Last Friday,
Mount piiiipect filed suit against Crooks to recover the papers,
claiming That an attorney's right of lien applies only to private
papers. Judge Walter Butler directed Crooks to file an answer
to the suit Monday and yesterday ordered him to turn over the
papers within 24 hours.

POLICE said' the house was
used for a beer party.
Police determined the van-

dals got into the basement by
breaking a lock and forcing the
basement door. They also had
tried to get in by forcing a
basement window.

A locked door from the baseHis sleep interrupted, "limas Ltiby, 1417 Cirde
ment to the house prevented Drive, starts moving 'valuables to "high ground" during
the vandals from doing further last night's flash flood that inundated an estimated 300
damage, according to police.

Mount Prospect homes.

-"-

..d

as. ".

THE PROSPECT DAY
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liability

carried

by

Congreve pointed out that the

City of Chicago employs in-,

spectors who do nothing but

carnivals. "We . could
probably get a Chicago expert
to come, out here on a once a

The Public Safety Committee of. the Village. Board
agreed last night to recommend policemen in Arlington

TEICHERT said
"They say they have (educed question of insurance was of-,
this by 20 per ,cent," Bressler ter the fact. "What we need is
said.

reduce

the
like

ordinance
possibility of something
A REPORT was, made to this from happening again,"
the committee of a meeting held he said.

two here and Wheeling,

the

year basis," Congreve said.

that the

13 to put "safety officers" in
each of its five high schools -Elk Grove and Prospect high

to

an

between Village Manager L.A.
All those present agreed
Hanson, Police Chief L.W.
Calderwood, Arlington High that neither the village nor the

schools.

Their proposal was based on
getting village co-operation. So
far, Elk Grove Village is in

It ' was the group's consensus that no such inspection

Club

and Wheeling is considering it.
Prospect has refused
to put a policeman in Prospect High.

Mount

asked that the matter be ex-

students," Jenness said.

But he said there were speproblems for which po-

cial

licemen are needed. These he
called -the four "T's."
--Trouble makers, ex -students and hangers-on. -"In

Chicago they would be called
hoodlums, but here in the suburbs we don't -call them that,'
Jenness said..
--Traffic. There

need

a

is

for a policeman to control and
direct traffic around the schools
-in ,the morning and afternoon.

Many students, drive or are
driven to and from school,
Jenness explained.

-Truancy. He said it is a
major problem. "Large shopping centers

like

attractive

are

Randhurst
nuisances,"

Jenncss said. "Kids can leave
in the morning for school, go
there instead and stay all day."

--Thievery, petty thefts from
there

said

Jenness

lockers.

were many, thefts of money and

valuables from students during the school year.

He said that school personnel were not adequately equipped or trained to handle these
problems.

THE QUESTION was raised
were

Fears

policemen

how

concerning
would dress.

expressed

by

some committee members that
he should not wear a uniform.
Committee
said

Bressler

Roy
Member
the uniform

would act ,as a barrier between
'

the officer and the students.
those
suggested
Bressler

planning the program examine
the one in Flint, Mich.. where
a detailed police -school liaison
program has been worked out.

"This is a great opportunity

to learn

by -their

experience,"

Bressler said.

He said that in Flint -- an

integrated
nity

industrial

commu-

-- they found the highest

percentage of police -student
contacts were with students
in the middle and upper income groups.

so big -that we can outgrow
going to the school?
--What will be the actual the enjoyment of amusement
division of the policeman's rides over a holiday."
"And the proceeds go to
salary between the school dis-

Northern Illinois Gas Co. is
participating with the Ameri-

could have detected the mal- to tell carnival operators just
function of metal that caused what will be expected of them
before they arc allowed to set
the July 4 accident,
Payne said that Moore's or- up equipment in the village.

can Gas Assn. in a research
program aimed at developing
a commercial fuel cell for the
home and industry.

OBITUARIES
Memorial Fund Established
For Victim of Auto Crash

The

charity - for a good cause,"

trict and the village?

report to the assistant princi- ed the carnival as a source of
amusement for local residents.
pal for administrative services
"I took my family- there Satat each school.

raised at the meeting - what

turned around and walked out," he said.

kind of Policeman will he be?
Last night there. was general
agreement by committee members that he should bean ex-

type ofthing i4e want in Mount
Prospect."

--And

finally,

a

urday

question

"We should take a good look
and determine if this is the

perienced policeman of the
Teichert asked if another lohighest caliber who has had cation, such as the high school

experience dealing with teens. or perhaps Randhurst parking
Jenness said he would like lot, could be -used for the car-

to see a policeman in the schools nival.
this year, but would be willing
This suggestion failed to
to wait.
gather support when HaberWalsh said it was a "safe kamp said that the fine job done
assumption" the full board by the police department in,
would accept the proposal.
traffic control around Lions
Park.

American
Oil Names
Minzlaff

air.

The group authorized Moore
to write an ordinance controllcarnivals. Teichert was
assigned the task of seeking
similar ordinances and coning

trols used

Funeral services for Frank

in

Claire and 'Black River Falls,
Wis., he became merchandise
manager for heating oils in the
Twin Cities
neapolis.

region at

CLINTON

suggested

that

Hunt Archers

Min-

Police are looking for a group
he attended the University of of children who practice shoot -

A native of West Allis, Wis.,

Wisconsin. He served in the ing steel tipped arrows from
Army as a battalion motor of- outside the village limits into
facer

and received the

the village.

corn-

A municipal ordinance pre-

mendation medal in Korea.

cludes shooting missiles except under supervision. The
Park District maintains an

Report Boys
Break Panes

archery range at Lions Park
the year round.

breaking windows of

beck Rds. Tuesday morning.

-

Mount Prospect police, who
received the information, notified the Cook County Sheriff's
Police.

velopment program.

Bernard Freitag

day night in an auto accident
on the Kennedy Expressway.

Visitors may call at the Lauterburg & Oehler Funeral
Home in Arlington Heights af-

He is survived by his wife
a

are enjoyable, the main di-

&

Oehler

terburg

&

Oehler

Funeral

hurst.

ter 4 p.m. Thursday.

Hedwig M. Roden
Hedwig M. Roden, 65, of 137

Hill St. died yesterday in Holy
Family Hospital in Des Plaines.
Mrs. Roden was a resident of

Republican
Picnic
Planned

Plans -include

games

'ENDLER'S PHARMACY

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

1770 W. Algonquin Rd.

The Northwest Suburb's
Only Professional Theatre.

Clean, Neat & Sharp 3 Bedrooms
with paneled Family Room- Carpeting
Close to all schools - Low Taxes.

for an evening
of fun see

Delivery

.

Only ;21,500.
1.0210. iii1LING-TON HTS:i1U0.

ilia MAIN

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MOUNT PROSPECT
392-7150

cios-twoo

Member of Multiple Listing Service

turn.

"Dino." the story of a boy
returning to society from re-

form school,

is

the play now

being rehearsed by members
of the Teen Theatre group
sponsored by the Arlington

Heights Park District.
More than 50 teens are viork.

School Friday and Saturday,
Aug. 5 and 6, at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are available from

Teen Theatre members and at
the park district office, CL 3-

for

0620.

The lead part of "Dino" will
be played by Tom Jacobs. He
was president of the student
body at Arlington High School
this year and has been in several school productions. Jacobs

and several other 'members of
the cast were in last summer's
Theatre musical "We
Are the Grandest."
Other cast members are:
Doug Olipra, Sofia Andoniadis,
Coreen Cordova, Beth McDonald, Reinhold Weege, Tony
Teen

Bobka, Laura Reed, Sue Stout,

Sofia Andoniadis, 17, of 709N: Fairview, -Mount Pros-

Barnes, Gil Fitch, Jim pect, as "Shirley" and Tom Jacobs, 18, of 636 S. Pine,
Pressel, Arlington Heights, as "Dino" rehearse for the Teen
Terry
Mayherey,
Bruce Boxleitner, Kathy Schroe-- Theatre production of the play "Dino" to be presented
Sue

Aug. 5 and 6 in Wheeling High School. The group is

259-1464.

lips, Terry Walters, Rick Mc- sponsored by the Arlington Heights Park District.
Carter, Larry Spaeth, Kathy

There will be a "White
Elephant" sale all day. Persons interested in donating

Barnes,

Kathy

Bauer,

Judy

-Miller, Carolyn Fairhead, Peg
Hamilton, -Toni Swierz, Sue
items may bring them. to the Reinhardt, Kim Quackenbush,
booth on the picnic grounds. '
Ellen Madden, Denise Watson,
Anita Largerock, Lee Knauf,
Members and nonmembers Donna McCarter, Mary Kubin,
of the organization arc invited Kathy SimOns, Marguerite
to attend the picnic.
Wooley, Mary Schaffer, Kent
Siewert, Warren Stout and Jeff
Reed.

CounuT
Club
.IIIIAIH. /1,1'0AtIPANI

CRITICS 71:ielM:P1

CHOICE'
a new comedy by Ira LeOin.

Nightly (Except Monday) at 8:90

Sunday at 7:30

Strehler was issued a ticket
making an improper left

for

`Dinp' in Rehearsal
By Teen Theatre Group

and Central Area, Dave Regner, der, Patty Phillips, Mary Phil-

AIR CONDITIONED

green.

air-conditioned Wheeling High

of four areas will have a base7 p.m. tonight. A mass will be ball team. Persons interested
Friday
in
offered at 10 a.m.
' may contact their area "coach,"
St. Emily Church. Burial will at Mount Prospect, Dan -Gaffbe in All Saints Cemetery.
ney, CL 9-1483; Elk Grove,
Jack Steward, HE 7-2625; Des
Plaines, Al Steil, RE 7-4121;

a FREE

,

Box Office Opens Daily 10 A:ftt. to 9 P.M.
00
Reservations -8 'Mall Or Phone

in

The play will be presented in

Mount Prospect for 30 years.

Arlin ton, Helht

MiromariaTam..6-..

a car
an auto
driven by David G. Strehler,
34, of Chicago. at the intersection of Albert and EverThey were riding

which collided with

ing as members of the cast and
crew of the three -act drama.

Home in Arlington Heights af-

3ervin 7.10 PM

prescription called in to

N. Maine. Mount Prospect.

ter

Rev. Dr. William T. Jones -of- Thursday in the funeral home
ficiating. Entombment will be with the Rev. David Quill of ficiating. Burial will be in Mt.
in Memory Gardens.
Visitors may call at the Lau- Emblem Cemetery in Elm-

Friday, July 30th
Anemic= Legion NaH
Minor and Douglas

It is never unwise, however, to bring or have your

Jerome P. Cowen, 17, and
his brother Ronald, 16, of 100

Home in Arlington Heights af-

p.m. in the Southminister terburg & Oehler Funeral Home
United Presbyterian Church, in Arlington Heights .after 7
Arlington Heights, with the p.m. tonight. Services will be

,

to cram a months exercise Into a single session.

accident Monday.

Funeral

Workmen gave the rail crossing signals at Northwest Hwy. and Route 83 a new coat of paint Monday.
N.J. and Mrs. Charlotte Gir- Karl L. Franks
ard of Niles, Mich., and an
Karl L. Franke; 73, of 304 Crews from the Chicago and North Wailer* Railway
aunt Mrs. Irene Andreas of S. Rammer, Arlington Heights, handled the renovation project - making downtown
Phoenix, Ariz.
died Monday in Northwest Mount Pkirpect just a little brighter.

American Legiorl
Mk4Surrenor Steak Fry

It Is unwise, however, for

41

Visitors may call at the Lauterburg

treated and released
Family Hospital,

Holy

Des Plaines, following an auto

drew.

will be

beverage at the
Arlington Heights

tion of fuel in the.body cells.

from

Ethel McCluskey of Westfield,

-and get

tion by speeding up oxida-

jured,

7 p.m. Thursday. A mass
offered Friday at 10
He is survived by his wife a.m. in St.
Zachary Church in
Clara; three sisters, Helen Des Pines. Burial will be in
Bonthron of Des Plaines, Mrs.
All Saints Cemetery.
ter 7 p.m. today.

LIP ME'

vidend comes from physical
toning and strengthening.
Exercise (unless exceedingly
strenuous) strenghtens the
heart, increases circulation
and aids appetite and diges-

Two teenage boys were in-

Mrs.

daughter

Sandra Jean Glenn of Chicago
and one grandson Ronald An-

chilen of all ages, dancing
Oehler Funeral Home, Lee at for teens and baseball. Each

great many types of exercise

Teen Brothers
Hurt In Crash.

Md.

ter Mrs. Theresa Kosing
Visitors may call at the

near Randhurst.

Dr. Richard H. Gale, head of
A.G.A.'s Research and Development Department, said the
natural gas fuel cell could offer the homeowner lower cost,
reliable power for the home.

Bernard B. Freitag 57, of
2710 Briarwood Dr., Arling-

Margaret;

experiments

are being conducted at the Institute of Gas Technology in
Chicago under the sponsorship
of A.G.A.'s Research and De-

ti

JOAN TOENJ ES

a

EXCLUSIVES'

Aside from the fact that a

on damp cloth and rub over
mark.

the elements.The

Perry Sts.,. Des Plaines, after

shade soft around the edges.

This Weeks Helpful Hint:
To remove water marks
from' furniture, use several
drops of spirits of camphor

in a cell capable of producing
electric power output 10 times
greater than a previous model
without increasing the cost of

Republican
The Regular
She is survived by her husKenneth C. Gretz discovered
Organization of Elk Grove
an arrow in his garage at 711.,_ band Peter; three daughters Township will sponsor a picWilshire Dr. Monday. It was Mrs. Redwig Armstrong of nic Aug. 13 from noon to 9
near where his children play. California, Mrs. Loretta Bon- p.m. at the American Legion
Gratz called the police who er of Mount Prospect and Mrs. Post 36, 10 N. East River Rd.,
learned that the arrow had been Joan Hopper of Des Plaines; a Des Plairws, admission will be
shot from a rear of a farm son Fred of Prospect Heights; free.
house south of Foundry Rd. 10 grandchildren, and a sis-

measure to the realization
that people are perhaps a

Free Radio Dispatched

commercial fuel cell.
It recently reported that its fuel
cell experiments had resulted

3

and health regulations.

section of Palatine and Schoen-

Phone 4100-11255

companies and industry groups

Bonthron,. 50, of 701 N. For- ton Heights, died yesterday in
est, Mount Prospect, will be
Wesley Memorial Hospital in
Friday at 11 a.m. in St.
was a regional
Mark's Lutheran Church, 200 Chicago. He
Sweetheart
S. Wille, Mount Prospect. The salesman for the
Brand division of the MaryRev. David Quill, pastor, will land
Cup Co. of Owens Mills,
Burial will be in
officiate.
Memory Gardens.
Mr. Bonthron, a driver salesman for Anheuser-Busch
Inc. of Chicago, was killed Mon-

associ-

ation for. the nation's gas industry, is among a number of

-

at Green Bay,
Hancook, ,Mich., and Eau

representative

the north school at the inter-

people who are not overly
active as a rule, to attempt

-=x- G74 national trade

other cities and
John C. Minzlaff of 2215 Jackson was given the job of
Verde Dr., Arlington Heights, finding out how bat to insure
Community Hospital.
Inez C. House
has been appointed manager of future carnivals.
He was preceded in death by
heating oils merchandising for
Inez C. House, 83, of 502 his wife Dorothea. He is surMoore asked for a set of
the American Oil Co. general guide lines to follow in draw- W. Campbell, Arlington Heights vived by a daughter Mrs. Edith
office in Chicago.
ing the ordinance. He was told died yesterday in Northwest Pletch of Arlington Heights;
Mizlaff joined the company to include insurance regul- Community Hospital.
three grandchildren; two broin 1954 as advertising and pub- ations,
She is survived by a son 'them and four sisters in Gerinspection
requirelic relations clerk at Green
F.
of
Arlington many, and a sister-in-law Mrs.
ments, provision for approval Donald
Bay, Wis. After serving as a of mid -way layout, electrical Heights and two grandchildren. Erna Meyer of Elmhurst.
salesman analyst and training regulations, fire regulations
Visitors may call at the Lau Services will be Friday at

ported

EXERCISE ...
(BUT TAKE IT EASY)
Therehas been an
awakened Interest of late in
exercise;
due in large

and

night

device

a

Similar to the Gemini power
unit, the home fuel cell °per-,
ates on oxygen and hydrogen,
the latter being derived from
natural gas. Oxygen for the
reaction will come from the

Gay, and grandmothers Mrs.

Frank Bonthron

cell,

chemical reaction.

Pamela and

Elise Anderson of Mount Pros--What will be' the position Payne added.
----peal and Mrs. Lillie Toenjes
of the officer among the school
JACKSON said he question- of Seymour, Ind.
personnel? It is suggested he

Six or seven boys were re-

Gerald Barnbaum R.1%.

Patricia,

fuel

somewhat _like a storage battery, produces electricity continuously and silently through

She is survived by her parents John S. and Alice; three
sisters

provided , electricity

homes.

pedited.io that they will be able

to the. Joan Toenjes , Christian
--The schools- only need -the--by picking -at--them--with-a_
"Chief Newell Esmond be- policemen from fall to spring. hammer like they showed on Education Memorial Fund, c/o
St. Paul Lutheran Church, 100
lieves that they can handle the Committee member John F. television."
S. School St., Mount Prospect.
schools the way they have been Walsh Jr. said the officers
in Mount---etampect;;"- Principal --edu I d be used
Pidn2tiF 'In d- --21s--there-any--question.ihere Larry Jenness of Forest View Recreation parks or as sum- that we should not have car- tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in St.
Paul Lutheran Church with the
High School told the board.
mer replacements for vacation- nivals at all," Payne asked.
"Carnivals are a tremedous Rev. E. A. Zeiler pastor, ofHe and Assistant Principal ing policemen.
ficiating. Burial will be in St.
John. Rowe of Arlington High
--Will he be required to re- drawing card," Teichert said.
School. discussed the hiring or port to the police station before "I don't think that we can get Paul's Cemetery in Mount
Prospect.

"We arc not worried about
our ability to handle our own

cell, similar to the

soon be supplying power requirements in A me r Lc a n

representatives

the -schools policemen.

policemen.

A fuel
one that

for ,the altitude record -setting
Gemini 10 space vehicle, may

Clinton said that it mittee to inspect the first draft
usually only picks up obvious_ of the ordinance.
Lions

I

-4

In Works.
For Homes

ection,

safety violations.

a

Fuel Cell

A memorial fund has been
School Principal Bruno W. park district had personnel established for Joan M. Toenqualified to make specific in Warra and Jenness,
jes, 22, of 310 S. Maple St.
The report suggested prob- spections.
Chief Haberkamp said that who died Monday as the result
lems that should be included
of an auto accident Thursday.
in the planning duties for in- it was impossible to inspect Contributions may be made
such devices as carnival rides

the stages of hiring an officer

a -a

nNal would be to_have a clause regulatory as to preclude any
McDer.' telling . the maximum age of carnival from qualifying.

inspect

by Dist. 214, which voted June

4

It was suggested that a car-,
mott Amusement Co., oper- rides allowed to be operated
ators of the ride, came from by the carnival.
nival operator be invited to
a company in Florida that he
While the Chicago inspect- a meeting on Sept. 21 between
had never worked with before.
ion is a step in the right dir- the same park - village com-

BY TOM STANTON

The greater portion of the

,4

one way to control the car- dinance should not be so over -

(Continued 14}om Page I)

2 -High Schools
officers' salaries will be paid

-

Carnival Control Proposed

24)66

Recommend
Officers for
and Forest View high schools.

.

I

Wooley and Carolyn Fairhead.

crew, Martha Paterson, Bruce
Sue Barnes is in charge of Boxleitner, and Kent Siewert.
set decoration and color co- Makeup chairman is Donna Mc
ordination and will be_ assisted" Carter and crew, Patty Philby Mary Phillips, Kent Siewert, lips, Lee Knauf, Ellen MadSue fteinhardt, Marty .Corwin,
Peggy Hamilton
Swierz:

and

den, Anita Langerock
Denise Watson.

Toni

Costume chairman is Kathy
Schroeder with Carolyn Fair-.
head and Mary Kubin assisting.
Publicity chairman is Dennis

Dave Donkers, president of

Teen Theatre, will be resPonsiPRODUCTION manager is ble for the lights and sound and
Mary Corwin. Set construction will be aided by Scott Hancokk,
will be under the direc-tion of Rich Olsen and Terry Walters.
Rick McCarter,' assisted by
Sue Stout, Tony Bobka, Larry
Stage crew members are Gil
Spaeth, Mary Corwin, Rich Fitch and Reiny Weege. ProSchlegel, Roger Huff, Martha gram chairman is Kathy Barnes
Paterson and Dennis O'Don- assisted by Judy Miller and
nell.

Properties are being managed by Laura Reed assisted by

O'Donnell.

Marguerite Wooley.

FURNITURE will be gathGretchen Van Dyk, Marguerite ered by Kathy Simon and her

and

-

Set design is being handled
by Carol Walsh and Rich McCarter. Kathy Bauer is ticket
chairman and i's assisted by
Terry Pressel. Stage managei
and assistant to the director is
Carol Walsh. Mrs. Ann Hume,
park district drama instructoy,
is the director.

THE PROSPECT 'DAY

Power Companies Help
Each Other Survive Heat
Through a complex system
of

interconnecting lines, electric companies in Illinois
-prevented what might have
been critical power shortages

in some areas during the

re-

pools was lost to some extent,

coal mines to curtail electric

pointed out,

usage as u precautionary mea-

Karber

tion, spreading the demand for
that

throughout

huge

his staff showed that Illinois'
privately owned utility com-

supply to help each other, Il-

panies worked together to shift

meet the demands and avoid

power from locale to locale to

major shortages.

utilities

linois

were

able

to

With the exception of one

"F r o m hour to h o u r,

small_ generating unit in the
throughout the several. days of northern part of the state,
the heat wave, utilities were Karber said all Illinois elecconstantly interchanging vary- tric companies were operating

ing amounts of power to suit every piece of equipment durthe conditions of the moment,"

ing the heat emergency.

Karber reported.

One company, that early one
day during the heat wave, was

SOME companies are mem- buying power from Wisconsin
bers of vast power grids, or for trans -shipment to a utilpools, that place at their dis- ity in Downstate Illinois, had

electricity
generated
-a breakdown in a generating
in neighboring states hundreds
unit later the same day and
of miles away. Others partic- became the recipient of power
ipate in
line -interconnection
from other Illinois companagreements with neighboring
posal

.

-

utilities by'

\'

sure and met with full co-opAnother midstate uhad settled over the entire eration.
eastern two-thirds . of the na- tility said that while not re-

Chairman James W. Kar- area as air conditioning loads
ber of the Illinois Commerce spurted'to new highs.
Commission said a survey by
But by juggling the power

meet specific needs.

Critic's Choice Is
Fine Entertainment
The Old Orchard Country her to divorce him and leave "critic could only hope for

the high temperature readings

power

cent heat wave.

because

quested

to do so,

dustrial

users

many

in-

voluntarily w

types of electric load.

Karber said he received a
report from one company after the heat emergency point-

ing out that "the importance of

the role played by 'the interconnected system in stabilizing the systems of all members cannot be over -empha-

sized; the value of continuing
to develop and refine this System and others across the na-

was

tion is unquestionable."
said

The

the Illinois electric companies

THE MEISTER Brau Westphalian stallion hitch will

to meet the emergency was the make lin appearance at the Randhurst Shopping Center

of advance planning,
Friday from' noon to 4 p.m.
such as the location of transresult

The four horses, appearing through the courtesy of the Pelter Hand Brewery Co,
and the construction and loca- of Chicago, were chosen from the Lowenbrau stables in
tion "of new generating stations. Munich rind were used at the New York World's.. Fair.
mission

lines

in

key

inhabited

"charac-

by

places

him with

a

would

characterization

pre-

a

have

been very good, except that he

ters."

ability of

the

their son,

sympathy vote from his wife
cocious teenager.
who was threatening to leave
The wife writes the play, him.
He was not convincing.
Opening last Wednesday, the
Lillian Evani, the
play
play, Critic's Choice, would the husband does not like it.
haec been just that with cer- She finds a producer and a writing wife, was lovely to
Ira young director. The first wife look at, but too stylized and
tain minor alterations.
Levin is the author of spark- returns to complicate a fam- affected.- She is an excellent
ling dialogue that kept the first ily beginning to pull apart. The actress as this reviewer can
dialogue is witty and bright verify from past performances
night audience chuckling.
The play is about a drama and almost actor proof.
but she must learn to separate
her acting talent from her acritic for a Ncw York newsDAVID Simons, who plays bility to pose well. Chris M upaper whose second wife decides that she 'should write a the son, is a talented young- sil does well enough as a too
It was to be based on ster, who kept complete com- youthful looking mother-inplay.
His law.
her experience as a young mand of his character.
girl runaway who lived in her real life father, Bob Simons
Jo Xanders, as the first wife
was
completely at
uncle's boarding house which played his stage father. Bob's actress

Club Theatre has another fine
summer night's. entertainment.

duced consumption on certain

Karber

Page 3
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critic's

job

requires

him to review his wife's play,
although he does have an assistant who could do the job
for him. Once before, in his,
an
reviewing career,
play
unfavorable critique of his
caused
first wife, an actress

ease and believable.
Rice

as

Norman
director,
His charac-

Greek

the

spoke so softly at times that lit up' the stage.

his audience -.had to strain to terization was done exactly as
hear him. He played the last the -author must have imagined
scene with such intimacy that him. He savored each sophisthe critic could only hope for a ticated line as he tossed it to
While he was
audience had to strain to hear the audience.
him. He played the last scene onstage,
with such intimacy that the fect.

the tempo was perCatherine O'Donnell

_les.- until-repairs- -

hie.

power of one becomes
available to the other.
The advantage of.. power
plus

completed.

.

A DOWNSTATE utility firm
reported that it asked several

.

Booklet Reports
Planning Views
on

gion, or where they want to

Choices" of the citizens of the
Chicago region has been released by the Northeastern Il-

problems by determining what

A new 40 -page report

"P roblem s, Goals and go; and second, to define the

linois Planning Commission.
John Baird, vice president
of the commission, said the
goals outlined in the report

"were all based on interviews
with the citizens of the area."
"By means of public hearings held throughout the six county area since May of last
year, we have been able to identify

problems

those

and

goals held most important by
local officials and citizens in
Northeastern Illinois," Baird
said.

Matthew L. Rockwell, executive director of the Planning
Commission, said that the report "points to the tradition of

we are not achieving."
discusses THE
REPORT
five alternative plans for the

tions and utilities, open space,

is

famous

for,

starting with the reverse of the
Chicago River, filling in the
lakefront, and the Cook County

Forest Preserve system,
which is noted for its inventive
ways of coping with urban development problems."
"Before we start

to

go

somewhere we have to decide
where we are going," Rockwell
said. "The approach this book
takes is first, to define the

goals of the people of the re-

water, and land resources, including their preservation and
conservation."
2. "Without the prospect of
social mobility the American
Way of Life is not possible."
3.

'PORK

BUTT ROAST.

..69C

-

THRIFTY

PORK STEAK

Lb.

ib.49C

S

I7,11

I

PINT

350,Ps.,. I

Santo Rosa

KOIsey

Nubians

La rado

Cucumbers

Queen Ann

Eldorado

3 FOR 29C

BONELESS
-740111111ii-22-1

Duarte

Mariposa

174, 4

CUBE STEAK

RUMP ROAST

.99C

Boneless

BONELESS

& Rolled

TOP ROUND

Trop Cal -Lo Y2 -Gal.

"Efficient and attractive

Lb.

ORANGE 49t

C

environment include convenience in our daily lives and
variety in our surroundings."

/99c

STEAKETTES

69c

lb.

Blueberries

were suggested:

,1

5 VARIETIES - FROZEN 10 /

ROUND STEAK

Home -Grown Michigan

'8 VARIETIES...

source utilization.
Several comprehensive goals

ing the fullest' use of our air,

region

FRANKS

tbs. 25c I

Suggested in the report is a
platform for regional growth,
including goals for economic
health, equal opportunities, efficient and attractive environment, and optimum natural re-

urban problems that the Chicago

PORK SAUSAGE ib.79c

South Carolina Freestone

and natural resources.

"Optimum natural re:
source utilization means mak-

processes

CALL PARK

velopment in six major cote-.
gories:
Living areas, work
transportaplaces,
centers,

for solving

unique

PEACHES

growth of the region, each considering goals that are considered 'desirable for future de-

OSCAR MAYER LINK

..79C

DRINK

"We must compete successfully with other metropol4.

itan areas that are also actively seeking growth."

Grace's Daze

When Quality end Savings Count...Count on Ds/

Oh, Those
Lazy Days

PINEAPPLE JUICE

-TOMATO JUICE

29

Libby
46 Oa

By Grace Mott
According to a once popular song there were "lazy, hazy
summer days".' The lazy ones have been hard to find. It's

Dole

334

46 Os

POTATO BUDS

l Cker

[Oiy

694

16 1/2 O

a

It's the height of the vacation
season and soon travelers will
be returning to share experiences with friends here, Meantime local news centers around

a

few

parties, visitors

them

sightseeing

in

TIDE HOME LAUNDRY

44C Int:-

el off

$3.79

.

DOVE LIQUID

fSSSE

agreed, however, this summer has had its share of hazy days,
and hot, and a summer lethargy appears to have settled over
the village.

SPRAY STARCH
Niagara
-15 0..

574

55C

s, e.

55C

22.

0390

;ARAYONNAISE

...4341101100

Chicago

LUX LIQUID

SWAN LIQUID

and going to the Illinois State
Dunes where the Loesers par-

DOG BUNS t1190

titularly enjoyed Lake Mich igan.

Attending college this sum -

in Mount Prospect and those mar at Southern Illinois University is the Nansens' son who

who are sick.

Among the latter are Mrs. will be a junior there in Sep Paul

Jones,

recovering

at

Wilber.

home. The sympathy of friends
VISITORS in Mount Proshere is' extended to Mrs. Esther Virgil and her daughter and pect last week were Mr. and
family, the Daniel Ewings at Mrs. Orvil Bucy from Norfolk,
the death July 111' of Mrs. Vir- Va., and when they left they

'

Manor House

Added

port on Lufthansa last week and
- were met by their daughter and
her husband, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Hansen. They are Mr. and Mrs.
Erwin Loeser, Christi Hansen's
mother and father, who are
in this country for the first

sister

and husband, Mr. and

Mrs. E. B. Hutcheson.

FROM THE

frying

1

I

$1

E

pan

29

ago

.

fin
JUc

16-0z. Ritz.

IbrOz. Morolin

Petroleum Jelly
Park a 'Milord
ilord 9090- Proof

Cones

Ginciub

4,3-aMp

390
$2 99

II

46-0z.

FINAL TOUCH

WISH LIQUID

ADVANCED ALL

Cans
Prices Effective JUly 27-30

Draper, then return to
Their. destination was Clear water where thy visited Jean
Mount Prospect.
-

fortable. A few cool days found in the south.

,

Tom -T k Cream

33 04

75C

1/2 Gal

$1.27

pk

-

714

LUX SOAP

x.84 3.-334

Paul

Currently stymiddliy the' hot Kotowski's mother and father,
weather, Christ! and Carl have Mr. and Mrs. Edwaid O'Conturned their attention mostly nor .who recently retired from
to making their inests corn- this area to make thICir home

09

16-0s.

Crackers

to

spend that much time in. Flor-

Their home is in Coburg, Ba- ida. The second week found Mr.
varia, Germany.
. and Mrs. Kotowski, their three
Early in August the couple children and their cocker span will go to Colorado Springs for id who shared the ride, en a visit with another daughter joying somewhat more comand her husband, Dr. and Mrs. fortable weather than at first

SHRIMP

1

Kotowski family who left Mount
weeks

Booth

BREADED.

2 -pound can

into the fire went the Robert

time, and who will remain at Prospect two
least until after the holidays.

3 VARIETIES

Cordles' and . persuaded Chris tine to ride home with them,
thus netting her at least a

week's visit in Norfolk with her

offee

C'co.

DEL MONTE

Call of Kenosha, Wis. Funeral William Cordle.
services were held there July
The Bucys and their children
21.
were overnight guests at the
A PAIR of happy and excited

25

Pint

C

gil's mother, Mrs. A. B. Mc- had an extra passenger, Mrs.

travelers flew into O'Hare Air-

iiTirrecriALF

A

Vitamin

A

III

-1

/

.1

'A.

,

ItCRietra 4354 V.:,;`tuRtfalttligitIttatgriAIVAVit

Some Day
"Dan Congreve will be the
manager of either the
White Sox or Cubs baseball

,next

egate to the World Mini Skirt
Boys

watch

said..

Uncle John said, "He is also

Who

building permits when you
consider that Arlington Hts.,

"He should keep it secret,"
"The way
people are stealing things nowadays, I would not be sur-

such short tenure when he has
all the security of political of-

Zerais.

.

prised some village will be
missing a full water tank

fice in a growing suburb."
"Congreve has the propert

some night."
"Congreve

attitude. to manage a big league

keeping

is

a

material -

is correct," agreed
"Congreve is making -

noises like he will tear down
the incomplete Tally Ho apartments, too. If he levels that
monster he should get a plrique
for building in reverse. That
soundsjust like the Cubs:"

"I did some research and
found he is right. Mount Prospect ranked pretty low in June

storage."
warned

"That
Zerais.

they are finding water,

Prospect had lots of water in

Mount Prospect, I assume,"
said his friend Zerais Fish.
"I did not suspect% he would
be interested in a job with

good
management
for Chicago baseball."

keeping an eye on the building permits and he says some
towns are building faster than

ing town, Congreve said Mount

"You refer to the mayor of

his

on

'..by Frank E. Von Ara-

water tanks,"

team in Chicago," Uncle John

"A lot of people 'were trying to catch their teardrops in
the bathtub last weekend when
Arlington Heights ran out of
water. While the tanks were
running dry in the neighbor-

teams,"
announced
Uncle
John Blievernicht, senior delConference for
Wear Long Hair.

.

Des Plaines, Elk Grove, Hoffman Estates and Schaumburg
all went over a million dol-

"It will be a tossup between
him and the mayor of Buffalo

lars.

"Congreve came in seventh in
,the June building derby which
sounds more like the White

Grove,"

"You can see that the president of Mount Prospect does
not think it is a disgrace not to be first. This makes him

said

John.

Uncle

Sox.

"Buffalo Grove was last."

azimmateavatammaitsaanal,, .imnamizreat..rficox.en:ez%

Vantage. Point
Water, or the lack of it,
has been very ,much in the
news lately,

Marching

. . .

During July's tremendous and Palatine has been reheat, water service in Des stricted. In the unincorporaArlington
Heights ted areas .around Mount ProsPlaines,
pect, _water has also been
scarce.
Together

mission, just

as

water

by Jack Vandermyn
and

along the
Illinois Canal while the
atomic energy plant (Dresden `,'Nuclear Power Station)
operates without fuel from
billowing
black
barges --or
plants

sewer and other utility com- Michigan
panics.

James

W.

Karber,

chair -

man of the ICC, recently re Like any utility, we tend to porttd to Gov. Otto Kerner
take 'water service Tor grantjlEirtlie various public electric 'sm'oke iFom Lowe g stacB

ed. We turn

the faucet --and
expect wet results.
We turn on the electric
light switch and we expect
light.

And therein lies a story...a

story of how the state's

privately owned electric companies, through mutual co-

companies in the state were

ONE OF the biggest causes
engaged in a swapping match
of power during the early July of electrical power failutes
is

heat wave.

From hour to hour, through-

out the several days of the
heat vave, utilities were constantly interchanging varying

overuse of facilities. Dur-

"Are you sure you voted Democrat-our invitation to
Luci's wedding STILL hasn't arrived!"

ing heat waves, air conditioning

saps

thousands of kilo-

watts of power from systems
that

generally

carry

-

much

amounts of power to suit the .less of a load.

Cooperation
in
holding
conditions of the moment,
Karber reported to the gover- electrical use to a minimum
without a single crisis.
during peak consumer periods
Illinois
residents
receive nor.
their electric power, for the
CERTAINLY, it is easier is always sought by electrical
____most part,from__a_series_
...
of__to-_transfer
_electricity from ut t i es. Inthe recent_srsis,
._
privately -or
investor-- company to company than it Kerber reported that many
owned utility companies.
is water. When Mount Pros- industries in the. state actually
While these companies re- pect had to step in and pro- closed down some operations
'14'.11V
ceive a franchise from the vide Citizens Utility Co. with that were draining power needstate or municipal govern- a water supply, it was a major ed for household use.
In one case, a power comment to serve a particular project to make the exchange.
area and are thus non-comThe electrical utility in- pany downstate reported that
petitive,, they rely on their dustry has come so far tech- operations in a coal mine
ability to. render service to nically that it is not unusual were completely halted so
produce a profit for their in- for power to be juggled be- that the electrical power
vestors.
tween states as well as be- that would have been utilized
by the mine was diverted for
In a few cases, utilities tween communities.
are
municipally
operated.
Coal has always been the home use.
Seldom does the public hear
Naperville, in' DuPage County, great source of electrical
has a municipal electric com- power in the heavily indus- about the operations of a utility'
until that utility is unatile
pany and provides electricity trialized states. But even this
to its residents just as Mount is changing. In Illinois, for to provide service. The teleProspect and Arlington example, one of the first a- phones ring and the consumer
Heights provide water and tomic powered electric plants is utility conscious.
It is in periods of emersewer service.
in the nation is providing
power to the Chicago area gency, when nothing goes
BY BRUCE BIOSSAT
wrong, that the finest side of
ELECTRIC utilities in Illi- from a plant site near Joliet.
Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
ex's
nois come under the jurilIt is interesting to watch the utility induttfy
Whatever their differences. Democratic Sen. Paul Douglas' diction of the Commerce 'Corn - the coal barges feed the other .posed.

operation, beat the heat wave

be Pro5pect Dap

.

"Honor the original dreamhY alWays *knit); keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
--
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Run Hoof -to -Ho°

Senate.
No firmer underscoring

is

needed for the Douglas camp's
own candid judgment that the
senator's bid for a fourth term
by

is

t.

far

roughest test.
all his other

By comparison,
campaign outings w

e

r

ea

breeze.

their candor, Douglas
backers acknowledge something else --that the senator's
In

age, 74,

is a

prime factor in

match with an energetic
Percy just going up on 47.
Percy does not raise the issue. He does not have to.
In
his campaign
forays.
a

Douglas generally exhibits his
characteristic vigor on the

platform or at the plant gates.
But

one top Democrat says

the senator occasionally looks
pretty "done -in" after a hard
day.

The troublesome Viet Nam
issue may add to the shakiness
of Douglas' position. He is a
strong unabashed supporter of

the senator's headquarters.
His managers are praying the
war may not be the decisive
campaign issue so many Demin

Benefits for Veterans -

Republicans seem much concerned today that the Douglas
prayer might be answered.
Even t hough Percy

with him, old GOP hands ques-

tion whether he has made any
serious headway with the Viet
Nam issue.
veteran:

Says one

party

"Chuck has got to come up
with something kind of n e w
don't know, maybe it's the
weather. He isn't gaining as
fast as earlier."

broad,"

manently disabled veteran you,,

may be entitled to a pension
even though your disability is
in no way connected with your

Viet Nam.
You're excused
from the 90 -day requirement

pendents may receive:

notion how

the war issue will
in this campaign.

settle out
To the extent, however, that
lingering
voter unhappiness
is translatable in the polling

booth on Nov. 8. Douglas
in danger.
At the

moment,

is

Douglas

people are finding their comfort in

poll samplings which

they say now show him just
about as well off as in former
times in

Chicago's

magnet, state treasurer candidate Adlai Stevenson Ill, and

in what they hope is a stout
custom

which tends to blunt the imPerpact of higher prices.
sonal income is good.

Republi-

can suburbs; in the presence
on the ticket'of that new vote -

Illinois

most --after Labor Day.
Neither side appears convinced, in the summertime
backstretch, that inflation is
a pivotal issue, either. Many
politicians mention high Cmployment as a crucial offset

of choosing

one .Democrat and one Republican senator (Dirksen.).
Douglas is holding to his
early plan of having young
Stevenson, presently a state
representative, campaign vir-

tually arm in arm with him
throughout Illinois in September and October. The senator's pressure got him the
ticket.
NATIONAL polls showing
overwhelming voter approval

of U.S. bombings of North Viet
Nam oil depots arc naturally
read with a quickened pulse

PERCY may indeed need
strong momentum. But his
aides are persuaded he is

laying good groundwork with
Chicago's heavy Negro population

and with . such ethnic

groups as the Poles and Lithuanians.
Since they were a
center of "backlash" sentiment in 1964, that would seem
to

represent

some

real

do-

ing.

in 1966-is-a,less abrupt, more
seasoned party politician than
the man who ran for -governor
and lost two years ago. Yet.
there arc still skeptics who
say present party unity is
somewhat illusory and that

right-wing types dislike
as much as ever.

Percy

wooded

Box 489, Dept. (60005)

Radio City Station
New York, New York 10019

Under the current system,
less income the veteran

has, the more pension he will

copies of Ray Cromley's nen, book;
Please send me
"What You've Got Coming In-Benefits for U. S. Veterans,"
at SI per copy. I enclose S

in-differerices

in

the

or

majestic

wilderness.

One thing is certain.

Never in all his-

tory has there been a greater need for

commerce and bustle.

wise

distrust,

sus-

A constant and mounting threat that
some triggerhappy nation will explode a
bomb and blow us'to smithereens.
And, to cap it -all, g growing cyni-

(Please print clearly-this is your mailing label,)

and strong world leadership and
for person -to -person understanding.
Either we achieve these, and. quickly,
or we are gambling heavily on our
chances for peace, progress -- and survival.
Isn't it worth an all-out try -- by
EVERYONE?

Justify This One

NAME

Pvt. Adam R. Weber Jr. of the U.S. service in the Army in some function of
Army has been sentenced to a year's im- nurturing or preserving life."
Have you heard of similar offers' or
prisonment at hard labor for his refusal
expressions from our draft -card burners
to tight in the infantry in Viet Nam.

ADDRESS
CITY

Or have you heard of similar punishto serve in the
corpsman. He ment for any of them?
It appears that Private Weber -- a man
just didn't want to kill, he said.
whose conscience won't permit him to

Benefits

Per month 'Make -clicks payable to "Veterans Benefits," Allow 3 wks.
for delivery.

Income not in excess

of $600 per year
Income between 5600
and $1,200% Per year
Income between $1,200

S100

will 'not be counted in your pension usually will not
be reduced if .you are put in
-a veterans hospital. If you
and 51,800 per year
43
THE Veterans Administra- have neither wife nor child,
Over $1,800 per year
0
A veteran with dependents may tion says that each case "will your pension will be reduced
be judged on its individual S301 a month after two full
receive:
merits and consideration' (will moths of hospital care. When
Income not in excess of $1,00 per year
..5105 be) given to the type of prop- released from the hospital,
dependent

and 2 dependents
Income between 51,000
and $2,000
Income between S2,000
and 53,000 per year any

number of dependents

75

or Viet Cong flag fliers?

Serves him right? Well -He offered at his trial
front lines as a medical

ZIP

STATE

A VETERAN 'with no de-

per year

dells

Worldwide bickering,
picion and hatred.

the

More than $3,000

and

Just one big, noisy jam of people, houses

Little or no respect for law and order.

income exceeds $3,000 a year.

living

bear arms but whose love of country im"I want very much to serve my coun- pels him to serve it in time 'of trouble try. I' do now and will continue to serve may have received a rough deal.
How about a second guess on this one,
my country by trying to make it a better
place to live and love. I have hopes of Army?
And almost a year ago he wrote:

figuring your estate.

110
.115
80

erty owned by the veteran, the you would again begin drawing
amount

of his income,

number of his dependents, his

your full pension.
Some veterans

-age and state of health."

drawing pensions under a pre-

the

Part of your wife's income
will be counted in figuring your
income under some circum,stances.
'If all of your wife's income is
0

48

Veterans eligible to receive

Republican leaders like to
argue, moreover, that Percy

their descendants and the world from
self-destruction.

differences

No natural beauty - no scenic vistas,

ents loses his eligiblity if his

I

intelligent hu-

.

come is greater than 51,800 a
year. A veteran with depend-

and

that civilized,

park them.

A veteran with no depend-

of ,Percy insist he has some
good ammunition on Viet Nam
and will fire it when it counts

they do not have the faintest

incredible

man beings can fail to put aside their

ents is not eligible if his in-

draw.

is no sure sign any of this has

But the fact that they are being ser-

iously discussed would seem to make it

water of any kind.
Ditto for air.

been dishonorable.

made a real dent.
Despite the doubts, 'friends

Thus he
discontents of both the hawks

"Veterans Benefits"
c/o Day Publications

Your discharge cannot have

KEY Illinois politicians are
quick to say privately that

policies.
is vulnerable to the

No pure water - perhaps not enough

if you were discharged because

and the doves.

Johnson's

President

Not enough food to go around - or at
least food as we know it today.

must

have had 90 days of service in
World War 1 or II, Korea, or

has
proposed an
Asian conference without American
participation,
has
blasted the President's Viet
Nam utterances as lacking
candor and credibility. There

can turn for comfort, guidance and help..
Pretty picture, eh?
None of these dire possibilities may
materialize, of course.
Human foresight and ingenuity may thwart them.
,

Let's take a gloomy look into the not -

No room to drive cars -- or even to common interest of saving themselves,

of disability.

PERCY has laid down the
broad charge of U.S. "over commitment at home and a-

descendants!

More people than there will be places

Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

military service.
To be eligible, you

If the experts are even partly right, cism toward the very existence of a diwtat a legacy we are bequeathing to our vine, being to whom 'a troubled people

to put them or jobs to keep them busy.

BY RAY CROMLEY

If you are a totally and peris

thought to be neck and neck

Take Stock Now
too -far -distant future:

Disability Pensions

ocratic lawmakers fear it is.
Curiously, . some influential

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

William J. Ktedatsch
Managing Editor

Douglas, Percy

and his Republican challenger, Charles Percy, can agree on
one thing right now. Each man's private pools shows the two
adversaries running roughly 50-50 in their battle for the U.S.

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Ask,

In Senate Race

Marshall Field III

Page 4

vious

law.

have

been

These veterans

have the right to continue under the old system or shift to
the new. There are advantages and disadvantages to the

"earned" by her, then none of new law which depend upon in-

the pension (and whose income it counts, as your income. But if
meets one_ of the criteria a- part is in dividends, rents or
bove) may 'receive additional other income the Veterans Adpayments if they are in need ministration classes are "unearned" then some will count
of regular aid and attendance.
But regardless of your in- as your income -- but only if
come,,_111 yoti have a "sizable your wife's total income (earnestate" you will not be en- ed and unearned) is greater
titled to a pension.
(Your than S' 1,200 a year.
home and such personal efUNDER the present eysten4
fects as you use in ordinary if you have a wife or child,'

dividual circumstances.

If you are receiving a pension under the old law, consult your local VA office to
see if you should shift to coverage under the new legislation. Once the shift is made
you cannot change back.

Letters to the Editor
cognizable

Editor:

leged,. misunderstood,. desper-

A friend let me read the
Tuesday, July 19th edition of
your fine paper. I was especially interested in your edit-

Benefits

for

known,

professional

agitators

ate." They seem to be rather and revolutionaries seen franaffluent.
I believe they are
tically leading the mobs.
If

highly trained leaders, sent in- social conditions are the cause
to an area for 'the specific pur- of these things, how can we exorial for that day, entitled, pose of creating an uprising plain the very small number of
"Bolster
Safeguards,"
This is residents in a community takin against civilization.
which' you made a plea for law far different than a revolt of ing part. Wouldn't a much larand order. Everyone except a
rdown-trodden people A- ger percentage of the populavery small minority supports gatrist repressive 'conditions. tion rise up to protect the ala return to obedience to law
The Governors Commissions leged wrongs?

and respect for private property.

But it is this same minority
seems to be involved in
the
lessness in each of the
title attacked and in some

appointed by the governor of

Perhaps we should be lookCalifornia after the Watts riots
last year found that fewer than ing elsewhere than "social
2%

of Watts area residents conditions" for the

Cailse of

anarchy.
hiy.
took part' in those demonstra- . this fresh outbreakvia Hfaanufi
tions. This has been true in
Villa Park
cases the same facts are je- - each of the riots in each of the
I

TOMORROW:
Disabled Vets.

from one disturb- cities where trouble has eruptance to another, even in dif- ed. The Commissions went on
ferent cities.
These people to blame the riots on "social
are certainly not "underprivi- conditions" even in the face of

Obedience
To the Law

-

CARNIVAL

SIDE. GLANCES

SHORT RIBS
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OUT OUR WAY u

.

SOLPIE,TAKE
HIM UP OM IT: WE'LL
CALL HIS BLUFF AMP
THEM TIME HIM70,SEE

THINK I HAVEN'T REALLY

60T THE WILLPOWERTO

DIET, EH 7 WELL , LOOK AT

FOR
THIS: IF IT WEREE
THE FACT THAT I WOULDN'T
WANT TO SWIPE YOUR
MONEY, ID BET YOU FIVE
BUCKS I'LL LOSE 20
MORE POUNDS:.

HOW LONG HE CAM HOL17H IS BREATH AND KEEP HIS
HE'S
STOMACH SUCKED
STARTIN' TO GET RED IAA

TH' FACE ALREADY;

tl(alf MIR

Ka. I... TM. a. US. he ON.

'Beethoven did all right for a guy who didn't have our

"I don't get it! A jam session with no jam!"

advantages!"
*,.\\

BEN CASEY

4,4:441*
C 1.Nti NM I.'.

THE CALORIE COUNTER.. *3

FildcratZti

T.M. lag 51

'OUR BOARDING HOUSE
LISTEN TO HOOPLE THE
ONLY THING HE
IT'S AN ADEQUATE ENOUGH BUILDING
KNOWS ABOUT
FlUsIC0ONAL WAY...- BUT IT LACKS STYLE!--UM-HAK! &REEK ARCHITECTURE
-4.-WHEN I LECTURED BEFORE THE INTERNATIONAL I5 WHAT HE
IN A CRUDE,

THE NET NAMESE HAVE HEADS AND
`TWO HUNDRED VEE CEES AND ONE DR. JEFF KEITH
WENT UP IN THAT NAPALM AND I STILL THINK WE
GOT THE SHORT END OF THE SUCK:

SPINES RDA DR.CASEY, AND WHEN
SOMETHING GOES WRONG THEY CAN'T DRNE
TO COUNTY
TO GET AXED UP.

ARCHITECTS IN PARIS I PLEADED WITH THEM TO LEARNED FROM
DEVELOP A SENSE OF BEAUTY! THE SREEKS, EATIN' THE 65 -CENT
OF COURSE, REALIZED FORM AND FUNCTION
SPECIAL AT NIck'5

MUST BE UNITED FOR TRUE HARMONY!

BUGS BUNNY

o o oo
too

cool

3

°°o

oo

°o°

1

D

o EI

°

1\

°

III
t."--2:_"111111 Imo 1111111e

op,

e7;:1.7

c.

IMO

Tut

riitHAT AND
THE FANCY

Wt.* O.
S. Pet COI

GRANDSTAND

AT THE

DOCTOR SAYS
EEK & MEEK
e'LISTEA1 FREAK, IF
we 0.45R mom '10
GET CUR Faarom
FROM GROILVOPT
WE HAM TO BE
ORCAPIZEDI

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

If your child has been immunized against measles, it is
very important that you keep a
record, not only of the fact that
he was so treated but also" of
the type of vaccine used. If he
was given the killed, virus vac-

\_,TucHr?
reozom

ct, 46-

live -virus vaccine would be
very likely to cause a severe
reaction -- high fever and a
very sore arm.

6

FJOW
IOW
111AT I% NeARD skuiz STORY, I
AGREE WITH You t You AKb oFAT,

LIKI136 YOU-I GO/J'T E1TVERI ),IOW
CET (OUR CRUAktod FaTOFF

only on those who need a boos-

AI COUGH A1JD CLEAR OUT

ter after immunization with this
type of vaccine. The live -virus
vaccine has the advantage of

Q --Is

OF HERE!

lasting

-

it true' that in per-

721

forming a Caesarean section the

doctor is unable to tell where
there danger that his incision
will cut the baby?
A --There in no danger.

The

doctor's incision is not a blind

I'M

11U, lot TM. to, US. 1.0. ON.

EASY

the baby is located? If so, isn't
BLOT

POUCE MAti 1.IAS OA W501.1

IF Vtt REPORT THIS OUTRAGE: HE
SAID HE HAD A MESSAGE FROM M2UR
FATHER --

-stab but a careful diaseetierr:

1.10. EASY,.,

PLEASE: NO
HARM WAS
DONE. HE HAD
c.cowFusEP ME

H.IAM.HE WM LOOKING FOR A

ROMY Man AT McKEES AND

I NEVER
MARRIED -

DECIDED "KOCHEL' musr se YOUR AWL LOST
MY FATHER
MARRED NAME'.

WIS SOMEOrIE

THEN sal WOULDN'T KNOW WHAT KIND 0'
EVEDITION MR. FEUNNI HAD OTARTEOF DAMN
5AG MVO MEP A SMALL lAttIT FOR"PROJOLT

POWoome- WHAT* WRONGIRAW7

WHEN a WAS

NOTHINO1

A CHILD1

NOTHING

ELSE'.

AT ALLL

Nr

Q -- My sister says her baby was suffering from a lack of
alcohol in his blood. Could this

g

be true?

dig

A -- There are more than 30
different alcohols listed in my
medicdl dictionary, but I know
of none that are essential to a

<-4

Z.t'a

Q -- Our young son developed a lot of lumps. Examination
of a biopsy specimen showed
granuloma annulare. What caus-

this_ and what is

the best

treatment?

A -- The cause of these self -

limited benign tumors

is

un-

known. Because it often clears

-up without any treatment, it
is hard to evaluate the effect
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Answer to Previous Puree

SALPAON

A -sailing We Go
6 Exclamation

ACROSS

a0 LA
N
a LP
0

A
of sorrow
0N
7
Chinese
harbor
P AR
5 Ship feature
boats
9 Narrow, light 8 Being
three
in
'
boat
one
10 Frighten
Unskilled
E. N A
12 Praying figure 9 Chinese
worker P
0
in Greek art 11 Baltic seaport
NU
0
13 Leper
(German
name)
missionary,
N AC
Reporter's
Father -- 14concern
15 Two -muted
15 Factual
Dutch boats
29 Sal ing ship
information
17 Foam
30 Chalcedonies
16 Starry
18 On the
Fathers (coll.) 31 Heavy volume
sheltered side 20
32 Arrived
24 Fish eggs
19 Help
33 Derivative of
26 Neck (Fr.)
21 Over again
ammonia
27 Corrode
22 Row
34 Man's name
=Broad boat
23 Poisonous.
weeds
5
6
1
2
25 Roman bronze
26 Statements of
10
belief
28 Ship's direction
13
L

(Watercraft

TARPON
E LA N
A N -r O
-r 5125

0

O

a 5 NE

P P
aAL

N A

E

U

ALLEY OOP
YESSIR, IR HE WAS

WIWN' TBHELL OUT
FOR A WEAPON,
MAYBE THERE'S

animal
32 Drinking party
35 Palm starch
36 God of love
37 Sailor (coil.)

A

35 English -novelist
11712-1768)
38 Ascended

41 British gun
43 Roman tyrant

45 Curved edge of

a nip's plank

7

8

26

47 Feminine name 32 33 34
48 Sea eagles
36
49 Refute
50 Christmas carol
40
- DOWN

3 First-rate (coll.)
4 Four (comb.
form)
5 Demented

23

24

tZ7

30

46 Wait at table

bargemen

17

19
-

39 British streetcar 22
40 Greek weights
25
42 Fashion to a
straight line
44 Makes into law'

1 British

16

44

1.11111(9
35

1.
7

38

45

16
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2 Wild ass '

dioxide snow.

vow Fowl 1
,

THAT CLEAR?

ai

When the lumps do not show any

X rays or freezing with carbon

--

To4Rcouu HIJ

iio

of whatever treatment is used.
sign of disappearing .spontaneously, most authorities favor
-the- use of irradiation with

qx) cAu

COMSICCR ME
SWIG SLAVE!

29 Soft -furred

baby's blood.

es
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STUPID, IgFETIOR AIJDOBIJOXIOUSi
POUT BLAME YOUR MOTHER FOR NOT

to use the killed virus vaccine

more

ABSOLIJTE
OBEDISIJCE/ rS

IICZD
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---,

owe

FREECOM
NO SACRIFICE
IS 103 GREAT!

ABSCUTELY RIGar, liORNAPPLE!-

immunized against measles and

a

Ou THE
OFF

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

Authorities now conclude that
the best plan is to use the livevirus vaccine on all children
who have not previously been

conferring
immunity.

I

THERERRE

musr skrosrou

4.!). .2,

his immunity may disa-

ppear after three or. four years.
Unfortunately, a booster with a

-

TRACK= .1-27

ON

S

MORTY MEEKLE

Nervous
Stomach

cine,

NU, Mr TM los

O 1146

39

1-

49
27

31

13-Lost And Found

Cook of the bay

_

with long tail near N. Kentcott & Elm CL 5-7445

A Bride Shares Favorite Recipes
BY BETTY BIEG
Break crabmeat into small
Mrs. Timothy O'Gorman. a pieces. Add remaining ingredbride, has successfully ients and toss together lightly.
new
relied on the recipes in "Cal- Butter fish shells and fill with
culated Risk " Her mother, mixture. Cover with browned
Mrs Roscoe Betts, was one bread crumbs and put strip of
of the cook book chairmen for pimiento on top (a piece of
Community. parsley can be added to top
Northwest
the
Hospital Women's Auxiliary, After cooking.) Bake in modthus Mrs O'Gorman has easy erate oven 40-45 minutes.
some

to

access

The favorite recipe up
date is the deviled crab meat.

to

2 cans crabmeat

1 medium onion cut in thin

per, diced
1 cup mayonnaise

rings
1/4 teaspoon black pepper
1
leaspoossugar
1' tablespoon tarragon vinegar
1 -tablespoon chopped chives
2 medium cucumbers, sliced thin

1/2 teaspoon paprika
1/2 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce

of

pimiento and
(browned
crumbs
bread
in butter)
1 cup diced celery
onion,
sized
1 medium

x,inegar_ant).
mixan
hd
Fold
with .cucumbers;

:1/2 teaspoon psarelt.
teaspoon

tard

tablespoon sugar
I cup sour cream
1/2 pound Swiss cheese .
Grated
toasted
almonds
1

'

for topping.
2 tablespoon flour
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1
tablespoon grated. onion
1 pound fresh green beans,

slivered and cooked or 2
packages
frozen
french style

1 teaspoon baking powder
1 can angel flake coconut

Cream

butter

and

sugar.

Add eggs one at a time, and
_beat well. Add cocortit, then
nuts. Add baking powder to
-vanilla wafers, which have
been rolled into fine crumbs.
Fold into creamed mixture,
then add milk.

Bake iii 375 degree oven for
20 to 35 minutes in 9x14 inch

Melt butter, blend in flour,
Stir
in cream and heat through; do
not boil. Stir in green beans
arid cheese. Turn into a casserole. Top with nuts and bake
salt,

sugar

onion.

and

for 20

350 degrees oven

in

minutes.

SHAWNEE CRUMB CAKE
1 box vanilla wafers
1/2 cup sugar
cup

(toasted in
moderate oven for about
five minutes)

with black wiry hair. Vicinity
of Stonegate Dr. and Schoenbeck Rd. 537-8150.
15-Business Personals

INSURANCE

.

en cut up

Bid specifications for fire,..

lightning, extended coverage,
for buildings and contents;
boiler insurance; scheduled
property insurance; automobile Insurance; and general li-

Make a sauce as follows:

2/3 cup butter
2 teaspoons A-1 sauce
1
teaspoon salt
Few grains cayenne

ability; are available for Mt.
Prospect School District #57,
701 West Gregory, Mt. Pros-

2/3 cup water

pect, Dl.

2 teaspoons sugar
2 teaspoons flour

CL 9-1200
11-Business Services

Melt butter and add water
other liquids. Blend dry

ingredients and stir into liquid.
Mix well. Cook over slow heat
for a few minutes or until

FROSTING

1/2 stick butter
2/3 cup brown sugar

,

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models &Mt
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson
Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.

thickened:

1/3 cup milk

.

Dry chicken well, apply the
sauce to the chicken with pas-

Dash salt

try

brush.

When

coals

)924702.

are
Boil three minutes and let
chicken
cool. Add powdered sugar to glowing place the
pieces--on--greased-fine-mesh-spread, and 1/2 cup pecans,
grillor in basket with rotis-

toasted.

serie

attachMent.

Cover

Tutoring by qualified instructor. French, German and Latin. Reasonable 392-4810.

the

If 'chicken is placed
ditectly--on-the,-gr4 turn__
grill.

14-11elp Wanted Men

Mechanics - Gasoline/Diesel

be approximately one hour.

coal fire.

Day, or Night Shift
Work for International truck
dealer. New Service Center,

MRS. TIMOTHY O'GORMAN
tt,

Wheeling.
,

'Calculated

et

rap AT HOME

Risk' Is

Call Mr. Frank Gilmore
272-2740

Experienced Maint#iiance Man

with electrical knowledge.

Success

FUZE-ON

-----

PROD UCTS

Since there is a certain amount of calculated risk in

Page 6
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KI 5-6650

23-1nstruction

ay-like--to-try-this--succulent'
chicken browned with a tangy with tongs and baste often with
sauce over an aromatic char- the sauce. Cooking time will

IIIMEnarr.

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

and

For the outdoor cooks you

pecans

Lost - Turquoise blue parakeet and a tan,. Male puppy,

CHARCOAL -GRILLED
CHICKEN
1 1/2 to 2 1/2 pounds chick-

1 stick butter
1/2 cup milk

pan, grdasedInd floured.

onions.

-

beans,

teaspoon mustard seed

2 tablespoon cider vinegar
1 cup sour cream

1 medium sized green pep-

1

1/2 teaspoon salt

1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon paprika
1

CASSEROLE
Her

2 tablespoon

CREME DE CUCUMBER
SALAD

DEVILED CRAB

Strips

GREEN I!

excellent

recipes

.

FOUND: Little all white kitten

it

Mt. Prospect

preparation of any food,

the
is

CL 5-5000

wise choice for the ti-

'a

, INC.

1620 W. Central Road

tle of a cook book.

Over Fifty
Club Meets,

The Northwest Community
Women's Auxiliary

f:ti.'ff

Hospital

1 . :Iftti .4..,1444f....".7.
ttt,d4 &fa trtZ:Z.;,.

.i, t1
..t

. itos 4 6

Plans Trip

.

eV -t. 4 t e

created and is offering
for sale a cook book, "Calculated Risks".
The proceeds will benefit the hospital.
The .price is S2.50 plus
25 cents for handling and postage.
The auxiliary will be
has
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July

On

Westgate

at

28

WW1*
40-s

ttl

School, the Arlington Heights
branch of the Over 50 club of
Wheeling Township will meet
should

person

Each

Christi Hansen artist Lee Phillip and Mrs. Rem Adams with a copy of "Calwere photographed after an appearance on Miss Phillip's

culated Risks." They
television show.

THE CLUB is planning a
trip to Niagara Falls on July

There

St. Alexius Hospital Auxiliary, netted 5100.

The days profits were do-

and started work on it with her
committee

then'on to Niagara Falls.

to assist customers.

auxiliary's $55,000 pledge to
the hospital building fund.

ousel at Randhurst on opening day.

then travel to Hamilton, On-

advises

one

tario

Chance To See 5

Different Yous
BY MARILYN HEIFERS
How would I look .1.11 blond?
What shade make-up should I use with my new hair color?

.

More than 850 area women had these questions answered
at the Clairol Color Carousel at ,Randhurst during the first 90

to meet

the

the

train

nated a trip tor two to Lake
Lawn,
Lodge, Lake
Lawn
Wis., for lunch. Transportation was provided in his private plane. Mrs. Wilkinson,

for

of Elk Grove Village was the
lucky winner and along with

home.

They will be back Sundoy
morning at 8:15 for breakfast
in The Loop.
The cost of the trip is
$45.00 which includes meals.
There are 40 places on the

bus and as of now only 38 are
filled.

MRS. JAMES BROWN,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Van Dyke of 22 S.
Edwards, Mount Prospect,
has been promoted to first
lieutenant. She is a mem-

ber of the Army Medical
Specialist
Knox, Ky.

Corp

in

Fort

your face topped by five different hair colors and styles.

After you have decided which color you might want to try -or chosen to retain your natural color -- Clairol color con
sultants give a free personal analysis and tell how to achieve

ar

I

Being a
monies in

shades of powder, rouge and lipstick are best for you.

Fair,

mistress of cerea field which was

meet, A creative

"Clairol thought it was so successful that they decided to

pledge, to 535,000.

constant striving
accomplishments have
her to attain success. '

Black continued "We already have toured 10 major cities,
' Our original Carousel building was destroyed daring a storm

and

to

the

Elaine went into the adver-

tising

business

was out to full use in the composition of original letters and
newsletters.

helped

the one which she now fulfills
is

Elaine was born in Chicago her.

especially

interesting

to

graduated

from Austin
To make good in a highly
High School, She studied pub- competitive field Elaine said,
lic speaking and drama at "It is imperative that young
Northwestern
University in women be flexible. They must

Cincinnati, and we had to re-create this one for Rand-

hurst.

"From the moment a woman enters the Clairol Color Carousel, she is to be treated as a queen -and have all her questions answered
This takes more time than hurrying women

Evanston.
In 1947 she went to Hollywood to study writing for

.

not become stagnant in
line

without forethought

one
and

education to step out into an

radio and television. Shc be- adjacent field, try it, succame the only woman in the ceed anti go on to higher
field of musical sound testing gains."
and remained the only woman
When asked what she would
in the field for four years. like to do next, Elaine said,

"THE TWO main groups of women who come through are
teen-agers and women in their 'late 30's whose hair is starting
to gray," he said

"Clairol's approach to cosmetics," said. Black, "is to create the natural look': He said this look is the one most men
a mouthful of pow"If you kiss a girl, you don't want
der, so that it feels like you just gd through kissing a sugar

Miss Elaine Walters, mistress of ceremony for the
"Take It. Easy" program on station WNWC, 92.7 F.M.
on Saturdays front 10:30 to 11:00 a.m.

sketches.

The cover of the book was
designed by Clarke M. Jack-.
son.
Mrs. "Danny" Jackson
is also a member 'of the staff.

OR MORE

FOR ANY

Take an Months
Up To

WE

SPECIALIZE
IN

ence and an open mind which
enables one to step into other
fields which
lead to the

can

Young women
interest

in

eventually

the

necessary

must have
profession of

radio work and voice training
is important. Volume, control
and a pleasing pitch are neccssary

for proper ear -appeal-

ing quality. Training in public
speaking and drama help develop this characteristic.
"Working in radio

tine

must become acquainted with

technical reproduction.
Writing and creativity studied
under

competent

instructors

also help in the development
of skills necessary to pro dime

polished,

finished
program. It is one thing to,
be, able to read a script, it
is another to know if it is
a

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

ultimate goal of

achievement,
are
for success, she said.

60- To Pay

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
PAY ONLY ONE
MONTHLY PAYMENT
_

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen.
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt, Prospect

good."
YI

"Advertising

also

is

stim-

ulating as a side study and is
offered

in many

universities
It deals with people, their
likes and dislikes. Dealing

with the public demands know-

HENRINSEN

LOAN CO

"1:271FROI
OFFICE HOURS:

ing them and advertising of"I've always wanted to write fers the study of the public's Hours: Weekdays 9 a:m. to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 1
testing of music and sound ef- a book.
But, doesn't every- 'demands. p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
fects heard in radio program- - one?"
"No profeision is worth appointment only.
ing.
She is particularly intereshaving unless you are willing We are licensed and regulated
She left Hollywood and re- ted in fiction writing.
to explore it, study it and
by "the State of Illinois.
turned to Chicago and station
EDUCATION, ex per i- thus become successful in it."
WIND where she took the
Thc

desire in women

ti Hansen did. the clevir

REASON?

mind and mind and voice at many facfor higher ets of professional life but

take it across the country," Black said.
"The consultants received a month's training before the
' tour began March 6 in Miami," Black added.

July 30

bringing the total paid on the

largely dominated by, men was
IN ORDER to attain the
a challenge that Miss Elaine position which she now holds
Walters has worked hard to Elaine has tried her hand,

According to Dave Black, Carousel director, the Carousel
now at Randhurst is similar to one at the New York World's

The Clairol Color_garouSel .will be open at Randhurst from
130 p m through 9 30 p.m. except Sundays,' through Saturday,

check

a

to Brother Matthew,
C.F.A., assistant superior. St. Alexius Hospital,
$5,000

for herself
fessional opportunities for and became active in the Awomen.
merican Foundrymen Society
"This is station WNWC Magazine Readers developing
presenting Elaine Walters in her own writing service de"Take It Easy."
partment.
Perhaps you have heard
The creativit./. she possess
lington Heights radio station.

FROM THE color consultants you proceed to the costmetic
is and what

doughnut," he said

for

$2000
$3000
$4000

ginning of each category and
collected the quotation. Chris-

Elaine Walters
Mistress of Ceremonies
this announcement on the Ar-

consultant, who tells you what your skin tone

through, but more women are satisfied," he said.

Auxiliary presented

NEED

nearly three years
ago.
She co-ordinated the
book, did the writing which
appears in italics a,. the be-

The Day's Prospects,

series on business and pro-

the hair color and style you prefer.

in

At the June meeting of the

position of assistant
BY DOLORES HAUGH
This is the second part music librarian.

minutes after its opening.
The carousel is a large, colorful tent set up last week inside Randhurst

As you cntcr, you first watch a short color presentation about hair coloring on a television set. Just beyond the TV
area arc sevkral oval "peak holes". in them, you can see

DO YOU

Adams conceived the idea for the book

The money earned by this
event will be used toward the

of- the
hundhth of women and girls who. toured the color carconsultant

auxiliaries.

Laundromat, Elk Grove. The
auxiliary provided volunteers

As an added attraction, the
owner of the laundromat, do-

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

other'

noon of July 13 at the lodge.

Canadian
side of the falls. The club
will have an opportunity to
view -the falls at night and

cosmetic

project for

a

MRS. REVA

husband spent 'the after-

her

as

nated by the owner of Grove

they

Dinner Will be at the Shera-

Clairol

sold

will
board a bus to have breakfast
at "Pancakes in the Park"

ton Tower on
A

cess.

"Laundry day," the fund raising event for the ladies of the

bus for Dearborn Street Station. They will arrive at Burlington, Ontario on Saturday
morning.

of sharing their suc' The "simple changing of
a
few title pages makes it
possible for the book to be
idea

$100 For Hospital

A group of. members and
friends will depart from Pioneer Park at 7:30 p.m. by

the Pink Lady Shop and Kroch
and Brentano's Book Shop in
Chicago. In eight months more
than 3,000 copies have been
sold. The book is_ in its third
printing.
Because the sale of the book
far exceeded the expectations

of the auxiliary, they got the

Laundry Day Nets

29.

15-Business Personals

Copies are also on sale in

bring

by the club.

WApps

happy to send you a copy.

from 10:30 to 3:00 p.m.

an unwrapped prize and lunch.
Beverages will be furnished

YO//T/ FIND /I /N IHE

position

involved

the

sic

, Wednesday, July 27, 066

THE DAY

$

CALL TODAY

255-7200

A
Truck driver & yard worker
18 or over,ChicagoSub.Area.
Plumbing Supply Bus. CL 5-

WEEKEND CLERK
Mature
Full Time

Apply. in Person

Full time

-

Ritzenthaler

Paid vacation

18-21 or recent H.S. Grad.
to work in warehouse and

Due to factory ihcreased production need 4 pt. time and 2
full time to start immediately.

Phone 766-8650

qualified. Full time $480 per
mo. if qualified.

learn business.

Arlington His., Ill.

SCHOOL BUS

Part or Full Time

YOUNG MEN

Thursday or Friday 9-4 P.M.
Group needs good singer. Pre-

ACCOUNTANT

fer age 14 or .15. Call Kirk
Tichert - CL 5-3491.

Bus Lines

GENERAL AND .COST

392-9300

Young man with 2:4 years
experience and a basic edu-

DRIVER &
MESSENGER

cation in the field of general
and cost accounting.

EXPERIENCED
SALES PERSONNEL

For Garden Center
Full Time Employment

_-

to

and pleasant working conditions at our N. W. suburban
location. Send resume of education, experience, salary
requirements and references.

UNION PAINTERS WANTED

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

pact and A rlingtonHts.,Steady,
all new work with over -time.

a man age 40 to 55 to

drive company station wagon
for pickups, delivery of packages and confidential material. Requirements are High

School diploma, A-1 refer-

ences and good driving record.

Apply Personnel Office

THE DOLE VALVE CO,
6201 V. Oal7ton

"

Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

Monday thru Friday
10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Saturday

in a big wheel? If you have
experience in printing, bindfabrication of sheet
o

MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

fer 35 to 60 yrs. old Full
Pleasant work. Call

--

Call 358-1311 or CL 9-5446.

Bass Guitarist

Join an established high school
combo. Must have own equip.
Call 253-5898
Assistant Office Manager
Responsible young man wanted

So. Arlington Heights Rd., Box

Excellent

u'a

keeping

locations

W.T GRANT C0;
Rolling Meadows
Shopping Center

Products Co.

ADVERTISING

CL 5-1015

3 years tool room experience
required. Experimental work
with fast growing machinery
manufacturer. High pay plus
very broad range of benefits.
Ask for Mr. Rogers
566-0010

Mundelein, Ill.

Land Surveyor's assistant for
field work. Experience preferred though not necessary.
Age 18 to 25. CL 5-4090.

STOCKROOM
TIRE & BATTERY

Excellent Job opening has Just

developed in our purchasing
department for a man who is
experienced. in the buying of
either raw materials or miscellaneous items.
experience would be in a simi-

lar industry such as the electronic industry of the
manufacturing of small e-

Excellent earnings, plus Sears
outstanding benefit program.

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's.
Blacktop Paving
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
parking
lots,
driveways,
business areas, resurfacing

FAMOUS PROFIT SHARING

ILLNESS BENEFITS
PAID VACATION
7 PAID HOLIDAYS
DISCOUNT PRIVILEGE

lectro-mechanical parts.

companied with fine progressive fringe benefits.

Monday thru Friday

Personnel Dept.

TREE SERVICE

CALL DAN SUNDT

529-6587

LITTELFUSE

9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

SEARS, ROEBUCK
AND CO.
Golf Mill Store

400 Golf Mill Shopping Center

Niles, Ill.

Sewing Machine Repairs

old blacktop, repair & seal
coating

Exp Qual Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar Free Estimates
Call us and compare prices
537-8228

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
Open 24
free estimate
hours 7 days a week.
Phone 439-1794
RELIABLE
BLACK TOP PAVING

Serving the entire N.W.
area.
Driveways,
patios,
etc. Protective curbing for
asphalt
driveways.
All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529-6587.
DressmaringSewing

Individualized

styling,

Randhurst.

Alton's Quality
259-0487

esti-

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On

All

Exterior

Painting

Expert vinyl & paperhangFully insured, satisfaction guar. Also interior
color design. Call Leo's
CL 3-7374
ing.

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrfte
Products' Co.
1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting

119 .Brookfield
Mt. Prospect'
824-2865
824-9530

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates

in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits Including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

Corn! in or Call
DUnkirk 1-2400

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
Barrington
'550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

MAINTENANCE MAN.
All around man with electrical experience and mechanical background. Many company benefits.

Experience necessary. Good starting salary. Opportunity for advancement. Pleasant working conditions.

KELLY'S
TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Removal

SHAVIIIEW
CORPORATION -

ing. Exp. Preferred or will
train. Ask for Mr. Kagay or
Mr. Bruns or send resume.

345 EAST GREEN ST.

SECURITY PATROLMAN

will devote full time to sell-

BRUNS REAL ESTATE
1714 E. N. W. Highway

Arlington Heights

788-5950

255-6345
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Waited Men

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Call 259-0500

TECHNICIAN
TRA !NEE
We are seeking a man with
some experience or some edu-

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience In machine repair and maintenance.

tronics. Experience in instrument testing and quality
control inspection would be
most acceptable. Work would
involve
of new
testing

creases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

cation in electricity or elec-

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic in-

Products and making prototype
products. Job is an opportunity

Am Fry-, A, METALS

train with an electronic
industry and advance ins progressive Engineering Depart-

250 N. 12th ST.

for the proper individual to

ment. Fine up - to - date
employee benefits will accompany this position.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

LITTELFUSE

BALL BROTHERS CO.,
INC.

800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines

OFFERS

PLEASE CALL DAN SUNDT

VAnderbilt 4-1188

NOTICE
Designations

as to sex in

our Help Wanted and Employment Agency columns

are made only (1) to

in-

MANAGEMENT
GROWTH OPPORTUNITY
START AS QUALITY. CONTROL INSPECTOR

dicate lions fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re.-

El FIXED SHIFTS
O PAID VACATIONS
O EDUCATIONAL AID PROGRAM
b RETIREMENT PLAN

gards as 'reasonably nec-

essary to the normal opef business
of his
ation

or enterprise, or (2). as a

ID ON THE JOB TRAINING

convenience to our readers
let

Two or more years of college or C-omparable

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

production experience preferred. Contact

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to indicate
that -any advertiser Intends
or practices any unlawful
preference, limitation,

BALL BROTHERS CO.,

specification or discrimination. in employment prac!Aces.

Personnel Manager

INC.
Highway 59A

Mundelein

566-0600

Evenings by appointment.

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.,
P201 ESTES AVE. ELK GROVE, ILLINOIS 60007

ARL, HIS. ONLY
'392-7430

Call

259=4049

ILLINOIS MOLDING,
INC.

24 -Help Wanted Men

PUNCH PRESS OPERATOR

Maximum Opportunity

REAL ESTATE SALESMAN
Active office is looking for
energetic man or woman who

them know which
positions the advertiser

All around man for two man tool room. New modern
plant. Work near your home.

Commission
Hard Work

25%

for good bonus. Free life and
hospitalization ins. Paid holidays. Generous vacationplan.

For full time day shift. Randhurst Shopping Center. Good

to

TOOL MAKER.

DEMONSTRATORS

BENSENVILLE, ILL.

These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

529-6587

Storm Damaged
Antena's

Repaired or Replaced

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use
precision measuring devices.

Tree ServiceLawns Mowed

kago-TV Repai

439-1100

'FOUNDRY HELPERS

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

Wall Washing

Cement Work

Each -Plain 200 - Colors 25f
Now available in red, green,__

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

State Licensed - Insured

painting. Free
mates.
358-4882

guaranteed
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional

2 x 8 x 16

Wheeling, III.
LE 7-1166

Topping

ity

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

PATIO BLOCKS

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales

Complete Tree Service

Interior_and exterior qual-

CarpetsRug Cleaners

People
259-5066

Transporation

824-2865

Ridt's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Til-

Suburban
Decorators

Quality work at reasonable
prices Insured & all work

PRECISION MECHANICAL.

Painting -Decorating

repairing and seal
coating All work guaranteed
Modern equipment.
Fast and speedy service.
Call for free estimate.
.
CY 6-2340

562-2991

894-3115

Trash Hauling

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

ing,

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners

ASSEMBLERS

255-0348

General Cleaning

ing. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384

low

de-

24 hr. phone serv.

signing & alterations. Near

Summer special on driveways, parking lots. Patch-

ING Expert work,
cost, free estimate

Sew, Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.
Clean, oil & adjust, S3.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

-

W. Central Rd.
-o-Mt. Prospect, III._
111

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Openings on 3 shifts in rubber
molding plant. Opportunity

Between 8 & 5 for interview

holidays and uniforms supplied. Age 21 to 40.

TERRACE

-

WILL TRAIN

PLAN
LIFE INSURANCE
HOSPITALIZATION

APPLY IN PERSON

Des Plaines

OUR 16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

MOLDERS

pay, group insurance, paid

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

SUPPLY CO.

E. Higgins
Elk Grove Village

SALESMEN

Hgts.

DRIVER

----19-10

439-2040

CALL 255-7550

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

Cement Work

217 S.Arl.Hgts.
Arling

Box 1034

LANDERS CHALET

HE 9-2800

SEARS

VAnderbilt 4-1188
Blacktop Work

,

COOK

(Rte. 53)
1717 Busse Rd.
Elk Grove Village

We have permanent full time
Job openings. No experience
necessary. We will train.

advantageous. Good pportunity for young marri I man.
Insurance and profits :ring.
Send resume to
Arlington Dal

Excellent salary and working
conditions.

SOLA ELECTRIC

Excellent commission and incentive plan. Nationallylmovat
product - must be good closer.

BUYER

Applicants should be qualified
and experienced buyertrand it

Call 255-7200

MID STATE AVIATION
CORP.
Northbrook

1len.X1,14.SerYleePOTP..._
625-6700

would be desirable if their

for

'

extra- money- give - -earn-someMr. Stanley a call today.

This responsible Job is ac-

Arlington Concrete

draftsman to work in electrical - electronics field. Salary
commensurate with ability.
Excellent fringe benefit program. Modern air-conditioned
offices, cafeteria on premises
Call or apply In person

455-5000

1033;-Arl: Hts.,111.- - '

BARON

Must be available for Satur-

Young man to learn non ferrous metal business. No previous training in this field required. Mechanical titude

enced electro - mechanical

at O'Hare Airport.

1 or 2 openings Still exist at
in the Northwest
suburbs. If you would like to

established GM dealership.

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Excelled position for experi-_

SALES MAN

resume, including present income, to Arlington Day, 217

Let us help make your...DAY!

MOUNT PROSPECT '
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830
WEEKENDS & PART TIME

Salary and Commission
Apply in person

ENGINEERING CO..

in

DRAFTS MAN

are still available. Our company does industrial house-

SALES TRAINEE

day and Sunday and some evenings until 9 P.M. Call Ed Casey
CR 2.4000

3 a.m. to 6 a.m.
Monday thru Friday

APPLIANCE

ience preferred.
Call Mr. Juskie at CL 3-2100
opportunity

Wheeling
537-0554

A limited number of positions

MacLEAN

SUSI
ESS
Service Directory

478-1441.

Apply Laseke Office

FULL TI ME

vacation. Profit Sharing plan
FLIGHT OFFICE
available. Apply in person.
Affiliated' Book Distriblitors
COUNTER
PERSONNEL
415"N. 'Wolf Rd.

RELAY DRIVER

TRUCK DRIVERS
WANTED

for above position. Some ac-

counting background or exper-

(P er manent) 40 hr. week. Paid

939-0797

Phone 827-5905

MACHINIST

o r ---small growing
compan can offer you a real
Please send
opportunity.

plastic

Selling in retail shop. Pre-

Work near home, Mt._Prose_

Electric Organist

PLANT MANAGER
Tired of being a little cog

RELAY DRIVER

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

time.

Morton Grove. r
RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

642 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling, Ill.

'CARPETING
SALESMAN
Experienced only, for commercial and/or residential.
retirees welcome.

6 S.Dunton

WHEELING
NURSERIES

We have excellent fringe ben-

Full Time man for return dept.

Full or part time. Qualified

Must have chauffeur's license.'
Excellent pay and benefits.

Steady employment is offered
with manufacturing company

efits, commensurate salary

Part time $2.50 per hr. if

24 -Help Waited Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

ARLINGTON MOTEL
948 E.Northwest Hwy.

for

LINES

BEFORE 4 P.M.

1342.
MECHANIC

ONLY
DAYS

C

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

15

RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

__(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692
Rental Service

BORROW ANYTHING
YOUR HEART DESIRES
"The Equipment That Is"

Lawn care, floor care, hospital, roll - a - way's, baby
furn., parties, incl. luau's,
incl.
camping,
exercise,
trailers, all electrical &
mechanical tools.

Call Jack Caffrey
259.5880

210-E' Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

MODERNE WALL

INSPECTORS

DRAFTSMEN

BY machine, No mess, no
streaking. Free estimate.
HE 7-4556
Steve Mueller

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a_good working knowledge of
military specifications.

KILN OPERATORS

- UP TO $2, 65 PER HR.

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR.

CLEANING

ELECTRICAL

Immaculate work inexpensively

done

machine
method carpet
by

also new
cleaning.
456-5404

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or,
laYolds.

Salary commensurate 'with experience and ability. Outstanding henefits, including educational - aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. NORTHWEST ,HWY.

"An Equal

BARRINGTON

OppUpoir-t2u4n0it0y:EmPloyer"

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES' PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BOWS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

MAI MT I Af M AE" TAI ft
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 NORTH'12th STREET'
(OFF DUNDEE RDY-

WHEELING

_537-2180
e

THE DAY

Wednesday, July 27, 1966

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men. Or Women,

WANTED
ENERGETIC, EFFICIENT
SELF-STARTER

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

To run office services de-

SBC requires computer operators for IBM System/960.

ROOM -BOARD, OWN ROOM.
WOMAN_OR
WOMAN WITH CHILD OK

ALSO:

OFFICE POSITIONS

General Ansitant to Above.
Interal and external mail pick
ups. Must Driv,e. Salaries

Positions . in all suburbs
"We handle. everything"
Trainees or experienced

PLAIN COOKING
NO LAUNDRY
SALARY, 1 ADULT '

Call for Appointment

992-6100
SHEETS, Inc:
207 N. Evergreen Arl. His.

ines. Will train.

ferred. Interesting and re-

.

'

'

commensurate with abilities.

lad

Ch ago, Ill. 60831

WANTED
COOKS

An equal opportunity employer

MEN - WOMEN

MALE OR FEMALE

LEARN IBM

DAY OR NIGHT

CLASSES

NOW BEING, FORMED
IBM COMPUTER PROGRAM
BURROUGHS

ACCOUNTING MACHINES

DAY' OR EVENING CLASSES

GOOD SALARY,
APPLY IN PERSON
ONLY.

100% FREE

JOB PLACEMENT

WAYNES'
REDWOOD INN

CALL FOR INFORMATION
NA 5-7038

LEE
AUTOMATION
SCHOOL
7312 W. IRVING PARK

For excellent suburban firm.
You'll be official greeter and
keep appt. book current for
company executives. Light

EXPERIENCED

DENTAL ASSISTANT
SALARY OPEN
824-1917

qualify. $85 wk. Free.

Miss Paige
7205 N. Meade
774-9999

Vic. Des Plaines

CAN. YOU SEW?

Selling in retail shop. Pre-''

_far 35 11_60yrs._old.__Eull....
time. Pleasant work. Call

Our-people-will help -you
adapt it to industrial ma-

Middle aged woman for dining

weight nylon goods. Good

elderly women. Wheeling, Ill.
Phone no. 597-2900.

young 'lady.

vious

7205 N. Meade

774-9393

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

Holidays and

F.H.BONN COMPANY
(One block east of
Recreation Park)
111 N. Hickory
Arlington Heights

MAIDS

MATURE LADIES

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS

"

ARLINGTON MOTEL
948 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.

medic al elver.) to

schedule appts., put patients
at ease, and keep simple
record.
Llte typing and
pleasant -calm manner req'd.
$90 wk. Free
Miss Paige

Paid

Friendly group of people
would like to have you come work with them in a pleasant
place.
Come
see
us.

296-6661

FULL TIME
$1.50 per hr. to start
Apply in Person

train you (he prefers no pre-

gram.

Opportunity for

advancement, promotions
based on merit.

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

Famous suburban doctor will

rite.-_Fne _Iasuran00a pig 8 to 4:90.

GENERAL OFFICE

Outstanding Career Opportunity for Qualified

Due to expansion we have one

opening for a biller typist.
Good starting salary, merit
raises, profit sharing. Exc-

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School education. Full or part-time.Day
or night shift. Apply:

ellent working conditions.
Call Mr. Marquard

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

439-7310

Subsidiary of IBM

Unusual opening for willing

worker in the field of consumer credit.

tenance Work Will Consist Of Second Shift,
Supervisory And Maintenance.

439-1666

MARTIN METALS
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Road

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

JOIN A TEAM IN THE RAPIDLY GROWING'
AVIATION INDUSTRY. EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR:

Salary Commensurate With Experience.

ASSEMBLERS of light weight air craft instruments.
INSTRUMENT REPAIR
RADIOREPAIR
Excellent profit sharing, health, and hospitalization plans..
Modern air conditioned facilities.

ALLEN AIRCRAFT RADIO
Elk Grove Village
437-9300

SEARS
KITCHEN PLANNING
GAS/ELECTRIC RANGES
SEWING MACHINES

WINDOW BLINDS/A %WINGS

Excellent earnings and permanent Job opportunities for
salesmen including Sears famous benefit program.

FINISHERS & BUFFERS
of Plastic Products
OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Paid rest periods
Paid Holidays
Steady employment
'Free Hospitalization
Remus for night work

Pleasant working corid't's
Free Life Insurance

PERSONNEL DEPT.

.

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.
Des Plaineat, Illinois
1965 Lee Street
774-5155
824-6135

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.

OPENINGS AT UARCO

SEARS, ROEBUCK
AND CO.

CUSTODIAN
Experience in custodial duties desirable.

400 Golf Mill Shopping Center

Niles, Ill.

MACHINISTS

MULTI LI TH OPERATOR -DRIVER
Will operate multilith machine -part time. Drivingof company
station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

Tool Makers

Varied Maciiining Ability
Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly. Tools.

Will assist senior chemist in project work.

Interest in
chemistry or allied sciences desirable. HighSchool graduate
with 1 year of cortege,pr equivalent night school.

Mill Hands
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

RECEIVING CLERK

High School graduate - resionsibilities.Include stock receiving, inventory and miscellaneous duties.

Boring Machine Operators
Precision boring experience desired. Excelloi`experience
helpful. -

Drill Press Operators
Must be able toset-up and operate.

Perminent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3.years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tol-

erances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc. ' COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

Is

for
YOU!!

Openings
on

Three Shifts
are

ASSEMBLERS
Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

COIL WINDERS
Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type Of Coil
INTERVIEWING

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9 P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M.to Noon

LAB TECHNICIAN

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)
.

TIC-ELECTR/C

General Molded Products Inc.

Monday thru Friday 9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Golf Mill Store

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

Apply9-5Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

Car essential, salary while training. Draw versus commission
plus 'mileage.
APPLY IN PERSON

Job?

.

2050 Touhy Ave.

BUILDING MATERIALS
CUSTOM DRAPERY
CARPET SALES

Looking for
a Permanent

for

8501 West Higgins

Chicago, Ill. 60631

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Lund

LIBERAL COMPANY BENEFITS

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A Member of the GT&E Family

of Companies

CREDIT CORRESPONDENT

Must have capacity for detailed work. Experience in credit
and collection work or in handling customer correspondence
needed.
College degree or equivalent, evening courses i
business administration preferred.

1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road
1 -mile west of Mannheim Road

GENERALCLERK
High School graduate. Starting assignment a variety 'of
general office duties.. Outstanding ,opportunity -to leird
and advance to a more responsible position.
'

"

NORTHLAKE ILLINOIS

Excellent pay, working conditions, beneffti and opportunity
for advancement..
An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

-AERIAL
-INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Erployen,

Ch!

Tel: (312) 693-3021
An equal opportunity employer

Bank of Elk Grove

Applicant. Mechanical Repair and Main -

:

SBC requires key punch oper-

CLERK -TYPIST

CREDIT TYPIST

MAINTENANCE FOREMAN

:30 -Help Wanted -Women

chines. You will sew medium

vacation. Five day week -

Interesting and varied position available in modern of flee building in Cumberland
area for an alert energetic

Wanted -Women.-

You bring your sewing skill.

478-1441.

24 -Help Wanted Meo

24 -Help Wanted Men

FULL TIME

typing. and neat appearance

A n equal opportunity employer

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

a week in Elk Grove, Des
Plaines & Park Ridge areas.
Ages 21-60. Must have own
transportation. Floor maintenance jobs also. available.
Call 964-1302 Daily 1-5 PM
Mon. & Thurs. 1-7 PM
B.S.E. DIV. Personnel Mgr.

Plum Grove Nursing Home.
958-0911

300 E. RAND RD.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

CLEAN UP

FULL & PART TIME

Kitchen helper, home cooking
experience sufficient. Good
'
pay, vacation, sick leave.

RECEPTION

.T1$210-8111xtT3130r -.7-1)0Me..10T4 -

TlifiWTEtc PUN"Cti"7,

439-5310

253-7381

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Ages 17 to 55

IN. YOUR SPARE TIME
Men and women needed to do
!lie office cleaning 5 evenings

1250 Pratt Blvd.

.

100% TREE

486-1439

John E. Rosto

Tel: (912) 693-3021

company benefits plus bonuses

$300 - $650

includes

Equipment

Xerox copier,blueprintertaddressing and mailing mach-

,

Light clean work in new plant
packing novelty paper bags.
300 PM to 12. Complete free

Elk Grove

are req's. $92.50 wk. free'

30-114 Wanted -Women

PACKERS -2nd SHIFT

Custom Made Paper Bag do.

school certificate, but college
graduates - math majors pre-

Subsidiary of IBM
" West Higgins

and celebrities. Light typing

50 -Help Wanted -Women

Miss Paige
774-9392.
7205 N. Meade

type.

THE SERVICE BUREAU
-CORPORATION

RADIO STATION
GIRL FRIDAY
You'll' learn to 'schedule programs, spot announcements,
etc. Exciting atmosphere and
you'll get to meet guest stare

and good friendly personality

partment for Chicago manufacturer. Moving to Wheeling area, September. Must

experience one
Minimum
year. Should at least have high

numerative career and excellent employee benefit pro-.
gram. Apply to:

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

UARCO INCORPORATED
W

County-Line, Rd.
Barrington, Ill.
Dunkirk 1-4090
An equal opportunity employ!?

I

h -Help Wanted-Womert

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 "Help Wanted -Women

interesting
Office Work

TRANSCRIBING
MACHINE OPERATOR

TEMPORARY,

. call Mr. W. C. Wilke.

CUTLER -HAMMER,
INC.

PART TIME

.

If you can do ANY kind of of-

fice work, we can give you
as few or as many days as

you wish in this area. For
more information call Ethel
Doebber VA 7-5557.

2375 Touhy Ave,
.Elk Grove Village, III.

PREFERRED.

An equal opportunity employer

PHONE 4391910
GENE -6L OFFICE
Perinanent position avail-

able for typist with general

office experience.
Salary commensurate with
Call 752-1124 or
skills.
752-1124

ORDER EXPEDITOR
Mature woman watned for ex-

pediting duties. Includes answering customer inquiries
and

general

follow-up of

orders. Job requires woman
with ability to communicate

with both customer and 'manufacturing plant. 40 hr. week.
Excellent working conditions
and employee benefits.Please
call Mr. W. C. Wilke.

Business Service Corp.
THERAPEUTIC DIETICIAN
(ADA REGISTERED)

An expanding North Shore
Hospital will be interviewing
after August 1st qualified can-

didates having hospital or industrial experience. Modern
air - conditioned apartments
for single ladies. Friendly
community atmosphere, located a few minutes north of
Superb employee
Chicago.
benefits, paid life insurance,
paid pension plan, paid vacation, two merit reviews first
year, starting salary $525 per
month and/or commensurate
with experience. Apply Personnel Director.
HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL

Highland Park, Ill.
ID 2-8000

-

PART TIME

experience. Salary Common -

curate with skills. Call Mr.
392-6677.

Ra Chamberlain,

IM) EDIATE WORK

Secretaries
Stenos
Clerks
Work the Days, Weeks
or Months. You Want
Work Close To Home

$1aBONUS
With

First 5 Days Pay.

Personable Girl Friday wanted to assist apartment builder in Des Plaines. Duties include reception, lite typing
and bookkeeping. Enjoyable
work in new office just being
completed.
FOR INTERVIEW
CALL 439-7300

!Ix!

$75 BONUS'
Top Rates . ' Paid Vacations

RIGHTGIRL

POSITION

2375 Touhy Ave.

WAITRESSES
Day and evening hours. Also
part time.

RECEPTIONIST

An equal opportunity employer

PHONE 439-1910

1916 E.Hlggins

Elk Grove Village

Call Jane Nelson

SEARS

Mrs. Meyers

SALESWOMEN

HE 7-1000

CLERICAL
Excellent opportunities immediately available for women

who are interested ,in full
time work.

SHARE IN SEARS FAMOUS
BENEFIT PROGRAM
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

APPLY IN PERSON ,

Personnel Dept.
Monday thru Friday
9:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

SEARS, ROEBUCK
AND CO.
Golf Mill Store
400 Golf Mill Shopping Center

Niles, Ill.

Permanent full time position
in an established Personnel
Department is available for a
woman who has had general
office or personnel experience.
Responsibilities will include
record keeping, compiling insurance, pension and employment reports with some emphasis on personnel research
and labor -relations activities.
Typing necessary and office
deexperience
machine
sirable.
Pleasant working conditions,
excellent fringe benefits and
commensurate salary. Apply
in person, Personnel Department.

THE DOLE VALVE CO.
6201 W. Oakton

LAB AIDE

Morton Grove
RU 3-5000
967-7100
A n equal opportunity employer

( 7 AM to 3:30 PM)
We will train the right person

as a laboratory aide. Inter-

eating work involves drawing

High school graduate with ma-

ture attitude qualifies. Good
salary and many benefits.Ap-.
ply personnel.

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

800 W. Central Road
Arlington Hgts. CL. 9-1000

If you have a basic understanding of bookkeeping we will

train you to operate our.ac-,
counts receivable bookkeeping
machine. Lite typing and use of
10 key adder necessary. Good

starting salary, merit raises,
profit-sharing.
Call Mrs.Marquard 439-7310

30 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

Mature competent 'girl to be secretary to department head.
Should have good skills and experience in manufacturing
industry. Exceptional fringe benefit program, modern air
conditioned office; cafeteria on premises. Call or apply in
person.

Mrs. Fiala

SEARS, ROEBUCK
AND CO.
Golf Mill Store
400 Golf Mill Shopping Center

Niles, Ill.

.WOMAN NEEDED
Tuesday thru Saturday
10 A.M. to 5 P.M.

MONTGOMERY WARD
& CO.
212 N. Dunton
Arlington Heights

392-8411

neat appearing due to patient
and public contact. This is a
personnel orientated hospital.
Our employee benefits are
excellent. Paid pension program, paid life insurance,
comprehensive hospitaliza-

available, 2 merit re-

views first year, liberal sick
time benefit, excellent starting salary. Apply Personnel
Dir.

ID 2-8000

Moped Bike, $75. 14' steel
trailer, Johnson 5-5

ACCOUNTING CLERK boat,
Accounting & Billing Machine

Experience Necessary.

$100. 255-0672 after 5.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE HALL

666 Landmeler Road

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
439-3900

For Sales Department. Typing experience, dictaphone or
shorthand useful but not necessary. Will train. Full or
part time.

$5.00 a month

Johnson Water Softener.
CL 5-1107. _
Tape recorder, like new.
.

Stereo deck, Knight stereo
pre -amp and amplifier. Must

sell $200 or best offer. 392-

7764.
$AVE MORE NOW DURING
Carpet Contractor's public
SALE NEW FIRST QUALITY

Des Plaines
299-2211, ext. 213

An equal opportunity employer

carpeting ONLY. No. 2nd's,
No remnants, No ?ables.100's

of DECORATOR COLORS in

pure Wool, Acrilan, Nylon,
Herculon, & genuine Vectra
Indoor -Outdoor. Installed

30 -Help Wanted -Women

skillfully & quickly..
VAUGHN PLAN & SUPPLY
427-2216
CL 5-6478

Please call for appointment.
Budget plan available.
GARAGE SALE

Mon. Tues. & Wed.
'1701 N. Rand, Art. Hts. Just
North of Thomas St.

LAMBS' PET FARM
mentally

Puppies, kittens,

retarded.
monkeys.

Birds of the World exhibit.
Reptiles and tropical fish.

2 -'FIRST SHIFT
Randhurgit Center

We offer a complete line of employee benefits including:
Good Starting Rates

Merit Increase
Insurance Plans
Pension Plan
in -Plant Cafeteria

392-19R
Prof. 4,evel
Room 63
24 Hr. Ans.Serv.332-5210r

COME IN TODAY

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN
Daily Monday Thru Friday8 a.m.- 4:15 p.m.
Sallirday 9 a.m. 'tit Noon

Chdries Bruning Campaily
ay.; of Addreosoaroph Mulhgrop4 Corp
MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 5,140o.

. An equal Opportunity employer

.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.
It

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Ann Purdy, 255-8000. After 6

.439-1127.

broken. $25. Phone 392-7863
or 392-5236.

"BE CAREFREE"

black Alaskan Malemute,
part Chow. 13 months old.
$50. Call: 255-9720.
1

-

'

home furniture being -sold by

3. 4 blocks to shopping

delivery arranged. 773-0252

Table, 6
chairs, buffet, china cabinet.

and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space
bdrm - $185. 1 bdrm-$160.

Corner sectional sofa, 3 pc.,
end tables and corner planter

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

Rees. 392-9741.

Call CL 3-3115
Chest. Storkline Crib.

UNTIL 9 p.m.

HOME REALTY

WHEELING
537-2180

You'll enjoy the bright modern

kitchen. in this sharp 2 bedroom ranch, washer & dryer,
carpeting, 1 1/2 car garage.
$600 dn. $127.00 per mo.

Arl. tits.

'65 Camper on '65 Chevy 3/4
- or Camper only.
CL. 3-0748
99 -Automobiles for Sale

Must sell

'56 Chev., 2 dr.

hardtop. Best offer. Call CL 37966.

PHONE 255-4200

392-6330.
11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Brick and frame ranch with

carpeted living - dining room
comb. 2 full baths, 3 bdrms,

on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.
$15,300

This immaculate house has

AVAILABLE

Modern air-cond. office

enclosed.

Dempster nr. Toll Rd. Sec-

retarial & telephone answering services available. Call:
MRS. SANDERS

296-5515

Rent Miscellaneous

Mobil -Maid GE portable dish
washer. Good Condition.

HALL RENTALS

392-1872

Low summer rates for

50 -landscaping

Weddings

$22,900

7

rm. split level home on

extra large lot.

Beautiful

AM) RICANLEGION HALL'
lion Wheeler
VC1,3-2973

Grass Sod Nursery.
Growers of nursery sod
Straight Merian.
Blue

Camper tent trailer. Sleeps 6
Electric hook up food compartment. Reasonable. 392-

THE BEST'SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN

1715.

Room - gentlemen in Arlington Heights. Call: 253-7492.

5.50 sq. yd. picked up.

82 -Wanted To Rent

Exec. Desires 3 bdrm. 2 bath

Home within 10 mi. of Arl.
tits. by Sept. 1st. Ex. Ref.

426.-510.8.

Available 392-1473
Couple will pay premium rent

for furnished home, prefer,

one owner.
358-4635
1960 Seneca Dodge. 4Dr. good
condition $395.

walls,

CL 9-3235 after '6
Owner being transferred out

of country must sell

1963

Bonneville hardtop. Excellent
condition, Price $1650.
Phone 392-2262'65 Buick Wildcat Sport Coupe.
Auto/trans. full pwr. .eXc.con-

dition. Getting company car,
must sell, best offer. CL.
9-2598 after 6:30.

1960 Comet Sedan. Running
perfectly.
'57 T -bird, 2 tops, exc. cond.
best reas. offer. 392-6359 or
weekend CL 3-9064

all pwr. & air-cond. $1250.,
after 3. Call CL. 3-3240
'56 Volkswagen. Good condition. Radio. $395.
CL. 5-7950

'59 Chevy 2 Dr. Sedan. Low
mileage. Good starting car.
392-7698

1965 CADILLAC
CONVERTIBLE
Four way electric seats and

windows. Private party wishes to sacrifice for $4,450.

CALL 358-9241

ably air conditioned, for summer of !in, from May to Sept.
Excellent references furnished. Call between 7-8 A.M. and
7-8 P.M. 537-6530.
Professional Man
desires 4 to 5
bedroom house.Can

furnish references
if necessary.
741-6328

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us

No Junkers

2 bdrm. newly decorated ranch

home with detached garage beautiful back yard with large

shade trees. Perfect for that
"cook out." This is a beauty

Northwest Rambler - Palatine.
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
MUSTANG MTRS.
Palatine
WANTED USED CARS

Bring your TITLE - CASH
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.

1020 W. N/W Hwy CL3-2707

at $15,500.00.

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

PERFECT FOR that large
family of yours! 8 rm. bilevel, 4 bdrm,brick and frame
home, 2 1/2 baths, fireplace,
large living room and dining

Honda' '1965 Super Haat.
Extras. $625. Call 253-8076
after 8 PM.
For Sale. 964 Bianchi motor
scooter. $10 cash. 296-2445.

room, 2 car -garage on a large
lot. $31,500.00.

Parties
Graduations, etc.

SOD

'63 V W red sedan. Radio,
white

Color is yellow. Black leather
interior. Air conditioning.

in

Des Plaines has desk for rent.
Reasonable. Ideal Location on

Large Food Freezer. Needs
Repair. $35. LE7-2978

2 Dr. hardtop. Low inlleage.
Best offer. CL 3-9583. \

just been reduced to sell im
mediately. L. R. is carpeted,
sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2
car garage, attractively landscaped. Rear yard completely

'17 East Campbell. CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple. Listing Service

CHOICE DESK SPACE

tional 4 new gas burners.
CL 3-2958.

no rust $850. 392-5315

101='Aulomobiles Wanted

Moving -Portable dish washer

Built - in Universal gas oven,
used. Good condtion. Addi-

All pwr. low ml., orig. tires,

4026.

48 -Household Appliances

259-2905

'61 Chrysler N. Yorker hdtop.

'62 Pontiac Star Chief 4 Dr.

$18,900

76 -To Rat Houses

-in exc. cool. $75 or best offer. 9 x 10 wool rug. $20.

--auto:,--methantenny'excellent------ -cond. $125; 823-1276.

CL 9-2497

Palatine

2 bdrm. home with garage on
large lot. $130 per month.

up Guitar

1810 E. N/W Hwy.

'58 Dodge, 2 -door hard top.
Deluxe. All power, very good
condition. $250. Ceti 253-

7360

Electrolux 35 watt amp. Both
035 or buy onel. CL 3-3896.
IV.

Palatine
FL1-1800
FOLZ REALTY
Residential - Commercial
CL 5 - 3535

'

ALL DAY LONG

358-4555_

Frames. Like New $25. 392-

Call 392-1638-J
Kingston 2 pick

gar. $22,500

132 S. Northwest Hwy.

Excellent condition.439-6127.
Girls White Twin Bed Comp.
$65. Solid Maple Twin Bed

board. Exc. tend. Low price.

Will bring happiness for your

walnut 'paneling in L.R. and
family room. There are 3
bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and
attached garage.

OPEN EVENINGS

253-8451

demonstrate $75. 392-7043
For Sale. Keyboard Thomas
Full pedal
organ. Model,VL

PffiLP5 BROS. REALTY .

'66 Olds Cutlass 442. 4 speed

REALTY

features:

4070-70% Savings

Elec. guitar 3 pickup deluxe
model, used 2 months. Will

maintained.
appointment.

3423 Kirchoff Rd.

ing the following ultra -deluxe

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

.

By

ROLLING
MEADOWS'

AT

partment building ideated at
Smith and Johnson and offer-

prospect, and children's pet.
$30 or best offer. 358-3122

25S-8806 after 6.
For Sale. Bundy Wood B flat
clarinet. Like new.Low price.
Call 392-1638.

&

$24,000

Palatine's newest luxury a-

show

piece, solo rhythm switch;

landscaped

WI LLIAMS BURG

Siamese seal point female,
registered, 1 yr., all shots,

4 pick up guitar, vibrato tail-

age. w/w carpet. Beatutlfully

family, 4 bedroom ranch, 2
full baths, central air -con-

swimming pool, Tennis' ct.,
includes heat, $207.00. Call

259-4449.
Alaskan Husky puppies. House

dual speaker Supro amp. vibrato, reverb; 1 yr. old.$325.

bdrm. brick ranch, att. gar-

EVERY DAY
381-1641

For Sub -let. Recently Decorated, Deluxe 2 bedroom, carpeted, equipped kitchen, extra
large rooms. Air Conditioned,

sable AKC. all shots . Days call

253-9440_

MARTIN METALS

__

DE LUXE APARTMENT ditioning, full basement, 2 car

Double pick up electric guitar.
Like new. $60. Epiphone amp.

automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays," -sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

$34,500.

BarringtonR.E. Board
Co -Operative Listing Service

14 -To Rent Apartments

437-4294

12 in. speaker. $26.

9 to 9. Six active qualified

1/2 baths, carpeting and

drapes throughout. Large
family room with patio doors
leading to pool. Sub - basement and 2 car garage. Only

You will thank your husband
for buying this 3 bedroom
ranch. Alum. siding. Assume
existing 13,000 loan. $122.00
per mo. asking $15,500.

REALTORS

55 -Musical Instruments

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M:: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M..- 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,

2

ONCE A DAY

131 W. Main

30 -Help Wanted -Women

ASSEMBLERS

Sharp 4 bedroom bi - level,

Light Industrial - 930 sq. ft.

Barrington Realty Co.

For Sale. Sheltie pups, 7 wks,

west of Dundee. Gilberts

now open Daily and Sunday

porch. Beautiful Ash panelled

CL 5-1364.

$165 per mo. additional office
space available.

Two Sm. Silver Miniature
Male Poodles. A.K.C. Temporary shots. 12 wks. old.

4636 Garden veg. & fruit stand

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

Excellent Working Conditions

mo.

392-1872.

5.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles

your home come in and talk.
It - over with us. We're here

98 -Mobile Homes

HAFtRINGTON

German Shepard male pup. 10

Children's Tame Pet Pas-

ture TM - State Tollway at
Rt. 176 Libertyville EM 2-

Life5aver§, Inc.;

top location. Carpeted liv.and

JUST LISTED

FOR RENT - Business property former Beauty Parlor with living quarters $225 per

-weeks old. AKC registered.

255-0511.

NO 0EiLIGA7'IO0

If roil are 'thinking of. selling,

BRUNS ____ _ --'62 -Ford-Fairlane 500. -Auto., ----R & H., 4 dr. White/turq. in1714 E. N/W. Hwy.
terior. Very clean. 253-6673.
Open 9 to 9
234 N. Northwest Higliv;ay
Ar. Hts.
CL 5-6320
358-77881c Mt. Prospect-- by -Owner.-3- '59 Ford Galaxie hardtop.
Palatine

7944.

2 pc. 90 in. sect, sofa upholstered, Red and creme linen.

.

Dept. A - I

FREE -kitten to good home.
Male tiger, 6 months old.
.C1,-3-5612
Free to good homes tiger
striped and calico kittens box
trained. 392-7812.
Miniature Schnauzer. Male.
Silver. -Ch. sired. AKC. 12
weeks old, Call Fl 8-2699
after 6 p.m.
Beagle Pups. A.K.C. Regis.

$40.

.

96 -Real Estate -Wanted

434 E.NoethWest Hwy.

CONDITIONING

...PARTAKE

Excellent

acres :of unusually good
ihigb lead; etS black top reed..
44,950.00 Lady terms.
15

people to help you.
-

FULL SIZE SWIMMING POOL

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
profitable business? Franchising is new business
frontier. Write for Free list
of' exclusive opportunities in
this area,

$1.00
255-9119

$75.

Tel. 253-4340'

:NORTHWEST

.

sion $28,900.

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

--

Owen Ct. P.H.
A mana upright freezer, 20 cu
ft., good condition Cost $650.
Will sell for $175.
Also
Wards frost -free 14 cu. ft.

Water

to Schools, train and shopping.

rec. room with bar end bath.
Att. Garage. Immed. posses-

.after .12 noon.
11.R. set, blond.

Soft

dining room, breakfast nook,
full basement, garage. Walk

din. rooms. Large screened

book shelf. Sofa. Many more
household items. 253-7710
Moving Sale HI -Fl Spkrs.,
snow tires 650x130, sm. frig.
kids outgrown, misc. 402

refrigerator Cost $239, will
sell for $150; like new. Call

GENERAL
OFFICE CLERK

Mt. Prospect'7 rm. Cape Cod

4 bdrms., 2 -baths, separate

392-7867

4. ample parking, storage

set. Love seat. Din. rm. set.

259-3956

Lovely 3 bedroom ranch in

66 -Business Opportunities

For Sale. Pure bred German
Shepard pups. $30.

declawed.

rm., full basement, screened
porch, many extras.Low 40's.

Caddy Camper. Chasis mount.
Self contained. SAVE $1300.
PM.

GERMAN SHEPARD
WHITE MALE AKC

Rees: 392-3252

'FINE HOME BY OWNER, at
529 S. Yale,A rlington Heights.
4 bdrms., 2'1/2 bathe, family-

MT. PROSPECT
CENTRAL AIR

$3200 or best offer. After 6

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

88- eel Estate -Vacant

16 -Real Estate -Houses

60 -Sporting Goods

19 ft. Cruiser Inc. Lapstrake
hull, with 50 H. P. Johnson.
4 wheel trailer. Boat has
all the extras. Priced to sell.
Must see to appreciate. Call
HE 7-4133, after 6 p.m.

Wednesday, July 27, 1966

$28,500

piece or room. Terms and

CLERK TYPIST

Helping

.

827-8657.

stand 2 years old. $69. Call

Moving - Wrought iron porch

cond. 15,000 BTU all in good
cond., call 824-9422.

Work Days,
Weeks or Months
Top Rates
Convenient Locations

If you have had experience on the 014, 026 and 056 key punch
equipment and are interested in joining a modern progressive
company. Come to see us at BRUNING.

and full access. 537-9132.
Like new 16' blue/white aluminum boat. All equipment.
Ideal family boat 392-2357.

cury trailer. Convertible top

23robme of builder's model

RECEPTIONIST -

WONDERFUL

I - SECOND SHIFT

14 ft. run -about. 35 HP. Mer-

1-9" Portable Philco T.V. with

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train

I.H. refrigerator, Frigidaire
electric stove, 30" oven, air

OPERATORS

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

1st qualified ladles having experience in general office procedures. applicants must be

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

says STIVERS is

KEY PUNCH

Randhurst

tisk for Mr. Carlson

But A rlington Daysle

HE 9-2800

Carson Pine Scott & Co:

HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL
718 Glenview
Highland Park.

Most Daysies Won't Tell

1717 Busse Rd.(Rte. 83) Elk Grove Village

Liberal discount privileges
and other employee benefits
included. Apply in person.
Personnel Dept. 2nd Flr.

tion

Temporary
OFFICE WORKERS

SOLA ELECTRIC CO.

growing

Highland Park Hospital will
be interviewing after August

FEDERAL PACIFIC
ELECTRIC COMPANY
2070 Maple St.

SECRETARY

area. Full
time position - 40 hr. week.
stantly

58 -Radio -Television

37 -Boats And Marine Supplies

6 week old kittens

GENERAL OFFICE

PART TIME

Evenings & Sundays Theatre
box office '
259-5400.

misc. 'office equipment. Contact Mr. Nethaway. 894-5800

Beautiful markings. Call 392-

Apply in Person
Personnel Dept.
9:30 a.m. - 5p.m.

Pick Up Application At:

blood and preparing media.

fier, vacuum cleaner, misc.

253-2738

Outstanding opportunity in our
epme_tic department to handle

Excellent starting salary plus
SEARS- outstanding employe
benefits.

teethe edge molding. Attractive upholstered chairs
included. Also, some other

GARAGE SALE

Twin beds comp., dehumidi-

Cosmetician Needed

Typing, Telephone & Counter.

GENERAL OFFICE

8805 after 6 p.m.

PHONE_8:27-1108

PERSONNEL CLERK

- TYPIST

'Secretarial desks. L -unit
style. By All -Steel of Aurora.
Most are new or in like new
condition. Formica tops.Pro-

439-2040

foundation wearables.

School Administration Office
Experienced Typist. Twelve
months..' Excellent fringe
benefits.

Lg. size pool, 12 x'30 complete with ladder. and filter
$40 or best offer. Call 392-

LANDERS CHALET

Temporary Service

We have a permanent full
time opening for a woman interested in selling women's

SWITCHBOARD

56 -Office Furniture -Devices

shire, Arlington Hgts.

GIRL FRIDAY

THE. DAY .

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Almost give-away.104 N. Wil-

Typists

SEARS

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

.

GENERAL OFFICE
Perdanent position available
for typist with general office

established lines in a con-

INC.

-

AND

'

Will train good typist. Exper-.

ieace preferred. 40 hr. week.
Excellent working conditions
and employee beneflts.Please

10 -Help Wanted -Women

99 -Automobiles For Sale

FOR THE EXECUTIVE -Save

$7,000.00, now reduced from
$55,000.00 -to $48,000.00 for
quick sale. This 3 bdrn.

Foreign

Car
Buys

white frame ranch house on
one acre with Inverness Golf
Course adjacent. 2 fireplaces,
11 closets, patio, screened
porch, washer and dryer,
stove, refrig. drapes and curtains. Raise your own orchids
in gas -heated 14 x 10 attached
Greenhouse. Beautifully land seeped.
ARLINGTON

HEIGHTS - 3

bdrm. Lannon stone, Ranch
home with 2 fireplaces, w/w
carpeting, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, awnings, extra
large family room and 2 car
garage. Ask us, about the
price, You'll be surprised!!

'64

FIAT 1200
READY TO GO
$1495

CONVT.

'62 PORSCHE SUPER 90
Hard Top -Red -4 speed
A Beauty at only
$2095

'62 V W SUNROOF - Red Like New Tires
$895

'58 MERCEDES BENZ 1800
A Steal At Only

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.

$895

HOME REALTY

'57 VOLVO 444 - 2 Door
1st one in gets it ONLY

132 S. Northwest Hwy.,

Palatine, Illinois

358-4555
.

$455-

Good

eve in secluded residential

ROSELLE
FORD

lot. Mustl see this area and
house to appreciate. -Owner
must sell.
439-0156

rights. Must sell $1000 or

Irving Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill.

Lake Briarwood just South of

Mt. Prospect and Arlington
Hgts. lOrm.,4bdrm.colonial.
Ideal place to raise a family.
schools, swimming,
fishing, sailing; huge 1/2 acre

1137Reil Estate -Vacant

-.

LAKE GENEVA. 50x125 ft.
improved lot. Approx. 400 ft.
from south shore of Lake Gen- .

area. Private park and beach
best offer.
CL. 9-2248

Phone LA 9-5551

\

Mt. Prospect Legion Nine Seeks
Revenge in Park Ridge Tourney
Mt. Prospect's juni or
American
return to

The Blues ended Mt. Prospect's title 'hopes in the final

Legion team will
the baseball wars

game of the league season by

after a two week furlough this

upsetting them 5-2. A victory

"We have been out of action
for quite awhile now, and it

former Arlington Heights and
Mt. Prospect American Le-

will just depend on how everyone looks," he said. "We may

gion

players. The exhibition
contest will be played :at Pros-

in that game would have earn- just have Dave Kingman and
Actually the
Prospectors ed the Prospectors a playoff J. D. Thorne pitch half of
each game."
will engage only in a brief, date with Northbrook.
post - season skirmish when

pect High School.

weekend.

RICK LYTLE the catcher on
the 1965 Mt. Prospect Legion

.

they travel to the Maine East
High School Field at Dempster and Potter Roads for the
first annual Park Ridge American Legion
nament.

Tour-

Baseball

ENTERED in

the

tourney

are the Park Ridge Red and
Park Ridge Blue teams and

Tooy's Finer Foods is one of the leading contenders in the red hot Waycinden Boys' Baseball
Junior League race. Team members are (top row)
Manager Frank Herold, Coach John Kurtz, Coach
Pratt, and Sponsor Tony Polastrini, (middle row) -

Fitzpatrick, Randy

Bob

league champion Northbrook.
Coach Mark Thorne's outfit
will get a chance to settle an

Engelman, Steve Hardy,

Ray Meinsen, Jack Kurtz, Doug Spohr, and Scott
Rossi, (bottom row) Mark Malmo, Mike Digillio,

old score

-and Jim-Altergott.

Saturday,

they

as

take on Park Ridge Blue at

Dave Pratt, Steve Herold, Kurt Walsh, Mike Maher,

I:30 p.m.

-

Thorne will get his first ofPARK RIDGE Red will face
Northbrook in the second half ficial post - season look at
of Saturday's twin bill at 3:30 his charges tonight at 6:15

p.m. when they clash with a
team made up of

p.m.

The losers in the Saturday semi -pro
games will meet at 1:30 p.m.
Sunday, while the championship clash is scheduled for
3:30 that afternoon. Trophies
will be awarded for the first
and second - place ,teams in
the tournament.

football

the

and

September,

School

Association has

very

ARLINGTON WILL compete
in the Mid -Suburban League
for the first time after drop-.
ping out of the West Suburban
League The new affiliation will
pit the Cardinals against Pros-

WITH BOB CASTERLINE

pect,

Wheeling,

View,

Forest

Palatine. Conant, and Maine
West,

designated one of the top 100
high school backs in the nation
by a national sports magazine,
Kick -Off, 1966 Football Year-

THE THREE co - captains,
Steve Allen; Kim Markshausen,

and Jim Huegerich

lead

the

drills and issue the orders.
The informal sessions are
held Monday - Wednesday Friday in the early evening
hours. The usual attendance
is between 30 and 40, and
members of all classes -- not

Football will provide Arlington with its first major competition in the loop, and the just juniors and seniors -- are
Card gridders are hopeful of welcome to work out.
grabbing a championship
their first season

in

One of the silly by-products of the growth of college
football into a major money operation is the scheduling
of games 10 years away.

has been

vising.

A RELEASE crossed our desk today indicating that
Minnesota and Western Michigan University have agreed
to a two-year series of football games for 1975 and
1976.

book.

That's the kind of scheduling that has set up some 'of
the great mismatches of recent collegiate grid history,

-THE-6-3;-480- --pound -senioi quarterback has been a two-

year. regular at Arlington, and
his passing is expected to be
the team's top offensive weapon again this fall.

aril has
drills are held Monday -Wednesday -Friday,
team's three co -captains.

ing

To
prevent such an occurence this
the

conference

THE

USUALLY
arc

Quarter horse racing will be
one of the major attractions at

sessions

this year's

followed by an informal

through Aug. 21 in Springfield.

Race night at the fair, Aug.
15 will feature more than 100
of

mottle landed three players
on the Dempster team includ-

Area

ing Al Czarnicki, Benny Fernandez, and Doug Mitsuoka.
Art's Shell also placed three
on the elite Dempster squad,

Boys'

Senior

Baseball

League

Teams from High Ridge and
Dempster Junior High School
fields will meet on Aug 7
for the Waycinden
championship game

GIL'S

BULKO

All -Star

the

Altergott, Scott Clinton, and
Dick Teeters Others selected

the High Ridge team are
Tony Aiardo and Steve Raymond of Des Plaines Plyto

Brennan

and

Larry Stiff of Pete's Standard
Service, Gary McCombs and
Dave Ristau of Golf -Prospect
Mobil, Jim Perrone and Mark
Rossi of Dodge in Des Plaines,

Steve Anthony of Kelly Oldsmobile, Bob Martin of Ellin wood Motors, and Glenn Peterson of Bravos Oldsmobile
League -leading

Kelly

Olds -

Coming Up

1

WEDNESDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS
Park District Swimming
Plaines vs Arlington
at Pioneer Park, 7 p m
Des

eat

Joe

of

Puzzo

stars they are Tom Baumstark,
Nick Digilio, Scott Dorsey,
and Ernie Woollard. Dempster

Mikc Auckley,
Jim Doherty,, Al Mitsos, and
alternates

arc

Mike Wehle.

THE HIGH

Ridge'

team

41

B,J. Luke (left) and Art Busse figure to be among
Mt. Prospect's top point getters when the local
park district swimming team takes on Elmhurst
tonight.

Vikings Top Chargers
For Prospect Hts. Title
The Chargers captured ,first
place in the Prospect Heights
Boys' Baseball Senior League
Monday with a -6-5 conquest of
the Vikings in the season finale

head man Nick DiGilio with
got
BOB BATCHEIAR
Bill Nicholson, Em Stiff, and credit for the Charger victory.

seven

hits.

lie

notched

ald Cleaners 8-4.

15

Kaye, Sid
Schiller, and Bill Vandivere.

as he allowed seven hits while
going all the way. Thc fire righthander whiffed
balling
eight batters and walked seven.
Losing pitcher Scott Edge
.

in a losing cause.

STEVE SCHULER

nicked

East. Aside from the enjoyment the stream
has given me down through the years, I've
also learned a thing or two. The most
important Is that if <one wants to catch big
fish, one must use big lures. It sounds
simple but not every angler realizes it.

Large trout or bass may strike a small
fly or lure, but they are more apt to lake

something large-a big streamer fly, a half ounce Abu Reflex, a long, slender Eelet.
I've often used them to good advantage.
Still, I must confess that any success I've
had on the upper Hudson is due more to
the river than to me.
Good rivers are hard to find these days.
I'm happy to report, however, that there is

adjacent land areas and to make them accessible to the public for fishing and. recreation.

Oehler.

Team

Points

Springs Shell Service
National Conveyor
City Welding
New' Emerald Clnrs.
Heights Cleaners
Arlington Structural

77 1/2
72
71

Bruns Real Estate
Harris Pharmacy
Koops Mustard
Norther Decorators
Crest Heating

Father's

63 1/2
63 1/2
62 1/2
_56 1/2

Lauterburg and
Oehler

IN

ers, the upper Hudson among them, may

eventually be added to create a Wild Rivers

`Hansel
And Gretel
children
Adults

Tile importance of such legislation

should be obvious. Unfortunately, not every
one cares; thus, sportsmen must make their
feelings -known on the subject.

$1.00

$2.00

Country Club
1 HI AI III 4111 ;0555551

in the Old Orchard Country Club,

.

more than memories.

hi

run

two

to three

breeding,

has

BUD'S

Twins' Shutouts

MINNEAPOLIS (UPI) -The Minnesota Twins were
shut out only three times during
1965 season. The whitewashes were turned in by Joel
Horlen of Chicago, Fred Newman of the Angels and a combined effort by Boston's Dave
Morehead and Dick Radatz in
the Red Sox only victory over

become

PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchen

the

stockier
and they race over, shorter dis-

Sports on T.V.

RemOdeling

All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts
Do It Yourself Or We Install

Price & Compare

the Twins all season.

54 1/2

I

TODAY
5:55 p.m. Football, filmed
NFL highlights, ch. 32.
8 p.m. Bowling, ch. 32.
9 p.m. Wrestling, ch. 26.

1/2

64

Lew Musill's 'TALE TELLERS'

System.

This year Notre Dame faces a schedule that 10
Purdue,
years ago would have been grading.
Northwestern, Army, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
Navy, Pitt, Duke, Michigan State, and Southern
Cal are the Irish foes for 1966.

Pitt, Oklahoma, Army, and Northwestern, then they

67 1/2

Steel

PROUDLY. PRESENTS

Salmon and Clearwater in Idaho, the Rogue
in Oregon, the Rio Grande In New Mexico,
the Eleven Point in Missouri. Some 17 oth-

a

TIME TRIALS will begin at would have a deserved claim on a national title if they

69 1/2
69 1/2

THE COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE.

InAlally, five rivers. Will be affected-the

If they don't, well, those favorite spots
of yours and mine may soon be nothing

trimmed

STANDINGS

conditions of c e r t a I n rivers, and their

Affairs. Rep. Wayne Aspinall, D -Colo., Is
chairman of the committee.
_
This act seeks to preserve the wilderness

Steel

in-

Phillics on June ,I9,
Day.

Senate and Is now being considered by the

It's a beautiful stretch of water and the

trips

House Committee on Interior and Insular

I guess every fisherman has a favorite
spot, a secret place where the water runs
free and the fish are so big they are almost
frightening I have one on the upper

Wild Rivers Act has already passed the.

Illinois State Fairgrounds, Springfield, until Aug.
retary,

horse

beat Koops Mustard 7-5, and
Bruns Real Estate battled to a
6-6 draw with Lauterburg and

ST. LOUIS (UPI) -- Catcher
promises to do something about this. The

posted

7-2-I record, and was rated among the top 10 teams

THEN. CALL

CL 5-4799

HORCH ER DECORATORS race a quarter of a mile.

Rick Krcutzfeld was the
Vikings' leading stickman, with

Tim McCarver of the St.
Louis Cardinals pleased both
ma and pa pith home runs:,
He homcred against the' Atlanta Braves on Mother's Day,
May IS, and -- you guessed
it -- against the Philadelphia

legislation pending in Washington that

trout fishing is the equal of any In the

open, accordRay, superin-

from the fact that they usually

any extra base blows.

hits in four
cluding a triple.

11-7

after the

in the country. Still, only four of the schools the Irish
played finished with records better than .500 -- Purdue, Michigan State, Southern Cal, and Miami. Of the
Warren R. Comstock Memor- four, Notre Dame was able to beat only Southern Cal.

Crest Heating and Air Con- tances. They derive their name
ditioning 7 1/2 - 4 1/2.

Good Boy

By DICK WOLFF
Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

Hudson.

Structural

as the winners failed to muster

three

Oardoors

That condition, as much as any ether, has led to the
recent resurgence in Notre Dame football
slump of the late 50s and early 60s.
LAST YEAR, for instance, Notre Dame

paddock, a secondary paddock, and a jockey's room.
Two
special
races,
the

The rest of the league tightincreasingly popular in the
ened up, though, as National state.
Conveyor Supply beat Heights
The horses are smaller and
Cleaners 7-5 and Arlington
than thoroughbreds,

strikeouts and walked only two

Ray Wendlandt.

John

INCLUDED AMONG the improvements are a new saddling

SPRING SHELL Service exTHIS WILL be the third
tended its league lead to 5 1/2 year of quarter horse racins at
points -by topping New Emerthe Illinois State Fair. Quarter

also went all seven innings for
the Vikings and yielded only

safeties in four official trips.
All of his hits were singles,

are

dates IQ years ahead.

expected to add to the show.

pected to
hours.

personal best.

I:6p for four of the Charger

be at the Dempster helm. As-

Schools struggle to get on the Irish schedule, and
when they're turned down for dates within the next few
years they get over -eager and start talking about

the ,,rhite nine at Golden Acres 8 a.m. on Wednesday, Aug. 10 went through the season with as little as a loss and a
Country Club. He carded three and continue throughout the tie to mar their record.
birdies and six pars en route day. Horses for the Illinois
INSTEAD, THEY'LL probably annilate nearly every
State Fair Futurity and the
to the score.
Alternate Bill Schoepke al- Illinois State Fair Derby will team they face, with the possible exception of a Purdue or a Michigan State or a Southern Cal, and no one
so carded three birdies on the be named from the time trials.
The races are slated for 7:30 will be certain who is the bona fide national champion.
same. nine holes, finishing with
a one - under round of 35, his p.m. on Aug. 12 and are ex-

assistance from Frank Nolan,

sistants

but Notre Dame is the Big Name.

S30,000 in prize money. Several track improvements are

Dash arc still
ing to James

win over Harris Pharmacy
with a three -under -par 33 on

AP

will be managed by Gil's Bulko for bOth teams.

Kelly's Mutt Mitsuoka will

have more successful teams year in and year out,

If the Irish could substRute a few teams like Texas,
GORDON OTTO led the City I. The two dashes are open
Arkansas, Nebraska, or Ohio State for the likes of
Welding Sales team to a 9-3 events for horses of any age.

Golf -Prospect

Mobil.
Both teams named. four alternates. For the High Ridge

the

ial and Governor Otto Kerner The Irish tied Miami and lost to the two Big 10 squads.

Heights Twilight Golf League.

1;104

Mark of Ellinwood Motors,
Dave Long and Bill, Vandivere
of Bravos Oldsmobile, Ken

mouth. Mike Kaye of Dodge
in Des Plaines, Gary Plcickhard) of Pete's Standard, and

by

Two of the best rounds of the tendent of quarter horse racseason highlighted action last ing.- Entries will be taken .by
weekend
in
the
Arlington Mrs. Virginia Comstock, sec-

are John Atamian and Dick

Caviezel of Des Plaines Ply-

quarter
record

Schoepke,. Otto
Pace Golf Loop

ROUNDING OUT the roster

lecls

High Ridge roster with three

Gene

Bob

Clark, and John Uragami got

state's top
pursuinii
a

the
horses

the nod.

selections on the 14 -member
squad Gil's all-stars arc Mike

mouth,

Chrismar,

Steve

as

Illinois State Fair

scheduled to run from Aug. 12

Waycinden Sr. League
All -Star Teams Named
Two All -Star teams have
been chosen in the Waycinden

supervised

t\

The Irish are the number -one grid attraction In
the country when it comes to color and emotion. Alabama, U.C.L.A., Ohio State, and Pe1111 State may

Quarter Horses
To Race at Fair

The .sessions stress running.

and calisthenics primarily, but
passing and punting drills are

slump spoiled their final camin

and are

some ordinary teams into near -national

champions.
Notre Dame is a primary example.

Arlington High School football team candidates work out on their own at
Pioneer Park in preparation for the coming season. The informal condition-

LAST YEAR the Cardinals often included. The players
were a factor in the prestigi- wear no pads or helmets, with
ous West Suburban League's only their cleated shoes to intitle race until a late - season dicate their football aflliation.
paign

Kowal, and Tom Clow.,

Score.

players are working to assure strict rules about such things. 'stay.
the school an impressive de- the players conduct their pracOne of the team's co - captices completely on their own -but
Steve Allen,

semi -

about
his
pitching
plans for the Park Ridge meet.

two of the co - captains choosing sides from those players
who aren't too exhauited to

tains,

local

THORNE SAID he was un-

game of touch football, with

no coaches or fathers super-

heads the

certain

Cardinal Crridders Seek
Good First Impression
Arlington High School's ath- fall, the players have already
letic squads will compete in a started conditioning drills.
Because the Illinois High
different league- starting in

nine,

'pros. Some of the other familiar names on the roster are
Al Koehler, Tom Wilkes, Greg

Man of the

Dap

rent a new '66
MUSTANG,
GALAXIE

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

CORTINA
FALCON

FAIRLANE

E
R
D.

A

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

PLAN YOUR VACATION

RENT A STATION WAGON
SPECIAL RATES

at low rates from. ..
GEORGE POOLE
400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON

C.( %Ted)
gry sta I '-

HOTS., ILL -

CL 9.3141,
NITES AND SUNDAY

CL 5.9889

Tonight; Partly cloudy; Low
near 70. Friday; Partly cloudy,
Chance of. thundershowers; A

e

'

little cooler; High near 80.

Telephone

Pro5pect Dap

WEATHER

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper

Another round in the village
versus the pillars will be fired

tonight when a safety expert
testifies before

intersection

of

Arlington

Heights and Golf Rds. was un-

police committee of the village

erts

Drs.,

basements

tee chairman Frank Bergen,
are members of a citizens
safety council formed in the

Country Club area to salvage
the controversial pillars.

Committee

Mrs. Waldo Hogy mops up her basement at 1007
Robert Dr., which flooded for the first time. Note the
water mark on a cardboard box storing her wow football equipment. More than a foot of water and sewage
bubbled into the basement in her Elk Ridge Villa home.
tained $1,000 worth of dam- ment at 1400 Palm Dr. and
calculated

age.

cars

The vulnerability of Weller
Creek to flash flooding could
be corrected with 5400,000 al-

Plaines, chairman of the. Clean
Stream Committee of Cook
County (Northern District),.
suggested
Mount
Prospect
apply for the funds.
Johnson said Wednesday
that the creek is a serious
problem and suggested three

steps could be taken to correct
the difficulties.

As chairman of the
famed

state -

Johnson

committee,

that he had sus-

"death traps."
answer

from

questions

flooding

of

like to
Weller

ropolitan Sanitary, District of
Greater Chicago is presently
experimenting with the effect
water.
Johnson also

recommended

and

panneled

base -

HARVEY Klehm of 100 E.
Golf Rd., a commissioner of
Weller Creek Drainage
District, blamed the flooding

the

lage board meeting.

A water line in his basement showed the water and

Continue Case

sewage rose about a foot.

gonquin Rd., on the west just
west

of

Arlington

Heights

Rd.. and on the east by Busse
Rd.

SURREY Ridge is bounded
on the north by Pickwick Dr.,
the

on

east

by

Arlington

Heights Rd.. and on the south
by Golf Rd. Construction still
is

in

progress

in

the west

area.

Klehm said the district has

ICC To Hear
Utility Case
Petitions

signed

by

some

800 residents in the area served by Citizens Utility Co. have
caused the Illinois Commerce
Commission to schedule a public hearing on the adequacy
of Citizen's water service.

protested to Andrew V.' Plummer, superintendent of the
Cook County highway division,

Notice that a hearing would

30 petitions, each bearing 25

be called was given to Mrs.
"Because of the connection
Rita O'Bradovich, one of the
between the big tiles and ours, the Cook County Board of circulators of the more than

trict flood after rains.
The
district is

commissioners arc
bounded ing further action,

considerbut said

roughly on the north by Cen- he was unable to specify what
tral Rd., on the south by Al- form it would take.

a ' control guide on the gates

of the toilet."

signatures, submitted to the
ICC.
Roberta A. Moye, acting
secretary of the commission,
said that hearings would be

scheduled on a date to be announced and that the village
of Mount Prospect would be
notified of the hearing date.
The complaint alleges that

Citizens have failed to enlarge
their water service to

keep

area it serves.

CITIZENS service area
eludes 2,200

in -

homes, 315 of

which are within the corporate limits of the village of
Mount Prospect.
Citizen's service area is

A village suit against Di Mucci Home Builders charg-

ing violation of a municipal
ordinance by 'failing to se-

at Central Rd.

He explained that the mech-

in

the village . hall.

Existing

day until Aug. 31.

THIRDLY, Johnson thought
the village ought to contact

Gov. Otto Kerner in an attempt

Congreve

Day
Thoughtless people who

fling garbage out of cars
onto 'parkways. If every
litter bit hurts, let's
speak

M.P.
altillia109p.1020111WISMIN

and the South by Kensington.
Residents of the area be-

gan circulating petitions when

a pump failure over the July
4 weekend caused many to be
without water.
During
the

emergency,
Mount Prospect pumped 1,-

330,000 gallons of water into Citizen's system, avoiding
any crisis.

The Villaoe has also joined
in

the complaint and

seeks

an ICC ruling forbidding Citizens to expand.

Snags
Commissioner
Edwin W. Boddy, Mount
. Prospect Park District commissioner, reported to police
Wednesday night one front

headlight of the car he was

Childien play in a flood pond in Owens Park. %lie McCormick, 11, (right),
splashes , his brother Scott, 8, while John Lpwry,
heads away from the game

driving was broken by a- wire
strung across Emerson St.
between Lincoln and Shabonee
Tr.

one lock.

its banks at several points.

The board has been consider"What is important to consider," Congreve said, "is the ing three nev., ordinances exif the village had tending' the village's jurisdicoVnership of its sanitary sewer tion over the field of sanitation.
system, it could initiate its An ordinance covering' beauty
fact that

own maintenance and expan- shops has been passed by the
sion programs as the need Village Board and another for
semi-public

swimming

pools

looks like it could become the

MUCH OF Mount

Pros-

pect's sewer system is owned
by the Metropolitan Sanitary
District of Greater Chicago.
One area of the ' village is
served by Salvatore DiMucci's
Preliminary discussions

subject of pr?tracted debate.

Itie mainI purpose of the bar-

ber shop ordinance is to make
present public health and sanitation regulations stiffer than

the state laws.
One of the chief aspects of the
are new rules affects the cleaning

underway in the public works of barbers' clippers. The board
committee of the village board wants them "subjected to an
concerning' the possibility of approved germicidal
treatpurchasing the sewer system ment." This was the troublefrom the sanitary district.

"It would be to the village's
benefit to

purchase the sys-

scope of the problem."

Library Board
Misses Mail Call
Members of the Mount Prospect Library Board have

which was submitted to The Day for publication.
Mrs. Donald B. Gardner.
IT IS NOW up to the village
president of the library board, board to adopt a levy ordinsaid that the only indication ance, from which the actual

some lock.
Louis Velasco,

a barber,
again rasied objections as to the

The sixth member, Mrs. L.
W. Kester, has been on the

board virtually since its inception and is not identified with

Library - Assn., to determine
Since the library budget was
Mrs. Gardner said that the duties and responsibilities of
submitted, two, village trus- cover letter submitted to the library trustees.
$100 of assessed valuation.

arise."

VELASCO reiterated that he
and other barbers .felt the proordinance

posed

duplicated

state rules which were outdated
and not even enforced,

He maintained that no new
regulations were needed because barber shops were no

longer a vehicle for the transA fifth trustee Gilbert Lie- mission of contagious diseases
benow, was appointed to the and because barberd would be
board by Mayor Daniel Con- hampered by further restricgreve following the resignations.
tion of Mrs. Emily Kirchoff.
All other criticisms of the

the board has had of the let- funds for the library will be
any political faction.
ter was seeing it in print in determined.
the newspaper.
If' the library is to receive
"We can't very well answer the full amount it has approMRS. GARDNER said that
a letter we do not have," Mrs. priated and budgeted, the levy, the first thing she did when
Gardner said.
will be around 11.5 cents for elected to the library board
The library board president each $100 of assessed valu- was to set up an appointment
said that a cover letter to the ation. Last year's library levy with Edward G. Strable, exevillage board accompanied the was 9.5 cents for $100. The cutive secretary of the truslibrary's budget when it was I legal limit is 12 cents for tees section of the American
submitted for acceptance.

Not Trimmed

tem," Congreve said. "While need as well as the scope of the
we can't stop rain, we can proposed ordinance.
make certain that the system
is functioning at its best posBOARD president Paul Gasible level."
vin in opening the meeting reCongreve was critical of the affirmed the health board's
proving Weller Creek and al- sanitary district's maintenance intention of proposing the orlows the funds to be used in- system of the sewers. "If we dinance to the Village Board.
dependently by the state de- had control of them, we could
It's our consensus that there
partment of public works and call the shots in the maintenbuildings, or in co-operation ance program. As it is now, should be an ordinance and we
with federal, municipal, coun- the sanitary district has many will propose one. Then it's up
ty or private funds, as long as communities to worry about and to the board of trustees to act,"
all contracts are approved by many sewer systems to con- he said.
"An ounce of prevention now,
,the governor.
sider. Mount Prospect's sewer
Gov. Kerner has not yet problems diminish in impor- in the form of an ordinance,"
acted on H.B. 1493, the legis- tance compared to the over-all he continued, "will allow us to
move rapidly, if any problems
lative service reported.

listed on the petitions as an not received a letter critical of their budget written by
area bounded on the east by a former librarian and library board president and
River Rd., the north by Willow Rd., the west by Wolf Rd.

pointed out that

Barber Shop
Ordinance

The Board of Health snipped
three inches of rain pelted the
village in less than two hours. away at objections to a proposed
Storm water poured into Well- barber shop ordinance Wedneser Creek. causing it to leave day night but had difficulty with

to gain funds already appropriated for the improvement
of Weller Creek.
House Bill 1493, passed in
the 1965 legislative session,
provides $400,000 for im-

Gripe
Of The

It. Fines
loader than words.

drainage

anism could record the exact
position of the gates - whether
open, closed or somewhere in
between - on a graph located Utility Sewer and Water Co.

cure certificates of occupancy wires could be used to connect
for homes was continued in the mechanism on the gates
Mount Prospect court Wednes- to graph.

prove

or. natural

systerns.

modeled

pace with the growth of the

own splasldng stick,

sewer

Robert R. McCormick, look -

Fun Can Be a New Pond

to get

"There was just too much
rain in too short a period of
could not be handled by storm

the

of such devices to determine
his view at tonight's meeting how well they clean poluted
residents of the area who took

of its own sewer system.

BUT HE said he'd
see

He is expected to amplify

and

Wednesday's flash flood could not have been avoided,
according to Mayor Daniel Congreve, but the damage
might have been minimized had the village possession

the one yesterday morning.

BOX, WHEN he made an chlorinating device at the sewer
of the pillars at gates at Central Rd. The Met-

Trs. last week, labeled them

Flood: Congreve
time Wednesday morning,"
Congreve said. "The wate

Johnson suggested that Mount
water Prospect
install
a

Council, Manawa and Hiawatha

"Basement ice boxes in particular must be
absolutely cleaned," he added.

eady.a_ppropy,i atedfooltar
pose b? the state.
Elmer Johnson
of Des

testimony

inspection

"Lysol or a Clorox solution is classified as
the rightiincL of germicide," HaenisCh_said. _He_
said soaps alone are not strong enough.

"I had two drains in the ed (overloaded) last night," he
the village ask the sanitary dis- arises."
basement that were surcharg- said, "so I backed them up exception to his preliminary trict for permission to hook up
ed over the extensively re- and then sewage spurted out comments at last week's vil-

He said the drainage district

and

hear

solutions to protect against contagion.

Flood Proof

by DiMucci Home Builders.
Benny Laurie, formerly a
chauffeur for the late Col.

pieces of property in the dis-

Rd. was flooded,
crawled along.

will

expert.

Commissioners and Francis
S. Lorenz, state director of
public works and buildings.

lane of Golf Rd. at Goebbert

Could Be

Creek contained, because raw
from Paul C. Box, of Skokie, sewage is dumped into it when
a traffic engineer and safety there is flooding in the area.
They

ones, backups result," he said.
He said about 35 or 40

race was inundated.
At 11 a.m., the westbound

Country

night's meeting.

which are I0-. 12- and 15 -inch

Czarnecki.

the

in

Club area, is expected to have
his troops out in force for to-

The

Mrs.

Newutancl Price 10 Cents

Health inspector Herman Haenisch warner.
flood victims that they must wash down basement walls and floors with strong germicidal

is. MOM concerned with health
Edward Skwarlo, chairman - and sanitation conditions .than
of the Pillar Preservation with emergency situations, like

driveway of a neighbor, Mrs.
Alfred Beige', 135 Golf Ter-

said

attend tonight's

Invited to

meeting, scheduled for 8 p.m.
in the village hall by commit-

were

flooded for the first time since
the construction of the homes

der water Wednesday morning.
,on what he termed improper
drain
Some property on Golf Terr., connections between
a residential street just north tilts of the Surrey Ridge subof the intersection, was buried division and those of the
by as much as 18 inches of drainage district.
"In July, 1963," Klehm
water.
Mrs. Leon Czarnecki. 139 said, "48 -inch tiles of the
were
connected
Golf Terr., said water on subdivision
some spots on her lawn came to our district's agricultural
to the waists of her three drain tiles without our consent.
children.

"My husband could hardly
get his car out this morning,"

and

board.

Flooding in Elk Grove Township
A section of unincorporated
Elk Grove Township near the

fire

He suggested that residents
contact company workmen before trying to operate any appliances possibly damaged by
the water and sewage backed

were hit. The rains played no installed sump pumps in their
homes on Hickory and Cyfavorites.
POLICE CHIEF Newell Es- press Drs. in Elk Ridge Villa
reported their basements were
mond, reviewing the reports
of the flood in the police sta- not flooded by the flash storm.
tion Wednesday morning said Wednesday night public works
there was no way to determine crews used four gas - powerthe damage done by the flood. ed sump pumps in the Hatlen
"So many things were ruin- Heights area to drain . flooded
basements.
ed it would be hard just to
FURTHER NORTH, near the
count them all up," he said.
Fire Chief Edwin Haber- intersection of Palm and Robwarned residents of
resulting
dangers
possible
from the flood.
The fire department assisted residents in shutting
off gas and electric systems
during the flood.

the

tems arc Ok."

then subsided about 3 a.m., up in their basements.
dangerous,"
"Particularly
when storm sewers finally
began to contain, the run-off said Chief Haberkamp, "are
washing machines and dryers
from the rains.
-'flooding in - and the like `that could be
Police
almost all sections of the short-circuited by the sewvillage. Hatlen Heights. Golf- age water."
hunt, Country Club Terrace
Persons who, after several
and the Brickman subdivision incidences of , flooding, had

kamp

Creek
1

Meeting
onight

M ouut-trospcct -flooding_ bu.0_:_
fire chief cautioned, "they
dreds of basements. Appli
ances, furniture, clothes and ought to check with the utiliother possessions were ruin- ty companies to, make sure
their gas and electrical sys-

'its banks. It peaked at_ about
a foot above flood stage and

Pillar

I

BY BRUCE CUTLER
The extent- of - damage -done -br:Wednesday's-flash
flood cannot be calculated, according to village officials.
Sewers backed up all over
"BEFORE PEOPLE turn

The flood began about 1:30

60056

Health
Warning

No Damage
Estimate Made

a.m. after several hours of
pounding rain. Weller Creek
swelled, and then overflowed

-7"

' Mount. Prospect, 11t,
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proposed ordinance were pushed aside.

THE BOARD decided to keep
in a

rule precluding the sale

of food in barber shops, except
for tobacco, barbering incidentals, newspapers and magazines,
Velasco had wanted the board

to allow vending machines in
the shops.

Gavin said, "We must be as
strict as the state laws" which
do not, allow vending machines.
He commented that barbers

could apply to the village for
Strable recommended that a the machines under the food
fact that the board throUgh its list of the library's accom- survey of the library facilities handling ordinance.
finance committee has no right plishments under its current be made. The board engaged
The board members agreed
to request adjustments. The board of directors, elected un- Peter Bury of the Glenview barbers would be required to
budgets submitted for 1966-67 der the banner of the United Public Library to make the wash their bands before servwas for 5136,500.
Citizens Party, in the April, survey' and as a result it was ing each patron, would be proThis is the amount appropri- 1965, municipal electiohs.
determined' that Mount Pros- hibited from using their fingers
aced for the library by the vilFour of the 'present six pect haeotry about 1.4 books to apply creams, lotions and
loge thrOugh adoption of its trustees, Mrs. Gardner, Mrs. per capita.
cosmetics and would be directed
Bury recommended that the to have an X-ray each year
appropriation ordinance, ov- J. Ross Clark, Jerry ' Sullivan
er the no vote of Trustees Frank and Franklin Friday, were library think- in terms of a and have proof of it available
Bergen.
elected under UCP banners.
(Continued on Page 8)
"
to the health inspector.

tees have been critical of the board of trustees contained a

Pillars to Pools
To Politics, Naturally

THE PROSPECT. DAY
Thursday, July 28, 1966

Page 2

Village, County
Meet on Utility
Mount Prospect village officials will meet with the
legislative committee of the Cook County Board today
to determine whether Citizens Utility Co. is allowed
to expand in the northern area of the village.
The meeting was called at
Citizens Utility Co.

is ex-

Manager John Mongan and
other village officials, is ex-

lars, on the relative merits of
proving a "need" before the

night.
Village

fected by the new rules.

board acted.

.

'

"You're going to have to bat-

expansion, the village has re- Mount Prospect court Wednesquested action from the Illinois day.

7 on a charge of hitting an

tle up hill politics -wise," he
said, "because the ordinance
is not bottomed in any need."

---Ido on-June -11-Thus far, no failed to appear, Judge -Simon
action has been taken by the S.- Porter suggested Taylor

one had shown any need for the
ordinance,_ which would cover
swimming pools in apartment

Taylor is due in court Sept.

pillars

the village

with

0 '...

)

111

'

.!

of "at-

the qualifications

, -,`,

1)1

Li

V,

tendants" required by the proposed ordinance to be at pools
"I'm trying to suggest to while they are in operation and
you," 'Teichert said, "that you whether they will be the ones
had-the ordinance until the who ascertain thut users of the
political atmosphere changes." pools have taken showers.

projects, motels and hotels.

retain another attorney.

-1/4" ".

board's police and fire committee.

Teichert commented that no

Illinois 83 sign near Lincoln
Av. Because Taylor's lawyer

ICC.

the

on

..c,.

,

,

-0....

.

In the joint committee - health

board meeting's bukiness, two
matters were referred to the
Citizens from the area are public health and safety commeeting with a safety expert mittee.
The committee will decide
tonight to discuss the fate of

ill-

is

.

,

which voted to tear them down,

cause the ordinance
timed politically.

I,

1

ers.

He said a lot of good work and some residents, who want
could go down the drain be- them to remain.

i

A hearing was held before

AND HE discussed at length
with board of health members
the role of a politician dealing
with matters that affected vot-

THE PILLARS on Illinois

ing of the new Iiool rules.

The trial of Patrick M.
Taylor, 18, of Bensenville,
ing in the county building.
In addition to appealing to the for reckless driving was concounty board to halt Citizen's tinued for the third time in

Commission engineer William

that a need must be proven
before the village board of
trustees will act because of

of health, raised the political come a point of sharp debate
issue in objecting to the tim- between the village . board,

pected to attend today's meet,

Commerce Commission.

chairman
Harry
Bruhl,. who voted in a village
board meeting to save the pil-

their concern for residents af-

pillars

lic health and safety committee 83 at the entrance to the Counwhich met jointly with the board try Club subdivision have be-

Delay Trial
of Driver

Congreve, along with Village

He debated with trustee and
committee

illustrate

to

ill-fated

Robert
Trustee
Teichert, a member of the, pub-

the request of Mayor Daniel .pected to be represented by
Congreve who has asked that Lee Perry, general manager,
the water service company be at today's meeting.
forbidden to expand.

He raised the issue of the

The pillars of the Country
Club subdivision caused a discussion of . a proposed semipublic swimming podl ordinance to overflow into a. debate
on. political philosophy last

Priced Low

vis resents dos de

tirrId.341".";m
1r31, 30th.

8

2 -oz.

Absorbine Junior. t:
Gillette

John Kapovich, crew chief for the Parma -Line Corp., lays a new white double

down the middle of U.S. 14. The Chicago -based company received its writTechmatic Refill .184? stripe
ten contract for the work from the state highway department last week and began
Diaper Deodorant . . r 49?
Toys Key.
43,000 Workers
in Mount Prospect on striping U.S. 14 from Des Plaines to Aribigton Heights.

6 finch ... Ceramk Ease

8

Mirror.. . .
Brylcreem

oz: 8.7
r
it":

Hair Spray

13 -oz.

Are You Man Enough For

DRUGS
1006 SO. ELMHURST RD.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL
1155 LEE ST. DES PLANES, ILL
2995 KIRCH RD.

4.

Just Wonderful

r. 79?

Aerosol

rtssz.

01

5 -Day Deodorant

W

81?

Package of 18

7.$1"

LIQUOR -HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS AT NATIONAL Sominex
COLGATE TOOTHPASTE' PATTY "LYNN SHAMPOO
95?

quart

size

size

39

BROXODENT

.8

$I

rag

slips

annual

Class

program

at

Meadows Pool on Thursday at
8:30 p.m.

Under the direction of Janet
Kuhlman and Maggie Morten swimmers will
demonstrate the techniques they
young

learned during the year under
park district supervision.

The first act will feature the
entire cast in an opening number called "Toy Shoppe Scene."

25SPRINGFIELD --July
State, county and municipal
recognition

Barb Allison, Nancy Floros and
Mary Frances Weatherby as
stuffed cats.
In the fourth number, Sandra
Glade, Sharon Gross, Irene
Karen

Rose

and

Sharon White portray wooden

and Mary Beth White are fea-

69

98?
size

Brand Name Radio

POLAROID COLOR FILM TRANSISTOR BATTERIES
No. 108

reg.

drummers.

Mason, Diane Smith and Mary

Pack

Wolf are toy clocks.

The entire cast will participate in the finale.

Regular or Super

7 Transistor

Adoptions
Total 8,046
In Illinois

Adult or Children

TAMPAX

PORTABLE RADIO

RUBBER ZORIES

SANITARY NAPKINS

Adoptions in the state for the

fiscal year ended June 30 totaled 8,046, according to Dr..
Franklin D. Yoder, director of

Adult

. 8

the Illinois Department of Pub-

box

Children

23? v

of 40

lic Health.

This total shows the number
of children for which birth
records were prepared but
does not include adoptions

LIQUOR DEPARTMENT SPECIALS
IMPORTED GIN

GIN or VODKA fifth $289

BOURBON

Gliby's

Taylor's

RED WINE

IN or VODKA fifth $298
I
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GREEN

I

ZOO41/ STAMPS
AMU
With Ms Coypu' sod Aar

NEvV PRIECAIPTION
Mr 30th
csesss brew

KbIlf
DRUGS r
ti

quart

institutions,
and recreation, 125;
technical, 108; personnel, 91;
Employes' Week in Illinois.
In connection with the ob- library service, 90, and inservance,
Kerner
released formational, 51.
Average age of state emdetails of an analysis made by
Director ployes is 45 years, and men
State
Personnel

nk,!,10.

I

--

421

most

half -gal. $698

tional background

`tsGKAI

Asy 30th

and other

features that could readily be
tabulated from data available
in the Personnel Department"
Miss Myers said.

ALMOST all the occupationused in the private
sector of the economy are
represented among the approximately 43,000 full-time
employes in agencies subject
al skills

to the Personnel Code. Illinois
state employes for
10,000 of population,

with
each

71

LARGEST concentrations

of state employes arc found
in Cook County (9,870) and
Sangamon County (5,790), but

areas serving penal and mental health institutions also have
sizeable numbers of state employees are: Kankakee, 3,195;
Kane, 2,454; Lee, 1,799; Morgan,
1,697;
Logan,
Peoria, 1,360; Will,
Madison, 1,128; Knox,
Union, 1;056; Rock

1,442;
1,311;
1,066;

Island,

983; St. Clair, 701; Livingston,
686; Randolph,., 643, and Adams, 439. State payrolls are
of great importance - to "the

ranks thircLamong the states
in its economical use of man- economy in these counties,
power. Only New Jersey and Miss Myers pointed out.

four or

require

more years

of college training, and almost
all of the others require specialized skills and knowledge.

Average
monthly
salary
for state employes has in-

creased from $375 in 1960_ to_
the present $470. The cost of
special

positions

requiring

college

degrees, and more than 10,000
employes arc
having some
training.

recorded as
college level

Miss Myers pointed out that
the range of services expected
by the public provides the key
to the diversity in occupations
and the rising 'level of edu-

-

cational

requirements

many jobs

in

for

state .govern-

ment.

A tabulation of employes

benefits

to

employes

is estimated to be $58,762,080
annually.

Some 8,700 employees are in

BENEFITS include the cost
of

paid

vacations,

holidays,

sick leave, and personal leave,

as well as those benefits that
state employes receive in addition to their monthly salaries. Chief among the latter
are the state's contribution to
State Employes' Retirement System and to the cost of
group health insurance premiums and the expense of training programs available to emthe

ployees.

Commenting on the salary
"job family," or related and benefits data, Gov. Ker-

Illinois -born chil-

half went into homes

'

were already five or more
Again, more boys
children.

single

dren were of illegitimate birth.

ministrative
and
clerical,
7,724;
welfare service, in-

occupational

category.

than girls were adopted. Of
OTHER JOB families and
the total adoptions, 4,117 chil- their employe totals are: ad-

Swimmer

Hurt in Dive

cluding correctional and gen-

eral assistance, 6,250; housekeeping, combining custodial
Judy Wilkin of 509 S. Na-t ,and food service personnel,

'

$318 Raised.'
By Tamers
"Doughnut Day" in Elk
Grove Village netted more than

$318 for the Salvation Army,
according

to Mrs. Harold
Greaves, chairman of the drive
for Elk Grove Village.

The drive was sponsored by

Wa-Ta was treated at Holy 5,190; trades and maintenance, the Junior Woman's Club and

With this Cotoroo ..d 51.00 or Non Porshoor 1.
.

of ages,
of occupations, educa-

where there were other chil- general and veterinary perdren, and 127 of this group sonnel, are used in health
went into families where there service, making it the largest

ri STAMPS
esow

1,062

dren adopted in other states.
Of the 8,046 adoptions, al-

$319

GREEN

STATIONERY DEPARTMENT

population
our survey

ploye
from
types

occupations, reveals that there ner, said, "If we want quality
are more employes in nursing government we must have
service (7,729) than clerks, quality employes. I am proud
stenographers
and
typists of the progress we have made
combined (6,516),
although and are still making, in offerthe latter are used in all state ing wages and working condioperations. A total of 9,971 tions commensurate with the
employes, including nursing, caliber of employes we want
medical, laboratory, therapy, and need in state government."

and

fifth

financial

Gov. Otto Kerner as Public parks

another state (1.099), or where

dren (124) adopted in Illinois,

Paul Jones

SchenleY

25

serstaand
286;

by

does include foreign -born chil-

Canada House

$2"

allied

where the child was born in
the adopting parents did not
want a new certificate (77),It

&iiilicia;ryVODKA fifth

July

In the eighth number, Mary Ohio have lower ratios of
Lynn Bercndesm, Mary Ditt- state workers to population:
mer, Carol Floros, Julie Kelly,
than half of the 1,100
Mary Pat Langefeld, Lizann jobMore
titles used in state service

for

2

on,,,

69e each

tured in ballerina dolls, the
fifth number of the program.
RAG DOLLS Terry Box
Leitner, Arlene Gross, Sally
Janes, Cheri O'Laverty and
Karen Karoschen will appear in
the sixth number.

In the seventh number, Jean
Schroeder and Pat 'Perkins are

.99

from

through July 31, designated by

Diane Ackerman, Teri White

WASH 'N DRY

and

362; research and
tistics, 274; insurance

Maude Myers- of the charac- outnumber women only slightly
teristics of the employe popu- ' (21,614 to 21,062). Approxi10 per cent of emKathy Mokate and Mary Beth lotion in state agencies under mately
ployees claimed veterand prefWhite will portray wind-up his jurisdiction.
"An interesting profile of erence in examinations re;
dolls.
suiting in entrance to state
The third number will feature this segment of the state ememerged service.

Kroschen,

only

Priced Low

engineering

employees are singled out for vice,

In the second number, Nan-

soldiers.

Package of 22

conservation, 616; supply, 450;

cy Braun, Melody Moldenhauer,

Electric Toothbrush
(Recommended by Dentists)

Castile or Egg

Family Size

On State Payroll
Cited this Week

"When Toys Come to Life"
will be the theme of the Meadows Park Synchronized Swim

son,

Pried Le.

ROLLING MEADOWS, ILL

To Swim
Program

.

p

work Comes ow tho Porthoso

Arly

TOOTHPASTE'.

...'sows_

.

Asir Sas

Family Hospital, _Des Plaines, 5,106; employment service, the taggers nearly doubled the
after she injured her head 2,039; office machines, 1,209; amount raised in 1965.
while diving from the edge of inspection and law enforceThe drive, held June 10 in
the Lions Park pool Tuesday.
Chicago and 140 suburbs in
ment, 1,189.
Doctors used 14 stitches
Teaching, including institu- Cook, DuPage, Kane, Lake,
to closedthe wound. She was tional, hearing and speech spe- Will, McHenry and Lake
placed under observation for a cialists, and vocational in- (Indiana) counties, raised more
possible brain concussion.
structors, 644; agriculture, and than $180,000.

,

The Day's Prospects

Real Estate Is a Challenging Career
yourself in someone
circumstances."

a man who mutt choose a
Third in a series of five articles dealing with business and .home for his wife and family(

BY DOLORES HAUGH

professional opportunities for women.

"SALESMANSHIP is liking
people. It is having an out-

"One of the most challenging careers that a Woman may en-

ter is the real estate field", says Barbara Johnson of the Wiggins Real Estate Agency, Mount Prospect.

Saleswomen have proved to
be essential in selling homes,
because a woman can and does
place herself in the position
of the woman of the house and

tries to visualize the needs of
the buyer's,family.
Working in the
world, maintaining

a

business
home

concerned,

is

kitchen is her dream" or the

placement of oversized' furniture which is already owned.
Having a woman's point of

may have.

view

is

especially helpful to

Sales techniques which en- ible schedule is advantagesalesperson to ef- - ous to saleswomen who are
and efficiently han- themselves homemakers and
dle the problems which do a- is a facet of the profession
rise in dealing on a customer - which appeals to most women.

courses

buyer level are also taught.
The opportunities open to
sales -women

real

estate

ban

living attracts

Imaginative thinking and a'
means of expressing

suitable

are

great as the trend of subur- these ideas gives women the
ability to sell to others.

to

many

Trip to a Farm

important. This
is
family
field is one that lends itself

the homemaker for homemaking itself can develop this

,to

sense of being able to

desirable.

are

The ability to have a flex-

able the
fectively

prowhich enables one to present are offered in sales and
She is extremely sensitive
motion at business schools.
the
homes
and
make
them
deto a situation and can readily
to
sirable to the buyer. it is be- These Stable the student
sense any difficulty, whether
study house construction, inmisrepresent.for
honest
ing
it be a need for a convenient
terior decoration and acces'location because of the lack ing any property would tend sibility of areas in the home
faith
the
clients
decrease
to
of a second car, to fill the
desire of the homebuyer who 'in the company represented.
"Studying the needs of a
loves to cook and "a large

and raising a family helps the
real estate saleswoman work
out any problems the buyers

which

areas

effective living.

AS FAR as formal education

personality

pleasing

going

which must be convenient for

eases

place

Sundays. The Milk- gers there. Milk and ice cream
"What can we do today, - to 6 p.m.
ing Parlor is open all day, also are available.
Picnic -tables arc_located
This common summer plea year-rounek-from -1-to 5 p.m.
or inFor 15 cents the children soiudtesitelhee
for

Mom?"

mostct visit
is

Four women active in the field of real estate are
Mrs. Emmet KraybW, Mrs. J. Connelly, Mrs. Karl

familiar problem
mothers. Here is a sug-

a

farm

e

trip

Bested solution:

zdo o.

of

throughth

Countrysthegrtoourends

In the Milking Parlor,

theThe

chit -

-rfrp, to -41-awthorm-farin-to- a -ghost-town-is:a-fayT.-drew -can --sce-cows--milkcd
youngsters. At the a production line.
Melody Farm, only a 25 - orite of
town, passengers leave
Barns are open' for visitors
minute drive from Arling- ghost
ton Heights. The farm is lo- the train and wander on their to get a close - up view of
cated on Highway 21 south of own. Round-trip fare is 25 champion cows.
Other
rides
amusement
Libertyville. Zoo hours dur- cents.
Mom can pack a picnic lunch available are helicopter, small
the season are 10 a.m.
a

Daniel Sass
Takes .Bride

p AT HOME

to 5 p.m. weekdays, II a.m, or buy hot dogs and hambur-

Prospect. The double ring ceremony was- officiated by
Gordon Jensen in a church decorated with yellow and white
The brides gown was of ivory
organza appliqued with alencon
lace which fell behind her in an
aisle -wide
train. From her.

Three Area Artists
In Lake County Show

jeweled crown flowed a tripletiered illusion veil. She carried a bouquet of yellow roses

and white orchids.

Three artists of the Mount
Prospect

PATTY

exhibited their

area

ALL HIGH FASHION
BATHING CAPS REDUCED 20%

Edna

than 80 artists in the show.

Mrs. Vlasak, a resident ,of
Mount Prospect for 8 years,
Study Group of the Northwest
Suburban Branch of the American Association of University
Women for the past two years.

r

bearer.
$

Mark Smaby, Minneapolis,
was best man and ushers were
Ron Greet, Chicago, and David Menapace, Decatur.
The bride's mother appeared

Mrs. Hedvic A. Vlasak with her oil painting titled

At present she has art exhibits at the Northwest Medi- "Looking Up".

Chicago and the Chicago Academy of Fine Arts.

She was a school teacher in
Crete, Nebr., Omaha, Nebr.,

and at Austin High School and

She

is

president

past

and

western

Suburban where
is creative art chairman.

MRS. LUCILLE Anderson
has exhibited at Lake County
art fcirs the past three years.
She has exhibits at the Thun-

taurant in Palatine.

School

in

Registrations still are being
Prospect

session

Heights

of a

nursery

school operated co-operatively
by mothers.

The session, opening Oct. 3'
and running through May 17,,
will be conducted 9 to I I a.m.
Tuesday and Thursday and
12:30 to 3 p.m. Wednesday.
school,
state,licensed
The'
two accredited
which has
teachers, meets in the Pros-

pect H eights. Community

Church at Elmhurst and Willow roads.

Another

session,

scheduled

Hunt On
For Grads
WANTED -- members of the
June, 1957 graduating class of
Schurz High School in. Chicago.
REASON -- reunion is being
planned for next year, but many
northwest area graduates are
at large.

REWARD -- for calling Mrs.
Roberta (Suckow) BrehMer at
259-5727 to notify her of present address.

'

FOLLOWING

mony, the couple

the groom, a graduate of Luther

High School North, Chicago,

is

Mothers
year -olds

of

through 5 interested in in-

Mrs. Nancy Jouse,
392-4645 or Mrs. Nancy Poch,,
259-5986.

Northwest:550RandRd.

RESTAURANT &

fe. ,1

--

...-

LUNCHEONS
' & DINNERS

.1",

.'%.-

.

....

.

Our Specialty

,

902 E. Northwest Highway
253-5566

,' =,

Vele *au 'Take "it Zook

This Week's Special

17464.

Wickes

$135

...'s

Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

Gourmet Cuisine

Catering to Banquets

-"Cocktails -

259-5970
AMPLE PARKING

Adjacent To Beverly lanes
722 Kensington Arlington Heights

Restaurant S Cocktail
Lounge Open 7 Days

4k:.- :se -

live Main* lobster
Prime Steaks
Express luncheon - Hot Buffet
BrunCh Every Sunday 'til 2 p.m.

Euclid Avenue & Rohliving Rd.
Hts.111.

.

My Place

CL 5-4300

-

and Saturday Nights
Vo la.

Sunday Dinners $2.25
i"
"from Relish Tray to 0
900 W. Northwest Highway

*---

Fried Chicken

Phone CL 9-3902

YEARLY
1/2 PRICE SALE

416 W. Northwest Highway
Mount Prospect, Ill.

in Pafat e try .

THURS 7/28, FRI 7/29, SAT; 7/30

CL 392.9789
Arlington Heights
F MINT AIN

r HOME COOKING

'.

.111$44

Maine LIPP Lobster

B916"'" Men'clumekcm,

Lei d

So.

!OKI

COaCti it it C 41/111
1. :\''

RIB WIT C H !
359-2133
Poisisine. Illinois
Ribs,
Bar-bq
Featuring,
Sausage
Italian
Chicken,

ta:essielLis

VIOLET FASHIONS

and Delicious Beef.

CARRY-

Open Daily 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.

I

-

Friday & Saturday 2 a.m.
St

.

_

.

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
& FOOD AT ITS
FINEST IN THE
BIG RED BARN
.

_.. .

.

,, till],
,)
,..0

WED. - CHICKEN

FRI. -.FISH FRY

A. Pleasant Atmosphere
Luncheon - Dinner - Cocktails,
PhoneB 392-3750

Steak Lobster ; Ribs
Our Famous But(steak Everyn(ght

8 W.

Closed Sun. & Mon.
.

American Express Honored'

3425 Klichoff - Rolling Meadows
Between Wilke & Rt. 63
--

INN

Delightful Dining In

'

Bert & Delores

'

(

392-3411

11,1 .1,11

27 S. Northwest Highway

(LAMPLS, FASHION MAKER, KORELL,
AND MR. RAPHELL

1

.

All You Can Eat

owe Of The

OF FAMOUS NAME BRANDS

OLD
TOWN

A L'S

.

ii 0 0 I i

DRESSES 8t SPORTSWEAR

TherpheronYwA215940 Piano Bar

located at 310 W Rand Rd.
Rau* 12. ildingten Heights

.1 Mt. Prospect, Ill.
Phone: 392-2837

dialligi

'

Restaurant & Pri!-Tis
Famous For Our,
Fresh Strawberry PIC
'
Complete Carry -Out Service
392-2240
905 E. Rand Road
Amon from Mt. Prospect Plaza

Music Nightly 9:30-3:30 a.m.

ENJOY!

'

,- 0
64

S

CUISINE
Arid Steaks Prime Ribs

THAT YOU
WILL

ri

_
a..0Catillig .01,111j

THE FINEST ITALIAN

Ame.4:a7--"\

40--;______i'mo.'

'

Wally Sanders Combo Friday

Portia & Banquets '

.....
.114046 ROOM

-

Restaurant & Cocktails

1

Arlington

1/2 Block East of Rte. 53

1'

-

BEVERL I'
RESTAURANT

..-.7.4

TO TAKE HOME:

Arlington Heights, Ill.

'

'

Kenneth Gong invites you to tatte
his delicious chop sus), which it
cooked fresh for every order.

""

Complete Dinners

(edema to ammuR cmaura

us trik

11179.

$ "a 95

Prime Ribs

Information: CL 5.4300

-w

Ari412 & RT. 83

Phone 82472614 - 1419 Ellinwood St. - Des Plaines, Ill.

,.... ,

HORSESHOE CLUB

.04 '

'241 S. Milwaukee Wheeling

COCKTAIL LOUNGE PHONE a. 3-81

Rt

.'

1

GUNNELL'S

1

'Reclusive New

0 A ',.. ''''",
.

HOUSE
Restaurant & Lounge
In Arlington Heights

CL 5-9080
'm L L CL 5-9082
N.
,.._ .c. ...,
10 E. Miner
Arlington Heights
.
..-,'
-.
One Block West of
RESTA 7
Arlington Theatre. Open Sundays!

ierera/00

.

Restaawjaratit

' A R LING T 0 N

NOW OPEN...

.

Our Speciality: Famous
Hamburgers on Dark Bread
Completely Air Condidessed
Open For lunch Daily
11,30 a.m. HI Midnight
p.m.
Sat. 11,30 a.m. tit
Sunday Noon tit 11 p.m.
537-2100

With Big Hal

H

'

.

.101 N. Evergreen

Lounge

Cocktails and Exotic
Tropical Drink',
Air Conditioned!
Take Out Service

0

esulttbsON

Private
Rooms
For Parties

And Sing -Along

.

.

I

Bert in the Northwest

Arlington Heights

.
Arlington Heights III.
Entertainment Tues. thro Saturday

join Us In Some Fun

beginning its

.

efeee eierifint

I.

1

CANTONESE AND
AMERICAN FOOD

.

Restaurant and
Cocktail Lounge

Waved Menday thin Friday's

dim

.

LORETTA'S

Wetness Men's Luncheon's

WEDDING PARTIES,
AND BANQUETS

formation or registration may
contact

Evening at .

(k, - iE ui hers .--,i

PRIVATE ROOMS,

3-

11

Hare a Delightful

;,T --- -- -.it---,---,....._

,

businfss"

0tj rr

I
1 'l

The Palmer's

is_our

CL 3-1031

41-1:111,4it
1 lik

Phone: ALAN CL 9-3400

)

HOURS: Daily 8 a.m, tOL1)02.:;4.111711a17.8Y;:

For 4n Evening and Prime Ribs
to remem r come to . . .

_for Reservations

>

PHARMACY
,;Fining pgscaptions

,

IN MIMING

20th year of operation.

I

// his,

FROM 11:30 TO 2:30

for mornings Monday, Wednesday and Friday, is filled.

The school

-........._

_DI--

LUNCHEONS

I

WE HAVE REDUCED PRICES ON MANY ITEMS
TO RED UCE OUR STOCK BEFORE WE MOVE TO OUR NEW LOCATION
AFTER AUG. 15th WE WILL RELOCATE TO 5 W. PROSPECT AVE

The- bride attended St. Olaf
College, Northfield, Minn. and

BUSINESSMEN'S

k)

-0-0-0-4-;..

home of the groom's parents.

cerethe
established

GUNNELL'S

Nursery School
Still Has Openings
taken -for one

atives and friends of the groom,

For The Finest In Food

trict 214.

High

Come In And See Our Many
Other Specials On Display

at St. Paul Lutheran School,
MOunt Prospect, for 185 ret-

she

Chicago, and is now a reserve
teacher in High School Dis-

View

accented with yellow
roses at a reception for 100
guests at the Elks Club.

)

.4-0-4-;-4.

A wedding dinner will be held

aqua,

Art Guild and AAUW, North-

derbird Bowl, Mount Prospect
Bank and has a permanent exhibit at the Red Wheel Res-

Lake

SUNTAN LOTION SPECIALS

studies.

in a beige ensemble while the
mother of the groom wore

Mrs. Edna Anderson, memmember of the North Shore ber of the Mount Prospect
Art League, Des Plaines Art
Hospital. Art Guild, Northwest Art
Lutheran General
Guild and the Northbrook Art
She ' was educated at North- . League of Chicago, Country- League has received awards at
side Art Center, Mount Proswestern University with an
the Buffalo Grove and Mount
MA in art and education, Uni- pect Art League, Des Plaines Prospect Art League critiques.

of Nebraska with an
AB degree. Art Institute of

Decatur where
completing his

Bur lay
Three -year -old
kink, Norfolk, served as train

has been conducting the Art

versity

is

champagne carnations in her was graduated from the same'
hair matched the carnations college. He will receive his
fhe carried. ,4""4",,iimitiaster'en degree in music -in.The twin sisters' afrhiiiveicnn-,- v August from Milikin University..
after which he will join the :Diana and Doiiirel; i'erie'd.
bridesmaids. Their gowns were music 'teaching staff in Cale yellow and white with empire donia, Minn.
waists trimmed in olive.

Heights were among the more

cal Center on Northwest Highway in Mount Prospect and

of

sister

trimmed in olive. A band of

of Prospect

This comprises outdoor sketching and still life studies.

LONG,

She donned a maize floor -length
dress with 'an empire waist

Prospect, Mrs. Lucille Anderson, Arlington Heights .
Anderson

the groom

followed by a reception at the

the bride, was maid of honor.

work at the Lake County Art
League's recent Festival of
Art.
Hedvic A. Vlasak, Mount

in

residence

I>

.

-

gladiolus. -

9M111SEM21181031

boat and pony rides.

Ak

A June candlelight ceremony in the First Congregational
Church, Norfolk, Neb., united the former Kathleen Long, daugh.ter of Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Long of Norfolk, and Daniel
Mapli;-MountSass. son of -Mr. and Mrs. _Walter C. Sass,- 6
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Some Day
That man heading northwest

out of town Saturday will be

.

he

plant

may

roots on a ranch to see if he

may have heard of him.
Slichenmyer once was
perintendent of all the high
schools in Dist. 214. He will

can outsmart those oil men.
,
When Slichenrnyer , walks

be headed for Alaska, which
appropriate

since

that

imagination
and ingenuity. That sounds like

The fact that he can leave so
completely ,is a credit to his

Slichenmyer's speed.
The former superintendent

administrative ability. He has
good men replacing him. The
modern schools, capable fac-

a

.is not going to run all the way.
He is: aking the leisurely path,
more like the prairie schooners of old.

After he surveys
Alaska, Slichenmyer

is

rugged
going

reject

can

merit.

peaceful

a

settle -

.

Out there in Alaska among
the great mountains and sprawl-

honesty,

ing valleys maybe we can find
a good size hill that hasn't
been named and talk to the

award the credit to you, the

home and he does not promise

L.- High School, but un-

fortunately Slichenmyer will
be gone before the school board

His farewell message to the
citizens is typical.
"I must, in all

clean break. He has sold his

man's

lenging

' old

has

the going gets technical,

Friday he will be making a
to come back.

"Slich"

both.

have

that smile and a friendly word,
and he can hold his own when

out of his administration center

state still has a

little of the
frontier and is capable of chal-

few

some

Harold L. Slichenmyer. You

seems'

brains: Many people have one.

to mosey Into the Southwest
where

by bunk E. Von Arx

residents and taxpayers of
Dist. 214," Slichenmyer said
in explaining his success. He

people in Washington.. Slichen
myer Hill. It has that ring.

even thanked them for sending

"I have simply done a job,

all those kids.
Some Day has been a nuisance

ulty, enterprising students and
administrative staff are largely

to 'Slichenmyer during his final
days here, talking about a
Slichenmyer High School. The

his doing.

man never complained.'

-

a job which by the way I happen
to have enjoyed immensely,"
Slichenmyer said.

And as he rides out into the
setting sun, we can Only shout
after him: "Rah, Rah, Slichenmyer."

A reader suggests a compromise, something like Har-

Slichenmyer is that rare combination of personality and

ne-ene:nalteavviMictow

Vantage Point
They stood on their lawns
Sunday and watched the bright,

blue sky and said, "We need

... by Jack Vandermyn

of the financial
loss is possible because of the
largely individual types of
assessment

south, it had lost much of its
momentum and in addition to

flood

being stagnant, was loaded with

gas and where necessary doing

-properly damage, ---------r
stood

in

street

Some homes, especially in

.Wednesday morning and wat"X

the newer section of the village, suffered thousands of

the

cd the dark, murky sky and
asked, "When will it stop?"

The rain came Wednesday
morning.
It started at midnight Tuesday and in just two
hours. dumped an estimated
three inches of water on Mount
Prospect and Arlington Hts.
Arlington Heights escaped

the brunt of this storm, just as
Mount Prospect was lucky in
early June when the tornado
hit.
By

conservative

estimate,

300 homes in Mount Prospect

had water in their basements
Wednesday. Mopping up operations are still going on and no

area

advising residents

to turn off their electricity and
the, job

Water and 4
poured throuin

and slush

There was a very real dan-

systems

ger of explosion. Fortunately,
nothing like that happened and

Elk Ridge Villa, ruining
several basement family, rooms. the credit for that goes to the
One thing about Wednesday's firemen who spent Wednesday
flood - there can be no blame morning slogging through water.
placed on any individual or
DURING most of the mornThe
governmental agency.
storm was just too severe to ing, policemen manned two
telephones and every available
be handled by storm sewer
in

dollars worth of damage. Others escaped with only watermarked basement walls.

It appeared for a while that
Elk Ridge Villa was going to
By 3 a.m.
Wednesday, only one call had
been received from that peren-

escape the flooding.

systems.

Then, the
flood area.
phones in the police station began ringing off the hook.
nial

Millions of gallons of water
dumped

were

into

Weller

creek, causing it to spill over
its banks, adding to the prob-

ELK RIDGE Villa, when the
tally is written, will
probably be labeled as one of
the hardest hit sections of the
final

lem.

village.

MOUNT Prospect firemen
deserve -a pat on the back for
their part in the post -flood
Fire Chief Edwin
activity.
Haberkamp was on the scene

When the water got that far

If It Ain't One Th ing, It's Another.

He
shortly after midnight.
called out all of his reserve,

off -duty firemen and by

the

time the reports began pouring
in,

six

fire

emergency

units

were on the street, going litdoor-to-door

erally

in

the

house was one of hundreds that
were flooded and that there

was just nothing to do but wait
for -the waterto.reeede,--Photographer Dan Batas was

jousted out of bed at 2 a.m.
and produced the pictures on
front page,
"1
really didn't -have to go out and
yesterday's

get wet to get flood pictures,"
Balas quipped. "There was a

WRITE the following

squad car was on the street.
There was little the police

tence

could do. The flood was an act

Point.

1,000

"Our group had 34 per cent less moral decay!"

in MY base

foot of water
ment."

times,

Tbe Protipect map

sen-

Vantage

"U. S. Senators earn S30,-

of God.

"Honor Me original dream by always jealously keeping
Me paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

Mayor Daniel Congreve and 000 a year for their six year
Village Manager John Mongan terms."
"U. S. Senators earn S30, of Wednesday
spent
most

morning on the street, investigating as many complaints as

On Monday, commenting a-

feeling help-

bout the practice of political
contributions
breeding
influence peddling, we stated that
senators
serve
four
year

-- and

possible

inability

their

about

less

to help.

When you are driving along U.S. 66,

with "seem" or "Car -RIB -can"
rhyme with "amphibian"?

It" eAFE,

pensation.

Whichever way you choose, you will

Almost any word
sionally

STA ft-SPrO
* FE6LI

rate is nsaally
less.

20 per cent

1

copies of Ray Cromley's new book,
"What You've Got Coming In --Benefits for U. S. Veterans,"

(Please print clearly-this is your mailing label.)

However, it the disability of
peacetime veteran resulted
from extra -hazardous service,
such as simulated warfare - the veteran or six-

a

You feel goodabout it
when you buy

-

month enlistee in the reserves
may be entitled to the wartime
rate of compensation.

Savings Bonds

GENERALLY,'
afflicting

disease

service -connected

available for future, expensive needs.
Important needs like education, marriage or a business of his own.

caused

NOW,Savings Bonds Pay 4.15%!

IC....1 .WILTY

years. Tour old Bonds will earn

more, too. Ravings Bonds are better to buy, and hold, than ever.

The U.11..'0ortniment does not pay for this advertisement.

It

fed as a peen. eerrIee In cooperation -seta
the Treoeury Deportment and The Adrertlelny Council.
le

per

.

ADDRESS

ZIP

STATE

CITY

Make chFcks payable to "Veterans Benefits." Allow 3 wks
for delivery.

Social Security total and
permanent disability benefits
are not reduced because of
service - 'connected disability
compensation received from the

VA.
Application

for

a suitable home.aiready owned
by an eligible veteran.

Application may be made to
,any VA office.

Some World War II, Korea
compensation
tailed information may be ob- and Viet Nam veterans are
and

tained at any VA office.

Some disabled wartime and
peacetime

veterans

are

en-

titled to VA grants for "wheelchair" homes adapted to their
needs.

total disability. That disability

is seven years.

must be one of two types:

In addition to compensation
paid the, disabled veteran, al-.

It can be the loss, orloss- after separation.
However, if the service -conof-use, of both feet or legs

loiarrees for wife, minor chil-

severe

dren and delendent parents
sometimes are available.

locemotion without the aid of separation, application
braces, crutches, canes or a be made within three

- rated at 50 per cent or more'
automatically entitled to

these dependents' allowances.
Peacetime . veterans and , sixmonth enlistees with 50 per

cent or more disability "may
be.

entitled": : to

allowances:- Cases
mined individually.

serious impairment of
in both eyes resulting
from active wartime service.
Veterans separated .on or
a

vision

after Oct. 20, 1951, must normally apply within five years
nected disability develops after
must
years

wheelchair."

after the disability'occurs.

It can be blindness in both
eyes combined with loss, or

mination as'. to eligibility for

If red tape holds up deter-

compensation for the disability
re- longer than three years, adceive a VA grant of not more ditional time is given,
Application may be made.at
than half the cost of their
"wheelchair" home.
The any' VA office.
loss -of -use, of one leg.
Eligible veterans will

maximum VA .payment is set
dependents'
are deter- ' at $10,000, This grant may be

'Bring Back
Whipping Post'
interested in
your article entitled "Bolster,
I

was

very

room and what we witnessed
that day made our blood boil.

or

TOMORROW:
used toward banding, buying fits.

when people will wake up to
the growing menace of crime
in our little communities.
About five years ago my
husband and I visited a courtThe criminals and juvenile
delinquents have no respect
for law and order and it amazed us how these little

punks talked back to the judges. They took the'attitude they

had done nothing wrong and
gave the judge and witnesses

Bene-

in Washington, D.C.

"It may even," he warned, "lead to
woman -- pause.

batting

Everything

crime.

else has been tried, including

millions of dollars and it has
all been wasted. The public
whipping post

is

still

being

taxpayers.
bodies in

if

this

our legislative
country are

going to be so blase', then it
time the public
hand in fighting crime.
is

took

a

To put everyone in jail who
used in one state, or at least
it was a few years ago when commits a crime or disobeys
I read an article on the sub- the law would be out of the
ject in Saturday Evening Post. question as we wouldn't have
The article said that it was enough jails to hold everyone.
being

Of all

very
the letters

used

effectively.
I wrote I

Besides, usually the hoodlums
who are put behind bail get

received only two replies. One

out and commit bigger

was from Supt. O.W. Wilson
stating that it would be too
cruel to use on criminals.. He
would rather spare the criminals so they could go out

better crimes. And now even
with the supreme court favoring the hoodlum what chance

and
commit other crimes.
I think the victims have been

treated cruelly so why protect
the criminal?

and

has an innocent party got?
I think most people would
agree that we can't bring back
the, public whipping post be-

too many judges and
lawyers would be out of busicause
ness.

the "I don't care if you put

The other reply came from
Why not have your paper
me in jail, I'll be out soon to Sen. Kennedy, who then was
commit bigger- and better head of the crime commis- take a poll on this subject
to
see what the general public
sion of the state of New York.
crimes" impression.
I
I have had a good idea in The answer came in the form ,thinks of such an idea?
the back of my mind for sonfe of ,a fifty -page booklet en- know that there is at least

time now but

1
don't think
anyone agrees with me. I have
written to many judges, law-

titled "How to Fight Crime."

There was not one constructive idea in the whole booklet.

suggesting

It was fit for the wastebasket
and that's where it landed.

we bring back the public whip .ping post as a means of corn -

imagine it wag printed and
sent out at the expense of the

yers, --m a y ors governors
'and

Burial

Conference of State Executives on Aging

Letters to the Editor

of one or both hands or feet,

pensation for permanent and

"preclude

group nagging!"
This is enough to give any man - or

Safeguards" which appeared iri
the Day July 19. 1 too wonder

after active duty ends. In the
case of multiple sclerosis, it

to

marriage.
Whatever personal, social, financial
or other benefits may be, gained by a

entitled to aid up to $1,500
toward the purchase of an automobile or other conveyance,
including special appliances.
To be eligible, a veteran
must have a service -connected
permanent loss, or loss -of -use,

enough to entitle him to com-

enough

poly-ga mous arrangement,
"the problems it may evoke are too fearsome
to contemplate," he told the National

Editor:

disability
more de-

sumptive period is three 'years

',Wartime veterans whose serdisability
is

someone.

A psychiatrist, Dr. Jack Weinberg of
the University of Illinois College of Mediolne, has come up with what seems the
most effective argument yet against the
recent suggestion that men and women
over 60 be permitted to, engage in plural

or remodeling. It may be used
to pay off the indebtedness of

culosis or Hansen's disease
(leprosy), the so-called pre-

- vice -connected

.

Group Therapy

To be eligible, a veteran
must have incurred, a service connected disability after April' 20, 1898, which is severe

are

) Buy U. S. Savings Bonds *

veteran .10

In the case of active tuber-

good about it.
Your Uncle Sam will.

7

the

one year, after he leaves active
duty.

Plan where you work. And see if you don't feel

* WHEN HELOTS

dis-

cent of more disability within

country. A big job that doesn't come easy.
Buy Bonds at your bank or on the Payroll Savings

Interest on new B and H Bonds
you purchase has been raised to
4.15% when held to maturity. .E
Bonds mature faster-now in just

for

ability compensation if it has

Bonds not only grow-they work hard at Insuring
the family's future by insuring the future of the

4.15%

chronic
Spanish-

American War, World War I
or II, Korea or Viet Nam veteran may be presumed to be

Savings Bonds are a great way to build a solid
financial foundation for your child (or grandchild).
It stands to reason. Every Bond you buy keeps
growing right along with the child and becomes

iANyolivN

a
a

by

prorecognized
frequently
used

Until then, it appears we shall have
consistently and unhesitatingly to go an wondering if our own
given varying pronunciations - and by nunciation, may stamp us as being
public speakers, guistically decadent.
such
personages as
news commentators and high governwould
whose stature
ment officials
(Or is it "DEK-a-dent," as the confident speaker so often says?)
seem to qualify them as authorities,

NAME

rim from $17 a month to a
maximum of about 51,000.

of course occa-

mispronounced

for

re

a

This, compensation for

disabilities incurred or aggaraged
daring
peacetime
under conditions not extrahasardons daring
peacetime

one

But certain words such as those above

from

amount determined by the type
and extent of disability.
Disabled veterans with only
peacetime service are eligible
for compensation but their

A'

is,

generally
words
by many' people.
upon

nunciation

have plenty of company.

Please send me

This ` ranges

nice if some way could be found to fix

rhymed with "Sam" or "Tom"?

"Veterans Benefits"
c/o Day Publications
Box 489, Dept. (60005)
Radio City Station
New York, New York 10019

S27 a month to a maximum
of about 51,250 a month, the

THAT '7ANGLEI1

to

Admittedly, this is not one of the naShould the "Nam" in Viet Nam be tion's bigger problems. But it would be

American War, World Wars at SI per copy. I enclose S
I and II, Korea and Viet Nam
receive the top rate of com-

SECURE,

nod to
the
Car-i-BEE-an"
the sound of

When your aunt Minnie calks about "Tom" for .the, "Narr in Viet Nam.
hat Caribbean cruise she took - and 'But' its siiggeitions in these 'instances
she DOES talk about it - does she pro- seem to be *widely and .enthusiasticalnounce it "Car-i-BEE-an" to rhyme ly ignored.

You are also eligible if an
old disability was aggravated
Spanish-

for

"rout" 66?

BY RAY CROMLEY

by active service.
Veterans of the

dictionary gives
for route, to
Caribbean, and to

The

do you say you are on "root" 66 or "root"

t

ments.

News Editor

Pronunciation Puzzle

She was told politely that her terms."

ForDutyu 1 Disabilities
for monthly compensation pay-

Jack A. Vandermyn

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

that all the time on television. 000 a year for their six year

Pensions Available
Veterans disabled by injury
or disease in.line of duty while
on 'active service are eligible

K. S. Johnson, General Manager.

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

One woman called the police
department and demanded that terms for 525,000 a year. 'The
a crew be sent out to sand bag reader caught the error.
"U. S. Senators earn 530,
her house. She said they do

Benefits for Veterans - No. 13

Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
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congressmen

I

one man in the city of Chicago
who favors the public whipping
post

because

he

wrote

an

article on it to the Voice of the People in the Chicago
Tribude some months ago.
L.D.

SHORT RIBS

Abe Oar

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

PLANET EARTH
Ni./St BE GETTING PRETTY CROWDED

Thursday, July 28; 1966
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OUT OUR WAY
HOORAY; THERE'S STILL
HOPE FOR YOU, I GUESS:

QUICK --THE CAT.'

WHERE'S THE

'

CAT AT?

THAT'S THE FIRST TIME

YOU'VE THOUGHT OF DOING
ANYTHING ABOUT SOME-

THING BEFORE IT
HAPPENED:

7-28

1HE.RE:S A RACE 10 LAND

A MAN ON INE MOON.

_.

BRuKS EIROa

WHO DO ,OU 'THINK WILL

GET 'THERE FIRST -AN

r,s/

AMERICAN OR A RUSSIAN?
C ISM Iv MIA Mt.

7-2.

TM In VT re

.%

'What's so much fun about listening to stereo? They

"What. de.you mean, 'get lost?' I AM lostl"

Eiuru

sit around for hours without breaking anything!"

BEN. CASEY

LA REAL ESTATE AGENT!)

-----

III

MAEIE,DID YOU KNOW ONLY
200 MET NAMESE DOCIORS ACTIVELY SERVE
IS MILLION CIVILIANS AND MANY PROVINCES
HAVE NO DOCTOR SERVING
REGULARLY AT ALL?

THE 1312EAK-THROUGH

CccHRA

OUR BOARDING HOUSE
STOPP IT! THE KID I-1AS

STOPF

REAL TALENT!
DOT IS DER VURST
I DIDN'T THINK HE
MOOSICK IN DER
COULD DREAM UPA
VURLD! BETTER

GEE, PROFESSOR KLOTZ,YOU
TOLD ME TO PRACTICE LON6-

HAIRED MUSIC ALL WEEKYOU COPY DER
NOW I CAN PLAY 3U6T LIKE
60UNTS OF A
DIAMONDO OF THE GORY.
DENTAL SCHOOL
FOUR! LISTEN TOME PLAY
CLINIC THAN

isfLuK4

7- 28

1111 WA

MY. I PO um

"TI-IE WHISTLER'S
PROTEST!"

BUGS BUNNY

I'LL TAKE ONE OF
EVERYTHING YOU'RE

HERE'S AN IDEA
TO STOP HIM FROM
PESTERING YOU,
PETUNIA -13ZZ-BZZ...

/1 GUESS TN'

YER USUAL

BOOK .I SOLD
VA ON .SALES

ORDER, EH,

PETUNIA?

RESISTANCE
DIDN'T

SELLING, BUGS:

NEW WAY TO

TORTURE THE

PROFESSOR!

DIAMONDO!

HOW ABOUT KEEPIN' THAT

BIG, FLAPPIN' MOUTH 0'
YERS SHUT PER A CHANGE,
PORKY?
1...,4. '*----

HELP;

NOT

A BIT:

MA 51 Wan. Illyes,

NOM, Ir
TM in UT Pet OH

11...

DOCTOR SAYS

MORTY MEEKLE

Glaucoma

THSY FaJNOCUT:TF-LAT

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.
Q
What is the purpose of
the tonometer test on the eye?

Should the patient be told the

WE c1U5T HEARD

GE-EY WHAT

THAT MY UNCLE
FLUNOPT:. our

HAPPENED?

HE'S A( I P170107C1
FINGEQPIZINT

III

EEK & MEEK
(I GUT WASTE MY TIME
1004 VW FREAKY! IM
comktanb TO HOPING

GUSTING FVWDL92.

OF THE FES I

UNDO) JONSSON WITH HIS

ACADe-MY.

GRETHE AT scam- FROGRAMM

9

Everyone who is over
50 should have this test at

AR

eyeball

least once every two years
because an
increased pressure is the first sign of glau-

coma --

a

Amytal for my nerves.

_

ife

AFFECTION.'

CARE!

ACROSS

hot 4 Valuable food

it may aggravate it. Any drug
your doctor gives you to renot
your

glaucoma, would certainly not
make it worse
Q
Is there a new drug for

glaucoma that is given by injection?

A -- Many drugs are used in
control
of glaucoma.
These include eye drops, tablets and injections into the
muscles or veins
The latter
category would include some
the

of the newer diuretics (drugs
to get rid of fluid in your tissues by way of your kidneys).

CAPTAIN EASY
SEATS MEL AND WHY HER. LOOK OF
ALARM WHEN X MENTIONED pAwaotre
REFERENCE TO "PROJECr DOLOMITE'

BUT

DIDN'T ROW
WANT DAW504
NABBED FOR

f

AND THAT A MR. FEU/MI HAD
HIRED A YACHT FOR THE
ISSPEDITION-WITH SEAMEN
WHO COULD DOUBLE AS

MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS!

RANSACKII: HER

PAD, AN' WOT

9110 SAY

BULL HAD
MISTAKEN

HER FOR

SOMEBODY

HAD HE BEEN
LOOKIN' F°Rg11"11

ELSE I

YES. BUT I SUSPECT SHE DIDN'T
TELL THE WHOLE TRUTH: 14MM.v
" OOLOMITE-SRITTLE ROCK,
COMPOSED OF CALCIUM AND
MAGNESIUM CARSONATES:.

HOW COULD

HUNTIN' A
ROCK QUARRY

;

ESPECIALLY

IF SHE'S THi

t

hi.
D

These will not cure glaucoma
but will aid in controlling it.
Q-- Does smoking aggravate

Should one who'
has had an operation for glauglaucoma"

coma stop smoking"
A -- Smoking would

not

39

0111.12

Cou

it to hit

3032

40 Cotton bundle
4 25
41 Evergreen tree
42 Drawing room
45 Crested (zool.)
49 Exchange In
34
position

ALLEY OOP

have any effect on your glau
coma but you can find plenty
of other reasons for giving up

51 Pouch
52 Japanese
indigene,

the habit
Q
I have glaucoma in both

but my vision has not

, been impaired

SP

O

ALEST

7

UPSET HER..
WROMG GIRL.

Mr131.

3 Cultivators of a
sort
4 Rush, as of

A N
w
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words
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9 Self-esteem
14 Hideous
(p1.)
eLLE N ERN
monster
NOEL
DEN
10 Indian wild
15 Borough (ab.)
buffalo
16 Antipathies.
11 Promontory
28 Individuals
42 Male deer
18 Calmer
17 Dispatcher
29 Scatters, as hay 43 Operatic solo
20 Miss Lanchester 19 Turn aside
31 Closed vehicles 44 Disembark
and namesakes 23 Assault
33 Asian
46 Small island
21 Night before
24 Green- plum perennials
47 Art colony in
22 Commits to
25 Ellipsoidal.
38 Rumor
New Mexico
memory
26 Bestial
40 Extra payment 48 Hen products
24 Has departed 27 Salutary
50 Little Fr.)
41 Runs off
26 Ward off
8
4 5
9
1
2
3
10 11
27 Period
30 Reluctant
32 Unruffled
14
12
13
34 Stocking strap
35 Expunged
15
17
1
16
36 Above -street
railroads (coll.) 18
20
19
37 Australian
pompano
21
22 23
.

1 Coney Island

sion does not cause glaucoma

if

7 -as

Answer to Previous Puzzle
M A5 T
16
CANOE A L. A M
ORANT D A M

Time to Eat

A -- Although nervous ten-

nervous tension,
beneficial to

:c___

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

Would

directly

4:3

748

wit w HIA.k.

coma"

57 Worm
DOWN

1Spobi

My left

eye hurts at
Should I have it X-

2 Musical
'

instrument

29

38
1

42 43
54 Ship's record
55 Wanders about 49
56 Shoshonean

Will this affect my
My pupils have bevision?
Does this
come very small
mean my vision is diminishmore in.

28

36

,36

- Gardner

each eye but I always get much

7

33

1

53 Mystery writer,

My prescrip-

tion says to put one drop in

times.
rayed?

STARVED MI

6 WM I14A. la

Z..,ttir

this have any effect on glau-

ing?

I WONDER

HOW LYWCOLI
IS GONNA FEEL
ABOUT THIS!

OF US WHO ARE

/p

Q -- My doctor is giving me

eyes

WOOLS svouer comer
RCUSIlld MD mEDEAL

OIL YEAH? WELL
HOW ABOUT THOSE

c7

frequent cause of

blindness
There is no need
to tell the patient the pressure reading ',but he should
certainly be told whether or
not it is within the normal
range

,

1

IN DiRE NEED a Jont

WELK' WELFARE

A -- The tonometer measures the pressure within your

duce

AFTER ALL THERE
ARE SO AskJY FECRE

COMES FIRST, YkKOW1

result"
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or Your
Money Back

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef

ND

g
fl

ii IMP COCKTAIL
niikalaBERRY'S WIENERS

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef
5 -Inch Cut

RIB

lb

79?

lb.

UYER SAUSAGE

Trimmed

69,

lb.

Natural Casing Fresh MichstberrYs

SAUSAGEpkg. 45'

Top Touts Breakfast

BEEF

Value Way
Cut and

3 41:: 1."

lest Rohm

1.1b.

SKItILESS WIENERS

Pkg.

gest Kosher

-

STEAK

141).

69?

lest Kosher

VMueNiciy Cut and -Trimmed --

t;::: 59,

SUCED BOLOGNA
U.S. Govt. Inspected

LEGS or BREASTS . .

SIRLOIN STEAK

59?

bl

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef

Fergus Pride

SLAB BACON

****

any size pima

Agor

69?
gliced-lb. lBs

99,
79,

hush Lam
lb.

CUBE STEAK
hsan.-O,.v.d Many Times Daily

lb.

STEAK .

GROUND
grisket Save 20e per lb.

CORNED BEEF

/b.

69?

lb.

79,

gormless

BEEF STEW

lb.

GUARANTEE
41Ir tam.. rus

-1ktow

J ver

to. 11111.

1.1.

te44 irot

If

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Beef-Tail-less

Ubby's

APPLE

TOMATO

JUICE

JUICE

31

Brand
Corn -Fed
Beef

RUMP
ROAST

-lb.
$2,99
can

3

CANNED HAM

Colorado

BONELESS ROLLED

lb.

*

COOK OUT SPECIALS

.

PORTERHOUSE

gertetess Colorado grand Corn -Pod goof

New York Cut Boneless

STRIP
STEAKS

Yoke Way

.19

Cot aid

qt.

Trimmed

Ad. -

lb.

Not'

lb.

so.a.

$.98
1

RIB EYE STEAKS ... lb. SI.B9

1.1b.95?

Top Taste

SMOKED THURINGER
Luxurious Softness . . . But this 44oll

HILLSIDE

1 -lb.

BACON..

pkg.

SMOKEDm BUTTS.

lb.

pack and you'll save more. Chaos* from

nzortment at fresh, clean colors.

Assorted Bathroom

OCOMA BONELESS TURKEY ROASTS lb.99i
t'gx- 99f
KING'S BEEF PATTIES
CHICKEN & DUMPUNGST: TT". 34b:,17 $1 89

F

7 911

BEEF STEW & YEGETABIJESTrr71: 31b: ptz $189

Whole Kernel or Cream Style

Refresh Without filling

Aunt flellm's

NORTHERN TISSUE

79_1

Si

LIBBY'S.

COLA

CORN.

P

ORANGE

roll
pkg.

46 -oz.
if

can

Cti

Borden's Instant Chocolate

pkg.

daOel6 W MEIN**
KINGtp.k

FLOOR WAX

MEIN NOODLES.
CHOW.

15 -oz.

7.01.

SPRAY WAX

*

.

U7?

Glade Room Deodorizer

29,

ovens*, Rainbow, Respiiirry

PROUTS

An

. - 47111

SUM JIM Proems

Shoestring Potatoes.

. .

bag 29?
28.4)2.69

WISTON-PICAN OR ALMOND

Shortbread Cookies . .

rtl'19?

Pkg.

IIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIlIIIIIIItt

..k.M.I.AAA,MUAAAAAA,UA,k, AA,U,LUAAA,W,,0

,,,, ,U,U,14,HAAA,t,t, AA1Lt.1,.,4,t,k,

.

Hawthorn Melody Sherbet

Ne.ca3n03 is?

SOYA SAUCE

can

teergreins, Spring Plower, Nerel Socket

24-ez. zip

11:2'29i

MEIN

IclHUM

iar

PLIDOR

98?

.

`HUM

Coopers Below
46 -oz.
can

*

BEEF CHOP SUEY

MALTED MILK

SAN Green

Romps with

can

Ples

Copia,

ING

CHUM

OM 23 Litre

303

btls.

1

3 -lb.

No.

16
oz.

X

j---11111111111114-1-'..;64-A GREEN

v9t42

STAMPS
Coupon Expires

July 30th

pr)

NATIONAL ismiiiiim

Coupon Expires

-

0

NATCO COFFEE

TOP, TASTE TEA NRAGS
July 30th

pp

NATIONAL Iiiiiiimm

Coupon /*One.

NATIONAL

III

II

pk. Cortots-Assmted VI

Pk& Salad Newel Lesobent
TOP TASTE CHEESE

III

HAWTHORN MELLODY POPSICLES
Coupon Expos

July 301h

Coupon Degree

July 30th
I

1STAMPS

ri STAMPS

Regular Sr Drip - 2.1k.

01911, BM.

3 Pored Pe/drags

PRINCE THIN SPAGHETTI

drif GREEN

"-:i9i42( GREEN

GREEN

III STAMPS

NATIONAL

At National we're PEOPLE-PLEASERS
/

I

I

I

I

I

I

III

I

I

'

July 30th

PD

&wanted

FIE

to Please

lay 30th

50 EXTRA S&H STAMPS

Your

E

Wo Room The Right
to Welt Qvantittoti.
Mom Effedltv Nov

With This Coupon

With a $1.50 or More Purchase of

Money Back

FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
(Excluding Cigarettes, Wine, Beer B, liquor)
Unlit Ono Coupon Per Customir
This Coupon Expires Saturday, July 30th

Corn Country Potk

1

PD

CENTER

k

CUT

Loin

Rib

AvEA

I Nor.

."S

'%Yie

"4:7,P;e

Lean 'N' Meaty

lb.

° EXTRA S&H

GROUND BEEF

lb.

Freshly Ground Beef is the Springboard
Ingredient for so many Summertime
Meals . . . Patties, Barbecue . . . So
rake Advantage of this Feature of Your
Nearby National Food Stare Today!

Savo 20c per pound

GREEN STAMPS

3-16.

pkg or

with

m3

lb.
less than 3Ibs.

-

lb.

or iimore
5.
Purchase Of Meat,

::SMOKED HAMS
N444 ...nay no

Full Butt Half

Full Shank Half

Top Taste-Save 20e per pkg.

Groceries, Fruits
Or Vegetables

SKINLESS
WIENERS

'INA *by

CCM ,o4 Pm n44 laRINI IN.

4.4.41c4,44 41444

444 or 40.444 1444% 4..44,
4. rol 1.4 4.4.4 ed r4. nomor n
I.4 0.444.4

Young, Tender

LIMIT 1
Coupon Expires Saturday, July 30

,$1.09

-

16.19 Lb.

55c Center Cut Slices lb. 99c

Whole Hams

lb.

-

Bartlett Pears .

U. S. Gov't. Inspected Grade 'A'

FRYING

Honeydews .

Sweet Corn IGIE:w1

PORK
ROAST

whole

lb.

Cucumbers .

69f/

lb.

HONEY SUCKLE TURKEY & GRAVY 2 i;t:$1.$9'

TASTE 0' SEA FILLET FISH STICKS Tr,.!.49?
BOOTH'S BREADED SHRIMP . . . 2 o
SO FRESH DRESSED SMELTS .

. .

35%

.

Pt/P

Showboat-family Size

39?

Frcb.

ffiili

Cook your fried foods so they're more (fisted.
able and better tasting. Also-for compliments
on baking-SwiftWnal

The Digestable

Shortening

Chicken-Turkey-Beef
Salisbury Steak

-lb.

R

DI

can

11 -oz.

qt.
btl.

can

E a:

59?

lb.

Realenion

40 -oz.

7;-:".";1

14111111

LEMON
JUICE

2

SHORTENING

...C....-.

Corn Country Pork

COUNTRY
STYLE RIBS

$229

E:

Green Peppers . AO?

CUT-UP

lb 39?

aCtif

.11).

pkg.

Iii
Italian of Lo -Cal

211::: 45?

Rainbow Cups.

Home Brand - Frozen

FRENCHETTE

LEMONADE

FRENCH DRESSING

Parkay Margarine

magic difference In Modern Melmac,

NEWR

Allwenet n'

Onion Salad,.

'liefL25?

Decorated DInner Plate, Patterned Saucer,

can

only

White Cup -

bd.

Nr

1 111111111111 II W
Limit One Coupon Per Custom.,

11111111111111

( 111II

'

Wig

GREEN

STAMPS

SHOWBOAT
SPAGHETTI

with this coupon and the purchase of a "Harvest Wheat Pattern"

Ayr louden Lotto%

Otto Me: Potitatoo

cwpanuom___Ami,,, July 30th
.

,

Ilthor

Cooper, Expires

PD
'V

"1'Y .. ''."j

'

(cheuraled dinner plate, peMrned saucer, white cup)

COPPERTONE or Q.T.

=

1.39

MELMAC DINNERWARE
3 -PIECE PLACE SETTING,

4DRUM CREAM CHEESE CAKE

5.39

3 -PIECE PLACE SETTING

6 -oz.

8 -oz.

14311111A-1114 01 WWI

Instant Tea

.The Magic Difference In Modem Melmac Elegant ... guaranteed break
resistant. Beautifully styled "Hams, Wheat Pattern" Melrnac Dinnittware
belong In every home. Many features Include "drip -proof" saucer., "stain
resistant" cup. Start your setting of this {orgy Dinnenttwe and me the

July 311th

PD

17.

' "iiv NATIONAL 1111111111111"k\

111

At Natio

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

NATIONAL 111111111111 1"

Non"

we're PEOPLE-PLEASERS

10?

This Coupon Geed now

PD

*ea Sept. 17, INS
.4141104AI
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WANTED
Dedicated Golfers
HAVE YOU

By Grace Mott

ANY OF THESE

Gerald Mulso, son of the

.WHO SAYS "it never rains on the golf course"? A pair

is

of golfers to whom a golf date is evidently a golf date, and who
leaped their way over, around and sometimes almost under,

senior

Mulsos.

Walter

An -

other son, Thomas is on military police duty in Germany,
and a third, Walter, Jr., is
Club in a steady downpour early Wednesday morning.
Such dedication to a sport Richard ' received a military now out of service after three
years in the air force in Germust be deserved, or maybe deferment.,
things were even worse at
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Bel- many.
home if the golfers were from lavia rigged a wedding recepIn the marine corps in Viet
one of those more than 300 tion for 70 at the Concord . Nam is Bill Henry. while a
families again inundated by Motor Inn, and a rehearsal
high school friend from Pros Tuesday night's muck needed dinner for 10 was given July pect Heights, Gary Hertzler
rain.
22 by Mr. and Mrs. Richard serves in the far east with the
Roeder Sr., of Northbrook.
same branch of service, as
the heavily flooded fairways of the Mount Prospect Country

OTHER

golfers

who

had

The ceremony

long planned a day off from
business were not much daunt-

cd by muddy tees and boggy
greens either. There were 60
from Mount Prospect who went
out Wednesday morning to play

brought a
number of guests to Mount

does Richard Stubenraugh.

Prospect from Michigan and
Indiana, including Richard's
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.

THERE'S good, news at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed ward Schell and their daughter,
Mrs. Richard Coffman, for re -

George Tarr of North Muskegon,

and

Mrs.

Verona

the annual tournament for Johnson of Des Plaines. and
members of The Holy Name on Judy's side, the Peter
---,--Society of-St.--Raymond-Ghurch,and stayed for dinner that
After a week's wedding trip
evening at a strictly all -male to Makcinac Island, the young
party. The event took place at couple will, be at home in
in

the Long Grove Country Club.

Arlington Heights.

A MARRIAGE date schedfor next February was
advanced to last Saturday when
Richard Steven Roeder and
Judith Bellavia were married
uled

Mrs.

Michele

Richard Ublasi.

Spon-

'

Boats
Tents
Books
Plants
Pianos
Stoves
Radios
Skates
Trunks

Jean Schell last May.

1

riage cf Jean's sister,

Workmen at the Mount Prospect Country Club fill a walkway over a swale
that was washed out by last night's flooding rains. Water poured through the

conduits and canied fist.size pleas of gram away.

MR. AND Mrs. Theodore
Geocaris, Sr.. are pleased as
punch about the transfer to

mony in St. Paul Lutheran
Church were Mr. and Mrs. Waterloo, Iowa, their son and
Peter Dellegrazio of Mount his family, the.. junior_GeocarProspect Others at the din- ism are making from the west

HIGHLAND CLEANERS

Golf H.igg.ns Shopping Centel
Schonlbu'rg Illinots

ner included grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Maisel of

Chicago and the Robert Lo-

Shirt Laundry

Sassos of Des Plaines.

Free Storage

MOUNT

"Hand Tailoring -

No Extra Charge."
In by 12:00 Dirty
Out b 4:30.

and

Carla

daughter

Betts

Jewelry

of Mr. and Mrs. George Betts
of Arlington Heights from San
Lorenzo, ,,near San Francisco
where they have lived most of

their

the time since their marriage

young men in the
fighting forces in Viet Nam.

five and one-half years ago and

where Ted spent most of his

Now at Saigon where he is in
helicoptor repair for the army

two years in the army.

Prospect
share of

Minor Repairs at

Prospect
Heights have

coast. It will bring Ted and the
former

Bicycles

TV Sets
Clothing
Cameras.
Antiques
Furniture
Livestock

RIGHT -- Ronald Schmidt
Jr. helps his mother clean up
the laundry room in the basement at 1402 Palm Dr. Muck

was saapye from the floor

The young couple, just

as

and carted out in buckets.

happy about the move, were
their
last week with
here
families, and Carla is staying

on until after the birth of their
third child late in August and
until her husband is settled in
his .new territory with Coast

EXCLUSIVES.

Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used Cars

to Coast, merchandisers.

training for Ted,
toward district manager. Last week he also attended a convention of the firm
in Milwaukee.
Present

Jr.,

Auto Tires
Aquariums

is

grandchildren Kim
- and 18 -month -old Tom, visitors at the senior Geocaris

Row Boats

Golf Clubs
Typewriters
Motorcycles

Besides

home last week were another
his wife, who

son Tom and
were

excited

over,

the

news

Tom had passed his state and
national medical ' board examinations taken in June, and is
Lutheran

externing at
General Hospital.
now

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

The young couple now live
in Oak Park, and Tom returns
to classes at Loyola University

The Popular BrookhoUow Model - 3 Bedrooms, 2 baths,
13.9:16 family room - Includes Carpeting, drapes, washer
& dryer - Taxes only $466, 2 car garage. Only ...$26,500

in September.
Eighteen -year -old

Jim Geo-

carts has received an academic

150 8. MAIN
1238. ARLINGTON HT& RD.
MOUNT PROSPECT
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
392-7150
CL 5-8000
Member of Multiple Listing service

scholarship and will be off to
the Unitersity of Iowa in the
fall. Mr. Geocaris, Sr., is
postmaster of Mount Prospect.

Library Misses Letter
(Continued From Page 1)

Irma Schlemmer, librarian of

book collection of three vol- the public library for some 23
umes per capita. These figures years.
were substantiated
by
standards committee to

the
the

Mary Jo Hutchings, a prolibrary

fessional

administra-

tor, was named acting librarAmerican Library Assn.
Bury also said that because ian in January, 1966, and apof the large population served pointed librarian in April.
Mrs. Gardner completely reand the enormity of the load of
books circulated, the library organized the internal structure of the library board, naming standing committees to inLAST YEAR alone, the lib- vestigate and act upon library

was grossly understaffed/

rary increased by 15,030 the

problems.

Discover

TRUST and SAVINGS

BANK

operation have been active.
The board regretfully

ac-

A public telephone has been
installed in the library. A

cepted the resignation of Mrs. purchase contract was entered

acquisition to increase parking facilities. Board members
were given actiyes-memberships
in
the
American
Library
Assn., and the Illinois Library Assn.
Many suggestions incorporated in the library survey
were adopted by the board.
These include provision of job

application forms, job specifications, salary schedules for
employes,
monthly financial
reports from the village treasurer and weekly deposit of
library receipts with the village treasurer.

named delegate member to the
organization.

MRS. HUTCHINGS, a veteran of many years in profession-

library work who came to

al

ARLINGTON REALTY PRESENTS ITS.

"Save Oouble"
\ SINCE 1921

.

Home of the ;Dap

For A Limited Time

.

.

NT.

Mount Prospect after several
years as head librarian in
Crystal Lake, also has been
busy since her appointment as
chief, librarian with responsibility for administering the
library and its programs.

Under her direction Friends

of the Library have been re-

Collect S8111 Green Stamps

activated.

1 S&H Green Stamp for Every Dollar
Deposited in Your Saving Account
ONSZI STAMPS FOR OPENING

room

.

DUNDEE ROAD '& MILWAUKEE AVE.

-

LEhigh 7-0020.

ALL SAVINGS DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO $10,000
MEMBER FDIC

'

4.

-

k --

-

was

completely

Baby Buggies

Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store, Equipment

Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines

Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material
Outboard Motors
Sports Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment
Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipment
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

re -or-

ed.

CAPE COD - - Always stylish and popular. Four bedrooms
with a roughed - In 2nd bath make this home a real value.
Oversize garage. Low,low taxes
$19,900

Mrs. Gardner
supervised
the formation of a young adults
section of the library and
completely re - organized the
reference section, making it

Nothing will sell it faster
than the

one of the finest of its type
in the area.

3Dar.

Earnings
Report

'SAVE STAMPS AS You SAVE MONEY"

WHEELING TRUST and SAVINGS BANK

Prospect

Refrigerators

ganized and programs upgrad-

BONUS: -1
I

Mount

took an active part in participation, of National Library
Week. The children's reading

for Saving Money

Used Trucks

into with the village for land.

number of volumes circulated
AMONG .THE board's acin the community. Plans are
being 'made by the library complishments have- been reboard to bring the library into vision of board by-laws, forformat
for recording
Early in January, the -library
conformance of standards re- mal
lating to population, circula- board minutes, provision of was entered into participating
tion, book stock and staff as group hospitalization for em- membership in Library System
ployes, adoption of a compre- 5 and Franklin Friday was
outlined by the Library Assn.
The 15 months the UCP ele- hensive employment policy and
cted library board has been in a brand new book policy.

WHEELING

2

Guns

born to him and the former
At the same time Richard

at St. Paul Lutheran Church. sors for the baby at-the cereThe change in plans came when

glimpse of the baby daughter

Susan.

child,

Rugs

pected until fall, who will on

prompted a family party afterward at the home of Mr. and

first

,And

ported on his way home from
Viet Nam is Richard, not ex -

will be here to -share festivities for the August mar-,

of

They'll Bring You Extra Cash.

Satisfy An Eager Buyer

their
Ann,

THE BAPTISM

;THINGS TO SEW

Record second quarter earnof $2,413,677, approximately 25 per cent higher than

ings

NORTH OFFICE
-650 W. Northwest Hwy.

SOUTHOFFICE,

392-8100

CE 3-8100

635 S. State Rd.

/member otHOMRRIGA, a National, Homeflnders Seri4cd
-Member M.A.p. Multiple Listing Service
1

,

for the same period last year,
were reported by Universal Oil
Products Co., Des Plaines.The
per share earnings of 82 cents

compared to 65 cents for the
second quarter last year, on
net income of SI,91,282.

-

WANT ADS

CALL
2557200

Thursday, July 28,1966

THE DAY

$

CALL TODAY

MI

3

255-7200
BEFOkE 4 P.M.

24 -Help. Wanted Men

13 -Lost And Found

Lost - Turquoise blue parakeet and a tan, Male puppy,

NOTICE.
The DAY classified

with black wiry hair. Vicinity
' of Stonegate Dr. and Schoenbeck Rd. 537-8150.

18 or over,ChicagoSub.Area.
Plumbing Supply Bus. CL 57342.

MECHANIC

for
SCHOOL BUS

-

is now open

for business.
OFFICE HOURS:

Mechanical Design
Special Equipment

Auto. Elec. Controls
Pilot Models Built
American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Johnson
Prospect Hgts. Chicago, Ill.
992-4782

8:30 A.M.

KI _5-6650

22 -lobs Wanted -Women

until 5:00 P.M.

Will do ironing in my home.
Mt. Prospect area. $1.50 hr.
439-3405

DAY

WANT ADS.

GET RESULTS.
.

FOR'

Tutoring by qualified instru-

Wheeling.

Call Mr. Frank Gilmore
272-2740

CASH

RELAY DRIVER

3 a.m. to 6 a.m.

-

2. Include the price

Monday._ thru Friday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY

392-1830

3. Include your address or
phone number.

Write your ad here. One
word on each line. It's easy.

It's fun, and It's profitable.

Group needs good singer.Pre-

fer age 14 or 15. Call Kirk

Tichert - CL 5-3491.

YOUNG MEN

DRIVER &
MESSENGER
Steady employment is offered
with manufacturing company

to . a man age 40 to 55 to

drive company station wagon
for pickups, delivery of packages and confidential material. Requirements are High

Apply Personnel Office

Arlington Hts., Ill.

TRUCK DRIVERS
WANTED

CL 5-5000

Young man with 2-4 years
experience and a basic education in the field of general
and cost accounting.

efits, commensurate salary

and pleasant working conditions at our N. W. suburban
location. Send resume of education; experience, salary
requirements and references.

EXPERIENCED
-SALES PERSONNEL

For Garden Center
Full Time Employment

WHEELING
NURSERIES
642 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling, Ill.
UNION PAINTERS WANTED

pect and Arlington Hts.,Steady,
all new work with over -time.

Work near home, Mt. Pros-

Mr. Stanley a call today.

Lien Bldg.Service Corp.
625-6700

455-5000

6201 W. Oakton

Saturday
MOUNT PROSPECT
NEWS AGENCY
392-1830

are still available. Our company does industrial housekeeping at O'Hare Airport.
1 or 2 openings still exist at
locations in the Northwest
suburbs. If
would like to
earn some extra money give

in a big wheel? If you have
experience in printing, bind-

ery or fabrication of sheet
plastic, our small growing

company can offer you a real
Please send ,
opportunity.
resume, including present income, to Arlington Day, 217

Land Surveyor's assistant for
field work. Experience preferred though not necessary.
Age 18 to 25. CL 5-4090.

COOK

Mundelein, Ill.

BENSENVILLE, ILL.

BUYER

,

4

WANT

developed in our purchasing
department for a man who Is
experienced in the buying of
either raw materials or miscellaneous items.

would be desirable if their

afternoons, Monday thr' aturday. Guaranteed saint dlus

. commission. Can earn over
$20 per week.

Call 673-6760

24 -Help Wanted Men

experience would be in a simi-

Outstanding career opportunity for qualified mechanics with
experience in machine repair and maintenance.

lectro-mechanical parts.

creases, paid 'vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance, shift bonus and overtime.

lar industry such as the electronic industry of the
manufacturing of small e-

This responsible job is accompanied with fine progres'
sive fringe benefits.

LITTELFUSE

LANDERS CHALET

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

439-2040

MARTIN METALS
DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
WHEELING

597-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

Des Plaines

VAnderbilt

These positions offer good starting pay, automatic in:

250 N. 12th ST.

4-1188

BUS'
ESS
'Service Directory

PAINTING
DECORATING SERVICE

Let us help make your...DAY!
Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business people in
your community. Call one NOW!

-7-11111

COLLEGE STUDENT WITH 5 YRS. EXPERIENCE
EXCELLENT WORK REFERENCES
FULLY INSURED

FOR FREE ESTIMATE, INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR
CALL AFTER 6 P.M. MON. THRU FRI.

Arlington Concrete

Craig Pauley - 392-0535

Products Co.

BARON

For

TREE SERVICE

ADVERTISING

CL 5-1015

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

BOYS WANTED
12 to 17. Part time. Tc

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Applicants should be qualified
and -experienced buyers-and-it-

17 -Business Services

ADSADS

"

Excellent Job opening has just

Call 358-1311 or CL 9-5446.
15 -Business Personals

2549.

24 -Help Wailed Men

Thursday or Friday 9-4 P.M.
3

work to good carpenter.' 5-

766-5950

Excellent salary and working
conditions.

So. Arlington Heights Rd., Box
1033, A rl. Hts., Ill.
I7 -Business Services

345 EAST GREEN Sr.

CALL DAN SUNDT

1916 E. Higgins
Elk GroVe Village

CL 5-1190

wanted.
New
Carpenter
homes, kitchens, and remodeling. Overscale and yr. mind

for good bonus. Free life and
hospitalization ins. Paid holidays. Generous vacation plan.

WEEKENDS & PART TIME

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

PLANT MANAGER
Tired of being a. little cog

Monday thru Friday
10:00 a.m. to 1;30 p.m.

Apply Laseke Office'
8 S.Dunton
A limited number of positions

We have excellent fringe ben-

or

CL 3-5032.

Openings'On 3 shifts in rubber
molding plant. Opportunity

ILLINOIS MOLDING,
INC.

MacLEAN
ENGINEERING CO..

Excellent pay and benefits.

GENERAL AND ,COST

at Theatre or call

566-0010

Must have chauffeur's license.

ACCOUNTANT

1:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

18-21 or recent H.S. Grad.
Phone 766-8650

PRODUCTS, INC.
1620 W. Central Road
Mt: Prospect

.; Prospect Theatre
Must be. 16 or over. Apply

'USHER

WI LL TRAI N

3 years tool room experience
required: Experimental work
with fast growing machinery
manufacturer. High pay plus
very broad range of benefits.
Ask for Mr. Rogers

ARLINGTON MOTEL
948 E.Northwest Hwy.

24 -Help Wanted Men

.MOLDERS

MACHINIST

Full .Timn

Morton Grove
RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunityemployer

RELAY DRIVER

learn business.

to work in warehouse and
1

392-9300

ctor. French,. Ger man and La-_ ,TH E_DO,LENA
tin. Reasonable
6201 W. Oakton
Morton Grove
24 -Help Wanted Men
RO 3-5000
987-7100
An equal opportunity employer
Mechanics - Gdsoline/Diesel
.Day or Night
Work for international truck
dealer. New Service Center,

Mature

Apply in Person

Ritzenthaler Bus Lines

ences and good driving record.

Shift

QUICK

Full time - paid vacation

School diploma, A-1 refer-

23 -Instruction

Experienced Maintenance Man
with electrical knowledge.

WEEKEND CLERK

FUZE -ON

I7 -Business Services

department

1.__You_name the Item

Truck driver & yard worker

ONLY

DAYS

24 -Help. Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

3

LINES

15

529-6587

Call 255-7200

A

7

MI

'DIE

8

WANTNADS

9

rrik
lrl

10

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

DO YOU
NEED

11

12
FoR FAST ACTION

16

$2000
$3000
$4000

17

OR MORE

13

14

15

18

19

MAY I
HELP YOU
PLACE

24

YOUR

Count words and figure, 5
average words per line. 15

average words equal a 3 line
ad.

FAMILY
WANT AD?

This includes one FREE in-

sertion in "Market Day" if
your ad appears in the regular Tuesday edition.
Enclosed is $

I'm anxious to
assist you in
selling those
still valuable
items around
your' home

Name

that you no
longer use.

Address
City

Why not call
me today?

217 So. Arl. Hgts. Rd.
Arlington, Illinois
PHONE:

255-7200

WANT ADS

Applicant. Mechanical Repair and Main -

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

PUT ALL YOUR
BILLS INTO ONE.
MONTHLY PAYMENT

CALL TODAY

,255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd.
12 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

Salary Commensurate With Experience:

MARTIN

Weekdays ra:m. to

5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:36 a.m. to 1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m. by
appointment
We are licensed and regulated

'4, the State of Illinois.

Free est. in your home.

work guaranteed. Free es-

coating.

timates. 529-6587.

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
estimate. Open 24
hours. 7 days a week.
Phone 439-1794
RELIABLE
BLACK TOP PAVING
Summer special on driveways, parking lots. Patching,
repairing and seal
coating. All work guaranteed. Modern equipment.
Fast and speedy service.
Call for free estimate.

CY 6.2340

DresstnatingSewing

Individualized

styling,

de-

signing & alterations. Near
Randhurst.

255-0348

ING. Expert work,
cost, free estimate.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

Alton's Quality

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING
259-0487

537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

MACHINISTS

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Tool Makers

C L.. 3-7384

Varied Machining Ability

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

Mill Hands
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical

.Decorators

Interior and exterior qualpainting. Free
mates.
358-4882

esti-

ity

equipment desirable

Boring Machine Operators
Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience
helpful.

,

Drill Press Operators
Must be able to set-up and -operate.

,CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy.
BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Repaired or Replaced
Call

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015

Wheeling. III.
LE 7-1166

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber -.branches
furniture - anything

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial
Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting

119 Brookfield

Mt. Prospect
824-2865

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL
BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates

TREE SERVICE
Trimming
& Tree Removal

ARL. HTS. ONLY
392-7430
Wall Washing

Cement Work

Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Carston Mtr. Sales

KELLY'S

Storm Damaged
Antena's

Free Estimates
Full Time Professional

black, brown, yellow, buff.
Sec and Buy them at

Transporation

529-6587

.

Each -Plain 200 - Colors 250
Now available in red, green,

894-3115

824-9530

Aristocrat Carptet
& Upholstery Cleaners

2 x 8 x 16

S3.

Topping

low

PATIO BLOCKS

adjust,

Complete Tree Service
State Licensed -insured

Suburban

GET THE BEST

People
259-5066

&

824-2865

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper'g, Tiling. Free estimate.

Quality work at reasonable
prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.

oil

24 hr. phone serv.

Painting -Decorating

562-2991

WHEELING

Clean.

Trash Hauling

General Cleaning

RUG & CARPET CLEAN-

COME -IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

Hours:

Sew. Mach. Repairs

Guar. serv. on all brands.

Serving the entire N.W.
patios,
Driveways,
area.
etc. Protective curbing for
All
asphalt
driveways.

Carpets -ling Cleaners

Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conOltioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group Insurance, etc.

OFFICE HOURS:

OUR I 6TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorgias Co.

old blacktop, repair & seal

free

LIBERAL COMPANY BENEFITS

Dial 255-7200

FAMILY

Barrington

WE.

MAIL TO:
THE ARLINGTON. DAY

550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

Sewing Machine Repairs

Cement Work

SPRING SPECIAL
Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount. Ever
30% off on all black topping,
parking lots,
driveways,
business areas, resurfacing

537-8228

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

tenance Work Will Consist Of Second Shift,
Supervisory And Maintenance.

IN

Blacktop Work

Call us and compare prices

DUnkirk '1-2400

Outstanding Career Opportunity for Qualified

State
Phone

Coma in or Call

REASON?

PAY ONLY ONE

COST

$3.15 for 3 days

precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge
in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much
more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, Van lions, holidays and annual bonus.

MAINTENANCE FOREMAN

SPECIALIZE

33

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

Up To ov To Pay

21
22

PRECISION MECHANICAL

FOR ANY

Take crl Months

20

ASSEMBLERS

BY machine. No mess, no

RAY'S

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black. & White)
17 S. Evergreen ArI. Hgts.
CL 5-5692
Rental Service

BORROW ANYTHING
YOUR HEART DESIRES '
"The Equipment That Is"

Lawn care, floor care, hospital, roll - a - way's, baby
furn., parties, incl. luau's,'
camping,. incl.
exercise,
trailers, all electrical &
mechanical tools.

Call Jack ailTrey
259-5880

-

210 E. Rand' Rd.
Mt. Prospect

streaking. Free estimate.
HE 7-4556
Steve Mueller

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine
also new method carpet
cleaning.
456-5404

Thursday, July 28,1966

THE DAY

24-Help Waited Mee
24-Hell laMei Mee
Full Time man for return dept.
(Permanent) 40 hr. week. Paid,

vacation. Profit Sharing plan
available. Apply in. person.
Affiliated Book Distributors
415 N..'Wolf Rd.
Wheeling
537-0554

SALES TRAINEE

DRIVER

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

TERRACE
SUPPLY CO.

)LA ELECTRIC

111 W. Central Rd.

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

(Rte. 93)

Elk trove Village

APPLIANCE
SALESMAN

HE 9-2800

Assistant Office Manager

Salary and Commission
Apply in person

Responsible young man wanted

W.T.GRANT CO.

for above position. Some accounting background or exper-

Roiling Meadows
Shopping Center

lence preferred.
Call Mr. inside at CL 3-2100
EAcellent

opportunity

weight nylon goods. Good

259-4049

rate. Fine insurance pro-

Insurance and profit sharing.

Excellent position for experienced electro - mechanical
draftsman to work in electrical - electronics field. Salary
commensurate with ability.
Excellent fringe benefit pro grail. Modern air-conditioned
°Mess, cafeteria on premises
C 01 or apply in person

in
26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Active office is 'looking for
energetic man or woman who

will devote full time to sell-

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

1714 E. N. W. Highway

WANTED

ENERGETIC, EFFICIENT
SELF-STARTER

To run office services de-

partment for Chicago manufacturer. Moving to Wheeling area, September. Must
type. Equipment includes
Xerox copier,blueprinter,addressing and mailing machines. Will train.
General Assititnt to Above.

'lateral and external mail pick
ups. Must Drive. Salaries
-cummensurate-ifitirabilitles.

MALE OR FEMALE

Between 8 & 5 for interview

numerative career and excellent employee benefit program. Apply to:

pay, group insurance, paid
holidays and uniforms supplied. Age 21 to 40.

Call 259-0500

TECHNICIAN

IBM
KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS
ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

TRAINEE
MEN - WOMEN

We are seeking a man with

some experience or some edu-

Ages 17 to 55

cation in electricity or electronics. Experience in instru-

-TJIE

testing and quality
control inspection would be
most acceptable. Work would
testing
involve
of new
products and making prototype
products. Job Is an opportunity

LEARN IBM

ment

for the proper indivichial to
train with an eieEtronic_
ifideStry and advance in a pro-

CLASSES

NOW BEING FORMED
IBM KEYPUNCH
IBM COMPUTER PROGRAM
BURROUGHS
'ACCOUNTING MACHINES

gressive Engineering Department. Fine up - to - date
employee benefits will accompany this position.

DAY OR EVENING CLASSES
100% FREE
JOB PLACEMENT

PLEASE CALL DAN SUNDT

NA 5-7038

LITTELFUSE

LEE
AUTOMATION
SCHOOL

CALL FOR INFORMATION

.800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines
VAnderbilt 4-1188

24-Help Wanted Men

7312 W. IRVING PARK
24-Help Wanted Men

ELECTRICAL
Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

MECHANICAL
Prepare mechanical part drawings, 'sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES
550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
DU 1-2400
-

BARRINGTON

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

77479393

7205 N. Meade

ARLINGTON MOTEL
948 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.

Positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
Trainees or experienced
100% FREE

SHEETS, Inc.
207 N. Evergreen

392-6100

Arl. Hts.,

439-1666

Experienced Typist. Twelve

fringe

HE 7-1000

MART7 A/ METALS

opening for a biller typist.
Good starting salary, merit
raises, profit sharing. Excellent working conditions.
Call Mr. Marquard

We will train the right person

as a laboratory aide. Inter-

esting work involves drawing

blood and preparing media.
ture attitude qualifies. Good

CL. 9-1000

as to sex In

our Help Wanted and Emin-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer regards as' reasonably nec.

essary to the normal end-

ation

of

his

WHEELING

(OFF DUNDEE RD!

537-2180

convenience to our readers

to let them know Which
positions the advertiser

believes would be of more
Interest to one sex than the
other because of the work

speciftcatidn or discrimination In emplpyment prac'

ment.

GIRL FRIDAY

Personable Girl Friday -Want=

ed to assist apartment builder- in Des Plaines.Duties include reception, lite typing
and bookkeeping. Enjoyable
work in new' office just being
completed.
FOR INTERVIEW
CALL 439-7300'

WAITRESSES
Day and evening hours. Also
part time.

LANDERS CHALET

6201 W. Oakton

30-Help Wanted-Women

,

1916 E.Higgins
Elk Grove Village
439-2040
30-Help Wanted-Women

SECRETARY

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Mature competent girl to be secretary to department head.
Should have good skills and experience in manufacturing
industry. Exceptional fringe benefit program, modern air
conditioned office, cafeteria on premises. Call or apply in
person.

Mrs. Fiala

RADIO REPAIR

Excellent profit sharing, health, and hospitalization plans.
Modern air conditioned facilities.

1717 Busse Rd.(Rte. 83) Elk Grove Village

Elk Grove Village

HE 9-2800

437-9300

.

ASSEMBLERS

of. Plastic Products

OPENINGS . ON' 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS

Pleasant working cond't's
Free Life Insurance

..,

-

.

Paid vacations
Paid rest periods

Paid Holidays
'
-1
Free Hospitalization
Bonus for night work
A pply 9-5 Mon .thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

Steady employment

,

824-6135

SOLA ELEeTRIC CO.

.

Ties Pialnes. Illinois

774-5155

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Immediate openings for permanent full time
jobs on any shift.

7 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.: 3:30 P.M. - 12 P.M.:
12 P.M. - 8:30 A.M.
These positions offer good starting pay,
automatic increases, paid vacations and holidays, sick pay, hospitalization and life insurance. Shift Bonus and Overtime.

'MART/N METALS
OPENINGS AT UARCO
CUSTODIAN
Experience in custodial duties: desirable.

MULTILITH OPERATOR -DRIVER
Will operate multilith machine -part time. Driving of company

station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY
250 N. 12th ST.

_chemistry or allied sciences desirable. tigh School graduate
with 1 year of college or equivelerit-night school.

WHEELING
537-2180

(OFF DUNDEE RD.)

KEY PUNCH
OPERATORS
2 - FIRST SHIFT
I

SECOND SHIFT

,

-.t.,

High School graduate - respoisibilities include stock receiving, inventory and miscellaneous duties.

If you have had experience on the 014, 026,and 056 key punch
equipment and are interested in joining a modern progressive
company. Come to see us at BRUNING.

We Otter a complete line of employee benefits including:

CREDIT CORRESPONDENT

Must have capacity for detailtd work: :Experience in credit and collection work or In handHng customer correipondence
needed. College degree or equivalent evening courses in
business administration preferred.

Good Starting Rates

Merit Increase
Insurance Plans
Pension Plan
In -Plant Cafeteria
Excellent Working Conditions

business

or enterprise, 6r (2) as a

preference,

Pleasant working conditions,
excellent fringe benefits and
commensurate salary. Apply
in person,Personnel Depart-

392-6677.

R. Chamberlain,

interview appointment.

Agency columns

are made only (1) to

ment reports with some emphasis on personnel research
and labor-relatIonsactlyttles.
Typing necessary and office
demachine experience
sirable.

curate with skills. Call Mr.

Mr. Colby - 775-7166 for an

RECEIVING CLERK

NOTICE
ployment

Vic. Des Plaines
PERSONNEL CLERK

LAB TECHNICIAN

800 W. Central Road

Designations

Permanent position available
for typist with general office
experience. Salary commen-

Will assist senior chimist 'in'PrOjecf-3work. Interest in

HOSPITAL
Arlington Hgts.
=0

GENERAL OFFICE

SALARY OPEN
824-1917

Morton Grove
RU 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP.

LAB AIDE

668 Lendnieier ,Road

DENTAL ASSISTANT

ambitious person seeking a
career. Good
permanent
starting salary - paid vacation - sick leave & group in
surance benefits. Please call

1365 Lee Street

'( 7 AM to 3:30 PM)

Pick Up Application At:

FULL TIME'

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

opportunity for an intelligent,

259-5400.

office

Typing, Telephone & Counter.

EXPERIENCED

people and have some typing experience. Exceptional

General Molded Products Inc.

that any advertiser intends
or practices any. unlawful

250 NORTH 12th STREET

box

439-7310

involved. Such designations
shall not be taken to Indicate

DIVISION OF MARTIN COMPANY

Should be capable of meeting

FINISHERS & BUFFERS

FURNACE OPERATORS - UP TO $3.00 PER HR.

NO FOUNDRY EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
WILL TRAIN IN OCCUPATION WHICH
PROVIDES PROMOTIONS, AUTOMATIC INCREASES, SHIFT BONUS,
PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS, SICK PAY & LIFE INSURANCE
AND OVERTIME.

for career minded woman.

PART TIME

CLERK -TYPIST

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY

-UP TO $2.45 PER HR,

Immediate opening available

Evenings & Sundays Theatre

Due to expansion we have one

High school graduate with ma-

KILN OPERATORS

RECEPTIONISTS -

starting salary, merit raises,
profit-sharing.

2050 Taub), Ave.

salary and many beneflts.Apply personnel.

- UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

GENERAL OFFICE

ALLEN AIRCRAFT RADIO.
Mrs. Meyers

OUTSTANDING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN
IN MODERN CLEAN FOUNDRY

INSPECTORS

7134 West Higgins, Chicago

ASSEMBLERS of light weight aircraft Instruments.
INSTRUMENT REPAIR

School Administration Office
Excellent

WORLD'S LARGEST
TEMPORARY SERVICE

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR:

RECEPTIONIST

months.
benefits.

.

record keeping, -compiling in;
surance, pension and employ-

counts receivable bookkeeping
machine. Lite typing and use of
10 key adder necessary. Good

RECEPTIONIST-.
CLERK TYPIST

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

3584311 --

- TYPIST
Permanent full time position
merit reviews first year, liin an established Personnel
beral sick time benefit, exDepartment is available for a
cellent starting salary. Apply
woman who has had general
Personnel Director.
--office--or personnel experHIGHLAND PARK. HOSPITAL
ience.
718 Glenview Highland Pk.
ID. 2-8000 _,....Responsibilities will include

296-6661

ACCOUNTING CLERK
Accounting & Billing Machine

ELK GRGPX VILLAGE HALL

life insurance. comprehensive
hospitalization available, 2

A n equal opportunity employer

392-8411

Plum Grove Nursing Home.

elderly women. Wheeling,
Phone no. 537-2900.

young lady. Opportunity for
advancement, - promo t-1 o n abased on merit.

212 N. Dunton
Arlington Heights

ENERAL OFFICE

Paid pension program, paid

area for an alert energetic

10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
MONTGOMERY WARD
& CO.

experience sufficient. Good
pay, vacation, sick leave.

AVIATION NDUSTRY.

POSITION

PHONE 827-1108

room supervisor - home for

ition available in modern of 'flee building in Cumberland

Tuesday thru Saturday

Kitchen helper, home cooking

interviewing after August 1st
women with general office experience. Applicants must be
neat appearing for patient and
public contact. This is a personnel orientated hospital with
excellent employee benefits:

GENERAL OFFICE
Interesting and varied pos-

WOMAN NEEDED

Highland Park, Ill.
ID 2-8000

JOIN A TEAM IN THE RAPIDLY GROWING

ATTRACTIVE

Paid Vacations

Call Jane Nelson

HIghland Park Hospital will be

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

Bank of Elk Grove

24-Help Wanted Men

FOUNDRY HELPERS7 - UP TO $2.65 PER HR.

HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL

Call Mrs.Marquard 439-7310

Unusual oPening. for willing
worker 'in the ' field 'Of c'011'
'
sumer credit.

$300 - $650
OFFICE POSITIONS

sonnel Director.

train you to operate our ac-

SWITCHBOARD

'

with both customer and manufacturing plant. 40 hr. week.
Excellent working conditions
and employee benefits.Please
call Mr. W. C. Wilke.

ing of bookkeeping we will

Apply in Person

RADIO STATION
GIRL FRIDAY

RECEPTION

orders. Job requires woman
with ability to communicate

If you have a basic understand-

CREDIT TYPIST

For excellent suburban firm.
You'll be official greeter and
keep appt. book current for
company executives. Light
typing and neat appearance
qualify. $85 wk. Free.
Miss Paige

Temporary Service

of

follow-up

Custom Made Paper Bag Co.
1250 Pratt Blvd.
439-5310
Elk Grove

Experience Necessary.,

SWITCHBOARD

41.50 per hr. to start

Miss Paige
774-9393
7205 N. Meade

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

-

ROOM -BOARD, OWN ROOM
'
WOMAN OR
WOMAN WITH CHILD OK
PLAIN COOKING
NO LAUNDRY
SALARY, 1 ADULT

are retes. $92.50 wk. Free

DRAFTSMEN

tion, two merit reviews first
year, starting salary $525 per
month and/or commensurate
with experience. Apply Per-

general

and

PHONE 439-1910

FULL TIME

You'll learn to schedule programs, spot announcements,
etc. Exciting atmosphere and
you'll get to meet guest stars
anti celebrities. Light typing
and good friendly personality

paid pension plan, paid. vaca-

RIGHTGIRL

Middle aged woman for dining

MATURE LADIES

Famous suburban doctor will
train ,yoikho.prefers. so pre d te'i 1 ' exiter.) to
schedule appts., put patients
at ease, and keep simple
record. Light typing and
pleasant calm manner req'd.
$90 wk. Free
Miss Paige
774-9393
7205 N. Meade

swering customer inquiries

Superb employee
benefits, paid life insurance,

An equal opportunity employer

MAIDS

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION

Chicago.

INC.,

253-7381

28-Employment Agencies-Women

Mature woman watned for ex-

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

439-1371

,

Top Rates

2375 Touhy Ave.

... ary. open.,_Elk. Grove Village,'3 chair office' in' new building.
Call

$75 BONUS-

Friendly

3:30 PM to 12. Complete free
company benefits plus bonuses

Ask for Mr. Carlson

atmosphere, located a. few minutes north of

CORPORATION

DENTAL HYGIENIST

PLUS

cciinrilunity

Subsidiary of IBM

4-1/2 days - no evenings.Sal-

300 E. RAND RD.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

for single ladles.

Light clean work in new plant

First 5 Days Pay

With

didates having hospital or intuStrial experience. Modern
air - conditioned apartments

CUTLER -HAMMER

An equal opportunity employer

WAYNES'
REDWOOD INN

752-1124

$10 BONUS

expanding North Shore

after. August 1st qualified can-

pediting duties. Includes an-

Road

GOOD SALARY,
APPLY IN PERSON
ONLY.

office experience.
Salary commensurate with
skills. Call 752-1124 or

Seceetarles
Clerks

Work Close To Home -

Hospital will be interviewing

able for typist with general

packing novelty paper bags.

Work the Days, Weeks
or Months You Want

THERAPEUTIC DIETICIAN
(ADA REGISTERED)
An

AND.

Stenos

Business Service Corp.

P -HONE 439-1910

PACKERS -2nd SHIFT

IN41EDIATE WORK

PREFERRED

30-Help Wanted-Women

TEMPORARY

Typists

Doebber VA 7-5557.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

"

PART TIME

fice work, we can give you
.as few or as many days as
you wish in this area. For

ORDER EXPEDITOR

SBC requires key punch oper-

THE SERVICE BUREAU.
CORPORATION

Road

PART TIME'

2375 Touhy Ave.

GENERAL OFFICE

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 893-3021

.DAY- OR NIGHT

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021
C.
An equal opportunity employer

more information call Ethel,

F.H.BONN COMPANY

8501 West Higgins

ferred. Interesting and re -

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

CUTLER -HAMMER,
INC.
An equal opportunity employer

'

CALL 255-7550

SECURITY PATROLMAN
For full time day shift. Rand burst Shopping Center. Good

,If you can do ANT kind of of-

Friendly group of people
Would like to have you come
work with them in a pleasant
see us.
Come
place.

cation. Full or part-time..Day
or night shift. Apply:

ALSO:

WANTED
COOKS

product - must be good closer.

8 to 4:30.

.

SBC requires computer operators for IBM System/360.
experience one
Minimum
year. Should at least havehigh
school certificate, but college
graduates - math majors pre-

- centive plan. Nationallyknown

vacation. Five day week -

(One block east of 1
Recreation Park)
111 N.. Hickory
Arlington Heights

255-8345

Call for Appointment
486-1439
John E. Rost°

Excellent commission and in-

gram. Paid Holidays and

Will train good typist. Experience preferred. 40 hr. -week.
Excellent working conditions
and employee benefits.Please
call -Mr. W. C. Wilke.

Permanent position avail-

Arlington Heights

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

SALESMEN

bring your sewing skill.

chines. You will sew medium

ing. Exp. Preferred or will
train. Ask for Mr. Kagay or
Mr. Bruns or send resume,"

Send resume to
Arlington Day
217 S.A rI.Hgts. Rd.
Arlington Hgts.
Box 1034

__established GM_ dealership.

25% Commission
Hard Work
Maximum 2pportunity

Interesting
Office Work

TRANSCRIBING
MACHINE OPERATOR
.

Our people will help you
adapt it to industrial ma-

REAL ESTATE SALESMAN

ftinity for.yoting married man.

1717 Busse Rd.

tou

DEMONSTRATORS.

Young man to learn non ferrous metal business. No previous training in this field required. Mechanical aptitude
advantageous. Good oppor-

DRAFTSMAN

F..

CAN -YOU SpAii

'TOY

J07 -flap Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

30-Help Wanted-Women

50-Help Wanted-Women

26-Help Wanted Men Or Women

-'

COME IN TODAY

GENERAL CLERK

High School graduate. Starting Assignment a variety of,
general office duties. Outstanding: opportunity to- learn
and advance to a more responsible position...
Excellent pay, working conditions, benefits and opportuhity
for advancement.

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN.
Daily Mo day Thru Friday8 a.m.- 4:15 p.m.

turday 9 a.m. 'til Noon

arles Bruning Company
°mown of Addroosograph Multsgroph Corp

UARCO ,INCORPORATED
West County Lille Rd.

Barrington, Ill.

DUnkirk 1-4030
. An equal opportunity employer

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

MT. PROSPECT

PHONE CL 6-1900

An equal opportunity employer

Waited-Womet

'

5i -Help Wanted-Wemei

i

; 30-1181, Waged -Wool

1st Wided-Man

1111110-

1

Looking for
a Permanent

.

.1

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

55 -Musical lastruments

Moped Bike, .$75. 14' steel
boat, trailer, Johnson 5-5
,$100.255-0672 after 5.
Moving Sale Hi -F1 Spkrs.,
snow tires 650x130, em. frig.
kids outgrown, misc. 402
Owen Ct. P.H.
A mana upright freezer, 20 cu.
ft., good condition Cost g850.
Also
Will sell for $175.

Double pick up electric guitar:
Like new. $60. Epiphone amp..

Wardi frost:4re° 14 cu. ft.
refrigerator Cost $239, will
sell for $150; like new. Call

Job?

255-0511.

Water $5.00 a month'
Johnson Water Softener.
Soft

CL 5-110/
recorder, like new.

Tape

Stereo deck, Knight stereo

Join the Company
that has Steady
mployment!

pre -amp and amplifier. Must

12 in. speaker. $26.
253-9440

4 pick up guitar, vibrato tail-

piece, solo rhythm switch;

double

bed. Englander. Reasonable.
259-0542.

organ. Model VL 1. Full pedal

$34,900. 392-8199. By Owner.

board. Exc. cond. Low price.
Call 392-1638.

Mt. Prospect 7 rm. Cape Cod

Kingston 2 pick up Guitar
Electrolux 35 watt amp. Both
$135 or buy one. CL 3-3896.

dining room, breakfast nook,
full basement, garage. Walk

14 ft. run -about. 35 HP. Mer-

cury ifallitF.Conveitibin top

is

for

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

YOU!!

For Sale. Pure bred German
Shepard pups. $30.
253-2738
$1.00
255-9119

Openings

FREE kitten to good home.
Male tiger, 6 months old.

CL 3-5512
Free to good homes tiger
striped and calico kittens box
trained. 392-7812.

on

Beagle Pups. A.K.C. Regis.
Beautiful markings. Call 392-

Three Shifts

7944.
German Shepard male pup. 10

weeks old. AKC registered.

392-1872.

$75.

are

Two Sm. Silver Miniature

Male Poodles. A.K.C. Temporary shots. 12 wks. old.

for

437-4294

ASSEMBLERS
Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

For Sale. Sheltie pups, 7 wks,
sable AKC. all shots. Days call
Ann Purdy, 255-8000. After 6
259-4449.
Alaskan Husky puppies. House
broken. $25. Phone 392-7863
or 392-5296.
Miniature Schnauzer. Male.
Silver. Ch. sired. AKC. 12
weeks old. Cill FL8-2699
after 6 p.m.

Siamese seal point female,
registered, 1 yr., all shots,
declawed.

Excellent

show

prospect, and children's pet.
$30 or best offer. 358-3122
41 -Home Fruishicgs-Furniture

COIL WINDERS

4M-70% Savings
29 rooms of builder's model
home furniture being sold by

-

Monday thru Thursday
8A.M. to 9P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.

Whirlpool

washer.

portable dishLike new. $75.

CL 3-3112

Philco 30" electric range.
Exc. Cond.-$60. 439-4861.

Built - in Universal gas oven,
used. Good condtion. Additional 4 new gas burners.
CL 3-2958.

A Mernber of the GUE Family of Compasies

era
sysTara

Open 9 to 9'

Ar. Hts.

CL 5-6320

Mt. Prospect by Owner. 3
bdrm. brick ranch, att. gar-

age. w/w carpet. Beatutifully
landscaped' & maintained.
$24,000

By

appointment.

CL 5-1964.
ONCE A DAY

Barrington R.E. Boa rd

Co -Operative Listing Service

Barrington Realty CO.

EVERY DAY

REALTORS
131 W. Main
381-1641

Will bring happiness for your

family, 4 bedroom ranch, 2
full baths, central air con-

74 -To Rent Apartments

DE LUXE APARTMENT ditioning, full basement, 2 car
gar. $22,500'

For Sub -let. Recently Decorated. Deluxe 2 bedroom, carpeted, equipped kitchen, extra
large rooms. Air Conditioned.

ALL DAY LONG
You'll enjoy thebright modern

swimming pool, Tennis ct.,
includes heat. $207.00. Call

kitchen in this sharp 2 bed-

room ranch, washer & dryer,

.499-1127.

carpeting, 1 1/2 car garage.
$600 dn. $127.00 per mo.

"BE CAREFREE"

ROLLING
REALTY

WILLIAMSBURG

3423 Kirchoff Rd.

carpeted living - dining room
comb. 2 full baths. 3 bdrms,

on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.
$15,300

This immaculate house has
just been reduced to sell immediately. L. R. Is carpeted,
sep. D.E., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2

3. 4 blocks to shopping

4. ample parking, storage
and laundry facilities
5. will decorate to suit

car garage, attractively landscaped. Rear yard completely
enclosed.

6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living

space
2 bdrm - $185. 1 bdrm - $160.

$22,900

7

rm. split level home on

extra large lot. Beautiful
walnut paneling in L.R. and
family room. There are 3
bdrmi with 1 1/2 baths and
attached garage.

192 S. Northwest Hwy.

Palatine

958-4555_
76 -To Reit Houses

2 bdrm. home with garage on
large lot. $130 per month.
11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices
,

East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

Des Plaines has desk for rent.
Reasonable: Ideal Location on

2 bdrm. newly decorated ranch

retarial & telephone answering services available. Call:

shade trees. Perfect for that
"cook out." This is a beauty

Dempster nr. Toll Rd. Sec-

home with detached garage beautiful back yard with large

.MRS. SANDERS

at 415,500.00.

61 -Ti -Rent Miscellaneous

HALL RENTALS
Low summer rates for
Weddings

Graduations, etc.

Mobil -Maid GE portable dish
washer Good Condition.
392-1872
50 -Landscaping

Parties

Room - gentlemen in Arlington Heights. Call: 253-7492.

SOD
Grass Sod Nursery.

Growers of nursery sod.
Straight Merlan.

THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN
$.60 sq. yd. delivered.
200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. 72, 4 miles
west of Dundee. Gilberts.

426-5108

Single teacher wants small
Turn. or tmfurn. apt. up to

$100 In Art. Hgts. 741-0894
Couple will pay premium rent

for furnished home, prefer-

Lake Briarwood rust -South of

Mt. Prospect and Arlington
Hgts. 10 rm., 4 bdrm. colonial.

An equal opportunity employer (M&F)

CL 9-3235 after 6

.

'65 Buick Wildcat Sport Coupe.
Auto/trans. full pwr. exc. condition. Getting pompany car,
must sell, best offer. CL.

9-2598 after 6:30.
1980 Comet Sedan. Running
perfectly.
CL 9-2497
'57 T -bird, 2 tops, exc. cond.

best reas. offer. 392-6359 or
weekend CL, 3-9064

dition. Radio. $395.
CL. 5-7950

1965 CADILLAC
CONVERTIBLE
Color is yellow. Black leather
interior. Air conditioning.

Four way electric seats and

windows. Private party wishes to sacrifice for $4,450.

CALL

358-9241

'58 Dodge, 2 -door hard top.

Deluxe. All power, very good
condition. $250. Call 2534026.

100 -Foreign And Sports -Cars

1959

Morris

Minor. Good

condition $150. 392-7669
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted
Come In And See Us
No Junkers
Northwest Rambler -Palatine.
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
MUSTANG MTRS.
Palatine

Bring your TITLE - CASH
ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.
1020 W. N/W Hwy_ CL372707
111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

For Sale. 1964 Bianchi motor
scooter. $150 cash. 296-2445.
99 -Automobiles For Sale

Foreign
Car
Buys
'64 0, FIAT

$7,000.00, now reduced from
$56,000.00 to $48,000.00 for
quick sale. - This 3 bdrn.

carpeting, garbage disposal.
dishwasher, awnings, extra
large family room and 2 car
garage. Ask us about the
price, You'll be surprised,'

Ideal place to raise a family.
Good

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.

For Sale. Bundy Wood B flat
clarinet. Like new.Lowprice.
Call 992-1838.

lot. Must see this area and
house to appreciate. Owner
must sell.
439-0156'

1928. Northwest Hwy.,

HOME REALTY
Palatine, Illinois
358-4565

.

-

'62 PORSCHE SUPER 90
Hard Top -Red -4 speed
A Beauty at only

white frame ranch house on

one acre with Inverness Golf
Course adjacent. 2 fireplaces,
11 closets, patio, screened
porch, washer and dryer,
stove, refrig. drapes and curtains. Raise your own orchids
in gas -heated 14 x 10 attached
Greenhouse. Beautifullylandseeped.

1200 CONVT.

READY TO GO
$1495

FOR THE EXECUTIVE - Save

55 -Musical Instruments

schools, swimming,
fishing, sailing; huge 1/2 acre

one
358-4695

1960 Seneca Dodge. 4Dr.good
condition $395.

PERFECT 'FOR that large
family of yours! 8 rm. bilevel, 4 bdrm,brick and frame
home, 2 1/2 baths, fireplace,
large living room and dining
room, 2 car -garage one large
lot. $31,500.00.

ably air conditioned, for summer. of '67, from May to Sept.
Excellent references furnish- -ARLINGTON RETORTS ed. Call between 7-8 A.M. and bdrm. Lannon. stone, Ranch
7-8 P.M. 537-6530.
home with 2 fireplaces, w/w
86 -Real Estate -Houses

owner.

walls,

WANTED USED CARS

392-6330.

.

'63 V W red sedan. Radio,
white

Brick and frame ranch with

I. Centlal air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train

-

'62 Ford Falrlane 500. Auto.,
R & H., 4 dr. White/turq. interior. Very clean. 253-6673.
'59 Ford Galaxie hardtop.
auto., mechanically excellent
coml. $125; 823-1276.
'61 Chrysler N. Yorker hdtop.
All pwr. low ml., orig. tires,
no rust $850. 392-5315
'66 Olds Cutlass 442. 4 speed
2 Dr. hardtop. Low mileage.
Best offer. CL 3-9583. \,

$18,900

Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

296-5515

'52 4 dr., 8 cyl., Pontiac.
Just overhauled. $75. 1111 N.
2534586. Gd. Cond.
Yale

PHONE 255-4200

Palatine's newest luxury apartment building located at

Modern air-cond. office in

99 -Automobiles For Sale

'56 Volkswegen. Good con-

MEADOWS'

AMERICAN LEGION HAui;
',6113-2973
Don Wheeler.

$.50 sq. yd. picked up.

NORTHLAKE, ILLINOlt

1714 E. N/W. Hwy.

You will thank your husband
for buying - this 3 bedroom
ranch. Alum. siding. Assume
existing 13,000 loan. $122.00
per mo. asking $15,500.

Large Food Freezer. Needs
Repair. $35. LE7-2978

Blue

BRUNS

Light Industrial - 930 sq. ft.

82 -Wanted To Rent

1/2 mile north of North Avenue on We Road
1 mile west of Mannheim Rost

baosey-

to2P:r l.gaSub rag-e. Only

mo.

CHOICE DESK SPACE

18=fiebile flames

1/2 baths, carpeting and

AVAILABLE

48 -Household Appliances

GENERAL

4 bedroom bi - level,

lmeentnandg
adi

FOR RENT - Business property former Beauty Parlor with living quarters $225 per

OPEN EVENINGS

Residential - Commercial

CL 5 - 9535
1810 E. N/W Hwy. Arl. Hts.

drapes

BARRINGTON

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

FL 13-1800

FOLZ REALTY

'65 Camper on '65 Chevy 3/4
throughout. Large - or Camper only.
family -room --with patio doors2

234 N. Northwest Highway
Palatine
358-7788

Call CL 3-3115
Chest. Storkline Crib.

7360

Saturdays -8 A.M.to No011

Sharp

PARTAKE

HOME REALTY

Frames. Like New $25. 392-

people to help you.
PHILIPPE BROS. REALTY
434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

JUST LISTED
FULL SIZE SWIMMING POOL

Dept. A - 1

Corner sectional sofa, 3 pc.,
end tables and corner planter

Excellent condifian.439-6127.
Girls White Twin Bed Comp.
$65. Solid Maple Twin Bed

NO OfiLIGATIOR

sion $28,900.

--FRANCHISE BOOM

AT

FL 441136

If you are thinking of selling
your home come in and talks

rec. room with bar and bath.
Aft. Garage. Immed. posses-

66 -Business Opportunities

UNTIL 9 p.m.

253-8451

.

96 -Real Estate Wanted

porch. Beautiful Ash panelled

392-7867

after 12 noon.

2 pc. 90 in. sect. sofa upholstered, Red and creme linen.

acres of unusually goadl
-high land,' on black top road.'
54,950.00 Earty terms.
i5

din. rooms. Large screened

$3200 or best offer. After 6

delivery arranged. 773-0252

$40.

- NORTHWEST

top location. Carpeted liv.and

Caddy Camper. Chasis mount.
Self contained. SAVE $1300.

piece or room. Terms and

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type Of Coil

beat 'offer. '
CL. 9-2248

Lovely 3 bedroom ranch in

$165 per mo. additional office
space available.

6 week old kittens

area. Private park and beach

it over with us. We're here
9 to 9. Six active qualified

MT. PROSPECT
CENTRAL AIR

.

eva in secluded residential

CONDITIONING

GERMAN SHEPARD

WHITE MALE AKC
Rees. 392-3252

Tel. 253-4340

$26,500

60 -Sporting Goods

Must see to appreciate. Call
HE 7-4133, after 6 p.m.

TOMATIC ELECTRIC

to Schools, train and shopping.

and full access. 597-9132.
Like new 16' blue/white alumLooking for a challenge that
inum txxati__ 6,1Leguinnmlni._ _will_gez_youjnto...yralr_ovni
Ideal family boat 392-2357.
profitable business? Franchising is new business
19 ft. Cruiser Inc. Lapstrake
frIntier. Write for Free list
hull. with 50 H. P. Johnson.
of
exclusive opportunities, in
4 wheel trailer. Boat has
all the extras. Priced to sell. this area

"TOMAI7CRE

INTERVIEWING

4 bdrms., 2 baths, separate

19" Portable Philco T.V.with

827-8657.

-

rights. Must sell $1000 or

SCARSDALE

built - ins, dishwasher, draperies & carpeting incl.

PM.

31 -Boats And Marine Supplies

LAKE GENEVA. 50x125 ft.
improved lot. Approx. 400 ft.
from south shore of Lake Gen-

4 bdrm., 1 1/2 baths, fam
rm., library, kitchen with

253-6951

stand 2 years old. $69. Call

Complete Hollywood

FINE HOME BY .OWNER, at
529 S. Yale, A rlington Heights.
4 bdrms.', 2 1/2 befits, family-

For Sale. Keyboard Thomas

For Sale.

machine. 1 yr. old cost new
$385. Sale price $156. 3924343.

66 -Real Estate -Vacant

-

dition. Best offer.

Y

.

86 -Real -Estate -Houses

259-3956

253-8806 after 6.
UPRIGHT PIANO - good con-

58 -Radio -Television

One . duplicating

Thursday, July 28, 1966

rm., full basement, screened
porch; many extratl.Low40's.

dual speaker Supro amp. vibrato, reverb; 1 yr. old.$325.

sell $200 or best offer. 3927764.

THE -DAY

$2095

-

'62 V W SUNROOF - RedLike New Tires
-

$895

'58 MERCEDES BENZ 180D
A Steal At Only
$895

.'57 VOLVO 444 - 2 Door
1st one in gets it ONLY
$455

ROSELLE
FORD
Irving Pk. & Roselle Rd.
Roselle, Ill.
Phone LA 9-5551

Park Swimmers Nip
Elmhurst by 'Two

Keeping
Score

--TELLEMION -T-

WITH BOB CASTERLINE

Mount. Prospect's Park District Swim team grabbed
a whisker -thin triumph over Elmhurst in the losers'

breast stroke; '200 - yard free

pool last night; 257-255.

relay.

A total of 32 first -place finishes assured the triumph

for Mount Prospect in the 59 -event meet.
Connie Foster, Jeanne Pol..
lard, Paul Sigfusson, and Bob
-Hines

were

Prospectors'

the

breast stroke; 200 - yard free

three first -place ribbons each.

relay.

All but Sigfusson also swam

- " yard

100

of bal.1146101.1 tAgiCaR1S1
SA.121469

yard
Bob Walkley, 100
breast stroke; 400 -yard free

backstroke; 200 - yard free relay.
Claudia Gentzler, 200 - yard
relay.
Donna SigTusson, 50 yard free relay.

leading tankers, taking two or
on winning relay teams,

LIZ TOBIN,

_

ociue weet4: us se -

-

CAME

twvaotssuas

Karen Sigfusson, 200 - yard

NINE 102 -MILE RAGE

Jim Geocares, 400

yard

-

,

fa361)-

r

IS1C.-/CLE ROAD 1211C -114G

CJ -TAMPION LA& WEEK

free relay.

Ann Tobin, 50 - yard breast

DAtti

OM-IC=0146 '1X114LETe

6112AIGHT -AT LE 114

OVAL`i 3 -iff.Ac*, OV

low.

comPeurive 12Acit4a.

Jeanne Pollard, 15 and over

another.

But every once In awhile there- comes along an
exception to the rule. Every few years there appears
'on the scene, a collegian who neither groats when be

yard free; 100 - yard
backstroke; 200 - yard free
relay.
100

It is hoped that you'll buy a ticket to go watch. a coltish band of eager young collegians try to upset the stub-

BUT, EXCEPT for the little kids and some people's
grannies, we've outgrown that notion. The bulk of the
population is aware the collegians are usually as remote
from amateurism as the pros they play against. We
realize that by graduating from the college ranks to the
pros, 'they're merely trading one source of income for

Ns

ff WAS HIS SECOND

FIRST -PLACE winners, fol-

regard for the underdog.
ble -chinned, brutish pros.

MENU. LOMSARTALu...

stroke; 200 - yard free relay. free relay.

The annual College All -Star football game at Soldier
Field, Chicago, is designed to play on your emotional

-

Connie Foster, 13 - 14 100 -

talks nor peels bananas witiads feet.

yard free; 50 - yard butterfly;

Such a man is Nick Rassas, oimerly of Notre Dame,

200 - yard free relay.

soon of the Atlanta. Falcons, and presently of the College___
All -Stars.

STEVE REISER,
100

yard free; 50

-

-

13

Rassas is one of those types you want your own son to

14

intelligent, personable, and
.
He has a quick grin and a quicker sense of humor, but

be:

yard

-

Bob Hines, 100 - yard free;
- . yard backstroke; 400 yard free relay.
Paul Sigfusson, 25 - yard
free; 25 - yard backstroke;
25 - yard butterfly.

he's never fresh and is always respectful.

100

BUT THESE are things that, while important, aren't
an integral part of Nick's football history. They're virtues he could possess and still not have made all-Ameri-

r

Doug SclaCk, 25 - yard free.
200 - yard free relay.

100

Weber,

boys'

diving.

Dennis Ellertson of Arling-

Casey Wood, 50 - yard backstroke; 200 - yard free relay.
Cathy Barale, 50 - yard

Coming Up

Cathy Barak of Mount Prospect helped the Park
-District Swim Team nip Elmhurst 257-255 last
night by winning the girls' 13-14 50 -yard backstroke and swimming on the winning girls' 13-14
200 -yard free -style relay.

TODAY
Football, filmed
NFL highlights, ch. 32
World, re7 p.m. Sports
ports on recent sporting events,
5:55

p.m.

ch. 9

8 p.m. Golf, Wall vs. Bayer,
ch. 32

9 p.m. Pocket Billards, ch.
32

Giants Win Loop Title
Giants grabbed off the Mount

3-0 lead in the first inning
never trailed, although
and
the Tigers crept within one

Baseball
AssociaProspect
tion's Bronco Majors title
the
last
night,
trimming
Tigers
American
Division's
7-5.

THURSDAY'S SPORTS
EVENTS

their best -of -three series with

Teammate

the Tigers. They won the first

homered and Incinclli tripled

Neuman

game 8-4.

twice in his own behalf.

urban Heating, 6 p.m.

Ladendorf Olds at Mt. Prospect # One, 6 p.m.

winning

pitcher,

coming

on

THE TIGERS' Jerry Smith
relief of starter John Ku- hit a homer in behalf of losing

dalis. He fanned five in his
four -inning tour and walked
none.

pitcher

Schreiben,

and

9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Monday at the Day's Arling-

ball player.

distancing a field of the state's
top riders in a 102 -mile race
near Lombard. The nineteen -

Carthage College in Kenosha,

ton

Wis.

Arlington Heights Rd. They
may be made anonymously if

THE DREAM didn't look good for years as Nick grew
older, but not bigger. As a freshman and sophomore at

cyclist

earned

the

championship

All
sports,

participants
in
area
male or female, are

road

is

racing

eligible for Athlete of the Week
recognition by the

scheduled

tentatively

nominations.

mond wars last night and had
a rather rude awakening from

Jerry

their two-week siesta.

Rudd hit a double, all to no
avail.

MOUNT

THE

Prospect

Semi -pros, a team of collegians
from the area, rapped the
Legion nine, 13-3.

Prospecting

Grant Gentry, the Semipros' third pitcher, was cred-

ited with the win after starter

WITH DALE HOFMANN

"

THOUGHTS BETWEEN
.

Any doubt that baseball fans
are at the owners' dubious mercy was erased yesterday when

the Atlanta Braves beat their
anti-trust rap in the Wisconsin State Supreme Court.

final stepping stones to a
professional golf career. Tommy Aaron, Jack Nicklaus, Tom
Weiskopf,

and

Steve Opper-

man have all joined the pro.:
fessional tour in the past five
years. And all four turned pro
the season after they won the
Western Amateur.

MEN WHO HAVE their family's picture on their desk at
the office usually don't need a

drink before they go home at
night.

We would like to read a
pro - automobile industry
writer's answer to UNSAFE AT ANY SPEED --

HOW DO telephone orient -

They're supposed to be cute,
I suppose, but I have always

felt sorry for Dachshunds.

Wonder if the Russian and
will wait
until the Viet Nam war is over
before they schedule another

meet with the United States,
The draftees who say they or if they will just wait until
they think they have teams
disapprove of the war in Viet
Nam must never get to the that have a shot at winning?

ink to write checks or fill out
forms. Men insist on conventional blue, although they will front.

Because all the

G.I.'s
WOMEN ARE now staffing
use black if they're desperate.
who are interviewed there say
Why shouldn't Jimmy Brown they are in complete sympathy most of the pay booths on the
Indiana Toll Road, and they
be allowed to retire when he with Uncle Sam's policy.
Men who ride electric golf actually smile as they hand
wants to without facing the dogooders' blasts 'about his be- carts still say they go the you your ticket. The men on
traying the game that did so course for exercise-. And the Illinois Tollway still slap
much for him? Brown did the they're as tired as ever when the change into your palm and

job he was paid so well for, they get home.
and the ledger looks just aEMILY POST ans have had
bout even. We admire him for
quitting before he was pound- a hard time switching to Amy
ed lumpy.
Vanderbilt since their heroine
The lonelist man in the
died. Emily always said it was
right to eat chicken and specworld will be the Secret
ified other meats right off the
Service agent assigned to
bone. Amy insists on a fork.
Lad Johnson's honey I can't understand It.
The super market bingo
You can pick up the plot
line

of

television's

Peyton

Place even if you haven't seen
the show for a month or more.

game is over, and my wife
didn't win the $2,000 prize
she promised me.

People -who say they reJust follow the little capsule
comments that go with the T. gard bridge games as just a

chance to get friends together
are
invariably bad bridge
THE .WESTERN Amateur players. And they usually spoil.
set for early August at Pine - everyone's fun by chattering
hunt, N.C, seems to be one of tyben they,should be bidding.

growl.

Michel Jazy would prob-

217

preferred, and may be made
in person, in writing, or by
telephone.
The Day's telephone number is 255-7200.

to do it!"

For two years Nick went out for football on his own -no scholarship, no grant-in-aid, no nothing from Notre
Dame. He served for two years as cannon fodder for
the Irish gridders who had been imported from all over
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the country, until he was finally given a chance in a

Littelfuse 9 Survives
11 -Run Rally to Win

game.

Littelfuse recovered from an the season last week by thumpII -run Lakers' rally with a ing Woodview 26-18. The Sox
17 -run outburst of their own came up with 15 runs in the last
last week to post a 34-14 vic- two innings to salvage their

"I always dreamed of running out onto the Yankee

tory in the River Trails Park first

win

against

THE CHANCE CAME in the last game of his sophomore season. It was against Syracuse in Yankee Stad-

five

losses.

Frank Capasso paced the win-

District Softball League.

was

first -inning three -bag-

a

Two runs scored on the hit.

Koehler doubled in the fourth
for the winners, bringing home
a run.

sion left the Lakers with a 3.3

over

Grove

Dodge

Cubs
and
runs

which were matched by Silicani
and Anderson of Littelfuse.

THE RAINBOW RIDGE Sox
picked up their first victory of

and

the

losers

and

Arlin ton. He

ht

I

ever had," says Nick.

Stadium turf in a Notre Dame uniform. It doesn't matter that we lost the game any way -- it will always be
my biggest thrill in football."
As a junior Nick' moved into the Notre Dame defensive

Littelfuse
Lakers
Woodview
Grove Dodge
Hilltoppers
Rainbow Ridge

.J.D.. Thorne
the final frame.
ings.

pitched

The Legion team will play
Park Ridge Baseball
and
Tournament
Saturday
Sunday, starting at 1:30 p.m.
in

the

Selling your home?

Call our

American honors as one of the top safety men in the
He has played in several all-star games since the
end of the season, including the recent Coaches' All America game at Atlanta, Ga., his home for the pro
season.

3

3

But Friday, Aug, 5, is the big all-star game, and it's
nice to know that at least one of the guys in the collegiate suits will be more than just another gorilla going
through the motions, and anxious to get it over with so

3

3

he can get on to his pro camp.

2

4

0

6
5

_

I

5

Sox

5

BILL KELLY SAYS:
YOU CAN BUY A NEW

worked

three, of the game's four inn-

the

Hilltoppers.
LEAGUE STANDINGS
Team
, Won Lost
Rainbow Ridge

DAVE KINGMAN started
for

TORONADO

reef a new '66
MUSTANG
GALAXIE

4.00
5.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON

9.00

CORTINA FALCON
FAIRLANE

P
E-

FOR ONLY

$46409

R
D

.

Man of the Map.

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

PLAN YOUR VACATION

RENT A STATION WAGON

at low rates from
GEORGE POOLE carrpTe-i)

a FREE

Minor and Douglas --

ium. "That's the biggest thrill

nation.

to an upset when they chased 11

men home in the top of the first
THE LEGION crew got inning. But Littelfuse paraded
only one hit -- a first -inning 17 'runners acorns in the bottom
single by Rick Lott, while the of the frame to collect their
Semi -pros picked up 10. One fifth win in six tries. The deci-

beverage at the
Arlington Heights
American legion

Friday, July 30th
American Iglan 1411

family, "I'm going to Notre Dame and I'm going to be on
that football field on Saturdays if I have to join the band

moved in favor of Al Koehler.

isaIP

V. listings in the newspapers.

A new coach gave him a shot at a starting berth his
senior year, and even though he was a scrawny 150-

He could have gone to a small college somewhere
and been assured of a warm welcome, but he told his

1966

SPECIAL RATES

&min 7-10PM

was often on the short end of lop -sided scores.

secondary as a regular, and last year he earned all-

would be well below either
runner's best.

MI4Sumerum Sim& Pry

boys on the team. As a junior he was up to about 135
pounds, but still didn't see action, even though Loyola

-The Hilltoppers and Rainbow
Ridge Cubs both notched league
victories last week by forfeit

mile race, and the time

and get

Loyola Academy in Wilmette, he was one of the smallest

ners with a home run.

ably beat Jim Rpm in a

VP

S.

George, who was building a successful construction
business, sometimes took little Nick to Notre Dame for
home football games, and even while he was a tyke, Nick
knew that someday he wanted to be a Notre Dame foot-

John

teams

If there Is one.

Women will use any color of

office,

Thursday.
July 28,

tors stay so pleasant' all day ger by Rich Hoppe that he record.
tried to stretch into a homer,
The losers' Hefferan
if they don't go home and snap but he was out at the plate.
Oakson slammed home
at their families?

Polish track

Heights

despite his small size.

60 -pounder, be managed to earn all -league honors.

McCormick went wild
THE. THIRD -PLACE Lakin the first inning and was re- ers seemed well on their way

the

Nominations should be made
between

AmeriProspect's
can
Legion junior baseball
team returned to the dia-

to work the final four innings
in

sports stafff.

Mount

Vic Incinell was last night's

Waycinden Traveling League
Mt. Prospect # Two at Sub-

only three years of compttitive racing. The son of Mr.
and Mrs. Wollert Ellertson,
Dennis is a sophoMore at

THE NUMBER of nominafor a single candidate
will not affect the selection,
which is made by the Day's
tions

Prospect 9
Suffers 13-3
Trimming

IT WAS THE second big gun in the winners' attack,
straight win for the Giants in hitting a homer and a double.
Tom

Heights - Mt. Prospect area.
Ellertson became the Illinois state bicycle road racing
champion last week by out-

meet

the

was

Jespersen

straight state championship in

Day, and
with his victory. The national readers are invited to submit

run of a tie in the third inning,

Nick came along as their number -two son, and showed
an -early- interest in athletics -- particularly football --

Week honor for the Arlington

al

5-4.

ried.

ton Heights has earned the Day
Publications' Athlete of the

right to compete in the nation-

THE GIANTS jumped to a

for the first time was the little Irish lass be mar-

at Northbrook on Aug. 21.
LAST
WEEK'S triumph
gave
Ellertson
his
second

year -old

Division's

National

The

Randy

Sports on T. V-

INNINGS. .

when his dad, George, was an end at Notre Dame.
He was injured and hospitalized, and one of the coeds that visited him often after meeting him there

Cyclist Gets Sports Honor

re-

all adds up to the same

The Nick Rassas story began before World War II,

IAthlete of the Week

GAIL FUITH, girls' diving.

I

tion, call it perseverance, it
thing: guts.

yard

-

butterfly; 400 - yard free
lay.
Don

But that's not true of another virtue Nick has. In plain
talk, Nick has gutsi Call it courage, call it determina-

errc-.7ec-:--.77,

Kathy Wood, 50 - yard butterfly; 200 - yard free relay.
Dawn Alteubern, 50 - yard
butterfly; 200 - yard free reRezner,

can at Notre Dame.

,i(

JAN ALLEN, 25 - yard free;

lay.
Tom

poised, good-looking,

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY. azalltituf
ARLINGTON HOTS., ILL
Ralph Mollnelli

BRUNS

REAL ESTATE

'CL562320

-

CL 9-3141.
NITRE; AND SUNDAY

CL 5-9889

TORONADO
Only full-size car

with front wheel drive!
Flat doors ..Full-vieve side windows 385 -hp Toronado
RoCket
EngineToronado's own brand of Turbo Hydra Made Drive Concealed headlamps Unique draft -free
ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest look in townl

eittal tPOLIfSihINO110,ENYC.

- '1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

.....

e

e

Tonight: <Fair: Low In the
60s. Saturday:

middle

Telephone
2454400

ro5Pect map

WEATHER
Fair

and continued pleasant; High
In the lower 80s.

Your Home Newspape
By County Committee

Court Ends

Water Hearing
Postponed For
Further Study

Golfers!
Troubles
Charges against 'three men
involved in a disturbance on

the Mount Prospect golf course
on Wednesday, July 6 were dismissed by Judge Simon Porter
in court yesterday morning.
reckless
Facing
charges were Keith

conduct
Oldham,

'2417 Leyden, River Grove and

Joseph Armella, 5439 N. Artesian and Samuel C. Lovely,

Citizens

Congreve and attorneys for
company,
and
the
village
commented:

Utility Co. be denied the right
to expand its services in the
northern area of the village

"I'm uneasy over -withholding these building permits be cause it's difficult for us to

cago

was continued until next week.

deny

BY BRUCE CUTLER
A hearing yesterday on
that

village request

a

permits

people

when

Mount Prospect,

FRIDAY, JULY 29, 1966

117 S. Main St.

Volume I, No. 73

lage Hall.

Complaints against the trio
were filed by Mrs. Neil Rowe,
102 W. Berkshire following en

William N. Erickson, legislative

committee

.--11Y.-4.A.CK_A.,,-VANDERNIVS--.---

The group returned to open
court where Oldham, charged

"We must

something

get

said the delay was necessary
because the dispute between
the village and the company

done here," Erickson said, "or
else the state legislature will

was new to committee mem-

ation."

"This matter was important enough for a special meet' ing," he said, "and we need

more time before we make a
recommendation to the Cook
County Board of Commissioners."

Seymour Si m o n, county
the

president. referred
village's request to the committee after Mount Prospect
village president Daniel Congreve appealed to him that
b-oard

Citizens be precluded from expanding its facilities and adding new customers until it has
sufficient emergency
facilities.

The committee

is

charged

with reporting to the county

board on the matter before a
board resolution is voted on.

'

us proof it

negotiating for

is

future well sites.

the

company,

serving

some

2,200 customers in the area,

315 of them' within the village
limits.

As a result of the water
crisis, Simon directed county
building, zoning and planning
commissioner Daniel Ferrone
to withhold 40 building permits for homes in the area
serviced by the company.

Ferrone, who participated in
the committee's meeting with

Fight Blaze

sit by if the company is not gerous and difficult to extinguish.

furnishing adequate service.

"It is up to the county's corporate authorities to decide if
there is a 'danger to the safety

and
serviced

health" of residents
by Citizens," Smith

"The county is at a disadvantage because it's the ICC that

1,000,000 gallons of water to

temperate actions.
The case was then dismissed
on recommendation of the state.

vilThe probable cause of the
lage, declared. that "these are blaze, the file department reseparable matters. The ICC ported, was young children
has authority over the com- playing with matches.
pany," he explained, "but the
Fireman
Charles
Forton
county board does not have to said bale fires are very dan-

the ICC has taken no action.
The village's request followed
an emergency
water

the Citizens well on Euclid
Rd. failed and Mount Prospect
furnished
more than

r.

this?"

asked

To back his point, Box pre-

Traffic Engineer Paul Box, his back to the camera, and to the wall, confronts

pillar preservation committee last night in village hall. After 2-1/2 hour debate,
both Box and committee agreed on one thing - no one changed their minds about
the controversial pillars.

Mrs. King
Resigns
From Board

Des Plaines
Man Not
Guilty

Mrs. James R. King has re-

signed from the Boa rd of
Michael F. McIntosh, 19, of
Des Plaines was NOT found

Health.

Board president Paul Gavin
read a letter from Mrs. King
addressed - to Mayor Daniel
Congreve at last night's board

guilty of disorderly conduct as
erroneously reported in last
Friday's Prospect Day. The
Day regrets having published
this error.

meeting in

'

flood," Village Engineer Bernard Hemmeter said. "But we
do know thiir progress is being
made to widen the creek and

alleviate the possibility of fulure flooding."
Hemmeter said that the creek
project

has

already

gotten

under way. Weller Creek has
been widened between the Des
Plaines river and the Soo Line
tracks in Des Plaines: Two
outlets

for the creek into the

river have been provided, giving the water somewhere to go
When the creek is high.

Stop . . . STOP!

iS

.

furnished The Day

tificate. dated July 31, 1965.
The year - old certificate
says that the company then
served .1,600 customers with
facilities to serve 3,600 cus-

(Continued on Page 2)

Railway

Plaines,

&

across

the

North Western
right-of-way all the

lars

hidden

from

view.

"If safety hazard as stated by

they started to cross the street Box.
at that point, an accident would
be probable," Box said.

Admitting that this type of
accident

requires

a

special

blamed on the pillars over the
last few years.
those

"If

pillars

are

so

dangerous," Skwarlo said, "we
should have had a lot of acci-

"It should not be necessary
to kill or maim a human being

hazards.

Mongan
gun is out of the village for a

effective July 16.

few days.

Ncrge joined the post office
in 1947 as a village carrier --

East

since then has acquired the experience and knowledge which

accidents. He pointed to the lack
of accidents that could be

Gavin directed the board to
draft a letter of commendation

Out of T

extended almost to Wheeling.
He was appointed superintendent of mails in 1956 and

vation Committee maintains

Box said that a child or an pillars are a deterrent to
adult could be behind the pil- accidents rather than a

Tr., had a set of pillars, but,
they were removed when thc

Theodore C. Geocaris, postmaster, announced that Nerge
was promoted to the new post

The next year he was promoted to rural carrier, using
his own car on mail runs that

Edward Skwarlo, chair-.

man of the Pillar Preser-

evitably be created and a senseaccident
less,
unnecessary
could occur.

assistant postmaster.

one of the first.

Village Manager John MonThe manager has gone back
to move his family to
Mount Prospect.
h Mongan's absence, Village
Engineer Bernard Hemmeter
serving as acting village,
manager.
is

just

to

prove

this

obvious

dents at those four corners."

The fourth corner, Shabonee
board decided they were safety

ONE MEMBER of the

Pil-

lar
Preservation
committee
labeled St. Raymond's fence

point; Box said.
had

experts

because of the short notice."

at the Shabonee-Elmhurst Rd.
intersection

a

bigger

hazard

than the pillars and asked why
action against the fence was
not taken.
Skwarlo

said

the

pillars

"Arc you saying you don't caused motorists to stop twice
at Elmhurst Rd. and creep into
seethe hazard?" Box asked.
"That's right. That's just the traffic carefully. He said
what we arc saying," Skwarlo this is safer than stopping at a
stop sign and making a dash
replied.
night's meeting was into traffic,
ownLast
called by Trustee Frank Ber"Eight of 10 accidents beBen, chairman of the village tween Shaboncc and the bridge
board's fire and police corn - on Route 83 happened on the
mittee. Trustees Joseph Grit - opposite side Of the street
rani and Parker Ekren, mcm- from the pillars," Skwarlo
hersof the committee, were said.
present.
"Your statements don't make
In the audience were Tras- the intersection safe," Box
Robert
tees Robert Coffer and
(Continued on Page 2)
Ben
with
along
Teichert,
.1-

41. 7 '

Car Damaged

A 1965 car was damaged
qualified him for the post of Thursday night tyhile parked at
assistant postmaster, Geocaris
said.

NERGE moved to

Illinois 83 and Evergreen St.;
Robert Koski of 'Des Plaines

Mount

reported to police.
He said someone had walked

one

on the hood of the car, putting

Prospect

Rd., Hemmeter said.

year old and lived here until deep scratches in the paint and

when

he

was

1956 when he bought a home denting in the hood.

"This project is in the reality stage," Hemmeter said.
Hemmeter said that land
acquisition
and
negotiations
with property owners along
the right-of-way are almost

near Elgin.
His two daughters, Mrs.
David Fitchie and Mrs. Stephen
Thompson, and his granddaugh-

complete and that Fisher said
the Department of Waterways

live in Elgin.
His mother

to
this year.

Nerge still resides in the original family home .on N. Wille

begin

line and stop again before making a turn into Elmhurst Rd.

"The exact condition would in-

way west to Mount Prospect

hopes

for him to stop behind the pillars at the stop sign, proceed
past the pillars to the curb

sels, Belgium.

to keep one woman as a memher of the Board of Health.

Post Office for the
past 10 years, has been named

The ICC certificate had approved a company request to

pillars and that it was necessary

"WE HAVE

Prospect

tomers.

his
the

While Gaiiin said he had no tell us the contrary about the
for
recommendation
Mrs. pillars," Skwarlo said. "We
King's replacement, but added were unable to have them
he thought it was a good idea present at tonight's meeting

Bernard F. Nergc, superintendent of mails at the Mount

tomers in an area with a potential demand of 4,100 cus-

Elm-

facing

tion praising her work.

Post Office
Promotion
For Nerge

with a copy of the ICC cer-

trails

hurst Rd. and found that
visibility was blocked by

tersections, there would be
100,000,000 movements a year.

on the health board end added
that the village board of trustees
will be asked to pass a resolu-

BERNARD F. NERGE

Citizens' attorney, John Van-

three

the

month with her husband. He
has been transferred to Brus-

to Mrs. King for her service

pushing the problem around." ,

IN HIS report, Box said
that he made visibility tests at

set of circuinstances, Box said
Board of Health," because she that if only 100 vehicles a day
will be leaving the country next crossed the three Trails in-

and

ter Molly Margaret Thompson,

construction

Mrs.

Amalie

444

Gripe
Of The
Day

St. in Mount Prospect.

THE NEXT phase of the
project_ will be to widen and

No, you are not seeing double. Thai is a second,
taller stop sign towering over ,she original sign at

imprinie the creek through
Mount Prospect, Hemmeter
said. It. is not believed that.
this will get under way until

Maple ,St. and Ceitral Rd. The taller sign, seven feet
from its base to the ground,. Is a new one, replacing

"I don't believe money has.

signs and parking signs.4The reason -- so that young
vandals' Will hive to stand on a ladder to deface the

PLANS are now, in the working stage to _improve the creek ' after the 1967 session of the
Illinois Legislature.
between the Soo Line tracks
in Des
Chicago

which Mrs. King

said she "must regretfully resign my appointment to the

have learned that flood relief is on the way.
be here scion
prevent another

three -Page 'report
a
outlining the reasons ne labeled
the pillars hazardous to pedestrian and vehicular traffic.

sented

engineering of the state 'department in Springfield and
to

rather than present a hazard
were in reality a deterrent to

definite hazard."

Weller Creek has not been forgotten by the Illindis
Department of Waterways.
Village officials have been in contact with Ralph
Fisher, design engineer and chief of the bureau of
"It may not

village

doomed the
pillars several
months ago.
Skwarlo re -iterated an earlier position that the pillars,

statement. "The pillars are a

Weller Creek
Not Forgotten
enough

folloWing 'a

recently formed committee.
His opposition was Yale
University trained traffic engineer Paul Box who came right
to the point in his opening

"Someone has not been doing what they're supposed to,"
"They're just
he
asserted.
der . Vies

Council,

Munawa,

board order labeling them a
safety hazard, spoke for the

Ferrone.

certifies the company
then puts the burden on us.

at

and Hiawatha Trs. from destruction

"Why doesn't the ICC deal
with

"You didn't convince us, we didn't convince you."
This is the way Edward Skwarlo summed up a
2-1/2 hour debate between the Pillars Preservation
Committee and safety expert Paul Box.
Skwarlo, chairman of the Trapani, chairman of the orcommittee formed to save iginal citizen's committee that
pillars

s.

attorney representing the

said.

July 4 weekend. A motor in

balls at the women, apologized

"And the company must furnish us with a copy of the ICC
Mount Prospect firemen used
certificate which Citizens must 500 gals. of water to extinguish
honor before such and such a four burning bales of straw used
date. That settles the matter."
as a back stop at the archery
R. Marlin Smith, special range in Lions Park Thursday.

Congreve went to the county
board after petitioning the ICC
with the same request. To date,

shortage in the northern area
of Mount Prospect over the

with actually driving the golf

take steps to rectify the situ- for what he described as inCommittee member Frank
that
Bobrytzke commented
"Citizens is now to furnish

News Editor

in

cation."

chairman,

bers.

the case

parties discussed
detail.

,

No Decision
From Committee

1448 W. Belmont, both of Chi -

continued, "or even - within a
year, after the 1CC's certifi-

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

Citizens Face Expert
In Battle of Pillars

Cook:County-legislative-- they,ve-spent-money-ort. aequir- -incident -on. the -10th.tect-of-tha-park district course.
committee, sitting in a special ing land and hiring architects.
"I want the village and the
session, postponed its decision
MRS. ROWE, one of a fourcompany to kiss and make up,"
on the village's request until
playing
the
course,
after the company's attorney he said, "because I'm in the some
charged that the men's trio
furnishes the committee with ,middle."
Mayor Congreve said he tried to force their way through
a copy of the Illinois Commerce Commission order cer- wanted "a solid guarantee" the women on the 10th tee by
tifying the' company to serve that the company would have driving golf balls at the womemergency facilities before it en from the men's tee, 65
the area.
yards farther back than the
could expand its services.
. The attorney was also to
provide the village with a copy
"We've seen nothing ex- women's tee.
Both sides appeared in court
of the ICC order, as well as cept conversations," the maywritten assurances of work or said near the end of the yesterday morning 'ready for
trial.
scheduled to improve and ex- hour-long hearing.
Prior to calling the case,
"There's been nothing conpand the company's services.
A second hearing was set crete done in four weeks, since Judge Porter, held a session
the water shortage," Congreve in chambers during which the
for 10 a.m. Wednesday, Aug.

4, in the Mount Prospect Vil-

60056

been, appropriated

Hemmeter said.

for this,"
.

,

Molests
Minor ,
Richard E.

The

.

Morley, 32, of

the shorter, four foot sign. The state is .making changes Lombard, was arrested Thursthroughout the village of all such stop signs, school day for contributing to the de-

sips.

*driver

who

stops

suddenly in a lane of traffic to discharge a passen-

linquency of a minor. He posted
$2,000 bond and is due in Mount
Prospect court Aug: I I.

ger. To keep the

driver
behind him guessing, he
gives no signal.

Mrs. A.M.

Trustee Frank Bergen, chairman of the fire and

police committee, called last night's meeting to order --

then sat back and listened to 2-1/2 hour debate over
the Country Club pillars.

Jf

THE PROSPECT DAY
Page 2 .

Citizens, Expert
Battle on Pillars

:(

(Continued From Page 1)

"To what do you attribute ing to a close by asking that

said. "So you want somebody

the lack of accidents at the the village consider the desires
of the citizens in the matter of
pillars," Skwarlo asked.
"Chance -- pure chance," the pillar destruction rather
Box replied. "All accidents than the opinions expressed by

killed there to prove the point? '
"Don't' be silly," Skwarlo
replied. "The pillars have

been there for 40 years and no
one has ever been killed."

.

"Why sit around and wait,"

are based on chance. The primary problem of the pillars is
pedestrian

Box answered.

ular."

"Our position is, logical,"
said. "We say the
pillars are a deterrent to ac-

a

Skwarlo

rather than

vehic-

audience asked Box.

"I haven't been paid yet,"
Box said. "But I 'will bill the

entering the traffic on Route 83.
You say they ure a death trap,
is that correct?"

village for my services."

right,"

"That's

Box

said.

are the village's man in this."

"I say they are a death trap."

"Have you made a complete
study of all the safety hazards
in the village," Skwarlo asked.
"Such a study would cost
Box
or 520,000,"
$15,000

said. "A study

is

"Then let the village hire one
of our experts,"' another committee member said. "You

not neces-

ary-A,ny.onessiin_see..tatlboss
pillars are.a safety hazard."

"I am 'not anybody's man,"

throat, but I voted no and did
not change my mind when I
ate a lot of
felt I was right.
5-1 votes, but I sleep well at

I,

to such (time) schedule, sub- company hasn't even got the
stantial damage might be suf- land for its wells.
"Citizens' system has got to
fered by the persons who have

vote

Bergen said. ."I don't
what it will be. I do know

changed any of the Pillar Pre-.
servation Committee members' won't change my convictions?'

in to investigate these three,"
he said.

minds.

SKWARLO brought the meet -

GEORGE POOLE FORD!

HOT WEATHER
SPECIALS!
.1966. FALCON FUTURA

???

Slightly Used

1965 BUCK HARDTOP
LaSabre Full Power

$2295

1965 PONTIAC LEMANS
Sport Coupe

1965 FAIRLANE FORDOR
Real Buy

$1095

$1095
$1295

1964 YOLKSWAGON
Bus Family Delight

Bergen did not call for a vote
following last night's meeting.
He said that the matter will be
taken under consideration and
brought before the next meeting of the fire and police com-

Congreve raised three is- served in the area.
the vilsues in presenting

mittee for possible action.

Box, in his closing remarks,
said he believed the people of

hospital to see doctori. Police said Mrs. Smit was ticketed for failure to yield right of way.

the Country Club area opposing
removal of the pillars were

Ilona but misguided.

"I with 1 could see this type
of energy and interest chanmore constructive

into

neled

said. "We need
this kind of interest and ded-

ication

Box
on

part

the

Hospital Gets
Grant for Work
0n Allergies
Lutheran

General

Hospital

in Park Ridge has received a

1964 IEEP WAGON

???

Wholesale Cheap

1964 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX
Full Power

1963 PONTIAC HARDTOP
Man Car

Coupe

Prer

Man of the

Map

causes amebic dysentry, a disease common in tropical and

The grant, covering a fivewill support the
work of Dr. James G. Shaffer,
and
investigator,
principal
Dr. Richard Albach, co -investigator.
year period,

$100 Raise

N

111111

BRUNS
REAL ESTATE
CL 543E120

$1395

FREE

River Grove.

'Savings Bonds
Sales Up From

June of 1965
Cook County citizens bought
$18,278,882 in Series E and H
U.S. Savings Bonds during the

6 WALLETS With Every Portrait Order
11 x 14 - 10.95
5 x 7 -5.50
6 x '0 6.50
LOCAL HOME PORTRAIT SPECIALIST

1962 FALCON
Squire Wagon

$ima'
$895

hold itself out to provide fire

In Pool
Marjorie Payne Kopp pOol
present

first

its

formal

extravaganza on Friday, July
29 at 8:30 p.m. when the combined

protection in its rate structure" approved by the ICC
"because the company has
found there's a problem in
collecting" for water used to
extinguish a fire.
"But there's no guarantee
now," Congreve said, "that
there'll be water when a fire
occurs."

Ferrone pointed out that the

Kuhlman will direct the swim-

"county requires a builder to
provide for fire hydrants be-

ming program which is open to

fore

the public.

board
subdivision."

Many of the performers are
the same ones who swam in a
similar program at Meadows

phasize that the company's
present facilities were inade-

Pool.

quate in the case of an em-

Included

in

the

show

are

Nancy Braun, Melody Moldenhauer, Kathy Mokate and Kathy

Graham, portraying wind up
dolls.
Carol

Floros, Julie

Kelly,

Mary Dittmer, Mary Wolf, Lizann Mason, Mary Lynn Berendsen, Diane Smith and Mary
Pat Langfield, toy clocks.

Carin Morath, Barb Allison

the

vide water during a crisis.
general
company's
The
manager for the northwest-

systems.

Trustee Robert Colfer said
that

Citizens

malfunctions,"

sales

which

Mahon and Jolian Ross, bal-

Illinois sales during the first

or a delightful evening of excellent fOU ,
cocktails and a friendly atmosphere - why

lerina dolls.

Kopp pool guards will put on
a comedy exhibition during the
intermission.

TODAY'S SPECIAL

in its equipment,
the July 4 water

"It's almost normal to have
Ferrone

to Citizens' systerhs

and get

GEORGE POOLE

Servin

-CL 3 -5 0 0 9

302 W. Northwest Highway
Mount Prospect, Illinois
392-1670

Open 5 P.M

7-10 PM

Friday, July 30th
American Logien Hall
Minor and Douglas
Arlin ton. PHI h

.Drum Contest
Program Set
A state-wide contest of drum '
and bugle corpsmen conducted

Awarded G.M.

Scholarship
Urban -

Elizabeth

Illinois

Technology

tute
cago.

in

InstiChi-

Mrs.

Alexius

Urbanus,

Mount Prospect, is a member
of the National Honor Society
at Prospect High School. She
to study subjects in
mechanical and aerospace en-

plans

gineering.

'RUMPELSTILSKIN'

$26,500
150 e. MAIN.
MOUNT PROSPECT
392.7150

Me:Mbar of Multiple Listing Service'

Rd.

presents:

Central Air Conditioned - 3 Bedrooms with full basement -'
2 more rooms foe office, or sleeping quarters. let floor ...family
. Main- kAchen with built-ins.

CL 54000

front of his turn off of Central

the CHILDREN'S THEATRE

PLUM GROVE COUNTRYSIDE

123 S. ARLINGTON Hrs.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

the rear of a car

lided with

and

Mid-Sieveser Sleet Fry

- TED GRAYSON -

E. Rockwell, Arlington
Heights, was ticketed by Mount
Prospect police Wednesday for
"failing to decrease speed to
avoid an accident" after he was
involved in an auto accident on
Central Rd. west of U.S. 14.
The auto he was driving col-

Kathleen, daughter of Mr.

American 1.'910,14

For Your Friday & Saturday Night
Entertainment and Dancing
Pleasure Enjoy the Fabulous

Frances J. McGrath, 22, of
206

Kathleen

n FRO

Arlington Heights

Ask Charlie, Phi4 John or Tom about our 24
Month or 50,000 Mile Factory Guarantee, on
Falcons, Fairlanes, Fords, T Birds, Mustangs.

Ticketed For
'Too Fast

scholagliip by

beverage at the

LOBSTER TAIL

hurst Town Hall.

us has been awarded a fouryear General Motors college

LIP ME'

OUR SPECIALTY

brochure will be discussed at
the' district's next meeting at
8 p.m., Aug. 3, in the Rand-

Wayne Karge, 19, of 215 N.
saying that "it is common for
utility systems to intercon- Elm St., Mount Prospect, will
nect, as in electrical grids. be participating as a member
It's logical 'in the case of wa- of the Cavalier Drum and Bugle
ter," he went on. "Mount Corps.

S

Black

$1495.00

said,

on an emergency basis. We

1964 Ford Convertible

Abut 4,000 copies of the brodiure are planned for distribution. Bids for printing the

The preliminary competiand during emergencies?" he
tion will begin about 9 a.m. and
asked.
Vander Vies answered by the finals about 7 p.m.

connected

EXCLUSIVES

River Trails Park District
commissioners last night approved the basic layout and
text of a brochure for ,the
$850,000 bond referendum.
Commissioners agreed the
detailed text in the brochure
would be 'the district's main
communication with residents
on the bondissue.

"even in the best of systems. by the American Legion will
Do utility companies design be held at Main East Town- their equipment for peak use ship High School tomorrow.

Stock /1420A

V-8 Cruise.0-Matic. Radio - Heater - White. Walls.
Sharp Car Priced To Sell.

provide

Prospect now has a more than
adequate supply which can be

I

not plan an evening with us!

must

some "cushion" in case of a

This represents an increase
of 6.1 per cent over last June
and accounts for 7.2 per cent
were $397,000,000.

Referendum
Brochure
Approved

ern suburban area, Lee- Perry, driven by David C. Foster, 43,
commented that Citizens of 1108 S. Douglas, Arlington
doesn't build stand-by or al- Heights. Foster told police he
ternative wells in its water had stopped to let the car in

breakdown
similar to
crisis.

or the national

a

ergency. The utility company,
Congreve said, should have a
spare or stand-by well to pro-

Pat Perkins and Jean Schroerector of the treasury's sav- der, drummers.
Chris Leider and Jackie
ings bond division.
Schmidt, rag dolls.

Sandra Glade, Karen Rose,
Irene Kroschen, Sharon White
and Sharon Gross, wooden soldiers. Rose Philibin, Kathy Mc-

approves

Congreve went on to em-

to Arnold J. Rauen, state di-

six months of the year reached
52.9 per cent of the state's annual quota of $348,000,000.

110 1

facilities for an adequate fire
flow.
"The company does not
charge for providing facilities
service,"
Vander
for fire
Vies replied, "and it doesn't

Another
Toy Show
will

from expand-

He said that under state law
the company is not required to
fire protection or
proVide

Sales throughout the states and Mary Frances Weatherby,
totaled $28,516,322, according stuffed cats.

.

1962 CHEVROLET 4 DOOR SEDAN
2nd Car

deny Citizens
ing its services.

swim
synchronized
classes of Meadows and Kopp
Park present a program, "When
pect, with the Rev. R. A. W. Toys Come to Life."
Brach' officiating. Burial will
Maggie Mortenson and Janet
be in Elmwood Cemetery in

riod last year.

V295

DOOR SEDAN $1595

Roy D. Stam, 49, of 1039
Webster Ln., Des Plaines,died
Tuesday in Lutheran General

Business must be booming!
The college placement bureau
at the Univeriity of Illinois month of Junc according to a
College of Conimerce and Bus- report released by the TreaAdministration reports sury Department.
iness
that starting salaries for gradThis figure represents a 2.6
uates have increased almost
$100 a month in the past five per cent increase in savings
bond sales over the same peyears.

Arlington Portrait Studio
CL 5-7456

LINCOLe

Roy D. Stam

He is survived by his wife
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. June and two daughters Joy
The
grant will continue Ann and Lois June. '
Services will be Saturday at
support of a research program
on the' nature of the Entamoe- 10:30 a.m, in the Friedrichs
ba histolytica, an ameba which Funeral Home, Mount Pros-

' FOR MENTIONING THIS AD

1962

Obituaries

the National

Selling your home?
Call our

lage's request that the board

ed an abrasion to the left knee. Her auto struck a car driven by Thomas H.
Barry, 28, of Zion. He received bruised ribs. Both were released from the

of our . 5225,000 research grant from Hospital, Park Ridge.

-citizens."

crisis area
their lawns

of water by residents it

use

ICC.

Two persons sustained minor injuries Wednesday in a two - car accident at Pala 'thee and Buffalo Grove Rds, Mrs. Ester F. Smit, 42, of Rolling Meadows suffer-

John Gerling

$1195

appropriate in'
the enforce- in the water
of this or- from sprinkling

ening the meeting, remarked cy basis.
He said the village was forthat the county board was
without jurisdiction over the ced to go to.court because the
water utility because of the' company did not curtail the

olition.

$995

Sedan - Economy

Congreve also brought out
that the village obtained an injunction prohibiting residents

connection with
ment provisions

cind the order for their den=

$1195

1964 VOLKSWAGON

replied,

while the village supplied wader."
Chairman Erickson, in op- ter to Citizens on an emergen-

Power,$.1 895

Coupe

Vies

don't like restrictions.
We like to sell water."

the pillars at the last village
board meeting, voting with
Trustee Harry Bruhl to res-

1965 FORD FORDOR GAL.

1964 COMM MONA

Vander

"We

necessary

sub -tropical areas.

Full

or

pand,"

TRUSTEE
Parker
Ekren
changed his stand
relative to

veins,"

1965 FORD HARDTOP.
Full Factory Equip

`"the company wants to ex-

The ICC concluded its document by saying it "reserves
jurisdiction of these proceedings for the purpose of making
such further orders and taking
such other action as may be

2-1,"
know

is

be strYnathened; he said..-

requested -service -

3-0.

gerous intersections in Mount
Prospect. "But I was called

Discounted

areas involved" before for more than a year."
"A private company," Conthe beginning of 1966, the ICC
greve said, "should be able to
order continues.
This agreement "was made start drilling by now, in comr
(by the company) with the real- parison to how slow a municiization that, unless it adhered pality can move. Up to now the

eral

night."

"Now, 'the

ade-

to furnish service to ,the sev- been in the company's budget

1

beSausethexyhired_
hour discussion that his proopinions. had not
fessional

Our

cept for emergencies.
present
facilities are

undertaken to expand, its .water jected service area.
"We alreddy have a well site
supply and storage facilities
we can acquire and we will go
as required."
The company "has agreed to to the county board asking for
complete all construction work a special use permit. The
to be done by it and to be ready plans for the new wells have

"For two yeari, I was the
underdog on the village board.
I had things rammed down my

Bergen said that when the
committee first heard the deutation to uphold. If you are bate on the pillars and recomimplying that I am making a mendations from the original
report favorable to the village citizen's safety committee, the

'Box agreed after the 2-1/2

BOX ADMITTED that there
were probably scores of dan-

Trustee Frank Bergen said

that during his career on the

Box replied. "I am my own
man. I have a professional rep-

have extra capacity now,- ex-

quate for an additional 500 unfor furnishing water are ample its," he said.
"The company's immediate
to meet any immediate for seeable demand on them," the plan is for a new deep well,
certificate reads. Citizens "has plus a shallow well for the pro-

Box.

in this case," Bergen said.

motorists to stop twice before

they

because

(Continued From Page 1)
service 1,300 more customers
in the area.
company's "facilities
The

"Who is paying your fee," board he has always voted his
committee member in the convictions. "And I will do so

cause

cidents

Water Hearing
Postponed For
Further Study

Friday, July 29, 1966

:July 30, 31 ..
August 6, 7,.13, 14-

'I

given by Lew Musill's "Tale Tellers"
Children $1.00

Adults $2.00

-Old Orchard

Country Chib
,

Country Cluti
Mt. Pro

Weddings and Engagements

Oap AT HOME

Virginia Witt
To Wed Robt.
Fischer

Page 3

Friday, July 29, 1966

Mr. and Mrs. Richard T. Witt, 1020 Linneman Rd:, Mount
Prospect, announce the engagement and approaching marriage,
of their daughter Virginia Lynne to Robert Theodore Fischer,

son of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick J. Fischer, 425 S. York Rd.,
Bensenville.

Miss Witt, a graduate of Forest View. High School, also attended Concordia Teachers College in Nebraska. She is presently employed by Vickers, Inc. in Bensenville. Her fiance

I

Kathleen Walter, assistant vice president and director of public relations at
the Mount Prospect State bank, with Patti Stanton and Lee Bonin.

Humbert, son of Mr. and Mrs.

Banking, A Challenge
A-nd a-Reward
'BY DOIARES HAUGH
Fourth article in a series of five dealing with business and
professional opportunities for women.

Banking is a glamorous profession according to a woman who
knows, Miss Kathleen Walters, assistant vice president and director of public relations at the Mount Prospect State Bank.

Miss Walters has educated

advanced herself in a of the same association. She
of
field which in years past was was the first presidentBusi-

and

hours. This is not so today.
Kniy, as she is called

by her friends who are many,
was born in Chicago she she
also received her grade and

in Chicago.
A Sept. 24 wedding is planned by the couple.

the

Mount

ness

and Professional WomClub and is presently

en's

Prospect

secretary of the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.

THE engagement of Laurel

Ky.

cousin, Rev.
Peter Stempien, officiated at
the ceremony in St. Emily's

bride's

The

A reception

Catholic Chitrch.

modern
institution
bright,
equipped with the most advanced forms of office eIt
quipment and machines.
is serving a community.

rewards

MR. AND Mrs.

which are fabulous. It is one of

Mount Prospect, have announcthe engagement of their
daughter Mary Ellen, to Dennis
Spoerleiii,-Son of Mr. and Mrs.
George Spoerlein of Long
ed

Miss Klingberg is a graduate
of Sacred Heart of Mary High
School and is currently employed by Littelfuse Inc., in
Her fiance, a
Des Plaines.
1963 graduate of Ela Vernon
High School, is associated with
his father in business.

V.

A September 17 wedding is

1

other phases necessary to bank

1.

executives.

=4

The cost will be $3.00 for
members and S3.50 for nonmembers. The address is 814

public relations is helping and
friendly

Mrs. Lana Hobbs presents evaluation checklist to Neil Nebrbsg as .the rest of
elms empress their delight on last day of summer school. Left to right - Carey
work. Diversification of work Armstrong, Rebecca Stone, Michael Radoll, Nell Nebring, Billy Droemer, Betty
smile and a quick grasp of a
needed in this

tends to keep interest stimu- Mlotke, Edward Beau, Dean Aretos, Judy Garlic,: and James Balsa.
lated too," she says.

banking

While at school she became
the first woman officer of the

bank - assistant

cashier. In

1964. the Board of Directors
elected her an assistant vice
president.
In this executive

position,

Miss Walters represented , the'
bank at meetings and met the
public as a representative of
the bank. She attended conventions and meetings all over the
United States.

KITTY was elected treas-

urer of the Chicago chapter
of the National Association
of Bank Women, and is a past
president

of the state,, group

Bible School
Vacation Bible School at The
Lutheran Church of Martha and

Mary, Golf Rd. at Wappella,
will, be held this year. from
August 15th to August 26t1f\for
7th
through
kindergarten
To register children,
grade.

Baseball
Auxiliary
The Mothers Baseball Auxhold a dance at
Flick Reedy Auditorium, York
Rd. and Thorndale from 9:00
iliary will

p.m: to 1:00 p.m., tomorrow.
Flick Reedy has donated the

All

Board

Meeting at

Bill Sloss' home at 7:30 p. m.
sharp.

new programs/ and techniques

dren.

The Mount Prospect Summer

Lutheran Church.
The get-to-gether will be
held in Fellowship, Hall follow-

ing each service. Friends of
Jacobson are invited to extend
their gratitude for the services
he has rendered this past year.
He is returning to the Luther

Organ Club
Meets Monday
The next meeting of the Lynn

Student's Organ Club
will be Monday at 8:00 p. m.
Lakin

facilities for the danced This in the Town Hall at Randhurst
will be the only money making Shopping Center.
project the auxilliary will have
Entertainment will be proproceeds

vided by Gayle Samuelson,Judy
Cathy Heuer, Ron
Cook and Kathy Lutzow.

will be used to assist the base- Johnson,
ball program.

Tickets are $3.50 per couple

and will be sold at the door.
call Mrs. Lorraine Nyberg at Ticket chairman is Mrs. Glenn
824-7281...

July 31st ii the date of the

Executive

to stimulate and encourage
These programs
each child.

were formed to help each in-

Airese fig
TO TAKE OUT

dividual develop in the subject
best suited to him and opportunities were provided for stu-

MT. PROSPECT

dents to participate in programs never tried before in

The results
have helped to substantiate a
new concept of summer school
- that it is no longer a "punishment" for the dull student.
the community.

CHOPSUEY
416 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.
PHONE

259-3902

Seminary in St. Paul.

Dance Sat.

for the year.

There will be a $3.50

0783.

school program for 500 chil- Learning Centers have used

Farewell for Jacobsons
A farewell gathering for Mr.
and Mrs. Arland Jacobson will
be held on Sunday at St. Mark

Paul and Mary performance at
the Arie Crown Theatre are to
be made with Bob Madsen,675ticket charge.

Summer School Is Out

the Mount Prospect Public
School District 57 summer

Chilver 253-1685.

;TIT.

ls depasket upon 141 wink for Put
Saviour, v.* become the children of 006

loaning on hat waist** annt. Ho
Mu to Ode sad protect...YON,

AIR CONDITIONED
The Northwest Suburb's
Professional Theatre.

Country Club

for.an evening
of fun see

CRITICS .tE-itliniEpr.
CHOICE'
a new comedy by Ira Levin.

E. of Rt. 88 at McDoltald and Wheeling Roads

solemn occasion.

Come In And Try Our New Color

-

.

at Northwest Hiway

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Ph, 255-7800

LAST MONTH OUR TECHNICIANS AVERAGED

$132 FOR A 40 HOUR WEEK!
In addition they received:
Time and one-half for all
overtime

Progressive pay increases
Paid life insurance
Paid vacations
8 paid holidays

_Company supplied tools and
test equipment

MIDWAY HOUSE MOTEL

RCA ALSO HAS ON -THE -SPOT
OPENINGS FOR EXPERIENCED TV TECHNICIANS
TO SERVICE COLOR AND BLACK AND WHITE. SETS.

Don't wait! Investigate the profitable
openings at RCA right now! If you can't
cometo the open house, write or phone:

MR. R. E. KIELAS
RCA SERVICE COMPANY ROOM 2000, MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60654
467-5900 - CALL COLLECT

Fast Machine

Mt. Prospect,' Jil.

Paid hospitalization and
major medical insurance for
themselves and their families
Liberal retirement plan

VISIT RCA OPEN HOUSE IN CHICAGO AREA
Come In and discuss the career opportunities
open to you at RCA. Drop in and see us at:

.

CAROUSEL
137 W. Prospect Ave.

320 W. Central Road .

5400'South Cicero Avenue
Opposite Midway Airport
Sunday, Monday-July 31, August 1, 1 P.M. -8 P.M.

Frostings

-

_Backed by 40 Years Experience

QUALIFICATIONS? EASY! All you need are basic high
school or military electronics. No experience necessary.

Mail Or Phone CL 9-1e00

Or Discomfort:

Tints

1-1E.NRyy.

HENRY.W, FRIEDRICHS
-

GRADUATES!
RCA will train you to,
be a top TV technician
at full pay while
you're learqing

at '7:30

Reservations

FRIEDRICHS Funeral Home

HIGH SCHOOL

t Oil& Open. Daily 10 A.M. to 9 P.M.
-BoiSunday

(Affiliated -With ConserVitIVe Baptist Assoc:lawn)

Rev. Robert E. Rushing.piator Parsonage: CL 6-1894 :
'Sunday Bible school 9:804.1zi. C/...;,ses for allagea. Morning
worship 10:45 a.m. Junior church, ages 8 to 12. Evangel's:.
tic service 7 p.m. Nursery for morning and evening services.
opinesday, 7:80 p.m., Hour of Power conducted by pastor,

Turner, Colorado.

NightlY 'it
ix-cep
t Monday) at 8:30

Insuranc41____

-

Lifting the burden of detail that weights so heavily
at this time of sorrow, with complete attention to
all arrangements, assuring you of solace on this

Brass Trio.
The music will
include sacred brass selections arranged especially for
this ensemble and vocal selections.

NO HEAT

so, If we accept Christ as our Wiese

Prospect
Heil
htS
BaptisFChuVh

before the program, which features the Bob Jones University

Hair Coloring Completed
In Minutes

end clothing es well as protection,. Ivesi.

"Unletyou therein 'AA ballatelle
wedgy, ..."1 Mar 2:7

One of the members will deliver a brief Gospel message

Jim Young's home Saturday.

Becker Rd., Glenview; the time
7:30 p.m.
Reservations for the Peter,

"One of the advantages of

in

Church

:' '7si41

received her certificate.

tended classes
administration.

Catholic

Raymond's

will hold an informal party at

She also attended the American Institute of Banking and

July 20th was the last day of,

Heights.

Director of the group is Jerry Sivnksty of West Virginia.
"Other members of the elf.'
;semble are Miss Kathie Hansen. Washington; Del Fehsenfeld and Miss Rebecca Jones
The Tarragon Club of St. of South Carolina And Tim

ed about public relation in
banking, personnel work and

IN 1962, she became director of public relations at
the bank. In 1957 she was
one of six women who at-

Complete Attention
To All Arrangements

and McDonald Rds., Prospect

Tarragon Club
Hosts Party
Saturday

During the sessions she learn-

situation are

at Prospect Heights Baptist
Church, corner of Wheeling

planned.

to

University.

A

A program of sacred and inspirational music will be pre-

sented at, 10:45 a.m. Sunday,

Grove.

MISS WITT

was chosen .by, the bank

people.

Denneth

Klingberg, 521 N. Maple St.,

for
finest professions
the
young people, and carries

_

-

.

as much.

meeting

_Sunday_

_early next year in ,Florida.

a great deal of

IL

Bmss
Concert

The wedding is planned for

"Banking as a profession is,

banking business because she

Northwestern

The Bob Jones University brass ensemble, Delbert Febseafeld, Rebecca Jones,
Kathie Hansen, Jerry Sivnksty, Timothy Turner.

ary.

ist position at the bank. She
said she was attracted to the

by

an-

Miami Dade College next Janu-

level on Career Nights held at said.
She knows for she has
She later moved to Utah and Prospect High School in which
then to Mount Prospect where she emphasises the glamour of reached the profession's highest pinnacle of success.
she saw an ad in the news- banking.
paper for a switchboard, typA....3i

to attend a, two year course at
the. Banking School conducted

was

"Ivo

son, a Wheeling High School
graduate, is now employed at a
local variety store.Her fiance
will receive his degree from

of a bank. It is working in a

She has given talks for stu- compinsation in
integrity,
dents at the high school age character and prestige," Kitty

She confessed, however that
the apartment which was also
offered with this position attracted her at this time almost

Mr. and Mrs. Ford Slagel,formerly of Miami, was announced by Mr. and Mrs. C. Ralph
Covalson of 202 S. School St.,
nounced at a combination graduation -engagement party for
their daughter. Miss Coval-

known people. It is dressing
for the part of a representative

showing

Covalsoh to Tom Slagle, son of

Prospect Heights.
The engagement

It is meeting and getting to

attractive,

residence in Atlanta, Ga.

Edward Humbert of Covington,

high school education.

felt it offered
challenge.

*a"

MR. AND Mrs. Peter Will- at Slovick's Hall for 250 guests
ming of Mouqt Prospect an- followed the ceremony. The
nounce the marriage of their couple spent a honeymoon in
daughter Diane to Robert A. Hawaii before making their

The Day's Prospects

-known for low salaries, dowdy
environment and long working

graduated from Fenton High School and International Data
Processing School. He is now employed by Artcraft Products

An Equal Opportunity Employer M&F

SIRALITY

SALO N
CL 5-413

The Most Trusted Name In Electronics
WHY NOT WORK FOR THE BEST?

:.:ii,:.,1::4;.iZereetZ

Some Day
be cleared by Col. Truman F.

Those flying objects still
are unidentified because all
the telephone lines were busy.
Three staff members stood
on the sidewalk last night

Cook, commanding officer.

Col. Cook said. UFO alerts
are channeled -to the 20th North
American Air Defense com-

mand (NORAD) at Truax Field

watching a blinking light cruise

near Madison, Wis.

across the sky twice.

they

when

'started to fly over' Pearl Har*Artillery Brigade to see if the
shoot
down the object and end speculation about flying "swamp
to

to the

base

public information officer who

"We have

an

minute wait for busy, telephone
lines that let it get away.
.

"I 'talked to the senior di-

As -soon as Col. Van Dyke is

rector and he says to institute
AFR (Air Force Regulation)
200:2. It is up to your intelligence officer to initiate action.

located the action outlined in

We have had calls on these

finding proper channels. All the

sightings for two hours. Let us

names and telepholie numbers -- even the regulation --

AFR 200-2 will be determined.

will be on file.

That fellow up at Truax Field
will , be surprised some night
when someone' calls and says:

'

telephone number could not be
found. The staff members went

unidentified

,

And next time a UFO flies
over, there will be no delay

. of the 755th SAGE Sqdn. whose

versation took place:

said such information could only

hard to tell without

Air Force Regulation 200.2
is in custody of Col. Van Dyke

Finally, someone answered
at SAGE and the following con-

re-

is

know what results you get."

They were busy for 15 min-

'

utes.

The officer of the day
call

and back to UFO. Maybe the
Nike missile could have shot
it down and solved a mystery
for the nation. It was that 15 -

.

were busy.

gas." -

the

south."
"How high?"

The alarm. had gone from

Pause.

Air - Ground Environment
(SAGE). The telephone lines

:Army could spare one of those

ferred

NIKE to NORAD to SAGE

"Wait a minute."

Operations was in the dark,
too. They suggested Strategic

A call went in to the 45th
missiles

fiat and then returned going

"It

ones who handle that."

bor.

. new Nike

back to the sidewalk and looked
again.
The flying object was gone.

knowing how big."

of 'any. sighting recently. "If
you are talking about something
you saw tonight I suggest you
call operations. They are the

friendly, but then those planes
.with the red spots did not look
either

flying object at Arlington
Heights."
"Which way was it going?"
"Both ways. It went north

The Officer of the Day at
Truax said he was not aware

The object did not look ununfriendly

by Frank E. Von Arx

. . .

"We got one."
raiT.

Vantage Point

... by Jack Vandermyn
'

A hard to confirm rumor is that E.0 gene
Schlickman and Tom Novotny might fight a behind -the -scenes re -match of their June primary
as early as next April.

We hear that Novotny is trying to line up a
_ticket to oppose the traditional Caucus Party for
seats on the Arlington Heights village board in
April, 1967.
Three trustees will be elected. Seats up are
those of Carl Mees, Tom Hanlon and Jack Walsh.
Walsh is the target of the Novotny forces, if our
information is right. He was active in the Schlickman campaign for committeeman and one of
the hardest workers in the Schlickman camp.
Hanlon was a Novotny supporter. Further split-

steer the party to decisive victories in November for state and national candidates, he will

village government an opportunity to build a

have displayed strength that could make Novotny

small-scale political empires.
In Mount Prospect and Arlington Heights, doz-

forces re -consider.

Thus far, at least in Mount Prospect and Arlington Heights, partisanship has been avoided.
That most office holders in these two municipalities pull Republican ballots in primary elections is significant of the character of the area.
Certainly, Republicans out poll Democrats in
Wheeling and Elk Grove Township and it follows

that they have the most active participants in

composed of both Republicans and Democrats
looking for good village government.
Democrats, however, are disillusioned with the
system. Those we have talked to indicate that the

village board sold out the principles of non-partisanship by becoming so actively involved in the

Page and Harris Rowe whopping majorities.
Anything else will be considered failure -dismal failure - and will cause Schlickman
four years of constant grief.

. run smoothly.

President John Woods in actively supporting SchHeitman.

never been defeated at the village level, has been

Schlickman is on the spot. He has to perform.
He has to direct Wheeling Republicans to new
heights in November. Excuses will not be accepted. His job is to give Chuck Percy and Ray

ens of jobs are available in municipal government and partisan politicans always view patronage as the oil to make a political machine

ting the board is the position taken by Village
Traditionally, village politics have been nonpartisan. The powerful Caucus Party, which has

On Saturday, Oct. 8 Schlickman will ask for
an expression of faith from township Republicans as he solicits their attendance and support
JIMMY Stavros, Wheeling Township's Dem()elude committeeman -and-the -acknowledged-- -- -of a -fund raising dinner. --An advertising book will be another source of
leader of the township's Democratic forces, looks
income which will be used as the dinner program.
with anticipation toward entering municipal level'
If this dinner is a success, then Schlickman has
politics. He sees a Novotny-Schlickman battle in
a good shot at establishing a strong record in
April as the invitation for him to seat a slate of
municipal level politics.

race for village control and a wide-open field.

can' party in Wheeling Township and if he can

top Republican.

St. John's Episcopal

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping.
the- paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

Marshall Field III

If the dinner fails, and Novotny forces could
throw a wrench into the organization, Schlick-

Question of Courage

'

copies of Ray Cromley's new book,'
"What You've Got Coming In -Benefits for U. S. Veterans,"
at SI per copy. I enclose S

(Please print clearly -this is your mailing label.)

--Acts XVI - 5

times

this

is

regrettable

ADDRESS

CITY

to the church property at 200
N. Main where it was placed
on a newly dug basement.

The growth starting in 1939
was slow as these were de-

pression yea r s and little
money was available

the
. themselves
so

church
members
pitched in to do the work.
Seventy years of school

children' left their mark on the
old

building --the

woodwork

was carved and the form sagged after the move. The people

repaired, painted, plaster-

ed and donated any useable
furniture.

Other churches
generously offered help --one
a
cross -another
a
missal -another a paten still another,
candlesticks. Finally to complete the church, pews were
found in an abandoned church.

The. struggle continued until after World War II when the
suburbs began their boom, and
a new era began for St. John's.
In October 1953 ground was
broken for the new church and
a parish meeting house was
started shortly after called

Ganster Hall. In it were Sunday School
rooms, offices
vestry rooms and a chapel.

THE energetic, reed
congenial

Father

thin,
Richard

Lehmann arrived at St. John's
in February of 1963.
"I'm sorry ,to

keep you
ushering
a policeman from his wood
panelled study in the old

waiting,"

he

said

church.

"We've parking problems."

"As you can see. we haven't
much room to park and have

desk,"he smiled and offered a friendly cup of coffee.

sors educational programs.

and now have over 850 baptiz-

mage sale and a luncheon, but
they actually never help out

the

"The women have two fund
"We continue to grow fast raising events a year, a rum-

ed members," he said.

softly, "many
people
are
lonely here in the suburbs and

Usually they spend their money
'on special projects."

believe it is the job of the
church to provide a home and

The Women's group known
Episcopal Church Wonten

I

some form of stability for the
people in the community."
"This old church building
we're in is interesting as it
was the first school house in

easily into a chaii on my side
of his desk. "lb always feel

Mrs. Merton Larson

h

Auto Facts

ZIP

jMake checks payable to "Veterans Benefits." Allow 3 wks.

it is parked somewhere.

day School," he said.

THE NEW church of Norman architecture is
to this first church

attached

building.

A large cross glistens behind
the altar of the long, narrow,
new sanctuary. A design of the
"burning bush" is below the
large altar.

"The burning
sociated

with

bush is asthe Eucharist

from the Old Testament," said
Father Lehmann explaining the
inside of his church. "The
Children's Chapel off of the
Sunday School rooms downstairs has a white altar with a
wooden cross above and pews
from the original church there.
Soon we hope to refurnish the
Chapel. We've a large Sunday
School and
the
Children's
Chapel is very important."

The temporal affairs of St.
John's are taken care of by
twelve vestrymen with Ralph
Goodwin as senior warden.

most every church,
but it is especially true here,"
Father Lehmann said with his
warm smile.
social

choir director
is Kenneth Wessling, and Robert Hagg directs the junior
c.'noir," said Father Lehmann.

"Our Curate Rev. Jack Tench
is going to Guatemala City.
He

is

working

studying Spanish and
with the American

Curate Rev.
congregation.
Victor 'Stanley Manekis is
helping us here now."

"We've a bridge club and
have bowling parties and the
youth of the church is unddr
the direction of the Curate,"
he finished.

agencies

and

may be eligible for burial in a

BY RAY CROMLEY
Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

national cemetery.

The flag may be given to the

next .of kin or close friend of
after the ceremony. Application may be made

. the

AdministraIF AN eligible ' veteran's
tion will pay burial expenses husband or wife, minor child
up to 5250 for a veteran of the or eligible adult child dies beSpanish-American War, World fore the veteran dies, he (or
Wars I or II, Korea or Viet she) may be buried in a nationNam.
al cemetery. But the veteran
Peacetime veterans retired must file a written statement
for a disability incurred in the saying that his intention is to
line of duty are eligible as are be buried at the same spot.
The

Veterans

peacetime veterans receiving
a service -connected compensa-

'If a veteran dies while' in a
VA hospital or home, the government will pay part or all of
the costs of transporting the
remains to the cemetery chosen for burial. Application may

deceased

at any VA office or at most
post offices.
All
honorably

discharged

peacetime- and wartime veterans are entitled to a headstone
or

marker at

grave

ment expense, whether buried
at a private or government
cemetery.

cemetery in which burial is
desired. But any VA office
will provide information and

other assistance in filing burial request applications.

Applications should bemade

SERVICEMEN

ial plots in national cemeteries.
So are men killed while in
service

to memorial
markers.

headstones

or

But any VA office will pro-

missing

in

action are eligible for memor-

of Support

Services

Widows and children of of Gratuity

accrues

to the sur-

of veterans who have served in

Burial usually is also avail"I did that for the Church able for the wife, husband, wiFederation," he said eagerly. doW, widower and minicr chil-

wartime, including Korea, and

pay

from active duty or active duty
for training.i, He must have

all veterans who have served in

amount by law may not be less

been

post -Korea cold -war. period.

than S800
53,000.

under

is

available to any honorably

rection for three years.

have'

been

dren of eligible veteriis. Un-

doing, prison work for a long married
time."
His

wife

Eleanor

was

a

fashion artist, before her marriage.

children
of
eligible veterans are,. also eligible if they're physically or
mentally dependent.
adult

U.S. citizens, who, as such,

Parish in Logan Square, .Chicago," he -reminisced.

the

armed forces of governments
allied with the United Slates,

for

wi-

ity" is not payable if death is

vivors of reservists who die on
active duty for training or

County jail and House of Cor-

born on Chicago's Northwest

Pension

dows.

Six Month's Gratuities For Survivors
This is a sum equal to six

Burial in a national cemetery

was

plot applications.

Depart-

signed in advance of immediate
requirements. -

Lehmann

vide information and other assistance in filing headstone,
grave marker or memorial

administered by the. Army Department should go to the Chief MONDAY:

Side and graduated from North discharged veteran of wartime
Central College in Naperville or peacetime services. Reserand
Seabury-Western,
the vists who die while performing
Seminary in Evanston, Illinois active duty for , training also
and was .Chaplain of Cook are eligible.

FATHER

Washington, D.C. 20240.

Applications for headstones
and markers, and memorial
plots in national cemeteries

servicemen who die on active
duty are entitled to a "Six
Months' Death Gratuity."

-

D.C. 20310.

have
Applications for memorial
not been identified or were un- plots in national cemeteries adrecoverable. Servicemen bur- ministered by the Interior Deied at sea have the same right. partment should go to the DiThese veterans are also entitled rector, National Park Service,

only at the time of death of
the veteran or eligible dependent. ,Grave sites are not as-

be made at any VA office.

ment of the Army, Washington,

remains,

whose

govern-

Applications should go to the

superintendent of the national

tion.

"We grew up in the same served in time of war in

THE WOMEN'S organization
supports

"Our adult

"Episcopalians

parish in

en a Veteran Or His Wife Dies

he Altar Guild is directed

Cramer.

of parking time,

Benefits for Veterans - No. 14

as

Mt. Prospect and still has the pal Young Churchmen is Jim
original bell, In this building
we have a chapel for the Sun-

The average passenger car is actually
That sounds reasonable. And we would
operation only during about 5 per wager that about 4 per cent of that 5
cent of its life, says the. American Auto- Or cent operating time is used up look-

mobile Association. The remaining time ing for a place to spend the 95 per cent

ifor delivery.

thboard president.
by .Mrs. Leland Gustafson and
the) president of the Episco-

hind a meaningless pseudonym.

in

"You know," he continued our budgeting of the church -

"The Pastor takes care -of
to please the congregation, j
'people who own homes around the spiritual affairs of his
us and the town too.
The
church area occupies nearly
the whole block."
Father
Lehmann ' settled

STATE

St. John's asuich, Mount Prospect

more comfortable talking out participates with the' national
here. Lesi formal than behind organization. This group spon-

The letter rates passing note only in

writer -- too timid to accept the assur- that it contains an amusing commentary
ance that his name will be withheld if on how some people view 'the responsihe requests it -- actually has some- bility of a newspaper.
thing significant to say.
The writer questions if The Day has
There are those anonymous letters, "enough guts" to publish his indignant

pal Church meeting in 1938
at the VFW clubhouse in Mt.

chased for 5750.00 and moved

few licks at The Day for good measure.

the

oblivion with enthusiasm.
We received
one such yesterday. It was an attack on

NAME

Later an old school building, built in 1870 was pur-

because

however, that are routinely consigned to and virulent diatribe. And then, with a
fine show of his own courage, hides be-

the

Prospect.

a public figure in our community with a

An unsigned letter to the editor is
routinely filed in the waste basket. Some-

Please send me

first chalice, a crean pitcher
the cruet and a saucer a paten
when twenty persons received
communion at the very first
service of St. John's Episco-

Jack A. Vandermyn
News Editor

William J. Med etch
Managing Editor

Either way, the next few weeks will outline
Schlickman's four year future as the township's

Box 489, Dept. (60005)

"And so were the churches
established in the faith, and
encreased in number dally;

K. S. Johnson, General Manager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

man's outlook for November is dismal.

Radio City Station
New York, New York 10019

BY BETTY AINSUE

Friday, July 29, 1966
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"Veterans Benefits"
a/o. Day Publications

A Growing Church
was

tbt Pro5pett map

greater heights, he is going to have to have a substantial war chest.

years ago, and that could lead to a three party

glass

leave mumsy!"

OCT. 8 is another milestone for Schlickman.

November.

A drinking

"Wigley, call, my draft board and tell them that I can't

If he is going to guide the Wheeling GOP to

Democrats on the Arlington Heights Village
board.
If indeed these are Novotny plans what means
does Schlickman have to counteract them?
His best means of defense is a solid offense.
Gene Schlickman is at the helm of the Republi-

Schlickman-Novotny Republican squabble.
Could be they will become actively involved in
a ticket of their own, as they did in Wheeling two

.

AS SUBURBAN municipalities grow, they become attractive to partisan politicians who see in

while

attending

an

result of lawful punishment for a crime ormilitary
the

inactive

offense,

except

when

inflict-

duty drill with their unit. The ed by an enemy force.
' months' pay of the deceased gratuity is also paid if a ser)
serviceman, including special viceman or veteran _ dies of a
The payment will normally
United States flag will be incentive, hazard; and basic service - connected{? Cause be made to the veteran's wiwithin 120 days after, release dow or children. But it may,
provided to &ape the caskets pay, but not allowances.
1

Regardless. of the 'monthly
of the serviceman, the
nor

more

than

or
honorable

released

discharged
conditions.

If a reservist injured on inThis 'Death Gratuity is over
least one enlistment during and -above they monthly Dis- active duty training (as with
peacetime before Korea are ability anti'rl demnity Com- his reserve unit) dies within
also eligible. So are all pre - pensation:,Ac eptance of one
120 days afterwards of that
Korea peacetime veterans who does not ma e a widow or injury, his survivors are likeVETERANS who served at

were released from service for
disability ,incurre,d in the line
duty. r n"-__.--/

children
other.

ineligible

for

'

the

The same Six Months' Death
1

wise

eligible

for

the

Death

Gratuity.
Ilut I tibis "Six Months' Gratu-

be allotted to parents, broth=
ers or sisters if the veteran
so designates.
This gratuity payment is

normally made by the comto which the veteran
was attached. If it -is not re-.
ceived within
a
reasonable
time, application should be
mand

made, to the service in which
the
veteran
served --Army,
Navy,
Air Force, Marine
Corps or Coast Guard.,

/

,

-r

SHORT RIBS

THE DAY

CARNIVAL

SIDE GLANCES

Friday, July 29, 1966

YES, BUT \ WHY DON'T
SET rr
-n-i' Fools

IS 1141Slourz
NEW GIRL FRIEND?

HERE-

THERE STUFF

IN THERE HE HAD
FOR A FEVER IN
'24-"THAT DRAWER
NEVER GOES

WAIT TILL

HE'S OUT
OR SNEAK

TD UKE
TO GO

OVER IT
AGAIN!

DOWN OR

OUT A BACK
WINDOW WITH

OUT!

THAT THING?

IT'S BEEN

GOIN'ON
FER YEARS!

Alf

GRADI!WHERE
IS SHE FROM?

"Who do you think you are?. A husband?"

'One hundred aspirin, one box New -ease. There you
are, Ed: By the way, that headache of yours was
a junior this year, wasn't he?"

BEN CASEY.

s-TRWILLIAM__5

THE SHORT OUTING

UI, M. ea.

O NIA lac

YOU

-

66

CAN --

HEN -HEN
PAY me

UM,YAS, MR. pAVLoY,-rvs WORKED
OUT A SYSTEM THAI WILL HELP THE
WHAT
PHONE COMPANY TRIPLE. ITS
THE IDEA
BUSINESS! SIMPLY ESTABLISH A
IS
CREDIT OFFICE LIKE ALL OTHER
WORTH!

WHAT WOULD WE

REPOSSESS

FROM THE

DEADBEATS-- THEM
BLISTERED EARDRUMS?
THEIR SLOGAN WOULD

BE "TALK NOW --BALK LATER"!

BUSINESSES AND PERMIT THE

TO PAY FOR LONG DISTANCE

CALLS ON THE INSTALLMENT

PLAN I MY SLOGAN IS " SAY
NOW- PAY LATER"!

MIGHTY NEIGHBORLY OF YA
BLAST THAT HOLE IN YER FENCE,
FUODSY: THOSE CHICKENS WERE
RUNNIN' ME OUT 01 DOUGH
BUYIN' FEED:

THERE'S
ONE OF'
BUGS' CHICKENS:

I'LL TEACH HIM 70
KEEP THEM OUT
OP MY GARDEN:

Alf
aim

M

MORTY MEEKLE

DOCTOR SAYS

is

WO CANT ItYPFA5E71-15
VALUE CF VOIR RUHERB

LEAP -NE -0
5astETHING 1015121

Undulant
Fever

cactFaLe5 BY EPRAY6412

INTE125577N0

Jusr NOW.

THEM WITH GOLD

MINT:

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Q -- Through a blood

test

and a skin test four years ago

SORRY The '53 TF-type MG Midget is SOLD OUT

my doctor made a diagnosis
of undulant fever
Is there

But the 1986 MG Midget does 0-601n less than 60 seconds

any danger of spreading this
to

disease

my

family

See Them At

or

friends'

A -- Human carriers of undulant fever or brucellosis do
They shed the germs in
urine, but, transmission

exist
their

KOSKE IMPORT MOTORS

THE BORN LOSER

450 N. HICKS RD. - PALATINE- 358-5750
ACROSS FROM PALATINE SHOPPING PLAZA

Answer to Previous Puzzle

of the disease from one mlti to another is extremely

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

rare The natural reservoir of
infection is in cattle, sheep,
goats and hogs
Complete recovery is the

ruler and treatment

for more

(2 words)
12 Tropical plant
13 Mean values
14 Band of metal
15 Models of

been treated with a combina-

tion of two antibiotics, streptomycin and tetracycline.
spread

undulant

fever?

Can the germs be transmitted
from them to human beings?

A - Undulant fever is a disof farm animals.
The

ease

CAPTAIN EASY
CAPTAIN DAWSON. SFR CAN'T 0515

OF MY BOYD TAM CARE OP YOUR
PROBLEM" X AIN'T."' GOT NO T069
TO

human victims
arc usually
farmers, veterinarians, meat

WORE
5865 NAPOLI,
FAMOUS ART
CONNA510VER

SOO TIRE AIN'T
A PASTER GROWING;
NIGH= CLASS COL-

WELL, I CAN

sous

DELIVER
OYSTALIAN OLO

LIKTION NOVMERE! MO TM DIAT'LlMAKE W1R5 LOOK

LIKO QUONAM!

must

be

extremely

Q -- A recent article stated
that 3 per cent of the population has undulant fever.

7-

are the symptons of this dis-

M. ON

ease'

A -- The proportion of the

volves
starts,

the entire body and
often insidiously, with

headache, aching in the joints,
chills, fever and easy fatigability In' some victims there
is a dry cough and in some
there is vomiting Since these
symptoms are commdn to
many other generalized infections, the diagnosis must
be based on laboratory tests.

blackbird

29 A

45 Story.

3207 mHeeaaddowcovering

32 llanudgo-Cnnoy
uahgeinese

31 Mongol

38 Households
3

49 Terminates
50 Bitter vetch
51 Recent
52 Tennessee
Valley Authority

.

47 Ice cream
container
48 Meat cut

4

J5

iab.1

53 Conducted'
8

6

9

10

11

21

22

23

13

15
18

40 Pingmreian

What

population with undulant fever has dropped with the almost universal use of pasteurized milk and milk products in
this country The disease in-

42 Narrated
43 Exclamation
44 Snare

_28 Cuckoo

conqueror
33 Strike lightly
34 Mouths (anat )
35 Good luck
12
charms
14
37 Legal point
38 Soak up liquid
39 Succinct
16

mitted by a hamster. If it ocit

22 Inclines
23 Small error
24 Put aside
25 Seraglio
28 Accumulate

24 Screen from
light

packers or drinkers of unpasI have never
teurized milk
heard of a case being transcurs
rare

13 Church part
17 Puts into action
20 Indian trophies
21 Sacrificial table

cctlon
Cubic meters
18 Reply (ab.)
19 Sharp tools
21 Everything

Is It true that hamsters

Q

9 Self-esteem
10 Deep longing
11 Worm

nefarious gift

than a year is rarely necesGood results have been
sary
reported in victims who have

can

8 Falls behind

ACROSS

1 Wave a
5 Supposed

ALLEY OOP

measures
41 British gun
43 Attorney (ab.)
46 Delphic
authority
50 Enchant

9

20

a

._
-

31

54 pAewrksuwusird(slaug)

34

55 Disclosed

56 Wife of Geraint 37
57 Sunk In water
58 Oriental coins

43

51 62

23 DNI:tmaonuynte d

32
36
42,

DOWN

1 Armed conflicts

29

44- 45

1

54

4 Lower in rank

55

56

'

57

58

5 Feminine
appellation
6 Girls name

7Persia,

29

1
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11-Business Services

Mechanical besign
Special Equipment
Auto, Elec. Controls

u urbs Ride Bldg. Boom
Another factor is the build-

The northwest suburbs from Des Plaines to Palatine
are riding the crest of a building boom that during hoe

ing engineers strike

that delayed building construction.
Arlington Heights contin-

exceeded $6,788,000 in valuation for 306 homes.
Total

major industrial activity
in Centex Industrial Park.

nine

the

building in

ted

cities and villages was nearly

building in the
metropolitan area.
in

the Chicago Metropolitan area
showed $9,861,363 in. building
permits of all kinds;
Only two communities' reat
units
ported apartment
S74,140 and Des Plaines listed six units at $116,000.

.

by far the largest area of
tivity, with 62 permits issued
by the village with a total val-

ahead of 1965, when S6,121, in permits were issued
during June for 287 homes.
Over-all building last year
281

The survey showed $2,882,type' was SI1,313,815 but the 1966
nonresidential
in
472
construction and more than total is surprising; because of
half of this was reported in two recent developments. One
Elk Grose Village, which had is the scarcity of mortgage
$1,558,774 in permits other money at many banks and sav-

This race-

ings and loan associations.

t. -Prospect
-- --

.,

village owes him for work he performed 'in the Tally
Mount Prospect in the suit
wanted the documents to help

now representing Mount Prosun- pect in the Tally Ho suit, -en-

four
buildings.

tearing down
finished apartment

tered as evidence Wednesday
the documents that Crooks

At a hearing July 7 before
in

to sue the village to

obtain the money.
Attorney R. Marlin Smith,

_establish-the-village s -Case

Chancery

Board

368 permits

1,

have been issued for homes in
Arlington Heights with a total valuation of $9,524,600.
The average cost is $25,882,

THE JUNE total was less
than a year ago when the vil$2,327,700

issued

brought in.

Arvey, Crooks told Arvey that
FOUR additional witnesses
he had an "attorney's right of
were called by Smith, totes-tify
lien" to keep the documents
con-

police

Prospect

WEDNESDAY, Crooks

ap-

Prospect fire department, and
Georgerter .Hamilton. Day Re-

Judge

before

total

774

permits,

7

homes

at S126,000.

Hoffman
Estates
S1,538,250 total permits, 49 homes at
$1,206,750.

Palatine $778,120 total per-

in

Total

Total
Homes
Homes
S1,628,500
62
336,000
25
941,000
38
126,000
7
1,206,750
49
534,900
25
746,985
41
348,414
15
920,202
44
$6,788,751
306

Building

S1,687,200
336,000
,1,468,982
1,684,774
1,538,250
696,880
778,120
614,355
1,056,802
$9,861,363

Elk Grove

Hoffman Estates
Mount Prospect
Palatine
Rolling Meadows
Schaumburg
Totals -

Grace's Daze

and filed a petition to adjudi-

witnesses
the
Questioning
attorneys Martin SilMarrepresenting
verman,

cate his lien, in other words,

Apply Laseke Office

Mundelein, Ill.

YOUNG MEN'

18-21 or recent H.S. Grad.

MOLDERS
Openings on 3 shifts In rubber
molding plant. Opportunity
for good bonus. Free life and

hospitalization ins. Paid holi-

days. Generous vacation plan.

-ILLINOIS MOLDING,
INC;
345 EAST GREEN ST.
BENSENVILLE, ILL.

Wheeling
537-0554

766-9950

8 S.Dunton
WEEKENDS & PART TIME

-

are still available. Our company does industrial housekeeping at O'Hare Airport.
1 or 2 openings still exist at
locations in the Northwest

SCHOOL BUS

Full time

Paid Vacation

-

Ritzenthaler

QUICK

DRIVER &
- MESSENGER

CASH
1. You name the item

Steady employment is offered
with manufacturing company

2. Include the price

to

Write your

ad here. One
word on'each line. It's easy.
It's -furi, -and it's*profitable.-

a man age 40 to 55 to

drive company station wagon
for pickups, delivery of packages and confidential material. Requirements are High

School diploma, A -I. refer

ences and good driving record.

Apply Personnel Office

THE DOLE VALVE CO,

cellaneous items.
Applicants should be qualified
and experienced buyers and it

would be desirable if their
experience would be in a simi-

lar industry such as the e-

625-6700

455-5000

industry of the
manufacturing of small electro- mechanical parts.

lectronic

ACCOUNTANT

This responsible job is accompanied -with _fine_

sive fringe benefits.

SEMI-SENIOR

CALL DAN SUNDT

Des Plaines

296-1142

LIT TELFUSE

HIGH
SCHOOL
BOYS

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

Des Plaines
VAnderbilt 4-1188

For Stuffing Papers Early Saturday Mornings.
Mount Prospect

QUALITY CONTROL.
INSPECTOR

New Agency
392-1830

Bus Lines

392-9300

developed In our purchasing
department for a man who is
experienced in the buying of
either raw materials or mis-

Lien Bldg.Service Corp.

-

for

Excellent Job opening has just

suburbs. If you would like to
earn some extra money give.
Mr. Stanley a call today.

MECHANIC

FOR

BUYER

A limited number of positions

WILL TRAIN

Tutoring by qualified instru-

Wedding Bells

New
wanted.
Carpenter
homes, kitchens, and remodeling. Overscale and yr. round
work to good carpenter. 255-

'man to take complete charge of

2549.

chance for advancement In fast

Have immediate opening for a

inspection procedures during

our second shift. Excellent
growing electronic company.

Assistant Office Manager

Will 'train man with related

for above position. Some accounting background or exper-

Church, their marriage will unite two Mount Prospect families.

MANUFACTURING
CORP.

established GM dealership.

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer.

BOYS WANTED
12 to 17. Part time. To work

shall Savings and Loan, holder who will host the wedding reception in the church parlors.
Ronald's mother and -father, the Edgar H. Aukamps, Linof the Tally Ho mortgage;
Ward, representing neman Rd.. add their touch to the wedding events tonight with
William
re- a party in their home after the rehearsal.
Savings
Marshall
the
The young couple met when
ceiver, Sheryl Anderson; and

Excellent commission and Incentive plan. Naticmallyknovm
product - must be good closer.

5

But Judge Butler turned the
before Arvey, gave him photo-

of the

papers

he

has

Edward

been holding, and kept the ori-

Bogucki, representing

High

Prospect

both attended

last

week

by

Mr. and Mrs

some of the unpaid subcon- School and the romance has Leonard Zell of Cumberland.
ginals
tractors who helped build the continued through their college and close relatives of the famdays. Extra special pride this ily hosted a buffet supper at
Other attorneys who asked Tally Ho apartments.
Master Arvey took the tes- week in the church grounds has the home of Isabel's brother
to remain unidentified, told
The Day that the development timony into consideration and been the contribution of Carl and his wife, Mr. and Mrs.
now plans' to have a third Erikson of Mount Prospcct William Roessler of Chicago.
is in e f feet a defeat for
Tuesday night the Rowlands
Crooks While he did keep the hearing into the matter. He who is groundskeeper for St.
who with Mrs. and their sons were guests at
original papers, the village said he would have to consult Marks and
occupy a re- a farewell dinner given by Mr.
did obtain the evidence it his calendar before setting Erikson will
served seat at the ceremony.
and Mrs. Ernest Janata, and a
wanted for the Tally Ho con- a positive date.
demnation suit
And, the attorneys pointed

Attorney Smith told The Day
that the village's chief witness
out, .the Master cannot order at the next hearing will be
Mount Prospect to pay Crooks' director of building and zoning
only

his

recourse

Peter C. Renal.

House guest of the Johnstons

for the weekend will be Miss
Johnston coming from
Pittsburgh for the wedding, and

Lois

a number of out of town relatives from St. Louis will sit on
the groom's side of the church.
Three parties for Sue who has
grown up in Mount Prospect

Calendar

have been given with the first
when Miss Marguerite Hauorka,
Sue's roommate at Northern
Illinois University entertained
with a miscellaneous shower
which included the girls' dor-

Of Events

mitory friends and Alpha Delta

SATURDAY, JULY 30
Mount

Prospect

Mothers
Baseball
Auxiliary Annual Dance, Flick Reedy
Auditorium, 9:00 p.m.

Pi sorority sisters.
July 14 Sue was guest of

honor when Mrs. Charles T.
Breitenstein

gave

a

dessert

party and miscellaneous show-

SUNDAY, JULY 31
Fifth Wheelers (for widowed and di-

er in

Model Airplane Show, Glenview Naval Air Station, 9:00' a.m. to

Fred Kottke of Rolling Mead-

vorced)

6 00 p m.

MONDAY, AUGUST I
Mount Prospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard Country Club, 12:15 p.m.

M.T. Tops, Mount Prospect Community Center, 1:00 p.m.

Mount Prospect Toastmasters, Mount
Prospect Community Center, 7:45 p.m.

School District No. 57 Board Meeting,
Administration Building, 8:15 p.m.

home, and one week later Mrs.
ows

Prospective
Waistaways,
Friedrichs
Funeral Home, Ridge Ave. entrance,

Village

Board,

Vil-

'WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3

Country Chords Chapter Sweet AdeInt., Mount
Club, 8 00.p.m.lines

Prospect

Country

Moose Lodge 660, V.F.W.
Hall, 8.00 p.m.
Mount . Prospect Combined Appeal,
Village Hall, 8:00 p.m.
Prospect

THURSDAY, AUGUST 4
Twirlin Teens Square Dance, Mount
Prospect Community Center, 7:30 p.m.
t6 9:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 5
Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount
Prospect Community Center, 8:00 p.m.
V.F.W. Prospect Post 1337, Ladies
Auxiliary
Business
Meeting,
V.F.W.
Hall, 8:00 p.m:
c

a

miscellaneous

shower for Sue who had been
Mrs.' Kottke's bridesmaid two
years ago.

and Mrs. Vincent Rowland and
their ions arc moving to Berkley Heights, N.J. Mr. Rowland
who has been made secretary of
pany, and Isabel have purchased
a house in New Jersey, 'and co-

incidently have sold theirs here

102 S. Hi Lusi to another

employee of Hanover; Dennis
and Mrs. Walbrandt coming to
Mount Prospect from Detroit.
The Rowlands' sons, Vincent, Jr., 19, will enter his

third year at St. Mary College
of Winona in September, and
strongly

party

at

the

home of Mr. Peter Kilroy will
include friends of his and the
marriage in Chicago.

feeling

the

from his friend will

wrench

Bill,
17, who has only a year of high
be

school left.

A rest will be in order for
the Rowlands by the time they
are .settled in the East, for the
popular couple have been hailed
and farewelled by many friends;

among them those in Vincent's

office who gave a dinner last
night which included more than
50 co-workers at Hanover,
A DINNER at the Des
Plaines Elks Club was given

SOLA ELECTRIC

11111111M

9

ERNIE HENRIKSEN

10

DO YOU
NEED

11
12

13

$2000
$3000
$4000

14
15

Rowlands have made in Mount
Prospect; five couples who took

them to dinner and shoWered
them with gifts at the Shanghai
Lil Restaurant where Oriental
food and Hawaiian music offered something different in en-

18

17

OR MORE

18

FOR ANY
REASON?

19

tertainment.
A' decorated refuse can was
filled with humorous gifts, each

20

reminiscent of the good times

'21

Take
Up To

iam

Demmerts,

the

22

.

19

-

Lund, and from Chicago, Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Rydcick.
In New.Jerscy the Rowlands

reluctantly relinquished several
years ago. Yard to yard neigh-

24

Count words and figure, 5
average words per line. 15

bors of Mr. and Mrs. John

average words equal a 3 line

Umbs in Mount Prospect, the'

COST
$3.15 for 3 days
This includes one FREE in-

Rowlands will once again

be

neighbors of thc couple who now
live in Summit, N.J.

IS a memorable day
for Barbara Gran. The 20 -year old college student leaves today

for New York and Europe to
spend a full year abroad in
study and tour.

sertion 'in "Market Day" if
your ad appears In the regular Tuesday edition.
Enclosed is $

Name

quette University, she will make
that her major, at the Sorbonne

Address

for her junior year, going on

City

1967.

Mount

past two, summers
worked at the.
Prospect State Bank.
has

Traveling with her will be a
college
magno

friend, Teresa Carafrom' Grosse Pointe
Woods, Mich..
Planned at leisure, the ,trip

will be taken that way. The pair

Phone

PUT ALL YOUR
B ILLS INTO ONE.
PAY 'ONLY ONE

MONTHLY PAYMENT

Arlington, Illinois
PHONE:

255-7200,

Between 8 & 5 for interview

(Rte.83)
1717 Busse Rd.
Elk Grove Village
HE 9-2800

EXPERIENCED
SALES PERSONNEL
For Garden Center

Full Time Employment

GENERAL FACTORY

WHEELING
NURSERIES

Rapidly expanding operations

need men for day shift work

fill permanent openings
immediately.
Shipping clerk
Inspector -general
to

642 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling, Ill.

Stock handler
Benefits include:
Modern plant
Good starting salary
Free group insurance

COOK
Excellent salary and working
conditions.

Profit sharing

LANDERS CHALET
1916

Steady employment

E. Higgins

GBC'

Elk Grove Village
439-2040

.1101 Skokie Blvd. Northbrook
CR. 2-3700
An equal opportunity employer

ACCOUNTANT
GENERAL AND .COST

MANUFACTURING

Young man with 2-4 years

experience and a basic education in the field of general

ENGINEER

and cost accounting.

Our

We have excellent fringe ben-

creates an excellent chance
for a Manufacturing Engineer

efits, commensurate salary
and pleasant working conditions at our N. W. suburban

CALL TODAY

255-5060
Henriksen
Loan Ltd,
12 E. Rand Rd.

progressive expansion

to groW along with a multi

division electronic component
manufacturer. Requires B.S.

location. Send. resume of education, experience, salary
requirements and references.

M.E. degree and minimum

three

years

experience in

electric mechanical volume

THE DOLE VALVE CO.
6201 W. Oakton
Morton Greve
RO 3-5000
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

production. Basic machine design experience advantageous.

'Specific experience in methods, tooling, and equipment
related to light manufacturing
necessary. Age open.Send re-

sume or call personnel department for interview. Salary

commensurate with individ-

PLANT MANAGER

ual.

Tired of being a little cog

in a big wheel? It you have.

METHODE

experience in printing, bind-

ery or fabrication of sheet
plastic, our small growing

MANUFACTURING

company can offer you a real
send
opportunity.
Please
resume, including present income, to Arlington Day, 217

CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows
An equal opportunity employer.

So. Arlington Heights Rd ., Box

1033, Art. Hts., Ill.

11-Business Services

11-Business Services

.

- MIMI

ILANOHUNST
CENTER

HENRIKSEN

LOAN CO.

MAIL TO:_
THE ARLINGTON DAY
217 So. An!. Hgts. Rd.

will sail August 4 on the S.S.
. France, as opposed.to the faster
plane rides so popular with
many travelers.

CONSOLIDATION
LOANS.

Mt. Prospect
State

For the
Barbara

SPECIALIZE

ad.

A student of French at Mar-

tour of the Continent before returning home some time in

To Pay

IN

Joseph

Grittanis, Mr. and Mrs. Carl

Months

60
WE

the 12 have had as neighbors for

many years. In the group were
the Clifford Helmers, the Will-

Call or apply in person

8

High on the list of fun events
was a party last Saturday night

given by the close friends the

electro - mechanical

Open Monday &Tuesday Eves.
until 7:30
Saturday until 2:30

CALL 255-7550

7

Rowlands. made early in their

will take up a friendship they

AFTER more than a dozen
years in Mount Prospect, Mr.

at

7 30.

Prospect
lage Hall, 8:00 p.m.

hosted

the Hanover Insurance Com-

TUESDAY, AUGUST 2

Mount

her Elk Grove Village

Saturday night

enced

offices, cafeteria on premises

.

petition over to Master- Arvey
Crooks then appeared

DRAFTSMAN
Excellent position for experi-

draftsman to work in electrical - electronics field Salary
commensurate with ability.
Excellent fringe benefit program. Modernair-conditioned

4

Susan is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roger A. Johnston

inspection

METHODE

ience preferred.
Call Mr. Juskie at CL 3-2100
in
Excellent
opportunity

SALESMEN
When Susan Arliene Johnston and Ronald E. Aukamp exchange wedding vows late tmorrow afternoon in St. Mark

in

background
work._

Responsible young man wanted

3

Crooks fees

and

Mac LEAN
ENGINEERING CO..

Tichert - CL 5-3491.

566-0010

Morton Grove
afternoons, Monday thru SatRO 3-5000 urday. Guaranteed salaryplus
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer. commission. Can earn over
$20 per week.
Call 673-6760
15-Business Personals

were

fees,

Must have chauffeur's license.
Excellent pay and benefits.

ter age 14 or 15. Call Kirk

Phone 766-8650

phone number.

manufacturer. High pay plus
very broad range of benefits.

Ask for Mr. Rogers

Thutsday or Friday 9-4 P.M..

3. Include your address or

with fast growing machinery

948 E.Northviest Hwy.

TRUCK DRIVERS
WANTED.

Group needs good singer. Pre -

6201 W. Oakton

order Mount Prospect to pay

copies

MACHINIST
1 years tool room experiende
required. Eitperimrintal work

272-2740

Widowed mother will care for
2 children in her home.

values of S1,96K500.
Home building was fairly
Mundelein reported 58 aThe June, '1966, partment units with valuatidn
consistent.
volume in homes was only of S580.000. Oak Lawn top$56,500 less than June of ped the apartment report with
1965.
86 units with $924,000 valuThe Bell report listed ac - ation.

Mature

Full Time
Apply. in Person
ARLINGTON MOTEL

Arlington. Hts., Ill.

259-0820.

Militated Book Distributors
415 N. Wolf. Rd.

WEEKEND CLERK

Call Mr. Frank Gilmore

High school sophomore, and
8th grader. Day or night.

vacation. Profit Sharing plan
available. Apply_ in person.

eluding 89 homes with permit

Des Plaines

Wheeling.

to work In warehouse and
learn business.

Fitil Time man for return dept.
permits, 44 homes at $920,- (Permanent) 40 hr.week.Paid

715.

Arlington
Heights
Buffalo Grove

babysitter.

Shift

Night

Work for international truck
dealer. New Service Center,

439-3405
capable

Shaumburg $1,056,802 total

Lt. Gerald Fox, of the Mount

Butler

Will do Ironing in my home.
Mt. Prospect area. $1.50 hr.

mits, 41 homes at $746,985.
ctor. French, German and LaRolling Meadows. $614,355 tin. Reasonable 392-4810.
total permits, 15 homes at
24-Help Wanted Men
$348,414.

202.

or

Day

$534,900.

in

the

Mechanics - Gasoline/Diesel

253-0043
Mount Prospect $696,880
total permits, 25 homes at 23-Instruction

May volume
when permits totaled $1,971,than

less

22-lobs Wanted-Women

Elk Grove Village $1;684,- Exp.,

photographer;

24

oser

in

permits for 25 homes.
Des 'Plaines $1,468,982 Jo:
till permits, 38 residential
permits for $941,000.

to the present
dition of the --iur unfinished,

within

peared

24-Help Wanted Men

4-Help Wanted Men

24-Help Wanted Men

5.6651/

:33g41`183"

Buffalo Grove $336,000

unincorporated
areas
of Cook
County was $2,989,405, in-

Arvey upheld Crooks at that buildings and tne surrounding
time, but the village filed suit
to regain the documents. On grounds.
They were: Ben Hemmeter,
Tuesday, Judge Walker Butvillage enler ruled for Mount Prospect Mount Prospect
gineer; Ralph Darling, Mount
and ordered Crooks to turn
the papers
hours

American Engineered
Assemblies Co.
Robert M. Jotutson

follows:

as

until his fee was paid.

*Pilot Models Built

tivity for other area towns as Prospect .Hgts. Chicago/ ill.

-'-bnittling-pernalts7-1t-was- also- -TOTALFdilding

official documents until the village pays him 51,240.
The money he wants is for legal fees he says the

is

Since Jan.

-

lege

Kendal A Crooks, former: village prosecutor for
Mount Prospect, lost Wednesday in a bid to withhold

,Ho apartments condemnation suit.
Attorneys now representing now

uation of S1,628,500.-

the report said.

Gets Documents
On Tally Ho

for

Chicago

THE OTHER eight corn During the month of June
munities . had $1,323,698 in
and
industrial _the village issued permits
commercial
with a total valuation of S1,permits.
687,200.
Home building was
Home building is running

ings & Loan Assn.. survey of

than residential

to be one of the leaders

ues

Bell - Sav-

The

$10,000,000

Master

"

.

PAINTING
DECORATING SERVICE

Ni.7.FIPRONII

OFFICE HOURS:,
Hours: Weekdays 9`rf:rri: to
5:30 p.m. Sat. 9:36 a.m. to ,1
p.m. Open after 5:30 p.m, by
appointment only.
We are licensed and regulated
the State.of Illinois.

COLLEGE STUDENT. WITH 5 YRS. EXPERIENCE
EXCELLENT WORK REFERENCES
FULLY INSURED

FOR FREE ESTIMATE, INTERIOR OR 'EXTERIOR

CALL AFTER'll V.M. MON. THRU iFRI.
Cz

I

Craig Pauli)), - 392-0535
'

Friday, July 29, 1966

THE DAY

CALL TODAY.

255-7200
- Prospect Theatre
Must be 16 or over. Apply

USHER

-

at Theatre or call
or

CL 3-5032

CL 5-1160

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Melo

Land Surveyor's assistant for
GOOD OPPORTUNITY
field work. Experience preYoung: man to learn glass
ferred though not necessary. trade'. Reliable, mechanically
Age 18' to 25. CL 5-4090. :
HEIGHTS GLASS & MIRROR

1616 W. Northwest Hwy.
ArlingtonHgts.,
CL. 9-3700

WANTED

EXCELLENT. OPPORTUNITY

For Right Person

BOYS

Capable Young Married Man
for Full Time All A round Work

in Lumber Ware House.
For Morning Paper Route

i;

Ekperienced Maintenance Man

Young man to learn non far- _
PRODUCTS, INC.
roue metal business. Nopievious training in this field re1620 W. Central Road
quired. Mechanical aptitude
Mt. Prospect
advantageous. Good opporCL 5-5000
tunity for young married man.
Insurance and profit sharing.
Send resume to
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women
Arlington Day
217 S.Arl.ligta.Rd.
WANTED
Arlington Hgts..
Box 1034

Full Time Delivery
& Stock Work

Mount Prospect News Agency
392-1830

SECURITY PATROLMAN

--

SUPPLY CO.

.pay, group insurances_ paid
holidays and uniforms sup-

111-W. Central -Rd.

Call 219-0500

APPLIANCE
SALESMAN

plied. Age 21 to 40.

1st or 2nd shift (10% shift premium 2nd shift)

Tool Makers
'=". Veiled Machining

Experience on Jigs, Fixtures and Assembly Tools.

TECHNIC IAN
TRA INEf

Mill Hands
Some experience on both horizontal and vertical
equipment desirable

We are seeking a man with

-

Boring Machine Operators

Precision boring experience desired. Excello experience

ment testing and quality
control inspection would be
most acceptable. Work would
testing of new
involve
products and making prototype
products. Job is an opportunity

'

Drill Press Operators
Permanent positions for men with a minimum of 1-3 years
experience. Must be able to set-up and operate to close tolerances. Clean, well -lighted, air-conditioned shop. Pay
based on experience. Excellent company benefits include:
profit sharing, yearly bonus, group insurance, etc.

for' the proper individual to
train with an electronic
industry and advance Ina progressive Engineering Department. Fine up - to date
employee benefits will accompany this position.

COME IN, OR CALL DU 1-2400

CHICAGO
AERIAL
INDUSTRIES
550 W. Northwest Hwy..

PLEASE CALL DAN SUNDT

LITTEL.FUSE
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines
VAnderbilt 4-1188

BARRINGTON

An Equal Opportunity Employer

BUSINESS
Service Directory

commensurate with abilities.

Contact Mr. R. W. Beals, Director of Personnel.'

Individualized

de-

255.0348

WINDOW & FLOOR
CLEANING

Will do tutoring in my home.
Qualified Teacher

537-8228

439.3405

All work guaranteed. Don't
decide until you call us for
free estimate. Open
hours. 7 days a week.

24

Rick's Decorating
Painting. Wallpaper's, Tiling. Free estimate.
CL 3-7384

- RUG & CARPET CLEANExpert work,
cost, free estimate.
562-2991

low
'

Aristocrat Carpet
& Upholstery Cleaners
Quality work, at reasonable

prices. Insured & all work
guaranteed.
Free Estimates
Full Time Professional
People
259-5066
Cement Work

PATIO BLOCKS

2 x 8 x 16
Each -Plain 201, -'Colors 250
Now available in red, green,

black, brown, yellow, buff.
See and Buy them at
Arlington Concrete
Products Co.

1414 E. Davis St.
Arlington Heights
Phone CL 5-1015'
OUR ,16TH YEAR
IN BUSINESS
Stan Vorglaa Co.
-Serving the entire N.W.
patios,
Driveways,
area.
etc. Protective curbing for
'driveways.
All
asphalt
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 529,6587.

painting.
Free
mates.
358-4882
ity

esti-

Also

interior

Call Leo's
CL 3-7374

Aristocrat
Painting and Decorating
Carpet and Furniture
Cleaners
Home Maintenance, Fully
Insured. Free
Estimates.
-

VACATION OVER!
WELCOME BACK.
Now is the time for all T.V.
owners to check their T.V.'s

to see if they are in -proper
viewing condition.

If they

are not! Come in or call.
Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or Black & White)
17 S. Evergreen,' Arl. Hgts.
CL 5-5692
.

Tree Service -Lawns Mowed

INSPECTORS
Immediate openings for experienced inspectors in several
areas of our new plants.

Mt. Prospect

ment for Chicago manufacturer moving to Aptakisc Rd.
in September. Must type.
Equipment includes Xerox
Copier, Blueprinter, Ad-

I

529-6587

starting salary - paid vaca-

with both customer and manufacturing plant. 40 hr. week.
Excellent working conditions
and employee benefits.Please
call Mr. W. C. Wilke.

COTLER-HAMMER,
---- --.1 N C..- --__.

2375 Touhy Ave.

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

tion - sick leave & group insurance benefits. Please call
Mr. Colby - 775-7166 for an

An equal opportunity employer

26 -Help Wanted. Men -Or Women'

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women'

interview appointment.

PHONE 439-1910

FINISHERS & BUFFERS
of Plastic Products

OPENINGS ON 1ST & 2ND SHIFTS
Paid vacations
Pleasant working cond't's
.

Free.

Plid rest periods

Life Insurance

Paid Holidays
Free Hospitalization
A pply 9-5 Mon.thru Fri.- 9 to 12 Saturdays

General Molded Products Inc.
SUBSIDIARY OF SUNBEAM CORP..

1365 Lee Street
82#:6135

Des Plaines. Illinois
174:5155 --

An Equal Opportunity Employer

School Bus Drivers
Experienced.- or we will train
Part time or Full Time positions available.

R ITZENTHALER BUS LINES

392-9300

GOOD PAY
ALSO

Internal and external mall pick
ups. Must drive. Salary open.
ICKES BRA UN GLASSHOUSES

Call for Appointment
John E. Rosie - 486-1439

WANTED.
COOKS

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS
We have immediate openings for precision assemblers in
one of our new plants.

Must be able to read and interpret a variety of measuring
instruments.

Air conditioned plants.
OppOitunity to join rapidly growing company.
Stop in and see us during your vacation.

Profit sharing.

Air-conditioned plants.
2 weeks vacation after 1 year.

Stop In and See Us During Your Vacation

GOOD SALARY,
APPLY IN PERSON
ONLY.

Phone, Visit or Write
C. M. SMITH

Route 83

AMPEX
4
Nichelos

2201 Lunt Rd.
Elk Grove Village, Illinois

Rd' X

439-8700

York Rd.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WAYNES'
REDWOOD INN
300 E. RAND RD.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

OPENINGS AT UARCO
CUSTODIAN
Experience in custodial duties desirable.

28 -Employment Agencies -Women

SHEETS, Inc.
392-8100
207 N. Evergreen Arl. Hts.
30 -Help Wanted -Women

CREDIT TYPIST
Unusual opening for willing

worker in the field of con-

Saturday 9 a.in. to 1 p.m.

Excellent starting rate and automatic salary reviews.

MALE OR FEMALE

Positions in all suburbs
"We handle everything"
Trainees or experienced -

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings 111 7:30 pm

sumer credit.

Bank of Elk Grove
439-1666

MULTI LI TH 0 PEllATOR-DRIVER
Will operate multilith machine -part time. Drivingof company
station wagon. Must have accident free driving record,
be reliable and dependable.

LAB TECHNICIAN
Will assist senior Chemist in project work.

Interest in
chemistry or allied sciences desirable. High School graduate
with 1 year of college or equivalent night school.

RECEIVING CLERK -

High School graduate - responsibilities include stock receiving, inventory and miscellaneous duties.

CREDIT CORRESPONDENT

Must have capacity for detailed work. Experience in credit
and collection work or in handling customer correspondence
needed. College degree or equivalent 'evening courses in
business administration preferred.

Write,, Call or V,Isit

C.M. Smith

GENERAL OFFICE
TRAINEE

Will train to handle our ac-

456-5404
MIS

use the
.

follow-up of

FOR RIGHT PERSON

FLOOR INSPECTORS

INTERVIEW INC:

MODERNE WALL
CLEANING
Immaculate work inexpensively done by machine
also new method carpet
cleaning.

"ambitious -perNrili -seeking -a-career. Good
permanent

dressing and Mailing Machines.

OFFICE POSITIONS

Good starting rate and profit sharing.

BARON TREE SERVICE
Free Estimates

-

OPPORTUNITY

100% FREE

2 GENERATIONS
OF KNOW-HOW
COMPLETE
TREE TRIMMING
& REMOVAL

Immediate opening available
-for--career- minded women.
Should be capable of meeting
people and have some typ-:
ing experience. Exceptional
opplytunity for an intelligent,

IC.

LAYOUT INSPECTORS,

824.2865

WANT
ADS

Chicago, Ill. 60631
Tel: (312) 693-3021
An equal opportunity employer

$300 - $650

Topping
Complete Tree. Service
State Licensed - Insured
119 Brookfield

Wall Washing

259-5066

kadioTV Repair

-FRIO

BARRINGTON

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

You name it - We haul it
Residential & Commercial

824-9530

Subsidiary of IBM
8501 West Higgins

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

RUBBISH REMOVAL
Old lumber - branches
furniture - anything

RECEPTIONIST -

THE. SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

DAY OR NIGHT

Prepare mechanical part drawings, sheet metal, castings,
optical, gearing and screw machine parts from sketches or
layouts.
Salary commensurate with experience and ability. Outstanding benefits including educational aid, profit sharing
and annual bonus.

ROY'S TREE SERVICE
Trimming - Cutting

GET THE BEST
FOR LESS
On All Exterior Painting
Expert vinyl & paperhanging. Fully insured, satisfaction guar.
color design.

'

general

orders. Job requires woman
with ability to communicate

Bonus for night work

Prepare electrical schematic wiring diagram drawings

from preliminary schematic packaging layouts in accordance
with basic design concepts.

550 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
DU 1-2400

and

would be helpful.

ELECTRICAL

.824-2865

Interior and exterior qual-

ONG.

Wheeling, Ill.
LE 7-1166

7134 West Higgins, Chicago

Some. training 1n machining inspection and machine shop

MECHAN ICAL

Trash 1111114

Suburban
Decorators

Carpets -Rug Cleaners

53.

TRIUMPH & FIAT
Foreign Car Sales - Service
Canton Mtr. Sales

Pamting-Decorating

Phone 439-1794

.

adjust,

ORDER EXPEDI' ri
WORLD'S LARGEST Mature woman watned
exduties. Includes anTEMPORARY SERVICE pediting
swering customer inquiries

Steady employment

General Assistant to above.

Excellent opportunity for men with a minimum of 2 yrs.
drafting experience plus have 'a good working knowledge of
military specifications.

Transporation

Miscellaneous Service

Call us and compare prices
DON'S BLACKTOP
Driveways and parking lots.

&

gram. Apply to:

To run office service depart-

894.3115

259.0487

Exp. Qual. Workmanship
7 days a week service
Work Guar. Free Estimates

oil

SBC requires computer operators for IBM System/380.

PRECISION MECHANICAL

Barrington
550 W. Northwest Highway
"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

24 hr. phone serv.

IBM
COMPUTER
OPERATORS

EFFICIENT SELF-STARTER

DUnkirk 1-2400

Clean,

Alton's Quality

-7312 W. IRVING PARK

ASSEMBLERS

Corns in or Call

Sew. Mach. Repairs
Guar. serv. on all brands.
Free est. in your home.

General Cleaning

coating.

Arlington Heights

CL. 9-1000

DRAFTSMEN

styling,

Randhurst.

--

529-6587

signing & alterations. Near

SCHOOL

numerative career and excellent employee benefit pro-

more than quantity.
Excellent company benefits including profit sharing, vacations, holidays and annual bonus.

Sewing Machine Repairs

939-4090

SWITCHBOARD

ferred. Interesting and re -

Good growth potential, new expanded business office area.
Excellent opportunity for experienced accountant. Degree
preferred but not necessary. Will be responsible for general
accounting activities and related duties.

,

Elk Grqve Village

:MANPOWER

NA 5-7038

experience one
year. Should at least have high

ACCOUNTANT

800 W. Central Rd.

1916 E.Higgins

Evenings & Sundays Theatre
box office
259-5400.

school certificate, but college
graduates - math majors pre-

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

LANDERS CHALET

PART TIME

Minimum

in a modern work atmosphere where quality counts much

STAN VORGIAS CO.

Dressmaking -Sewing

old blacktop, repair & seal

486-1439

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Call 255-1200

Stanley's
Blacktop Paring
Biggest Discount Ever
30% off on all blacktopping,
driveways,
parking lots,
business areas, resurfacing

John E. Rosin

CHICAGO AERIAL INDUSTRIES

For
ADVERTISING

SPRING SPECIAL

Call for Appointment

'

precision measuring devices.
These unusual opportunities provide variety and challenge

Consult this daily guide of
reliable services offered by
reputable business.people in
your community. Call one NOW!

Blacktop Work

Internal and external mail pick
ups: Must Drive. Salaries

We need men with assembling experience or mechanical
ability to assemble a variety of close tolerance precision
mechanisms. Must be able to read blue prints, and use

Let us help make your...DAY!

439-1794

LEE
AUTOMATION

.

Must be able to set-up and operate.

DONS BLACKTOP

ing area, September. Must

W.T.GRANT CO.

cation in electricity or electronics. Experience in instru-

BURROUGHS
ACCOUNTING MACHINES

CALL FOR INFORMATION

Salary and Commission
Apply in person
Rolling Meadows
Shopping Center

IBM KEYPUNCH
IBM COMPUTER PROGRAM

To run office services de-

General Assistant to Above.

some experience prsome edu-

NOW BEING FORMED

.

Equipment includes
Xerox copier,blueprinter,addressing and mailing ma,
chines. Will train.

Day and evening hours. Also
part time.

392-6677.

R. Chamberlain,

CLASSES

DAY OR EVENING CLASSES
100% FREE
JOB PLACEMENT

type.

Mt. Prospect, Ill.

WAITRESSES

' Permanent position available
for typist with general office
experience. Salary commen-

curate with skills. Call Mr.

LEARN IBM

ENERGETIC, EFFICIENT
SELF-STARTER

partment for Chicago manufacturer. Moving to Wheel-

TERRACE

For full time day shift. Rand
burst Shopping Center. Good

30 -,Help Wanted -Women

iii- e4 Wanted -Women

GENERAL OFFICE
.

Ages'17 to 55

DRIVER

CL 5-0413

MEN - WOMEN

FUZE -ON

Salary Open

*Wheeling

Call

helpful.

with electrical knowledge.,

SALES TRAINEE

i,

Prospect Heights

Mount Prospect

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women'

24 -Help Wanted Men

ONLY.

DAYS

LINES

BEFORE 4 P. M.

2201 Landmeir Road Elk Grcive Village
Phone 43775800.
Located between Higgins and .Route. #83
An, Equal Opportunity Employer

counts receivable posting.
Light typing and use of 10 key

adder necessary. Good starting salary, merit raises,profit sharing. No age limit.

Call Mrs. Marquard 439-7310

DAY WANT ADS
GET RESULTS

GENERAL CLERK

High School graduate. Starting assignment a- variety of
general office duties.. Outstadding opportunity' to, learn
and advance to a more responsible position.

Excellent pig, working conditions, benefits and opportunity4'
for advancement.

UARCO INCORPORATED
West County Line
.

Barrington, Ill.

DUnkirk 1-4030
An equal opportunity employer

_

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

,

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

/ STERN ELECTRIC

1

)0 -Help Wanted -Women

ATTRACTIVE

TRANSCRIBING
MACHINE OPERATOR.
W111 train good typist.--Ener-.

Ince preferred. 40 hreweek.

IbiciEDIATE WORK

School Administration Office
Experienced Typist. Twelve ...Typists
months.
Excellent fringe Sterios
benefits.

Mrs. Meyers

PHONE 439-1910.
Mother 111. Needs women for

general housework 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. 5 Days - 259-0516

GENERAL OFFICE

Interesting and varied pos-;
ition available in modern office building, in Cumberland

area for an alert energetic
young lady. Opportunity for

advancement, promotions

based on merit.

as

296-6661

A n equal opportunity employer

THERAPEUTIC DIETICIAN
(ADA REGISTERED)

Work Close To Home

,An expanding North Shore

$10 BONUS.

Hospital will be interviewing
after August let qualified candidates having hospital or industrial experience. Modern
air - conditioned apartments
for single ladies. Friendly
community atmosphere, located a few minutes north of
Superb employee
Chicago.
benefits, paid life insurance,
paid pension plan, paid vacation, two merit reviews first
year, starting salary $525 per
month and/or Commensurate
with experience. Apply Personnel Director.
Highland -Park, Ill.
ID 2-8000

LAB AIDE
--Minimum of two years college level work in
Engineering or TechniCal
curriculum --

With

$75 BONUS'
Top Rates

GENERAL OFFICE
Highland Park Hospital will be

blood and preparing media.

High school graduate with ma-

ture attitude qualifies. Good
salary and many beneftts.Ap-

SPECIFICATION DETAILERS

RIGHTGIRL

DRAFTING TRAINEES
-- No experience required

Paid pension program, paid

merit reviews first year, liberal sick time benefit, excellent starting salary. Apply
Personnel Director.
HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL

718 Glenview Highland Pk.
ID. 2-8000
26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

Male & female --------

We will train --

Join A Profit Sharing Company

*********************

*. *

Apply in person Monday thru Friday at
4902 Tollview Drive,. Rolling Meadows

fice work, re can' give you
as few or as many days as
you wish in this area. For
more information call Ethel

if

AmpEx

Accounting & Billing Machine

ExperienceNecessary.

PREFERRED

4-

'Business Service Corp.

elderly women. Wheeling, Ill.
Phone no. 537-2900.

Typing, Telephone & Counter.

DENTAL HYGIENIST

Pick Up Application At:

4-1/2 days - no evenings.Salary open. Elk Grove Village,
3 chair office in new building.

'ELK GROVE VILLAGE HALL

439-1371
$0 -kelp Wanted -Women

1O -Help Wanted -Women

Has Job Openings For -

experience sufficient. Good
pay, vacation, sick leave.
Plum Grove Nursing Home.
358,0311

FULL TIME
EXPERIENCED

SALARY OPEN
824-1917

41 CLERK TYPISTS

DICTAPHONE OPERATORS
ACCOUNTING MACHINE OPERATOR
Apply Personnel Department

- TYPIST
Permanent full time position
in an established Personnel
Department' is available for a
woman who has had general
office or personnel experience.

CASHIER

THERE ARE ALSO
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR:

'The following positions are now available for men and

CASHIER -HOSTESS
We can offer permanent employment, with excellent employee,

benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance program.
NIGHTS $1.85 - $2.00
DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE

Typing necessary and office
experience. demachine
sirable.

women in our new plants

'

1

ROGERS PARK

1

SALARY, 1 ADULT
253-7381

I

JUNIOR PLANNER

.

'

Experience in procurement of parts or 'related items and

TYPISTS

KEY 'PUNCH
OPERATORS

ANALYZERS

PAYROLL CLERKS

-KEY-PUNCH TRAINEES

Any exposure to electronics in the military service, correspondence school, TV radio repair etc. may quality you.

APPLY IN PERSON

300 N. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTS. 53 & 14)
PALATINE

PRECISION ASSEMBLERS
Ability tp, read lalpe prints,' micrometers and Indicators is

ASSEMBLERS

,

No experience necessary as we will train.

FILE CLERKS
**

in Rolling Meadows

Experience in mechanical electrical & layout will qualify

MACH INESHOP SETUP MAN

-

ASSEMBLERS
INSPECTORS

women

benefits.

As an employee,of AMPEX you will qualify
for many company benefits such as

*Early seniority in
*Profit sharing
*Good starting rates . new.plants.
*Tuition paid
*Regular wage
*Employee'discounts
increases
*Paid 2 week vaca- on purchase of corntions after one year pany products.
*Promotional opporservice.
tunities galore.
*Company paid
insurance

1700 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

WAITRESSES
FULL TIME DAYS OR NIGHTS

WAITRESS

$1.00 pr. hr. plus full Gratuities.
Apply in Person

TOPS COFFEE -SHOP
KEY PUNCH,
OPERATORS
2 - FIRST SHIFT

ployment Agency columns

We offer a complete line of employee benefits including:

our Help Wanted and Em-

are made only (1) to in-

dicate bona fide occupational qualifications for employment which an employer re-

convenience to our readers

'.22011 Landmeir Road, Elk Grove Villige
-

Located between Higgini and Route #89

.

SECOND SHIFT

I

.

Good Starting Rates
Merit -Increase
Insurance Plans
Pension Plan
In -Plant Cafeteria
Excellent Working Conditions

Or enterprise, or (2) as a

Equal Opportunity Employer

PalattnewIll.

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14)

as to sex in

Designations

essary to the normal ippefbusiness
of his
Atkin

AL

Phone 437-5800

We can offer permanent employment with excellent employee
benefits, including paid vacations, free insurance programs.

If you have had experience on the 014, 026 and 056 key punch
equipment and are interested in joining a modern progressive
company. Come to see us at BRUNING.

NOTICE"

gards as 'reasonably nec.

Write, Call or Visit

on

An.

An equal opportunity employer

METHODS MFG. CO;

to let them know which
positions the . advertiser

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.

in above positions.

Bonus Jobs. Frequent wage
reviews & excellent fringe
APPLY IN PERSON ORCALL
392-3500

C.M. Smith.

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM

Northbrook

CR. 2-3700

a need for 1st & 2nd shift

who are otherwise qualified.

Western 'Electric

GBC
1101 Skokie Blvd.

Road

Our fast growing companyhas

We are presently accepting applications for female
assemblers to work a permanent five day shift,
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.. We will train those

.

Incentive earnings
Free group insurance
Profit sharing
Paid vacation
Come in for an interview. 8:30 AM to 4 PM. Monday thru

8501 West Higgins

MACHINE AND
PRESS OPERATORS

4 HOUR

SHORT SHIFT

and group insurance.

In addition you can quality for:

Chicago, Ill. 60631

equipment.

holidays, low-cost hospitalization, liberal sick benefits

necessary. Age 18 to 40.

THE SERVICE BUREAU
CORPORATION

(312) 693-3021
T
. An equal opportunity employer

***

refund, two weeks vacation after one year, eight paid

Doing light factory work in modern plant. No experience

We are now interviewing neat, attractive young ladies between the ages of 18-35 for the position of

'Boma experience in use ,of miscellaneous machine shop

All positions offer attractive starting salaries, tuition

cation. Full or part-timo.Day
or night shift. Apply:

INSPECTOR

Apply -in person Monday thru Friday at Employment Office
Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Room 1030

EARN EXTRA MONEY
PART TIME OR FULL TIME
Choose your hours - 5 PM to 7 AM

Friday or call for a Saturday appointment.

Subsidiary of IBM

any ambition individual.

Loop location with ultAmate tranpfer to new Regional 'Center

'HOUSEWIVES

SBC requires key punch oper-

ators with one to two years
experience. Good salary for
girls with High School edu-

a' must.

MAIL CLERKS

*************

IBM

knowledge of production scheduling.

.

TOPS: COFFEE SHOP'

OWN ROOM, BOARD
WOMAN WITH CHILD OK
PLAIN COOKING
NO LAUNDRY

HOSTESS

We are now interviewing neat attractive young ladies between
the ages 20 - 35 for the position of:

Responsibilities will include
. record keeping, compiling insurance, pension and employment reports with' some em--.13hasitt_aniVrsonnel research
and labor -relations activities.

-

FULL TIME DAYS 'OR NIGHTS

Morton Grove
RO 3-5000'
967-7100
An equal opportunity employer

Saturday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Park Ridge

1881 Northwest Highway

Vic. Des Plaines

THE DOLE VALVE CO.

Tuesday & Thursday Evenings t117:30 pm.

666 Landmeier Road

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
439-3900

Call

6201 W. Oakton

INTERVIEWING:

CLERK TYPIST

moth supervisor - home for

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE

Pleasant working conditions,
excellent fringe benefits and
commensurate salary. Apply
in person, Personnel Depart- ment.

I

RECEPTIONIST -

)Middle aged woman for dining

.

Join

ACCOUNTING CLERK

Doebber VA 7-6557.

PHONE_8'27-7.x.08

PERSONNEL CLERK

26 -Help Wanted Men Or Women

ARLINGTON MOTEL
.948 E. NORTHWEST HWY..
AHLINGTON,HTS, ILL.

:If you can do ANY kind of of-

Call Jane Nelson

life insurance.comprehensive
hospitalization available, 2

NORTHWEST
COMMUNITY
HOSPITAL

per hr. to 'gift

Apply in Person

'Temporary. Service

DENTAL ASSISTANT

800 W. Central Road
Arlington Hgts. CL. 9-1000

and

Paid Vacations

interviewing after August 1st
women with general office experience. Applicants must be
neat appearing for patient and
public contact. This is a personnel orientated hospital with
excellent employee benefits:

ply personnel.

MAIDS

, MATURE LADIES
FULJr Timm

PART TIME

Kitchen helper, home cooking

.( 7 AM to 3:30 PM)
esting work involves drawing

First 5 Days Pay
PLUS

_

We will train the right person-

as a laboratory aide. Inter-

.

or Months, You Want

HIGHLAND PARK HOSPITAL

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES

Secretaries
Clerks.

'Work the Days, Weeks

HE 7-1000

.

$1.50

PART TIME

RECEPTIONIST

Eicellent working conditions
and employee beneftts.Please
call Mr. W. C. Wilke.

An equal opportunity employer

MEN AND WOMEN

ANp

SWITCHBOARD

2375 Touhy Ave.

for

.

interesting
Office Work

TEMPORARY.

POSITION

Elk Grove Village, Ill.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

10 -Help Wanted -Women

30 -Help Wanted -Women

.

CUTLER -HAMMER,
INC.

has

Wanted -Women

D -Help Wanted -Women

believes would be of more
interest to one sex than the
other because of the work
involved. Such, designations
shall not be taken to indicate

that any advertiser intends
or practices any unlawful

preference,

specification or discriOn-

atton, ,in empipyment pt.!' cr

aces.

COME IN TODAY

EMPLOYMENT OFFICE OPEN
Daily Monday Thru Friday8 a.m.- 4:15 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. 'ill Noon

Charles Bruning Lioinpany
ariven

of Addrassograph Multigraph Corp

1800 WEST CENTRAL ROAD

.

PHONE CL

MT. PROSPECT

5.1900

An equal oppOrtunity employer

311-11dp Watted-Women

111-11dp Wanted -Women

.

30 -Help Wanted-Womel

Wantol-Women._

PACKERS -2nd SHIFT
8:30 PM to 12. Complete free
company benefits plus bonuses

Philco 30" electric range.

1250 Pratt Blvd.

Elk Grove

.439-5310

WOMAN NEEDED'
Tuesday thru Saturday

10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
_MONTGOMERY WARD
& CO.
212' N. Dunton
Arlington Heights

392-8411
Ask for Mr. Carlson

Join the Company
that has Steady
Employment!

Mobil -Maid GE portable dish
washer. Good Condition.
392-1872
50 -Landscaping

SOU
blue Grass Sod Nursery.
Growers Of nursery sod.
!3traight Marten.

THE BEST SOD YOU
HAVE EVER SEEN

is

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Moped Bike, $75. 14' steel
boat, trailer, Johnson 5-5

for.

piece, solo rhythm switch;
253-8806 after 6. UPRIGHT PIANO - good con-

dition. Best offer.

253-695;

For Sale. Keyboard Thomas

organ. Model VL 1. Full pedal

Amens upright freezer, 20cu.
ft., good condition Coat $650.
Also
Will sell for $175.

Call 392-1638.
A mpeg Guitar amplifier, Sin puts with tremolo. 12" speaker. 3 mos. old $85. 827-2685.

board. Exc. cond. Low price.

58 -Radio -Television

19" Portable Philco T.V. with

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Willer Softener.
CL 5-1107,
Tape recorder, like new.

Stereo deck, Knight stereo

stand 2 years old. $69. Call
827-8657.

7764.

PM:

One duplicating
machine. 1 yr. old cost new
$385. Sale price $150. 392-

$3200 or best offer. After 6

'are-

Complete Hollywood

Rot Point, 12000 BTU capacity. Excellent condition. Half
of cost price $100. CL 5-8089

frontier. Write for Free list
of exclusive opportunities in
this area

BARRINGTON

FOR RENT - Business property former Beauty Parlor with living quarters $225 per
mo.

BarringtonR.E.Board
Co -Operative Listing Service

REALTORS

131 W. Main

253-2738

392-1872.

$75.

CL 5-1364.

ONCE A DAY

You will thank your husband
for buying this ' 3 bedroom
ranch. Alum. siding. Assume
existing 13,000 loan. $122.00
per mo. asking $15,500.
EVERY DAY

Will bring happiness for your

family, 4 bedroom -ranch, 2

full baths, central air con-

ditioning, full basement, 2 car.
gar. $22,500

kitchen In this sharp 2 bedroom ranch, washer & dryer,
carpeting, 1 1/2 car garage.
$600 dn. $127.00 per mo.

sable AKC. all shots .D ays call
Ann Purdy, 255-8000. After .6
259-4449.
Alaskan Husky puppies. House

broken. $25. Phone 392-7863
or 392-5236.
Miniature Schnauzer. Male.
Silver. Ch. sired. AKC. 12
weeks old. Ckll FLB-269
after 6 p.m..

3423 Kirchoff Rd.
PHONE 255-4200

1. Central air-conditioning
2. Walking distrance from
train
3. 4 blocks to shopping

4. ample parking, storage

car garage, attractively landscaped. Rear yard completely
enclosed.
$22,900

rm. split level home on

extra large lot.

'

Budget Germs Available

set snow tires. Best offer.

439-6942 after 6 PM
'63 Olds 88 - 4 Dr.H.T. radio,
heat., w -w, P.S.-P.B.-21,000
miles.
Call CL -5-8357
'66 Olds Cutlass 442. 4 speed
,

2 Dr. hardtop. Low mileage.

Best offer. CL 3-9583.
1960 Seneca Dodge. 4Dr.good
condition $395.
CL 9-3235 after 6
'65 Buick Wildcat Sport Coupe.

Auto/trans. full pwr. exc. condition. Getting company car,
must sell, best offer. CL.
9-2598 after 6:30.

1960 Comet Sedan. Running
perfectly.
'57 T -bird, 2 tops, exc. cond.
best reas. offer. 392-6359 or
weekend CL 3-9064

'56 Volkswegen. Good con-

dition. Radios $395.

1965 CADI LLAC
CONVERTIBLE
Four way electric seats and

'58 Dodge, 2 -door hard top.
Deluxe. All power, very good
condition. $250. Call 2534026.

100 -Foreign And Sports Cars
1959 Morris Minor. Good

condition $150. 392-7669
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Clean Used Cars Wanted'
Come In And See Us
No Junkers
Northwest Rambler - Palatine
Clean Cars Wanted
Best Prices Paid
MUSTANG MTRS.
Palatine
WANTED USED CARS

'65 Honda. CB 160. Perfect

2 bdr m. newly decorated ranch

home with detached garage beautiful back yard with large

shade trees. Perfect for that
"cook out." This is a beauty

358-4555_

16 -To Redt Houses
.

.

.

3 Bdrm. house.

1 yr. minimum lease $200 per month.
Available Aug. 25th. References required.
392-1553

11 -To Rent; Stores, ekes

CHOICE DESK SPACE
AVAILABLE

Modern air-cond. office

in

Des Plaines has desk for rent.
'Reasonable. Ideal Location on

Dempster nr. Toll Rd. Secretarial & telephone answering services available. Calla
MRS. SANDERS

208-5515

Adult

392-3562.

owner. $445.00

99 -Automobiles For Sale

at $15,508.00.

PERFECT FOR that large
family of yours! 8 rm. bihome, 2 1/2 baths, fireplace,
large living room and dining
room, 2 car -garage ona large
lot. $31,500.00.
$7,000.00, now reduced from
$55,000.00 to $48,000.00 for

Thls 3 bdrn.

white frame ranch house on
one acre with Inverness Golf

UNTIL 9 p.m.

111 -Motorcycles And Scooters

For Sale. 1964 Bianchi motor
scooter. $150 cash. 296-2445.

for road or campus.

quick sale.

OPEN EVENINGS

.

By .Appointrnent Only

Beautiful

FOR THE EXECUTIVE - Save

Frames. Like New $25. 392-

VAUGHN PLAN & SUPPLY
427-2216
CL 5-6478

trans. P/S, radio, W/W. Spare

CALL 358-9243.--

This immaculate house has
just been reduced to sell immediately. L. R. is carpeted,
sep. D.R., 2 bdrms., 1 1/2

Now accepting applications for
October Occupancy.

In S. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine

bath, kitchen, rec. rm.

'65 Dart, 4 Dr. 6 e yl. auto/

windows. Private party wishes to sacrifice for $4,450.

level, 4 bdrm, brick and frame

Call CL 3-3115
Girls White Twin Bed Comp.
$65. Solid Maple Twin Bed

.

4

on 1/2 acre landscaped lot.

'carpeted living - dining room
comb. 2 full baths, 3 bdrms,

and laundry facilities'
5. will decorate to suit
6. 1,050 sq. ft. of living
space
2 bdrm - $185. 1 bdrm - $160'

HOME REALTY

LUXURIOUS
CARPETING
100's Decorator Colors
Also Genuine Ozie Vectra indoor - outdoor carpet for

'58 Mercedes Bent. 190.

door, 4 speed. $175.537-5709.

Color is yellow. Black leather
interior. Air conditioning.

$18,900

1 East Campbell CL 3-2111
Member of M.A.P.
Multiple Listing Service

Smith and Johnson and offering the following ultra -deluxe
features:

Corner sectional. sofa, 3 pc.,
end tables and corner planter

Call CL 9-3281

Just overhauled. $75. 1111 N.
253-3586. Gd. Cond.
Yale
1963 Buick 225 Electra, 2 Dr.
hardtop. Like New.
CL. 5-2086

ARLINGTON MOTOR INC.

Palatine's' newest luxury apartment building located at

after 12 noon.

Complete, With Lamps $85.

CL. 3-0748
99 -Automobiles For Sale
'52 4 dr., 8 cyl., Pontiac.

1020 W. N/W Hwy CL3-2707

-WI LLIA MS BURG

delivery arranged. 773-0252

Modern Walnut Bedroom Set

'65 Camper ori145clievy 3/4
- or Camper only.

Brick and frame ranch with

walnut paneling in L.R. and
family room. There are 3
bdrms with 1 1/2 baths and

AT

piece or room. Terms and

7360

98 -Mobile Homes

CL. 5-7950

REALTY

"BE CAREFREE"

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

23 rooms of builder's model
home 'furniture being sold by

Arl. Hts.

Bring your TITLE - CASH

show

40%-70% Savings

CL 5 - 3535

1810 E. N/W Hwy.

MEADO'

pool, Tennis ct.,
.heat, $207.00. Call

Siamese seal point female,
registered, 1 yr., all shoLs,
Excellent

people to help you.
PHILIPPE BROS. REAI,TY
434 E.Northwest Hwy.
Palatine
FL 8-1800
FOLZ REALTY
Residential - Commercial

ROLLING

7

381-1641

it over with. us. Were here
9 to 9. Six active qualified

CL 9-2497

41sn3wci917111dmIe2sin 7g

prospect, and children's pet.
$30 or best offer. 358-3122

An equal: opportunity enployer.(M&F)

landscaped &. maintained.
By appointment
$24,000.

For Sub -let. Recently Decorated. Deluxe 2 bedroom, carpeted, equipped kitchen, extra
large rooms. Air Conditioned,

weeks old. AKC registered.

declawed.

NORTHLAKE ILLINOIS

Mt. Prospect by Owner. 3
bdrm. brick ranch, att. garage. w/w carpet. Beautifully

DE LUXE APARTMENT attached garage.

German Shepard male pup. 10

437-4294

1/2 mile north of North Avenue on Wolf Road.
1 mile west of Mannheim Road

peries & carpeting incl.
$34,900. 392-8199 By Owner.

7944.

Beautiful markings. Call 392-

For Sale. Sheltie pups, 7 wks,

orb
MUM

4 bdrm., 1 1/2 baths, tam,
rm., library, kitchen with
built - ins, dishwasher, dra-.

14 -To Rent Apartments

Male Poodles. A.K.C. Temporary shots. 12 wks. old.

GENERAL

SCARSDALE

Beagle Pups. A.K.C. Regis.

Two Sm. Silver Miniature

Monday thru Thursday
8 A.M. to 9P.M.
Friday 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Saturdays -8 A.M. to Noon

259-3956

Barrington Realty Co.

For Sale. Pure bred German

INTERVIEWING

rm., full basement, screened
porch, many extras.Low 40's.

$15,300

Light Industrial - 930 sq. ft.

Shepard pups. $30.

Knowledge In Operating Semi -Automatic
Winding Machines. For Various Type. Of Coil

business

$165 per mo. additional office
space available.

Loves children and dogs.Best
offer. Call 437-4423.

COIL WINDERS

new

I
Dept. A
234 N. Northwest Highway
358-7788
ibalatine

hull, with 50 H. P. Johnson.
4 wheel trailer. Boat has
all the extras. Priced to sell.
Must see to appreciate. Call

Siamese Kittens, Pure Bred.

439-0158'
FINE HOME BY OWNER, at
529 S. Yale, Arlington Heights.
4 bdrms., 2 1/2 baths, family

.

and full access. 537-9132.
19 ft. Cruiser Inc. Lapstrake

44 -Dogs, Pets And Equipment

must sell.

PARTAKE

cury trailer. Convertible top

HE 7-4133, after 6 p.m.

is

chising

14 ft. run -about. 35 HP. Mer-

Experience On Assembling Small
Parts And Handle Small Tools Is Desired

house to appreciate. OwnerN

You'll enjoy the bright modern

35 -Air Conditioning

31 -Beats And Marine Supplies

ASSEMBLERS

Mt. Prospect and Arlington
Hgts. 10 rm.,4bdrm.colonial.
Ideal place to raise a family.

ALL DAY LONG

Looking for a challenge that
will get you into your own
Profitable business? Fran-

259-0542.

- for

392-7867

THE
FRANCHISE BOOM

double

bed. Englander. Reasonable.

Lake BriarwOod Just South of

66 -Business Opportunities

4343.

tJ

ed. Call between 7-8 A.M. and
7-8 P.M. 537-6530.

'

pre -amp and amplifier. Must

For Sale.

acres .of unusually godd%
Single teacher wants small -high land; oft black top roall
unfurn. apt. up tp 44,950.00 Early terms.
furn,
$100 in Arl. Hgts.-741-0894 I
FL. 4410
Couple will pay premium rent 96 -Real Estate Wanted .
for furnished home, prefer
NO OBLIGATION ably air conditioned, for sum- '
mer of '67, from May to Sept. If you are 'thinking of selling'
,your.
home
come in and. talk
Excellent references furnish-

60 -Sporting Goods

Caddy Camper. dimes mount.
Self contained. SAVE $1300.

sell $200 or best offer. 392-

Three Shifts

253-9440

bedspreads $5 ea. 259-3469

255-0511.

on

For Sale. Bundy Wood B flat
clarinet. Like new.kow price._
Call 392-1638.
Double pick up electric guitar.
Like new. $60. Epiphone amp.
12 in. speaker. $26.

NORTHWEST

.

lot. Must see this area and

dual speaker Supro amp. vibrato, reverb; 1 yr. old.$325.

sell for $150; like new. Call

CL. 9-2248

T'AMECL3-21114N97C3

schools, swimming,
fishing, sailing; huge 1/2 acre

55 -Musical Instruments

area. Private park and beach.
rights. Must sell $1000 or
best offer.

Room - gentlemen In Arlington Heights. Call: 253-7492.

Good

Gas Range $15, T.V. $10,
& Ceramics.
End tables

Wardi frost -free 14 cu. ft.
refrigerator Cost $239; will

Openings

426-5108

4 pick up guitar, vibrato tail-

'elec. blanket, dual control,
sheets complete $40. 2 dbl.

YOU!!

west of Dundee:Gilberts.

$100. 255-0672 after 5.

Ph. 392-3595
Handmower $10, 1 Real
1
Mower $15. Phone 827-6851.
Double bed without frame,

LEGIII95k0NwhHAeLeiLi;r1.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

200 yds. or more
Just off of Rte. '72, 4 miles

Personable Girl Friday wanted to assist apartment builder in Des Plaines: Duties include reception,' lite typing
and bookkeeping.. Enjoyable
work in new office Just being
completed.

Weddings

Graduations,. etc.

82 -Wanted To Rent

-4.60 sq. yd. delivered.

GIRL FRIDAY

improved lot. Approx. 400 ft.
from south shore of Lake Geneve in sedluded residential

Low summer rates for

Parties

Large Food Freezer. Needs
Repair. $35. LE7-2978

$.50, sq. yd. picked up.

__IITOMATIC EMIR'

A Member of the GT&E Family of Companies

Like

CL 3-3112

.,j
Midler. it Miscillane-mispl7 18 -Kcal Estate -Vacant
'LAKE
GENEVA.
50x125
ft.
WAII-RENTALS

Eic. Cond. $60. 439-4861.

.

FOR INTERVIEW
CALL 439-7300

UTOMATIC ELECTRIC

$75.

washer.

Custom Made Paper Bag Co.

Job?

new.

Light clean work in new plant

packing novelty paper bags.

Looking for
a Permanent

par

dish-

portable

Whirlpool

-Friday,. July 29, 1966

THE DAY

48 -Household Appliances.

1i1 -Help Wanted -Women

Course adjacent. 2 fireplaces,
11 closets, patio, screened
porch, washer and dryer,
stove, refrig. drapes and curtains. Raise your own orchids
in gas -heated 14 x lOattached
Greenhouse. 'Beautifully landscaped.
ARLINGTON

HEIGHTS - 3

bdrm. Lannon stone, Ranch
home with 2 fireplaces, w/w
carpeting, garbage disposall...
dishwasher, awnings,. extra
large family room and 2 car
garage.' Ask us about the
price, You'll be surnrisedll

Foreign

.

Car
4111:01 BUYS
-

'64 FIAT 1200 CONVT.
READY TO GO
$1495

'62 PORSCHE RIMER 90
Hard
Top -Red -4 speed

A Beauty at only
$2095

'62 V W SUNROOF - Red Like New Tires
$895

'58 MERCEDES BENZ 180D
A Steal At Only :c
$895

'57 VOLVO 444 - 2 Door

1st one in gets It ONLY
$455

Open Evenings Until 9 P. M.

ROSELLE
FORD

HOME. REALTY

Irving Pk. & Roselle Rd.

132 S. Northwest Hwy.,

Palatine, Illinoii,
358-4555.
.

Roselle, Ill. Phone LA 9=555I

.

Palatine Linksman Leads Local
Entries in Western Ama-tur.

t. rospect
tar to itc

'Palatine's

at ox ar

ment, while Wiechers has tak-

Western Amateur titles in the

the Trans - Mississippi,
and Lewis the Sunnehanna.
Harvey is reigning monarch

past.

entered in the sixtyfourth annual Western Amateur. Tournament slated for
gOlfers

of the Dixie Tournament, and
Welch holds the Carolinas tit-

Aug. 6 at the Pinehurst Coun-

le.

try Club Course in Pinehurst,
N.C.

year and given up 123 hits but

Sechausen. who became the

BOUTELL is the Eastern
Tournament champion and runner-up in last year's Western

Walks, and fanned two w hile
getting his sixth loss against
eight wins for the season

DE.SPI IT THE loss. Peterson's record is still creditable
among the Yankee hurlers He
h4s _workid 124 2 innings this
,

Y.M. C,.A.

Scores in
Track Test

only 49 earned runs. He has
fanned 57 batters and walked

He has been less effective at
the plate, as are most pitchers,
batting .211 through last Saturday with eight hits in 38 at -bats.

YMCA scored

in

is

suburban golfers entered in the
event are Bob Marek of Northbrook, and Richard Rhoads,
Walter Cisco, Save Cisco,
Mike Louis, and Sherman
Finger of Evanston.

1 wo of the raps were doubles.

THE YANKS beat the Twins
Wednesday night and were idle
yesterday'. Tonight they'll face

recently in the

vents

Central

Arlington Heights Buys' Baseball Varsity II title last night

Amateur Athletic Union State
Track and Field Championships at Hanson Park, Chicago

He is only the second of the
.

to return to defend his title.

RECENT WESTERN Amateur champions who turned
pro the following year are

Smith, Boutell, Bill Newton, New Orleans played host to the
Updegraff, Wiechers, Marty tourney in 1961.

Tommy Aaron, Jack Nicklaus,
Tom WeiskoK and Steve Oppermann. Opperman was the

Pedersen's Pointers

holds the Pacific Coast crown.
tournament
Other
major

1964 titlist.

Harry Welch.
Murphy has

Gray, Dr. Ed Updegraff, Dale
two

Morey,

crowns, the National Amateur

Bill
Hyndman, Bob Cochran, .and

National Collegiate
Association Tourna-

Dick Chapman. Smith, Updegraff, and Morey have all won

the .

and

.-

Athletic

annexed

Charlie

boss'

880 -yard

walk,

and George Busse of Mount
Prospect placed first in
midget boys' 50 -ward dash

the

George also grabbed thirdor,
place honor,in the broad

and teamedwith Jell Myers.
Bob Gran. and Stu inLarson

July 29,

tripled.
In another Varsity

played last night, the Cougars
blasted the Orioles 14.3 behind

boys' high jump
Ellen John

the five -hit Pitching
XVolanski.
Wolanski

a

of Arlington
third - plate

ribbon in the junior girls' 75-

yard dash, and Val Neal of Des
Plaines
in

earned

second

place

the broad jump lor junior

girls

MIKE IOPAFA of Mount
Prospect earned third - pl ice
honors in the bantam boss'
ball throw and joined Stott

Eames of Mount Prospect and
Mike and Dan PrclIberg of Arlington Heights in plating sceond in the bantam boNs' relaN

Fritz Peterson of Mount Prospect, a graduate of

call in Comiskey Park for the Yankees, who open
a four -game stand tonight against the White Sox.
The big lefty is 8-6 for the season, and pitched
Tuesday night, indicating he should be ready to go

II tilt

USSF.RY, OF Des Plaines,
took filth place in the junior
Heights took

FritzMOO-re

Cubs' safeties

boys' relay

of Luke
whiffed

seven and' walked four, while
loser Scott Douglas fanned six
and passed eight.
COUGARS
1HE

rocked

Douglas for 12 hits, including
a home run by Dan Ruff, and

again Saturday or Sunday.

Olympic distance runner Os-

car Moore ranks us the pre favorite

race

Midget Grid Loop
Sets Registration

in

the

Central

Amateur Athletic Union's 20 kilometer championship to be
run on the Eastern Illinois University campus Saturday.
Moore leads a list

of 48
runners who will line up for
the 12 -1/2 -mile race at 8 a.m.

Weigh -ins and registration
for the Mt. Prospect Midget

local grid group with .10 ba- A Southern Illinois University

Football League will be held

four senior squads.

tam and 10 'junior teams and student, he qualified for both

on Aug. 6 and
Park between 10 a.m. and 3
P.m.

senior

13

Lions

at

Boys aged 8 to 14 residing

1-1 slate.

Mt.

The Bears rounded out Varsity. II action with a forfeit win

in Mt. Prospect or the
Park District
Prospect

over the Rams.

still eligible to join the league
if they have not signed up on

arc

previous registration dates.

A LLMITED number of ap..
plicants will be accepted in

FALCON
FAIRLA NE

7.00

MUSTANG
GALA XI E

7.00
7.00

STATION WAGON'

9.00

TRUCK

In A.A.U. Race

record and the Orioles with a

4.00
5.00

E
R

D

first

will be unlimited in the junior
and ban:am divisions.

the batam class
must be eight or nine - year olds or 10 - year - olds weighing 79 pounds or less. The
junior league will be compos-

ed of

10

-

I1

-

year

-

olds

who weigh between 79 and 115

pounds. Senior division teams

will accept all other grid candidate., up to 14 years old, as

PLUS MILEAGE
INCLUDES GAS & INSURANCE

at low rates from...

long as they are
school students.

SYSTEM

CL 9-3141

CL 5-9889

10. .06 1

not

high

BOYS WHO have not played
in the

GEORGE POOLE

NITES AND SUNDAY

on a
basis,

Players in

8.00

400 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HGTS., ILL

senior division
come -first serve
registration
though

league's

the

P

over causing a hook.

Midget League before

will be required to show a
birth certificate or baptism
certificate as proof of age.

18.

schedule

5,000 and

the

opens

10,000

meter

Sept.

All games will be played

at Lions Park.

All -Stars Enter
liens Meet

MOORE CAN

expect

his

University's

iwo-mile record,

Dick Strom of Palatine

and

was Eastern's 1958 cross country champion.
Others who figure to finish

applicants'

ages on

Quinlan of Rantoul, Mary Honn
of Findlay, John Gunn of Galesand

burg,

the

Rev.

Bernie

In a meeting held this week,
league officials voted to add

TROPHIES WILL be awarded

the top

to

five finishers,

and medals to the next five.
All runners finishing the race
will receive some type of

divisions,

leaving

Free Sunday papers 8 P.M. Sat. till noon Sun. with
10 gallons gas purchase. Complete & courteous
service at all times. Come in and see Jim °Byrne.

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

810 E. RAND RD.

award.

strongest competition to come
from Saluki Track Club teammate Barry Crawford and Phil
Lorene of Santa Susaria, Calif.
Lorene, a former Western

Illinois University athlete, was
The Arlington Heights North
the 1963 steeplechase champion
All -Stars, managed by LeRoy
in the National Association of
E.
Leistcr, have entered the
Athletics and - the 1962 Inter15th Annual State-wide Base- state Ccinference cross country
Thillens
ball Tournament at
title holder.
Stadium. Chicago. starting Aug:
7.

TWO LOCAL runners
Teams from all across the
the
state are entered in the tourney, also possible entries in
which is sponsored by Thillens race. John Schneider of Des
Boys' Major League Baseball. Plaines holds Eastern Illinois
are

Gaines are scheduled at 7:30
p.m. and 8:45 p.m. each night
until the tourney is completed.

Members of the Arlington
Heights North squad arc: Jim
Anderson, Steve Balinski, Dan
Carty,. Jeff Chase, Doug Clark.
Dick Kolari, Steve Kuchler.
Ed .Lcister, Mike Locascio, Ken
Martin, Mike Moser, Bob
Sesterhenn, Brad Smith, Dean
Taggart, and Dave Zara.
E.
LeRoy
Coaches' arc
Leister, Rollo Kuebler, and
Ralph Smith.

BUD'S

PLUMBING
Small Repairs
Bath & Kitchen
Remodeling
All Makes - Fixtures
& Parts
Do It Yourself Or We Install

..Solid
investment
happiness!

Price & Compare
THEN CALL

CL 5-4799

It's difficult to measure happiness in dollars and cents ... but
we've done it.

We've developed a product that guarantees smiles, relaxation,

BILL KELLY SAYS:

family fun and healthful happiness ... and all of this is available with a realistic, down to earth price tag.

YOU CAN BUY A NEW

two teams to the batam and
junior

BULKO gives you more gallons for your dollar.

Finch of Kingman, Ind.

Dec.

1.

downswing

The

SERVICE
STATION

JIM'S

among the leaders are Roger

Categories will be decided by
the

minimum.

should not be forced as you -

holes.

Junior and batam action will competition in the 1964 Olymbegin on Sept. II, while the pics.

CORTINA

or pull

-on-tight ,or -narrow -from. tolling over_:.
Because your hands should
When executing this type of: be in line with the target at
shot, you should seek to "block all times, you will find yourout" your right side. in other self finishing a little higher
words, you must keep your right than normal with your follow
hind in line with the target be- through.

-re

double and triple by Wolansk1,
and doubles by Jamie Koener
,ind Paul Raeder. The decision
left the Cougars with a 4-2

rent a new '66

hook

-THE FADE is a much eas- come into the ball.
By swinging with your arms,
ier -technique to control, mind
can usually be counted on to you can keep the left side of
provide more accuracy than your body firm. This will help
the hook. The accuracy is the to keep your right hand in line
most important ingredient in With the target and prevent it

SPage 10

home run

Two of the

pros

iron.

,Md_Siregg_ilailalLi._Slitmined._ a

went for extra bases, as Gary
Rung doubled 'and Dave Zare

the

tionally fade a long wood or

1966

a

of Mount Prospect to take
fourth place in the midget

One of the major weapons in fore and after impact. Your
the arsenal of top touring golf right hand should line up with
professionals is the controlled the target even during the follow through, making it imposfade shot.
The average golf fan has sible for the hands to roll

their shots when they have to
YOU SWING with your arms
contend with a tough angle to
the green, but few realize how in this type of shot, keeping
often the experts will inten-. body and wrist action to a

Friday,

playoff

ace -

Can Save Strokes

Smith,

seen

six -inning route job.
The Yanks managed only two
hits in the title showdown, but
they made them count. Brian
Hogan doubled for the winners,
hits in

ontro e
.

IfFIE DES PLAINES Y took
GLEN KOST outdueled the
two first - place ribbons Don Cubs' Dave Zarc and -Brad
Ussery took first-plaee in the - Sr -With -limiting -the -losers -to -six Junior

THIS YEAR'S Western Amateur marks the first. appear-.
ance of the tournament in the
Carolinas, although the event

THERE ARE ten players in has been held in the south
this year's field who made the several times. Delray Beach,
final 1.6 a year ago. They are Fla. was the site in 1957, and

last six tournament champions

by tripping the Cubs 5-3 for
their second straight
triumph.

Friday.
The low 16 on the basis of 72
hole totals then enter match
play on Saturday anyl Suriday.

Smith as returning champ-

ion is something of a rarity
in Western Amateur history.

Among the 148 entrants in
champions besides Finger and next week's tournament are
Sechausen are Bob Murphy, eight past or present Walker
Jim Wiechers, George Boutell, Cup team members. Included.
Jack Lewis, Bill Harvey. and are. Bill- Campbell, Downing

Yanks Win
Loop Title
The Yankees nailed down the

Bob Smith in 1965.

FINGER IS one of eight entrants who have earned major
amateur .titles this summer. He

the Sox at 8 p.m., and tomorrow
they'll play another single game
at 1:30 p.m. Sunday's Yankees White Sox double-header is
slated for 1:15. Peterson is
most likely to see action tomorrow or Sunday.

e-

seven

medalist

leading

ern University this spring, will
be joined by another Palatine
linksman, Ray Rendell. Other

-

Suburban

Northwest

The

Ten's

Big

ner: All -contestants play the ahiateur tournaments and was
first 36 holes Wednesday and host to the National Amateur
Thursday (Aug. 3 and 4). The id 1962. The 7,051 -yard laylow 50 go 36 more holes on out has a par of 72.

Amateur. He lost a 19 -hole
match to defendi4 champion

while .playing for Northwest-.

only 22 while pitching seven
complete games, including a
shutout.

Fleckman, Don Albert, Bob
Meyer, Alex' Antonio, and
Truman Connell.
THE WESTERN Amateur
Club's
Pinehurst Country
is noted for its unique .double- number - two course has a
header format which combines long tradition in amatUer
72 holes of stroke play in course.
It is the site each'
qualifying with four rounds year of the North and South
of match play to pick a win- men's, women's and senior's

en

Mount Prospect's Fred (Fritz) Peterson is likely to see
action this weekend at Comiskey Park for the New York
Yankees against the Chtclo White Sox.
PETF.RSON, THE 6-0, 185pound left from Arlington High
School and Northern Illinois
University, last pitched Tuesday night against the Minnesota
twins
The Yanks bowed. 6-3, with
Peterson absorbing the loss in
seven innings He allowed nine
hits, lour earned runs, four

./

Sechausen

John

will head a contingent of the
suburban area's top amateur

The famous Cadillac pool has been approved in the greatest
testing laboratory in the world ... the back yards of thousands

TORONADO
FOR ONLY

of, happy, satisfied Cadillac pool owners.

If you're ready to invest in solid happiness (and if you're not 4
you should be) investigate the Cadillac pool for you and your

$46409

'family.
Over 8001/dealers across the country are ready to serve you

With a newpase on happiness ... you supply the call

PHONE 256-7650
.

.

. the amiss are On us?

AWL

TORONADO
Only fulkize car
with front wheel drive!
Flat floors Full -view side windows ' 385 -hp Toronado
Roater'11.8 EriaineToronado's own brand of Turbo Hydra-

Matic Dris4 Concealed headlamps Unique draft -free
ventilation system Plus the newest, sleekest loOk in towel

KOSKE
IMPORT MOTORS
450 N. HICKS RD. - 358-5750. PALATINE
PALATINE

ACROSS FROM PALATINE 13EOPP,ING PLAZA

MARTIN J. KELLY
IOLDS MOBILE, INC.
1516 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

ALLYN IL ALLEN CO. INC.

804 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON 'HEIGHTS, ILL

isooks

Seise eve me more details an the Coddles thidnirribig toot
obligation, of nurses

Naas
Mdfese

Ng_

Ibsen

ALLYN B. ALLEN CO., INC.
804 W. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS
HOURS 8 TO 5. PHONE 255-7550 - AFTER HOURS CALL, 392-6335

